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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute

a convenient book of general reference.

About 200,000 words will be defined. The
Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-

cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and
phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologists, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotest known origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished

by small superior figures (!,
2

,
3

, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same
homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a
verb and a noun of the same origin and the
same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established usage, and, however ac-

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which
usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in cr or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with ce or ce (as hemorrhage, hcemorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been

necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be
accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-

crimination of sounds, and being designed to

be readily understood and used. (See Key to

Pronunciation on back cover.)

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of

non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in

the order in which the senses defined have en-

tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics

of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less

famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collectedby an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and
many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-
sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, 'or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-
sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological
sciences, an equally broad method has been

adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of

the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining

legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes; of

architecture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this direction than these con-

ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information of a kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary

" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

Eal
difference that the information given is

jr the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few

general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as

Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-
pedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly
helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.

To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The

price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the
first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj. adjective.

bbr. abbreviation.

nbl ablative.

ace accusative-.

iiccoin accommodated, accom-

inodation.

act. active.

adv. adverb.

AF Anglo-French.

agrt agriculture.

AL. Anglo- Latin.

alg algebra.

Amu American.

anat anatomy.
MII.-. ancient.

antlq antiquity.

aor aorist.

appar apparently.

Ar Arabic.

aroh architecture.

archaiol archwology.
arlth arithmetic.

art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.

astroii astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.

biol biology.

Bohem Bohemian.

hot. : . . . botany.

Brat Brazilian.

Bret. Breton.

bryol bryology.

Bulg Bulgarian.

carp carpentry.

Cat Catalan.

Cath Catholic.

cans. causative.

ceram .ceramics.

cf. L. coi\fert compare.
oh church.

Chal Chaldee.

chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.

chron chronology.

colloq colloquial, colloquially.

com commerce, commer-

cial.

romp composition, com-

pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.

conj conjunction.

contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.

craniol cranlology.

craniom craniometry.

crystal crystallography.

D. Dutch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

def. definite, definition.

deriv derivative, derivation.

dial dialect, dialectal.

did different.

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive.

dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

E. East.

E, F,tlffl\*]}(tlinlf>/ inriiH-

ing modern English).

eccl., ecclea. .... ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.

Egypt Egyptian.

E. lud East Indian.

elect. electricity.

embryol embryology.

Eng English.

engln engineering.

i hi'. in entomology.

Epls Episcopal.

equlv equivalent.

esp. especially.

Eth. Ethloplc.

cthnog ethnography.

ethnol ethnology.

etym etymology.

Eur European.
exclam exclamation.

f., fern feminine.

F French (usually mean-

ing modern French).

Flem Kli-iiiish.

fort fortlfluatlon.

freq frequentative.

Fries Frieslc.

fut future.

O Oermtat(usuallymcan-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galr galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog. geography.

geol geology.

geom geometry.

Goth Gothic (Mresogothlc).

Or Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunner}'.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

herpet herpetology.

Hind Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.

hydraul hydraulics.

hydros. hydrostatics.

Icel. Icelandic (usually

meaning Old Ice-

landic, othf-neigf call-

ed Old Norse).

chth ichthyology.

. e L. id ml, that is.

mpers impersonal.

mpf Imperfect.

mpv imperative,

mprop improperly.
Ind Indian.

ind Indicative.

Indo-Enr Indo-European.
Indef Indefinite.

Inf Infinitive.

instr instrument:]!.

interj interjection.

nitr. intrans. . . . intransitive.

Ir Irish.

irreg irregular, Irregularly.

It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
I. Latin (itxi'iiltif mean-

ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

L( i Low German.

llchenol llchenology.

lit literal, literally.

lit literature.

Llth Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.

lithol lithology.

LL. Lute Latin.

m., masc masculine.

M Middle.

mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
mannf manufacturing.
math mathematics.

Ml) Middle Dutch.

ME Middle English (other-

iriw called Old Eng-

lish).

rm-rli. merlianlcs, mechani-

cal.

med medicine.

mensur mensuration.

metal metallurgy.

metaph metaphysics.

meteor. meteorology.
Mex Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greek, medic-

val Greek.

MUG Middle High German.

milit military.

mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG Middle Low German.

mod modern.

mycol mycology.

myth mythology.
n noun.

n. .
r i .-i 1 1 neuter.

N New.

N North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

n:i nt nautical.

nav navigation.

NGr New Greek, modern
Greek.

NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modem
Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm Norman.
north northern.

Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.

O Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-

wise called Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD. Old Dutch.

ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.

odontol odontology.
OF Old French.

OFleni Old Flemish.

OGael Old Gaelic.

OHO Old High German.
Olr Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLO Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPntss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.

ornith ornithology.

OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OTeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part. participle.

pass. passive.

pathol pathology.

pert. perfect.

Pers. Persian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar pharmacy.
Phen Phenician.

phtlol philology.

phllos. philosophy.

phonog phonography.

photog photography.

plircn |ilirciiology.

pbys physical.

physiol physiology.

pl.,plur plural.

l>n. t poetical.

polit political.

Pol Polish.

po possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr present participle.

Pr. Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref prefix.

prep preposition.

pres. present.

prct preterit

priv privative.

pi oli. probably, probable.

pron pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-
ciation.

prop properly.

pros prosody.

Prot Protestant

prov provincial.

psychol psychology.

q. v L. quod (or pi. qua)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Roman.

Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).

Russ. Russian.

8. South.

S. Amer South American.

so L. trilirel, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp sculpture.

Serv Servian.

sing singular.

Skt Sanskrit.

Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.

subj subjunctive.

superl superlative.

surg surgery.

sun' surveying.

Sw Swedish.

yn synonymy.

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination.

Tent Teutonic.

theat theatrical.

theoL theology.

therap therapeutics.

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans. .... .transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.

typog typography.
nit ultimate, ultimately.

v verb.

vmr variant

vet veterinary.

T. L intransitive verb,

v. t transitive verb.

W. Welsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallachlan.

W. Ind West Indian.

xoogeog. zoogeography.
zool. (oology.

toot rootoray.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as In fat, man, pang,

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard,

a as in fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear,

e as in met, pen, bless,

e as in mete, meet, meat
e as in her, fern, heard,

i as in pin, it, biscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file,

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor,

o as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

u as in tub, son, blood,

u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

n as in pull, book, could,

ii German u, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

on as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an un-

accented syllable indicates its abbre-

viation and lightening, without abso-

lute loss of its distinctive quality. See

Preface, p. xi. Thus:

u as in prelate, courage, captain.

v as in ablegate, episcopal.

$ as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.

1.1 as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an

unaccented syllable indicates that*

even in the mouths of the best speak-

ers, its sound is variable to, and in or-

dinary utterance actually becomes,

the short u-sound (of but, pun, etc.).

See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,

e. as in prudent, difference.

as in charity, density.

as in valor, actor, idiot.

as in Persia, peninsula.

(' as in the book.

\\ as in nature, feature.

A mark (w) under the consonants

t, d, , z indicates that they in like

manner are variable to ch, j, eh, zh.

Thus:

J as in nature, adventure,

d as in arduous, education,

s as in leisure.

/ as in seizure.

Hi as in thin.

TH as in then.

Oh as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid

(mouille) 1.

'

denotes a primary,
" a secondary

accent. (A secondary accent is not

marked if at its regular interval of

two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived.

4- read and; i. e,, compounded with, or with suffix.

= read cognate trith; i. e. f etymologically parallel with.

y read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed, or asserted but unverified, form.

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word indicates that

the word so marked is distinct etymologically from other

words, following or preceding it, spelled in the same man-

ner and marked with different numbers. Thus :

back 1 (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

back1 (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back 1

(bak), r. To furnish with a back, etc.

back1 (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of fta2.

back :! (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat, etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the credits to

the quotations, as " No." for number, "st." for xtanza, "p."
for page, "1." for line, H for paragraph, "fol." tor folio.

The method used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the following plan :

Section only 55.

Chapter only riv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only Hi.

Book and chapter
Part and chapter
Book and line

Book and page V iii. 10.

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page
Volume and page II. 34.

Volume and chapter IV. iv.

Par^ book, and chapter II. iv. 12.

Part, canto, and stanza II. iv. 12.

Chapter and section or IF vii. or f 3.

Volume, part, and section or If I. I. or If 6.

Book, chapter, and section or If I. i. or IT 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same word are

grouped under one head, and distinguished by the Ro-

man numerals I., II., III., etc. This applies to transitive

and intransitive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives, to adverbs

used also as prepositions or conjunctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or all of the

words in a synonym-list indicates that the words so distin-

guished are discriminated in the text immediately follow-

ing, or under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are sometimes

divided indicate the senses or definitions with which they
are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-case) letter,

or with a capital, according to usage. When usage dif-

fers, in this matter, with the different senses of a word,
the abbreviations [cap.] for "capital "and [i.e.] for "lower-

case" are used to indicate this variation.

The difference observed in regard to the capitalizing of

the second element in zoological and botanical terms is in

accordance with the existing usage in the two sciences.

Thus, in zoology, in a scientific name consisting of two

words the second of which is derived from a proper name,

only the first would be capitalized. But a name of simi-

lar derivation in botany would have the second element

also capitalized.

The names of zoological and botanical classes, orders,

families, genera, etc., have been uniformly italicized, in ac-

cordance with the present usage of scientific writers.



Oonocephalus

Conocephalus (ko-no-sef'a-lus), . [NL., < Or.

ki.n'iu-. a emir, + Mpi/i/, a licad.] 1. A genus
nl' salliiliiriiil orl In iptri'i ins inserts, of I hi' family
l.iH-iixliila; having llir vertex conical (whence
tln> name), Hie elytra long and leafy, the legs

long and ele&der, tin- antcnme filiform, and
the ovipositor ensate. There an- several species of

these j;recn unisshoppcrs. Mich iis I'. uniiiililnililfiA .if Kll-

rope mid the common C. i niiper ni th.- I niicd Mates.

2f. A generic name variously useil fur certain

cnisl.'lceatis, lieetles, IV|'tile8, lllld

COnOCUneUS (ko-no-ku'ne-us), n.
; pi. i-ini/innni

(-1). [NL., < Ij. I'llllils, ;l eiilll', + CllllfHX, II

wedge: see cuiir anil <w'.] 1. A geometrical
solid having; one curved and three plane faces,
one of which is the quadrant of a circle and has
,K one edge a line equal and parallel to one of

the radii of the circle forming a boundary of

the quadrant. 2. A surface generated by a

right line which constantly crosses a fixed right
line at right angles, and also constantly inter-

sects the circumference of a fixed circle.

conodont (ko'no-dont), . [< Gr. Kuvof, a cone,
+ orfoir (iiloiT-) = K. tiMith.] A small glistening
fossil organism, discovered by Pander in Silu-

rian and Devonian rocks in Russia, and subse-

quently observed in other strata in different

localities, and variously supposed to be a tooth
of a cyclostoraous fish, or a spine, booklet, or

denticle of a mollusk or an annelid: so named
from its conical tooth-like appearance. These

organisms are certainly not teeth of any verte-

brates, and are probably the remains of worms.

Cmuidont*, supposed to belong to the Myxinida), are mi-
auto pulieo/oie tooth-like fossils.

1'fixrite, Zobl. Class., p. 17H,

conoid 1 (ko'noid), o. and n. [= F. conoide= Sp.
con^kle = Pg. It. conoidv, < Or. jjw<r%, conical

(neut. rd nuvonAcc, a conoid), < nuvof, a cone, +
eMof, form.] I. rt. Having the form of a cone;
conoidal.

II. . 1. In tjcom. : (o) A solid formed by the
revolution of a conic section about its axis.
If the conic section is a paralwla, the resulting solid is n

paral>olic conoid, or paralwloid ; if a hyi>erbola, the solid

is a hyperbolic conoid, or hypcrboloiil ; if aa ellipse, nil

elliptic conoid, a spheroid, or an ellipsoid. But the term
'"/i"/'/ isi.iten used to include the hyperholoids and para-
lioloids and to exclude the spheroids. This is the mean-
ing of the Oreek word with Archimedes,

(fc) A skew
surface which may be generated by a straight
line moving in such a manner as to touch a

straight lino and curve, and continue parallel
to a given plane, (r) A surface generated by
the revolution of an arc of a circle about its

sine. 2. In anat., the conarium or pineal
body.

conoid'-' (ko'noid), a. and n. [< COHUS + -oid.]
I. . In couch., resembling or having the char-
acters of the Conidie.

II. n. A gastropod of the family Conidai.

conoidal (ko-noi'dal), a. [< conoid* + -al; =
F. conoidal, etc.] 1. Having the form of a co-

noid: as, a cimoidal bullet. 2. Approaching to

a conical form
; nearly but not exactly conical.

-Conoidal ligament, \nanat,, a portion of the coraco-
cluvieular ligament, as distinguished from the trapezoid
division of the same structure. It is an important defense
of l In' .shoulder-joint, lieside.s contributing to hold the dis-

tal i ml lit the clavicle ill place.

conoidally (ko-noi'dal-i), iidr. In a conoidal
form or manner.
Conoidea (ko-noi'de-ft), n. pi. [NL., < Con MM

+ -oidi-a.] In conch., same as Conidai. La-
-
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sns in Cilicia. and appeared and disappeared in

the seventh century. See Tnlhrixt.

Conopidae (ko-nop'i-de). ./>/. [XL., < ''o/
+ -iilii

1

.} A family of dichietous brachycerous
dipterous insects, typified by the genus r/).v.

having a dis-

tinct proboscis,
uncovered hal-

teres, and per-
fect wings with
a simple cubital

vein. Also Co-

conquer

to observe sections of crystals in converging
polarized light.

OonotrachelUS (ko'iio-tra-ke'lun), n. [XL.. <

(Jr. Kiivor, a cone, + TIKI (//"", the neck, throiit.
|

A notable genus of weevils, of the family I'tir-

i uliilllilltl'. I'. Mriiiii'liin- is the phlMi-weevil or plum
i iireiili". ]irolialil> tin- must Injurious of the whole family

F 1

1. ZX<T Conopophaga
(ko - no - pof

' a -

ga), n. [NL.
(Vieillot, 1816);
also written Co-

iKijinfihugus, and
contr. Conopha-
(ja; < Gr. nftvu^i,

a gnat (see ('<>-

mips), + Qaytlv, eat.] A genus of ant-thrushes,
or formicarioid passerine birds, of South Ameri-

ca, divided into the species C. aurita, C. lineata,
i

'. i,ii-liiiii>/ix, etc.

Conops (ko'nops), n. [NL., < Gr. nuvuifi, a gnat,

mosquito, < Ktivof, a cone, + <ji/i, eye, face.] A
genus of dipterous insects, formerly of great

Black-cheeked Ant-thrush (Ctmopophaga
metattops).

Cottefs tfbialis. (Cross shows natural size.)

extent, now restricted as the type of the family
('oiwpida: C. flai-ipen, the larvae of which live

in the abdomen of hymenopterous insects, is

an example.
Conopsarias (ko-nop-sa'ri-e), . pi. [NL. (Lin-
meus, 1758) ; prop. "Conopariie; < Conops +
-ariie.] In Latreille's classification of insects,
the third tribe of Athericera, corresponding to

the Linnean genus Conops and the modern fam-

ily Conopida;, but including some forms now
usually referred to Afuxcid<x.

Conopsidae (ko-nop'si-de), . pi. [NL.] Same
as Conopida;.
Conorhinus (ko-no-ri'nus), . [NL., < Gr. navof,
a cone, wedge, + pi(, friv, nose.] A genus of

Hemiptrra, founded by Laporte in 1833. The
hody is somewhat flattened, and the sides of the abdomen
are strongly recurved. The head is long, narrow, and cy-
lindrical, and thickened iK'hind the eyes ; the ocelli arc

j
..

conoidic, conoidical (ko-noi'dik, -di-kal), a. [<
miuiiifi + -h; -icrt/.] Pertaining to a conoid;
liaving the form of a conoid.

Oonomedusse (ko'no-me-du'se), it. pi. [NL..
< Gr. iditvof, a cone, + NIJ. Medusa;.] Haeckel's
name of an order of Scyphoiimliixa', formed for

the reception of the Charybdea and allied jelly-
fishes. The disk is hell-shaped with quadrangular has,-.

ami the parts are arranged in fours. The 4 tcntaculicysts
are perradial ; the lamcllif.inn gcnitaliu are in 4 pairs, at-

tached to 4 internidial septa dividing the enteric cavity
into 4 gastric iiouehes. in which the Kenitalia hang freely.
There are 4 intcrradml Haps, hearing each a long tentacle.
and a broad vascular false velum penetrated by the en.-

trrir ralinK

COnomedusan (ko'no-me-du'san), a. and n.

[< Conomediixiv + -H.] I. <i. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Conomedusa: ;

charybdea n.

II. n. One of the Conomciliixir; a charybdean.
conominee (ko-nom-i-ne'), . [< co-1 + nomi-

IKT.\ due nainedurdesignatedasanassociate;
a joint nominee.

Conpnite (ko'non-it), . [< << (see def.) +
-ilr-.] A member of an unimportant sect of

Tritheists which followed Conon, Bishop of Tar-

^JL/^s

it
Blood-sucking Cone-nose ( CoftorkirtNt lan

Imago and pupa, natural size.

placed on this stouter part. The antennai are short, the

eyes transverse, and the legs short, the hind pair being
much longer than the others. C. xanfntititfru*, the hlootl-

siieking rone-nose. Is a widely distributed s|.'cies in the
l'nitcd States, and is known in some localities to infest
lieds and suck human

I.Jood.
Amrr. Kntmitologut, I. 85.

Conorhynchidae (ko-no-ring'ki-de), . pi. [NL.,
< ( '<>ii<-lii/iu'ltii.<s + -iW<i-.] A family of malacop-
t erygian fishes, typified by the genus Conorhyn-
clinx: same as Allmlidte.

Oqnorhynchus (ko-no-ring'kus), . [NL., < Gr.

Mjfof , a cone, wedge, + /iry^of, snout.] A genus
of malacopterygian fishes, typical of the family
fiiiiorli i/iich itlir: same as Albuta.

conormal (ko-n6r'mal), a. [< co-1 + normal.
~\

In ninth., having common normals. Conormal
correspondence "f vicinal surfaces, a currcsixindence
arrniiliiiu tu uhich |K)int,s liaving the same normal eorre-

>l>inl to line another.

conoscente, . See <</.w< !.

conoscope (ko'no-skop), n. [< Gr. KUTOC, a cone,
-f- am-tit; view.] A form of polariscope used

riuin-weevil ( Cotttttrathtlta M

a, larva ; b, pupa ; f, imafro ; if, plum and curculio, the plum bearing
one of the punctures. ( i .ins show natural sizes.

in America. The beetle is of small size, and of a dark-
brown color spotted with black, yellow, and white. Be-
sides the plum, this weevil attacks the apricot, nectarine,

peaeh, cherry, apple, pear, and quince. C. cratctgi Is the

iiuincc-curcnlio, which infests the quince, pear, and haw.
The eggs are laid in June, and the larva: when full-grown
IHIIV out and fall to the ground, where they remain all win-

ter, assuming the pupa form in the spring, and Issuing as
beetles In May. There are many other species. The ely-
tra are tuherculate, and in some species handsomely varie-

gated with hairy markings.

conourish (ko-nur'ish), v, t. [< co-1 + nour-

ish.] To nourish together. [Bare.]
If two or more living subjects be co-wnirijthed during

the period of development, they will tend to "similar pro-
portional development" and "similar series of kinetic ac-

tions." f. Warurr, Physical Expression, p. 286.

conquadrate (kon-kwod'rat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. conquatlratcd, ppr. conqitadratiny. [< L. coii-

quadratus, pp. of conquadrare, make square, <

com- + qiiadrarr, square: see quadrate.] To
bring into a square ; square with another. Ash.

[Rare.]
conquassatet (kon-kwas'at), <

4

. t. [< L. coi-

qiiiissatus, pp. of conquassare (> It. conquan-
sare), shake violently, < com-, together, + quas-
sare, shake, freq. of qiuttere, pp. quassus, shake.
Cf. concuss.] To shake.

Vomits do violently ron/iitasiiale the lungs. Harvey.

conquassationt (kon-kwa-sa'shon), n. [= It.

cu<juasa:io>if, <L. conquassatio(n-). (conquas-
sare, pp. conqiKissatus, shake violently: see COM-

quasxate.] Concussion; agitation.
I have had a cinni*ui**atwn in inv cerebrum ever since

the disaster. XUaUon, Anything for a (Jnii-t Life, 111. 2.

conquer (kong'ker), r. [< ME. conqueren (or,
witnoiit inf. sutiK, conquer, earlier conquery,
in the earliest instance cuncweari), < OF. con-

querre, cunquerre, conquerer, F. conqufrir = Pr.

conquerre, conquerer, conquerir = Sp. ronguerir= ft. conqiiulere, < L. conquirere (ML. also in

deriv. "couquerere), pp. conquixitus (ML. also

eonquixtutt) (> Sp. Pg. conquixtar: see conquest,
r.), seek after, go in quest, seek eagerly, pro-
cure, ML. conquer, < com- + quarere, pp. quasi-
tus, seek, ask: see quest, query, and cf. acquire,
enquire, inquire, require, which contain the game
radical element. Hence conquest, etc.] I. trans.

1. To overcome the resistance of; compel to
submit or give way; gain a victory over; sub-
due by force of arms, or by superior strength
or power of any kind : as, to conquer the enemy
in battle, or an antagonist in a prize-fight ;

to

conquer a stubborn will, or one's passions.
Barouns that dide homage as soone as he hadde am-

querid these xj kynges, tfor the] douted that he sholde
be-reve hem of her londes. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 171.

If we be conqiter'tl, let men ctmqurr us,
And not these bastard Bretagnes.

Slat.. Rich. III., T. 3.

We contfutr'd France, but felt our captive's charms ;

Her arts victorious triumph "d o'er our arms.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. 1. 263.

The natives [of Hindustani had learned to look with
contempt on the mighty nation which was soon to con-

qurr and to rule them. Matavlay, Lord dive.

2. To overcome or surmount, as obstacles, dif-

ficulties, or anything that obstructs.

How hard a matter it is to rorw/wr the prejudices of
education. Stilliuit.ilett, Sermons, I. viii.

3. To gain or secure by conquest; obtain by
effort: as. to conquer peace.

r.\ dc-ree- the \iitnes and charms of Mary a>iujvere<l
the tirst place in her husband's affection.

Maravlay, Hist Kng., si.



conquer
It was only after a strenuous opjMjsition from these

bodies that ancient literature at last nmqueml its mv-
nition as an element of academical instruction.

Sir W. Hamilton.

=Syn. 1 and 3. Overcome, Vanquish, Conquer, Subdue,

Subjugate, to overpower, overthrow, defeat, beat, rout,

and suiMtte aim xiwjti'/fire containing permanence as an
essential idea. Overcome is not so strong as vanquish,
the former expressing a real victory, hut the latter also a

due and subjugate are like conquer. Subdue may express
a slower, quieter process than conquer. Subjugate is the

strongest ; it is to bring completely under the yoke. See

defeat.
Who overcomes

By force, hath overcome but half his foe.

Milton, P. L., i. 648.

In arguing, too, the parson owned his skill,

For e'en though vanquished, he could argue still.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 212.

No creed without pathos will ever justify the great hu-
man hope, or eonqiter the great human heart.

N. A. Rev., CXL. 327.

Rome learning arts from Greece whom she subdued.

Pope, Prol. to Addison's Cato.

The style of Louis XIV. did what his armies failed to

do. It overran and subjugated Europe.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 390.

II. intrans. To make a conquest; gain the

victory.
He hath been us'd

Ever to conquer, and to have his worth
Of contradiction. Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

Resolv'd to conquer or to die.

Waller, Epitaph on Col. C. Cavendish.

conquerable (kong'ker-a-bl), a. [< OF. con-

querable ; as conquer -f -able.} Capable of

being conquered; that may be vanquished or

subdued.

Revenge, . . . which yet we are sure is conquerable under
all the strongest temptations to it.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. iv.

conquerableness (kong'ker-a-bl-nes), . The
state of being conquerable.
COnqueress (kong'ker-es), n. [< conquer + -ess.']

A female who conquers ;
a victorious female.

O Truth ! thou art a mighty conqveress.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 3.

COnqueringly (kong'ker-ing-li), adv. By con-

quering.
conquennentt (kong'ker-ment), n. [< OF. con-

querement, conquerrement (cf. ML. conqueremen-
tum) ;

as conquer + -ment.] Conquest. [Rare.]
The nuns of new-won Gales his bonnet lent
In lieu of their so kind a conquerment.

Bp. Hall, Satires, iii. 7.

conqueror (kong'ker-or), . [< ME. conquerour,
conquerur, < OF. conqueror, conquereor, conque-
reur, cunquerur (= Sp. conqueridor, obs.), < con-

querre, conquer : see conquer. Cf . L. conquisi-

tor, conquistor, conqutestor, a recruiting officer,
in ML. one who acquires or gains, a conquer-
or, < conquirere, pp. conquisitus, seek, ML. con-

quer.] One who conquers, or gains a victory
over, any opposing force

; specifically, one who
subdues or subjugates a nation or nations by
military power.
He may wel be called conquerour, and that is Cryst to

mene. Fieri Plowman (B), xix. 58.

This England never did, nor never shall,
Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror,
But when it first did help to wound itself.

Shalt., K. John, v. 7.

The mighty disturbers of mankind who have been called

Conquerours shall not then be attended with their great
armies, but must stand alone to receive their sentence.

Stillinffjleet, Sermons, I. xi.

The Conqueror, an epithet applied to William I., King
of England and Duke of Normandy, on account of his

conquest of England in 1066. As originally applied, how-
ever (in Old French and Middle Latin), the name was not
exactly synonymous with conqueror in the modern sense.
See extract.

William, we must always remember, did not give him-
self out as a conqueror. The name conqueror, conquffistor,
though applied with perfect tnith in the common sense,
must strictly be taken in the legal meaning, of purchaser
or acquirer. E. A. Freeman.

Syn. See victor.

conquest (kong'kwest), n. [< ME. conquest, <

OF. conquest, m., conqueste, f., F. conque'te, f.

(conque't, m., acquisition), = Pr. conquist, con-

questa = Sp. Pg. conquista = It. conquisto, con-
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quista, < ML. conquisitus, conquistus, conquestus,

m., conquistum, neut., conquista, f., conquest,
acquisition/ L. conquisitus (ML. contr. conquis-

tus), -a, -urn, pp. of conquirere, seek, procure,
ML. conquer: see conquer, and cf. acquest, in-

quest, request.] 1. The act of conquering; the

act of overcoming or vanquishing opposition by
force of any kind, but especially by force of

arms; victory.

Conquest and good husbandry both enlarge the king's
dominions : the one by the sword, making the acres more
in number ; the other by the plough, making the same
acres more in value. Fuller.

In joys of conquest he resigns his breath.

Addison, The Campaign.

2. The act of acquiring or gaining control of

by force
; acquisition by military or other con-

flict
; subjugation by any means : as, the con-

quest of Persia by Alexander the Great; the

conquest of a nation's liberties, or of one's pas-
sions.

Three years sufficed for the conquest of the country.
Prescott.

Specifically 3. The act of gaining or capti-

vating the affections or favor of another or

others.
Nature did her wrong,

To print continual conquest on her cheeks,
And make no man worthy for her to take.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i. 1.

I confess you have made a perfect conquest of me by
your late Favours, and I yield myself your Captive.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 23.

4. That which is conquered; a possession gain-
ed by force, physical or moral.

What conquest brings he home?
What tributaries follow him to Rome?

Shak., J. C., i. 1.

For much more willingly I mention air,

This our old conquest, than remember hell.

Milton, P. R., 1. 46.

To resign conquests is a task as difficult in a beauty as an
hero. Steele, Spectator, No. 306.

5. In feudal law, acquest; acquisition; the ac-

quiring of property by other means than by in-

heritance, or the acquisition of property by a
number in community or by one for all the oth-

ers. 6. In Scots law, heritable property ac-

quired in any other way than by heritage, as by
purchase, donation, etc.

j or, with reference to

a marriage contract, heritable property subse-

quently acquired The Conquest, by preeminence,
in Ena. hist., the conquest or acquisition of England by
William, Duke of Normandy (afterward William I., or
William the Conqueror), in 1066.

conquestt, t. [Early mod. E. also conquess
(= OF. conquester, conquister = Sp. Pg. conquis-
tar); from the noun.] To conquer.

The King was cuming to his cuntrie,
To conquesg baith his landis and he.

Sant/ of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 28).

conquestiont, [< L. conquestio(n-), < C0-
queri, pp. conquestus, complain, < com-, toge-
ther, + queri, complain: see quarrel

1
, queru-

lous.] Complaining together. Coles, 1717.

COnquet (kong-kwef), n. [< F. conqutit : see con-

quest.] In civil law, synonymous with acquest.
[Both words are used of property acquired during a mar-
riage under the rule of community of property, as distin-

guished from bieng propres. Acquest was formerly often
used of property coming to one spouse by some mode other
than either succession or gift direct from an ancestor, and
becoming community property by virtue of the marriage ;

while conquet was, and perhaps by some writers still is,

used to designate property that both husband and wife to-

gether acquired as community property.]

conquisitiont (kong-kwi-zish'on), n. [< L. con-

quisitio(n-), a seeking for, < conquirere, pp. con-

quisitus, seek for : see conquer.] A gathering
together; a seeking for the purpose of collec-

tion.

The conquisition of some costly marbles and cedars.

Bp. Hatt, Elisha Raising the Iron.

conquistador (kong-kwis'ta-dor), n. [Sp. Pg.,
< conquistar, conquer, < conquista, conquest : see

conquest and conquer.] A conqueror: applied
to the conquerors of Spanish America.
The violence and avarice of the conquistadon.

Is. Taylor.

consacret, v. t. [= F. consacrer= Pr. consecrar,
consegrar = Sp. Pg. consagrar (Sp. obs. consa-

crar) = It. consacrare, mnsagrare, < L. consa-

crare, var. of consecrare, devote: see consecrate.]
To devote

;
consecrate.

Lo heer these Champions that have (bravely bould)
Withstood proud Tyrants, stoutly consacrinff
Their lives and soules to God in suffering :

Whose names are all in Life's fair Book inroul'il.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iii. 5.

consanguine (kon-saug'gwin), a. and n. [= F.

consanguiii, < L. consanguineus, of the same

conscience

blood: see consanguineous.] I. n. Descended
from a common ancestor ; consanguineous : as,
"the Consanguine Family," Encyc. Brit., IX. 22.

II. it. One of the same blood as, or related by
birth to, another.

The progress from promiscuity through the marriage of

comanyuines, then upward to the various forms of polyan-
dry and polygyny to monogamy.

Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 400.

consanguineal (kon-sang-gwin'e-al), a. [As
consanguine + -al.] Consanguineous. Sir T.

Browne.

consanguinean (kon-sang-gwin'e-an), a. [As
consanguine + -an.] Same as consanguineous, 2.

Half-blood is either consanguinean, as between children

by the same father, or uterine, as between children having
the same mother. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 78.

consanguineous (kon-sang-gwin'e-us), a. [=F.
consangiiin = Sp. consanguineo = Pg. It. consan-

guineo, < L. consanguineus, related by blood, <

com-, together, -t- sangui.i (sanguin-), blood : see

sanguine.] 1. Of the same blood; related by
birth; descended from the same parent or an-
cestor.

Am I not consanguineous I am I not of her blood?
Shak., T. N., ii. s.

More specifically 2. Of the same father by
different wives

;
characterized by this relation.

Also consanguinean. Maine. 3. Pertaining to

or affected by the relation of consanguinity.
When the principles of breeding and of inheritance are

better understood, we shall not hear ignorant members of
our legislature rejecting with scorn a plan for ascertain-

ing by an easy method whether or not consanguineous mar-

riages are injurious to man.
Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 385.

consanguinity (kon-sang-gwin'i-ti), n. [=F.
consanguinite = Sp. consantfttinidad = Pg. con-

sanguinidade = It. consangmnita, < L. consan-

guinita(t-)s, < consanguineus, of the same blood :

see consanguineous."] Relationship by blood;
the relationship or connection of persons de-
scended from the same stock or common an-

cestor, in distinction from affinity, or relation-

ship by marriage.
Iknowno touchof 'consanguinity ;

No kin, no love, no blood, no soul so near me,
AB the sweet Troilus. Shak., T. and C., iv. 2.

To the Court of Rome, to solicit a dispensation for their

marriage, rendered necessary by the emsant/uinity of the

parties. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 5.

COnsarcinationt(kon-sar-si-na'shon), n. [< L.

consarcinatus, pp. of consarcinare, sew or patch
together, < com-, together, + *sarcinare, sarcire,

patch.] The act of patching together. Bailey.
conscience (kon'shens), . [< ME. conscience,

concience, conciens,"<. OF. conscience, concience,
F. conscience = Pr. conciencia, cossiencia = Sp.

consciencia, now conciencia = Pg. conscieneia =
It. conscienza, coscienza, < L. conscientia, a joint

knowledge, cognizance, consciousness, know-

ledge, conscience/ conscien(t-)s,~p'pT. of conscire

(little used), be conscious (of wrong), LL. know
well, < com-, together, + scire, know : see sci-

ence.] 1. Consciousness; knowledge. [Obso-
lete or rare.]

Let . . . thy former facts

Not fall in mention, but to urge new acts.

Conscience of them provoke thee on to more.
B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

The same passion [for glory] may proceed not from any
conscience of our own actions, but from fame and trust of

others, whereby one may think well of himself, and yet
be deceived ; and this is false glory.

Hobbes, Works, IV. ix.

The characteristic of the long medieval centuries, the
conscience that war is justifiable only by law.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 220.

2f. Private or inward thoughts ; real senti-

ments.

By my troth, I will speak my conscience of the king : I

think he would not wish himself anywhere but where he
is. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

3. The consciousness that the acts for which
a person believes himself to be responsible do
or do not conform to his ideal of right; the
moral judgment of the individual applied to

his own conduct, in distinction from his per-

ception of right and wrong in the abstract, and
in the conduct of others. It manifest* itself in the

feeling of obligation or duty, the moral imperative "I
ought

"
or "

I ought not
"

: hence the phrases the voice of
conscience, the dictates of conscience, etc.

Conscience that es called ynwitt [inwit].

e, Prick of Conscience, 1. 5428.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And every tongue brings in a several tale,
And every tale condemns me for a villain.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3.

No way whatsoever that I shall walk in against the dic-

tates of my conscience will ever bring me to the mansions
of the blessed. Locke, 1st Letter concerning Toleration.



conscience

Man, a* conscious .f his liberty to net, and of the law

by which Ills actions might I" ! nnlatod, recognizes his

personal accoiintaliiliU ,
anil <-:il! hun-i -It IM i.ii- the in

tlTlllll tribunal Winch we ileniHIlinal Mi ir

hr is either aci|iiiiiiii Hi r ..... l.-mncil. The acquittal is

connected witti a peculiar feeliim of pleasurable cxulta-

linn, as (In- i ..lull MiMaTliin uith :i pcriiliai Ir.-jin- of pain
fill hnmiliat ion reiimrse. .SVr H'. Ili<,,,ilti.u

4. Moral sense; scrupulosity; conformity to

one's own sense of right in conduct, or to that
of the community.

Tht'i haii .urct ' 'onwii "''
,
ami holileti it fora gret Synne,

l" easten a Knvl in the Ku)T, an<l for to ilrawe Flessche
out of ii 1'ot with a Knyf. Mandrrille, Travels, p. 249.

Mr hail, against ritrht and ctinwii'iicf, by shameful treach-

ery intnnlcil himself into another man s kingdom.
A/MI//. -. HiBt. Turks.

5f. Tender feeling ; pity.
Al \\as i'iniK'-ii M.V antl U'lidre herte.

Chaucer, (ien. Pro!. to C. T., 1. 150.

6f. Same as breastplate, 4. 7f. A bellarmine.

Like a larger ju- that Koine melt call

A liellaruiiiu', but we a conscience..

1C. Cartirriyht, The Ordinary.

A bad conscience, a reproving conscience. A clean
or clear conscience, a conscience void of reproach, A
good conscience, an approving conscience. Case Of
conscience, a ^noMotl as to what ought to be done in a

given case or under given circnmstunces ; n problem In

casuistry.

A man will pretend to be perplexed with a cane of con-
science, when really he is wishing to make out that some
general rule of conduct does not apply to him, because
its fulfilment would cause him trouble, or because It con-
flicts with some passion which he wishes to indulge.

T. II. Ureen, Prolegomena to Ethics, 314.

Conscience Clause, a clause or article Inserted in an
ait or law involving religious matters, which specially
relieves persons who have conscientious scruples against
joining or being present in religious services or acts, as in

takitig judicial oaths, or having their children present at
schools during religions service. Conscience money,
money paid to relieve the conscience, as money sent to the

public treasury in payment of a tax which has previously
been evaded, or money paid to atone for some act of dis-

honesty previously concealed. - Court of conscience, a
court established for the recovery of small debts in Lon-
don and other British trading cities and districts. In all

conscience, most certainly ; in all reason and fairness.

IColloq.]

Half a dozen fools are, in all conscience, as many as you
should require. Swift.

In conscience, (a) In justice; in honesty; in truth; in
reason.

Dost thou in conscience think tell me, Emilia
That there be women do abuse their husbands
In such gross kind '.' Shak., Othello, iv. 3.

What you require cannot, in conscience, be deferred.
Milton.

(b) Most certainly ; assuredly.

We have but a few days longer to stay here ; too little

I'M conscience for such a place. Gray, Letters, I. 83.

To free one's conscience. See free. To make a mat-
ter of conscience, to consider from a conscientious

point of view; net in regard to as conscience dictates:
as. to null.'' ilaih c\erci-c n nmtl.r 1,1 cr.HvflVwv. To
make conaclencet, to act according to the dictates of
conscience ; do what is required by one's sense of right
ami wrong.

Troth I do make conscience of vexing thee now In the
dog-days. B. Jonsan, Bartholomew Fair, 11. 1.

There is no eniweience to b? made in the kind or nature
of the meat being flesh or fish.

r, in/ Council (Arber's Eng. (lamer, I. 302).

Children are travellers newly arrived in a strange coun-
try ; we should therefore make conscience not to deceive
them. Locke.

COnscienced (kon'shenst), a. [< conscience +
Having conscience.

. [<

[Rare.]
Voting conscienc'd casuists.

.s'i> '. Davtnant, Goudilrert, ii. 7.

I would be understood, not onely an Allower, but an
humble Petitioner, that ignorant and tender coiueienced

Anabaptists may have due time and means of conviction.
X. Ward, .Simple Cooler, p. 15.

conscienceless (kon'shens-les), a. [< consrienre
+ -lens.

] Having no conscience; free from or
not marked by conscientious scruples.

Contcii 'in-i'li . and nicked patrons, of which sort the
swarm are too great in the Church of England.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. $ 24 (Ord .Ms.).

That has never been paralleled in all the history of your
r*i.vriVmv/t'*x partisanship. '/'//. A,/n i ii-itn. \lll.:m;.

conscience-smitten (kon
' shens - smit '

n), n.

Smitten by conscience or remorse.
conscient fkon'shieut), a. [= P. conscient, < L.

cini.-ti -ic>i(t-)x, ppr. of coHscirr, know well: see

I'm/science.] Conscious. [Rare.]
Conscient to himself that he played his part well.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning.
The most complex m nn-l, nt a. Is.

Alii-n. iiml Xi'iiml., VI. MKI.

Conscientious (kon-si-en'shus), ft. [= F. cnii-

*<!< 'licit n jr 1'if. council iH'iosii It ci>i'i(>i~io*n.
< MIj. r()w.vci>'/('(i.sH.v, < Ij. mnxrii tit in, eonscielice :

see cniixcicniT.] If. Conscious.
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The heretlck, guilty and conscientious to himself of re-

futahlllt.v. H hillock. Manners of English People, p. 141.

2. Controlled by conscience; governed by a

strict regard to the dictates of conscience, or

by the known or supposed rules of right and
wrong : as, ;i i'im.-<cii ntiinin judge.

It is the good and Muoientious man chiefly, that is un-

easy and dissatisfied witli himself; always ready to con -

ilium his own imperfections, and to suspect his own sin-

cerity, upon the slightest occasions.

Bf. Attrrburii, Sermons, II. xv.

3. Regulated by conscience
; according to the

dictates of conscience; springing from con-
science : as, a conscien tiotis scruple.

It was a worldly repentance, not a conscientious.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, II.

Lead a life in so conscientious a probity.
>Vi II. L' Kit range.

Syn. 2 and 3. Scrupulous, exact, careful, faithful, up-
right, honest, honorable, righteous.

conscientiously (kon-gi-en'shus-li), adv. In a
conscientious manner; according to the dic-

tates of conscience
;
with a strict regard to

right and wrong.
If the conscience happens to lie deluded, sin does not

therefore cease to lie sin, because a man committed it eon-

xcientiouxly. South.

conscientiousness (kon-gi-en'shus-nes), n.

The quality of being conscientious; a scru-

pulous regard to the decisions of conscience
;

strict adherence to the principles of right con-
duct.
There were the high Christian graces, conscientiousnrtt

such as few kings are able or dare to display on the throne,
which never swerved either through ambition or policy
from strict rectitude. Milman, Latin Christianity, xi. 1.

conscionable (kon'shon-a-bl), a. [Irreg. formed
(in Elizabeth's reign) from consciemx; as if for

'eonscienwablc, < conscience + -We.] If. Gov-
erned by conscience

;
conscientious.

<''"". Bee, sir. your mortgage, which I only took
In case you and your son had in the ware
Miscarried : I yield it up again ; 'tis yours.

Cos. Are you so conscionable >

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, iv. 2.

A knave very voluble ; no further conscittnable than in

putting on the mere form of civil and humane seeming.
5/io*., Othello, If. 1.

Let mercers then have conscionable. thumbs when they
measure out that smooth glittering dtvil, satin.

Muidleton, The Black Book.

2. Conformable to conscience ; consonant with

right or duty ; proper; just. [Most common in

the negative. See unconscionable.]
I should speak of Poniroy of Northampton . . . who,

on the 17th of June, 1775, dismounted and passed Charles-
town Neck, on his way to Bunker Hill, on foot, in the
mills! ni a shower of balls, because he did not think itcoii-
tcionable to ride General Ward's horse, which he had bor-
rowed. Everett, Orations, I. 394.

conscionableness (kon'shon-a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being conscionable

; rightfulness;
equity; fairness. [Rare.]

cqnscionablyt (kon'shon-a-bli), adv. Conscien-

tiously ; according to conscience.
Tills duty you both may the more willingly, and ought

the more conscionably to perform.
John Bobinsttu, in New England's Memorial, p. 28.

conscionaryt, . An erroneous spelling of con-

cionary.
conscious (kon'shus), . [ae Pg. It. conscio, <

L. ciu>ciu#, knowing, aware, < conscire, be con-

scious, know: see conscience."] 1. In the state
of a waking as distinguished from that of a
sleeping person or an inanimate thing ;

in the
act of feeling, or endowed with feeling, in the
broadest sense of the word.

When the dread trumpet sounds, the slumbering dust,
Not unattentive to the call, shall wake.
. . . Nor shall the conscious soul
Mistake it* partner. Blair, The Grave, 1. 755.

The moment the first trace of conscious intelligence is

introduced, we have a set of phenomena which material-
ism can in no wise account for.

J. Fiskc, Evolutionist, p. 282.

2. Attributing, or capable of attributing, one's

sensations, cognitions, etc., to one's self; aware
of the unity of self in knowledge ; aware of
one's self; self-conscious.

This self of the " inner state," of which, according to

Kant, we are conscious, is only known as a phenomenon,
and cannot (as indeed nothing can, according to his sys-
tem) lie known as it is in itself.

S. Porter, Human Intellect, 80.

3. Having one's feelings directed toward one's
self

;
embarrassed by one's feelings about one's

own person, and by the sense of Deing observ-
ed and criticized by others.

The contciout water saw its God and blushed.
R. Criultn'r, Epigrams.

A large, handsome man I remember him. a little con
Ar/'./i/x in his bearing, but courteous, hospitable, and open-
handed. T. U'iHthrop. Cecil Dreeme, ix.

consciousness

4. Present to consciousness; known or perceiv-
ed as existing in one's self; felt: as, conscious

guilt.
When they list, into the womb

That bred them they return, and howl and gnaw
My bowels, their repast ; then, bursting forth

Afresh, with conscious terrours vex me round,
That rest or intermission none I find.

Milton, P. L., U. 801.

The ingratitude of the world can never deprive us of the
conscious happiness of having acted with humanity our-
selves. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, Hi.

The conscious thrill of shame. .W. Arnold, Isolation.

5. Aware of an object ; perceiving, (a) Aware of
an internal object; aware of a thought, feeling, or volition.

Let us retire Into ourselves, and become conscious of
our own nature and of its high destination.

t'luiiinin'i. Perfect Life, p. 18.

To say that I am cotutcious of a feeling is merely to say
that I feel it. To have a feeling Is to lie conscious, and to
be conscious is to have a feeling. To lie conscious of the

prick of a pin U merely to have the sensation.
.In ni' * Mill, Human Mind, v.

When he (Augustus L'Ksarl died, he desired hi* friends
about him to give him a plaudito, as if he were conscious
to In ni.-: It that he had played his part well upon the stage.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11.

A tenderness which he was conscious that he had not
merited. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxil.

(fc) Aware of an external object : a less correct use of the
term : followed in either use by of or Unit

, formerly by to

or to one'* self that.

Were not two of the Jesuits who were conscious of the
Plot [conspiracy] preferred afterwards at Koine ?

Stillinffjleet, Sermons, II. 11.

Slowly and contcuiu* of the raging eye
That watch'd him . . .

Went I.eolin Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

6. Aware of some element of character as be-

longing to one's self.

Satan, whom now transcendent glory raised
Above his fellows, with monarchal pride,
Conscious of highest worth, unmoved thus spake.

Milton, P. L., Ii. 429.

= Syn. To be Sensible or Conscious, etc. (see feel). A ware,
Conscious. Aware refers commonly to objects of percep-
tion outside of ourselves ; conscious, to objects of percep-
tion within us ; as, to become atrar* of the presence of a
stranger ; to lie quite atcare of the danger of one's situa-

tion; to become conscious of a pain in one's eye. Aware
indicates perception without feeling; conscious, generally
recognition with some degree of feeling,

consciously (kou'shus-li), adt. In a conscious
manner

; with knowledge or intention.

If these perceptions, with their consciousness, always
remained present in the mind, . . . the same thinking
thing would be always consciously present.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. \\vii. 10.

All the advantages to which I have adverted are such
as the artist did not consciously produce. Kinermn, Art.

consciousness (kon'shus-nes), H. 1. The state
of being conscious

;
the act or state of mind

which distinguishes a waking from a sleeping
person ;

the state of being aware of one's men-
tal acts or states.

Consciousness is the perception of what passes in a man's
own mind. Locke, Human Understanding, II. I. 19.

I'onseioiisiifits is thus, on the one hand, the recognition
by the mind or "ego

"
of its acts and affections in other

words, the self-affirmation that certain modifications are
known by me and that these modifications are mine.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metxph., xl.

We can imagine consciousness without self-conscious-

ness, still more without introspection, much as we can
imagine sight without taste or smell.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 37.

Consciousness is briefly defined as the power by which
the soul knows Its own act* and states.

A'. Porter, Human Intellect, i 67.

Specifically 2. Self-consciousness (which
see).

Since consciousness always accompanies thinking, and it

is that that makes every one to be what he calls
"
self,"

and thereby distinguishes himself from all other thinking
things ; in this alone consists personal identity.

Locke. Human Understanding, II. xxvii. 9.

3. Perception; thought; intellectual action in

general.
Contcunumess is a comprehensive term for the comple-

ment of all our cognitive energies. Sir W. Hamilton.

Though consciousness should cease, the physicist would
consider the sum total of ohjecte to remain the same ; the

orange would still be round, yellow, and fragrant as liefore.

J. Want. Encyc. lirit.. XX. 88.

4. A general phase of thought and feeling : as,
the moral consciousness ; the religious conscious-
ness.

I had read of the British tramp, but I had neyer yet en-
countered him, and I brought my historic consciousness to
liear upon the present specimen.

B. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 31.

In the course of the tenth century ... a faint con-
Kiovsness of distinct national life was felt in Italy, Ger-

many, France, and England.
C. E. Xortou. Church-building in Middle Ages, p. C.

Unlike the ordinary consciousness, the religions m-
sciousness is concerned with that which lies lieyond the

sphere of sense. H. Spencer, Pop. s i MO.. XXIV. 340.



consciousness

5. An intuitive perception or persuasion; a

state of being aware; an inward recognition;
a feeling.

They parted ; on Miss Tilney's side with some knowledge
of her new acquaintance's feelings, and on Catherine's,

without the smallest consciousness of having explained
them. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 54.

In his will he [Bacon] expressed with singular brevity

... a mournful conxciouttttesit that his actions had not

been such as to entitle him to the esteem of those under
whose observation his life had been passed.

Macavlay, Lord Bacon.

Data of consciousness. See do!mn. Double con-

sciousness, in itied. pgyeAoi., a somnambulistic condition

in which the patient leads, as it were, two lives, recollect-

ing in each condition what occurred in previous conditions

of the same character, but knowing nothing of the occur-

rences of the other. Dunglison. Fact Of conscious-
ness. See/art.

consciovoluntary (kon-shio-vol'un-ta-ri), a.

[< conscious (L. conscius) + voluntary.'] Per-

taining to consciousness and will.

COnsciunclet (kon'shi-ung-kl), n. [Irreg. < con-

science + dim. -uncle.'] A worthless, trifling
conscience : used in contempt. [Rare.]
Their rubrics are filled with punctilios, not for con-

sciences, but for consciuncles.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 66.

conscribet (kon-skrib'), v. t. [= D. conscriberen

= G. conscribiren = Dan. konskribere = Sw. Tcon-

skribera = OF. conscrire = It. conscrivere, < L.

conscribcre, enroll, choose, elect, < com-, toge-

ther, + scribere, write: see scribe, conscript.]
To enroll

;
enlist

; levy as by a conscription.

This armie (whiche was not smalle) was conscribed and
come together to Harflete. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 9.

conscript (kon-skripf), (-. t. [< L. conscriptus,

pp. of conscriberBj enroll : see conscribe. ] To
enroll compulsonly for military or naval ser-

vice ; force into service
;
draft.

Suddenly the levy came Pierre was conscripted.
The Century, XXXII. 960.

conscript (kon'skript), a. and . [= F. conscrit

= Sp. Pg. conscripto = It. conscritto = D. con-

sent, < L. conscriptus, enrolled, chosen, elect,

pp. of conscribere, enroll: see conscribc.] I. a.

Registered ;
enrolled Conscript fathers, a com-

mon English rendering of the Latin phrase patres conscrip-
ti (fathers [and] conscripts), used in addressing the senate
of ancient Home. Senators were of two classes, patres,

'fathers,' or patrician nobles, and conscripti, or those
' elected

'

from the equestrian orders.

Fathers conscript, may this our present meeting
Turn fair and fortunate to the commonwealth '.

E. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

II. n. One who is compulsorily enrolled for

military or naval service.

The law ordains that the conscript shall serve for five

years. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 164.

conscription (kon-skrip'shon), n. [= F. con-

scription = Sp. "conscription = Pg. conscripcao
= D. conscriptie = G. conscription = Dan. Sw.
konskription, < L. conscriptio(n-), a drawing up
in writing, LL. a conscription, < conscribere, en-
roll : see conscribe,] If. An enrolling or regis-

tering.

Conscription of men of war. Bp. Burnet, Records, ii. 23.

Specifically 2. A compulsory enrolment by
lot or selection of suitable men for military or
naval service. This was formerly the prevalent method
of recruiting on the continent of Europe ; but the system
of the universal enrolment of properly qualified persons,
and compulsory service according to gradation, has been
substituted for it in most countries there.

This tribe is in rebellion in Djebel Hauaran, on account
of the conscription.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 113.

conscriptional (kon-skrip'shon-al), . [< con-

scription + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a conscription.
COnseasonal (kon-se'zon-al), a. [< con- + sea-
son + -al.] Occurring or found at the same
season of the year: as, conseasonal insects.

[Rare.]
consecrate (kon'se-krat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
consecrated, ppr. consecrating. [< L. consecra-

tus, pp. of consecrure, dedicate, declare to be
sacred, deify (> It. consecrare, consegrare = Sp.
Pg. consagrar = Pr. consecrar, consegrar = F.

consacrer, consecrate : see consaere), < com-, to-

gether, + sacrarc, consecrate, < sacer, sacred:
see sacred. Cf. consaere.] 1. To make or de-
clare sacred with certain ceremonies or rites

;

appropriate to sacred uses or employments;
set apart, dedicate, or devote to the service of
the Deity: as, to consecrate a church; to conse-
crate the eucharistic elements. See consecra-

tion, 1.

Thou shalt consecrate Aaron and hi sons. Ex. xxix. 9.
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If the consecrated bread or wine be spent before all have
communicated, the Priest is to consecrate more.

Book of Common Prayer, The Communion.

When a Man has Consecrated anything to God, he can-
not of himself take it away. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 40.

In a larger sense, we cannot dedicate we cannot con-

secratewe cannot hallow this ground. The brave men,
living and dead, who struggled here have consecrated it.

far above our poor power to add or detract.

Lincoln, Speech at Gettysburg Cemetery, Nov. 19, 1863.

2. Specifically, in the Roman Catholic and

Anglican churches, to initiate solemnly into the

order of bishops, as a priest. See consecration, 2

(a). 3. To devote or dedicate from profound
feeling or a religious motive: as, his life was
consecrated to the service of the poor.

These to His Memory . . .

I dedicate, I consecrate with tears

These Idylls.

Tennyson, Ded. of Idylls of the King.

4. To make revered or worshiped, or highly

regarded; hallow: as, a custom consecrated by
time.
He [Christ] clothed himself in their affections, and they

admitted him to their sorrows, and his presence conse-

crated their joys. J. Martineau.

A kiss can consecrate the ground,
Where mated hearts are mutual bound.

Campbell, Hallowed Ground.

5. To place among the gods; apotheosize. 6.

To enroll among the saints; canonize. =Syn. 1
and 3. Devote, Dedicate, etc. See devote.

consecrate (kon'se-krat), a. [< L. consecrates,

pp. : see the verb.] Sacred
;
consecrated

;
de-

voted; dedicated. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Also in Cyprys is Paphon, that was a temple consecrate

to Venus. Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 15.

Assembled in that consecrate place.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Th' imperial seat ; to virtue consecrate.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1.

consecratedness (kon'se-kra-ted-nes), n. The
state of being consecrated. Rev. R. Cecil.

[Rare.]
consecration (kon-se-kra'shon), n. [< ME. con-

secracioun = F. consecration"= Pr. consecracion
= Sp. consagracion, consecracion = Pg. consa-

grac&o = It. consagrazione, consacrazione, eon-

secrazione, < L. ,consecratio(n-), < consecrare, pp.
consecratus, consecrate: see consecrate, v.] 1.

The act of consecrating, or separating from a
common to a sacred use

;
the act of devoting or

dedicating a person or thing to the service and

worship of God by certain rites or solemnities :

as, the consecration of the priests among the Is-

raelites
;
the consecration of the vessels used in

the temple ;
the consecration of the elements in

the eucharist; the consecration of a church.

The consecration of his God is upon his head.
Num. vi. 7.

Consecration makes not a place sacred, but only solemn-

ly declares it so. South.

Specifically 2. Eccles.: (a) The act of con-

ferring upon a priest the powers and authority
of a bishop ;

the rite or ceremony of elevation
to the episcopate. In the Roman Catholic, in the
Greek and other Oriental churches, and in the Anglican
Church, imposition of hands by a bishop for the pur-
pose of making the candidate a bishop is held to be essen-
tial to consecration, and the rule is that at least three

bishops shall unite in the act, as directed by the fourth
canon of the first Council of Nicaea, A. D. 325.

Only papal authority could loose the tie that hound the

bishop to the church of his consecration.

Stubba, Const. Hist., 383.

(6) The act of giving the sacramental charac-
ter to the eucharistic elements of bread and
wine. According to the Roman Catholic and the Angli-
can Church the essential act of eucharistic consecration
consists in the recital of the words of institution over the
elements by a priest. ( c ) The prayer used to con-
secrate the eucharistic elements. In Its fullest
form it consists of three parts : (1) the institution ; (2)
the oblation, called distinctively the great oblation;
and (3) the ejncleiis or invocation.

((J) The act of

placing a particle of the consecrated bread or
host in the chalice; the commixture (which
see). 3. Devotion or dedication from deep
feeling, especially from a religious motive : as,
the consecration of one's self to the service
of God, or of one's energies to the search for
truth. 4. In Rom. hist., the ceremony of the

apotheosis of an emperor Consecration-cross, a
cross cut or painted upon the walls of a church, the slab
of an altar, etc. It has been canonical at different times
to make a given number of these crosses, as, for instance,
in the middle ages, five upon the altar-slab, one in the
middle and one at each of the four corners, and, as stated
by some authors, twelve upon the walls of a church when
newly built, either within or without. It was customary
to consecrate each of these crosses with chrism, and to re-

cite a special prayer, and perhaps to incense each one ; in
some cases the cross was cut subsequently in a place which
the officiant had consecrated in this manner. In the Greek

consecutive

Church three larger crosses are cut upon the altar-slab in-

stead of five, and the pillars supporting the altar also re-

ceive crosses. See altar-board.

consecrator (kon'se-kra-tor), n. [= F. conse-

i-rateiir = It. consecr'atore, t. LL. consecrator, < L.

consecrare, pp. consecratus, consecrate : see con-

secrate, )'.] One who consecrates.

consecratory (kon'se-kra-to-ri), a. [< conse-

crate + -ory ; = Pg. consecratorio.] Making sa-

cred
; consecrating; of the nature of consecra-

tion. [Rare.]
Againe, they [sacrifices] were propitiatorie, conmcrato-

rie, Eucharisticall, and so forth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 33.

Consecratont words.

7)>. Morton, Discharge of Impnt. (1633), p. 69.

consectaneous (kon-sek-ta'ne-us), a. [< LL.
consectaneiis, following after, consequent, < L.

coifsectari, follow after, pursue eagerly, freq.
of conseqiti, follow after: see consequent.] Fol-

lowing as a natural consequence. [Rare.]

consectaryt (kon'sek-ta-ri), 11. and n. [< L.

consectarius, that follows logically, < consectari,
follow after: see consectaneous.] I. a. Follow-

ing logically ; obviously deducible.

From the inconsistent and contrai'y determinations

thereof, consectary impieties and conclusions may arise.

Sir T. Browne.

II. n. A corollary ;
a proposition which fol-

lows immediately as a collateral result of an-

other, and thus needs no separate proof.
These propositions are c&nsectaries.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

consecutet (kon'se-kut), v. t. [< L. consecutus,

Sp.
of consequi, follow after: see consequent.]

. To follow closely after
; pursue.

Which his grace accepteth, as touching your merit* and
acquittal, in no less good and thankful part than if ye ,

find-

ing the disposision of things in more direct state, had con-

secuted all your pursuits and desires.

Bp. Burnet, Records, ii. 23.

2. To overtake or gain by pursuit ;
attain.

Few men hitherto, being here in any auctoritie, hath
finally consecuted favors and thankes, but rather the con-

trarie, with povertie for theire farewell.

State Papers, ii. 389. (Nares.)

consecution (kon-se-ku'shpu), n. [=F. consecu-
tion = Pr. consecutio= Sp. consecution= Pg. con-

secugao = It. consecuzione, < L. consecutio(n-), <

consequi, pp. consecutus, follow after: see con-

sequent.] 1 . The act of following, or the condi-
tion of being in a series

;
that which is consec-

utive
;
succession ; sequence. [Rare or obso-

lete.]
In a quick consecution of colours, the impression of

every colour remains on the sensorium. Newton, Opticks.

2. In logic, the relation of consequent to ante-

cedent, or of effect to cause
;
deduction ; con-

sequence.
Consecution* . . . evidently found in the premises.

Sir M. Hale.

In every [argument concerning religious belief] . . .

sooner or later there comes a point where strict logical
consecution fails, and where the passage is made from prem-
ise to conclusion by an appeal to faith and feeling or some
other illogical element. B. P. Bowne.

The conception of consecution itself, the shifting func-
tion of the infinitive, the oscillation of the leading parti-
cle iairrt are enough, single or combined, to perplex the
student who tries either the analytical or the historical

method, or both. Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 163.

Consecution month, in astron., the space between one
conjunction of the moon with the sun and another ; a lu-

nar month. Consecution Of tenses. Same as sequence
of tenses. See sequence. Reciprocal consecution, in

loffic, the relation of two facts either of which implies the
other.

consecutive (kon-sek'u-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

consecutif = Sp. Pg. It. consecutivo, < L. as if

*consecutivus, < consecutus, pp. of consequi, fol-

low: see consequent, consecution.] I. a. 1. Un-
interrupted in course or succession; succeed-

ing one another in a regular order
; successive.

Fifty consecutive years of exemption.
Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

2. Following ; succeeding : with to.

Comprehending only the actions of a man, consecutive
to volition. Locke.

Consecutive combination. See combination. Con-
secutive Intervals, in music, the similar intervals that
occur between two voices or parts that pass from one

. . chord to another in parallel mo-
-J

1
tion. Also called parallel intfr-

m>* 4 uals. Consecutive thirds and

I" J J sixths are agreeable ; consecutive
d -^

'
fourths, disagreeable ; while con-
secutive perfect fifths or octaves

(or unisons) are usually forbidden.
Consecutive fifths and octaves (or

unisons) are covered or hidden
when the fifth or octave is reached
by similar but not parallel motion ;

such progressions are rarely ob-

jectionable, except when occurring
between the outer, most conspicu-

Consccutive Fifths. ous voices, and not then if one of



consecutive

the voices moves only a semitone. Consecutive par-
ticle in /)>//., a conjunction inipl\in logical conftecu-

lion : as, iiifii. .<". thtrifon, etc. Consecutive points of

a curve, coincieieiit points of tanncncy of coinciilftit tan-

gents. Thus, the tangent to a curve at a node is said to

a., it i lu> mm: in three coincident point*, of which two are

nut only coincident, hut (what is more than roinriiii nl)

eOOMOatlre. I'his means that a ri-ht line cutting the

curve in iliree points may by n euntinuous inolion lie

brought into eoinei.lenee with the tangent lit the no.le,

the three points in this motion i iimiinu up into one, and
the motion of two of them being, at the limit, entirely

along the tangent Consecutive poles, in maamttm.
see ,,,,i,,</. Consecutive symptoms,,in jiathol. , symp-
tom* that appear on the cessation or ilnrinu' th<' decline of

a disease, tint w Inch have no direct or evident connection
with the primary ailment.

II. n. ill.
Iii music, consecutive intervals;

usually, the forbidden progression of consecu-
tive or parallel fifths or octaves. Covered con-
SeCUtiveS, in ni"*i<-. a progression of two voices to a uni-

son, octave, or perfect tilth hy similar but not parallel
motion, snyut'stinu' the foi-lnddeii progression of consecu-
tive unisons, octaves, or fifths. Also called hidden <-<HI-

*,'i-nliri'ti. The particular interval is also called covered or
/././I/. /( . :is, <<"> i'1-it octaves, covered fifths.

consecutively (kon-sek'u-tiv-li), adv. In a con-
secutive manner; in regular succession

;
suc-

cessively.
consecutiveness (kon-sek'u-tiv-nes), n. The
rliaractrr or state of being consecutive, or of

following in regular order.

conseilt, " A Middle English form of counsel

and of count-!!.

conseminatet (kon-sem'i-nat), v. t. [< L. com-,

together, + seminatus, pp. of seminare, sow,
< nemi'ii (.W-IH/H-), seed: see semen, seminal.]
To sow together, as 'different sorts of seeds.

Bailey.

consenescence!, consenescencyt (kon-se-nes'-

ens, -en-si), . [< L. consenescen(t-)s, ppr. of

consencscere, grow old together, < com-, together,
+ senescere, grow old : see senescent.'] A grow-
ing old

;
the state of becoming old.

The old argument for the world's dissolution, . . . its

daily consenescence and decay.
Kay, Three Discourses, v. 1.

consense't, [Early ME. kunsence; < OF.
fininence, cunsence, f. and m., cunsense, consenge,

m., = Pr. consensa, f., = Pg. It. consenso, m.,
< ML. conseiitia, f., or consensus, m., consent,
agreement: see consensus, consent.] Consent.

Mid kungencc of heorte. Ancren Riwle.

consenso j
t, [( con- + sense.] A sense or

feeling in conjunction or union with another;
a mutual feeling. Ciidivorth.

consension (kpn-sen'shon), n. [< OF. consen-

cion, consention, consenson, < L. consensio(n-),
< consentire, pp. consensus, agree: see consent,

consensus.] Agreement in feeling or thought ;

accord; mutual consent. [Bare.]
i MIC mind and understanding, and a vital contention of

the whole body. Bentley, Sermons, ii.

Most of the aide, honest, and learned men in all or most
civilized countries . . . have come to an agreement or
contention that the single metallic standard of value coined
In gold is best. N. A. Jiec., CXXVI. 161.

consensual (kon-sen'gu-al), a. [= F. congen-
suel = Pg. consensiul, made with consent; < L.
consensus (coiiscnsu-), agreement (see coiiarii-

.-iii.i), + -al.] 1. Formed or existing by mere
consent

; depending upon consent or acquies-
cence : as, a 1'iiii.ti-ii.iinil marriage.
"The Christian council of presbyters" exercised disci-

pline, and
' exercised a cuiixriiKual jurisdiction in matters

of dispute between Christian and Christian."
If. A. Jiev., CXIII. 555.

2. In physiol., excited or caused bjr sympathetic
action and not by conscious volition.

In this paper he |l)r. Carpenter) also extended the idea
of reflex nervous function to the centers of sensation and
ideation, and enunciated the fundamental notions of "c<w-
gi'iixiiiil

"
and of " ideo-motor

"
action.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXVIII. 540.

Consensual contract, in eiril Imp, a contract which,
though made without the formalities of delivery, writing,
ur entry in account, was enforcihle on the ground that in

eases of sale, partnership, agency, and hiring proof of the
consent of the parties was enough.

The term i'i'!/*<'n<itit[ merely indicates that the Obliga-
tion is here annexed at once U> the Consensus. The Con-
sensus, or miiti: I assent of tile parties, is the final and
erowniiiL' in^reilieiit in the Convention, and it is the spe-
cial dun act eristic of au'rt cinenU falling under one of the
four heads of Sale, Partnership, Agency, and Hiring, that,
as soon as the assent of the parties has supplied this inmv-
ilietit. there is at once a Contrin-f. The Consensus draws
with it tile Obligation, performing, in transactions of the
sort specified, the exact functions which are discharged,
in other contracts, !*> the Kes or Thing, hy the Verba stipu-
lationis, and hy the I.itene or written entry in a ledger.
<'n,ix'',i*tni! i> therefore a term which ilocs not involve the
slightest anomaly, l>nt is exactly analogous to Real, Ver-
lial.aml l.itctal.

'

J/.li'/i,. \nciellt Law, p. 322.

Consensual motions, in ^A.i/*'"/.. two ur more simulta-
neous motions, of which the secondary or more remote are
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Independent nf tin' will, such as the contraction of the Iris

Inn the eye is opened to admit the light,

consensus (kon-seu'sus), . [< L. consensus

(ML. also 00M0aMd : see consense1
), agreement,

accordance, unanimity, < consenbre, pp. con-

sensus, agree: see consent.] A general agree-
ment or concord: as, a consensus of opinion.

Individual taste is sometimes mistaken, or substituted,
for cultured consensus. /'. Hail, Mod. Kng., p. '2tj.

To gather accurately the coiuerunii of medical opinion
would be impracticable without polling the whole liody
of physicians and surgeons.

II. X;/e;icer, Study of Sociol., p. 88.

Consensus Genevensla, a document prepared by Calvin

in 1552 to harmonize the Swiss Protestant churches on the

doctrine of predestination.

consent (kon-senf), r. [< ME. consenten, ear-

lier kuiisenleii, < OF. consentir, cunsentir, F.
, -IIHXI /// = Pr. Sp. Pg. consen tir = It. <. -

tire, < L. consentire, pp. consensus, agree, ac-

cord, consent, lit. feel together, < com-, together,
+ sentire, pp. sensus, feel: see sense &na scent,

senft, and cf. assent, dissent, resent.] I. intrans.

If. To agree in sentiment; be of the same
mind; accord; be at one.

Although they consent against Christ, yet doe they much
dissent among themselues. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

Flourishing many years before Wyclilfe, and much con-

senting/ with him in judgment Fuller.

They would acknowledge no error or fault in their

writings, and yet would seem sometimes to consent with
us in the truth. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 176.

2. To agree; yield credence or accord; give

assent, as to a proposition or the terms of an

agreement.
I consent unto the law that it is good. Rom. vii. 16.

M. and N. have contented together in holy wedlock.
Boole of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

3. To yield when one has the right, power, or

desire to oppose; accede, as to persuasion or

entreaty; aid, or at least voluntarily refrain

from opposing, the execution of another per-
son's purpose ; comply.

My poverty, but not my will, consents.

Shale., R, andJ., v. 1.

Ualf loath, and half consenting to the ill.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 313.

His manly brow
Contents to death, but conquers agony.

Byron, Childe Harold, Iv. 140.

= 8yn. See list under accede. Permit, Consent to, etc. See
aWoMfi .

II.f trans. To grant; allow; acknowledge;
give assent to.

Interpreters . . . will not consent it to be a true story.
Milton.

consent (kon-senf), n. [< ME. consents, < OF.
consents; from the verb.] 1. Voluntary allow-

ance or acceptance of what is done or proposed
to be done by another ; a yielding of the mind
or will to that which is proposed ; acquiescence ;

concurrence; compliance; permission.
I saie for me with full concente,
Thi likyng all will I fulnlle. YorkPlays, p. 462.

I give content to go along with you.
Shale., T. O. of V., Iv. 3.

It was his [our Saviour's] own free consent that he went
to suffer, for he knew certainly before hand the utmost
that he was to undergo. Stiltingjleet, Sermons, I. vl.

2. In law, intelligent concurrence in the adop-
tion of a contract or an agreement of such a
nature as to bind the party consenting; agree-
ment upon the same thing in the same sense.
Consent of parties is implied in all contracts ; hence, per-
sons legally incapable of giving consent, as idiots, etc.,

cannot he parties to a contract. Persons in a state of ab-

solute drunkenness cannot give legal consent, although
a lesser degree of intoxication will not afford a sufficient

ground for annulling a contract. Consent is null where
it proceeds on essential mistake of fact, or where obtained

by fraud or by force and fear.

3. Agreement in opinion or sentiment; unity
of opinion or inclination.

Nowe renewed, and affenned and confenned, by the
assente and connente and agrement off all the Bredern.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

They flock together in consent, like so many wild geese.
SAnt.,2Hen. IV., v. 1.

Hereupon a Parliament is called ; and ft is by common
Consent of all agreed, that the King should not go in Per-

son. Baker, Chronicles, p. 111.

When the wills of many concur to one and the same
action and effect, this concourse of their wills is called
,-,/. llnbbf*. Works, IV. xii.

^ ei hold ! I'm rich ; with one consent they'll gay,
" You're welcome, Cncle, as the flowers in May.'

Crabbe, Parish Register.

4f. A preconcerted design ; concert.

Hue was a content

(Knowing aforehand of our merriment)
To dash it like a Christmas comedy.

Shak.,L. L.L., v. 2.

consequence

5. Agreement ; correspondence in parts, qual-

ities, or operation; harmony; concord. [Ar-
chaic.]
We ... do glue the name of ryine onely to our eun-

cordei, or tunable coiuentei In the latter end of our verses.

PutUnham, Arte of F.ng. 1'm-sie, p. 04.

Certainly there is a consent between the IH|) and the

soul. ttactm, Deformity.

The rich results of the ilii ,

Of man and earth, of world beloved and lover,
The nectar and ambrosia, are withheld.

A'ni'-mm, blight.

6. In pathol., an agreement or sympathy, by
which one affected part of the system affects

some distant part. See sympathy. Age of con-
sent. See agi, n., :i. =Sjrn. 1. Assent, Consent, Coitcvr-

rence, etc. See awitt.

consentable (kon-sen'ta-bl), a. [< consent +
-ti/i/c.] In J'ennfrylrania law, having consent

;

agreed upon; noting a boundary established

by the express agreement or assent of adjoin-

ing owners : as, a consentable line.

consentaneity (kon-seu-ta-ne'i-ti), . [< L.

consrntnneus, agreeing (see consentaneous), +
-ity.] Mutual agreement. [Rare.]
The contentaneity or even privity of Prussia.

London Times, Jan. 18, 1856.

consentaneous (kon-sen-ta'ne-us), a. (= Pg.
It. consentaneo, < L. consentaneus, agreeing, ac-

cordant, fit, < consentire, agree : see consent, t'.]

Agreeing ;
accordant ; agreeable ; consistent ;

consenting ; mutually acquiescent.
A good law and contentaneous to reason.

IlnmU, Letters, IT. 7.

The tendency of Europe in our own day . . . has been

singularly consentaneous in the return not merely to medi-
eval art, but to mediieval modes and standards of thought.

Encyc. Brit., II. S33.

The settlement or "
compromise

"
of 1850, made by the

consentaneous action of the North and South, rested, as on
a corner stone, upon the inviolable character of the settle-

ment of 1820, known as the Missouri Compromise.
O. T. Curtis, Buchanan, II. 270.

consentaneously (kon-sen-ta'ne-us-li), adr.

Agreeably ; accordantly ; consistently.
Paracelsus did not always write so consentaneously to

himself. Boyle.

consentaneousness (kon-sen-ta'ne-us-nes), M.

Agreement ; accordance
; consistency. It'. B.

Carpenter.
consentantt, [ME., < OF. consentant, ppr. of

consentir, consent: see consent, t'.] Assenting;
consenting. Chaucer.

consenter (kon-sen'ter), n. One who consents.

Xo party nor consenter to it [treason].
Sir M. Hale, Hist. Plac. Cor., Ii. 28.

consentience (kon-sen'shieus), n. [< consen-

tient: see -encc"] The sum of the psychical
activities of an animal whose varied sensations

converge to a common psychical center, so that
it feels its mental unity without being distinctly
conscious of it ; imperfect or undeveloped con-
sciousness in general.
Luminous Impressions which are the most potent agents

in educating animal cvnsentitnce.

Contemporary Rea., LI. 677.

We may, when our mind is entirely directed upon some
external object, or when we are almost in a state of som-
nolent unconsciousness, have but a vague feeling of our
existence a feeling resulting from the unobserved synthe-
sis of our sensations of all orders and degrees. This unln-
tellcctual sense of self may be conveniently distinguished
from intellectual consciousness as consentience.

Mimrt, Proc. Zool. Soc., London, 1884, p. 463.

consentient (kon-sen'shient), a. [= Sp. con-

senciente = Pg. consensienie = It. consenziente, <

L. consentien(t-)s, ppr. of consentire, agree: see

consent, r., and cf. consentant.] 1. Consonant ;

congruent; agreeing: as, consentient testimony.
The cmisentient judgment of the church. Bp. Pearson.

2. Endowed with consentience
;
of the nature

of consentience: as, consentient animals; con-

sentient activities.

consentingly (kon-sen'ting-li), adv. In a con-

senting or acquiescent manner. Jer. Taylor.
consentmentt (kon-sent'ment), . [ME. eon-

.-,-, affluent; < OF. (and F.) "consentement = Sp.
consentimiento = Pg. It. consentimento, < ML.
consentinientum, consent, < L. consentire, con-
sent: see consent, v.] Consent.

consequence (kon'se-kwens), M. [= F. const-

quence = Sp. consecuencia = Pg. consequencia =
It. conseguenza, conseguemia (obs.), coiuequi-ii-
:a = D. konsekvjentie=Qr. consequem= Dan. kon-

sekrents, consequence, < L. conscquentia, < con-

sequen(t-)s, ppr., consequent: see conseqiirut.]
If. Connection of cause and effect, or of ante-

cedent and consequent ; consecution.

I must alter tine, with this thy son ;

Such fatal consequence unites us three.

Hilton, P. L., X. 364.



consequence

2. That which follows from or grows out of

any act, cause, proceeding, or series of actions ;

an event or effect produced by some preceding
influence, action, act, or cause

;
a consequent ;

a result.

Shun the bitter consequence : for know,
The day thoa eat'st thereof, my sole command
Transgress'd, inevitably thou shalt die.

Milton, P. L., vlii. 328.

The misfortune of speaking with bitterness is a most nat-

ural consequence of the prejudices I had been encouraging.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 193.

He [Mr. Bentham] says that the atrocities of the Revolu-

tion were the natural consequences of the absurd principles
on which it was commenced.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

3. The conclusion of a syllogism.
Can syllogism set things right?
No majors soon with minors fight ;

Or both in friendly consort join'd,
The consequence limps false behind.

Prior, Alma, iii.

4. A consequent inference ;
deduction ; specifi-

cally, in logic, a form of inference or aspect
under which any inference may be regarded,

having but one premise, the antecedent, and
one conclusion, the consequent, the principle ac-

cording to which the consequent follows from
the antecedent being, like the whole inference,
termed the consequence. 5. (a) Importance;
moment

; significance : applied to things : as,

this is a matter of consequence, or of some, lit-

tle, great, or no consequence.
A night is but small breath, and little pause,
To answer matters of this consequence.

STtak., Hen. V., ii. 4.

To people whose eyes do not wander beyond their ledgers,
it seems of no consequence how the affairs of mankind go.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, ]>. 488.

(6) Importance ;
influence ;

distinction
;
note :

applied to persons : as, a man of consequence.
Their people ai'e ... of as little consequence as women

and children. Sieift.

Here, Dangle, I have brought you two pieces, one of

which you must exert yourself to make the managers ac-

cept, I can tell you that ;
for 'tis written by a person of

consequence. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

6. pi. A game in which one player writes down
an adjective, the second the name of a man,
the third an adjective, the fourth the name of a

woman, the fifth what he said, the sixth what
she said, the seventh the consequence, etc., etc.,
no one seeing what the others have written.

After all have written, the paper is read.

They met for the sake of eating, drinking, and laughing
together, playing at cards or consequences, or any other

game that was sufficiently noisy.
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xxiii.

In consequence, as a result; consequently. Inconse-
quence Of, as the effect of ; by reason of ; through. = Syn.
2. Result, fissue, etc. See effect.

consequence! (kon'se-kwens), r. i. [< conse-

quence, .] To draw inferences
;
form deduc-

tions.

Moses . . . condescends . . . to such a methodical and
school-like way of denning and consequencintj.

Stilton, Tetrachordon.

consequent (kon'se-kwent), a. and n. [< ME.
consequent, < OF. 'consequent, F. consequent =
Sp. consecwnte = Pg. conscquenfc = It. conse-

quente = D. konsekwcnt = G. consequent = Dan.

konsekvent, consequent, < L. consequcn(t-)s, fol-

lowing, consequent (ML. also as a noun, a con-

sequent, apodosis, tr. Gr. lieiftfvov). prop. ppr.
of consequi, follow after, pursue, follow a cause
as an effect (> Sp. Pg. conseguir, obtain, = It.

conseguire, obtain, follow), < com-, together, +
sequi, follow : see sequent, second, and cf. subse-

quent.] I. a. 1. Following as an effect or re-

sult, or as a necessary inference
; having a re-

lation of sequence : with on, or rarely to : as,
the war and the consequent poverty; the pov-
erty consequent on the war.

The right was consequent to, and built on, ail act per-
fectly personal. Locke.

He had arrived on the eve of a general election, and
during the excitement of political changes consequent
upon the murder of Mr. Percival.

Lady Holland, in Sydney Smith, vi.

2f. Following in time
; subsequent.

Thy memory,
After thy life, in brazen characters
Shall monumentally be register'd
To ages consequent.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

3. Characterized by correctness of inference or
connectedness of reasoning; logical: as, a con-

sequent action.

The intensity of her [Dorothea's] religious disposition
. . . was but one aspect of a nature altogether ardent,
theoretic, and intellectually consequent.

George Shot, Middlemarch, I. 32.
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Consequent factor, in math., that factor of a non-com-

mutative product which is written last. Consequent
poles of a magnet. See magnet.

II. . [< ME. consequente, n.
;
from the adj.]

1. Effect or result; that which proceeds from
a cause ;

outcome. [Rare or obsolete.]

Those envies that I see pursue me
Of all true actions are the natural comequents.
Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, ii.

Death is not a consequent to any sin but our own.
Jer. Taylor, Worke (ed. 1835), I. 772.

Avarice is the necessary consequent of old age.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 10.

A world's lifetime with its incidents and consequents is

but a progressive cooling. Winchell, World-Life, p. 538.

2. In logic: (a) That member of a hypotheti-
cal proposition which contains the conclusion.

See antecedent, (b) The conclusion of a con-

sequence, or necessary inference conceived as

consisting of an antecedent (or premise) and
a consequent (or conclusion), and as governed
by a consequence (or principle of consecution).

3. In music, same as comes, 3. Consequent
Of a ratio, in math., the latter of the two terms of a ratio,

or that with which the antecedent is compared. Thus, in

the ratio m : n, or m to n, n is the consequent and m the

antecedent. Fallacy Of the consequent. See fallacy.

consequential (kon-se-kwen'shal), a. and . [<
L. cOHseqtieiitia, consequence (see consequence),
+ -al.] I. a. I. Following as the effect or re-

sult
;
resultant.

We sometimes wrangle when we should debate ;

A conseqitential ill which freedom draws ;

A bad effect, but from a noble cause. Prior.

The expansion of trade and production, and the conse-

iiuential increase of social and national well-being.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 30.

2f. Having the consequence properly connected
with the premises; logically correct; conclusive.

Though these arguments may seem obscure, yet, upon
a due consideration of them, they are highly consequential
and conolndent to my purpose.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

3. Assuming airs of consequence or great self-

importance, or characterized by such affecta-

tion
;
conceited ; pompous : applied to persons

and their manners.
Goldsmith was sometimes content to be treated with an

easy familiarity, but upon occasions would be consequcn.
tial and important. BotteeU, Johnson (ret. 64).

His stately and consequential pace. Scott.

Consequential losses or damages, in >"". such losses

or damages as arise not immediately from the act com-
plained of, but as a result of it.

II. n. An inference
;
a deduction; a conclu-

sion. [Rare.]
It may be thought superfluous to spend so many words

upon our author's precious observations out of the Lord
Clarendon's History, and some consequentials, as I have
done. Roger North, Examen, p. 29.

consequentially (kon-se-kwen'shal-i), adr. 1.

In a connected series
;
in the or(ler of cause

and effect, or of antecedent and consequent.
2. With correct deduction of consequences ;

with right connection of ideas; connectedly;
coherently.
The faculty of writing consequentially.

Addison, Whig Examiner, No. 4.

3. In sequence or course of time
; hence, not

immediately ; eventually.
This relation is so necessary that God himself can not

discharge a rational creature from it ; although consequen-
tially indeed he may do so by the annihilation of such
creatures. South.

4. Consecutively; in due order and connection.
Were a man a king in his dreams, and a beggar awake,

and dreamt consequentially, and in continuous unbroken
schemes, would he be in reality a king or a beggar?

Addison.

5. With assumed importance ; with conceit
;

pompously ; pretentiously.
He adjusts his cravat consequentially.

R. R. Peate, Court and City, iv. 1.

[Now rare in all senses but the last.]

consequentialness (kon-se-kwen'shal-nes), n.

1. The quality of being consequential or con-

secutive, as in discourse. [Rare.] 2. Con-
ceit

; pompousness ; pretentiousness ;
the as-

sumption of dignity or importance.
consequently (kon'se-kwent-li), ode. 1. By
consequence; by the connection of cause and
effect or of antecedent and consequent; in con-

sequence of something; therefore.

Man was originally immortal, and it was consequently a
part of his nature to cherish the hope of an undying life.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 204.

2f. Subsequently.
Hee was visited and saluted: and consequently was

brought vnto the Kings and Queenes majesties presence.
Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 287.

=Syn. Wherefore, Accordingly, etc. See therefore.

conservative

COnsequentuess (kon'se-kwent-nes), n. Regu-
lar connection of propositions; consecutive-

ness of discourse ; logicalness.

The consequentness of the whole body of the doctrine.

Sir K. Digby, Ded. of Nature of Man's Soul.

consertion (kon-ser'shon), n. [< LL. conser-

tio(n-), < L. conserere, pp. consertus, put toge-

ther, < com-, together, + serere, bind, join. Cf.

concert.'] Junction; adaptation; conformity.

[Rare.]
What order, beauty, motion, distance, size,

Consertion of design, how exquisite !

Young, Night Thoughts, U.

conservable (kon-ser'va-bl), a. [< LL. conser-

vabilis, < L. conservare', keep : see conserve, v.~\

That may be conserved; able to be kept or

preserved from decay or injury.

conservancy (kon-ser'van-si), . [< ML. con-

servantia, < L. conservan( t-)s, ppr. : see conser-

vant.] The act of preserving; conservation;

preservation : as, the conservancy of forests.

Conservancy has been introduced in time to preserve
many of the advantages they [forests] are calculated to

afford, [and] to make them a considerable source of rev-

enue to the state. Encyc. Brit., IX. 404.

Court of conservancy, a court held by the Lord Mayor
of London for the preservation of the fishery on the

Thames.

conservant (kon-ser'vant), a. [< L. conser-

van(t-)s, ppr. of conservare, keep: see conserve,

.] Conserving; having the power or quality
of preserving from decay or destruction. In the

traditional Aristotelian philosophy, efficient causes are di-

vided into procreant and conservant causes. The procreant
cause is that which makes a thing to be which before was
not ; the conservant cause, that which causes an existent

thing to endure.

The papacy ... was either the procreant or conservant

cause ... of all the ecclesiastical controversies in the
Christian world.

T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 493.

conservation (kon-ser-va'shpn), n. [= F. con-

servation = Pr. conservatio = Sp. conservacion =
Pg. conservaqdo = It. conservazione, < L. eon-

senatio(n-), < conservare, pp. conservatus, keep:
see conserve, .] 1. The act of conserving,
guarding, or keeping with care ; preservation
from loss, decay, injury, or violation ;

the keep-
ing of a thing in a safe or entire state.

Certayne ordinauncez and ruellez . . . concernyng the
said crafte . . . and for the conseruacion of the politick

gouernance of the same. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 335.

They judged the conservation, and, in some degree, the

renovation, of natural bodies to be no desperate or im-

possible thing. Bacon, Physical Fables, xi., Expl.

Aristotle distinguishes memory as the faculty of Con-
gervation from reminiscence, the faculty of Reproduction.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxx.

2. Persistence
; perdurance ; permanence.

Conservation of energy. See t,irr<ni.

conservational (kon-ser-va'shon-al), a. [<
conserratwn + -n/.] Tending to conserve; pre-
servative.

conservatism (kpn-ser'va-tizm), n. [For *eon-

scrvatirism, < conservative + -ism.'] 1. The dis-

position to maintain and adhere to the estab-
lished order of things ; opposition to innovation
and change: as, the conservatism of the clergy.
Of all the difficulties that were met in establishing loco-

motion by steam, the obstruction offered by blind, stolid,

unreasoning conservatism^ was not the least.

Josiah Quinci/, Figures of the Past, p. 350.

The hard conservatism which refuses to see what it has
never yet seen, and so never learns anything new.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 89.

2. The political principles and opinions main-
tained by Conservatives. See conservative, n., 3.

I advocate . . . neither Conservatism nor Liberalism in

the sense in which those slogans of modern party-warfare
are commonly understood.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 11.

conservative (kon-ser'va-tiv), a. and . [= F.

conserva tif (~>T>. conservatief= G. conserrativ =
Dan. konserrativ) = Sp. Pg. It. conservative, <

ML. eonsercatirus, < L. coiiservatus, pp. of COH-

scrvare, keep, preserve: see conserve, r.] I. a.

1 . Preservative ; having power or tendency to

preserve in a safe or entire state
; protecting

from loss, waste, or injury : said of things.

This place of which I tclle, . . .

Ys sette amyddys of these three,
Hevene, erthe, and eke the see,
As most consermtif the soun.

Chaucer, House of Fame, ii. 339.

I refer tx> their respective conservative principle: that

is, the principle by which they arc upheld and preserved.
Calhmtn, Works, I. 37.

2. Disposed to retain and maintain what is es-

tablished, as institutions, customs, and the like
;

opposed to innovation and change ;
in an ex-

treme and unfavorable sense, opposed to pro-

gress : said of persons or their characteristics.



conservative

Hl> | Vlfrcd'sl character was f that sterlr

live kin. I lil.-h bases ii^cli "I"'" "M 'ads, lp|lt *
new favtH as u reason for things.

C. //. PfOmm, Karl) an. I Mill. Ages of Kng., xi.

Specifically 3. In i>otities: (u) Antagonistic
to change in tlm institutions of the country,
civil or ecclesiastical; especially, opposed to

change in I hi- direction of democracy.

The slow progress which Sweden has made hi Intro-

dilcliiK needful reforms is owim: to Ihr i-n/i* rnilire s|iint

o( the nobility and the pridtfaood.
/;. Tinilur. S.irthem Travel, xvin
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II. -; p}. conservatories
(-T'y/.). [In the first

sense directly from the adj. ;
in the second and

third senses, = P. conservatoire = Sp. Pg. It.

i-iiiixrrriitorio, < Ml,. mniicrrutoriiim, lit. a ]>luc.-

for keeping anything, a fish-pond; prop. neut.

of *ciiiim:rriitoriun, adj.: see I., and cf. eonser-

ni/iiirc.] If. A preservative.

A coiuu'frniiirii uf life. Bacon.

In Christ's law non coticupist'ea U . . . the conservatory
anil thu last duty of c\ery commandment.

Jer. Taylor, Uuctur Dubitantium, I. 414.

Hence (6) [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Con- 2. A place for preserving or carefully keep-
._. ii...'..,.:,,,,:,-,!,,..:, U.,,. T T 1 ',,.., ,,,,, i \ ,\ , , , , na t^rtTrt 1/tuu 1 1 ! "i v wnflfA ni*

servatives or their principles. See II., 3.

The result of this struggle was highly favourable to the

fontrrnitirf parly. Macaulay.

Conservative force. See font. Conservative sys-

tem, i" iiK-fli., a systi'iii which always performs or eon-

siniies the same amount of work in passing from one

ui\, ii eoiitlKtiratioii to another, by whatever path or with

whatever velocities it passes from one to the other. The
doctrine of the conservation of em-ivy is that the universe

is a conservative system. See enrrgy.

When the nature of a material system is sueh that if,

after the system lias undergone any series of changes, it is

brought back in any manner toils original state, (and) the

ing anything, as from loss, decay, waste, or

injury; specifically, aud commonly, a green-
house for preserving exotics and other tender

plants. 3. A place of public instruction and

training, designed to promote the study of some
branch of science or art. Conservatories of music

and declamation (to which the French name consena-
toire is frequently applied, the most celebrated institu-

tion of the kind being in Paris) have been maintained at

the public expense In Italy, France, (Icrmany, and other

European countries for two or three centuries ; and the

name Is Riven to many private establishments in Great
Uritain and America.

whole work done by external agent* on the system is equal conservatrix (kon'ser-va-triks). M. [L.] Fem-
to the whole work done by ttie system in overcoming ex- . ,

The conservative faculty, in i>*>iehol., the power of re-

taining knowledge in the mind, though out of conscious-

ness ; memory.
II. . If. One who aims, or that which tends,

to preserve from injury, decay, or loss; a pre-
server or preservative.

The Holy Spirit is the great conservative of the new life.

Jer. Taylor, Confirmation, fol. 32.

2. One who is opposed by nature or on princi-

ple to innovation and change ;
in an unfavor-

able sense, one who from prejudice or lack of

foresight is opposed to true progress. See
radical.

We see that If M. Diimont had died in 1799, he would
have died, to use the new cant word, a decided conser-

oatioe. Macaulay, Mirabeau,

3. [cJ>.] In Great Britain, a Tory : a name first

adopted by the Tory party about the time of the

passing of the first Keform Bill ( 1832). The pro-
fessed object of the Conservatives, as a political body, is

to maintain and preserve by every constitutional means
the existing Institutions of the country, both ecclesiastical

and civil, aud to oppose such measures and changes as

they lielieve have a tendency either to destroy or to im-

pair these institutions.

conserve (kon-serv'), t'. t. : pret. and pp. con-

xi-n-fd, ppr. "conserving. [< ME. conserven = D.

conserteren = G. conserviren = Dan. konservere,

< OF. conserver, F. conserrer = Sp. Pg. con-

servar = It. conservare, < L. conserrare, keep,

retain, preserve, < com-, together, + sen-are,

hold, keep. Cf. preserve, reserve, and see serve.'}

1. To keep in a safe or sound state ;
save

; pre-
serve from loss, decay, waste, or injury ;

defend
from violation : as, to conserve bodies from per-

ishing ;
to conserre the peace of society.

Whenne yee be sette, your knyf withe alle your wytte
Vnto youre sylf bothe clene and sharpe conserve,

That honestly yee mowe your own mete kerve.

Bauets Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 6.

I charge upon you my authority, conserve the peace.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Iv. 3.

When at last in a race, a new principle appears, an Idea

that consenes it : ideas only save races.

Emerson, Misc., p. 172.

2. To preserve with sugar, etc., as fruits, roots,

herbs, etc.
; prepare or make up as a sweet-

meat.

Variety also of dates, |>ears, and peaches, curiously con-

served. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 133.

4. In U. S. hint., one of the group of Demo- conserve (kon'serv), n. [< ME. conserve = D.

crats who, during Van Buren's administration, konserf = G. conserre = Dan. kons<"rver, pi., =
voted with the Whigs against the Independent Sw. konserf, < OF. (and F.) conserve = Sp. Pg. It.

consena (ML. conseri-a, a fish-pond) ;
from the

verb.] 1. That which is conserved; a sweet-

meat ;
a confection ; especially, in former use,

a pharmaceutical confection.

We . . . were invited into the apartments allotted for

Treasury Bill.

conservatively (kon-sfrr'va-tiv-li), adv. In a

conservative manner, or in the manner of con-

servatives ; as a conservative ;
with conserva-

tiveness.

It is very conservatively English to make concession at

the eleventh hour and ttfty-ninth minute; but the clock Is

fast in Ireland. Philadelphia Leaner, Dec. 30, 1SS7.

strangers, where we were entertained with consent of

roses, a dram, and coffee, a young Maronite sheik being
with us. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 95.

conservativeness(kon-ser'va-tiv-nes),n. Ten- 2f. A conservatory.

dency to preserve or maintain ; conservatism.

conservatoire (kon-ser-va-twor'), . [F.,= Sp.

Pg. It. foiixerratotio = G. conscrvatorium (>Dan.
Iconserratoriiim), < ML. conservatorium : see con-

servatory, .] An establishment for special in-

struction, particularly in music and theatrical

declamation aud training. See conservatory, 3. conserver (kon-ser'ver), n.

Set the pots into your conserre, and keep them dry.

Evelyn, Calendarlum Hortense.

3f. A conserver ;
that which conserves.

The flrste which Is the conserve

And keeper of the remenaunt.
Goirer, Conf. Amant.

1. One who con-

conservator (kon'ser-va-tor), M. [= F. corner- serves, or Weps from loss, decay, or injury;
nttrur = Sp. Pg. conserrador = It. conservatore, one who lays up for preservation.
< L. conservator, < connerrare, pp. conserratus,

keep: see conserve, t'.] 1. A preserver; one
who or that which preserves from injury, vio-

lation, or infraction: as, a conservator of the

peace. See phrases below.

i n cold ami moist consenatour HynUtone Is.

PaUaditu, Husboiidrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 49.

content of knowledge
Sir W. Temple.

Priests having been the . .

and story.

es or sweetmeats.

,
n. [< con- + session.

,
of sarnie sense.] A sitting to-

stfarJGtttttW
Specifically 2. A person appointed to super- One who sits with others. Bailey.
intend idiots, lunatics, etc., manage their prop- consider (kon-sid'er), r. [< ME. consideren, <

erty, ami preserve it from waste. [Connecticut.] OF considerer, F. fonsiderer = Pr. Sp. Pg. con-

*"" = It- considerare, < L. considerare, look

at closely, observe, consider, mediUte; orig.,

.

conservatory (kon-ser'va-to-ri), . and . [=
F. MHMMTOftrfrt = Sp. Pg. CIIHW rnitorio, < ML.
'fiiiiKi'i-riitnr/Hx (cf. i-niixi ri'iit'/riiim, n. : see II.),

< L. mufti'i-rntnx, pp. of nnixi'min; keep: see

I'owxcnv, i-.] I. (i. Having the quality of pre-

serving from loss, decay, or injury.

To fix the mind upon, with a view to careful

examination ; ponder ; study ;
meditate upon ;

think or reflect upon with care.

Know, therefore, this day, and consider it in thine heart.

I lent. iv. 39.

Consider the lilies of the Held, how they grow.
Mat. vi. 28.

considerable

Those who would amend .-\il la^ -huiild ".

ratlin ]IM iniicli it may be afe to spare, than how much
it may lie. possible to change.

aacanlay, Cuiivcn-ation between Cowleyand Milton.

Whoever cnnridert the flnal cause of the world, will dis-

cern a multitude of use* that enter as puts Into that re-

sult. ", Nature.

2. To view attentively; observe and examine;
scrutinize.

TU a i icaut. < .us creature ;

Anil to myself I do appear deform'd,
When I cunintlrr her.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, 111. 1.

"Conrider well," the voice replied,
" His face, that two hours since hath died ;

Wilt thou find passion, pain, or pride?"
TennyttuH, Two Voice*.

3. To pay attention to
; regard with care ;

not

to be negligent of.

Blessed Is he that contidcreth the poor. Pi. xll. 1.

Consider mine affliction, and deliver me. Ps. cxlx. 153.

4. To regard with consideration or respect;
hold in honor ; respect.

England could grow into a posture of being more united

at home, and more considereil abroad.

Sir W. Temple, To the Lord Treasurer, Feb. 21, 1878.

5. To take into view or account; allow for,

or have regard to, in examination, or in form-

ing an estimate: as, in adjusting accounts,

services, time, and expense ought to be con-

sidered.

Conrider, sir, the chance of war. Shak. , Cymbellne, T. B.

It astonish'd us to see what she haxl read and written,
her youth considered. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 17, 1678.

When I draw any faulty Character, I consider all those

Persons to whom the Malice of the World may possibly

apply it. Additon, Spectator, No. 262.

Hence 6. To requite or reward, particularly
for gratuitous services.

You that have worn your eyes almost out In the service,

you will be coiuidered. Shak., M. for M., i. 2.

7. To regard in a particular light ;
conceive un-

der a particular aspect ; judge to be ; esteem ;

take for : as, I consider him a rascal.

We are apt to deceive ourselves, and to conrider heaven
a place like this earth : I mean, a place where every one

may choose and take his own pleasure.
J. II. Sevniian, Parochial Sermons, i. 3.

Some may consider the human body as the habitation of

a soul distinct and separable from it ; others may refuse

to recognize any such distinction.

J. R. Sreley, Nat. Religion, p. 43.

= Syn. 1. Meditate upon. Reflect upon, etc. (see list under

eanttmjilate.), weigh, revolve. 4. To respect, regard.

n. intrans. 1. To think seriously, deliber-

ately, or carefully ;
reflect ; cogitate : sometimes

with of.

In the day of prosperity be joyful, but in the day of ad-

versity cotunder. Eccl. vll. 14.

Logic coiuriderelh of many things as they are In notion.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il. 148.

Let us argue coolly, and conttider like men.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, U. 1.

2f. To hesitate; stand suspended. [Bare.]
The tears that stood considering hi her eyes.

Uryden, Fables.

Syn. 1. To ponder, deliberate, ruminate, cogitate.

considerabilityt (kon-sid'er-a-bil'i-ti), n. [<
considerable: see -ability.^ The quality of be-

ing worthy of consideration
; capacity of being

considered. [Rare.]
There Is no considerability of any thing within me as

from myself, but entirely owes Its being from his store, and
cornea from the Almighty.

AUestret, Sermons, i. 60 (Onl MS.).

considerable (kqn-sid'er-a-bl), a. and n. [< F.

considerable = $p. considerable = Pg. considera-

vel = It. consMerabile, < ML. cotutiderabilis, < L.

considerare, observe, attend to, consider: see

consider."] I. n. If. That may be considered ;

that is to be observed, remarked, or attended to.

Times and days cannot have interest, nor be consider-

able, because that which passes by them is eternal, and
out of the measure of time. Donne, Letters, xxv.

It is considerable, that some urns have had inscriptions
on them, expressing that the lamps were burning.

Willcins.

2. Worthy of consideration ; worthy of regard
or attention. [Archaic or obsolete.]

But I am fallen into this discourse by accident ; of which
I might say more, but it has proved longer than I intended,
and possibly to you may not be considerable..

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 143.

St. Denys is considerable only for Ite stately Cathedral,
and the dormitory

1 of the French Kings.
im. Diary. Nov. 12,1643.

Though the damage he had done them had been one

hundred times more than what he sustained from them.

that Is not eviuidrraUr. in |x>int of a just war.

H-,-,.11:,-;,.. Hist. New Kllglaild, I. SIS.

3. Of distinction; deserving of notice; impor-
tant.



considerable

Some valued themselves as they were mothers, and oth-

ers as they were the daughters, of some contiderable per-

sons. Addison, Vision of Justice.

Some considerable men of their acquaintance deter-

mined to emigrate to New England.
Everett, Orations, II. 6.

4. Of somewhat large amount or extent; of

not a little importance from its effects or re-

sults
; decidedly more than the average : as, a

man of considerable influence; a considerable

estate.

We [the English] did nothing by Land that was consid-

erable, yet if we had staid but a Day or two longer . . .

the whole Fleet of Galeons from Nova Hispania had fallen

into our own Mouths. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 17.

Considerable sums of money. Clarendon,

A body of a very considerable thickness.
T. Bur-net, Theory of the Earth.

To a regular customer, or one who makes any consider-

able purchase, the shop-keeper generally presents a pipe.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 10.

II. n. If. A thing of importance or interest.

He had a rare felicity in speedy reading of books, and
as it were but a turning them over would give an exact

account of all considerables therein.

Fuller, Holy State, II. x. 7.

2. Much ; not a little : as, he has done consider-

able for the community ;
I found considerable to

detain me. [Colloq.]
considerableness (kpn-sid'er-a-bl-nes), n. De-

gree of importance, consequence, or dignity ;
a

degree of value or importance that deserves no-

tice. [Rare.]
We must not always measure the considerablenesi of

things by their . . . immediate usefulness. Boyle.

considerably (kon-sid'er-a-bli), adv. In a de-

gree deserving notice
;
in a degree not trifling

or unimportant.
And Europe still considerably gains
Both by their good examples and their pains.

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

considerancet (kqn-sid'er-ans), n. [< ME. eon-

nideraunce, < OP*, considerance = Pr. considc-

ransa = It. considcranza (obs.), < L. conside-

rantia, < consideran(t-)s, ppr. of considerare,
consider: see consider.] Consideration; reflec-

tion
;
sober thought.

Consideraunce is taken atte prudence
What mon we moost enforme.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

considerate (kon-sid'er-at), a. [= Sp. Pg. con-

siderado = It. considerate, < L. consideratus, pp.
of considerate, consider: see consider.] 1. Giv-
en to consideration or sober reflection

; thought-
ful

; hence, circumspect ;
careful

;
discreet

;

prudent ;
not hasty or rash

;
not negligent.

JSneas [was] patient, considerate, [and] careful of his

people. Dryden, Preface to Fables.

In that protest which each considerate, person makes
against the superstition of his times, he repeats step for

step the part of old reformers. Emerson, History.

The perplexities involved in the re-adj ustment of the na-
tion's political bases were great enough to task the most
considerate statesmanship.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 20.

2. Regardful; mindful.

Though they will do nothing for virtue, yet they may be

presumed more considerate of praise.

Decay of Christian Piety.

3. Marked by consideration or reflection; de-
liberate ; thoughtful ; heedful : as, to give a

proposal a considerate examination.
I went the next day secretly . . . to take a considerate

view. Sir H. Blount, Voyage to the Levant, p. 106.

4. Characterized by consideration or regard for
another's circumstances or feelings ;

not heed-
less orunfeeling; notrigorous oreacting; kind:

as, a considerate master; considerate treatment.

Watchfully considerate to all dependent upon her.
W. R. Grey, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 183.

considerately (kon-sid'er-at-li), adr. 1. With
due consideration or deliberation

;
with reason.

I may considerately say, I never heard but one Oath
sworne, nor never saw one man drunk, nor ever heard of
three women Adulteresses, in all this time.

N. Ward, Simple Collier, p. 67.

2. With thoughtful regard, as for the circum-
stances and feelings of others

; kindly : as, he
very considerately offered me his umbrella.
considerateness (kon-sid'er-at-nes), n. 1.
Prudence

;
calm deliberation. 2. Thoughtful

regard for another's circumstances or feelings.
consideration (kon-sid-e-ra'shou), it. [= F.
consideration = Sp. consideracion = Pg. conside-

ragao = It. consiilemzione, < L. consideratio(n-),
consideration, contemplation, reflection, < con-

siderare, pp. consideratus, consider: see con-

sider.] 1. The act of considering; mental view;
regard; notice: as, to take into consideration
the probable consequences.
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The cmmideration of the design of it [man's being] will

more easily acquaint him with the nature of that duty
which is expected from him. Stlllingjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

2. Careful reflection
;
serious deliberation.

Let us think with consideration. Sidney.

Consideration like an angel came,
And whipn'd the offending Adam out of him.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 1.

Twelue intended here a while to haue stayed, but vpon
better consideration, how meanely we were provided, we
left this Island.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 108.

Apothegms are rather subjects for consideration than
articles for belief. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

3. Contemplation; observation; heed: with of:

as, he was acquitted in consideration of his

youth.

consignation

COnsiderativet (kon-sid'er-a-tiv), a. [= F.

consideratif = It. considerativo, < L. as if *co-

siderativus, < consideratus, pp. of considerare,
consider: see consider.] Considerate

; thought-

ful; careful.

I love to be considerative ; and 'tis true,
I have at my free hours thought upon
Some certain goods unto the state of Venice.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

consideratort (kon-sid'er-a-tor), n. [= Sp. Pg.
coiisiderador = It. consideratore, < L. considera-

tor,< considerare, pp. consideratus, consider: see

consider.] One who considers; a considerer:

as, "mystical considerators," Sir T. Browne, Gar-
den of Cyrus.
considerer (kon-sid'er-er), . One who consid-

ers or takes heed; an observer. [Rare.]
The love you bear

jto

, Mopaa hath brought you to the con- ^ r&i^ieih a iearned Reader, and a right considerer
wv '

of him. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 154.

They are not skilfull considerers of human things, who
imagine to remove sin by removing the matter of sin.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 26.

The sovereign is bound to protect his subjects, in con-

sideration of their allegiance to him. Brougham.

4. Thoughtful, sympathetic, appreciative, or

deserved regard or respect: with for before the

subject considered: as, consideration for the

feelings of others is the mark of a gentleman.
The undersigned has the honour to repeat to Mr. Hulse-

man the assurance of his high consideration. I). Webster.

The consideration with which he [Galileo] was treated.

Whewell.

Considerationfor the poor is a doctrine of the Church.

J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doct., i. 3.

We learn patience, tolerance, respect for conflicting

views, equitable consideration for eonscientioiis opposi-
tion. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 95.

5. Some degree of importance ;
claim to notice

or regard ; place in or hold upon regard, atten-

tion, or thought.
Lucan is the only author of consideration among the Lat-

in poets who was not explained for the use of the Dauphin.
Addison, Freeholder.

6. That which is or should be considered; a

subject of reflection or deliberation
;
a matter

of import or consequence ; something taken or

to be taken into account : as, the public good
should be the controlling consideration with a
statesman.
He was obliged, antecedent to all other considerations,

to search an asylum. Dryden.

The truth is, some consuleralions, which are necessary
to the forming of a correct judgment, seem to have escaped
the notice of many writers of the nineteenth century.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

The poor working man with a large family, to whom
pence were a serious consideration.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 28.

7. Recompense for trouble, service rendered,
or the like; remuneration.

They hoped that I would give them some consideration
to be carryed in a chaire to the toppe.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 77.

That they had we equally divided, but gaue them cop-

per, and such things as contented them in consideration.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 204.

The gentleman shall not have the trouble to put on a
fire. . . . I'll put it on myself for a consideration.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxii.

8. In law, that which a contracting party ac-

cepts as an equivalent for a service rendered ;

the sum or thing given, or service rendered, in

exchange for something else, or the sum, thing,
or service received in exchange for something;
the price of a promise or a transfer of property.
This may consist either in a benefit to the promisor or
a burden assumed by the promisee, or both. A contract
must be mutual, and one side is the consideration of the
other. A promise made without any such counter com-
pensation or equivalent may be binding in morals, but the
law does not recognize it as a contract nor compel its

performance. It is not essential that a consideration be
an equivalent in a commercial sense, nor even that it have
any commercial value. Even exoneration from a moral
obligation which could not be enforced at law may be a
consideration for an express promise to perform it : thus,
where a debtor, after a legal discharge in bankruptcy or

by the statute of limitations, without having paid any-
thing, recognizes his moral obligation to pay, and makes
an express promise to do so, the moral obligation is deem-
ed a sufficient consideration to make the promise a legal
contract. Concurrent consideration, a consideration
received contemporaneously with the making of the prom-
ise. Executed consideration, a consideration previ-
ously received. Executory consideration, a consider-
ation that was to be received subsequently to the making
of the promise. Failure of consideration, resulting
worthlessness or inadequacy of a consideration originally
apparently good : distinguished from want of considera-
tion (which see, below). Good consideration, the nat-
ural love or affection, or other adequate motive, on ac-

count of which a benefit is conferred without a valuable

equivalent. Such a consideration is generally sufficient,

except as against creditors. Valuable consideration,
in law, a consideration which may be deemed valuable in
a pecuniary sense, as money, goods, services, or the prom-
ise of either. Actual marriage may also be a valuable con-
sideration. Want of consideration, original lack of

any consideration whatever. = Syn. 1 and 2. Attention,
reflection.

consideringly (kon-sid'er-ing-li), adv. With
consideration or deliberation.

consign (kon-sin'), t'. [= D. konsigneren = G.

consigniren = Dan. konsignere=:Sw. konsignera,
< F; consigner, consign, present, deliver, OF.

seal, attest, = Sp. Pg. consignor = It. coH.se-

gnare, < L. consignare, seal, sign, attest, regis-

ter, record, ML. also deliver, < com-, together, +
signare, sign, mark : see sign.] I. trans. If. To

impress, as or as if with a stamp or seal.

The primitive Christians, who consigned all their affairs,

and goods, ami writings, with some marks of their Lord,

usually writing, . . . "Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our

Saviour," made it an abbreviature by writing only the

capitals. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 117.

2. To give, send, or commit
; relegate ;

make
over; deliver into the possession of another or

into a different state, implying subsequent fix-

edness or permanence: sometimes with over:

as, at death the body is consigned to the grave.

Men, by free gift, consign over a place to the divine

worship. Soitth.

Me to some churl in bargain he'll consign,
And make some tyrant of the parish mine.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Authoritative treatises are consigned to oblivion, ancient
controversies cease, the whole store of learning hived up
in many capacious memories becomes worthless.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 7.

3. To deliverer transfer, as a charge or trust;
intrust ; appoint.
The four Evangelists consigned to writing that history.

Addisoti.

She then consigned me to Lnttrell, asking him to show
me the grounds. Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 196.

4. In com., to transmit by carrier, in trust for

sale or custody : usually implying agency in

the consignee, but also used loosely of the act

of transmitting by carrier to another for any
purpose: as, the goods were consigned to the

London agent. 5. To put into a certain form
or commit for permanent preservation. 6. To
set apart; appropriate; apply.
The French commander consigned it to the use for which

it was intended. Dryden, Ded. of Fables.

= Syn. Intrust, Conjide, etc. See commit.

n.t intrans. 1. To submit; surrender one's

self; yield.
All lovers young, all lovers must
Consif/n to thee, and come to dust.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

2. To agree, assent, or consent.

A hard condition ... to consign to.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

consignatary (kpn-sig'na-ta-ri), n.
; pi. cons-ig-

notaries (-riz). [= F. consignataire = Sp. Pg.
coiisignatario = It. consegnatario, < ML. as if

*coimgnatarius, < consignare, pp. consignatus,

consign : see consign.] One to whom any trust

or business is consigned.
consignation (kon-sig-na'shou), . [= D. kon-

signatie = G. consignation. = Dan. Sw. Consigna-

tion, < F. consignation = Sp. consignacion = Pg.

consignaqao = It. consegnazione, < ML. consigna-

tio(n-), a consigning, L. a written proof, < con-

.tignfire, pp. consignattts, consign: see consign.]

If. The act of confirming, as by signature or

stamp ; hence, an indication
;
an evidence

;
con-

firmation.

Our obedience . . . is urged to us by the consignation of

Divine precepts and the loud voice of thunder, even sealed

by a signet of God's right hand.
Jer. Taiilor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 62.

2f. The act of consigning or relegating ;
con-

signment.
Despair is a certain consignation to eternal ruin.

Jer. Taylor.
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The discovery of the provision for the consentient or

Mtttl at lirtlim ..I ililli-lenl or^ini. "I tin- l.o,l\ l>\ tin H

3. In fit-off /mi-, tin- depositing in the hands of consilient (kon-sil'i-ent), a.
[<

L. com-, to-

il third person of a sum of money about which gether, 4- -nilii-ii(t-)K, the form in comp. of mi-

there is eitliei u ilispute or a competition. 4. lifn(t-)n, ppr. of satire, leap: see salient. Cf.

In litui-i/ii-x. I In- ;H-I of junking the sign of the K.JUHI/I ii-illi. agree with.] Agreeing; concur-

i-ross with oue half of a consecrated oblate or ring: us, "consilient testimony," Hampton Lec-

host over the other, the first half having been tures, viii.

previously ilippeil in tin- chalice. This rit* in

Follllil in tli> Hi. ek ami Syriiu- liturgies of St. JanleH, in

the f'optir liturgy of St. liasil, in tin- v^torian liturgy of ordlnating agency of the great m-rve renters.

tli. LpocUat, tO. V fnrlcr, Human Intellect, 41.

consignatory (kon-sig'na-to-ri), .; pi. consig- consimilar (kon-sim'i-l&r), a. [< L. eon-iimilix
notaries (-riz). [< con- + signatory.] One who

(> It. co/wimite), alike (<'cow-, together, + simi-

sigus any document jointly with another or
fo, ijke), + -ar.- see simitar.]

others. resemblance. [Rare.]
consignature (kon-sig'na-tur), n. [< con- + consimilitude (kon-si-mil'i-tud), n.

Kignatiirt: Cf. i-ontiign.] Complete signature ; giml utudt; etc.
;
as con- + similitude. 8ee con-

joint signing or stamping. x.milar.] Resemblance. [Rare.]
consigne (kou'sin), . [F. (= 8p. consigna = C0nsimility (kon-si-mil'i-ti), . [< L. consimi-
It. consegna), orders, instructions, < consigner, ti alike ( 8ee consimilar), + -ity.] Common
consign, deliver: see <w,,w/.J Mil,!., special resemblance ; similarity. [Rare.]
order or instruction given to a sentinel

;
a watch-

Ry wmch mean(i am| the|r <!OM,.M ,.Wj, , dl8poaiUon ,

word
;
a countersign. tnere was very conjunct Mendililp between the two

consigne (F. pron. kon-se-nya), n. [F., prop, brothers anil him.

pp. of consigner, confine, put under orders : see Aubrey, in Letters of Eminent Men, II. 511.

consign, consigne.] A. person commanded to consist (kon-sisf), v. i. [= F. consister = Sp.

keep within certain bounds, as an officer in the Pg. consistir = It. consistere, < L. consistere,

army or navy ordered to keep his quarters as a stand together, stop, become hard or solid

Having common

[= F. con-

punishment
consignee (kon-si-ne'), i. [< consign + -cc1 . Cf.

e<msigiit
:

.
]

The person to whom goods or other

property sent by carrier are consigned or ad-

dressed
; specifically, one who has the care or

disposal of goods received upon consignment ;

a factor.

consigner (kon-sl'ncr), . Same as consignor.

consignincarit (kon-sig-mf'i-kant), a. [< con-

+ significant.] Having the same signification
or meaning.

consignificate(kon-sig-nif'i-kat), it. Something
signified in a secondary way, especially the time
of a verb.

consignification (kon-sig"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [<
con- + signification.] Joint, signification; con-

notation. [Rare.]
As they (verbs] always express something else in their

original meaning, he [John of Salisbury] calls the addi-

tional denoting of time by a truly philosophic word, a eon-

niiinijieation. Uarris, Philol. Inquiries.

consignificative (kon-sig-nif'i-ka-tiv), a. and
n. [< cow- + significative.] I. a. Having a like

signification ; jointly significative.
H. . That which has the same signification

or meaning as some other. Worcester.

consignify (kon-sig'ui-fi), v. i.; pret. and pp.
consiguificd, ppr. coiisignij'yiiig. [< cow- + sig

nify.] To signify secondarily: used in oppo- which

sitlon to connote, which is to name secondarily.

Thus, a relative noun connotes its correlative ;

a verb consignifies its time. [Rare.]
The cypher . . . has no value of itself, and only serves

. . . to connote and c<tn*i>iti(i>l-

//or/ir Tuote, Diversions of Purley, i. 9.

consignment (kon-sin'ment), n. [< consign
+

-ment.] 1. The act of consigning; consigna-
tion. 2. The act of sending or committing, in

trust for sale or custody: usually implying con-

veyance by a carrier, and agency on the part of

the recipient.
The merchants who act upon connffntnents.

Tatter, No. 31.

3. That which is consigned; a quantity sent or

delivered, especially to an agent or factor for

sale: as, Areceivedalargeco.si'<;wef of goods
fromB.
Aman Niaz Khan had sent to Meshed for a large eoimiijn-

inent of tea and sugar, and rolls of cloth.

O'Doiuman, Merv, xxv.

4. The writing by which anything is consigned,

consignor (kou-si'nor or kon-si-nor'), n. [<

consign + -or.] A person who consigns, or

makes a consignment, as of goods: one who
sends, delivers, or despatches goods, etc., to

another for custody or sale. Also written co-

signer.

cohsiliary (kon-sil'i-a-ri), a. (X L. consiliarius,

agree with, continue, exist, < com-, together, +
xistere, cause to stand, stand, caus. of stare =
E. stand: see stand. Cf. assist, desist, exist, in-

sist, persist, resist.] 1. To stand together; be
in a fixed or permanent state, as a body com-

posed of parts in union or connection ; hence,
to be

;
exist

;
subsist ;

be supported and main-
tained.

He 1s before all things, and by him all things consist.

Col I 17.

2f. To remain coherent, stable, or fixed.

It is against the nature of water . . . tueowurtaud stay
itself. Brereirood, Languages.

Unstable Judgments that cannot consist in the narrow

circumference. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 3.

3. To abide ;
rest ;

be comprised, contained,

performed, or expressed : followed by in.

True happiness
Consists not .'/< the multitude of friends,
But in the worth and choice.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 2.

The whole freedom of Man consists either t Spiritual
or Civil Liberty. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Which Meldritch and Budendorfe, rather Hke enraged
lions, than men, so bravely enconntred, as if fn them only
had confuted the victory.

Copt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 25.

The perspicuity, the precision, and the simplicity in

consisting

Hence 2. State or degree of density or vitt-

cosity: as, the consistency of cream, or of honey.
Let the expressed Juices be boiled into the contittence

of a syrup. Aruuthimt, AllmenU.

These Burmese wells are sunk to a depth of alM/ut sixty

feet, and yield an oil of the cunsistencti of tr. >

\ X VI. 253.

3. A dense or viscous substance. [Rare.]

Quench 'il In a l>oggy Syrtis, neither sem,
Nor good dry land : nigh foumlcr'd on he fares.

Treading the crude contittence. Milton, P. L., (I. Ml.

4. Nature, constitution, or character. [Rare.]
Ills friendship U of a noble make and a lasting conn*-

tency. South, Sermons.

5. Harmonious connection, as of the parts of

a system or of conduct, or of related things or

principles ; agreement or harmony of all parts
of a complex thing among themselves, or of the

same thing with itself at different times, or of

one thing with another or others; congruity;

uniformity : as, the consistency of laws, regula-
tions, or judicial decisions : consistency of reli-

gious life
; consistency of behavior or of charac-

ter. [Now only in the form consistency.]

It Is preposterous to look for consistency between abso-

lute moral truth and the defective characters and usages
of our existing state ! //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 51.

With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do.

. . . Speak what you think now in hard words, and to-

morrow speak what to-morrow thinks in hard words again,

though it contradict every thing you said to-day.
Kinerion, Self-reliance.

6. Permanence; persistence; stability. [Rare
or obsolete.]
Meditation will confirm resolutions of good, and give

them a durable consistence in the soul. Mammoml.

7t. That which stands together as a united
whole

;
a combination.

The Church of Ood, as meaning the whole consistence of

Orders and Meiulwrs. Miiton, Reformation in Eng., i.

consistent (kon-sis'tent), a. [= F. consistant

i- eloquence proper to scientific writing,
"adler's Law of Population.

4. To be composed ; be made up : followed by
of.

Humanity particular consistethof thesame parts whereof
minconsisteth. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 183.

He [Henry I.] made the Court to consist of three Parts,
the Nobility, the Clergy, and the Common People.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 40.

The land would consist of plains, and valleys, and moun-
tains. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Of the whole sum of human life, no small part is that
which consists of & man's relations to his country, and his

feelings concerning it. Gladstone. Might of Right, p. 201.

5. To be compatible, consistent, or harmoni-

ous; be in accordance; harmonize; accord:
now followed by with, formerly also used abso-

lutely.
Either opinion will consist well enough irith religion.

Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, i. 38.

It may consist icith any degree of mortification to pray
for the taking away of the cross, upon condition it may
eonsitt with God's glory and our ghostly profit

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 89.

Health contitti with temperance alone.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 81.

Novelty was not necessarily synonymous with barbarism,
and might consist even mth elegance.

f. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 293.

To consist together, to coexist.

Necessity and election cannot consist together in thesame
act Abp. Bramhall, Against Hobbes.

suitable for counsel, counseling, < consiliitin, consistence, consistency (kon-sis'tens, -ten-
counsel: see counsel.] Pertaining to or of the 8,) )

. ; pl. consistences, consistencies '(-ten-sex,
nature of counsel. -siz). [= F. eonsistanee= Pr. Sp. Pg. consistencia

= It. cotisistenza, consistenzia, < L. as if "consis-

tentia, < con#isten(t-)s, ppr. of consistere, stand

together: see consist, consistent.] 1. Literally,
a standing together ;

firm union, as of the parts
of a rigid body ; hence, the relation of the parts

The presbyters were joined in the ordering church af-

fairs . by way of assistance In acts delilwrative and

awsiliary. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 17.

consilience (kon-sil'i-ens), H. [< consilient:

see -ence.] A coming together ;
coincidence

;

concurrence.
Another character, whirh ]'< exemplified only In the

greatest theories, is the rtni*ilienee of inductions where
many ami widely dill'erent lines of experienee spring to-

m-ther in one theory which explains them all.

{/uartcrla Xcc., LXVIII. 233.

or elements of a body with reference to the
firmness of their connection ; physical consti-

tution.

The contiiteneiet of bodies are divers ; dense, rare, tan-

gible, pneumatical, volatile, Sc. Bacim, Nat. Hist., 8839.

5
F

of a body, distinguished from the fluid.

The sand, contained within the shell, Incoming solid

and consistent.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat Hist, of the Earth.

2. Standing together or in agreement ;
com-

patible; congruous; uniform; not contradic-

tory or opposed : as. two opinions or schemes
are consistent; a law is consistent with justice
and humanity.

On their own axis as the planeU run,
Yet make at once their circle round the sun ;

So two consistent motions act the soul ;

And one regards itself, and one the whole.

1'ope, Essay on Man, iii. 315.

We have a linn faith that our interests are mutually
consistent ; that if you prosper, we shall prosper ; if you
suffer, we shall suffer. Ecerett, Orations, I. 196.

3. Characterized by consistency or harmony ;

not self-opposed or self-contradictory : as, a
consistent life.

Their heroes and villains are as consistent in all their

sayings and doings as the cardinal virtues and the deadly
sins in an allegory. Macattlay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

4 1 . Composed ;
made up.

The consistories of Zurick and Bazil are wholly consis-

tent of laymen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 150.

consistentes (kon-sis-ten'tez), H. pi. [LL. (tr.

Gr. awiardfievoi or awta-ijrec), those standing
with (the faithful), pi. of L. consistency, ppr.
of consistere, stand together: see consistent.] In
the penitential system of the early church, es-

pecially in the Eastern church during the sec-

ond half of the third and the whole of the fourth

century, penitents occupying the fourth or high-
est penitential Station. They were allowed to remain

throughout the eucharistic service and take their station

with the faithful alwve the amlm, but not to offer obla-

tions or be admitted to communion. Also called bystand-
< rx. See ;.,'/nVc/i/, n.

consistently (kon-sis'tent-li), adf. In a consis-

tent manner ;
with consistency or congruency ;

uniformly : as, to command confidence, a man
must act consistently.
There has been but One amongst the sons of men who

has said and done consistently ; who said, "I come to do

Thy will, O God," and without delay or hindrance did it.

J. II. Xeirman, Parochial Sermons, I. 175.

consisting* (kon-sis'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of consist,

r.] 1. rlaving consistence.

Flame doth not mingle with flame, as air doth with air,

or water with water, hut only remaineth contiguous; as

it cometh to pass betwixt consisting liodies.

Bacon, Nat Hist, i 31.

2. Consistent : followed by
Y..VI could not help Ik-stowing more than is confiding

H-itli the fortune of a private man, or irith the will of any
but an Alexander. DryJen, Ded. of Fable*.
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consistorial (kon-sis-to'ri-al), a. [= F. con-

sistorial = Sp. Pg. consistorial ; as consistory +
-<il.] Pertaining or relating to a consistory, or

an ecclesiastical judicatory.
Consistorial laws. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref.

How can the presbytery . . . rule anil govern in causes

spiritual and miuristorial ?

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 239.

Consistorial court. Same as commissary-court (a).

His [Boehme's] famous colloquy with the Upper Con-
sistorial Court was made the occasion of a flattering but
transient ovation on the part of a new circle of admirers.

Encyc. Brit., III. 852.

consistorian (kon-sis-to'ri-an), a. [< LL. con-

xistoruiHun, < consistorium, consistory : see con-

History."] Consistorial.

consistory (kon-sis'to-ri or kon'sis-to-ri), n. and
a. [< ME. consistorie'= F. consistoire = Pr. con-

sistori = Sp. Pg. consistorio = It. consistorio, con-

sistoro, < LL. consistorium, a place of assembly,
a council, < L. consistere, stand with, occupy a

place, etc.: see consist.] I. .
; pi. consistories

(-riz). 1. A place of meeting; especially, a
council-house or place of justice, or the assem-

bly which convenes in it
;
under the Eoman

emperors, a privy council.

This false juge . . . sat in his consistorie.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 162.

To council summons all his mighty peers,
Within thick clouds and dark tenfold involved,
A gloomy conuixtory. Milton, P. R., i. 42.

There are . . . the chamber of justice, of twenty-five ;

the praetorian chamber, of thirteen ; . . . the consistory,
of nine ; and the chamber of accounts, of nine.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 340.

What a lesson dost thou read to council, and to consis-

tory ! Lamb, Quakers' Meeting.

Hence 2. An ecclesiastical or spiritual court,
or the place where such a court is held. Before
the Reformation every bishop had his consistory, com-
posed of some of the leading clergy of the diocese, presided
over by his chancellor. In the Anglican Church every bish-

op has still his consistory court, held before his chancellor
or commissary in the cathedral church, or some other con-
venient place, for tile trial of ecclesiastical causes.

They confest . . . [their fault] before the whole consitt-

tory of God's ministers. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 4.

They [the Apostles) surrounded their own central con-

sistory witli lines impassable to treachery.
De Quincey, Esseues, i.

The archbishops in their prerogative courts, the bishops
in their consistories, the archdeacons in some cases . . .

exercised jurisdiction. Stubbx, Const. Hist., 401.

3. (a) In the Reformed (Dutch) Ch., the lowest
ecclesiastical court, having charge of the gov-
ernment of the local church, and correspond-
ing to the session of the Presbyterian Church.

(b) In the Reformed (French) Ch., a higher
court, corresponding to a presbytery. 4. In
the Horn. Cath. Ch., an ecclesiastical senate,
consisting of the whole body of cardinals, which
deliberates upon the affairs of the church, it
is presided over by the pope, or by the dean of the Col-

lege of Cardinals. The ordinary meetings of the consistory
are secret ; but public consistories are held from time to
time as occasion may require, and are attended by other
prelates than tile cardinals ; the resolutions arrived at in
secret session are announced in them.

The Pope himselfe . . . performeth all Ecclesiastical!

jurisdiction as in Consistory amongst his Cardinals, which
were originally but the Parish Priests of Rome.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

In full consistory,
When I was made Archbishop, he [the pope] approved me.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 2.

5. In the Lutheran state churches, a board of
clerical officers, either national or provincial,
usually appointed by the sovereign, charged
with various matters of ecclesiastical adminis-
tration.

II. . Belonging to or of the nature of a con-
sistory.

consitiont, " [<L. consitio(n-), a sowing, < con-

serere, pp. consitus, sow together, < com-, to-

gether, + serere, sow.] A planting together.
Coles, 1717.

consociate (kon-so'-shi-at), v.; pret. and pp.
consoeiated, ppr. consociating. [< L. consocia-

tus, pp. of consociare, unite, connect, associate,
< com-, together, + sotiare, unite, < socius, joined
with, etc. (as a noun, a companion) : see social.
Cf. associate, v.] I. trans. If. To unite

; join;
associate

; connect.
The ship . . . carrieth riches and commodities from

place to place, and cotixociateth the most remote regions
in participation of their fruits.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 101.

Join pole to pole, conxociate severed worlds.

Mallett, Amyntor and Theodora.

2. In New England, to bring together in an as-

sembly or convention, as pastors and messen-
gers or delegates of Congregational churches.
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II. intrans. 1. To unite
;
come together ;

co-

alesce. Bentley. [Bare or obsolete.] 2. In

New England, to unite or meet in a body form-

ing a consociation of churches. See consocia-

tion, 2.

consociatet (kon-s6'shi-at), . [< L. consocia-

tus, pp. : see the verb. Cf. associate, .] An
associate; a partner; a companion; a confed-

erate.

Consociates In the conspiracy of Somerset.
Sir J. Hayward.

I, having apart In the plantation, will receive you as my
partners and consociates, so may you be free from service.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 136.

consociation (kon-so-shi-a'shon), n. [< L. con-

sociatio(n-), < consociare, pp. consociatus, asso-

ciate: see consociate, v.] 1. Intimate associ-

ation of persons or things ; fellowship ;
alli-

ance
; companionship ;

union. [Bare or obso-

lete, having been superseded by association.']

There is such a consociation of offices between the Prince
and whom his favour breeds, that they may help to sus-

tain his power, as he their knowledge.
B. Jonxon, Discoveries.

Mr. Cleaves and the rest, about thirty persons, wrote to

our governour for assistance against Mr. Vines, and ten-

dered themselves to the consociation of the United Colo-

nies. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 187.

To flght a duel is ... a consociation of many of the
worst acts that a person ordinarily can be guilty of.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 220.

2. In the United States, an ecclesiastical body
substituted by some Congregational churches
for a council. It is usually composed of the pastors of
the Congregational churches of the district represented
and one lay delegate from each. It differs from a council
in having a permanent organization, and it is also regarded
by many as possessing a certain ecclesiastical authority,
while the power of councils in the Congregational system
is merely advisory.

consociational (kpn-so-shi-a'shon-al), a. [< con-

sociation + -a/.] Pertaining to a consociation.

COnsolable (kon-so'la-bl), a. [< F. c&nsolable,
< OF. consoldb'le = Sp. consolable = Pg. consola-

vel, < L. consolabilis, < consolari, console : see.
console^ and -able.] Capable of being consoled,
or of being mitigated by consolation

; capable
of receiving consolation

; admitting of conso-
lation.

A long, long weeping, not conxolable.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

consolatet (kon'so-lat), . t. [< L. consolatus,

pp. of consolari, console: see console1.] To
comfort; console.

To consolate thine ear. Shak., All's Well, ill. 2.

Cast-oif, my heart, thy deep despairing fears ;

That which most grieves mee, most doth consolate.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, iv. 38.

The entrance we had upon the spirit of the schult [chief

governor] a little connotated us.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

consolation (kon-so-la'shon), n. [< F. conso-
lation = Sp. consolation = Pg. consolacSo = It.

consolazione, < L. consolatio(n-), < consolari, pp.
consolatus, console : see console^.] 1. Allevia-
tion of misery or distress of mind

; mitigation
of grief or anxiety ;

an imparting or receiving
of mental relief or comfort

;
solace : as, to ad-

minister consolation to the afflicted
;
to find con-

solation in religion or philosophy, or in selfish

indulgence.
We have great joy and consolation in thy love. Phile. 7.

He met indeed with cold consolation from an *' ancient

Christian," to whom he opened his case and said he was
afraid he had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost ;

this man, like one of Job's comforters, replied, he thought
so too. Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 29.

2. That which consoles, comforts, or cheers
the mind

;
the cause of being consoled.

Waiting for the consolation of Israel. Luke ii. 25.

Against such cruelties
With inward consolations recompensed.

Milton, P. L., xii. 495.

This is the consolation on which we rest in the darkness
of the future and the afflictions of to-day, that the govern-
ment of the world is moral, and does forever destroy what
is not. Emerson, Misc., p. 288.

Consolation race, match, etc., a race or contest of any
kind which can be entered only by those who have failed
in the previous races or contests which have taken place
within a given period. = Syn. 1 and 2. Solace, etc. (see
comfort, n.) ; encouragement, cheer.

Consolato del Mare (kon-so-la'to del ma're).
[It., lit. consulate of the sea: cbnsolato, < L.

consulatns, office of a consul
; del, gen. of def.

art., contr. of * (< L. de), of, and il (< L. ille,

this), def. art. masc.
; mare, < L. mare, sea: see

consulate and marine.] A code of maritime
law, supposed to be a compilation of the law
and trading customs of various Italian cities,
as Venice, Genoa, Pisa, and Amalfi, together

console-table

with those of the cities with which they traded,
as Barcelona, Marseilles, etc. its precise date is

unknown, but a Spanish edition of it was published at

Barcelona at the end of the thirteenth or the beginning of

the fourteenth century. It has formed the basis of most
of the subsequent compilations of maritime law.

consolatort (kon'so-la-tor), n. [= F. consola-

fej<r = Sp. Pg. conso/adiir = It. consolatore, < L.

consolator, consoler, < consolari, pp. consolatus,
console: see console^.] One who consoles or

comforts.

Officers termed consolators of the sick.

Johnson, Note on the Tempest.

consolatory (kpn-sol'a-to-ri), a. and re. [= Sp.

Pg. It. consolatorio, < L. consolatorius, < conso-

lator, a consoler : see consolator.] I. a. Tend-

ing to give consolation; assuaging grief or

other mental distress ; comforting ; cheering ;

encouraging.
Letters . . . narratory, objurgatory, consolatory, moni-

tory, or congratulatory. howell, Letters, I. i. 1.

II. .
; pi. consolatories (-riz). Anything in-

tended to convey consolation
; especially, a let-

ter or epistle written for that purpose.
Consolatorieg writ

With studied argument. Milton, S. A., 1. 657.

consolatrix (kon'so-la-triks), . [= F. conso-

latrice = It. consolatrice, < L. as if
*
consolatrij-

(-trio), fern, of consolator, a consoler: see con-

solator.] A female consoler.

Love, the consolatrix, met him again.
Mrs. OKphant, Salem Chapel, xxvi.

console1
(kon-sol'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. consoled,

ppr. consoling. [< F. consoler = Sp. Pg. conso-

lar = It. consolare, < L. consolari, dep., also act.

consolare, console, cheer, comfort, < com-, to-

gether, + solari, console, solace : see solace.]
To alleviate the grief, despondency, or other

mental distress of; comfort; cheer; soothe;

solace; encourage.
I am much consoled by the reflection that the religion

of Christ has been attacked in vain by all the wits and

philosophers, and its triumph has been complete.
P. Henry.

We console our friends when they meet with affliction.

Crabb, Eng. Synonymes, p. 253.

= Syn. To cheer, encourage.

console2 (kon'sol), . [= D. G. Sw. console =
Dan. konsol, < F. console, a bracket; of uncer-

tain origin ; perhaps
ult. < L. consolidare,
make solid: see con-

solidate.] 1 . In arch.,
a bracket or corbel
of any kind, espe-
cially in the classi-

cal and Benaissance

styles; anancon. it is

a projecting feature, hav-

ing for its contour gener-
ally a curve of contrary
flexure, and is often em-

Console.

Hotel d'Asserat, Tou-
louse, France.

Console serving as a buttress. From
the dome of the Church of Sta. Maria
della Salute. Venice.

ployed to support a cornice, bust, vase, or the like. It is

frequently, however, used merely as an ornament, as on
the keystone of an arch.

2. A kind of platform or bracket truss hinged
on one side of the rear end of the bore of a

breech-loading gun, to support the breech-screw
when withdrawn preparatory to loading. 3.
A bracket on a wall, for supporting machinery
of any kind, as a hydraulic motor. E. H. Jin if/lit.

consoler (kon-so'ler), M. One who consoles, or

gives consolation or comfort.

Folding together, with the all-tender mi^lit
Of his great love, the dark hands anil the white,
stands tin- ('"ttoJt'i; soothing every pain.

\Vltitti,'r, On a Pray*T-B<mk.

console-table (kon'sol-ta"bl), . 1. A table

which, instead of straight or nearly straight
legs, has consoles or legs so curved as to re-

semble them, and is therefore usually set against
the wall, from which it appears to project as a
sort of bracket. 2. More rarely, a table in



console-table

which the top projects fin- lii-yonil tln> It-j-s, and
seems to be supported oy small consoles which

spring from them.
consolidat (kon-Hol'i-dii), a. [LL. ML., < L.

iiri-. niiikc solid : see consolidate, i\, and
il.

]
A name formerly given to the com-

t'rey mill other plants. See riiiixinuut.

consolidant (kon-sori-daut), </. and n. [= F.

i-onxnliilniit, < \.. <-iiiixnliiliiii(t-)x, ppr. of coiixuli-

iliin. consolidate: see coitmiliilati; r.] I. .

Tending to consolidate or make firm; specifi-

cally, in mi'il., having the property of uniting
wounds or forming new tlesli. [Kare.]

II. n. A medicine given for the purpose of

consolidating wounds or strengthening cica-

trices.

consolidate (kon-sol'i-dit), .
; pret. and pp.

coHxoiidnii'il, ppr. consolidating. [< L. ootUMf-

iliilim, pp. of cinmolidare (> F. coiisolider (> D.
ron.iolidcri'H = <!. fiinxnlidin -11 = 1 Ian. 1,'nnxiili-

dere), OF. consodcr = Pr. consoldar, eousolidar
= Sp. Pg. consolidar= It. consolidare), make firm

or solid, condense, (. com-, together, soliitun ,

make solid, < solidus, solid: see solid.] I. trans.

1. To make solid or firm; vmite, compress, or

pack together and form into a more compact
mass, body, or system ;

make dense or coherent.

lie fixed and consolidated the earth ulx>ve the waters.
T. liurnet, Theory of the Earth.

It's [a cistern's] Wall is of no better a material than
i:c:ivcl anil small Pebles, but consolidated with so strong
and tenacious a cement, that it seems to be all one entire
vessel of Rock. Mauntlrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 51.

2. To bring together and unite firmly into one
mass or body; cause to cohere or cleave to-

gether : as, to consolidate the forces of an army,
or materials into a compound body.
A large number of companies were formed, which were

subsequently consolidated into . . . the Philadelphia Com-
pany. Xew York Tribune, March 1, 1888.

Spain thought it not for her interest that the American
states should consolidate their union.

l-aim-fnfl. Hist. Const., I. 74.

Used specifically (a) in miry., of uniting the parts of a
broken bone or the lips of a wound by means of applica-
tions [now rare] ; (It) in li'<ri*lation, of combining two or
more acts into one ; (<0 in /'" . of combining two or more
actions, corporations, or benetlces into one ; (d) in finance,
of uniting different sources of public revenue intoasingle
fund, or different evidences of public debt into a single
class (see citnxolidated). = 8yn. To combine, compact, con-

dense, compress.
TT. intrans. To grow firm and compact ;

coa-
lesce and become solid : as, moist clay consoli-

dates by drying.
II urts and ulcers of the head require it (desiccation] not ;

but contrariwise dryness maketh them mure apt to con-

solidate. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 785.

consolidate (kon-sol'i-dat), a. [< L. consoli-

dntus, pp. : see the verb.] Formed into a solid

mass or system. [Poetical.]
All experience past 1>ecame
Consolidate, in mind and frame.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

consolidated (kou-sol'i-da-ted), p. a. [Pp. of

consolidate, <.] 1. Made solid, hard, or com-
pact ;

united.

It was during the wars of the Israelites in David's time,
that they passed from the state of separate tribes into the
state of a consolidated ruling nation.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., $ 451.

2. In hot., same as adnatc. 3. See extract,
and consolidation locomo tire, underconsolidation.
The locomotive was one of the heaviest kind, known as

a ntnH<ili<lnt<''l engine, having four drive-wheels on u side,
and weighing 100.000 pounds. Sri. Amrr., N. .S., I.VI. 3.

Consolidated bonds. SIT boiun . Consolidated funds,
in Kitfi. hif<t. : (n) The revenue or income uf Great Britain
and Ireland, formerly collected and considered as separate
funds, according as they were derived from taxation, crown
lands, etc., but by statutes of Parliament, especially one
of 1816, united or consolidated into one, ami charged first

with the interest on the public debt and the civil list, anil

then with the other expenses of the kingdom. (b) Con-
solidated annuities. See corwofx. (c) Consolidated threes.
SIT MHMift

consolidation (kou-sol-i-da'shon), n. [= F.
niiixolidation = Pr. conxolidacio = Sp. consolidit-

rinn = Pg. coHSolida^So = It. ronxolidaziont, <

LL. eontoUdntiofn-), < L. cotixolidnre, pp. con-
solidatus, make firm, consolidate: see consoli-

date, r.] 1. The act of making or the process
of becoming solid, firm, or stable

;
the act of

forming into a more firm or compact mass,

body, or system.
The c:>t!*li'litiiuii of the marble did nut fall out at ran-

dom. W'Mtdirard, Kssay towards a Nat. Hist, uf the Kartii.

There was a powerful opposition to the adoption of the
constitution of the 1'nited States. It originated in the

apprehension that it would lead to tile <-nxolidatwn of
all power in the government of the Vniicd states : nut-

withstanding the defeat of the national party in the con-

vention. Calhoun, Works, I. 247.

IL'1 I

Ttif lung has IK-I-II reinlt-rTil soliil . . . liy pneumonic
ri,n*'>/i:i,iiii,i,. .

Mi-ii. Di.-t., p. as:).

2. The act of bringing together and uniting
several particulars, details, or parts into one

body or whole.

The gradual establishment of law by the consolittnt;<:n

of custom is the formation of something fixed in the midst
of tilings that are changing. //. Spencer.

3f. The act of confirming or ratifying; con-

firmation; ratification.

He first olfcrcd a league to Henry VII., and for coiuoli-

ihciTi.l liis dauulitcr Margaret.
Lortt Uerbert, Hen. VIII., p. 11.

4. Ill civil laic, the uniting of the possession or

profit of land with the property. 5. In /'</.<

feudal law, the reunion of the property with
the superiority, after they have been feudally
disjoined. 6. In hot., same as adnation con-
solidation acts, the name given to act* of the British
Parliament which embody such clauses as are common to
all the particular acts affecting any class of undertakings,
in order to obviate the necessity of repeating these clauses
in each individual act. Thus, there are the Railways
clauses Conft<>lttiti:>ti Art, the Lands Clauses Consolidation

Act, tile ( 'i mi panics I Manses l'"/i*<ili<t<iti<>n .!</, etc. - Con-
solidation locomotive, a

type
of locomotive for draw-

ing heavy freight-trains: so called from the name of the
first one, made In 1SC6 for the Lehigh Valley railroad. It

had cylinders 20" x 24", four pairs of 48" diameter driving-
wheels, and its weight was 00,000 pounds, of which all but

10,000 was on the ill ivia- \vln els. K. II. Knight.- Con-
solidation (or consolidating) of actions, the merging
of two or more actions together by a court or a judge.
This ls done for economy of time and expense when two
or more actions are brought by the same plaintiff, at the
same time, against the same defendant, for causes of ac-

tion which might have been joined In the same action.

consolidationist (kon-sol-i-da'shon-ist), n. [<
consolidation + -ist,] One who favors consoli-

dation, as of the parts of an empire or a politi-
cal system.
consolidative (kon-sol'i-da-tiv), a, [< consoli-

date + -rc.] Tending to consolidate; specifi-

cally, in med., tending to heal wounds.
consolidator (kon-sol'i-da-tor), . [< LL. con-

solidator, < L. consolidare, pp. consolidate,
make firm : see consolidate, u.J 1. One who or
that which consolidates. Athena-um. 2. Spe-
cifically, in pottery-making, an assemblage of

strainers for straining slip.

consolidature (kon-sol'i-da-tur), n. [< consoli-

date -t- -ure.] Saine as consolidation. Bailey.
consols (kon'solz or kon-solz'), n. pi. [Contr.
of consolidated annuities."} Government securi-
ties of Great Britain, including a large part of
the public debt, the full name of which is "the
three per cent, consolidated annuities." The
consols originated in the consolidation of a great variety
of public securities, chiefly in the form of annuities, into
a single stock and at a uniform rate of 3 per cent., under
an act of Parliament of 1751, the name being retained for

all securities of the same form since issued. The prlnci*

pal is payable only at the pleasure of the government.
They are also called "consolidated threes," and other
nearly related stocks of smaller amount are known as "re-
duced threes" and " new threes."

A further economy and actual profit would be effected
if the "clearing" were made, as among the Scotch banks,
by transfers of consols. Edinburgh Kef., CLXIV. 21.

consomme (kon-so-ma'), n. [F., lit. consum-
mate, perfect, pp. of consommer, < L. eonsuin-

inare, make perfect: see consummate, r. The
F. verb is partly confused with consumer, < L.

roHxumere, consume : see consume.] A strong,
clear soup, containing the nutritive proper-
ties of the meat, extracted by long and slow

cooking.
consonance (kon

'
so - nans), M. [= F. roiixn-

nance, con-sonnance, OF. consonance , consonnance,
also coiisonancie, consonnancie (>E. consonancy),
= Pr. Sp. Pg. consonancia = It. consonama, < L.

consonantia, < conson<in(t-)s, ppr., agreeing in

sound: see consonant and -ance.) 1. Accord
or agreement of sounds; specifically, in music,
a simultaneous combination of two tones that

is, by itself, both agreeable and final in effect.
The perfect consonances are the unison, the octave, the
fifth, and the fourth ; the imperfect are the major and
minor thirds and the major and minor sixths. The effect
of consonances is due to the simplicity of the ratio be-
tween the viliratiini-numl)ers of their constituent tones.
Tims, the ratio of the unison is | ; of the octave, f ; of the

fifth, i ; of the fourth, t ; of the major sixth, | ; of the

major third, } ; of the minor third, | ; of the minor sixth,
f>. Also calleil fmi'-'in! .

The two principal conwiiance* that most ravish the ear

are, by the consent of all nature, the fifth and the octave.
S'ir //. Wotton.

The cases . . . where the prime of one compound tone
coincides with one of the partials of the other, may be
termed absolute conxonanfe*.

z. Sensation* of Tone (trans.), II. 284.

consonantal

of opinions among judges ;
the mmainaiirt'

of a ritual to the Scriptures.
\\ imls and water* flow'd

In consonance. ll>->in*on, .Spring, I. L'. 1.

3. The sympathetic vibration of a sonorous

body, as a piano-string, when another of the
same pitch is sounded near it.

consonancy (kon'so-nau-si), . [< OF. i-iin-

XIHHIIICII-, rinutonnancif, var. of cunxininnri; etc. :

see consonance.] Same as consonance.

A girl of fifteen, one bred up 1* the court,
That by all connonancy of reason U like

To crow your estate.

Middletun, Anything for a ynict Life, L 1.

consonant (kon'so-nant), a. and n. [I. a. = F.

consonant, consonnant, OF. consonant, conson-

nant, conxunant = 8p. Pg. It. consonante,(. L. con-

sonan(t-)s, sounding together, agreeing. II. .

= D. Dan. 8w. konsonant=: G. consonant= 8p.
It. consonants= Pg. consoante (cf. F. consonur,
< L. consona, fern, of eonsonus : see consonous),
< L. consonan(t-)s (sc. littera, letter), a conso-

nant, a letter sounding together with a vowel, or
heard only in connection with a vowel (an im-

perfect description) : ppr. of consonare, pp. con-

xonatus, sound together, agree, < com-, together,
+ sonare, sound : see sound", sonant, and cf.

assonant, dissonant, resonant.} I. a. 1. Sound-

ing together ; agreeing in sound
; specifically,

in music, having an agreeable and complete or
final effect : said of a combination of sounds.

In order that a chord produced by three or more notes

may be consonatit, it is necessary that the different notes
that compose it bear, in respect of the number per second
of their vibrations, simple ratios, not only to the funda-
mental note but also to each other.

Blaserna, Theory of Sound, p. lOL

2. Having or emitting like sounds. [Bare.]
Our bards . . . hold Agnominations and enforcing of

consonant Words or Syllables one upon the other to be
the greatest Elegance. ftotcell, Letters, I. i. 40.

3. Harmonious; agreeing; congruous; con-
sistent: followed generally by to, sometimes
by with : as, this rule is consonant to Scripture
and reason.

'/'" the nature of the mind of all men it is coiuonaiit for
the affirmative or active to affect more than the negative
or privative. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 226.

He was consonant with himself to the last.

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke.

Negotiation, however, was more consonant to his habit-
ual policy. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., u. 1.

4. [Attrib. use of noun.] Consisting of or re-

lating to consonants
;
consonantal.

No Russian whose dissonant consonant name
Almost shatters to fragment* the trumpet of feme.

Moore, Twopenny Postbag.

Consonant chord < >r harmony, a chord or harmony con-

taining only consonances. Also called concordant chortl

or haniumii.- Consonant Interval. See consonance, 1.

-Consonant terms, in loyic, terms which can be pred-
icated of the same subject.

II. . An alphabetic element other than a
vowel ; one of the closer, less resonant and con-

tinuable, of the sounds making up a spoken
alphabet ;

an articulate utterance which is com-
bined, to form a syllable, with another opener
Utterance called a vowel. Consonant* are the closer,
and vowels the opener, of the sounds that make up the
alphabetic scale or system of a language. But there is

no absolute line of distinction between the two classes ;

and the openest of the consonants may be and are used as
vowels also. Thus, the same {-sound Is consonant in "/<-

I'lji. and vowel in apjtle ; n is consonant in burned, but
vowel in burden; and In some languages, as Sanskrit and
Polish, r is much used as a vowel. On the other hand,
.>/
and ic are hardly, if at all, distinguishable from . and

oo. Such consonants, as standing near the boundary be-
tween consonant and vowel, are often called setni-rmcrlt

(also liquids). According to their degree of closeness, con-
sonants are divided into mutes (or stops, or checks, or ex-

plosioes\ as b and p, which Involve a complete cutting otf

of the passage of the breath ; /ricatirei (spirant* and sibi-

lants, etc.), as th and dh (TH), / and c, s and z, in which a

rustling or friction of the breath through a nearly closed

position of the organs Is the conspicuous element ; natal*.
as n, in, and n;r, accompanied with admission of the in-

tonated breath to the nose and its resonance there ; and
semi-vowel or liquid sounds, as already illustrated. Ac-
cording to the organs used in producing them, they are
divided Into labials, made with the lips, as p, b,f, , m;
dentals or lin<nials, made with the tip of the tongue at or
near the teeth, as t, d, th, dh (Tit), n; palatals or guttur-
als, made with the back of the tongue, as k, g, ng ; and
some languages have various other classes. Then, accord-

ing as they are made with simple breath, or with breath
vocalized or made sonant in the larynx, they are divided
into surd or breathed, as p, f,/, t, etc., and sonant or voiced
or vocal as b, d, r, z, etc. (sometimes wrongly distinguished
as hard and soft, as strong and ireak, as sharp &m\Jtat,
and so on). See these various terms, and syllable.

consonantal (kon'so-nan-tal). a. [< consonant
+ -/.] Relating to or of the nature of a eon-
sonant.

2. A state of agreement or accordance; con-

grnityj harmony; consistency: as, the conso- lyrical eii.ct. stedman, Viet. Poeta, p. 808.



consonantic

consonantic (kon-so-nan'tik), a. [< consonant

+ -ic.] Consonantal. [Kare.]

Consonantic bases, or, of the vocalic, those which end

ill u M, a vowel of a decided consonantic quality, are most

ant to preserve the inflections in their unaltered form.
Cliantbers's Encyc.

The language [Chilian] evinces some tendency towards

nasalization of the consonantic elements. Science, III. 550.

consonantism (kon'so-nan-tizm), n. [< conso-

nant + -ism.] The consonantal sounds of a

language collectively considered, or their spe-

cial character ; pronunciation or phonology of

consonants.
In treating of the vocalism, the pronunciation of the

early empire is made the starting-point, the deviations of

earlier and later periods being noted. The same is true

of consonantism. Amer. Jour. Philol, VII. 24i.

consonantly (kon'so-nant-li), adv. Harmoni-

ously ;
in agreement ; consistently.

This as consonantly it preacheth, teacheth, and deliver-

eth, as if but one tongue did speak for all. Hooker.

consonantness (kon'so-nant-nes), . Harmo-

niousness; agreeableness; consistency.

consonating (kon
'
so -na- ting), a. [Ppr. of

*
consonate, assumed from consonant, q. v.]

responding sympathetically to the vibrations
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The famous sepulchral church [of Bourg] . . . lies at a

fortunate distance from the town, which, though morten-

sive is of too common a stamp to consort mth such a

treasure. U. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 242.

II. trans. 1. To join; marry; espouse.

He, with his consorted Eve,
The story heard attentive. Milton, P. L, vii. 50.

2. To unite in company; associate: followed

by with.

What citizen is that you were consorted withi

conspicable

The consortium of the banks came to a close on the 30th

June 1881, and the "consortial
"
notes actually current are

formed into a direct national debt.

Encyc. lint., XIII. 466.

consortmentt (kou-sort'ment), . [< consoi-fl

+ -ment.] A keeping or consorting together;
association as consorts.

The rest of the ships shall tacke or take off their sailes

in such sort as they may meete and come together, . . .

to the intent to keepe Qtecongortment exactly in all poynts.
Haklui/t's Voyages, I. 296.

e"ry Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

consortsMp (kon'sort-ship), n.' [< consort +
.

state of being a consort or con-
^

Consort me quick .

M. jttovaon cAroers r-iig. uai-iiei, i. *>/. ~--f-j
sorts; partnership; fellowship.

He begins to consort himself with men.
Locke, Education. Accordingly articles of consortship were drawn between

the said captains and masters.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 3.

But to return to our Voyage in hand ; when both our

Ships were clean, and our Water filled, Captain Davis and
,

Captain Eaton broke off Coiwortships.
Dam-pier, Voyages, I. 129.

3. To unite in symphony or harmony.
Consort both heart aud lute, and twist a song
Pleasant and long. G. Herbert, Easter.

4. To accompany.
Sweet health and fair desires consort your grace !

Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1.

And they
Consorted other deities, replete with passions.

Chapman, Iliad, viii. 385.

[In all its transitive senses rare or obsolete.]

cvrofov:^&
oFanothe"? sounding body of the same pitch.- Sp. Pg. consordo = It.consorzio, m., < L. con-

sortium, neut., fellowship, society, community ^^^omfrey (so calledfrom its supposedConsonating cavities, cavities resounding to certain

notes originating outside of them.

consonous (kon
'
so - nus), a. [< L. consonus.

2f. An association ;
a company.

Morton thinking himself lawless, and hearing what gain
the fishermen made of trading of pieces, powder and shot,

he, as head of this consortship, began the practice of the

same in these parts.
A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 138.

v _ [A corruption of F.

consoude = Pr. consouda, cossouda = Sp. conso-

= Pg. consolda = It. consolida, < LL. ML.

of goods, < consor(t-)s, a partner: see

(with which consort* is partly co healing power).

assembly or company,
Great . . . boats which divide themselves into divers

companies, five or six boats in

sounding together^ agreeing, < com-, together, cf_ consortium, consortion. See also consort3.]

+ sonars, sound, sonus, a sound: see sound .]

Agreeing in sound ; symphonious. [Bare.]

consopiatet (kon-so'pi-at), v. t. An improper
form of consopite.

consopiationt (kon-so-pi-a'shon), n. [< coitso-

piate.] A lulling asleep.

One of his lordship's maxims is that a total abstinence

from intemperance ... is no more philosophy than a to-

tal consopiatioii of the senses is repose. I'ope, To Digby.

consopitet, v. t. [< L. consopitus, pp_.
of conso-

In one consort there sat

Cruell Revenge, and rancorous Despight,
Disloyall Treason, and hart-burning Hate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 22.

Do you remember me? do you remember
When you and your consort travell'd through Hungary?

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, ii. 4.

< L. consolulare, make solid:

A name formerly given to

several plants, as the comfrey, the daisy (Bellis

perennis), the bugle (Ajuga reptans), and the

wild larkspur (Delphinium Consolida).

Voyages, I. 478. Conspecies (kon-spe'shez), tt. [NL., < con- +
species.] In JooV., a subspecies or variety ;

a

climatic or geographical race belonging to the

same species as another
;
a form recognizably

different from another, yet not specifically dis-

tinct.

Limuuus . . . experienced the inadequacy of his system
to deal binomially with those lesser groups than species,

pire, lull to sleep, < com- + SOpire, sleep, < SO- gpecincally 2 A company of musicians ;
an commonly caiied'varieties, now better designated as coil.-

por, a deep sleep: see sopor.] To compose; orcnestra species or subspecies. Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 79.

lull to sleep.

By the same degree that the higher powers are invigo-

rated, the lower arc consopited and abated.

Glaneille, Pre-existence of Souls.

consopitet, [< L. conso/iitus, pp. : see the

verb.] Calm; composed; lulled.

Its clamorous tongue thus being consopUe.
Dr. II. Mure, Psychathanasia, III. iii. 43.

con sordini (kon sor-de'ne)
mutes or dampers : con, < L.

dini, pi. of sordino, mute, damper, low-sound-

ing pipe, < sordo, deaf, < L. surdus, deaf : see

My music! give my lord a taste of his welcome. [A strain COnSpecific (kon-spe-sif'ik), a. [< conspecies ;

played by the cwwort.] iliddleton, Mad World, ii. 1. as con- + specific.] Belonging to the same spe-
cies

;
more particularly, having the character

of a couspecies.
conspectablet (kpu-spek'ta-bl), a. [< ML. as if

"coiispectabilis, < conspectare, see, freq. of L. con-

spicere, pp. conspectus, look at: see conspicu-

ous.'] Easy to be seen. Bailey.

A consort of roarers for music.
B. Joiison, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

3. Concert; concurrence; agreement.
I'll lend you mirth, sir,

If yon will be in consort.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 2.
j

[It., with the consort of viols. SameascAeseo/t)io(*(whichsee, under conspectiont (kon-spek'shon), n. [< OP. con-

cunt, with; so)-- chesti). To keep consort*, to keep company. speetion, < LL. conspectio(n-), < L. conspicere,

Yon, that will keep consort with such fiddlers,

Pragmatic flies, fools, publicans, and moths. o.,,..,,,,., ^ ., B - -a

co^-~and surd.] In music, a direction to per-
B. Jo,i*m, Magnetick Lady, u. i.

co
'

nspectuityt (kou-spek-tu'i-ti), [Ieg-
form a passage, if on the pianoforte, with the consort3t (kon-sort'), . A former spelling of

conspicmtij) < L. conspectus, a view, sight:
soft pedal held down, and if on the violin and concert, by confusion with consort^.

brass instruments, with the mute on. It is Ay caroling of love and jollity,

sometimes abbreviated C. S. That wonder was to heare their trim consort.

consort1 (kon'sdrt), n. [= F. consort, m., as- Spenser, r. Q., ill. in. to.

sociate, consort (usually in pi. consorts, associ- consortable (kon-sor'ta-bl), a. [< consort1 +
ates, husband and wile), OF. consort, m., eon- -able.] Companionable ;

conformable. [Bare.]

sorte, f .
,
= Sp. Pg. It. consorte, < L. COitsorS (con- A good conscience and a good courtier are amsortaUc.

sort-), a partner, brother or sister, ML. a neigh- W. Montague, Devoute Essays, p. 98.

pp. conspectus, look at : see conspicuous. Cf. H-

spection.] A beholding. Cotgrare.

conspectui
conspicuity) <. Li. conspectus, a view, signi : see

conspectus.] Sight ;
view

; organ of sight ; eye.

[Ludicrous.]
What harm can your bisson conspectuities glean out of

this character? Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

bor, a wife, lit. sharing property with, < com-, consortert (kon-s6r'ter), n. One who consorts
together, + sors (sort-), a lot : see sort. Cf. as- wlth another

';'
a companion ;

an associate. Up.
sort, and see consort*, consort*.] 1. A compan- gurnet.
ion; a partner; an intimate associate

; particu- consortial (kon-sor'shal), a. [= F. consortial; be "readily' seen at one time, or the items so

larly, a wife or a husband
;
a spouse. ag consortium + -al.] Of or pertaining to a con- grouped ;

a digest or resume of a subject : used
"" * '" - ' --'< *~

sortium
;
of the nature of or resulting from an chiefly of scientific or other technical treatises.

conspectus (kou-spek'tus), n. [= F. conspect,

a general view, = It. conspetto, look, appear-

ance, < L. conspectus, a view, mental view, sur-

vey, < conspicere, pp. conspectus, look at: see

conspicuous, and cf . prospectus, prospect, retro-

spect.] 1. A viewing together; a comprehen-
sive survey. 2. A grouping together so as to

These were great companions and consorts together.
Cm-vat, Crudities, I. 66.

My worthy Consort Mr. Ringrose commends most the

Guiaquil Nut. Dumpier, Voyages, I. 60.

association or union.

The remaining 600,000,000 [lire] to be employed in with-

drawing from circulation that amount of the consortial or

union notes. Encyc. Brit.
,
XIII. 466.Wise, just, moderate, admirably pure of life, the friend

of peace and of all peaceful arts, the consort of the queen . , . ,. T
has passed from this troubled sphere to that serene one COnSOrtlOnt (kon-SOr Shon), 11. [< L. COnsOI-

where justice and peace reign eternal. Thackeray, tio(n-), fellowship, partnership, \ consors (COH-
The snow-white gander, invariably accompanied by his sort-): see consort1

,
and cf. consort"*.] Fellow-

darker consort. ship : companionship.
Darwin, Voyage Round the World, ix. 200.

Be critical in thy consortion.

2. Naut., a vessel keeping company with an- Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 9.

other, or one of a number of vessels sailing in consortism (kon
'

s6r-tizm), n. [< consort +
conjunction. -j.vw.] In biol., the vital association or union
We met with many of the Queenes ships, our owne con- for Jife of two or more different organisms, as

'^^t^Kt. John Smith's True Travels, 1. 105.
a plant and an animal each being dependent

A conspectus of the bad spellings which are common is

often helpful for the emendation of difficult glosses.
Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 126.

There is no book extant in any language which gives a

conspectus of all those well-marked and widely-varying

literary forms which have differentiated themselves in the

course of time. S. Lamer, The English Novel, p.

=Syn 2 Compendium, Compend, etc. See abridgment.

consperse (kon-spers'), a. [< L. conspersns,

pp. of conspergere, sprinkle, < com-, together, +
spargere, sprinkle : see sparse, and cf. asperse,

disperse.] Sprinkled ; spotted. Specifically, in

entom. : (a) Thickly and irregularly strewn, so as to be

crowded in some places and scattered in others : as, con-

dots or punctures. (')) Thickly and irregularly

Prince consort, a prince who is the husband of a queen
regnant, but has himself no royal authority. Queen COn-

sort, the wife of a king, as distinguished from a queen reg-

nant, who rules iu person, and a queen dowager, the widow
of a king.

consort1
(kon-sort'), . [< consort1

,
n. Cf. con-

sort2.] I. intrans. To associate
;
unite in com-

pany ; keep company ;
be in harmony : followed

by with.

Waller docs not seem to have cottsartfd with any of the

poets of his own youth.
E. Gvw, From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 50.

- r >j,i niiMi-ii >vith minute colored dots : said of a surface.

upon the other m its physiological activities ; conspersiont (kon-sper'shon), n. [< OF. con-

symbiosis. Consortism is a kind of consortion or fel- xncrxinii, coii.ijiiii'xidii. < LL". conspersio(n-), < L.
lowship more intimate and necessary than that of com-

eons1)eraere sprinkle : see consperse.] A spriu-mensals or inquilines, and differs from parasitism in thiit

each organism needs the other for its well-being. See

The fungi which are concerned in the constitution of

lichens maintain witli the algal components throughout

K/II-I-HIIIII, COIIXIHII-!.

mimpi ij/erc,

kling.
The conspersion and washing the door-posts with the

blood of a lamb did sacrameutally preserve ail the first-

born of Goshen. Jcr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 136.

life relations of consortism. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 266.
cOnSpicablet, " [X LL. COnspicaMlis, visible, <

consortium (kon-s6r'shi-um), n. [< L. consor- L. conxpicuri, sec. descry, < cmispictre, look at,

Hum, fellowship: see consort^.] Fellowship; see: see

association
;
union

;
coalition. seen.

Evident; easy to be



conspicuity

conspicuity (kon-spi-ku'i-ti), n. [< L. as if

*i-<nixpiruiln(t-)x, < i-iiiix/iii-inix, cousjiieuous: see

i-niixpii-Hoiix.] 1. Coiispieuousness. [Rare.]
How inevitahl) it

i
modern religion] depresses all that

ifl sweet, and modest, and nne\aeting in manners, and
forces into ou< -/</< "<V</ w hat.SIM 'ver is forward, ungenerous,
and dcs|H>tiu. '/. ./ami's, Suhs. and shad., p. 24.

2f. Brightness; luminosity.
Midnight ma\ vie in <"i,i/n'>-i'r with noon.

gtatadU, seep. Bd.

conspicuous (kon-spik'u-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

i'i>iin/iii'i/i>, < L. i-inixpii-Hiix, open to the view,

attracting attention, distinguished, < rinixpi-

i'i'i-i', look at, see, observe, < com-, together, +
xfiiTi-ri', look, sue, = OIK1. X/M-IIOH. watch, >ult.

I
1

!. */"/' see x/j/ r/r.v. xfiffffrrli', x/'l/, etc., and Cf.

ln'iv/iii'iioiis.] 1. Open to the view; catching
I he eye; easy to be seen; manifest.

It was a rock
Of alabaster, piled up to the clouds,

Conspicuous far. Milton, P. L., iv. 64u.

2. Obvious to the mind ; readily attracting or

forcing itself upon the attention
; clearly or

extensively known, perceived, or understood :

striking.
Even now it remains the most conspicuous fact about

the Christian Church that the name of the world-state

Rome is stamped upon the largest branch of It.

J. It. Sffley, Nat. Religion, p. 181.

Hence 3. Eminent; notable; distinguished:
as, a man of conspicuous talents; a woman of

mnxpinioiis virtues.

The liberal education of youth passed almost entirely in-

to their (the Jesuits') hands, aim was conducted by them
with conspicuous ability. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

= Syn. 3. Illustrious, eminent, celebrated, remarkable,
marked, notable.

conspicuously (kon-spik'u-us-li), adv. In a

conspicuous manner, (a) Obviously ; prominently ;

in a manner to catch the eye or the attention.

Among the Teutonic settlers in Britain, . . . Angles,
Savons, and .lutes stand out conspicuously above all.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 30.

(!>} Eminently ; remarkably.

conspicuousness (kon-spik'u-us-nes), n. 1.

Openness or exposure to the view
; a state of

being clearly visible. 2. The property of be-

ing clearly discernible by the mind
;
obvious-

ness. 3. Eminence; celebrity; renown.

Their writings attract more readers by the author's con-
n t j/i'iii:ii.in,:i.i. Boyle, Colours.

conspiracy (kon-spir'a-si), n.
; pi. conspiracies

(-siz). [< ME', consplracie, < OF. consniracie,

eompiratie, < ML. as if *conspirati(i, < L. con-

<l>iriire, pp. conspirittus, conspire: see conspire.
Cf. couxpirntion.] 1. A combination of persons
for an evil purpose ;

an agreement between two
or more persons to commit in concert some-

thing reprehensible, injurious, or illegal ; par-

ticularly, a combination to commit treason, or
excite sedition or insurrection

;
a plot ; concert-

ed treason. In legal usage a conspiracy is a combina-
tion of two or more persons, by some concerted action, to

accomplish some enmin.il or unlawful purpose, or to ac-

complish some purpose not in itself criminal or unlawful

by criminal or unlawful means. The term was former-

ly used in English law more specifically to designate an

agreement between two or more persons falsely and mali-

ciously to indict, or procure to be indicted, an Innocent

person of felony.

They were more than forty which had made this con-

spiracy [to kill 1'aul]. Acts xxiii. I .:.

I had forgot that foul conspiracy
Of the beast Caliban, and his confederates,
Against my life. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

It is evident that on both sides they liegan with a league
and elided with a e<i/<.v/mv(e/.

Itryden, Post, to HUt. of League.

Hence 2. Any concurrence in action; com-
bination in bringing about a given result.

When the time now came that misery was ripe for him,
there was a conspiracy in all heavenly and earthly things
... to lead him into' it. Sir P. Sidney.

People seem to he in a '"/< .<i>ir>i,-n to impress us with
their individuality. 0. H". Holmes. Old Vol. of Life, p. 18.

-Syn. 1. Intrigue, eahal, machination.

conspirant (kou-spir'ant), a. [< F. conspirant
= Sp. Pg. It."fonxpirnnte, < L. co>urpiran(t-)s,

ppr. of conspirare, conspire : see conspire.]

Conspiring; plotting; engaging in a conspiracy
or plot.

Thou art a traitor . . .

Conspirant 'gainst this high illustrious prince.

Shak, Lear, v. 3.

conspiration (kou-spi-ra'shou), H. [< ME. eoii-

xpirtK'itni , -citiitn, ( OF. conxpiracion, t'nii*/>ii'>i-

tiini. F. I'oiixpiratiOH = Pr. cospiratio = Sp. eon-

xpiracion = rg.i'iinxpinnl

-<Jo = It. runspirazione,
< L. ctixpirtttio(H-), < ciinxpiritn; pp. conxpirn-
inx, conspire: see conspire.] 1. Conspiracy.
[Ran'. ]
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As oon an It was day certaine Jews made a ennqriraeion.
./. 1'ilall, On AcUxxlll.

2. Concurrence ;
mutual tendency in action.

[Rare.]
Rebellion is tnl> punished by l\te contpiratiunul hca\. n

and earth, as it is hateful and contradictory hoth to <o<d

and man. Jer. riial'n: Works (ed. I.S.T.), I. (13.

In our natural body every part has a necessary sympa-
thy with every other, and all together form, by their liar-

monious C"ii*pirittiwt, a healthy whole. Sir It', llii/i/i/lim

conspirator (kou-spir'ii-tor), n. [= F. conspi-
rateur = Hp. Pg. ciiiixpiriiilor = It. conspiraton,
< ML. conspirator, < L. conxpirarc, pp. nixpi-
nitnx, conspire: see eonxpin:] One who con-

spires or engages in a conspiracy or is concern-
ed in a plot ;

a joint plotter ; specifically, one
who conspires with others to commit treason.

Ahlthophel is among the conspirators with Absalom.
2 Sam. xr. 31.

Stand back, thou manifest conspirator;
Thou that contriv'dst to murder our dead lord.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 8.

conspiratress (kon-spir'a-tres), n. [< conspira-
tor + -ess; = F. conttjyiratrice, etc.] A female

conspirator. E. D.

conspire (kon-spir'), v. ; pret. and pp. conspired,

ppr. conspiring. [< ME. conxpiren, < OF. con-

spirer, F. conxpirer = Sp. Pg. eonspirar = It.

conspirare, < L. eonxpirare, blow or breathe to-

gether, accord, agree, combine, plot, conspire,
< com-, together, + spirare, blow, breathe : see

xpirit. Cf. aspire, expire, insjrire, perspire, re-

spire, transpire.] I. intrans. 1. Literally, to

breathe together (with): breathe in unison or

accord, as in singing. [Rare.] [A modern use

imitating the literal Latin sense.]
The angelic choir

In strains of joy before unknown conspire.
Bynnn, Christmas Hymn.

I dilate and conspire with the morning wind.

Emerson, Nature.

2. To agree by oath, covenant, or otherwise to

commit a reprehensible or illegal act
; engage

in a conspiracy; plot; especially, hatch treason.

Then, when they were accorded from the fray,

Against that Castles Lord they gan conspire.
Spenser, F. Q., III. Ix. 17.

The servants of Amon conspired against him, and slew
the king in his own house. 2 Ki. xxi. 23.

3. Figuratively, to concur to one end
;
act in

unison; contribute jointly to a certain'result :

as, all things conspired to make him prosperous.
All the world,

I think, conspires to vex me.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iv. 1.

The very elements, though each he meant
The minister of man, to serve his want-,

Conspire against him. Confer, The Task, ii. 130.

Nature is made to conspire with spirit to emancipate us.

kmerson, Nature, p. 61.

=Syn. 2. To intrigue. S. To combine, concur, unite, co-

operate.

II. trans. To plot; plan; devise; contrive;
scheme for.

I pray you all, tell me what they deserve
[hat do conspire my death with devilish plots
Of damned witchcraft. Shak., Rich. III., Hi. 4.

Wicked men conspire their hurt.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuu.s.

conspirer (kon-spir'er), . One who conspires
or plots ; a conspirator.
conspiringly (kon-spir 'ing- li), adv. In the
manner 01 a conspiracy ; by conspiracy.
con spirito (kon spe'ri-to). [It., with spirit:

con, < L. cum, with; spirito, < L. spiritus, spirit :

see cum- and spirit.] In music, with spirit ;
in

a spirited manner,

conspissatet (kon-spis'at), p. t. [< L. conspis-
xn lux, p. a., pressed together, < cow-, together,
+ spissatus, pp. of spixsare, thicken, < spissws.

thick.] To thicken; make thick or viscous;
inspissate.

For that which doth conspissate active Is.

Dr. II. More, Infinity of Worlds, st 14.

conspissationt (kon-spi-sa'shon), n. [< L. con-

xpixxatio(ii-), a thickening, < conxpixsntiix, thick-
ened : see conspissate.] The act of making
thick or viscous ; inspissation.

conspurcationt (kon-sper-ka'shpn), H. [< L.

i-inixpureare, pp. conspurcatus, defile, < com- (in-

tensive) + xpurrnre, defile.] The act of de-

filing : defilement ; pollution. Bp. Ball.

constable (kun'sta-bl), n. [Early mod. E. also
1'iiiixtiihli-; < MK. ninxtiihle, cunstnbnl, contr. of

conestable, cunestable, < OF. conextable, cunesta-

bli; cniiiicxtiiblt', F. connetable = Pr. conestablc =
Sp. condcstable = Pg. condestable, eondestarel =
It. concxtiibilr, conestabole, contextubili; < ML.

constablewick

conestalrulun, connUtbitli/'i, ruin-xliihiilix, roiixltilii-

lis, comixtiiliuliix, i-niitfxtiiliilis, comistabiili, a i'on-

stable (in various uses), orig. CHHH-X xtulmli, lit.
' count of the stable.' master of the horse : L.

i-niiii'x, a follower, etc. ; staliuli, gen. of stabu-
I n in, a stable: see count'* and stable^.] 1. An
officer of high rank in several of the medieval
monarchies. The /.w //iV/A <'">'"'' ".' /.'/'</ w
the seventh olncer of tlie erown. He hail tin eate of the
' Munuon peaee iii deeds of anus and matters of war, being
a judge of the court of chivalry, or court of honor. To
tliis oilieer, an. I to the earl marshal, belonged the eniriii-

zance of contracts t/juehing deeds of arms without the

realm, and c liata and blazonry within the realm. His

power was so great, and was often used to >neh inipro|K-r

ends, that it was abridged by the 13th Klelianl II., and was
afterward forfeiteil in the person of Kdnard stattunl, Duke
of Buckingham, in the reign of Henry VIII. Ithas never
been granted to any person since that time, except on a

particular oeeasioii. The office of Lord lliffh Constable

of Scotland is one of great antiquity and dignity. He had
formerly the emnmand of the king's armies while in the

Held, in the absence of the king. He was likewise judge
of all crime* or offenses committed within four miles
of the king's person, or within the same distance of the

parliament or of the privy council, or of any general con-
vention of the states of the kingdom. The office has
heen hereditary since 1314 in the family of Hay, earls of
Ki roll, ami is expressly reserved in the treaty of union.
The Conntaulf of France was the first officer of the kings
of Prance, and ultimately liecame commander-in-chief of
the army and the highest judge in all questions of chivalry
and honor. This omce was suppressed in 1827. Napoleon
reestablished it during a few years, in favor of his brother
Louis Bonaparte. The constable of a castle was the keeper
or governor of a castle belonging to the king or a great
noble. This office was often hereditary : thus, there were
constables or hereditary keepers of the Tower, of Norman-
dy, and of the castles of Windsor, Dover, etc.

The constabill of gude Dunde,
The vanguard led before them all.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, V1L 185).

The Constables of France repeatedly shook or saved the
French throne. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 139.

2. An officer chosen to aid in keeping the peace,
and to serve legal process in cases of minor im-

portance. In England cnnstaJAe* of hundreds, or high
constables (now in many districts called chief constables),
are appointed either at quarter-sessions or by the justices
of the hundred out of sessions ; petty constables, or con-

stables of rill* or tithing*, are annually sworn into the of-

fice at quarter-sessions for each parish, upon presentment
of the vestry, and are su)irdinat to the high or chief con-
stables. In the United States the constable is an official

of a town or village, elected with the other local officers,

or, as a special constable, acting under a temporary ap-

pointnient. The constable was formerly of much more
consequence both in England and the colonies, being the
chief executive officer of the parish or town.

The constable was formerly the chief man in the parish,
for then the parish was responsible for all robberies com-
mitted within its limits if the thieves were not appre-
hended. . . . But this state of things has long passed
away ; . . . and although constable* arc In some few In-

stances still appointed, their duties are almost entirely
performed by the county police. And it was provided by
an Act of 1872 that for the future no parish constable
should lie appointed unless the County Quarter Session or
the Vestry should determine it to lie necessary.

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 69.

Chief constable, high constable, see aix>ve, 2. Par-
ish constable, in England, a petty constable exercising
his functions within a given parish. Special constable,
a person sworn to aid the constituted authorities, mili-

tary or civil, in maintaining the public peace on occasions
of exigency, as to quell a riot. To outrun the con-
stable, {a) To escape from the subject in dispute when
one's arguments are exhausted. S. Butler, (b) To live l>e-

yond one's means. In this latter sense also overrun the

constable. [Colloq.]

"Harkee, my girl, how far have you oremtn the con-

stable'" I told him that the debt amounted to eleven

pounds, besides the expence of the writ.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xxlii.

Poor man ! at th' election he threw, t'other day,
All his victuals, and liquor, and money away ;

And some people think with such haste he began,
That soon he the constable greatly outran.

C. Ansten, New Bath Guide, vi).

constablery (kun'sta-bl-ri), .
; pi. coastaWme*

(-riz). [< ME. congiabilrie, < OF. constablerie,

conextablerie, < ML. mnstabttiaria, the office or

jurisdiction of a constable, a company of sol-

diers, prop. fern, of constabulariitx, pertaining
to a constable: see constabulary.] 1. The dis-

trict in charge of a constable ; specifically, a
ward or division of a castle under the care of a
constable. Horn, of the Soxe. 2. Same as con-

stabulary. [Rare in both senses.]

constabieship (kun'sta-bl-ship), i. [< constable
+ -.</!/.] The office of a constable.

constablesst, " [< OF. conestablesse ; as con-

stable + -<-xx.~] A female constable; the wife
of a constable. [Rare.]

Dame Hermengild, constabUsse of that place.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 441.

constablewick (kun'sta-bl-wik), H. [< constable

+ trick as in bailiwick : see irio*'3.] The dis-

trict to which a constable's power is limited.

[Rare or obsolete.]



constablewick

If directed to the constable of D., he is not bound to exe-

cute the warrant out of the precincts of his constableivick.

Sir M. Half, Pleas of Crown, i.

constablish (kon-stab'lish), v. t. [< con- +
stablish.] To establish along with, or with

reference to, another or others. Constablished

harmony, in Swedenboraianisin, the harmonious opera-
tion of the laws by which the different orders of creation

are controlled.

constabulary (kon-stab'u-la-ri), . and . [<

ML. constabnlarius, pertaining to a constable

(fern, constabularia, the office or jurisdiction of

a constable, a company of soldiers), < eonsta-

bulus,a, constable: see constable.'] I. a. Per-

taining to constables ; consisting of constables
;

involving the functions of constables : as, a con-

stabulary force.

The police consists of a well organised constabulary
force. M'Culloch, Oeog. Diet., Ireland.

II. n.
; pi. constabularies (-riz). The body of

constables of a district, as a town, city, or coun-

ty; a body or class of officers performing the

functions of constables: as, the constabulary of

Ireland.

constancet, n. [ME. : see constancy.] An ob-

solete form of constancy. Chaucer.

constancy (kon'stan-si), n. [< ME. Constance, <

OF. Constance, F. Constance=Pr. Sp. Pg. constan-

cia = It. constawza, costanza, < L. constantia,

steadiness, firmness, unchangeableness, < con-

stan(t-)s, steady, constant: see constant.'] 1.

Fixedness ;
a standing firm

; hence, immuta-

bility ;
unalterable continuance

;
a permanent

state.
As soon

Seek roses in December, ice in June ;

Hope constancy in wind, or corn in chaff.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

Every increment of knowledge goes to show that con-

stancy is an essential attribute of the Divine rule : an un-

varyingness which renders the eclipse of a hundred years
hence predicable to a moment !

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 58.

2. Fixedness or firmness of mind; persevering
resolution ; steady, unshaken determination ;

particularly, firmness of mind under sufferings,
steadfastness in attachments, perseverance in

enterprise, or stability in love or friendship.

Obstinacy in a bad cause is but constancy in a good.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 25.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth ;

But whispering tongues can poison truth ;

And constancy lives in realms above.

Coleridye, Christabel, ii.

3f. Certainty; veracity; reality.

But all the story of the night told over . . .

More witnesseth than fancy's images,
And grows to something of great constancy.

Shak., M. N. D.,v. 1.

=Syn. 1. Permanence; uniformity; regularity. 2. In-

dustry, Application, etc. (see assiduity) ; Faithfulness, Fi-

delity, etc. (see firmness), steadfastness, tenacity.

constant (kon'stant), a. and n. [< F. constant
= Sp. Pg. constante = It. constante, costante, <

L. constan(t-)s, steady, firm, constant, ppr. of

constare, stand together, stand firm, endure, be
established or settled, < com-, together, + stare
= E. stand.'] I. a. 1. Fixed; not varying; un-

changing; permanent; immutable; invariable.

The world's a scene of changes, and to be
Constant, in nature were inconstancy.

Cowley, Inconstancy.

It is a law of psychological mathematics that the con-
stant force of dulness will in the end overcome any vary-
ing force resisting it. Stedtnan, Viet. Poets, p. 134.

Specifically 2. Innat. hist., not subject to vari-

ation ; not varying in number, form, color, ap-
pearance, etc.

,
in the species or group ; always

present : as, the middle stria is constant, though
the lateral ones are often absent

;
the reniform

spot is constant, but the other markings are sub-

ject to variation. 3. Continuing for a long or
considerable length of time

;
continual ; endur-

ing; lasting in or retaining a state, quality, or

attribute; incessant; ceaseless: as, constant

change.
My constant weary pain.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 218.

There is not only a constant motion of the ice from the

pole outwards, but a constant downward motion as layer
by layer is successively formed on the surface.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 221.

4. Regularly recurring ; continually renewed or

reiterated; continual; persistent: as, the con-
stant ticking of a clock; the constant repetition
of a word

;
constant moans or complaints. [Now

used only with nouns of action.]
At this time constant Rumour was blown abroad from all

parts of Europe, that the Spaniards were coining again
against England. Baker, Chronicles, p. 383.

5. Fixed or firm in mind, purpose, or principle ;

not easily swayed ; unshaken; steady; stable;

1214:

firm or unchanging, as in affection or duty;
faithful; true; loyal; trusty.

If I could pray to move, prayers would move me :

But I am constant as the northern star

Of whose true-fix'd and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament.

Shak., 3. C., iii. 1.

The constant mind all outward force defied,

By vengeance vainly urged, in vain assail'd by pride.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 185.

And the love

I told beneath the evening influence,
Shall be as constant as its gentle star.

S. P. Willis.

6f. Fixed in belief or determination
;
insistent

;

positive.
The augurs are all constant I am meant.

B. Jonsun, Catiline, i. 1.

7f. Fixed; stable; solid: opposed to fluid.

You may turn these two fluid liquors into a constant

body. Boyle, Hist, of Firmness.

8f. Strong; steady.

Prithee, do not turn me about ; my stomach is not con-

stant. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

9f. Consistent; logical; reasonable.

I am no more mad than you are ; make the trial of it in

any constant question. Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

10f. Indisputably true
;
evident.

It is constant, without any dispute, that if they had
fallen on these provinces in the beginning of this month,
Charleroy, Neville, Louvaine, &c., would have cost them
neither time nor danger.

Sir W. Temple, Works, ii. 35 (Ord MS.).

= Syn. 1 and 3. Steadfast, stable, unchanging, unaltera-

ble, invariable, perpetual, continual ; resolute, firm, stanch,

unshaken, unwavering, determined ; persevering, assidu-

ous, unremitting ; trusty.

II. ft. That which is not subject to change ;

something that is always the same in state

or operation, or that continually occurs or re-

curs.

Human progress, as it is called, is always a mean be-

tween the two conitant* of innovation and conservatism,
new conceptions of truth and the tried wisdom of experi-
ence. Quarterly llec., CLXII. 44.

Specifically (a) In math., a quantity which is assumed
to be invariable throughout a given discussion ; in the

differential calculus, a quantity whose value remains fixed

while others vary continuously. Although the constants

do not vary by the variation of those quantities that are at

first considered as variables, some or all of them may be

conceived to vary in a second kind of change, called the

variation of constants. A quantity which upon one sup-

position would remain constant becomes variable by the

introduction of another supposition. Thus, taking into

account the earth's attraction only, the longitude of the

moon's node is constant, but by the attraction of the sun
and planets its place is slowly changed. In this case one of

the constants is said to vat-y. In algebra the unknown quan-
tities are considered as variables, the known quantities and
coefficients as constants, (b) In physics, a numerical quan-
tity, fixed under uniform conditions, expressing the value

of one of the physical properties of a certain substance.

Thus, the physical constants of ice are the values of its
spe-

cific gravity, melting-point, coefficient of expansion, index
of refraction, electrical conductivity, etc. Similarly, in the

case of a physical instrument a constant is a fixed value

depending upon its dimensions, etc. Thus, the constant
of a tangent galvanometer is the radius of its coil divided

by the number of coils into 6.28318+.

The strength of a current may be determined in "abso-
lute

"
units by the aid of the tangent galvanometer if the

constants of the instrument are known.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 166.

Arbitrary constant. See arbitrary. Circular con-
stant. See circular. Constant of aberration, that one
constant by the determination of which the aberration is

obtained from its known laws at any given time. Con-
stant Ofintegration, the new unknown constant which
has to be introduced into every result of mathematical in-

tegration. Constants of color. See color, i. Gravi-
tation constant, the absolute modulus of gravitation,
the acceleration per unit of time produced by the gravi-

tating attraction of a unit mass at the unit of distance.
The gravitation constant is about 0.0000000658 of a c. g. s.

unit. Indeterminate constant, a constant the value
of which is unsettled, and which therefore differs from a

variable only in not being regarded under that aspect.

Constantia (kon-stan'shia), ?. A wine (both
red and white) produced in the district around
the town of Constantia in Cape Colony, South
Africa.

Constantinopolitan (kon-stan"ti-no-pol'i-tan),
a. and n. [vLL. OonstanUnopoUtanus. pertain-

ing to Constantinopolis, < Gr. Kuvaravrivov v6).ie,

Constantinople, the new name given by the
Roman emperor Constantine to Byzantium,
upon transferring thither the seat of empire :

K-uvaravTivov, gen. of KuvaravTivot; (< L. Constan-

lim/s, Constantine); 7r<S/Ur, city.] I. a. Relat-

ing or belonging to Constantinople, the present
capital of Turkey, or to its inhabitants; pro-
duced in or derived from Constantinople.

It was natural that the Venetians, whose State lay upon
the borders of the Greek Empire, and whose greatest com-
merce was with the Orient, should be influenced by the

UniriKilitan civilization.

HowellK, Venetian Life, xxi.

constellation

Constantinopolitan Council, one of the several church
councils held at ('imstiintiNople. The most famous of

these are three general or ecumenical councils, namely :

the second general council, under Theodosius, in A. V. 381,

which condemned Macedonianism, authorized the creed

commonly called the Nicene, and gave honorary prece-
dence to the see of Constantinople next after that of Rome ;

the ilfth general council, under Justinian, in 553, which
condemned the Nestorian writings known as "the Three

Chapters," and the Origenists ; and the sixth general coun-

cil, under Constantine Pogonatns, 080, against Monothe-

litism, celebrated for its condemnation of Pope Honorius.
The Roman Catholics also regard as ecumenical the eighth

council, held in 869. The council commonly known as the

Quinisext, because regarded as complementary to the fifth

and sixth councils, was held at Constantinople under Jus-

tinian II. in (Ml, in the trullns or domed banqueting-hall
of the palace, from which it was also called the Trullan

Council. Its canons are received by the Greek Church,
and were confirmed by the second Nicene Council. A
council held at Constantinople under Constantine Copro-

nymus in 754, favoring the Iconoclasts, claimed to be

ecumenical, but its decrees were reversed by the second
Nicene Council in 787. See council, 7. Constantino-
politan creed. See Jficene. Constantinopolitan lit-

urgy. See liturgy.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Constan-

tinople.

constantly (kon'stant-li), adv. In a constant
manner, (a) Uniformly ; invariably. (6) Continually.

(<) Firmly ; steadfastly ; with constancy.

The City of London sticks constantly to the Parliament.

Uovdl, Letters, I. vi. 50.

(d) Perseveringly ; persistently.

She constantly affirmed that it was even so. Acts xii. 15.

constantness (kon'stant-nes), n. Constancy.

Constant, madam ! I will not say for constantness.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

constat (kon'stat), . [L., it appears, it is es-

tablished
;
3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of con-

stare, be established: see constant."] In Eng-
land: (a) A certificate given by the auditors of

the Exchequer to a person who intends to plead
or move for a discharge of anything in that

court. The effect of it is to certify what ap-
pears upon the record respecting the matter
in question. (6) An exemplification under the

great seal of the enrolment of letters patent.
constate (kou-staf), v. t.

; pret. and pp. constat-

ed, ppr. constating. [< F. constater, verify, take

down, state, < L. constatus, pp. of constare,

stand together, be fixed, be certain : see con-

stant and constat.] 1. To verify; prove. 2.

To establish.

A corporation has all the capacities for engaging in

transactions which are expressly given it by the coiutat-

ing instruments. Bryce, Ultra Vives, p. 41.

constellate (kon-stel'at or kon'ste-lat), v.
;

pret. and pp. constellated, ppr. constellating.

[< LL. constellatus, starred, studded with stars,

< L. com-, together, + stellatus, pp. of stellare,

shine, < Stella, a star : see star, stellate.'] I.t

intrans. To join luster ;
shine with united radi-

ance or one general light.

The several things which engage our affections . . .

shine forth and constellate in God. Boyle.

II. trans. If. To unite (several shining bod-

ies) in one illumination.

A knot of Lights constellated into

A radiant Throne. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 3.

There is extant in the Scripture, to them who know how
to constellate those lights, a very excellent body of moral

precepts. Boyle, Works, II. 285.

2. To form into or furnish with constellations

or stars.

The constellated heavens. J. Barlow.

3. To place in a constellation or mate with
stars.

Thirteen years later, he [Herschel] described our sun
and his constellated companions as surrounded "

by a mag-
nificent collection of innumerable stars."

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 25.

4. To group in or as if in a constellation:

as, the constellated graces of faith, hope, and

charity.
Your Grace's person alone, which I never call to mind

but to rank it amongst y Heroines, and mnxtellate with

the Graces. /-.'/Wim, To the Duchesse of Newcastle.

constellation (kon-ste-la'shon), n. [< ME. con-

stellacion, -cioun, < OF. constelltirion, F. eonstel-

liitiii = 8p.ronstel(icion = Pg. costella<;ao = Ii.

costell:ione, < LL. constelliitio(n-). a collection

of stars, < constellates, set with stars: see con-

steUate.] 1. A group of fixed stars to which a
definite name has been given, but which does

not form a part of another named group. See
ttxtcrinni. Furtv-cifiht constellations are mentioned in

tin- aix-irnt . .UiiloL'iH' "t Ptolemy, the majority of which

appear to date from -2KKP 11. c. or earlier. They are distrib-

uted as follows : (1) North of the zodiac : t'rsa Minor (the
Little Bear, said to be formed by Thales, probably from the

Dragon's \\i\isi\ I'rsa Major (the Great Bear, the Wain, or

the Dipper), Draco (the Dragon), Cepheus, Bootes (the



constellation

Hcar-keeper or Plowman). Corona liorealis (the Noithern

Crown). Hen-uh-s (hi the onuinal the Man Kneeling'), l.yra

(Hi- 1 1 ;ii p), Cyun us i tin- Swan, in II rigllial the liinll. Cas

sio|H-ia(lli'- l.:cl\ in the Chan), I'ei -ens, Auriai ( the 1 'lial

joleeror \\aKoncrl. Ophiuehus or S,-r]ientaril|s ([he Sei

penl l,i-arer>, Serpclis (the Serpent). Sav.itta (the Vl'ro\\ ),

\.pnla et \iilni', us (the l-'.aule and Anti is). Delphiiiu-
(the Dolphin). Kqimlnsor Kqllllleiis (the Colt orthe Horse's

Hca.ll. Pci,MSlH or Kqlllls (the Morsel, \ II, 1 1 ouic.la, 'Irian

191B
sure Instinct calls out tln-ir courage, lint that it is the

which produces the danger.
.

\ lleKicide Peace, I.

Cancer (the Crab), l.eo(tlle I.ion), Virgo (the Virgin), Libra

(the ISahince). Seoi-pius or Scorpio (the Scorpion), Sanit-

tarius(tlie Archer). Capricomus (Capricorn, or the (!oat),

Ai|llarins(the Water-bearer), I'i.sce- (t he l-'ishes). (:i) South

of thc/n'liae:i Vtiis(tlie U halo, nrioii, I '.riilanns or Klnvins

(the Itiver I'o orthe Itivcr), l.epiis (the Hare). Caliis Major
(the lircat . Do.;). Caiiis Minor (Hi.- Little 1 1.), Argo Navis

(the ship Vruo). 1 1 v.Ira, < 'rater (the Cup), Corvus (the Crow
or Itavcn), Centaurus (the Centaur), Liipns(tbe Wolf), Ara

(the Altar), Cm i Australis (the Southern Crown). PUcis
\iistralis (the Southern r'ish). Coma l!orcuices(the Hair
of lii-renice) is an ancient asterism, which was not reckoned
as a constellation by Ptolemy. Antinous, mentioned by
I'lolemy as part of the constellation Aquila, i.s said to

have been made a separate constellation by Kinnicus in

the fourth century. Cru\ (the Cio/ier ..i Southern Cross)

appears to be mentioned by Dante. The navigators of the

sixteenth century added a number of southern constella-

tions. Twelve of these appear in the important star-atlas

of liuyer (A. i>. KHKi), namely : Apus (the Bird of Para-

,lise). Chameleon, Dorado (the lioldtish; or Xiphlas. the

Swordnsh), Grus (the Cram-), llyilrus (the \\atersnake),
Indus (the Indian Man), Mnsca or Apis (the Fly or the

Bee), Pave, (the Peacock), Phumix, Triangulum Australe

(th.- Southern Triangle), the Toucan (also called Anser

Americanus). and Volans (the Flying-fish). Columba (the

Syn. .!/>/'/-//. '- (on, /'. --'A'. i-t.-. BMAfarm.

constipate (kon'sti-put), V. t.\ \>r<-\. and p]>.

coii.itiputftl, ppr. ft>nxtii>iitini/. [< 1.. i-onxti/Hi-

IHX, pp. of couxtiiMiri: (> F. constipcr = Pr. costi-

/</ = Sp. Pg. rimstipiir = It. rnstipiii'i'), press
or crowd together, < com-, together. + xti/nn'' .

cram, pack, akin to stipes, a stem, xti/mlii.*, firm :

see stipulate. Cf. coxtin; ult. < I-, i-onxtiiiutnx,

pp.] 1. To crowd or cram into a narrow com-

pass; thicken or condense. [Archaic.]

constitution

2. That which constitutes or composes an a

part, or a necessary part; a formative element
or ingredient.
The lymph in those glands Is a necessary mnstiivmt ..i

the aliment. Aruulhnot, Aliment*.

Exact! v in proportion to the ,leK ,ee in which the force ot

sculpture is KiiMncd will Iw the Importance attached to

colour as a means of effect or constituent of U-autv.
D,

Of cold, the property is to condense and nufi>i'<-.
Bacon.

As to the movements of the constipated vapours forming

spots, the spectroscope is also confpetent to supply Infor-

mation. A. .V. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent, p. 202.

2. To stop by filling a passage ; clog.

Constipating or shutting up the capillary vessels.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

3. To fill or crowd the intestinal canal of 'vith

fecal matter; make costive.

constipated (kon'sti-pa-ted), p. a. [Pp. of

nuintipate, f.] Costive.

constipation (kon-sti-pa'shon), M. [= F. con-

xti/ml ion = Sp. constipation = Pg. constipaqSo
= It. costipazione, < LL. constipatio(n-), < L. con-

xl!/iiiri'. ]>]). 1'iin.ftipatus, press together: seecoH-

stellations, of wh'ieh Camelojiardalis (the Camelopard) and
Monoceros (the I'nicoru) are retained by modern astrono-

mers. Hevelius in 190 added Canes Venatlci (the Grey-
hounds), Lacerta (the Lizard), Leo .Minor (the Small Lion),

Lynx (the Lynx), .Scutum Sohieseii (the shield of Sobieski),

Sextans(thc .Sextant), and Vulpecnla et Anser(the Fox and
the Goose). Finally, Lacaille in 1752 added Antlia Pneu-
miitiea (the Air pump), Cwlum (the Graver), Circinus(the
Compass), Fornax (the Furnace), Horologium (the Clock),
Mons Meiue (the Table-mountain), Microscopium (the

Microscope), Norma (the (Juadrant), Octans (the Octant),

Kquus Pictorius(the Painter's Easel), Reticulum (the Net),

Sculptor, and Telescopium (the Telescope). The ancient
constellation Argo was broken up by Lacaille into the

Stern, the Keel, the Sail, and the Mast. There are, thus,

elghty-nve constellations now recognized. The names of

the constellations are mostly derived from Greek and Ro-
man mythology. The practice of designating by the letters

of the iiivek alphabet (a, /3, v, etc.) the stars which com-

|8e each constellation, in the order of their brilliancy,

originated with Bayer.

2. Figuratively, any assemblage of persons or

things of a brilliant, distinguished, or exalted
character: as, a constellation of wits or beau-

ties, or of great authors.

Such a constellation of virtues, in such amiable persons,

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, Iv. 10.

The constellation of genius had already begun to show
itself . . . which was to shed a glory over the meridian
and close of Philip's reign. Preseott.

3t. The influence of the heavenly bodies upon
the temperament or life.

Ire, siknesse, or constellacioun . . .

Causeth ful ofte to doon amys or speken.
Chaueer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 53.

constellatory (kou-stel'a-to-ri), a. [< L. con-

xti'l/atus (see constellate) + -ory.~\ Pertaining
to or resembling a constellation.

A table or a joint-stool, in his [the actor Munden's] con-

ception, rises into a dignity equivalent to Cassiopeia s

chair. It is invested with constellatory importance.
Lamb, Elia, p. 249.

constert, i'. t. An old form of construe.

Yet all, by his own verdit, must lie cansterd Reason in

the King, and depraved temper in the I'arlament.

Milton, I'.ikonokla-stcs. \\iii

consternate (kou'ster-uat), r. (. [< L. conster-

iiiihiK, pp. of conxti'rnare, throw into confusion,

terrify, dismay, intensive form of consternere,
throw down, prostrate, bestrew, < com-, toge-

ther, + sternere, strew: see stratum.'] To throw
into confusion

; dismay; terrify. [Obsolete or

rare.]

The king of Astopia and the Palatine were strangely
'<>iixt'-r/i'i!<-tt at this association. Pagan Prince (1690).

Consternation (kon-ster-na'shon), n. [= F.
'imutton = Sp. consternation = Pg. constcr-

= It. coxt<-riiit:i<iHi\ < L. consternatio(n-),
< constcriiare, pp. conxtrniatiix. throw into con-
fusion: soi' foiixti-nintc.] Astonishment com-
bined with terror; amazement that confounds
the faculties and incapacitates for deliberate

thought and action
;
extreme surprise, with con-

fusion and panic.

The ship struck. The shock threw us all into the ut-
most <'n,txt'',-n<tti<<ii. Cook, Voyages, I. ii. 4.

In the palpable nijjht of their terrors, men under con-
sternation suppose, not that it is the danger which by a

densation.

All the particulars whicli time and infinite variety of

human accidents have been amassing together are now
concentred, and arc united by way of constipation.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. Sio.

2. In med., a state of the bowels in which, on
account of diminished intestinal action or secre-

tion, the evacuations are obstructed or stopped,
and the feces are hard and expelled with diffi-

culty ; costiveness.

constipulationt (kon-stip-u-la'shon), . [<
ML. constipuhitio(n-), < L. com-, together, + sti-

pulatio(n-), agreement : see stipulation.] A mu-
tual agreement ;

a compact.
Here is lately brought us an extract of a Magna Charta.

so called, compiled between the Sub-planters of a West-
Indian Island ; whereof the first Article of constiimlation
flrmely provides free stable-room and litter for all kinde of

consciences. !f. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 4.

constituency (kon-stit'u-en-si), M.; pi. constit-

uencies (-siz). [? constituent: see -cncy.] 1. A
body of constituents or principals, especially a

body of persons voting for an elective officer,

particularly for a municipal officer or a member
of a legislative body ;

in a more general sense,
the whole body of residents of the district or

locality represented by such an officer or legis-
lator. Hence 2. Any body of persons who
may be conceived to have a common represen-
tative

;
those to whom one is in any way ac-

countable; clientele: as, the constituency of a

newspaper (that is, its readers) ;
the constitu-

ency of a hotel (its guests or customers).
constituent ( kon-stit'u-ent ), a. and n . [= F. con-

stituant = Sp. constituyente = Pg. constituente,
constituinte = It. constituente, costituente. < L.

constituen(t-)s, ppr. of constiiuere, establish : see

constitute.] I. a. 1. Constituting or existing as
a necessary component or ingredient ; forming
or composing as a necessary part ; component ;

elementary: as, oxygen and nydrogen are the
constituent parts of water.

Body, soul, and reason are the three constituent parts of

a man. Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

For the comtitutnt elements of an organism can only lie

truly and adequately conceived as rendered what they are

by the end realised through the organism.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 1 79.

If we could break up a molecule, we [should] sever it into
Its constituent atoms. A. Danitll, Prin. of Phys., p. 215.

2. Having the power of constituting or appoint-
ing, or of electing to public office: as, a con-

stituent body.
A question of right arises between the constituent and

representative ho.ly. Junta*.

Constituent Assembly. Same as Xatioaal Assembly
(which see, under assembly). Constituent whole, in

/"//.-. a genus considered as the sum of its species, or a
species as the sum of its individuals ; a potent ia! whole :

opposed to constituted whole (whieli see. \\}\^T constituted).
In every- case the parts as such constitute the whole as

such, and not conversely : but the constituent whole is

supposed to be constituent of the nature of the parts as
substances.

II. . It. One who or that which constitutes
or forms, or establishes or determines.

Their first composure and origination requires a higher
ami nobler conttitucnt than chance.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of .Mankind.

His humor is distinguished by its conntiiuent of feeling.
D. J. ll'H. Imni.', p. 209.

3. One who constitutes another his agent; one
who empowers another to transact business for

him, or appoints another to an office in which
the person appointed represents him as liis

agent. 4. One who elects or assists in elect-

ing another to a public office
;
more gfiii-rally,

any inhabitant of the district represented by
an elective officer, especially by one elected to

a legislative body: so called with reference to

such officer.

An artifice sometimes practised by candidates for offices

in order to recommend themselves to the good gra-

their constituents. W. Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, xlL 10, note.

They not only took up the complaints of their comtitu-

I'nts, tint suggested new claims to be made by them.
J. Adains, Works, IV. 525.

Conjugate constituents of a matrix. See conjugate.
Constituent of a determinant, in math., one of the

factors which compose the elements of the determinant.

Thus, in the determinant n i *jj > li\ , the constituent* are
a i, 02, 61 , do. Constituent of a pencil, of lines or rays,
a ray or plane of the pencil. Constituent of a range,
in ,/-''/'., a point of the range.

constituency (kon-stit'u-ent-li), adv. As re-

gards constituents, [ftare.]

Constituently, elementally the same, Man and Woman
are organized on different bases.

O. D. Boanlman, Creative Week, p. 232.

constitute (kon'sti-tut), r. t.
; pret. and pp. con-

stituted, ppr. constituting. [< L. constitutes, pp.
of constituere (> F. constituer = Pr. 8p. Pg. con-

stituir= It. constitute, costituire = D. konstitu-

eren = Ot. constituiren = Dan. konstituere = Sw.

konstituera), set up, establish, make, create,

constitute, < com-, together, + statucre, set,

place, establish : gee statute, statue, and cf. >-
stitute, restitute.'] 1. To set; fix; establish.

We must obey laws appointed and constituted by lawful

authority, not against the law of God.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

This theorem, . . . that the demand for labour is con-

stituted by the wages which precede the production, . . .

In a proposition which greatly needs all the Illustration it

can receive. J. S. MM, Pol. Econ., I. v. i 9.

2. To enter into the formation of, as a necessary
part ;

make what it is ; form
;
make.

Truth and reason constitute that intellectual gold that
defies destruction. Johnson.

The prevalence of a had custom cannot constitute its

apology. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 16.

How Oliver's parliaments were constituted was practi-

cally of little moment ; for he possessed the means of con-

ducting the administration without their support and in

defiance of their opposition. ilacaulaii, Hist. Eng., i.

3. To appoint, depute, or elect to an office or

employment; make and empower: as, a sheriff

is constituted a conservator of the peace ;
A has

constituted B his attorney or agent.
Constituting officers and conditions, to rule ouer them.

Quoted In Capt. John Smiths True Travels, II. 5.

constituted (kon'sti-tu-ted), p. a. [Pp. of

constitute, r.] Set; fixed; established; made;
elected; appointed.
Beyond . . . the fact . . . that in 1187 there was at Ox-

ford a great school with diverse faculties of doctors, ergo
a constituted University, we know little or nothing of Uni-

versity life here so early.

Sttiobs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 141.

Constituted authorities. See a uthority. Constituted
whole, in logic, a whole which is actually and not merely
pot eutiall v made up of its parts : either a definite, a com-

^lt,
or an integrate whole : opposed to constituent whole

ilch see, under constituent).

constitutor (kon'sti-tu-ter), n. One who con-
stitutes or appoints.
constitution (kon-sti-tu'shon), n. [< ME. con-

stitution, < OF. constitution, -tion, F. constitu-

tion = Sp. constitution = Pg. constituicSo = It.

constituzione, costituzione = D. konstitutie = G.
constitution = Dan. Sw. konstitution, < L. consti-

tuting-), a constitution, disposition, nature, a

regulation, order, arrangement, < constituere,

pp. conxtitiitiix, establish: see constitute.] 1.

.Tne act of constituting, establishing, or appoint-
ing ; formation. 2. The state of being consti-

tuted, composed, made up, or established ;
the

assemblage and union of the essential elements
and characteristic parts of a system or body,
especially of thehuman organism ;

the composi-
tion, make-up, or natural condition of anything :

as, the physical constitution of the sun
;
the con-



constitution

xiitHtioit of a sanitary system; a weak or irrita-

ble cfinxtitiitioii.

He defended himself with . . . less passion than was ex-

pected from his constitution. Lord Clarendon.

The Chaos, and the Creation ; Heaven, Earth, and Hell ;

enter into the Corutttvtion of his Poem.
Addiiou, Spectator, No. 315.

What is that constitution or law of our nature without

which government would not exist, and with which its

existence is necessary? Calhmm, Works, I. 1.

birth as will not easily 'admit disease, or will easily over-

come it by its own native soundness.

Maim, Early Law and Custom, p. 228.

1216 constitutive

nine of the States. The amendments, according to one of tion or of constitutional government: constitu
nine 01 me nuii/eH. JUG miicnuiiicnto, tn*nvi>B " .,..*. ... '

.

themethodsprovided.wereproposedbyCongressandrati- tional rule or authority ;
constitutional pnnci-

lled by the States. The first twelve were submitted under

acts passed in 1789 -
90, 1793, and 1803 ; the last three, after

the civil war, under acts of 1865, 1868, and 1870. The most

important of them are the twelfth, which changed the

method of election of President and Vice-president ; the

of
Lonis Philippe became nearly absolute under the forms

thirteenth, which abolished slavery ; the fourteenth, which

disqualifies any one who has been engaged in rebellion

'

ll ^l?M
rebellion ;

and the fifteenth, which prohibits the denial to

, ,

ions condition of servitude.- Constitutions of Claren.

icaf

By the Constitutions of Clarendon, lie [Henry II.] did

his best to limit the powers of the ecclesiastical lawyers
in criminal matters and in all points touching secular in-

terests. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 303.

Decree of constitution, in Scots laic, any decree by
which the extent of a debt or an obligation is ascertained :

3 A svstem of fundamental principles, max- any one of the right to vote because of race, color, or pre

ims, laws, or rules embodied in written docu- -- ...^H.-.H. _nm .t.(t,,t.,nnnf m.rBn .

ments or established by prescriptive usage, for
^ ^lc__,,. r _. _

the government of a nation, state, society, cor- councn Of clarendon, near Salisbury, held by Henry II..

poration, or association: as, the Constitution of A. i>. 1164.

the United States; the British Constitution; the -

Constitution of the State of New York ;
the con-

stitution of a social club, etc. In American legal

usage a constitution is the organic law of a State or of the

nation, the adoption of which by the people constitutes the

political organization, as distinguished from the statutes

made by the political organization acting under the order

of things thus constituted.

Without a constitution something to counteract the

strong tendency of government to disorder and abuse, and :rr"VV , .. .-/ i

to give stability to political institutions there can be lit- constitutional (kon-stl-tu shon-al), a. ana w.

tie progress or permanent improvement.
Calhmm, Works, I. 11.

A federal constitution is of the nature of a treaty. It is

an agreement by which certain political communities, in

themselves independent and sovereign, agree to surrender

certain of the attributes of independence and sovereignty
to a central authority, while others of these attributes

they keep in their own hands.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 190.

4. A particular law, ordinance, or regulation,

are requisite to found a title in the person of the creditor

in the event of the death of either the debtor or the origi-

nal creditor.

W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 94.

The house of Guelph had no more natural love for con-

stitutionalism than any other reigning house.
The Centunj, XXVII. 69.

2. Adherence to the principles of constitu-

tional government.
constitutionalist (kon-sti-tu'shon-al-ist), n.

[= F. constitulioiinaliste; as constitutional +
-int.] 1. A supporter of the existing constitu-

tion of government. 2. An advocate of con-

stitutionalism, as opposed to other forms of

government.
The alliance between the Holy See and the Italian Con-

stiliitinnaluti was inconsistent with the principles of ab-

solutist rule to which Austria stood pledged.
E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 70.

Specifically 3. (a) A framer or an advocate

of the French Constitution of 1791.

The revolutionists and constitutionalists of France.

Burke, To a Noble Lord.

ing to

sou 01 _, ~ ~
constitution or composition: as, a constitutional

infirmity; constitutional ardor or apathy.

Contrast the trial of constitution which child-bearing

brings on the civilized woman with the small constitu

form of government.
Meantime the Anti-Federalists of New York and Vir-

ginia were pressing the Pennsylvania Constitutionalists

to rally once more, in the hope of reversing the favorable

action of that State.

J. Scliouler, Hist. United States, I. 61.

made by the authority of any superior, civil or tional disturbance it causes to the savage woman
() j.

, A assv,med by the more mod-
ecclesiastical ; specifically, in Rom, law, what U. Spencer Pnn. of Soc.ol., 8 28. W

|JtioB of the r)emoc4tic.Kepublican
an emperor enacted, either by decree, edict, 3. Beneficial to, or designed to benefit, the

t in peimgvivan ia during a few years after
or letter, and without the interposition of any physical constitution : as, a constitutional -walk.

^304. opposed to the "Friends of the People"
constitutional assembly : as, the constitutions of 3. Forming a part of, authorized by, or con-

of u Conventionalists."
sistent with the constitution or fundamental

constitutionality (kon-sti-tu-shon-al'i-ti), n.Justinian.

Constitutions (constitutiones), properly speaking, are

those Apostolic letters which ordain, in a permanent man-

ner, something for the entire church or part of it.

//. IS. Smith, Elem. Eccles. Law (5th ed.), I. 26.

Of the canons and constitutions made in these [English

ecclesiastical] assemblies, many have come down to our

own times. These form a kind of national canon law. . . .

They are principally taken up in such matters as peculiarly

belonged to the . . . consideration of a national assembly
of the clergy.

Reeves, Hist. Eng. Law (Finlason, 1880), II. 340.

5. Any system of fundamental principles of

action: as, the New Testament is the moral
constitution of modern society. Apostolic Con-
stitutions. See anustolie. British Constitution, a col-

lective name for the principles of public policy on which
the government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland is based. It is not formulated in any par-
ticular document or set of documents, but is the gradual

people, as embodied in concessions forced from unwilling
sovereigns, in the results of various revolutions, in nu-

merous fundamental enactments of Parliament, and in

the established principles of the common law. The char-

acter of the government has become increasingly demo-
cratic, and the power of the sovereign, great in the
time of the Tudors, Stuarts, and earlier, is now much
abridged. The controlling force in the movement has been
the gradually acquired supremacy of Parliament (now re-

siding almost entirely hi the House of Commons) over
the executive powers of government, so that the principal

tion, and an act in contravention of that is void.

To improve establishments ... by constitutional means.

of a constitutional government.

constitutionalize (kon-sti-tu'shon-al-Iz), 0. i. ;

Bp. Hurd, Sermon before the House of Lords, pret. and pp. constitutionalized, ppr. constitu-
4;>i<u7* ,>'.' If ttnmoiiiMim'nrtl -^ ^tyf> I IV

Aa we cannot, without the risk of evils from which the

imagination recoils, employ physical force as a check on

misgovernment, it is evidently our wisdom to keep all the

constitutional checks on misgovernment in the highest
state of efficiency. Macaulay.

lionalizing. [< constitutional, n., + -4ze.] To
take a walk for health and exercise, in the Eng-
lish universities, where this term originated, the usual time

for constitutionalizing is between 2 and 4 o'clock P. M.

The most usual mode of exercise is walking comtitu-

tionalizing is the Cantab for it.

C. A. Bristed, English University (2d ed.), p. 19.
The lord's petty monarchy over the manor, whatever it

may have been formerly, is now a strictly constitutional

one. F. Pollock; Land Laws, p. 43.
constitutionally (kon-sti-tu

'

shon-al-i), adv.

1. In accordance with, by virtue of, or with

respect to the natural frame or constitution of

mind or body ; naturally.

4. Having the power of, or existing by virtue

of and subject to, a constitution or funda-

mental organic law: as, a constitutional gov-
ernment.

It requires the united action of both [rulers and the

ruled] to prevent the abuse of power and oppression, and
to constitute, really and truly, a constitutional govern-
ment. Calhoun, Works, I. 381.

A constitutional sovereign, Dom Pedro II., rules in Bra-

zil and the thriving state of the country is owing to its

free institutions. Westminster Jlev., CXXV. 68.

The English were constitutionalhj humane. Hallam.

On the whole, the facts now given show that, though
habit does something towards acclimatisation, yet that the

l in t
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function of the sovereign is now that of simple conflrma- 5. Relating to, concerned with, or arising from
tion. The chief muniments of the British Constitution, a constitution.
as a growth of liberal representative government, are the

Magna Charta and its successive extensions, the Habeas
Corpus Act, and the Bill of Rights, the principles of which
have been incorporated in all the written constitutions of

the English-speaking race. (See these terms.) Consti-
tution coin, a German coin struck according to the Leip-
sic rate of coinage, 8 rix-dollars weighing a Cologne mark
of silver, 14 loths 4 grains fine, and 13 florins weighing
one mark, 12 loths flue. This rate, adopted by some states
in 1690, was established throughout the empire from 1738
to 1763. Constitution of the United States, or Fed-
eral Constitution, the fundamental or organic law of

the United States. It was framed by the Constitutional
Convention which met in Philadelphia May 25th, 1787, and
adjourned September 17th, 1787, and it went into effect

March 4th, 1789 (although Washington, the first presi-
dent under it, was not inaugurated till April 30th), hav-

ing been ratified by eleven of the thirteen States, the

others, North Carolina and Rhode Island, ratifying it No-
vember 21st, 1789, and May 29th, 1790, respectively. It
is a document comprised in seven original articles and
fifteen amendatory articles, or amendments. Of the ori-

ginal articles, the first deals with the legislative body, pre-
scribing the method of election to the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate, the qualifications of members, the
methods in which bills shall be passed, and those subjects
on which Congress shall be qualified to act ; the second
relates to the executive department, prescribing the
method of election and the qualifications and duties of
the President ; the third relates to the judicial department,
providing for the supreme court and such inferior courts
as Congress may think necessary ; the fourth deals with
the relations between the general government and the

separate States, and provides for the admission of new

The ancient constitutional traditions of the state.

Macaulay.

The history of the three Lancastrian reigns has a double

interest; it contains not only the foundation, consolida-

tion, and destruction of a fabric of dynastic power, but,

parallel with it, the trial and failure of a great constitu-

tional experiment. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 300.

Medieval London still waits for its constitutional histo-

rian. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 64.

Constitutional convention, in the United States : ()
The body of delegates from the several States which framed
the federal Constitution, sitting in Philadelphia from 1

'

25th to September 17th, 1787. (6) A body of deleg;

meeting under authority of Congress to frame a constitu

tion of government for a new State ; or such a body con-
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appearance of constitutionally different individuals is a

far more effective agent.
Damrin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 305.

2. With a view to the benefit of one's physical
constitution.

Every morning the regular water-drinkers, Mr. Pick-

wick among the number, met each other in the pump-
room, took their quarter of a pint, and walked constitu-

timwilb/. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxvi.

3. In accordance with the constitution or frame
of government ; according to the political con-

stitution.

Even in France, the States-General alone could constitu-

tionallii impose taxes. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

constitutionary (kou-sti-tu'shon-a-ri), a. [=
F. consKtMtiuniiain; < LL. constitutionarius,

May prop. adj. (as a noun, one who has to do with

sates the copying of the imperial constitutions), < L.
fit "

constitutio(n-), constitution: see constitution.]

Constitutional.vened by a State legislature, in the prescribed manner,
'

I-'-L-/ i, t \ rf
to revise the existing constitution of the State.-Consti- COnstltutlOniSt (kon-stl-tu shon-ist), . [< COII-

atitntion + -int.'] One who adheres to or upholds
the constitution of the country ; a constitution-

tutional monarchy. See monarchy. Constitutional
Union party, in U. S. hist., a party-name assumed in

the electoral contest of 1860 by the southern Whigs, who,
unwilling to join either the Republican or the Democratic
party, ignored the slavery question in their public declara-
tions and professed no other political principles than at-

,..
constitutive (kon'sti-tu-tiv), (i. [= F._eonsH-

alist.

(inistiiiitiiiiii'sts and anti-constitutionists.
Lord ISiilinnliruh', Parties, xix.

nn rminrt fV>r rnuetitiitinunl u-nll- nr erer COnSllTOllve (***
. it', i oiiort lor coHtitiiuitoHtit itinh or cJivt -

, , . /. , ,
- -TL 4~ +, -n^n / T no if */>*-!>

<n T rt T TI n a ii. tutif Si>. PIT. It. constttutwo. \ J^. as it con-

Benefit of ne^tl
^ 7 *' 53& %****, pp. : see constitute.^ I.

enent 01 neaiin. rwatitntincr fnnninp'. or comriosins: constitu-

wse,

benefit

Even the mild walks which are dignified with the name
of exercise there, how unlike the Cantab's constitutional
of eight miles in less than two hours.

C. A. Bristol, English University (2d ed.), p. 45.

Constituting, forming, or composing; constitu-

ent; elemental; essential.

An intelligent and cnnxtitntirr part <.f even virtue.

Barrow.



constitutive

Individuality ia as in in ha t iJilirt>,',- fart of eaeh hllinnn

being as is tin- trail \vhieh IK- slums in omnium with his

fellow-.. rii. .SVi'. .I/"., XXX. W,.

2. Having power to cnai-l r establish ; insti-

tuting. Constitutive difference. Same as ><:>,, ;,t.

I in- iliffi'ivniv (which sec, under i-i,ni;.Ml'iv). COngtitU-
tive mark, in /"/", an essential mark ;

our of the marks
.MI, I;,, 1 n, 11,,; .1, mull I a thin--'. Constitutive
principles. (") In /":/'<: (1) The two |,rrmi*e> ;,n,l three

terms of a syllogism : called iitnt'Tini <>!, ..!ilnt,i-:' f,,<n<-i-

;;(-. (2) The mood and lluro ol syllogism : culled /<>ri{
contain'"',' in i:i:''i'l< -.*. lii hoih senses distiRgililheid front

rf'ful'itii''' an.) ndiuttvt /'"//'// * o* hi<'U >ee, iiinler the

iidjfi lives), (k) in ih,- Kiiiihnii pAillM., principle! accord-

ing to which all uhjei't of pure intuition ran he r<m-.t ru. I

e,l a |,li"ii: oppose.! to fi''iu/ritt>.' fritii-ijih'* (which see,

under /.,/,i/,.,i. Constitutive use of a conception,
in the K<inti<in ftliilim., tile holding of a conreption to be
true as a maU'T of tart : opposed to the /</"/<('" < "*<,

which consist* in acting as if it. were true.

constitutively (kon'sti-tu-tiv-li), adv. In a
constitutive manner.

constitutor (kon'sti-tu-tor), n. [< L. constitu-

tor, < COIIMtitlll'IT, pll. COIIxlitlltllx. Constitute: See

constitute."] 1. One who or that wliich consti-

tutes or makes up ;
a constituent.

Eloeution ia only an assistant, hut not a cmutitutor ol

eloquence, (jotilsmilh, The Bee, No, 7.

2. One who promises to pay the debt of another.

liniMtljr and Lawrence.
constrain (kon-stran'), v. t. [< ME. constraint,

constrcynen, cousin ii/nrn, < OF. constraindre,

constreindre, citnxlrttindre, costreindre, F. con-

traindre = Pr. costraigiier = Sp. constrenir =
Pg. eonistrangrr, constrinyir = It. constringere,

costrigncre, \ L. constringere, pp. constrictus ( >

E. constringe and constrict, q. v. ),
bind together,

draw together, fetter, constrict, hold in check,
restrain, constrain, < com-, together, + strin-

gere, pp. strictus, draw tight: see strict, strin-

gent, strain2 . Cf. distrain, restrain."] 1. In gen-
eral, to exert force, physical or moral, upon,
either in urging to action or in restraining
from it ; press ; urge ;

drive ; restrain. Hence
2. To urge with irresistible power, or with a

force sufficient to produce the effect
; compel ;

necessitate
; oblige.

The seke meu be not constreifned to that Fast.

Mandetitte, Travels, p. 134.

Me thynketh, syre Reson,
Men sholde constreyne no clerke to knauene werkes.

Piers Plowman (C), vi. 54.

I was constrained to appeal unto Crosar. Acts xxviii. 19.

Cruel need
Constrain'd us, but a better time has come.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Pardon us, constrained to do this deed
By the King's will.

H'illiiini Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 145.

3. To confine or hold by force ; restrain from

escape or action
; repress or compress ;

bind.

How the strait stays the slender waist constrain. Gay.

He hinds in chains
The drowsy prophet, and his limbs constraint.

Dryden.

4. To check; repress; hinder; deter. 5f. To
force.

Her spotless chastity,
Inhuman traitors, you constraint and fore'd.

Shut., Tit. And., v. 2.

constrainable (kon-stra'na-bl), a. [< constrain
+ -able; = F. contraigndblc."} That may be
constrained, forced, or repressed; subject to
constraint or to restraint

; subject to compul-
sion.

Before Novatlan's uprising, no man was conttrainable to
confess publicly any sin. Hooker, Eceles. Polity, vi. 4.

constrained (kon-strand'), p. a. [Pp. of con-

strain, r.] Produced by constraint, especially
in opposition to nature ; manifesting constraint,
especially interniil constraint or repression of
emotion : as, a constrained voice

;
a constrained

manner.
The scars upon your honour ... he
Does pity, as constrained blemishes,
Not as ileserv'd. Shale., A. and C., lit. 11.

constrainedly (kon-stra'ned-li), adv. By con-
straint ; by compulsion.
constrained (kon-stra'ner), n. One who con-
si rains.

Constraint (kon-stranf), n. [< ME. constreint,

eoHStrcynti; i-onxln-nt. < OF. "constraintc, con-

trainti; K. I'ontniinte, orig. fern, of "constraint,

contraint, pp. of conxlrniiuln', constrain: see

fnnttniiii."] 1. Irresistible force, or its effect ;

any force or power, physical or moral, which
compels to act or to forbear action ; compul-
sion; coercion; restraint.

Feed the llocknf iiiul. . . . taking the oversight thereof,
n,,t hy Himtriiint. but willingly. 1 Pet. v. ->.

Thru
1

lone, iniprisoninent ami hanl <-n*frnint.

Spenser, F. (J., I. x. 2.
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Commands are no constraints. If I obey them,
1 ,1., it lively. MiU'in,8. A., 1. 1S72.

Specifically 2. Repression of emotion, or of

the expression of one's thoughts and feelings ;

hence, embarrassment: as, he spoke with <./-

xlrnint.

The ambassador and Fernandcs were received liy the

enero

civility.

Benero with an air of ,-un*t,'<ini< an' I co.,lne>s, though with

Ilruce, Source ..I the Nile, II. 31

3. Iniiiiitli/tirtil mech., the product of the mass of

a particle into the square of that velocity which,

compounded with the velocity the particle
would have if free, would give tne actual velo-

city. Degree of constraint, a one -dimensional geo-
metric condition imjKMied upon the possible displacement
ol a liotly or system of bodies. Thus, if one point of tile

system be forced to remain on the surface of a given
sphere, one (teijrce ofconstraint is introduced ; if one point
be fixed, three ./, /, -, . . ,,/ i-owttraint are introduced, etc.

Kinetic constraint, the condition that a point of a sys-
tem shall move in a Kiven way. Principle of least con-
straint, in atuUiftictil tnectt., the principle that, when
there are connections between parts of a system, the mo-
tion is such as to make the sum of the constraint* a mini
muni.

The maximum and minimum principles have at last

assumed their final form in the 1'rincipte o/ Least Con-
tlniint established by Uausg. Accordinn to him, the move-
ments of a system of masses, however the masses may be
connected together, take place at every moment in tiie

utmost possible agreement with their free movement, and
therefore under the least constraint. As measure of the

constraint, is taken the sum of the products of every mass
into the square of its departure from free motion.

Quoted in Mind, IX. 458.

= Syn. 1. Violence, necessity, coercion. Seeforct, n.

constraintivet (kon-stran'tiv), a. [< constraint
+ -ive.] Having power to compel.
Not through any constraining necessity, or constrain-

tice vow, but on a voluntary choice.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, foL 127.

constrict (kon-strikt').
' ' [< L. constrictus,

pp. of constringere, draw together : see constrain,

constringe.] 1. To draw together in any part
or at any point by internal force or action

;
con-

tract
;
cause shrinkage or diminution of bulk,

volume, or capacity in : as< to constrict a canal
or a duct. 2. To compress in one part by ex-

ternal force
; squeeze ;

bind
; cramp.

Suchthingsas constrict the fibres. . I rbuthnot, Aliments.

constrict (kon-strikt'), a. [< L. constrictus, pp. :

see the verb.] Same as constricted.

constricted (kon-strik'ted), p. a. [< constrict

+ -erf2.] Drawn together ; compressed or con-

tracted; straitened; cramped: as, the middle
of an hour-glass is constricted. Specifically (o) In
bot. and inert. ,

contracted or tightened so as to be smaller
in some parts than in others : as, a constricted pod ; a con-

stricted urethra.

Some among the cells in the microscopic fields are seen
to be elongated and constricted into an hour-glass shape
in the middle. S. B. Herriclc, Plant Life, p. 32.

('0 In entom. : (1) Suddenly ami disproportionally more
slender in any part : as, an abdomen constricted in the
middle. (2) Much more slender than the neighboring
parts : as, a constricted joint of the antenna.

constriction (kon-strik'shon), . [= F. con-

striction = Pr. constriccio = Sp. constriccion =
Pg. constriccSo = It. costririone, < LL. constric-

tio(n-), < L. constringere, pp. constrictus, con-
strict: see constrain, constrict.] 1. The act
or process of constricting; the state of being
constricted, (a) A drawing together or into smaller

compass by some intrinsic means or action ; shrinkage in

one or more parts ; contraction. (6) The operation of com-
pressing by external force ; a squeezing or cramping by
pressing upon or binding; compression by extraneous
means.

2. The result of constricting ;
a constricted or

narrowed part.

Constrictipedes (kon-strik-ti-pe'dez), n. pi.

[NL., < L. constrictus, drawn together, constrict-

ed (see constrict), + pes, pi. pcdes, = E. foot."}
In ornith., a subclass of birds, proposed by
Hogg in 1846 upon physiological considera-
tions : opposed to his Inconstricti/irtlt.t, and cor-

responding approximately with the Altrices of

Bonaparte and with the Psilopa;des or Gymno-
pa"des of Sundevall. [Not in use.]

constrictive (kpn-strik'tiv), a. [= F. constric-

tif = Pr. coxtricliu = Sp. Pg. constrictivo = It.

costrcttivo, < LL. constrictirus, < L. constrictus,

pp. of constringere, constrict: see constrain,

constrict."] Tending to constrict, contract, or

compress.
constrictor (kon-strik'tor), n. and a. [= F. con-
xtric/i'iir = Sp. Pg. 00Min0Mr = It. constrittorc.

contrition', < NL. constrictor, < L. constringere,

pp. eonstrictus, constrict: see coiuttrniii. I-IIH-

strict."] I. it. 1. That whicli constricts, con-
tracts, or draws together ; specifically, in anal.,
a muscle which <lr:i\vs parts together, or closes

an opening; a sphincter: as, the constrictor of

the esophagus.

construction

He supposed the c"it*ti-i<-t,,,-< of the ,-\.li,|- must be
strengthened in the sujM-ii'illoiis. II ililtnu.

2. A large serpent wliich envelops and crushes
its prey in its folds: as, the b(MK)M*fri0(0r. See
boa. 3. The technical pn-ilic mime of the
common black-snake of North America,
iiinii ciiiixtrictor. Bee cut undi-r
Constrictor arcuum, <mc of BMDundMOoniMvtlBcbnD-
chial arches ut , a. h ^iiie in some of the lower vertebrates,
as Aiui>h,i,i,<. Constrictor isthml faucium, the paia

-us: a small nin-rle of the soft palate ami t.-iuu,
,

ton,, in- the j,o>t< rinr pillar of the faiires. Constrictor
pharvngls superior, medius, Inferior, the upi-r, mid-

ule, a 1 1' I lower jmarj nyral . -mi'ti irloi v thiee muscles form-
in- most of the fleshy wall of the human pharynx, having
several attachments to the base of the skull, the lower jaw,
hyoid bone, larynx, etc.

II. a. Acting as a constrictor; constricting:
as, a constrictor muscle.
Constrictores (kon-strik-to'rez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of constrictor : see constrictor."] In Oppel's
system of classification (1811), the constrictors,
a family of ophidians ; the boas and pythons of

the genera Boa and Eryx. See lioida; 1'ytho-
niilir.

constringe (kon-strinj'), . t.
; pret. and pp. con-

stringed, ppr. constringing. [< L. constringere,
draw together: see constrain, constrict."} To
cause constriction in

;
constrict or cause to con-

tract or pucker; astringe.

Strong liquors . . . cottstrinye, harden the fibres, and
coagulate the fluids. Arbutlinot.

On tasting it [water from the Dead Sea], my mouth was
constringed as If it had been a strong allum water.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 36.

constringent (kpn-strin'jent), a. [= F. con-

stringent = Sp. Pg. constriiigcnte = It. costri-

gnente, < L. constringcn(t-)s, ppr. of constringere,
constrict: see constrain, constringe.] Causing
constriction ; having the quality of constrict-

ing, contracting, or puckering; extremely as-

tringent.
construct (kon - strukt

'

), v. [< L. constructus,

pp. of construere ( > It. costruirc, construire = Sp.
Pg. construir = Pr. F. construire (> D. konstrue-

ren = G. construiren = Dan. konntruere = Sw.

konstruera) ;
cf. construe), heap together, build,

make, construct, connect grammatically (see

construe), < com-, together, + struere, heap up,
pile: see structure.] I. trans. 1. To put to-

gether the parts of in their proper place and
order; erect; build; form: as, to construct an
edifice or a ship.

Bivalve shells are made to open and shut, but on what
a number of patterns is the hinge constructed, from the

long row of neatly interlocking teeth in a Nucula to the

simple ligament of a Mussel !

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 187.

2. To devise and put into orderly arrangement ;

form by the mind ;
frame ; fabricate

;
evolve

the form of: as, to construct a story.

He constructed a new system. Johnson.

3f. To interpret or understand; construe. 4.
To draw, as a figure, so as to fulfil given condi-
tions. See construction, 4. = Syn. 1. To fabricate,

erect, raise. 2. To invent, originate, frame, make, insti-

tute. See construe.

II. intrans. To engage in or practise con-
struction.

Demolition is undoubtedly a vulgar task ; the highest
glory of the statesman is to construct.

MacmUay, Mlrabean.

construct (kon
'

strukt), a. [< L. constructns,

pp. : see the verb.] In gram., constituting or

expressing connection as governing substan-
tive with the substantive governed.- Construct
state, in Hebrew and other .Semitic languages, the form
of a noun, generally characterized by shortened or changed
vowels, used liffore another noun which in Indo-European
languages would he in the genitive case, or preceded hy
of. It may therefore be translated by nj appended to the

governing noun, and the distinctive peculiarity a*, com-
pared with the family of languages last named, is that it

is the governing and not the governed noun wliich is al-

tered in form.

Bel's consort was named Belit (for belat III R. 7, col. I

3, on account of the preceding eX construct state of heltu,

"lady." Amcr. Jour. Philal., VIII. 2B9.

constructor (kon-struk'ter), . Same as con-
structor.

construction (kon-struk'shon), n. [= D. kon-
xtniktii- = G. eoMfnwffofl ="Dan. Sw. konstrtik-

tion, < F. ctinxtrnctio>i= Pr. conxtructio, costructio

= Sp. construccion = Pg. conxtriicylo = It. co-

Ktru:ioiu; < L. i-niixtriii-tiii(n-). < construerr, pp.
conxtructus, construct: see construct, r.] 1.

The act of building or making; the act of de-

vising and forming; fabrication.

From the raft or canoe ... to the construction of a
vessel capable of conveying a numerous crew with safety
to a distant coast, the progress in improvement is inm

Roorrtsun.



construction

2. The way or form in which a thing is built

or made
;
the manner of putting together the

parts, as of a building, a ship, a machine, or a

system; structure.

An astrolabe of peculiar construction. Whewett.

3. That which is constructed
;
a structure.

The period when these old constructions [mounds] were
deserted is ... far back in the past.

J. V. Baldivin, Anc. America, p. 51.

4. In geom., a figure drawn so as to satisfy

given conditions ;
the method of drawing such

a figure with given mathematical instruments,

especially with rule and compasses.

Propositions in geometry appear in a double form : they
express that a certain figure, drawn in a certain way, sat-

isfies certain conditions, or they require a figure to be so

constructed that certain conditions are satisfied. The
first form is the theorem, the second the problem, of con-

struction. Petersen, tr. by Haagensen.

Two simple harmonic motions at right angles to one

another, and having the same period and phase, may be

compounded into a single simple harmonic motion by a
construction precisely the same as that of the rectangular
parallelogram of velocities.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 89.

5. In gram., syntax, or the arrangement and
connection of words in a sentence according to

established usages or the practice of good writ-

ers and speakers ; syntactical arrangement.
What else there is, he jumbles together in such a lost

construction as no man, either letter'd or unletter'd, will

be able to piece up. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

6. The act of construing; the manner of un-

derstanding or construing the arrangement of

words, or of explaining facts
;
attributed sense

or meaning; explanation; interpretation.
He shall find the letter ; observe his construction of it.

Shalt., T. N., ii. 3.

Foul wresting, and impossible construction.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Wherein I have heretofore been faulty,
Let your constructions mildly pass it over,

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 2.

Religion . . . produces good will towards men, and
puts the mildest construction upon every accident that
befalls. Spectator, No. 483.

Specifically 7. In law : (a) Interpretation; in-

telligent reading with explanation, such as to de-
fine the meaning. (b) An altered reading of the
text of an instrument, designed to make clear an

ambiguity or uncertainty in its actual expres-
sion, or to show its application to, or exclusion

of, matters which upon its face are not clearly
included or excluded. 8. Naut., the method
of ascertaining a ship's course by means of

trigonometrical problems and diagrams. 9.
In music, the composition of a work according
to an appreciable plan. 10. In the Kantian

philos., a synthesis of arbitrarily formed con-

ceptions Construction of equations, in alg., the
construction of a figure representing the equation or equa-
tions. Pregnant construction. See pregnant.
constructional (kou-struk'shon-al), a. [< con-
struction + -al.] Pertaining to construction, in

any sense of that word; specifically, deduced
from construction or interpretation.

Symbolical grants and constructional conveyances.
Waterland, Charge on the Eucharist, p. 40.

But iron no longer greatly interests us except for interior
constructional expedients. The Century, XXVIII. 511.

COnstructionally (kpn-struk'shpn-al-i), adv. 1.

In a constructional manner or use
;
in construc-

tion.

The use of wood constructionally should be discarded.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 292.

2. With reference to verbal construction; by
construing.
COnstructionist (kon-struk'shon-ist), n. [<
construction + -ist.~\ One who construes or

interprets law or the terms of an agreement,
etc.: generally with a limiting adjective.
Strict COnstructionist, one who favors exact and rigid
construction, as of laws ; specifically, in U. S. hist., one who
advocates a strict construction of the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States, with especial reference
to the rights of the individual States. The Anti-Federalist

party, the Democratic Republicans who succeeded them,
and the Democratic party have in general been strict con-
structionists : the Federalists, Whigs, and modern Repub-
licans have been chiefly broad or loose constructionists.

construction-way (kou-struk'shon-wa), n. A
temporary way or road employed for the trans-

. portation of the materials used in constructing
a railroad.

constructive (kon-struk'tiv), a. [= OF. and
P. construct!/ = Pr. constructiu = Pg. construc-

tivo, < L. as if "constructivus, < constructus, pp.
of construere, construct: see construct, .] 1.

Capable of constructing, or of being employed
in construction

;
formative

; shaping.
The constructive fingers of Watt, Fulton, Arkwright.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 36.
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Emerson was not a great philosopher, because he had no
constructive talent, he could not build a system of phi-

losophy. The Century, XXVII. 925.

2. Relating or pertaining to the act or process
of construction; of the nature of construction.

He [Markquard] brought in the received constructive

form of his day. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 65.

Architectural ornament is of two kinds, constructive and
decorative. By the former are meant all those contrivances,
such as capitals, brackets, vaulting shafts, and the like,

which serve to explain or give expression to the construc-

tion. J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 31.

Statistics are the backbone of constructive history.
The Athenaeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 47.

3. Affirmative ; inferring a result from a rule

and the subsumption of a case under the rule :

applied to arguments. 4. Deduced by con-

struction or interpretation; not directly ex-

pressed, but inferred; imputed, in contradis-

tinction to actual : applied, in law, to that which
amounts in the eye of the law to an act

?
irre-

spective of whether it was really and inten-

tionally performed.
Stipulations, expressed or implied, formal or construc-

tive. Paley.

The doctrine of constructive treason was terribly exem-

plified in the cases of Burdett, Stacy, and Walker.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 373.

Constructive contempt, delivery, dilemma, escape,
eviction, fraud, imprisonment, malice, mileage, no-
tice, trust, etc. See the nouns. Constructive total

loss, in marine insurance, occurs when the thing insured
and damaged is not actually wholly lost, but recovery is

highly improbable, or recovery and repairs would cost

more than the thing would be worth after being repaired.
A right to recover against the insurers for a constructive
total loss is secured by notice of abandonment given by
the owners to the insurers.

constructively (kon-struk'tiv-li), adv. In a con-
structive manner. Specifically (a) By way of con-

struction or interpretation; by fair inference.

A neutral should have had notice of a blockade, either

actually, by a formal notice from the blockading power, or

constructively, by notice to his government.
Chancellor Kent, Com., I. 147.

Ceremonials may be immoral in themselves, or construc-

tively immoral on account of their known symbolism.
W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, II. 214.

(b) For the purpose of building or construction.

The Babylonians and Assyrians never seem to have used
stone constructively, except as the revetment of a terrace
wall. J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 188.

constructiveness (kon - struk
'
tiv -

nes), n. In

pliren., the tendency to construct in general,

supposed not to be an independent faculty, but
to take its particular direction from other fac-

ulties. It is said to be large in painters, sculp-
tors, mechanicians, and architects. See cut
under phrenology.
constructor (kon-struk'tor), n. [= F. construc-

teur (> D. konstrukteur = Dan. konstruktor) =
Sp. Pg. constructor = It. costruttore, < ML. con-

structor, < L. construere, pp. constructus, build,
construct: see construct, v.] 1. One who con-
structs or makes

; specifically, a builder.

A constructor of dials. Johnson, Rambler, No. 103.

Social courage is exactly the virtue in which the con-
structors of a government will always think themselves
least able to indulge. J. Morley, Burke, p. 140.

At present no question is exciting more attention among
our constructors than that of the strength of materials.

Science, III. 312.

2f. One who- constructs or interprets.

Seeing no power but death can stop the chat of ill

tongues, nor imagination of mens minds, lest my owne
relations of those hard euents might by some constructors
bee made doubtful!, I haue thought it best to insert the
examinations of those proceedings.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 208.

Sometimes written constructer.
Chief constructor, in naval administration, the officer

charged with the general supervision of construction for
the navy. In the United States he is the head of the
Bureau of Construction and Repairs in the Navy Depart-
ment.

constructure (kon-struk'tur), n. [< OF. con-

structure = It. costruttura, < ML. *constructura, <

L. construere, construct: see construct, and cf.

structure.] If. Construction; structure; fabric.

They shall the earth's constructure closely bind.
Blackmore.

2. In Scots law, a mode of industrial accession,
whereby, if a house be repaired with the ma-
terials of another, the materials accrue to the
owner of the house, full reparation, however,
being due to the owner of the materials.

construe (kon'stro or kon-stro'), v. t.; pret. and
pp. construed, ppr. construing. [Early mod. E.
often conster; < ME. construen, conatrewen, con-

strue, interpret, < L. construere, construe, con-
struct: see construct, v.] 1. To arrange the
words of in their natural order; reduce the
words of from a transposed to a natural order,

consubstantiation

so as to demonstrate the sense; hence, inter-

pret, and, when applied to a foreign language,
translate : as, to construe a sentence

;
to con-

strue Greek, Latin, or French.
Children beeth compelled for to leve hire owne langage,

and for to construe hir lessouns and here thynges in

Frenche. . . . Now [A. D. 1387] ... in alle the gramere
scoles of Engelond, children leveth Frenche, and constru-
eth and lerneth an [in] Englische.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, ii. 159.

He [Virgil] is so very figurative that he requires, I may
almost say, a grammar apart to construe him.

Dryden, Pref . to Second M iso.

Hence 2. To interpret; explain; show or un-
derstand the meaning of

;
render.

If prophetic fire

Have warm'd this old man's bosom, we might construe
His words to fatal sense. Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

His [Stuyvesant's] haughty refusal to submit to the ques-
tioning of the commissioners was construed into a con-

sciousness of guilt. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 299.

Syn. Interpret, Render, etc. (see translate). Construe,
Construct. "To construe means to interpret, to show the

meaning; to construct means to build : we may construe a

sentence, as in translation, or construct it, as in composi-
tion." A. S. Hill, Rhetoric, p. 50.

constupratet (kon'stu-prat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

constuprated, ppr. constupratiny, [< L. constu-

pratus, pp. of constnprare, < com- (intensive) +
stuprare, ravish, < stuprum, defilement.] To

violate; debauch; deflower. Burton.

COnstuprationt (kon-stu-pra'shon), n. [= F.

constupration (obs.), < L. as if *constupratio(n-),
< constuprare, pp. constiipratus, ravish : see con-

stupratc.~\ The act of ravishing; violation; de-

filement. Sp. Hall.

COnsubsist (kon-sub-sisf), i'. i. [< con- + sub-

sist."] To subsist together. [Bare.]
Two consubsisting wills.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxvi.

consubstantial (kon-sub-stan'shal), a. [=F.
consubstantiel = Sp. consustancial = Pg. consub-

stancial = It. consustanziale, < LL. consubstan-

tialis, < L. com-, together, + substantia, sub-

stance : see substance, substantial.] Having the

same substance or essence
;
coessential.

Christ Jesus . . . coeternal and consubstantial with the

Father and with the Holie Ghost.

Bradford, in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 1058.

" Consubstantial with the Father
"
is nothing more than

"
really one with the Father," being adopted to meet the

evasion of the Arians.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 138.

COUSUbstantialism (kon-sub-stan'shal-izm), n.

[< consubstantial + -ism.] The doctrine of con-

substantiation.

consubstantialist (kon-sub-stan'shal-ist), n.

[< consubstantial + -ist.] One who believes that

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost exist

in consubstantiation.

consubstantiality (kon-sub-stan-shi-al'i-ti), n.

[= F. consubsta ittialite = Sp. consustancialidad
= Pg. consubstancialidade = It. consustanzialita,
< LL. consubstantialitu(t-)s, < consubstantialis,
consubstantial: see consubstantial.] The qual-

ity of being consubstantial ;
existence in the

same substance
; participation in the same na-

ture: as, the coeternityandcos&stoia/%of
the Son with the Father.

Can the answerer himself unriddle the secrets of the

Incarnation, fathom the undivided Trinity, or the consub-

stantiality of the Eternal Son, with all his readings and ex-

aminations ? Dryden, Duchess of York's Paper Defended.

COnsubstantially (kon-sub-stan'shal-i), adv.

In a consubstantial manner.
consubstantiate (kon-sub-stan'shi-at), v.; pret.
and pp. consubstantiatfd, ppr. consubstantiating.

[< NL. consubstantiatus, pp. of consubstantiare,
(. L. com-, together,+ substantia, substance : see

substance, substantiate, and cf. consubstantial.]
I. trans. To unite in one common substance
or nature, or regard as so united. [Rare.]

They are driven to consubstantiate and incorporate
Christ with elements sacramental, or to transubstantiate
and change their substance into his ; and so the one to

hold him really, but invisibly, moulded up with the sub-

stance of these elements the other to hide him under
the only visible shew of bread and wine, the substance

whereof, as they imagine, is abolished, and his succeeded
in the same room.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 67 (Ord MS.).

II. intrans. To profess the doctrine of eon-
substantiation.

The ciinxvlatantiatinff Church and priest
Refuse communion to the Calvinist.

Drtide.il, Hind and Panther, 1. 1026.

consubstantiate (kon-sub-stan'shi-at), a. [<

NL.consiilxtantiatHit, pp. : see the verb.] Same
as consubstantial. Feltham.
Consubstantiation (kon-sub-stan-shi-a'shon),

. [= F. consubstiintiation = Sp. constistanci-

acion = Pg. consvbstanCMg&o = It. consustooizi-



consubstantiation

arc: seo miixuli/i/niitiaii; /.] The doctrine that
the body and blood of Christ coexist in and
with the elements of the eucharist, although
the latter retain their nature as bread and wine :

opposed tn the Uoinan Catholic doctrine of tnin-

Hllli.itlliitiilliini. The term riinsiilixlitttlititioii was em-
ployed in the doctrinal controversies of the Iteforination

by noll-Lnthci an writers, tn designate tin l.iilhcrull view
of the Saviour's presence in the Holy Supper. The I.nthci an

Church, however, llus never used cir accepted this term to

express hrr view, Imt ha> :ilw;i\s and I. ]icatc.ll> i

it, and the meaning it conveys, in her official declarations,

They [the Lutherans] believe that the real body and
blood of our l.onl is united in a nnsterious manner,
through tin; eoiisrrnition, witli the Jiread and wine, and
are received with and under them in the sacrament of the
Lord's supper. This is called '>ntxnlnt,i,itiillnin. Hooker.

They, therefore, err, who say that we believe In impa-
nation, or that Christ is in tile bread and wine. Nor are
those correct who charge us with believing snbpanation,
tluit Christ Is under the form of bread and wine. And
equally groundless is the charge of consubstantiation, or
the belief that the body anil blood of Christ are clianged
into one substance with the bread and wine. . . . Hut
the Lutheran Church maintains that the Savior fulfils his

promise, and is actually present, especially present in the
Holy Supper In a manner not comprehensible to us and
not defined in the Scriptures. Moxheim (trans.).

consuetude (kon'swe-tud), . [< ME. consue-

tude, < OF. consuetude, consietude= OSp. consur-
tud = It. consuetudine, < L. consuetuilo (-tudin-),
custom: see custom.] 1. Custom; usage.

I may notice that habit is formed by the frequent repe-
tition of the same action or passion, and that this repe-
tition is called consuetude or custom.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metph., x.

A series of consistent judgments [in Roman law) of this
sort built up was in the strictest sense a law based on con-
suetude. Encyc. Brit., XX. 698.

2. That to which one is accustomed ; habitual
association

; companionship.
Let us suck the sweetness of those affections and con-

suetudes that grow near us. These old shoes are easy to
the feet. Emerson, Essays, Istser., p. 218.

consuetudinal (kon-swe-tii'di-nal), a. [< OF.
i-ininHi-liidiintl. < ML. *cosuetuatmaUt (in adv.

eonsiirtudinaliter, according to custom), < L.
consuetudo (-tudin-), custom: see consuetude,
custom.] Customary.
consuetudinary (kon-swe-tu'di-na-ri), a. and n.

[= OF. consitetudinaire,' F. consitetudinaire =
op. Pg. It. consuetudinario, < LL. consuetudi-

narius, < L. consuetudo (-tudin-), custom: see

consuetude, custom.] I. a. Customary. con-
suetudinary in- customary law (in contradistinction
to written or statutory laic), that law which is derived by
immemorial custom from remote antiquity. Such is the
common law of Scotland.

These provinces [Navarre and the Basque), until quite
recently, rigidly insisted upon compliance with their eon-

suetudinary law. Encyc. Brit., IX. 810.

II. . ; pi. consuetudinaries (-riz). [< ML.
consuctudinaritis (sc. L. liber, a book), a ritual
of devotions: see I.] A book containing the
ritual and ceremonial regulations of a monas-
tic house or order

;
an ordinal or directory for

religious houses, or for cathedrals and colle-

giate churches observing monastic -discipline.

[Rare.]
A cnnmetudinary of the Abbey of St. Edmunds Bury.

Baker, MS. Catalogue by Masters, Cambridge, p. 61.

Without noticing the title of St. Osmund's book, our
chronicler describes its object to be that of regulating the
ecclesiastical service ; and he ranks it among those writ-
ings which, by the usage of the period, were known under
one indiscriminating appellation, Consuetudinary.

Hock, Church of our Fathers, i. 11.

consul (kon'sul), . [< ME. consul = OF. and
F. consul = Pr. consol, cossol = Sp. Pg. eonxiil

= It. console, consolo = D. konsul = G. consul =
Dan. Sw. konsul, < L. consul, OL. consol, eosol,
a consul; prob. < consulere, deliberate, consult:
see consult, ctiuHnrl.] 1. One of the two chief

magistrates of the ancient Roman republic, an-

nually chosen in the Campus Martms. Tn the
first ages of Rome they were both elected from patrician
or noble families, but about 307 B. c. the people obtained
the privilege of electing one of the consuls from among
themselves, and sometimes both were plebeians. Th
of consul was retained .under the empire, but was confined
chietty to judicial functions, the presidency of the sen'
lite, and the char.ro of public games, and was ultimately
stripped of all power. though remaining the highest dis-
tinction of a subject: it was often assumed by the emper-
ors, and finally disappeared in the sixth century A. n.

2. In Ftmch hint., the title given to the three
supremo magistrates of the French republic
after the dissolution of the Directory in 1799.
Napoleon Koiiaparte had the title of first consul, and his
colleagnet were Camhaecrcs and I.el.rnn. The tlrst con-
Mil was the chief executive; he promulgated laws, named
members of council of state, ministers, and ambassadors.
etc., the second and third consuls having only a delibera-
tive voice. My |Htpular vote Napoleon was chosen consul
for life August 2d, ISO-2. and by a vole of the senate. May
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18th, 1804, consular government was abolished, and he
was proclaimed < ni|KTor.

3. In international laic, an agent appointed and
commissioned by a sovereign state to reside in
a foreign city or town, to protect the interests
of its citizens and commerce there, and to col-

lect and forward information on industrial and
economic matters. He does not usually repre-
sent his government as a diplomatic agent in

any sense.

The commercial agent* of a government, residing in

foreign parts and charged with the duty of promoting the
command*] interests of the state, and especially of its in-

dividual citizens or subjects, are called consuls.

WoolKu, Introd. to Inter. Law, t 95.

4f. A senator of Venice.

Many of the commit . . .

Are at the duke's already.
Shall., Othello, I. 2.

consnlaget (kon'sul-aj), n. [< OF. conrulagf,
consulaif/e ; as consul + -age.] A consulate.
At Council we debated the buisinesse of the Contulage

of Leghorne. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 8, 1672.

consular (kon'su-liir), a. and 11. [(ME. consu-

ler, n., a consul) ="F. consulaire = Sp. Pg. con-
sular = It. consolare, consulare. < L. consulates,

(.consul, a, consul: see consul.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to the consuls in ancient Rome, or in
recent times in France, or to their office

; per-
taining to or characterized by the office of con-
sul : as, the consular power ;

a consular govern-
ment. See consul. 2. In international law,
pertaining to or having the functions of a con-
sul (see consul, 3) : as, the consular service.
Consular agent, an officer of a grade subordinate to that
of consul, stationed at foreign ports of small commercial
importance, and charged with duties similar to those of
a consul, or vice-consul. Consular fees, the privileged
fees or perquisites charged by a consul for his official cer-
tificates.

II. n. 1. In ancient Rome: (a) An ex-con-
sul, and also, under the empire, one who had
held the insignia of a consul without the office.

Juli Cesar first being consular & eft sone the first em-
prowr of Rome. Joye, Exposlcion of Daniel.

(6) The governor of an imperial province.
2f. A consul.

The pride of the consulen.

Chaucer, Boethlus, II. prose 6.

consulate (kon'su-lat), n. [= F. consulat = Sp.
Pg. consulado = It. consolato = D. konsulaat =
G. consulat = Dan. Sw. konsulat, < L. consula-

tus, office of a consul, < consul, a consul : see
consul and -ate->.] 1. The office of a consul, in
either the political or the legal sense of that
word.

After the Alexandrian expedition the Venetians, whose
commerce was suffering, prevailed on Peter to treat for a
peace with Egypt, which was to establish Cypriot consu-
lates and reduce the customs in the ports of the Levant.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 196.

2. In international law : (a) The office or juris-
diction of a consul.

By this [the law of 1856] the President was ordered to
make new appointments to all the consulates, which were
thereby declared vacant.

Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 45.

(6) The premises officially occupied by a con-
sul. 8. Government by a consul or consuls;
specifically, the government which existed in
France from the overthrow of the Directory,
November 9th, 1799, to the establishment of
the empire, May 18th, 1804. See consul, 2.

Would not the world have thought . . . that the cour-
age I exerted in my consulate was merely accidental ?

r. Melmoth, tr. of Cicero, VI. i.

consulate-general (kon
' su - 1st -jen

'
e -

ral), .

The office or jurisdiction of a consul-general.
The Italian Government has from time immemorial re-

fused to recognize a consul as a diplomatic officer, and
even, until Mr. Marsh induced them to relax the rule, to
allow the consulate-firneral of any foreign country to be
established in the same place as its legation.

The Nation, Dec. 6, 1888.

consul-general (kon'sul-jen'e-ral), n. A dip-
lomatic officer having the supervision of all the
consulates of his government in a foreign coun-
try ;

a chief consul. Abbreviated C. G.
The salaries of the confult-neneral vary from (4,000, as

at Antwerp, to $10,000, as at Cairo and Calcutta.

Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 94.

consulship (kon'sul-ship), . [< consul+ -ship.]
The office or the term of office of a consul, in
either the political or the diplomatic sense of the
word : as, the consulship of Cicero. See consul.

consult (kon-sulf), r. [< F. consulter = Sp.
Pg. ron,tultar = It. ronsultnn: < L. consultare,
deliberate, consult, freq. of consulere, pp. cnn-

xiiltt/.'i, deliberate, consider, reflect upon, con-
sult, ask advice, < com-, together, + -fiilere, of
uncertain origin: see consul and counsel.] I,

consultatory

trans. 1. To ask advice of; seek the opinion
of as a guide to one's own jud^im-nt : have re-
course to for information or instruction: as, to
consult a friend, a physii-ian. or a book.

They were content to eonndt libraries. II /

He gives an account of this episode in his career, which
Is well worth consulting. A. Dovmn, Int. i o ~i. 1>

],. xxxv.

2. To have especial reference i,r respect to, in

judging or acting; consider; regard.
We are . . . to n,,i.< u/i tlir neeessitiesof life, rather (ban

matters of ornament and delight. .Sir Jl. /,/.-'

The senate owns its gratitude to Cato,
Who with so great a soul commits its safety.

Auditon, Cato, it. 3.

Ere fancy yon consult, consult your purse.
'..., Way to Wealth.

3f. To plan, devise, or contrive.

Thou hast consulted shame to thy house by cutting off

many people. Hah. II. 10.

II. intrans. 1. To seek the opinion or advice
of another, for the purpose of regulating one's
own action or judgment: followed by tritli.

Rehoboam consulted mth the old men. 1 Ki. ill. 6.

He who prays, must consult first tn'fA his heart.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, xvl.

2. To take counsel together; confer; deliber-
ate in common.

Let us consult upon to-morrow's business.

SAo*.,Rlch. III., v. 3.

consult! (kon-sulf or kon'sult), . [= P. con-
suite = Sp. Pg. It. consulta, < ML. consultus, a
council, consulta, deliberation, L. consulturn, a

consultation, a decree, resolution, masc., fern.,
and neut., respectively, of L. consultus, pp. of

consulere, consult: see consult, v.] 1. A meet-
ing for consultation or deliberation ; a council.

But in the latter part of his [Charles II.'s] life ... his
secret thoughts were communicated but to few ; and those
selected of that sort who were . . . able U) advise him in
a serious consult, Dryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

Immediately the two main bodies withdrew, under their
several ensigns, to the farther parts of the library, and
there entered into cabals and consults upon the present
emergency. Suift, Battle of Books.

2. The act of consulting; the effect of consul-

tation; determination.

All their grave commits dissolved in smoke.
Dryden, Fables.

COnsultable (kon-sul'ta-bl), a. [== F. consulta-

ble, etc.
;
as consult, v.,"+ -able.] Able or ready

to be consulted.

consultant (kon-sul'tant), . [< F. consultant,
orig. pp. of consulter, consult : see consult, .] A
physician who is called in by the attending phy-
sician to give counsel in a case.

COnsultary (kon-sul'ta-ri), a. [< commit +
-ary

1
.] Relating to consultation. Consultary

response, the opinion of a court of law on a special case.

consultation (kon-sul-ta'shon), H. [= F. con-
sultation = Sp. consultacion = Pg. consultaqSo= It. consulta:ione, < L. consultatio(n-), a con-

sultation^ consultare. pp. consultatus, consult:
see consult, v.] 1. The act of consulting; de-
liberation of two or more persons with a view
to some decision

; especially, a deliberation in
which one party acts as adviser to the other.

He (Henry 1.
1
first instituted the Form of the High Court

of Parliament ; for liefore his Time only certain of the No-
bility and ['relates of the Realm were called to connUta-
turn about the most important Affairs of State.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 40.

Thus they their doubtful consultations dark
Ended. Milton, P. L., U. 486.

2. A meeting of persons to consult together;
specifically, a meeting of experts, as physicians
or counsel, to confer about a specific case.

A consultation was called, wherein he advised a saliva-
tion. Wiseman, Surgery.

Writ Of consultation. In Eny. lav, a writ whereby a
cause, removed by prohibition from the ecclesiastical court
to the king's court, is sent hack to the former court : so
called because the judges, on confutation or delilieration,
and comparison of the libel with the suggestion of the party
at whose instance the removal Is made, find that the sug-
gestion is false, and that the cause has been wrongfully
removed.

consultative (kon-sul'ta-tiv), a. [= F. consul-

tatif, < L. as if "consultativus, < consultatus, pp.
of consultare, consult: see consult, r., and cf.

consultice.] Pertaining to consultation; hav-

ing the function of consulting ; advisory.
He laid down the nature and power of the synod, as only

consultative, decisive, and declarative, not eo:u-tive.

H'inthrop, Hist. New Kngland, II. 331.

Evidence coming from many peoples In all times shows
that the eonstiltatirt body Is, at the outset, nothing more
than a council of war. //. Spencer, Prin. of .SocioL, $ 491.

consultatory (kon-sul'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

"consultatoriux, (consultatus, pp. of consultare,
consult: see consult, r., and -atory.] Advisory.



consulter

COnsulter (kon-sul'tcr), n. One who consults,
or asks counsel or information : as, a consulter

with familiar spirits.

consulting (kou-sul'ting), /). a. [Ppr. of con-

sult, c.
;
in comp. the verbal n. of consult, v., used

attributively.] Acting in consultation or as an

adviser; making a business of giving profes-
sional advice: as, a consulting barrister; a con-

sulting physician ; a consulting accountant.
consultive (kon-sul'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. con-

sultieo; as consult + -ive. Cf. consultative.']

Pertaining to consultation
;
determined by con-

sultation or reflection
; maturely considered.

He that remains in the grace of God sins not hy any de-

liberate, consultive, knowing act.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 770.

consultivelyt (kon-sul'tiv-li), adv. In a con-
sultive manner

; deliberately.
consumable (kon-su'ma-bl), a. [= F. consu-

mable, etc.; as consume + -able.] Capable of

being consumed, dissipated, or destroyed ;
de-

structible.

Asbestos doth truly agree in this common quality as-

cribed unto both, of being incombustible, and not consum-
able by flre. Up. Wilkins, Hath. Magick.

consumah, consumar (kon'sum-a, -ar), n.

[Also written connu/nman, consummar, and con-

sammar; repr. Hind, khdnsamdn, a house-stew-
ard or butler, perhaps < khwan, a tray, + saman,
effects.] In the East Indies, a servant having
charge of the supplies; especially, a house-
steward or butler.

The kansamah may be classed with the house-steward
and butler, both of which offices appear to unite in this
servant. T. Williamson, East India Vade Jlecum.

consume (kon-sum'), r.
; pret. and pp. consumed,

ppr. consuming. [< ME. consumen = D. konsu-
imreti = 6. consumiren = Dan. konsumere = Sw.
consumers, < OF. consumer, F. consumer = Sp.
Pg. consiimir = It. consumare, < L. consumere,
eat, consume, use up, destroy, lit. take together
or wholly, < com-, together, + sumere, take,
contr. of *subimere, < sub, under, from under,+ emere, buy, orig. take : see cmption. Cf. as-

sume, desume, presume, resume.] I. trans. 1.
To destroy by separating into parts which can-
not be reunited, as by decomposition, burning,
or eating; devour; use up; wear out; hence,
destroy the substance of; annihilate.
A vulture or eagle stood by him, which in the day-time

gnawed and consumed his liver.

Bacon, Physical Fables, ii.

Where two raging fires meet together,
They do consume the thing that feeds their fury.

Shak., T. of the 8., ii. 1.

Fear and grief
Convulse us and consume us day by day.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxix.

Specifically 2. To destroy by use
; dissipate

or wear out (a thing) by applying it to its natu-
ral or intended use : as, only a small part of the
produce of the West is consumed there

;
in an

unfavorable sense, waste ; squander: as, to con-
sume an estate.
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I consume

In languishing affections for that trespass.

Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 2.

2. To be destroyed as by use, burning, etc. : as,
the fire was lighted, and the wood consumed

away.
What heard they daly? . . . that victells consumed

apace, but he must & would keepe sufficient for them
selves & their returne.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 79.

consumedly (kon-su'med-li), adv. [Said to be
a corruption of consummately.] Greatly; huge-
ly ; mightily. [Slang.]

I believe they talk'd of me, for they laugh'd consumedly.
Farquhar, Beaux Stratagem, iii. 1.

COnsumeless (kon-sum'les), a. [< consume +
-less.] Unconsumable. [Bare.]

How the purple waves
Scald their consumeless bodies !

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 14.

consumer (kon-su'mer), 11. 1. One who con-

sumes, destroys, wastes, or spends ;
that which

consumes.

Time, the consumer of things, causing much time and
paines to bee spent in curious search, that wee might pro-
duce some light out of darknessc.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 337.

The consumers of the energy stored in the fly-wheel of
an engine are the machines in the mill.

R. S. Ball, Exper. Mechanics, p. 267.

2. Specifically, inpolit. econ., one who destroys
the exchangeable value of a commodity by
using it: the opposite of producer.
No labour tends to the permanent enrichment of society

which is employed in producing things for the use of un-
productive consumers. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. 5.

consumingly (kpn-su'ming-li), adv. In a con-
suming manner.
consummah, consummar, . See consumah.
consummate (kon-sum'at or kon'sum-at), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. consummated, ppr. consummating.
[< L. consummatus, pp. of consummare (>It. con-
summare = Pr. Sp. consumar = Pg. consummar
= F. consommer), sum up, make up, finish, com-
plete, < com-, together, + sunima, a sum : see
sum2

, summation.] 1. To finish by completing
what was intended

; perfect ; bring or carry to
the utmost point or degree ; carry or bring to

completion ; complete ; achieve.

During the twenty years which followed the death of

Cowper, the revolution in English poetry was fully con-
summated. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.
Samuel Adams . . . had done more than any one man

to consummate the ideas of the New England leaders, and
to advance the progress of Revolution.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, iv.

Specifically 2. To complete (a marriage) by
sexual intercourse.

consummate (kon-sum'at), a. [= Sp. consu-
mado = Pg. consummado = It. consummate, <
L. consummatus, pp. : see the verb.] Complete;
perfect; carried to the utmost extent or de-

gree : as, consummate felicity ; consummate hy-
pocrisy

Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye
may consume it upon your lusts. Jas. iv. 3.

Italy with Silkes and Velvets consumes our chiefe Com-
modities. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 128.

It would require greater sumes of money to furnish such
a voiage, and to fitt them with necessaries, then their con-
maied estats would amounte too.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 2<T

There are numerous products which may be said not to
admit of being consumed otherwise than nonproductively

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. 5.

3. To cause to waste away ; make thin.
He became miserably worn and consumed with age.

Bacon, Moral Fables, ii.

He was consumed to an anatomy, . . . having nothing
left but skin to cover his bones.

J!. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 352).

4. To bring to utter ruin
; exterminate.

Let me alone, . . . that I may consume them.
Ex. xxxii. 10.

I'll be myself again, and meet their furies,
Meet, and consume their mischiefs.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.

5. To make use of
; employ the whole of

;
fill

out
; spend : with reference to time.

Thus in soft anguish he consumes the day.
Thomson, Spring, 1. 1033.

The day was not long enough, but the night, too, must
be consumed in keen recollections.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 159.
= Syn. Demur, etc. (see eat): swallow up, use up en<nilf
absorb, lavish, dissipate, exhaust.

II. in trans. 1. To waste (away); become
wasted or attenuated.

Their flesh, . . . their eyes, . . . their tongue shall con-
sume away. Zech- xiv 13

The bright consummate flower. Milton, P. L., v. 481.

A Person of an absolute and consummate Virtue should
never be introduced in Tragedy.

Adduon, Spectator, No. 273.

An accomplished hypocrite . . . who had acted with
consummate skill the character of a good citizen and a
good friend. Macaulay, History.

By one fatal error of tactics he [Fox] completely wrecked
his cause, while the young minister who was opposed to
him conducted the conflict with consummate judgment
as well as indomitable courage.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xv.

consummately (kon-sum'at-li), adv. Com-
pletely ; perfectly.
consummation (kon-su-ma'shon), n. [= F.
consommation = Sp. consumacion = Pg. consum-
magao = It. consumazione, < L. consummatio(n-),
< consummare, pp. consummatus, finish: see

consummate, v.] Accomplishment; completion;
end; the fulfilment or conclusion of anything:
as, the consummation of one's wishes, or of an
enterprise.

By a sleep, to say we end
The heart-ache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to 'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wish'd. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

The just and regular process . . . from its original to
its consummation. Addison, Spectator.
Consummation of marriage, in law, its completion by
sexual intercourse. Consummation of the mass, in
the Galilean liturgies, the last post-communion prayer.
consummative (kon-sum'a-tiv), a. [= Sp. eon-
suinatiro, < L. as if "consummatirus, < coiisiimina-

tus, pp. of. consummare, finish: see consummate,
B.J Pertaining to consummation

; consummat-
ing; final.

The final, the consmnmative procedure of philosophy
Sir W. Hamilton.

consumptive

COnsummator (kon'sum-a-tor), H. [= F. con-
sommatcnr = Sp. consuniador = Pg. consumma-
dor = It. consummatore, < LL. conaummator,
< L. consummare, pp. consummatus, complete:
see consummate, v.] One who consummates,
completes, or brings to perfection.
COnsummatory (kon-sum'a-to-ri), a. [< con-
Kiiniiiiate + -on/.] Tending or intended to con-
summate or make perfect. Donne. [Rare.]
consumptt, a. [ME. ,

< L. consump tits, consumed,
pp. of consumere, consume : see consume.] Con-
sumed.

It is nat seven to knowe hem that ben dede and con-

sumpt. Chaucer, Boethius.

Slayn thanne the aduersaries with a great veniauuce,
and vnto the deeth almost consumpt.

Wyclif, Josh. x. 20 (Oxf.).

consumpt (kon-sumpf), . [< ML. as if *con-

sumptus, consumption (cf. L. sumptus, expense),
< L. consumptus, pp. of consumere, consume :

see consume.] Consumption: as, the produce
of grain is scarcely equal to the consumpt. [Old
Eng. and Scotch.]
consumption (kon-sump'shon), n. [= F. con-

somption = Pr. consumpcto = Sp. eonsuneion =
Pg. consumpqao = It. consunzione, < L. consump-
tio(n-), a consuming, wasting, < consumere, pp.
consumptus, -consume: see consume.] 1. The
act of consuming ; destruction as by decompo-
sition, burning, eating, etc.

; hence, destruction
of substance

;
annihilation. Specifically 2.

Dissipation or destruction by use ;
in polit. econ.

,

the use or expenditure of the products of in-

dustry, or of anything having an exchangeable
value.

Every new advance of the price to the consumer is a new
incentive to him to retrench . . . his consumption,

Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

The distinction of Productive and Unproductive is appli-
cable to Cotimmjition as well as to Labour. All the mem-
bers of the community are not labourers, but all are con-
sumers, and consume either unproductively or produc-
tively. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. 5.

The first proposition of the theory of consumption is, that
the satisfaction of every lower want in the scale creates a
desire of a higher character. Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 46.

3. The state of being wasted or diminished.
The mountains themselves [Etna and Vesuvius] have not

suffered any considerable diminution or consumption.
Woodieard.

4. In med. : (a) A wasting away of the flesh
;

a gradual attenuation of the body ; progressive
emaciation: a word of comprehensive signifi-
cation. (6) More specifically, a disease of the
lungs accompanied by fever and emaciation, of-

ten but not invariably fatal : called technically
phthisis, or phthisis pulmonaris. See phthisis
and tuberculosis.

Such are Kings-euils, Dropsie, Gout, and Stone,
Blood-boyling Lepry, and Consumption.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.,The Furies.

COnsumptionalt(kon-sump'shon-al), a. [(con-
sumption + -al.] Consumptive. "Fuller.

consumptionaryt (kon-sump'shon-a-ri), a. [<
consumption + -dry

1
,] Consumptive.

His wife being consumptimiart/, and so likely to die with-
out child. Bp. Gauden, Bp. Brownrigg, p. 206.

COnsumptionert (kon-sump'shqn-er), n. [< con-

sumption + -er1 .] 1. One w"ho consumes; a
consumer. Davenant. [Bare.] 2. A retailer.

These duties, which were in addition to the ordinary
customs duties, were to be paid by the consuiitptioner, as
the retailer was termed.

S. Dou'ell, Taxes ill England, II. 35.

consumptive (kon-sump'tiv), . and n. [= F.
consomplif= Sp. It. consuntiro = Pg. consump-
tivo, < L. as if

*
consumptions, < consumptus, pp.

of consumere: see consume.] I. a. 1. Destruc-
tive

; wasting ; exhausting ; having the quality
of consuming or dissipating.

Consumptive of time.
Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, Pref.

A long consumptiue war is more likely to break this grand
alliance than disable France. Addison, State of the War.

2. In med., pertaining to or of the nature of

consumption, or phthisis pulmonaris. 3. Af-
fected with a consuming disease

; specifically,
having or predisposed to consumption: as, 'a

consumptive person ;
a consumptive constitution.

The lean consumptive, wench, with coughs decayed,
Is called a pretty, tight, and slender maid. Drydfn.
While that [the Body] droops and sinks under the bur-

den, tile Soul may lie as vigorous and aetive in such a con-

n/mptw 8tat>, of the Body as ever it was before.

Stillimjjteet, Sermons, I. xii.

4. Relating to or designed for consumption or
destruction

; specifically, in recent use, pertain-
ing to or designed for consumption by use : as,
a consumptive demand for hops.



consumptive

They that make <-mt*umi'i; ' . .l.l;ilion* to tlii- i Traliuv- ;

iia the follyridians, who offered i-.-iki-.. and those that

Inn-lit incense or ( -an. lies I" II"- Virgin Mm v.

Jer. Taylor, roto<*d 18X i 91

II. n. One who suffers from consumption, or

phthisis. Consumptlve's-weed, the War's \\eed .,t

ralifornia, l-:,'i,"l, /,/!,, n ,i/,, /in,, ,',, i an <-\ rr-ivrii resinous

shrub, of thr natural order UydnxkyUaeta.

consumptively (kon-nump'tiv-li), nttr. In a

consumptive manner; in a way characteristic

of or tending 1" consumption.
consumptiveness (kon-sump'tiv-nes), . The
state of being consumptive, or a tendency to

consumption.
consute (kgn-suf), a.

JX
L. <-<>nxnti<x, pp. of con-

mtrri; sew together, stitch, < rum-, together, +
.wr/v = K. xi'ir.

\
In riilnm., having one or more

regular series of slight and somewhat distant

elevations differing in color from the rest of the

surface, so as to resemble lines of stitching, as

the elytra of certain beetles.

consufilet, " [< L. 'consutitis, sewed together,
< coiisittiix, pp. of cotixucre, sew together: see

conttnte.] Stitched together. Bailey.
contabescence (kon-ta-bes'ens), n. [= F. con-

tabescenci' ; as coiifttbrxci'iit 4- -': see -i /in .
]

1. In atccl., a wasting disease; atrophy, maras-

mus, or consumption. 2. In hot., an abnormal
condition of flowers, in which the anthers bo-

come defective -and the pollen becomes inert

or wanting.
contabescent (kon-ta-bes'ent), a. [= F. conta-

bi-xccut, < L. conttibescen(i-)s, ppr. of coiitnb<-x-

cere, waste away gradually, < cum- (intensive)
+ tabescere, waste away, < tabes, a wasting: see

tabes.'] 1. Wasting away. 2. In bot., char-

acterized by contabescence.

In several plants, . . . many of the anthers were either

shrivelled or contained Imiwn and tough or pulpy matter,
without any good pollen-grains, and they never shed their

contents ; they were in the state designated by (Jartner as

cmHabftctnt. Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 193.

contabulatet, t'. t. [< L. contabulatus, pp. of

coiitabulare, cover with boards, < com-, together,
+ tabula, a board, table : see table, tabulate.]

To plank or floor with boards. Bailey. Also
eotabnliiti:

contabulationt, n. [< L. contabu>atio(n-), <

coittabiilare, pp. contabulatus, cover with boards:
see confabulate.] The act of laying with boards,
or of flooring ; the floor laid. E. Phillips, 1706.

contackt, n. See conteck.

contacourt, See conteckour.

contact (kon'takt), n. [= F. contact= Sp. Pg.
contacto = It. contatto, < L. cow tuctux, a touching,
< contingere, pp. contactus, touch closely, < com-,

together, -I- taut/ere, touch: see tangent, tact,

and cf. contagion, contiguous, contingent.] 1.

A touching; touch; the coincidence of one or

more points on the surface of each of two
bodies without interpenetration of the bodies ;

apposition of separate bodies or points without
sensible intervening space.

When several metals at the same temperature are sol-

dered to each other so as to form a continuous chain, the
difference of potentials of the extreme metals is the same
as if these two metals are in direct <-"iit<i<-l.

AUciiuon, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 177.

2. Specifically, in math., coincidence, as of

two curves, in two or more consecutive points ;

the having a point and the tangent plane at

that point in common. 3. The act of making
one body abut against another ;

the bringing
together so as to touch. Angle of contact, in

math., the angle of eontingence or curvature ; the angle
between a curve and its tangent. Chords of contact.
See ehonl. Contact action, the action by which a

(lllHtanee causes changes in other substances which arc

brought into contact with it, apparently without itself

taking part in the changes, or at least without l>eing per-

manently altered by them. Thus, platinum black "ill

cause a combination between oxygen and hydrogen gases
when they arc hi ght together with it, but is not itself

altered. See
eatalyiit,

'. and eatnliitir. Contact de-

posit, a metalliferous deposit, or aggregation of ore, usu-

ally accompanied by more or less veinstone, and oi-cup)-

ing a portion lirtween or at the junction of two rocks of

different lithological character. The copper-mines in Con-
necticut and New Jersey, the first work- .1 in the I'nited

States, were opened on deposits of this kind, which occu-

pied a position between the trappean rock and the sand-

stone, or lietwetii the latter and the undcrlyin;: <i\>Ial

line masses. - Contact goniometer. See ;"/"'< ...

Contact of surfaces, contact of plane sections of the
surfaces ; the existence' of a double point ill the curve of

mutual intersect! f the surfaces, lint if cither sin fac

has a double point at the double point of the curve of

intersection, it is further requisite that the surface not

having tin 1 double point shall l>e capable ofbeing >0moved
that the intersection should begin to move away from tile

double point by a motion alon>_' that surface. If both snr-

laccs have double points at the double point of the inter-

section. < -ontact consists in having the same taimrnt plane
and the same point of lan.cn, -y. Contact Of the nth
Order, in math., coincidence of n + 1 consecutive points.
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Contact of two curves, in utntti.. coincidence of two
or more of tin -ir , .ni-r.-uin, points. Contact resis-

tance, in 'I'-i-t., tile resistance due to the want of perfect
Illlioll I.flu,. !, tu<> rolinrrtni- -lllla.rs ill tllr rilrlllt.

Contact series of the metals. Sam.- as ,7. .?/.../.'.'. ,-.

uri - (which sec, under ,/. i /,-../,..,/.>. >. Contact theory
of electricity. .s-e./.v//-,v//i/. Multiple contact, con-

tact at many points. Stationary contact of two sur-

faces, tin- rxistcnce of a stationary point on their cnnc of

inlci M-rtioii.

contact (kou'takt), i'. . [< contact, n.] To be

together or in contact; touch; abut. [Bare.]

To prevent contact with two or more [electrical! platen
at tile same time, their, nntariiini portions are so arranged
that no two consecutive plates are in the same vertical

line. I'ict. of r.lect., p. 21.

After the drift has passed once through the hole, It should

be turned a quarter revolution, and again driven through,
and then mice more, so that each side of the drift will have
contacted with each side of the hole.

J. KOM, Praet. Machinist, p. 328.

contact-breaker (kon
'
takt - bra '

ker), n. In

elect., a contrivance for breaking and making
an electrical circuit rapidly

and automatically,
like that used with the induction-coil ;

an inter-

rupter.
contactiont (kon-tak'shon), . [< L. as if *con-

tactio(n-), < coiltint/ere, pp. contactus, touch: see

contact, n.] The act of touching.

That deleterious it may l>e at some distance, and de-

structive without corporal cantaction, there is no high Im-

probability. Kir T. Brotcnc, Vulg. Err.

contact-level (kon'takt-lev'el), . An instru-

ment used for determining minute differences in

length, and consisting of a very delicate spirit-

level, accurately ground to a curve of given
radius and pivoted transversely at the middle.

See contact-lever.

contact-lever (kon'takt-lev'er), n. A lever

which is moved bv the abutment of two mea-

suring-bars, and in moving turns a graduated
spirit-level, called a contact-lcrcl, by which the

amount of motion can be measured. contact-
lever goniometer. See voniometrr.

contactual (kou-tak'tu-al), a. [< L. contactus

(coiitactu-), contact, -4- -at. Cf. tactual.] Per-

taining to contact
; implying contact.

Contagion may be said to he immediate, contactual, or

remote. Pop. JSneyc.

contadina(kon-ta-de'na),M.; pl.cotade(-ne),
contadinas (-naz). [It., fern, of contadino, q.

v.] 1. In Italy, a peasant woman; a female
rustic.

Happiness to dauce with the contadinas at a village feast.

Hawthorne, Marble Faun, Ix.

2. A rustic dance.
contadino (kon-ta-de'no), n.; pi. contadini(-ne).

[It., < contado, country, county, shire, =E. coun-

fyi, q. v.] In Italy, a countryman or peasant ;

a rustic.

The produce of the orchard is divided equally between
contadino and landlord. Kncyc. Brit., XIII. 452, note.

contagia,". Plural of contagium.
contagion (kon-ta'jon), n. [= F. contagion =
Sp. contagion = Pg. contagiffo = It. contagione,
< L. contagio(n-), also coiitaginm (see contagi-

um), a touching, contact, particularly contact
with something unclean or infectious, contami-

nation, < contingere (contan-), touch: see con-

tact, contingent.] 1. Infectious contact or com-
munication ; specifically and commonly, the
communication of a disease from one person or
brute to another. A distinction between dintnyiun and
i/'f' ,-tion is sometimes adopted, tile former lining limited
to the transmission of disease by actual contact of the dis-

< as, d part with a healthy absorbent or abraded surface,
and the latter to transmission through the atmosphere by
floating germs or miasmata. There are. however, cases of

transmission which do not fall under either of these divi-

sions, and there are some which fall under I wit h. In com-
mon use no precise discrimination of the two words is at-

tempted. See epidemic and endfmic.

The miserable prey of the contagion of disease, and the
worse contagion of vice and sin.

Stunner, Prison Discipline.

Hence 2. The communication of a state of

feeling, particularly of moral feeling, or of ideas,
from one person to another; especially, the
communication of moral evil ; propagation of

mischief; infection: as, the con taginn of enthu-
siasm

;
the contagion of vice or of evil example.

This Babylonian Idoll whose contayion infected the
East with a Catholike Idolatrie.

furchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

The scandal and ctmtayion of example. Bp. Gauden.

3. Contagium. 4. Pestilential influence; ma-
larial or poisonous exhalations.

Will he steal out of his wholesome bed,
To dare the vile conttifrivn of the niulit '.'

Slutk.. J. C., ii. 1.

contain

From the C Mortality,
No rliiiii- i- puiv. no Ui :

c,,ii i,, ... Irint. ..I Horace, II. X!T. 2.

contagioned (kmi-ta'jond), n. [< mntai/imt +
-i /'-'.

]
. MlVi-ti d' by co'i'itngion.

Contagionist (koii-ta'joii-i.-t), ii. [= !'. 1'itnlii-

i/iiiiiinxl< ; as ciiiiliiiiinii + -i.it.~\ One who be-

lieves in the contagious character of certain

diseases, as cholera, typhus, etc.

contagious (kou-ta'jus), a. [= F. contagii-iis
= Sp. Pg. It. cinitiigioim, < LL. cvittagiomu, con-

tagious, < L. contagio(n-), contagion: see -

lui/iiHi.] 1. Communicable by contagion; that

may be imparted by contact or by emanal ions ;

catching: as, a contayioux disease. [In this

sense sometimes distinguished from infectious.

, 1.]

In the two and twentieth Year of his (Edward lll.'s]

Reignarn/i/<//o Pestilence arose in the Kast and South
Parts of the World, and spread it self all over Christen-

dom. Bakrr, Chronicles, p. 131.

The disease [empusa] is contain'oiin, because a healthy
By coming in contact with a diseased one, from which the

spore-bearing filaments protrude, is pretty sure t<> carry
off a spore or two. It is

" infectious
"
because the spores

become scattered al>ont all sorts of matter in the neigh-
bourhood of the slain Hies. Huxley, Lay .Sermons, p. 372.

2. Containing or generating contagion; poison-
ous; pestilential: as, contagious ait; contagious

clothing.
Breathe foul, contagiotu darkness in the air.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., IT. 1.

3. Propagated by influence or incitement} ex-

citing like feeling or action
; spreading or liable

to spread from one to another: as, contagious

example; a contagious speculation.
The rout

Of Medea and Cassians carry to the camp
Contagimu terror. (Jlover, Leonldas.

Too contayiowt grows the mirth, the warmth
Escaping from so many hearts at once.

Browning, King and Book, II. 65.

4. Arising from or due to contagion, in either

sense; brought about by propagation or incite-

ment: as, a contagious epidemic. [Rare.]
In the morn and liquid dew of youth

Contagious blastmenU are most Imminent.
Shot., Hamlet, L 3.

contagiously (kon-ta'jus-li), adv. By conta-

gion.
contagiousness (kon-ta'jus-nes), . The qual-

ity of being contagious.
contagium (kon-ta'ji-um), .

; pi. contagia (-8).

[= F. contage = Sp. Pg. It. contagio, < L. con-

tagium, a collateral form of contagio(n-), con-

tagion : see contagion.] 1. Same as contagion.
2. The morbific matter conveyed from the

siek to the well in the spread of communicable
diseases.

Now ctmtama are living things, which demand certain

elements of life just as inexorably as trees, or wheat, or

barley. Tyndall, Int. to Life of Pasteur, p. 35.

But even the most cleanly people would contract chol-

era, syphilis, or small-pox, if the eontagiuw were in their

midst'. The Sanitarian, XV. 21)3.

contain (kon-tan'), v. [< ME. containcn, con-

teinen, contenen, contcynen, cunteyncn, < OF. con-

tcnir, cuntenir, F. contt-nir = Pr. contener, eon-

tenir = Sp. contener = Pg. confer = It. con tflitre,

< L. continere, hold or keep together, comprise,
contain, < com-, together, + triiirc, hold: see

tenable, tenet, tenure, etc., and cf. detain, pertain,
retain, sustain. Hence (from L. continere) con-

tiin'iit, continence, countenance, content1 , contenft,

continue, continuous, etc.] I. trans. 1. To hold
within fixed limits

; comprehend ; comprise ;

include; hold.

Behold, the heaven and heaven of heavens cannot con-
tain thec. 1 Ki. viii. .

For there be many things which of their own nature
contain no pleasantness ; yea, the most part of them much
grief and sorrow.

Sir T. Hare, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

What thy stores contain, bring forth.

.Wi7!.m, P. L., T. 314.

I saw an exceeding huge Basiliske, which was so great
that it would easily contayne the body of a very corpulent
man. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 125.

2. To be capable of holding; have, as a vessel,
an internal volume equal to: as, this vessel con-

tains two gallons. 3. To comprise, as a writ-

ing; have as contents.

Here s another [sonnet]
Writ In my cousin's hand, stolen from her pocket,
Containing her affection unto Itencdick.

Shale.. .Much Ado, v. 4.

4f. To hold in opinion ; regard (with).
Who. for the vain assuming*

Of some, quit* worthless of her sovereign wreaths,
Contain her worthiest prophets in contempt.

II. Joiuon, Poetaster, v. 1.



contain

5f. Reflexively, to conduct or deport (one's

self) ; hence, to act
;
do.

And Mcrlyu toke the kynge in counseile, and seide that

he sholdc contene hyin-self myrily.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i- 77.

6f. To put restraint on; restrain; retain;
withhold.

That oath would sure contayne them greatlye, or the

breache of it bring them to shorter vengeaunce.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Others, when the bagpipe sings i' the nose,
Cannot contain their urine. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

To contain the spirit of anger is the worthiest discipline
we can put ourselves to. Steele, Spectator, No. 138.

I can no longer contain the expressions of my gratitude.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, iii.

7. Reflexively, to keep within bounds; hold in;
moderate.

Fear not, my lord
;
we can contain ourselves.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., L

Indeed I am angry,
But I'll contain myself. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

We . . . resolve, by God's help, to contain ourselves

from seeking to vindicate our wrongs.
N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 201.

8. In math., to be divisible by, without a re-

mainder. One integer is said to contain a second with

respect to a third when it is the sum of two parts divisi-

ble respectively by the second and third. = Sya. 1 and 2.

To embrace, inclose.

II. intrans. 1. To restrain or control desire,

action, or emotion.

If they cannot contain, let them marry. 1 Cor. vii. 9.

He could contain no longer, but hasting home, invaded
his territories, and professed open war.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 168.

Yea, I was now taken with the love and mercy of God,
that I remember I could not tell how to contain till I got
home. Bunyan, in Southey's Life, p. 23.

2f. To exist
;
be held or included

;
be or remain.

The general court being assembled in the 2 of the 9th

month, and finding, upon consultation, that two so oppo-
site parties could not contain in the same body without

apparent hazard of ruin to the whole, agreed to send away
some of the principal.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 292.

3f. To conduct one's self; appear in action
;
be-

have.

That quen & hire doujter & Meliors the schene

Wayteden out at a windowe wilfulli in-fere,
How that komeli knijt kunteyned on his stede.

William of J'alerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3301.

containable (kon-ta'na-bl), a. [< contain +
-able.] That may be contained or comprised.
containantt (kon-ta'nant), n. [< contain +
-anti. Cf. F. contenani, ppr. of contenir, con-

tain, and see continent.] One who or that
which contains

;
a container.

container (kon-ta'ner), n. One who or that
which contains.

containment (kon-tan'ment), n. [< contain +
-ment.] That which is contained or comprised ;

extent; contents. [Rare.]
The containment of a rich man's estate.

Fuller, Church Hist., IX. iv. 9.

contakt, contaket. See conteck.

contakion (kon-ta ki-on), n.
; pi. contakia (-a).

[MGr. Kovramov, of uncertain origin ; tradition-

ally identified with novramov, a scroll, because,
according to the legend, the Theotocos appear-
ed to Romanus and gave him a scroll (KOVTOKIOV)
to eat, after which he had power to compose
these hymns. Otherwise referred to MGr. Kovra-

KIOV, dim. of Kwraf, a shaft, < Gr. KOVTOI;, a pole,
shaft, or to MGr. Kovro'f, short, or to L. canti-

cum, a song.] In the Gr. Ch.: (a) A short hymn
in praise of a saint, introduced into a canon of
odes. This class of hymns is said to have been
the invention of St. Romanus, about A. D. 500.

(6) A service-book containing only the liturgies
of St. Chrysostom, St. Basil, and the Presancti-

fied, as distinguished from the Euchologion,
which adds the forms for other sacraments and
offices.

contaminable (kon-tam'i-na-bl), a. [=F. con-
taminable= Pg. contaminavel =It. contaminabile,
< LL. contaminabilis, < L. contaminare, contami-
nate : see contaminate, v.] Capable of being
contaminated.
contaminate (kon-tam'i-nat), v. t.

; pret. and
pp. contaminated, ppr. contaminating. [< L. con-

taminatus, pp. of contaminare (> F. contaminer
= Sp. Pg. c0Rtamtnar= It. contaminare), touch
together, blend, mingle, corrupt, defile, < con-
tdmen (eontdmin-) (found only in LL.), contact,
defilement, contagion, for *

contagmen, < contin-

gere (contag-), touch: see contagion, contact.'}
To render impure by mixture or contact; de-

file; pollute; sully: tarnish; taint; corrupt:
usually in a figurative sense.
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Shall we now

Contaminate our fingers with base bribes?

Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

I would neither have simplicity imposed upon, nor vir-

tue contaminated. Goldsmith, Vicar, xv.

There is no practicable process known whereby water,

once contaminated by infected sewage, can be so purified

as to render its domestic use entirely free from risk.

E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 612.

= Syn. To infect, poison, corrupt. See taint.

contaminate (kon-tam'i-nat), a. [< L. contami-

natus, pp. : see the verb.] Contaminated; pol-

luted; defiled; tainted; corrupt. [Archaic.]
And that this body, consecrate to thee,

By ruffian lust should be contaminate .'

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

This filthy rags of speech, this coil

Of statement, comment, query, and response,
Tatters all too contaminate for use,
Have no renewing.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 179.

Ten pounds of the most contaminate . . . tinned fruits.

Science, III. 338.

contamination (kqn-tam-i-na'shon), n. [= F.

contamination = Sp. contaminacion = Pg. con-

taminaqao = It. contaminazione, < LL. coittami-

natio(n-), < L. contaminare, pp. contaminatus,
defile: see contaminate, v.] The act of con-

taminating, or the state of being contami-

nated; pollution; defilement; taint.

To be kept free from the touch or contamination of those

who may be felons. Sumner, Prison Discipline.

Though chemistry cannot prove any existing infectious

property, it can prove, if existing, certain degrees of sew-

age contamination. E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 611.

contaminative (kon-tam'i-na-tiv), a. [< con-

taminate + -ive.] Tending to contaminate.

contango (kon-tang'go), n. [Origin obscure.]
On the London stock exchange, the charge
made by a broker for carrying over a bargain
to the next fortnightly settling-day; the con-

sideration paid by the buyer of stock for the

privilege of deferring settlement until the next

settling-day.

Contango is just the opposite of backwardation, for it

is used to denote the rate which is charged if one cannot

pay for the stock one has purchased on the settling day,
and so postpones the payment until the next account.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 458.

Contango day, the day on which contangos are fixed
;

the second day before settling-day. Also called continua-
tion day.

contankerous (kon-tang'ke-rus), a. Same as

cantankerous.

conteckt, [ME., also contek, conteke, contack,

contak, cuntake, also contakt, < OF. (AF.) cow-

tec, contek, conteck, m., also conteke, f., con-

tention, quarrel, resistance ;
cf. contekier, con-

tequier, contecquier, contechier, contichier, touch,

appar. < con- + *tek (as in tek, teke, teque, teche,

taiche, etc., a mark, etc.), with the verbal sense
'fasten upon, touch,' as in the related attach,
attack: see attach, attack, tatch, tetch, tetchy,

touchy. The word seems to have been notion-

ally associated with ME. content, < OF. content,

cuntent, contend, contant, etc., dispute, quarrel-

ing, contention, < contendre, dispute, quarrel,
contend : see contend, contents. Hence, prob.,

contankerous, cantankerous, q. v.] 1. Conten-

tion; dispute; strife; quarreling.
Contek with bloody knyf and scharp manace.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1145.

Of conteke and fool-hastifnesse
He hath a right gret besinesse.

Gower, Coat. Amant., I. 316.

Ne in good nor goodnes taken delight,
But kindle coales of conteck and yre.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

2. Ill treatment
; contumely ;

abuse.

Thei . . . token this kyngis seruauntis, and punishideu
with conteke and killiden hem.

Wyclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 49.

conteckt, v. i. [ME. contecken, conteken, < con-

teck, n.] To contend
;
strive.

This two schires hem mette,
And conteckede for this holy bodi, and faste to gade ere sette.

Life of St. Kenelm (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall), 1. 309.

conteckourt, [ME., also contekour, contacour

(contacowre) ;
< conteck, v., + -our.] A quar-

reler; a quarrelsome person; a disturber of
the peace.

A Coward, and Contacowre, manhod is the mene ;

A wrecche, and wastour, mesure is be-tweue.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 66.

COntectiont (kon-tek'shon), n. [< L. as if *con-

tectio(n-), < coMte(/ere,pp. contectus, cover, < cow-,
together, + tegere, cover: see tegwmen.] A cov-

ering.

Fig-leaves . . . aptly formed for . . . contection of those
parts. Sir T. Browne, Miscellaneous Tracts, p. 15.

contekt, n. See conteck.

contemplant

COntemeratet (kon-tem'e-rat), v. t. [< L. con-

temeratus, pp. of
'

eo-ntemerare, defile, < com- (in-

tensive) + temerare, treat rashly, violate : see

temerous, temerity.] To violate; pollute. Bailey.

contemerationt, [< confederate + -ion.] A
violation. Coles, 1717.

contemn (kon-tem'), t'. t. [< L. contemnere, pp.

contemptus, despise, < com- (intensive) + tem-

nere, despise.] 1. To consider and treat as

contemptible and despicable ; despise ;
scorn.

Ha! are we contemned?
Is there so little awe of our disdain ?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

It is a brave act of valour to contemn death.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 44.

Noble he was, contemning all things mean.
Crabbe, Parish Register.

We learn to contemn what we do not fear ; and we can-

not love what we contemn.
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 304.

2. To slight or disregard ; neglect as unworthy
of regard ; reject with disdain.

Wherefore doth the wicked contemn God? Ps. x. 13.

What is there the Soveraigns & Princes of the earth do
more justly resent . . . than to have their Laws despised,
their Persons affronted, and their Authority contemned ?

Stillinffjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

= Syn. Disdain, Despise, etc. (see scorn) ;
look down upon,

spurn.

cpntemnedly (kon-tem'ned-li), adv. Contempt-
ibly; despicably. Sylvester.
COntemner (kon-tem'ner), n. One who con-
temns

;
a despiser ;

a scorner.

He was, I heard say, a seditious man, a contemner of

common prayer. Latimer, Misc. Selections.

contemningly (kon-tem'ning-li), adv. In a con-

temptuous manner; slightingly.

contempert- (kon-tem'per), v. t. [= Sp. con-

temperar = It. contcmperare, < L. contcmperare,
moderate by mixing, < com-, together, + tem-

perare, mix, temper : see temper, v.] To mod-
erate; qualify; temper.
The leaves qualify and contemper the heat.

Ray, Works of Creation.

contemperamentt (kon-tem 'per- a -ment), n.

[= It. contemperamen'io, < L. as if "contempera-
mentum,<. contemperare, contemper; after tem-

perament.] Modification or qualification in de-

gree; proportion.
An equal contemperament of the warmth of our bodies

to that of the hottest part of the atmosphere.
Derham, Physico-Theology, i. 2, note 3.

COntemperatet (kon-tem'per-at), f . t.
; pret. and

pp. contemperatedj ppr. contemplating. [< L.

contemperatus, pp. of contemperare, contemper:
see contemper.] To temper ; bring to another,

especially a lower, degree with respect to any
quality, as warmth

;
moderate.

The mighty Nile and Niger . . . contemperate the air.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

contemperationt (kpn-tem-pe-ra'shon), n. [=
F. contemplation, < LL. contemperaiio(n-), < L.

contemperare, pp. contemperatus, moderate: see

contemper.] 1. The act of moderating or tem-

pering. 2. Proportionate mixture ;
combina-

tion.

I would further know why this contemporaHon of light
and shade, that is made, for example, by the skin of a ripe
cherry, should exhibit a red and not a green.

Boyle, Works, I. 695.

COntemperaturet (kon-tem'per-a-tur), n. [< L.

contemperare, after temperature.] The quality
of being contempered; proportion; tempera-
ture.

The different contemperature of the elements.

South, Works, IX. ix.

A mixture
And fair contemperature extracted from
All our best faculties.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, iv.

contemplable (kpn-tem'pla-bl), a. [< LL. con-

templabilis (found only in sense of 'taking
aim'), < L. contemplari, look at: see contem-

plate.] Capable of being contemplated or

thought about. Feltham.

COntemplamen (kon-tem-pla'men), n. [NL.,<
L. contemplari, look at: see contemplate.] An
object of contemplation. Coleridge.

contemplancet, [ME., < OF. eonteauilanee, <

roiitempler, ppr. contemplant, contemplate: see

contemplate.] Contemplation. Chaucer.

contemplant (kon-tem'plant), . [< L. co-
triiiplan(t-)s, ppr. of contenijilttri, contemplate:
see contemplate.] Contemplating ;

observant.

[Rare.]
Contemplant Spirits ! ye that hover o'er

With untired gaze the immeasurable fount
Ebullient with creative Deity.

Coleridf/e, Religious Musings.



contemplate

contemplate (UoM-tem'plat or kon'tem-plat),
I'. ; pret. and \i\i.ciniti-nipltitril, ppr. conic ni/ilut-

imi. [< L. ciniii
ii/iiiniii.-i, |i|i.

of contaiiplari (>

It. coiilfiiipliirc = Sp. \'. ctinti-mpttir = F. ciin-

<< ni pier), look at, view attentively, observe,

consider, orig. an augurial term, mark out a

li-iiiplitm, a space for observation, < mm- + 1'in-

iilum,
a temple : see temple, and cf. roiitrmpli:]

. trann. 1. To view, look at, or observe with
continued attention.

The territory of 1-oinbanly ... I <-<int<'nti<tnt<-<l round
about from this tower. Coryat, Crudities, I. 118.

2. To consider with continued attention ; re-

flect upon; ponder; study; meditate on.

Troth, I am taken, sir,

Whole with these studies, that contemplate nature.
It. .!" :>

. Alchemist, iv. 1.

There is not much difficulty in confining the mind to

ri>n!i'tni>lutr what we have a great desire to know. Watlit.

He contemplated the past with interest and delight, not
I.. eaiise it ninii^lh'ii a contrast to the present, but liecause

it had led to the present. Macaulay, History.

3. To consider or have in view, as a future act

or event
;
intend.

There remain some particulars to complete the informa-
tion contemplated by those resolutions.

Hamilton'* Report.

If a treaty contains any stipulations which contemplate
a state of future war, . . . they preserve their force and
obligation when the rupture takes place.

Chancellor Kent, Cora., I. } 178.

4. To regard ;
consider.

Between the constituents of a knowledge of succession
there can be no succession : so long as certain events are

contemplated as successive, no one of them is an object to

consciousness before or after another.
1\ II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 66.

= Syn. 2. To consider, meditate upon, muse upon, reflect

upon, ponder; dwell upon, think about. 3. To design,

plan, purpose.

II. intrant!. To think studiously; study;
muse ;

meditate
;
consider deliberately.

So many hours must I take my rest ;

So many hours must I contemplate.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

When in obscure and dangerous places, we must not con-

template, we must act, it may be on the instant.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 74,

contemplation (kon-tein-pla'shpn), n. [< ME.
contemplation, < OF. contemplation, F. contem-

plation = Pr. contcinplatio = Sp. contemplation
= Pg. contemplaySo = It. contemplazione, < L.

contemplatio(n-), < contemplari, pp. contempla-

tus, look at, consider : see contemplate.'] 1. The
act of looking attentively or steadfastly at any-
thing.
As to the gentlemen, each of them tranquilly smoked

his pipe, and seemed lost in contemplation of the blue and
white tiles with which the fireplaces were decorated.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 171.

2. The act of holding an idea continuously be-
fore the mind ;

mental vision
;
the thinking long

of anything in a somewhat passive way.
If 1 could have remembered a gilt counterfeit, thou

wouldst not have slipped out of my oontnuplattan,
Skat., T. and C., II. 3.

The next faculty of the mind ... is that which I call

retention, or the keeping of those simple ideas which from
sensation or reflection it hath received. This is done ill

two ways : First, by keeping the idea which is brought
into it for some time actually in view, which is called con-

templation. Locke, Human Understanding, II. x. 1.

Were pure contemplation the business of life, were it

enough to think and feel aliout things, the logical end of

it would be a self-annihilating ecstasy.
Maudtley, Body and Will, p. 174.

3. Continued or steadfast thinking in general,
without reference to a particular object ;

mus-

ing; reverie.

Contemplation makes a rare turkey-eock of him !

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

And Wisdom's self

Oft seeks to sweet retired solitude ;

Where, with her best nurse, Contemplation,
She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings.

Milton, Comus, 1. 377.

The mind . . . diffused itself in long contemplation,
musing rather than thinking. /.'. Choate, Addresses, p. 64.

Falling into a still delight,
And luxury of contemplation.

Tennytson, Eleaiiore.

4. Religious meditation.

And that done euery man yauo hym to prayer, content
i>/ii'-'i"ii, and deuocion.

Sir It. iliiiilforilt, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

When lioly and devout religious men
AIV at their beads, tis much t draw them thence ;

So sweet is zealous BBMtMMteMM
Skat., Rich. III., iii. 7.

5. The act of intending, purposing, or consid-

ering, with a view to carrying into effect; ex-

pectation with intention.

In riHiteiapliiliiiii of returning at an early date, he left,

leaving his house imdUmuntlcd. Reid.
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contemplatistt, n. [< contemplate + -ist.] One
who contemplates. ,/<r. Tiii//nr. [Rare.]

contemplative (kon-tem'pla-tiv), a. and n. [<
MK. i-inili-ni/ilntif = D. Kontvmplaticf = Dan.

kontcnii>liitii\ < OF. contemplatijf, F. contcmpla-
'/' = Pr. /null-mi, In/in = Sp. Pg. It. contemjila-

tiro, < L. contemplations, < conti'm/ilnlns, pp.
of

contemplari, contemplate: see contero/jfate.]

1. n. 1. Given to or characterized by contem-

plation or continued and absorbed reflection
;

employed in reflection or study; reflective;

meditative; thoughtful: as, a contemplative
mind.
Contemplatyf lyf or actyf lyf Cryst wolde men wroujte.

Piert Plomnan (B), vi. 451.

My life hath been rather contemplative than active.

Bacon.

The studious and contemplative part of mankind.
Locke, Human Understanding.

In his dark eyes . . . was that placidity which conies

from the fullness of contemplative thought the mind
not searching, but beholding.

Oeorge Eliot, Mlddlemarch, II. 35.

2. Marked by contemplation ; manifesting re-

flection or a studious habit.

Fix'd and runii'mplnthv their looks,
Still turning over nature's books.

Sir J. Denham.

3. Relating or pertaining to contemplation or

thought, as distinguished from action : as, con-

templative philosophy; the contemplative faculty
(that is, the faculty of cognition).
H. n. 1. One given to contemplation or deep

thought, especially on religious subjects ;
a re-

cluse
;
a hermit.

Among the older religions of the world, the pantheistic
character of Buddhism made it the natural home of mys-
ticism, and hence it has produced at all times a host of

monks and contemplative^.
11. .V. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 359.

2. Eccles., a friar of the order of Mary Magda-
lene.

contemplatively (kon-tem'pla-tiv-li), adv.

With contemplation ;'attentively ; thoughtfully ;

with close attention.

Contemplatively looking Into the clouds of his tobacco-

pipe. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 12.

contemplativeness (kqn-tem'pla-tiv-nes), .

The state or quality of being contemplative.
Mawkish sentimeutalism and rapturous contemplative-

nets, that disdain common duties, find no nourishment or

support in rabbinical theology. A'. A. Rev., CXXVI. 307.

contemplator (kon'tem-pla-tor), n. [= F.

contemplateur = Pr. Sp. Pg. contemplador = It.

contemplatore, < L. contemplator, < contemplari,

pp. contemplatus, contemplate: seecontetnplatc.]
1 . One who engages in contemplation or reflec-

tion; one who meditates or studies. 2. One
who merely observes affairs, without taking
part in them. [Rare.]
Some few others sought after Him, but Aristotle saith,

as the geometer doth after a right line only, ... as a

contemplator of truth ; but not as the knowledge of It is

anyway useful or conducible to the ordering or bettering
of their lives. Hammond, Works, IV. 642.

contemplaturet, n. [< contemplate + -ure.]
The habit of contemplation; contemplative-
ness.
Loue desired in the budde, not knowing what the bios-

some were, may delight the conceiptes of the head, but it

will destroye the contemplature of the heart.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 270.

contemplet (kon-tem'pl), v. t. [< F. contem-
ler = Sp. Pg. contemplar = It. contemplare, <

. contemplari, contemplate : see contemplate.']
To contemplate.

I may at rest contemple
The starry arches of thy spacious temple.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

contemporalt, a. [< LL. contemporalis, contem-

porary, < L. com-, together, + temporalis, < tem-

pus (tempor-), time: see temporal.] Of the
same time

; contemporary. Bailey.

contemporaneity (kon-tem'po-ra-ne'i-ti), n.

[= F. contciin>ra>i<'ite = Sp. contcmporancidad=
Pg. contemnoraneidade, < L. as if 'contempora-
neita(t-)s, \contemporaneus, contemporaneous:
see contemporaneous^] The state of being con-

temporaneous ; contemporariness.
While on the one hand M. Mariette stoutly asserts that

they [the monuments of Egypt] show none of Manetho's
dynasties to have been contemporary-, all other Egyptolo-
gers declare that they prove rnntriiiin-an<itii in several
in>tain'i ,. G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations, p. 28.

contemporaneous (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us), a.

[= F. citiiti-mporiiin = Sp. contfmpordneo = Pg.
It. contcmporanto, < L. contemporaneim, < com-.

together, + tfmpitx (trmpor-), time: see tempo-
ral.] Living or existing at the same time ;

con-

temporary. Also cotemporaneous.

contempt
The steps by whleli Ath< man .>i,itiy approached to its

tlllislleil exeellelire seem to liave heell allli">t '-iintempo.
raneout with those by which the Athenian character and
the Athenian empire sunk to degradation.

Macaulai/, Athenian Orators.

The birds and the reptiles come In together as allied and
coittcniporaiKou* groups.

Daunon, Nature and the Bible, p. 116.

= Syn. Sei -mi.

contemporaneously (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us-li),
ailr. At the same time with gome other per-
son, thing, or event.

It Is lucky for the peace of great men that the world
seldom finds out contemporantowdi/ who its great men
are. Lour/I, I iie>i<l. Travels, p. 4.

contemporaneousness (kon-tem-po-ra'ne-us-
nes), n. The state or fact of being contempo-
raneous.

The three imperfect tenses, then, convey, In addition to

standpoint and stage of action, a third Idea that of con-
' ini'ofaneowtnfun. Amer. Jour. /.'.</>/. VIII. 08.

contemporariness (kon-tem'po-ra-ri-nes), n.

Existence at the same time
; contemporaneous-

ness. Howell. [Rare.]

Contemporarinet* with Columbus.
The American, VIII. 252.

contemporary (kon-tem'po-ra-ri), a. and n.

[Also written cotemporary ; < L. con- or co-,

together, + temporarius, pertaining to time, <

tempus (tempor-), time: see temporary, and cf.

coiitemjioraneous.] I. a. 1. Living, existing,
or occurring at the same time ; contemporane-
ous : said of persons, things, or events.

It is impossible to ... bring ages post and future to-

gether, aud make them contemporary. Locke.

We know from contemporary witnesses what were the

institutions of not a few Greek cities.

B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 257.

Specifically 2. Living or existing at the same
time with one's self.

Let me no longer waste the night over the page of an-

liquify, or the sallies of contemporary genius.
Guldtmith, The Bee, No. 4.

3. Of the same age; coeval. [Rare.]
A neighbouring wood, born with himself, he sees,
And loves his old contemporary trees.

Cowley, Claudian's Old Man of Verona.

[In all senses absolutely or with with, for-

merly to.]

H. .
; pi. contemporaries (-riz). One living

at the same time (with another).
From the time of Boecace and of Petrarch the Italian has

varied very little ; . . . the English of Chaucer, their con-

temporary, is not to be understood without the help of an
old dictionary. Dryden, Ued. of Troilus and Cresslda.

Don Quixote and Sancho, like the men and women of

Shakespeare, are the contemporaries of every generation,
because they are not products of an artificial and transi-

tory society. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser, p. 172.

contemporize (kon-tem'po-riz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. contemporized, ppr. contemporising. [= Sp.
contempori:ar = Pg. contemporigar ; with added
suffix, < LL. contemporare, be at the same time,
< L. com-, together, + tempus (tempor-), time.]
To make contemporary; place in, or contem-

plate as belonging to, the same age or time.
Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]
Mr. Cariyle has this power of contemporizing himself

with bygone times.

Lomll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 258.

contempt (kon-tempf), n. [< ME. contempt, <

OF. contempt, < L. contemptun, scorn, < contftn-

nere, pp. coiitemptus, scorn, despise: see con-

temn.'] 1. The act of despising; the feeling
caused by what is considered to be mean, vile,
or worthless

;
disdain

;
scorn for what is mean.

O, what a deal of scorn looks beautiful
In the contempt and anger of his lip !

Shak., T. N., iU. 1.

Those who survey only one half of his [Bacon's] character

may speak of him with unmixed1

admiration, or with 1111

mixed contempt. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. The state of being despised; shame; dis-

grace.
Remove from me reproach and contempt. Ps. cxix. 22.

3. In laic, disobedience to, or open disrespect
of, the rules, orders, or process of a court or

of a legislative assembly, or a disturbance or

interruption of its proceedings: called in full,

when used in relation to judicial authority, con-

tempt (if court. Contempts committed out of court are

punishable by order to show cause or attachment, on the
return of which the offender may be flned or imprisoned ;

and contempts done before the court or judge, termed
contempts in Immediate view and prcM M. , ma\ >>e pun-
ished or repressed in a summary way. by immediate coni-

niitiiient to prison or by fine. The power of enforcing their

I'M s. and of vindicating their authority against open ob-
struction or defiance, is iiiciilent to all superior courts.

Both strangers and members are now severely punished
torcontemptxot the House and its jurisdiction. Brougham.



contempt

Constructive contempt, In law, a contempt not com-

mitted in the presence of the court, but tending to ob-

struct justice ;
that which amounts in the eye of the law

to contempt, irrespective of whether the act was really

and intentionally performed as a contempt. Criminal

contempt, a wilful disobedience or disorder in defiance

of the court, as distinguished from a disobedience merely

hinderin" the remedy of a party. Direct contempt, a

contempt committed in the presence of the court, or so
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A proud, contemptuous behaviour.
Hammond, Works, IV. 607.

content

Pale

Rome . . .

of the Jews.

The University
'

entertained the most contemptuous opinion
Bp. Atterbury.

. acknowledged the receipt of the

With conflict of contending hopes and fears.

(.'tiirper, The Task, i. 668.

2. Clashing; opposing; conflicting; rival: as,

contending claims or interests.Ulc 1'11IC1O1LJ . . . mvma*. r
. ... a

/ \

king's letter in a most contemptuous way, forwarding their contendreSS (kon-ten dres), n.

letter of thanks by a bedell.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 5.

jt commltceu in uie IOTWHBOB ui uw i,uuiv, ^i .

near to it as to interrupt the proceedings, in which case 2. Apt to despise; contumelious, naughty, m-

punishment may be administered summarily, upon the

view and personal knowledge of the judge, without taking

evidence. In contempt, in law, in the condition of a

person who has committed a contempt of court and has not

purged himself : such a person is not entitled to proceed
in the cause generally, but only to make such application
as may be necessary to defend his strict right. = Syn. 1.

Derision, mockery, contumely, neglect, disregard, slight.

See scorn, r.

contemptfult (kon-tempfful), a. [< contempt
+ -fill, 1.] Full of contempt; despicable; con-

temptible; disgraceful.
The stage and actors are not so contemptful
As every innovating puritan
Would have the world imagine.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

Contemptibility (kon-temp-ti-biri-ti), n. [<

LL. contemptibilita(t-)s, < contemptibilis, con-

temptible: see contemptible.] The quality of

being contemptible.
Contemptibility and vanity. Speed, Edw. II., ix. 11.

contemptible (kon-temp'ti-bl), a. [= Sp. con-

s __ [< contender +
A female contender. [Rare.]

A swift contendress. Chapman.

o'fpersoi contenement (kon-ten'e-ment), TO. [< eon- +
aiuoi [sum).

^ _ j drous harsh tenement.] In law, that which is connected

ren"e and^pHe
''

with a tenement or thing holden, as a certain

Milton, s. A., 1. 1462. portion of land adjacent to a dwelling necessary

f. Worthy of contempt; contemptible. to its reputable enjoyment

And, to declare a contemptuoute chaunge from religion Content! (kon-tenf ) and . [< ME .content

supersticion againe, the prestes had sodainly set up all < OF. content, F. content = Sp. Pg. It. Contento,

< L. contentus, satisfied, content, prop. pp. ot

continere, hold in, contain: see contain.] I.Bp. Bale, The Vocacion.

Those abject and contemptuous wickednesses.

Questions of Profitable and Pleasant Cancernings.

= Syn. Disdainful, supercilious, cavalier, contumelious,

contemptuously (kon-temp'tu-us-li), ode.
^In repineor object; willing; contented; resigned.

a. Literally, held or contained within limits;

hence, having the desires limited to present

enjoyments; satisfied; free from tendency to
i>mina /vi* f^T/i-. willinG*! r*r>Tit,AntA(] : rpsipTlpd.

a contemptuous manner;
dain; despitefully.
The apostles and most eminent Christians were poor,

and used contemptuously. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

The surest way to make a man contemptible is to treat

him contemptuously.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 104.

One of a despised class contemptuously termed "the

great unwashed." U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 252.

tcmptMe, now contentible = Pg. wntemptwel great unwashed." a. Spencer,**

= It. contentibile, < LL. contemptibilis, < L. con- cpntemp^UOUSnessJkjm-temp tu-us-nes)^n.
p. of contemnere,Aesi>ise: see contemn.]

Having food and raiment, let us be therewith content.

1 Tim. vi. 8.

If ye'll be content wi' me,
I'll do for you what man can dee.

Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 344).

He is content to be Auditor, where he only can speake,
and content to goe away, and thinke himselfe instructed.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Modest Man.

Content indeed to sojourn while he must
Below the skies, but having there his home.

F . ... .. Cowper, The Task, vi. 913.

temptus,i>Tp. otcoHtemnere.aespise: seeconiemn.j Disposition to contempt; expression of con-
content, non-content, or not content, words by which

1 Worthv of contempt: meriting scorn or dis- tempt; insolence; scornfulness; contumelious- assent and dissent are expressed in the British House of

ilj_. "".;-- vi- . i-i. ;,! * noca /UoHnin Lords, answering to the aye and no used in the House of

n. A Middle English form of Commons.

Among the Whigs there was some unwillingness to con-

,.. r .-.,-, . , sent to a change. . . . But Devonshire and Portland de-

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v. contend (kon-tend ), V. [= Ol . contendre =
Sp. Pg. contender = It. contendere, contend, <

L. contendere, stretch out, extend, strive after,

contend, < com-, together, + tenders, stretch:

see tend, and cf. attend, extend, intend, subtend.

Hence contents, contention.'] I. intrans. 1. To

strive; struggle in opposition or emulation:

used absolutely, or with against or with,

temptible.
~

A. Dobson, Int. to Steele, p. xxx.

3. Held in contempt ; despised; neglected.
Till length of years

And sedentary numness craze my limbs
To a contemptible old age obscure.

Milton, S. A.,

temptus,
1. Worthy ol: contempt; meriting scorn or ais- impi _

dain; despicable; mean: said of persons or ness; disdain,

things. contenancet,

Despised by all, I now begin to grow contemptible even countenance.

to myself. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

A most idle and contemptible controversy had arisen in

France touching the comparative merit of the ancient and
modern writers. Macaulay, Sir Win. Temple.

2. Not worthy of consideration ;
inconsider-

able
; paltry ;

worthless : generally used with
a negative.
His own part in the enterprise was by no means con-

For never two such kingdoms did contend
Without much fall of blood. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

. 572.

4f. Contemptuous : as, to have a contemptible

opinion of one. [In this sense now avoided.]

If she should make tender of her love, 'tis very possible
he'll scorn it : for the man . . . hath a contemptible spirit.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

It contributed a good deal to confirm me in the con-

temptible idea I always entertained of Cellarius.

Gibbon, Misc.,V. 286.

= Syn. 1. Contemptible, Despicable, Paltry, Pitiful, abject,

base, worthless, sorry, low. Contemptible is unworthy
of notice, deserving of scorn, for littleness or meanness ;

it is generally not so strong as despicable, which always
involves the idea of great baseness : as, a contemptible
trick ; despicable treachery. Paltry and pitiful are ap-

plied to things which from their insignificance hardly de-

Berve to be considered at all : as, a paltry excuse ; a sum
of money pitifully small. In pitiful, the pity seems to

apply to the one foolish enough to offer, etc., the pitiful

thing. Pitiful is often applied to persons. What is pal-

try is of no consequence ; what is pitiful is absurdly un-

equal to what it should be. See pitiful.

All sublunary joys and sorrows, all interests which know
a period, fade into the most contemptible insignificance.

R. Hall, Death of Princess Charlotte.

You found the Whig party . . . decent, at least in pro-
fession ; left it despicable in utter shamelessness.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 260.

Turn your forces from this paltry siege,
And stir them up against a mightier task.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

The one thing wholly or greatly admirable in this play
is the exposition of the somewhat pitiful but not unpiti-
able character of King Richard.

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 38.

contemptibleness (kon-temp'ti-bl-nes), n. The
state of being contemptible, or of being de-

spised ;
meanness

;
vileness.

If Demosthenes, after all his Philippics, throws away
his shield and runs, we feel the conteitiiitihlenexx of the
contradiction. Lowell, Rousseau.

Contemptibly (kon-temp'ti-bli), adv. 1. In a

In ambitious strength I did

Contend against thy valour. Shak., Cor., iv. 5.

There may you see the youth of slender frame
Contend u-ith weakness, weariness, and shame.

Crabbe, Village.

2. To endeavor ; use earnest efforts, as for the

purpose of obtaining, defending, preserving,
etc.: usually with for before the object striven

after.

Cicero him selfe doth contend, in two sondrie places, to

expresse one matter with diuerse wordes.

Afcham, The Scholemaster, p. 103.

Beloved, . . . contend for the faith which was once de-

livered unto the saints. Jude 3.

All that I contend for is, that I am not obliged to set out
with a definition of what love is.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 37.

Two spirits of a diverse love

Contendfor loving masterdom.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cii.

clared themselves content : their authority prevailed ; and
the alteration was made. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

= Syn. Content, Satisfied. See contentment.

II. n. One who votes " content "; an assent-

ing or affirmative vote.

Supposing the number of contents and not-contents

strictly equal in number and consequence, the possession,
to avoid disturbance, ought to carry it.

Burke, Act of Uniformity.

content1 (kon-tenf), v. t. [< OF. contenter, F.

contenter =" Sp. Pg. contentar = It. contentare,
< ML. contentare, satisfy, < L. contentus, satis-

fied, content : see content^, a.] 1. To give con-

tentment or satisfaction to; satisfy; gratify;

appease.
Beside contentinge me, yon shall both please and profit

verie many others. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

Is the adder better than the eel,

Because his painted skin contents the eye?
Shak., T. of the S., iv. S.

Troth says, of old the art of making plays
Was to content the people.

B. Jonson, Prol. to Epicoene.

And no less would content some of them [his disciples],

than being his highest Favourites and Ministers of State.

Stillingjieet, Sermons, I. xii.

2. Reflexively, to be satisfied.

Do not content yourself -with obscure and confused ideas,
when clearer are to be attained. Watts, Logic.

The scientific school, as such, contents itself with criti-

cism, and makes no affirmation in respect of religion.
J. R, Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 69.

Syn. 1. Content, Satiate, etc. See^satisfy.
3. To dispute earnestly; strive in debate; content1 (kon-tenf), n. [< OF. contente, con-

wrangle : as, the parties contend about trifles.

They that were of the circumcision contended with him.
Acts xi. 2.

tent, contentment, < contenter, content: see con-

tent^-, v.] 1. That state of mind which results

from satisfaction with present conditions
;
that

The younger perswaded the souldiers that he was the degree of satisfaction which holds the mind in

elder, and both contended which should die.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

II. trans. 1. To dispute; contest. [Bare.]
When Carthage shall contend the world with Rome.

Dryden, jEneid.

And on the green contend the wrestler's prize.

Dryden, jEneid.

2. To assert; affirm; maintain: as, I contend

that the thing is impossible.
Edward III. [in urging his claim to the throne of France]

. . . admitted that the French princess, who was his

mother, could not succeed, but he contended that he him-

self, as her son, was entitled to succeed his maternal grand-
father. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 93.

contemptible manner; meanly; in a manner contendent (kon-ten'dent), n. [= F. conten-

deserving of contempt. 2f. Contemptuously. (]ant = Sp. coniendiente"= Pg. It. contendente, <

L. contenden(t-)s, ppr. of contendere, contend:
see contend.] An antagonist or opposer ;

a con-

testant.

See contemptible, 3.

Anaides . . . stabs any man that speaks more contempt
ibly of the scholar than he.

peace, excluding complaint, impatience, or fur-

ther desire
;
contentment.

'Tis better to be lowly born,
And range with humble livers in content,
Than to be perk'd up in a glistering grief,

And wear a golden sorrow.

Shale., Hen. VIII., ii. S.

In all my life I have not seen
A man, in whom greater contents have been,
Than thou thyself art.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 3.

Ask thon this heart for monument,
And mine shall be a liirge content. Aird.

A strange content and happiness
Wrapped him around.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 99.

2. Acquiescence; submission. [Rare.]
Their praise is still the style is excellent ;

The sense, they humbly take upon content.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 308.

li.Jomon, Cynthia's Revels, ii. i.
contender (kon-ten 'der), . One who contends

;
3. That which is the condition of contentment ;

ttnlAJ*rlV Vlli.1v fluent until*? <, ,,. .

^ J f _1_

c^nptibl^'
baSCly '

a" Ct'y '
V"ely> deapicably - See a combatant'; a disputer; a wrangler.

COntemptUOUS (kon-temp'tu-us), a. [< L. as Those who see least into things, are usually the fiercest

if *contemptiiosus,"< contemptus, contempt: see ^""tenders about them. Stillinyfleet, Sermons, II. vi.

contempt.'] 1. Manifesting or expressing con- contending (kon-ten'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

tempt or disdain; scornful: said of actions or tend, v.] 1. Striving; struggling in opposition ;

feelings: as, conteiii)ituouH language or manner, debating.

desire; wish.
So will I

In England work your grace's full content.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.

4f. Compensation; satisfaction.

Tell me what this is, I will give you any content foryour
pains. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 42.



content

Heart's content, full "i- rompiric satisfaction.

I wl.sli yullr ijuivship :tll A- <" ' '.- MHA "'.

SI:,,/;.. \I. of V., ill. I.

Til.- Mrst tiling
'

>H'I on lioardiiig Privateer was t.. get

such tilings us we could to gralilic our Indian liuidcs. fur

we wen- resulted In rctvard them t" lh< ii // -H/-N ci,//r. /./

ll,inil,i, r. Voyages, I. 23.

content'2 (kon'teiit or kon-tent'), n. [< L. COM-

leiilim, pp., in lit. sense, contained: see con-

f-/i, .] 1. That which is contained; the

thing or things hold, included, or comprehended
within a limit or limits: usually in the plural :

as, (lit! i-iin ten 1.1 of a cask or a bale, of a room or

a ship, of a book or a document.
I have a letter from her,

Of such content* as you will wonder at.

Shot., M. W. of W., iv. 8.

The finite spirit itaelf, with nil its content, liecomes one
of the ri.ntiiiiLi-nt unconnected facts of experience.

Adamion, Philos. of Kant, p. 6.

2. In acorn., the area or space included within
certain limits. [In this and the next sense
most frequently singular.]
The geometrical content of all the lands of a kingdom.

Oraunt, Obs. on Bills of Mortality.

3. In logic, the sum of the attributes or notions
which constitute the meaning and are expressed
in the definition of a given conception : thus,

animiil, rational, etc., form the content of the

conception man. The content ofcognition is the

matter of knowledge, that which comes from
without the mind.
The husis and content of all experience Is feeling.

O. H. Lemn, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. ? 12.

The attempt [to discriminate the objective from the

subjective elements] would only be possible on the ground
that we could, at any time and in any way, disengage
Thought from its content. J. FwArc, Cosmic Philos., I. 50.

So, while we are all along preferring a more pleasurable
state of consciousness before a less, the content of our con-

sciousness is continually changing ; the greater pleasure
still outweighs the less, but the pleasures to be weighed
are either wholly different, or at least arc the same for us
no more. J. Ward, Eucyc. Brit., XX. 72.

4. The power of containing; capacity; extent
within limits.

Haitiugs of wild beasts, as Elephants, Rhinoceros, Ti-

gers, Leopards and others, which sights much delighted
the common people, and therefore the places required to

be large and of great content.

Puttenliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 30.

This island had then fifteen hundred strong ships of

great content. Bacon.

5. In the customs, a paper delivered to the
searcher by the master of a vessel before she
is cleared outward, describing the vessel's des-

ignation and detailing the goods shipped, with
other particulars. This content has to be com-

pared with the cockets and the indorsements
and clearances thereon. --Linear content or con-
tents, length along a straight, curved, or broken line.

Solid content <>r contents, the number of solid units
c oiitained in a spact-, as of cubic indies, feet, yards, etc. ;

volume. Superficial content or contents, the measure
of a surface in square measure; area. Table Of con-
tents, a statement or summary of ail the matters treated
in a book, arranged in the order of succession, and (gener-

ally) prefixed to it.

content ;!

t, n. [< ME. content, < OF. content, cun-

tent, contend, contant, content, contans, contemn,

contemps, cont<imps (= Pr. conten), dispute, quar-
reling, contention, < contendre, dispute, quarrel,
contend: see contend. Content is related to

contend as extent to extend, ascent to ascend, etc.]
Contention

; dispute ; strife ; quarrel.

Where-apou, the sayde John Brendon stode in a con-

tfnt ayenst the sayde Master and Wardonys, to he prevyd
perjofi-d. Emjlifk Gild* (E. E. T. 8.), p. S23.

COntentablet (kon-ten'ta-bl), o. [< content*, r.,

+ -ulile.] Able to satisfy; satisfying.
contentationt (kon-ten-ta'shon), n. [< ME.
einiteiitnci<i,<. OF.<-ontetecion,< ML. contenta-

tiii(n-), < eoiitrntdre, pp. contentatns, content:
see content1

, v.] 1. Content; satisfaction.

Not only eonlealatioii In mimic but quietnesse in con-

science. Li/lii, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 138.

Happiness therefore is that estate whereby we attain

. . . the full possession of that which simply for itself is

to be desired, and contaiueth in it, after an eminent sort,

the contentation of our desires.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 11.

He promised to please her mind, and so tooke in hand
the setting of her ruffs, which he performed to her great
contentation and liking.

Stubbea, Anat. of Abuses (ed. 1595), p. 43.

2. Discharge or payment ; satisfaction, as of a

claim.

Ami so the hole Somme for full contentacion of the said

Chapcll \Vaigics fur oonc hole Yen- ys xxxvf. xv.
ifuoted in /;/.,,,- /,W-(K. E. T. H.), p. xciv.

And yf they hum' non ;roo.ls nercatelles, sufficiant to the
roiit'-ntui-ii'ti n!' siiinmcs so fiirfet. then to haue auctorite
:nnl power t" inukt- scueralle capias ad satisfaciendam

ayensl Ilirin. Kn
: ilixli Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 404.
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contented (k<m tcn'tod), p. a. [Pp. of content*,

r.] I. Possessing or characterized by content-
nii-nl ; s:il i.slii-d with present conditions; not

given to complaining or to a desire for anything
further or different; satisfied: as, a mutinied
man

;
a person of a nnilenteil disposition.

Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least.

Slmk.. Sonnets, xxix.

2. Fully disposed; not loth; willing; ready;
resigned; passive.

This thy family, for which our Lord Jesus Christ was
contented to be betrayed, . . . and to suffer death upon
the cross.

Hook of Common Prayer, Collect for Good Friday.

Men are contented to he laughed at for their wit, but not

for their folly. Sifi/t, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

A contented acquiescence in the chronic absence of be-

lief is as little creditable to the intellect as to the heart.

//. A'. Oxennam, Short Studies, p. 275.

contentedly (kon-ten'ted-li), adv. In a con-

tented manner ; quietly ; without concern.

Passed the hours contentedly with chat.

Drayton, PoeU and Poesy.

contentedness (kon-ten'ted-nes), n. The state

of being contented ; satisfaction of mind with

any condition or event.

Miracles . . . met with a passive willingness, a content-

edness in the patient to receive and believe them.
Hammond, Works, IV. 822.

contentful! (kon-tent'ful), a. [< content*, n., +
-fill, I.] Fullof contentment.

Contentful submission to God's disposal of things.

Barrow, Works, III. vi.

contention (kon-ten'shon), n. [< ME. conten-

cion, < OF. contencion, F. contention = Sp. con-

tendon = Pg. contencSo = It. contenziotte, < L.

contetio(n-'), < contendere, pp. contentus, con-
tend: see contend.] 1. A violent effort to ob-

tain something, or to resist physical force,

whether an assault or bodily opposition ; physi-
cal contest; struggle; strife.

But when your troubled country called you forth,
Your flaming courage and your matchless worth
To fierce contention gave a prosperous end.

Waller, To my Lord Protector.

2. Strife in words or debate ; wrangling ;
an-

gry contest
; quarrel ; controversy ; litigation.

A fool's lips enter Into contention. Prov. xviii. (i.

Avoid foolish questions, and genealogies, and conten-

tions, and strivings about the law. Tit. ill. 9.

3. Strife or endeavor to excel ; competition ;

emulation.

No quarrel, but a slight contention.

Shot., S Hen. VI., L 2.

4f. Effort
; struggle ;

vehement endeavor.

This Is an end which, at first view, appears worthy our
utmost contention to obtain. Jioyers.

6. That which is affirmed or contended for; an

argument or a statement in support of a point
or proposition ;

a main point in controversy.
But my i-niii: iiiinii Is that knowledge does not take its

rise in general conceptions.
0. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. $ 25.

German history might be quite as remunerative to us as
ours is to the Germans. Such has always lieen my conten-

tion. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 62.

I am most anxious that my contention in writing as I

have done should not be misunderstood.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 450.

Bone of contention. See bond. = Syn. 1 and 2. Discus-

sion, variance, disagreement, feud, wrangle, altercation.
See strife.

contentious (kon-ten'shus), a. [= F. conten-

tieui = Sp. Pg!
'

contencioao = It. contenzioso, <

L. con tentiosus, quarrelsome, perverse, < conten-

WO(H-), contention.] 1. Apt to contend; given
to angry debate; quarrelsome; perverse; liti-

gious.
A continual dropping In a very rainy day and a conten-

tious woman are alike. Prov. xxvii. 15.

[They] had entertained one Hull, an excommunicated
person and very contentious, for their minister.

n'inthrop. Hist. New England, II. 121.

The book ["Refutation of Deism "] may be regarded as
the last development of that contentious, argumentative
side of Shelley s nature which found expression at an
earlier time in the letters addressed by him under feigned
names to eminent champions of orthodoxy.

K. Doinlen, Shelley, I. 398.

2. Relating to or characterized by contention
or strife; involving contention or debate.

Not for malice and content ioiut crymes,
But all for prayse. and proofe of manly might,
The martial! brood accustomed to fight.

Spenser, F. Q..III. 1. 13.

When we turn to his opponents, we emerge from the
learned obscurity of the black-letter precincts to the niutv

cheerful, though not less contentions, regions of political
men. Brougham, Burke.

conterminant

To go into questions of gun manufacture here, probably
tin- most I'liiil.'HiiHitsot all subjects under tin *un. i- "f

course impossible. Contemporary Ken., LI. 270.

3. In lair, relating to causes between contend-

ing parties.
The lord chief justices and judges have a rnnienliaut

jurisdiction ; but the lords of the treasury and the com-
missioners of the customs have none, lieing merely judges
of accounts and transaction!. Ckambert.

In contentious suite It Is difficult to draw the line be-

tween judicial decision and arbitration.

Stubtu, Const. Hist, i 87.

Contentious argument, an argument which is framed

only to ileceive or to put down an opponent, not to ad-

vance trulb. -Syn. 1 :ni'l 2. Pugnacious, disputatious,
i

;i|it i'-ii-, \M iinuliiii:, litigious, factious.

COntentiously (kon-ten'shus-li), adr. In a con-
tentious manner; quarrelsomely; perversely;
with wrangling.
The justices were to apprehend and take all such as did

e<intenti<iulit and tumultuously.
Striii>c, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1548.

contentiousness (kpn-ten'shus-nes), n. A dis-

position to wrangle or contend
; proneness to

strife; perverseness ; quarrelsomeness.
Contentiousness in a feast of charity Is more scandal

than any posture. G. Herbert, Country Parson, xxli.

COntentivet (kon-ten'tiv), a.
[<

content* + -ire;
= F. contentif,"etc.] Producing or giving con-

tent.

They shall find it a more eontentive life than Idleness or

perpetual joviality.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, 67 (Ord MS.).

contentless 1

(kon-tent'les), a. [< content*, n.,

+ -legs.] Discontented; dissatisfied; uneasy.
[Rare.]

Him we wrong with our contentletme choyce.
./"/,,, fieaumont, Congratulation to the Muses.

contentless2 (kon'tent-les), a. [< content2 +
-less. ] Void of content or meaning.
So far the Idea remains contentlew. Mind, XI. 429.

contentlyt (kon-tent'li), adv. In a contented

way.
Come, well away unto your country-house,

And there we'll learn to live contently.
Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. S.

contentment (kon-tent'ment), n. [< F. conten-

tenient = Sp. contentamiento = Pg. It. contcnta-

mento, contentment; as content*, r., + -ment.]
1 . That degree of happiness which consists in

being satisfied with present conditions
;
a quiet,

uncomplaining, satisfied mind ; content.

The noblest mind the best contentment has.

Spenner, V. Q., I. L 35.

Contentment without external honour is humility.
N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

Ctitentnunt is one thing ; happiness quite another.
The former results from the want of desire; the latter

from its gratification. The one arises from the absence
of pain ; the other from the presence of pleasure.

L. F. Ward, Dynam. Sociol., II. 207.

2. Gratification, or means of gratification; sat-

isfaction.

You shall have no wrong done you, noble Ciesar,
But all contentment. B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 4.

At Paris the prince spent one whole day, to give his

mind some contentment in viewing a famous city.
Sir //. Walton.

= 8yn. ContcntHtent, Satisfaction. Contentment is pas-
sive ; iatinfattion is active. The former Is the feeling of

one who does not needlessly pine after what is beyond
his reach, nor fret at the hardship of his condition ; the
latter describes the mental condition of one who has all

he desires, and feels pleasure in the contemplation of his

situation. A needy man may lie contented, but can hardly
be mtitjied. See satisfy, hajipinest.

contents (kon'tents or kon-tents'), pi- See
content?.

conteritiont, " [An erroneous form of contri-

tion, q. v.] A rubbing or striking together.
Hares.

He being gone, Francion did light his torch again by the
means of a flint, that by contention sparkled out fire.

Comical Hist, of Francion.

conterminable (kon-ter'mi-na-bl), a.
[<

con-
+ terminable.] 1. Capable of being limited or
terminated by the same bounds. 2. Limited
or terminated by the same bounds ; contermi-
nous. [Rare.]
Love and life are not conterminable.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 477.

conterminal (kon-ter'mi-nal), a. [< COM- + ter-

minal.] 1. Conterminous. 2. In entom., at-

tached end to end : said of the parts of a jointed

organ when each has its base attached to the

apex of the preceding one so that they form a

regular line.

conterminantt (kon-ter'mi-nant), a. [< LL.
eontrrmintin(t-)fi, ppr. of cnnterminare, border
on: see roiiti'nuinnte.] Having the same limits;

conterminous.



conterminant

Suburban and conterminant fabrickes.

Howell, Vocall Forrest.

If haply your dates of life were conterminant.
Lamb, Elia.

conterminate (kon-ter'mi-nat), a. [< LL. con-

tcrminatus, pp. of eonterminare (> It. contcrmi-

nare), border on, < L. com-, together, + termi-

nus, a border: see terminate.'] Same as conter-

minous.
A strength of empire fixed

Conterminate with heaven.
B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

Conterminous (kon-ter'mi-nus), a. [= Sp. Pg.
It. contermino, < L. conterminus, bordering upon,
< com-, together, + terminus, a border : see ter-

minate, conterminate.'} 1. Having the same
limit; bordering; touching at the boundary;
contiguous.
This eouforraed so many of them as were conterminous

to the colonies and garrisons to the Roman laws.
Sir M. Hale.

Because speculation is conterminous at one side with

metempirics, it has frequently been carried by its ardor
over its own lawful boundaries into that nebulous region
where all tests fail.

O. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 47.

Canaan, Egypt, Nubia, and Ethiopia taken in its wid-
est use are in a certain sense conterminowi, and form the
southern boundary of the world as known to the Hebrews.

G. liamlinson, Origin of Nations, p. 197.

2. Having the same borders or limits, and hence
of the same extent or size ; of equal extension.

Our English alphabet is a member of that great Latin

family of alphabets whose geographical extension was ori-

ginally conterminous, or nearly so, with the limits of the
Western Empire. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 71.

3. In eool., having the game limitation or def-
inition: said of classificatory groups. Thus, a

genus which is the only one of a family is conterminous
with it ; the modern group Ichthyopsida is conterminous
with the two classes Pisces and Amphibia. Also conter-
minate.

As applied by Linnaeus, the name cactus is almost con-
terminous with what is now regarded as the natural order
Cactaceaj, which embraces several modern genera.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 625.

Also coterminous.

conterraneant (kon-te-ra'ne-an), a. [As con-
terrane-ous + -.] Conterraneous.

If women were not conterranean and mingled with men,
angels would descend and dwell among us.

Quoted in llowell's Letters, iv. 7.

conterraneoust (kon-te-ra'ne-us), a. [= Sp.
Pg. It. conterraneo, < L. coiiterraneus, < com-, to-

gether, + terra, earth, country.] Of the same
earth or world or country.
COntesset, . An obsolete form of countess1 .

contesserationt (kon-tes-e-ra'shqn), n. [< LL.
contesseratio(n-), contracting of* friendship, <

contesserare, pp. contesscratus, contract friend-

ship by means of square tablets, which were
divided by the friends in order that in after
times they or their descendants might recog-
nize each other, < L. com-, together, + tessera,
a tablet: see tessera.~\ A harmonious assem-
blage or collection

;
a friendly union.

The holy symbols of the eucharist were intended to be a
contesseration and an union of Christian societies to God
and with one another. Jer. Taylor, Real Presence, 1.

contest (kou-tesf), v. [< F. contester, contest,
dispute, = Sp. Pg. contestar = It. contestare,
notify, refer a cause, < L. contestari, call to wit-

ness, bring an action (ML. contestare litem, con-
test a case), < com-, together, + testari, bear
witness, < testis, a witness : see test3.'] I. trans.
1. To make a subject of emulation, contention,
or dispute ; enter into a competition for

;
com-

pete or strive for : as, to contest a prize; to con-
test an election (see contested).
Homer is universally allowed to have had the greatest

Invention of any writer whatever. The praise of judg-
ment Virgil has justly contested with him. Pope.

2. To contend or strive for in arms; fight or
do battle for; strive to win or hold; struggle
to defend: as, the troops contested every inch of

ground.
The matter was contested by single combat.

Bacon, Political Fables, ix.

West-Saxon Ceawlin, like Hebrew Joshua, went on from
kingdom to kingdom, from city to city. As he did unto
Cirencester and her king, so did he unto Gloucester and
her king. But every step was well contested.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 128.

3. To argue in opposition to
; controvert

;
liti-

gate ; oppose ;
call in question ; challenge ;

dis-

Eute:
as, the advocate contested every point;

is right to the property was contested in the
courts.

"Cogito ergo sum." Few philosophical aphorisms have
been more frequently repeated, few more contested than
this, and few assuredly have been so little understood by
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those who have held up its supposed fallacy to the great-

est ridicule. J. V. Morell.

The originality and power of this [the dramatic litera-

ture of the period] as a mirror of life cannot be contested.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 13.

= Syn. 3. To debate, challenge.

n. iittrans. 1. To strive; contend; dispute:
followed by with.

The difficulty of an argument adds to the pleasure of

contesting with it, when there are hopes of victory.

Up. Burnet.

2. To vie
;
strive in rivalry.

I ... do contest

As hotly and as nobly with thy love,
As ever in ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy valour. Shak., Cor., iv. 5.

Man who dares in pomp with Jove contest.

Pope, Odyssey.

contest (kon'test), n. [(contest, v.~] 1. Strife;

struggle for victory or superiority, or ill de-
fense

;
a struggle in arms.

What dire offence from amorous causes springs,
What mighty contests rise from trivial things !

Pope, K. of the L., i. 1.

The late battle had, in effect, been a contest between
one usurper and another. llallam.

2. Dispute ;
debate

; controversy ;
strife in ar-

gument; disagreement.
Leave all noisy contests, all immodest clamours and

brawling language. Watts.

Great contest follows, and much learned dust
Involves the combatants ; each claiming truth,
And truth disclaiming both.

Cowper, The Task, iii. 161.

= Syn. 1. Conflict, Combat, etc. (see battle!), encounter.
See strife. 2. Altercation; dissension; quarrel.

COntestable (kon-tes'ta-bl), a. [< F. contestable

(= Sp. contestable= Pg. contestavel), < contester,
contest : see contest and -able."] That may be

disputed or debated
; disputable ;

controverti-
ble. [Rare.]
contestableness (kon-tes'ta-bl-nes), n. Pos-

sibility of being contested. [Rare.]
contestant (kou-tes'tant), n. [< F. contestant
= Pg. It. coniestante, < L. contestants, ppr.
of contestari, call to witness, etc. : see contest,

!).] One who contests
;
a disputant ;

a litigant :

commonly used of one who contests the result
of an election, or the proceeding for probate of
a will.

contestation (kon-tes-ta'shon), n. [= F. con-

testation = Sp. contestacion = Pg. contestacao
= It. contestazlone, < L. contestatio(n-), an ear-
nest entreaty, an attesting, LL. entering of a

suit, < contestari, pp. contestatm, call to wit-

ness, etc.: see contest, t'.] If. The aet of con-

testing or striving to gain or overcome
;
con-

test
; emulation, competition, or rivalry.

Never contention rise in cither's breast,
But contestation whose love shall be best.

Beau, and FL, Four Plays in One.

There is no act in all the errand of Gods Ministers to

man-kind, wherein passes more loverlike contetftation be-
tweene Christ and the Soule of a regenerate man lapsing,
then before, and in, and after the Sentence of Excommu-
nication. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2f. Strife; dispute.
His domestical Troubles were only by Earl Godwyn and

his Sons, who yet after many Contestations and Affronts
were reconciled, and Godwyn received again into as great
Favour as before. Baker, Chronicles, p. 18.

After years spent in domestic . . . contestations, she
found means to withdraw. Clarendon.

Those . . . that are in perpetual contestation and close

fightings with sin. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 90.

3f. Joint testimony; proof by witnesses
;
attes-

tation.

We as well are baptised into the name of the Holy Spirit
as of the Father and Son : wherein is signified, and by a
solemn contestation ratified, on the part of God, that those
three joyned and confederated (as it were) are conspiringly
propitious and favourable to us. Barrow, Works, II. xxxiv.

4. In the Gallican liturgies, the Vere Dignum,
or clause beginning "It is very meet, right,
and our bounden duty," at the beginning of
the eucharistic preface ;

in a wider sense, the
whole preface.
contested (kon-tes'ted), p. a. [Pp. of contest,

.] 1. Disputed. As applied to elections: (a) In
Great Britain, involving a contest at the polls, more than
one candidate having been nominated.

In four out of the six contested wards the Land League
candidates were rejected.

London Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1881.

(fc) In the United States, involving a contest or dispute
as regards the result of balloting, on the part of the un-
successful candidate, before a court or a legislative body :

called lu Great Britain a controverted election.

2. Litigated : as, a contested case at law.

contestingly (kon-tes'ting-li), adv. In a con-
tending manner.

contexture

The more contestinyly they set their reason to explain
them, the more intricate they, perhaps, will find them.

W. Montayue, Devoute Essays.

contestless (kon'test-les), a. [< contest +
-less.] Not to be disputed; incontrovertible.

[Rare.]
Truth contestless. A. Hill.

context (kon-teks'), *' * [< L- contexere, weave
together, < com-, together, + texere, weave : see

text. Cf. context, ?.] To weave together.
Either by the plastic principle alone, or that and heat

together, or by some other cause capable to cont.ex the

matter, it is yet possible that the matter may be anew
contriued into such bodies. Boyle, Works, II. 529.

COntextt (kon-teksf), i\ t. [< L. contextus, pp.
of contexere, join or weave together : see con-

text] To knit together ;
connect.

If the subject be history or contexted fable, then I hold
it better put in prose or blanks. Feltham, Resolves, i. 71.

contextt (kon-teksf), a. [< L. contextus, pp. :

see the verb".] Knit or woven together ;
close

;

firm.

The coats . . . are context and callous.

Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 3.

context (kon'tekst), n. [= F. contexte = Sp.

Pg. contexto = It. contesto, < L. contextus, a

joining together, connection, < contexere, pp.
contextus, join or weave together: see contex,

context, v.] If. Texture; specifically, the en-

tire text or connected structure of a discourse
or writing.

The skillful gloss of her reflection

But paints the context of thy coarse complexion.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 6.

Being a point of so high wisdome and worth, how could
it be but that we should find it in that book within whose
sacred context all wisdome is infolded ?

Milton, Church-Government, Pref.

We should not forget that we have but stray fragments
of talk, separated from the context of casual and unre-
strained conversations. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

2. Less properly, the parts of a writing or dis-

course which precede or follow, and are directly
connected with, some other part referred to or

quoted.
Caesar's object in giving the Crastinus episode seems to

have been, judging from the immediate context, an illus-

tration of the fiery zeal of his soldiers.

Tram. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 46.

contextual (kon-teks'tu-al), a. [< L. contextus,
context (see context, n.")',

+ -al.~\ 1. Pertaining
to or dealing with the context.

So as to admit of a contextual examination.
Tlie Congregationalist, March 12, 1885.

The argument is not grammatical, but logical, and con-

textual. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 715.

2. Conforming to or literally agreeing with the
text : as, a contextual quotation.
contextually (kon-teks'tu-al-i), adv. Agreea-
bly to the text; verbatim et literatim: as, an
extract contextually quoted.
contextural (kon-teks'tu-ral), a. [< contexture
+ -?.] Pertaining to contexture.

Contexture (kon-teks'tur), re. [=F. contexture
= Sp. Pg. contextura = It. contestura, < ML. as if
*
contextura, < L. contextus, pp. of contexere, join

together: see context, v. and ., and texture."]

If. A weaving or joining, or the state of being
woven or joined together.
A perfect continuance or contexture of the thread of the

narration. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 126.

2. The manner of interweaving several parts
into one body; the disposition andunion of the
constituent parts of a thing with respect to one
another

; composition of parts ;
constitution ;

complication.
The first doctrine is touching the contexture or configu-

ration of things.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 161.

Pray let's now rest ourselves in this sweet shady arbour,
which nature herself has woven with her own fine fingers ;

'tis such a contexture of woodbines, sweetbrier, jasmine,
and myrtle. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 207.

View his whole life ; 'tis nothing hut a cunning contex-

ture of dark arts and unequitable subterfuges.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

Sella hung the slippers in the porch
Of that broad rustic lodge, and all who passed
Admired their fair contexture. Bryant, Sella.

3f. Context.
In a contexture, where one part does not always depend

upon another, . . . there it is not always very probable
to expound Scripture, and take its meaning by its propor-
tion to the neighbouring words.

././. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 330.

4. In Scots law, a mode of industrial accession,

arising when material, as wool or yarn, belong-
ing to one person is woven into cloth belong-
ing to another, and is carried therewith as ac-



contexture

cessory. In principle it is similar to
lin-r (which see).

contextured (kon-teks'ttod), o. [< c

+ -/-.] Woven; formea into texture. [Kare.j
A gurmcnt of Klc.^h 101 oi SCUM >).""' :,/i/ l ,'rt in the loom

of lleiivm. <'<nluli'
:
Strtor Kesartus, i. 10.

conticent (kon'ti-sent ), a. (X LL. conttccn(t-)s,

ppr. nt' I'liii/ici-n; lie silent, < L. i-iim- (intensive)
+ tact-ri; lie silent: sue tacit.'] Silent; hushed;
quiet. [Rare.]

servants h:i\clr!t the room, the gtlests sit conticent.
'

ray, I he Virginians, li.
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tlie base: as, contiguous antenna'. Contiguous
angles. See ..//.:;, i.-Syn. .l^w'/iiici.et,-. s,., ./,,,.

contiguously (kon-tig'ii-us-li), nilr. In a con-

tiguous manner ; by contact
;
without interven-

ing space.
The next of kin continuously embrace :

And foes arc sunder'u by a larger space.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamnrph., i. ::i.

contiguousness (kon-tig'u-us-nes), n. A state
of contact

;
close union of surfaces or borders.

The suspicious houses, as if afraid to be infected with
more misery than they have already, by contiguou*ne* to
others, keep oh* at a distance, having many waste places

contignationt (kon-tig-na'shpn), . [=F. con- betwixt them. Fuller, Holy War, p 'Tr.

li
!i,:,iti<i ll =Hi>.,;, l ,li

!/,
l < l <-i,,, l ,<l,.contignatio(n-), continence, continency (kon'ti-nens, -nen-si),a floor, a story, < contujnare, pp. contignatus, . r< ME . continence, < OF. continence, F. con-

join with beams, < com-, together, + hgnnm, a tinence = Pr. contenensa = Sp. Pg. etmtlMMla
= It. continenza, < L. coutincutia, holding back,
moderation, temperance, < continen( t-)s : see con-
lini nt.] 1. In general, self-restraint with re-

gard to desires and passions ;
self-command.

A harder lesson to learn Continence
In joyous pleasure than in grievous paine.

Speiuer, F. Q., II. vi. 1.

He knew . . . when to leave off a continence which is

practised by a few writers. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

2. In a special sense, the restraint of the sex-
ual passion within due bounds, whether abso-

lute, as in celibacy, or within lawful limits, as
in marriage ; chastity.

continently
slons (also separately

called continents) of the western
. i, iilin- nl. ali'l air hai'lh IJH.I-- iiuit-'l than H ere Africa
aid Asia Itcforc tin- enttini,' of tlir Sin / .anal.

4. [can.] In a special sense, in Knglish litera-

ture, the mainland of Europe, as distinguished
from the British islands: as, to travel on the

1. A frame of beams; a story; the
beams that bind or support a frame or story.
The uppermost contiynation of their houses.

J. Ureyory, Works, I. 10.

An arch, the worke of Baltazar di Sienna, built with
wonderfull ingenuity, so that it is not easy to conceive
how it is supported, yet It has some Imperceptible con-

tignationtt wd> do not betray themselves easily to the eye.
Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 25, 1644.

2. The act of framing together or uniting beams
in a fabric.

Their own buildings . . . were without any party-wall,
and linked by continuation Into the edifice of France.

Burke.

contiguatet (kon-tig'u-at), a. [< ML. conti</u-
iiln.i, contiguous, ppr. of contiguari, be con-

tiguous, < L. contiguus, contiguous: see contigu-
ous.] Contiguous.
The two extremities are contiyuate, yea, and continuate.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 817.

contiguity (kon-ti-gu'i-ti), n. [= F. contiguite= Sp. contiguidad = Pg. contiguidade = It. con-

tiguita, < ML. contiguita(t-)s, < L. contiguus,
contiguous: see contiguous.] 1. Actual con-

tact; a touching; the state of being in con-

tact, or within touching distance
; hence, prox-

imity of situation or place ; contiguousness ;

adjacency.
Regard is justly had to contiguity, or adjacency, in pri-

vate lands and possessions. Bacon, Fable of Perseus.

In a community of so great an extent as ours, contiguity
becomes one of the strongest elements in forming party
combinations, and distance one of the strongest elements
in repelling them. Calhoun, Works, I. 233.

Phoebe's presence, and the continuity of her fresh life

to his blighted one, was usually all that he required.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

Hence 2. A series of things in continuous
connection

;
a continuity.

O for a lodge in some vast wilderness,
Some boundless continuity of shade !

Cowper, The Task, II. 2.

3. In psychol., the coexistence or immediate
sequence of two or more impressions or ex-

periences. The law of continuity is that law of mental
association according to which an idea which has been
accompanied or followed by another is more likely to be
accompanied or followed by that other on any occasion of

reproduction, and that this tendency is stronger the oftener
and the closer the contiguity of the ideas has been. The
law also includes the tendency of ideas to recall ideas that
have immediately preceded them if there Is such an ele-

mentary tendency, which is disputed. Contiguity is the
most characteristic of the principles of association. It was
stated by Aristotle, and was revived by David Hume, who
used the word continuity to translate Aristotle's term TO

vvvtyyvs.

The qualities from which this association arises, and by
which the mind is after this manner convey 'd from one
idea to another, are three, viz. : Kcsemblance, Continuity
in time or place, and Cause and Etl'cct.

Hume, Treatise of Human Nature (1739), i. 4.

The continuity in time and place must mean that of
the sensations ; and so far it is affirmed that the order of
the i.leas follows that of the sensations. Continuity of two
sensations in time means the successive order. Continuity
of two sensations in place means the synchronous order.'

Jameg Mill, Analysis of Unman Mind, iii.

contiguous (kon-tig'u-us), a. [= F. contigu =
Sp. Pg. It. contiguo, < L. contiguus, touching,
< contingere (contig-). touch: see contiiii/rnt,

contact, contagion.] i. Touching ; meeting or

joining at the surface or border
; hence, close

together ; neighboring ; bordering or adjoining ;

adjacent : as, two con tigitous bodies, houses, or
estates : usually followed by to.

I saw two several! Castles built on a rock, which are so
near together that they are even continuous.

Cortiat, Crudities, I. 93.

A picturesque house continuous to the churchyard, which
In Queen Kli/abetli's time was a palace and was visited by
that sovereign, . . . has now become a dairy.

II'. Winter, English Itambles, p. 45.

Specifically 2. In cntom.: (a) So thickly
strewn as to be close together or touch, but
without coalescin.";: as. i-nntii/iiinix spots, dots,
or punctures. (6) Almost or quite touching at

Chastity is either abstinence or continence ; abstin
Is that of virgins or widows ; continence that of mai
persons.

_
- _. ..larried

Jer. Taylor.

3. Capacity for holding or containing: as, a
measure which has only one half the continence
of another. 4f. Continuity; uninterrupted
course.

Lest the continence of the course should be divided.

Ayli/e t Parergon.

continent (kon'ti-nent), a. and n. [I. a. < ME.
continent, < OF. (and F.) continent = Sp. Pg.
It. continente, < L. continen(t-)s, holding back,
temperate, moderate, also hanging together,
continuous, uninterrupted, ppr. of continere,
hold back, check, also hold together: see cow-
tain. II. n. In def. II., 3, early mod. E. continente
= F. continent = Sp. Pg. It. continente = D. kon-
tinent = Or. continent, kontincnt = Dan. /conti-

nent, < ML. NL. continen(t-)s, a continent, that

is, a continuous extent of land, in ML. applied
also to a broad continuous field, prop. adj. (sc.
L. terra, land, or ager, field), L. contincn(t-)s,
continuous, unbroken : see above. In defs. 1

and 2 the noun is directly from the adj.] I. .

1. Restrained; moderate; temperate.
I pray you have a continent forbearance, till the speed

of his rage goes slower. Shak., Lear, i. 2.

2. Moderate or abstinent in the indulgence of
the sexual passion; maintaining continence;
chaste.

My past life

Hath been as ctmtinent, as chaste, as true.
As I am now unhappy. Shale., W. T., ill. 2.

3f. Restraining; opposing.
My desire

All continent impedimenta would o'erbear.
That did oppose my will. Shak., Macbeth, tv. 3.

4f. Containing; being the container: with of.

5f. Continuous; connected; not interrupted.
Some. . . thluke it v^is called Anglia of Angulus, which

is in English a corner, for that It is but a corner in respect
of the nun uc and continent land of the whole world.

GraSton, Briteyn, iv.

The north-east part of Asia Is, if not continent with
the west side of America, yet certainly . . . the least dis-

joined by sea of all that coast. Brerewood, Languages.
Continent cause. See caiue, 1.

II. . If. That which contains or comprises ;

a container or holder.
Here's the scroll,

The continent and summary of my fortune.

Shak., 11. of V., HI. 2.

2f. That which is contained or comprised ; con-
tents

;
the amount held or that can be held, as

by a vessel.

Great vessels into less are emptied never.
There's a redundance past their continent ever.

Chairman, Revenge of Hussy d'Ambois, li. 1.

3. In phys. geog., one of the largest land-
masses of the globe. From the most general point
of view there are two continental masses, the eastern
and the western, the old world and the new world. In
iiriTiking thoc up into ICSMT divisions, Europe and Asia
together naturally constitute one mass, conveniently des-

ignated as Eurasia, ih"ir_lj each is coimnoiilv reckoned
a separate continent. Africa, formerly attached to Asia
very slightly by the isthmus of Suez, and now artificially
severed from it by tin Suez canal, forms another conti-
nental mass. Australia is regarded by many as a third
continental subdivision of the eastern land-mass (or a
fourth, reckoning I'.iimpe and Asia separately). North
and South America form the two great natural subdivi-

(He! kindly communicated to her, as is the way with
the hot hied Knyli.sli on their tirst an iviil "on tin- '

sions regarding the sights and persons
he h.i'l

Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, A Caution to Travellers.

5f. Land in a general sense, as distinguished
from water

;
terra firma.

The earcas with the streaine was carried downe,
But th head fell backcward on the >

Speiuer, F. Q., III. v. 26.

Make mountains level, and the continent,
Weary of solid firmness, melt itself

Into the sea! M,,k.. -I lien. IV., lit 1.

To conduct them through the Red Sea. into the conti-
nent of the Holy Laud. Purchait, Pilgrimage, p. 1&9.

6. [cap.'] Same as Encratite. old continent. See
old.

continental (kou-ti-nen'tal), a. and n. [< con-
Hum t, n., + -al; = F. continental, etc.] i. a. 1.

Relating or pertaining to, or of the nature of,
a continent

; entitled to be considered a conti-
nent.

Greenland, however Insulated it may ultimately prove
to be, is In mass strictly continental.

Kane, Sec. Orinn. Exp., I. 225.

2. Characteristic of a continent: opposed to
insular : as. a continenUil climate. See below.

3. Specifically, of or belonging to the conti-

nent, as distinguished from adjacent islands,
and especially to the continent of Europe: as,
the con tinental press; the continental Sunday. In
Amrr. hint. : (a) Pertaining to the government and affairs
of the thirteen revolutionary colonies during and imme-
diately after their struggle against England : as, the Con-
tinental Congress ; continental money (the paper currency
issued by Congress during the revolutionary war).

The army before Boston was designated as the conti-
nental army, in contradistinction to that under General
Gates, which was called the ministerial army. Irving.

(6t) Inclined to favor a strengthening of the general gov-
ernment and an increase of unity among the colonies.
Continental climate, in iihys. //.... the climate of a
part of a continent, reKarded as owing its peculiarities to
this fact. Such a climate is subject to great fluctuations
of temperature, hoth diurnal and seasonal. An insular
climate, on the other hand, is much more equable. This
difference is most marked in the case of a small island re-
mote from all other land, as contrasted with the central

portions of a great continental mass like Asia. Places near
the sea, but more especially if surrounded by the sea, and
in proportion as t hey are distant from the land, enjoy a
more equable or insular climate. At a great distance
from the sea, and especially if the land-area is very large,
the summer is abnormally hot and the winter proportion-
ally cold, while the difference l>etween the temperatures
of night and day is also very marked. The interiors of the
continents have in general a smaller rainfall than their
edges. - Continental pronunciation, or system of
pronunciation, of Latin and Greek. Sec irrununciatitm.
Continental system, in modern hint., the plan of the

emperor Napoleon for excluding the merchandise of Eng-
land from all parts of the continent of Europe. It was
instituted by the decree of Berlin, issued November 21st,
1806, which declared the British Islands in a state of block-
ade, and made prisoners of war all Englishmen found In
the territories occupied by France and her allies.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of a con-

tinent, specifically of the continent of Europe.
It appears that Englishmen at all times knew better than

ConmwHtab how to maintain their right of free and inde-
pendent action. English Gildt (E. E. T. S.), p. IxxU.

2. In Amer. hist., a soldier of the regular army
of the revolted colonies in the war of indepen-
dence Not worth a continental, not worth as much
as a piece of paper money issued liy the Continental Con-
gress in the revolutionary war. and hence, from the depre-
ciation of that money, of little or no value ; worthless ;

good for nothing.

The quaint term
' ' Continental

"
long ago fell into disuse,

except in the slang phrase iwt worth a Continental, which
referred to the debased condition of our currency at the
close of the Revolutionary War.

J. Fifkc, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 104.

continentalert (kon-ti-nen'tal-er), n. Same as
continental, 2.

continentalist (kon-ti-nen'tal-ist), n. [< con-
tinental + -igt.] 1. A native or an inhabitant of
a continent

;
a continental.

Robinson Crusoe and Peter Wllkins could only have
been written by islanders. No coiitinentptixt could have
conceived either tale. Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. 309.

2. In U. S. hist., one who, just after the close of
the revolutionary war, desired a stronger union
of the States.

continently (kon'ti-nent-li), adr. In a conti-
nent manner ; chastely ; moderately ; temper-
ately ; with self-restraint.

When I'aiil r.,te this epistle, it was lykely enough that
the man would live r<;iifi'//

T. Martin, Marriage of Priestes (1554), x. 1.



continge

continget (kgn-tinj'), v. i. [< L. contingere,

touch: see contingent.'} To touch
;
reach

; hap-
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In cantinrient matter, an Indefinite is understood as a

particular.

'

Whateley, Logic, II. ii. 2.

Contingent remainder, truth, etc. See the nouns.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Chance, Casual, etc. See accidental.

II. n. 1. An event dependent either upon
. .

.

contingency, contingence (kon-tm jen-si,
_

-jens), H.
; pi. contingencies, contingences (-siz, accjdent or upon the will of a finite free agent;

-jen-sez). [= F. contingence= Sp. Pg. contingen- an eveut not determinate by any rule.

c! = It. contingenza, < ML. contingenUa, < L. con-
Hjg underetomling could almost pierce into future cm-

tingcn(t-)s: see contingent.] 1. I he mode ot
tingents. South, Sermons.

existence of that which is contingent ;
the pos- An cmtingents have t]leir necessary causes, but are

sibility that that which happens might not have caned contingents in respect of other events upon which

happened; that mode of existence, or of com- they do not depend. Hobbes.

ing to pass which does not involve necessity ; The conviction of this impossibility led men to give up

a happening by chance or free will
;
the being the prescience of God in respect^"

true of a proposition which would not under all
Slr w - **""

circumstances be true.
.

2. That which falls to one in a division or ap-. .

Their credulities assent unto any prognosticks which, portionment among a number; a quota; spe-

nsidering the contingency in events, are only in the pre- cifically, the share or proportion ot troops to D6

furnished by one of several contracting powers ;

share actually furnished : as, the Turkish
science of God. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

I deny not but, for great causes, some opinions are to be

quitted : but . . . how few do forsake any ;
and when any

do, oftentimes they choose the wrong side, am'

take the righter, do it so by contingency.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), Ded., I. 4.

It is a blind contingence of events.

Dryden, Amphitryon.

Aristotle says, we are not ... to build certain rules

upon the contingency of human actions.

South, Works, I. i.

The contingency of the future is thus really reduced to

the necessity of the past. Sir W. Hamilton, Reid, note U.

What is Contingency? It is the ideal admission that

certain factors now present may be on any other occasion

absent ; and when they are absent the result must be dif-

ferent from what it is now.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 170 a.

2. A casualty; an accident; a fortuitous event,
or one which may or may not occur

Cl
arm
Mir ....... ~ , ,

The remarkable position of the queen rendering her COntingentneSS (kon-tin' jent-nes), n. The
death a most important contingency. llallam. state of being contingent ;

fortuitousness.

The superiority of force is often checked by the pro- COntinua, n. Plural of continuum.
verbial contingencies of war. ^ ^ _ COntinuablC (kon-tin'u-a-bl), a. [= OF. con-

"itions.
tinwable, continual, = It'.' continuabile; as con-

tinue + -able.] That may be continued. [Bare.]

Their President seems a bad edition of a Polish King.
He may be elected from four years to four years, for life.

'd they'that contingent in the Crimean war.

They sunk considerable sums into their own coffers, and
refused to send their contingent to the emperor.

Swift, Conduct of Allies.

France has contributed no small contingent of those

whose minds, even in their lightest moods, pure.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 284.

They were attacked by the rebels of the Gwalior con-

tingent. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 276.

Future contingent, something which may or may not

be brought about in the future by the voluntary action of

a man or men : a phrase used in the discussion of divine

prescience.

contingently (kon-tin'jent-li), adv. Fortuitous-

ly ; by possibility ;
as may happen.

Albeit there are many things which seem unto us to be

as, "the point of contingency" J. Gregory.

Sumner, True Grandeur of Nal

If no blow is ever to be struck till we have a cut-and-

dried scheme ready to meet every contingency, we shall

never have any contingency to meet.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 444. .,

. . , ,,. ,, Reason and experience prove to us that a chief magis-
3f. A touching ;

a falling together ;^
contact : trate 80 continuable is an officer for life.

Jr./erson, Correspondence, II. 266.

. con-

?. conti-

continuous

_ tion

_, ),"proVrppr?of"L"

V

coStei^re,' pp. "con- or cessation; not intermitting ; unceasing f con-

tactus, touch, meet, attain to, happen : see tinuous.

contact."] I. a. 1. Not existing or occurring
through necessity ;

due to chance or to a free

agent ; accidentally existing or true
; hence,

without a known or apparent cause or reason,
or caused by something which would not in

every case act
; dependent upon the will of a

human being, or other finite free agent.

continuation

a course or series; permanence, as of habits,

condition, or abode
;
a state of lasting ;

continu-

ation; constancy; perseverance; duration.

Patient continuance in well-doing. Rom. ii. 7.

They are cloy'd
With long continuance in a settled place.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5.

No more now, but desiring a Continuance of your Bless-

ing and Prayers, I rest your dutiful Son, J. H.

Hmcell, Letters, I. v. 32.

Nature ... is entirely opposed to the continuance of

paths through her forests. Harper's Mag., LXXI. 221.

2. Uninterrupted succession or continuation;
indefinite prolongation ; perpetuation.

I make not love to the continuance of days, but to the

goodness of them. Bacon, Death.

They made suite to the GoV to have some portion of land

given them for continuance, and not by yearly lotto.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 167.

The brute immediately regards his own preservation or

the continuance of his species. Addison, Spectator.

3. Progression of time.

In thy book all my members were written, which in con-

tinuance were fashioned. Ps. cxxxix. 16.

4. In law : (a) The deferring of a trial or hear-

ing, or the fixing of a future day for the parties
to a suit to appear or to be heard. Specifical-

ly (&) In the United States, the deferring of

a trial or suit from one stated term of the court

to another.

It is on account of the long intervals between terms that

continuances (which now constitute the chief means of the
" postponement swindle") are so eagerly sought.

The Century, XXX. 331.

5f. Continuity; resistance to a separation of

parts; a holding together ; ductility.

Wool, tow, cotton, and raw silk have, beside the desire

of continuance in regard to the tenuity of their thread, a

greediness of moisture. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 845.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Continuity, etc. See continuation.

continuant (kon-tin'u-ant), . [< L. continu-

an(t-)s, ppr. of continuare, continue : see con-

tinue.'} In math., a determinant all whose con-

stituents vanish, except those in the principal

diagonal and the two bordering minor diago-

nals, while all those of one of these minor di-

agonals are equal to negative unity: as,

a 1

1 b

1

He that is of a merry heart hath a continual feast.

Prov. xv. 15.

When any event takes place of which we do not discern

Full of repentance,
Continual meditations, tears, and sorrows.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

A sweet attractive kinde of grace,
A full assurance given by lookes,
Continuall comfort in a face.

If. Roydon, Astrophel.

the cause, [or] why it should have happened in this man- 2. Of frequent recurrence ;
often repeated ;

ner, or
at^this

moment rather than another, it is called a very frequent : as, the charitable man has con-

tinual applications for alms.

Yet because this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her,
lest by her continual coming she weary me. Luke xviii. 5.

Continual claim. See claimi. Continual fever, or

continued fever, a fever which, while it may vary some-
what in intensity, neither intermits nor exhibits such de-

cided and regular fluctuations as characterize typical re-

mittent fever. Continual proportionals, the terms of

a geometrical progression. = Syn. Incessant, Perpetual,

gent event, or an event without a cause : as, for ex-

e, the falling of a leaf on a particular spot, or the

turning up of a certain number when dice are thrown.
Is. Taylor, Elements of Thought, p. 69.

Mathematical propositions become inexact or contin-

gent whenever they are applied to cases involving con-
ditions not included in the terms.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. 60.

Of all regions it [the antarctic] is the one where the

physical conditions are most uniform and least under the
influence of contingent circumstances.

Thi

depei

.... etc. (see incessant), constant, uninterrupted, unintermit-

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 206. ted, interminable, endless.

ings, as objects of scientific cognition, are contingent, Continually (kon-tin'u-al-i), adv. [< ME. con-
ndent not grounds of their own existence. tinuely, -elliche; < continual ~r- -ty^.~\ 1. With-

Adamson, Philos. of Kant, iii. out cessation or intermission
; unceasingly.

2. Dependent upon a foreseen possibility ; pro-
visionally liable to exist, happen, or take effect

A country [Persia] where the open air continuall,/ in-

vites abroad, adorned with almost perpetual verdure,
in the future

;
conditional : as, a contingent re- and hemmed in by lofty blue mountains.

mainder after the payment of debts
;
a journey

contingent upon the receipt of advices
;
a con-

tingent promise.
If a contingent legacy be left to any one when he attains

the age of twenty-one, and he dies before that time, it is

a lapsed legacy. Blackstone, Com.
She possessed only a contingent reversion of the crown.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

Contingent cause, a cause which may or may not act.

It would puzzle the greatest philosopher ... to give
any tolerable account how any knowledge whatsoever can

N. A. Rev., CXL. 330.

2. Very often; at regular or frequent inter-

vals
;
from time to time

; habitually.
Thou shalt eat bread at my table continually.

2 Sam. ix. 7.

He comes continually to Piecorner ... to buy a saddle.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

If you are lost in his city (and you are pretty sure to
be lost there, continually), a Venetian will go with you
wherever you wish. Hotvells, Venetian Life, xx.

= Syn. Continuously, constantly, incessantly, perpetually.. , , ,
.

certainly and infallibly foresee an event through uncertain COntinUalneSS (kon-tin'u-al-nes), TO. The char-
and contingent causes. TUlotnon, Sermons, xlviii. acter of being continual'

"

Contingent line, in dialing, the intersection of the plane continuance (kon-tin'u-ans), n. (X ME. contin-
of the dial with a plane parallel to the equinoctial. Con- tin ,IHrf < OF* "rnntimianre rnnliniifwrp Sr,
tlngent matter, in logic, the matter of a proposition

'

"'^
e

'

T4. / !,
connnuence op.

, ,

which is true, but not necessarily so.

When is a proposition said to consist of matter contin-

gentl Blundeville, Arte of Logicke (1599), iii. 3.

T4.

(pbs.)
It. contmuanza, < L. conttnttan(t-)s, con-

turning: see continuant.'} 1. A holding on, re-

mainiug, or abiding in a particular state, or in

Also cumulant.

continuatet (kon-tin'u-at), v. t. [< L. continua-

tus, pp. of continuare, join together, make con-

tinuous : see continue.] To join closely together.

Abp. Potter.

continuatet (kon-tin'u-at), a. [< L. continuatus,

pp. : see the verb.] i. Immediately united
;

closely joined.
We are of him and in him, even as though our very flesh

and bones should be made continuate with his.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 56.

A general cause, a continuate cause, an inseparable ac-

cident, to all men, is discontent, care, misery.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 170.

2. Uninterrupted; unbroken; continuing for

an indefinite length of time
;
continued.

O, 'tis a dangerous and a dreadful thing
To leave a sure pace on continuate earth.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, i. 1.

Untirable and continuate goodness. Shak.,1. of A., i. 1.

continuatelyt (kon-tin'u-at-li), adv. Continu-

ously ;
without interruption.

The water ascends gently and by intermissions, but it

falls continiMtely. Bp. Wilkins, Archimedes, xv.

continuation (kon-tin-u-a'shon), n. [= F. con-

tinuation = Sp. continuacion = Pg. continuaqao
= It. continuazione, < L. continuatio(n-), < conti-

nuare, pp. continuatus, continue: see continue.]

1. The act or fact of continuing or prolonging ;

extension of existence in a line or series.

These things must needs be the works of Providence for

the continuation of the species. Ray.

Preventing the continuation of the royal line.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

2. Extension or carrying on to a further point ;

the thing continued: as, the continuation of a

story. 3. Extension in space; a carrying on
in length; prolongation: as, the continuation

of a line in surveying. 4. In matJi., a process
in fluxions equivalent to integration by parts.

5. pi. Trousers. [Slang.] Continuation day.
Same as cantamn ilai/ (which see, under contango). Con-
tinuation Of days. In Scots law, the summons in a

civil process formerly authorized the defender to be cited

to appear on a certain day, with continuation of days,
and he might be brought into court either on the day
named or later, as the party chose, unless the diet were
forced on by protestation. = Syn. Continuation, Continu-

ance, Continuity, Continnonsness, prolongation, protrac-



continuation

tlon. Continuatitiit is used prop, i ly of e\ten>ioii In spai-e.

amtintllliu-f of tillH-. fmti nuifll of Ml!)*tatirr, ami cnuliu"

until''** "f I'lvriluin from inteiTilptioll in *pa<T or linn-.

Tlllls wr .spr.lk M| III,- r..,,n,i"l'"il <il a linr iif laillna'l

(that In, till' i-on.struetion of it !..>, .ml a in lain point, <.r

the part thus constructed); O conttmumet Ol taSma%\
Uirrontiitiiitiii'l llbvrs (I hat U, thi-ir n.hrHon or pn T\a.

ti...... f relations). A fi-rr) would hivak tin- r<iiiliiuiiti<xii<-*x

of a line of railroad. SIT cuiiliiiiini".

Tin' rii-h country fmm thence to Purticl . . . amirarinj

only a continuation of the city. /'/ '/'/"" .

There is reiiniinl a <-ntif<ni"in>'>- of warmth to riprn tlii-

best and noblest fruits. l>rti<l--ii, I led. .if \ irK il's (ienraii .

When a liinh, as we say, "goes to sleep," It is becaiiM Hi.

nerves supplying It have been subjected to pre.-.ure suffi-

cient to destroy tin' ]HT\m!^ <,,' ,' n >l </ nt Ilir fibres.

11 n ili'ii <n>l Ytuiinanx, I'hysiol., 320.

continuatiye (k<m-tin'u-fi-tiv), . and n. [=
Pg. It. coutiiiHtttirn, < I At. contiMtattvut, < L. con-

tinutttits, pp. of foiitiiiiinri; continue: see con-

t in at'.] i. a. Having the character of continu-

ing, or of causing continuation or prolongation.

[Rare.]
II. n. 1. An expression noting permanence

or duration.

To these may he added continuatiueit : aw, Rome remain*
to this day . which Includes at least two propositions, viz.

Rome was and Ro ..... is. Watts, Logic.

2. In gram., a loose or unemphatic copulative ;

a connective.

Continuation . . . consolidate sentences into one con-

tinuous whole. H,irrin, Hermes, II.

continuatively (kon-tin'u-a-tiv-li), adv. In a

continuative manner; in continuation.

continuator (kon-tiu'u-a-tor), ii. [= F. con-

tinuatcur = Sp. Pg. continuador = It. coHfiiniit-

tore, < L. as if 'continuator, < continuare, pp. con-

tiiittatus, continue: see continue.'] One who or

that which continues or carries forward : as, the

continuator of an unfinished history.
The purely chronological or annalistic method [of his-

tory}, though pursued by the learned Barouius and his

continuatorg, is now generally abandoned.

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 4.

continue (kon-tin'u), v.
; pret. and pp. continued,

ppr. continuing. [< ME. continuen, contunen, <

OF. continuer, F. continuer = Pr. Sp. Pg. eon-

tiiiiitir = It. continuare, < L. continuare, join,

unite, make continuous (in space or time), <

continuity, continuous, unbroken : see continu-

ous.'] I. trans. If. To connect or unite
;
make

continuous.

The use of the navel Is to continue the infant unto the

mother. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 5.

2. To extend from one point to another ; pro-
duce or draw out in length : as, continue the line

from A to B; let the line be continued to the

boundary. 3. To protract or carry on
;
not to

cease from or terminate.

Scr, If it please your goodnesse for to hire [hear),
With yow I haue cimtymu'd my seruiee

In pese and rest. Oenerydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 577.

O continue thy lovingkindness unto them that know
thee. Ps. xxxvl. 10.

4. To persevere in
;
not to cease to do or use :

as, to continue the same diet.

The seizing Shipwraekt-men has been also a custom at

Pegu, but whether still continued I know not.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. S.

You know how to make yourself happy, by only continu-

ing such a life as you have been long accustomed to lead.

i'ope.

6. To carry on from the point of suspension ;

resume the course of
;
extend in the same

course: as, to continue a line of railroad from
its present terminus; the story will be contin-

ued next week. 6. To suffer or cause to re-

main as before; retain: as, to continue judges
in their posts.

regu-
ailing

s, as o connue e or in Its

e. Baeon, Physical Fables, i., Expl.

Let us pray that (Jod maintain and ctmtinii? our most
excellent king here present, true inheritor of this our

Lnthin-i-, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.
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"A good and truly bold tpMt," continued he, "it ever
actuated by reason, and a sense of honour and duty."

Hteelr, Spectator, No. 350.

2. To persevere ;
be steadfast or constant in

any course.
If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples In-

ili-cd! John viii. ::i.

3. To remain in a state or place ;
abide or stay

indefinitely.
Tin- multitude . . . continue with me now three days,

and have nothing to eat Mat xv. 32.

Tin--- lui-n, . . . to excuse those (Jentlemens suspicion
of tlu'ir running to the Salvages, returned to the Fort ami
there <""'"

Quoted in Cupt. .luliu Smith * True Travels, I. 218.

Hopelessly continuing in mistakes, they live and die In

their absurdities. V< /'. llrvirnt, Vulg. Err.

Those early years which, no matter how long we am-
tin"'

, are said to make up the greater portion of our life.

Stedman, Viet Poets, p. 118.

4. To last
;
be durable

;
endure ;

be permanent.
Thy kingdom shall not continue. 1 Ham. xlil. 14.

God Is the soule, the life, the strength, and sinnev. ,

That quickens, moues, and makes this Frame continue.

Sylveater, tr. of l)u Bartas s Weeks, I. 7.

= Syn. 3. Sojourn, etc. Seeatndei.

continued (kon-tin'ud), p. a. [Pp. of continue, f.]

1 . Drawn out
; protracted ; produced ;

extend-
ed in length ;

extended without interruption.
A bridge of wondrous length

From hell continued, reaching the utmost orb
Of this frail world. .Wilton, P. L., iL 1029.

2. Extended in time without intermission ; pro-

ceeding without cessation ;
continual: as, & con-

tinued lever. Continued bass. See figured bant, un-
der ban**, and thormijthlxutg. Continued fever. See

continualSever, under continual. Continued fives. See

fix. Continued fraction, in alg., an expression of the
form (introduced by Lord Brouncker, 1868)

_
+ etc.,

.

Disturbances in the celestial regions ; though so reg
lated ami mixleratcd by the )Hiwer of the Sun, prevaili
over the heavenly bodies, as to continue the world in I

state.

realm.

7t. To keep enduringly ; prolong the state or

life of.

If a child were continued in a grot or cave under the
earth until maturity of aur. ami rame suddenly abroad,
he would have strange and absurd imaginations.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 228.

I'.nt Barnardine must die this afternoon ;

And how shall we nmlfniif t'lainlio ';

Ulinli.. M. for M., iv. 8.

II. inti'tiiix. 1. To go forward or onward in

any course or action; proceed : the opposite of
a iisi ; as, lie continued talking for some minutes
more.

Also the vrrett tempest r-iy/////i.ur,/ ^,. owtrageowaly, that
we war never in snrh a frr in all our lytT.

n, Diarie of F.n^. Travell. p. ti'J.

where o, 6, o, <i, e, etc.. and , f, y, , etc., are usually
taken to represent whole numbers. A proper continued

fraction is one in which =
/3
= y=4 = etc. = 1. An

improper continued fraction is one in which these quan-
tities are all 1. The quantities a, b, c, d, e, etc., are

termed the quotient* or incomplete quotient*. A terminat-

ing continued fraction is one haying a finite number of

quotients. A periodic or recurring conlimted fraction is

one in which the quotients constitute a finite series re-

curring over and over again without ceasing. Contin-
ued or continual proportionals, a series of three or

more quantities compared together, so that the ratio is

the same between every two adjacent terms, viz., between
the first and second, the second and third, the third and
fourth, etc. : as, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc., where the terms con-

tinually increase in a double ratio. Such quantities are

also said to be in continued proportion, and a series of

continued proportionals is otherwise called a geometrical

progression. Continued voyage, or continuous voy-
age, a voyage prosecuted to completion. In the law of

prizes, a voyage of a vessel carrying contraband of war,
or carrying goods Intended for a blockaded port, although
in fact ended by stopping short of the unlawful destina-

tion and making a transhipment In order to evade the law,
is treated by some courts as if continued, thus bringing

upon the vessel and cargo the same liability as if it haa
continued the voyage and effected the unlawful purpose.

continuedly (kon-tin'ud-li), adv. Without in-

terruption ; without ceasing.

By perseverance, I do not understand a continuedly uni-

form, equal course of obedience, ud such as is not inter-

rupted with the least act of sin. A'orru.

continuer (kon-tin'u-er), n. 1. One who con-

tinues ;
one who has the power of perseverance.

I would my horse had the speed of your tongue ; and so

good a continuer. Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

2. One who carries forward anything that had
been begun, or takes up a course that had been

pursued, by another or others; a continuator:

as, the continuer of a history.
Mr. Winthrop is a distinguished continuer of the mem-

orable line of occasional orators in which Massachusetts
has liri-n ... so fruitful.

AVw York Evening Pout, Oct. 30, 188.

continuing (kon-tiu'u-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

tinue, .] "Remaining fixed or permanent ;
abid-

ing; lasting; enduring; persevering.
Here have" we no continuing city. Heb. xiii. 14.

Continuing guaranty. See guaranty.

continuingly (kon-tin'u-ing-li), adv. Without
interruption ; continuously.
He sayth that the sayd vii slepers were closed in that

rant-, the first yere of Uecius, and so slened contirnuynyly
to the last time or yeres of Theoilm ins tin- vn^cr.

Footfall, rhron., 1. rrxiv.

continuity (kon-ti-nu'j-ti), n. [< F. mntinuiti'

S]i. rniiliiiiiidad = Pg. fiinliiniiiliuli = It. i-nn-

tilllliti'i, I'liiitiiniitiiti. < L. fill I in lli tint-).-,; < i-iin-

tiiitiu.*. continuous: see continuous.] 1. Unin-

terrupted connection of parts in space or time
;

unintermptediiess.

continuous

To this habit of om/inuiry of all. ntion. trarlng the Hut
Miuplt,- idea t> its remoter consequences, the philosophical
genius owes many of its discoveries.

/. VJmuli, Ut. Char., p. 178.

To break theeenKin"i'.i/iif tin- land, and alford the easier

and readier Intercourse of water i om. >am .-.

;.. rMr, SpiTi-h, .InneS, 1828.

Kire will live In It [vapor of the grotto del Canl) no long-
er than in water, because It wraps itself . . . about tin-

flame, and by Its continuity hinders . . . air and nitre from

coming to Its succour. Adduon, Italy.

2. In math, and philos., a connection of pointx
(or other elements) as intimate as that of the
instants or points of uu interval of time: thus,
the continuity of space consists in this, that a

point can move from any one position to any
other so that at each instant it shall have a
definite and distinct position in space. This state-

ment is not, however, a proper definition of continuity,
but only an exemplification drawn from time. The old
definitions the fact that adjacent parts have their limits

in common (Aristotle), infinite divisibility (Kant), the fact

that between any two points there Is a third (which is true
of the system of rational numbers) arc inadequate. The
less unsatisfactory definition Is that of Q. Cantor, that con-

tinuity is the perfect concatenation of a system of points
words which must be understood in special senses. Can-

tor calls a system of points concatenated when any two of
them being given, and also any finite distance, however
small, It Is always possible to find a finite number of other

points of the system through which by successive steps,
each less than the given distance, it would be possible to

proceed from one of the given points to the other. He
terms a system of points perfect when, whatever point not
belonging to the system be given, it is possible to find a
finite distance so small that there are not an infinite num-
ber of points of the system within that distance of the

given point. As examples of a concatenated system not

perfect, Cantor gives the rational and also the irrational

numbers in any interval. As an example of a perfect sys-
tem not concatenated, he gives all the numbers whose ex-

pression in decimals, however far carried out, would con-
tain no figures except and 9.

The simplest of the Concrete Sciences, Astronomy and

Geology, yield the idea of continuity with great distinct-

ness. I do not mean continuity of existence merely ; I mean
continuity ot causation : the unceasing production of effect

the never-ending work of every force.

U. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 322.

The motion of a material particle which has continuous
existence In time and space is the type and exemplar of

every form of continuity.
Clerk Maxicelt, Matter and Motion, Art. xxv.

3. In zool. and anat., that part of a tiling

which lies between the two ends, as the shaft

of a long bone, or its diaphysis, as distin-

guished from its condyles or epiphyses, or the

middle portion of the bill of a bird, as dis-

tinguished from the base and apex. [Chiefly an

anatomical term, and especially a surgical one : as, the

fracture of a bone in iu continuity. I Continuity of

forms lu the Kantian philon., the doctrine that if A
and B are two concepts such that A includes the whole

content of B and more, there will always be a third con-

cept C, such that A includes the whole content of C and

more, while C includes the whole content of B ami more.

Equation Of continuity, in liyitmlynamics, the equa-
tion which expresses that any change in the quantity of

fluid within any closed surface is, in the absence of sources

or sinks within the surface, due to the flow of fluid through
the surface. In its differential form the equation is

*! + "fr" + *! + dfW = 0,
dt dx dy dz

where t is the time, p the density, x, y, z the rectangular

coordinates, and , ,
ic the corresponding components

of the velocity. Law Of continuity, the doctrine that

continuous changes in conditions will l>e accompanied by
continuous changes In the results. This law was first set

forth by Leibnitz in 1687, and employed to show that the

properties of the parabola may lie deduced from those of

the ellipse, the laws of rest from those of motion, etc.

Later he declared It applicable to such questions as

whether there is an uninterrupted series of species from

the highest to the lowest The doctrine has often been

understood as implying that there are no abrupt varia-

tions In nature.

From the knowledge of the complete state at any instant

of a thing whose motion obeys the (air of continuitii, we
can calculate where It was at any past time, and where it

will be at any future time. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 122.

Solution Of continuity, rupture; separation of parts

intimately connected. = Syn. Continuance, etc. See con-

tinuation.

continuous (kqn-tin'u-us), . [= F. continu =
Pr. continu = Sp. Pg. It continuo, < L. continuus,

joined, connected, uninterrupted (in space or

time), < continere, hold together: see continent

and contain.] I . Characterized by continuity ;

not affected by disconnection of parts or inter-

ruption of sequence; having uninterrupted ex-

tent, substance, or existence ;
unbroken.

By changes iu the form of the land and of climate, ma-
rine areas now continuum must often have existed within

recent times in a far less con/inuoiM and uniform condi-

tion than at present Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 189.

It [Carlyli-'a History of Frederick the Great"] is a

bundle of lively episodes rather than a continuota narra-

tive. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 147.

I am more than I was yesterday. This " more
"
repre-

sents the growth which I said was Implied in the very con-

ception of personality, of the <vm'<n""">' Individual.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 87.



continuous

2. Unintermitted, or constantly renewed; con-

tinual. 3. In 50*.. not deviating from unifor-

mity: the reverse of inlfi-rnjiled. Thus, a stem
which lias no joints is said to be continuous.

Continuous bearings, chains of timber laid under the

rails of a railroad for their support, in place of stone or

wooden sleepers fixed at certain intervals. The chains

of timber, or longitudinal sleepers, are secured to cross-

transoms tlxed to piles. Continuous brake, girder,

Impost, etc. See the nouns. Continuous function, a

function whose differential coefficient is nowhere infinite,

so that an infinitesimal increment of the variable produces
an infinitesimal increment in the value of the function.

Continuous-service certificate, a certificate issued to

enlisted men in the United States navy who reenlist at

the expiration of their term of service. Continuous
voyage. See continued voyage, under continued. =Syn.
Continuous, Incessant, Continual, etc. See incessant.

Continuously (kon-tin'u-us-li), adv. With con-

tinuity or continuation; without interruption;

unbrokenly.

Species of animals are supposed to be separated from
each other by well-marked lines of difference, and they
have not the power of so intermixing with each other as

to produce continuously fertile progeny.
Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 134.

COntinUOUSnesS (kon-tin'u-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being continuous
; uninterrupted-

ness. =Syn. Continuity, etc. See continuation.

continuum (kqn-tin'u-um), n.
; pi. continua (-a).

[L., neut. of continuus, continuous: see continu-

ous.] A continuous spread or extension
;
a con-

tinuity ;
a continuous quantity. See continuity.

The animal world is a continuum of smells, sights,

touches, tastes, pains, and pleasures.
G. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. Hi. 12.

It is interesting to note that all possible sensations of

colour, of tone, and of temperature constitute as many
groups of qualitative continua. By continuum is here
meant a series of presentations changing gradually in qual-

ity, 1. e., so that any two differ less the more they approx-
imate in the series. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 61.

COnt-line (kont'lin or -lin), n. [For *cant-line, <

can ft + line2.] 1. Naut., the space between the

bilges of casks which are stowed alongside of one
another. 2. The space between the strands
on the outside of a rope, which in worming is

filled up, so as to make the rope nearly cylin-
drical. E. H. Knight.
conto (kon'to), n. [Pg., a million, also a story,

tale, lit. an account, a count, = E. count1
, n.]

A Portuguese money of account, in which large
sums are calculated, equal to 1,000,000 reis, or

$1,080. A conto of contos is a million contos. In Brazil,

owing to the smaller value of the milreis, the conto is equal
to only *546.

Contopus (kon'to-pus), n. [NL., < MGr. novr6(,

short, + Gr. Trorf (jro/i-) = E. foot.] A genus
of small clamatorial birds, of the family Tyran-
nidce, charac-

terized, among
the little tyrant
flycatchers, by
their extremely
small feet. The
common wood-pe-
wee of North Amer-
ica, C. virens, is the

type. The genus
also contains the
northern flycatch-
er (C. borealis),
Coues's flycatcher
(C. pertinax), and
other species,
chiefly ofthewarm-
er parts of Amer-
ica.

contorniate
(kon-tor'ni-at),
a. and n. [Also
written contowrniatc, also, as It,., contorniato; =
F. contorniate, < It. contorniato, contorniate, <

contorno, circuit, circumference: see contour,
n.] I. a. Having a furrowed circumference or
circular furrow.

II. n. A coin or medal having such a circum-
ference : a term applied by numismatists to cer-

tain Roman
copper pieces,
which are
characterized

by having on
each side a
circular fur-

row. They bear
onum- faceahead
(of Nero, Trajan,
etc.), and on the
other a subject
generally relating
to the games in
the circus or am-
phitheater. They
were doubtless is-

sued at Kome in

1230

the fourth and
fifth centuries A.

I)., but their an-
cient appellation
is unknown, and
the purpose for

which they were
employed is un-
certain. It has
been supposed
that they were
given as tickets or
certificates to suc-

cessful competi-
tors in the games.

contorsion,
contorsion-
ist. Old spell-

ings of contor-

tion, contor-

tionist.

Reverse.

Contorniate with head of Trajan. British
Museum. ( Size of the original. )

Wood-pewee (Contopus virfns).

contort (kon-tort'), v. t. [< L. contortus, pp. of

contorquefe (> It. contorcere), twist, < com-, toge-
ther, + torquere, twist, turn round : see tort, tor-

ture.] To twist, draw, bend, or wrench out of

shape ; make crooked or deformed.

The vertebral arteries are variously contorted. Hay.

The olive-trees in Provence are ... neither so tall, so

stout, nor so richly contorted as ... beyond the Alps.
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 168.

contorted (kon-tor'ted), p. a. [Pp. of contort,

v.] Twisted; drawn awry; distorted; twisted
on itself : in bot., usually the same as convolute,
with reference to estivation.

contortion (kon-tor'shpn), n. [= F. contorsion
= Sp. contorsion = Pg" contorsSo = It. contor-

sione, < L. contortio(n-), < contorquere, pp. con-

tortits, twist: see contort.] 1. The act of twist-

ing or wrenching, or the state of being twisted
or wrenched

; specifically, the act of writhing,
especially spasmodically ;

a twist
; wry mo-

tion
;
distortion: as, the contortion of the mus-

cles of the face.

When Croft's
' '

Life of Dr.Young
" was spoken of as a good

imitation of Dr. Johnson's style,
"
No, no,"said he [Burke],"

it is not a good imitation of Johnson ; it has all his pomp,
without his force ; it has all the nodosities of the oak,
without its strength ; it has all the contortions of the si-

byl, without the inspiration." Sir J. Prior, Burke.

His [M. Stahl's] attributing to the hyphte a faculty of

contortion or spirally coiling themselves, which from their
nature they do not and cannot possess, is calculated to in-

validate all that he otherwise observed and depicted.
Encyc. Brit., XIV. 555.

2. In sitrg., a twisting or wresting of a limb or
member of the body out of its natural situation

;

partial dislocation.

contortionist (kon-tor'shon-ist), n. [< contor-
tion + -ist.] One who practises gymnastic feats

requiring great suppleness of the joints and
involving contorted or unnatural postures.
COntortious (kon-tor'shus), a. [< contortion +
-ous.] Affected by contortions; twisted. [Rare.]

COntortiye (kon-tor'tiv), a. [< contort + -we. ]

Pertaining or relating to contortion
; express-

ing contortion.

COntortuplicate (kon-t6r-tu'pli-kat), a. [< L.

contortuplicatus, reg. contortiplicatus, < contor-

tus, twisted (see contort), + plicatus, pp. of pli-
care, fold : see plicate.] 1. In bot., twisted and
plaited or folded. 2. In zool., crinkled, as the
hair of a negro.
contour (kon-tor' or kon'tor), n. [< F. contour

(= Sp. Pg. It. contorno), circuit, circumference,
outline, < contourner = Sp. contornar = Pg. con-
tornear = It. eontornare, < ML. contornare, go
round, turn round, < L. com- (intensive) + tor-

ware, turn : see turn, and cf . tour.] The outline
of a figure or body; the line that defines or
bounds anything ;

the periphery considered as
distinct from the object : used chiefly in speak-
ing of rounded or sinuous bodies.

The magnetic action of a closed current is equal to that
of a magnetic shell of the same contour.

Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 429.

All her contours and all her movements betrayed a fine
muscular development.

O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, i.

Specifically (a) In the /Tie arts, a line or lines represent-
ing the outline of any figure.

In the best polychromy great use is made of outlines or
contours. 0. N. Jtooit, Modern chromatics, p. 311,

(6) In .fort., the horizontal outline of works of defense.
When the conformation of the ground or works is de-
scribed by contours or horizontal sections, these sections
are taken at some fixed vertical interval from each other
suited to the scale of the drawing or the subject in hand ;

and the distances of the surface, at each interval, above
or below some assumed plane of comparison, are given in

figures at the most convenient places on the plan, (c) In
sitrv., a curve of equal elevation on a map ;

a contour-
line, (d) In math., a closed curve considered as inclos-
ing an area.- Area Of a contour. See ana. =Syn. 1'ro-

Jile, etc. See outline.

contraband

contour (kon-tor'), e. t. [< contour, n.] To
make a contour or outline of

;
markwith contours

or contour-lines : as, contoured maps.
contour-feather (kon-tor'feTH"er), re. In or-

nith., one of the feathers which determine the
details of contour of a bird

; pi. ,
the general plu-

mage which appears upon the surface, as distin-

guished from hidden down-feathers, etc.

Contour-feathers, pennic or pluinte proper, have a per-
fect stem composed of calamus and rhachis, with vanes of

pennaceous structure, at least in part, usually plunmla-
ceous toward the base. These form the great bulk of the
surface plumage. Couts, Key to X. A. Birds, p. 85.

contour-hair (kon-tfir'har), n. One of the hairs

of the general superficial pelage of a quadruped,
which to some extent determines the contour
of the animal : distinguished from the hidden
under-fur. The fur of the seal or beaver when dressed
for use in garments, etc., is deprived of its contour-hairs.

The various forms of hairs, whether woolly or contour-

hairs, sette or spines, are merely modifications of one and
the same early condition.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 420.

contouring (kon-tor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of con-

tour, t\] The act of forming or determining a

contour or contour-line. See contour-line.

In true contouring, regular horizontal lines, at fixed ver-

tical intervals, are traced over a country, and plotted on
to the maps. R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 280.

contour-line (kon-tor'lln), . In surv., a line

joining points of equal elevation on a surface ;

a line or level carried along the surface of a

country or district at a uniform height above
the sea-level. \Vhen laid down or plotted on a map or

plan, such lines show the elevations and depressions of the
surface of the ground, the degree of accuracy depending
on the number of lines or levels taken. In the maps of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey of the United States the con-
tour-lines are generally given for every 20 feet of elevation.

It is essential to the completeness of a contour-line that it

should be carried on till it returns to the point whence it

started, thus describing a closed curve. The littoral cor-

don or outline of the sea forms a natural contour-line.
The system of representing the form of the earth's surface

by means of horizontal lines at equal vertical distances
was probably invented by Philippe Buache in 1744.

Contour-lines, eighty feet apart vertically, were run ;

and intermediate forty-foot contours were interpolated by
means of slope-measurements in the steeper parts, and by
running curves in the more level portions.

Science, III. 365.

Contour-line map, a map in which the elevations are in-

dicated by contour-lines, which may be drawn at any dis-

tance apart, according to the scale adopted and the accu-

racy with which the surveys have been made. Where the

slope is steep the lines are more crowded together, and
vice versa. This is, on the whole, the most advantageous
method of representing topography where the scale adopt-
ed is large.

contourn6 (kon-tor-na'), . [F., pp. of con-

tourner, turn round: see contour, n.] In Jier.,

turned toward the sinister : said of an animal
used as a bearing.
contourniate (koii-to'r'ni-at), a. and n. Same
as contorniate.

contr. An abbreviation of contracted and con-

traction.

contra (kon'tra), adv. and prep. [L. contra, <

cum, Oil. com, with (see com-), + -tra, ablative
fern, of a compar. suffix -terns = E. -ihcr in

o-ther, ]ii-t!ier, etc., -tvr in af-ter, etc. Cf . L. in-

trd, ex-trd, similarly formed. From L. contra,

through F., comes E. counter-, counter, encoun-

ter, and country, q. v.] A Latin adverb and

preposition (and prefix), meaning 'against,'
'over against,' 'opposite,' 'in front of,' orig.
'in comparison with': used in the phrase per
contra, and, abbreviated, in pro and con ; also
in various legal phrases, as contra bonos mores;
usually as a prefix in words taken from the
Latin or Romance languages, or formed analo-

gously in English. In introducing a legal cita-

tion it means 'to the contrary.' See contra-.

contra-. [L. contra-, prefix: see contra.] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, meaning 'against,' 'over

against,' 'opposite'; doublet of counter-. See
contra and counter-. Specifically (n) In the com-
pound names of musical instruments, a prefix signifying a
large form or variety, yielding tones an octave lower than
the typical form : as, contrabass, contrafagotto, etc. See
double. (6) In her., contrary.

contra-arithmetical (kon "tra - ar - ith -met '
i -

kal), a. Used only in the following phrase:
Contra-arithmetical proportion, the relation between
the three quantities n, l>, ami c when a b : a c = c : b

that is, when a = b c. The series of phyllotactic num-
bers. 1, 1. 2, 3. 5. 8, 13, etc., are in continued contra-arith-
metical proportion.

contraband (kon'tra-band), a. and n. [= D.
contrabande = G. contraband, contreband= Dan.
kontraband = F. contrebande, < It. eontralrtuiitito

= Sp. Pg. contrabando (ML. contrabannum),
prop, contrary to proclamation, < L. contra,

against, + ML. bandum, bannum, a proclama-



contraband

lion, ban: sec html, n.\ I. a. Prohibited or

excluded by proclamation, law, or treaty.

Men who gain subsistence by >-iili-ilf>finrl dealing.

And a mode of abstraction strict people nil! "
-it :ilin-.

llarlintii, In^oMsby l.c-. -nd-. I. :10S.

To restrain contra l><n/ in!rlli-tm r ;unl trade, a system
of searches, sri/iii-cs. perm it s. :ni'i parses had been intro-

duced, I think, by <_!cli. Fremont.
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 404.

Articles by general consent th-cninl tu In- contraband
are such as appertain immediately tu tin- uses of war.

HWm'i/, Introil. to Inter. Law, J 179.

Contraband goods, such i:ooils as are prohibited to l>e

imported or exported by tin laws of a particular kingdom
or state, or by the law of nations, or by special treaties.

In time of war, anus and munitions of war, ami such other
articles as may direct ly aid belligerent operations (called
anil ntfm nil of icilr}. are not permitted by one belligerent
to lie ti-ansporte.l by nctitruls to the other, but are under
the law of nations held to be contraband and liable to cap-
ture and condemnation.

tiilrn>tml of war perhaps denoted at first that which
a bellijrerent publicly prohibited the exportation of into
his enemy's country, and now those kinds of (foods which
by the law of nations a neutral cannot semi into either of

the countries at war without wrong to the other, or which
by conventional law the states making a treaty agree to

put under this rubric.

Woolsey, Introd, to Inter. Law, $ 178.

In the very first commercial treaty made by the United

States, that with France, . . . tha definition ofamtmtand
good* was also laid down as being solely munitions of war.

E. .Sr/mi/o'r, American Diplomacy, p. 308.

II. n. 1. Illegal or prohibited traffic.

Persons most bound ... to prevent contraband.

Burke, State of the Nation, App.
This [the ocean] is a prodigious security against a direct

contralmnd with foreign countries ; but a circuitous con-

traband to one state, through the medium of another,
would be both easy and safe.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 12.

2. Anything by law prohibited to be imported
or exported.
At this date the hawker lx>re a bad character for dealings

in contraband. S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 35.

3. In the United States, during the civil war, a

negro slave, especially an escaped or a captured
slave : so called from a decision of General B. F.

Butler, in 1861. that slaves coming into his lines

or captured were contraband of war, and so sub-

ject to confiscation.

What I have said of the proportion of free colored per-
sons to the whites in the District [of Columbia] is from the
census of I860, having no reference to persons called con-
trabands. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 326.

Occasional contraband, goods treated as contraband by
a belligerent, upon the pretext or justification that, though
not ordinarily contraband, they arc in effect such by rea-

son of the peculiar circumstances of the occasion ; doubt-
ful articles put into the list of contraband by a belligerent
merely because they are not the product of the exporting
country, or liecause they are intended for a naval or mili-

tary port, or for similar reasons.

The doctrine of occasional contraband, or contraband ac-

cording to circumstances, is not sufficiently established to
be regarded as a part of the law of nations.

Woolsey, Introil. to Inter. Law, 180.

COntrabandt (kon'tra-band), v. t. [< contra-

band, a.] 1. To declare prohibited ;
forbid.

The law severely contrabands
Our taking business off men's hands.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

2. To import illegally, as prohibited goods;
smuggle.

Christian shlppes . . . are there also searched for con-
cealed Slaues, and goods contrabamlrd.

Sandys, Travailcs, p. 87.

contrabandism (kon'tra-ban-dizm), n. [< cpn-
trtihatul + -ism.] Trafficking in contravention
of the customs laws ; smuggling.
contrabandist (kon'tra-ban-dist), n. [= Sp.

I'g- coittrabantlista ; as contraband + -ist.] One
who traffics illegally ;

a smuggler.
It was proved that one of the contrabandists had provided

tb.' vessel in which the rutlian O'Brien hail carried Scum
Goodman over to France. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxlii.

contrabass (kon'tra-bas), a. and n. [See co-
trabasso."\ I. it. lii mimic, sounding an octave
lower than another instrument of the same
class, or furnishing the lowest tones in a family
of instruments: as, a contrabass trombone, sax-

horn, etc. -Contrabass tuba. * ''/.

II. . The largest instrument of the viol

class ; the double-bass (which see). Also con-

trabatum.

contrabassist (kon'tra-bas-ist), . [< con I rii -

ion + -ixt.
\
A performer on the contrabass

or doublo-lmss.

contrabasso (kon-tra-bas'so), H. [It., < contra

(see contra-) + 6nso,bass : see bans*.] Same as

contra bonOS mores (kon'trjj bo'nos mo'rez).
[1-. : contra, against ; IIOHOU, ace. pi. masc. of

lioniis, good; more*, ace. pi. of mox (mor-), cus-

tom, etc. : see contra, bona, and morals."] Op-
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]iii<c<l to or inconsistent with good morals: im-
moral: frequently used in legal discussions:

as, if not an infraction of law, it is certainly
c/ni Ira bonos mores.

Contracts contra bonoi inure* are void.

Rapaljt and Lawrence, Law Diet, I. 279.

contract (kon-trakf), r. [= F. contractcr= Sp.

Pg. eatttnciar, <->nitr<itar= It. rontrattari; < L.

cottfracttu, pp. of contrahcre, draw together, col-

lect, occasion, cause, make a bargain, < com-, to-

gether, + tranere, draw: see tract. Cf. attract,

detract, extract, protract, retract.] I. trans. 1.

To draw together or closer; draw into a smaller

compass, either by compression or by the omis-
sion of parts; shorten; abridge; condense;
narrow; lessen: as, to contract a space or an
inclosure ; to contract the period of life ; to con-

tract a word or an essay.
But I must contract my thoughts . . . that I may have

room to Insist on one plain, useful inference.

Up. Atterlniry, Sermons, I. ix.

It is painful to hear that a state which used to be fore-

most in acts of liberality ... Is contracting her ideas,
and pointing them to local and independent measures.

Washington, in Bancrofts Hist. Const, I. 422.

A government which contract* natural liberty less than
others is that which best coincides with the alms attrib-

uted to rational creatures. Brougham.

2. To draw the parts of together; wrinkle;
pucker.

Thou cry'dst, Indeed?
And didst contract and purse thy brow together.

Skat., Othello, lit. S.

3. In gram., to shorten by combination of con-
current vowels into one long vowel or a diph-
thong. 4. To betroth; affiance.

I'll be marry'd to Morrow, I'll lie contracted to Night.
Congrcve, Way of the World, ill. B.

He has undertaken, should it lie necessary', to swear and

prove that Charles is at this time contracted by vows and
honour to your ladyship.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. :;.

5. To make, settle, or establish by contract or

agreement.
They say there is an Alliance contracted already 'twixt

Christian V. and the Duke of Sax's Daughter.
Hamll, Letters, I. vi. 2.

6. To acquire, as by habit, use, or contagion;
gain by accretion or variation ; bring on

;
in-

cur: as, to contract vicious habits by indul-

gence; to contract debt by extravagance; to

contract disease.

Each from each contract new strength and life. Pope.

He had apparently contracted a strong and early passion
for the stage. Qiford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xlx.

It is a bad thing that men should hate each other; but
it Is far worse that they should contract the habit of cut-

ting one another's throats without hatred.

Miii'inilnii, Mitford's HUt. Greece.

To contract a pair formed of two members of a linear

series, in math., to put the prior member one place later

in the scries and the posterior memlier one place earlier.

TO contract marriage, to enter into marriage, as dis-

tinguished from making an engagement or precontract of

marriage. = Svn. 1. To condense, reduce, diminish.

II. intrans. 1. To be drawn together; be re-

duced in compass ; become smaller, shorter, or

narrower; shrink.

Whatever empties the vessels (rives room to the fibres

to contract. Arbuthnot, Ailments.

Years contracting to a moment. Wordsworth.

2. To make a bargain ; enter into an agree-
ment or engagement ;

covenant : as, to contract

for a load of flour; to contract to carry the
mail.

This Dutchman had contracted with the Genoese for all

their marble. JSttlyn, Diary, Sept. 19, 1676.

3. To bind one's self by promise of marriage.

Although the young folks can contract against their pa-
rents' will, yet they can be hindered from possession.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Duhitantium, Hi. S.

= Syn. 1. lliniiiii-^i. l>iriit<ll<'. etc. See decrease.

contract! (kon-trakf), a. [< L>. contractor, pp. :

see the verb.] 1. Condensed; brief.

I have In n. v larger in these things, . . . (thong in

other things I shal labour to lie more contracte), that

their children may see with what difficulties tht-ir fathers

wrastled. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 58.

2. Concrete.
Niinilwr Is first divided as yon see,
For number abstract, and number contr,i<-t.

T. //,/< (1600).

3. Contracted; affianced; betrothed.

lii-t ua- li'' ,'>.utrii<-t to l.ady I.uey
Your mother liv, -s a \\ itne-s t<> hi- \n\\ .

Slmli.. Rich. III., ill. 7.

Contract forms, contract conjugation, contract
verbs, (onus, etc., exhibiting contraction of different
\ ,,u els into a long vowel or diphthong.

contract

contract (kon'trakt), n. [= F. contrat = Sp.

I't;. fontrato =: It. contralto = 1). kontrakt = G.
ma tract = Dan. Sw. kontrakt, < I,, innlrin-lua, a

drawing together, LL. a contract, agreement,
< conlruhcrc, pp. controctus, draw together, <-<m-

tract : see contract, r.] If. A drawing together;
mutual attraction

;
attractive force.

For nearer contract* than general Christianity, had made
us to much towards one, that one part cannot escape the

distemper of the other. Donne, Letters, vl.

2. An agreement between two or more parties
for the doing or the not doing of some definite

thing. 1'arsons, Contracts, I. 6. See def. 5.

Every Law is a Contract between the King and the Peo-

ple, and therefore to be kept. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 05.

We may probably credit the Church with the compara-
tively advanced development of another conception which
we Ilnd here -the con. 'eplin of a Cofri

Maine, Early Hint, of Institutions, p. 56.

A contract Is one of the highest acts of human free will :

It Is the will bending iUelf In regard to the future, and
surrendering the right to change a certain expressed in-

tention, >o that It becomes morally and jurally a wrong to

act otherwise ; it is the act of two parties in which each
or one of the two conveys power over himself to the other,
in consideration of something done or to be done by the
other. Woolney, Introd. to Inter. Law, { 97.

Specifically 3. Betrothal.

Ola. Touch'd you the bastardy of Edward's children ?

r.in-k. I did ; with his contract with Lady Lucy.
Shale., Rich. III., lii. 7.

4. The writing which contains the agreement
of parties, with the terms and conditions, and
which serves as evidence of the obligation.
The interpretation of contracti is controlled, according

to the prevailing opinion, by the law and custom of the

place of performance. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 9 72.

6. Specifically, in lam, an interchange of legal

rights by agreement, (a) In the most general sense,
any agreement or obligation whereby one party becomes
bound to another, whether by record or judgment, or by
assent, or even impliedly, to do or to omit to do an act.

In this sense it is used in contradistinction to obligations
arising out of torta or wrongs. (M The legal obligation
resulting from the drawing together of minds until they
meet in an agreement for the doing or the not doing of an
act. In its narrowest use in this sense it implies an agree-
ment where both parties become bound. Contracts of this

sort are sometimes called bilateral, to distinguish them
from unilateral contracts, which bind but one party. (<)

An agreement in which a party undertakes to do or not to
do an act. In this sense it includes unilateral contract*,
such as promissory notes. (</) In the most strict sense, an
agreement enforcible by law ; an agreement upon sultl-

cient consideration, and in such form, and made under
such circumstances, that a breach of it is a g(>od cause of

action. In this sense it includes the Idea of validity, as dis-

tinguished from those contracts which lack some element
necessary to constitute a legal obligation, (e) In civil law,
as denned by modern authors, the union of two or more
persons resulting in an accordant declaration of the will,
with the object of creating a future obligation lietwecn
them. In the Pandects the generic word was conrentio,
and the word contractus was used for those particular con-
ventions which were accompanied by such formalities as

to fall within one of the classes recognized by the law as

binding : the other conventions, the recognition of which
was of later growth, and which were of imperfect effect,
were called pacta. Accessory contract, aleatory con-
tract, bare contract, commutative contract, etc. See
the adjectives. Contract of record, a contract made and
entered of record liefore a judicial tribunal, as ajudgment,
recognizance, etc. Executed contract, a contract In re-

spect of which the thing agreed has been done ; a contract

by or under which the possession of and right to the chose
or thing are transferred together, as a deed conveying land.

Executory contract, a contract in respect of which the

thing agreed remains yet to lie done, as a contract to convey
land at a future day. A mutual contract (which see) may
be executed as to one party, and remain executory as to the
other. Express contract, a contract in which the agree-
ment is made in express words or by writing. Gambling
contract, a contract to pay at a certain future time an
amount equal to any rise In the market price of any article

of commerce, in consideration that the other party will

pay the amount equal to any fall. Bisbee and Sitnond*.

Implied contract, a contract which the law imputes or
raises by construction, by reason of some value or service

rendered, and because common justice requires the party
to be treated as if he had agreed : as, where one person re-

ceives the money of another, a contract to pay it over may
be implied.~ Indeterminate contract, a contract the
terms of which cannot be fixed by all the parties acting for

their true interests, because the circumstances are such
that no agreement (nor acquiescence in a non-agreement)
can he reached until othermotives act. Innominate con-
tracts. 9#e nominate contract*, lielow. Joint contract,
a contract in which the contractors are jointly bound to

perform the promise or obligation therein contained, or en-
titled to receive the lieneflt of such promise or obligation.
Bouvier. Literal contract, in Rom. law, an agreement
the validity of which was recognized by the tribunals

pro-
vided the agreement was entered in the account-book of

one, or it may have been of Itoth, of the parties. Mari-
time contract. B Marriage contract.
See marriage. Mutual contract, a contract in which
each party assumes his obligation in consideration of the
obi igation assumed by the other. Gmuinn it. Nominate
contracts, in >Vv^ laic, are loan, commodate, deposit,
!>i>'<l_c. sale, permutation, location, society, and mandate.
Contracts not distinguished by s|>ecial names are termed
innominate, all of which are obligatory on the contracting
parties from their date. Open contract, in Kng.con-
veyanciitfj, a contract for the sale of real property which
does not by special conditions restrict the extent to which



contract

the vendor must give evidence of his title. Oral con- ing or shrinking into a smaller compass or

tract. Same as verbal contract. Paxol or simple con-
iencrth: as. contractile muscles or fibers. 2.

S^EW^WSB? "Uta^lCTaZ Producing contraction ; capable of shortening
" lror making smaller.

The heart's contractile force.

Brooke, Universal Beauty, iv.

Observation of the ascent of water in capillary tubes

tract in'Roin. law, an agreement the validity of which

was recognized by the courts because it related to a thing.

and the thing had been delivered pursuant to it. Social

contract [V. contrat social}, a supposed expressed or im-

plied agreement regulating the relations of citizens with

one another and with the government, and forming the

foundation of political society : the phrase used as a title

to a treatise oil government by J. J. Rousseau, which ex-
.

ercised a great influence in France and elsewhere previous Specifically 3. In entoni., capable OI being
to the revolution.- Special contract, (a) A sealed con- Doubled in close to the lower surface of the
tract. (6) A written contract specifying in detail what is ., j fittinir into OTOOVPH so as to be
to be done as a building-contract with specifications.- thorax, and fitting into

giooyes
To count on contract. See counts- Verbal contract, hardly distinguishable from the general sur-

shows that the contractile force of a thin Him of water

is about sixteen milligrammes weight per millimetre of

breadth. Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., I. ii., App. (F).

j contract made by word of mouth, in contradistinction

to one embodied in writing. Also called oral contract.

Voidable contract, a contract which is liable to be made
void by a party or a third person, but which meanwhile is

binding. Void contract, a contract which has no legal

efficacy to bind either party. = Syn. 2. Obligation, conven-

tion.

eontractable (kon-trak'ta-bl), a. [< contract,

face: said of the legs, etc., of insects. This

structure is found in many Coleoptera which feign death

on being alarmed. The body of an insect is said to be

contractile when the prothorax and head can be folded

down on the trunk, as in certain Coleoptera and Hyine-

noptera. Contractile vacuole. See mcuole..^. ~x;i4.w* /i ..,, 4,.., i i',]'', fi\ ,i r
[i^ con-

The inher-
it, -I- -able.-] Capable of" being contracted or

ent
'

,
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bodies shrink
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acquired: as, eontractable diseases.

Influences which we call moral, which are usually imi-

tative, and which are eontractable by imitation.

B. W. Richarason, Prevent. Med., p. 447.

contractant (kon-trak'tant), n. [= F. contrae-

tant; as contract + -antf.~\ In law, a contract-

ing party.
That trading vessels of any of the eontractants, under

convoy, shall lodge with the commander of the convoying
vessel their passports and certificates or sea-letters, drawn

up according to a certain form.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 191.

COntractationt (kon-trak-ta'shon), n. A con-

tract
;
the act of making a contract,

or contract
;
more specifically, in physiol., the

property which belongs to muscles of contract-

ing under appropriate stimuli. The stimulus nor-

mally conies through the nerves, and may be accompanied
by volition or not ; but it may also be applied artificially,

either indirectly through the nerves or directly to the mus-

cle itself, as by electricity, mechanical violence, or chemi-
cal action.

It is not pure thought which moves a muscle ; neither

is it the abstraction contractility, but the muscle, which
moves a limb.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. 3.

The central cord, to whose contractility this action is

due, has been described as muscular.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 439.

In euery ship euery man s name is taken, and if he haue contracting (kon-trak'ting), a. [< contract +
any marke in the face, or hand, or arme, it is written by a

v
-, Motion, or havim? made a contract

notarie (as well as his name) appertaining to the contrac- -g*.\ 1 . MaKing O a com
.__,..!-., ,._ A..*:?: ......

*
or treaty; stipulating: as, the contracting par-
ties to a league.
The Contracting parties came, in short, to an under-

tation house, appointed for these causes.

Uakluyfs Voyages, III. 862.

contracted (kqn-trak'ted), p. a. [Pp. of eon-

tract, v.} 1. Crawn together or into a smaller

or narrower compass ;
shrunk.

To whom the angel with contracted brow.
Milton, P. L., viii. 560.

2. Narrow; mean; selfish: as, a man of a con-

tracted soul or mind.
Men may travel far, and return with minds as contracted

as if they had never stirred from their own market-town.

Macaulay, History.

,

standing in each case ; but if they went no further, they
were not obliged to one another.

Maine, Ancient Law, p. 315.

2f. Binding a contract ; given in confirmation

of a bargain or an agreement.
The promises of immortality and eternal life, of which

the present miraculous graces of the Holy Spirit were an

earnest, and in the nature of a contracting penny.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 265.

contraction (kon- trak 'shon), n. [= F. con-
3. Narrow or restricted in means or opportune tractim = s \ contraction = Pg. contraccao =
ties; restricted, as by poverty; scanty; needy.

It< contrazio^ < L< contracting-), contraction,
< contrahere, pp. contractus, draw together: see

contract, V.] 1. The act of drawing together or

shrinking; the condition of becoming smaller
in extent or dimensions through the nearer ap-

proach to one another of the parts ;
the state of

being contracted
;
a decrease in volume, bulk,

or dimensions, as from loss of heat. All bodies,
with very few exceptions, expand by the application of

heat, and contract when heat is withdrawn. (See expan-
sion and heat.) Contraction also takes place when a gas is

condensed to a liquid, and in most cases when a liquid is

changed to a solid ; there are, however, some exceptions,
as water, which expands on solidifying.

Contraction of the pupil takes place not only under
the stimulus of light, but also in looking at very near

objects. The reason of this is, that correction of spheri-
cal aberration is thus made more perfect.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 40.

2. The act of making short, of abridging, or of

reducing within a narrower compass by any
means

;
the act of lessening or making smaller

in amount; the state of being so lessened; re-

duction; diminution; abridgment: as, a con-

traction of the currency.
He [the farmer] has done his best to become rich ; he has

mortgaged, and he has repudiated his mortgages; ... he
has tried inflation, and contraction too; and yet he can-

not make more than seven or eight per cent.
The Nation, July 15, 1875.

Specifically 3. A shortening of a word in

pronunciation or in writing: as, can't is a con-

He passed his youth in contracted circumstances.

Lamb, Old Benchers.

4. Arranged for or disposed of by contract;

specifically, betrothed.

Here are the articles of contracted peace,
Between our sovereign and the French king Charles,
For eighteen months concluded by consent.

I press nie none but good householders, yeomen's sons:

inquire me out contracted bachelors, such as had been
asked twice on the bans. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

Contracted vein, in hydraul., a phrase denoting the
diminution which takes place in the diameter of a stream
of water issuing from a vessel at a short distance from the

discharging aperture, owing to the momentum of the

particles toward the center of the orifice.

COntractedly (kon-trak'ted-li), adv. In a con-

tracted manner ;
with contraction.

Pillar is to be pronounced contractedly, as of one sylla-

ble, or two short ones.

Bp. Newton, Note on Paradise Lost, ii. 302.

contractedness (kon-trak'ted-nes), . 1. The
state of being contracted

;
conciseness.

Brevity or contractedness of speech in prayer.
South, Sermons, II. iv.

2. Narrowness; meanness; extreme selfish-

ness.

Wherever men neglect the improvement of their minds,
there is always a narrowness and contractedness of spirit.

A. A. Sykes, Sermon at St. Paul's, p. 9 (1724).

COntractibility (kon- trak -ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<-& \ ..
ft if ' u UJEAMHmWJJW*Ml vi ill >v i iLU..Lj.ti a>a. v-xaiii \j a ai \j\iiv-

contractible: see -Mity,] Capability of being \mction of cannot. In writing, contraction takes
contracted; the property of admitting of con-
traction: as, the contractibility and dilatability
of air.

contractible (kon-trak'ti-bl), a, [(contract, v.
}

+ -ible.] Capable of contraction.

Small air-bladders dilatable and contractible.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Contractible pair, in alg., two not contiguous members
of a linear sei

'

place, as in pronunciation, primarily by the omission of

intermediate letters ; but also by writing iu a smaller
character the last letter above the word contracted, by
running two or more letters into one character, by using
symbols representing syllables or words, and by the use
of initial letters: as, reed, for received; q*m for quatn;
& for et. Specifically, in Gr. ffram., the union of the con-
current vowels of two syllables into one long vowel or

diphthong that is, of oo> into <o, of ee into et, etc. See
abbreviation, 2.

contractibleness (kon-trak'ti-bl-nes), n. The 4 - In anc. j>ro*M the use of a single long time

quality of suffering contraction; contracti-

bility.
contractile (kon-trak'til), a. [< F. contractile

= Sp. Pg. contractil = It. contrattile, < L. as
if *contractilis, < contracttts, pp. of contrahere,

or syllable in place of two short times. Thus,
in the dactylic hexameter, a spondee (-^ ) can be substi-
tuted in the first four feet for a dactyl (-*

^ w)_ one long
being metrically equivalent to two shorts; but such a
substitution is admissible only in certain kinds of verse
and in certain parts of a foot or line, according to special
rules. In the dactylic hexameter, for example, the fifthj , ., , , -i -i r-, J.*T_I ruies. in me uu^i-viii; iiuAiuiicucr, lur ouuiiuio. UK nun

draw together: see eon tract, r.J 1. busceptible f00t must ordinarily be a dactyl, not a spondee. The con-
of contraction

; having the property of contract- verse of contraction is resolution.

contracture

5f. The act of making a contract
;
the state of

being under a contract, especially one of mar-

riage.
Such an act

. . . makes marriage vows
As false as dicers' oaths : O, such a deed
As from the body of contraction plucks
The very soul. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

6. In surg. ,
an abnormal and permanent altera-

tion in the relative position and forms of parts,

arising from various causes, as in ankylosis, dis-

tortion, clubfoot, wryneck, etc. 7. In math.,

any device for abridging the mechanical labor

of making calculations by diminishing the num-
ber of characters written down. 8. The act

or process of contracting or acquiring: as, the

contraction of a debt Dupuytren's contraction
[named after Dupuiftren, a French surgeon, 1777-1835],

in pathol., the fixed flexion of one finger or more, due
to the contraction of the palmar fascia. It usually af-

fects the little finger first, is more frequent in males than
in females, and seems to be favored by the gouty dia-

thesis. Hour-glass contraction, an irregular, local,

transverse contraction of the uterus, at the internal os or

above, occurring after the delivery of the child, and de-

laying the delivery of the placenta. - Syn. 3. Abbreviation,
Contraction. See abbreviation.

COntractional (kon-trak'shon-al), a. [< con-

traction + -at.] 1 . Of, relating to, or of the na-

ture of contraction.

Mr. Robert Mallett, a zealous supporter of the contrac-

tional hypothesis, estimated that the diameter of the earth

is now about 189 miles less than it was when entirely

fluid. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXX. 251.

The contractional theory here finds a cause for all the

diminution of interior volume demanded by the wrinkling
of the crust in mountain ranges. Science, V. 388.

2. Causing or caused by contraction.

contractionist (kpn-trak'shon-ist), n. [< con-

traction + -ist.'] One who advocates contrac-

tion of the currency, especially of the paper

currency, of a country : the opposite of infla-

tionist.

Ai regards the Republican party, its own desire is to

please everybody both contractio-nist and inflationist,

the solvent and insolvent, the creditor and the debtor.
The Saturn, Aug. 19, 1875.

contraction-rule (kon -trak' shon -rol), n. A
pattern-makers' rule, longer than the standard

rule by an amount equal to that which the

metal to be used for a casting contracts in cool-

ing from the molten state. For cast-iron the

rule is 24J inches for a length of two feet.

contractive (kon-trak'tiv), a. [< contract +
-we.'} Tending to contract.

The heart, as said, from its contractive cave,
On the left side ejects the bounding wave.

Blackmore, Creation.

contractor (kon-trak'tor), n. [< LL. contrac-

tor, one who makes a contract, < L. contrahere,

p. contractus, contract: see contract, .] 1.

ne who contracts ;
one of the parties to a

contract, bargain, or agreement ;
one who cov-

enants with another to do or to refrain from

doing a particular thing.
All matches ... are dangerous and inconvenient where

the contractors are not equals. Sir Jt. L'Estramje.

Specifically 2. One who contracts or cove-

nants, either with a government or other pub-
lic body or with private parties, to furnish

supplies, or to construct works or erect build-

ings, or to perform any work or service, at a

certain price or rate: as, a paving-cow trac-

tor; a labor-corefractor. 3. A muscle which
contracts or lessens the size of a part; a con-

strictor. Contractor tracheae, in ornith., the con-

tractor of the windpipe, a muscle lying along the trachea,
whose action shortens the windpipe by drawing the tra-

cheal rings closer together, and also drags the whole struc-

ture backward by being attached to the clavicle or ster-

num. See sternotrachealis. Independent contractor,
as distinguished from servant or employee, a person fol-

lowing a regular independent employment, who offers

his services to the public to accept orders and execute

commissions for all who may employ him in a certain

line of duty, using his own means for the purpose, and

being accountable only for final performance. Cooley,
Torts (ed. 1878), p. 549.

contractual (kon-trak'tu-al), a. [= P. contrac-

tuel, < L. contractus (contractu-), a drawing to-

gether, LL. a contract: see contract, n., and -<?/.]

Arising from a contract or agreement ;
con-

sisting in or of the nature of a contract: as,

a contractual liability.

The recognition of simple consent as creative of a con-

tractual bond. Kneye. Brit., XX. 703.

It [the German Salic law] elaborately discusses contrac-

tual obligations. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 373.

contracture (kon-trak'tur), n. [= F- contnie-

turc = It. conirattura ; as contract + ->r.]

1. Contraction, as of muscles ;
contortion pro-

duced by muscular contraction; specifically, a

permanent shortening of a muscle.

8



contracture

Massage is ol more value in the prevention than in the

'in-r of i-tntl i'ii<-l in-'-*, stillne*-, ami anrtiylosis.
lint-It* Iliiiiilliiink "< Mi-'l. SM M -. IV. 1158.

A strong i-i'iiti-iti-tin-i- ol the foot produced in one of

them rertainly reappeared ill the other.
/; Bvrntf, Mind. XII. 42ii.

2t. Taking; catching: iis, cniiti-in-liiri- of a fever.

contractured (kon-trak'turd), a. [< eontnn--

tiin- + ->-il-.] s!itTerine;"i'rom or affected by
conlracltire ; constricted.

A preliminary stivtchinn of the i-mili-nrlm-i-il canal.
Mi-il. .\ ., XI. VII. BIT.

contra-dance (kon'tra-daus), . [Modified
from F. cnutredanxf (= Sp. cnntradan:a = Pg.
<-<iii/r(iil(tnca = It. c<intraildan:a), < eon trc, op-

posite, + danse, dance: see contra and dance.]
A dance by four couples placed opposite each
other and making the same steps and figures.

contradict ( kon-tra-dikt'), r. [< L. contradic-

IH.I, pp. of contradieere (> F. contredire = Pr.

contradirt! = Sp. cuntradecir = Pg. contradizer =
It. eontradtlirf), in class. L. two words, contra

dicere, speak against: contra, against; dicere,

speak: see contra and diction.] I. trans. 1. To
assert the contrary or opposite of; deny direct-

ly and categorically : as, his statement was at

once contradifted.

What I am to say must lie but that which contradict*

my accusation. Shak., W. T., iii. -2.

I have more Manners than to contradict what a Lady
has declar'd. Conyreve, Love for Love, 1. 11.

It has often been said that in no country are land-own-
ers so ignorant of their legal position or so dependent on

legal advice as in England ; and I believe it cannot be
contradicted. !'. J'ulliick, Land Laws, p. 4.

2. To deny the words or assertion of
;
address

or speak of in contradiction : as, he contriidict-

ed the previous speaker; I contradicted him to

his face.

When another asserted something that I thought an

error, I deny'd myself the pleasure of contradicting him

abruptly. Franklin, Autobiog., I. 243.

3. To oppose; act or be directly contrary to;
be inconsistent with : as, the statement which
was made contradicts experience.
No truth can contradict another truth. Hooker.

The Impugner of that veracity [of our sensuous faculties]
contradict* himself, since the veracity of the senses is

doubted by him on account of his acceptance of the tes-

timony of his senses. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 113.

4f. To speak or declare against ;
forbid.

'Tls she is sub-contracted to this lord.
And I, her husband, contradict your banns.

Shak., Lear, v. 3.

= Syn. 1. To gainsay, Impugn, controvert, dispute. 2.

To contravene.

II. intrans. To utter a contrary statement
or a contradiction ; deny.
The Jews . . . spake against those things which were

spoken by Paul, contradicting and blaspheming.
Acts xili. 45.

contradictable (kon-tra-dik'ta-bl), a. [< con-

tnidict + -able.] That may be contradicted;
deniable; disputable.
contradictor (kon-tra-dik'ter), . [= P. con-

tradicteur = Sp. contradictor, contraditor = Pg.
contraditor = It. contraddittore, < LL. contra-

dictor, < L. contradieere, pp. contradictus, speak
against: see contradict&na-er^.] One who con-

tradicts or denies; an opposer. Also contra-

dictor.

If a gentleman happen to be a little more sincere in

his representations, ... he Is sure to have a dozen con-

tmdietan. Sw\ft, State of Ireland.

contradiction (kon-tra-dik'shon), n. [=P. con-

tradiction = Sp. eontrndifi'iiin = Pg. contradic-

cflo = It. contraddi:i<me, < L. contradictio(n-),
< rontradicere, pp. contradictus, speak against :

see contradict. L. contradictio(n-) in the strict

logical sense was first used by Boethius to trans-

late Gr. avrl<t>aatf. ] 1 . An assertion of the direct

opposite to what lias been said or affirmed ;

denial
; contrary declaration.

I make the assertion delilierately, without fear of coii-

tradiction, that this globe really was created, and that it

is composed of land and water.

li-riiu.i. Knickerbocker, p. >0.

2. Opposition, whether by argument or con-

duct.

Consider him that endured such contradiction of sin-

ners against himself. Heb. xll. 3.

That tongue,
Inspir'd with contradiction, durst oppose
A third part of the gods. Milton, f. L., vl. 155.

3. Direct opposition or repuignancyj absolute

inconsistency; specifically, the relation of two

propositions which are so opposed that one
must be false and one must be true.
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If truth be once perceived, we <lo thereby also per-

eeive whatever is false ill '-'in! i-Hi In-tu- II to it.

.V. Hi-en-, i osmologia Sacra.

The character of the Italian statesman seems, at first

siuht, a collection of <-<ntti-<i<lirtiii>m, a phantom a-s inoii-

stioiis as the portress of hell in Milton, half divinitv.

halt snake, majestic and l>cautifill al.oie, v ro\i-llin^ an. I

poisonous below. Macniiiuij. Maehiavelli.

4. Figuratively,
a person who or a thing whicli

is self-contradictory or inconsistent.

Woman's at best a contrinlii-H'm still.

Heaven, when It strives to polish all It can
Its last best work, but forms a softer man.

J'oiif, Moral Essays, II. 270.

Contradiction In terms, a self-contradictory phrase,
as "a square circle." Principle of contradiction, tin-

principle that nothing can be both trm- ami false in th.

same sense ami in the same respect*. Modern formal logic
demonstrates that thin principle enters Into a large part
<if our reasoning, lint forms the hiiiyc only of a few very

simple inferencesfnot of direct syllogism). Formerly many
logicians regarded the law of contradiction as the govern-
ing principle of all demonstrative reasoning. According-

ly, it is often referred to as such without regard to it- ex-

act signification. The law was enunciated by Aristotle,
but ita name was perhaps first given to it by Rainus.

The pro|ioaition that no subject can have a predicate
which contradicts it is called the princijtlf of contradic-

tion. It lit a general though negative criterion of all truth.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Muller, p. 151.

The highest of all logical laws, in other words the supreme
aw of thought, Is what is called the principle of contra-

diction, or, more correctly, the principle of non-contradic-
I ion. It is this : A thing cannot lie and not IK at the same
time. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxxviii.

contradictionalt (kon-tra-dik'shon-al), a. [<
rmitradirtiint + -/.] Contradictory; inconsis-

tent.

We have trl'd already, and miserably felt . . . what
the boisterous and contradictiotuil hand of a temporal),

earthly, and corporeall Spiritualty can avalle to the edi-

fying of Chrlsts holy Church.
Miltim, Reformation In Eng., II.

contradictious (kon-tra-dik'shus), . [< con-

tradii-ti-on + -OMS.] 1." Inclined to contradict;

disposed to deny, dispute, or cavil. [Kare.]
Bondet was argumentative, contradiction*, and Irascible.

Bp. of KUlala'n Sarrativr, p. 54.

2. Filled with contradictions; self-opposed;
inconsistent. [Rare.]

Contrailictioitx Incon&istentness.
Dr. 11. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 49.

How, then, Is it possible for Institutions, admitted to be
so utterly repugnant In their nature as to lie directly de-

structive of each other, to be so blended as to form a gov-
ernment partly federal and partly national? What can
be more contradiction* I Calhoun, Works, 1. 152.

contradictiously (kou-tra-dik'shus-li), adr. In
a contradictious manner'; contrarily. [Rare.]
"
No, I sha'n't," said old Keatherstone contradictiotttly.

George Eliot, Mlddlemarch, xxxii.

contradictiousness (kon-tra-dik'shus-nes), w.

1. Disposition to contradict, dispute, or cavil.

2. Contradictoriness ; inconsistency; inner

contrariety. [Rare in both uses.]
This opinion was, for its absurdity and cuntradicttotu-

MM, unworthy of the refined spirit of Plato. Norrit.

contradictive (kon-tra-dik'tiv), a. [< contra-

dict + -ice.] Containing contradiction; con-

tradictory; inconsistent; opposed. [Rare.]

Though faith lie set on a height beyond our human per-

spicieuce, I can believe It rather super-elevated than con-

tradictia! to our reason. Feltham, Resolves.

contradictively (kon-tra-dik'tiv-li), adv. By
contradiction.

contradictor (kou-tra-dik'tor), n. Same as con-

Imdicii-r.

contradictorily (kon-tra-dik'to-ri-li), adv. 1.

In a contradictory manner ;
so as to contradict,

or be self-conflicting. 2. Contentiously; with

opposition ; specifically, upon contest or litiga-
tion in opposition, as distinguished from pro-

ceeding by default or consent.

The suit was then revived, and afterwards conducted
i;>,>t,'<i<li<-tt>rilii with the administratrix.

Chief Justice Waite.

Contradictoriness (kon-tra-dik'to-ri-nes), n.

Direct opposition ; contrariety in assertion or
effect.

Confounding himself by the contradictorineu of his own
i.l, as. Whilaker, Gibbon, Ix.

contradictorioust (kon'tra-dik-to'ri-us), a. [<
LL. fimtradiftiiriiix: see contradictory.] Dis-

posed to contradict or deny ; contrary.
This is therefore a co/itradictoriow* humour in you, to

decry the parliament in 1049 that you may extoll the par-
liament in 1841. Sfntr Trial, I.t.-Col. l.illmrne (1649X

contradictoriouslyt (kou'tra-dik-to'ri-us-li),
mir. In ii cuiitrailictorious manner,

contradictory (kon-tra-dik'to-ri), a. and M.

[= F. riintraiiirtiiirr = Pr. coiifradictori = Sp.
I'liii/rinlictiirio = Pg. contraditorio = It. contrad-

dittorio,(. \j\j.cntrn(lii-lnrius,<, contradictor, one

contragredient

who opposes: nee muli -niliriir.
] I. a. 1. Deny-

ing that something stiiN <1 "i approved is com-

pletely true ; diametrically opposed. [This ia

the meaning of the word in logic.]

i;,,,ifti:iit-iin'i,- pro|nniition can neither be true nor false

Ikith at once : for If one be true, the other iinit need* be

false, whether the matter lie natural), or roiithiKent ; u,
I/. < M man Ujust; Some man is not just.

Ill u iittr rillr, Arte of Loglcke (l.v.ci). 111.

2. Inconsistent; logically antagonistic; inca-

pable of being true together (though both may
be false).

Schemes . . . almurd
,
and contradictory to common sense.

Addimni, Freeholder.

In bis present agitation he could decide on nothing; he
could only alternate lietwien ,-,,,,irinli, !,, ,i intentions.

<;,-in-tjr KIM, Mill on tile Films, vl. 13.

= 8yn. C'ontrarv, lncoH*i*tent, etc. Seecon//"'".

fi. n.; ]i\.riiiitr<i(lictorien(-nz). A proposition
of a pair inconsistent with each other, or each
of which precisely denies or falsifies the other.

It is common with princes (salth Tacitnx) to will con-

trmllftorift. Bacon, Empire.

How shall I, or any man else, say "amen" to their

prayers, that preach anil pray amtradift<irir*t

Jtr. Taylor, Works <ed. 1885), II. 286.

N'o man is certain of a truth, who can endure the thought
of the fact of its cuutrailictury existing or occurring: nd
that not from any set pnrjiose or effort to reject it, but,
as I have said, by the spontaneous action of the intellect.

./. //. ftfttrtnan, (iram. of Assent, p. 187.

contradistiuct (kon'tra-dis-tingkf), a. [< con-

tra- + distinct.] Distinguished by opposite qual-
ities. [Rare.]
A coHtradijttinft term. Ooothrin, Works, IV. iv. 31.

contradistinction (kon'tra-dis-tmgk'shon), n.

[< contra- + distinction.] Distinction by oppo-
site qualities ;

direct contrast : generally pre-
ceded by in and followed by to.

We speak of sins of Infirmity, in anitradiltinctitm to

those ofpresumption. South.

It Is Impossible to give a complete and perfect definition

of a plant, in contradistinction to what Is to lie regarded as

an animal. Ii. Bentky, Botany, Int., p. 4.

contradistinctive (kon'tra-dis-tingk'tiv), a.

iiml H. [< contra-+ distinctive.] I. a. 1. Hav-

ing the quality of or characterized by contra-

distinction; opposite in qualities. 2. Distin-

guished by opposites.
This diversity lietween the cotitradutinctice pronouns

and the enclitic is not unknown even to the English
tongue. Harris, Hermes, I. 5.

H. M. A mark of contradistinction. Harris.

contradistinguish (kon
' tra - dis -

ting
'

gwish),
r. f. [< contra- + distinguish.] To distinguish
not merely by differential, but by opposite qual-
ities

;
discriminate by direct contrast.

Our Idea of body . . . is (of) an extended solid substance,

capable of communicating motion by Impulse : and our
Idea of soul ... Is of a substance that thinks, and has
a power of exciting motion in liody, by will or thought.
These . . . are our complex ideas of soul and body, as

cantra-dwtinguinhfd.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxili. 22.

Revelation makes creation, as cimlradutinguithed from

redemption, a purely objective work of God.
//. Jttmet, Subs, and Shad., p. 78.

contrafactiont (kon-tra-fak'shon), M. A coun-

terfeiting. Hlount.

COntrafagottO(kon'tra-fa-got'to), n. [It., <

contra (see contra-) + fagotto.] 1. A double
bassoon. 2. An organ reed-stop made to imi-

tate the tones of the double bassoon.
contrafissure (kon'tra-fish-ur), n. [< contra- +
Jixsure.] In sura., a fissure or fracture in the
cranium caused by a blow, but on the side op-

posite to that which received the blow, or at

some distance from it.

contrafocal (kou-tra-fo'kal), a. [< contra- +
focal.] In math., having, as two conies or

conicoids, the differences of the squared axes
of one equal to those of the other.

contrageometric (kon-tra-je-d-met'rik), a. [<
contra- + i/eometrif.] In math., the distinctive

appellation of two kinds of proportion and
mean, represented by the formulas

6:c c:o ft,

c:o 6.

contragredience (kon-trfi-gre'di-ens), n. [< con-

tragnilirnt : see -encc.] "In math., the relation

of contraprreilient sets of variables.

contragredient (kon-trii-gre'di-ent), a. [< L.

contra, against, + ijradirn(t-)s, ppr. of gradi (in

comp. -gredi), go : see gradient, and cf. ingre-

dient.] In ninth., said of a set of variables sub-

ject to undergo linear transformation simulta-

neously with another set (to which the first is

said to be contraaredient), the two transforma-

tions being inverse to one another. Tims, let the



contragredient

two sets of variables be x, y, z, and ( , rj, ; and let the

first set lie transformed to X, Y, 7, by the equations

1234 contrarious

abroad, is violent and contranatnral [for an arbitrary

opinion]. Bp. Rust, Discourse on Truth, 6.

contranitencet, contranitencyt (kon-tra-nl'-

tens, -ten-si), . [< contra- + nitence, nitency.]

va _ Reaction; resistance to force. Bailey.

_,..d self, i)' $ being subject to undergo a simultaneous cOntra-niiage (kon'tra-nii-iizh' ), a. [< contra-

transformation to E, H, Z, defined by the equations + HMfl^c.] In her., same as escalloped.
E = { -i- dr, + g$, contra-OCtave (kon'trii-ok'tav), . [< coiitra-

+ octart:] In mimic, the 16-foot octave of the

To be determined and tied up, either by itself, or from contraremonstrant(kon"tra-re-mon'8trant),

x = X + l>\ + cZ,

,l
= </X +e\ +fZ,

z = tfX + AY+iZ;
then the contragredience of the two sets will consist in the

.ecom*

E = n(
H = bt
Z =<{

[< contra- + remonstrant.']" One who remon-
strates in opposition or answer to aremonstrant ;

specifically (usually with a capital), one of those

who issued or supported the counter-remon-
strance against the remonstrance of the Ar-
minians prior to the Synod of Dort. See re-

monstrant.

organ, the notes of which are denoted by CC,

DD, etc.
;
on the piano, the lowest octave be-

ginning with C, the notes of which are denoted

against, + plem-s, pp.

a. [< L. contra.

woven: see plexus.] An

sion of telegraph messages along the same wire

in opposite directions : as, contraplcx teleg-

A system of variables is said to be contraffredient to an-

other when it is subject to undergo simultaneously with

the latter linear transformations of the contrary kind fre >i n

1t. That is to say, the matrix of transformation is turned

over about its principal diagonal as an axis.

J. J. Sylvester. contraplex'(kon'tra-pl<*s),
contraharmonical (kon"tra-har-mon'i-kal), a.

[< contra- + lianiionical.] Opposed to ortne op-

posite of harmouical Contranarmonical mean
and proportion, the mean and proportion determined by
the formula o : c = (b -c) : (a b). ranhV
contrahentt (kon'tra-hent), a. and H. [< L- c- _'; *.,,,* ann
trahen(t-)s, ppr. of coutrahere, contract : see con- C( mtrapose (* 3 ), t. t.

tract, v.] I. a. Contracting; covenanting;

agreeing: common in diplomatic documents
of the time of Henry VIII.

The treatise concluded at London, betwixt the king's

highness, the emperour, and the French king, as princes
contra/tents. Strype, Records, No. 12.

II. . One who enters into a contract, cove-

nant, or agreement.
COntraindicant (kon-tra-in'di-kant), n. [< co-
tra- + indicant.] In med., a symptom or indi-

They did the synod wrong to make this distinction of

nmtra-remonstrants and remonstrants ;
for in the synod

there was no contra-remonstrant, and no man was call'd

thither under that name, whereas they in their letters

came under the name of remonstrants.

Uales, To Sir D. C'arlton (1618).

:ontrariant (kon-tra'ri-ant), a. and n. [For-

merly, as a noun, also contrarient; < F. contra-

riant, < ML. coiitr(irian(t-)s, ppr. of contrariare

(> F. contrarier), contradict, run counter: see

contrary, >.] I. a. Opposing; opposite; con-

tradictory; inconsistent. [Rare.]
A law contrariant or repugnant to the law of nature and

pp the law of God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

contraposed, ppr. contraposing. [< contra- +
pose9 ,

after L. contraponere (> Sp. contraponer),

pp. contrapositus, place opposite, < contra,

against, + ponere, place.] If. To set in oppo-
sition.

We may manifestly see contraposed death and life, jus-

tice and injustice, condemnation and justification.

Salkeld, Paradise (1617), p. 23S.

2. In logic, to transpose, as antecedent and

consequent or subject and predicate, with nega-

Without one hostile or contrariant prepossession.
Sonthey.

In the time of Henry the Eighth, he [Cranmer] made his

manuscript collections of things contrariant to the order

of the realm. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

II. . A contradictor: in Eng. liist., the name
given to Thomas, Earl of "Lancaster, and the

barons who took part with him against King
Edward II., because, on account of their great

power, it was not expedient to call them rebels

or traitors.
Con-cation showing that a particular treatment or

contranosita (kon-tra-poz'i-ta), n. pi. [NL., contrariantly (kon-tra'ri-ant-li), adv.

course of action which in other respects seems
prop neut . pl of L."cOH*ruosis, pp. of con- trarily. Coleridge. [Rare.]

advisable ought not to be adopted.
traponere, place opposite: see contrapose.] In COntrariet, v. t.

Throughout it was full of contraindicants. Burke,
iOg^ two propositions which can be transform- trary.

COntraindicate (kon-tra-in'di-kat), r. t. [< con- ed into each other by the inference of contra- COntrarientt,
^

An obsolete spelling of con-

See contrariant.

tra- + indicate.'] In med., to indicate the con-

stances of the case.

Opiates are contraindicated when fatal accumulation of

blood in the air-passages is threatened.
Buck's Jlandbriok of Med. Sciences, III. 467.

contraindication (kon"tra-in-di-ka'shon), n.

[< contra- + indication.'} "In med., an indica-

tion from some peculiar symptom or fact that

forbids the method of cure which the main

position.

con-
contra-

potiitio(n-), < L. contraponere, pp. contrapositus,

place opposite: see contrapose.] A placing
over against ; opposite position ;

in logic, the
mode of inference which proceeds by transpos-

ing subject and predicate, antecedent and con-

sequent, or premise and conclusion, with nega-
tion of the transposed parts. Thus, the proposition,
If the ink will make a black spot, you will not spill it,

gives by contraposition, If you will spill it, the ink will

not make a black spot.
symptoms or nature of the disease would other-

wise call for. Also counter-indication.
cbntraprogressist (kon-tra-prog'res-ist), n. [<

I endeavour to give the most simple idea of the distem- cmtra . + progress + -/.]' A person opposed
to the leadingtendencies of the times, or to what
is commonly considered to be progress. [Rare.]

contrainte par corps (kon-tranf par kor). [F.: contraprovectant (kon"tra-pro-yek'tant), n.

per, and the proper diet, abstracting from the complica-
tions of the first, or the contraindications to the second.

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

contrainte, constraint, arrest; par (< L. per),

by; corps, body.] In civil law, arrest; attach-

ment of the person ; imprisonment for debt,

contrairet (kon-trar'), a. and re.

variant of contrary.
contrairet (kon-trar'), v. t. An obsolete va-
riant of contrary.

And first, she past the region of the ayre
And of the fire, whose substance thin and slight
Made no resistance, ne could her contraire.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 7.

contrairet (kon-trar' ), prep. [< contraire, a. (by
omission of to).] Against.

Like as I wan them, sae will I keep them,
Contrair a' kingis in Christentie.

[< contra- + provectant.] In math., a covariaut

considered as generated by the operation of a

provector on a covariant.

An obsolete contraprovector (kon"tra-pro-vek'tor), . [<
contra- + protector.'} In math., an operator ob-

tained by replacing f, ij, etc., in any contra-

variant by Sx , 6j,, etc.

contraption (kon-trap'shon), H. [< con- +
trapl 4- -tion ; assuming the guise of a word of

L. origin. Cf. cantrap, cantrip.'] A device
; a

contrivance : used slightingly. [Colloq., U. S.]

For my part, I can't say as I see what's to be the end of

all these new-fangled contraptions.
J. C. Seal, Charcoal Sketches.

contrapuntal (kon-tra-pun'tal), a. [< It. eon-
furray (Child's Ballads, VI. 35). trappunto, counterpoint (see 'counterpoint"*), +

-a(.] In music, pertainincontralateral (kon-tra-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. con-

tea, against, + latm (later-), "siAe: see contra in accordance with its rules; having an inde-

and lateral.] Occurring on the opposite side. pendent motion of the voice-parts.
contra-lode (kon'tra-lod), . Same as counter- contrapuntally (kon-tra-pun'tal-i), adv. In a
lode. contrapuntal manner.
contralto (kon-tral'to), n. and a. [It., < contra, contrapuntistj(kon-tra-pun'tist), . [=F. con-

counter, + alto, alto : see contra and alto,] I.

n.
; pi. coutralti (-te). 1. In modern music, the

voice intermediate in quality and range be-
tween soprano and tenor, having a usual com-
pass of about two octavesupward from the F be-
low middle C

;
the lowest of the varieties of the

female voice. In medieval muxic, in which the melody
was either in a middle voice or passed from one voice to COtttr'arCO (kon-trar'ko), n.

\

another, and which utilized only male singers, the upper the bow: Contra, against ; arco,
voice was naturally called altus. As music for mixed - . - -

voices developed, that female voice which was nearest the

altus, and thus most contrasted with it, was called contr'

contrariety (kon-tra-ri'e-ti), n.
; pi. contrarie-

ties (-tiz). [< F. contrariety = Sp. contrariedad
= Pg. contrariedade = It. contrarietd, < LL. con-

trarieta(t-)s, contrariness, < L. contrarius, con-

trary: see contrary, a.] 1. The state or quality
of being contrary; extreme opposition; the

relation of the greatest unlikeness within the

same class.

Sedentary and within-door arts . . . have in their nature
a contrariety to a military disposition.

Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates.

As there is by nature
In everything created contrariety,
So likewise is there unity and league
Between them in their kind.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

So mayest thou more naturally feel the contrariety of

vice unto nature. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 36.

There is a contrariety between those things that con-

science inclines to and those that entertain the senses.
South.

2. Something contrary to or extremely unlike

another; a contrary.
How can these contrarietie agree?

Shak., 1 Hen VI., ii. 3.

The contrarieties, in short, are endless.

Bushnell, Nature and the Supemat., p. 71.

Contrariety of motion, the relation of two changes
along the same course but in opposite directions, as heat-

ing and cooling. Also called contrariety of access and
recess. Contrariety of position, the relation of two

positions the furthest possible from each other, as of

two antipodes on the earth. Contrariety of proposi-
tions, the relation of two inconsistent universal proposi-
tions having the same terms. Contrariety of quality,
the relation of two extremely opposed qualities, as bent

and cold, freedom and bondage, straightness and curva-

ture. =Syn. 1 and 2. Contradictoriness, antagonism.
to counterpoint, or contrarily (kon'tra-ri-li), adv. [< ME. rontm-

rili ; < contrary + -?/2.] In a contrary manner :

in opposition; antagonistically; in opposite

ways ;
on the other hand.

Contrarily, the . . . Spaniards cried out according to

their maner, not to God, hut to our Lady.
Ilakhnjt's Voyages, II. 288.trapontiste = Pg. conirapontista, < It. contrap-

pwntista, < contrappunto, counterpoint: see contrariness (kon'tra-ri-nes), n. 1. Contrari-
counterpmntf.] One skilled in the rules and

ety
.

opposition; antagonism. 2. Perverse-
practice of counterpoint.
Counterpoint is certainly so much an art, that to be what

they call a learned contrapuntut is with harmonists a title

of no small excellence. H~. Mason, Church Musick, p. 209.

ness
;
habitual obstinacy.

I do not recognize any features of his mind except per-

haps his contrariness.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 34.

alto. Also alto.

2. A singer with a contralto voice.

II. n. Pertaining to, or possessed of the qual-
ity of, a contralto : as, a contralto voice.
contramure (kon'tra-mur), n. [< L. contra,
against, + murus, wall.] Same as countermure.

and urc1
.] Incorrect or false bowing on the

violin, violoncello, etc.

contraregularity (kon"tra-reg-u-lar'i-ti), .

[< contra- + regularity.] Contrariety to rule
or to regularity. [Rare or obsolete.]

It is not only its not promoting, but its opposing, . . .

so that it is not so properly an irregularity as a contra-

n';ru]>i i-itii. Norris.

contranatural (kon-tra-nat'u-ral), a. [< L. contrarelated (kon"trii-re-la'ted), a. [< COH-

eontra, against, + natiira, nature, '4- -al] Op- tra- + related.] In analytical mecli., having as

posed to nature. [Rare.] kinematical exponents contrafocal ellipsoids.

^2 contrarious (kon-tra'ri-us), . [< ME. coHtrn-

rious, eontrarius = OF. rontrarins. contraltos

= Pr. contrarios = It. contnirioxo. < ML. cmi-

Irariosus, an extension of L. ctmtrariiix, con-

trary: see contrary, a.] Opposing: antagonis-

tic; contrary; rebellious. [Rare.]
The goddes ben ennlrarimi* t" me.

Chaucer, (Jood Women, 1. 1360.

Orlando, what contrarimw thoughts be these,
That nock with doubtful motions in thy mind?

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

slit- tlew fontrarimtf! in the face of (iod

With bat-wings of her vices. Mrs. Broirnin<j.



contrarious

The riniti-in'iiiii* aspect both of nature ami man (con-
cordant mid discordant with the Divine perfection) has

liMen rise, as the nailer \\ell knous, tu a great amount
of Ullnatisfllcto! V speculation.

//. .lame*, subs, and .shad., p. 14;;.

contrariously (kon-tril'ri-UH-li). adr. Contra-

rily; oppositely, [Kan .J

Many things. IIMVJIU lull n ! i

To one eminent, may work ,-<'i,l,;i,-ii/*lit.

>'/,ii<., Hen. \ ., I. L'.

contrariwise (kon'tra-ri-wi/). adr. [< contrarii
+ -icisf.] On the contrary ; oppositely; on the

other hand.
Not lenileriiiu evil for evil, or railing for railing: Imi

contnn -i /','., Messing. 1 Pet. iii. !'.

Tile Law lately tnaite. h\ which the t/ueeii of Scot* was
eonileinn d. as not made (as some maliciously have
iniagin'd) to ensnare her, but i-",iii,i,-,ii'-,^', to forewarn
in, I ill hi lier from attempting 11113 thing against it.

liaker, Chronicles, |>. 870.

contra-rotationt (kon'trft-ro-ta'shon), M. [<
contra- + rotation.] Kotation in a contrary
direction.

Some have thought thai !> the c.inti ul iety of the

Strophe ami Antistrophe, they intended to represent the
t'nnti',ti;iliili,i,i of the I'rimnm Mobile.

t'o,, :irerr. The 1'indai ii|ile (hie.

contrarotulatort (kon-tra-ro'tu-la-tor), ii.

[ML. : see controller.] A controller; one whose
business it was to observe the money which the

collectors had gathered for the use of the king
or the people, t 'otcelt.

contrary (kon'tra-ri), a. and u. [< ME. cou-

trarie, also contrain; < OF. con train; F. i-mi-

traire = Pr. coiitrari = Sp. Pg. It. contrario, < L.

ciintrariii.i, opposite, opposed, contrary, < con-

tra, against: see contra and counter3.] I. u.

1. Opposite; opposed; at the opposite point or

in an opposite direction.

81ipi>ers which his nimble haste had falsely thrust upon
.nil/Hi, -i/ feet. Sw(ft.

2. In bot., at right angles to : as, a silique com-

pressed Contrary to the dissepiment (that is, in

a direction at right angles to it, in distinction

from a parallel direction). 3. Extremely un-

like; the most unlike of anything within the
same class: thus, hot and cold, up and doicn,

sage and/oo?, heaven and hell, are contrarylerms.
In logic two propositions are onttrartj when the one denies

every possible case of the other: as, All cows are black;
\o cows are black. They are contradictory when, one

being universal, the other denies some only of the things
asserted in the first ; as, All men are wise

;
Some men are

not wise.

Our critics take a coittrary extreme ;

They judge with fury, but they write with phlegm.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. ttol.

I discovered that he was most violently attached to the

i-oiiti-orft opinion. Goldsmith, Vicar, II.

4. Adverse ;
hostile

; opposing ; antagonistic ;

opposite; conflicting.

Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that WHS

against us, which was contrary to us. Col. ii. 14.

That he that is of the contrary part may lie ashamed.
Tit. II. s.

5. Given to contradiction; acting in opposi-
tion ; captious ; perverse ;

intractable
;
unac-

commodating.
Yes, he was always a little contrary, 1 think.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 34.

Contrary or opposite motion, in IHIMI'C, progression of

parts in opposite directions, as \\hen one part ascends and
another ileseemls. =Syn. 4. Inconttintritt. ('i,ith-ary, Con-

tratlirtni-y, discordant, counter, antagonistic, OOOmoUng,
inimical. In common use , ,,,,,, ,<i<fi /,' is the weakest of

these, and contradictory the strongest. lncongi#tent simply
asserts a failure to agree generally, however, in an ir-

reeoneilahle way. Contrary asserts a general opposition :

as. the two statements are quite eantrnrii (that is, tin \

point in different directions or lead to opposite beliefs).
('nil rinlii'torit is active anil emphatic ; cinitnnlictory asser-

tions are absolutely antagonistic and mutually exclusive.

In every department of our nature, save our perishable
l.inlies, \M- tlml something which seems to point beyond
our three-score years and ten something inconguitfnt
with the hypothesis that those years complete i nil inteiuleil

existence. F. P. Cubbe, Peak in Darien, p. 241.

But the numbers of poetry and vocal mnsick are some-
times so i-iinti'itrii. that in many places I have been obliged
to cramp my verses, ami make them ruu.uM to the reader,
that they may be harmonious to tin- hearer.

Vryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

The Duke of Wellington once said that the true way to
advance c,,:,tr,rili,-l,,,-ii propositions was t.i altlrm both ve-

hemently, not attempting to prove either.

A. Pln'liu, Kng. Style, p. 130.

5. Wilful, I' ,it,,ii;i,':!. etr. s,.,. ,/, rtirtl.

II. n.; pi. contraries (-riz). 1. One of a pair
of objects placed at opposite points or seen in

opposite directions; an opposite.
But mi ii sei n another Mem . the :-"i:t,'n,-i, to him. that

is toward the Suiithe. that is clept Antartyk.
Mnitil>'n'll, . Tta\ el-, p. ]sn

2. One of a pair of diameters, propositions,
statements, or terms, the most different pos-

1986

sible within the same general sphere or class.

See I., 3.

N.i . .iii/rri, .1 , hold more antipathy
I Inn 1 and such a knave. SAt-.. l.i-ar II. _'.

it eonseielice be proof of illllate principles.

may be Innate principles, since home men. with the same
licnt of conscience, pn,^ entc what others avoid.

Locke, Unman I'nderstanding. I. III. fa.

In the language of logicians, as In that of life, a thing has

only one mttnrf its extreme opposite ; the thing lai

thest leiii.Aeil from it in the same class. Black is the .,/,

I i',i i it of x\ hite, but neither of them is the i-i>nti -it i-it of red.

Infinitely great Is the cunti-urii of iiilliiitcl) small, but is

not the nmtrary of unite. J. .s. M;/I.

3. A contradiction; a denial. [Kare. ] 4f.
An adversary.

Whether he or thou
Mat iih his hundred, as I spak of now,
Slt-n his ci'iili ',ii'nr.

I'haueer, Knight's Tale, 1. luul.

In contrary), In opposition , to the contrary.

Who so makcth god his aduersarle,
As for to werche any thing 111 contrarie
Of bis w il, ccrtcs ncuer slial he tbryue.

C'tiilncer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 7>.

Mediate and immediate contraries, in '".'""-, such
contraries, respectively, as do or do not admit of a third

term intermediate between them.

Of cunt i ,/,-,',-., i n, n, ,'/,, i te there is a necessity that one of
them should be in a capacious subject. .So of necessity
every number must be even or odd. O( mediate*, no ne-

cessity (or either o( them ; because the medium Itself ma:
occupy the subject: for it is not necessary that a IMH!>
should be black or white

; because it may Ik* red or green.
Btirrfentdiciuit, tr. by a Gentleman.

On the contrary, in precise or extreme opposition to
w hat has been stated.

It must not be supposed, that the repose of the two ar-

mies was never broken by the sounds of war. More tlutn

one rencontre, on the contrary, with various fortune, took

place. Prencott, Kent, and Isa., ii. 14.

To the contrary, to the opposite or a different effect ; In

opposition, contradiction, or reversal of something stated.

Have yon heard any Imputation (o the contrary <

Shot., M. of V., i. 3.

We wonder
To hear yon speak so openly and tioldly,
The king's command being publish 'd to the contra,-it.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ill. 2.

contrary (kou'tra-ri), adv. [< contrary, a.] 1.

In a contrary way; with a contrary result.

And if ye walk confront unto me, ami will not hearken
unto me, 1 will bring seven times more plagues upon you
according to your sins. Lev. xxvi. 21.

Our wills and fates do so contrary run,
That our devices still are overthrown.

Shale., Hamlet, 111. -j.

2. In her., oppositely; contrariwise: said of two
bearings each of which is in some sense the re-

verse of the other. Thus, contrary flect'd slgnifles bent
or bowed in opposite directions ; contrary invected or in-

necked means having both sides invected and in opposite
senses ; and contrary unde means uniU on both the upper
and under sides.

contrary (kon'tra-ri, formerly kon-tra'ri), r. t. :

pret. and \>\>.c<nitraried, ppr. coiitrarying. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also contrarie, contrarye, also con-
traire ; < ME. contrarien, < OF. contrarier, con-

troller, F. contrarier = Pr. Sp. Pg. contrariar =
It. contrariare, < ML. contrariare, oppose, go
against, < L. contrarian, opposite: see contrary,
a.] To oppose ;

contradict. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

In al the court ne was ther w ii ne mayde
.\e wydwe, that contrarinl that he sayde.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath s Tale, 1. ISe.

Vf preest-hod were parlU and preyede thus the peuple
sin ilile amende,

That now c-/tlm-iVn Cristes lawes and Cristcndom de-

spised Pirn Plou-man (C), xviii. 2:, I.

1'ioinle wlttes, that loue not to be contraryed, but bane
lust to wraugle or trifle away troth.

Axhani, The Scholemaster, p. 4;i.

You must contrary me ! Sltak., K. and J., I. 6.

To conti'fii-,t.
'

toopimse.
'

Still used in the Cnmlierlaiiil

Mountains in Tennessee, and elsewhere In East Tennessee
perhaps. A typical expression there would be "quit cuu
if.iniin that child." Tram. Am,-r. PliiM. A**., XVII. 37.

contrary-minded (kon'tra-ri-min
l

'ded), a. Of
a different or opposite mind or opinion.
contrast (kon-trast'), r. [< F. contrtistcr = Pr.

Sp. Pg. fon'trastar = It. contrastart; < ML. con-

trustare, stand opposed to, withstand, < L. ron-

tra, against, + stare = E. stand. Cf. resft, ar-

n-si, /inst, where also -st represents L. stare.]

I. trans. 1. To set in opposition, as two or
more objects of a like kind, with a view to show
t heir differences ; compare by observing differ-

ences of character or qualities: used absolutely
or followed by iriih : as, to contrast two pictures
or statues: to contra*/ the style of Dickens
irith that of Thackeray.
To i;,/ilni*t the uotlne-s i i;,,,l ii-ith our rebellion will

tend to make us hnnilile and thankful. Clm-k.

I'lle ueneloslty of one |K.-|-Jton is most -t I on-ly felt when
<-",if, -'t^liil irilli the meanness of another.

Tn'/i/-. KllulMl S)nonvnies. p. !!:<.

contravene

2. In the //in "/'.-', to exhibit tin- differences. n--

dissimilitude of; heighten the effect of, or show
to advantage, by opposition of position, atti-

tude, form, or color.

The tlxm en of the groups must not Ur all on a side, . . .

but must contract each other by their several ]M.sitions.

Quoted ill llryden* Parallel of 1'oetry and fainting.

-flyn. ContiHtre, ('iintnt"t. ete. >ee
i-,:,,i/i,i,

. I

il, intrans. To stand in contrast or opposi-
tion ; exhibit diversity on comparison.
The joints which divide the an<l-lone ...Hint*! finely

with the divisional planes which sepaiate the basalt into

pillars. l<f*U.
Whellui sunn false sense In her own self

Of my i'iuiti;i.ilin't brightness, overliore
Her fancy dwelling in thisdiisk.v hall.

/ " i.i i, , mi

contrast (kon'lrasl), ii. [< t'.contriiHte = Pr.
<-ontrii.it = Sp. \'<f. rnntrasti' = it. contraato; from
i In- verb.] If. Opposition; dispute.

lie married Matilda the daughter of Baldouin, the tin

Karl of rlaunders, but not without conti-tmt and trouble.
It.-:".' Hist. Kng., p. 2(1.

In all these .,.'. "*'. the Archbishop prevailed, and
1. 1. ike through mutinies and high threats.

/;; ll'i.-l.'t. Abp. Williams, II. -.lei.

2. Opposition in respect of certain qualities;

antagonistic difference ; direct opposition : as,
the contrasts and resemblances of the seasons.

The loose political morality of u\ presented a remark
able contrant to the ostentatious purity of I'itt.

Mam'nla,,. William Pitt.

Some o( his 1 KmersoiiB] audience . . . must have felt the
lontroJtt between his utterances and the formal discourses

they had so long listened to. O. M . ///,,<-. Kmerson, v.

3. Oouiparison by exhibiting the dissimilitude

or the contrariety of qualities in the things com-

pared; the placing of opposite* together in or-

der to make the antagonism of their qualities
more apparent.

All the talents and all the accomplishments which are

developed by liberty and civilisation were now displayed,
w ith every advantage that could be derived both from co-

operation and from contract. Mncnulait, Warren Hastings.

4. In the fine arts, opposition of varied forms
or colors, which by juxtaposition magnify the

effect of one another's peculiarities.
contra-Stimulant (kon''trii-Ktim'u-lant), a. and
H. I. a. Counteracting a stimulant.

II. n. In med., a remedy which tends to coun-
teract the effect of a stimulant,

contrastive (kon-tras'tiv), a. [< confront+ -ire.]

Of the nature of or arising from contrast
;
due

to contrast.

Their admiration is reflex and unconsciously cool rant irf.

Harpei tXa :i.. LXXVI. 241.

contrat (F. pron. koii-tra'), . [F. : see con-

tract, n.] A contract. -Contrat aleatolre, in cieil

tint; same as aleatory contract (which see, under alea-

tory). Contrat de vente, in eiril lair, contract of sale.

Contrat social. .Same as nucittl contract (which see,
under contract). Contrat synallagmatlque, In cirit

Inir, reciprocal contract.

contrate (kon'trat), . [< ML. "coiitrattm (cf.

fern, contrata, > ult. E. country), < L. contra, op-
posite : see contra, and cf. contrary.] Having
cogs or teeth arranged in a manner contrary to

the usual one, or projecting parallel to the axis :

as, a contrate wheel : used chiefly of wheels in

clockwork. See crotrn-wheel.

contra-tenor (kon'trft-teu-or), . [Also, as It.,

contra-tenore : see contra, tenor, and counter-

tenor. Cf. contralto.] 1. In tuiinic, a middle

part between the tenor and the treble
;
counter-

tenor. 2. One who sings this part.
In his I'r. Croft's) time there was a very tine cotUrn-

teiuir In the Koyal Chapel, called F.lford.

W. Mam,,, Church Muslck. p. 18B.

contravallation (kon'tra-va-la'shou), . [Also
coiniterrallation ; < Y.contri-raUation = Sp. con-
traralacion = Pg. contrarallacffo = It. contraral-

lasione, < L. as if "coiitrarallatio(n-), < contra,

rinst,
+ ralluiii, a rampart : see vail.] In

t., a chain of redoubts and breastworks,
either unconnected or united by a parapet,
raised by the besiegers about the place invest-

ed, to guard against sorties of the garrison,

contrayariant (kon-tra-va'ri-aut ), . [< cuntra-
+ rariiint.] In math., a function which stands
in the same relation to the primitive function
from which it is derived as any of its linear

transforms to an inversely derived transform of

its primitive. J. J. Sylrester Primitive contra-
variant, the contravariaiit of a primitive form divided by
the greatest common divisor of the minor determinant* of

tiie matrix \\hieh i- the ilisei iminant of that fonu.

contravene (kon-tra-ven'), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
contrari-iied, ppr. contrari-nina. [= F. -..,

n ir = Pr. Sp. contrarenir = Pg. onitrarir = It.

i-iintrarrcnin; < 1,1,. cuiitrari-nire, oppose, ML.
break (a law). < L. contra, against. + rcnin;



contravene

come, = E. come, q. v.] 1. To come or be in

conflict with ; oppose in principle or effect ;
im-

pede the operation or course of.

Laws that place the subjects in such a state contravene

the first principles of the compact of authority ; they ex-

act obedience and yield no protection.
Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

The right of the weak to be governed by the strong, of

the blind to be led by those who have eyes, in no way can-

travenet the right of life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness
The Century, XXVI. 537.

1236

French dance, named from the position of the

dancers (originally only two), who stand oppo-
site one another. It is a polite and graceful dance,

and not to be confounded with country-dance, which is a

species of English branle, and on being introduced into

France was also called contredanse from the confusion of

sounds. See country-dance.

The French contredanse made its first appearance in

English society, under the name of quadrille, shortly after,

or about the time of, the peace of 1815.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 453.

contrist

individual or by many; something furnished as

a joint share or constituent part.

Of Aristotle's actual contributions to the physical sci-

ences I have spoken in the history of those sciences.

Whewell, Philos. of Discovery.

The inner arcades and the west doorway [of a little

dnoniol are worthy of real study, as contribution* to the

stuck (jf what is at any rate singular in architecture.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 207.

Specifically 3. A writing furnished as a dis-

tinct part of a periodical or other joint literary, __
rlvlmr m-inciules upon which its [quarantine's] 2. A musical composition in duple or sextuple WOrk. 4. Milit., an imposition paid by a fron-

woYkings are baled are the modes of transmission and rhythm, and divided into strains of 8 measures tier oountry to secure itself from being plunder-
the period of incubation of the disease to be contravened, each, suitable for such a dance.

The i

Science, vi. 24. contre-ennine (kon
'
tr - er

'

min), n. Same as

2. To act so as to combat or violate; trans- erminex.

gress: as, to contravene the law. contrefac6 (kon'tr-fa-sa'), a. Same as coun-

The former [the house of Lancaster) contravened the con- terfaeed.
stitutiou only when it was itself in its decrepitude.

^ COn'trefetet. A Middle English form of COUnter-

ed by the enemy's army ; an imposition upon a

country in the power of an enemy, which is

levied under various pretenses and for various

purposes, usually for the support of the army.
The people 'twixt Philippi and this ground
Do stand but in a forc'd affection ;

For they have grudg'd us contribution.

Shak., J. C., Iv. 8.

"fort.]' In/oW., a brickwork revetment for ram- 5. In law, a payment made by each of several,

?)"r Sure aud the Bible, p. 32. parts on the side of the terreplein. or for counter- having a common interest, of his share in a

=Syn To cross, run counter to, militate against, contra- scarps, gorges, and demi-gorges, and for sides loss suffered or m an amount paid, by one of

diet, defeat, nullify, neutralize. or ends of bomb-proof magazines. the number for the common good : as, for in-

contravener (kon-tra-ve'ner), M. One who con- contre-lettre (kon-tr-let'r), . [F. : see coun- stance, a payment levied on each of the several
' -

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 363.
Chaucer.

He [the materialist] knows that, ** more knowledge contrefort (kon'tr-fort), n. [F. : see eounter-
and power, he could overcome them [difficulties], and this WMWWW1. A

hriftk^n* revetment for ram-

,

A deed of defeasance ;
a coun- owners of a vessel for equalizing the loss aris-

s bent on taking against that rash ter obligation. It commonly implies a secret ing from sacrifices made for the common safety

eorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 2.
qualification of an apparently absolute transfer, in sea voyages, where the ship is in danger of

on-tra-ven'shqn), n. [= F. contrepa!6 (kon-tr-pa-la'), a. Sa

travenes ;
one who antagonizes or violates.

The measures he was bent on taking against that rash

contravener. d
contravention (k< .. ...
contravention = Sp. contravencion = Pg. contra-

ve,

traventio

see

tagonizing, or obstructing; counteraction

There may be holy contradictions and humble contra-

ventions. Artif. Handsomeness, p. 67.

2. The act of transgressing or violating ;
viola-

tion: as, the proceedings of the allies were in

contravention of the treaty.

He was pursued by a couple of hundred Englishmen,

ter- and letter.'}

ter obligation.

Same as coun- being lost or captured Action or suit for contri-

encao = It. contravvenzione, < ML. as if "con- contrepoint6 (kon-tr-pwan-ta'), a. 5

raventio(n-), < LL. contrarenire, contravene: counterjiointe.
ee contravene.] 1. The act of opposing, an- contretemps (kon'tr-ton), . [F., =

SHTTIB as < several parties, wno nas uiscnargeu a naoiuiy ci

to all, to compel the others to contribute thereto propor-

tionally.

._. . . Sp. COH- contributional (kon-tri-bu'shon-al), a. [< con-

tratienipo = Pg. contratempo = It. contrattem- tribution + -al.] Pertaining to or making a con-

po, < L. contra, against, + tempm, time: see tribution.
contra and temporal.] An unexpected and un- contributive (kon-trib'u-tiv), a. [= F. contribu-

toward event; an embarrassing conjuncture; tif=Pg. It. contributivo; as contribute + -ive.]

a "hitch." Tending to contribute; contributing; having
contre-vair (kon-tr-var'), a. [F.] Same as the power or quality of giving a portion of aid

counters-airy. or influence
; furnishing a joint part or share.

taken prisoner, and, in contravention of the trace, lodged contrevet, " An obsolete form of contrive*. yye challenge to ourselves something as contributive to

in the castle
(

Of
oC^Hsle. ^^^^^^ ^ ^ COntribual (kon-trib'u-al),, a.

\

'.
L. com-, tc . handsomeness. TrOj. Handsomeness, p. 99.

In contravention of all his marriage speculations.
Motley.

gether, + tribus (nt-'),"tribe, + -al] Belong- contributor (kon-trib'u-tor), . [= F. con-

muuxu
*nS *?

*ke 8ame tribe. tributeur = It. "coutributbre"<. L. as if *contri-

. ,, , 7
. , .. ,

,
,

','
contributable (kon-trib'u-ta-bl), . \_<contrib- vu to,-, < contribuere, pp. contributus, contrib-

Specifically 3. Violation of a legal condition
( + _((W Cf. F. contribuable.] Capable of ute: 8ee contribute.] 1. One who contributes ;

orobligation by
;

which the contravener isbound:
bein? contributed. one who gives or pays

especially applied, in Acote lav, to an act done
contrlbutaryt (kon-trib'u-ta-ri), a. [= F. con- else of value to a com

by an heir of entail in opposition to the provi- Mbutaire n . and a . ;
as contribute + -aryl. who aids in effecting a c

sions of the deed or to acts of molestation or
Cf tributary^ Contributory; tributary. cifically, one who find

outrage committed by a person in violation of

Iversao, < LL. as it*contrarersio(n-), < con- contribute (kon-trib'ut), v.
; pret. and pp. COH- utary.

sus, turned against, < L. con tra, against, + tributed, ppr. contributing. [< L. contribute, Himselfe as rich in all his Equipage as any Pnnce in

,pp. of Wffe^tSi: see rers'e.] A turn- pp. of
'contribute

(> It.contribuire = Sp Pg. Chnstendome, ^ &*? *. ,. 45 ... .*, iJ-J_-_1.. rT>-_- ->
'

outrage
law-burrows.
contraversion (kon-tra-ver'shon), n. [==

contraversav

tracersus,
versus, ^ ^

ing to the opposite side
; antistrophe. [Bare.]

The second Stanza was call'd the Antistrophe, from the

Contraversion of the Chorus ; the Singers, in performing
that, turning from the Left Hand to the Kight.

Congreve, The Pindarique Ode.

contraviolino (kon'tra-ve-o-le'no), n.
; pi. COM-

traviolini (-ne). [It., < contra (see contra) +
violino.] The double-bass.

contrayerva (kon-tra-yer'va), n. [NL., also

contrajerva = F. contrayerva = It. contrajerba,

-fa, < Sp. contrayerba (= Pg. contrahena), lit.

a counter-herb, antidote, < contra, against, +
yerba (= Pg. herva), < L. herba, an herb : see

herb.] An aromatic bitterish root exported
from tropical America, and used as a stimulant
and tonic. It is the product of Dorstenia Contrayerva
and D. BrasUwnxu, plants belonging to the natural order
Urticaccos. The name is said to be given in Jamaica to

species of Aristolochia.

C0ntre1
t, " t. An obsolete form of counter*.

C0ntre2t,
'* An obsolete form of country.

contre-. [ME. contre-, OF. and F. contre-: see

counter-.] A form of counter-, either obsolete

(Middle English) or as modern French (pron.
kon'tr, F. koii'tr), in some words not natural-
ized in English.
contre-cartel6 (kon'tr-kar-te-la'), a. [F.]
Same as counter-quarterly.
COntre-COUp (kon'tr-ko), n. [F. : see cpunter-
and coup*.] In surg., a fracture or an injury re-

sulting from a blow struck on some other part,
as a fracture at the base of the skull from a
blow on the vertex.

contrectationt (kon-trek-ta'shon), n. [< L. cow-

trectatio(n-), < contrectare, touch, handle, < co>-
+ tractare, touch, handle : see treat.] A mutual
touching or handling.
The greatest danger of all is in the contrectation and

touching of their hands.

Chilmead, tr. of Ferrand's Love and Melancholy (1640),

[p. 254.

contre-dance (kon'tr-dans), . [F. contredanse:
see contra-dance and countrij-4ance.] 1. A

river received a contributory stream. D'A nuille (trans.).

gives or pays money or anything
to a common stock or fund ;

one
common purpose; spe-

furnishes literary material
or magazine, or other joint lit-

erary work. 2f. One who pays tribute
;
a trib-

cdiitribuir = F. contribuer), throw together, .

unite, contribute^ com-, together, + tribuere, contnbutory(kon-tnb u-to-n),o. and .[< con-

grant assign, impart: see tribute.] I. trans, tribute + -ory. Cf. contributory.] I. a. 1. Con-

To give or grant in common with others
; give tributing to the same stock or purpose ; promot-

to a common stock or for a common purpose ;

^"m" "H ' *" "*">. to some

furnish as a share or constituent part of any-

thing: as, to contribute money to a charity; to

contribute articles to a magazine.

England contributes much more than any other of the

allies. Addison, State of the War.

It is for each nation to consider how far its institutions

have reached a state in which they can contribute their

maximum to the store of human happiness and excel-

lence. Gladstone, Might of Kight, p. 176.

The union of the political and military departments in

Greece contributed not a little to the splendour of its early

history. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

II. intrans. To give or do a part ;
lend a por-

tion of power, aid, or influence
;
nave a share

in any act or effect.

There is not a single beauty in the piece to which the

invention must not contribute. Pope, Pref. to Iliad.

Both the poets you mention have equally contributed to

introduce a false taste into their respective countries.

Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

contribution (kon-tri-bu'shon), n. [= D. Zon-

ing the same end
;

joint enterprise, or increase to some common
stock.
The collecting of a most perfect and general library,

wherein whatsoever the wit of man hath heretofore com-

mitted to books of worth may be made cotitributory to

your wisdom. Bacon, in Spedding, I. 335.

I do not pretend that no one was contributory to a sub-

sidy who did not possess a vote. Hallam.

It should not be a ground of offence to any school of

thinkers, that Darwinism, whilst leaving them free scope,

cannot be made actually contributory to the support of

their particular tenets.
E. R. Lankester, Degeneration, p. 69.

2f. Paying contribution ; tributary ; subject.

Tain. Where are your stout contributory Kings?
Tech. We have their crowns their bodies strew the field.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine the Great, I., iii. 3.

Contributory negligence, negligence on the part of a

person injured, which directly conduced to, or formed part

of, the immediate cause of the injury.

II. n. 1. One who or that which contributes.

Every one of them to be contributories, according to their

goods and lands, towards the building of the fortresses.

Strype, Memorials.

The principal additional contributaries had been the

nsumption, tea, malt, and spirits.

,S'. Dim-ell, Taxes in England, II. 364.

tribntie =G. contribution = ban. Sw. kontribu-

tion, < F. contribution = Sp. contribution = Pg.

contribuiyao = It. contribuzione, < LL. contribu- articTes'of"ge

l

ntral

tio(n-), < L. contribuere, pp. contributus, contrib-

ute: see contribute.] 1. The act of giving to a 3. In recent Etig. law, one who, by reason of

common stock, or in common with others
;
the

being or having been a shareholder in a joint-
act of promoting or affording aid to a common stock company, is bound, on the winding up of

the company, to contribute toward the payment
of its debts.

contristt (kon-trisf),
'

t. [< F. contri.iter =
Pr. Sp. Pg. ('iiiiti-istnr = It. coiilristare, < L. COH-

tristare, make sad, < com-, together, + trMin,

sad: see trist.] To make sorrowful; sadden.

In the condition I am in at present, 'twould be as much
as my life was worth to deject and contrfot myself with so

sad ii'nd melancholy an account.

end
;
the payment by each of his share of some

common expense, or the doing by each of his

part of a common labor.

So nigh lost in his esteem was the birthright of our Lib-

erties, that to give them back againe upon demand stood
at the mercy of his Contribution. Milton, Eikouoklastes, v.

A cheerful contribtition to those . . . that need our

charity. Abp. Sharp, Works, I. iii.

2. That which is given to a common stock or

done to promote a common end. either by an if, Tristram Shandy, iii., Author's Pref.



contristate

COntristatet (kon-tris'tat), r. t. [< L. contrix-

tiitnx, pp. of eontrittart; make sad : see control.]
To make sorrowful

; grieve ;
contrist.

l,ct me never mot. r^nl, <*htt.' thy Holy Spirit.

*/<//(' im/ Conquest, i. 64.

COntristationt (kon-tris-ta'slmn). ii. [= F. <-
tristdtiuii = It. MNftifftUfcMW, < LL. contrixtu-

tio(n-), < L. coatristare, pp. ciiHtrix/utiix. make
sad : nee control.] The act of making sad, or

the state of being sad.

In spacious knowledge there is much cinUrutation.

fincim. Advancement of learning, i. 7.

Pangs of fear and cimlrulation.
J. IMtinson, Kndoxa, p. 41.

contrite (kou'trit), a. and n. [= F. contrit =
Sp. Pg. It. i-iintrilii, < LL. contritux, penitent,
L. bruised, rubbed, worn out, pp. of conterere,

bruise, rub, wear out, < com-, together, + terere,

pp. tritu.i, rub: see Irite.] I. a. If. Bruised;
worn.

Their strengths are no greater than & contrite reed or a
strained arm. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 911.

Hence 2. Broken in spirit by a sense of guilt ;

conscience-stricken ;
humbled ; penitent : as, a

contrite sinner.

A broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not de-

spise, f*. 1L 17.

I Richard - body have interred new;
And on it have bestow'd mure cirntrite tears

Than from it issued forced drops of blood.

SlMlr., Hen. V., Iv. 1.

= 8yn. 2. Repentant, sorrowful. For comparison, see re-

pentance.

II. n. A contrite person ; a penitent. Hooker.

contrite! (kon-trif), v. t. [After contrite, a., <

L. cotr(ts,'pp. of conterere, bruise: see con-

trite, a.] To make humble or penitent.

I awoke in the night, and my meditations, as 1 lay,
were on the goodness and mercy of the Lord, in a sense
whereof my heart was contrited.

John H'ooInMiii, Journal (1757), p. 98.

contritely (kou'trit-li), adv. In a contrite man-
ner ; with humble sorrow ;

with penitence.

Contritely now she brought the case for cure.

Broipnin;/, King and Book, I. 117.

cpntriteness (kon'trit-nes), . The state of be-

ing contrite ; contrition.

contrition (kon-trish'on), n. [< ME. contrition,

-fioiiu, < OF. contriciu'n, F. contrition = Pr. con-

tritio, contriiio = Sp. contrieion = Pg. eontriytto
= It. contrizione, < LL. contritio(n-), grief, con-
trition (not found in L. in lit. sense of bruising
or grinding together), < L. conterere, pp. con-

tritus, bruise, rub, wear out: see contrite. Cf.

attrition.] If. The act of grinding or rubbing
to powder ;

attrition.

Keduceable into powder by contrition.

Sir T. Bromie, Vulg. Err., II. 1.

Serpents . . . are curious to preserve their heads from
contrition or a bruise.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 886.

2. Brokenness of spirit for haying given of-

fense ; deep sorrow for sin or guilt ; pious com-

punction ;
sincere penitence.

Fruits of more pleasing savour, from thy seed
Sown with contrition in his heart.

Miltou, P. L., xl. 27.

Contrition is an holy grief, excited by a lively sense, not

only of the punishment tine to our guilt (that the schools
call attrition), but likewise of the infinite goodness of God,
against which we have offended.

Bp. Atterlniry, Sermons. I. x.

= Syn. 2. /VWohv, t'lHiiininetittn, etc. See repentance.

contriturate (kon-trit'u-rat), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. contriturated, ppf. 'contriturating. [< con-

+ triturate. Cf. contrite, v.] To pulverize to-

gether; triturate.

COntrivable (kon-tri'va-bl), a. [< contrive^ +
-able.] That may be contrived ; capable of be-

ing planned, invented, or devised.

Perpetual motion may seem easily contrivaMe.

Bp. Wilkins, Dn>dalus, xv.

contriyalt (kon-tri'val), n. [< contrive1 + -al.]
Contrivance.

Albeit some might have more benefit by so large a vol-

ume, yet more may have some benefit by this compendi-
ous contrieatl. Clea eer, Proverla, Epistles, etc. (Ord M S. ).

contrivance (kon-tri'vans), n. [< contrive1 +
-inict'.] 1. The act o? contriving, inventing,

devising, or planning the disposition or com-
bination of things or acts, for a particular pur-
pose.

I look upon the Disposition and Contrivance of the Fa-
ble to be the Principal Beauty of the Ninth Book.

Aildison, spectator, No. 351.

The machine whii'h v^e are inspecting demonstrates. 1>\

its construction, contrirain-i1 and design. ('"/if/ittl lice must
have bail a contriver. Palcy, Nat. Theol., ii.
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Plotting covetousness and deliberate amirim nee iii or

der to compass a scltl-h end are nowhere abundant but in

the world of the dramatist.
'.. nnje ElM, Mill on the Floss, L S.

2. The thing contrived, planned, or invented
;

a device, especially a mechanical one ; an arti-

fice
;
a scheme ;

a stratagem.
Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to pro-

vide for human wants. liurke.

For every difficulty he (Warren Hastings] had a

rancr ready ; and, whatever may be thought of the jnstiee
and humanity of some of his contrivancei. It Is certain that

they seldom failed to serve the purpose for which they
were designed Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Party nicknames, In nine cases out of ten, are simply a
cimtrirnnce for exciting odium or contempt.

//. -V. iisniliiiiii. .Short Studies, p. 4.

= Syn. 2. Plan, Invention, design; machination, strata-
. r\ .

Sh\ft, etc. See expedient, n.

ppr. contriving. [< ME. contriven, contreven, coii-

troeven, controcen, find out, contrive, < OF. con-

trover, F. controuver (= It. controvare), < con- +
trover (= It. trovare), find : see trover, trove, trou-

badour. Cf. retrieve, formerly retrire, retreve,

alsoi ult. < OF. trover.] I. trims. 1. To invent;

devise; plan.
I went to St Clement's, that pretty built and contriv'd

church. Kvelyn, Diary, Oct. 28, 1884.

Our poet has always some beautiful design, which he
first establishes, and then contrives the means which will

naturally conduct him to his end. Dryden.

Parasites, external and internal, torture helpless hosts

by means of carefully contrived Implements for securing
their hold and aiding their progress.

Mirart, Nature and Thought, p. 241.

2. To manage, by a device, stratagem, plan, or

scheme: with an infinitive as object: as, he con-

trived to gain his point.

Sheridan, when he concluded, contrived, with a know-

ledge of stage effect which his father might have envied,
to sink back, as if exhausted, Into the amis of Kurke.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

The old town clerks did not spell very correctly, but

they contrived to make pretty intelligible the will of a free

and just community. Emerson, Misc., p. 88.

= 8vn. 1. To design, project, plot, concoct, hatch, form,
frame, brew.

II. intrans. To form schemes or designs;

plan; scheme.
If thou read this, O ( 'wsar, thou mayst live ;

If not, the Kates with traitors do contrive.

Shak., 3.C., 11.3.

contrive2! (kon-triv'), . t. [Irreg. made from
L. enntererr, pp. contritus, wear away : see con-

trite, a. The L. perf. is eontriri; but the E.

form is prob. due to confusion with contrive*.]
To wear away; spend.

That sage Pylian syre, which did survive
Three ages, such as mortall men contrive.

Spenser, . Q., II. Ix. 48.

Please ye we may contrive this afternoon,
Ami utiatf carouses to our mistress' health.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

COntrivementt (kon-triv'ment), . [< contrive 1

+ -ment.] Contrivance; invention; plan; de-

vice; scheme.

Royall buildings, which though perhaps they come short

of the Italian for contripeinent, yet not in costly curious-

nesse. Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

To my contrivement leave the welcome care
Of making sure that lie, and none but he,
To Potipher's estate do prore the heir.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 189.

The admirable contrivement and artifice of this great
fabrick of the universe.

Olanville, Pre-cxistence of Souls, p. 170.

contrivent. An arbitrary variant of contrived,

past participle of contrirt-i.

Reverend Edicts vpon Mount Slna given,
llow-much-fould sense is in few words cimtriren .'

Siilretter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Lawe.

contriver (kon-trj'ver),
M. An inventor; one

who plans or devises ; a schemer.

I, the mistress of your charms,
The close contriver of all harms.
Was never call'd to bear my part.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 5.

control (kon-trol'), n. [< ME. conterrolle = D.
kontrole = G. controlle = Dan. kontrol = Sw.
Icontroll, < OF. contrerole, F. controle, < ML.
contrarotitlum, a counter-roll or -register used to

verify accounts, (. L. contra, against, opposite,
counter, + ML. rotulus, L. rotula, a roll: see

counter-roll, counter-, and roll. The later senses

(2 and 3) depend partly on the verb.] If. A
book-register or account kept to correct or

check another account or register ; a counter-

register. Johnson. 2. Check; restraint: as, to

speak or act without control; to keep the pas-
sions under control.

If the sinner . . . lay no restraint upon his lusts, no
</,(/.'/ upon his appeti'tes, he is certainly too strong for

the means of grace. South, Sermons.

controller

If angels were to govern men, neither .Aternal nor in-

ternal cmitniUun goveinm. nl ,mld IK- necessary.
Naduon, The Federalist, No. :.l.

3. The act or power of keeping under check
or in order; power of direction or guidance;
authority; regulation; government; command.

Keep It ours, O Qod, from lirnte > i>trol ;

O Statesmen, guard us, guard the eye, the sout
(If Europe, keep our noble Kngland whole.

Tmnytvn, Death of 'elllngton, vii.

A dominant clan arising does not simply liecome unlike

the rest, but assumes control over the rest.

//. .SpeMcr, Prill, of Sociol., I 218.

Board Of control, a board of six mcml>ers established In

17*4 by Pitt for the government of British India. The
I'M -i'lcnt of the hoard was a chief minister of the crown
and a memlier of the ministry. This lioard was abolished

In 1858, when the government of India was transferred to

the crown. =8yn. 3. Influence, Anccndattcy, etc. (see an-

thirrity), direction, charge, regulation

control (kon-trol'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. controlled,

ppr. controlling, [= D. kontrolercn = G. con-

trolliren = Dan. kontrollere = 8w. kontrollera, <

F. contrdler, register, control, < contrdle, n. : see

control, n.] 1. To check or ascertain the ac-

curacy of, as by a counter-register or double

account, or by experiment. 2f. To prove by
counter-statements ;

confute ;
convict.

The duke of Milan,
And his more braver daughter, could control thee.

Shak, Tempest, L 2.

This account was controlled to l>e false. Fuller.

3. To exercise control over; hold in restraint

or check
; subject to authority ;

direct ; regu-
late

; govern ;
dominate.

Give me a staff of honour for mine age.
But not a sceptre to control the world (

Skat., Tit And., I. 2.

High degrees of moral sentiment control the unfavor-

able influences of climate. Smtrton, Civilization.

The controlling influence of public sentiment in groups
which have little or no organization is best shown in the

force with which It acts on those who are hound to avenge
murders. //. Spencrr, Prin. of Soclol., t 468.

4. To have superior force or authority over
;

overpower. [Rare.]
A recital cannot cottfrol the plain words in the granting

(wrt of a deed. * Johiuon'x Jteport.

Controlling experiment, in chcm., a coirolwrating or

confirmatory experiment.
For a controlling experiment, the gas may lie passed for

a short time through the alcoholic ammonia alone.
'. K. Bomlitch, Coal Gas, p. 149.

To control th6 point, in fencinti, to bear or beat the

point down ; hence, to have the advantage over.

I'nite again, as you like this, you whoreson foist, you !

You'll control the point, you !

B. Jongon, Every Man in his Humour, Iv. 5.

=8yn. S. Rule, Regulate, etc. (see govern), curb, restrain,

direct.

control-experiment (kon-trol'eks-per'i-ment),
H. An experiment made to establish the con-
ditions under which another experiment is

made.
controllable (kon-tro'la-bl), a. [< control -t

-able.] Capable of being controlled, checked,
or restrained; subject to regulation or com-
mand.

Passion is the drunkenness of the mind, and therefore,
in its present workings, not controllable by reason. South.

controller (kon-tro'ler), n. [Often written,
in the second sense, comptroller, in accordance
with a false etymologv from romp/1, an old

spelling of count1
; < ME. conterroller, cottntrol-

lour (only in sense 1), < AF. rountrerouler, OF.
contreroleur, F. contrdleur (> D. kontrolevr =
G. controlleur = Dan. Sw. kontrollor), < ML.
contrarotulator, lit. the keeper of a counter-roll

or check-list, < contrarotulum, a counter-roll:

see control, n. In the third sense now practi-

cally < control, r., 3, + -er1
.] If. One wno has

charge of the receipt and expenditure of money.
Ther-fore tho countrollour . . .

WryU-s vp tho somme as euery day,
And helpes to count.

Rater* Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 317.

Specifically 2. An officer who has certain

duties to perform in examining the accounts
and managing the financial affairs of a public
or private corporation, or of a city, state, or

government. Three controllers are employed by the

government of the I'nited States. The first controller

examines and revises all civil accounts except those relat-

ing to customs and the postal sen-ice, and the latter also

on appeal, and countersigns all warrants drawn by the

Secretary of the Treasury for receiving and paying money,
except those connected with postotti.e oi^-rations. The
second controller has the same duties with reference to

the accounts and warrants of the War and Navy depart-
ments. The controller of the currency administers the

laws relating to the national banks. Some States and
il-o have officers styled controllers, with similar

duties. [In this sense often sjielled itniititroUer. a false

form (see etymology).!



controller

3. One who controls or restrains ;
one who has

the power or authority to govern or control ;

one who governs or regulates.
The great controller of our fate

Deign'd to be man, and lived in low estate.

Unjilrn, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 4WI.

Clerk controller of the king's household. See clerk.

Controller of the household, in England, an officer

at court, ranking next after the treasurer of the household,

who investigates the accounts and maintains discipline

among the servants of the royal household. His duties,

like those of the treasurer and lord steward, are now com-

monly performed by the master of the household. He is

usually a peer, or the son of a peer, and a privy council-

or, and bears a white staff as his badge of authority.

The sewer will not take no men no dishes till they be

commanded by the controller.

Paston Letters (ed. 1841), I. 144.

On the 18th of February Gloucester arrived with about

1238 contumelious

No controversial weapon, from the gravest reasoning to contrOVertibly (kon-tro-ver'ti-bli), ode. In a

the coarsest ribaldry, was left unemployed. controvertible manner.
'

Macaulay Warren Hastings
controvertist (kon-tro-ver'tist), n. [< contro-

controversiahst (kon-tro-ver shal-ist), . [< ,.ert + _ist _ cf. F. controversiste = Sp. Pg. It.

controversial + -1st.} One who carries on a
controversista.} One who controverts; a dis-

controversy ;
a disputant. putant ;

a man versed or engaged in contro-

What shall we say to a controve.nialwt who attributes versy or disputation.^^*tttttw3&tt ,,^"ty """' "'<""' this pri"^s;;
contrusion (koii-tro'zhon), n. [< L. contrnsus,

; press together, < com-, toge-

controverse, 11.}

Hooker.

controversioust,
rergia) + -os.}

r'shon),

of controverting.

[< controversy (I... contro-

Full of controversy.
Ree mntrorerier**

Jiniley.

eighty horsemen, and was met a mile out of town by the C( sort . raw "'<" c c, .

.treasurer and . . . the controller of the king's hmue- Controversy (kon'tro-ver-Sl), .
; pi. controver-

hold, who bade him retire at once to his lodgings. xjes (-siz). [= Pi'. Sp. Pg. It. controversia, < L.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., 343.

controller-general (kqn-tro'ler-jen'e-ral), n.

An officer charged witli the immediate control

or direction of some branch of administration.
It has been the title of many officers of the French gov-

ernment, chiefly connected with the revenues. The con-

troller-general of the finances was originally subordinate

to the superintendent of the finances, but from 1681 to

1791 was himself the head of the treasury. The title was

given to the two officers appointed by the French and

English governments, under the arrangement of 1879, for

the joint supervision of the finances of Egypt.

COntrollership (kon-tro'ler-ship), . [< con-

troller + -ship.} "The office of a controller.

Also written comptrollersliip.

controlling-nozle (kon-tro'ling-nozl), n. A
device for regulating the size of a stream issu-

ing from a nozle. It consists of a rotating sleeve which

controversia, debate, contention, controversy
< controversus, turned in an opposite direction :

;ogether. [Rare.]

Pressure or eimtrn*inn of the particles of the water.

Boyle, Works, III. 617.

cont-splice (kont'splls), . [Cf. cont-liite.} A
splice made by cutting a rope in two, laying
the end of one part on the standing part of the

other, and pushing the ends through between
the strands in the same manner as for an eye-

splice. This forms a collar or an eye in the bight of the

rope. It is used for pennants, jib-guys, upper shrouds,

a tent, < cow-, together, + taberna, a tent : see
In learning, where there is much cmitrovermi there is ""~J, Twin;,,,

many times little inquiry.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 289.

But this business of Death is a plaine case, and admitts

no controversie. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

Two of his [Pythias's] phrases, by their obscure and
archaic diction, havt

-'

tavern.'} Dwelling in the same tent
; living as

comrades
; hence, intimate

;
familiar.

And therefore seith Seneca . . . humble folk ben Cristes

freendes; they been ooutubtrnyat with the Lord.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

, . - , . . 11JV lTUif> \
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Specifically 2. A suit m law; the contention
g^,,,,^,,; _ pr . gp . pg . contumaz = It. contu-

*~e,^*~, -.. .^UUDU u... u .u^..v .. in a civil action; a case in which opposing par- mace < L. contitmax (contumac-), stubborn, in-
thriists forward or retracts a cone-valve, so as to close ties contend for their respective claims before aoi ell (. (found unchanged contumax, in ME.) ;

*Ly3*!*-*to>&*?LX "' I"* or to leave " 11110"- a tribunal.
origin Stain ; perhaps connected with con-

And by their word shall every controversy and every temnere, despise: see contemn and contumely.}
stroke be tried. Deut. xxi. s.

j Headstrong ; insolent; hence, resisting le-

3. A matter in dispute ;
a question to settle. ij A ^ -* i. ~4.i-~-~: :i ~~,.i:4.;,>i

strncted, as may be desired.

controlment (kon-trol'ment), . [< control +
-ment.} 1. The power or act of controlling;
the state of being restrained; control

;
restraint.

Except for the pnliliqne behoofe, euery man to be free

and out of controlment. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 426.

They made war and peace with one another, without
eontrolmfnt. Sir ./. r>ariet. State of Ireland.

2f. Opposition ;
resistance

;
refutation.

Was it reason that we should suffer the same to pass
without controlment ? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 7.

controvet, controvert. Middle English forms
of contrive1

,
contriver.

It is sinno to I'inttrove

Thyng that is for to reprove.
Koin. of the Rote, 1. 7545.

COntroversalt (kon-tro-ver'sal), a. [< L. con-

troverstis, turned in an opposite direction (see

controverse, r.), + -al.} 1. Turning different

ways.
The Temple of Janus with his two cotitrorerxal faces

might now not nnsigiiiHcantly be set open.
Mittott. Areopagitica, p. 51.

2. Controversial.

I may perhaps have taken some pains in studying con-

traversal divinity. Bottle, Love of God, p. 122 (Ord MS.).

controversaryt (kon-tro-yer'sa-ri),
. [< con-

troverse + -art/
1
.} Pertaining to controversy;

controversial ; disputatious.

Controrersary points. Bp. Hall, Works, II. 370.

The Lord hath a controversy with the nations.
Jer. xxv. 31.

4+. Antagonism; resistance. [Rare.]

The torrent roar'd, and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews, throwing it aside

And tniminu it with hearts of mntromrnf.
Shak., J. C., i. 2.

Adoptian controversy. See adoption ism. Bangoiian
controversy. See Ba nnorian. Filioque controversy,
in cedes. hi*t., the controversy whether the Sicene Creed

gitimate authority, whether civil, ecclesiastical,

military, or parental; stubbornly disobedient
or rebellious: as, a contumacious child.

Most obstinate contumacioiu sinner.

Hammond, Fundamentals.

Richard fell before the castle of a contumacious vassal.

Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 5.

If he were contumacious, he might be excommunicated,
or, in other words, be deprived of all civil rights and im-

prisoned for life. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

should declare merely that the Holy Ghost proceeds from Specifically 2. In late, wilfully disobedient
"

the Father (John xv. 26), or should add " and from the
'

Joristic controversy. See Majoristie. Quinquartlcu-
lar controversy. See the Five Articles and the Fire

Points, under article. = Syn. 1. Controversy, Dispute, con-

test, disputation, altercation, wrangle, strife, quarrel. A

dispute is commonly oral ; hence it is generally of short

continuance, and tends to lose the character of a dignified
debate in heated assertions, if not in bickering, so that
the word is now used more frequently in this latter sense.

(See argue.) A controversy may be oral, but, as compared
with a dispute, is generally in writing, and may therefore
continue for a long period, with many participant*, but _..+._, a/, nllaT1 _aa /i,nn tii ma'
not always with coolness or dignity: as, the celebrated COntUmaClOUSneSS (kon

Boyle and Bentley controversy.
T>.^.oo etnM>>=a <

The controversies about the Immaculate Conception are

older than the Reformation, but have only just been de-

cided. Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 91.

In all disputes, so much as there is of passion, so much
there is of nothing to the purpose. Sir T. Broumc.

a lawful order of a judicial or legislative
or showing wilful contempt of its au-

thority . = Syn. 1. Stubborn, Refractory, etc. (see obsti-

nate), proud, headstrong, unmanageable, ungovernable,
unruly, wilful, perverse.

contumaciously (kon-tu-ma'shus-li), adr. Ob-

stinately; stubbornly; perversely; in disobedi-

ence of orders.

This justice hath stocks for the vagrant, ropes for felons,

weights for the contumaciously silent.

Bp. Hall, Peace-maker (Ord MS.).

-nes), ti.

Perverseness ; stubbornness ;
obstinate dis-

obedience
; contumacy.

contumacity (kon-tu-mas'i-ti), w. [< L. coii-

tum-ar (contitmac-) + -ity.

"
See contumacious.}

Same as contumacy. [Rare.]
ih a fund of contumacity. Carlyle, Misc., IV. I

controversy (kon-tro-vers;)
f t [= F con- controvert (kon-tro-vert'), v. t [= Sp. con- ^^^T(kon'Mi-mai), .""[= F."^'^*

troverttr = Pg. controverter = It. controrertere, ^gs!r'Tjf T* ;.,..,/.,,,.,.L-,, >T ,., .;trorerser, < L. controversari, dispute, < contro-

versits, turned in an opposite direction, disputed,
controverted, < contro-, another form (neut. ab-

lative) of contra, opposite, + versus, pp. of ver-

tere, turn: see verse.} To controvert
; dispute.

In litigious and controverted causes . . . the will of God
is to have them [men] to do whatsoever the sentence of

judicial and final decision shall determine.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., vi.

controverset (kon'tro-vers), n. [< F. contro-

verse, < L. controvcrsa, pi., disputed points, orig.

ueut.pl. of eontrovfrsttx, turned against: see

mutroeerse, r., and cf. rontrnvemy.} Contro-

versy.
So fitly now here commeth next in place,
After the proofe of prowesse ended well,
The contrru'erxc of beauties soveraine grace.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. J.

< L. as if *controvertere (assumed from contro-

i-ersits: see controverse, i:), < contro-, against,
+ vertere, turn.] To dispute; oppose by argu-
ment

;
contend against in discussion ; deny and

= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. ciiniumacta, < L. contumacia,
< contwnax (eontiimuc-), contumacious : see con-

tumacious.} 1. Wilful and persistent resis-

tance to legitimate authority of any kind; un-

yielding disobedience
;
stubborn perverseness,,^r^-r^ : -r^ ^^g^r^^^^of^n:

n I

One wh Uroverts a dsutant
. lisputanr.
In which place, bonlted l)cfore to the bran by many con-

!*, mine advei-sury hath learned
aln>vc measure.

rert opinions or principles; to controvert the

justness of a conclusion.

It is an insolent part of reason, to controvert the works
of God. Sir T. Bromte, Religio Medici, i. 54.

It is more our business to exhibit the opinions of the
learned than ta controvert them. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

His conclusions, though controverted when they were first

presented, are now substantially adopted by scholars.

Sumner, John Pickering.

controverter (kon-tro-ver'ter), . One who
controverts

;
a controversial writer.

Some controverters in divinity are like swaggerers in the

taverne, that catch that which stands next them ; the can-
"

e, or pots : turne everything into a weapon.
B. Jonson. -Discoveries.

to triumph controvertible (kon-tro-ver'ti-bl), a. [= Sp.

'Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 29. <^trovertible
= It. controrertibile ; as controvert

Of or pertaining to controversy; characterized
by or connected with disputation ; disputatious :

as, a controversial discourse.

We find the matter controrertible. and with much nioiv
ciisoii denied then is as yet affirmed.

Sir T. Browne. Yulg. Err., ii. 1.

He disolwys God in the way of contumacy who refuses

his signs, his outward assistances, his ceremonies which
are induced by his authority. Donne, Sermons, ii.

Such acts

Of contumacy will provoke the Highest
To make dea'th in us live. Milton, P. L., x. 1027.

In consequence of his [Archbishop Laud's] famous proc-
lamation setting up certain novelties in the rites of pub-
lic worship, fifty godly ministers were suspended for con-

tumacii in the course of two years and a half.

EuK'rxim. Misc., p. 35.

Specifically 2. In laic, wilful disobedience to

or wilful contempt of its authority ; a refusal to

a,ppear in court when legally summoned. =Syn.
1. Stuhl>niiii".. perverseiiess. wiifnlness, intractability.

Knr roinp:U'is"ii. set' ohxti iuit<>.

contumelious (kon-tu-me'li-us). ii. [= Sp. Pg.
It. continiiflitiKu, < L. contuwdiosuSf ( citntttniclifi.

insult: see contumely.} 1. Indicating or ex-

pressive of contumely ; haughtily offensive ;

contemptuous ;
insolent : rude and sarcastic :

said of acts or things.



contumelious
, V,' : It,

Assail him with nut /i/,/i, /..,. oj ch-.-.,urtcoii., |.>m

, i. 0.

f'lirviijx :i <-'.iitii ,it- fin* lip. on, Mauii, \lii.

2. Haughty and contemptuous ; disposed to

taunt or to insult
;
insolent; supercilious: said

of persons.
There is yet anotli' i ->! i "i m MI ..... fl

,
u ho

are not chargeable wltli . . . Ill mploylog their wit ; foe

they list nolle nf it. ,nifnt l </< T,,II mr.

3f. Reproachful; shameful; ignominious.
As it is in tile hitfh''st derive injurious to them, go is it

rimfinn' /iuix to him. Decay of Christian I'irti/.

= 8yn. 1 itnil 2. See list unijor abwtioe.

contumeliously (kon-tn-me'li-us-li), arfi'. In a
contumelious manner ;

with arrogance and eon-

tempt ; insolently.

Kit, lords ! that you, being supreme magistrates,
Tim* fxtttii, /!!:: ".I// should break the

|
:ir, 1

Shak., IHcn. VI., i. 4.

contumeliousness (kou-tu-me'li-us-nes), .

Insolence
; contempt ; contumely.

contumely (kon'tu-me-li), .; pi. contumelies

(-li/.). [< ME. contuiuelie, (. Ot. contumelic =
Sp. Pg. It. cimtumelia, < L. contumelia, abuse,
insult, reproach; origin uncertain; prob. con-
nected with coHtuuiajc: see eoiiliiiiiiiciiiiix.] 1.

Insolently offensive or abusive speech ; haugh-
tiness and contempt expressed in words; over-

bearing or reviling language ; contemptuous-
ness ; insolence.

The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely.
Sliak., Hamlet, ill. 1.

1 left England twenty years ago under a cloud of disas-

ter anil ctiHtuinelij. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 173.

2. A contumelious statement or act
;
an exhi-

bition of haughty contempt or insolence.

A good man bears a contumely worse
Than he would do an injury.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, 11. 3.

Here be alsasome Jews, ... a people scattered through-
out the whole world, . . . subject to all wrongs and con-

tumelies. Saiuljis, Travailes, p. 114.

= Syn. 1. Abuse, rudeness, scorn.

contumulatet (kou-tu'mu-lat), v. t. [< L. con-

liniiiiliitKS, pp. of contumulare, furnish with a

mound, bury, < cow-, together, 4- tuinulare,

bury, < tumulus, a moniid, tomb: see tumtilux.]
To lay or bury in the same tomb or grave.

Contumitlati' both man and wife.

Ottfttm, in Theatrtim Chemicum, p. 178.

contumulationt (kon-tu-mu-la'shpn), n. [<
ciintiiHiiiliiti-: see -ation.] The act oif laying or

burying in the same tomb or grave.
cont'undt (kon-tund'), v. t. [= F. contondre =
Sp. Pg. i-iiiiiiuiilir = It. contiiiulcrc, < L. contun-

di'ir. bruise, beat together, < com-, together, +
linidere, beat, bruise, = Skt. / tiul (for *stud),

strike, sting, = Goth, stuutaii, strike. Cf. co-
tuse.] To beat

;
bruise

; pulverize by beating.
All which being llnely cimtuntted, and mixed in a stone

or glass mortar. Miildletun, Mad World, ill. 2.

His [L)i>u Quixote's] muscles were so extended and eon-
.'",'/. -/ that he was not corpus mobile.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, 111. 2.

contunet, '" A Middle English form of continue.

Love conieth of dame Fortune
That litrl while wolc cvntttne

For it shal clmungen wonder soone.
;;..(. n- 1. 53.T2.

contuse (kon-tiiz'), c. t. ; pret. and pp. con luxi-il,

ppr. coiitiixiiiii. [< L. MMMMM () F. contuse Sp.

Pg. It. contiiso, bruised), pp. of rnnttutili-rv: see

eontund. Cf. in luxe, obtuse, perfuse, retime.] If.

To beat; bruise; pound; pulverize by beating.

Roots, harks, and seeds . . . fnntuxni together.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., 574.

2. To injure the flesh of, by impact of a blunt
surface, with or without a breach of the integu-
ment ; bruise by violent contact or pressure.
If the injury is accompanied hy a breaking of the skin, it

is called a cnntuxrd wound ; if not, a ctmtntitm.

The ligature contiueji the lips in cutting them.
})'<Ki>nit), Surgery.

contusion (kon-tu'zhon), n. [=F. contusion =
Sp. cniilitxiitii = Pg- contus&o= \t.cntusione=&,
ciiiitiixiiin='Da\i. \v. l:i>ii/Hxi<iH. < L. i'niitnsi(ii-).

< fnntiiiiili n . ]i]>. <-i>iitnxnx, bruise: st>i' <,/,/..,.]

1 . The act of beating and bruising, or the state

of being bruised. 2. The act of reducing to

powder or fine particles by beating or pounding.
Take :i pirn- .it -In-- :nul reduce it to powder, it acquir-

ini: hy ,-:i,iin*ion a multitude of minute surfaces.

Boyle, Colours.

3. Iii xiiri/., a bruise; a hurt or injury to the
tlrsh or some part of the body without breach
of integument m- apparent wound, as one in-

llk'ted by a blunt instrument or by a fall.

L380

The bones. In sharp colde, wax brittle ; and all

riotu, in hard weather, arc more dillicult to urc. /

contusive (kon-tu'siv), .

[<
contuse + -in .

\

Apt to cause contusion ; bruising.
.Shield from conttuiee rocks her timber limb*,
And guide the sweet linthusiast la boat) as he wiuui !

Poetry of Aiilijaeobin, p. 160.

Oonularia (kon-u-la'ri-ii), n. [NL.,< L. conut,
a. cone, wedge, -1- dim. '-/- + -aria.] A large

genus of fossil thecosomatous or shelled ptero-

pods, of the family Thecida; or typical ofa family
i
'iniiiliiriidtf, extending from the Silurian to the

Carboniferous. C. tlongata and C. tovxrbyi are ex-

amples. Sutiie of these mollusks are nearly two feet long.

They have a four-sided shell, whose apex U partitioned by
narrow close-set septa resembling a nest of cones or pyra-
mids placed one within another, whence the name of euur-

in-cone.

conulariid (kon-u-la'ri-id), w. A pteropod of the

family Conulariidd.

Conulariidae (kon*u-la-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Conularin + -iihe.] A family of fossil thecosoma-
tous pteropods, typified by the genus ('onulnsiii.

conundrum (ko-nun'drum), H. [Orig. slang,

prob. a made word of a pseudo-Latin form, like

/Kiiijintilrum, IKICUS-JHH-IIX, etc. Skeat suggests
that it may be a corruption of L. conandum, a

thing to be attempted, neut. ger. of conari, at-

tempt: see * nun i a in.
\ If. A conceit; a device;

a hoax.
I must have my crotchets,

And ray conundrum* 1 B. Jonnon, V'olpone, v. 7.

2. A riddle in which some odd resemblance is

proposed for discovery between things quite

unlike, or some odd difference between similar

things, the answer often involving a pun.
conure (kon'ur), H. AbirdofthegenusCYwn/nw.
/'. L. Sclater.

Conuros (ko-nu'-
rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. nin>oc, a cone,
+ oi'pd, tail.] 1.
In ornith., a large
genus of Ameri-
can parrots or

parrakeets, of
moderate and
small size, chiefly
green and yellow
coloration, and
having the cere
feathered : so
named from the
cuneate form of

the tail. The Car-
olina parrakeet,
Conurux caroli-

nensis, is a char-
acteristic exam-
ple. 2f. In en-

tom., a genus of rove-beetles.

MMMM*
conns (ko'nus), .; pi. coni (-ni). [NL., < L.

comix, a cone: see cone.] 1. In anat., a coni-

cal or conoid structure or organ. 2. [cap.] In

conch., the typical genus
of the family Con Ida:

(which see), and in some
systems conterminous
with it: so named from
the conical figure of these
shells. The cone-shells are
numerous and many of them
very beautiful ; they are found
in southern and tropical seas,
and include fossil forms going
back to the Chalk formation.
Cvniur fflnrin-nuirut is a mag-
nificent species. C. tnarinoreim
is a common and characteris-
tic example. Coni vascu-
losi, the coni. 'al masses formed
by the convoluted vasaefferen-
tia of the testis. Conus arte-
riosus. Same as art.

(which see, unilcr nrtrriitl).-

Conus medullaris (the med-
ullary cone), the tapering part
of the spinal cord lielow the
lumbar enlargement.

conusablet, conusancet, etc. Old forms of /</-
iii-iible, etc.

Conusidaet (ko-nu'si-de), . ]>l. [NL., irreg. <

Conuj< + -irffF.] Same as Conidii'. '/</(<;, 1828.

convailt, c. i. [< ME. conralen, < L. as if *con-

ruli-rr, < cow- (intensive) + ralcrc, be strong or
well. Cf . convalesce.] To grow strong; increase
in strength.

First as the erth incrcsith popuhu,
So concnlit variance and vieis.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. s. . extra ser.), i. 9S.

Convalesce (kon-va-los"). c. /. : pivt. and pp. i-ini-

raUscul, ppr. cuiicak.-icini/. [= Sp. ,-iniriilecer =

Carolina Parrakeet {C0wrij tarolf.

ttttua).

Also called Co-

Cone-shell (Conus tMa
rttu}.

convection

Pg. (xmvaleteer, < L. conrakscert . begin to grow
strong or well

; grow stronger, < com- (intensive)
+ ralescere, inci-ptivr ul nihfi-, be strung or
well: see valiant and avail1

.] TogrowMMB
after sickness; make progress toward the re-

covery of health.

He found the queen somevt h.ii .>,,> <<ii'*ccd.

Kiuuc, Hist. Reformation, v., an. IMd
He had a trifling Illness in August, iindasheeonrafcjen/.

he grew impatient of the tenacious life which held him to

earth. //"!//(.. Venetian Life, xlii.

convalescence, convalescency (kon-va-les'-
ens, -en-si), . [< F. cii/ii'nl'-o-cnce = Pr. con-
nili.win-in = Sp. i-iiin-iilii-i HI-HI := Pg. convale-

sceaca = It. conralescenza = (i. i-mii'iilif/'i n,, <

LL. eoiirali-xrrnliii, < L. i-<iiinili*i-in(t-)>i, ppr.:
see convalescent.] The gradual recovery of

health and strength after sickness; renewal of

health and vigor after sickness or weakness.

Emaciated, shadow-like, but quite free from his fever,
the deacon resigned himself to the luxury of amealacaiee.

llarptr'i May.

convalescent (kon-va-les'ent), a. and w. [=
F. ciinralcxccnt = 8p. conraKeciente = Pg. It. coit-

ralexcente, < L. conralescen(t-)n, ppr. of conrales-

rerc, grow strong or well : see convalesce.] I. a.

1. Kecovering health and strength after sick-

ness or debility. 2. Pertaining to convales-
cence ; adapted to a state of convalescence.

II. . One who is recovering health or strength
after sickness or weakness Convalescent hos-
pital, a hospital Intermediate l>etween the ordinary hos-

pital and the homes of the paticnK established with the
view of developing convalescence into perfect health hy
the Influences of pure air, gentle exercise, and a nourish-

ing, well-regulated diet.

convalescently (kon-va-les'ent-li), adv. In a
convalescent manner.
convallamarln (kon-va-lam'a-rin), H. K NL.
C'onrall(aria) + L. amarus, bitter, + -ii2.] A
bitter glucoside (Cgsl^^ig) obtained from
Ciinvallaria.

Convallaria (kon-va-la'ri-a), H. [NL., < L. con-

vallix, a valley inclosed on all sides, < com-, to-

gether, + vollis,

a valley : see

rale, valley.] A
genus of plants,
of the natural
order Liliawa:.
The only species in

the genus is C. ina-

jali*, the llly-of-the-

valley, a perennial
stemless herb, with
a creeping root-

stock, two or three

leaves, and a many-
flowered raceme of

white, drooping,
bell-shaped, fra-

grant flowers. It

blossoms in May,
grows in woods and
on heaths through-
out Europe and
inn t hern Asia, and
is also found native
in the Alleghanies.
It U a favorite in

cultivation, and
several variet ies

have U'eu produced.
convallarin
(kon-val a-nni,

. K NL. Convallaria + -i2.] A glucoside
(C^HsjOji) obtained from Convallaria. It oc-

curs in rectangular prisms.
convanesce (kon-va-nes'), r. i. ; pret. and pp.
eonvaneyced, ppr. cuiivanexciiuj. [< L. con-, toge-
ther, + rattencerc, vanish: see vanish, mjiiesce.]
In mil Hi., to disappear by the running together
of two summits, as of solid angles : said of the

edge of a polyhedron. Kirkman. 1857.

convanescible (kon-va-nes'i-bl), a. [< conra-

neset + -ilile.] Capable of convanescing. con-
vanescible edge, all eilue of a ]Mil\]h-<hon that cull dis-

nprx'nr l).v the running together of the two summits it joins.

convection (kon-vek'shon), H. [< LL. r

liii(n-), < L. cimvclii-re, pp. cotivfctus, carry to-

gether, convey, < pom-, together, + vehere, carry :

see vehicle.] The act of carrying or conveying ;

specifically, the transference of heat or elec-

tricity through the change of position
of the

heated or electrified body : distinguished from
conduction (which see). When a portion of a liquid
or * gas U heated above the temperature of surrounding

portions, it Increases in volume, and, thus becoming spe-

cifically lighter, rises, while the cixiler portions of the fluid

rush in from the sides and descend from the upper parts
of the vessel. Convection currents are thus procured, ami
the liquid or gas Is soon heated throughout. This prim i

pie is used in heating a house by a hot-air funi:i<

(Julf Stream is a grand carrying the
In at of the equator toward the |ile. (Se, li.-nl. ) Similar
h . electricity may be transmitted by convection by the mo-

Uily-of-the-valley (Convntlana ma
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tion of the electrified body itself, as when the.electricity convenience (kon-ve'niens), . [= F. eonve- 2. With ease ;
without trouble or difficulty.

of a conductor is discharged by a point, it being can-led

off by a stream of electrified air-particlei

nance = Pr. eonvenienda, convinensa = Sp. Pg.
conveniencia = It. convenient, convenienzia, <

He sought how he might conveniently betray him.
Markxiv. 11.

The term convection is applied to those processes by L convenientia, < convenien(t-)s, ppr., suitable, C0nventt (kon-venf), . [< L. conventus, p
K;^I, *l,o .litr,icw, nf h*.at i rptiiWed morf ratml bv the _j_j1 1. A . .

^v**^**wi v .. /'..__which the diffusion of heat is rendered more rapid by the

motion of the hot substance from one place to another,

conduction. Clerk Maxuvll, Heat, p. 10.

When a hot body is placed in air, it sets up a number of

convection currents. A. Uaniell, Prill, of Physics, p. 364.

convective (kon-vek'tiv), a. [< L. convectus,

pp. of conveliere, convey (see convection),+ -toe.]

convenient: see convenient.] If. A coming to-

gether; assemblage; conjunction; joinder.

Of byrth she was hyghest of degre,
To whom alle angelles did obedience,
Of Dauides lyne which sprong out of lesse,

In whom alle verteu is by iust convenience.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 47.

2. The state or character of being convenient;

The significant point is, that convective neutralization is

a gradual process, requiring time. Science, IV. 413.
nations is neither wisdom nor sobriety.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvli.

All

convectively (kon-vek'tiv-li), adv. Inaconvec- 3_ Freedom from discomfort or trouble; ease

tive manner ; by means of convection : as, heat

transferred convectively.

convellentt (kon-vel'ent), a. [< 1i.convellen(t-)s,

ppr. of conveliere, pulfup, tear up, wrench away :

see convulse.] Tending to pull up or extract :

as, a convellent force. Todd and Bowman.
convenable 1

! (kon've-na-bl), a. [< F. conve-

nable, OF. convenable' (earlier covenable, > ME.
covenablc : see covenable) (= Pr. convenable =
Sp. convenible (obs.) = Pg. convinhavel = It. con-

{'CVh^whenh^ began? Dn,den, Pref. to F,
venevole), agreeable, suitable, < convenir, agree,

suit, formerly also convene, < L. eonvenire, con-

vene, come together: see convene and conve-

nient, and cf. covenable, the older form of con-

venable.] Suitable; fit; consistent; conform-

able.

in use or action
;
comfort.

That gives society its Iwauty, strength,

Convenience, and security, and use.

Cowper, The Task, ii.

4. That which gives ease or comfort; that

which is suited to wants or necessity; that

which is handy ;
an accommodation.

A man alters his mind as the work proceeds, and will

have this or that convenience more, of which he had not

This place that was voyde at the table of Toseph be-to-

keneth the place that Matheu fulfllde ; and, sir, thus be

these two tables concenable. Merlin (K. E. T. S.), i. 59.

And with his word his worke is ctmrenable.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Another ancient romance says of its hero,
" He every

day was provyd in dauncyng and in songs that the ladies

coulde think were coneenable for a nobleman to conne."

Strut!, Sports and Pastimes, p. 10.

Trade has a strong influence upon all people, who have
found the sweet of it, bringing with it so many of the Con-

venienc.es of Life as it does. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 116.

Excellent! What a convenience ! They [the negroes]
seemed created by Providence to bear the heat and the

whipping, and make these fine articles [sugar, coffee, to-

bacco].

5. A convenient appliance, utensil, or other

article, as a tool, a vehicle, etc.

What sport would our old Oxford acquaintance make at

a man packed up in this leathern eowmimM with a wife

and children ! Graves, Spiritual Quixote, xii. 11.

6f. Agreement; consistency At (one's) conve-

nience, when it is convenient : as, do not hurry, but do it

" ' your convenience.

_
v. [\ Li. conventus, pp.

of eonvenire, come together: see convene.] I.

intrans. 1. To meet; concur.

All our surgeons
Convent in their behoof.

Beau,, ami /'(., Two Noble Kinsmen.

2. To serve; agree; be convenient or suitable.

When that is known and golden time convents,

A solemn combination shall be made
Of our dear souls. Shale., T. N., v. 1.

II. trans. 1. To call together; convoke; con-

vene.
By secret messengers I did convent

Tile English chiefetaines all.

Mir. for Mays., p. 620.

There were required the whole number of seuentie and

one, in determining the going to \Yarre, in adding to a

Citie, or the reuenues of the Temple, or in conuenting the

ordinarie ludges of the Tribes.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 112.

2. To call before a judge or tribunal.

What he with his oath,
And all probation, will make up full clear,
Whensoever he's contented. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

Even this, morning,
Before the common-council, young Malfato,
Convented for some lands he held, suppos'd
Belong'd to certain orphans. Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 2.

And letters missive were dispatched incontinently, to

eminent Mr. Cotton before the infamous High Commission
Court. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iii. 1.

convenable2 (kpn-ve'na-bl), a. [< convene + conveniency (kon-ve'nien-si), . Same as con-

-tible.] Capable of being convened or assem-
bled.

convenablyt (kon've-na-bli), adv. Suitably;

conveniently. Lydijate.
convene (kon-ven'), v.

; pret. and pp. convened,

ppr. convening. [= F. convenir = Sp. convenir

= Pg. convir= It. eonvenire, < L. eonvenire, come

together, join, fit, suit, < com-, together, + ve-

nire = E. come. Cf. convenient, and advene,

supervene.] I. intrans. 1. To come together;

meet; unite: said of things. [Bare.]

The rays [of light] converge and convene in the eyes.

Xewton, Opticks.

2. To come together ;
meet in the same place ;

renience. [Formerly common, but now nearly
obsolete.]
That imitation wherof poetry is, hath the most comie-

niencu to Nature of all other.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Rather intent upon the end of God's glory than our own
conveniency. Jer. Taylor.

You think you were marry'd for your own Recreation,

Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 7.

convenient (kon-ve'nient), a. [< ME. conve-

nient = F. oonvenanttsSp. Pg. It. conveniente, <

L. convenien(t-)s, fit, suitable, convenient, ppr.
of eonvenire, come together, suit : see convene,
and cf. covenant, ult. a doublet of convenient.]

Emerson,.Misc.,
p^i54. convent (kon'vent), . [< OF. convent, covent

(> ME. covent, q. v.), F. convent = Pr. covent,

coven = Sp. Pg. It. convento, < L. conventtis,

a meeting, assembly, union, company, ML. a

convent, < eonvenire, pp. convening, meet toge-
ther: see convene.] If. A meeting or an as-

sembly.
These eleven witches beginning to dance (which is an

usual ceremony at their concents or meetings).
B. Jonstm, Masque of Queens.

2. An association or a community of persons
devoted to religious life and meditation ;

a so-

ciety of monks or nuns. The term is popu-
larly limited to such associations of women.

One of our convent, and his [the duke's] confessor.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

3. A house occupied by such a community; an

abbey; a monastery or nunnery. The parts of a

convent are : (1) the church ; (2) the choir, or that por-
tion of the church in which the members say the daily
office ; (3) the chapter-house, a place of meeting, in which
the community business is discussed ; (4) the cells ; (5)

the refectory ; (6) the dormitory ; (7) the infirmary ; (8) the

parlor, for the reception of visitors ; (9) the library ; (10)

the treasury ; (11) the cloister ; (12) the crypt. Cath. Diet.

assemble, as persons, usually for some public 1. Fit; suitable; proper; becoming: used ab- conventical (kon-ven'ti-kal), a. [< convent +
purpose or the promotion of some common in- solutely or with to or for.

~

terest : as, the legislature will convene in Jan-

uary ;
the citizens convened in the city hall.

On Wednesday, that fatal day,
The people were convening.

Willie's Drowned in Gamery (Child's Ballads, II. 183).

= Syn. 2. To congregate, muster, gather.

II. trans. 1. To cause to assemble; call to-

gether; convoke.

On festivals, at those churches where the Feast of the
Patron Saint is solemnized, the masters convene their

scholars. Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. liv.

And now the almighty father of the gods
Convenes a council in the blest alnxies.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

Frequent meetings of the whole company might be con-

vened for the transaction of ordinary business.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 111.

2. To summon to appear, as before a public
(especially a judicial) officer or an official body.

By the papal canon law, clerks . . . cannot be convened
before any but an ecclesiastical judge. Ayli/e, Parergon.

Foker, whom the proctor knew very well, . . . was
taken, . . . summarily convened and sent down from the

university. Thackeray, Pendennis, xviii.

3. In civil law, to sue. Bapalje and Lawrence.
convenee (kon-ve-ne'), n. [< convene + -ee1 .]
One convened or summoned with others.

[Bare.]
convener (kon-ve'ner), n. 1. One who convenes
or meets with others. [Bare.]

I do reverence the conveners [at the Synod of Dort] for
their . . . worth and learning.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to C'sesar, p. 70.

Thou were as a God of the Sarazines : and it is eonvenytn!
"Oai prior, an am

to a God to ete no Mete that is mortal le. Conventicle (Kon-
Manileville, Travels, p. 230.

At that sopcr were thei served so well as was convenient
to so myghty a prince as was the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 14.

Feed me with food convenient for me. Prov. xxx. 8.

Neither filthiness, nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which
are not convenient. Eph. v. 4.

2. Affording certain facilities or accommo-
dation; commodious; serviceable; rendering
some act or movement easy of performance or

freeing it from obstruction : as, a very conve-

nirnt staircase; a convenient harbor.

Because the Cells were cut above each other, some higher
some lower in the side of the Rock ; here were convenient
Stairs cut for the easier communication betwixt the upper
and nether Regions.

Mauntlrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 118.

Exchange may be often convenient ; and, on the other

hand, the cash purchase may be often more convenient.
D. Webster, Speech on Tariff, April, 1824.

When we speak of faculties of the soul, it is but a con-

venient mode of expression to denote different classes of

its acts. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 213.

3. Opportune; favorable: as, a convenienthour.

When a convenient day was come, . . . Herod on his

birthday made a supper. Mark vi. 21.

When I have a convenient season, I will call for thee.
Acts xxiv. 25.

4. At hand
; easily accessible ; readily obtained

or found when wanted
; handy. [Colloq.]

Obstinate heretics used to be brought thither canivnifiit

for burning hard by. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, iii.

2. One who convenes or calls a meeting; in conveniently (kon-ve'nient-li), ndr. 1. Fitly;s,.ntl n ,,H n,, ^nn,,,tofi t n i~*>.a.
suitably; with adaptation to the desired endScotland, one appointed to call together an

organized body, as a committee, of which he
is generally chairman : as, the convener of the
Home Mission Committee.

Ye dainty Deacons and ye douce Conveners.

Bums, Briys of Ayr.

or effect: as, the house was not conveniently
situated for a tradesman.

Courtship, and such fair ostents of love
As shall conveniently become you there.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 8.

-ical.] Of or belonging to a convent Conven-
tical prior, an abbot.

onventicle (kon-ven'ti-kl), . [< ME. conven-

ticul = F. cimrenticulc = Sp. conventiculo = Pg.
conventiculo= It. concern ticolo, < L. conventiculum,
a meeting, place of meeting, ML. esp. a meeting
of heretics, dim. of convcntm, a meetuig: see

convent, n.] 1. An assembly or gathering ;
es-

pecially, a secret or unauthorized gathering foi

the purpose of religious worship.
I shal not gadere togidere the conuenticvlis [Latin con-

rentiada] of hem of Modes. Wyclif, Ps. xv. 4.

The people were assembled togither in those hallowed

places dedicate to their gods, because they had yet no

large halles or places of conventicle.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 24.

It behoveth that the place where God shall be served by
the whole Church be a public place, for the avoiding of

privy conventicles. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 12.

They are commanded to abstain from all cimventiclesot

men whatsoever. Ai/li/e, Parergon.

Specifically 2. In Great Britain, a meeting
of dissenters from the established church for

religious worship. In this sense it is used by English
writers and in English statutes. It was especially applied,
as a term of opprobrium, to the secret meetings for reli-

gious worship held by the Scottish Covenanters, when they
were persecuted for their faith in the reign of Charles II.

An act recently passed, at the instance of James, made
it death to preach in any Presbyterian conventicle what-

ever, and even to attend such a conventicle in the open
air. Mncmilay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. A building in which religious meetings or

conventicles are held.
In hall,

Court, theatre, coni't'Htii-li 1

. or shop.
Wonlxworth, Prelude, vii.

Permission io erect, at their own expense, a church or

other religious ctmrcntirle.

R. Atulfrxtiii. Hawaii*! Islands, p. 173.

4t. Connection ; following ; party.

The same Theophilus, and other bishops which were of

las ,-oni;-iitii-l,: Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. (i.



conventicle

Conventicle Act, an Kiiglixh .tatute of 1670(22 Charles

II c 1) which forbade tin- assembling of five or more per

sons over -ixt. -i-ii years of age at any meeting or coiiven.

ti, !,- forth,- ex.-rcis.-ol ivli-im. in any other manner than

m -col-dim.- t'> tin- liturgy and practice of the Church of

conventicle (kon-ven'ti-kl) *. i.
; i,r.-l . and pp. ^^^^^hobyacominonaSt of the will

worship. [Rare.]

conventual

along the hypothenuse, wo must adopt some wmwnfum conventionalist (kon-ven'shon-al-ist). H. [<

which will abbreviate such an account as we have Just

given. J. Trmrbrutge, New Physics, p. 58.

Vet certain conventions are indispensable to art.

Stedinan, Poets of America, p. 487.

+ -wt.J 1. One who adheres to

conventional usages ;
a formalist. 2. Oiiewho

adheres to a convention or treaty. 3. [cap.]

In f. .S. hint., a niiini' iinHuiin-.l liv the more raili-_ . ,, . f Lit l> *J. Ot., * llcilllvj OC70U ^ J V.

7. lucivillato:
(^)Jngeneral,tne agreementor ^if^tionof the L>emocrati<--K-piit>lican party

Pennsylvania during several years sueceed-

1 1808. They had previously also borne the

of "Friends of the People."Use the holding of conventicles for reli , ^r(6 ) In a narrower sense the agree- ^entionaliiy (kon^i^on-al'i-ti), . ; pi.
ni.-ni ot s,-v.-r:il p.-i-sniis

in 0111- and ,.,.,.(,/,/,> (-ti'i). [< conrt-ntional + -ity.]
n

conventicler (kon-ven'ti-kler), n. One who

between
o. Convention of estates, the meeting c

tales of the kingdom of Scotland, In-f. .re the union with Lag-

conventional as op-

wse<i to natural ; artificiality ;
a conventional'onvenucier VK.O ". ""

tatesof the kingdom of Scotland, before the union wl lEng- f~r- f

~~
,

'

nrinciDle etc
supports or frequents conventicles; specifical- ia,,,i, ,, any special occasion or emergency. These con- >m, lorm, l

ly, a Scottish Covenanter.

Having run u mile through such difficult places, he was
.mill- .-pent, and the ciilirrillirl, rs hard at Ilif lleels.

Sitijt. M emoir of (.'apt. Creichton.

convention (kon-ven'shon), . [= I), konven-

tic = (J. convention = Daii. /convention, < F. con-

vention = 8p. convention = Pg. convencdo = It.

convcnzione, < L. convention-), a meeting, agree-

ment, covenant, < conoenire, pp. conventns, meet,

agree : see conrene.'\ 1. The act of coming to-

gether; coalition; union.

The conventionx or associations of several particles of

matter into bodies. Bottle.

2. A gathering of persons ;
a meeting ;

an as-

sembly.
To-morrow morn

We hold a great convention.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

vrntloiu consisted of any number of the estates that mignt jt is strong and sturdy writing ; and breaks up a whole

I* suddenly called together, without the necessity of a for-
legion of convent iotitUitie*. Lamb, To Coleridge.

mill citation surh .id was required in summoning a regu-

lar parliament.
- Convention ofroyal burghs, the year-

ly meeting held in Edinburgh by coinmiusloners from the

royal burghs, to treat of certain matters pertaining
to the

common good of the burghs. Their deliberations are In

general directed to matters of no public importance.
Convention treaty, a treaty entered into betweer. dif-

ferent states, under which they severally bind themselves

to observe certain stipulations contained in the treaty.

Joint convention, in the United States, a meeting in one

body of both branches of Congress or of a State legislature.

National convention, nominating convention.
See above, 8.

Conventionalities are all very well in their proper place,

but they shrivel at the touch of nature like stubble In the

nre. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 163.

conventionalization (kpn-ven'shon-al-i-za'-
shon), n. [< conventionalize + -atton.] The
act or the result of conventionalizing.

The trim of the doors is also in enameled wood, fluted

and carved with the shell ornaments, which Is a concen-

tiimalisation from the honeysuckle of the <ireeks.

Art Age, IV. 45.

on-al-iz), v. t.;

conven tion-

Specifically 3. A formal, recognized, or statu-

tory meeting or assembly of men for civil or re- formal meeting of delegates.
ligious purposes ; particularly, an assembly of

ventioneel = G. "conventional' = Dan. Konven- v-~ - - * - . _
d

tionel, < F. convention** = Pr. conventional = alu:"V-
A1 ^^[^""^T.l^Aa..:.^ IS"!!!

8p. Pg. conventional = It. convenzionale, < LL.

conventionalis, pertaining to an agreement, < L.

conventio(n-), an agreement: see convention.]

now a wa e .

delegates or representatives for consultation
timating, at least, that this Conventional movement of

, ,

on important concerns, civil, political, or re- ours was stimulated by South Carolina
;
and was the re

conventional ; bring under the influence of con-

ventional rules; render observant of the forms

and precedents of society. Specifically
2. In

. the fine arts, to render or represent in a con-
1. Relating or pertaining to a convention, o. ^^ manner_that is, efther by exact ad-

herence to a rule or in a manner intentionally

incomplete and simplified.

The fact U, neither [leaves nor figures] are idealized.

l know that what he , tx, Under8tooll ln .

ligious. (a) In the United States, in particular : (1) A

body of delegates convened for the formation or revision

of a constitution of government, as of a State : called a

constitutional conreii(i'on(which see, under constitutional).

(2) A meeting of delegates of a political party, to nomi-

nate candidates for national, State, or local offices, and to

formulate Its principles of action, si at.- nominating con-

ventions arose about 1825, superseding legislative caucuses.

Tile first national convention to select presidential candi-

dates was hi-l'l by the Antimasonic party in Baltimore in

September, 1831, and all presidential nominations have
since been made by such conventions. (3) A meeting of

representatives of a national, State, or other general as-

sociation, or of a number of persons having a common in

,

but both are conventionalized on the same principles, and

in the same way. Jtutlnn.

In a

I should have replied to this question by something con-

ventionally vague and polite.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xiv.

terest, for the promotion of any common object. (4) The
triennial assembly of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
called the General Convention, consisting of the House of

Bishops and the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies ; also,

the annual assembly of each diocese, called a diocemn con-

vention. (10 (cop.] In French hist., the sovereign assembly,
called specifically the national Convention, which sat from

September 21st, 1792, to October 28th. 1795, and governed
France after abolishing royalty, (c) In Great Britain, an

extraordinary assembly of the estates of the realm, held

without the king's writ, as the assembly which restored

Charles II. to the throne (also known as the Convention
Parliament or Free Parliament) and that which declared

suit of concert between certain South Carolina (and Mis-

sissippi] politicians.
duoted In //. " Hoist; John C. Calhoun, p. 324.

conventionally (kon-ven'shon-al-i), adv.
2. Stipulated ;

covenanted ;
established by conventional manner,

agreement. 3. Arbitrarily selected, fixed, or

determined: as, a conventional sign. -4. Aris-

ing out of custom or usage ;
sanctioned by

general concurrence; depending on usage or
eoaventionary (kon-ven'shon-a-ri), o. [< con-

tacit agreement; not existing from any natu-
,.en<j<>)l + .aryl.j "Acting under contract; set-

ral growth or necessity ; generally accepted or
tled bv covenant Or stipulation ;

conventional :

observed ;
formal.

ag; conventionary tenants.
I too easily saw through the varnish of conventional re-

finement. Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent, p. 190.

There is no way of distinguishing those feelings which
are natural from those which are conventional, except by
an appeal to first

principles^

In the case of the peculiar conventionary holdings of the

Cornish mining country, where the tenant has an inherit-

able Interest, but must be re-admitted every seven years,

something like proof of a Celtic origin is attainable.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 204, App.

", convention-coin (kon-ven'shon-koin), . 1. A
The very earliest dialects are as exclusively conventional **!,u\

v /

as the latest; the savage has no keener sense of etymo- German com adopted by most

logical connection than the man of higher civilization. states in 1*63. A Cologne mark of silver, Id

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 297.
ioths 6 grains fine, was coined in 8J rix-dollars.

Specifically 5. In the fine arts, depending on 2. A German coin struck according to a con-

accepted models or traditions, irrespective of vention of 1857 between Austria, Prussia, and

the throne"to"have been abdicated by James II. (dt) In independent study of nature ; traditionally or other states. A mint pound or 500 grams of

the University of Cambridge, England, a clerical court DurDogeiv deviating from natural forms, al- fine silver was coined into 30 thalers or 52$

^^^S^S^S^^SfUS& S?g property retiming the
principleswhich gulden.

,

against the laws of soberness and chastity.

4. An agreement or contract between two par-
ties ; specifically, in diplomacy, an agreement
or arrangement previous to a definitive treaty.
A militant fnnvf.'..ii is a treaty made Iwtween the com-
manders of two opposing armies concerning the terms on

which a temporary cessation of hostilities shall take place
between them.

So to the 'Change, and there bought 32. worth of things
for Mrs. Knipp, my Valentine, which Is pretty to see how
my wife is come to convention with me that whatever I

do give to anybody else, I shall give her as much.
Pepyi, Diary, III. 80.

And flrst of all, it is worth while to note that properly
the word Treaty is applied exclusively to political and com-
m.Tcial objects; while the less pretentious though longer
denomination of Convention is bestowed on special agree-
ments of all kinds as, for instance, international arrange-
ments about postage, telegraphs, or literary rights.

underlie them: as, the conventional^ forms of convention-dollar (kon-yen'shon-dol'ftr),
n.

[< con-

bargain or

tion to pay for use and occupation, incurred

by occupying another's land without agree-
ment.
Conventional services reserved by tenures upon grants,

made out of the crown or knights service.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng. conventual (kon-ven'tu-al), a. and .

The buyer (if It be but a sorry postchaise) cannot go
forth with the seller thereof into the street, . . . but

he views his canventionut ... as if lie was going along
with him to Hyde Park Comer to ttght a duel.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey.

Conventional estates, those freeholds, not of inheri-

tance or estates for life, which are created by the express
acts of the parties, in contradistinction to those which
are legal, and arise from the operation and construction

of law. Conventional obligations, obligations result-

ing from the actual agreement of parties, in contradistinc-

tion t.i natural or legal obligations.

The same thing is true of treaties of peace as of all other

conventions, that they are of no validity where the govern-

H'oo/nei/, Introd. to Inter. Law, { 151.

5. General agreement; tacit understanding;
common consent, as the foundation of a custom,
an institution, or the like.

A useful i-o/u-' ntiun gradually restricted the arbitrary
use of these phonograms.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 85.

The poet is by nature a fiery creature, incapable of ton-

Ing down his spontaneous feelings to the rules of social

eaneention. X- -<- -., CXXXIX. 581.

BladntwxTs Mag. conventionalism (kon-ven'shon-al-izm), n. [<

conventional + -ism.] 1. Adherence or the ten-

lations, and precedents ; conventionality ; for-

malism.
Nothing endures to the point of conventianaluin which

is not based upon lasting rules.

Stedman, Viet. Poete, p. 182.

ConaetMonalitm, indeed, is the modem name for that

which stands here for the opposite of religion; and we can

judge from this in what way religion itself was conceived,

for the opposite of coiieentionalimi is freshness of feeling,

enthusiii-iii J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 123.

2. That which is received or established by con-
6. A customary rule, regulation, or require- vention or agreement ;

a conventional phrase,
ment, or such rules collectively ; something form , ceremony, etc. ; something depending on
more or less arbitrarily established, or required conventional rules and precepts.
by common consent or opinion ;

a convention- , . ,_ ,, _,, , ^.^^^
ality ;

a precedent.
In order to denote tin- rate of movement along the

height and liase of an inclined plane in terms of the rate

We must be content with the eonim/iona/unim of vile

solid knots and lumps of marble, instead of the golden
cloud which encircles the fair human face with its a\ in.-

mystery.
'

[= F-

eonventuel = fr'. 8p. Pg.'conventual =It. conven-

tuale, < ML. conventual!*, < amventus, a convent :

see convent.'} I. a. Belonging to a convent
;

monastic r as, conventual priors.
The Abbot and nionkes contirntuall.

Rom. of Partmay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3410.

Conventual regularity. Thacteray.

Conventual church, the church attached or belonging
to a convent.

In southern Italy . . . even a metropolitan church wa
not likely to reach, in point of mere size, to the measure
of a second-class cathedral or conventual church in Eng-

land, or even in Normandy. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 297.

Conventual mass. Seemowi.
II. " 1. One who lives in a convent; a

monk or a nun.

The venerable conventual. Adduon, Spectator, No. 165.

2. [cap.~\ A member of one of the two great
branches of the Franciscan order, the other

being the Observants. See Franciscan. They
live In convent*, follow a mitigated rule, wear a black

habit and cowl, and do not go barefooted.

The Franciscans . . . hail so far swerved from the ot.lj.

gations of their institute, which Interdicted the poe-
sion of property of any description, that they owned large

estates. . . . Those who indulged in this latitude were

called conventual*, while the comparatively small num-



conventual

ber wh<> put thu strictest construction on the rule of their

order were denominated observantes, or brethren of the

observance. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5.

converge (kou-verj'), v.; pret. and pp. converg-

ed, ppr. converging. [= F. converger = Sp. Pg.

converger = It. convergere, < LL. conrergere, in-

cline together, < L. cow-, together, + vergere,

incline, turn, bend: see verge, v. Cf. diverge.]

I. intrann. To tend to meet in a point or line;

incline and approach nearer together, as two
or more lines in the same plane which are not

parallel, or two planes which are not parallel ;

tend to meet if prolonged or continued ; figur-

atively, to tend or lead to a common result,

conclusion, etc. : opposed to diverge.
Colours mingle, features join,

And lines cuaiYnn:

Akenside, Pleasures of Imagination, in.

The mountains cotirerge into a single ridge. Jefersim.

From whatever side we commence the investigation, cm-

paths alike mnrerye toward the principle of which this

theory [of equity] is a development.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 499.

As the tree grows, the outer leaves diverge, and get far-

ther from the tree and from each other ; and two extremi-

ties that have once diverged never converge and grow to-

gether again. W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 89.

II. trans. To cause to approach, or meet in a

point.
For, on observing what happens when the axes of the

two eyes are converged on an object, it will be perceived
that we become conscious of the space it occupies, and of

the closely-environing space, with much more distinctness

than we are conscious of any other space.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 119.

To obtain a knowledge of the behaviour of crystalline

plates in converging polarised light, a polarising appara-
tus constructed by Dubosq is employed.

Lominel, Light (trans.), p. 325.

convergence, convergency (kon-v&r'jens, -jeu-

si), n.
; pi. convergences, coni'ergencies (-jen-sez,

-siz). [< F. convergence (= Sp. Pg. convergen-
cia = It. cmivergenza), < convergent: see conver-

gent.] 1. The character or fact of converging;
tendency to one point ;

the fact of meeting in

a point. 2. In math.: (a) The gradual and
indefinite approximation of the sum of an infi-

nite series toward a finite value. (6) The sca-

erforming upon any
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is a converging series for all values of x. But

is only converging for a value of x whose modulus is less

than unity Also called convergent serirx.

conversable (kon-ver'sa-bl), a. [< F. conver-

sable = Sp. conversable = Pg. conversavel = It.

conversabile, < ML. eonversabiUs, < L. conversari,

converse: see converse1, v.~] 1. Qualified for

conversation, or disposed to converse
; ready

in or inclined to mutual communication of

thoughts; sociable; communicative.

The ladys here are very conversable, and the religious

women not at all reserv'd. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1645.

Your intervals of time to spend
With so conversable a friend.

Swift, Reason for not Building at Drapier's Hill.

Mrs. Bardell let lodgings to many conversable single gen-

tlemen, with great profit, but never brought any more ac-

tions for In-each of promise of marriage.
Dickens, Pickwick, Ivii.

2f. Capable of being conversed with; open to

conversation.

Kings should not always act the king : that is, should be

just, and mix sweetness with greatness, and be convertible

by good men. Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

Also written conversible.

conversableness (kon-ver'sa-bl-nes), . The

quality of being conversable; disposition or

readiness to converse
; sociability ; affability.

COnversably (kon-ver'sa-bli), adv. 1. In a con-

versable manner; affably. 2f. In conversa-

tion; colloquially.

Nor is there any people, either in the Island, or on the

Continent, that speaks it [pristine Greek] conversalily,

Hoicell, Letters, I. i. 27.

conversance, conversancy (kon'ver-sans, -san-

si), n. [< conversant: see -ante, -<tncy.~] The
state of being conversant ; familiarity ;

familiar

intercourse or acquaintance. [Rare.]

The greater number of its stories embody such passages
in the personal history of the eminent men and women
of Europe as the author came to the knowledge of by con-

versance with the circles in which they moved.
X. P. Willis, People I have Met, Pref.

Conversancy with the books that teach,
The arts that help.

Brmming, Ring and Book, II. 325.

t a o-j tt
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It is so called because, if the vector function be consid-

ered as representing the velocity and direction of a flow-

ing fluid, the surface integral of this function over a closed

surface, or the flow inward through that surface, is equal
to the volume integral of the convergence within the
surface. See curl. Circle of convergence, a circle so
drawn in the plane whose points represent all imaginary
values of the variable that all the points within it repre-
sent values for which a given scries is convergent, and all

(K)ints
without it represent points for which the series

is divergent. But of points on the circumference of the

circle, some are generally of one class and some of the
other. Magnetic points of convergence. See mag-
netic.

convergent (kon-ver'jent), a. and n. [< F.

convergent = Sp. Pg. U."convergente, < LL. con-

vergcn(t-)s, ppr. of convergere: see converge.]
I. a. Tending to meet or actually meeting in

a point ; approaching each other, as two lines
;

figuratively, tending to a common result, con-

clusion, etc.: as, convergent lines; convergent
theories.

Artistic beauty and moral beauty are convergent lines
which run back into a common ideal origin.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 273.

Convergent fraction. Same as convergent, n. Conver-
gent-nerved. same as converginerved. Convergent
series. Same as converging series (which see, under con-

n-riling).

II. n. A fraction expressing the approximate
value of a continued fraction, when only some
of the first incomplete quotients are used. Thus,
the converge/its to the ratio of the circumference of a circle
to its diameter are, j, ^, }Jg, J}5, etc., these being approxi-
mations to the continued fraction representing this ratio.

See continued fraction, under continued.

converginerved (kon-ver'ji-uervd), . [Irreg.
< L. conivrgrrc, converge, + ner-

vus, nerve, + -ed2 .] In bot., having
longitudinal nerves convergent at

the ends : applied to leaves.

converging (kou-ver' jing), p. a.

[Ppr. of converge, t'.] Tending to
meet in a point; in general, ap-
proaching each other. Converging
light, light transmitted in converging,
in distinction from parallel, rays. Con-
verging series, in math., an infinite se-

ries the sum of whose terms, be^imiiiit;
with the first, approximates indefinitely
toward a limit as more and more of these terms are taken
into account. Thus,

Converginerved
Leaf.

1.2.3 1.2.3.4 1.2.3.4.5

of concersari, live with, converse : see converse1
,

v.] 1. Having frequent or customary inter-

course
; intimately associating ;

familiar by
companionship ; acquainted : followed by with,

formerly also by among.
Thei seide she was not worth! to be conuersaunt a-monge

peple. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 422.

The strangers that were conversant among them.
Josh. viii. 35.

But the men were very good unto us ... as long as we
were conversant with them. 1 Sam. xxv. 15.

Never to be infected with delight,
Nor conversant with ease and idleness.

Shak., K. John, iv. 3.

What I pretend by this dedication is an honour which I

do myself to posterity, by acquainting them that I have
been conversant with the first persons of the age in which
I lived. Dryden, Ded. of King Arthur.

2. Acquainted by familiar use or study ;
hav-

ing a thorough or intimate knowledge or pro-

ficiency : followed generally by with, formerly
and still occasionally by in.

The learning and skill which he had by being conversant
in their books. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

Among men long conversant with books, we too fre-

quently find those misplaced virtues of which I have been
now complaining. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

His eye is both microscopic and telescopic ; conversant
at once with the animalcules of society and letters, and the

larger objects of human concern.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 14.

3. Having concern or connection
; concerned,

occupied, or engaged: followed by witlt or about.

Education is conversant about children.
Sir H. Wotton, Education of Children.

Moral action is conversant almost wholly -with evidence
which in itself is only probable.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 93.

= Syn. 2. Versed (in), skilled (in), proficient (in).

conversantly (kon'ver-sant-li), adt. In a con-
versant or familiar manner.
conversation (kon-ver-sa'shon), . [< ME.
conversation, -cioun = D. konrersatie = Or. con-
versation = Dan. Sw. konversation, < OF. con-

versation, -tion, F. conversation = Sp. conversa-
tion = Pg. conversaqao = It. conversazione, < L.

conversatio(n-), conversation, manner of life, <

conversari, pp. eonversatiis, live with, converse:
see eoMiv/wl, v.] 1. General course of actions
or habits; 7iianner of life; behavior; deport-
ment, especially with respect to morals. [Ob-
solescent.]

converse

Noo . . . persoun shalbe admitted unto this (Jilde but

if a bee founde of goode name and fame, of good comuria-

con, and honeste in his demeanour, and of goode rule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

Be ye holy in all manner of conversation. 1 Pet. i. 15.

The hunters and hawkers among the clergy [were] re-

called to graver conversation.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

2. Familiar intercourse ;
intimate acquain-

tance or association; commerce in social life.

[Obsolescent.]
It has been my study still to please those women
That fell within my conversation.

Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 3.

Conversation, when they come into the world, soon gives

them a becoming assurance. Locke, Education.

3f. Familiar acquaintance from using or study-

ing.
Much conversation in books. Bacon.

4. Informal interchange of thoughts and sen-

timents by spoken words
;
informal or familiar

talk. [Now the most general use of the word.]

One of the best rules for conversation is never to say a

thing which any of the company can reasonably wish we
had rather left unsaid. Sterne.

Wise, cultivated, genial conversation is the last flower of

civilization, and the best result which life has to offer us

a cup for gods, which has no repentance.
.Emerson, Misc., p. 340.

5. A meeting for conversation, especially on

literary subjects ;
a conversazione.

Lady Pomfrethas a charming conversation once a week.

Walpole, Letters (1740), I. 71.

6. Sexual intercourse : as, criminal conversation

(which see, under criminal) Conversation-tube,
a tube for enabling conversation to be carried on easily

with deaf people ;
an ear-trumpet. See speaking-tube.

conversational (kon-ver-sa'shon-al), a. [< con-

versation + -/.] Of, pertaining to, or charac-

teristic of conversation : as, conversational pow-
ers

;
a conversational style.

Richardson's novels deserve special mention, as being
a rich store of the conversational dialect of their author's

age. /'. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 320.

conversationalist (kon-ver-sa'shon-al-ist), n.

[< conversational + -ist.] A talker; especial-

ly, an agreeable and interesting talker ;
a con-

verser ; one who excels in conversation.

People who never talked anywhere else were driven to

talk in those old coaches ;
while a ready conversationalist,

like Judge Story, was stimulated to incessant cerebral dis-

charges. Josiah Quincu, Figures of the Past, p. 191.

conversationally (kon-ver-sa'shon-al-i), adv.

In a conversational manner.
conversationedt (kon-v&r-sa'shond), a. [< con-

versation + -erf2.] Having a certain behavior
or deportment.

Till she be better conversation'A,
. . . I'll keep

As far from her as the gallows.
Beau, and Fl., The Captain, i. 1.

conversationism (kon-ver-sa'shon-izm), n. [<

conversation + -ism.] A word or phrase used
in familiar conversation

;
a colloquialism.

conversationist (kon-ver-sa'shon-ist), n. [<
conversation + -ist.] A talker; a converser; a

conversationalist.

I must not quite omit the talking sage,
Kit Cat, the famous conversationist.

Byron, Don Juan, xiii. 47.

From a poet <>f unusual promise, he [Fitz-Greene Hal-

leek] relapsed into a mere oonwnaMonM.
D. J. JJill, Bryant, p. 04.

conversative (kon-ver'sa-tiv), a. [< converse^,

c., + -ative; = It. conversativo.] Relating to

mutual intercourse ; social : opposed to con-

templative. [Bare.]
She chose rather to endue him with cimversative qualities

and ornaments of youth. Sir H. Wotton, Buckingham.

conversazione (kon-ver-sat-si-6'ne), .
; pi. con-

versazioni (-ne). [It., = E. conversation, q. v.]
A meeting for conversation, particularly on

literary subjects.
These conversazioni [at Florence] resemble our card-

assemblies. Dntmmond, Travels (1754), p. 41.

converse1 (kon-vers'), v. i.; pret. and pp. con-

versed, ppr. conversing. [< ME. convergen = D.
konverseren = Dan. konversere = Sw. Jconvcrsera,

< OF. (and F.) converser = Pr. Sp. Pg. conrrrxtir

= It. comersare, < L. conversari, live, dwell, live

with, keep company with, passive (middle) voice

of conversare, turn round, freq. of conrcrtcn;

pp. converses, turn round: see convert, v.] 1.

To keep company; associate; hold intercourse :

followed by with. [Now chiefly poetical.]

God . . . coni-i-ff.-il i'-!th man, in the very first, in siu-h

clear, and certain, and perceptible transaction, that :i man
could as certainly know that tiod was as that man was.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I.. Pref.

Uod shall be born of a Virgin, and ctw>-{x<> iriHi Sinner.*.

Houvll, Letters, iv. 43.



converse

For liiiu \vln> lonely loves

To seek the distant hills, ami there converse
With nature. Tliin*nu, Summer, 1. 1381.

2. To talk int'onnally with another; have free

intercourse in mutual roimimniciition of opin-
ions and sentiments liy spoken words: inter-

change thimghts I iy speech: I'li^i^r in dis-

course : followed by with before tlie person ad-

dressed, and o>i before the subject. [Now the
most general use of the word.]

Willi thce <'ii<-' v.W/i//, 1 forget all time;
AH seasons, unil Hi- it- change, all please alike.

\l:ll,.n, P. L.. Iv. 63P.

\\iinl leam'd liy rote a parrul may rehearse,
But talking is nut alwaysto cum; ,*,'.

(/,. Conversation.

Many men Infinitely leas clever ,-../.../*. mure agreeably
tllill I 111' (Iocs, hci ailM- hi i- tii i

]
il -I animal 1C, ill III ha- ill'

customed himself so much to make hrilliaut observation*
that he cannot easily descend to quiet, tmlalHuireil talk.

9m<U, Memoirs. Nov. Ill
I,
IMS.

In any knot of men <vn'/W/i</ t,n any subject, the per-
son who knows most about it will have the ear of the com-
pany, If he wishes it, ami lead the conversation.

A"/,-. > >n
t Eloquence.

3f. To have sexual commerce. Guardian. =&yn.
2. To speak, discourse, chat.

converse 1
(kon'vtei), . [< ermwrwl, r.] l.

Acquaintance by frequent or customary inter-

course
; familiarity: as, to hold converge with

pei-sons of different sects, or to hold courerm-
with terrestrial things.
The old ascetic Christians found a paradise in a desert,

and with little fmrvj-xr on earth held a conversation in
heaven. Sir T. Brourne, Christ. Mor.. III. .

There studious let me sit,

And hold high cimverne with the mighty dead.

Thomson, Winter, I. 482.

'Tls hut to hold
Converge with Nature's charms. Bttrtm.

2. Conversation; familiar discourse or talk;
free interchange of thoughts or opinions.

Form'd by thy convert* happily to steer
From grave to gay, from lively to severe.

Po.pt, Essay on Man, iv. 379.

Thy converse drew us with delight.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, ex.

3t. Sexual commerce.
The Souldier corrupted with ease and liberty ; drowned

in prohibited wine, enfeebled wirti the continuall c&nrerm-
of women. Sawlys, Travailes, p. Hfl.

converse2 (kon'vers), a. and H. [=F. cimeemc
= Pg. It. eoiiremn, < L. converses, turned round,
pp. of coiivertere, turn round: see convert, i

4

.]

1. <i. Turned about
; transposed ; reciprocal.

The rule is purely negative ; no weight at all is given to
the convi-rsf doctrine that whatever was Venetian should
he Italian. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 42.

II. n. 1. A part answering or corresponding
to another, but differing from it in nature and
required to make it complete ;

a complement ;

a counterpart: as, the hollows in a mold in

which a medal has been cast are the converse of
the parts of the medal in relief. [Converse is

often used incorrectly in the sense of reverse
that is, the opposite, the contrary.
"John Bruce" was written uncompromisingly In every

line of his face, just the cimwm1 of Forrester, whom old
maids of rigid virtue, after seein'-r him twice, were irre-

sistibly impelled to speak of as "Charley." Lairrenre.}

2. In logic : (a) Either of the pair of relations
which subsist between two objects, with refer-
ence to each other: thus, the relation of child to

parent is the converge of the relation of parent
to child, (ft) One of a pair of propositions hav-

ing the same subject and predicate or antece-
dent and consequent, but in the reversed order.
Thus, the proposition that every isosceles triangle has two
of its angles equal Is the converse of the proposition that
ever)- triangle having two angles equal is Isosceles. See
conversion, 2.

The given proposition is called the converted orconvent,
the other, into which it is converted, the converting. There
is. how ever, much ambiguity, to say the least of it, in the
terms commonly employed by logicians to designate the
two propositions that given, and the product of the logi-
cal elaboration. fiir II'. l/,i,iii'lto,i. Logic. \iv

conversely (kon'vers-li). <idr. In a converse
manner

;
as the converse

; by conversion. See
MMMTM", H., and <<>!< nrxion.
As whatever of the produce of the country is de\otcil tn

production is capital, so, (Vimvj-\<7//. the whole of the capi
tal of the country i.s devoted to production.

J. S. Sill, Pol. Econ., I. iv. { 2.

Colloids take up, by a power that has been called "capil-
lary atllnity," u large quantit) of water. . . . Ctmiv i .;//.

with like readiness, they uive up this water by evapora-
tion. //. N,,,,i,'.r. I'rin. of Itiol., 11.

converser (kon-ver'ser), H. One who converges,
or engages in conversation.

In dialogue, she was a 1:001! c<i;/ iv/wr. her language . . .

uas well chosen : . . . her intiiniiation varied ami correct.
Charlotte llrunt,', Shirley, xii.
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conversible 1

(kon-ver'si-iil), . [= F. torn
hit- = I'tf. fiiitrtrnirtl, < 1,1, . i-iinn ruiliilix (also
fiinn rithili*: see conn ft/ lilt i. changeable, < L.

i-inirirlifi, pp. riiiirerwu: see convert, r., <</-

ere2
.] Capable of being converted, or trans-

formed into the converse.
l In . . sorites.

HIIIHIM:,,'/. Works, IV. 003.

conversible- (kon-ver'si-bl), a. [< nmrertel,
r., + -ifrfV.] Hame as conversable.

conversing (kon-ver'sing), . [Verbal n. of con-

iv/.svi, c.] Conversation; intercourse; dealing.
It were very reasonable to pro|jound to ourselves, in all

our en. Mi others, that one urcat design i.f doing
ome good to their soul... Whole Until of Man, 8 IB.

If, however, from too much conversing with material

iiijccts, the soul was gross, ami misplaced its satisfaction
In the liody, It reajied nothing but sorrow.

Kinert"n\. Essays, 1st ser., p. 1(14.

conversion (kon-ver'shon), 11. [= F. conversion
= Pr. conrcruw = bp. conversion = Pg. conversilo
= It. eonvtrsione, < L. conrersio(n-), (converkre,
pp. eonrersun, convert: see conrert, r.] 1. In

general, a turning or changing from one state
or form to another; transmutation; transfor-
mation: sometimes implying total loss of iden-

tity: as, a conversion of water into ice, or of
food into chyle or blood; the conversion of a

thing from its original purpose to another
;
the

conversion of land into money.
The conversimi of arable land into pasture, which was

the chief agrarian grievance, was lunch more universal

among Catholics than among Protestanto.

*/, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvl.

Specifically 2. In logic, that immediate in-

ference which transforms a proposition into
another whose subject-term is the predicate-
term, and whose predicate-term the subject-
term, of the former. Simplt, j/nyxr, or direct eon-
rerrion is that in which the quantity and quality of the

propositions remain unchanged : as. No good man is un-
happy ; hence (by conversion), No unhappy man is good.
Conversion per accident (by accident) Is that In which the

quality of the first proposition Is unchanged while ii-

quantity is changed : as, All cockatrices are non-existent ;

hence (by conversion), Some non-existent things are cock-
atrices. Conversion bit contrattonition is where the quantity
and quality are preserved, but the terms are intlnitated :

as, Some Chinamen are not honest; hence, Some non-
honeit persons are not non-Chinamen. The traditional
rules of conversion are embodied in the verses,

simpliciter/ccr, convertitur era. iier accl,
Astro per contra, slcut conversio tot*,

where the vowels of fed, era, inrtro, show the kinds of

propositions which can lie converted in the three ways.
(.See .41, 2(b).) kdiminttte contention is a conversion of a

proposition such that the consequent asserts less than
the antecedent : as, All lawyers are honest, and therefore
some honest men are lawyers. An improper or reducfiiv
conversion is a conversion per accidens or by contraposi-
tion. A unieertful convention is an inference by conversion
whose conclusion is a universal proposition ; a partial con-

renion, one whose conclusion is a particular proposition.
[The Latin rtmrersio was first nsed in this sense by Appu-
lelus to translate Aristotle's oi'Ti<rTpo<ii.]

3. In theol., a radical and complete change,
sudden or gradual, in the spirit, purpose, and
direction of the life, from one of self-seeking
and enmity toward God to one of love toward
Qod and man.
The seciind, the Sunday after the test of the conurrsimiii

of seynte Poule. English Gilds (E. E. T. .), p. 52.

If we look through all the examples we have of conver-
sion in Scripture, the conversion 61 the Apostle Paul and
the Corinthians, and all others the apostles write to, how
far were they from this gradual way of conversion by con-
tracted habits, and by such culture as Turnbull speaks of !

fc'rfirarrfa, Works, II. 64S.

4. Change from one religion to another, or
from one side or party to another, especially
from one that is regarded as false to one tha't

is regarded as true.

They passed through Phentce and Samaria, declaring
the conversion of the Gentiles. Act* XT. 8.

That conversion will be suspected that apparently con-
curs with interest. Johnson.

5. Milit. : (a) A change of front, as of a body
of troops attacked in flank. (6) The applica-
tion of condemned stores to uses other than
that originally intended. 6. In ordnance, the
alteration of a smooth-bore gun into a rifled

gun by inserting a lining-tube of wrought-iron
or steel. 7. In l<nr: (a) An unauthorized as-

sumption and exercise of the right of owner-
ship over personal property belonging to an-
other in hostility to his rights; an act of do-
minion over the personal property of another
inconsistent with his rights; unauthorized ap-
propriation. (6) A change from realty into

personalty, or vice versa. See equitable con-
rtrxion, under rquiltiblc. 8. .\nitt., the reduc-
tion of a vessel by one deck, so as to convert
a liue-of-battle ship into a frigate, or a crank

convert

three-decker into a good two-decker, or a ser-

viceable vessel into a hulk. fKng.] 9. In

t/i/t mi/. See extract.
I niler the Mum- /i is designated a certain

modification of the shade of any colour pioilmi ii mi cloth

by means of the latWTvntton M som. chemical agent.
II .

l ,,.u*-, x. Hjeing ami Calico-printing, p. 31.

Center of conversion, in mtch., the iioint in a body ai.m
w Inch it turns iis a center, when a force is applied to any
part of it, or unequal forces an- applied to it, different

p.n t-. Conversion of equations, in "';/., the reduction
of equations by multiplication, or the manner of altering
an equation when the quantity sought, or am nn -in'.

it, is a fraction ; the reducing of a fractional equation into
an integral one. Conversion of proportions, in mnili..
is when of four proportionals it Is Inferred that the first

is to iU excess above the second as the third to its excess
.line, i the fourth ; and the four terms when thus arranueil
are said to be proportionals by conversion. Conversion
Of relief, a pselldoscoplc ellect by which an alto nlii \n i-

changed to a basso-rilievo, and conversely: first used by
Wheat*tone.

By simply crossing the pictures in the stereoscope,w as
to bring before each eye the picture taken for the other,
a conversion of relief is produced in the resulting solid

Image. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., { 31.

Conversion of St. Paul, a festival of the Roman Catholic
and of the Anglican church, observed on the 25th of Jan-

uary, In commemoration of the conversion of St. Paul the
A IH isi le. as related in the ninth chapter of Acts. - Syn. 3.

Conversion, Kryvneratwn. Conversion is generally em-
ployed to express the voluntary act of the individual in

turning from sin to seek the pardon and grace of God,
while renenrration is employed to express the divine act
exerted by the Spirit of (lod on the soul of man. Hut this

distinction is by no means always oliserved even In theo-

logical writings, and the two terms are often used synony-
mously.

He oft

Frequented their assemblies, whereso met,
Triumphs or festivals ; aud to them preach 'd

Conversion and repentance, as to souls
In prison, under judgments imminent.

Milton, f. L, xi. 724.

Not by works of righteousness which we have done, hut
according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of re-

jeneration and renewing of the Holy (Ihost. Tit. ill. 6.

conversive1
(kon-ver'siv), a. [< L. conversus,

pp. of conrertere, turn round (see convert, f.), +
-ire.] Capable of being converted or changed ;

convertible. [Rare or obsolete.]
conversive2 (kou-ver'siv), a. [< conrcrsel +

ire.'} Conversable; social. [Rare or obsolete.]
To be rude or foolish is the badge of a weak mind, and

of one deficient in the cotttvrsire quality of man.
Felt/tarn, Resolves, ii. 75.

convert (kon-vert'), r. [< ME. conrerten = F.
Pr. Sp. coiitcrtir = Pg. converter = It. conver-

tire, < L. converters, pp. cnnrersus, turn round,
turn toward, change, convert, < com-, together,
+ rertere, turn: see rent, and cf. advert, arert,
ercrt, invert, jierrert, rerert.] I, trans. If. To
cause to turn

;
turn

;
turn round.

Concert thy thoughts to somewhat else, I pray thee.
/.'. Jottson

t Poetaster, iii. 1.

That a kingfisher, hanged by the bill, sheweth In what
quarter the wind is, by an occult and secret propriety, con-

vertintf the breast to that point of the Horizon from whence
the wind doth blow, is a received opinion, and very strange.

Sir T. Brotrne, Vnlg. Err., iii. 10.

2. To change or turn, as into another form or
substance or, by exchange, into an equivalent
thing; transmute; transform: as, to convert

grain into spirits ;
to conrert one kind of prop-

erty into another; to convert bank-notes into

gold.
If the whole atmosphere was converted into water, it

would make no more than eleven or twelve yards water
aliout the earth. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, L S.

We congratulate you that you have known how to con-
vert calamities into powers, exile into a campaign, present
defeat into lasting victor}-. Emerson, Misc., p. 362.

It wassomething different from mere condensation which
converted Promos and Cassandra Into Measure for Mea-
sure. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, I. 118.

3. To change from one state or condition to
another: as, to conrert a barren waste into a
fruitful field

; to convert rude savages into civ-
ilized men.

That still lessens
The sorrow, and cotmrts it nigh to joy.

Milton, S. A., L 1SH.

Emancipation mayronrert the slave from a well-fed ani-
mal into a pauperised man. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 21.

4. In theol., to change the purpose, direction,
and spirit of the life of (another) from one of

self-seeking and enmity toward God to one of
love toward God and man; turn from an evil
life to a holy one.

Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that yonr sin

may lie blotted out. Acts iii. 10.

He which converteth the sinner from the error of his way
shall save a soul from death. Jas. v. 20.

5. To change or turn from one religion to an-
other, or from one party or sect to another,
especially from one that is regarded as false to

one that is regarded as true.



convert

pork

'Twas much wished by the holy Robinson that some of

the poor heathen had been converted before any of them

had been slaughtered. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., i. 3.

No attempt was made to convert the Moslems. Prescott.

6. To turn from one use or destination to an-

other; divert from the proper or intended use;

specifically, in law, of personal property, un- yourselves.

lawfully to assume ownership of, or to assert

a control over, inconsistent with that of the

owner
; appropriate without right to one's own

use, or intentionally deprive of its use the one

having the right thereto.

Which [lands and possessions] are nowe, and have bene

of longe tyme, conuerted as well to dedes of charyte and to

the comiuen-welth there, as hereafter shall appere.

Enyliih Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 248.

When the Monks of Canterbury had displeased him about

the election of their Archbishop, he seized upon all their

Goods, and converted them to his own Use.

Baker, Chronicles, p.

1244 convey

Hr P.iil makes i difference between those he calls With the Deity right and expedient are doubtless con-

neophytes that is.'iiewly grafted into Christianity and vertible terms. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 11.

those that are brought up in the faith. But it should be remembered that this line [of eight syl-

Bacon, Speech on the Union of Laws,
lables] is at all times convertible with one of seven sylla-

The pagan coterie who got hold of him [the Emperor bles. Generis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xxxvii.

Julian] soon discovered the importance of their convert. Q jn ;0<,jc true, or asserted to be true, after
Smith and Wace, Diet. Christ. Biog., III. 494.

convel.sî ,n
'

or the interchange of subject and

predicate. See conversion, 2.

He had need be well conducted that should design to

make Axioms convertible, if he make them not withal cir-

cular and non-promovent, or incurring into themselves.

Bacon, Works (ed. Spedding), III. 407.

Convertible bonds. Seeiwndi.

convertibleness (kon-ver'ti-bl-nes), n. Con-

vertibility.

convertibly (kon-ver'ti-bli), adr. Reciprocally ;

with interchange of terms
; by conversion.

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for yi

compass sea and land to make one protdyte, and, when hi

is made ve make him twofold more the child of hell than
Mat. xxiii. 15.

This is a creature,

Would she begin a sect, might quench the zeal

Of all professors else ;
make proselytes

Of who she but bid follow. Shah., W. T., v. 1.

That notorious pervert, Henry of Navarre and France.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, i.

Hopeful looked after him, and espied on his back a pa

ng their own p.,,.-
were, renegades to nationality and patriotism.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 134.

convertend (kon-ver-tend'), n. [= F. conver-

7. In logic, to transform by conversion. See tente, < L. convertendus, gerundive of convertere,

conversion, 2. 8f. To turn into or express in convert: see convert, r.] That which is to be

another language ;
translate. converted ; specifically, in logic, a proposition

atullus more elegantly converted. which is or is to be transformed by conversion
;

B. Jonson, Masque of Queens, the premise of the immediate inference ot con-
Which story .

Converting proposition, the conclusion of an inference

of conversion.

Il.t intrans. 1. To turn in course or direc-

tion; turn about.

I make hym soone to converte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1412.

I have spoken sufficiently, at least what I can, of this

Nation in generall : now convert we to the Person and
Court of this Sultan. Sandys, Travailes, p. 57.

2. To be changed; undergo a change.

The love of wicked friends converts to fear ;

That fear, to hate. Shak., Rich. II., v. 1.

3. To experience a change of heart ; change the

current of one's life from worldliness or selfish-

ness to love of God and man.

We preach many long sermons, yet the people will not

repent nor convert. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Lest they . . . understand with their heart, and eon-

vert, and be healed. Isa. vi. 10.

Whenever a man converts to God, in the same instant

God turns to him. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 423.

convert (kon'vert), n. [< convert, v."] 1. A
person who is converted from one opinion or

practice to another
;
one who renounces one

creed, religious system, or party, and embraces
another: used particularly of those who change
their religious opinions, but applicable to any
change from one belief or practice to another.

As some one has well said, the utmost that severity can
do is to make hypocrites ; it can never make converts.

II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 203.

2. In theol., one who has been changed, as to

the purpose and direction of his life, from sin

to holiness.

Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts
with righteousness. Isa. i. 27.

3. In monasteries, a lay friar or brother admit-
ted to the service of the house, without orders,
and not allowed to sing in the choir. Clinical
convert. See clinical. =Syn. 1. Seophytf, Convert, Prose-

lyte, Pervert, Apostate, Renegade. A neophyte is a convert
who is still very new to the doctrine or duties of his re-

ligion ; hence, figuratively, the word stands for a novice
in any line ; it does not at all suggest the abandonment of

any other faith for the present one. A convert may or may
not be from some other faith ; the word expresses a radical

change in convictions, feelings, purposes, and actions, and
therefore suggests the sincerity of the subject ; it is rarely
used with a sinister meaning, but it may mean only acqui-
escence in a new faith proposed for nominal adherence :

x rr . 1. One who con-

verts
;
one who makes converts.

The zealous converters of souls and labourers in God's

vineyard. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 135), I. i.

The illustrious converter appealed to the Pope.
National Baptist, XIX. 3.

convert. [Obsolete or rare.]

It was my breath that blew this tempest up,

Upon your stubborn usage of the pope ;

But, since you are a gentle conn
1 ii iff,

My tongue shall hush again this storm of war.

Shale., K. John, v. 1.

Pardon him, lady, that is now a convertite, :

Your beauty, like a saint, bath wrought this wonder.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

I do not understand these half cbnrertites. Jews chris-

tianizingChristians judaizing puzzle me.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

converter, n. See converter, 2.

convex (kon'veks), a. and n. [= D. konveks =
G. cocex = Dan. Sw. konvex, < F. coucexe= Sp.

Pg. convexo = It. convesso, < L. con-

rexux, vaulted, arched, rounded, con-_ ., ,
. i i vjt/u-^t vuuiudtf luvuvu* J.\J\A***J.^\*J \-v"-

2. A vessel in which metals or other materials
concave, prop. pp. (collateral to

ni*ri AtivMkri r\n fif\-n iratrfnri fvrtin mi*a all SVriP OV ('Oil- a i -i _ ...are changed or converted from one shape or con-

dition to another.
Specifically, in metal.,
an oval-shaped vessel

or retort, hung on an

axis, made of iron and
lined with some refrac-

tory material, in which
molten pig-iron is con-
verted by the Bessemer
process into what is gen-

erally called steel. See
steel. Also spelled con-

vertor.

convertibility(kon-
ver-ti-bil'i-ti), n.

[= F. convertibility

= Sp. convertibili-

dad, < ML. converti-

bilita(t-)s,<. LL. con-

vertibilis, changeable: see convertible and -bil-

ity.~\ The condition or quality of being con-

vertible, (a) The capability of being converted, trans-

muted, or transformed from one form or state to another,
or exchanged for an equivalent : as, the convertibility of

water into oxygen and hydrogen.

The mutual convertibility of land into money and of

money into land. Burke, Rev. ill France.

Convex or
Plano-con-
vex Lens.

Bessemer Converter.

convectus) of convehcre, bring toge-
ther: see convection.] I. a. 1. Curved,
as a line or siirface, in the manner of

a circle or sphere when viewed from
some point without it; curved away
from the point of view ; hence, bound-
ed by such a line or surface : as, a convex mirror.
A curved line or surface is regarded as convex when it falls

between the point of view and a line joining any two of its

points. See concave.

Half the convex world intrudes between.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, 1. 342.

Specifically 2. In ziiol. and anat., elevated

and regula'rly rounded ; forming a segment of

a sphere, or nearly so : distinguished from gib-

bons, which is applied to a less regular eleva-

tion. Convex lens, in optic*, a lens having either one
or lioth sides convex. See lens. Convex mirror, in

optics. See mirror.

II. n. [< L. convexmn, prop. neut. of con-

rejcus, adj.: see above.] A convex body or

surface.

Through the large Convex of the azure Sky . . .

Fierce Meteors shoot their arbitrary Light.

Prior, Carmen Seculare, st. 40.

Half heaven's convex glitters with the flame. Tickell.

I hold the immediate convertibility of bank notes into conTrexed (kon'vekst), a. K convex + -ed2
.']

iccie to be an indispensable security to their retaining ^SKXTi^mmi nrotiihprant rh a snhprical form
leir value. D. Webster, Speech, Senate, March 18, 1854. Made convex

, protul
rt.iTf*T/%vrtH ITT / b-i-vr> _-\mb- anH_M 1 /Ifin I Tl ft. f'OTlVAY

spec!
th.

In a convex
(6) Capability of being applied or turned to a new use. (o)

COnVOXedly (kon-vek'sed-li), adv.

Thequalityof being interchangeable: as, the convertibility lorm.
of certain letters, (d) In loyic, capability of being trans- convexednCSS (kon-vek sed-nes), n. bame as
formed by conversion. convexity, 1.

convertible (kon-ver'ti-bl), . [= F. Pr. Sp. conyexity (kon-vek'si.-ti), n. [= D. kmveksi-
converttble = Pg. convertirel = It. convertibile, < tef t _ Dan . kotivexitet, < F. convexite = Sp. con-
LL. convertibilis (also conversibilis : see cower- vexifi(l fi

_ pg . convexidade = It. eonvessita, < L.

sible),< ii. convertere, turn, change: see convert, Convexita(t-)s, < convex-its, convex: see convex,
.] 1. Capable of being changed in form, sub- oj j rr,ne character or state of being con-

stance, or condition; susceptible of change; vex; roundness; sphericity. Also sometimes

convexness, convexedness.

The very convexity of the earth. Bentley.

2. The exterior surface or form of a convex

transmutable
;
transformable: as, iron is con-

vertible into steel, and wood into charcoal.

Also, by reason of the afflnitie which it hath with mylke,
it is conuertiole into blonde and flesh.

Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii. bodv.
In a convex form :

Same

as, they were offered the choice of death or becoming con- ""^i '; vfi' t-k. ronvexo concave fkon-vek'so-kon'-
* to the faith of the conqueror. A proselyte is gener- cally, in banking and com., capable of being con- cpnvexp-concaye

( ran-

ally from some other faith or alliance, primarily in reli-

gion, but also in partizanship of any kind : proselytism
does not necessarily imply conviction ; the tendency is to
use only convert in the good sense, and apply proselyte to
one brought over by unworthy motives, and proselytizer to
one who seeks recruits for his faith without being particu-
lar as to their being converted to It. Pervert as a noun is

new, and confined chiefly to England ;
it is a paronomasia

for convert, and a controversial word, stigmatizing one who
abandons the Church of England, or one of the other Prot-
estant churches, for the Roman Catholic Church. Apos-
tate is a strong term for an utter, conspicuous, and presum-
ably base renounce! 1 of the Christian religion, or of any
denominational, political, or other faith and affiliation. A
renegade is one who, presumably without conversion of
mind or heart, and from sheer interest, goes over from
one faith or party to another

; hence, a mere runaway or
deserter. The term covers as much abhorrence and repro-
bation as apostate, and more contempt.

verted or changed into gold of similar amount
at any time: applied to bank-notes and other
forms of paper money: as, a convertible paper
currency. 4. Capable of being applied or

turned, as to a new use.

He sees a thousand things, which, being ignorant of

their uses, he cannot think convertible to any valuable

kav), a. Having a convex opposite
to a concave surface ; having a hol-

low or incurvation on one side cor-

responding to a convexity on the

other : said of bodies Convexo-con-
cave lens, a lens having a convex and a. concave surface,

the radius of curvature of the former being less than that

jf the latter. Also called w nitcux.

Convexo-con-
cave Lens.

purpose. Goldsmith, Criticisms.
co

"

nvex()-convex (kon-vek'so-kon'-
The labour of the miner for example, consists of opera- vefcs N

. Convex on both sides, as
tions for digging out of the earth substances convertible

by industry into various articles fitted for human use. a lens : otherwise termed (loiiwe-

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. ii. 3. convex.

5. So constituted as to be interchangeable; COnvexo-plane (kon-vek'so-plan),

equivalent in certain or all respects.
Same as plano-convex.

The law and the opinion of the judge are not always Convey (koii-va'), r. [X ML. con-

i;:,nvrtMe terms. Blackstone, Com., I., Int., 3. veyen, conveien, < OI . conreifr, also
Convexo-con-
vex I.ens.



convey

roiirnirr, V. CHHroyrr (> north. MK. miivoirn, E.

r,n,r,,<l. <|. v.) = Sj>. ,-..,/|- = l'. flWrtotof =

It. ewwfare (obs.),< Ml- <<""''"'' .accompany
on the way, < I.. <''-. together, 4

,,.] I. tram. 1. ToeaiTT, IM-IU-. m- transport.

L94B

1Mb not the act of the parent, in any lawfnll gnuint r

I will ftiun'il them by sea in tl"ats.

!!- .'"/iiv/
.XVirtjt. .M. Vi . Ol *T., IV. s-

wherein

unin>^_ o les, I. 3(S.

2 To transmit ;
communicate by transmission ;

carry or pass along, as to a destination.

A divine natural right could not h,
..,'.'./

down with-

out any plain, naturul, or divine rule concerning it. Locke.

The blessing, therefore, we commemorate was great ;

an I it was mad.- yet greater by the way n. whieh (.l was

pleased to ronw/lttSVfc Dp. .I"'-''""'." xenons, I. vil.

3 In law, to transfer ; pass the title to by deed,

assignment, or otherwise : as, to conrey lands

to a purchaser by bargain and sale.

He preaches to the crowd that power Is lent,

But not amvty-d, to kingly government.
Dryden, llle Medal, 1. 83.

The land of a child under age, or an idiot, might, with

the consent of a general court be com-,/,',! away
Bancroft, Hist. U, S., 1. 334.

Men conveyed themselves to government for a definite

^S^^^M^J^^S&SSS.
4 To transmit ;

contain and carry ; carry as a

medium of transmission : as, air conveys sound ;

words convey ideas.

Full well the busy whisper, circling round,

Convry'd the dismal tidings when he frown d.

As the development of the mind proceeds yml'ol"- :

.

(6) The instrument or document by which prop-

erty is transferred from one person to another;

specifically, a written instrument transferring

the ownership of real property between living

persons; a deed of land. It is sometimes used

as including leases, mortgages, etc., and some-

times in contradistinction to them.

The very conveyance! of his lands will hardly lie In this

ei "
MJX

3 That by which anything is carried or borne

along; any instrument of transportation from

one place to another ; specifically, a carnage or

coach
;
a vehicle of any kind.

These pipes, and these coiimyanea of our blood.

SitaK., Cor., v. 1.

4f. The act of removing ;
removal.

Tell her thou niad'st away her uncle I'larence,

Her uncle Rivers ; y, and, for her sake,

Mad'st quick conveyance with her good aunt Anne.

Shnk., Ktcll. III., iv. 4.

5f. A device; an artifice; hence, secret prac-

tices; clever or underhand management.

the wire would be at so high a potential th

would fly from it into the surrounding air. ^
5. To impart ;

communicate through some me-

dium of transmission.

Poets alone found the delightful way
Mysterious morals gently to convey

In charming numbers.
Dryden, Essay on Satire, 1. 8.

To conveu our thoughts in more ardent and Intense

phrase,'.

'

Addiwn, Spectator, No. 40:..

So long as an accurate impression of facts is cmtryed,\t

does not matter in the least by what word, -that is, by

what sounds that impression is conveyed. Inat is, It

does not matter as far as the facts are concerned
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 39.

6f. To steal ;
lift ; purloin. [Old slang.]

And take heede who takes it [a spoon]
yp,

for leare it be

ronuayde. Babce* Itook (!-. E. 1. S.), p. 7i.

Convey, the wise It call: Steal! foh; a nco for the

phrase.

'

7f. To manage ; carry on ;
conduct.

He thought he had conveyed the matter so privily and

so closely that it should never have been known nor have

come to light, Larimer, 2d Sermon l>ef. Edw. V I.
,
1550.

I will . . . convey the business as I shall find nieans.
^

8f. To trace
;
derive.

The son and grandson of Nicholas, the elder brother, are

not inheritable to John the Earl, because, tho they are

Iwth Denizens bom, yet Nicholas, their father, through

whom they must convey their PediSree '

s
w

.

a
^
a"

/

* '

"{673).

Il.t intrans. To steal. [Old slang.]

I will convey, crosshite, and cheat upon Simplicius.

COnveyt, . \.< conrey, v. Cf. convoy, .] 1. A
conveyance or transfer.

Though the presumptuous asse . . . make a convey of

'l^rt Courtier (Hart. Misc., v. 403*

2. An escort ;
a convoy.

The ilnv following, we were faine to hire a strong convey

of atout LCXs'to guard us through the Cork wood,.

Actlyn, .Memoirs.

conveyable (kou-va'a-bl), a. [< convey + -able.]

Capable of being conveyed or transferred,

conveyance (kon-va'ans), . [< convey + -AM*.]

1 Tho act of conveying ;
the act of bearing,

carrying, or transporting, as by land or water,

or through any medium ;
transmission ;

trans-

ference; transport; convoy.
The cure is properly but an instrument of conueyanre

for the miude, to apprehend the rence by the sound.

rittirnlinui. Arte "f be Poesie, p. 14.

I shall send you Account by Conveyance of'Mr. Symiw.
llnmll, Letters, I. i. 28.

Hie long journey was to lie performed on horseback

the only sure mode of tonreiiante.

2 In MIC: (n) The act of transferring property
from one person to another, as by

" lease and

release,"
"
bargain and sale "; transfer.

Have this in your minds, when ye devise your secret

fetches and concft/aiux*.

l,,ttniier, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., lonO.

Since Henry's death, I fear thereU
'"""jjj"^- ( ^

In one (picture) . . . there 1 the exqulsltest ctmveyance

that ever 1 saw, which is a prety little picture drawen in

the forme of an handkerchief . . . and inserted into an-

other. Coryat, Crudities, I. 18(1.

Derivative conveyance. In lam, a secondary deed ; an

instrument modifying an estate already created, as a

release confirmation, surrender, consignment, or defea-

sance Fraudulent conveyance, a conveyance calcu-

lated 'to deprive creditors of their full and just remedii

-Gratuitous conveyance or deed, one made without

any value being given for it.- Innocent conveyance, in

old Kmj. law, a conveyance of such form, as lease and re-

lease, bargain and sale, and covenant to stand seized, that

it did not purport to transfer anything more than the

grantor actually had, so that it could not be tortious as

was a feoffment made by a person vested only with a less

estate than the fee. See enMiZ-Mesne conveyance,

mesne encumbrance, a conveyance or encumbrance

made or attaching to a title, intermediate to others: as,

he derived title from the original patentee through sever-

al ineme co./n<-c.-0rdlnary conveyance, in lair,

a deed of transfer which is entered into between two or

more persons without an assurance In a superior court (

justice-Voluntary conveyance, a transfer without

valuable consideration.

conveyancer (kon-va'an-ser), n. [< conveyance

+ -cr*.] One who is engaged in the business

of conveyancing.
conveyancing (kou-va'an-sing), ii. [< conrey-

ance + -iny
1
.] 1.' The act or practice of draw-

ing deeds, leases, or other writings for trans-

ferring the title to property
from one person

to another, of investigating titles to property,

and of framing the deeds and contracts which

govern and define the rights and liabilities of

families and individuals. 2. The system of

law affecting property, under which titles are

held and transferred.

conveyer (kon-va'er), 11. 1. One who conveys;

one who or that which conveys, carries, trans-

ports, transmits, or transfers from one person

or place to another. Also sometimes conveyor.

On the surface of the earth, . . .the dense matter Is

Itself in great part, the conveyer of the undulations in

which these agenU (light and heat] consist.

W. R. drove, Corr. of Forces, p. 138.

2. Specifically, a mechanical contrivance for

carrying objects. Applied to those adaptations of

band-buckets or spirals which convey grain, chaff Hour,

bran etc., in threshers, elevators, or grmding-mills, or

materials to upper stories of warehouses or shops or

buildings in course of erection. Also applied to those

arrangements of carriage, traveling on ropes by which

hay lifted by the horse-fork is conveyed to distant parts

of a barn or mow, or materials are carried to a building.

K. 11. Knight.

3t. An impostor; a cheat; a thief .

conviction

ConviciOUSt (kon-vish'us), n. [Also written

miu-itinux; < L. i-iniriciiim, mnntium, abuse

(see mnviciate), + -otw.] Reproachful; oppro-

brious.

The uueen's majesty coiniimiiiidHh all niam-r her sul>-

jet-U . not to use In <le,plte or rebuke of any penon
these conviriotu worda-paplit, or papistical, h.-retik.-,

ismntike or . . any ,uch like word, of reproche.

QMM Ktitabeth, Injunctions, an. 1559.

convict (kmi-vikf), r. t. [< ME. convicten, < L.

conrictiu, pp. of nun-inn n; overcome, conquer,

convict of error or crime, convince: see COH-

vince.] I . To prove or find guilty
of an offense

charged; specifically, to determine or adjudge

to beTguilty after trial before a legal tribunal, as

by the verdict of a jury or other legal decision :

as, to convict the prisoner of felony.

One captain, taken with a cargo of African, on board

his veswl, has been convicted of the highest gra.le 01

fense under our laws, the punishment of which is <leatn

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 175.

2 To convince of wrong-doing or sin ; bring

(one) to the belief or consciousness that one has

done wrong; awaken the conscience of.

They which heard it. lielng convicted by t>le
I

lr
.
own

.

on
.-

science, went out one by one.

3. To confute ; prove or show to be false.

Although not only the reason, but experience, may well

convict It, yet will it not by dlven IrcDejected.^ ^
4f. To show by proof or evidence.

Imagining that these proofs will convict . testament to

have that in it which other men can nowhere by reading

tod.

convict (as a. kon-vikf, as n. kon'vikt), a. and

[< ME. convict = Sp. Pg. conriclo = It. eoii-

tn'nto, convicted, < L. conrictus, pp. : see the

verb.] I. . 1. Proved or found guilty; con-

victed. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Of malefactor, emmet by witnesses, and thereupon

either adjudged to die or otherwise chasUsed their ens-

Nor witness hired, nor jury pick'd,

Prevail to bring himi'^ ^^ Swfft

2t Overcome: conquered. CAflwcer.

]3 n. A person proved or found guilty of

an offense alleged against him ; especially, one

found guilty, after trial before a legal tribunal,

by the verdict of a jury or other legal decision ;

hence, a person undergoing penal servitude ; a

convicted prisoner Convict-lease system, sys-

tem employed in some of the southern I idled State, of

letting out the labor of convict, to contractors for em-

ployment in gangs on public works or in other outdoor

lalwr, the contractor taking full charge of them.- Con-

vict system, the method in which a state disposes of Its

"micts or their labor : specifically, the system of Iran,-

porting convicts to penal settlements, as from Russia to

Siberia, and formerly from England to Australia.

conviction (kon-vik'shon), . [= F. conviction

= Sp. conviction = Pg. eeMfefOB = It. ooiiriw-
'

Boliw. Go, some of you, convey him to the Tower.

K Kich. O, good 1 Convey? Conveyers are you all,

That rise thus nimbly liy a true king's fall.

OA4I&., Klcll. 11., IV. I.

conveyor (kon-va'qr), n. See conveyer, 1.

conviciatet (fcou-vish'i-at), v. t. [Also written

convitiate; < t'. conviciatus, conritiatus, pp. of

conviciari, conntiari, reproach, rail at, < oi-i-

cium, conritium, a loud cry, clamor, abuse; ori-

gin uncertain.] To reproach; rail at; abuse.

To conviciate instead of accusing. Laud.

convicinityt (kon-vi-sin'i-ti). n. [= It. <">;-

,-i'iM ,'
as POM- + rifinity. Cf. ML. conrieiiiiiim.

vicinity, < conricinus (> Sp. conrecino). neigh-

boring, < L. coin-, together, + -ieiii, neigh-

boring: seci-icii/if.//.] Neighborhood; vicinity.

The conndnity and contiguity of the two parishes.
/. w.irtvn. Hi-t. Kiddington, p. IS.

=; OU. (OH',i/f,/ * ft*
^ ' '"y ~

'I'onc, < lA,.conrictio(n-), demonstration, proof ,

< L. convincere, pp. convictus, convict, convince :

see convict, r., and convince.] It. The act of

convincing one of the truth of something; espe-

cially, the act of convincing of error ; confuta-

tion. [Rare.] 2. The state of being convinced

or fully persuaded ; strong belief on the ground
of satisfactory reasons or evidence; the con-

scious assent of the mind ;
settled persuasion ;

a fixed or firm belief: as, an opinion amount-

ing to conviction; he felt a strong connerion o

coming deliverance. [As a philosophical term,

conviction translates the Greek avyKaTaSeatf of

the Stoics.]

It [deliberate aiaent] is sometime, called a conrfcrton, a

word which commonly include, in its meaning two acts

both the act i .f Inference, and the act of awent consequent

upon the inference.
J. //. Xetvman, Gram, of Aasent, p. ITS.

Without earnest convictiom, no great or sound litera-

ture is conceivable.
Lowell, Among my Book,, 1st er., p. 7.

There Is no one of our surest conviction! which may not

1* upset, or at any rate modified, by a further acceMlon

ofknowledge. Huxley, On the "Origin of Specie,, p.131

Specifically 3. The state of being convinced

that one is or has been acting in opposition

to conscience; the state of being convicted of

wrong-doing or sin; strong admonition of

conscience ; religious compunction.

The manner of hi, conviction was designed, not a, a

peculiar privilege to him, but as a ... lasng argmnent

for the conviction of others.

The awful providence, ye see, hail awakened him. and

hi, sin had been set home to hU soul ; i

such conviction, that it all
'

, p. n.

4 The act of proving or finding guilty of an

offense charged; especially, the finding by a



conviction

jury or other legal tribunal that the person on

trial is guilty of the offense charged: some-

times used as implying judgment or sentence.

condemnation upon proof or reasoning; con-

futation.

For all his tedious talk is but vain boast,

Or subtle shifts conviction to evade.

Milton, P. R., iv. 308.

Summary conviction, a conviction had without trial

bv jury as in cases of contempt of court, of attempt to

corrupt or withhold evidence, of malversation by pel-sons

intrusted with the criminal police of the country, of cer-

tain offenses against the revenue laws, and in proceedings
before sheriffs and justices of the peace for minor offenses.

Under conviction, in a state of compunction and re-

pentance for sin, preliminary to conversion : used in Meth-

odist and Baptist
" revivals.

"= Syn. 2 and 3. Belit.f, Faith,

etc. See persuasion.

convictism (kon'vik-tizm), n. [< convict, n.,+

12-16 convoke

We do not wish to force them into the right path, but convivially (kon-viv'i-al-i), adr. Ill a spirit of

I,, ,,,;-*,,ade them.
_ ^ __t DI __ TTT _ conviviality ;

iii a convivial manner
; festively:

as, conriviallji inclined.

convocant(kon'vo-kant), . [< L. convocan(t-)s,

ppr. of convocare, convoke : see convoke, conno-

tate.] One who convokes
;
a couvoker. [Rare.]

This body was uncanonically assembled ; owning no

higher mnnoeaat than Tricoilpi, "Minister of Worship, and

Schinas, of Education. J. M. Settle, Eastern Church, i. 60.

Smith and Wace, Diet. Christ. Biog., III. 504.

<n by believin,

ou, then learnU
ing from the closest, severest scrutiny, which may proba-

bly bring you to be convinced, notpermaded, of the ibinga

you first believed. Caroline fox, Journal, p. 119.

convincement (kou-vins'ment), . [< convince

+ -ment.] The 'act, process, or fact of con-

vincing, or of being convinced
;
conviction. convocatet (kon vo-kat), v. t.

They taught compulsion without convincewent.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

It was not in vain that he [George Fox] travelled ; God,

in most places, sealing his commission with the amviwv-
ment of some of all sorts, as well publicans as sober pro-

fessors of religion. Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

His address was much devoted to the convincement of

his hearers. The American, VIII. 341.

[< L. cotiFoeatvx,

pp. of convocare, convoke: see convoke.] To
convoke; call or summon to meet ;

assemble by
summons.

Archiepiscopal or metropolitan- prerogatives are those

mentioned In old imperial constitutions, to convocate the

holy bishops under them within the compass of their own
provinces. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 8.

St. James . . . was president of that synod which the

The
V

convict system (which see, under C0nvincer (kon-viu'ser), n. One who or that Kposl '

j*. Taylor, Woikt (ed, 1886), IL W.
convict, n.).

The evils of convictism. W. H&ivitt.

convictive (kon-vik'tiv), a. [< convict + -ire.]

Having the power to convince or convict.

[Rare or obsolete.]

The most close and concictive method that may be.

Dr. U. More, Antidote against Idolatry, Pref.

cqnvictively (kon-vik'tiv-li), adv.

tive or convincing manner.

which convinces, manifests, or proves.
For the divine light was now only a convinces of his

[Adam's] miscarriages, but administered nothing of the

divine love and power.
Dr. H. More, Lief, of Moral Cabbala, iii.

convincible (kon-vin'si-bl), a. [= Sp. convent i-

ble = Pg. convencivel ; as convince + -iblej] 1 .

Capable of being convinced. 2f. Capable of
In a convic- ,,/ ,i

i8proved
*

refuted.

The truth of the gospel had clearly shined in the sim-

plicity thereof, and so convictivety against all the follies

and impostures of the former ages.
l>r. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 141.

Power of

Convincible falsities. Sir T. Bmu-ne, Vulg. Err., iii. 9.

3f. Capable or worthy of being convicted
;
cul-

pable.

time is not only co

manifest impiety.

incible and statute-madness,
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 4ii.

convictiveness (kou-vik'tiv-nes), .

convicting.
COnvictor (kou-vik'tor), n. [= It. convittore, < convincingly (kou-vin'siug-li), adv. In a con-
L. conHctor, one who lives with another, a table- vincing manner; in a manner to compel as-

companion, messmate, < convivere, live together: sent, or to leave no room for doubt.
see convive, v.] A member of the University ot convincingness (kon-vin' sing-lies), n. The
Oxford who, though not belonging to the foun- pOwer of convincing,
datum of any college or hall, has been a regent, convitiatet, v. t. See conviciate.

and has constantly kept his name on the books
convitiouSt, " See conriciowt.

of some college or hall from the time of his ad- convivalt (kon-vi'val), a. and . [= Pg. cow-
mission to that of taking his master's or doctor's n> ;

_
it,, convivale", < L. convivalis, p<

degi'ee.
convince (kon-vins'), c. (.

; pret. and pp. con-

vinced, ppr. convincing. [= F. coin-aincre, OF.

convenquer, convencer = Pr. Sp. Pg. eonreneer =
It. convincere, < L. cotivincerc, overcome, con-

quer, convict of error or crime, show clearly,

demonstrate, < com- (intensive) + vincere, con-

2uer:
see victor and vanquish, and ci. convict.]

. To persuade or satisfy by argument or evi-

truth.

For he mightily convinced the Jews,
the scriptures that Jesus was Christ.

Argument never convinces any man against his will.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 18.

2f. To evince ;
demonstrate

; prove.

And, which cwwiitceth excellence in him,
A principal admirer of yourself.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. ;i.

Yet this, sure, methinks, convinces a power for the sov-

ereign to raise payments for land forces.

Quoted by Hallam.

pertaining
to a feaster or guest, < conviva, a feaster, guest :

.see convive, v., and cf. convivial,] I. a. Same
as convivial.

The same wa* a roni'trul dish.

,S'iV T. tiruirnr, Vulg. Err., iii. 25.

II. n. A guest.
The number of the conninals atpriuate entertainments

exceeded not nine, nor were vnder three.

Sand!/", Travailes, p. '.

be
con-

carouse

together, < conviva, one who feasts with another,
. shewing by a table-companion, guest, < convivere, live toge-
Acts xviii. 28.

ther, < com-, together, + mere, live : see vital,

vivid, victual, and cf. convivial.] To feast.

First, all you peers of Greece, go to my tent ;

There in the full convive you. Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

convive (kon'vev or -viv), i. [< F. convive =
Pg. It. conviva, < L. conviva, a guest, a table-

companion: see convive, v., and cf. convival, con-

vivial.] A boon companion ;
one who is con-

vivial
;
a guest at table.

Yet where is the Host? and his convives where?
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 19).

It is to be believed that an indifferent tavern dinner h

3f. To refute
;
show to be wrong.

God never wrought miracle to convince atheism, because
his ordinary works convince it. Bacon, Atheism.

Mine eyes have been an evidence of credit

Too sure to be convinced.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2. . . . ,, . , . , >

. , convivial (kon-viv'i-al), a.

4f. To overpower; conquer; vanquish.
His two chamberlains

"Will I with wine and wassel so convince,
That memory, the warder of the brain,
Shall be a fume. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

5t. To convict
; prove or find guilty.

A great number of ... Historiographers and Cosmog-
raphers of later times . . . are by euident arguments con-

vinced of manifold errors.

llakluijt'K Voyage*, To the Reader.

If ye have respect to persons, ye commit, sin. and aiv
convinced of |by] the law as trangressors. .Tas. ii. 9.

Drag hence
This impious judge, piecemeal to tear his limbs
Before the law convince him. Webster.

= Syn. 1. Convince, Perxiutde. To convince a person is

to satisfy his understanding as to the truth of a certain
statement ; to persuade him is, by derivation, to atfect his
will by motives; but it has long been used also for con- Conviviality (kon-Vlv-1-al 1-tl),

vince, as in Luke xx. 6, "they be jierifuaded that John was
a prophet." There is a marked tendency now to confine
f i.-rMi/e to its own distinctive meaning.

When by reading or discourse we find ourselves thor-

oughly convinced of the truth of any article, anil of the
reasonableness of our belief in it, we should never after
xntfer ourselves to call it in question.

Addiftm, Spectator. No. 405.

convocation (kon-vo-ka'shon), n. [= F. con-

vocation = Pr. coKi'ofiitin = Sp. ciinvocacion =
Pg. eonrocitfito = It. cmirocazione, < L. convoeu-

tio(n-), < convocare, pp. mnvocatus, call together :

see convoke.] 1. The act of calling together or

assembling by summons.

Uiaphantus, making a general convocation, spake . . .

ill this manner. . Sir P. Sidney.

2. An assembly.
In the first day there shall be an holy c<mi.octit>n.

Ex. xii. 16.

3. [cap.] An assembly of the clergy of the

Church of England for the settlement of certain

ecclesiastical affairs. There are two Convocations,
viz., of the provinces of Canterbury and York, summoned
by writs from the crown to the archbishops. Each body
contains an upper house of bishops with the archbishop as

president, and a lower house, composed of deans, archdea-

cons, and elected proctors. Constitutions for both Convo-
cations were established in the thirteenth century ; later an
unsuccessful attempt was made to incorporate them with
Parliament. In 1583, by the Act of Submission, their legis-

lative powers were restricted, and their acts have siuce

been dependent upon special warrant from the crown.
The Convocation of Canterbury was the more important
and regular; but after its prorogation in 1717, although
its meetings were continued for a time, it received no
new royal warrant till 1881. The Convocation of York has

generally been less regular in its proceedings than that of

Canterbury. Both Convocations HOW meet at each par-

liamentary session, and the proctors are renewed at each

parliamentary election.

In England, the Ecclesiastical body called the Convoca-

tion, which grew up in the reign of King Edward I., grad-

ually attained the position which had been formerly oc-

cupied, and executed some of the functions which had for-

merly been discharged, by Provincial Synods, consisting of

Bishops. Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 204.

The convttcationn of the two provinces, as the recognised
constitutional assemblies of the English clergy, have un-

dergone, except in the removal of the monastic members
at the dissolution, no change of organisation from the

reign of Edward I. down to the present day.
Stubtu, Const. Hist., 388.

4. In the University of Cambridge, England,
an assembly of the senate out of term time.
A grace is immediately passed to convert such a convo-
cation into a congregation, after which its business pro-
ceeds as usual. Cam. Cal. House of Convocation, in

the University of Oxford, an assembly which enacts ami
amends laws and statutes, and elects burgesses, many pro-

fessors, and other officers, etc. It is composed of all mem-
bers of the university who have at any time been regents,
and who, if independent members, have retained their

names on the books of their respective colleges. =Syn. 2.

Meeting, gathering, convention, congress, diet, synod,
council.

such society [wits and philosophers] was more relished by COnVOCational (kon-vo-ka'shon-al), (I. [< CO-
the convives than a much better one in worse company. vocation + -til. ] Relating to a convocation.

Emerson, Clubs. [Rare.]

[= F. convivial = convocationist (kon-vo-ka'shon-ist), n. [< Cow-

It, conviviale, < L. convirialis, pertaining to a vocation, 3, + -int.] In the C*. of Eng., one

feast, < convivium, a feast (cf. convivalis, per- who supports Convocation; an advocate of

taining to a feaster (< conviva, a feaster), equiv. Convocation ;
one who favors the revival of its

to conviriaUs : see convital), < convivere, live to- powers.
gether: see convive, v.] Relating to or of the convoke (kon-vok'), v. t.; pret. and pp. cox-

nature of a feast or an entertainment; festal; voiced, y^T. convoking. [= F. convoqiier = Pr.

Sp. Pg. conroear = It. convocare, < L. convocare,
call together, < com-, together, + vocare, call, <

vox (roc-), voice : see voice, vot-til, and cf. avoJce,

evoke, invoke, provoke, revoke.] 1. To call toge-

ther; summon to meet
;
assemble by summons.

An active partisan, I thus eomx* /

From every object pleasant circumstance
To suit my ends. Wordmvorth, Prelude, xi.

r'rom March, 1629, to April, 1640, the houses of parlia-

ment were not fnuvked. Never in our history had there

been an interval of eleven years between parliament and

parliament. Maeatilay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. To call or draw in by claim or demand; ap-

propriate as H right or power ;
claim as apper-

taining.

social; jovial.
Your social and convivial spirit is such that it is a hap-

piness to live and converse with you. Dr. Notion.

I was the first who set up festivals ; . . .

Which feasts, convivial meetings we did name.
Sir J. Denham, Old Age, iii.

conyivialist (kon-viv'i-al-ist), .

[<
coHviriii/

+ -ist.] A person of convivial habits.

Here met the . . . politician, the filibuster, the conriri
ulint. (i. 11'. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 224.

. [= F. cow-

lite; as convivial + -iiy.] 1. A convivial

spirit or disposition. 2. The good humor or
mirth indulged in at an entertainment; good-
fellowship.
These extemporaneous entertainments were often pro-

ductive of greater convirialitjf than more formal and pre-
meditated invitations. Malone., Sir J. Reynolds, p. 51.

The aula regis, consisting of t licking and council, sought
iiv to itself the judicial business. Am. (>.. V. 147.

. 1. Jill''*''. *l'inun>n. ftr. Srr-v/MI.



Convolute Co-

Oonvoluta

Convoluta (kon-vo-lfi'tii). . [XL., fern, of
\i. I'linrnliiliix, rolled together: srr i-nnmliiti .

\

The typical genus of the family t'oin-nliiliilir.

I'. />iir(ttlit.rit, of the North Sea and the Baltic,
is an example.

Thej;eiiu*''"iiiWM-i . . . enmpriscs small worms which
lia\e the thin lateral imrtions nt their hollies eltrled over
on to the ventral side. Xtiiml. \nt. Hint., 1. 190.

convolute (kon'vo-lut), a. and w. [= F. con-

. ll. coiirolulo, < L. foiirolutus, pp.
of ronrolrcre, roll together: see
</; !(</(.] I. ii. Kolled together,
or one part over another, in but.,

(.pceilli -ally applied to a leaf in the bud
which is rolled up longitudinally in a
siir.'li roil, one margin being within tin

eoil, the other without, as in the cherry;
also, with reference to estivation, to a co-

SStSJ. roll* which is similarly rolled up, the pet
als successively overlapping one another,

with one margin covered and the other exterior, as in the
Mtitrii'-'-ii-. The epithet contorted or tu-i<ti-<l is treijnently
u->-d in the same sense, though in most cases no actual
twist occurs. Also conwlutfve. Convolute shell, in

i-i'iifli.. a shell with an enlarged final whorl embracing
most or all of the previously formed ones, such as that of
tile I'tlfn-iriilir, Maul d i fin In shells, etc.

II. n. That which is convoluted Convoluta
to a Circle, the curve which would be traced on the plane
of a wheel rolling on a rail by a point flxed on, above, or
below the rail. ,*>//'

l: i-

convoluted (kon'vo-lu-ted), a. [As convolute +
-nl-.] Same as convolute.

I'.eaks recurved and i-tu-liitt'it like a ram's Imrn.

Pennant, British /mil.. Chania.

Convoluted antennas, in entnni.. antenna: that are curled
inward at the ends, as in many Pinnpiluitf. Convoluted
bone, in niuit., a scroll-like or turbinated bone; a tin

liinal. Three such bones are distinguished in man, the
ethmnturbinal, inaxilloturbinal, and sphcnoturbinal. See
these words. -Convoluted wings, in entom., wings which
in repose embrace the l>ody from aliove downward, inclos-

ing it an in a tube.

Convolutidae (kon-vo-lu'ti-de), w. pi. [NL., <

Coni'oliita + -iiia'."] A family of rhabdocceloiiH
turbellariaus having no alimentary canal, and
with the ovaries and yolk-glands not separate :

typified by the genus Convohita.

convolution (kon-vo-lu'shon), ii. [< L. as if

ciiiiriiliiliii(n-), < coiirolrere, pp. conrolutns, roll

together: see convolve.] 1. The act of rolling
or winding together, or of winding one part
or thing on another ; the motion or process of

winding in and out.

O'er the calm sea in convolution swift
The feathcr'd eddy floats.

7'Aomm, Autumn, 1. 839.

2. The state of being rolled upon itself, or
rolled or wound together.
Convolved fibres of vessels, . . . their convolution being

contrived for the better separation of the several parts of
I lie blood. A. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 5.

3. A turn or winding; a fold; a gyration; an
anfractuosity ;

a whorl: as, the convolutions of
a vine; the convolutions of the intestines.

I have seen
A curious child, who dwelt upon a tract
of inland ground, applying to his ear
The convolution* of a smooth-lipped shell.

Wordftrorth, Excursion, iv.

4. In aiifit., specifically, one of the gyri, gyres,
or anfractuosities of the brain, especially of the
cerebrum. See cuts under brain and corpus.
5. In math., such a connection between the re-

lations of any asyzygetic system that each is

applied alternately in the aggregate of the re-

maining relations Broca's convolution, the in-

ferior frontal convolution nf the hrain. Convolutions
of the brain. see lirnin. fry*, and xulcu*.

convolutive (kon'vo-lu-tiv), a. [= F. count/ ii-

1(1'; as convolute + -ire.] In bot., same as cou-

convolve (kon-volv'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. ron-

!/, ppr. courolving. [= It. convolgerc, con-

'c, < L. roil ivi/ 1TIT, pp. couroliitus, roll to-

gether, < com-, together, + rolrere, roll: see
riilnhli. niliiti; and cf. inrolrr, entire, revolve.]
To roll or wind together; roll or twist (one
part or thing) on another.

Then Satan first knew pain,
And writhed him to and fro convolved.

ililtnn, P. L., vl. 328.

Newly hatched maggots . . . can cvnnolw the stubborn
leaf. Dcrham.

.Ktnii thunders dreadful under-ground,
Then pours out smoke in wreathing curls ronrWiv*/.

Addition. .-Eneid. iii.

convolvent (kon-vol'vent), fl. [< L. convol-

rcn(t-)n. ppr. oi' conrolrere, roll together: see
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mina are verticnl. covering the sides and lower
wings, as in (lie katydid.
Convolvulaceae (kon-vol-vn-la'se-e), n. ill.

[NL., < ('oHrolriiliix + -ncctf.'i A large natural
order of tnonopetalous exogens, consisting of
herbs or shrubs usually twining or trailing, and
often wit li milky juice, exemplified by the genus
t'ltlll-olriltltM. It i* allied to the >'<./ iiit.vir aiul.W/n,,/,,,/,,

riaata, tmm which it ldUtin::nMicd by the general habit.
the alternate leaves, ami the fnni|ianitivcly large solitary
nr geminate needs Illled with a erum]iled embryo. There
an- a I nit :n i genera and IMI species, of temperate and tropi-
cal regions, including tin- inoniiim-Klory (Ipvwcea), the
bindweed (Cnnmtnilii*), the dnddi i

(Cimcuta), etc. Many
possess purgative quail ties, and some are used in medicine,
as jala|i an<l ^eaninmiiv. 'I he piini ij.al food-product of
theofilfl- is tlir s\veet iMt-it" I ,.,,,,,1111 UnlntOi..

COnvolVUlaCOOUS (kon-vol-vu-la'shius), n. [<

Cinii-iili-iiliK-i'ii'.] Iii in,/., belonging or relating
to the natural order Convolvulacea' ; resembling
the convolvulus.
convolvulic (kon-vorvu-lik), a. [< Convolni/Hx
+ -ic.~\ Pertaining to or derived from plants of
the genus Convolvulus. Convolvulic acid, same
as cuiu'i'l I'lilini'- tn'i<l.

COnyolvulin (kon-yol'vu-lin), . [< Coiii-olriiliif

+ -i/i2 .] A glucoside, tHe active purgative prin-
ciple of jalap.
convolvulinlc (kon-vol-vu-lin'ik), . [< con-
volvulin + -ic.] Pertaining to or derived from
plants of the genus Convolvulus__ Convolvulinlc
acid, an acid derived from the resin of jalap, Cfinvolm-

n as Exofftmium I'urga.
Also i-iini-iiiriili'- Hi-ill.

lint i of Linnanis, now known

Kolling; winding; inwrapping: spe-
cifically applied, in ruloin., to the tegmina of an
orthopti'vous inscc't when, in repose, the anal
areas lie horizontally one over the other on the
I iack of tlir insect, 'while the rest of the teg-

Convolvulus (kon-vol'vu-lus), n. [= F. con-

volve, convolvulus = 8p. convdlvulo = It. eonvol-
rolo = Dan. konvolvolus, < L. convolrulus (dim.
form), bindweed (in reference to their twining
habit), < conrolrere, roll together, entwine: see
coi4

o/re.] 1. [NL.] One of the principal geiiera
of the natural order Con-

rolvulaceie, of about 150

species, natives of tem-

perate and subtropical
regions, and especially
abundant in the eastern
Mediterranean region.
They are slender, twining nerhs,
with showy trumpet-shaped
dowel*. The more common spe-
cies of the lie lil-, as C. xepiuin
and C. ariwnsit. are popularly
known as bimhcftd. C. Scam-
inonia, of the Levant . yields the

purgative drug scanimony.
2. [/. c.] A plant of the

genus Convolvulus.

The lustre of the long cimrolctt-

I hat coil'd around the stately
stems, and ran

r.Vn to the limit of the land.

Tetmynon, Enoch Arden.

convoy (kqn-voi'), r. t. [<
ME. (north. ) convoien,eon-
royen, < OF. eonroier (F. ,^r!FromTe Ml
fonrnyrr = Sp. conroyar %*}+$* **'

= Pg. eomooior = It. con-

rogliare), another form of couvrier, > E. conrey :

see convey, which is a doublet of conroy.] 1.

To accompany on the way for protection, either

by sea or land ; escort : as, ships of war con-

voyed the Jamaica fleet ; trcrops coiiroyed the

baggage-wagons.
We embarqued in a Dutch Fregat, hound for Flushing,

convoyed and accompanied by live other stoute vessells.

Kcelyn, Diary, Jnly 21, 1641.

She is a galley of the Gran Duca,
That, through the fear of the Algerines,
Convoiit those lazy hrigantines.

Longfellow, Golden legend, v,

2. To accompany for safety or guidance; at-
tend as an escort on a journey.

Hut hark ! a rap comes gently to the door ;

Jenny, wha kens the meaning o' the same.
Tells how a neibor lad cam o er the moor.
To do some errands, and coni'ni/ her hame.

fliirtw, Cottar's Saturday Ni-ln

3f. To convey.
Imagination's chariot convened her
Into a garden where more Beauties smil'd
Than AphrodiMus's Groves false face did wear.

./. Hi-tin nii'iit. Psyche, II. 194.

convoy (kon'voi). ii. [< ronroy, r. Cf. miini/.

n.] If. Conveyance.
Let him depart ; his passport shall l made.
And crowns for ronroi/ put into his purse.

Shale.. Hen. V., iv. X.

2. The act of accompanying and escorting for

protection or defense; escort.

sueb fellows . . . will learn you by rote where services
were done; ... at such a breach, at such a convoy.

Shale.. Hen. v'.. iii.

Being safely come to the Marine, in Conrmj of his Ma-
i. -iv - .IcweN. Hoieell, Letters. I. iii. 89.

convulsionary

3. The proti-ciion afforded by mi accompany-
ing escort, as of troops, a ves-el IP! war. eti-.

><tl> I'imi i- < rirhly laden, find to launch frth mi
der luy atls]tirinn* Ctmvoy. Conyrece, OM li;il< li.-t.,

I he n -mail,. I. i "i the journey a< iicrfornieil under Hi.

tx/nooy of a numerous anil \\ell :n m< >i

i 'i-il. anil Isa., i. :l.

Til nlltaill til IMall Ilf-War. V. l.-:l:l,

4. An escort or accompanying anil protecting
force

; a convoying vessel, fleet, or troop.
UnllhtlrM they have fitted nut I liivthc noliln

temper of the man and the grandeur of his project.
/ :i-ii, Orations, 1. i:.7.

In prevent tin ,. annoyances |of search at seal, unvern-
menu hare sometimes arranged with <>ne anotlii -r that
the presence of a public vessel, or i-nni-n//, junnn^ n ileet

nf merchantmen, shall be evidence that the latter are en

gaged In a lawful trade.

Wuolteii, Introd. to Inter. Law, | nil.

The next morning (I) proceeded to La Orange with n

convuy hut the few cavalrymen I hail with me.
U. S. (i n< ni, IVr-mial Memoir*, I. :iml.

5. The ship, fleet, party, or thine conducted
or escorted and protected; that which is con-

voyed : as, in the fog the frigate lost sight of

her convoy. [The most common sense in nau-
tical use.] 6. A friction-bnike for carriages.
E. H. Knifiht.
convulse (kon-vuls'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. con-

ruined, ppr. con rnisiny. [= F. ronrulser = 8p.
Pg. convitlxar, < L. conritlsus, courolsug, pp. of
convellere (> It. ronreUere), pluck up, dislocate,

convulse, (. mm-, together, + vellere, pluck,

pull.] 1. To draw or contract spasmodically or

involuntarily, as the muscular parts of an ani-
mal body; affect by irregular spasms: as, his
whole frame was convulsed with agony. 2.
To shake

;
disturb by violent irregular action ;

cause great or violent agitation in.

Convulsing heaven aiul earth.

ThoiuMu, Summer, 1. 1143.

'Die two royal houses, whose conflicting claims hail long
cnnrHlxeil the kingdom, were at length united.

Mamulaii, Hallam s Const. Hint.

convulsible (kqn-vul'si-bl), a. [= F. conniM-
l>le, < L. OMMMMCr, pp. of conrfllere, convulse

(see convulse), + -ibl<:~\ Capable of being con-

vulsed; subject to convulsion. JSmrnmn.
convulsion (kon-vul'shon), . [= F. convulsion
= Sp. convulsion = Pg. ciinculs3i>= It. conriilsione
= D. konvulsie = Gr. convulsion = Dan. Sw. kon-

rulxion, < L. conrulsio(n-), conrolsio(n-), cramp,
convulsion, < conrulmw, pp. of eonrellerf, con-
rulse: see convulse.'] 1. A violent and involun-

tary contraction of the muscular parts of an
animal body, with alternate relaxation: a fit.

Infanta are frequently affected with convulsions, the body
undergoing violent spasmodic contractions, and feeling
and voluntary motion ceasing for the time being.

If my hand he put into motion by a connexion, the in-

differently of that operative faculty is taken away. l.nekr.

2. Any violent and irregular motion ; turmoil ;

tumult; commotion.
Whether it be that Providence at certain periods (end*

-i fat men into the world >r that such at all times
latently exist, ami are developed into notice by national
ivnnttlmoiM, . . . the fact is undeniable that the great
men who effected the American anil French revolutions
. . . left liehind them no equals. H'. Chanifferx.

3. Specifically, in aeol., a sudden and violent
disturbance and change of position of the strata ;

a geological event taking place rapidly and at

one impulse, instead of slowly and by repeated
efforts: nearly the same as catastrophe or cata-

clysm. 4t. Violent voluntary muscular effort.

Those two massy pillars
With horrible cimvHlnitm to and fro
He tngK'd. Millon, 8. A., 1. 149.

Crowing convulsions, a popular name of laryngismus
strldulus, or spasm of the larynx : false croup ; spasmodic
croup. =Syn. 2. Disturliance. ]>erturliatioii. throe,

convulsional (kon-vuTshon-al), a. [< convul-
sion + -ill.} 1. Ttelatiug to or of the nature of

convulsions; cataclysmic. 2. Subject to con-
vulsions. [Kare in both senses.]
convulsionary (kon-vul'shou-a-ri), a. and n.

[=F.coiirulxioiiHairc = It. MMMlMoMrio, < XL.
fin i -ulitioHtiriHx, < L. conrulsio(n-), convulsion:
see convulsion.] I. n. 1. Pertaining to convul-
sion

;
of the nature of muscular convulsions :

as, ronmlfiotmry struggles. 2. Causing or re-

sulting from violent disturbance or agitation.
Whatever was rntirnMonara and destructive in polities,

ami above all in religion.

Lotcell, Among my Bonks, 2d ser., p. '-}?

/
\

II. n.: }>\.fiiHriilxiiin<irirs(-ri7.). Oneyjfcj*
subject to convulsions; specifically [cn,n ,,

of a class of Jansenists in France j^
notoriety by falling into eonvulsjv
by other extravagant actions
ai nipanicd bv miraculous;~ In the coots the body U

lip tail, orbob-
'

plumage on the



convulsionary

to a supposed miraculous influence emanating
from the tomb of a pious Jansenist, Fra^ois de

Paris, in the cemetery of St. Medard near Pans,

who died in 1727. They continued to exist for

more than fifty years.

convulsionist (kon-vtil' shon-ist), n. [= F. eon-

vulsionniste (in sense 1) ;
as convulsion + -m.]

1. A convulsionary.

cook

I must einvii-eatcli ; I must shift.

Snak., M. vt .
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COOCCUpant (ko-ok'u-pant), (t.

if w., i. :i. p(m t.} Jointly occupying.

II. trans. To trick; impose upon; cheat.

I'll conn-catch you for this.

Middlelon, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 3.

But, wenches, let's be wise, and make rooks of them that

[< CO-1 + OCCU-

The republic of Hayti, coiiccupant with San Domingo of

__ie island, was disposed to look askance at the intrusion

upon its shores of so powerful a neighbor.
'

the ranting ./i...v~ ~- WTTT oi
of the awakened. The Century, XXIII. 216.

2. In geol., a catastrophist.

There were the conoulsionists, or believers in the para-

mount efficacy of subterranean movement.
Geikie, Geol. Sketches,

convulsive (kon-vul'siv), a.

Sp. Pg. It. conmlsiro, < L. as

convuUus, pp. of connellere, convulse: see con-

vulse and -ive.] 1. Producing or attended by

convulsion; tending to convulse: as, "convul-

sive rage," Dryden, Aurengzebe.
In Silence weep ;

I warrant are now setting pursenets to conycatch us.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, v. 1.

conycatchert, coneycatchert, [< cny, co-

ney, 7, + catcher.] One who catches or takes

in dupes; a cheat; a sharper; a swindler.

We are smoked for being coney-catchers.

COOChee (ko'che'), . t. [Imitative; cf. coo,

c/Htcfcl, cluck, etc.] To call (poultry) by an imi-

tation of clucking. [Rare.]
The voice of Mrs. General Likens coocheeing the poultry

to their morning meal, ordering the servants in their du-

ties. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 92.

Massinger, Renegade, iv. 1. cOOCh-graSSt,

A chance came over him [Conrad Beisscl, founder of the

order of the Solitary) that brought him into contact with

the ranting convulsionist Frederick Epck . .juuUjthers

mra- conycatchingt.coneycatchingt,". anda. [Ver- coper Tko'er), n. A dov.

\>afn.ofc<mycatch,coneycatch,v.-\ I. n. Cheat- plural,
the Oenntores, the

ii. 5. ;. awimlliTur. m Macgilhvray's system :

[= F. convulsif=
if *convulsicus, <

ing; swindling.

plain coney-catching?

II. a. Cheating.
O coney-catching Cupid.

,-,
- B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 4.

And thy convulsive Sorrows inward keep.
Prior, Carmen Seculare, st. 8. cony-fish COney-fish (ko m-fish), n. A local

2. Of the nature of or characterized by convul-

sions or spasms.

See couch-grass.
dove or pigeon ;

in the

second order of birds

Macgillivray's system : so named from their

Master R. G., would it not make you blush if you sold characteristic note. See Columbas.

Orlando Furioso to the queenes players for twenty nobles, COOey, . and V. bee cooie.

and, when they were in the country, sold the same play coof (kuf), . [Also written cm) ; origin un-
to Lord Admiral's men, for as much more ? Wasnotahis

kno^^.] A lout
;
a coward. [Scotch.]

Ye see yon birkie, ca'd a lord,
Wha struts, an' stares, an' a' that ;

Tho' hundreds worship at his word,
He's but a coof for a' that.

Burns, For A' That.

Defence of Coneycatchmg (1592).

IncertaincasescojuNrfsttieattacksarecongenital. Quam.

English
name^of

the burbot.
Jt gig" tohj*.

)mnka as a conv or ral)1)it does on laml Day
COney-gartht, " [Late ME. CO-

cooie, COOey (ko'i), . [Imitative.] The cry
or call of the Australian aborigines.

In Australia, as we have seen, loud cooeys are made on

coming within a mile of an encampment an act which,

convulsively
'

(kon-vul'siv-li), . In aeon- nyngerthe (written
connynaj^ as if 'cony ^S^^^^^^^^^^A

vulsive manner; with convulsion; spasmodi-

cally.
As the blood is draining from him [the dying gladiator],

he pants and looks wild, and the chest heaves convulsively.

F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 303.

cony, coney (ko'ni or kun'i), n.
; pi. conies, co-

neys (ko'niz or kun'iz). [Early mod. E. and

later also come, conny, conney, coiinie, cnnny, cun-

nie, < ME. cony, conny, conyng, conninge, conig,

earth,' in Prompt. Parv., p. 90); < cony, coniy,

+ garth*.] An inclosure for conies ;
a cony-

approach would render doubtful.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 346.

To cry or call like the

connigrey, and even cunnigreene;

connyngcre, < OF. conniniere, coninyere (adapted (ko'in-nu'), n. [Australian.] A

ning, conyng, mod. cunning2 as a fish-name, and

in cunningaire (see conyger) and the surname

Cunningham, also spelled Conyngham: see be-

low), = MD. cunin, later konijn, D. konijn = Sw.

Dan. kanin = MLG. katrin = MG. kanyn (> G.
., f

kanin, now dim. kaninchen; MHG. fcuuictin, later equiv. cony-garth, q. v.] A rabbit-waiTen ;

kuniglin, kiinlin, kiingele, kiinele, konigle, koni-

gtein, etc., after L.), < OF. conin, connin, con-

gnin, coning, connin, by-form of conil, connil, co-

gnil, counil, = Pr. conil = Sp. eonejo = Pg. coelho

= It. coniglio = Gr. Kwintof, itbvaOas, < L. cimi-

culus,& rabbit; said to be of Hispanic origin.

The historical pron. is kun'i; ko'ni is recent conyngt, n. An obsolete form of cony.

and follows the spelling cony. The word is very of the Rose.

frequent in early mod. E. (and in OF., etc.) in conyngert, See conyger.
various deflected or allusive senses (see def. 6). cony-wool, COney-WOpl (ko'ni-wul), n. The
The name of the cony enters into a number of

local names and surnames, as Coney, Coneybeare,

the rabbit
;
cf. L. cunicularius, a miner: see CM- 8ea8oning.

nicular), < eunlculus, > OF. conin, connin, etc., > cooja (ko'jii), n. A porous earthenware water-

ME. conyng, comg, cony, etc., a rabbit : see cony, vessel witli a wide mouth, used in India, espe-
The form conyger, conynger, with g repr. y, orig. cially in Bombay.
i, seems to have been partly confused with the cook 1

(kuk),>. [< ME. coken (cf. AS. gecocnian,

cook) = D. koken = OHG. cochon, chochon, choh-

hon, MHG. chochen, kochen, G. kochen = Dan.

koge = Sw. koka, boil, cook (the verb in Teut.

being in part from the noun), = F. cuire = Pr.

cozer, coire = Sp. cocer (cf. Pg. eoeinhar) = It.

cuocere, cook, < L. coquere, cook (bake, boil,

roast, etc. : see coct, concoct), = Gr. iren-Teiv, cook

(see peptic), = Skt. V pach, cook : see cook1
,

.] I. trans. I. To make fit for eating by the

action of heat, as in boiling, stewing, j-oasting,

baking, etc.
; especially, to prepare in an ap-

cony-warren
With them that perett robbe cmyyeryi.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 174.

Warens and conygers and parkis palyydde occupie moche

grounde nat inhabitaunt, leporaria sive lagotrophia.
Herman, Vulgaria (ed. Way).

Bom.

facture of hats.

Coningsby, Conington, Conyngham,~Cunningham, Conyza (ko-ni'za), n. [NL.,< L. conyza,< Gr.

Conythorp, etc.] 1 . A rabbit ;
a burrowing ro- navv^a, fleabane.] A genus of composite plants

of warm regions. The plants known as flea-dent quadruped of the genus Lepus, as L. cuni-

cnlus of Europe.
Conmnez in cretoyne [a sweet sauce] colourede fulle faint.

Morte Artlmre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 197.

Ah sir, be good to hir, she is but a gristle ;

Ah sweete lambe and coney !

Udall, Holster Doister, i. 4.

2. A daman, or species of the family Hyracida;,
order Hyracoidea. So used in the English Bible (Lev.

xi. 5
;
Deut. xiv. 7 ; Ps. civ. 18), where cony is used to

translate the Hebrew shaphen, now identified with the

Syrian hyrax or daman (Hyrax syriacus or H. daman), and

applied to other species of the genus. The same animal is

also called ashkoko, ganam, and tmbber. See hyrax and
daman.

The conies are but a feeble folk, yet make they their

houses in the rocks. Prov. xxx. 26.

3. The fur of conies or rabbits, once much
used in England. 4. The pika, calling-hare,
or little chief hare, iMgomys princeps, of North
America.
The miners and hunters in the West know these oddities

as conies and "starved rats." Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 81.

5. In her., a rabbit used as a bearing. 6. In

ichth., the nigger-fish. 7f. A simpleton ;
a

gull ;
a dupe.

The system of cheating, or, as it is now called, swindling,
was carried to a great length early in the seventeenth
century ; . . . a collective society of sharpers was called a
warren, and their dupes rabbit-suckers (that is, young rab-
>iits) or conies. Nares.

fur of rabbits, extensively used in the manu-
petizing way, as meats or vegetables, by vari-

*--* * v-~ t-
ous combinations of materials and flavoring.

Most of the meats are cooked with clarified butter.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 180.

Hence 2. In general, to subject to the action

of heat. 3. To dress up, alter, color, concoct,
or falsely invent (a narrative, statement, ex-

cuse, etc.), for some special purpose, as that of

making a more favorable impression than the

facts of the case warrant; falsify: often fol-

lowed by up : as, to cook up a story.

bane, which were formerly referred to it, are

now placed in the genus Inula.

COO (ko), v. [Imitative of the sound, which is

also variously represented by the equiv. (Sc.)

eroo, croodle; cf . Icel. kurra (> Sc. eurr, coo, purr:
see curr) = Dan. kurre = D. korren = MHG.
gurren, gerren, G. girren, coo

;
Sw. knurta, kut-

tra, coo ;
F. roucouler, coo

;
Hind, kuku, the coo-

ing of a dove; Pers. huhu, a dove. Cf. coofc2 ,

cuckoo.] I. intrans. 1. To utter a low, plain-

tive, murmuring sound (imitated by- the sound
of the word) characteristic of pigeons or doves.

The stock-dove only through the forest cooes

Mournfully hoarse. Thomson, Summer, 1. 615.

The dark oakwood where the pigeons cooed.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 219.

coney-burrow (k6'ni-bur"6), n.

con^y-wlrren
ra1:)Wt8 burr<>w' in the earth

;
a

SS^&r.Wa
2S?

1*' "[< <.v^n
See cowcatcher

1 '

fTatZ'- 2'!^
eat

'
^^

[Thieves' slang.]

Hence 2. To converse affectionately, like coo-

ing doves; make love in murmuring endear-

ments : commonly in the phrase to bill and coo.

See biin, v. i.

What are you doing now,
Oh Thomas Moore?

Sighing or suing now,
Rhyming or wooing now,
Billing or cooing now,
Which, Thomas Moore?

Byron, To Thomas Moore.

II. trans. 1. To utter by cooing.
In answer cooed the cushat dove
Her notes of peace and rest and love.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 2.

2. To call. [Prov. Eng.]
a COO (ko), . [< coo, v.] The characteristic mur-

muring sound uttered by doves and pigeons.
A rarer visitant is the turtle-dove, whose pleasant ooo

... I have sometimes heard.

Lmi'ell, Study Windows, p. 19.

The accounts, even if cooked, still exercise some check.
J. S. Mill.

He ... had told all the party a great bouncing He, he

Cook'd up. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 193.

4. To disappoint ; punish. Srockett. [Prov.

Eng.] To cook one's goose, to kill or ruin one
; spoil

one^ plan ; do for one. [Slang.]

II. intrans. To prepare food for eating; act

as cook.

cook 1
(kuk), w. [< ME. cook, coke, cok, coc, <

AS. coc = OS. kok = D. kok=OHG. choh, MHG.
G. koeh = Dan. kok = Sw. kock = It. CMOCO, < L.

coquus, also COCM.S, early L. coqttos, a cook, < co-

quere, cook : see cook1
, v.] One whose occupa-

tion is the cooking of food.

Stuarde, coke, and surueyour,
Assenten in counselle, with-outen skome,
How tho lorde schalle fare at mete tho morne.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 316.

And the cook took up the shoulder . . . and set it be-

fore Saul. i s m. lx. 24.

COOk2 (kok), r. i. [Hind, kukita, cry as a cuckoo
;

imitative of the sound. Cf. cuckoo, coo, cock1
,

etc.] To make the noise uttered by the cuckoo.

COOk* (kuk), r. i. [Also written covk. Cf. keek.]

To appear for a moment and then suddenly dis

appear ; appear and disappear by turns : as, he

cookit round the corner. [Scotch.]



cook

[The brook] whiles flitter . I to the nightly rays,

\Vi' birki'l'ill . dlineill da/Ylc ,

\Miik, ..',, i midi'i-ncaih the hrnei,
Below tin' prc:idillg llu/el,

, Hi.. i muiii. /.'./(-, BcUowMO.

COOk 1 (ki'ik), r. I. Siiini- as rwr/,-1.

cook-book (kuk'buk), . A book containing

recipes anil instructions for cooking. [U. 8.]

Those minute direction* whirh were snoi'ten wniitini:

in i-i:i'( /.mi/.-.'. I'urluil, Cuuk-Bouk, 1'ref.

cook-conner (kuk'kun'er), . [< cook (appli-

cation not clear) + 0MMUI*. Of. O
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Carry her to her chamber :

lie that barprtnn, till In cooler hlood
I shall determine of her.

Jfattinger, Roman Actor, Iv. 2.

While she wept. and I strove to be cool,

He fiercely gave me the lie.

TVnni/iwn, Maud, xxlil.

5. Not hasty ;
deliberate : as, a cool purpose.

Lovers and madmen have MH-II - I'thing brains,
such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than <"! reason ever comprehends.

Shak., M. X. D.,v. 1.

oiuiii' iis i-n,il;-irraase.

COOkee (kuk'e), . L< l"" /- ' + -ccl as in coachee,

etc.] 1. A female cook. [Colloq.] 2. A
male assistant to a male cook, as in a lumber-

11-' camp. [Local, U. S.]

COOkeite (kuk'it), . [Named after J. P. Cooke,

of Harvard College.] A variety of lithium

mica, occurring in minute scales on rubellite

at Hebron in the State of Maine,

cookery (kiikY-ri), H.; pi. <W.vnY* (-riz). [<

M E. cokerie (="l >. kukirij = U\. kiikeric) ;
< coofcl

+ -ery.'] 1. The art or practice of cooking and

dressing food for the table.

The curate turned up his coat-cuffs, and applied himself

to the cookery with vigor. tVim-M/.' /;/../<?., Shirley, ti.

2. A place for cooking or preparing meats r
etc.

;

in the quotation, a place for trying out oil.

Formerly the Dutch did try out their train-oyl in S]iit/

bergcTi, at 'sineercnhem. and about the Cookery of Harlin-

gen. Quoted in V. .'/. .s'riimi/iini' Marine Mammals, p. 200.

3f. A cooked dish ;
a made dish

;
a dainty.

His appetite was gone, and cookfrien were provided in

order to tempt his palate.
Roger North, Lord Gullford, II. 205.

4f. Material for cooking.
There are estemed to bee |tn Cairo] 15000. lewes. 10-

000. Cookes which carry their Cookerie and nolle It as they

goe. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 588.

cookey, . See cooky.
cook-house (kuk'hous), . An erection on a

coolness

ter, or cold air. It may be a larue douhle skinned jar
in which icl water U tiiriounded h> a ndaotfag
material, a tub in whii-h I mil In are paeked in lirnken i'-e,

an iie i hamlier th ^liwlili'ha lii|iliii N ranged to pas*
In, a mil of |ii|K-, a pan with a falne Initlom hern-alb which

Uplaci'i Icaoradi tallowwtta
which the hi-aled liquid I- UPO* 'I I" III- an, ',1 ali> kill

ili'i-il ilt'Ure. Surh u rontrivaiu'r, iise'l fur cooluig wnrt,
heer lne. milk, r other lii|llid, is sometime, leimed a

HraU-wobr, ami OM lor cooling water is speciltcally
rallnl a " <>' i < >der.

3. A jail. [Thieves' slang.]

cooley, >i. A corruption of coulee."
Not easily ex-

6. Manifesting coldness, apathy, or dislike: cool-headed (kol'hed'ed), a. Not easily ex-

chilling; frigid: as,acmanner. 7. Uuietly cited or confused; possessing clear and calm

impudent, defiant, or selfish; deliberately pre- judgment; not acting hastily or rashly,

suming: said of persons and acts. [Colloq.] The old, cool-headed general law Isaa good a* any devla-

That struck me as rather cool. Punch, tlon dictated by pre,
'"'-';,.,,,. ,,, , BrllU)L

8. Absolute; without qualification; round: used cooue Cooly'-' (ko'li), n. and a. [Anglo-Ind.;
in 8

p
eak

|
mJJ)f

_
a
_
8um_ \,

money,
^generally

a
a ,go wrjttcn coolee, < Beng., Canarese, Malaya-
lam, Telugu, Tamil, etc., kali. Ilimi. '/fill, aday-
laborer; orig. Tamil, where it means also 'daily
hire

'

;
cf. kiiliydt, a day-laborer. According to

Fal Ion, orig. Turki quit ; he derives it, in a

variant form, koli, from kol, semi. In another

view, originally a member of a hill tribe of

Bengal, called Kolis or Kolas, who were much

large sum, by way of emphasizing the amount

[Colloq.]
I would pit her for a cool hundred.

HmMett, Humphrey Clinker, L M.

"AeooZ four thousand.". . . I never discovered from whom
Joe derived the conventional temperature of the four thou-

sand pounds, but it appeared to make the sum of money
more to him and he had a manifest relish in insisting mi

,

ita being cool. li^-kent, Great Expectations, Ivii. employed as laborers and in menial services.]

A cool hand. See hand.- Cool as a cucumber. See I. H. A name given by Europeans in India,
cucumber. =8yn. _4.

composed, Collected, etc. (see caZ/nij, (;hina, etc., to a native laborer employed as a
dispassionate, self-possessed, unruffled, undisturbed. 6.

Unconcerned, lukewarm, Indifferent ; cold-blooded, repel-

lent.

burden-carrier, porter, stevedore, etc., or in

other menial work: as, a chair-coo/tr, a house-

(k81), n. [< cooli, a.] A moderate or re- coolie-, hence, in Africa, the West Indies, South

cookie, w. See cooky.
cookisn (kuk'ish), a. [< cook* + -tsfti.] Like a

cook.

I cannot abide a man that's too fond over me so cook-

ish. Middleton and Dekker, Hearing Girl, lit 2.

cook-maid (kuk'mad). n. A maid or female ser-

vant who dresses food
;
an assistant to a cook.

cook-room (kuk'rom), H. A room for cookery ;

a kitchen ;
in ships, a galley or caboose.

cook-wrasse (kuk'ras), n. [< coofc (application
not clear) + wrasse. Cf. cook-conner.'} An Eng-
lish name of the striped wrasse, Labrus mixtus.

Also called cook-conner.

cooky (kuk'i), .; pi. cookies (-iz). [Also writ-

ten cookey, cookie; < D. koekje, dim. of. koek, a

cake : see cake1 ."]
A small, flat, sweet cake :

also used locally for small cakes of various

other forms, with or without sweetening.
He's lost every hoof and hide, I'll bet a cookey !

Bret llarte, Luck of Roaring Camp.

cool 1
(kol), a. [< ME. cool, cole, col, < AS. col

(= D. koel LG. kol = OHG. chuoli, MHG.
kucle, G. kiihl = Dan. kdl), cool, < calan (pret.

"col, pp. calen) = Icel. kala, be cold (a strong

verb, of which eeald, E. cold, is an old pp. adj.) ;

akin to L. gelus, gclu, cold, frost, gelidtis, cold,

i/elitre, freeze (see cold, chilli, gelid, gelatin, con-

geal, jelly); OBulg. golottt, ice.] 1. Moderate-

ly cold ; being of a temperature neither warm
nor very cold : as, cool air

;
cool water.

Suri't il:iv. MI en"/, so calm, so bright,
The bridal of the earth and sky.

G. Herbert, Virtue.

Fresh-wash'd in coolest dew. Tennyton, Fair Women.

See, as I linger here, the sun grows low ;

Cool airs are murmuring that the night is near.

Bryant, Conqueror's Grave.

2. Having a slight or not intense sensation of

cold. See cold, n., 3. 3. Not producing heat

or warmth; permitting or imparting a sensa-

tion of coolness; allowing coolness, especially

by facilitating radiation of heat or access of cool

air, or by intercepting radiated heat: as, a cool

dress.

I'nder the cool shade of a sycamore. Shak., L. L. L.,v. 2.

The British soldier conquered under the cool shade of

aristocracy. .Yi</nVr, Peninsular War.

In figurative uses: 4. Not excited or heated
bv passion of any kind ;

without ardor or visi-

ble emotion; calm; unmoved: as, a cool tem-

per ; a cooJ lover.
o m'ntle son,

I'jMin the heat and flame ot thy distemper
Sprinkle emit patience. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.
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America, and other places, an East Indian or

Chinese laborer who is employed, under con-

tract, on a plantation or in other work.

Whole regiments of sinewy, hollow-thighed, lanky coolie*

shuffle along under loads of chairs, tables, hampersof beer

and wine, bazaar stores, or boxes slung from bamboo poles
across their shoulders.

W. //. Russell, Diary In India, I. 229.

H. o. Of or pertaining to coolies or a coolie,
Tennyton, Gardener's Daughter. ogpec jaliy when under contract for service out
. colen, become cool, trans. of his own country: as, coolie labor; the cooHe

trade.

[The gentleman] had purchased large estates between
Santos and San Paulo, which he had determined U> work
with slave instead of coolie labour.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. iv.

freshing state of cold; moderate temperature
of the air between hot and cold.

The same euynnynge the wynde began to blowe a ryght

good coole in oure waye.
Sir R. (fuylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 72.

The Lord God walking In the garden in the cool of the

day. Gen. lit 8.

One warm gust, full-fed with perfume, blew

Beyond us, as we entered in the cool.

kiihlen = Dan. kdle = Sw. kyla), become cool,

< col, cool : see ooofl, a., and cf. fccei2 .] I. trans.

I. To make cool or cold
;
reduce the tempera-

ture of : as, ice cools water.

We talk'd : the stream beneath us ran,
The wine-ttask lying couch'd in moss,
Or cool'd within the glooming wave.

Tennymn, In Meniorlam, Ixxxix.

Coolie Orange, the Citrus aurantium, or common orange,

cooling (klrliug), 7). a. [Ppr. of coo/l, r.] Adapt-
ed to cool and refresh : as, a cooling drink.

The cooling brook. Goldmiith, Des. Vil., L 360.

Cooling card*. Seecardl.

2. To allay the warmth or heated feeling of ; cooling-cup (ko'ling-kup), i. A vessel, con-

impart a sensation of coolness to; cause to feel
sjgting of a cylindrical cup into which another

conical cup may be plunged, used for reducing
the temperature of liquids. The liquid is placed
in the outer vessel, and a solution of nitrate of ammonia

,

In the inner. The chemical action of the solution ab-

sorbs the heat of the surrounding liquid, and thus lowers

its temperature.

cool.

Send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in

water, and cool my tongue. Luke xvi. 24.

3. To abate the ardor or intensity of; allay, as

passion or strong emotion of any kind
; calm, _ ._.

as anger ; moderate, as desire, zeal, or ardor ; cooling-floor (k6'ling-flor). . A large shallow
j__ ;_js.* wooden tank in which wort is cooled. E. H.

Knight.
:ooliy (kol'li), adv. 1. Without heat; with a

moderate degree of cold: as, the wind blew

coolly through the trees. 2. With a moderate
sensation of cold.

render indifferent.

My lord Northumberland will soon lie cool'd.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., Ui. 1.

Disputing and delay here cools the courage.
Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

4f. To mitigate To cool one's coppers. See cop-

per, 3. To COOl the heels, to wait in attendance : gen-

erally applied to detention at a great man's door.

I looked through the key-hole and saw him knocking at

the gate ; and I had the conscience to let him cool hit heels

there. Dryden, Amphitryon, i. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To become cool
;
become less

hot
;
lose heat.

Come, who is next? our liquor here cools.

B. Jonson, Entertainment at Highgate.

2. To lose the heat of excitement, passion, or

emotion; become less ardent, angry, zealous,

affectionate, etc. ;
become more moderate.

My humour shall not cool. Sliak., M. W. of W., i. 3.

Great friend and servant of the good,
Let cool a while thy heated blood,
And from thy mighty labour cease.

They may walke there very coolely even at noon, In the

very hottest of all the canicular days.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 192.

3. Without haste or passion; calmly; deliber-

ately: as, the design was formed cooWy and
executed with firmness.

When the matter comes to be considered Impartially
and iW/ their faults. . . will admit of much alleviation.

Bp. Uurd, Foreign Travel, Dial. 8.

4. In a cool or indifferent manner; not cor-

dially ; carelessly ; disrespectfully : as, he was

coolly received at court. 5. With quiet pre-

sumption or impudence ; nonchalantly ;
im-

pudently: as, he coolly took the best for him-

self.
JJ. Jonson, Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue, g^^gg (kol'nes), n. 1. A moderate degree

nils eccentric friendship was fast cooling. Never had of ^jj . a temperature between cold and heat :

there met two persons so%*^;^gg as, the coolness of the summer's evening. 2.

,o A moderate or refreshing sensation of cold.
COOl-t, . An obsolete spelling of cole*.

COOl-CUD (kol'kup), . A cooling beverage. We supped on the top of the house for coolness, accord-
wuuj. v.uj v /,

__ , .o, , ing to their custom.
Pocockr, Description of the East, II. i. 69.cooler (kS'ler), n. 1. That which cools; any-

thing that abates heat or excitement.

j e toij me that his affliction from his wife stirred him

up to action abroad, and when success tempted him to

" iS '""*"" . was a cooler

Weary to bed. after having my hair of my head cut

shorter, even close to my skull, for coolnrs*, it being

mighty hot weather. Diary. II. :i74.

3. Absence of mental confusion or excitement ;

limited in' tt'iiithnip's Hist. New England, 1. 78. clearness of judgment and calmness of action,

Acid things were used only as coolers. particularly in an emergency : as, the safety
Arbuthnot, Aliments. of tne party depended on his eon!

2. Any vessel or apparatus for cooling liquids A cavalier possessed of the coolneM and address requi-

or other things, by the agency of ice, cold wa- site for diplomatic success. Prexott, Ker.l. an



coolness
coopt

I hope we have readied the end of unbelief, have come
A box, usually with grating or bars on one

COOl-tankard (kol'tang^kard),
lish beverage of various c~

ally made of ale with a

and water, with the addition of lemon-juice,

spices, and borage, or other savory herbs.

Also called cold-tankard.

coolweed (kol'wed), n. The clearweed, Pilea

pumila : so called from its succulent pellucid

stems and its habit of growing in cool places.

COOlWOrt (kol'wert), n. In the United States,

the popular name of a saxifragaceous plant,

Tiarella cordifolia, the properties of which are

diuretic and tonic. Also called miterwort.

cooly1 (ko'li), a. [< coo(i + -3/1.] Cool; some-

what cold. [Bare.]
Keeping my sheepe amongst the cooly shade.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 58.

cooly2,
See coolie.

coom1 (kom), re. [A dial. var. of culm>, q. v.]

pou
g

cofine n a coo; hene, to shut
often fol.

hie as the system of compulsory co-operation and the sys-

tem of voluntary co-operation.
II. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 1.

~i~ Coal-dust; culm. [Scotch.] 2. Soot. 3.

The matter that works out of the naves or

boxes of carriage-wheels; dust. 4. The dust

and scrapings of wood produced in sawing.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
COOm2 (kom), re. An old English dry measure

,.

of 4 bushels, or half a quarter (equal to 141 _

etc. Hence 3. Any narrow, confin-

of abode, as a house or room. [Col-

j ^. A cask; a barrel, keg, tub, pail, or

other vessel formed of staves and hoops, for
Specifically 2. In polit. ccon., a union ot per-

containing liquids. 5. A Dutch corn-measure SOns, especially of a number of laborers or

equal to about one tenth of a Winchester peck. small capitalists, for purposes of production,

6 A tumbrel or close cart. [Scotch.] purchase, or distribution for their joint bene-

'(kop) v.t. Kcoop, .] 1. To put into a
fit; the act of uniting in, or the concurrent

- ~1""*
labor or action of, a cooperative society, bee

cooperative.

Co-operation in industry means the equitable distribu-

tion of all gain among those who earn it.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 158.

cooperationist (ko-op-e-ra'shon-ist), re. [<

cooperation + -ist.] 1. A member of a cooper-
ative society.

English cooperationists are pledged to "promote the

oractice of truthfulness, justice, and economy."
The American, VIII. 325.

As Citizens, in some intestine braul,

Long cooped vp within their Castle wall.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

A sense of church-yard mould, a sense of being boxed

in and cooped, made me long to be out again.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 236.

2f. To make or repair (a vessel formed of staves

and hoops) ; hoop (a vessel).

Shaken tubs Holland.be new cooped.

= Syn. 1. To inclose, imprison, hem in, cage.

cooper (ko'per), . [Early mod. E. also couper,
er (hence the surnames Cooper and Cowper);
D. kuyper, D. kuiper = MHG. fce/er, G.

2. In South Carolina, before the civil war, one

who opposed secession unless earned out with

the cooperation of other southern States.

And even South Carolina . . . gave a "Cooperation"

majority of over 7,000 on the popular vote, electing 114
"
Cooperationistn" to 54 unqualified

" Secessionists."

H. Greeley, Amer. Conflict, I. 211.

liters), not yet entirely disused. Also spelled Mfer, cooper, = Dan. kyper = Sw. kypare, wine- cooperative (ko-op'e-ra-tiv), a. [= F. coopera-

coomb. cooper, cellarman (cf. ML. cuparius, cooper) ; toy _ Sp. Pg. cooper'ati'm, < LL. as if *coopera-

COOmb1 (kom), re. Same as comV*. as coop (ML. cupa, etc.) + -er1 .] 1. One whose
tivus, < cooperatus, pp. of cooperari, work toge-

coomb2
,

re. Same as conib*. occupation is the making of barrels, tubs, and ther: see cooperate.] Operating, laboring, or

coomb3
,

. Same as coom?. other vessels formed of staves and hoops. 2.
striving jointly for the attainment of certain

r> ,, intw . o ^nrmlnV a V. rirpvi a tion wno makes casks lor liquids. wmie cooper, a cooyc. Btore at wnich the owners ami regular uuyen
racoon, Proeyon lotor : a popular abl reviation. whomakes tubs

_ pal ,8) cnurn3 ,
etc. goods at wholesale or nearly wholesale rates, and the

2. [cap.] In U. S. AMI., a nickname tor a
Co<jper (ko'per), r. [< cooper, n.] I. intrans. To profits of which are divided among the shareholders ac-

member of the Whig party in the earlier part <jo the work of a cooper ;
make barrels, hogs- cording to the amount held by each Such stores are not

, Whig party in the earlier part "dolSe work of' a coope/; make barrels, hogs-
of its history. headg) caskSi etc. merou8 in Great Britaill .

Fust place, I've ben consid'ble round in barrooms an
jj_ trans. To mend or put m order: as, to

co perator (ko-op'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. coopera-

AgetherT public sentiment, 'mongst Demmercrats and cooper casks teur _ Sp. Pg. cooperador = It, cooperatore,

Coons. Lowell, Biglow Papers, ist ser. cooperage (ko'per-aj), n. [< coope) + -aye.] < LL. cooperator, < cooperari, pp. cooperatus,
I. The work or business of a cooper. 2. ine work together: see cooperate.] One who acts,3 A sly, knowing person: often strengthened

see cooperate.] I. a. Operating or working to-

gether.
Graces prevenient, subsequent, or co-operant.

Bp. Nicholson, Expos, of Catechism, p. 60.

[Slang, U. S.]

COOn (kon), v. i. [< coon, n.] To creep, as a

coon along a branch of a tree
; creep, clinging

close. [Colloq., U. S.]

Trying to coon across Knob Creek on a log, Lincoln fell

in. The Century, XXXIII. 16, note.

COOn-bear (kon'bar), n. The English name of

j3Sluropus melanoleucus. See ^SLluropus.

coonda-oil (kon'da-oil), re. Same as kunda-oil.

COOn-heel (kon'hel), re. A long slender oyster:
so called in Connecticut.

coon-oyster (kon'ois"ter), re. A small oyster.
Along the southern coast of the United States the name is

,

specifically applied to oysters growing in clusters along cooperate (kO-Op e-rat)
the salt marshes. At Cape May, New Jersey, it is re-

stricted to young oysters occurring on the sedges. [U. S.]

COOnskin (kon'skin), n. The skin of the racoon
dressed with the fur on, used chiefly for mak-
ing caps. [U. S.]
coontan (kon'ta), .

HaroM discover**
'

^fcr arrowroot,

The building stands at the head of Toad Lane, the nar-

row hilly street in which the cooperators first opened a

store. R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 255.

And this is the truth which has been firmly grasped by
the cooperators, who form the other great branch of the

industrial movement in England.
The Century, XXVIII. 134.

from wiiiub '

pertnt

When l

'Highly coitv/n<'('<r.

reasonableness of oil
1

-JiiftVr oin-sclves to r;:lt

I see in part
That all, as in some piece of art,

Is toil cooperant to an end.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxviii. C05perculum (ko-o-per'ku-lum), n.; pi. coo'per-

II. n. That which cooperates. 525 (-la). [ML.,'< L. cooperculum, & cover
t>

<

In gravity the units of mass and distance are the sole

j-operantn.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. iv. 58. pyx Of Clborium.

v i \ pret. and pp. coopering (ko'per-ing), re. [Verbal n. of cooper,
- --

*,J 1. The art of manufacturing or repairing

casks, barrels, and other vessels composed of

staves and hoops. 2. See extract. [Local,

Eng.]
"
Coopering," as the practice of having smacks fitted out

for the sale of spirits and tobacco is called [in Suffolk].

Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 386.

cooperated, ppi.~ cooperating. [< LL. coopera-

tus, pp. of cooperari (> F. cooperer = Sp. Pg.

cooperar = It. cooperare), work together, < L.

co-, together, + operari, work: see co-1 and

operate.] 1. To act or operate jointly with
another or others to the same end

;
work or en-

deavor with another or together to promote the ,

same object : as, Eussia cooperated with Great COOper's-WOOd (ko'perz-wud), n. The wood of

Britain, Austria, and Prussia in reducing the Alphitonia ercelsa, a tall rhamnaceous tree of

power of Napoleon. Australia. It becomes dark with age, and is

of the writer. Macaulay, Milton.

2. To unite in producing the same effect;
tend to the same result : as, natural and moral
events cooperate in illustrating the wisdom of

the Creator.

Whate'er cooperates to the common mirth.

Crashaw, The Name above every Name.

, - ,, .. * ~y ; s<

1. "The trade of a cooper; cooperage. 2. Ves-

sels made by a cooper, collectively : in the quo-
tation used attributively.

Steep the wheat within certaine cooperie vessels made
of wood. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 7.

coopt (ko-opf), v. t. [= F. coopter, < L. coopttm:
contr. capture, receive or elect into some body,

cooperation (ko-op-e-ra'shpn), re. [= ]

ration = Sp. cooperacion = Pg. coqperacao = It.

cooperazione, < LL. cooperatio(n-), < cooperari,
i. cooperatus, work together: see cooperate.]
The act of working together to one end, or

f combining for a certain purpose ; joint oper-
ion or endeavor; concurrent effort or labor:
the cooperation of several authors; the co-

ation of the understanding and the will.

. _,, joint choice
; specifically, to

elect to membership in a committee, board, or

society by the choice of its existing members.

The mayor, with the assent of the town meuting. nom-

inated two of the twenty-four, and two of the common
council ; these four chose four more out of each body ;

and these eiuht co-anted two more, and the ten two more.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 422.



co6pt
Till- hoard nf elartsieal Studies :in Hi. nl'il by thr new

lan-il.eje ]! oleSsol -, ati'l certain eminent !ni-!l f'n^t-'l
for that. purpose, would form tin- a. -ting council or com
niittoe. .Alt'./' issical Scholarship, p. 198.

C06ptate (ko-op'tat), c. t. \ \<r<-\. mid pp. cw>/(-

tii/rtl, ppr. ciiiiiiliiliiii/. [< L. riHijiliitiix, ]>p. of

<<)/( O-//T, coBpt: seecoopt.] Tochoone i-(in.ji>iiil-

ly ; coo|it .

cooptation (ko-op-tii'ulion), ". 1= ''' '"'

= op. oooptafltoii = Pg. oooptofdo, < I..

lin(ii-), < i'iKi/1/iin-. pp. niiii>iniii.t. eoopt: see c-
(i/it.t'iiii/iliili .] 1. Clioico; selection in general;
mutual choice.

I In- liist clcelion and rn-Hi,tntiiiu of u friend.

ll,n:-,n, Letters, I. v. 19.

Specifically 2. Cooperative choice; election;
especially, election to membership in a com-
inittee, board, or society by its existing mem-
bers.

I \viiiihl venture to suggest that the exclusive adoptfun
of the method oi <<,<,i-talinn for tilling the vacancies which
must occur in jinn- lioily appears to me to be somewhat
like a tempting of I'rov idenee.

Huxley, Anier. Addresses, p. 123.

I In' bishops elected two earls, the earls two bishops ;

tin -e l eleetcil two barons; and the six electors added
by c"-e/''/ /<m II ft een otlirrs. tin- \\ ln.li- number being twen-
ty-one. Stubb*, Const. Hist., f 251.

Nevertheless they (guilds) continued to eh(X>se the ma
gistrates liy co-optation among themselves.

Kncye. Brit., XV. 33.

coorbasht, coorbatcht, . and v. See koorbash.

COordain (ko-6r-<lan'), c. t. [< co-1 + ordain.]
To ordain or appoint for gome purpose along
with another or others.

Kor tin- licir is the end of the inheritance, as well as he
is the lord of it. And so must Christ be of all the crea-
tures appointed and coordained with him.

Goodwin, Works, II. li. 114.

coordinal (ko-6r'di-nal), a. [< L. co-, together,
+ onto (cm/in-), order, + -al : see ordinal.] In
6f., belonging to the same natural order.

coordinance (ko-6r'di-uans), n. [< co-i + ordi-

nance.] Joint ordinance.
Coordinate (ko-or'di-nat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
m<irdiit<ttrd, ppr. fofirdintiting. [< ML. coordi-

imliifi, pp. of coordinare (> It. coordinare = Sp.
coordinar = Pg. coordenar = F. eoordonner, for

"coordincr), arrange together, < L. co-, together,
+ ordinare, arrange : see co-1

,
and ordain, ordi-

nate.] 1. To place or class in the same order,

division, rank, etc.
;
make coordinate. 2. To

place, arrange, or set in due order or proper rel-

ative position ; bring into harmony or proper
connection and arrangement.

Tin 1 different parU of each being must be coordinated
in such a manner as to render the total being possible.

Whewell.

This task of specifying and classifying the concretes of

Experience is the purpose of Science ; and Metaphysics,
accepting the generalized results thus reached in the sev-

eral departments of research, canrdinute* them into asys-
teiu. 0. II. /,../,,. Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. 97.

3. Specifically, to combine in consistent and
harmonious action, as muscles.

Thinking is an active process ; it is one mode of conduct,
anil therefore its perfection must consist in the harmony
with which its various actions are co-ordiiuttrd to its prop-
rr finl. Mirart, Nature and Thought, p. P2.

coordinate (ko-6r'di-nat), a. and n. [= Sp.
riinrdinado = Pg. coord'cnado = It. coordinato, <

ML.C'Hinliiiiititx, pp. : see the verb.] I.n. 1. Be-

ing of the same order, or of the same rank or

degree ;
not subordinate : as, two courts of co-

<>nlinatr jurisdiction ;
coordinate clauses.

I can become countiimt>' with that, and not merely sub-
ordinate thereto.

Thfoilon' t'ui-ki'i-, Ten Sermons on Religion.

Step by step, the houses [Lords and roinnion.s] estab-
lished their positions as powers co-ordinate with one an-
other and with tin- king.

A'. .1. r'fi-i-iiiiin. Amer. Lecte., p. 369.

2. In ninth., using or pertaining to systems of

coordinates Coordinate geometry, the method of

treating geometry li\ mean- of systems of coordinates;
analytical geometry.

II. n. 1. Something of the same order, de-

gree, or rank with another or others.

The idea of IVM iv/m/i''
1

.* excludes that of superior and
subordinate, and, necessarily, implies that of equality.

Calhoun, Works, I. 242.

2. Iii ninth. . a magnitude belonging to a system
of magnitudes serving to define the positions
of points, lines, planes, or other spatial ele-

ments, liy reference to a tixed figure; henee.
also, a magnitude of a system serving to define

the elements of a continuum, in general, as

geometrical coordinates do positions in space :

thus, the latitude, the longitude, and the height
above the mean sea-level are the three i-titinli-

1 _:, I

iiiitf.1 commonly used to define the position of

a meteorological station. See < m-lixiiin.

Moreover, ,-ur \al ions liodily movements and their eom
binatioiM eonstitnle a network i dita

lively dlsti n^il i^haMe, lint geometrically, so to
]
nit i

leilnnilant anil ]m olnplcte. J. tt'ttnf, Knrje. Hilt., X

Areal coordinates, a special iai i. t> ..r n iiimai e.x.rdi

nates, eoiiMMmu "( Hie areas of the three trianule* l.a\in^

tile variable point for a i nmn \e[-le\, alnt III- otha
vi i tn . - f v\.. ui the three fundamental jioints. These areas
are taken a.i alfeele.l In MH-II al U i-liraii-al ,-i-n- :i 1" MINI

lip to the area of the flllnlainental triangle. Axes Of CO-
ordlnates. see.ir/.i. Barycentrtc coordinates, see

triangular coordinate, below. Blangular coordinates,
the lw.> angles I'All and l'l!\. where I' is a variable point
in a plane, while A and Bare fixed points. 8om< tinn - T|I<

cotangents of these angles are taken as the coordinates.

Biclrcular coordinates, two quantities serving t.. .lettne

the position of any jioint in a plane by reference to two
series of circles wliiili ml MM,, another under a constant

angle. There are two prineipal kinds of bicircnlar coor-

dinates. In the first kind, a point having been a&sumed
whose coordinates are to be infinite, two lines are drawn
through it (commonly at right angles), and all the nQi
dinate circles have their centers on these lines and pass
through their intersection. One circle of each of these se-

ries passes through tbe variable point. If a is the dNtamc
from the point of infinite coordinates at which either of

these circles passe* through the line of centers of the cir-

cles of the same series, the corresponding coordinate is

A + l/o. where A ts a constant )>elonging to this coordi-
nate. In the second kind two fixed points, A and 1!. are

assumed. Then, eve!-y eirele of one Series passes through
both the points A and B, while each of the second series

has its center on the line AB, and cuts all of the first

series orthogonally. One coordinate is the angle at A
between the line AB and the circle of the first series pass-
ing through the variable point, while the second coordi-
nate is P + (JlogU / + 1

1 S), where i is the distance from
A to the point at which the circle of the second series

passing through the variable point cuts the line AB, S is

the distance AB, and P and Q are arbitrary constants.
Bilinear coordinates. () Same as vectonal coordinate*.
See In-low . (6) Cartesian coordinates, or tangential coordi-

nates based on Cartesian coordinates. Binary coordi-
nates, non-homogeneous ciKirdinates of (Mjints or lines in

a plane. Bipunctual coordinates, coordinates fixing
the positions of points or lines in a plane by reference to

two fixed pointa and a
fixed direction of mea-
surement. Bipnnctual
coordinates are of two
kinds, line coordinates
and point coordinates.

Bipunctual line coordi-
nates are the distances of
a variable line from two
fixed points measured in

a constant direction. Bi-

punctual point coordi-
nates are, each, the nega-
tive of the reciprocal of
the distance measured in

a fixed direction (the same for l>oth coordinates) from
one of two fixed points of the line joining the variable

point to the other fixed point. In the figure, S and T
being the two fixed points, SM and TN are the coordi-

nates of the line MN ; and tin negatives of their recip-
rocals are the coordinates of the point P, the intersec-

tion of \IT and sv Boothian coordinates [named
after their inventor, the English mathematician James
Booth], rectangular tangential coordinates. See tangen-
tial coordinate!!, below. Cartesian coordinates. See
Carteni/in. - Curve coordinates, coordinates defining
curves. Curvilinear coordinates, quantities used to

define the positions of points on a given curved surface.

Elliptic Coordinates, a system of coordinates for defining
curves upon an ellipsoid by means of the intersections of

two systems of confocal hyperboloids. Generalized co-

ordinates, in analytical , <!.. any system of quantities
serving to define the positions of the particles of a system.
and treated in a general manner without sjwcifyiug what
they are. Homogeneous coordinates, a system eon

tainingone coordinate more than is sufficient for defining
the spatial element. One fixed non-homogeneous ei|ttatii m
subsists l>etween the coordinates, and every other equa-
tion between them is taken as homogeneous. Ignoratlon
Of coordinates, the leaving out of account of some of the
coordinates of a complicated mechanical system : an omis-
sion which is permissible under certain circumstances.

Thus, in the kinetical theory of gases the coordinates of

the individual molecules are not considered. Isother-
mal coordinates, any pair of quantities serving to define
the positions of points in a plane by means of two series

of curves cutting one another at right angles. Line
Coordinates, a homogeneous system of six coordinates
tixing the position of a variable line in space. Oblique
system Of coordinates, iu analytical geom., a system
In which the coordinate axes are oblique to each other.

Origin of coordinates, a point whose coordinates are

equal to zero; the intersection of tbe axes of coordinates.

Orthotomic coordinates, a system of three quant it ies

determining the posit ions of points in space by reference to
three series of surfaces cutting one another nrthouoiially.
Point or punctual codrdlnates,such coordinates as

determine tne positions of points. Polar coordinates
In a plane, a system of coordinates consisting of a railins

vector, or tne length of a line from the variable point to
be defined to a fixed point termed the origin, and a vecto-
rial anu'le, or an^'le K-t\vei -n the ratlins vector and a fixed

line through tbe oik-in, i alleii tin- initial tin'', or polar
axis. Polar coordinates In space, a system of e li

nates consisting of a raitin.^ \eetor, a plane vectorial angle,
and a dihedral angle. A radius vector and three direc-
tion-eoMiies used to determine the position of points in

space ate also sometimes called jiolareoordinates. - Quad-
rtplanar coordinates, homogeneous point coordinates
in space denning a variable point liy in .li-tan.es from
four li\ed plane-, these iii>tanre. 1., ii,- n;. asured in fixed
directions. Rectangular coordinates, a system of

quantities serving to determine i<o>itiMii- i.y a reference

Bipunctual Coordinates.
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to two axes in a plane. 1-1 tin ee in -ia> e. u jiieh ent one
another at 1 1 Rodrtgues s coordinates, a

ii of quantities sel'V 111- to ileltne the ]..,-]! |,,n

of a rigid body which has one ],omt fixed. Sueh a lnly
i an IK; liroil^ht from all} as-ni 1 po-iiim, to an> {mHsthle

.u by means of a rotation i

tixed point. Three of Idnlrigues M....I ilmates arc the di.

lertioli eo-ine* of thin a\l urtb Is tile lili-le oi

rotation. Spherical coordinates, Milan::'
to latitude and longitude, n-ed to determine the position,
MI |,..int

- on a 'Hen .-pie i. Tangential coordinate*.
i < 101 ,

1 in.it..- de tin ing the positions ><t lines in a plane ..i .1

planes in space.- Tetrahedral coordinates, or bary-
centric coordinates In space, quadriplanar coor.ii

nates whose fixed equation is

* + V + + "T,
i, y, a, being ti oonlinates. Triangular or bary-
centlic Coordinates, trilinear coordinates the fixed

equation of wbieh i-

* + + *= T,

where , y, z are the coordinates. Trilinear coordi-
nates, a system of homogeneous coordinates liellning the

|H,sitions of points iu a plane in which the llxed llgnrc of

reference is a triangle, called the fundamental triangle or

mangle ..1 Ivtereni e, ami the coordinates are the di-tani es

of the variable point from the sides of this triangle mea-
sured in three llxed directions. Vectortal coordinates.
the distanees of a variable point in a plane from two fixed

pointS. Also >li'ill'-:lf ,->"ull < IKltl'H.

coordinately (ko-6r'di-nat-li), adv. In the
same order or rank; in equal degree; without
subordination.
coordinateness (ko-6r'di-nat-nes), n. The
state of being coordinate

; equality of rank, au-

thority, or degree.
coordination (ko-6r-di-na'shon), n. [= P. co-

ordination = 8p. coordinacion = Pg. coordenacfio

= It. coordina:ionr, < ML. as if *coordinatio(n-),
< coordinare, pp. coordinatus, arrange together:
see coordinate, r.] The act of rendering or the

state or character of being coordinate, (n) The
act of arranging iu the same order, rank, or degree ; the
relation subsisting among things so arranged. (6) The act

of arranging ill due order or proper relation, or in a sys-
tem ; the state of being so ordered.

In this high court of parliament there is a rare co-on/i-

natum of power.
llnuvll. Pre-eminence and Pedigree of Parliaments.

(c) In pht/xiol., the normal combination of the functions
of muscular or of secretory tissues.

By making co-ordination the specific characteristic of

vitality, it involves the truths that an arrest of co-ordina-

tion is death, and that imperfect co-ordination is dlMJIM.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., | 24.

coordinative (ko-6r'di-na-tiv), a. [< coordinate
+ -ire.} Expressing or indicating coordination.

coordinatory (ko-dr'di-na-to-ri), a. [< coordi-

nate + -ory/J Relating to or helping coordina-

tion; coordinating.
The coordinatory system of the lower nervous segments.

Alien, and A'evrol., VI. 409.

coorgee (kor'ge), . [E. Ind.] A species of

plow used in India, fitted with a drill for plant-

ing rice, wheat, etc.

COOrong (ko'rong), . [Australian.] The Fre-
nela robuxta. a coniferous tree of Australia. The
wood is used for many purposes, that of the root

being much employed for veneers.

coorthogonal (ko-or-thog'o-nal), a. [< co-1 +
orthogonal.] Cutting one another at right an-

gles, as four small circles on a sphere may do.

COOSint, . and a. An obsolete form of cousin.

coossification (ko-os'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< coos-

sify: see -fy and -ation. Cf. ossification.] In

(unit., the bony union of two previously sepa-
rate parts.

COOSSlfy (ko-os'i-fi), f. i. ; pret. and pp. coositi-

fied, ppr. coossifying. [< co- 1 +
oxmjy.] To

unite into one bone: said of two previously or

usually separate bones.

The terminal caudal vertebra are greatly enlarged ver-

tically, and co-ofxirifd into a raaM.
i'. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 1W.

COOSSO, . See CUSKO.

COOSt (kiist). An old English preterit of cast 1
,

still used in Scotch.

They before the beggar wan,
And count them in his way.

Ratlin Hood and the lleggar (Child's Ballads. V. i;>.

They reel'd, they set, they cross'd, they cleckit,
Till 'ilka carline swat and reekit,
And rn"*7 her duddies to the wark,
And liuket at it in her sark ! Burn*, Tarn o' Shanter.

COOt (kot), n. [< HE. coote. mte, a coot
;

cf. D.

koft, a coot ; prob. Celtic : cf. W. cictiar, a coot,
< rirfn, short, bobtailed, connected with ctctog,

bobtailed, cwtiad, ctrtyn. a plover: see cut, cut-

ty.] 1. A lobiped grallatorial and natatorial

bird, of the genus Fulica and family Hallidn;

having the toes broadly lobate. the ciilmcn of

the bill extended on the front as a boss or casque,
short wings, a very short, cocked-up tail, or bob-
tail, and thick and duck-like plumage on the
under surface of the body, in the coots the body U
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more depressed than in the rails :md galtinules, their near-
est relatives. They swim with ease, build a large coarse
nest of reeds and rank herbage by the water's edfje, and
lay numerous creamy eggs spotted in dark colors. There

European Coot (Fulica atra).

are 12 or more species, of most parts of the world, much
resembling one another, all being blackish or slate-colored,
and about 15 inches long. The common or bald coot of

Europe is F. atra ; that of America is F. americana, some-
times called s/mjTfer. The flesh is edible.

2. The foolish guillemot, Lomvia troile. [Local,
Scotch.] 3. A scoter; one of the large black
sea-ducks of the genera (Edemia, Pelionetta,
and Mclanetta. The black scoter, (Edemia ameri-
cana, is called black coot, and the velvet scoter, Mela-
netta fusca velvetina, is the white-nnnged coot. [New
Eng.J

4. A simpleton; a silly fellow. [Prov. or

colloq.]
COOter (ko'ter), . 1. The common box-turtle,
Cistudo Carolina, of the United States: so
called in the Southern States. 2. A turtle
of the family Clemmyidce, Pseudemys concinna,
also known as the Florida cooler.

COOtfoot (kot'fut), n. The red or gray phala-
rope, Phalaropus fulicarius : so called from
the fringes of the toes, like those of a coot.

COOt-fpOted (kot'fut"ed), a. Having the toes

margined with membrane, like those of a coot :

specifically applied to a phalarope, originally
called by Edwards the cooted-footed tringa.

coot-grebe (kot'grSb), . A sun-bird, sun-

grebe, or finfoot. See Heliornithidw.
COOth (koth), n. [So. (Orkney) also cuth, a
young coalfish.] A local British name of the
coalfish.

COOtie (ko'ti), a. [See cutikins.'] Rough-legged:
an epithet applied to birds whose legs are clad
with feathers. [Scotch.]
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cop4 (kop), r. t.
; pret. and pp. copped, ppr.

copping. [< cop*, .] To capture or arrest

as a prisoner : as, he was copped for stealing.

[Thieves' slang.]

cop5
(kop), (. t.

; pret. and pp. cupped, ppr. cop-

ping. [E. dial.
;

cf. coup1 .']
To throw under-

hand. [Prov. Eng.]
copaiba, (ko-pa'ba), n. [Also written copaiva,

copayva; Sp. and Pg. copaiba (F. copaltu) (It.

copiba, Florio), < Braz. cupauba.] The balsam
or resinous juice flowing from incisions made
in the stem of a plant, Copaifera officinalis, and
several other species of the genus, growing in

Brazil, Peru, and elsewhere. See Copaifera.
It has a peculiar aromatic odor, and a bitterish, persis-
tently acrid, and nauseous taste. It consists of an acid
resin dissolved in a volatile oil which has the composition
and general chemical properties of oil of turpentine, but
witli a higher boiling-point. The balsam is used in medi-
cine, especially in affections of the mucous membranes.
It is also employed in the arts, as a medium for vitriflable

colors used in china-painting. Also called capim.

Copaifera (ko-pa'fe-ra), n. [NL., < copai(ba)
+ L. ferre = E. Mar*,] A genus of legumi-
nous shrubs and trees, natives of tropical Amer-
ica, with the exception of two African species.
They have abruptly pinnate coriaceous leaves, whitish
apetalous flowers, and one-seeded pods, and are the source
of the balsam of copaiba. The principal species from which
the balsam is derived are C. Langsdarfii, of Brazil ; C. offi-

Flowering Branch of Copaifcra

ciiuilis, of Venezviela and Central America
; and C. Martii

and C. Guianenxix, of Guiana and northern Brazil. The
wood of C. Martii, known as purpleheart, is of a beauti-
ful purple color when freshly cut, and has great strength
and durability. The African species yield various kinds
of copal.

Ye cootie moorcocks, crousely craw I

Burnt, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

cop1
(kop), n. [< ME. cop, dat. coppe, top, esp. copaiva (ko-pa'ya), n. Same as copaiba.

of a hill, head (of a person), < AS. cop (copp-), COpaivic (k9-pa' vik), a. [< copaiva + -ic.~\

top, summit (a rare word), = OS.'copp (in deriv. Pertaining to or derived from copaiba. Copai-
coppod, crested: see copped) = MD. hop, head,

**c a 4d'
a" acid obtained from the non-volatile part, or

~ - ' '

oleoresm, of copaiba balsam. It is soluble in alcohol, and
forms crystalline salts with the alkalis.

copaiye-wood (ko-pa'ya-wud), n. [<.copaiye,
repr. the native name, + wood1

.} The wood of

Vochysia Guianensis, a tree of British Guiana.
. ,

- -. It is compact, but not durable.
early confusion of the forms and senses of copi copal (ko'pal) n. [= D. F. Sp. Pg. copal = G.
with those of cup and 0m*l = cape* = cap*: Dan. kopaf, < Hex. eopalli, a genlric name of
see these words.] 1 The head or top of a resins.] A hard, transparent, amber-like resin,
thing; especially, the top of a hill. [Old and the product of many Different tropical trees,OV 'J _. - melting at a high temperature, and used in the

D. kop, head, pate, person, man, = MLG. kop,
LG. kopp, liead (> G. koppe, kuppe, head, top,
summit; cf. OF. dim. copet, cmipct, summit),= MHG. G. Icopf, head, pate: see the vari-
ant cob1

. There appears to have been an

Tho gan I up the hill to gon,
And fond upon the cop a won [dwelling].

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1166.

For cop they [the Britons] use to call
The tops of many hills.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxx. 147.

2. A tuft on the head of birds. 3. A round
piece of wood fixed on the top of a beehive.
[Prov. Bug.] 4. A mound or bank; a heap
of anything. [North. Eng.] 5. An inclosure
with a ditch around it. [Prov. Eng.] 6. A
fence. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 7. A merlon,
or portion of a battlement. 8. The conical ball

manufacture of varnishes. Some of the softer kinds
are also called tmime. Copal may be dissolved by diges-
tion in linseed-oil, with a heat a little less than sufficient
to boil or decompose the oil. This solution diluted with
spirit of turpentine forms a beautiful transparent varnish,
which, when properly applied and slowly dried, is exceed-
ingly durable and hard. There are various methods of pre-
paring it.

'"'

from Zar
nous tre<

iambicetue, and often dug from the ground in a semi-fossil
state. Several varieties are obtained from the western
coast of Africa, all probably furnished by species of Co-
paifera. Manila or Indian copal is obtained from Vateria
Indica. Kauri copal, from New Zealand and New Cale-

of thread formed on the spindle of a wheel or
doma

' ls
!
01

!
n

V
1
.

th
?,
801 ' ln larse masses, the product of

sninninir framfi Alsn nulled //> Q A +,,>>o
sPecles of Aqathw (Dammara). South American copalsspmmng-irame. Also called coppin. 9. Atube are obtained from Hymencea Courbaril and other allied

upon which silk thread is sometimes wound, in- leguminous trees, as well as from some burseraceous spe-
stead of being made into skeins. 10 A mea- cies - (See arnnw.) The Mexican copal-trees are species
sure of peas, 15 sheaves in the field and 16 in

' J* or
.

tller g era l the same order.-Chacaze
the barn. Halliwell. [Prov.

.

tercoppe, a spider ;
or else a particular applica-

= cobweb.} A spider.
C0p3

t,
n. An obsolete form of cup.

COD4 (kop), . [Origin obscure.] A policeman.
[Thieves' slang.]

copalche, copalchi (ko-pal'che, -chi), n. 1.
The Croton niveus, a eiiphorbiaceous shrub of
Mexico and Central America. Its bark has
the color and taste of cascarilla, and probably

cope

possesses similar properties. 2. A Brazilian

tree, Strychnos Pseudo-Quiita, the bark of which
is largely used in Brazil as a febrifuge.
copalin, copaline (ko'pal-in), . [< copal +
-iift, -iwe2.] Highgate resin

;
a fossil resin found

in roundish lumps in the blue clay of High-
gate Hill in London, England, resembling copal
resin in appearance and some of its character-
istic's.

copalm (ko'pam), . A name for the sweet-

gum tree of North America, Liquidambar Sty-
ruciflua.

coparcenary (ko-par'se-na-ri), n. [< co-1 +
parcenary. Cf. coparcener.'] Partnership in in-

heritance; joint heirship ; joint right of succes-

sion, or joint succession, to an estate of inheri-
tance in lands. In English law the term is used only
of females, because if there are sons the eldest takes the
whole estate. In nearly all the United States the word is

superseded by its equivalent tenancy in common.

coparcener (ko-par'se-ner), n. [< co-1 + par-
cener."] A coheir

;
one who has an equal por-

tion of the inheritance in lands of his or her
ancestor with others; in Eng. law, a female co-

heir, or a coheiress. See coparcenary.
Where a person seized in fee-simple . . . dies and his

next heirs are two or more females, . . . they shall all in-

herit, . . .and these co-heirs are then called coparceners ;

or, for brevity, parceners only. Blackvtone, Com., 187.

COparceny (ko-par'se-ni), n. [< coparcen-er+
-y.~\ An equal share of an inheritance.

See coparcenary.
copartt (ko-part'), v. [< co-1 + part.'} I.
trans. To share.

For of all miseries I hold that chief,
Wretched to be when none coparts our grief.

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, v. 1.

II. intrans. To take a share
; partake.

How say you, gentlemen, will you copart with me in
this my dejectednesse ? Ileywood, Royal King.

copartimentt (ko-par'ti-ment), n. [Var. of

compartment.'} A compartment.
Black copartimente show gold more bright.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, 1. 2.

copartmentt (ko-part'ment), n. [Var. of

compartment.'} A compartment.
In a copartment ... are his initials.

Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 391.

copartner (ko-part'ner), n. [< co-1 + part-
ner. Ci. coparcener.'} A partner ;

a sharer ;

a partaker : rarely used of partners in busi-
ness.

So should I have co-partners in my pain ;

And fellowship in woe doth woe assuage.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 789.

Thus, as a brother,
A fellow, and co-partner in the empire,
I do embrace you.

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, ii. 3.

copartnership (ko-part'ner-ship), n. [< copart-
ner + -ship.'] A partnership in an enterprise,
political, commercial, etc. : as, to form a copart-
nership in business.

This close copartnership in government.
Bmke, A Regicide Peace.

COpartnery (ko-part'ner-i), n. [< copartner +
-y.} In Scots law, a contract of copartnership.
COpastorate (ko-pas'tor-at), n. [< co-1 + ^s-
torate.] A joint pastorate. [Bare.]
With us, copastorateis or assistant ministries do not work

well. National Baptist, XVII. 740.

copataint (kop'a-tan), a. [< OF. capitain, cap-
tain, < ML. capitanetts, lit. pertaining to the
head (see captain), the E. form being influenced

by co;)
1

, head.] High-crowned ; pointed. [Rare.]
Also spelled copotain. Copatain hat, a hat with
a tall and somewhat conical crown, worn in the seven-
teenth century. It is the form of hat generally identified
witli wizards and witches.

fine villain ! A silken doublet ! a velvet hose ! a scar-
let cloak ! and a copatain hat ! Shak., T. of the S., v. 1.

copatriot (kO-pa'tri-ot), n. [< co-1 + patriot.
Ci. compatriot.} Same as compatriot.
copayva (ko-pa'va), n. Same as cojiaiba.

cope1
(kop), i. [Formerly also coupe; < ME.

cope, < AS. *cap or "cape (in comp. cantel-capas,
ME. cantelcapc, cantiircope, var. ofcatcrc<i/>jin.
a priest's robe, a dalmatic), also (in glosses) cop
(= Icel. Jcilpa = Sw. kapa = Dan. kaabe, a cope),
var. forms of cappe, ca'ppc, a cape, all ult. (like
ME. cape, < OF. cape, etc.) < L. cappa, capa, a

cape, cope: see cape
1 and rapi, of which </ 1

is a doublet.] If. A large outer garment; a

cloak; a mantle.
1 kennc liym might, but he [.hulas] is claddc in a cope,
He cares with a kene face vm-omly to kvs.

For* ri<t!i, p. 2-2S.

The side robe or <<>!>? of homely and i-oiirsc clothe, soche
as the lieggerie philosophies and none els vsen to wcare.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 47.



cope

2. Kcrif.t.. largemantie of dlk oretiur materi-

al wurn by priests or bilbop*OV*rthe ulbor siir-

plii'O in prori-sMuii^. :it soli-inn lands or matins,
:it benedictions. :ind on oilier occasions. It in

usually semicircular in shape, and i fastened III front at

the lleik'ht of till- shoulders hy a clasp i-alle.l ;l ,r

originally it had a hood, and (In- piece of gmbrolden de-

scending from the hack of tin ni - k i
- siill - all. it Hi. /,,-//.

Th. Dope i "iii nf tlic vestmenl.s uhn h v:n\ in color

with the festival or season. The straight edge i- usually
ornamented with a broad or|ihiv> or border of ambroidoy.

i -jr.:;

Ye l>e not all to blame.
Saving that you mistrusted our good King
\\ oiild handle scorn, or yield thee, asking, one
Nut tit to i-of- your ijii'

-r

Trnnynm, flareth and Lyiiette.

As distinguished from the chixsuble, the cope Is a proces-
sional or choral vestment, while the chasuble is sacrificial

or eucharistic. In the Church of l-.ngland the cope was
sometimes used instead of the chasuble, and at the time
of the Reformation the chasuble Itself was often called
a cope. The 24th canon of 1603 (still In force) orders
the cope to be worn by the celebrant in all cathedral and
collegiate churches. It continued to be worn at the eu-
charlst and at other times till the middle of the eighteenth
century, especially in cathedrals, but had fallen gradually
more and more into disuse till revived In recent times.
A decision of the judicial committee of the l"rlvy Council
in 1871 limited its use to that enjoined in the canon of
160:1. In Knghmd in Hi.- middle ages a long open black
mantle se\ui together in front over the neck and chest
was worn by canons, and called the canon's cope. See
mamlyait and pluvial.

They (the clergymen] walked partly in coapet . , . and
partly in surplices. Corijat, Crudities, I. 37.

It had no Kuhrick to he sung in an antfck Coape upon
the Stage of a High Altar.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. In the University of Cambridge, England, the
erminod robe worn by a doctor in the senate-
house on Congregation day. 4. Anything
spread or extended over the head, as the arch
or concave of the sky, the roof or covering of

a house, or the arch over a door
; specifically,

in arch., a coping.
Till the dark cope of night with kind embrace
Befriends the rout, and covers their disgrace.

Additon, The Campaign.
Over them vast and high extended the cope of a cedar,
s inking friim its great arms the trumpet-flower and the

Li-ape \inc. Lannfettaw, Rvailgclinc, II. 2.

6. In founding, same as ease2 , 10. See cut
under flask.

cope 1
(top), t'.

; pret. and pp. coped, ppr. coping.
[< ME. coven (in def. 2) ; from the noun.] I.
trans. 1. To provide with a cope or cloak; cover
with a cloak

;
cloak.

Theune com ther n confessour coved as a frere.

/'/.';.< rioinniln (('), iv. 38.

2. To cover as with a cope ; furnish with a cop-
ing.
A very large bridge, that is all made of wood, and coped

"vcrhca.I. AtttlvioH, Travels in Italy.

II. intrant!. Inarch., to form a cope or coping ;

bend as an arch or vault. The soffit of any pro-
ject ion is said to <-i>i>f uci-r when it slopes down-
ward from the wall.

Some (tending down and r.././,i./ toward the earth.

llollniiil, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 13.

I rather fancy the old wooden form |of coffin) was not
what UcaUedcotiod, exactly, but MX*con*l straight-dope.
tlie ec.tlin ami lid heiligcach of three hoiird.s joined, as stilt
Used aln-oad. A . ,i,,,l V-. (ith ser., X. 20S.

cope- (kop), r. [< >ffi. co/xn. buy. pay for, bar-

gain, < IX koojM-ii, buy, = 10.
i-lirii/i. c.,' buy, bar-

gain: sec I'lim/i. i:,rlnip~. r.. and i-litiji*. r. Cf.

''/"' J I. trim.*. If. To bargain for; buy. 2.
To make return for

; reward. [Archaic.]
I and my friend

Have, hy \.niv wi-ilnm. ln-cn this d'ay acquitted
volls penalties; in lien w hereof.

Three thousand diicaK due nut., the .lew.
We freely <<>],: \oiir e<mi-t< -..n- pain-- withal.

.S/iA-.. M. of V.. iv. 1.

Il.t intrans. To bargain.
For some good ilentleiuaii, that hath the right
I nto his I him h Im to present a w i^lil.

Will ,-.,; with Ihee ill reasonable wise;
Tliat if the living >neU .im. arise
To fortie iMiund, that then his yongest sonne
Shall twetltie have, and tw. nti. th-.n lia-t wonnc.

Mi'thei Hub. Tale.

C0pe :!
(kop). r. ; pret. and pp. nipi'il. ppr. coping.

[\ late MK. copen, prob. a var. of coapen (E.

I'Hii/ii ; i-f. aopaB, the same word in a technical

sense), strike, fight, appar. later associated with
ME. copen, buy, pay for, bargain; the notion
of 'strive, contend' easily arising from that
of 'bargain, chaffer.' See coup 1

, co;>e
2
.] I.

intrans. To strive or contend on equal terms ;

meet in combat ; oppose : often with a preced-
ing negative or word of negative import, the
verb then implying

'

oppose with success '
: fol-

lowed by with.

I challenge ... all the Persian lords
To cope leith me in single fight.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

A man who has persuaded himself that we are the crea-

tures of circumstance, or that we are the victims of a

necessity u-ith which it is impossible for us to cop?, will

give up the battle with Nature and do nothing.
J. A Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 57.

The small Ashing vessels, which were all that the Eng-
lish ports could provide, were unable to cope with the

large war vessels now used by the Danes.
J, R. Green, C'onq. of Eng., p. 386.

Two heads of evill he has to cope irith, ignorance and
malice. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

Host cop'd mth host, dire was the din of war. Philip*.

II. trans. To meet in contest or contention
;

oppose; encounter.

I love to cope him in these sullen Ats.

Shale., As you Like it, 11. 1.

Horatio, thon art e'en as just a man
As e'er my conversation .-../../ withal.

Shale., Hamlet, ill. 2.

cope4 (kop), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. An an-
cient tribute due to the king or the lord of the
soil out of the lead-mines in Derbyshire, Eng-
land.

In measuring the ore at the present time (1811), every
twenty -fifth dish which is measured is taken or set aside,
as the king's lot, cope, or duty. Farey.

2. See coper9 .

cope5 (kop), v. t. ; pret. and pp. coped, ppr. cop-

ing. [Var. of coup 1
, q. v.] Infalconry, to cut,

as the beak or talons of a hawk. Encyc. Brit.

copeck, kopeck (ko'pek), n. [Also written co-

peek ; = V. copeck = G. kopekt; etc., repr. Russ.

kopielka, also spelled koprika, a copeck, < kopati
(= OBulg. kopati, etc.), cut, grave, dig.] A de-

nomination of Russian silver and copper coins.

Copernicia

Copenhagen i k - pn - lui
'

un i. . [Named from
i

n/ii nlinii' n (l)nii. Kfnlii nliiini). tin' capital of

DcMiiiark.] 1. A hot drink ma<lo with spirit,

sugar, and beaten eggs. 2. A children's game
in which the players form a circle with their

hands on a rope, and one insiilr the circlr tries

to touch the hands of any other player and kittx

that one before he or one can get inside the

rope.

copepod (ko'pe-pod), a. and . I. a. Of or per-

taining to the I'opcpoda. Also copepodous.

Mniost every flih has Koiin Innn oi
'

theM Copepod para-
sites, cillier on its skin, Its eyes, or its gills.

Jtncyc. Brit., VI. 064.

II. H. < )no of the Copepoila.
Also roptpmltiii.

Copepoda (ko-pep'o-da), w. pi. [NL., more cor-

rectly Copopoaa, q.' v.','< Gr. tunn, an
par, prop.

the handle of an oar, any handle, + volt (TO/I-) =
E.foot.] An order of minute entomostracous
fresh-water and marine Cnmtacea: so named be-

cause their five pairs of feet are mostly used for

swimming.

Side View of a Female Cyclops,
a typical Copepod, carrying a pair
of ovisacs. (Magnified.)

/', eye : //'. anlennule ; ///', an-
tenna ;

'

xill

The body in divided int.. several rings, the
cuirass or carapace . "\. is

the head and thorax, and
the mouth isfurnUhed with

foot-jaws. The females car-

ry their eggs, when they
are expelled from the ova-

rium, in two bags at the
base of the tail. The young
present a form differing

greatly from that of the

parents. The limits of the
order vary with different

authors to some extent,
the Ay/.-..'/ (siphonosto-
inous and lernteoid para-
itic crmtacrans) being, in

art or as a whole, often

ncluded, and then distin-

guished as Paratita or

SiphimoKtoniata from the
GnathoKtornala or Eucope-
poda, or copepods proper ;

in this case the Copepoda
may )>e defined as entomos-
tracous crustaceans with
elongated and usually well-

par
inel

2. 3. 4. 5,

trum ; lo,

'"'.^S'lna^lkti: seated;' Ibodyrwithou-t, .

thoracic limbs ; R. ros-

labrum.

Copeck of Emperor Nicholas, in the British Museum.
( Size of the original.)

Tin- coins of this name current since 1855 are : in silver,

the 25-copeek piece, and pieces of 20, 15, 10, and ."> copecks ;

in copper, pieces of 1, 2, and 3 copecks. The copeck, reck-
oned as the hundredth part of a ruble, is worth 0.582
rnited States rent.

Copelatae, Copelata (ko-pe-la'te, -ta), n. pi.

[NL., pi. of copelata (or, in form Copelata,
neut. pi., accom. to -rtte2 ), < Gr. /twrrr;?.arvf, a
rower (KUTryZaTrif iroWirowf, the nautilus: see

/'"'.'//'),
( KUXII, a handle, esp. of an oar, also the

oar itself (prob. akin to E. haft, q. v. ), + i%a-

nic, a driver, < ifMvvciv (e).a-), drive.] A prime
division of ascidians or tunicaries, distinguish-
ing the tailed ascidians or Appeiuliculariidai
from the ordinary sea-squirts or ACOJUI.

copelate (ko'pe-lat), a. [< Copelata, accom. to

adjectives in -atel.j Of or pertaining to the

Cll/:i In/If.

COpemant (kop'man), n. [< P. koopman = E.

fhapmnn : see rlmpiiitin, fhu/i*.~] A chapman;
a dealer.

He would have sold his part of I'aradi-e

For ready money, had he met a <-<iji. nin.
B. Jimstm, Volpone, iii. .">.

shell-forming rednplica
t nre of the skin or abdom-
inal appendages, and with

hiramous swimming-feet (Cfciti*). The order is commonly
known as that of the oar-footed crustaceans. Some forms.,
as .Yofo</W/jA.v, are commensal in the branchial sac of us-

cidian.i. A species, CetochilM* nejtrntritmalit, forms much
of the food of whales. Also Copnpoda.

copepodan (ko-pep'o-dan), a. and . Same as

copepod.
copepodous (ko-pep'o-dus), a. [As cnpepod +
-rt.t.] Same as copepod.
copepod-stage (ko'pe-pod-staj), . In zoiil., a

stage in the development of
some of the stalk-eyed crusta-

ceans, as a prawn, when the
larva (a zoea) resembles an
adult copepod.

In this stage [of Prnau], which an-
swers to the so-called Zoea-fonn of
other I'odophthalmia, the principal
locomotive organs are the antennee
and anteiinules, ami the resemblance
to an adult copepod is so striking
that it may be termed the copepod-
ttfitri'. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 301.

coper 1
t, . An obsolete spell-

ing of copper.
C0per2t (ko

'

per), . [< cop2
+ -eri.] A seller; a dealer.

coper3*, n. [< rope* + -rl.]
A miner : so called from his working at a certain

price or cope per ton or load of ore mined.
Farcy. [North. Eng.]
Copernican (ko-per'ni-kan), n. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to Copernicus "(originally Kopper-
nigk, 1473-1543), a Prussian Pole and a cele-
brated astronomer, who, in a work published
in 1")43, promulgated the now received theory
that the earth and the planets revolve about the
sun ; pertaining to or in accord with the astro-

nomical doctrines of Copernicus. - Copernican
system, the solar system as conceived hy * 'opernicns, with
the sun in the center. ('"|>ernicHS did not conceive the

planets to move in ellipsis, as they are now known to
move, hut in ejiiryelic orhits.

II. n. An adherent of the astronomical doc-
trini's of Copernicus.
Copernicia (ko-per-nis'i-a), n. [Named in honor
of the astronomer I'n/n riiifiin (a Latinized form
of Kn/'/'ii-iiii//:. a name of Polish origin).] A
genus of tall, handsome fan-palms, of tropi-
cal America, including eight species. The most
important s|'e.-i, s is the camauha or wax-palm of Brazil,
C. err ; Inch are coated wilh a
hard vvitx. The trunk furnishes a very bard wood used
for huilding. veneering, and other purposes.

Zoea- or Copepod-
stage of a Prawn ( /V-

TifHi}. highly magni-
fied.



coperon

coperont, coperountt, . [ME., also coperun,

coproun, coporne, coportnie, < OF. couperon, the

summit of a mountain, tree, etc.; ult. < MLG.,
etc., kop, top: see cop 1

.] The top or peak.

Coporne or coporour [var. coperone, coperun} of a thynge,

capitellnm. Prompt. Pan., p. 91.

COpesmatet (kops'mat), . [Irreg. < cope$, v.,

with poss. ending, + mate1.] One who copes
with another in friendly offices ;

a companion
or friend.

Ne ever stayii in place, ne spake to wight,
Till that the i'oxe, his copesmate, he had found.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

Misshapen Time, copesmate of ugly Night.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 925.

If I should use extremity with her I might haug her,
and her copesmate my drudge here.

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

copestone (kop'ston), w. f< cope
1

, ., 4,+ stone.]
The upper or top stone

;
a stone forming part

of a coping.
Life lies behind us as the quarry from whence we get

tiles and cope-stones for the masonry of to-day.
Emerson, Misc., p. 84.

cophosis (ko-fo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

deafness, < nufyav, deafen, < Ku06f, deaf.] Inpa-
thol., diminution or loss of hearing; deafness.

cophouse(kop'hous), n. [Formerly coppehouse;
< cop (origin unknown) + house.] In manuf.,
a receptacle for tools. Weale.

Oopht (koft), n. Same as Copt2.

Cophyla (kof'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. Kt^>6g, dumb,
dull, deaf, + NL. Hyla, q. v.] A genus of tail-

less amphibians, typical of the family Cophy-
lidce.

cophylid (kof'i-lid), n. A toad-like amphibian
ot the family Cophylidos.

Cophylidae (ko-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cophyla
+ -id(e. ] A family of firmisternial salient am-
phibians, typified by the genus Cophyla, with
teeth in the upper jaw and dilated sacral dia-

pophyses, and without precoracoids.
copia libelli deliberanda (ko'pi-a li-bel'i

de-lib-e-ran'da). [L. (ML.), lit. a copy of the

complaint to be delivered : copia, copy ; libelli,

gen. of libellus, a writ, complaint ; deliberanda,
fem. ger. of deliberare, deliver: see copy, libel,

deliver.] In old Eng. law, the name, adopted
from its characteristic words, of a writ com-
manding an ecclesiastical court to furnish a
defendant therein with a copy of the complaint
against him.

copiapite (ko'pi-a-plt), . [< Copiapo, in Chili,+ -ite%.] A hydrous iron sulphate, occurring
in crystalline scales of a sulphur-yellow color.
Also called yellow copperas and misy.
copia verborum (ko'pi-a ver-bo'rum). [L. :

copia, abundance ; verborum, gen. pi. of verbum,
a word : see copy, n., and verb."] An abundance
of words

;
a rich or full vocabulary.

Copiet, n. An obsolete form of copy.
Copier (kop'i-er), n. [Formerly also copyer ;
< copy, v.

t.,
+ -er1 .] 1. One who copies; one

who writes or transcribes from an original or
form

;
a transcriber.

A coin is in no danger of having its characters altered
by copiers and transcribers. Addison, Ancient Medals.

2. An imitator; a plagiarist.
This order has produced great numbers of tolerable

copyers in painting. Taller, No. 166.

coping (ko
'

ping), n. [Verbal n. of cope1 , v.]
1. The top or cover of a wall, usually made
sloping to shed the water. A coping over is a pro-
jecting work beveling on its under side. Flat coping is
called parallel coping, and is used upon inclined surfaces,
as on the gables and parapets of houses, and also on the
tops of garden and other walls. Feather-edged cvpintt has
one edge thinner than the other. Saddle-back coping is
thicker in the middle than at the edges.

Costly stones, according to the measures of hewed stones,
sawed with saws, within and without, even from the foun-
dation unto the coping. 1 Ki. vii. 9.

2. In ship-building, the turning of the ends of
iron lodging-knees so as to hook into the beams,
and thus ease the strain upon the necks of the
bolts when the vessel rolls.

copious (ko'pi-us), a. [< ME. copiotts, copyous,
< OF. "capias, copicux, mod. F. copieux = Sp.
Pg. It. copioso, < L. copiosus, plentiful, < copia,
plenty: see copy, n.] 1. Abundant; plentiful;
ample ; large in quantity or number : as, copi-
ous supplies ;

a copious feast
; copious notes of

a lecture
; copious rain.

So copious and diffusive was their knowledge, that what
they knew not by experience, they comprehended in

thought. Bacon, Moral Fables, vii., Expl.

Hail, Son of God ! Saviour of men ! Thy name
Shall be the copious matter of my song.

M!/t,,n, P. L., iii. 413.

1254
The tender heart is animated peace,

And . . . pours its copious treasures forth

In various converse. Thomson, Spring, 1. 942.

2. Exhibiting abundance or fullness, as of

thoughts or words.

Pitt had refused to be one of the conductors of the im-

peachment ;
and his commanding, copious, and sonorous

eloquence was wanting to that great muster of various tal-

ents. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3. Having an abundant supply; abounding:
plenteous; liberal.

He was copiome of langage in his disporte for the ioly-
nesse that was in hym and the myrthe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 476.

The all bounteous King, who shower'd
With copious hand, rejoicing in their joy.

Milton, P. L., v. 641.

=
Syn. Ample, Copious, Plenteous (see ample), rich, full,

exuberant, overflowing, profuse.

copiously (ko'pi-us-li), adv. 1. Abundantly;
plentifully; profusely.
You are so copiously fluent, you can weary any one's Ears

sooner than your own Tongue. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii.

The boy being made to drink copiously of tar-water, this

prevented or lessened the fever.

Bp. Berkeley, Farther Thoughts on Tar-water.

2. Largely; fully; amply; diffusely.

I have written more copiously of Padna than of any oth-

er Italian citie whatsoever saving Venice.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 194.

These several remains have been . . . copiously described

by ... travellers. Addison.

copiousness (ko'pi-us-nes), . 1. Abundance;
plenty; great quantity; full supply.
There are many in whom you have not to regret either

elegance of diction or copiousness of narrative, who have
yet united copiousness with brevity.

Milton, To Lord H. De Bras, July 15, 1657.

2. Diffuseness of style or manner in writing or

speaking, or superabundance of matter.

With what a fluency of invention, and copiousness of ex-

pression, will they enlarge upon every little slip in the be-
haviour of another ! Addison, Lady Orators.

Percival got nothing from Shelley but the fatal copious-
ness which is his vice. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 182.

= Syn. 1. Exuberance, richness, profusion,

copistt (kop'ist), n. [= D. kopiist = G. copist =
Dan. kopist, < F. copiste (= Sp. Pg. It. copista),
< copier, copy : see copy, v. Cf. copyist.] A copi-
er

;
a copyist.

A copist after nature.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iii. 3.

coplanar (ko-pla'nar), a. [< co-1 + plane +
-ar2.] Lying in one plane.
COplanation (ko-pla-na'shpn), n. [< co-1 +
plane + -ation.] Iii math., the process of find-

ing a plane area equal to a given curved surface.

Copland (kop'land), n. [< cop 1 + land.] A
piece of ground terminating in a cop or acute

angle.

COplantt (ko-planf), . t. [< co-1 + plant1.] To
plant together or at the same time.

The Romans quickly diffused and rooted themselves in

every part thereof [France], and so co-planted their lan-

guage. Hoirell, Letters, iv. 19.

ing vertices, as A, A', A", lie in one straight line, and all

three such lines, AA', BB', CC', meet in one point. It is a
theorem that coplanar triangles are also coaxial.

Coponautae (ko-po-na'te), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. KU-

KTI, a handle, esp. of an oar, the oar itself, +
L. nauta, a sailor.] The pteropods : a synonym
of Pteropoda.
Copopoda (ko-pop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see Co-

pepoda.] Same as Copepoda.

copopsia (ko-pop'si-a), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.

KoVo?, toil, weariness, + !nl>i<;, sight; otherwise
for "cophopsia, < Gr. Kixj>6t;, dull, esp. of the

senses, deaf, dumb, dim-sighted, T oijitc, sight.]
In pathol., weakness or fatigue of sight.

COportiont (ko-por'shon), n. [< co-1 + portion.]
An equal share.

My selfe will beare a part, coportion of your packe.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 47.

cppos (kop'os), n. [NL., < JOOTTOC, a striking, beat-

ing, toil, weariness, fatigue, < KOKTCIV (y *KOTT),

strike.] In pathol., a morbid lassitude.

copotaint, a. Same as copatain. Fairholt ;

Planchi'.

C0-poursuivant (ko-por-swe-von'), . [F., <

co-, together, + poursnwant: see co-1 and pur-
suivant.] In French law, a co-plaintiff.

COppeM, H. An obsolete form of cop 1
.

C0ppe2
t, n. A Middle English form of cop

2
.

coppe3
t, An obsolete form of cup.

coppe (ko-pa'), a. [AF., appar. pp. of coper,

cooper, cut, appar. assimilated to E., as if < E.

cop (ME. coppe) + -e; equiv. to E. copped.] In

copper

her., having the head raised above its natural

position.

copped (kopt), a. [Also spelled copt; < ME.
copped, pointed, crested, < AS. copped, found

only in privative sense, having the top cut off,

polled, as a tree, but also prob. crested (= OS.

coppod (in a gloss), crested), < cop (copp-), cop,

top, + -ed: see cop
1 and -ed'2.] 1. Pointed;

crested ; rising to a point or head
;
conical.

With high copt hattes and fethers flaunt a flaunt.

Gascoiffne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 83.

The maine land, being full of copped hils.

Hakluyfs I'oyarjes, I. 327.

Copt Hall, more properly Copped Hall, was a name pop-
ularly given to houses conspicuous for a high-pitched
peaked roof. If. and Q., 7th ser., II. 334.

2. Convex. [Prov. Eng.] 3. In her., same as

coppe.
Also copaled.

Cap copped! See capi.

coppehouset, " An obsolete form of cophouse.
Weale.

coppel (kop'el), w. Same as cupel.

coppe-melt, adv. An obsolete form of cup-meal.

copper (kop'er), . and a. [Early mod. E. coper,
< ME. coper, < AS. coper, copor= D. koper= MLG.
LG. hopper = OHGf. chupfar, MHG. G. kupfer =
Icel. koparr = Sw. koppar = Dan. kobber = F.

cuirre=8p. Pg. cobre (> Ar. qobros),< ML. cuper,
LL. cuprum, copper, contr. of L. cyprium, cop-
per, usually Cyprium <es, i. e., Cyprian brass, <

Gr. Kvxpioc, Cyprian, < Kt'Trpof, Cyprus, an island
in the Mediterranean, whence the Romans got
their best copper : see Cyprian. The It. word
is rame = Wall, arame = Sp. arambre, alambre

=Pg. arame= Pr. aram = F. airain, prop, yellow
copper, brass, < LL. wramen, copper, bronze, < L.
ces (air-), copper, bronze : see as. The Gr. name
was ;fa/lK<if : see chalcitis, etc.] I. n. 1. Chemi-
cal symbol, Cu; atomic weight, 63.3. A metal

distinguished from all others by its peculiar red
color. Its crystalline form is that of the cube or regular
octahedron (isometric). Its specific gravity is nearly nine
times that of water (8.838 native copper, 8.958 electrotype
copper). Among the metals in common use, it stands next
to gold and silver in malleability and ductility, and next
to iron and steel in tenacity. Its melting-point is a little

below that of gold and considerably above that of silver.

Copper is one of the most widely diffused metals, and
occurs in the native state, as well as in a great variety of

sulphureted and oxidized combinations. Native copper
is not unfrequently met with in the superficial portions
of cupriferous lodes, but usually only in small amount.
In two regions, however, this metal is mined exclusively in

the native state : namely, the south shore of Lake Superior,
and Corocoro in Bolivia ; but of the two the former is by
far the more important, and produces about one sixth
of the total yield of the world. In the Lake Superior re-

gion the copper occurs in regular flssure-veins, and also
in a conglomerate of volcanic origin, forming the cement by
which tlie pebbles are held together. In the fissure-veins

large masses of native copper have frequently been found,
one such mass weighing over three hundred tons. Most
of the copper of the world, previous to the opening of this

region, was produced from ores consisting of combinations
of the metal with certain mineralizers, such as sulphur
and oxygen, and especially sulphur. The most abundant
ore is the so-called "

yellow copper ore
"
or copper pyrites,

the chalcopyrite of the mineralogist, which is composed
of copper, iron, and sulphur, and contains, when chemi-

cally pure, 34.6 per cent, of copper. The total copper-pro-
duction of the world for the year 1886 may be estimated at

215,000 tons, of which the United States produced about
one third ; it had increased rapidly within the preceding
twenty-five years. The copper of the United States comes
chiefly from Lake Superior, Arizona, and Montana. Spain,
Chili, Prussia, and Australia are other large producers of
this metal. Copper has been known from the remotest ages,
and was mined extensively on Lake Superior before the
advent of Europeans. Its uses are manifold. The most
important of them was, before the very general use of iron
in ship-building, as a sheathing metal, first by itself, and
later as a part of the alloy called yedou' metal, a variety
of brass. On account of its electric conductivity, copper
is largely used for induction-coils and all kinds of electri-

cal apparatus, and for the cores of telegraph-cables. For
these uses very pure copper is required ;

a slight admix-
ture of iron greatly increases its electrical resistance. For
domestic purposes copper is made up in a great variety of

forms, either by itself, or tinned in order to prevent corro-
sion by acid liquids. The electrotyping process depends
on the deposition by the galvanic current of pure copper
from a solution of one of its salts, the metal deposited,

forming an exact reproduction in copper of an object sus-

pended for that purpose in the bath. The alloys of copper
are of great importance, and one of them, bronze, is of high, , ,

antiquity. The salts of copper are also numerous, and are

invaluable in the arts. Copper sulphate, or blue vitriol,

is largely used in calico-printing, in electro-metallurgy,
and in the preparation of the copper pigments Scbeele'a

green, Schweinfurt green, find Puris green, the latter be-

ing much used as an insecticide, principally for the Colo-

rado potato-beetle. See brass, bronze, and yellow metal

(under metal).

2. A vessel made of copper, particularly a large
boiler

; specifically, in the plural, the large ket-

tles or boilers in a ship's galley for boiling food
for the ship's company. These lx lilers were formerly
of copper, but are now usually of iron. The boilers used
in various manufacturing operations, though frequently
of other metals, still often retain the name copper.



copper copping-rail

The resident landlords, for the most part, did.their duty copperbell (kop'er-bel), w. 81

well cMablishin;; soup ,../,/",-.< and dUtrihiitim; cooked
/,,.,/ ]

tod. r.S few msh Mis,, ft, b, u.,,,...,, P. ,:,-

cop
'

belly (k()p 'er-bel ij. ,,

Same as coppcr- I shall IK) presented by u *rt of

of you. li. J
/:/,rr-lart4 scoundrel!
utvn, Poetaster, iii. 1.

copperbelly (kop'er-bel' i), . The popular copper-nickel (kop'er-nii'el), . Same as ntc-

llenei 3. /-/. The inoiit li, throat, nii.l stoniiieh, nanie of a common harmless serpent of the
as the receptacle and digester of food. See

[Slang.]
. United States, the Coluber or Troiiidoiiotus or

hot coppvrx, below. [Slang.] Kerodia ertjthrogaxter, having a uniformly cop-
A fellow cant enjoy hi.s hmikta-t alter that [devilled pi-r-colorcd belly. Batrd ailll liiriinl.

tones and,nulled POK i
w,n

;;

m, ,,,,,,,

,1,1,^,0,,,^
,,,,,,,, Mt (kop 'er-bit), n. A soldering-iron

having a eopper point.
4. A copper com; a penny ;_

a cent; :-
Cppper-bottomed (kop'er-bot'umd), a. Hav-

ing the bottom sheathed with copper, as a
wooden ship.

copper-captain (kop'er-kap'tan), n. One who
calls himself a captain without any right to the

title.

) this copper captain . . . was confided the command

iV
;

lively, eopper money; small change.

My friends tilled my pockets with i-n;/ywr.

FraMin, Autobiog., I.

If this is to be done out of bis salary, he will be a twelve-

month without a ri'/'i" -r to live on.

Ji'/frmtn, Correspondence, II. .'t-1.

5 In faro, a check small disk like a coin or ^^J^gf Irvinijt Knickerbocker, p. 314.
other convenient object, used to copper win.
See ,;,,,/ r, r., '_'. 6. pi. Copper butterflies. See copper-colored (kop'er-kul'ord), n. Of a cop-

butt<:rJlu. 7. A reel used by wire-drawers to per color: applied especially to the American
,r>. A .. <! ,., Indians, from the color of their skin.

Faced with

copper Copper-faced type, a printing-type the face

of which is protected by a thin Him of copper deposited

upon it by means of the galvanic battery, to increase its

durability.

lopper-fastened (kop'er-fas'nd), a. Fastened
with eopper instead of iron or steel bolts, as

the planking of a ship.
Same as c/i/-

wind Wire upon. Azure copper ore. same as mu- Indians, from the color of their skin.

riir, i. Black copper. (-0 I'nreitiied copper in which copper-faced (kop er-fast), a.

thi- metal Inis not been deprived of all its impurities in

the process of sini'ltlllg. (b) Tho native black oxld mela-

conltc. Blanched copper. SwMMMM Blue cop-
per ore. Same as r/,-i/, .(.-, i Bungtown copper, a spu-
rious coin countcrfeitim; UK- Dullish copper halfpenny.
It never was a legal coin. [New Kiigland.)

Wait till the flowers is none, . . . they (herbs) wouldn't
fetch u lnin

:
ii"ii-ii ("/'/'/. 5. Jvdd, Margaret, I. 4.

l.\
, Prance. Ainu railed cAMfyitt*. OOVpV mica.

Same as thalmiilojlliif. Copper pyrites. Same as chat-

oopyritt. Copper vitriol, hydrous copper sulphate in

blur triclinic crystal*. When occurring native, it is the

mineral chalcunthite. Also called cyanose or cyanoiite.
Emerald copper, the popular name of dioptase.

Enamelers' copper, the flue copper used as the basis of

enameled dial-plates. -Gray Cppper. See tetrahedritc.

Hot coppers, a puvhad condition of the mouth, throat,
and stomach resulting from excessive indulgence in strong
drink. See capiirr, n., :t. (Slang. 1 Hydrated copper
OXld, ('u(OH>_>, a pale-blue oxld precipitated when the so-

lution of a pfotosaltof copper is mixed with caustic al-

kali In excess. If this mixture is raised to the boiling

point or beyond, the hydrate is decomiK>sed even in the

presence of water, and a black anhydrous copper oxid is

formed. The hydruted oxid is used, mixed with glne or

size and a little chalk or alumina, as a blue pigment or

color for paper-staining. It soon acquires a greenish tinge.
Also called Brent/>n bltui or blue wrditer. IndigO-COP-
per. Same as enivlliu. Mass Copper. See barrel-work.

Purple or variegated copper. Same as bornite.

Red copper, native oxid of copper of various shades of

red. Sec ni iii-it''. Stannate of copper. Same as On-
e*fa'ffren(\vhichsce, under are fit). Velvet copper ore.
See eiianolricliile. Vitreous copper. See chalcocite.

White COPPer. Same as packfuwi.

II. a. Consisting of or resembling copper.
I have heard the prince tell him . . . that that ring was

r,,,,,,,',-. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Til. S.

I had as lief Helen's (?olden tongue had commended
Troilus for a copper nose. Shak., T. and C., I. 2.

All in a hot and copper sky
The bloody sun, at noon,
Right up above the mast did stand,
No bigger than the moon.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, li.

Copper bit or bolt. See hin .-- Copper butterflies, see

liiitlrrllii.

copper (kop'er), r. t. [< copper, .] 1. To cov-

er or sheathe with sheets of copper: as, to cop-

PIT a ship. 2. In/rtro, to place a copper (cent)
or other token upon (a card), to indicate that

the player wishes to bet against that card ; bet

against : as, to copper a card
;
to copper a bet.

copperah (kop'e-rii), . Same as copra.

copperas (kop'"e-'ras), . [Formerly copras,

ni/n-i.t. opppTMM, < ME. coperose, < OF. coupe-

rose, F. coupcroite = Sp. caparrosa, capparos,

formerly with the Ar. art., oioaparroML = Pg.

caparrOHa, citpparomt = It. cuppm-mui, < ML. co-

poronii. cupi-roKii, ciiprosa, a corruption of "cii)>ri

rosn (> MD. kopcr-roose), lit. rose of copper: cu-

copper + hrati ;

color of its

head.] 1. A common venomous serpent of the

United States, Trigonocephalus or Ancistrodon

contortrix. It is of rather small size, generally under
two feet in length, and of a dull pale-chestnut or hazel

color with numerous (16-25) inverted, Y-shaped, dark

copperas, lit. 'copper-vapor': see reek

xa/.navOof, copperas, lit. 'copper-flower.'] Green

Copperhead ( Trigonocepkaltts coHtffrtrt'jr).

blotches. The ground color is brighter-reddish on the head,
the sides of which present a cream-colored streak. It be-

longs to the same genus as the water-moccasin (T. pucitn-
run), but is not aquatic. Unlike the rattlesnake, the cop-

perhead has the habit of striking without previous move-
ment or warning, whence its name Is a synonym of hidden

danger or secret hostility. Also called cojtperbell and red

mper.
Hence 2. During the civil war in the United

States, a northern sympathizer with the rebel-

lion : so called by the Unionists.

Moreover, the copperheads of the North have done every-

thing in their power to render It (the draft) Inoperative.
//. W. Halleck, N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 500.

3f. A term of ridicule or contempt applied to

the early Dutch colonists of New York.

The Yankees sneeringly spoke of the round-crowned
burghers of the Manhattoes as the Coi>prrlim<lt.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 402.

copperheadism (kop'er-hed-izm), n. [< copper-
hi'iiil, 2, + -ism."] In the period of the civil war
in the United States, northern sympathy with
the rebellion.

There is the contest within the party between its best

and its worst element*, the representatives of a new .-fa

and of a future, and the exponents uf the coppeThraili*in
of the war and the traditions and issues of the past.

S. Bmrltl, in Merriam, II. 40.

[Verbal n. of cop-

covering or sheathing"

a ship. 2. The

_ iifl of a ship's
bottom. 3. In gambling, tne act of wagering
that a certain card will lose.

ish, or whitish, but more usually green. It is

much used in dyeing black, in milking ink, in medicine a~

a tonic, in photography us a developing a^ent, etc. DK-
solved in water, iu tile protxirtioll of a pound and a half

to the gallon, it i- :tl-i> used as a disinfectant for sinks.

sewers, etc. The < upperas of commerce is usually made
by the decomposition of iron pyrites. The term e.

>/./..
-m.<

ormcrly svnonymons uith rit.-i"/, and included the

green, blue, 'mid while vitriols, or the sulphates of iron,

copper, and /inc. Blue Copperas. Same a- />/' */i';. 1.

Copperas-black. See 1,1, !,!,. White copperas, see

iiu/iii'mWc and
:
ni,i,-i'i?. -Yellow copperas. Same as

"'''

///"+ -ation.] Impregnation with copper, or

with some preparation containing copper.

Copperize (kop'er-iz), r. t. : pret. and pp. copprr-
i~cd, ppr. ciip)tcri~iinj. [< copper + -/*<*.] To im-

pregnate with eopper, or with some preparation
containing copper Copperized ammonia, am-
monia holding in solution copper hydrate. It is used as

a solvent for pa|>er. cotton, and other forms of cellulose.

Also called i'n},rn.ii tiuiinniiiiii.

copper-laced (kop'er-last), a. Trimmed or dec-

orated with copper lace, instead of gold hiee.

coppernose (kop'er-noz), n. The copper-nosed
sunlisli. I.f/Minitx inilliiliif.

copper-nosed i kop'er-nozd), a. Having a red

or copper-colored nose. Copper-nosed bream, a

sunli-h. /, I'i'iiiix I'tlllidut. Also called i-"i>i>fmo*c, blue

copperplate (kop'er-plat), n. and a. I. n. 1.

A plate of polished copper on which a writing,

picture, or design is made in sunken lines by
engraving or etcning. From this plate, when charged
with suitable ink, impressions of the design may lie pro-
duced on paper or vellum by pressure. 8ee engraving.

2. A print or an impression from such a plate.

II. a. Engraved or etched on copper, or

printed from a copperplate: as, a copperplate

engraving.
copper-powder (kop'er-pou'dSr), n. A bronz-

ing-powder made by saturating nitrons acid

with copper, and precipitating the latter by the

addition of iron. The precipitate is then thor-

oughly washed.

copper-rose (kop'er-roz), n. The red field-pop-

py. Also cuprose, cuprose. [Prov. Eng. ]

coppersmith (kop'er-smith), n. 1. A worker
in copper ;

one whose occupation is to manu-
facture copper utensils.

Alexander the copixrmiith did me much evil.

2 Tim. Iv. 14.

2. A book-name of the tambagut.
copper-wall (kop'er-wal), n. In sugar-making,
an obsolete arrangement of boilers or open pans
for the evaporation of cane-juice, consisting
of five iron boilers called teaches, which were
walled in one row and heated by a common fire.

The juice from the crushing-mill was conducted into the

boiler furthest from the fire, and ladled successively from
one boiler to another, until In that nearest the fire the

evaporation was completed.

copperwing(kop'er-wing), n. A copper-winged
butterfly ;

a copper butterfly.

cppperwork (kop'er-wrk), n. Work executed
in copper, or the part of any structure wrought
in copper.
copper-works (kop'er-werks), . ging. or pi.

A place or places where copper is wrought or

manufactured.

copper-worm (kop'er-werm), . 1. The ship-
worm, Teredo navalis. 2f. "A moth that fret-

teth garments." Johnson. [Not identified; ap-

parently some tineid or its larva.] 3f. "A
worm breeding in one's hand." Johnson. [Not
identified; apparently the itch-insect or itch-

mite, Sarcoptts scabiei.}

coppery (kop'er-i), a. [< copper + -y
1
.] Con-

taining or resembling copper; having any
quality of copper: as, a coppery solution; a

coppery taste.

If the eclipse (of the moon] becomes total the whole disk

of the moon will nearly always be plainly visible, shining
with a red, coppery light.

Xetccomb and lloUicn, Astron., p. 171.

coppi, ". Plural of coppo.

coppice, copse (kop'is, kops), n. [The form

copse is a contr. of coppice; cf. E. dial, coppy,
not found in ME., taken as a sing, of the sup-

posed plural coppice (formerly also coppies);
< OF. copeiz (also copeau), wood newly cut,

hence prob. underwood, coppice (> ML. copecia,

copicia, underwood, coppice), < coper, copper.
F. couper, cut: see coup1.] A wood or thicket

formed of trees or busnes of small growth, or

consisting of underwood or brushwood; espe-

cially, in England, a wood cut at certain times
for fuel. The most common trees planted or used there

for this puii..se are the oak, chestnut, maple, birch, ash,
and willow. When copsewood is cut down, new plants
shoot up from the roots and form the next crop.

Near yonder copse where once the garden smiled.
Gallium ith, DCS. VII., 1. 137.

Tin- sweet myrtle here often attains the height of fifteen

or twenty feet, and forms an almost impenetrable coppice,

hurthening the air with its fragrance. Pot, Tales, I. 53.

When tirst the liquid note beloved of men
Conies flying over many a windy wave
To Britain, and in April suddenly
Breaks from a coppice genuu'd with green and red.

Tennyion, Geraint.

coppice (kop'is), v. t. Same as copse.

coppilt, v. t. See cupel.

coppin (kop'in), H. [Prob. for 'copping, verbal

n. of "cop
1

, r.] Same as cop
1

, 8.

copping-plate (kop'ing-plat), n. The copping-
rail of a throstle-machine. E. H.

copping-rail (kop'ing-ral), n. In spiniiin<i-

iHiifli., the rail or bar on which the bobbin
rests, and by which the roving or yarn is evenly
distributed 'by an up-and-down motion.
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Coppinia (ko-pin'i-a), . [NL., from a proper
name, Coppin.] The typical genus of the family
Coppiniidai. C. arcta is a greenish-yellow spe-
cies iucrusting the stems of other zoophytes.
Coppiniidae (kop-i-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < C'op-

pinia + -idie.~] A family of calyptoblastic or

thecophorous hydroid polyps, represented by
the genus Coppinia.

COppleH (kop'l), . [Dim. of cop
1
.] Anything

rising to a point or summit; a hill.

It is a low cape, and upon it is a copple, not very high.
Hakluyt's Voyages.

copple2 (kop'l), . Same as cupel.

copple-crown (kop'l-kroun), n. [< copple
1 +

crown.'] 1. The crested crown or head of a
bird.

Like the copple-crown
The lapwing has. Randolph, Amyntas, ii. 8.

2. A hen with a crest or top-knot. Also cropple- coprolite (kop'ro-lit), w. [< Gr. n6n-pof, dung,
crown. [New Eng.]

+ /Uft>?, a stone. Cf. coprolith.] Ahardround-

coppled (kop'ld), a. [< copple
1 + -ed?. Cf.

copped.'] Same as copped.

copple-dust (kop'l -dust), n. Same as cupel-
dust.

COpplestone (kop'1-ston), . Same as cobble
or cobblestone. See cobblel.

coppo (kop'po), n.
; pi. coppi (-pi). [It., a_pitch-

a large

Feiiiale Carolina Tumble-bug {Copris Carolina}, natural size.

thorax, and striate elytra, c. hmaris is a black

European dung-beetle. C. Carolina, C. anaglypticus, and
C. inmutus are species of the eastern United States.

er: see cup.'] 1. In ceram., a large Tuscan
earthenware vessel used for holding oil, grain,
etc. 2. An Italian oil-measure, equal in Lucca
and Modena to 26f United States (old wine)
gallons: but in the Lombardo-Venetian sys-
tem of 1803 the coppo or cappo was precisely a
deciliter.

ish stony mass, consisting of the petrified fecal
matter of animals, chiefly of extinct reptiles or
sauroid fishes. In variety of size and external form
the coprolites resemble oblong pebbles or kidney potatoes.
They for the most part range from 2 to 4 inches in length,
and from 1 to 2 inches in diameter ; but some few are
much larger, as those of the Ichthyosauri, within whose
ribs masses have been found in situ. They are found
chiefly in the Lias and the coal-measures. They contain in

many cases undigested portions of the prey of the animals
which have voided them, as fragments of scales, shells,i 11,111- vuiuctt iiM'ni. oa 1 1 ,'ii:Miri 1 1 > ui scales, Blieiltf, . . i ' - '. .. .

etc. Coprolites thus indicate the nature of the food, and COpStlCfc (kop stik),
to some extent the intestinal structure, of the animal n. [G. kopfstiick. <
which voided them. They are found in such quantities in

some localities, as parts of South Carolina, that the mining
of the phosphatic rock formed by them for manure con-
stitutes an important industry.

Coptocycla

3. To inclose as in a copse.
Nature itself hath coptted and bounded us in.

Farindon, Sermons (1657), p. 439.

H. intrans. To form a coppice ; grow up again
from the roots after being cut down, as brush-
wood. [Rare in all its uses.]
Also coppice.

copsewood (kops'wud), . A low growth of
shrubs and bushes; wood treated as coppice
and cut down at certain periods. See coppice.

The side of every hill where the copsewood grew thick.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Copsichus (kop'si-kus), n. [NL. ;
also written

Copsichos, and improp. Copsychos ; < Gr. it6il>ixof>
another form of n6aavifio<;, Attic Korrtxjmf, a sing-
ing bird, prob. the blackbird, or black ouzel,
Turdus merula.~\ 1 . A genus of turdoid or den-
tirostral oscine passerine birds, of uncertain
limits and systematic position. It is now com-
monly referred to the family Tuniidce, and restricted to
the dayals or magpie-
robins of India and the
East Indies, such as the
Indian C. mularis, the

Ceylonese C. ceylonen-
tds, etc.

2. The ring-ouzels
of Europe : a syno-
nym of Merula. J.

COppy (kop'i), n.
; pi. coppies (-iz). A dialectal coprplith (kop'ro-lith), n. [< Gr. Ko:rpoc, dung,

form of coppice. + faOos, a stone.] 1. A ball of hardened feces

Copra (kop'ra), n. [Native name.] The dried or other impacted mass in the bowels
;
a scyba-

kernel of the cocoanut, one of the principal ar- lum. 2. A coprolite.
tides of export from the islands of the Pacific coprolitic (kop-ro-lit'ik), a. [< coprolite + -ic.]

to Europe, where the oil is expressed. It is fre- Composed of, resembling, or containing copro-
quently used as an ingredient of curry. Also
written cobra, coprah, and copperah.
We saw also . . . coprah, or dried cocoa-nut kernels, Coprophagi.

broken into small pieces in order that they may stow bet- Copropnagl (ko-prof a-ji), n. pi.
ter. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

Dayal, or Magpie-robin (Cofstchus
saularis).

coprophagan (ko-prof'a-gan), n. One of the

copraeraia, copremia (ko-pre'mi-a), n. [NL.
coprcemia, < Gr. /i7r/K>f, dung, ordure, + di/ia,

blood.] In patliol., a polluted condition of the
blood caused by the absorption of fecal matter
in cases of obstruction of the bowels.

coprophagus : see coprophagous.~] The tumble-
bugs, dung-beetles, dung-feeding scarabs, or
shard-borne beetles; a section of lamellicorn

beetles, typified by the sacred beetle (Scara-

the

kopf (= AS. cop, E.

cop
1
), head, + stuck

(= AS. stycce),

piece.] An old sil-

ver coin used in

many parts of Ger-

many, worth 16$
cents United States

money after 1763, and previously nearly 2 cents
more. It generally bore the same device as
the rix-dollar.

COpsy (kop'si), a. [< copse + -y
1
.] Having

J.NL., pi. of copses; covered with coppice or copses.
The Flood

And trading Bark with low contracted Sail,

Linger among the Reeds and copsy Banks.
Dyer, Fleece, i.

cppt^j a. Another spelling of copped.

The effect of this form of blood-poisoning, to which the COprOpftagist (ko-prof'a-jist), .d-poi,
term coprcemia may not improperly be applied, is seen in
the sallow, dirty hue of the skin.

Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 604.

gous + -ist.']

see).

']. \_Ascoproplui-
An animal that eats dung.

COpremesis (ko-prem'e-sis), re.

dung, feees, +
[NL., < Gr. n6-

But there are real coprophagistg or dung-eaters among
birds. W. Marshall, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 605.

coprophagous (ko-prof'a-gus), a. [< NL. co-

or filth : applied to various insects, and specifi-
cally to the Coprophagi.

Insects are carnivorous, insectivorous, . . . copropha-
gous. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 358.

Kibti. Origin uncertain
; variously referred to

Gr. Al-yvvT-of, Egypt; or to Gr. Ko;rTOf, Koirru,
mod. Kobt or Eoft, an ancient town of Egypt,
near Thebes ; or to Gr. 'Imca/Hnif, Jacobite.] A
native Egyptian ;

an Egyptian Christian, espe-
cially one of the sect of Monophysites. The
Copts are descendants of the ancient Egyptians, and for-

merly spoke the Coptic language. After the Council of
Chalcedon (A. D. 451) the majority of Egyptian Chiistians
separated from the Orthodox Church, and have ever since
had their own succession of patriarchs. Their number is

now very small. The Abyssinian or Ethiopic Church is a
part of the Coptic communion, and its abuna or metran is

The copresence of other laws. Emerson.

I should be glad to think that the co-presence of opposite
theologies among men apparently committed to the same
was attributable simply to ambiguous and illogical expres-

n/mf, dung, feees, + Ifieaif, vomiting, < euelv,
- -

/ n ~
+ r ~

vomit: see vomit, emetic.-] In pathol.,the vom- propha.gvs, < Gr. wwrpofzyof dung-eating, < K6-

iting of fecal matter; stercoraceous vomiting. "W.,dung, +.*$&, eat.] Peedmgupon dung
COpremic (ko-pre'mik), a. [< coprwmia + -ic.]
Affected with coprsemia.
COpresbyter (ko-pres'bi-ter), n. [< co-1 + pres-
byter.'] A fellow-presbyter; a member of the
same presbytery with another or others. Coprophilida (kop-ro-fil'i-da), n. pi. [NL. always choserf andTconsecrated'by the Coptic patriarch"

COpresence(ko-prez'ens),M. [< co-1 + presence.'] (Heer, 1839), < Coprophilus + -ida.} A tribe of See fmophymte.
The state or condition of being present along beetles, of the family Staphylinidce and subfam- The Cop(8 begin their reckoning from the era of Diocle-

with others
; associated presence. ily Oxytelince, typified by the genus CopropMug.

' Modem Egyptians, I. 279.

They have 11-jointed antennas, 5-jointed tarsi, filiform Coptic (kop'tik), a. and n. [< NL. Copticus, <
last palpal joint, and recurved borders of the abdomen. ML. CopJiti, Copts.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Co^opMini^S^^^S&S^, lft fXbV^ r* H
frOIU

F
he^an8and ther

CoprophiUdes(Lacordam 1854).
inhabitants of modern Egypt. See II.

* "it. 2. The language of the
from the ancient Egyptian

family of languages), and used
in Egypt till within the last two centuries, but
now superseded as a living language by Arabic.
The two chief dialects are the Memphitic and Thebaic.
It is still the liturgical language of the Coptic (Egyptian

also of the thorax .^ r.~~R~mra * wf,, isf/tuu, -.uiiuenumg u oyc- llonophysite) Church, but the lections are read in Arabic

Cnnrinjp Cko nin'nfil n nl riSTT < rwwt, -i-
cies

,
of Europe, Africa, and South America, as as well as Coptic.

Z?f TheApical sub^mil/oi^S con-
C
;

Striatul
<
a Eur Pean sPecies living der *&?* <&*'*$> * E<

C ^\ +
*'\ f* ti-i- !. .. ,

lv stotifis. kaloid, crystalhzing in colorless crystals, ob-
tained from the plant Coptis trifolia.

Coptis (kop'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kowretv, cut: in
reference to the division of the leaves.] A
small genus of plants, natural order Banvncv-
laceas, natives of the north temperate zone,
consisting of low smooth perennials with di-

family of lamellicorn dung-beetles, typified by insect
; coprophagous.

the genus Copris, and related to or merged in Coprophilus (ko-prof'i-lus), n. [NL. (Latreille,
the Scarabceidtz. They have convex bodies, large heads 1829), < Gr. KoVpof, dung, + <t>tfj>t, loving ] The

1

n?thl
e
ti

t

,

i

nl,clypeus>
and

'
in the malea

' P^60"0113
typical genus of Coprophilida, containing 5 spe-01 tne tnorax. f -.-i A j> j A j.i_ * _. _

*
with
also

taming the largest and handsomest species, it L nili. . , ^ ,

is especially an American group, though also represented COprOSCH, n. An obsolete form of copperas.
in the old world. The first two joints of the labial palpi COprose-1

(kop ros), n. Same as copper-rose.
are dilated (except in Cantludium); the first is longer than COprOStasis (ko-pros'ta-sis), n. [< Gr. KOTT/IOC,the second, and the third is distinct. The antennse are duns feces + aramc sffiiidincr- SPA en/.V 1 Tn
9-jointed, the head is free in repose, and the hind coxaj ,;',; !>%

CT'f) Standing, see Static.] In
are obconic ; the fore tarsi are present or absent, chiefly as Patltol -i COStlveness.
a sexual character, their absence being most frequent with COpSC (kops), n. See coppice.
the males.

Coprinus (ko-pri'nus), [NL., < Gr. KoV/>of,

copse (kops), r.
; pret. and pp. copsed, ppr. cops- vided root-leaves and small white flowers on

~

dung.] A genus of hymenomyeetous fungi|
many species of which grow upon dung. The
gills after maturity deliquesce and form an inky
fluid. Coprinus comatus is edible.

Copris (kop'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. xdTrpof, dung.]A genus of lamellicorn beetles, of the family
Scarabaiido!, or made the type of a family Cop-
ridce, having the lamellee of the antennal club

alike, an expansive clypeus, a punctate pro-

ing. [< copse, n. See coppice.'] I. trans. 1. To
cut or trim, as brushwood, tufts of grass, and
the like.

By copring the starvelings in the places where they are
new sown, [you may] cause them sometimes to overtake
even their untouched contemporaries.

Evelyn, Forest Trees, iii.

2. To plant or preserve, as underwoods.

scapes. A decoction of the leaves and stalks of C. M-
fulin, found in Canada and the northern parts of the
United States, is used by the Indians for coloring cloth
and skins yellow. The yellow, thread-like rhizomes,
whence the common name of goldthread, are used in medi-
cine as a pure bitter tonic. The root of C. Teela, of China
and India, known as Mishmi bitter, has been long in re-

pute in India as a remedy for diseases of the eye, and is still

in use as a bitter tonic. The species are found to contain
an unusual percentage of berberine.

The neglect of copring wood cut down hath been of very Coptocycla (kop-to-sik'lii), w. [NL. (Chevrolat,
evil consequence. Swift, Address to Parliament. 1834), < Gr. /corrrof, chopped small, pounded



Coptocycla

(< KIITTTFIV, cut, chop), + ni'iAof, circle, a round.]
A K''i"is of phytophagous tetramerous beetles,
of the family ' 'imxidilllf. C. rtantlu ia a conn i New

1257

2. Sexual connection
;
coition.

Siui'lry kinds, even of i oiijimal '-</"'/<itnm. arc prohib-
it, .1 MS iihli..iii ,t lli,krr. I:, , I, s

I'olity, iv. 1 11.

Copulation Of parts, in /"'/if. snrh a jnmtion that the
eiiil of on-- part is the beginning of another, as with tlie

[litrts of time.

Copulative (kop'u-la-tiv), a. and n. [= F. co-

pula tif = Sp. IJg. It. i-i'/ii/li/lirn, < lAj.cojmlati-

vus, < L. copulare, pp. copulatus, join together :

see copulate, r.] I. a. I. Uniting or coupling;
serving to unite or couple.

C ft

Golden Tortoise-beetle (Clflseycla aurichaUta).

a, larva, natural size, covered with its dunff, which it carries about
on the organ known as the dung-fork ; f>. same enlarged and with the

.limtf taken from the fork ; c, pupa ; tt. beetle. (Lines show natural

England potato-lieetle. C. aurichalcea is known as the

golden tortoise-lieetle. Both feed upon the sweet potato,
morning-glory, anil other convolvulaceous plants.

cop-tube (kop'tub), n. In a spinning-machine,
the tube or spindle on which the cop of thread
or yarn is formed.

Copturus (kop-tu'rus), n. [NL. (Schonherr,

18HH), irreg. < Gr. KOKTCIV, cut, + ovpa., tail.] A
genus of cnrculios, containing numerous spe-

cies, of North and South America and the West
Indies. The rostrum reaches to the fore border of the

metasternum, which often presents a depression into which
it fits ; the prothorax is grooved across the fore border ;

the elytra are plane, triangular, or oval, usually short,
sometimes spiny at the end; and the body is very thick,
and rhomboiilal in shape.

copula (kop'u-lii), n.
; pi. copulas, copulte (-l&z,

-le). [< L. copula, a band, bond, link, contr. of

"co-apula, dim., < co-, together, + apere, in pp.

<i/itus, join: see ant. Hence (from the L.) ult.

couple, which is thus a doublet of copula.] 1.

In gram, and logic, that word or part of a propo-
sition which expresses the relation between the

subject and the predicate. Thus, in the proposition
"Religion is indisiiensahle to happiness," i* is the copula
joining relit/ion, the subject, with indispensable to happi-
ness, the predicate, and itself expressing merely the pred-
ication or assertion which is the essential element of a
sentence. Any other verb is capable of being analyzed
into the copula and a predicate: thus, "he lives" into
"In t\ //r /;/-/," and so on.

2. In an organ, same as coupler. 3. In anat.,
some coupling or connecting part, usually dis-

tinguished by a qualifying terra
; especially, a

median bone or cartilage connecting hyoidean
and branchial arches, and also uniting opposite
halves of these arches respectively, as a basi-

brant'hial.

All the branchial arches are united ventrally by azygos
pieces the eopulte.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 489.

4. In law, sexual intercourse Balanced copula,
in logic, a copula which signifies a relation of eqtiipa-
rance between subject and predicate. CO]
copula lingiuilis, in anal., the basis of the hyoid bone ;

the Imsihyal considered as the piece connecting the oppo-
site halves of the hyuidean gill-arch. Copula Of inclu-

sion, in logic, a copula which signifies that the objects
denoted by the subject are among those denoted by the

predicate.

COpular (kop'u-lar), a. [< copula + -ar2 .] In

iinin/. and /or//c,"relating to or of the nature of

a copula.
copulate (kop'u-lat), v. ; pret. and pp. copu-
lated, ppr. copulating. [< L. copulatiin, pp. of

copulare (> It. copulare= Sp. Pg. popular = F.

cupuler), unite, couple (> ult. couple, p.), < co-

IIII/H, a band, bond : see copula, couple.] I.t

tnins. To join together. Bailey.
II. i a it-dim. To unite as a pair; especially,

to unite sexually.
Not only the persons so copulating an- infcctod. lint also

th"ir rliililrvn. H 'ivuinii. Surgery.

copulatet (kop'u-lat), a. [< L. copulatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Joined. Bacon Copulate ex-
treme. *ee >'.i-fr,

: <i.

copulation (kop-u-la'shqn), n. [= P. copuJa-
tinn = It. ooputaziont, < L. copulatio(n-), < copu-
luri', jip. fiiiiiiliitna. unite: st'i> fnpulatr. r.] 1.

The act of coupling ; conjunction ; union.

His c,,,,nl:iti t >n of niimiisylhtbles supplying the quantity
of a trisyllable to bis Intent

I'utt'-iiham, Arte of Eng. I'orsie.

If He.^el s
'

beiiiK
'

wen; the men: infinitive of the copula
'is,' as Krdmann tboilnlit, not only would whatever copu-
lative force it might retain still presuppose two terms to
lie eoi i nee ted, lint it is iniji. i^sihlr to .-mpty the word of all

noli. .n of existence. '.'. .S'. Hall, German Culture, p. 108.

2. Relating or pertaining to copulation Copu-
lative conjunction, in //mm., a conjunction joining
toother two or more coordinate clauses, or coordinate
members of a clause ; the conjunction and, and any other,
as also, having a nearly like office : as, he went and she
came ; riches ami honors are temptations to pride. Cop-
ulative proposition. See pmporition.

II. n. 1. A copulative conjunction. 2f.
Connection.
A fourth wife, which makes more than one copulative in

the rule of marriage.
Rycaut, Oreekand Armenian Churches, p. 307.

3. One who copulates. [Rare.]
I press in here, sir, amongst the rest of the country

copulatives, to swear, and to forswear, according as mar-
riage binds, and blood breaks. Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

copulatively (kop'u-la-tiv-li), adv. In a copu-
lative manner. Hammond.

copulatory (kop'u-la-to-ri), a. [< copulate +
-ory.] 1 . Relating or pertaining to copulation :

specifically, in zool., applied to the accessory
generative organs. 2. Uniting; copulative.
Copulatory pouch, in entom., a cavity or sac in the ab-

domen of a female insect, destined to receive the fertiliz-

ing fluid during copulation ; a kind of spermatheca.

Copurus (ko-pu'rus), n. [NL. (Strickland,
1841), < Gr. 'KUTTII, handle, 4- oi<pa, tail.] A ge-
nus of South American clamatorial birds, of

the family Tyrannida: or tyrant flycatchers: so

called from the extraordinary development of

the tail. The type is C. colonus (or ptaturus or

filicauda).

copy (kop'i), n.; pi. copies (-iz). [Early mod.
K. also coppy, coppie, copie ; < ME. copy, copie,
< OF. copie, abundance, plenty, a transcript,

copy, F. copie ( > D. kopij= G. copif = Dan. Sw.

kopi), a transcript, copy, = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. copia,
abundance, a transcript, copy, < L. copia, abun-

dance, plenty, multitude, facilities, opportuni-
ty, hence also, in ML. (from the notion of abun-

dance, plenty), a transcript, copy; prob. contr.

from *co-opia, < co-, together, + opes, riches

(cf. inopia, want) : see opulent.] It. Abun-
dance; plenty; copiousness.

This Spayne . . . hath grete copy and plente of cas-

tell[es], of bur-, of metal, and of hony.
Trevim, Works (ed. Babington), I. 801.

It is the part of every obsequious servant to be sure to

have dally about him copy and variety of colours.

B. .fnnxnn. Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

Now because they speak all they can (however unfitly),

they are thought to have the greater copy.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Food for horse in great copie. Strype, Records.

2. A duplication, transcription, imitation, or

reproduction of something; that which is not
an original.
Good captain, will you give me a copy of the sonnet you

writ to Diana in behalf of the Count Rousillon?
Shak., All's Well, iv. S.

Corinna frowns awhile,
Hell's torments are but copies of his smart.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 5.

A n>j/;/ after Raffaelle is more to be commended than an

original of any indifferent painter.
Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

Specifically 3. A completed reproduction, or
one of a set or number of reproductions or imi-

tations, containing the same matter, or having
the same form and appearance, or executed in

the same style, as an exemplar; a duplicate;
a transcript : as, a copy of the Bible.

My copy of the book printed neare 60 yeares ago.
Evelyn, Diary, April 24, 1664.

4. The thing copied or to be copied; something
set for imitation or reproduction; a pattern, ex-

emplar, or model; specifically, an example of

penmanship to be copied by a pupil.
Such a man

Might be a copii to these younger times,
Which, followed well, would demonstrate them now
But goers backward. Shak., All's Well, 1. 2.

He was the mark and glass, ro/'t/ and book.
That fashion'd others. Shak.. 2 Hen. IV., II. S.

5. In prin tin;/, written or printed matter given
to the printer to be reproduced in type.

copyhold
I woul'l not defiti i- VIIK "/" '"'' 'lit- liitun

, ami only
mark the repetitions /' / l"ll c mninell. Nov. L.".I, 1707.

6t. Right to the use of literary manuscript;
copyright.

I use the word <"/"/ in the technical tense in whirh
that name or term b;is lin-n im-M for at'es, to hitrnify an

Incorporeal right to the sole prlntini; an. I publishing of

somewhat intellectual communicated by letters.

Lord Marufleltl, quoted in Drone.

It ... will bring me In three hundred pounds, exclu-

sive of the sale of the copy. Sterne, Letters, No. 56.

7f. A copyhold tenure ; tenure in general.
Macb. Thou know'st that Banquo, and his Kleance, lives.

Lady M. But in them nature'* copy'* not etenie.

Shot., Macbeth, III. 2.

I 8nde that Waltham Abbey (for Ik-m-dirtlnes t the

first) had Its copie altered by King Henry the Seroinl, and
bestowed on Augustinians. /-'r///. ,-, I'h. Hist., vi. 1.

8. A size of writing-paper measuring 16 X 20

inches. E. II. A'////. Blind copy.
See Wm</i.

Certified copy. Maine as oj/ter fxfti (vvhieh see. IN low).

Copy of one's countenance*, a mask ; a pretense.

But this [acquiescence), as he afterwards confessed on
his death-bed, . . . was only a copy of hit cnunifitaner.

nij, Jonathan Wild, III. 14.

If this application for my advice is not a copy of your
countenance, a mask, if you are obedient, I may yet set

you right. Foote, The Author, IL

Dead copy, in printing, copy that has been set up in type.

Exemplified copy, see, .- Foul copy, the
first rough draft of any writing, defaced with alterations,

corrections, obliterations, etc. : opposed to fair or clean

copy. Office copy. In law, a transcript of a proceeding
or record in the proper office of a court, authenticated by
the ..Hirer having custody of the record, and usually un-

der the seal of such office. Also called certified copy.lo
cast off copy. See c<wi. TO change one's copyt,
to alter one's conduct ; adopt a different course.

M. 'thinks Euphues chaunging so your colour, vpon the

sodeine, you wil soone chaunae your coppie.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 80.

To hold copy, to act as a copy-holder, or a proof-reader's
assistant. See copy-holder?, 1. To set a copy, to pre-

pare something to serve as a copy or model, as across the

top of the page of a writfng-liook.

We took him setting of boys' coviex.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, IT. 2.

copy (kop'i), v. ; pret. and pp. cojried, ppr. copy-

ing. [< ME. copien (= D. Kopieren = G. copiren
= Dan. kopiere = Sw. kopiera), < OF. copier, F.

copier = Sp. Pg. copiar = It. copiare, < ML.
copiare, copy (cf. LL. copiari, furnish one's

self abundantly with something), < copia, a

copy, L. abundance: see copy, .] I. trans.

1 . To imitate
;
follow as a model or pattern.

To copy her few nymphs aspired,
Her virtues fewer swains admired. Strift.

To copy beauties forfeits all pretence
To fame ; to copy faults is want of sense.

Churchill, Rosciad, I. 4&7.

My future will not ropy fair my past
On any leaf but Heaven's.

3fr. Rrou-niny, Sonnet.

2. To make a copy of ; duplicate; reproduce;
transcribe: sometimes followed by out, espe-
cially when applied to writing: as, to copy out
a set of figures.
There can be no doubt but that laws apparently good

are (as it were) things copied out of the very tables of

that high everlasting law. Uooker, Eccles. Polity, L 16.

These are also proverbs of Solomon, which the men of
Hezekiah king of Judah copied out. Prov. \\\ . 1.

Copying camera. See camera.

II. in trans. To imitate, or endeavor to be like,

something regarded as a model; do something
in imitation of an exemplar: sometimes fol-

lowed by after : as, to copy after bad precedents.
Some . . . never fail, when they <"/<//. to follow the

bad as well as the good.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

copy-book (kop'i-buk), ii. A book in which

copies are written or printed for learners to

imitate.

Fair as a text B in a copy-book. Shak.. I- L. I~, v. _'.

copyer, n. See ropier.

copyhold (kop'i-hold), . [< copy + hold.] I.

In England, a tenure of lands of a manor, ac-

cording to the custom of the manor, and by
copy of court-roll; or a tenure for which the

tenant has nothing to show except the rolls

made by the steward of the lord's court, which
contain entries of the admission of the original
or former tenant, his surrender to the use of

another, or alienation, or his death, and the

claim and admission of the heir or devisee.
There are two sorts of copyhold : the first is styled on-

dent demesne, or a customary freehold; and the se. < n-1

a bate tenure, or mere copyhold. Copyhold property can-

not be now created, for the foundation on which it rests

is that the jiroiKTty has been possessed time out of

mind by eopj nf court-mil, "nil that the tenements are
with the manor. Copyholds now ileseeinl to the heir at

law. acconlintf to the rules that regulate the descent ol
all other kinds of estate in land.
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Abiy. Oh, will you kill me? copyright, an international arrangement by which the

Rog. I do not think I can; right of an author residing in one country may lie prn-
You 're like a eoityliold, with nine lives in 't. tected by copyright in such other countries as are parties

tl'-tn/. and /-7., Scornful Lady, iv. 1. to the arrangement.

There was even a manor court which took cognizance Copyright (kop'i-rit), r. t. To secure a copy-
of their rights, and in which the ancient, though inferior,
title of copyhold, or a right to land by virtue of a copy of

the roll of the manor court, may be said to have been in-

vented. British Quarterly Ken., LXXXIII. 274.

', by complying with
e law; enter for copy-

An obsolete or dialec-
2. Land held in copyhold.
Item, to the thyrde we saye that no coppy-holder that //\/]up ("kok^ n FF lit a shell

doeth surrender hvs couinthidde oughte to pave any her- ^
i T o -i *

'

n i
''

i

ryott vpon the surrender of hys cnppyhulcleexcepteyt be Cockle*.] A small bow or loop of r

right of, as a book or
the requirements of

right.

copweb (kop'web), re.

tal form of cobweb.
see cock*,

ribbon used
in extremis of deathe. English Gilds (E. E. T. s"), p^ 441. in decorative trimming.
Enfranchisement of copyhold lands. See enfran- COquelicot (kok'li-ko), re. [Also written coque-

lico; F. coquelicot, formerly coquelicoq, wild

poppy : so called from its resemblance in color
to a cock's crest, the word being a variant of

coquelicoq, coquelicon, coquerico, an imitation of
A copyholder is a tenant of a manor who is said to hold

his tenement " at the will of the lord according to the
custom of the manor.

"
This means that the tenant's rights

are nominally dependent on the will of the lord ; but the

chixcirit'nt.

copyholder
1
(kop't-hoKder), n.

-er^.]

hold.

[< copyliold +
One who is possessed of land in copy-

lord is bound to exercise his will according to the custom,

the cry of a cock, cockadoodle-doo : see cock1 .]

Wild poppy; corn-rose; hence, the color of
wild poppy ;

a color nearly red, or red mixed
with orange.

so that the tenant is really as safe as if he were an abso- COquett, . and a. See cockefi and coquette.
lute owner. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 43. coquet (ko-ket'),

'

; pret. and pp. coquetted,
A copyholder is not a hirer but an owner of land.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 322.

copy-holder2 (kop'i-hol"der), n. 1. Inprinting,
a proof-reader's assistant, who reads the copy
aloud or follows it while the proof is read, for
the detection of deviations from it in the proof.

2. A device for holding copy in its place, as
on a printer's frame or on a type-writer.
copying-ink (kop'i-ing-ink), n. 1. A writing-
fluid, containing sugar or some other viscous

substance, used for writings intended to be du-

plicated by a copying-press. 2. A printing-
ink used in printing blanks, letter-heads, etc.,
from which letter-press copies may afterward from vanity; endeavor to gam admirers

be taken.

copying-machine (kop'i-ing-ma-shen''), n.
Same as copying-press.

copying-paper (kop'i-ing-pa/per), n. Thin un-
sized paper used in duplicating writings by a

copying-press.
copying-pencil (kop'i-ing-pen"sil), n. A pencil
composed of graphite, kaolin or gum arabic,

ppr. enqueuing, [= D. koketteren = G. coquct-
tiren = Dan. kokettere = Sw. kokettera, < F. co-

queter, coquet, flirt, orig. swagger or strut like
a cock, < coquet, a little cock, hence a beau,
fern, coquette, a coquette, as adj. coquettish :

see cocket3
, coquette.'] I. trans. To attempt,

out of vanity, to attract the notice, admiration,
or love of; entertain with compliments and
amorous flattery ;

treat with an appearance of
amorous tenderness.

You are coquetting a maid of honour. Suri/t.

II. intrans. 1. To trifle in love ; act the lover

coracias

shells. This motive of decoration was common
in the Louis XV. style. See rococo.

COquilla-nut (ko-ke'lya-nut), n. The fruit of
the palm Attalea funifera, one of the cocoanut
group, a native of Brazil. The nut is 3 or 4 inches
long, oval, of a rich brown color, and consists of a very
hard, thick shell with two small kernels in the center.
The shell is extensively used in turnery, and especially for

making ornamental ends for umbrella-handles. See piax-
sava.

coquille (ko-kel'), re. [F., lit. a shell: see
cocWe2.] A part of the guard of a sword-hilt.
See hilt and shell.

coquillo (ko-kel'yo), n. [Sp., a small shell, a
cocoanut, etc. : see cockle'2.] The physic-nut,
Jatropha Curcas.

coquimbite (ko-kim'bit), n. [< Coquimbo (see
def.) + -ite2.]' A hydrous sulphate of iron, of
a white or yellowish color, forming beds in a
trachytic rock in the province of Coquimbo,
Chili. Also called white copperas.
Coquimbo (ko-kim'bo), n. [S. Amer.] The
burrowing owl of South America, Upeotyto cu-
iiiriilaria. See Speotyto, and cut under oirl.

coquina (ko-ke'na), n. [< Sp. coquina, shell-
fish in general, also cockle, dim. < L. concha, a
shell: see conch, cockle2.] A rock made up of

fragments of marine shells, slightly consolidat-
ed by pressure and infiltrated calcareous mat-

Young ashes pirouetted down,
Coquetting with young beeches.

Tennyson, Amphion.

Hence 2. To trifle, in general; act without
seriousness or decision.

The French affair had dragged on. Elizabeth had co-

quetted with it as a kitten plays with a ball.

Froude, Hist. Eng., viii.

and blue-violet aniline. Marks made with it can Coquetoon (kok-e-ton'), n. An antelope of west-
be reproduced in the copying-press like those ern Africa, Ceplialoplius rufilatus. P.L.Sclatcr.
of copying-ink. coquetry (ko'ket-ri), re.

; pi. coquetries (-riz).

copying-press (kop'i-ing-pres), re. A machine lA F - coquetterie, < coquette, a coquette.] Effort

for copying any piece of writing in facsimile, or * attract admiration, notice, or love, from van-
for producing duplicates of letters, invoices,

lfv "p fnr a-TniiacTnont nffontofi^n nf om,v,,
and other manuscripts. There are several varieties,
but generally the original document is written with a
special kind of ink, and a copy is obtained from it on thin
paper which has been dampened, by means of pressure.
Also called copying-machine.

copying-ribbon (kop'i-ing-rib'
/

on), n. A ribbon
prepared with copying-ink, for use in a type-
writer when the copy is to be duplicated.
copyism (kop'i-izm), re. [< copy + -ism.] The
practice of copying or imitating ;

mere imita-
tion. [Rare.]

or for amusement
;
affectation of amorous

tenderness
; trifling in love.

Women . . . without a dash of coqrietry.

Addison, Spectator.

Coquetry, with all its pranks and teasings, makes the
spice to your dinner the mulled wine to your supper.

D. G. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor, ii.

= Syn. See flirtation.

Coquetta bark. See bark%.

coquette (ko-ket'), re. and a. [Formerly also

coquet (originally applied to men as well as to

women) ;
< F. coquette, a coquette, a flirt, a pert.

, , ,MM. Gaucherel Rajon, and Brunet-Debaines have in- or flippant woman, prop. fern, of coquet, a beau,rPretOI"e f the most d"" am nt *e later ag ad*jfcoquettish, flirting, lit. a little cock : see
cocket3

,
which is the same word in earlier form.]

I. re. 1. A woman who endeavors to gain the
admiration of men; a vain, selfish, trifling wo-
man

>
wno endeavors to attract admiration and

some of the most difficult amongst the later
works of Turner in a manner which recalls them vividly
to our recollection, which is far better than heavy, unin-
telligent copyism. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 444.

copyist (kop'i-ist). .. [< copy + -ist, after F.
copiste : see copist.] A copier ;

a transcriber ;

an imitator; specifically, one whose occupation
advances m love, for the gratification of her

is to transcribe documents or other manu- vamty j
a flir*

j
a jilt-

scripts.

No original writer ever remained so unrivalled by suc-
ceeding copyists as this Sicilian master [Theocritus].

J. Warton, Essay on Pope, i. 9.

Copy-money (kop't-mun''!), n. Money paid for
copy or copyright; compensation for literary
work. Boswell.

They (papers on electricity] swelled to a quarto volume,
which has had five editions, and cost him (the publisher]
nothing for copy-money. Franklin, Autobiog., I. 345.

copyopia (kop-i-6'pi-a), n. In pathol., fatigue
or weariness of vision

; weakness
"

popsia.
copyright
Exclusive right to mi
copies of an intellectual' production (Drone) ;

the right which the law affords for protecting
t.nP TiTnHllP.O flf TnaTt'a in +olla/fnol *Ti<-liici4-nr fr*n^

A cold, vain and interested coquette . . . who could ven-
ture to flirt with a succession of admirers in the just con-
fidence that no flame which she might kindle in them
would thaw her own ice. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xix.

The slight coquette, she cannot love.

Tennyson, Early Sonnets, vii.

2. pi. A group of crested humming-birds, of the
genus Lophornis (which see).

II.t . Coquettish ;
like a coquette.

Coquet and Coy at once her Air,
Both study'd. Congreve, Amoret.

He was last week producing two or three letters which
he writ in his youth to a coquette lady.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

bv nracnby r Praetismg
A lmiii*h manner

'' *the produce of man's intellectual industrv from
being made use of by others without adequate
recompense to him (Broom and Haclley). it a
right given hy law for a limited number of years, upon cer-
tarn conditions, to the originator of a book or other writing, ... ,, ., . , ,,.,,.,
painting, sculpture, design, photograph, musical composi- COquettlShly (ko-ket ish-li), adv.
tion, in similar production, or to his assignee. It corre- tish manner.
spondsto the patent of an invention.- Copyright acts, coauillasre (F. nron. ko-ke-lyazh'), n. [F., a

< coquittc, a shell : see co-

.. . ___________ _____________ .09(8 quuie, cocKie.] In decorative art, an imitation
Anne, c. 21, or c. 19 in some editions). International of shells, or the use of forms borrowed from

.
T ' ls th "=' SP

Temmson Maud vi

In a coquet-

ter. The name is chiefly applied to a rock of this kind
occurring on the east coast of Florida, and used to some
extent as a building material.

coquito (ko-ke'to), n. [Sp., a small cocoanut,
dim. of coco, cocoanut.] The Juba'a spectabi-
lis, a very beautiful palm of Chili, allied to the

cocoanut, and growing to a height of 40 or 50
feet. It bears numerous small edible nuts, and the sap,
obtained by felling the trees, is boiled to a sweet syrup,
which, under the name of palm-honey (miel de palnin), is

highly esteemed in the domestic economy of the Chilians.

cor1
(kor), n. [L. cor (cord-) = Gr. napdia =

E. heart: see core1 and heart.] The heart, in
the anatomical sense

;
the physiologically cen-

tral organ of the system of blood-vessels Cor
Carol!. [NL. : L. cor = E. heart; Carol!

, gen. of SIL.
Carolus, Charles (in sense (6) with reference to Charles's
Wain) : see heart and carl.] (a) A heart made of silver
or gold, sometimes set with jewels, symbolizing the heart
of King Charles I. of England. It was worn or carried
by enthusiastic royalists, (b) A yellowish star of the
third magnitude, below and behind the tail of the Great
Bear, designated by Flamsteed as 12 Canum Veiiaticorum,
but treated as a constellation on the globe of Senex (Lon-
don, 1740) and by some other English astronomers. Cor
Hydras [L. (NL.), the heart of Hydra: cor = E. heart;
Hydra, gen. of Hydra], a star of the first magnitude in
the southern constellation Hydra. See cut under Hydra.
CorLeoniBlL. (NL.), the heart of Leo : cor = E. lieart ;

leonis, gen. of leo, a lion : see lion], another name for Re-
gulus, a star of the first magnitude in the constellation
Leo. See cut under Leo. Cor Scorpionis 1

1... the heart
of Scorpio : cor = E. heart ; ttcorpionts, gen. of *corpio(n-\
a scorpion, the constellation Scorpio], another name for

Antares, a star of the first magnitude in the zodiacal con-
stellation Scorpio. Cor VUlOSUm |NL., villous heart], a
heart the external surface of which is made rough and
shaggy by a pericarditic nbrinous exudation.

C0r2t,
n. See core3 , corps2 .

cor3t, . [Origin obscure.] A kind of fish.

A salmon, cor, or chevin,
Will feed you six or seven.

Jl. Jontum, The Honour of Wales.

C014 (kor), n. [Heb.] A Hebrew and Phenician
oil-measure, supposed to be equal to 36 United
States (old wine) gallons. The cor (translated
measure) is mentioned in Luke xvi. 7 as a dry
measure. Also chor.

Concerning the ordinance of oil, the bath of oil, ye shall
offer the tenth part of a bath out of the cor, which is an
homer of ten baths. Ezek. xlv. 14.

cor-. Assimilated form of com-, con-, before r.

See cam-.

Cor. An abbreviation of Corinthians.

Cora, . See corah.

coracaeromial (kor"ak-a-kr6'mi-al), a. Same
as coraco-acromiiih

Coracia (ko-ra'si-a), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1760),
< Gr. KO/XZ|, a raven, a crow: see Corax.] A
genus of corvine birds, including the chough
or red-legged crow, C. graculus, usually called

Pyrrhocorajc or Fregilus araciilus. See cut un-
der chough.
coracias (ko-ra'si-as), re. [Gr. Kopaitiac, a kind
of raven or crow, < Ko/xzf (napaK-), a ravon. a

crow : see Cora*.] If. An Aristotelian name
of some bird described as being like a crow and
red-billed : either the red-legged chough, I'yr-
rliiicanij' i/riiciiliix. or the alpine, P. alpimis.
2. [(/.] [NL.] In minimi urnitli. : (of) Same
as Coracia. Vicillot, 1816. (6) The typical ge-
nus of the fiimily Ci>riti'iiilii'. containing the true

rollers, such as Coracias f/arnila of Europe and
Africa, and other species, not related to crows,
nor even of the same order of birds. See roller.
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garrvtn ).

Coraciidae (kor-a-si'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cora-

cias, 2 (/<), + -iild:] A family of picarian birds,

non-passerine and not related to the crows, be-

longing to the group of coccygomorphs, and
typified by the genus Coracius. it contains the
forms known as rollers, of the genera Coracias, Kurynto-
7fttW, Ll'l>tn'nul'*. Hn-ll >!;: t,', 'I'l'lll*, . 1 ''/nrilin, alld Gtobi-

. of Africa, Asia, and Europe. The Coraciidw are

tissirostral, and related to the broadbills, todies, ami mot-
mots. The term has sometimes been made to cover an as-

semblage of all these birds together, but is now definitely
restricted as above. Also written Coracidas, Coraeiadae,

Coraciinae (ko-ras-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cora-

cias, 2 (b), + -inn:.] The typical subfamily of
the Coraciida:, distinguishing the rollers proper
(of the genera ('oracias and Eurystomus) from
the isolated Madagascan forms of the genera
Leptosomus and Urachypteracias, which respec-
tively represent other subfamilies. G. It. Gray.
Also Coracina;, ('oraciana;, Coradana, Coracia-
ilimr. See cut under Corar.inx.

Ooracinat (kor-a-si'nii), n. [NL. (VieUlot, 1816),
< L. corax (corac-), a raven, crow : see Corax and
eoracine.] A genus name under which Vieillot

grouped a number of heterogeneous species of

birds, including certain fruit-crows of South
America with some campophagine forms of the
old world. It has been applied by other authors to sun-

dry species of Gtitmiotlfrinae, CatH2^'ph(t!fidaf, etc. The
type was QgmMBiunufo&UnH,
CoracinseH (kor-a-sl'ne), w. pi. [NL., < L. corax

(corac-), a raven, crow, + -ince. Cf. Coracina
and eoracine.] A term applied by Swainson in
1831 to the South American fruit-crows, of the

subfamily (lymnoderiiitK of the family Cotingida:
A\so('oraci>iina:.

Coracinae2 (kor-a-si'ne), . pi. [NL.] Same
as t'oriieiiiin:

eoracine 1

1 (kor'a-sin), n. [< L. coracinus, < Gr.

KopaKiviic, also KopaKivoc, a fish like a perch, found
in the Nile, so called from its black color (cf.

Ko/mKirof, a young raven), < xopdtnof, adj., like a

raven, < wfyxjf (KOOOK-), a raven : see Corax.] A
fish anciently called eoracinux, generally iden-
tified with the ( 'liroiiiix cliromix, a species of the

family Pomaci-ntrida;. By the older authors it was
identitlcd with the Sciania or Corvitut umbra or niara or
with the Utnbrina cirrhosa.

The golden-headed coracine out of Egypt.
MiddMon, Game at Chess, v. 3.

coracine"t, " [^ L. coracinus, < Gr. xopawvoc, like

a raven, raven-black, < itopaf (nopon-), a raven:
see Corax.] Black; raven-black.

Coracininaet (ko-ras-i-ni'ne), n. pi. Same as
Coracina'1

. Bonaparte, 1837; Cabanis, 1847.

coracioid (ko-ras'i-oid), n. [< Coracias + -oid.]

Roller-like; specifically, related to the Cora-

ciiiliv, or belonging to the Coracioideai.

Coracioideae (ko-ras-i-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Coracias + -oitlca: ] A superfamily of birds, in-

cluding the families Stctitoniitliiiln: I'mlnrgida;,

CapriiHiilgiiln: I'urneiidii; and LeptosomatUa,
or the oil-birds, podargues, goatsuckers, rollers,
and kirumbos. See coraciniil.

Coracirostres (ko-ras-i-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. corax (nii-iii--), a raven, crow (see Corax), +
rostrum, beak.] A general name of the corvine

birds, considered as an
order of I'asseres. A.
/-'. liri/im.

coracle (kor'a-kl), . [<
W. conryl, also i-u-ni-iil. a

coracle, < conrg. cirriro,

a frame, carcass, boat,
= Ir. niraehan, a skiff:

see curracli.] A fisher-

man's boat used in

Wales anil on many
parts of the hisii

coast, made by covering
a wicker frame with
leather or oil-cloth : ;i

kind of bull-boat. Also

spelled cornicle. Fisherman with Coracle.

1959

.\ii.l. :i :i i;,,;i.-l: Ilial I

on Vagus breast tin- fretful waves,
This shell ll|x)i] the di-fp would swim.

Wtrtmartk, IHInd Highland UM.V

COraco-acromlal (kor'a-ko-a-kro'mi-al), n. [<

coraco(i<l) + iii-ri'iniini + -/.] In mint., per-

taining to the coracoidand the acromion. Also
<""'"") ""'('. Coraco-acromlal ligament, a stout

UpUDCOl which connects tbr aiToniinn witb tin . at

and is one of the ai . . --.>i\ -tinctures which defend the
.slll.lll.lr! joint.

coracobrachial (kor"a-k6-bra'ki-al), a. and n.

[< Nlj. cnriifohriicliialiJi, <|. v.] I. n. In <in<il..

pertaining to the coracoid and the brachium or

upper arm, or to the humerus: applied to the
coracobrachialis.

II. . The coracobrachialis.

coracobrachialis (kor'a-ko-brak-i-a'lis), a.

used as H.
; pi. eoracobrachiales (-lez). [NL., <

coracindcs, coracoid, + L. brachium, arm : see
coracoid and brachial.] A muscle which arises
from the coracoid in common with the long
head of the biceps, and is inserted into the
shaft of the humerus. Its inner border forms for
some distance the surgical guide to the brachial artery ;

its action tends to extend the upper urin. See cut under
munclf.

coracoclavicular (kor'a-ko-kla-vik'u-ljir), a.

[< forrico(iil) + clavicula + -sir*.] Inaxat., per-
taining to the coracoid and the clavicle. Cora-
coclavicular ligament, a strong fibrous band passing
between and binding together the clavicle and the cora-
cniil. It is divided into two portions, called from their

shape cunoitt and trapfzoid.

coracocostal (kor'a-ko-kos'tal), a. Same as
costocoracoid.

C0racohumeral(kora-ko-hu'me-ral), a. [<

coraeo(id) + huniemis -r- -al.] In anai., ]>ertain-

ing to the coracoid and the humerus. Coraco-
humeral ligament, a flbrous band which forms a part of
the capsular ligament of the shoulder-joint.

coracoid (kor'a-koid), a. and n. [< NL. cora-

coitles, coracoideus, < Gr. KopaKoctor/f, like a raven
or crow, < jtopaf (KO/MK-), a raven or crow (see

Corax), + fSof, form.] I. a. 1. Shaped like a
crow's beak. 2. Pertaining to the coracoid;
connected with the coracoid: as, the coracoid

ligament Coracoid bone. Same as Il.-Coracold
fontanelle, a space or vacuity between or among several
coracoid elements, as in batrachlana Coracoid pro-
cess, the coracoid of a mammal above a monotreme.

II. H. The distal or ventral element of the

scapular arch, extending from the scapula to

or toward the sternum, of whatever size, shape,
or position : so named from the fact that in

adult man it somewhat resembles the beak of a
crow in size and shape. See cut under scapula.
In reptiles, birds, and monotrematous mammals the cora-
coid is a comparatively large, distinct, and independent
bone, articulated at one end with the shoulder-blade and
at the other with the sternum. (See cuts under hyjmdi-
dium and pectoral.) In all mammals above the mono-
tremes it is much reduced, becoming a mere process of
the

scapula, flrmly aukylosed therewith and having no
connection with the sternum, but normally having an in-

dependent center of ossification. In amphibians the cora-
coid varies in condition and relations, but when present
conforms to the al>ove definition. In batrachians the
coracoid is divided by a large membranous space or fim-
tanel into a curat-uid proper, which lies behind this space,
a persistently cartilaginous epicofacoid, which bounds the

space internally, and a precoracoid in front of it. In nshes
the term coracoid has been applied to several different

parts, on the assumption of their hontology with the cora-
coid of the higher vertebrates (see cut under Kapulocora-
coid) : (a) by Cuvier and his followers, to the teleotem-
poral ; (6) by Owen and others, to the prescapula ; (<) by
Parker and other late writers, to the hypocoracoiit ; (a)
by Gill, to the inner cartilage of the scapular arch and
the bones into which it is disintegrated in the higher
fishes. See these names, and also ectocwacoid, ejricora-
coid

t tiytn'rcoracoid, preroracirid, procoracoid.

coracoidal (kor-a-koi'dal), a. [< coracoid +
-<tl.] Of or pertaining to the coracoid.

coracoideus (kor-a-koi'de-us), a. used as . ;

pi. foracaiilci (-1). [NL. : see coracoid."] The
coracobrachial muscle.
coracomandibular (kor'a-ko-man-dib'u-liir), a.

[< coraco(id) + mandibula + -or3.] In anat.,

pertaining to the coracoid bone and the mandi-
ble or lower jaw-bone : as, a coracoinandibular
muscle.
coracomandibularis (kor'a-ko-man-dib-u-la'-
ris), a. used as n.; pi. coracontandibulares (-rez).

[NL. : see coracomandibular.] A coracoman-
dibular muscle of some animals, as sharks,
arising from the pectoral arch, and inserted
into the lower iaw.

coracomorph (kor'a-ko-m6rf), . One of the
( 'iirni-iiiiioriiha' ; a crow form.

Coracomorphae (kor*a-ko-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL.
(Huxley, 1867), < Gr. nopal- (ICO/JOK-), a raven, a

crow, -I- //o,x/w}, form.] One of two great groups
of birds (CfepwioMOfpito being (he other) into
which Huxley divided his Jl\<ji1liiHiiuitlnr. it cor-

responds to the Limit-ail /'nwwrrx or the riuicrian /*<w-

coral

II'. II ' llllfuMM.lll!'- t> pc-, to t||C

" of SlIIKlcVall. Hll'l to til- /': :.lclll

nilhul-. It is :m 1MIIIK Use asscinl.hi^c. colitailllliK a ma-
j"rit\ of all I'ilil*. They t \liil, it tile t\Jiic;tl J.;i

traotOIV, "r tin- 'cniw fiirni.
1

Hi' il t'-cliniciil cli;n.,i

ters are : atiif^ilbo^iiatboiiH pit hit.
;
nn ha>i|it i \-oiil |i<i

CCMM ; a forked nianiibriiim sti-rni : tin- sternum
iiotcb, .1 In liimi unit with short costlfcrou.s extent cwith
few exci |,tii,ii-) ; uHtially a hrpoclldlimi ;

an accessory
scamilohlltneral bone ; a ni"l,il. insi-ti nt ballux directed
backward; a Domini ratio of digital phalanges (2, 3, 4, !>);

one carotid, tin b-ft ; a syrinx presenting every degree of

ccmi|i!exity; a nude oil-gland ; an. I nitcislmfte.l plumage.
Huxley was inclined to divide this great group primarily
into two. one containing Menura (to which add Atrichia),
the other all the Ivst. See PlUKTet.

COracomorphic (kor'a-ko-mor'fik), a. [< Cora-

i-oniorfihie + -ic.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Coriin>iin>i-/ihti .

COracopectoral (kor'a-ko-pek'to-ral), a. In
mutt., < eted with or connecting the cora-
coid and the thorax: as, a coracopcctoral mus-
cle.

COracopectoralis (kor'a-ko-pek-to-ra'lis), a.

used as n. ; pi. coriicoiiri-loriilrii (-le/.). [NL. ;

as coraco(id) + pectoral.] The lesser pectoral
muscle, or pectoralis minor, arising from the
front of the chest, and inserted into the cora-

coid. Cones.

coraco-procoracoid (kor'a-ko-pro-kor'a-koid),
a. [< coraco(id) + procoracoid.} Pertaining to
the coracoid and the procoracoid : as, a coraco-

lirni'oracoid symphyseal ligament.
coracoscapular (kor'a-ko-skap'u-lar), a. and .

[<. ciirai-ii(itl) + scapular. ~\ I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the coracoid and the scapula. 2.

Consisting of a coracoid and a scapula.
The pectoral arch [of an osseous fish] always consists of

a primarily cartilaginous coraco-tcapuiar portii >n which
usually ossifies in two pieces, a coracoid below, and a
scapula alM>ve and of sundry membrane bones.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 137.

Coracoscapular angle, in ornilh. , the inclination of the
axes of the coracoid and of the scapula toward each other.
It is normally less than 90*, as in nearly all birds, but In

the ratite birds approaches INI . thus affording one of the

strong diagnostic marks of Ratitce as compared with Can-
natce. Coracoscapular foramen. See/wami.

II. a. That which consists of a coracoid and
a scapula.

Cartilages which are placed side by side and articulate
with the curaco-scapular. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 138.

Also scapulocoracoid.
coracosteal (kor-a-kos'te-al), a. [< coracosteon
+ -n/.] Of or pertaining to the coracostea : as,
a coracosteal ossification.

coracosteon (kor-a-kos'te-on), H. [NL., < Gr.

n6pal; (KO/XIK-), a raven, + barim; bone.] In or-

nith., a separate ossification of the sternum, or

breast-bone, in relation with the coracoid: a
term correlated with lophosteon, pleurostcon,
metostcon, and urostcon. Parker.
COracovertebral (kor"a-ko-ver'te-l>ral), a. [<

coraco(id) + vertebra + -/.] Belonging to the
coracoid bone and the vertebrse : applied to that

angle of the scapula which is formed by its

coracoid and vertebral borders, in man the pos-
tero-superior angle.
coradicate (ko-rad'i-kat), a. [< <-! + radi-

cate, a.] In philol., of the same root; of the
same ultimate origin. Skeat.

corage t, . and r. An obsolete form of courage.
coran, Cora (ko'rft), . [< Hind, kord, new,
plain (as silk undyed).] An India-pattern silk

handkerchief.- Corah silk, a light washable silk from
the East Indies, of .-realm while color.

Corahismt (ko'ra-izm), n. [< Corah, Korah (LL.
' '"/'), mentione'd in Num. xvi. 1, etc., + -ism.]
A factious, contentious, or rebellious spirit : in

allusion to the factious action of Corah and
his companv as recounted in Numbers xvi.

[Rare.]
There are some, not thoughtless persons, who, in nu-

merating the troublesome and scandalous things that have
disturbed us in our New-English wilderness, have com-
plained of a crime which they have distinguished by the
name of coraliixm. or that litigious and levelling spirit
witb which the separation has )>een leavened.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vii. 1.

coral (kor'al), . and a. [Early mod. E. also

corall, corral, corrall, < ME. <v>ra/, < OF. coral,
F. cor/, corail = Pr. coralh = Sp. Pg. corn! =
It. corallo = D. koraal = G. korallc = Dan. koral
= Sw. korall= OBulg. koralya = Serv. kraliyesh,
kralish = Pol. koral = Russ. Icoraliki, koralh'i.

dial, krali, = Lith. koralus, karrlkis= Lett, krcle

= Hung, koliiris. klaris, < LL. corallum (NL.
corallium), L. corallius, prop. coraUiim.ciiriiliiim.

< Gr. KopafJiav. Ionic KovpaAurv, coral, esp. red

coral; ult. origin uncertain.] I. n. 1. A general
term for the hard calcareous skeleton secreted

by the marine ccslenterate polyps for their sup-
port and habitation (polypldom). The coral-pro-



coral

ducing zoophytes are usually compound animals, young
buds sprouting from the body of the parent polyp and
remaining connected with it oa the same spot even after

it is dead ; so that a piece of coral may be regarded as

the abode either of one compound animal or of a mul-
titude of individuals. The coralline structure sometimes
branches like .1 shrub, sometimes spreads like a fan, or

assumes the appearance of a brain, a flower, a mushroom,
etc. (See cut under brain-coral.) These structures some-

times, as in the Pacific and southern parts of the In-

dian ocean, form reefs from 20 yards to several miles in

breadth, extending for hundreds of miles along the coasts,
aud also the peculiar coral islands known as atoiltt. (See

atoll.) The more abundant reef-builders, at the more

1. Sea-fan Cota.\(Gor0HiaJlabellKm). 2. Madrepore Coral (Madre-
fora ceniicornis}. 3. Mushroom Coral (Futtgia dentata}.

moderate depths, are the madrepores, astraids, porites,
and meandrines, and, at depths of trom 15 to 20 fathoms, the

millepores and seriatopores the great field of coral-de-

velopment thus lying between low water and 20 fathoms.
Coral is nearly a pure calcium carbonate, mixed with more
or less horny or gelatinous matter. The fine red coral of

commerce, much used for ornaments, is a sclerobasic coral,
in appearance somewhat resembling a tree deprived of its

leaves and twigs. It is found chiefly in the Mediterranean,
where several coral fisheries exist, as off the coasts of

Provence, Sardinia, etc. See Coralliffena, Corallium, Octo-

coralla, Sclerobasica, Sclerodermata.

2. A child's toy, consistingofabranchofsmooth
coral with a ring attached, and usually with the
addition of small bells and a whistle.

I'll be thy nurse, and get a coral for thee,
And a fine ring of bells.

Beau, and Ft., The Captain, iii. 5.

Her infant grandame's coral next it grew,
The bells she jingled and the whistle blew.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 93.

3. The unimpregnated roe or eggs of the lob-

ster, which when boiled assume the appearance
of coral. 4. A fleshy-leafed crassulaceous

house-plant, Bochea coccinea, native of South
Africa, bearing bright-scarlet flowers Black
coral, sclerobasic coral of the family Antipathidce.
Blue coral, a coral of the family Helioporidte, Heliopora
cosrulea, occurring in many of the coral reefs of the Pacific
ocean. Cup-coral, (a) A coral of the family Cyathophyl-
lidce. (b) Same as corallUe, 2. Eporose, perforate, ru-
gose, tabulate, tubulose coral See Kporosa, Perfo-
rata, Ruyoxa, Tabulata, Tubulosa. Millepore coral. See

ily TuMpo-
ridce. Pink coral, a pale variety of red coral, used for
ornaments. Red coral, Corallium rubrum, an important
genus of sclerobasic corals belonging to the order Alcyo-
naria, the polyps possessing eight fringed tentacles. Red
coral is highly valued for the manufacture of jewelry, and
is obtained from the coasts of Sicily, Italy, and other parts
of the Mediterranean. See cut under Coralligena. Star
coral, coral of the family Aitraeidce.

II. a. 1. Made of coral
; consisting of coral

;

coralline : as, a coral ornament
;
a coral reef.

2. Making coral
; coralligenous : as, a coral

polyp. 3. Containing coral; coraled
; coral-

liferous: as, a coral grove. 4. Resembling
coral; especially, of the color of commercial
coral; pinkish-red; red: specifically, in her.,
used of that color when described in blazoning
a nobleman's escutcheon according to the sys-
tem of precious stones. See blazon, n., 2.

Forth from her Coral Lips such Folly broke.

Congreve, Lesbia.

In ancient times the juggler, when he threw off his

mantle, appeared in a tight scarlet or coral dress. Brewer.

Coral bean. See fteajii. Coral Insect, a coral polyp;
one of the individual animals a colony of which makes a
coral polypidom : a popular designation, now avoided by
careful writers, the animal not being an

"
insect.

"
Coral

Island, an island the formation of which is due to the
deposition of coral by polyps. See atoll. Coral lacquer,
coral lac, ornamental \vork in which the surface is carved
in the thickness of a red lacquer, which is applied npon a
foundation, usually of wood. See lacquer. Coral ore, a
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curved lamellar variety of hepatic cinnabar from Idria,
I'lirniola. Coral reef, a reef of coral. See I., 1. Coral
shoemaker, a fish of the family Teuthididcn and genus
Teuthix or Acanthurus, living in the coral reefs of the

Seychelles.

coral-berry (kor'al-ber"i), . The Symphori-
carpus vulgaris, a shrub resembling the snow-

berry, but having the berries dark-red and
clustered in the axils of the leaves.

coraled, coralled (kor'ald), . [< coral + -J2.]
Furnished with coral

;
covered with coral.

coral-fish (kor'al-fish), n. 1 . A fish of the fami-

ly ChcetodonticUe. 2. A fish of the family Poma-
centridce.

corallaceous (kor-a-la'shius), a. [< coral (LL.
corallum) + -aceous.] Belonging to or of the
nature of coral.

Corallaria (kor-a-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < LL.
corallum, coral (see coral), + -aria.} A former
name of coral polyps and some other actino-

zoans : a loose synonym of Coralligena, or even
of Actinozoa.

coralled, a. See coraled.

coralliferous (kor-a-lif
'

e-rus), a. [< LL. coral-

lum, coral (see coral), + L./erre = E. bear1 . Cf .

coralligerous.'] Containing or bearing coral;

producing coral. Also coralligerous.
eoralliform (ko-ral'i-form), a. [< LL. coral-

lum, coral (see 'coral), + L. forma, form.] Re-

sembling coral in structure or shape.
Coralligena (kor-a-lij'e-na), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of eoralligen us : see coralligenous."] In some
systems of classification, one of the primary di-

visions of the Actinozoa, the other being the

Ctenophora. The mouth always has one or more cir-

clets of tentacles, slender and conical, or short, broad,
and fimbriated. The enteroccele is divided into 6, 8,

or more intermesenteric chambers communicating with
cavities in the tentacles ; the mesenteries are thin and
membranous, each ending aborally in a free edge, often
thickened and folded, looking toward the center of the
axial chamber ; and the outer wall of the body has no large
paddle-like cilia. Most Coralliffena are fixed and may give

i. Portion of a frond, about
one half natural size. a. Tip
of a branch, bearing a con-

Red Coral of commerce, Corallium rubrum : portion of a branch
of the sclerobasic polypidom or zoanthodeme, the ccenosarc divided
longitudinally and partly removed, with two of the anthozooids in
section. (Magnified.)

A, A, ccenosarc or sclerobase, with deep longitudin.il canals,y, f,
and superficial irregular reticulated canals, h, k. P, hard axis of the
coral, with longitudinal grooves, f, answering to the longitudinal
vessels. B, an anthozooid or polyp, with expanded tentacles, d; k,
mouth ; m, gastric sac ; :', its inferior edge ; j, mesenteries. B

', an-
thozooid retracted in its cup, the tentacles, rf, withdrawn into the in-
termesenteric chambers ; a, festooned edges of the cup; *, part of the
body which forms the projecting tube when the actinozoan is pro-
truded ; t , orifices of the cavities of the invaginated tentacles ; e, cir-
cumoral cavity.

rise by gemmation to zoanthodemes of various shapes.
The great majority have a hard skeleton, composed chiefly
of carbonate of lime, in some of its forms known as coral,
which may be deposited in spicula in the body, or form
dense networks or plates of calcareous substance. The
chief divisions of the Coralligena. are the Ifexacoralla and
the Octocoralla (or Alcyonaria). The Coralligena include
all the Actinozoa which form coral, and many which do
not, as the sea-anemones, dead-men's-flngers, etc. Nearly
all "corals

"
of ordinary language are hexacoralline ; not,

however, the red coral, with which the name is most popu-
larly associated.

The Actinozoa comprehend two groups the Coralliffena
and the Ctenophora. ... In the Corallirfena the outer
wall of the body is not provided with bands of large pad-
dle-like cilia. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 138.

coralligenous (kor-a-lij'e-nus), a. [< NL. cor-

alligenus, < LL. corallum, coral (see coral), + L.

-genus, producing: see -genous.] 1. Producing
coral : as, coralligenous zoophytes. 2. Spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Coralligena ;

actinozoie.

coralligerous (kor-a-lij'e-rus), o. [< LL. er<tl-

litm, coral (see coral), +"L. gerere, bear, carry.]
Same as coralliferous.

Coralliophila

Coralliidae (kor-a-H'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < C'ural-

lium + -idee.'] A family of corals, represented
by the genus Corallium, containing the well-
known red coral of commerce, C. rubrum. There
is a hard homogeneous sclerobasic axis, on which the
value of the coral depends. There are eight pinnately
fringed tentacles and other characters separating the fam-
ily so widely from most corals that it does not belong to
the same order, but to the alcyonarian or octocoralline
division of the Coralliffena, many of which are not cor-

alligenous ; and its affinities are with the gorgoniaceous
polyps, as the sea-fans, etc. See Corallium, Coralliffena.

Coralliinae (kor"a-li-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
rallium + -mcc.] "The Coralliidat regarded as a

subfamily of Gorgoniidai. J. 1>. Dana, 1846.

Corallimbrphidae (kor"a-li-m6r'fi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Corallimorplia + '-ida;.'] Afamily of hex-
amerous Actinias, with a double corona of tenta-

cles, a corona of marginal principal tentacles
and a corona of intermediate accessory tenta-
cles. The septa are slightly differentiated, and are all

furnished with reproductive organs. The muscular system
is weak in all parts of the body, and there is no circular
muscle.

Corallimorphus (kor"a-li-m6r'fus), re. [NL.
(Mosely, 18/7) ; prop. Coralliomorphus ; < Gr. KO-

pd^Aiov, coral (see coral), + papyri, form.] The
typical genus of the family Corallimorphidat.

corallin, re. See coralline, 3.

Corallina (kqr-a-li'na), re. [NL., fern, of LL.
corallinus : see coralline.] A genus of calcare-
ous algae, with erect fili-

form articulated fronds
and opposite branches.
There are over 30 species, most-

ly tropical, the most common
species, C. oflicinalis, ranging
far northwarof. It grows every-
where within tide-mark, and
forms an object of great beauty
in rock-pools, from its graceful
structure and beautiful rose-col-
ored or purple hues.

Corallinaceae (kor'a-li-
na'se-e), re. pi. [NL., <

Coral'lina + -acece.] Same
as Corallinece.

Corallinaet, pi- The cor-

allines, indiscriminately.
coralline (kor 'a -

lin), o.

and . [< LL. COrallinUS, ceptacle and cut "longitu-

coral-red, < corallum, coral : JSff
"P"8'"6 the can~

see coral and -mel.J I. a.

1 . Consisting of or containing coral
;
resem-

bling coral; coral. Specifically 2. Having a
color somewhat resembling that of red coral

;

red, pinkish-red, or reddish-yellow.
A paste of a red coralline color, pale when broken, and

reddish yellow under the fracture.

Birch, Ancient Pottery, iv. 5.

Coralline deposits. See deposit. Coralline ware,
pottery made in the south of Italy during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, having a red paste resembling
that of the classical Samian ware. The vessels have, in

general, fantastic shapes. 11. Syer Cumin;/. Coralline
zone, a depth of the sea in which corallines abound, in
some classifications the third from the shore, extending
from 15 or 25 to 35 or 50 fathoms, in the north temperate
seas.

II. n. 1. A seaweed with rigid calcareous
fronds : so called from its resemblance to coral.
See Corallina. 2. A coral or other zoophyte
or actinozoan: a term extended also to poly-
zoans or moss-animalcules, and to some of the

hydrozoans. 3. [In this sense commonly cor-

allin.~] A dye, prepared commercially by heat-

ing together phenol, anhydrous oxalic acid, and
oil of vitriol, and producing a very unstable
color. It forms a reddish-green mass which yields a yel-
low powder, consisting of aurin (Ci9H 14O3) with other
similar substances. It is insoluble in water, but soluble
in hydrochloric acid and alcohol. Its presence in articles
of clothing has sometimes caused serious cutaneous erup-
tions. Red corallin, or peony-red as it is sometimes called,
is produced from yellow corallin by the action of ammo-
nia at a high temperature.
Corallines (kor-a-lin'e-e), . /il. [NL., < Coral-
Una + -c<E.j A suborder of algse, including
nearly all the calcareous Fltirideee, and classed

by the earlier writers with the corals. They are
rose-colored or purple, foliaceous or filiform, jointed or
inarticulate, with the highly differentiated organs of fruc-
tification borne in distinct conceptacles either externally
or immersed in the fronds. They are especially abundant
in the tropics. Also Corallinacece.

corallinite (kor'a-lin-It), . [< coralline +
-ite%.~\ A fossil coralline

;
the fossil polypidom

of coral jiolyps ; fossil coral. Also eorallite.

COrallinoid (kor'a-lin-oid), a. [< coralline +
-oid."] Same as cbralloid.

A broken, granulose or corallinoid crust.
E. Tuckerman, N. A. Lichens, i. 127.

Coralliophila (kpr"a-li-of'i-la), re. [NL.(Adams,
1858), < Gr. KopaMiop, coral (see coral), + fy&of,

loving.] A genus of rhachiglossate pectini-



A bridge ybullt In goodly !/

With curious Carvel and pendants graven falre.

HMT, K. (i., IV. X.O.

An abbreviated form of cor-
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branchiate gastropodous nmllusk-, of the fam- coral-stitch (kor'al-stich), n. A stitch used in

ilv f ;,riilli,n,l,ni,l,i: embroidery, which gives an irregular branched

Ooralliophilidae (kor'a-H-o-firi-do), . ;./. appearance like that of fine coral, the thread

[NL., < CoraUtopMla + -/.] A family of gas- being laid upon the surface and held in place
"* T

tropods, typified by the g.-n us <; vi//m/''"'"- by stitches taken at mtervals.
corban (kor'ban), n. [Heb. korban, an offer-

corallite (kor'u-lit), . [< coral (LL. coralhun) coral-tree (kor'al-tre), n. A plant of the legu-
a
8

=
cri(i < %araf

l

approach bring, offer.

+ -itA] 1. Same as corallinite. 2. The cal- minous genus hruthrtna., Tliere areeverl specie^ cf' W>r0(,,m .j i. j,, ./, !,..,. : , M ,,1T(Ting ..f

CMIVOIIS secretion or hard skeleton of a single
5f^r wlttiSSttlSSe lives Mid^-arlet spfkes'orpa- any sort to God, particularly in fulfilment of a

individual coral polyp in a composite rural .
)ili()lla',.,.()U]( dowers, followed 'by long constricted pods vow . TO the rules laid down in Lev. xxvii. and Num.

mass, compound coral, or coral polypidom. ESSaf bright-red seeds. The coral-tree of India Is

Also called cup-mnil. K- '<"''" ; ' the West Indies, K. CoraUadendron.

The skeleton II,,,. forme,!, freed of its soft parts, U COral-WOpd
(kor'al-wud), . A fine hard cab,-

,,, coral and receives the name of a coraUite. . . . net-wood of bouth American origin, suscepti-
The ooraUUu may be distinct and connected only by a ble of a fine polish. When first cut it is yel-
sulistancc formed by calcilication of the c.cnosarc, which

jow jjut jt goon changes to a beautiful red or
is termed ccenciicliyma ; or the tbecie may be imperfectly '.

.1, icloiic, 1, and the septa of adjacent corallitc* run Into <

,. another Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. is. coralwort (kor
'

al-wert), n. 1. The popular
iu*i n,n, lit'iki . r< wrallitr 4- id name of Z>e torm fr/frt/<?ra, a cruciferous plant

coralhtic (kor-a-ht ik), a. [< * -c.J
found^ W0ods and coppices in the southeast of

Also called toothtcort or tooth^violet.
( '(niainiiig or resembling coral.

1 'I, e cum/;/ iV
|
marl ib |resi milling ivory, from AsiaMinor.

C. O. M I'll' i. Manual of Archicol. (tram.), 309.

Corallium (ko-ral'i-um), . [NL. (Lamarck,
1801) (cf. LL.' ciiriilliiui, L. cordliitni, curalium).

< Gr. MI/HI' '/.tov, Ionic novpaAiov, coral, esp. red

coral: see coral.] The typical genus of corals

of the family Coralliidw, containing only one

species, C. rubrum, the red coral of commerce.
See cut under {';///</'""

coralloid (kor'a-loid), a. and . [< coral +
-aiil.] I. a. Resembling coral in form; branch-

it,tfor otherwise shaped like coral
;
eoralliform.

Also cnrallhioid, coralloidal.

II. . A polyzoan or moss-animalcule, as

England.
2. Same as coralroot.

coral-zone (kor'nl-z6n),n. The depth of the

sea at which corals abound ;
a sea-zone in which

corals flourish.

coraml (ko-ra'mi), n. pi. [It., pi. of coram (>

ML. coramen), orig. a hide, < L. curium, leather:

see corium.] Wall-hangings of leather. They
were in general use in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, and also at an earlier period. Such hangings are

sometimes decorated with stamped patterns similar to

those used for lxx>kbindings, and sometimes are richly
embossed with a pattern in relief, colored, gilded, and
silvered. The separate pieces of leather are necessarily

xxx. concerning vows, the rabbins added the rule that a

man might Interdict himself by vow not only from using
for himself any particular object, for example food, but

also from giving or receiving it. The thing thus inter-

dicted was considered as corban. A person might thus

release himself from any inconvenient obligation under

plea of corban a practice which Christ reprehended, as

annulling the spirit of the law.

But ye say, If a man shall say to his father or mother It

Is Corban, that Is to say, a gift, by whatsoever thou might-
est be profited by me ; he shall be free. Mark vli. 11.

Orlgen's account of the cordon system ls tliat children

sometimes refused assistance to parents on the ground that

they had already contributed to the poor fund, from which

they alleged their parents might be relieved.

W. Smith, Bible Diet,

2t. Same as corbana.

The ministers of religion, who derive then- portion of

temporals from his title, who live upon the corban, and
eat the meat of the altar.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), I. 64.

3. In the Coptic liturgy, the eucharistic oblate

or host, divisible into nine parts, the central

one of which is called the spoudicon. See des-

poticon and pearl.

-al.] Same as coralloid'. Sir T. Browne.

Corallorhiza (kor"a-lo-ri'za), n. [NL., < LL.
corallum (Gr. Ko/Mtiov), coral (see coral), + Gr.

pif,a, a root.] A small genus of plants, natu-

ral order Orchidaceas, consisting of brown or

yellowish leafless herbs, parasitic on roots, and
fo

mua'to secure them at the corners by cbrbana (k6r-ba'na), n. [ML., var. of LL. cor-

bond, perhaps < fleb. kvrbdn : see corban, 2.]
In the early church, the treasury of the basilica,

into which the alms and offerings of the faith-

small, and it is common to secure them at the corners ny
a boss or nail-head, which holds the corners of four squares
at once.

coram judice (ko'ram jo'di-se). [L. : coram, wm|
prep., before the eyes, in presence, m sight, ful were c&rried and whence tfiey were trang.

perhaps < c-, appar a relic of some prep., at or
f d t fa bishop's house,

'before,' + os (or-), the mouth, face, or the re- - -

lated ora, edge, border (orig. lip, mouth T) (see

era/) ; judice, abl. otjudex (judic-), a judge : see

judicial,judge, n., etc.] Before a judge naving

mill IM'lllTIB HIM, ITUIVU 1V illcwmv**

zones, suggesting the color of coral, (n) Th
cies of the genus Jalap*, as E. fulviu*, the harle

icspe-

fore
; nobis, abl. of nos, we, pi. of ego, I : see co-

iuon" European 'species,Awhile C. multijlora and C. odonto. ram judice and ego.] Before us (that is, eon-

riiim are frequent in the United states. structively, the king or queen) : a term used in

corallum (ko-ral'um), n. [LL., red coral: see certain writs issued by the English Court of

coral.] Coral; a coral; the skeleton of a coral
King's or Queen's Bench.

polypidom; the calcified tissue of the coralli- coram non judice (ko'ram nou jo"di-se). [L. :

genous actinozoans. see coram judice and non.] Before one not the

coral-mud (kor'al-mud), . Decomposed coral; proper judge; before one who has not legal ju-
the sediment or mud formed by the disintegra- risdiction of the matter: a law term.
tion of coral. COramparibus (ko'ram par'i-bus). [L.: coram,

coral-plant (kor 'al -plant), . The Jatropha before; paribus, abl. pi. of par, equal: see

iniillijidn, a tall 'euphorbiaceous plant, fre- coram. judice, and par, peer.] Before equals ;

quently cultivated in the gardens of India for before one's peers : formerly used of the attes-

its handsome scarlet flowers and deeply cut tation of deeds, which could be done in this

foliage. way only.
coral-rag (kor'al-rag), n. In geol., a provincial C0ram populo (ko'ram pop'u-16). [L. : coram,
term for the highest member of the middle before ; populo, abl. of popul'us, people : see co-

ob'litic series, a variety
of limestone containing ram judice and popular.] Before the people ;

an abundance of petrified corals. in sight of spectators.
coralroot (kor'al-rot), n. A plant of the genus C0ran' t,

. See currant2 .

Ci>rllrlii;ii. Also called coralwort. Goran2
,

. See Koran.
coral-snake (kor'al-snak), n. One of many dif- coranach, See coronach.
ferent serpents, some of which are venomous coranceHi /' Same as crants.

and others not, which are marked with red when tnou hadst stolen her ,5^,,^ ,...,.
Chapman (jf), Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany, v. 2.

C0rance2t, See currant2.

CorantM, a. and n. See couranfl, current1 .

corant2
ti

n. See couranf2 .

C0rant3
t, An obsolete form of currant2 .

coranto1
t, See courant2 .

coranto2 ,
See conrnnt3 .

Coraz (ko'raks), n. [NL., <L. corax, < Gr. nopal-,

a raven or crow, akin to L. corcus, a crow : see

Corrus, corbie.] 1. A genus of ravens
;
the spe-

cific name of the common raven, Corrus corax,

made a generic name by Bonaparte, 1850. See

cut under raven. 2. A provisional genus name

applied to certain minute triangular solid fossil

sharks' teeth, chiefly of the Cretaceous age.

Agassis, 1843. 3. In entom., same as Steropus.

coray. . See korni/.

corazint, corazinet (kor'a-zin), n. [< ML. cora-

:ina,<. It. i-i>rd;-fi = F. cuirasse, cuirass: see

cuirass.] A defensive garment for the body;
the broigne or the gambeson. See these words.

corb1 (korb), n. [= D. korf= OHG. corfi, clinrb,

cnrii, chorp, MHG. chorb, choreb, korp, G. korb

= Dan. kurr = S\v. kr<j, perhaps < L. corWa, a

basket.] If. A basket
;
an alms-basket. Spe-

cifically 2. In mining, a vessel of sheet-iron

used iii raising coal from the bottom of the

shaft ; a corf.

[Also corbe, abbr. of corbel^,

q. v.] In arch., a corbel.

Walcott.

An
n. See corfc2 .

(kor'bel), n. [< F. corbeille, OF. cor-

beille, f. (OF. also corbeil, m.), < LL. corW-

cuhi, dim. of L. corbis, a basket: see corb1
,

' " '
1. In fort., a small basketand cf.

or gabion, to be
filled with earth
and set upon a

parapet, to shel-

termen from the

fire of besiegers.
2. In arch, and

decorative art, an
ornament in the
form of a basket

containing flow-

ers, fruits, etc.

(kdr'-
n. [F.]

W

3**-

Coral-snake (Elaft ceratti*a).

sn:ike of the southern I nitnl stat<-s, heantifiilly ringed
with red, yellow, :ind black, and especially H. fnrnlliiiii.

These sei-|>ents arc ]niison<ins. (/>) Various innocuous coin.

Urine serpents, as of the genera Oxj/rhopm, Ouhibotu*, ___v2 VVAl-V.^ ,
and I'liocmut. (c) Some tortncine ser- C rD _l

l-nts, as T,, tin's <.-ilt<tlr of South America.

[Also
corbeil, corbil,

corbill (cf. cor-

beil), < OF. cor-

bel, F. corbeau, a

corbel, prop, a
little basket, =
Pg. corbelha, f.,

ML. corbellu.i,

m., corbella, t.

(also corbuluM,

m.), dim. of L.

corbis, a basket:
see corb1,

core2
,

corbeil. Cf. cor-

bet.] 1. Inarc/i.,
a piece of stone,

wood, or iron

projecting from
the vertical face of a wall to support some su-

perincumbent object. Corbels are of great variety
in form, and are ornamented in many ways. They arc

much used in medieval architecture, forming supports for

the beams of floors and of roofs, the machicolations of

fortresses, the labels of doors and windows, etc.

The corbetU were carved grotesque and grim.
Scott, U of L M., it 9.

From the grinning eorbdi that support the balconies

hang tufts of gem-bright ferns and glowing clove pinks.
J. A. Symondt, Italy and Greece, p. 199.

2. The vase or drum of the Corinthian column :

so called from its resemblance to a basket. 3.

In entom., the truncated oval tip of the tibia,

when, as in many Itln/iiclii>i>hora, the insertion of

the tarsus is a little above the tip on the inner

side. The corbel is fringed with stiff hairs, and takes va-

rious forms, which are important characters In ela-

tion. It is said to be oprn when it is broken on the inner

2

Corbels.

i, from palace of St. Louis, Paris. 13th

century ; z. from church of Saint-Gilles-lez-

Arlcs, France, tsth century.



corbel 1262 cordage
side by the articular cavity of the tarsus; closed, when the

cavity docs not attain it and the oval margin is complete ;

caoernow, when tin

curved over the col

corbel 1 (kor'bel)

corbelled, ppr. corbeling or corbelling. [< corbel^-,

.] 1. To support on corbels. 2. In arch.,
to expand by extending each member of a se-

ries beyond the one below.

corbe!2t (kor'bel), . _ , ,

OF. corbel, F. corbeau, a raven, dim. of corp,

corb, corf, < L. cori'us, a raven, a crow : see Cor-

niK, corbie.] A raven or crow
;
a corbie,

corbeling, corbelling (kor'bol-ing), . [Ver-
bal n. of corbel1

, v.] In building, an overlap-
ping arrangement of

stones, bricks, etc.,
each course project-
ing beyond the one
below it.

corbel-piece (kor'-
bel pes), n. A wood-
en support or brack-

et; a bolster; a cor-

bel.

corbel-steps (k6r'-

bel-steps), n. pi.

Steps into which the
sides of gables from
the eaves to the apex
are sometimes form-
ed. Also called cor-

bie-steps and crow-

steps.
corbel-table (kor'-

bel-ta"bl), . A pro-
jecting course,
a parapet, a tier

of windows, an
arcade, an en-

tablature, or
other architec-

tural arrange-
ment, which
rests upon a se-

ries of corbels.

corbett, . [<
ME. corbet, <

OF. corbete, corbette, courbettc, a sort of orna-
mental edging, appar. equiv. to corbel1 in arch.,
but in form as if fern. dim. of corbe, courbe, < L.

curvus, bent, arched: see corb 1
, curve, a.] Same

as corbel^.

Corbetz and imageries. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1304.

corbicula1
(kor-bik'u-lii), n. [NL., < LL. cor-

he external margin is produced and ark by Noah, which did not return. [Scotch.] Corbie L V, ,i.A-j FAI
rbel, like a roof, oats, a species of black oats. COrd1 (kord), . [Also

1), r. t. ; pret. and pp. corbeled or corbie-Steps (kor'bi-steps), n.pl. [Altered from ally preferred in certai

corbel-steps; also called crow-steps, as if steps
1

for corbies or crows to sit on.] Same as corbel-

steps, [Scotch.]
corbil (k6r'bil), . See corbel^.

[< ME. *corbel, corbyal, < COrbint, n. [In mod. use only as Sc. corbie, q.
v.

;
ME. corbin, corbun, < OF. corbin, a raven or

crow, dim. (cf. OF. corbin, adj., < L. eorriniin:

see corvine) of corp, corb, corf, < L. cormis, a
raven or crow: see Corrus, and cf. corbeft. ] A
raven

;
a crow.

Corbinae (kor-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Corbis +
-true.] A subfamily of lucinoid bivalves, typi-
fied by the genus Corbis. The shell is generally
ovate, the muscular impressions are subequal and broad'-

ly ovate, and the ligament is external.

Corbis (kor'bis), n. [NL., < L. corbis, a basket :

see corfe1 .] A genus of siphonate bivalve mol-

lusks, of the family Lu-

cinidai, having an oval
ventricose sculptured
shell with denticulate

margin, simple pallial

line, and two large
and two lateral teeth
in each valve,

corbivau (kor-bi-vo'),
. [< F. corbiveau,
name of the bird in
Le Vaillant's ' 'Oiseaux

d'Afrique"; < corbeau,
a raven (see corbel'*, corbie, Corvus), + vauteur,
a vulture: see Corvultur."] A large corvine bird
of Africa, Corvultur albicolUs.

corbula (kor'bu-la), n. [NL., < L. corbula, a
little basket, dim. of corbis, a basket : see
corfr1 .] 1. PI. corbulte (-le). In Hydrozoa, as in
the genus Aglaophenia of the family Plumula-
riidit, a common receptacle in which groups of

gouangia are inclosed. It is formed by the union of
lateral processes from that region of the hydrosoma which
bears the gonophores, these processes being in some re-

spects comparable to the hydrophyllia of the Calycopho-
ridte. Huxley.

Certain of the branches or pinna; [in Plumulariida>\ are
at times replaced by cylindrical structures which are cov-
ered with rows of nematophores, and are the cups or bas-
kets in which the generative zodids are developed ; they
are termed corbulte, and in some genera are metamor-
phosed branches, while in others they are modified pinna;.

Stand. Xat. Hist., I. 87.

2. [cop.] A genus of siphonate bivalve mol-
lusks, of the family Myida1

,
or type of a family

Corbulida!, related to the common cob or clam.

Corbel-steps. Castle of Schaffha
sen, Switzerland.

Corbis elegan

Corbel-table. Cathedral of Chartres,
France, i2th century.

btcula, a little basket, fern. dim. of L. corbis, a Corbulacea, Corbtilaceae (kor-bu-la'se-a, -e), i

basket : see cori1.] 1. In pi. [NL., < Corbula, 2, + -acea,'-acea>.~i' Same
cntom., same as corbiculum. as Corbulidai.

2. [cop.] A genus of Corbulidse (kor-bu'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,<Corbu-
siphonate bivalve mol- la, 2, + -idle.'] A family of bivalve mollusks,

typified by the genus Corbula. The animal has
the mantle mostly closed and the siphons united, short
and fringed ; the shell is inequivalve and gapes in front,

lusks, of the family Cy-
reitid(e (or Cycladidte or

Corbiculidw). C. consobrina
is an example.
corbicula2,

n. Plural of cor-

biculum.

Corbicula consobrina.

eq ^ ^ r

and its hinge has a recurved tooth in one valve fitting
into a gosset in the other. There are numerous species,
living in the mud or sand of the sea-shore or estuaries.
Also Corbulacca, Corbulacece.

corbiculate (kor-bik'u- corbuloid (kor'bu-loid), a. and n. [< Corbula,

lat), o. [< corbiculum, cor- 2
>
+ -"?] I. Characteristic of or relating

to the Corbulida;.

II. . One of the Corbulida;.

n. [< Ir. and Gael, corcach, a
marsh, moor, Ir. corrach, currach, a marsh, bog.
Cf . W. cors, a bog, fen.] In Ireland, a salt marsh:
applied to the salt marshes which border on the

estuary of the Shannon, and on other rivers.
Corchorus (kor'ko-rus), . [NL., < Gr. K6pXo-

pof, also Kopnopos, a wild plant of bitter taste.]
1. A genus of tropical plants, natural order

^ _^ 7_-
TiliacetE. They are herbs or small shrubs with serrated

(-la). [NL.*, neut. dim.
of L. corbis, a basket. Cf .

corbicula1 .] In entom., a
smooth or concave space,
fringed with stiff hairs,
on the inner side of the
tibia or basal joint of the

bicula 1
,
+ -ate1 .] In <m*m.,"flat, smooth, and

fringed with strong incurved hairs, forming a
kind of basket in which pollen is carried : ap- corcass (kor'kas)

plied to the posterior tibia of a bee, as of the
t" <"-0 '1 """ T-

hive-bee and bumblebee.
Corbiculidae (k6r-bi-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Corbicula1

, 2, + -idte.] A family of bivalves,
typified by the genus Corbicula: same as
renida;.

corbiculum (k6r-bik'u-
lum), n.

; pi. corbicula

Corbie messenger, a messenger who returns either not corculumt (kor
'

ku-lum), n.; pi. corcula (-la),
iit all or too late : in allusion to the raven sent out of the i ^ /.rtv/-7/5 1 ^IQTYIO ',o /^w^

|

I ' . Hee Gf// (,-((.. J OdjIIlc Ho C(/ Ctc.

chord, now convention-
certain senses (see chord) ; <

ME. cord, corde, a string, rope, < OF. corde, F.

corde, a string, cord, chord, cord (of wood), =
Pr. Pg. It. corda = Sp. cuerda, < ML. corda, L.

chorda, a string, < Gr. xpfy, the string of a mu-
sical instrument; prop, a string of gut, catgut,
pi. guts, akin to ^oAacStf, guts, L. haru-spex, in-

spector of entrails, Icel. gorn, garnir, guts, E.

yarn.] 1. A string or small rope composed of
several strands of thread or vegetable fiber,

twisted or woven together.
She [RahabJ let them down by a cord through the win-

dow. Josh. ii. 15.

Thus, with my cord
Of blasted hemp, by moonlight twin'd,
I do thy sleepy body bind.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

2. Something resembling a cord in form or func-
tion. Specifically (o) A string of a stringed musical
instrument. (/>) In anal., a part resembling a cord ; a
chorda : as, the spinal cord ; the umbilical cord ; the vocal
cord*. See below.

3. A quantity of firewood or other material,
originally measured with a cord or line

;
a pile

containing 128 cubic feet, or a pile 8 feet long, 4
feet high, and 4 feet broad.

'

There have been some
local variations in England : thus, in Sussex it was 3 by 3

by 14 feet, coming substantially to the same solid contents ;

in Derbyshire there were cords of 128, 155, and 162J cubic
feet. Similar measures are in use in other countries. In
France, before the adoption of the metric system, it was
likewise called a corde; there were three kinds, contain-
ing respectively 04, 56, and 112 French cubic feet. In Ger-
many the similar measure is called a klafter ; in Gotha
and Brunswick it is 6 by 6 by 3 local feet.

4. A measure of length in several countries.
In Spain the cuerda is 8} varas, or equal to 23g English
feet. At Botzen, Tyrol, the corda is 8 feet 10 inches Eng-
lish measure.

5. A measure of land. In Brittany it was 73.6

English square yards. 6. Figuratively, any
influence which binds, restrains, draws, etc. :

a frequent use of the term in Scripture : as, the
cords of the wicked (Ps. cxxix. 4) ;

the cords of
his sins (Prov. v. 22) ;

cords of vanity (Isa. v. 18) ;

the cords of a man that is, the bands or influ-
ence of love (Hos. xi. 4).

Lower'd softly with a threefold cord of love
Down to a silent grave. Tennyson, Fair Women.

7. A strong ribbed fustian
; corduroy.

My short, black, closely buttoned tunic and cord riding-
breeches seemed to fill them with amazement.

O'Donovan, Merv, xvi.

8. In fancy weaving, the interval between two
vertical lines of the design False vocal cords,
prominent folds of mucous membrane on either side of
the larynx, above the true vocal cords, inclosing the su-

perior thyro-arytenoid ligaments, forming the superior
boundary of the opening into the ventricles of the larynx,
and not directly concerned in the production of vocal
sound. Genital cord, in embri/ol., a structure resulting
from the union of a Mullerian and a Wolfflan duct in the
female, as in most mammals, including the human spe-
cies. Maitland cord, inweaving, a cord extending along
the wooden shafts of leaves, to which the heddles are
fastened with knots. E. H. Knight. Spermatic cord,
in aiuit., the bundle of tissues by which the testicle hangs,
consisting essentially of a vas deferens or sperm-duct,
the spermatic blood-vessels, nerves deiived from the sym-
pathetic, and a cremaster muscle with its vessels and
nerves, bundled together with connective tissue. Spi-
nal cord. See tjrinal. Umbilical cord, the navel-
string, funis, or funicle, by which a ft-tus is attached to
the placenta and so to the womb, consisting essentially
of the umbilical blood-vessels, together with a quantity of
gelatinous tissue called the jelly of Wharton, bound up in
the amniotic membrane. Vocal cords, the free median
borders of two folds of mucous membrane within the
larynx, bounding the anterior two thirds of the glottis
on either side. Each is formed by the free median edge
of an elastic (inferior thyro-arytenoid) ligament running
from the angle of the thyroid cartilage to the vocal pro-
cess of the arytenoid, and covered with thin and closely
adherent mucous membrane. When they are approxi-
mated and tightened, the air forced through them from
the lungs causes them to vibrate and produce vocal sound.

leaves and small yellow flowers. There are several species, Also called true vocal cords and inferior vocal cords
of which the most remarkable and most widely diffused COrd1 (kord), v. t. [< cord1 n 1 1 To bind with

times called Jews'- mallow.

cies (C. capsularis, Chinese hemp) are much cultivated in
India and eastern Asia, for the fine, soft, and sil

,.
This and a closely allied spe-

ivated in

ilky fiber

Bee's Leg, enlarged, a, fe-

mur; b, tibia ; c, corbiculum.

tarsus of a bee. It serves
as a receptacle for the

pollen which the bee col-

lects and carries to its

nest. Also corbicula.

corbie, corby (kor'bi),
n.

; pi. corbies (-biz). [A reduced form of cor-

bin, q. v.] A raven or crow. [Scotch.]

As I was walking all alane,
I heard twa corbies making a mane.

The Twa Corbie* (Child's Ballads, III. 01).

bags, and is the material of which the genuine Algerian
curtains, cloths of Smyrna, and tapestries of Teheran and C0rd2t (kord), c.

* c "" 8pecies of the (1en E - accor(l

up, as wood or other ma-
terial, for measurement and sale by the cord.

3. In booJfbindinn, to tie (a book) firmly be-

tweentwoboards^tilitisdry,so4toin
y
sure

perfect smoothness in the cover.
0rd2t (kord), c. i. [ME. corden, short for acor-

.

(1en
'
E - accor(l

' q - v>] To aocord ; harmonize 5

8. [J. c.] Anornamentalshrubbyplant of Japan,
' '

Fol. a tour wolde nte , ike
Kerrta Japomca, of the natural order Eosacece, With asses feet, and huMi- it as an ape,
with showy, usually double, yellow flowers, fre- It conleth naught. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 104:1.

quent.ly cultivated in gardens. cordactes, . Plural of cordax.
corclet, COrculet (kor'kl, -kul), , [< L. cor- cordage (kor'daj), . [< F. cordage (= Sp. cor-
citium, dim. of cor (cord-) = ~E. heart.] In bot., daje = Pg. cordagem), < corde, cord, + -age:an old name for the cor seminis (heart of the see cord1

, ., and -age.'} Ropes and cords, in a
seed), or embryo. collective sense

; especially, the ropes or cords



cordage

in the rigging of a ship; hence, something re-

sembling ropes, as twisted roots or vines.

If our sinews were MI on ''it
1 at tlie foot of an

niik. Jer. /'.<.//.... \\oik-H.-d. I-::,. i, I. 581.

A cluster of trees, u it h tan-le.l ,:,,-<lim< : of yrape \ in. -

l.iiin Ili/lnir, |;\ali:4ellne. ii. ,'i.

Tiie cunlfi i' 'T< ;iks mill rattles in the wind.
I.i" //, Colinnbiis.

cordaicanthus (kor-<li-kan'tlius), . [NL., ir-

reg. < I'lii'iliiiitia) + Or. <iii>#of, acanthus. ] The
name proposed by (Irand' Eury for fossil flow-
ers of various species of t'urdaitcs.

cordaicarpus (kor-di-kiir'pus), n. [NL., irreg.
< ('orda(iti-x) + Or. napirof, fruit.] The name
given by Grand' Eury to certain seeds found

among the remains of ( 'ordaites, andnow known
to lie the fruit of tliat genus. See Cordaites.

Cordaites (kor-dii-i'ie/.), . [NL. ;
named by

1'ngcr from A. 3. Corda, a German botanist

(1809-49).] Agoutis of fossil plants,widely dis-

tributed, very characteristic of the Carbonifer-
ous epoch, and especially of the coal-measures
of that age. They were arlwrescent planto, sometime-
attaining a <.rie.it size (120 to ISO feet in altitude and IS

to 20 inelies in itianieler), irreunlarly branebitr--, anil liav

ing ribbon-like leaves. They are now generally admitted
to tic dicotyledonous K>lnli<"pcrnis, and to beloni-' to tie

order of the Ci/cm/"'
1

,
oi \\tiieb they constitute u distinet

family intermediate in character betneen them and the
Conit'''r>i'. Soi ,f the coals of central France are said tiy

Grand' fiury to be entirely made up of the remains of spe-
riesof C,,,-,V,i,V,..

cordal (kor'dal), u. [< OF. cordal, cordnil, m.
(cf. cordnilli; f.), cord, < corde, cord. Cf. cor-

delle.] In her., a string of the mantle or robe
of estate, blazoned as of silk and gold threads
interwoven like a cord, with tassels at the ends.
/.'< IT//.

cordate (kdr'dat), a. [= F. corde, < NL. cor-

ilntiix, heart-shaped (cf. classical L. cordatux,
> Sp. Pg. cordato, wise, pru-
dent), < L. cor(d-) = E.

heart.] Heart-shaped, with
a sharp apex ; having a form
like that of the heart on

playing-cards : applied to

surfaces or flat objects : as,
a c'lnln/i' leaf.

cordate-lanceolate (kor'-
dat-lan'se-o-lat), a. Of a cordate Leaf.

heart shape, but gradually
tapering toward the extremity, like the head of
a lance.

cordately (k6r'dat-li), adv. In a cordate form,

cordate-oblong (kor'dat-ob'lfiug), . Of the

general shape of a heart, but somewhat length-
ened.

cordate-sagittate (kor'dat-saj'i-tat), a. Of
the shape of a heart, but with the basal lobes
somewhat elongated downward.
cordax (kdr'daks), .; pi. cordactes (kor-dak'-
tez). [L., < Gr. wipiiaf.] A dance of wanton
character practised in the ancient Greek Bac-
chaimlia.

silenns as a confab-dancer.
C. O. MiMrr, Manual of Archreol. (trans.), 386.

cor-de-chasse (k6r'de-shas'), . [F. : cor, < L.
cririiK = E. linrn ; dc, < L. de, of; chasse, E.

chase.] A hunters' horn; specifically, the large
horn, bent in a circular curve and overlapping
so as to form a spiral of about one turn and a
half, which is worn around the body, resting
upon the left shoulder; a troinpe.
corded (kor'ded), p. a. [Pp. of cord1

, v.] 1.

Hound, girded, or fastened with cords. 2.
Piled in a form for measurement by the cord.

3. Made of cords
;
furnished with cords.

This niylit. In- meaiieth with a corded
ladder

To climb celestial Silvia's chamber-win-
dow. .</,.,>;.. I, ll.ut V.,ii.6.

4. Ribbed or furrowed, as by
cords : as, corded cloth ; a corded

pattern. 5. In her., represent-
ed as bound about, or wound
with cords, as the cross in the

accompanying figure, liales, etc.,
ulu n bandaged or bound with eorils. arc blazoned corded.
The eoiils are ntieii liorne of a ilifterent tineture from the
ie-t of the hearing. -Corded fabric, muslin, etc. See
the nouns.. ^

cordel (kor-dal'), H. [Sp., a cord, line, measure,
= Pg. cordi'l = OF. "cordi'l. !'. i-nnh nn. a, line,
cord, masc. dim. of ML. cortla (> Sp. ciu-nhi =
I 'g. corda = F. corde), a cord : see cord.] A Span-
ish long measure. ] the Castitian system It was 50
\ara.s ; but thnv as a cm-del mestenont i;,varas. In Cuba
it is '.'! rulian \arav ! ;; Kni:lish feet.

Cordelier (kor-dc ItV), . [F. mnliliir, OF.
mnli'li i-

( > ME. riirililrrt ). curih luitr (also cor-

ilclr) (= It. i-nnlii/liird), < "cordi'l. F. cordi-mi. a
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cord (see ewrrf 1
, .); in reference to the girdle

worn by the order.] 1. In France, one of the

regular Franc-isean monks: so called from the

girdle of knotted eonl worn by that order. See
mMMfettM, HIM 2. I'l. The name of one of
the Parisian political clubs in the time of the

revolution, from its holding its sittings in the

chapel of an old convent of the Cordeliers, it
i -jn , ially flourished in I7!i-j, and amoiiK it* most famoua
UK inlirn uere 1'antoii, Marat, 1'amilk I'esinonlins, and
Hubert

cordeliere (kor-de-liar'), n. [< F. cordelierc,
the cord of the Cordelier: see Cordelier.] In

/"/., a cord representing the knotted cord of St.

Francis of Assist, sometimes worn surrounding
a shield, a cipher, a crest, or the like, and gen-
erally considered as peculiar to widows.

cordelingt, cordellingt (kor'del-ing), a. [< F.

cvrdeler, twist (< OF. *enrdrl, dim., a cord: see

cordel), + -ing^.] Twisting.
cordelle (k6r'del), n. [< F. cordelle, dim. of corde,
a cord: see cord1

, n., and cf. cordel.] 1. A
twisted cord; a tassel. 2. In the western
United States, a tow-line for a barge or canal-

boat, etc. See the verb.

cordelle (kdr'del), v. ; pret. and pp. cordelled,

ppr. cordelliny. K cordelle, n. Cf. F. haler a la

cordelle, tow.] I. trans. To tow (a boat) by

A Cross Corded.

hand with a cordelle, walking along the bank :

a common expression in the western and south-
western United States, derived from the Cana-
dian voyageurs.
To (ret up this rapid, steamers must be cordtUed, that is,

pulled up by ropes from the shore.
17. S. Uranl, Personal Memoirs, n. 87.

II. i trans. To use a cordelle.

cordellingt, a. See cordeling.

cordent, An obsolete form of cordwain.

cordenert, n. An obsolete form of cordtcainer.

corder (kor'der), n. [Xcwd1
, .,+ -er1 .] An at-

tachment to a sewing-machine for placing cords
or braids on or between fabrics to be sewed.
cordewane t, . A Middle English form of cord-

ti-ti t n .

cord-grass (kord'gras), n. A common name of

grasses of the genus Spartina.
Oordia (k6r'di-a), . [NL., named in honor of
E. and V. Cordiis, German botanists of the 16th

century.] A largegenus of plants, natural order

Boraginacete, consisting of about 200 species,
scattered over the warm regions of the world,
especially in tropical America. They are trees or
shrubs with alternate simple leaves. The fruit ia drupa-
ceous, and that of some species, as sebesten, C. ili/ia, of

India, is eaten. Some species yield a good timber, and
the soft wood of C. Myxa is said to have been used by the

Egyptians for their mummy-cases.
cordial (kdr'dial), a. and n. [< F. cordial = Pr.

Sp. Pg. cordial = It. cordiale, < ML. cordialis,
of the heart, < L. cor(d-) = E. heart.] I. a. 1.

Of or pertaining to the heart. [Rare.]
The effect of the indulgence of this human affection is a

certain cordial exhilaration. Emerson, Friendship.

2. Proceeding from the heart or from kindly
and earnest feeling ; exhibiting kindly feeling
or warmth of heart

; hearty ;
sincere

; warmly
friendly ;

affectionate.

With looks of cordial love. MUton, P. L, T. 12.

That comely face, that cluster'd brow,
That cordial hand that bearing free.

I see them yet. M. Arnold, A Southern Night.

He was so genial, so cordial, so encouraging, that it

seemed as if the clouds . . . broke away m we came Into
his presenre. O. W. Holmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 62.

3. Reviving the spirits; cheering; invigorat-
ing ; imparting strength or cheerfulness.

This cordial julep here.
That flames and dances in his crystal bounds.

Milton, Comus, 1. 672.

The cordial nectar of the bowl
Swelled his old veins, and cheer'd his soul.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii.

= Syn. 2. Sinctrt, etc. See hearty.

II. n. [< ME. cordial, < OF. cordial, F. cordial
= Sp. Pg. cordial = It. cordiale, n.

;
from the

adj.] 1. Something that invigorates, comforts,
gladdens, or exhilarates.

i 1, inns to my sight and cordials to my mind. Dryden.
And staff in hand, set forth to share
The sober cordial of sweet air.

Cowper, The Morallzer Corrected.

In good health, the air is a cordial of incredible virtue.

Emerson, Misc., p. 17.

2. A medicine or draught which increases the
action of the heart and stimulates the circula-

tion: a warm stomachic; any medicine which
increases strength, dispels languor, and pro-
motes cheerfulness.

For gold In phisik is a cordial.

Clniiiftr, Gen. Prol. to C. T., I. 443.

cording

3. A sweet and aromatic liquor, certain cordial*

are, or were orJKinally, ina-le in i:i' at monastii ( -,tali

IMunent-, wlien>e the names are taken, a* IVnedii'tinr.
chaitivu-e. I . ito-a, ami the like; iithern are named from
tin-

] dace, or a former j,la<
> of jnannfai-tiire, as Curai.'oa ;

HIM! oilier* from their Maun in- i < omposiuou, an mara-

schino, anisette. See liqueur.

ill ami other rich thing! were prepar'd.
Cattkirit Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 179).

cordiality (kdr-di-al'i-ti),
. [< F. cordialM=

Sp. cordialidad = Pg. cordialidade = It. cordia-

lita, < ML. cordialita(t-)s, < cordialis, cordial :

see cordial.] If. Relation to the heart.

Cordiality or reference unto the heart.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 4.

2. Genuinely kind feeling, especially the ex-

pression of such feeling ; sympathetic geniality ;

hearty warmth; heartiness.

The old man rose up to meet me, and with a respectful
cordiality would have me sit down at the tattle.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 114.

The Ill-fated gentlemen had been received with appa-
rent cordiality. ilotlry.

cordialize (kor'dial-iz), v.
; pret. and pp. cor-

itialized, ppr. corftializiny. [< cordial + -ize.]

I. trans. 1. To make cordial; reconcile; ren-
der harmonious. 2. To make into a cordial;
render like a cordial. [Rare in both senses.]

II. in trans. To become cordial; feel or ex-

press cordiality; harmonize. Intp.Dict. [Rare.]
cordially (k&r'dial-i), adv. With cordiality;
heartily; earnestly; with real feeling or affec-

tion.
In love's mild tone, the only muslck she
Could cordially relish. J. Beaunumt, Psyche.

Dennis the critic could not detest and abhor a pun, or
the insinuation of a pun, more cordially than my father.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, 11. 12.

cordialness (k6r'dial-nes), n . Cordiality ; hearty
good will.

Cordiceps, n. See Cordyceps.
cordierite (kdr'dier-it), n. [After Cordier, a
French geologist (1777-1861).] Same as iolite.

cordies (kor'di-ez), n. [Origin obscure.] A
kind of felt hat made of wool, or of goat's or
camel's hair.

cordiform (k&r'di-form), a. [< NL. cordiformis,
< L. for(d-), = E. heart, T forma, shape.]
Heart-shaped; having nearly the form of the
human heart

; oviform, but hollowed out at the

base, without posterior angles__ Cordiform fora-
men, in herptt., an opening in the pelvis which corre-

sponds to the space between the brim of the pelvis and a
line drawn from the marsupial bones, or else from the ilio

pectineal eminence to the pubic symphysis ; the obturator
foramen of reptiles. Cordiform tendon, in mini., the
central tendon or trefoil of the diaphragm.

Cordileret, Same as Cordelier, 1. Bom. of the

Hose.

cordillas (kor-dil'ilz), n. A kind of kersey.
E. H. Knight.

cordillera'(k6r-dil-ya'ra), n. [8p., = Pg. cordi-

theira, a chain or ridge of mountains, formerly
also a long, straight, elevated tract of land, <

OSp. cordilld, cordiella, a string orrope (mod. Sp.
cordilla, guts of sheep), = Pr. It. Cordelia = F.

cordelle, a string, dim. of Sp. Pg. It. corda = F.

corde, a string : see oordi, ., and cordelle, n.] A
continuous ridge or range of mountains. As a
name, it was first applied to the ranges of the Andes("las
Cordilleras de los Andes," the chains of the Andes), then to

the continuation of these ranges into Mexico and further
north. For convenience, it is now agreed among physi-
cal geographers to call the complex of ranges embraced
between and including the Rocky Mountains and the Si-

erra Nevada, and their extension north into British Co-

lumbia, the Cordillera* ; those ranges i>ccupying a similar
continental position in South America are called simply
the Andes. The entire western mountain side of the con*
tlnent of North America is called the Conlillrran reirion.

In its broadest part it has a development of a thousand
miles, east and west, and embraces, besides the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra, a large number of subordinate

mountain-chains, some of which are little, if at all, infe-

rior to such chains as the Pyrenees in length and elevation.

Oordilleran(k6r-dil-ya'ran),o. Pertaining to or
situated in the Cordilleras Cordllleran region.
See cordiUera.

COrdinert (k&r'di-ner), . An obsolete form of

.

cording1 (kor'ding), . [< cordl + -ing
1
.] 1.

The ribbed surface of a corded fabric. See

corded, 4.

The draught and cording of common fustian Is very sim-

ple, being generally a regular or unbroken tweel [twill] of

four or flve leaves. Ure, Diet, II. M4.

2. In a loom, the arrangement of the treadles so

that they move in such clusters and time as may
be required for the production of the pattern.

cording'-'t, '"''' [ByapheresisformroTVm;/: see

<i<-i;:nliii</ and curt'/-.] According.
In Jany veer or Feveryere no wronge
Is gratfyni: hero, bnt cordyny to thalre kyude
If lande be coble.

Pallaaitu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. '.'li



Cordons. Old State House, Boston, Mass.
f, c, c, cordons.

cord-leaf

cord-leaf (kord'lef), . A name applied by
Lindley to plants of the natural order JKestiaccui.

cord-machine (kflrd'mMhSn'), H. A machine
used for making cords, fringes, and trimmings.
cordon (kor'dou), . [< F. cordon (= Sp. cor-

don = Pg. corilao = It. cordone), aug. of corde

= Sp. Pg. It. corcla, cord: see cord1
, .] 1. In

fort.: (a) A course of stones jutting before the

rampart and the base of the parapet, or a course
of stones between the wall of a fortress which
lies aslope and the parapet which is perpendic-
ular: introduced as an ornament, and used only
in fortifications of stonework. (6) The project-

ing coping of a scarp wall, which prevents the

top of a revetment from being saturated with

water, and forms an obstacle to an enemy's es-

calading par-
ty. 2. In

arch., a mold-

ing of incon-
siderable pro-
jection, usu-

ally horizon-

tal, in the face
of a wall :

used for orna-

ment, or to in-

dicate on the
exterior a divi-

sion of stones,
etc. Compare
ba(P, 2 (e).

3. Milit., a
line or series

of military posts orsentiuels, iuclosingorguard-
ing any particular place, to prevent the passage
of persons other than those entitled to pass.

In this way, a cordon is drawn along that continent,
which the slave trader cannot penetrate.

Everett, Orations, I. 334.

Hence 4. Any line (of persons) that incloses
or guards a particular place so as to prevent
egress or ingress.

As hunters round a hunted creature draw
The cordon close and closer toward the death.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5. Any cord, braid, or lace of fine material form-

ing a part of costume, as around the crown of
a hat or hanging down from it, or used to secure
a mantle or the like. 6. In her., a cord used
as a bearing accompanying the shield of an ec-

clesiastical dignitary, and usually hanging on
each side. Cardinals have a cordon gules which is divided,
forming lozenge-shaped meshes, and having 15 tufts or tas-
sels in 5 rows ; archbishops have one of vert, which bears
only 10 tufts in 4 rows ; that of bishops is also vert, with
6 tufts in 3 rows. See cut under cardinal.

7. A ribbon indicating the position of its wearer
in an honorary order. A cordon is usually worn as a
scarf over one shoulder and carried to the waist on the
opposite side

;
it is especially the mark of a higher grade of

an order.

The grand yellow cordon of ... St. Michael of Pumper-
nickel. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, II. xxvii.

8. In hort., a plant that is naturally diffusely
branched, made by pruning to grow as a single
stem, in order to force larger fruit.

Cordons are trees trained to a single shoot, the later-
als of which are kept spurred. They are usually trained
horizontally, at about li feet from the ground, and may
consist of one stem or of two, the stems in the latter ea^e
being trained in opposite directions.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 269.

Cordon, bleu, (a) The watered sky-blue ribbon, in the
form of a scarf, worn as a badge by the knights grand cross
of the old French order of the Holy Ghost, the highest
order of chivalry under the Bourbons. (6) By extension,
aperson wearing or entitled to wear this badge, (c) Hence,
from this being the highest badge of knightly honor, any
person of great eminence in his class or profession : as,
the cordons bleitf of journalism, (d) In specific use, a first-
class cook. Cordon rouge, the red ribbon or scarf con-
stituting the badge of the old French order of St. Louis,
and now of the Legion of Honor ; hence, by extension, a
person wearing or entitled to wear this badge. Grand
cordon, the broad ribbon or scarf distinguishing the high-
est class of any knightly or honorary order ; by extension
a member of the highest class of such an order, equiva-
lent to grand commander. Knights of the Cordon
Jaune. See order. Littoral cordon, in hydrog., the
shore-line. Sanitary cordon, a line of troops or mili-
tary posts on the borders of a district of country infected
with disease, to cut off communication, and thus prevent
the disease from sin-catling.

cordonette (kor-do-nef), n. [See cordonnet, n.]An edging made of a small cord or piping.
cordonnet (kor-do-na'), n. [F., silk twist, a
milled edge, dim. of cordon, a string, cord : see
cordon.] A raised edge or border to the pat-
tern of

point-lace. Compare crescent.

COrdonnier (kor-do-nia'), . [F., a cobbler : see

Oordwauw.] The cobbler-fish or thread-fish,
Blepharis crinitiis.
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cordovan (kor'do-van), n. [Early mod. E. also

corderan ; < Sp. cordovan, now cordoban = Pg.
cordorao, cordovan leather : see cordwain, the
earlier form in English.] 1. Spanish leather.

See cordwain.

Whilst every shepherd's boy
Puts on his lusty green, with gaudy hook,
And hanging scrip of finest cordevan.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

[He] has not two old cordovan skins to leave
In leather caps to mourn him in if he die.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 3.

2. Leather made from horse-hide. [Eng.]
Cordovan embroidery, a kind of embroidery made by
means of an application of the imitation leather known
as American cloth upon coarse canvas, the edges being
stitched with crewel or other thread.

cord-sling (kord'sling), n. A sling with long
cords or straps, which are grasped directly in

the hand : distinguished from staff-sling.
cord-Stitch (kord'stich), n. A stitch used in em-

broidery, consisting of two interlacing lines

producing a pattern somewhat like a chain.

cqrduasoy (kor-dwa-soi'), n. [Appar. a corrup-
tion of a F. *corde de soie or *corde a sole, cord
of or with silk: soie, silk.] A thick silk woven
over a coarse cord in the warp.
corduroy (kor'du-roi), . and a. [Also spelled
corderoy ; appar. repr. F. * corde du roi, lit. the

king's cord (see cord1
,
de2

,
and toy) ;

but the
term is not found in F. Cf. duroy.] 1. n. 1.
A thick cotton stuff corded or ribbed on the sur-

face. It is extremely durable, and is especially used for
the outer garments of men engaged in rough labor, field-

sports, and the like.

2. A corduroy road. See II., 1.

I hed to cross bayous an' criks (wal, it did beat all natur'),
Upon a kin' o' corderoy, fust log, then alligator.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 13.

II. a. 1 . Like corduroy ; ribbed like cordu-

roy : as, a corduroy road. 2. Made of corduroy.
Corduroy road, a road constructed with small logs

laid together transversely through a swamp or over miry
ground. (U. 8.]

corduroy (kor'du-roi), v. t. [< corduroy, n., 2.]
To make or construct by means of small logs
laid transversely, as a road.

The roads towards Corinth were corduroyed and new
ones made. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 372.

cordwain (kdrd'wan), n. [< ME. eordwane,
cordewune, cordewan, corduanc, corden = D. kor-
duaan = Gr. corduan = Dan. Sw. korduan, cord-

wain, < OF. cordowan, corduban, etc., = Pr. cor-

doan = It. corAma.no (ML. cordounum), < Sp. cor-

doban, formerly cordovan = Pg. cordovSo, Span-
ish leather, prop, (as also in OF., etc.) an adj.,
Cordovan, < Cordoba, formerly Cordova, L. Cor-

duba, ML. Cordon, a town in Spain where this
leather is largely manufactured. Cf . cordovan."]
Cordovan or Spanish leather. It is sometimes goat-
skin tanned and dressed, but more frequently split horse-
hide ; it differs from morocco in being prepared from
heavy skins and in retaining its natural grain. During the
middle ages the finest leather came from Spain ; the shoes
of ladies and gentlemen of rank are often said to be of
cordwain.

His schoon of cordewane. Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 21.

Figges, Reysins, Hony and Cordoweyne :

Dates, and Salt, Hides, and such Marchandy.
llakluyt's Voyages, I. 189.

Buskins he wore of costliest cordwayne.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 6.

cordwainer (kord'wa-ner), n. [Formerly also

cordiner, cordener; < ME. cordwaner, corduener,
cordynere, < OF. cordotMnier, cordoanier, etc., F.
cordonnier (= Pr. cordoneir = It. cordovaniere,
a cordwainer, = Pg. cordovaneiro, a maker of

cordwain), < cordowan, etc., cordwain: see cord-

wain.] A worker in cordwain or cordovan lea-
ther

; hence, a worker in leather of any kind ;
a

shoemaker.
The Maister of the crafte of cordynerez, of the fraternyte

of the blyssed Trinyte, in the Cyte of Exceter, hath diuerse
tymez, in vinble wise, sued to the honorable Mayour, bay-
liifs, and commune counsayle.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 331.

cordwainery (kord'wa-ner-i), n. [< cordwain
f -fry.] The occupation of working in lea-

ther; specifically, shoemaking.
The task of a daily pair of shoes, coupled even with some

prospect of victuals, and an honourable Mastership in

Cordwainery, . . . was nowise satisfaction enough to such
a mind [as that of George Fox). Carlyle, Sai-tor Resartus.

cord-wood (kord'wud), n. 1. Cut wood sold

by the cord for fuel
; specifically, firewood cut

in lengths of four feet, so as to be readily mea-
sured by the cord when piled.
One strong verse that can hold itself upright (as the

French critic Rivarol said of Dante) with the bare help of
the substantive and verb, is worth acres of ... dead
cordwood piled stick on stick, a boundless continuity of

dryness. Lowell, N. A. Kev., CXX. 339.

Caterpillar-fungus (Coriiyceps
enlarged.

core

2. Wood conveyed to market on board of ves-

sels, instead of being floated. [Scotch.]
cord-work (kord'werk), n. Fancy-work made
with cords of different materials and thick-

nesses; especially, needlework made with fine

bobbin or stout thread, so as to produce a sort

of coarse lace.

Cordyceps (kor'di-seps), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

Kop6u).q, a club, + L. -ceps, < caput, a head: see

caput.] Agenus
of pyrenomyce-
tous fungi, of

which a few
growupon other

fungi, but' by
far the greater
number are par-
asitic upon in-

sects or their

larvte. The spores
enter the breath-

ing-openings of the

larva, and the my-
celium grows until
it fills the interior
and kills the insect.
In fructification a
stalk rises from the

body of the insect,
and in the enlarged
extremity of this
the perithecia are

grouped. Twenty-
eight species from
all parts of the
world have been
enumerated. A spe-
cies Of Cordyceps
occurs on wasps in

the West Indies ; a, a, mature fruiting bodies, in which are

the wasps thus at- embedded the perithecia, which appear as

t-i,.U-,.il nm ....lloj minute warts on the surface \b,b, pedicels ;tacked are called
younger fruiting bodies.

gnfpes vegetantes,
or mgetatinn wasp*. Sometimes spelled Cordiceps.

cordyle (kor'dil), . A book-name of lizards
of the genus Cordi/lus.

Oordyline (kor-di-H'ue), n. [NL., < Gr. KopdMq,
a club.] A genus of arborescent palm-like lili-

aceous plants, of 10 species, native in the East
Indies, Australia, and the Pacific islands. The
stem is simple, bearing a head of long, narrow, drooping
leaves, and ample panicles of small flowers. They are fre-

quently cultivated in greenhouses, under the name of Dra-
ctena. The more common species are C. australis and C.

indivim, from New Zealand. Sometimes called palm-Mitt.

Cordylophora (kor-di-lof'o-ra), . [NL., < Gr.

icopdvl.?/, a club, a lump, -f- "(Jopop, -bearing, <

ipepciv = E. ftear1 .] A genus of Hydropolypince,
of the family Clavidte, including fresh-water di-

oacious forms, as C. laeustris, having a branched
stock, oval gonophores covered by the perisarc,
and stolons growing over external objects.
Cordylura (kor-di-lu'ra), n. [NL. (Fallen,
1810), < Gr. Kopdvlr/, a club, + avpti., a tail.] The
typical genue of Cordyluridtc. The flies are found
by brooks, in meadows and on bushes. The metamorpho-
ses are unknown, but the species are probably parasitic.

Cordyluridae (kor-di-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Macquart, 1835), < Cordylura + -idee.] A fam-
ily of dipterous insects, typified by the genus
Cordylura. The

species
are all parasitic, so far as

known, like the Anthomyidce, to which they are closely
related. They have the head large, with sunken face ; the
mouth bordered with bristles ; the abdomen long, in the
males thickened behind and with extended genitalia ; the
wings moderately short, with the first longitudinal vein

doubled, and the hinder basal and anal cells well develop-
ed

; the antennae and legs long ; and the femora bristled.

Core1
(kor), n. [< ME. core, a core, < AF. core,

OF. cor, coer, ever, mod. F. eceur, heart, = Pr.
cor= Sp. cor (obs. )= Pg. cor (in dc cor, by heart)
= It. cuore, < L. cor (cord-) = E. heart: see

heart.] 1. The heart or innermost part of any-
thing; hence, the nucleus or central or most
essential part, literally or figuratively: as, the
core of a question.
Or ache [parsley] seede, & askes of garment [vine-cuttings)
Whereof the flauine hath lefte a corf exile,
The body so, not alle the bones, brent.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 201.

Whose core
Stands sound and great within him. Chapman.

Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my heart's core, ay, in my heart of hrart.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

2. Specifically (a) The central part of a fleshy
fruit, containing the seeds or kernels : as, the
core of an apple or a quince.
One is all Pulp, and the other all Corf.

Cnn;ff>T'', W;ty of the World, i. 5.

(6) In arch., the inner part or filling of a wall
or column, (c) In med., the fibrous innermost
part of a boil, (d) In molding, the internal mold
of a casting, which fills the space intended to
be left hollow. Cores are made of molding-sand, mixed



core

with other ingredients I" give strength and porosity, Rnil

art- usiiall> hakeil before ln-inu' u^eil. (/) In If/iff.,

the central cord of insulated conducting wires

in a submarine or subterranean cable. (/)
The iron nucleus of an electromagnet, (g) In

ri>li<--iHiil,-iii<i.
a central strand around which

other strands arc twisted, as in a wire rope or a

cable, (Ii) \nliyilniul. oi;/in., an impervious wall

or structure, as of concrete, in an embankment
or dike of porous material, to prevent the pas-

sage of water by percolation, (i) The cylin-
drical piece

of rock obtained in boring by means
of t he diamond drill or any otherboring-machine
which makes an annular cut. Also called car-

rot, (j) The bony central part of the horn of

a rumiuant ;
a horn-core, or process of the fron-

tal bone.

The sheathing of the fora In the Kovidic, and nakedness
in tlic Ccrvidre, ... is in curious relation to their habitat

and t<i their habits.

K. I). Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 200.

(it) In prehistoric archatol., a piece of flint, ob-

sidian, or similar material, from which knives
and other stone implements have been chipped.

3f. The center or innermost part of any open
space.

In the core at the square she raised a tower of a furlong

liigh. /;.//. i;/A, Hist. World.

4. A disorder in sheep caused by worms in the

liver. 5. An internal induration in the udder
of a cow. [Local, U. S.]

A cow won't kick when she is milked unless she has
cither core in her dugs or chopped tits, and is handled

roughly. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

False core, in braxg-foundinff, a loose piece of the mold :

called liy iron founders a drawback. Loam-and-sand
Core, in tiit'litl-i-<i*t!i/<i, A core made of sharp dry sand,

loam, and horse-manure, the loam lieing used to render the
1 1 impoundstrong ami adhesive. -Resin core, in/otMldmj/,
a dry-sand core containing resin, which is occasionally
added to give increased tenacity.

core1 (kor), t>. t. ; pret. and pp. cored, ppr. coring.

[< core1
, n,] 1. To make, mold, or cast on a

core.

This iron (hard iron] cannot be drilled, or chipped, or

filed, and the holt-holm must 1)6 cored.

Sci. Amer., July 19, 1884.

2. To remove the core of, as of an apple or

other fruit. 3. To roll in salt and prepare for

drying: applied to herrings.
core- (kor), . [A dial, (unassibilated) form of

chore1 = char1
,
a job: see char*, chore1 .']

In

miiiimj. the number of hours, generally from
six to eight, during which each party of miners
works before being relieved. The miner's day
is thus usually divided into three or four cores or

shifts.

core :!
t (kor), ii. [Also cor; a more phonetic

spelling of corps*, < P. corps, a body : see corps.]
1. A body. 2. A body of persons ;

a party; a
crow

;
a corps. Bacon.

He left the cor.

And never fac'd the fleld.

Battle of Tranmt-Mmr (Child's Ballads, VII. 172).

There was ae winsome wench and Valie,
That night enlisted in the rare.

Burn*, Tarn o' Shanter.

core H, COrenH, pp. [ME. : see chosen.'} Chosen
;

directed.
In a blessud tyin then was I bore,
When al my loue to the is enre.

Holy Koni (E. E. T. 8.), p. 195.

Corean (k6-re'an)
;
a. and . [< Corea or Korea,

Latinized from hao-li (pron. Tcou'le'), the Chi-

nese name of the country.] I. a. Pertaining or

relating to Corea or its inhabitants Corean
pottery, a name given by collectors to a pottery of me-
dium hardness, having a cloudy white surface, coarsely

painted with geometrical and conventional patterns in

black, dark red. etc. The products of Corea not being
perfectly known, many varieties of ceramic ware have been

improperly called by this name. The art has greatly de-

teriorated, the earlier examples showing very characteris-

tic and effective natalities, especially in the treatment of

color, ami att'onliim models much esteemed by the pot-
ters of Japan and China.

II. H. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Corea,
a peninsular kingdom situated northeast of

China, to which it is tributary. 2. The lan-

guage of Corea.
Also Korean.

core-barrel (kor'bar'el), . In gun-construc-
IIIIH, n long cylindrical tube of cast- or wrought-
iron closed at the lower end, used in cooling
cast K'lus from the interior. The exterior is fluted

toofttadlnally for the escape of gas, steam, etc. When
1'ivpare.l lor use the exterior is covered witli a closely
eoileil layer of small rope, over which is placed an adher-
ent layer of moliliniM-oinposition, thorouirldy dried. A
^a> pipe, in>iTtr.l through tile rap at ttir top ami extend
iii 1^ nearh to tin- bottom, allows the in'lux of tile water
for coolinw. and a short pipe extrnitmi: a little ili-tanee

through tlic cap furnishes an exit for the heated water.
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In casting, the axis of the core-barrel is coincident with
I hat of tile Klin.

core-box (kor'boks), . The box in which the

core, or mass of sand producing any hollow pan
in a casting, is made; specifically, a hollow me-
tallic model cut symmetrically in halves, em-

ployed to give the proper form to the exterior

surface of the cores used in the fabrication of

hollow projectiles.

coreciprocal (ko-re-sip'ro-kal), a. lieciprocal
one to another. Coreciprocal screw, one of a set

of six screws such that a wrench about any one tends to

produce no twist round any of the others.

coreclisis (kor-e-kli'sis), n. [NL., less prop.

corecldsig, < Gr. n6pri, the pupil of the eye, +
idciotc, closing, < x/Ui'eiv, close : see cloac*, .] In

surg., the obliteration of the pupil of the eye.
Also rnrni-Hxi.i.

corectasis (ko-rek'ta-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. x6pr/,

the pupil of the eyej + luraaif, extension : see

ectasis.] Dilatation of the pupil of the eye.

Jhmglison.
corectome (ko-rek'tom), n.

[<
Gr. n6pti, the pu-

pil,
+ eKTopo^, verbal adj. of enTt/n>cti>, cut out, <

CK, out, of, + rr/ivctv, ra/ielv, cut.] A surgical
instrument used in cutting through the ins to

make an artificial pupil ;
an iridectome.

corectomia (kor -ok -to 'mi -a), 11. [NL., as

corectome, q. v. Cf. anatomy.J In surg., iridec-

tomy.
corectomy (ko-rek'to-mi), n. Same as corec-

tontiti.

corectopia (kor-ek-to'pi-S), >i. [NL., < Gr. n6p>t,

the pupil, + JKTOTTOC, out"of place, < ff, out, +
rovof, place: see

topic.]
An eccentric position

of the pupil in the iris.

coredialysis (kor'e-di-al'i-sis), . [NL., irreg.
< Gr. topi/, the pupil, + ttdhvatf, separation: see

dialysis.'] Separation of the iris from the cili-

ary body of the eye.

co-regent (ko-re'jent), ii. [< co-1 + regent.] A
joint regent or ruler.

The co-re.yent ventured to rebuke their haughty part-

ner, and assert their own dignity.
I'rtocott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

Ptolemy IX. . . . was co-regent with his father .c. 121-

117. B. V. Head, Hlstoria Numorum, p. 717.

Coregonidae (kor-e-gon'i-de), n. pi. [NL. ,
'o-

regomts + -ida:] The whitefishes, t'oregoninu;
classed as a family of malacopterygiau or iso-

spondylous fishes.

Coregoninse (kor'e-go-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cn-

regonus + -ina;.] A subfamily of Salmonida;
with the mouth small, jaws toothless or with

only small teeth, the scales of the body rather

large, and the color plain : commonly called in

the United States whitefish. In Great Britain spe-
cies of Coreiioniiws are called vmdaa, irun/niad, pollan, and

fresh-water herring. Nearly all are generally referred to

one genus, Coregontis. See cut under whitefah.

coregonine (ko-reg'o-nin), a. and . I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Core-

gonina; or whitefish.

II. i. A fish of the subfamily Coregonina- ;

a whitefish.

Coregonus (ko-reg'o-nus), n. [NL., of uncer-
tainlormation. ] Th'e typical and leading genus
of the subfamily Coregonimv, characterized by
a small mouth, large scales, and very weak
dentition, the teeth being reduced to a mere
roughness or wanting entirely. The species reach
a length of one or two feet or more. They inhabit clear

lakes, rarely entering streams except to spawn, and hence
are locally restricted to the lake-systems of the various
countries they inhabit. Of American species C. clujtei-

/"riiifx, the common whitefish, is the largest, and the
finest as a food-fish. C. iriUuiitMont is the Rocky Moun-
tain whiteflsh. C. quadrilatcralis, the Menomonee white-

fish, is also called ]ttlot-flth, round-fish, and nhad-irniter. C.

labradoricu* is the Mu'squaw river whitefish or lake-whit-

ing. C. artfdii and C. Am/i are kuown as ciscoes or lake-

herring. (See cisco.) C. nvrripinni* is the bhiefin of Lake
Michigan. C. tullibee is the mongrel whiteflsh. Otteao
bass is an established misnomer of the common whitetlsn.

See cut under whitefish.

Coreidae (ko-re'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coreus +
-ida:.] A family of heteropterons insects, of

the group Geocores or land-bugs, remarkable
for their size and grotesque shapes, and abound-
ing chiefly in tropical regions. Their technical
characters are 4-jointed antenna!, a small triangular scu-

tellnni. and numerous hemelytral nervures. Diactor

(Ani#o*celui) bilintatus of Brazil has singular foliaceous

appendages of the posterior tibial joints. The species of

temperate regions are comparatively small and Inconspic-
uous. The Coreida! are divided into 6 subfamilies. A 111*11-

sceliiut, Coreincc, Ditcogattrarina, Alydiiur, Lrptocariri-
ntt; and Psetidophlcritur. Also Coreoda, Coreode*.

Coreinae (kor-e-i'iie), . pi. [NL., < Coreux +
-inn:] The typical sulifuinily of Coreidee, con-

taining sucli forms as the common squash-bug,
Anasa tristis. See cut under aquti.ih-bug.

core-piece

CO-relation (ko-re-la'shon), ii. [<<-! + ;././

linn, i'f.ciii-i-ilni'ion.] Corresponding relation.

See fiirn-liiiiiiii. [Kare.]
co-relative (ko-ref'a-tiv), a. [< co-1 + rri>

Cf. corn In/in .
) Having a corresponding rela-

tion. See rum lulu-,. [Kare.]

co-relatively (ko-rel'a-tiv-li), nrfc. In con-

nection; in simultaneous relation. [Rare.]
What ought to take plan , .r,'lnih; /,/ with their [the

stilden: ra practice, the formation of their taste

by tlie accurate study of the models from which they
draw. Jtunkin, Lectures on Art, 1 166.

coreless (kor'les), a. [< core 1 + -less.] Wanting
a core; without pith; hence, poetically, weak;
without vigor.

I am gone In yean, my liege, am very old,
Coreleu and sapless.

Sir II. Tai/liir, Isaac Comnenus, II. 1.

core-lifter (kor'lif'ter), . Adovice for raising
the core left by a diamond drill in a boring,

coreligionist (ko-re-lij'on-ist), 11. [< co-1 +
religion + -ist.] 'One of the same religion
as another; one belonging to the same church
or the same branch of the church. Also corre-

ligionist.

In that event the various religious persuasions would
strain every effort to secure an election to the council of

their co-reliffienitt*. Sir W. Hamilton.

His [Samuel Morley's] cn-reliflumi*t* . . . form an Im-

portant element of the Liltcral party.
R. J. //intutt, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 182.

corolla (ko-rel'ii), n. [NL., dim. of corn, < Gr.

KApri, girl, pupil, doll.] A parrot of the genus
Xymphifus. The
Australian corella,
N. novtx-httllan-

due, is alfout 12
inches long, with
a pointed crest
somewhat like a
cockatoo's, long-
exserted middle
tail-feathers, and
dark plumage with
white wing-cov-
erte, yellow crest,
and orange auricu-
lars.

corelysis (ko-
rel'i-sis), w.

[NL., irreg. <

Or. anpr/, the pu-
pil,-!- ?f'<7/f, sep-
aration, < Mecv,
loosen, sepa-
rate.] In surg.,
Ilio r,T. ti'rT> n Australian Corelltne Operation
of breaking up
adhesions between the edge of the pupil and
the capsule of the lens of the eye.

coremorphosis (kor-e-mor'fo-sis), 11. [NL., <

Gr. nupji, pupil, T fioi^xMn; formation, < poptyow,

form, < ftop^i/, a form.] In surg., an operation
for forming an artificial pupil; iridectomy.

coren't, pp. See core*.

coren'2t, An obsolete form of currant'*.

corenclisis (kor-en-kli'sis), . [NL., less prop.
corenclcisis, < Gr. (to/w?, the pupil, + FV, in, + (t/tfi-

ni$, closing, < n)jitiv, close : see close^, r.] In

stirg., an operation for forming an artificial pu-

pil by drawing a portion of the iris fhrough an
incision in the cornea and cutting it off.

Coreoda, Coreodes (ko-re'6-da, -dez), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Coreida:

coreoid (kor'e-oid), . Kesembling or related

to the Coreida;; of or pertaining to the Coreoi-

dea.

Coreoidea (kor-e-oi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Coreus
+ -oide<t. ] A superfamily or series of heterop-
terous insects, corresponding to the family Co-
reida; in the widest sense. As used by stAl, rhler,
and other systematists, the term covers the families 0-
reidtc, Benftidtf, Lyyceitlce, Fyrrhocoridce, Capgidft, Acan-

thiida, Tinffitiaa; Aradidtr, and I'hymatidtr, each of

which is itsrlf sulxlivided into several subfamilies.

Coreopsis (ko-re-op'sis), . [NL., < Gr. icopif

(topi-, icopr-), a bedbug, + o^iif, resemblance: in

allusion to the form of the seed, which has two
little horns at the end, giving it the appearance
of an insect.] A genus of plants, of the natural

order Compositor. Most of the species arc herlroceous

pi-vfiiniaK with opposite leaves and yellow or |tarty-col-

ored rays. The fruit is an achene, flat on one side and
convex on the other, slightly winged, and usually has two
or three awns, but often none. The genus is closely re-

lated to BiJrns, which differs from it in having the achene

always awned and the awns barbed. There are over 50

sjiecics, mostly of the I'nited States and Mexico, with some
in the Andes. South Africa, and the Sandwich islands.

Several of the American ,-peeies are in common cultivation

for their ibowy, tuutdsoUM flowers.

core-piece (kor'pes), . In rap+maUitg, a yarn
run through the center of a rope to render it

solid
;
a core ;

a heart.



coreplastic

coreplastic (kor-e-plas'tik), <i.

-ic.] Of the nature of coreplasty: as, a core-

plastic operation.

coreplasty (kor'e-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. K6pi/, pu-

pil, + ir/taoTof, verbal adj. of v/'Mcmeiv, form:

see plastic.] In surg., any operation for form-

ing an artificial pupil.

core-print (kor'print), n. In molding, a piece
whicn projects from a pattern to support the

extremity of a core.

corer (kor'er), n. An instrument for cutting
the core out of fruit : as, an apple-eora'.

COreses (kor'e-sez), n. pi. [NL., appar. an in-

correct pi. of Gr. Kopif (pi. Kupeifi, a bedbug:
from the resemblance in shape and color.] In

lot., dark-red, broad, discoid bodies, found be-

neath the epicarp of grapes.
CO-residual (ko-re-zid'u-al), . [< co-l + re-

sidual.] In math., a point on a cubic curve so

related to any system of four points on the cubic

(of which system it is said to be the co-residual)

that, if any conic be described through those

fixed points, the co-residual lies on a common
chord of the cubic and conic.

CO-respondent (ko-re-spon'dent), n. [< co-1 +
respondent.] In law, a joint respondent, or one

proceeded against along with another or others

in an action
; specifically, in Eng. law, a man

charged with adultery, and made a party toge-
ther with the wife to the husband's suit for di-

vorce.

coret (ko
'

ret), n. [< NL. Coretus (Adanson,
1757).] A kind of pond-snail of the family Lijm-
nceidce and genus Planorbis (which see).

Coretomia (kor-e-to'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. KO//,

the pupil of the eye, + ro/ar/, a cutting, < ri/iveiv,

cut. See anatomy.] Same as coretomy.

COretomy (ko-ret'o-mi), n. [< NL. coretomia,

q. v.] In surg., an operation for forming an
artificial pupil, in which the iris is simply cut

through without the removal of any part of it.

Coreus (ko're-us), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803), <

Gr. Kopif, a bedbug: see Cora and Corisa.] A
genus of bugs, typical of the family Corrida:.

C. marginatusis an example.
core-valve (kor'valv), n. A valve formed by a

plug of circular section occupying the same re-

lation to its seat or surrounding casing as the

core of a faucet does to the casting itself. The

plug has a rotary motion in its seat.

core-wheel (kor'hwel), . A wheel having re-

cesses into which the cogs of another wheel

may be inserted, or into

which cogs may be driv-

en. It is made by placing
cores in the mold in which it

is cast, which form the open-
ings or recesses.

COrf (k6rf ), n. [A var. of

cor&l, a basket: see cor&l.]
1. In coal-mining, a box
in which coals are con-

veyed from the working-
place to the shaft. This
was formerly done in

wicker baskets, whence
the name. Also cauf.

[Eng.] 5. A local Eng-
lish measure of coal. In
Durham it is 4 bushels, or 3J hundredweight ;

in Derbyshire, 2J level bushels, or 2 hundred-
weight.
Also cone.

corf-house (kdrf'hous), n. In Scotland, a tem-

porary shed where the nets and other material
used in salmon-fishing are stored, and where
the fish are cured and packed.
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line, odorless, very bitter, and very poisonous
substance, found in the fruit of Coriaria myrti-

fulia. It is a glucoside.
coriander (ko-ri-an'der), . [Earlier coliander,

< ME. coliaundre, caliawndyre, < AS. coliandre,

also celendre = OHG. chullantar, cullentar, Tcul-

Imtdar, collinder, etc. (< ML. coliandrum, eolemi-

drum, coliandrum) ;
= D. G. Dan. Sw. krtriander,

= F. coriandre = Pr. coriandrc, coliandre = Sp.
It. coriandro = Pg. coentro; < L. conundrum,
ML. also coriander, coriannum (also coliandrum,
etc. : see above), < Gr. nopiawav, also n6piov, cori-

ander
;
said to be < it6pif, a bedbug, with allu-

sion to the smell of the leaves.] 1. The popu-

09rfiote, Corfute (k6r'fi-6t, kor'fiit), . A na-
tive or an inhabitant of Corfu, the most norther-
ly of the Ionian islands in Greece.

coria, . Plural of corium.

Coriacea (ko-ri-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of LL. coriaceus, of leather: see coriaceous.]
Adivision of pupiparous Dipteru, corresponding
to the family ffippoboscida? with the addition
of the Sraulidce. Also Coriacece.

coriaceous (ko-ri-a'shius), a. [= F. coriace, <

LL. coriaceus (> also ult. E. cuirass), < L. co-

rium, leather: see corium.] 1. Consisting of
leather. 2. Resembling leather in texture,
toughness, pliability, or appearance ; leathery.
Specifically applied (a) in but., to a leaf, calyx, capsule,
etc.; (6) in ornith., to the tough-skinned bills and feet of

water-birds, in distinction from the usually hard, horny
parts of land-birds; (c) in entom., to the elytra, etc., of

insects; (d) in conch., to the marginal tegument of the

chitons, into which the plates are inserted.

coriamyrtm (ko"ri-a-mer'tin), n. [< Coria-

(n') + myrt(ifolia) 4- -w2 .] A white, crystal-

Coriander (G

lar name of the umbelliferous plant Coriandrum
sativum. The fruit (popularly called coriander-seeds) is

globose and nearly smooth, and pleasantly aromatic ; it is

used for flavoring curries, pastry, etc., and in medicine as

a stimulant and carminative.

Coriander last to these succeeds,
That hangs on slightest threads her trembling seeds.

Cowper, tr. of Virgil, The Salad.

2. The fruit of this plant.
To represse fumes and propulse vapours from the Brain,

it shalbe excellent good after Supper to chaw ... a few

graynes of Coriander. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 210.

Coriander-seedt, money. A'ares. [Slang.]

The spankers, spur-royals, rose-nobles and other cori-

ander seed with which she was quilted all over.

Ozell, tr. of Rabelais.

Coriandrum (ko-ri-an'drum), n. [NL. use of
L. coriandrum: see coriander.] A genus of

plants, natural order Umbelliferai, containing
two species. They are slender annual herbs with white

flowers, natives of the Mediterranean region. C. sativum,
the officinal coriander, is cultivated on account of its

seeds, or rather fruits. The other species is C. tordy-

lioidcx, of Syria. See coriander.

Coriaria (ko-ri-a'ri-a), . [NL.] A small ge-
nus of polypetalous exogens, the sole repre-
sentative of the natural order Coriariece, shrub-

by natives of the Mediterranean region, India,
New Zealand, and Peru. The best-known species is

C. myrtifolia of southern Europe, the leaves of which are

strongly astringent and bitter, and are employed for dye-

ing black and in tanning ;
hence its name of tanners' or

curriers' sumac. The leaves contain a poisonous princi-

ple, coriamyrtin. Th"e toot-poison of New Zealand is fur-

nished probably by C. sarmentosa, the wineberry-shrub of

the settlers, which bears a berry-like fruit, the juice of

which is made into a wine like that from elderberries.

Corimelsena (kor"i-me-le'na), . [NL., < Gr.

K6pif, a bedbug, + fie^ai-

va, fern, of ^f/.ac, black.]
A genus of heteropter-
ous hemipterous insects,
of the family Scutelleri-

d<e. Adam White, 1839.

Corimelaeninae (kor-i-
mel-e-ni'ne), ii.pl. [NL.,
< Corimeliena + -inas.] A
subfamily of Seutelleri- m,/ma fuliearia} . (S
dO!, typlned by the genUS figure shows natural size. )

Corimelatna, containing
mostly black hemispherical bugs, species of
which are common in all parts of the United
States.

corindont, Same as corundum.
corinne (ko-rin'), n. [< F. corinnes, used in pi.
as a quasi-generic name (Lesson, 1832).] One
of a group of humming-birds with long lance-
like bills and very brilliant coloration. L, ,.;./,>-

larynx inesoleucits, of Brazil, is a beautiful species, 4i

Corinthian

inches long, green, with a white line along the under parts,

white flank-tufts, a white line under the eye, and the gor-

get crimson. The bill is straight and twice as long as the

head.

corintht, . A "restored" form of currant2.

The chief riches of Zante consist in corhithx.

W. Broome, Notes on the Odyssey.

Corinthiac (ko-rin'thi-ak), a. [< L. Corinthia-

cus, < Gr. Kofiivdiatioc, < KopivOoc; : see Corinthian.]
Corinthian.

Corinthian (ko-rin'thi-an), a. and n. [< L. Co-

rinthius, < Gr. Kophfiiof. pertainingto K6/>iv6os, L.

Corinthus, Corinth.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to Cor-

inth, a powerful city of ancient Greece, noted
for the magnificence of its artistic adornment,
and for its luxury and licentiousness. Hence

2. Licentious; profligate.

And raps up, without pity, the sage and rheumatic old

prelateas and all her young Corinthian laity.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3. Amateur: as, a Corinthian yacht-race (that is,

a yacht-race in which only amateurs handle the

boats). See II., 3,4.
Corinthian brass, an

erroneous expression for

Corinthian bronze : used

colloquially for excessive

impudence or assurance.

Compare brass*, 8. Co-
rinthian bronie, an al-

loy produced at Corinth,
famous in antiquity, espe-
cially among the Romans,
for its excellent quality
and the artistic character
and technical perfection
of the utensils and art-ob-

jects made of it. Corin-
thian helmet, a type of
Greek helmet the origin
of which was attributed
to Corinth, though its use
was by no means peculiar
to that city. It had cheek-

pieces continuous with
the back, extending be-

neath the chin, and sepa-
rated in front by a narrow
opening in part closed by
a nasal and extending to
the eye-holes. The convex
upper portion projected
beyond the lower portion,
and commonly bore the

long upright crest of the
usual form. When the wearer was not in action the hel-

met was pushed back on the head for greater comfort,
the cheek-pieces resting on the forehead. Corinthian

order, in arch., the most or-

nate of the classical orders,
and the most slender in its

proportions. The capital is

shaped like a bell, adorned
with rows of acanthus-leaves,
and less commonly with
leaves of other plants. The
usual form of abacus is con-
cave on each of its sides, the

projecting angles being sup-
ported by graceful shoots of

acanthus, forming volutes
which spring from caules or
stalks originating among the

foliage covering the lower

part of the capital. These
caules also give rise to lesser

stalks or cauliculi, and to the

spirals called helices, turned
toward the middle, and sup-
porting an anthemion or other
ornament in the middle of
each side of the abacus. In
the best Greek examples the
shaft is fluted like the Ionic.
and the base called Attic is

usual. The entablature also

resembles the Ionic. The
Corinthian order is of very

Flea-like Negro-bug (Cori-
?l<zna fulicaria']. (Small

Corinthian Helmet.

Bust of Pallas in Glyptothek,
Munich.

Roman Corinthian Order.

early origin, though it did not come into favor among the
Greeks until comparatively late. The legend of the evolu-

tion of the Corinthian capital by Callimachus, in the fifth

century B. c., from a calathus (woman's basket) placed on
a maiden's tomb and covered with a tile, about which the
leaves of a plant of acanthus hiul

grown, is a fable. Among nota-
ble Greek examples of the order
are the Tholos of Polyclitus at

Epidaurus (fifth century B. C.),

the choragic monument of Ly-
sicrates at Athens (336

- 4 B. c.),

and the temple of the Olympian
Zeus at Athens, finished by Ha-
drian. The rich character of the
order commended it to the Ro-

mans, who, as well as their fol-

lowers of the Renaissance, used
it freely, and modified it in ac-

cordance with their taste. Co-
rinthian pottery, Corinthian
ware. See Corinthian style.

Corinthian style, in ancient
Greek vase-painting, an early

style, existing prior to the black-

figured style proper, the decora-
tion being taken directly from
Oriental embroideries and similar work. It consists of

bands of fantastic animals, human-headed birds, winged

Greek Vase, decorated in
the Corinthian style.



Corinthian

human ngurrs, rosrtlrs, ronw-ntioriali/i''! foli;ii;r, aii'l tin-

liki painli-il iii lihn-k ami 'lull ml or vinli-t up"" the clay
l.l till- V;lsr as a iiniUllil.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Corinth. Hence
2. A gay, licentious person; an adventur-

er; arufllaii; a bully. [Old slang.]
A Ci.i'i' nll.nni. a l;l nf ..... till-. Slink., I lien. IV., II. 4.

Who is till* xalltmt, hiiiu-st Mike? -is he a Corinthian
:l .-utter Ilk. tlusi-ir; N< ". Ki-nilwiirth. ill.

3. A member o r tin- m-istocracy; specifically,
:i <;entleni:in who steers Ins own yacht or rides

his own horses. [ Kng. slaug.] Hence 4. An
amateur ; specifically, an amateur sailor.

It is t" i-.niiii i-ts . . . that the yachtsman may look for

......... r tin- must valuable additions to the ranks of Co-

/ i nt It "i IK, as Ihi'.sr \s 1 1" follow canoeingdo so from pure love

ofspiirt. fiiri'xt ini'l Hti-fHin, XXI.

Epistles to the Corinthians, the two epistles written by
Hit- apo-,11.- 1',-iul t" tin- i-hiiivh tit Corinth. The first epls-
II. I.. I In- Corinthians uiu-su.-li-arrr insight than any other

portion of tin- New Testament into the institution, fci'l-

ings, and opinions of the church of the earlier pt-rioil of

the apostolic age. The second epistle is equally impor-
tant in relation t o the history of the apostle himself. Often
abbreviated Cur.

Corinthianize (ko-rin'thi-an-iz), c. ;'.; pret. and

pp. <'oriiitliiiinized,pi>r. Corintiii<i>ii~in(i. [< Co-

riiitliiuu + -ice.] To live like the Corinthians ;

hence, to lead a life of licentiousness and de-

bauchery.
The sensuality and licentiousness which had made the

word ri<riHtliinui:r a synonym for self-indulgence and
wantonness became roots of bitterness, strife, and immo-

rality. /-.'/I.-.VI-. Brit., VI. 399.

coriourt. An obsolete form of currier.

CoriphilUS (ko-rif 'i-lus), . [NL. (Waglor,
1830); more correctly Coriophilus, Sundevall,

1873; also Coryjihilus, Gould, and Corythojthi-
IHH, Agassiz; < Gr. icAptf, a bedbug, + 07/loj-,

fond.] A genus of diminutive parrots, of the

subfamily Lorina; or lories, of brilliant colora-

tion. The leading species is C. tmtienms of Tahiti in the

Society islands ; C. vtnaragdinijt of the Marquesas islands

is HllothiT.

Ooris (kor'is), n. [NL., < Gr. KO/uf, a bedbug,
also a kind of St. Jolm's-wort, and a kind of

fish.] 1. A genus of plants, natural order I'ri-

mnlacew. There Is
only

one species, the blue maritime
coris, C. Monxpelifiiaiji, which grows in the Mediterranean

region. It is a thyme-like plant with a dense terminal
raceme of purplish flowers.

2. [/. c.] A plant of the genus Coris.

Corisa (kor'i-sft), n. [NL. (Amyot and Serville,

1843), irreg. <Gr. utipic,, a bedbug.] The typi-
cal genus of r'&rwtVfe ; a

large genus of aquatic
bugs, including a ma-
jority of the family. C.

interrupts is a common
American species, found
in pools from New York
to Brazil.

Corisidae (ko-ris'i-de),
M. pi. [NL., < Corisa +
-iila!.] A family of het-

eropterous hemipterous
insects, the most aber-
rant group of Heteropte-
ra, typified by the genus
Corisa. The head overlaps
the front of tlu- prothorax, the
two parts being closely map
tatea ; the fore tarsi or palre are blade-like, beset with
bristles on the edge, and ending in a slender claw ; and
the short flat mouth is directed obliquely backward and
ilowmvard.

COrium (ko'ri-um), .
; pi. curia (-a). [< L. co-

riiun, a hide, leather. Hence ult. E. coriaceous,

ciiirtisii, quarry'*, q. v.] 1. In a>Mt., the inner-

most layer of the skin
;
the cutis vera or true

skin, as distinguished from the cuticle or scarf-

skin
; the derma, as distinguished from the epi-

dermis ;
the enderon, as distinguished from the

ocderon. See cut under skin. 2. In entimt.,
the basal portion of the hemelytron of a het-

oroptprous insect, distinguished by its horny
texture from the terminal portion or membrane.
S...... ut under clarus.

corival (ko-ri'val), n. [< co- 1 + rival, n. Cf.

riirrii-nl.] A rival or fellow-rival; acompetitor;
a corrival.

\ ' "i!ip<-tit*>r and en-rival with the king.

Bafim, Charge at Session for the Verge.

Co-rii<ti[, though u*,-.l a^ synonymous with rival and cor-

rival. is a different word. Two persons or more rivalling
another ar. tin- only true co-rimli. Latham.

Corisa interrtipta.

( Line shows natural size. )

COrivalt, c. t. See nir

corivalryt, corivalshipt. See corrivalry, cor-

rivalsltfp.
cork 1

(kork), . and a. [< ME. cork (in comp.
frk-hark, fork-trc) = D. kork, kurk (T. kork^=
Dan. Sw. kork, < Sp. corcho, cork, < L. cortex

1267

(rortie-), hark, particularly the bark of the cork-

tree (which was called suber, > suber, cork) : we
rorti'f,] I. M. 1. A species of oak, l^nrn-us Siibi-r,

growing in the south of Kurope (especially in

Spain and Portugal) and in the north of Africa,

having a thick, rough bark, for the sake of which
it is often planted. It grows to the height of from
20 to 40 feet, and yields bark every 6 to 10 yen rs

for 150 years. 2. The outer bark of this oak.

which is very light aiid elastic, and is used for

many purposes, especially for stoppers for bot-

tles and casks, for artificial legs, for inner soles

of shoes, for floats of nets, etc. it growa to a

tliii-kiirs* "f "in- <>r two inches, and after removal is re-

placed by a gradual annual growth from the original i-nrk

cambium. Burnt cork or Spanish black in used an an
artiste' pigment, and was formerly employed lu incilii im .

Finely powdered cork has been used as an absorbent,
under the name of tuberin.

3. In hot., a constituent of the bark of most

phtenogamous plants, especially of dicotyle-
dons. It constitutes the inner growing layer knon n as

cork cambium, cork meristem, or phellogen, the outer
dead portion constituting the bulk of the bark. (Si-i-

tmrk-.) It may also occur within the stem itself, and is

often formed in the repair of wounds lu plant*.

4. Something made of cork. Specifically (a) A
cork heel or sole in a shoe.

When she gaed up the tolbooth stairs.

The corla frae her heels did flw.

The Qiirens Marie (Child's Ballads, HI. 118).

t '>) A stopper or bung for a bottle, cask, or other vessel, cut

out of cork ; also, by extension, a stopper made of some
other substance : as, a rubber corlc. (c) A small float of

cork used by anglers to buoy up their flshiug-lines or to

indicate when a flsh bites or nibbles ; by extension, any
such float, even when not made of cork. Fossil cork.
See foiiril. Mountain cork, a variety of asbestos. Vel-
vet cork, the best quality of cork-bark. It is of a pale-
reddish color and not less than an inch and a half thick.

II. a. Made of or with cork
; consisting wholly

or chiefly of cork. cork carpet. See kamptuliron.
Cork jacket, a contrivance in the form of a jacket

without sleeves, padded with pieces of cork, designed to

buoy up a person in the water. Cork lace. See larr.

cork 1
(k&rk), r. t. [< corfcl, .] 1. To stop or

bung with a piece of cork, as a bottle or cask ;

confine or make fast with a cork. 2. To stop
or check as if with a cork, as a person speak-
ing; silence suddenly or effectually: generally
with up : as, this poser corked him up ; cork

(yourself) up. [Humorous slang.] 3. To
blacken with burnt cork, as the face, to repre-
sent a negro.
cork2t, [Sc. corkie ; < ME. corke.] A bristle ;

in the plural, bristles
;
beard.

His licnlr was brothy and blake, that title his brest rechede,
Crassede as a mereswyne with eorkei fulle huge.

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1091.

cork3 (k6rk), n. A corruption of caW. fU. 8.]

cork4 (kdrk), n. [Also written korker; < Norw.

korkje ; supposed to be a corruption of orchil :

see orchil.] The name given in the Highlands
of Scotland to the lichen Lccanora tartarca,

yielding a crimson or purple dye. See cudbear.

corkage (k6r'kaj),n. [< cork1 + -age.] 1. The
corking or uncorking of bottles; hence, the

serving of wine or other bottled beverages in

hotels and inns. Specifically 2. A charge
made by hotel-keepers and others (a) for the

serving of wine and liquors not furnished by
the house, or (6) for the corking and re-serving
of partly emptied bottles.

cork-bark (k6rk'biirk), it. [ME. corkbarke; <

fork 1 + bark2 .] Same as cork1
,
2.

cork-black (kdrk'blak), n. See black.

cork-board (kork'bord), . A kind of straw-
board or cardboard in which ground cork is

mixed with the paper-pulp. It is light, elastic,
and a non-conductor of heat and sound.

corkbrain (kdrk'bran), n. A light, empty-head-
ed person. Nares.

\\ . iire slightly esteem'd by some giddy-headed cork-

brniiu. John Taylor, Works (1030).

cork-brained (kdrk'brand), a. Light-headed;
empty-headed; foolish. John Taylor.
COrk-CUtter (kork'kut'er), n. 1. One whose
trade is the making of corks. 2. A tool for

cutting cork; specifically, a hard brass tube

sharpened at one end for cutting corks from
sheet-cork.

corked (k&rkt), p. a. [< corkl -4- -rf2.] 1.

Stopped with a cork. 2. Fitted with cork;

having a cork heel or sole.

A corked shoe or slipper. Huloet.

And tread on corktd stilt* a prisoner's pace.
Bp. Hall, Satires, iv. 6.

3. Having acquired the taste of cork
; corky :

as, corked wine.
A bottle of claret was brought. . . . Philip, tasting his

glass, called out, "Faugh! It's corktd!" "So it is, and
very badly corked." growls my lord.

Thackeray, Philip, xviii.

corm

corker (kor'ker), H. 1. One who or that which
corks. 2. In miimif., an iiistriinn-iit to stretch

women's shoes. 3. [Literally, th:il whieh rorks

or stops the discussion.] An unanswerable fact

or argument ; that which makes further <li-

gion or action unnecessary or impossible ;
a set-

tler. [Slang.] 4. A successful examination ;

a "rush." [College slang, U. 8.]
cork-fossil (kork'fos'il), n. A variety of am-
liliiliole or hornblende, resembling vegetable
eork. It is (lie lightest of all minerals.

corkiness (kor'ki-ues), n. [< corky + -ness.]
The quality of being like cork; lightness with

elasticity.

corking-pin (k6r'king-pin), n. A pin of a large
si/e, said to have been formerly used for fixing
a woman's head-dress to a cork mold.

She took a large corking-pin out of her sleeve, and with
the point directed towards her, pinned the plaits all fast

together a little above the hem. Sterne.

cork-leather (kork'leTH'er), . Afabric formed
of two sheets of leather with a thin layer of

cork between them, the whole being glued and

pressed together.
cork-machine (kork'ma-shen'), n. A machine
for making corks.

cork-oak (k6rk'6k'), n. See cork-tree.

cork-press, cork-presser (kfirk'pres, -pres'er),
n. A device for compressing corks, to cause
them to enter the necks of bottles easily.

cork-pull (kork'pul), n. A device for extract-

ing corks from bottles when they have fallen

below the neck.
corkscrew (kork'skro), n. and a. I. n. A tool

consisting of a helicoidal piece or "screw" of

steel, with a sharp point and a transverse han-
dle, used to draw corks from bottles.

II. n. Having the form of a corkscrew; spi-
ral : as, a corkscrew curl.

She came down the corkxcrew stairs, and found Phoebe
in the parlor arranging the tea-things.

.i/<-.. (iaxkell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxii.

corkscrew (kork'skro), v. t. [< corkscrew, n.]
To cause to move like a corkscrew

;
direct or

follow out in a spiral or twisting way.
Catching sight of him, Mr. Bantam corktcrtvxd his way

through the crowd, and welcomed him with ecstasy.

Dickent, Pickwick, xxxv.

cork-tree (kdrk'tre), n. [< ME. cork-tre.] The
(fuercus Suber, the outer bark of which is the

substance cork. Also called cork-oak. Brazil-
ian cork-tree, a Mgnoniaceous shrub, Tabebuia vliyinota,
the soft wood of which is used as a substitute for cork.

East Indian cork-tree, Millingtonia horttnuu, a large
tree of the same order, with large white fragrant flowers,
cultivated in avenues and gardens.

corkwood (kork'wud), n. One of several West
Indian trees with light or porous wood, as the
Anona paluKtris, Ochroma Lagopus, Paritium tili-

aceum, and I'isonia obtusata Corkwood cotton.
See cottonl.

corky (kor'ki), a. [< corfci -I- -yi.] 1. Of the

nature of cork ; resembling cork
; hence, shriv-

eled; withered.

Bind fast his corky arms. Shak., I/ear, ill. 7.

The layers of the bark are rarely well marked, and

they generally become soon obliterated by irregular corky
growths In the substance of the bark itself.

Bejuey, Botany, p. 448.

2. Tasting of cork; corked: usually said of

wines : as, a corky flavor,

corlewt, " An obsolete form of curlew.

COrm (kdrm), n. [< NL. cormus, < Gr. Kop/i6f,

the trunk of a tree with the boughs lopped off, <

utipeiv (/ "xtp, *itop), cut, lop, shear: see shear.]

Conn of Crocus, entire and cut longitudinally.

1. In hot., a bulb-like, solid, fleshy subterra-

nean stem, producingleaves and buds on the up-



conn

per surface and roots from the lower, as in the

cyclamen. Some coring are coated with the sheathing
liases of one or two leaves, as in the crocus and gladiolus,
and are then often called mlid btMx. There are all gra-

dations between the true naked corn- and the bulb con-

sisting wholly of coats or scales.

2. In sool., a cormus.
corme (korm), M. [< P. corme (= Sp. corma),

service-apple, sorb-apple, Cormier, service-tree,
sorb-tree ; according to Littr6 repr. L. cornum,
which means, however, the cornel cherry ;

Prior

says "from an ancient Gaulish name of a ci-

der made from its (the service-tree's) fruit, the

Kovp/u of Dioscorides "
: Gr. novpiu (Dioscorides),

also K6p/m (Athenceus), a kind of beer, an Egyp-
tian, Spanish, and British drink.] The service-

tree, Pi/ms (totne.iticii.

cormeille (kor-mel'), n. Same as carmele.

cor. mem. An abbreviation of corresponding
member.

cormi, n. Plural of cormus.

cormogen (kor'mo-jen), n. [< Cormogence.]
Same as cormophyte.
Cormogenae (kor-moj'e-ne), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kop/ioi;, a trunk (see eorni), + -ytvr/f (L. -gcna),

producing : see -genous.] Same as Cormophyta.
cormogeny (kor-moj'e-ni), . [< Gr. Kopfioc,, a
trunk (see corm), + -yevqc, producing. See

Cormogence.] The history of the development
of races or other aggregates of individuals, as

communities and families. [Bare.]
cormophyly (kor-mof'i-li), n. [< Gr. /cop/zoo, a
trunk (see corm), + tyi'Mv, tribe.] Tribal his-

tory of races, communities, or other aggregates
of individual living organisms. [Bare.]

Cormophyta (kor-mof'i-ta), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of connojihytum : see cormopliyte.~\ One of two

primary divisions of the vegetable kingdom as

arranged by Endlicher, comprising all plants
that have a proper axis of growth (stem and
root), and including all pheenogamous plants as
well as the higher vascular cryptogams. The
other division was named Thallophyta. Also

Cormogetue.
cormophyte (kor'mo-fit), n. [< NL. cormopliy-
tinn, < Gr. Kopfiuf, the trunk of a tree (see corm),
+ </>vr6p, a plant.] A plant of the division Cor-

mophyta ; a plant having a true axis of growth.
Also cormogen.
cormophytic (kor-mo-fit'ik), a. [< cormophyte
+ -ic.] Having the characters of a cormophyte
or of the Cormo/ihyhi ; having stem or leaves
more or less distinctly differentiated.

Cormopoda (kor-mop'o-da), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kop,uoc, a trunk (see corm), + Trorf (irofS-) = E.

foot.} 1. A synonym of Lamellibranehiata.

Burmeister, 1843. 2. A synonym of Arctisca.

cormorant (kor'mo-rant), . and a. [< ME. cor-

merawnt, < OF. cormoran, cormorandc, also cor-

man, F. cormoran = Pr. corpmari = Cat. corb-
mari = Sp. cuervo mariito = Pg. corvomarinho =
It. corvo murino, < ML. corpus marinus, lit. sea-
crow : see Corrus and marine. The F. spelling
appears to have been modified by Bret, morvran
(= W. morfran), cormorant, lit. sea-crow, < mor,
sea, + bran, crow.] I. . 1. A large totipalmate
swimming and diving bird of the family Pkala-
crocoracidce (which see for technical characters).
There are about 25 species, of all parts of the world, much
resembling one another, and all usually comprised in the
single genus I'halacrocorax. They are mostly maritime,
but some inhabit fresh waters ; they are gregarious, and in
the breeding season some species congregate by thousands
to breed on rocky ledges over the sea, or in swamps, build-

Common Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo}.

ing a rude bulky nest, and laying from 1 to 3 whole-col-
ored greenish eggs coated with a white chalky substance.
Their principal food is fish, and their voracity is prover-
I'inl. The common cormorant of America, Europe, and
Asia, Phalacrocorax carbo, \vhu-h may lie taken as the type
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of the whole, is about 3 feet long and 5 in extent, with a

heavy body, long sinuous neck, a stout hooked bill about
as long as the head, a naked gular pouch, stout strong

wings, and 14 stiff tail-feathers denuded to the bases. The
color is lustrous black, bronzed on the back, where the fea-

thers have black edges ; the feet are black ;
in the breed-

ing season there is a white flank-patch ; and on the head
are scattered white thready plumes. The same or a simi-

lar species is domesticated by the Chinese and Japanese
and taught to fish. A smaller species, the crested cormo-

rant, P. criitatus, is found in Europe, and is known as the

shag, a name also used for cormorants at large. The com-
monest North American species is the double-crested cor-

morant, P. dilophux, having only 12 tail-feathers (the num-
ber usual in the genus), the gular sac convex behind, and
a crest on each side of the head. The Florida cormorant,
which breeds by thousands in the mangrove swamps, isa va-

riety of the last. On the Pacific coast of the United States

several other species occur, as the violet-green cormorant

(P. violace.m), the red-faced (P. bicristatus), the tufted

(P. penmllatus), and others. The Mexican cormorant,
/'. mexieama, is a small species which extends into the

United States. A few species are largely white, and oth-

ers are spotted.

Thence up he [Satan] flew ; and on the Tree of Life,
The middle tree and highest there that grew,
Sat like a cormorant. Milton, P. L., iv. 196.

2f. A greedy fellow
;
a glutton.

Light vanity, insatiate cormorant,
Consuming means, soon preys upon itself.

Shalt., Rich. II., ii. 1.

Next, here's a rich devouring cormorant
Comes up to town, with his leathern budget stuff'd

Till it crack again, to empty it upon company
Of spruce clerks and squalling lawyers.

Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, i. 2.

3t. [In this use also sometimes written corvo-

rant (as if < corn1 + vorant, devouring) and
cornmorant (as if < com1 + "nun-ant, delaying:
see moration), and associated with cornmudgin,
curmudgeon, q. v.] A very avaricious person;
a miser

;
a curmudgeon.

When the Cormorants
And wealthy farmers hoord up all the graine,
He empties all his garners to the poore.
No-body and Some-body (1600), 1. 320 (cd. Palmer).

The covetous cormorants or corn-morantx of his time.
H'. Smith, The Blacksmith (1606).

II. a. Having the qualities of a cormorant;
greedy ; rapacious ;

insatiable.

When, spite of conrwrant devouring time,
Th 1

endeavour of this present breath may buy
That honour, which shall bate his scythe's keen edge.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

It underwent the process of "annexation" to the cor-

morant republic of ancient times. Sumncr,White Slavery.

Cormostomata (kor-mo-sto'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. nopfiof, atrunk (see corm), + arofui, mouth.]
One of three suborders into which the Entomos-
traca are divided by Dana. It contains the

epizoic or parasitic crustaceans, and is approx-
imately equivalent to the Siphonostoma.
cormus (kor'mus), n.

; pi. cormi (-mi). [NL., <

Gr. Koppof, the trunk of a tree with the boughs
lopped off: see corm.'] 1. In bot., same as corm.

2. In zool., the common stock of a compound
animal, as an ascidiarium, a zoanthodeme, and
the like, when divided into colonies of zoo'ids,
as may be variously effected by gemmation or
other more or less complete division.

corn1
(kora), ii. [< ME. corn, coren, corne, < AS.

corn, a grain or seed, grain, corn, = OS. OFries.
korn = D. koren, koorn = MLG. koren, LG. koren,
koorn = Icel. Dan. Sw. korn = OHG. chorn, cho-

ron, corn, MHG. G. korn = Goth, kaurn, grain, a

grain, = L. granum (> ult. E. grain) = OBulg.
zruno = Slov. Serv. Bohem. zrno = Pol. ziarno
= Serbian zorno, eerno = Little Buss, and Russ.
zerno = OPruss. zyrne = Lith. zhirnis = Lett.

zirnis, grain. Hence dim. kernel, q. v.] 1. A
single seed of certain plants, especiallyof cereal

plants, as wheat, rye,barley, and maize; a grain.
[In this sense it has a plural, corn*.]

Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it

abideth alone. John xii. 24.

2. The seeds of cereal plants in general, in
bulk or quantity; grain: as, corn is dear or
scarce. In this sense the word comprehends all the
kinds of grain used for the food of men or of horses, but in
Great Britain it is generally applied to wheat, rye, oats,
and barley, and in Scotland generally restricted to oats.
In the United States it is by custom appropriated to maize
(specifically, Jndiit n corn) ; hence it is usual to say the crop
of wheat is good, but that of corn is bad

;
it is a good year

for wheat and rye, but bad for corn. [In this sense there
is no plural.]

3. The plants which produce corn when grow-
ing in the field; the stalks and ears, or the
stalks, ears, and seeds after reaping and before
threshing: as, a field of corn ; a sheaf or a shock
of corn ; a load of corn. The plants or stalks
are included in the term corn until the seed is

separated from the ears.

They brende alle the comes in that lend.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 45.

corn-badger
In one night, ere glimpse of morn,

His shadowy (lait hath thresh'd the corn
That ten day-labourers could not end.

Milton, L'Allcgro, 1. 10a

Swift Camilla scours the plain,
Flies o'er th' unbending corn, and skims along the main.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 373.

4. A small hard particle ;
a grain. [Now rare.]

Not a corn of true salt, not a grain of right mustard,
amongst them all. Jl. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

Coffee-corn or guinea-corn, a variety of Sorghum vul-

ijare extensively cultivated in many warm countries for its

grain. The name guinea-corn is also applied in the West
Indies to several grain-bearing species of Panicitm. In-
dian corn. See maize. Popped corn. See pop-corn.
Round corn, a trade-name for the grain of a class of yel-
low maize with small, round, very hard kernels. Sweet
corn. See maize. To acknowledge the corn, to ad-
mit or confess something charged or imputed ; especially,
to admit that one has been mistaken, beaten, etc. [Slang,
U. S.]

The "
Evening Mirror "

very naively comes out and ac-

knowledges the corn, admits that a demand was made.
Sew York Herald, June 27, 1846.

You are beat this time, anyhow, old feller ; you just ac-

knowledge the corn hand over your hat !

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 211.

com1
(korn), v. [< corn1

, n.] I. trans. 1. To

preserve and season with salt in grains; lay
down in brine, as meat: as, to corn beef or

pork. 2. To granulate; form into small

grains.
The old firework-makers were obliged to have recourse

to trains of corned gunpowder.
Strutl, Sport* and Pastimes, p. 481.

3. To feed with oats, as a horse. [Scotch.]

When thou wast corn't an' I was mellow,
We took the road aye like a swallow.

Burns, The auld Farmer's Salutation to his auld Mare.

4. To plant with corn. [Bare.]

Those hundreds of thousands of acres of once valuable
Southern lands, corned to death, and now lying to waste
in worthless sage grass.

IT. S. Cone. Rep., No. Ix. (1886), p. 40.

5. To render intoxicated; make drunk, as with

whisky. [Colloq.]

The lads are weel corned. Jamieson.

Tobias was just clearly on the wrong side of the line which
divides drunk from sober ; but Hardy was

"
royally corned"

(but not falling) when they met, about an hour by sun in

the afternoon. Georgia Scenes, p. 161.

II. intrans. To beg corn of farmers on St.

Thomas's day, December 21st. [Eng.]
corn2 (k6rn), n. [< F. corne (also cor), a horn,
a hard or horny swelling on a horse, < L. cormi,
a horn, a horny excrescence, a wart, etc., = E.
horn: see horn.'] 1. A thickening or callosity
of the epidermis, usually with a central core or

nucleus, caused by undue pressure or friction,
as by boots, shoes, or implements of occupation.
Corns are most common on the feet. 2f. Any
horny excrescence.

Comes that wol nnder growe her [their] eye,
That but thou lete hem oute, the sight wol die.

Palladium, Husboudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

Cornacese(k6r-na'se-e),M.pi. [NL., < Cornus +
-acece.] A natural order of polypetalous exo-

gens, mostly of northern temperate regions,
grouped in 12 genera of shrubs or trees, nearly

ecus: see Cornacea:.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the natural order Cornacece.

Cornacuspongiae (kor-nak-u-spon'ji-e), n. pi.

[NL.,<L. cormi, horn,+ acus, needle,+ Spongia,
sponges.] In Lendenfeld's system of classifi-

cation, the fourth order of sponges, it contains
Stticea with soft mesoglcea, the supporting skeleton com-
posed of bundles of monaxial, not tylostylar, spicules, and
strengthened by spongin, which cements the spicules. The
spicules may be entirely wanting when the skeleton con-
sists of spongin ; sometimes the skeleton also disappears.
The order contains all the Ceratotpaivjia!, together with
those monactinellids and Myxovixwgice which do not be-

long to the Chfnulrotpongice.

cornage (kor'naj), n. [< AF. cornage (ML. eor-

ndj/iiim), < OF. corne, a horn : see corw2
, horn.']

1. An ancient North English tenure of land,
which obliged the tenant to give notice of an
invasion of the Scots by blowing a horn. By
this tenure many persons held their lands in the district

adjoining the Picts' wall. This old service was afterward

paid in money, and the sheriffs accounted for it under the
title of cornagium.
2. In feudal law, a tax or tribute on horned cat-

tle. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community.
cornalinet, n. An obsolete form of cornelinn.

cornallt, -An obsolete form of coronal.

COrnamutet, " Same as mnn-mum: Ilrayton.

corn-badger (k6ru'baj"er), w. A dealer in com.
See badger3 .



corn-ball

corn-ball (koru'bal), . A ballmadeof p"|'|" '!

corn, crmi'rited with white of eggs, and sweet-
cneil with molasses or sugar, fu. 8.]

corn-beetle (korn'bc tl), . The curujnx i/*-

tuecim, a minute beetle, tlio larva of wliich is

often very destructive to the stores, particu-

larly of wheat, in granaries. The larva is

pcner-colored, with a forked tail
;
the perfect

insect is of a bright tawny color.

corn-bells (korn'belz), . The bell-shaped fun-

gus CI//I/IIHX n-riiii-iiKiiK, which sometimes grows
in grain-fields.
cornbind (korn'biml), ii. A local name of the
bindweed (species of Convolvulus), and of the

climbing buckwheat, 1'olygonum Convolvulus.

cornbottle (korn'bot'l), . The bluebottle,
<'<'n In iircit CIJIIHUK.

cornbrash (koru'brash), ii. Ingeol., the local

name of a subdivision of the Jurassic series,

belonging in the upper portion of the so-called
Great Oolite of the English geologists. The for-

mation e. insists of clays ami calcareous sandstones, and is

very persistent, retaining its lithological and paleonto-
logical character from the southwest of England nearly
as far UK the Hilintier.

corn-bread (korn'bred'), n. A kind of bread
made of the meal of Indian com. See cor-
ilodi/er, johnny-cake, and corn-pone. [U. S.]

corri-cadgert, . [8c. : also corn-cauger.] A
dealer in corn

;
a peddler of corn.

Like gentlemen ye must not seem,
Hut look like corn-causer* gawn ae road.

Jack <>' the Sute (Child's Ballads, VI. 83).

corn-cake (kdrn'kak), n. A cake made of In-
dian-corn meal. [U. 8.]
corn-chandler (korn'chand'ler), n. A dealer
in corn. See chandler.

corn-cleaner (koru'kle'ner), n. A machine in

which the cobs of maize are separated from the
shelled com, and the corn is cleaned, by means
of a rolling screen and suction-fan.

com-cob (k&rn'kob), n. The elongated, woody,
chaff-covered receptacle which, with the grain
embedded in it in longitudinal rows, constitutes
the ear of maize. [U. 8.]
Corn-cockle (korn'kok'l), n. See cockle1

,
2.

corn-cracker (korn'krak'er), n. 1. A nickname
for a Kentuckian. [U. S.] 2. A name given
to a low class of whites in the southern United
States, especially in North Carolina and Geor-
gia. See cracker, 7. 3. A name of the corn-

crake, Crex pratensis. 4. A ray of the family
Myliobatida', Rninopti-ra quadriloba, with trans-

versely hexagonal pavement-like teeth and a
quadnlobate snout. [Southeastern U. S.]
corn-crake (korn'krak), . A common Euro-

pean bird of the rail family (Rallidai), the Crex

pratensix, or land-rail : so called because it fre-

quents corn-fields. See crafce2 .

A corn-crake, moving cautiously among the withered
water-grasses. Harper's Mag. t LXXV1. 202.

corn-crib (korn'krib), . A structure the side
walls of which are formed of slats, with spaces
between them for the circulation of air, used
to store unshelled Indian corn. The slate are cum-
monty slanted outward from the floor to the roof as a
means of preventing rain from beating in, and the struc-
ture stands free from the ground on posts, for safety from
rats and mice. [U. 8.)

corn-cutter1
(k&rn'kut'er), . A machine for

reaping corn, or for cutting up stalks of corn
for food of cattle.

corn-cutter15 (korn'kufer), . One who cuts
corns or indurations of the skin

;
a chiropodist.

Soldiers ! ainu-iilters,
But not so valiant ; they ofttimes draw blood.
Which you durst never do. Ford, Broken Heart, i. 2.

corn-dodger (korn'doj'er), . A kind of cake
made of the meal of Indian corn, and baked
very hard. [Southern U. 8.]
He opened a pouch which he wore on his side, and took

from thence one or two corn-dodgers and half a boiled rab-
bit. S. B. Sluice, Bred, II. 170.

The universal food of the people of Texas, both rich and
poor, seems to be corn-dodger and fried bacon.

Olnuted, Texas.

corn-drill (koni'dril), n. A machine for sow-
ing corn in drills.

cornea (kor'ne-ii), . [NL., fern, of L. corneus,
horny: see corneous.] 1. The firm, transpa-
rent anterior portion of the eyeball. It U of
cirenlar outline, eoneavo eonvev, with the convexity for-

ward, iHinndiiiK the anterior chamber of the eye in front,
h> it< margin continuous with the sclerotic, and having its

outer >urfare ; i> a rule, rovered with a delicate layer of
tin- conjunctiva. In the human eye it forms about one
sixth of the entire eyeball. Its convexity is greater than
that of tile selenitic, forming a companitively larger por-
tion of ;i smaller sphere than the sclerotic.

"

The corneaUK oiled from its hardness, being likened to horn; it is

also know n as the tnnicacornea i*llueiila or pellucid horny

L2fl

coat of the eye, In distinction from the sclerotic. B

under eye.

2. In cntom., the outer surface of an insert's

compound eye. It is generally smooth, but may l

hairy. The word is also used to designate the outer trans-

parent lens of each facet of a compound eye, and tin-

surface of an ocellus fir simple eye. See cornea-lent.

Abscission of the cornea. Hee akKiaion.

corneal (k6r'ne-al), a. [< cornea + -al.] Per-

taining to the cornea : as, cornea! cells
;
ciirm-nl

convexity ; a corneal ulceration.

The corneal surface of the eye is transversely elongated
and rcnifonn, and its pigment is black.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 237.

Bowman's cornea! tubes, the tubular passage* formed
in the fibrous layers of the cornea by forcible injection.

cornea-lens (kor'ne-ft-lenz), it. A facet of the
cuticular layer of the compound eye of an ar-

thropod ;
the superficies of an ocellus

;
a cor-

neule.

Faceted cuticular layer, each facet of which forms a cor-

nea-letu. Gegcnbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 2M.

corn-eater (k6rn'e'ter), n. A name formerly
given to those of the North American Indians
who submitted readily to the influences of civil-

ization.

corned (k6rnd), n. [< L. cornu, = E. horn, +
-e<F*; equiv. to cornute.] In her., horned; pro-
vided with horns.
corneitis (kdr-ne-I'tis), n. [NL., < cornea -f-

-/ii*.\ Inflammation of the cornea. Also called

ceratitis.

cornel (kdr'nel), n. [Early mod. E. Cornell, cor-

nilt ; = D. kornoelje = OHG. cornul (cornttl-

boum), G. kornelle = Dan. kornel(-tra;) = Sw.
kornel(-bar), < OF. cornille, eornoitle, corno-

aille, F. cornouille = Sp. cornejo (cf. Pg. cor-

niso) = It. corniolo, < ML. cornolinm, cornel-

tree, eorniola, cornel-berry, with terminations
of dim. form, < L. cornus, a cornel-tree (eornum,
the cornel-fruit) (whence by adaptation AS.
corn-treow, cornel-tree), < cornu = E. horn : in

reference to the hardness of the wood.] The
cornelian cherry or dogwood, a common Euro-

pean species of Cornus, C. mag, a small tree

producing clusters of small yellow flowers in

spring before the leaves, followed by numerous
red berries. The wild or male cornel is C. namjuinea, a
shrub with red bark and black berries. The wood is free
from grit, and for this reason is used by watch-makers to
make instruments for cleaning fine machinery or lenses.

In North America the bunchberry, C. Caiuulensix, is some-
times called the low or dwarf cornel, and C. Circinata the

round-leafed cornel. The name may be applied generally
to species of the genus Conitw. Also cornel-tree, cornelian
tree.

cornelian1
,

. See cornelian.

cornelian2 (k6r-ne'lian), a. [An extension

(appar. based on the L. proper name Comeliux)
of cornel.] Pertaining to or resembling cornel.

Cornelian cherry. See cherryi. ^Cornelian tree.
.See cornel.

COmel-tree (kdr'nel-tre), . Same as cornel.

cornemuset, " [AlSo written, improp., corna-

mute; < ME. cornemnxe, continue, < OF. cornc-

muse, F. eornemuse, dial, cormuxe, corineuse (=
Pr. Sp. Pg. It. eornamusa, > ML. cornamusa,
cornemusa),<. OF. corne (= Pr. corna, etc.), horn
(< L. cornu= E. horn, q. v.), + muse (Pr. miisa),

pipe; lit. horn-pipe.] A bagpipe.
Loude mynstralcies

In cornemuae and in shahnyes.
Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 1218.

COrneocalcareoU8(k&r'ne-6-kal-ka're-us), a. [<
L. coriieus, horny (see corneous), + calcareonx.]
1 . Formed of a mixture of horny and calcare-
ous substances, as some shells, such as Aplyititt.

2. Horny on one side or part and calcareous
on the other, as the opercula of some shells,
such as TurbinidtB.

corneosilicious (k6r*ne-6-si-lish'us), a. [< cor-

neous + silicious.] Consisting of or containing
both horny fibrous and sandy or silicious sub-

stances; ceratosilicious or ceratosilicoid, as a

sponge.
corneous (kdr'ne-us), a. [= Sp. cornea = Pg.
It. cornea, < L. corneus, horny, < cornn = E.
horn. Cf. cornea.] Horny ; like horn

; consist-

ing of a horny substance, or a substance re-

sembling horn. Corneous lead. Same as phosge-
nite. Corneous mercury. Same as calomel.

corner (kor'ner), M. [< ME. corner, cornyer, <

OF. mriiii r, ruriiirre, cornere, eourniere, corner,
angle, F. corniere, corner-gutter (> ML. corne-

i-iiiin, corneria, a corner, neut. and fern, forms
of adj. "cornerius, spelled corneiriu, pertaining
to an angle or corner), < corne (> ML. corna),
a corner, angle, lit. a horn, a projecting point,
< L. cornu, a horn, a projecting point, end, ex-

tremity, etc., = AS. horn, E. horn. Cf. W.
cornel = Corn, cornal, a corner, < corn = E.

corner-drill

horn; Ir. i-imn, I'niriia, a corner; AS. hi/me,
ME. liiriit; hunir. IIHII-HI (= UKrii-H. kerne =
h-i I. Ill/run (!'. hyrnimj) = Itan. lijiirnt: = Sw.

hiirn), a corner, < horn, horn: see corn'2 and
horn. Th<> L. term was iiiiijiilux : M-I- nuijli

:!
.

The noun corner in the commercial sense (def .

9) is from the verb.] 1. 'I'ln' intersection of

two converging lines or surfaces: an angle,
whether internal or external : as, the corner of

a building; the four corners of a square; the
corner of two streets.

They [hypocrite*! love to pray standing tn the. . . corners
of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Mat vl. 6.

I pon the corner of the moon
There hangs a vaporous drop, profound.

Skat., .Macbeth, ill. 5.

2. The space between two converging lines

or surfaces; specifically, the space near their

intersection: as, the four corners of a room.
Hence 3. A narrow space partly inclosed;
a small secret or retired place.

Tills thing was not done in a corner. Acts xxvi. 26.

4. Indefinitely, any part, even the least and
most remote or concealed : used emphatically,
involving the inclusion of all parts : as, they
searched every corner of the forest.

Alight I but through my prison once a day
Behold this maid : all cornern else o' the earth
Let liberty make use of. Shot., Tempest, L 2.

I turned and try'd each corner of my bed,
To find if sleep were there, but sleep was lost.

l>ryden.

5f. The end, extremity, or margin.
Ye shall not round the cnriien of your heads, neither

shalt thou mar the cornrn of thy lieard. Lev. xix. 27.

They shall not make baldness upon their head, neither
shall they shave off the corner of their beanl. Lev. xxl. 5.

6. In bookbinding: (a) A triangular tool used
for decorating the corners of a book. Also cor-

ner-piece, (b) The leather or other material used
in the corners of a half-bound book, (c) One
of the metal guards used to protect the corners
of heavily bound books. 7. A metallic cap or

guard used to protect the comers of furniture,

trunks, boxes, etc. 8. In sure., a mark placed
at a corner of a surveyed tract. [U. S.j
We have frequently heard the old surveyors along the

Ohio say that they often met with his (Col. Crawford's!
corner*. Quoted in .S'. De Verr* Americanisms, p. l".'i.

9. A monopolizing of the marketable supply
of a stock or commodity, through purchases
for immediate or future delivery, generally by
a secretly organized combination, for the pur-
pose of raising the price : as, a corner in wheat.

[U.S.] Four corners, (a) The limits of the contents
of a document. The phrases "within the/otir content of a

deed," "to take an instrument by the four corners," origi-
nated in the use of only one side of a single sheet of parch-
ment for writing a deed, and refer to what may be learn-

ed from the face of the instrument itself. (6) A place
where two main highways intersect each other at right
angles: sometimes used in names of places in the United
.States : as, Chatham Four Cornert in Columbia county,
New York. The Corner, among English sporting men,
Tattersall's horse-repository and betting.rooms in London :

so called from its situation, which is at Hyde Park Corner.

corner (kor'ner), . [< corner, n. Cf. cornered.]
1. trans. 1. To drive or force into a corner, or
into a place whence there is no escape. Hence

2. To drive or force into a position of great
difficulty ;

force into a position where failure,

defeat, or surrender is inevitable ; place in a
situation from which escape is impossible: as,
to corner a person in an argument.- To corner
the market, to force up the price of a stock or commod-
ity by purchases for immediate or future delivery', until
the whole available supply is nearly or quite monopolized.
U1

. S.1

U. intrans. 1. To meet in a corner or angle ;

form a corner. [Rare.]
The spot where S. Carolina, S. Carolina, and Oeorgia

comer. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXI. 65S.

2. To be situated on or at a corner; impinge
or be connected at an angle: as, the house
comers on the main street, or (when standing
cornerwise) to the street or road; Sweden cor-

ners on Russia at the north.

corner-capt (kdr'ner-kap), H. The academic

cap : so called from its square top.
A little old man in a gowne, a wide cassock, a night-cap,

and a corner-cap, by his habit seeming to lie a Divine.

Breton, A Mad World, p. 8.

The name of a gallant U niore hateful to them than the

sight of a corner-cap. Midilleton, Family of Love, iv. 1.

COrner-cnisel (kor'ner-chiz'el), M. See cliiseP.

corner-cutter (kor'n^r-kut'er), . A cntting-

press used in trimming the corners of blank
books and cards and shaping the blanks of

paper boxe>.

corner-drill (kdr'ner-dril), it. Same as angle-
brace (b).



cornered

cornered (kor'nerd), a. [< ME. cornered; < cor-

ner, 11., + -ed2.] Having corners or angles ; spe-

cifically, having three or more angles : chiefly
in composition : as, a three-cornered hat.

Corsica is cornered with many forlonds [forelands] schet-

ynge [shooting, projecting] in to the see.

Tremsa, Works (ed. Babington), I. 305.

Whether this building were square like a castle, or cor-

nered like a triangle, or round like a tower.

Austin, Hffic Homo, p. 75.

cornerer (k6r'ner-er), n. One who corners or

buys up all the available supply of a commod-
ity for the purpose of inflating prices. [U. S.]

cornering-machine (kdr'ner-ing-ma-shen'"), n.

A machine used for rounding off the corners of

woodwork.

corner-piece (kor'ner-pes), . 1. An L-shaped
casting or forging used to strengthen a joint.
2. In bookbinding, same as corner, 6 (a).

corner-plate (kor'ner-plat), n. An iron angle-
plate or knee on the outer corner of the body
of a freight-car, used to strengthen it and pro-
tect the sills and sheathing from injury in case
of a collision.

corner-stone (k6r'ner-ston), n. 1. The stone
which lies at the corner of two walls, and unites
them

; specifically, the stone built into one cor-

ner of the foundation of an edifice as the actual
or nominal starting-point in building, in the
case of an important public edifice or monumental struc-
ture the laying of the corner-stone is usually accom-
panied by some formal ceremony, and the stone is com-
monly hollowed out and made the repository of historical

documents, and of objects, as coins and medals, charac-
teristic of the time. Also called memorial-stone.

Who laid the corner-stone thereof ? Job xxxviii. C.

See you yond' coign o' the Capitol ; yond' corner-stone ?

Shak., Cor., v. 4.

Hence 2. That on which anything is founded
;

that which is of the greatest or fundamental
importance; that which is indispensable.
Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone.

Eph. ii. 20.

So it is that educated, trained, enlightened conscience
is the corner-stone of society.

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 201.

Corner-tooth (k6r'ner-toth), . In vet. surg.
andfarriery, the lateral incisor of a horse, above
and below

;
the outermost incisor on each side

of either jaw, four in all. They appear when
the horse is 4J years old.

cornerwise (kor'ner-wiz), adv. [< corner +
-wise.} Diagonally ;

with the corner in front ;

not parallel.
cornet1 (kor'net), n. [Under this form are in-

cluded two different Rom. forms : (1) Cornet, a

horn, etc. (defs. 1-6), < ME. cornet, a horn (bu-
gle), < OF. cornet, F. cornet, a horn, a bugle, a

paper in the form of a horn, an inkhoru, etc.,= Pr. cornet = Sp. cornete, m., a little horn, =
It. cornetto, a little horn, a bugle, an inkhoru,
a cupping-glass, < ML. cornetum, a horn (bugle),
a kind of hood

; mixed with a fern, form, OF.
cornette, F. cornette, a kind of hood, = Sp. Pg.
eorneta = It. cornetta, a horn (bugle), < ML.
corneta, a kind of hood, lit. little horn, dim. of
L. cornu (> OF. corne, etc.), a horn : see corn2

,

corner, etc., and cf. liorn. (2) Cornet, a standard
or ensign, a troop of horse, an officer (def. 7)

(not in ME.), < F. cornette = Sp. Pg. eorneta =
It. cornetta, a standard or ensign (orig. having
two points or horns), hence a troop of horse

bearing such a standard, and the officer com-
manding the troop; orig. same as OF. cornette,

etc., dim. of corns, etc., < L. cornu, horn : see

above.] 1. In music: (a) Originally, a musi-
cal instrument of the oboe class, of crude con-
struction and harsh tone.

David and all the house of Israel played before the
Lord ... on cornets. 2 Sam. vi. 5.

(6) Same as cornet-a-pistons, (c) An organ-stop
having from 3 to 5 pipes to each key, and giving
loud and somewhat coarse tones: now rarely
made. A mounted cornet is such a stop with its pipes
raised upon a separate sound-board, so as to make its tone
more prominent ; an echo cornet is a similar stop, but of
much more delicate quality, usually placed in the swell-

organ. Also comet-stop, (df) A pedal reed-stop of 2-

or 4-feet tone. 2. A little cap of paper twisted
at the end, in which retailers inclose small wares.

3. The square-topped academic cap. 4. (a)A woman's head-dress or a part of it, probably
named from its angular or pointed shape, as the
end or corner of the tippet of the chaperon in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. J. S.
Planche'.

I never sawe my lady laye apart
Her cornet blacke, in cold nor yet in heate,
Sith fyrst she knew my grief was growen so greate.

Surrey, Complaint.
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(6) That part of the head-dress worn in the

seventeenth century that hung down beside

the cheek; a flap, a pendent strip of lace, or

the like. See pinner. Also called bugle-cap.
5. In dressmaking, the shaping of a sleeve near
the wrist : so called from its resemblance to what
is known as trumpet-shape. 6. Same as cor-

nette. 7. Milit. : (a) A flag or standard. Espe-
cially (1) A flag borne before the king of France, or dis-

played when he was present with the army. It was either

plain white or white embroidered with golden fleurs-de-lis.

(2) A flag of a company of cavalry.

The cornet white with crosses black, ilacaulay, Ivry.

(6) The officer of lowest commissioned grade
in the cavalry, to whose charge this flag was
confided : a term equivalent to ensign in the in-

fantry. The office of cornet is now abolished in Eng-
land, and is nearly represented by that of second lieuten-

ant or sub-lieutenant,
(c) A company of cavalry,

named in like manner from the standard car-

ried at its head.

A body of five cornets of horse.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Bass cornet, an obsolete large, deep-pitched brass instru-

ment.

cornet2 (k6r'net), n. Same as coronet1
,
6.

cornet2t,
. t. [< cornefi, n., = coronet1

, 6.] To
let the blood of (a horse).

cornet-a-pistons (kor'net-a-pis'tonz), n. ; pi.

cornets-a-pistons. [F., a cornet with pistons:
see cornet1 and piston.']
A musical instrument
of the trumpet class,

having a cupped mouth-
piece and a conical
brass tube, the length
of which may be in-

creased and the tone

chromatically lowered

by opening valves into
little crooks or bends
of tubing (whence the

name). The compass is

about two octaves, including
all the semitones. The fun-
damental tone or key is usu-

ally 8)7 or EK, but other tones
are used. The quality of the

Corn-fly (Chlorops taniopits).
(Cross shows natural size.)

Cornets-a-Pistons.

i. Ordinary shape. 2. Circular
shape.

tone is penetrating and unsympathetic, by no means equal
to that of the true trumpet, for which it is commonly sub-
stituted. Also cornet, and rarely cornopean.

cornetcy1
(kor'net-si), n. [< cornet1

,
7 (b), +

-cy.] The commission or rank of a cornet.
See cornet1

,
7 (b).

A cornetcy of horse his first and only commission.

Chesterfield.

cometer (kor'net-er), n. [< cornet1
, I (b), +

-er1 .] One who blows a cornet.

Mr. King could see . . . the corneters lift up their horns
and get red in the face.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 34.

cornet-stop (kor'net-stop), n. In music, same
&s cornet1

,
1 (c).

cornette (k6r-nef), n. [F., fern. dim. of corne,
a horn: see horn, cornet1 .'] In metal., the little

tube of gold left when the alloy of silver and
gold taken from the cupel is rolled and boiled
in nitric acid to remove the former metal.
Also spelled cornet.

cornettist (kor'net-ist), . [< cornet1
,
1 (6), +

-ist.~\ A player upon a cornet-a-pistons.
corneule (k6r'ne-ul), n. [= F. eomeule, < NL.
cornenla, dim. of cornea, q. v.] One of the mi-
nute transparent segments which defend the

compound eyes of insects; the cornea of an
ocellus

;
a cornea-lens.

corn-exchange (korn'eks-chanj*), n. A place
or mart where grain is sold or bartered, and
samples are shown and examined. [Eng.]
corn-factor (k6rn'fak"tor), n. One who traffics

in grain by wholesale, or as an agent. [Eng.]
COm-field (korn'feld), n. In Great Britain, a
field in which corn of any kind is growing; a

grain-field; in the United States, a field of
Indian corn or maize.

corn-flag (k&rn'flag), n. The popular name of
the plants of the genus Gladiolus, bearing red
or white flowers, and much cultivated as orna-
mental plants.
corn-floor (korn'flor), n. A floor for corn, or for

threshing corn or grain. Isa. xxi. 10.

corn-flower (k6rn'nou"er), n. A flower or plant
growing in grain-fields, as the wild poppy, and
especially the bluebottle, Centaurea Cyanus.
There be certain corn-flowers which come seldom or

never in other places, unless they be set, but only amongst
corn : as the blue-bottle, a kind uf yellow marygold, wild
poppy, and fumitory. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

cornice-hook

corn-fly (korn'fli), n. An insect of either of

the genera (Jldorops and Oscinis, of the family
Muscidw : so called
from the injury they
inflict on growing
crops. Chloropn tcenivpus,
the most destructive of Brit-
ish corn-Hies, is about 1

lines in length, and of a yel-
low color striped with black.
It deposits its eggs between
the leaves of wheat- and bar-

ley-plants, and its larvse, by
extracting the juices, pro-
duce the disease called

gout, from the swelling of

the joints of the plants.

corn-fritter (korn'frif'er), n. A fried batter-

cake made of grated green Indian corn, milk,
and eggs.

corn-grater (korn'gra'ter), . A roughened
surface used for rasping corn (maize) from the
cob.

corn-growing (korn
'

gro
"
ing), a. Producing

corn : as, a corn-growing country.
corn-hook (korn'huk), n. A blade somewhat
resembling a short scythe, and set in a handle
at an angle a little greater than a right angle,
used to cut standing corn (maize),
corn-husker (k6rn'hus"ker), n. A machine
for stripping- the husks from ears of maize.

corn-husking (korn'hus'king), . A social

meeting of friends and neighbors at the house
of a fanner to assist him in stripping the husks
or shucks from his Indian corn

;
a husking-bee

(which see). Also corn-shucking. [U. S.]
cornic (kor'nik), a. [< Cornus + -ic.] Existing
in or derived from the bark of Cornus florida.
- Cornic acid. Same as cornin.

cornice (kor'nis), n. [Early mod. E. also eor-

nish; = D. kornis = G. carniesz (> Dan. Sw. kar-

nis, > Russ. karnizu),
< OF. cornice, P.

corniche, < It. cor-

nice (= Sp. cornisa;
cf. Pg. cornija), <

ML. cornix (cornic-),
a border, a contr.

(appar.) of eoronix,
a square frame (the
ML. cornix, eoronix

being simulations of

L. cornix, a crow),
< Gr. Kopuvic, a

wreath, garland, a
curved line or flour-

ish at the end of a

book, the end, com-
pletion, prop, adj.,

curved, < nopuv6s,

curved; akin to L.

corona, > ult. E.
crown : see corona,
crown.~\ 1. In arch.,

any molded projec-
tion which crowns
or finishes the part
to which it is affix-

ed; specifically, the
rliiWJ r\v iinr^vTYirtoT Doric Cornice Construction, Assos.third Or Uppermost ( From Papers of theArchawl. Inst. of

division of an entab- America, i., .B&. >

lature, resting on the
frieze. (See column.)
When the crowning course of a wall is plain, it

is usually called a coping.
The cornice is as indispensable a termination of the wall

as the capital is of a pillar.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 32.

2. An ornamental molding, usually of plaster,

running round the walls of a room just below
the ceiling. 3. In upholstery, an ornamental
band or molding which covers and conceals
the rod or hooks from which curtains, etc., are

hung. 4. A molding or strip of wood, plain
or gilded, fastened to the walls of a room, at

the proper height from the floor, to serve as a

support for picture-hooks ;
a picture-cornice.

Architrave cornice. See areliitran-. Block cor-
nices. See blocks. Cornice-ring, the ring in a cannon
next behind the muzzle-ring. Horizontal cornice, in

arch., the level cornice of a pediment under the two in-

clined cornices.

corniced (kdr'nist), a. [< cornice + -erf2.]

Having a cornice.
The corniced shade

Of some arched temple door or dusky colonnade.

Keats, Lamia, i.

cornice-hook (kor'nis-huk), n. A double hook
used in hanging pictures upon a picture-cornice.
One part of the hook catches the cornice, and
the other forms a support for the picture-cord.

arnice ; B, frieze ; C, archi-

D, stylobate ; J-, stereobate.



cornice-plane

cornice-plane (kor'nis-pliln), . A carpenters'

plane pmperly shaped for working moldings;

an ogee-plane.
cornichon (K. prou. k6r-ne-shOri ), . I*., a

lillle horn, a deer's horn newly grown, dim. of

conu; a horn : see horn.] In her., a branch. :is

of the honis of a stag.

cornicle (k.Vni-kl), . [< L- uriiiciiliiHi, dim.

of i-nrun = K. liorn, q. v.J 1. A little horn; a

coniicul'mn. NY T. AWVM. [Rare or obsolete.]

2. In t-ntom., a honey-duct; one of the two

horn-like tubular organs on the back of an

aphid or plant-louse, from which
a sweet, honey-

like fluid exudes ; a nectary or siphunele.

cornicula 1 (kor-nik'u-lft),*.; pi. cornicula; (-le).

[NL., fern. (cf. L. corniculum, neut.) dim. of L.

curnu, a horn: see cornicle.] In certain algas,

as raucheria, the young autheridium, which re-

sembles in shape a small horn.

cornicula''1

,
. Plural of corniculum.

corniculart (kor-uik'u-lar), K. [ME. cornicuUre,

< L. cornicularius, a lieutenant, adjutant, prop,

one who had been presented with a corniculum

and thereby promoted, < corniculum, a little

horn, a horn-shaped ornament upon the hel-

met, presented as a reward of bravery: see

cornicle.] 1. A lieutenant or assistant of a

superior officer. 2. The secretary or assistant

of a magistrate ;
a clerk ;

a registrar.

Don Maximus, that was an offlcere

(if the 1'refectes, and his coruieulen.

Ckauter, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 369.

corniculate (k&r-nik'u-lat), a. [< LL. cornicu-

latux,< L. cornif iilum, little horn: see corni-

cle.] 1. Honied; having horns, (a) In bot., bear-

ing a little horn-like spur or appendage ; bearing POO. as

the Cruciferee. (b) In zoiX., having cornicula; having

knobs or other processes like or likened to horns.

2. Figuratively,crescent-shaped; having horns,

as the moon.
Venus moon-like grows corniculate.

Dr. U. More, Psychathanasia, III. 111. 62.

corniculeret, A variant form of cornicular.

corniculum (kor-nik'u-lum), n.
; pi. cornicula

(-la). [L., a little horn: see cornicle.] In soot.

anil anat., a little horn; a little knob, boss, or

spur resembling or likened to a small horn, as

that on the upper eyelid of the horned puffin,

hence called ftatereula eorniculata ; specifi-

cally, the lesser horn of the human hyoid bone,

as distinguished from the cornu or greater

horn. Mivart Cornicula laryngis, two small car-

tilaginous nodules articulated to the summits of the ary-

tenoid cartilages. Also called cartilages of Santorini and

fornua lanrntrit.

corniferous (kor-nif'e-rus), a. and n. [< L.

coniw, = E. horn, + fcrre = K. bear*.] I. a. Lit-

erally, producing or containing horn : applied,

in geol., to a group of rocks belonging to the

lower portion of the Devonian series, because

they contain seams of horustone. The corniferous

group extends through New York and Canada, and is also

an important formation further west and southwest. It

is in places very rich in coralline remains.

II. n. [cap.] The group of rocks so charac-

terized.

corniflc (k6r-nif ik), a. [< L. cornu, = E. horn,

+ -lii-ux. < f'mr/r, make.] 1. Producing horns.

2. Producing horn or homy substance ; caus-

ing to become corneous or coruified: as, cor-

n i lie tissue; a cornice process.

cornification (kdr'ni-fl-ka'shgn),
w. [< cornify:

see -fy and -fld'on.] Production of horn
;
con-

version into horn
;
the process or result of be-

coming horny or corneous.

An insufficient ramification of the nail-cells.

fii* Handbook of Med. Science!, V. 103.

corniform (kor'ni-form), a. [= P. Sp. Pg. corni-

forme, < NL. i-in-nil'urniis, < L. cornu, = E. horn,

+ forma, shape.] Shaped like the horn of an

ox ; long, tapering, and somewhat curved : in

i a torn., applied especially to large processes on

the head and thorax, which by their position as

well as form resemble horns ; in hot., applied to

the nectary <>f plants.

cornify (k6r'ni-fi), v. t. ; pret. and pp. corntfietl,

ppr. corHifying. [< L. cornu, = E. hern, + -ficare,

< fncere, make: see -fy.] To make or convert

iuto horn
;
cause to resemble horn.

When the ,:n;iin.,l layers [in KtytUia \
increase in thick-

n. -s various kimls of plates, knobs, and scale-like struc-

tures arc develoju'd.
nl.aur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 418.

Tliev,-hali-hone . . . consists of nothing more than mod-

ified papilhe of tin- Imccal mucous membrane, with an

c\.e-sh, and riir/iinei/ epithelial development
Kiiri/f. ISrit.. X\. KM.

cornigerous (kor-nij'e-rus), . [= F. ton,i<iirc

= Sp. corniyrro = Pg. It. corniyero, < L. corni-
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ger, < cornu, = E. hum, + yrrert, bear.] Horned ;

bearing horns ;
corniferous.

Nature in other cornigerotu animal*, hath placed the

horns high.T. Mr T. Brmenr, Vnlg. Err., v. 19.

cornlmuset, See cornemuse.

cornin (kor'nin), 11. [< Cornus + -in2.] A Lit-

ter crystalline principle discovered in the bark

of CornuH fiorida. Also called comic acid.

corning (kor'ning), . [Verbal u. of cornl, , . /. ]

1 The process of salting and seasoning MM
and pork for preservation. 2. The process of

granulating gunpowder. E. II. Kniyht.

coming-house (k6r'ning-hous), n. A house or

place where powder is granulated.

corniplume (k6r'ni-plom), n. [< L. cornu, = E.

horn, + /iluiiKi, feather.] In ornith., a plumi-

corn ; a tuft of feathers on the head of a bird,

erectile or erected like a horn, as those upon
Hi,- head i. f honied'

1

or 1

'-iir<-d
1
'

< Is.
[
I''""'.

|

Cornish1 (k&r'nish), a. and n. [< Corn-, in

Cornwall, + -M* 1
. Cornwall is a modification of

AS. Corn-wealas, Cornwall, prop, the inhabi-

tants of Cornwall, lit.
' Corn- Wales,' wealas

(repr. by mod. Wales) being prop. pi. of wealh,

a foreigner, esp. a Celt : see Welsh and walnut.]

I. a. Pertaining to Cornwall, a county of Eng-

land, forming its southwestern extremity, cele-

brated for its mines, especially of tin and cop-

per Cornish bit. See M/. Cornish chough, (a)

See chough, (b) lu her., same as aylet.- Cornish Clay.

Same as china-ttone, 2. Cornish crow, diamonds, bug,

moneywort, salmon, steam-boiler, steam-engine,
etc. See the nouni.

II. n. The ancient language of Cornwall, a

dialect of the Cymric or British branch of the

Celtic languages. It became extinct as a spoken

language about the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury.
cornlsh2 (kdr'nish), w. An obsolete or provin-
cial form of cornice.

Ten small pillars adjoynlng to the wall, and sustaining

the corniih. Sandy*, Travailes, p. 166.

cornished (kdr'nisht), a. [< eornislfl + -ed*.]

In her., adorned with a cornice: said of any

bearing that is capable of receiving one, as a

cross.

Cornishman (kor'nish-man), n.; pi. Corntshmen

(-men). [< Cornish 1 + man.] A native or an

inhabitant of Cornwall, England ; specifically,

a man belonging to the original stock of Cornish

people.
I have told you that the Cornithmrn kept their own

Welsh language for many hundred years after this time.

K. A. freeman. Old Eng. Hist., p. 96.

corn-rose

corn-meter (korn'me'ter), n. One who mea-

sures 1'nrii ; :in "tlirial grain-measurer,

corn-mill (korn'mil), . 1. A mill for grind-

ing corn. More generally called u ;,r,Ht-mill.

2. A small mill with a runner and concave of

iron, used for grinding Indian corn on the cob

for feeding stock.

corn-mint (korn'mint), n. Sec mm t '.

corn-moth I korn'm&th), n. A small moth, the

Tiin-ii i/rintillti, exceedingly destructive to grain-
sheaves in the

field, and to

stored grain,

among which
it lays its eggs.
The larva, which
from IU voracity
Is called the vo(f,
eat* Into the

Corn-moth ( Tinta fraiallat.
tCruis shows natural size.)

cornlst (k6r'nist), n. [< F. eorniste, < come, a

horn, + -iste : see horn and -ist] A performer
on the cornet or horn,

corn-juice (korn'jos), . Whisky made from

Indian corn ; hence, whisky in general. [Slang,

US]
COrn-knife (korn'nif), n. 1. A long-bladed

knife, slightly curved and widening to the

point, used for cutting standing Indian corn.

2. A small sharp knife with a blunt point,

for paring and removing corns.

corn-land (kdrn'land). n. Land appropriated
or suitable to the production of corn or grain.

corn-law (kdrn'la), . A legislative enactment

relating to the exportation or importation of

grain ; specifically, in Eng. hist., one of a series

of laws extending from 1436 to 1842, regulating

the home and foreign grain-trade of England.
Until the repeal of the corn-laws, the grain-trade, both

export and import, was the subject of elaborate and vary-

ing legislation, which consisted in levying protective or

prohibitory duties, or in Imposing restrictive conditions,

or in granting government bounties for the encourage-

ment of exportation. After a prolonged agitation for the

repeal of the corn-laws by the Anti-corn-law League (or-

ganized in 1839), Parliament in 1846, under tin mmi-in
of Sir Robert I'eel, passed an act for a large im .hate

reduction of the duty on imported grain, and providing
for a merely nominal duty after 1849; which was subse-

quently entirely removed.

cornless (k6rn'les), a. [< cornl + Jess.] Des-

titute of corn: as, cornless dwelling-places.

[Rare.]
corn-lift (k&rn'lift), n. A contrivance for rais-

ing sacks of grain to the upper floors of a mill

or granarv.
corn-loft (k6rn'16ft), . A loft for storing corn ;

a granarv.
corn-marigold (korn'mar'i-gold), M. See man-

corn-mastert (korn'mas'ter), . One who cul-

tivates corn for sale.

1 knew u nnbleniai a great grasier, a great sin > p

master, a great tiniln-r-num, a <_'ivat eollici-. a LMVUI > /.

utatter, and a great leadman. &", Riche.

grains, and joins
them together by
a web. Halt, fre-

quent 1 n i nine, and
many other ex-

pedient* are em-

ployed to destroy
the eggs.

cornmudgint (k&rn'muj'in), n. [Also written

corne-mudgin, appar. for 'corn-mudging (prob.

orig. as an adj., sc. man or fellow, the proper

noun form being "corn-mudger or 'corn-mucher,

-micher), < corn* + 'mudging, ppr.
of 'mudge,

a var. of 'much, mouch, mooch, also mien, meach,

chiefly a dialectal word, orig. hide, conceal,

hoard: see corn* and mich, mouch. Hence, bv

corruption, curmudgin, curmudgeon, q. v. Cf.

cormorant, 3.] A corn-merchant who hoards

corn to raise its price.

Being but a riche corne-mudmn [Latin frumentariui],

that witli a quart (or measure of come of two pounds) liad

bought tlie freedome of his fellow-citizens.

corn-muller (kSrn'mul'er), . [< cornl + m J-

ler.] A pestle for grinding corn.

The stone with a hole In the center, which is called a

corn-mutter, I found alwnt 80 yards from the grand mound
Smithionian Keport, 1881, p. 61i

commuset, A variant of cornemuse.

corno di bassetto (kor'no de bas-set'to). [It.

corno, < L. cornu = E. horn; di, < U de, or;

bassetto, counter-tenor, dim. of basso, bass: see

horn, &a.s*3.] Same as basset-horn.

cornon (kdr'non), H. [< corn(et) + aug. -on,

It. -one] I. A cornet. 2. A brass wind-in-

strument invented in 1844.

cornopean (kor-no'pe-an), n. The cornet-a-

pistons. [Rare.]
You might just as well have stopped In the cabin, and

played that cornopean, and made yourself warm and con

fortable. W. Blade, Princess of Thule, p. 249.

corn-oyster (korn'ois'ter), . A fritter of In-

dian corn, which has a flavor somewhat like

that of an oyster. [U. S.]

In this secret direction about the mace lay the whole

mystery of corn-oyitten. H. B. Stoiee, in the Independent

corn-parsley (korn'pars'li), ... See l>arsley.

corn-pipe (kom'pip), w. A pipe made by slit-

ting the joint of a green stalk of corn.

The shrill eorn-pift*.
Ticltell.

corn-planter (kdrn
'

plan
'
ter), n. A machine

for planting Indian com. It opens the ground
to receive the seed, drops it in hills, and then

throws back the soil and rolls it smooth.

corn-plaster (k6ni'plas'ter),
. A small plas-

ter, having a hole in the center, made of yel-

lowwax, Burgundy pitch, turpentine, and some-

times with the addition of verdigris, applied to

a com on the foot, to promote its softening and

removal.

corn-pone (kdrn'pon), M. Indian-corn bread,

made with milk and eggs, and baked in a pan.

See pone. [Southern U. S.]

He has helped bin

corn-popper (kdrn'pop'er), . A covered pan
of woven wire, with a long handle, in which

particular kind of Indian corn is popped over

a fire. See pop-corn. [U. S.]

corn-poppy (korn'pop'i), n. See poppy.

corn-rent (kdrn'rent), . In Great Britain, a

rent paid in com instead of money, varying

in amount according to the fluctuations of the

price of corn.

corn-rig (korn'rig), M. [< corn +
rtoj,

ridge.]

A ridge or strip of growing barley or other grain.

[Scotch.]
It was upon a Lammas night,

When corn-rigt are bonnle.
i'linw, Rigso Barley

corn-rose (kdm-roz), M. See cocfcfei, '-'.
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Hence-2 A horn-shaped or conical vessel or cornutot (kor-nu'to), n. [It., < L. cornutus: see
-

" A cuckold.

as a salad, found in grain-fields in Europe and

rarely in America.

corn-sawfly (korn'

ha'

corn

other material, tilled or to be filled with nuts The peaking cornuto, her husband,

or sweetmeats. 3. leap.} [NL.] A genus of

A terebrant hy- grasses whose spikes resemble the cornucopia cornutort (kor-uu'tor), n. [< cornute, v., +
Iv TentltredinidO!, in form. A cuckold-maker. Jordan.

^Injures corn in Europe! Cornularia (kor-nu-la'ri-a), n [NL. (La- cornutus (kor-nu'tus), n [L, having horns:

talk of the cereal, weakens it, and marck), < LL. cornulum, dim. of L. cornu = E. see cornute.} An ancient sophism, like the tol-

_ /,.!.. !..
iiorn 4. _arja_] The typical genus of the family lowing: What you have not lost, you nave;

Cornulariidw. C. crassa is an example. you have not lost horns ;
therefore you haveprevents the tilling of the ears. The genus Cephiu is repre-

sented in the United States, but none of its species there ^^ ,..,. .

ve precisely the same habit
cornularianlk6r-nu-ia''ri-an), a. ancfw. [< Cor- horns. See etymology of' earn tine* ,

a~.

n-sheller (korn'shel"er), n. A machine for "^^g + JJ^j j o . Pertaining to or having C0rn-van (korn'vun), n. A machine
inllino' Indian corn that is. removing tne ,, , , ,! r<,,in*.;;ri,o ,; ,,,, p/w>

for win-
Indian corn

grain from the ear. ""ifT.* OnfTofthe CornularOdai. corn-vfolet (korn'vl"o-let), n. See violet.

corn-Shucking (kom'shuk''mg), n. bame as
Cornulariid e (k6r*nu-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < cornwallite (korn'wal-It), n. [< Cornwall (see

n-htuiking. [Southern U. b.J ^ Cornularia + -kite.}

'

A' family of alcypnarian Cornishl) + ^ite?.} A hydrous arsemate of cop-

polyps, of the order Alcyoniacew, having the per resembling malachite in appearance, found

ectoderm coriaceous and contractile, without ?- " " ^ 1 '
in Cornwall, England.

sclerobase, and the individual animals con- corn-weevil (kdrn'we"vil), . The Calandra

nected by basal buds and root-like processes, granaria, an insect very injurious to grain. See

Calandra, 2.instead of forming digitate or lobate masses as

in the Alcyoniidai.

corn- - ,._-

corn-snake (koru'snak), n. A popular name
in the United States of the Scotophis guttatus,

a large harmless serpent. Baird and Girard.

corn-Starch (korn'starch'), 1- Starchmade
from Indian corn. 2. A flour made from the

starchy part of Indian corn, used for puddings, _ _
- -* * ^ifSS^-Su^M^r"

K 'es - ] A -^sa^j^^iiij** 1

Cornulites (kor-nu-li'tez), n. [< NL. (Schloth-
* --

heim, 1820), < L. cornu, = E. horn, + Gr. /U'0of,

characteristic of some of the old -

stone'.-j A genus of tubicolous annelids, highly
characteristic of the Silurian formation. C.

serpularius is a wide-ranging species,
'

u-pet), a. K LL.

[< coricornstone (korn'ston), n. [<

stone containing calcareous concretions^very
characteristic of i

stone formations.

corn-thrips (korn'thrips), . The popularname
in England of Phkeothrips cerealium. its eggs are

corn-worm (korn'werm), n. Same as boll-worm.

sorny
1
(kor'ni), a. [< cori + -y

1
.} 1.

^

nature of corn ;
furnished with grains <

By constant Journies careful to prepare
Her [the ant's] Stores ; and bringing home the Comt/Ear.

Prior, Solomon, i.

ing with the horns : said of a horned animal,
as a bull, represented with its head lowered as

if about to attack with the horns.

Cornus (kor'nus), n. [L., the dogwood-tree, <

cornu E. 7ior; in reference to the hardness

of the wood: see cornel.] A genus of plants
of the natural order Cornacece, consisting of

shrubs, trees, or rarely herbs, with usually
small white or yellowish flowers and ovoid

drupes. There are about 25 species, mostly of the north-

edly injurious, although asserted by some observers to feed

on aphides. An insect indistinguishable from this species

is found in the United States, but seems there to be con-

fined to oats and wild grasses.

cornu (kor'nu). n.
; pi. cornua (-a). [L., = E.

horn : see corn?, cornel, corner, cornefi, etc., and

horn.} 1. Horn; a horn. 2. Something re-

sembling or likened to a horn. (a) In zool. and

<mat., a horn-like part, as the incisor tooth of the narwhal,
the process on the head of the horned screamer, etc. (b)

In Diatomaceee, a horn-like projection upon a valve. Cor-

nua are also called tubuli. (c) A horn of an altar. See

phrases below. ((/) A decorative vessel in the shape of a
imrtt

, fspeciaiij ui LUU iwov, no mi.n. c*n .-.._.,,.., v

horn ; specifically, a chrismatory or cruet in that shape. ]aat properties, and is used as a remedy in intermittent =
Cornua laryngis. Same as earnieula laryngi (which see,

under eornicidum). Cornu Ammonis. (a) In anat., the

hippocampus major (so called from its resemblance to a

ram's horn), a curved elongated elevation on the floor of the

middle or descending cornu of the lateral ventricle of the

brain. (6) Same as ammonite. Cornua of the coccyx,
two small processes projecting upward (forward) from

the posterior surface of the coccyx to articulate with the

sacral cornua. Cornua of the hyoid bone, the horns

of the hyoid bone, in man known as the greater cornu and
lesser cornu, the former being the thyrohyal, the latter

the ceratohyal. (See cut under skutt.) A similar relation

of the parts is found in other mammals ;
in birds, how-

ever, the parts of the hyoid commonly called cornua are

the thyrohyals, consisting of at least two bones on each

side, the apohyals and ceratohyals of Macgillivray, the

hypobranchials and ceratobranchials of Owen, or the cera-

tobranchials and epibranchials of Parker and Cones.

Cornua of the sacrum, or sacral cornua, the stunted

pair of postzygapophyses of the last sacral vertebra, ar-

ticulating with the cornua of the coccyx. Cornua Of the

thyroid cartilage, superior and inferior, processes above

and below at the posterior border of the thyroid cartilage

on each side. Cornua of the ventricles of the brain,
three prolongations, anterior, middle, and posterior, of

the general lateral ventricular cavity, observed in well-

formed brains, as that of man. Cornua Uteri, the horns

of the womb. In the human species they are observable

chiefly on section, as processes of the cavity leading into

each Fallopian tube; but in sundry mammals they are

very conspicuous from the outside, as a partial division of

the uterus into two, such a uterus being called two-honied
or bicornute. Cornu epistoll, the epistle-horn of a Chris-

tian altar. See luirn. Cornu evangel!!, the gospel-horn
of a Christian altar. See horn. Cornu Of the fascia

lata, a reflection of the iliac portion of the fascia lata from
the spine of the pubes downward and outward, forming
the outer boundary of the saphenous opening.

COrnual (k&r'nu-al), a. [< cornu + -al.} Per- Cornuspira (kor-nu-spi ra), n.

taming to the cornua of the gray matter of the , .= E- horn, + spira, spire. J

spinal cord. Anterior cornual myelitis, in pathol.,
inflammation of the anterior cornua of the gray matter of

the spinal cord. Also called anterior poliomyelitis.

cornubianite (k6r-nu'bi-an-it), . [< Cormtbia,
Latinized name of Cornwall (see Cornish^-), +
-ite?.} The name given by Boase to a hard cornute (k6r-nuf), o. [= Sp. cornudo = Pg. cor-

dark-bluish and purple rock, sometimes of a uni- nudo, cornuto= It. cornuto, < L. cornutus, < cornu

form color, but occasionally with dark stripes,

spots, or patches, on a light-blue base, and com-

posed of the same ingredients as granite. It is

a form of contact-metamorphism of gneiss or granite, de-

veloped at the junction of those rocks with the slates,

and resembling to a certain extent, both in nature and

origin, the "
capel

"
of the Cornish miner. See capel.

cornucopia (k6r-nu-ko'pi-a), n. [A LL. accom.,
as a single word, of L. cornu copia!, lit. horn of

Dogwood (CornusJtorida}.

fevers, etc. The flowering dogwoods, C. florida of the At-

lantic States and C. NuttaUii on the Pacific coast, are

small trees and very ornamental, having the small cyme
surrounded by a large and conspicuous involucre of four

white bracts. The wood is very hard, close-grained, and

tough, and is used as a substitute for boxwood for mak-

ing bobbins and shuttles for weaving, and also in cabinet-

work. Some of the species, as C. Canadenxie (the bunch-

berry) and C. Suecica, are dwarfed and herbaceous, with

similar showy flowers followed by clusters of red berries.

[NL., < L. cor-

., , ._.._,_,_-... Agenusofim-
perforate foraminifers, of the family Miliolida;.

C. planorbis is an example.

2. Producing corn
; abounding with corn.

Tares in the mantle of a cornu ground.
Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, iv.

"
3. Containing corn.

They lodge in habitations not their own,
By their high crops and corny gizzards known.

Dryden.

4. Produced from corn; tasting strongly of

corn or malt.

Now have I dronke a draughte of corny ale.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 170.

5. Intoxicated ; tipsy; corned. [Colloq. or vul-

gar.]
[Rare in all uses.]

2 (kor'ni), a. [< L. corneus, horny, < cornu

horn. Cf. corneous.} Horny ;
corneous ;

strong, stiff, or hard, like a horn.

Upstood the corny reed

Embattl'd in her field. Hilton, f. L., vii. 321.

coro (ko'ro), n. [Brazilian.] A fish of the fam-

ily Htemulonidw, Conodon nobilis, marked by 8

cross bands, inhabiting the Caribbean sea and
Brazilian coast.

coroclisis (ko-ro-kli'sis), n. [NL.] Same as

coreclisis.

corocore (kor'o-kor), . [Native name.] Aboat
of varying form used in the Malay archipelago.
That used in Celebes is propelled by oars, and has a cu-

rious apparatus projecting beyond the gunwale, and also

beyond the stern, on which a second row of rowers is

placed. It is often manned with sixty men. Others, as

those used in the Moluccas, are masted vessels, broad, with

narrow extremities, from 50 to 65 feet long, and covered

throughout about four fifths of their length with a sort of

roof or shed of matting.

COrody (kor'o-di), n. ; pi. corodies (-diz). [Also
written corrody ; < ML. corrodium, corredium,

corredum, conredium, conredum, corody, provi-

sion, furniture, equipment ;
OF. conroi, > ult. E.

curry1 , q. v.] 1. Formerly, in England, a right
of sustenance, or of receiving certain allot-

ments of victual and provision for one's main-

tenance, in virtue of the ownership of some

corporeal hereditament; specifically, such a

right due from an abbey or a monastery to the

king or his grantee.
Most of the houses [religious] had been founded by their

forefathers ; in most of them they had corrodies and other

vested interests. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., v.

2. The sustenance or allotment so received.

The Anglicized form of co-

plenty ;"corM =E. horn; copia;, gen. of copia, cornutet (kor-nuf), v. t.

~

[< cornute, a.} To
plenty: see Jiorn and copy.} 1. In classical put horns upon that is, to make a cuckold.

But why does he not name others 1 . . . As if the horn

grew on nobody's head but mine. ... I hope he cannot

say . . . that my being cornutrd has raised the price of

antiq., the horn of plenty (which see, under

horn).

Achelous in great pain and fright, to redeem his horn,

presents Hercules with the cornu-copia.

corol (kor'ol), n.

If the tendency of growth is to produce a spiral, it re- rotta.

uits in the beautifill Cornuspira, which greatly resembles corolla (k6-TOr|),. [A ML. use Ot L. corolla,

the mollusc planorbis. Stand. Nat. Hut., I. 15. a garland, a little crown, dim. of corona, a
crown: see co-

rona, crown.']
In lot., the en-

velop of a flow-

er, within the

calyx and im-

mediately sur-

rounding the
stamens and
pistil, usually
of delicate tex-

ture and of

some other col-

or than green,
and forming the
most conspicu-
ous part of the

= E. horn.} 1. Furnished with horns
;
horned.

2. In bot., furnished with a horn-like pro-
cess or spur. 3. Taking the shape of a horn:

as, cornute locks (thick locks of hair tapering
to a point).
Also cornuted.

Cornute larva, a larva having a horn-like appendage
over the anal extremity. Cornute thorax or head, in

'ntint/., a thorax or head bearing horn-like processes.

post-horns. Sir R. L'Estrange, tr. of Quevedo's Visions.

Bacon, Political Fables, ix. cornuted (k6r-nu'ted), a. Same as cornute.



corolla

flower. It shows an extreme diversity of forma, which
are distinguished ;is i illirr ^ l(

/,//,,.f ( // l( i/x or .'/'I'/i";"'"'""-
A iMilypetalous corolla (als. i culled ohoHEptCowVf, <liu(?ri'i

ut'ntH, or flenthert>f'!</!""<i h:i> its several parts or jK'tals
distinct. A cjimopctalous (or ini>n'>f"'ta{ii* or *'/'"/"''"-

IIHI.I) corolla has its parts more or ]<-.- . . ...l. -. mi into a

cup or tube. The corolla i- often wanting, and when pro
ent is not rarely inconspicuous. FugaCiOUB Corolla,
a corollu that la soon shed. Spurred corolla, a corolla
which has at its base a hollow prolongation like a hum, as
In tile genus Antii-i'liiiii/iii.

corollaceous (kor-o-lii'shius), a. [< corolla +
-iK'i-oun.] Pertaining to or resembling a co-

rolla; inclosing and protecting like a wreath.
A corotlaci'oii* covcrini;. Let.

corollary (kor'o-la-ri), n,
; pi. corollaries (-riz).

[< ME. corolarie = F. eorollaire = 8p. corolario
= Pg. It. corollario. < LL. corollariwn, a corol-

lary, additional inference, L. a gift, gratuity,
money paid for a garland of flowers, prop. neut.
of "corollarius, pertaining to a garland, < co-

rolla : see corolla.] 1. In ma th., a proposition
incidentally proved in proving another; an
immediate or easily drawn consequence ; hence,
any inference similarly drawn.

All the corollaries in our editions of Euclid have been
inserted by editors ; they constitute, in fact, so many new
propositions differing from the original ones merely in the
fact that the demonstrations have been omitted.

llu-i. in Brande and Cox's Diet

An archangel could infer the entire inorganic universe
as the simplest of corollaries. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iv.

2f. A surplus ; something in excess.

Now "in,., my Ariel : bring a corollary
Uathcr than want a spirit. Shalt., Tempest, iv. 1.

[As used in this sense, some etymologists derive the word
immediately from Latin corollarium, a garland of flowers,
a present, and explain it as meaning something given be-

yond what is due, and hence something added, or super-
fluous. ]=8yn. 1. Coiiclwrion, etc. See inference.

corollate, corollated (kor'o-lat, -la-ted), a. [<
corolla + -ate1 (+ -ed2).] In&of., likeacorolla;

having corollas.

corollet (kor'o-let), n. [< corolla (> F. corolle)
+ dim. -ft.] In but., one of the partial flowers
which make a compound one ;

the floret in an
aggregate flower.

corolliferous (kor-o-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. co-

rolla, q. v., + L. jerre = E. bear1
.] In bot.,

bearing or producing a corolla
; having a co-

rolla.

The most specialized, complex, and therefore highest in

rank, are complete, cvroUtferoujt, irregular flowers, with a
definite number of members.

A. Gray, Struct. Botany, U 330, foot-note.

Corolliflorae (ko-rol-i-flo're), n. pi. [NL., <

corolfa, q. v., + L.flos (flor-), flower.] One of

the great subdivisions of exogenous plants in

the system of De Caudolle, distinguished by the
corolla being gamopetalous, inserted below the

ovary, and free from the calyx, and by the sta-

mens being inserted on the corolla. The aster,
heath, primrose, gentian, verbena, etc., are included in
this division. Also known as Gamopetalce.

corolliflorous, corollifloral (kor-o-lif 'lo-rus,
ko-rol-i-flo'ral), a. [As Corolliflorce + -ous, -al.]

Including or belonging to the Corollifloral.

corolliform (ko-rol'i-form), a. [< NL. corolla,

q. v., + L. forma, form.] Having the appear-
ance of a corolla.

corolline (ko-rol'in), a. [< corolla + -tne1.]
In hot., of or belonging to a corolla.

COrollist (ko-rol'ist), n. [< corolla + -ist.] One
who classifies plants by their corollas. Beefs

Cyc.
Coromandel wood. See wood.

corona (ko-ro'nH,), n. ; pi. coronas, corona;

(-naz, -ne).' [< L. corona, a crown, a garland:
see crown.] 1. A crown. Specifically 2.

Among the Romans, a crown or garland be-
stowed as a reward for distinguished military
service. The corona were of various kinds, as the corona
cimca, of oak-leaves, bestowed on one who had saved the
life of a citizen ; the corona vallarut or catttrengi*, of gold,
bestowed on him who tlrst mounted the rampart or entered
the camp of the enemy ; the corona muralw, given to one
who tlrst scaled the walls of a city ; the corona naoalit, to
him who tlrst boarded the ship of an enemy ; and the corimo

obgidionali*, given to one who freed an army from a block-

ade, and made of grass growing on the spot.

3. In arch., a member of a cornice situated be-
tween the bed-molding and the cymatium. It
consists of a broad vertical face, usually of considerable

projection. Its soffit is generally recessed upward to
facilitate the fall of rain from its face, thus sheltering the
wall below. Anioni,' workmen it is called the drip; the
French call it Inrniii-f. and this term is often used by F.HI;-

lish n ritcrs. Sec ruinmn.

4. [LL.] Krclcs., the horizontal stripe run-

ning around a miter at the lower edge, sur-

rounding the head of the wearer. See miter.

5. [NL.] In zitiil. ami tintit.: (it) The crown of
the head, (b) The crown of a tooth; the body
of a tooth beyond the oingulum. (<) Some part
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or organ likened to a crown, (d) In echino-

deniiH, the body-wall of an echinus, exclusive
of the peristome and of the periprort.

Tlie rest of the body la supjwirted by a continuous wall,
m. eh up of ili-iinct mure oriels pentagonal plates, nsu-

ally firmly united by their edges, which Is called the
corona. Hasten, Anat. Invert., p. 485.

(e) In ornith., the top of the head ; the cap or

pileum. Cones. (/) The trochal disk of a roti-

fer, (a) In sponges, specifically, an irregular
spicule, in the form of a ring, bearing rays or

spines. 6. [NL.] In but. : (a) A crown-like

appendage on the inner side of a corolla, as in

plants of the genus Silene, and in the passion-
flower, comfrey, and daffodil. (6) A crown-
like appendage at the summit of an organ, as
the pappus on the seed of a dandelion, (c)
The ray or circle of ligulate florets surrounding
the disk in a composite flower. 7. A halo;
specifically, in astron., a halo or luminous circle

around one of the heavenly bodies
; especially,

the portion of the aureola observed during
total eclipses of the sun which lies outside the

chromosphere, or region of colored promi-
nences.

In every illuminated manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon
period, each figure of a saint we behold with a circle of

glory round the head. For such a disk of golden bright-
ness, "nimbus" is the modern, corona the olden name.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. I. 147, note.

During a total solar eclipse, when the sun Is obscured
by the moon's shadow, the dark disc is seen to be sur-
rounded by a "glory," or fringe of radiant light, which
is called the corona. Huxley, Physiography, p. 387.

The corona as yet has received no explanation which
commands universal assent. It is certainly truly solar to

some extent, and very possibly may be also to some extent
meieoi i,-. C. A. I'owuj, The Sun, p. ID.

8. A peculiar phase of the aurora borealis,
formed by the concentration or convergence of

luminous beams around the point in the heavens
indicated by the direction of the dipping nee-
dle. 9. Same as corona lucis (which see, be-

low).
A dazzling ornament of an Anglo-Saxon minster was

the corona. Often was to be seen suspended, high above
this ciborium, a wide-spreading crown of light.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, I. 205.

10. In music, an old name for fermata Co-
rona Australia, the Southern Crown, an ancient south-
ern constellation about the knee of Sagittarius, repre-

ConstellationofCorona Australia Constellation of Corona Borealis.

( From Ptolemy's description. } ( ! roiu Ptolemy's description. )

sented by a garland. Corona Borealis, an ancient north-
ern constellation between Hercules and Bootes, repre-
sented by a garland with two streamers. Corona cili-

aris, the ciliary ligament. See 'ci/wrj/. Corona Cleri-
calis, the clerical crown : game as tinurure.- Corona
glandis, the raised rim of the glans penis. Corona
lucls (literally, a
crown of light), a
chandelier or luster

having the lights ar-

ranged in a circle, or
In several circles

whose centers come
upon the same verti-

cal axis, suspended
from the roof or

vaulting of a church
and lighted on cere-

monial occasions. In
the larger and richer

examples, however,
the general disposi-
tion only is circular,
this form being bro-

ken by lobes, cusps,
and the like, along
which the lights
are arranged. The
boundinj.' line is usu-

ally marked by a
broad band of metal,
ornamented with repousse

1

work, enamel, etc., and baling
sacred texts inscribed upon it ; to this band the separate
candlesticks are attached. Also called corona. Corona.
nuptialis', a nuptial crown ; a crown placed upon the
head of a bride or groom at the time of the marriage
ceremony. In the marriage rite in Western churches
this usage is to lie traced only in the wreath worn by
the bride; but in the ('reck, the n.pti, . MI, 1 ot her Oriental
churches, Iwitli liriilc and yroom \\e:ir crowns of metal,
and among the Armenians e;i. h u, ,,i s a wreath of flowers.

Conm*

coronary
Corona radlata, in mint., the radialini: nia-M.f white

til'er P.I--IIU npuard from the internal capsule tn Hi.

\. \l-t<:iii . Corona vene-
riS, a scar or marl l.-ft on the (on-head after

Mphilitic necrosis of the t.ne.

coronach, coranach (kor'o-, kor'a-nak), n.

[Also writti ii cnrriiiin-li, coranich; O-luel. coro-

nach, corranach (= Ir. coranach), a crying, a
lamentation for the dead, < Gael. Ir. mmh (=
L. CUM, com-), with, + Gael, ranaich (= Ir. ra-

narh), a crying, roaring, < ran, roar, cry out, =
Ir. ran, a roaring.] A dirge; a lamentation
for the dead. The custom of singing dirges at funerals
was formerly prevalent in Scotland and Ireland, especially
in the Highlands of Scotland.

He [Pennant] tells us in the same Place " that the Cora-

nt'cA, or singing at Funerals, is still In I'se in some Places.
The Songs are generally in Praise of the Deceased

;
or a

Recital of the valiant Deeds of him or Ancestors."
Bourne't fop. A ntia. (1777), p. 27, note.

The village maids and matrons round
The dismal nnmach resound.

Scott, L. Of the I.., iii. IS.

coronas, >i.
P_lural

of corona.

coronal (kor'o-nal), a. and n. [I. a. = F. coro-

nal = Sp. Pg. "coronal = It. coronale, < LL.
eoronalis, pertaining to a crown (NL. and Bom.
chiefly in mod. technical senses), < L. corona, a
crown: see corona and croicn. II. n. < ME. cor-

onal, coronall, corounal, curonall, cornall, later

coronel, cronel (sometimes also coronet, cronet :

see coronet, cronet, cornet?), a crown, wreath,
point of a lance, etc.

;
= F. corontil =: Sp. Pg.

coronal = It. coronale (NL. coronalis, n.), chiefly
in mod. technical senses

;
from the adj. : see

above.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to a crown
;
relat-

ing to the crown or to coronation. [Bare or ob-

solete.]
I lie Law and his Coronal Oath require his undeniable

assent to what Laws the 1'arlament agree upon.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

2. In annt. and zoitl., pertaining to a corona, in

any sense of the word; coronary, specifically
(a) Pertaining to the corona or tup of the head : as, the
coronal suture (that is, the frontoparietal suture) ; coronal
feathers of a bird, (o) Corresponding to the coronal su-
ture (that is, transverse and longitudinal) In direction :

said of any plane or section of the lx>dy extending from one
side to the other through or parallel with the long axis :

distinguished from *a;rittal: as, a coronal section of the
foot.

3. Of or pertaining to a corona, or halo around
one of the heavenly bodies; specifically, per-
taining to the corona of the sun.

Looking through the sun's coronal atmosphere In an
eclipse, we pierce seven or eight hundred thousand miles
of hydrogen gas. J. A'. Loctyer, Spect. A mil., p. 13.

Coronal suture. See coronary future, under coronary.
H. . 1. A crown, wreath, or garland.
In that Contree. Wommeu that ben unmaryed, thel han

Tokenes on hire Hedes, lyehe Coroiiales, to ben knowen
for unmaryed. Maudteille, Travels, p. 2u.

Now no more shall these smooth brows be begirt
With youthful cormialt, and lead the dance.

Fletcher, Faithful shepherdess, I. 1.

And let the north-wind strong,
And golden leaves of autumn, be
Thy coronal of Victory
And thy triumphal song.

Whittle r. To Pennsylvania.

2. (a) The head of a tilting-lance of iron, fur-
nished with two, three, or four blunt points,
which give a good hold on shield or helmet when
striking, but do not penetrate. (6) The tilting-
lance itself. [In these uses also formerly coro-

nel.] 3. In<inaf.,the coronal or frontoparie-
tal suture. See cut under skull. 4. In biol., a
coronal or crowning cell ; one of the ectoblasts
of a segmented ovum in certain stages of its

development.
Four corenoi* were present In some specimens, making

with the azygos five cells, and in others live and six ruro-
nalu were observed.

A. Uyatt, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat Hist., XXIII. 72.

COronally (kor'o-nal-i), adr. In the shape or
outline of a crown

; circularly. [Bare.]
As the oil was poured corunallji or circularly upon the

head of kings, so the high-priest was anointed decussa-
tlvely, or in the form of a x .

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, I.

coronamen (kor-o-na'men), n. [NL., < LL.
coronamen, a wreathing, crowning, < L. coro-

nare, crown: see croicn, r.] In zodl., the supe-
rior margin of a hoof, called in veterinary sur-

gcry the coronet.

coronard (kor'o-nard), n. [P., < L. corona,
crown, -t- F. -urd : see crown and -ar<l.] A name
given by Cuvier to the great short-winged crest-
ed eagle or harpy of South America, Thrasyai'tiis

coronary (kor'6-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. coro-
naire = Pr. coronari = Sp. Pg. It. corottario, <
L. cornnnrins, < corona, a crown : see corona,



coronary

crown.'] I. a. Pertaining to a crown or to some

part likened to a crown ; resembling a crown ;

encircling ; wreathing about.

The coronary thorns . . . did pierce his tender and sa-

cred temples. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iv.

Coronary arteries, the two arteries which supply the

muscular substance of the heart. They arise behind two
of the semilnnar valves of the aorta. Coronary bone, in

vet. surg., the small pastern or median phalanx of a horse's

foot : so called from its relation to the coronet. See hoof.

Coronary circulation, the circulation in the substance
of the heart. Coronary ligament, (a) Of the liver, a
reflection of the peritoneum around a somewhat triangu-
lar area on the posterior surface of the liver, which is im-

mediately adherent to the diaphragm. It is continuous
with the lateral ligaments. (6) Of the knee-joint, one of

the fibrous bands connecting the semilunar cartilages with
the general capsular investment of the joint, (c) Of the

elbow, the orbicular ligament which encircles the head
of the radius. Coronary Odontomes. See odantomei.

Coronary sinus, the venous trunk receiving the veins
of the substance of the heart and emptying into the right
auricle. Coronary or coronal suture, the frontoparie-
tal suture, connecting the frontal bone with both the pa-
rietals. See cut under skull. Coronary valve, a semilu-
nar fold of the lining membrane of the heart, guarding the
orifice of the coronary sinus. Coronary veins, the veins
of the substance of the heart, especially the great coronary
vein, the largest of these vessels, lying in the auriculoven-
tricular groove. Coronary vessels, the coronary arte-

ries and veins.

II. ; pi. coronaries (-riz). 1 . The small pas-
tern of a horse's foot. 2f. A plant bearing
coronate flowers.

Jonqnills, ranunculas, and other of our rare coronaries,

Evelyn, To Mr. Wotton.

coronate, coronated (kor'o-nat, -na-ted), a.

[< L. coronatus, pp. of coronare, crown: see

crown, 11., corona.] Having or wearing a crown
orsomething like one. Specifically (a) In bot., pro-
vided with a corona. (&) In conch., applied to spiral shells

which have their whorls more or less surmounted by a row
of spines or tubercles, as in several volutes, cones, miters,
etc. (c) In ornith., having the coronal feathers lengthened
or otherwise distinguished ; crested, (d) In entom., hav-
ing a circle of spines, bristles, or filaments around the apex.
Coronate eggs, in entom., eggs having apical rings

of filaments whereby they clasp one another in such a
manner as to form strings, as those of the water-scorpion
(Nepa). Coronate nervure or nervulet, in entom., a
short nervure of the wing ending abruptly in a puncture
somewhat broader than the nervure itself, as in many
Chaleididce. Coronate prolegs, in entom., prolegs hav-

ing a complete ring of little hooks or claws around the

apex or sole.

Coronation (kor-o-na'shqn), n. [< ME. corona-
don = Pr. corondtio = Sp. coronation = Pg. co-

ronaqao = It. coronazione, < L. as if "corona-

tio(n-), a crowning, < coronare, crown : see croicn,
v., andcf. crownation.] 1. The act or ceremony
of investing with a crown, as a sovereign or the
consort of a sovereign. The ceremony is generally
religious as well as political, and includes the anointing of
the sovereign, originally in several parts of the body, and
still in a solemn and ceremonious way ; the investing with
certain garments forming a consecrated dress; the be-
stowal or assumption of the scepter, sword, and orb ; and
the placing of the crown upon the head. At different pe-
riods in the history of Europe coronation has been essen-
tial to entrance upon kingly dignity and power ; but where
the order of succession is perfectly established, the author-
ity of the new sovereign is considered as beginning with
the death of his predecessor, and the coronation is only n
ceremonial consecration.

It will be two of the clock ere they come from the coro-
nation. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 5.

2. The scene or spectacle of a coronation.

In pensive thought recall the fancied scene,
See coronations rise on every green.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount (after the Coronation), 1. 34.

3. In the Gr. Ch., the sacrament of matrimony ;

especially, that part of the marriage service
which constitutes the nuptials, as distinguished
from the preliminary office of betrothal. It is

so called because the principal ceremony consists in the
priest's placing garlands or crowns on the heads of the
bridegroom and bride. In Greece garlands of olive-

branches, twined with white and purple ribbon, are used
for this purpose ; in Russia, metal crowns belonging to the
church, and preferably of gold or silver. This ceremony
is mentioned by St. Chrysostom and other early Christian
writers.

4f. [An accommodated form, explained as hav-
ing reference to the use of carnations in mak-
ing garlands. Cf. the ML. name Vettonica coro-

naria.] The carnation, Dianthus Caryophyllus.
See carnation^, 3.

coronation-oath (kor-o-na'shon-6th), n. The
oath taken by a sovereign at his or her corona-
tion.

coronation-roll (kor-o-na'shon-rol), n. In Eng-
land, a roll of vellum upon which are engrossed
the particulars of the ceremony of a royal cor-

onation, with the proceedings of the commis-
sioners appointed to regulate the expenses, etc.,
and the names of those who did homage, to-

gether with the oath taken and subscribed by
the king or queen when crowned.

coroneH, A Middle English form of crown.
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corone2
(ko-ro'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. Kop&vri, the

chough or sea-crow (L. comix), also (prob.) the

carrion-crow, also anything hooked or curved,
as the handle on a door, a kind of crown, etc.]

1. In zool., a crow; specifically, the common
carrion-crow of Europe, Corvus corone : made
a generic name by Kaup, 1829. See cut under
crow. 2. In anat., the coronoid process of the

lower jaw-bone, into which the temporal muscle
is inserted : so named from its remote resem-
blance in shape to a crow's beak.

COronelH, An obsolete form of coronal, 2.

corone!2t, The earlier form of colonel.

Coronella (kor-o-nel'a), . [NL., dim. of L.

corona, a crown : see corona, crown.'] A genus
of snakes, of the family Colnbridai, or giving
name to a family Coronellidie. C. austriaca
is a common European species, and there are

many others.

Coronellidae (kor-o-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Coronella + -4dce'.] A cosmopolitan family
of colubriform serpents, typified by the genus
Coronella, closely related to Colubridw proper
and often merged in that family. They have a body
tapering at both ends, a head separated from the body by
a constricted neck, and scales generally smooth and in

from 13 to 23 rows. The family includes many and vari-

ous harmless terrestrial snakes of such genera as Ophibo-
lus, Diadophis, Ileterodon, etc.

coronelline (kor-o-nel'in), a. Of or pertaining
to the Coronellidce.

coroner (kor'6-ner), . [< ME. coroner, < AF.
coroneor (mod. F. coroner, from E.), < ML. (AL.)
coronator. a coroner, lit. a crowner, one who
crowns (< L. coronare, crown: see crown, v.

;
in

later E. also called crowner: see crowner), but
used as equiv. to ML. coronarius, prop, adj., a
crown officer, < L. corona, a crown : see crown,
n.] A county or municipal officer formerly
charged with the interests of the private prop-
erty of the crown, but whose main function in

modern times is to hold inquest on the bodies
of those who may be supposed to have died vio-

lent deaths. His functions are now generally regulated
by statute. He is often the substitute of the sheriff in cases

wjiere the latter is disqualified to act. See inquest, inqui-
sition. Coroner of the royal household, in England,
an officer having jurisdiction, exclusive of the county
coroner, to take inquisitions upon the bodies of all persons
slain in the palace or in any house where the sovereign
may happen to be. Coroner's court, a tribunal of rec-

ord, where the coroner holds his inquiries. Coroner's
Inquest, the inquisition or investigation held by a coro-

ner, usually with the aid of a coroner's jury called and
presided over by him. The verdict of the jury as to the
cause of death is not conclusive, but may be the foundation
of a criminal prosecution against the person charged.

coronet1
(kor'o-net), H. [Also in some senses

contracted cornet, cronet; < OF. coronette, coro-

nete, coronnete, couronnete (= It. cwonetta), a
little crown, dim. of corone, a crown: see crown,
and cf. corona, coronal, etc.] 1. A coronal, cir-

clet, or wreath for the head.

She his hairy temples then had rounded
With coronet of fresh and fragrant flowers.

k., M. N. D., iv. 1.

Under a coronet his flowing hair
In curls on either cheek play'd ; wings he wore.

Milton, P. L., iii. 640.

2. A crown representing a dignity inferior to
that of the sovereign. The distinction between the
coronets of different ranks of nobility as it now exists

throughout Europe is of very modem origin. In England,
the coronet of the Prince of Wales is composed of a cir-

English Coronets.

I, of Prince of Wales ; 2, of younger princes and princesses ; 3, of a
duke ; 4, of a marquis ; 5, of an earl

; 6, of a viscount.

cle or fillet of gold, on the edge four crosses patte"e alter-

nating with as many fleurs-de-lis, and from the two side
crosses an arch surmounted with a mound and cross ; the
coronet of a duke is adorned with strawberry-leaves ;

that
of a marquis has leaves with pearls (that is, silver balls)
interposed ; that of an earl has the pearls raised above the
leaves ; that of a viscount is surrounded with pearls only ;

that of a baron has only six pearls. See pearl, and cut un-
der baron.

coronule

For now sits Expectation in the air,

And hides a sword, from hilts unto the point,
With crowns imperial, crowns and coronets,
Promis'd to Harry and his followers.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. (cho.).

3. In modern costume, a decorative piece form-

ing a part of a woman's head-dress, especially
a plate or band, as of metal, broad in the mid-
dle and half encircling the head in front. 4f.

Same as coronal, 2. 5. In entom., a circle of

spines, hairs, etc., around the apex of a part,
as around the end of the abdomen. 6. The
lowest part of the pastern of a horse, running
about the coffin and distinguished by the hair

that joins and covers the upper part of the hoof.

Also cornet. See cut under hoof.
coronet1

(kor'o-net), v. t. [< coronet1
, n.] To

adorn as with a coronet.

The simple lily braid
That coronets her temples.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 6.

coronet2 (kor'o-net), n. An erroneous form of

cornet1
,
7.

Taking two coronets and killing forty or fifty men.
Battaile near A'eiebury in Berkshire, Sept. 20, 1643, p. 2.

coroneted (kor'o-net-ed), a. Wearing or enti-

tled to wear a coronet.

COroniclet, An obsolete form of cornice.

Nares.
coroniform (k6-ro'ni-f6rm), a. [= F. Sp. Pg.
coroniforme, ( L. corona, a crown, + forma,
shape.] Having the form of a crown.
COronilla1

(ko-ro-nel'ya),
n. [Sp., the crown of

the head, a crown (com), dim. of corona, crown :

see crown.] A Spanish gold dollar.

Coronilla- (kor-o-nil'ii), n. [NL. (appar. witli

allusion to the iimbe'ls), dim. of L. corona, a
crown: see corona, crown.] A genus of annual
or perennial plants, natural order Legiiminoste,
with stalked umbels of yellow flowers and joint-
ed pods, natives chiefly of the Mediterranean

region. C. Emerus (scorpion-senna) is a common plant
all over the south of Europe. It has bright-yellow flowers,
and its leaves act as a cathartic, like those of senna. The
leaves of C. varia have a diuretic action on the system, and
also purge. The species of this genus are numerous, and
all adapted for ornamental cultivation.

COroniS (ko-ro'nis), . [< Gr. xopuvic,, a curved
line or stroke, a final flourish, end, etc., prop,
adj., curved: see cornice and crown.] 1. In

paleography, a curve, double curve, or flourish,
used to mark the end of a paragraph, a section,
or a whole book. Hence 2f. The end general-
ly ;

the conclusion
;
the summing up.

The coronis of this matter is thus : some bad ones in this

family were punish'd strictly, all rebuk'd, not all amended.
Sp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 38.

3. In Gr. gram., a sign of crasis or contraction

(') placed over the contracted vowel or diph-
thong, as nav for nal ai>.

coronize (kor'o-niz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. coro-

nized, ppr. coronizing. [< L. corona, a crown
(see crown), + -ize.] To crown; invest with a
coronal. Also spelled coronise. [Rare.]

To coronise high-soar'd gentility.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

coronofacial(ko-ro-n6-fa'shal),a. [< NL. coro-
na + L. fades, face: see corona, 3 (a), and
face, n.] Relating to the crown or top of the
head and to the face Coronofacial angle, the

angle between the facial line of Camper and the plane pass-
ing through the coronal suture. See facial and crani-

ometry.

coronoid (kor'o-noid), a. [=F. corono'ide, < Gr.

Kopovrj, a crow (see corone2 ), + fWof, form.] Re-

sembling the beak of a crow : specifically, in

anat.. applied to certain parts of bones. Coro-
noid fossa of the humerus, the fossa which receives the
coronoid process of the ulna in strong flexion of the fore-

arm. See cut under humerus. Coronoid process. ()
Of the lower jaw, that process which gives insertion to the

temporal muscle. See cut under skull, (b) of the ulna,
that process which gives insertion to the brachialis anticus

muscle, and takes part in forming the articular head of
the bone. See cut under forearm.
Coronula (ko-ro'nu-lii), n. [NL. (Oken, 1815),
< L. coronula, dim."
of corona, a crown:
see corona, crown.]
In zool., the typical

genus of the family
Coronulidce, contain-

ing such species as
C. iliadema of the
Arctic ocean.
coronule (kor'o-iml),
n. [< L. coronula :

see Coromiln.] In

bot., a coronet or little crown of a seed; the

downy tuft on seeds.

Barnacle (Coronnla diade.



Coronulidae

Goronulidaefkiir-o-mi'li-dt'i, ./</. [NL.,<Coro-
n n In + -iilic.] A family of open-mate non-pe-
dunt'.ulatit Iliofiwii- i-irripcils, having the seiit:i

mill trrgii frcoly movable but not articulated

with one iinothr'r, and the two gills each of two
folds. Ciiriiinilii, Tuliiriiii'llii, and Xcnnbalanitii

lire genera <>!' I hi- family.

Corophiidae ( kor-o-fi' i-de), n. pi. [NL. , < Coro-

/iliiniii + -i<lat.] A family of amphipod crus-

ti ..... UIIS. Their te, -hull ill characters :uv : il Inxly Dot lat-

eralh compressed; tiir posterior ant. HIM- more or less

pciliform ; ami the coxa! joints of the lens normally very
imall I li.- species move rather by walking than leaping,
ami ott ei i Imrriiw in tin- ground or live In tubes. Represen-
t.tlivi' ^rnrra .ire I '"i-i'i'tit inn. (V/W/M/X, and f'otloceni*.

Corophium (ko-ro'fi-um), . [NL. (Latreille).]
Tlin typical

genus of the

family C<m>-

phiithe, hav-

ing the poste-
rior antennas

long and podi- cr,t>>im >tiia>r<u.

form. Coro
lotiyieorne is a burrowing species which

digs passages in the mud.
coroplast (kor'o-plast), n. [< Gr. nopoTrldon/c,,

in classical Gr.
Kopojr'AaBof,

a modeler of small

figures, < n6/n/, a maiden (hence, the figure of a
maiden: a usual subject for these figurines).
+ ir^deoeiv, verbal adj. TrAaoroc,, model, form.]
In Gr. antiq., a maker of terra-cotta figurines
and the like.

The Myrimean coroplasts or manufacturers of terra-

cottas were certainly intlnenced by the models of their

brethren in Tnnatm. The Nation, Oct. 1, 1885, p. 286.

corounet , corownet, Obsolete forms of crown.

coroya (ko-ro'yjv), . [S. Amer. T] The name
of Clrotophagti major, one of the anis or tick-

eaters.

corozo (ko-ro'zo), n. [S. Amer.] 1. A palm
which bears oil-producing nuts, as the Attalea

Cohune, etc. 2. Same as ivory-nut.
corphun (k6r'fun), . [E. dial. (Halliwell);

origin unknown.] A local English name of the

youiig herring, Clupea harengus.

corpora, Plural of corpus.

corporacet, An obsolete form of corporafl.

corporal 1
(k6r'po-ral), a. and . [= P. corpo-

<( = Pr. Sp. Pg. corporal = It. corporals, < L.

corporalis, bodily,
< corpus (corpor-), body :

see corpse, corps.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or relat-
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wide as the altar itself, so that il < -mild easily lie drawn
over tin 1 ehalii'e ami host, ami entirely veil them.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, I. 266.

corporal- (k6r'po-ral), n. [A corruption by con-
fusion with eorporoP or (as in D. korporaal =
G. Dan. Sw. korporal) with cor/is"; cf. i'. <</

poral = Kouchi co/ioral, corporal = 8p. (obs.)

Pg. ca/Kiral, < It. raporale, a corporal (cf. ML.
caporalis, a chief, a commander), < capo, the

head (cf. i-n/i/nni :iml i-liief, of the same ult.

origin), < Ij.caput, the head: SIM //-'. i-ninit,

in\ Ill-mi.] The lowest non-commissioned of-

ficer of a company of infantry, cavalry, or artil-

lery, next below a sergeant. He has charge of a

squad, places and relieves sentinels, and has a certain

disciplinary control in camp and barracks.

Now my whole charge consists of ancients, corporals,

lieutenants, gentlemen of companies.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., IT. 2.

Corporal's guard (inilit.), a small detachment under

arms, such as that usually placed, for various purposes,
under the command of a corporal : sometimes used deri-

sively; hence, any very small following, attendance, or

party ; specifically, In if. S, hint., the small numberof sena-

tors and congressmen who supported the administration
of President John Tyler, 1841-5. Ship's corporal, n
board 1'nlted States men-of-war, a petty officer under the
master-at-arms.

corporal-case (k6r'po-ral-kas), n. [Formerly
also corpora*-, corporace-, corporax-case ; < cor-

poral*, n., + case*.] Kccles. : (a) A bag or case
in which to lay the folded corporal. (6) A bag
or case put over the corporal-cup for its protec-
tion.

corporal-cloth (kdr'po-ral-kldth), n. Same as

corporal*.

corporal-cup (k6r
'

po - ral -
kiip), n. [Formerly

corporas-, corporax-cup ;<. corporal*, n., + cup.]
A vessel used to contain a portion of the con-
secrated elements reserved for the communion
of the sick. It was sometimes suspended by
chains near the altar.

corporate (k6r-po-ra'le), n.
; pi. corporalia

(-li-a). [ML.] Same as corporal*.

corporalityt (k6r-po-ral'j-ti), . [= F. corpo-

r(i^=8p. corporaliilad^Pg. corpirralidade =
It. corporalita, < LL. corporaiita(t-)s, < L. cor-

poralis : see corporal1 .] 1 . The state of being
a body or embodied; the character of being
corporal : opposed to spirituality.

If this light hath any corporality, . . . lit is] most subtle

and pure. Raleigh, Hist. World.

2t. Corporation ; confraternity.

ing to the body ; bodily ; physical : as, corporal A corporauly of grin
-
on-like promoters and apparators.

pain; corporal punishment. auton. Reformation in Eng., i.

I would I had that corporal soundness now.
Shak., All's Well, i. 2.

2. Material; not spiritual; corporeal. [Bare
or obsolete.]
A corporal heaven where the blare are. Latimer.

Virtue . . . cannot be shewed to the sense by corporal
shape. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 250.

3. In zoiil., pertaining to the thorax and ab-

domen, as distinguished from the head, wings,
feet, and other appendages : as, corporal colors

or marks. Corporal oathi, an oath ratified by touch-

ing sacred object, as an altar or corporal-cloth (see II. ,

below), and especially the New Testament, as distin-

guished from a merely spoken or written oath: thus, an
lil English coronation-oath,

" so helpe me God, and these

holy euangellsts by me bodily touched vppon this hooly
awter."

We flrmely command, and streightly charge you, that

you doe receiue of euery particular marchant ... a cor-

poral oath upon Gods holy Euangelists.
llakluyt'a Voyages, I. 144.

Sir William Fitz-Williams and Doctor Taylor were sent
to the Lady Regent, to take her corporal oath.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 274.

Spiritual and corporal works of mercy. See mercy.

-Syn. I'litfxit'al, Corporeal, etc. See bod ily.

n. >i. [In early mod. E. corporas, corporace,

corporajc, < ME. corporas, corporasse, earlier cor-

porate, corporeaus, corporeals, pi. (sing, 'cor-

poreal, not in ME.), < OF. corporal, pi. corpo-

rate, F. corporal = Pr. Sp. Pg. corporal =lt.cor-

pcn-nle, < ML. corporate (> mod. E. corporal, also

written, as ML., corporate), prop. neut. (so. L.

/Htl/ium, pall, cover) of L. eorporalis, adj., < cor-

pus (corpor-), the body : from its being regarded
as covering the body of Christ.] Eceles., in the

Koman Catholic and Anglican churches, the
fine linen cloth spread on the altar during the
celebration of the eucharist. Upon it are placed
the chalii'e and (in front of this) the paten. The right-hand
fin! of the corporal is turm-<l I nick t" cover the paten when
un tin- altar (i-wpt during oblation and consecration), the
rhulitr In-ill'.: ruvi-rcil with the pall, or, after commuuion,
with tlii- post ruiiinuinion veil, sometimes also called a

cnrjMirul. Also .!ir/""'<r/-i7o/A, corporal*.

over the purple pall were spread out three or moiv
linen cloths, of which the uppermost was especially called

the cut-paral, not small like ourc, but as long and twice as

corporally (k&r'po-ral-i), adv. Bodily; in or
with the body : as) to be corporally present.

Altho' Christ lie not corporally in the outward and vis-

ible signs, yet he is corporally in the persons that duly
receive them. Sharp, Sermons, VII. xv.

corporaltyt(kor'po-ral-ti), . [Seecwjxwa/ity.]
A body ;

a band of persons.
corporast, An obsolete form of citrporal*.

corporate! (k6r'po-rat), v. [< L. corporatus,

pp. of corporare, make into a body, < corpus
(corpor-), body : see corpse.] I. trans. To in-

corporate ; embody.
To he corporated in my person.

Stow, Hen. VIII., an. 1545.

II. intrans. To become united or be incor-

porated.
Though she (the soul] corporate

With no world yet, by a just Nemesis
Kept off from all.

Dr. II. More, Sleep of the Soul, U. 19.

corporate (kdr'po-rat), a. [< L. corporatus, pp. :

see the verb.] 1. United in a boay in the le-

gal sense, as a number of individuals who are

empowered to transact business as an individ-

ual ; legally incorporated ; constituting a cor-

poration: as, a corporate assembly or society;
a corporate town. 2. Of or pertaining to a

corporation ; belonging to an organized com-

munity : as, corporate rights or possessions.
The grants of land to the burghers and their successors

were sufficiently early to prove that there was no recog-
nized bar to the possession of. corporate property even in

the fourteenth century. Stubbt, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), t 810.

3. In general, of or relating to any body of

persons or individuals united in a company or

community; common; collective.

They answer in a joint and corporate voice.

Shak., 1. of A., U. 2.

Our national welfare and ever-Increasing empire can

only be maintained by an adherence to those principles
of corporate discipline and individual sacrifice which are
the pride of our sons and brothers uhcti they go to fight
our battles abroad. /'.(,.;/,///;,,.. s

S., \ I.. l.M.

4. Forming or being a body of any kind
;
em-

bodied
;
combined as a whole.

corporation-stop

Such an organism as a crayfish is only a corf>rutf unity,
made up i if innumerable partially indcp. i i-l, nt Individuals.

.\ tlsh, p. r>.

Body corporate. See body politic, under (/i(. Corpo-
rate franchise. See franchise. County corporate.

corporately (k6r'p9-rat-li), adv. 1. In a cor-

porate capacity.
The tribe, asa whole, is held to be responsible corporaM//

for the acU of each of its menilM-rs, and hence It u neces-

sary that the acts and lieliefs of every one of the meml>ers
should 1 subject to the approval of the trllw.

J. Vote, Evolutionist, p. 231).

2. AH regards the body ;
in the body ; bodily.

He
I
Kin;: Stephen! founded the Abbey of Keuersham,

. . . where he now corporately rest. th.

Faltyan, Chron., I. ccxxxfii.

corporateness (k6r'po-rat-nes), i. The state

Of Mine a body corporate.
corporation (kor-po-ra'shon), n. [= F. corpora-
lion = Sp. corpora'cion = Pg. corporacSo = It.

corporaeione = D. korporatie = G. corporation
= Dan. 8w. korporation, < LL. corporatio(n-),
assumption of a body (used of the incarnation
of Christ), < L. corporare, pp. corporatus, form
into a body: see corporate, v.] 1. An artificial

person, created by law, or under authority of

law, from a group or succession of natural per-
sons, and having a continuous existence irre-

spective of that of its members, and powers
and liabilities different from those of its mem-
bers. Corporations have sometimes been treated by the
law as fictions, intangible and Invisible, existing only in

contemplation of law ; and sometimes rather as associa-

tions of individuals who may act together In the use of

powers conferred by law, under responsibilities more lim-

ited than if acting as individuals. A corporation aggre-

gate Is a corporation consisting of several memlwrs at the
same time, as a railroad company or the governing body
of a college or a hospital. Corporations aggregate are

formed, in England and her colonies and in the United

States, only by express permission of law, either by special
charter or upon complying with the forms and regula-
tions prescribed by some general statute ; and their rights,

duties, and manner of organization ami dissolution are

generally minutely regulated by statute. A corporation
sole is a corporation which consists of but one person at a

time, as a king, or a bishop and his successors, regarded
for some purposes as a single Individual.

There was no principle in the |Roman 1 Imperial policy
more stubbornly upheld than the suppression of all cor-

porations that might be made the nuclei of revolt.

Leeky, Europ. Morals, I. 438.

The marks of a legal cnrfxrration . . . are . . . the right
of perpetual succession, to sue and lie sued by name, to

purchase lands, to have a common seal, and to make by-
laws. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (-J.I ed.), { 810.

2. The body, generally large, of a man or an ani-

mal. [Colloq. and vulgar. J
- Civil corporation, a

term sometimes used in English law to designate a corpo-
ration which is neither ecclesiastical nor eleemosynary.
Close corporation. See dote*. Corporation Act, an

English statute of 1661 (War. II., St. 2, c. 1),which required
all officers of municipal corporation-, to take the oaths of al-

legiance and supremacy, and a special oath against resis-

tance to the king, and to subscribe a declaration against
the "Solemn League and Covenant," under penalty of re-

moval ; it also made ineligible to such offices all persons who
had not partaken of the sacrament of the Lord s supper, as

administered by the Church of England, within one year.

Corporation counsel. See con tutl. Corporation
court, in several of the United States, a local municipal
court having sometimes both civil and criminal jurisdic-
tion. Domestic corporation, a corporation which owes
Its existence to the law of the state in which its opera-
tions are carried on, or legal cognizance is taken of it.

Ecclesiastical corporation, a corporation of which the
mernheis are spiritual persons, and the object of the insti-

tution is also spiritual. AViif. Ill the United States cor-

porations with this object are called rfligious corporations.
See below. Eleemosynary corporation, a private char-

ity constituted for the perpetual distribution of the alms
and bounty of the founder. Kent. Foreign corporation,
a corporation which owes its existence to the laws of a
state other than that In which It Is under consideration.

Joint-stock corporation, a corporation the ownership
of which is divided into shares, the object usually, if not

always, being the division of profits among the memliers
In proportion to the number of shares held by each. Lay
corporation, a non-ecclesiastical corporation : it may lie

either civil or eleemosynary. Moneyed corporation, a

corporation having banking powers, or power to make loans

on pledges or deposits, or authorized by law to make Insur-

ances. Municipal corporation, a corporation formed
from the members of a town or other community for pur-
poses of local government; an Incorjwrated city or other
similar division of the state; apubliccorporation. Muni-
cipal Corporations Act. an English statute of 136 (5 and
6 Win. I\ ., c. 76) dissolving many of the ancient muni-

cipalities, and prescribing a system of organization ami

government of municipal corporations under the title of

mayor, aldermen, and burgesses. Private corporation,
any corporation not public. Public corporation, a cor-

poration created for political purposes, as counties, cities,

towns, mid villages. K'nt. Quasi corporation, an or-

ganization established by law without the franchises of a

corporation generally, hut having capacity to sue and be
sued as an artificial person. In some of the United States

towns and counties are only quasi corporations. Reli-

gious corporation, In Aniencan late, a private corpora-
tion formed by or pursuant to law, to hold and administer
the temporalities of a church.

Corporation-Stop (kor-po-ra'shon-stop), M. A
stop in a gas- or water-main for the use of the

gas- or water-company only. [U. S.]



corporative

corporative (kor'po-ra-tiv), a. _

-ivf; = F. corporatif.] Corporate
character of a corporation.
No citizen can ) taxed except as allowed by this law,

bv the law regulating the provincial diets, and by the cor-

porative guilds. The Nation, Dec. 1, 1870, p. 364.

corporator (kor'po-ra-tor), n. [< NL. eorpora-

127G

[As corporate + corporificationt (k6r-por"i-fi-ka'shon), . [<

ate; having the corporify (see -ntiim), after F. eorpOTHlcatoen.]
The act of corporifying, or giving body to;

specifically, the process by which a soul is sup-

posed to create for itself a body.

COrporifyt (kor-por'i-fi), v. t. [= F. corporifier

= Pg. cor>

corpse-sheet

The term was again used during the second empire, repla-

cing the Chamber i.f Deputies. Corps Of cadets, in the

I'nited States Military Academy at West Point, a corps

made up of cadets, one being appointed from each con-

gressional district, one from each territory, and one from

the District of Columbia, in addition to ten appointments
at large made by the 1'resident from the District of Co-

lumbia, from among the sons of officers of the army and

navy, or such others as he may select. Corps of engi-

in the act or articles of incorporation.

It [the camp-meeting] is the fruit of a chartered associa-

tion, with corporate rights and franchises. ... Of course,

the corporators are religious men.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 623.

rate bureau of the War Department, whose officers and

bordinates are controlled by a chief of engineers with

the rank of brigadier-general. It has charge of all forti-

_ Pg. eoraorificar, < L. corpus (eorpor-), body,

to,', < L. corpora, pp. corporate, corporate: + -/care, <facere, make: see -fy.] Toembody; neers, a part of the United States armyjornnnga_s
epa.

see' corporate, v.] A member of a corporation; form into a body ;
materialize,

specifically, one of the original members named The spirit of the world corporified. Boyle, Works, 1. 495.

corporispiritual (k6r*po-ri-spir'i-tu-al), a. [<

L. corpus (eorpor-), body, + spiritus, spirit: see

corporal, spiritual.'] Of a nature intermediate

between matter and spirit. [Bare.]

It has been stated that there is, somewhere or another,

a world of souls which communicate with their bodies by
wondrous filaments of a nature neither mental nor ma-

terial, but of a tertium quid fit to be a go-between ; as it

COrporaturet, [= Pg- eorporatura, volume of

a body, = It. eorporatura, corpulence, figure,

form, < ML. eorporatura, bodily exercise, lit.

bodily form, < L. corporare, pp. corpora tus, form
into a body: see corporate.] 1. The fashion

or constitution of the body. Mmsheu, 1617.

For whose corporature, leneaments of body, behaviour

of manners, and conditions of mind, she must trust to

others. Strype, Sir T. Smith, App., iv.

2. In astral., the physical traits, temperament,
etc., of a person, as determined by the planet
in the ascendant at his nativity.

Corporature. He [Jupiter] signifies an upright, straight,

and tall stature ; ... in his speech he is sober and of grave

were a corporispiritual copper enclosed in a spiritucorpo-
real gntta-percha.

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 377.

corporosity (kor-po-ros'i-ti), n. [< L. corpus

(eorpor-), a body, '+ -o'sity.] A living body
considered as a mass of matter ; bodily bulk,

especially of a person: as, his huge corporosity.

[Colloq. and humorous.]
corposant (kor'po-zaut), . [Also written,

corruptly, corpusaiice, composant, compasant ;

< Pg. corpo santo = OSp. corpo santo, Sp. cuer-

discourse. W. Li%, Introd. to Astrology, p. 39. po santo = It. corpo santo, holy body (cf. ME.

3. The state of being embodied. Dr. H. More, corsaint, -seint, -sant^saunt,
a saint,,his ody,

corporaxt, * An obsolete form of corporal
1

.

corporeal (k6r-po're-al), a. [< L. corpore-us,- "
v

esp. as a holy relic, < OF. cars saint), < L. corpus

sanctum, holy body, or corpus sancti, body of

a saint: see corpse and saint, and cf. corsaint,

a doublet of corposant.] A ball of light, sup-

posed to be of an electrical nature, sometimes
observed in dark tempestuous nights about the

decks and rigging of a ship, but particularly at

the mastheads and yard-arms ;
St. Elmo's light

or fire. Also called corpse-light.

I'pon the main top-gallant mast-head was a ball of light,

which the sailors call a corposant (corpus sancti). . . . Sail-

bodily (< corpus (eorpor-), body: see corpse),
-al. Cf. corporeous, corporal*.] 1. Of a ma-
terial or physical nature; having the charac-

teristics of a material body; not mental or

spiritual in constitution.

His omnipotence,
That to corporeal substances could add

Speed almost spiritual. Milton, P. L., viii. 109.

Though the corporeal hand was gone, a spiritual mem-
ber remained. Hawthorne, Ethan Brand.

2. Belating to a material body or material

things ; relating to that which is physical : as,

corporeal rights.

Temperance is corporeal piety.
Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons.

Corporeal form. See form. Corporeal heredita- corps1
! (korps), n.

ments or property, in tew, such as may be perceived Forthwith her ghost out of her ,-orps did flit.

by the senses, in contradistinction to imorponal^ rtfhtl, Spenser (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 253).

flcations, military recolinoissances and surveys, the con-

struction of lighthouses, and the improvement of rivers

and harbors, and in time of war supplies miners, sappers,

and pontoniers. Corps volant [F.], a Hying corps ; abody
of troops intended for rapid movements. Diplomatic
corps See diplomatic. Esprit de corps [F.]. See

esprit. Marine corps, a body of troops enlisted for ser-

vice at naval stations and on board men-of-war. The men
are drilled as infantry, and when ashore perform the duties

of land troops; when on board ship they perform guard duty,
and in action serve as sharp-shoo ters. Ordnance Corps,
the Ordnance Department. See department. Signal
Corps, a corps charged with the general signal service of

the United States army, and with the erection, equipment,
and management of field-telegraphs used with military

forces in the field ; with constructing and operating lines of

military telegraph ; with establishing and maintaining sig-

nal stations at lighthouses and at life-saving stations ; and
with meteorological observations and predictions relating

to the weather for the benefit of agriculture and commerce.

It consists of a chief signal officer with the rank of briga-

dier-general, and a certain number of second lieutenants,

sergeants, corporals, and privates. The law provides for

the annual appointment of second lieutenants from the

enlisted men of the Signal Corps. Besides the above, act-

ing signal officers are temporarily detailed from the line of

the army for administrative service. The meteorological
division of the Signal Corps at Washington is popularly
called the Weather Bureau.

A"baiTof
/

light" sup- corpse (kdrps), M. [Early mod. E. also corps;
< ME. corps, also cars (> corse, q. v.), a body,

esp. a dead body, < OF. corps, also cars, F.

(see corps'*) = OSp. corpo, Sp. cuerpo =

(see corpus, corporal
1

, corporeal, etc.), = AS.

hrif, the bowels, the womb: see midriff.] It.

A living body; the physical frame of an ani-
which tin- sailors r;ill ;i <

1

/7*').s-(l/ir (corpus sjuifiu. ... n;iu
,

'

. .\
' T '

. .

ors have a notion that if the corposant rises in the rigging mal, especially of a human being.
it is a sign of fair weather, but if it conies lower down
there will be a storm.

R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 405.

Aft there are the helmsman and the officer of the watch
to keep you company, with a ampotant burning at the

fore-yardarm. W. C. Mussell, Jack's Courtship, xx.

The older spelling of corpse.

which are not so perceivable, as obligations of all kinds.

Corporeal rights, rights to corporeal property. =Syn.
Physical, Corporal, etc. See bodily.

corporealism (kor-po're-al-izm), . [< corpo-
real + -ism.] The principles of a corporealist;
materialism. [Bare.]
The Atheists pretend, . . . from the principles of cor-

porealism itself, to evince that there can be no corporeal

deity, after this manner. Cudworth, Intellectual System.

corporealist (kor-po're-al-ist), n. [< corporeal
+ -ist.] One who denies the existence of spirit-
ual substances

;
a materialist. [Bare.]

Some corporealists and mechanics vainly pretended to

make a world without a God. Ep. Berkeley, Siris, 259.

corporeality (kor-p6-re-al'ip-ti), n. [< corpore-
al + -ity.] The state of being corporeal.

What trial can be made to try a prince?
I will oppose this noble corps of mine
To any danger that may end the doubt.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

corps
2

(kor), n. [When first introduced (late
in 17th century), sometimes spelled, after E.

analogies, cor, core (see eorcS) ;
< F. corps

(pron. kor), < OF. corps, the body, > ME. corps,
mod. corpse: see corps

1
, corpse.] 1. A body; a

visible object: only in the legal phrase corps
certain (which see, below). 2. A body or

number of persons conventionally or formally
associated or acting together: as, the diplo-
matic corps. See Corps Legislatif,~belovr, and

esprit de corps, under esprit. 3. Milit.: (a) A
part of the army expressly organized accord-

Trass^Jftnafflan^ s^s^ZF^SiSL , w.jtv, j onH Tn QTr>T\oTa aa n.vAmmanr or an IvtnAnAnnaTlT

Therefore where-ever that thou doest behold
A comely corpse, with beautie faire endewed,
Know this for certaine, that the same doth hold
A beauteous soule, with faire conditions thewed.

Spenser, In Honour of Beautie.

To stuff this maw, this vast un-hidebound corpse.

Milton, P. L., x. 601.

Look, how many plumes are placed
On her huge corps, so many waking eyes
Stick underneath. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Women and maids shall particularly examine them-
selves about the variety of their apparell, their too much
care of their corps. Richcome.

2. A dead body, especially, and usually, of a

human being : originally with the epithet dead

expressed or implied in the context. [Dead
corpse is now regarded as tautological.]

Alle the bretherin and sistrin shullen ben at then en-

teryng of the dede corps, and offerin at his messe.

Englith Oilils (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

His [the Duke of Gloucester's] Corps the same Day was

conveyed to St. Albans, and there buried.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 188.

The dead corps of poor calves and sheep.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, ii. 2.

3f. Eccles., the land with which a prebend or

poration.
corporealize (kor-po're-al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and

other ecclesiastical office in England is en-

dowed.
The prebendaries, over and above their reserved rents,

have a corps. Bacon, Liber Regis, p. 133.

, j incorporate.

corporeally (kor-po're-al-i), adv. 1. In the

body ;
in a bodily or material form or manner.

2. With respect to the body.
It should be remembered that men are mentally no less

than corporeally gregarious.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 140.

corporealst, pi- See corporal^.

corporeity (kor-po-re'j-ti), n. [= F. corporeity
= Sp. corporcidad = Pg. corporeidade = It. cor-

poreita, < ML. corporeita(t-)s, < L. corporeus,

corporeal : see corporeal.] The character or

state of having a body or of being embodied
;

corporeality ; materiality.
The one attributed corporeity to God. Stillingjieet.

The corporeity of angels and devils is distinguished [by
Flndd] on the principle of rarum et densum, thin or thick.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 315.

Angels dining with Abraham, or pulling Lot into the

house, are described as having complete corporeity.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 93.

Form of corporeity. See form.

corporeoust (kor-po're-us), a. [= Sp. corporeo
= Pg. It. corporeo, (. L. corporeus, bodily, <

corpus (eorpor-), body: see corpse, corpus, and
cf. corporeal.'] Corporeal.
So many corporeous shapes. Hammond, Conscience.

and members, as a regiment or an independent
company, or any other military body having
such organization : as, the Marine Corps ; the

Corps of Topographical Engineers; hospital =Syn. 2. Remains, corse (poetic).

corps, etc. (o) More specifically, the tactical corpse-candle (k6rps'_kan*dl)^n.
unit of a large army next above a division.
It is usually composed of several divisions of infantry and

cavalry, contingents of artillery and other branches of the

service, and is to a large degree complete in itself. France
has 20 corps d'annee, 18 in the country, and 2 in Algeria
and Tunis, and Germany has an even larger number. The
number of men varies from about 18,000 to about 40,000.
See army-corps.
4. In the German universities, a students' so-

ciety.

1. A candle

used at ceremonious watchings of a corpse be-

fore its interment, as at lich-wakes. Candles
are set at the head and feet, and often one is

set upon the corpse itself. 2. The will-o'-the-

wisp, or ignis fatuus, a luminous exhalation

which, when seen in a churchyard, is supposed
to portend death, and to indicate by its course

the direction the corpse-bearers will take. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]

A corps has no existence outside of its own university ; corpse-gate (korps'gat), n. A covered gateway
it has no

affiliations,^'
chapters.

'

^.^.^ at the entrance to churchyards, erected to af-

ford shelter for the cofnn and mourners while
Corps badges. See badgei. Corps certain [F.], in ^ :

t
* _ ^-a <,,,,;,, Of tnp officiating

French law, a specific object, in contradistinction to one '

which is not identified and distinguishable from others of clergyman. Also called hell-gate.
the same nature, and which cannot be replaced, as the sub- corpse-light (korps'lit), n. [< corpse + tight,
Ject of an agreement, by any other object : thus, a sped- gf eornxe-caxdlc and corposant.] 1. Same as
fled horse orship, etc., is a corps certain, but so many tons fnrnn<innt 2 TVin i<mi fatniis or will o'-thp
of hay or grain are not-Corps de ballet [F.], the corps cotposant. 4. mei ignis latui

of dancers who perform ballets. Corps debataille[K.|, wisp; a corpse-candle.
the main body of an army drawn up between the wings for Tile corvse-lii/liti dance they're gone, and now !

battle. Corps de garde [F.], a post occupied by a body No more ;s g'j v 'n to gifted eye ! Scow, Gleiiflnhis.
of men on guard ; also, the body which occupies it.- Corps , , .. ,,,,,,-
de reserve [F.], a body of troops kept out of action, and corpse-plant (korps'plant), n. The Indian-pipe,
held in readiness to be brought forward if their aid should Monotropa nniflora: so called from its pale
be required.- Corps diplomatique [F.], the diplomatic waxy appearance.

sheet (korps' shet), n. A shroud or

sheet.

ue required. i/orps uipipmauque ir.j, HVB uipioi :

-\vgxv app
corps (which see, under diplomatic). Corps Leglslatif _;,, J-u,

[F.], in French hist., the representative assembly during MJ
the first empire and the years immediately preceding. Wllmllt^-s



corpse-sheet
She Wears her ((//iw-xA.'. / <ll:i\MI \\eel II

1
1.

,SV../r, Ill-lilt of \ll.l-l..>thian.

corpulence, corpulency (kor'pu-lj;n, -Ion-si),

. [= D. koi'imli a tit- = G . kuri>ul<-u: = Dan. kur-

pulenl,i, < 1\ cnri>ulr.Hci: = 8p. P
= It. <-i>rinilni:ii, C/II'/IH/I-II-II, <

< fiir/nilfiitHJi, corpulent: see coryjutent.] 1.

Bulkinoss or largeness of body; fullness of

form, usually duo to great fatness; fleshiness;

portliness.
Not all

Minims of nature ; some of serpent kind,
Won. Irons in length and eorpul /!<,, involved
Their sniiky folds, anil added win^s.

Milton, V. L., vll. 483.

2f. Density or solidity of matter ; body.
The heaviness and corpulency of the waU'r requiring a

Ci eat forec to divide it. Kay, Works of Creation.

Corpulent (kflr'pu-lont), a. [=D. korpulent=G.
I'lir/iiitt'iit

= Dan. korpulent, < F. corpulent= Sp.

Pg. It. corpulfiito, < L. corpulcntus, fleshy, fat,

large, in L.L. also equiv. to corporeus, physical.
corporeal, < corpus, the body : see corpus, corpse.]
1. Fleshy; portly; stout; fat; having a large,

fleshy body.
They provided me always of a strong home, because I

was very corpulent and heavy. Uattuyt's Voyages, 1. 112.

"80 much motion," continues he (for lie was very cor-

pulrnt), "is so much uuimietness."

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 13.

2f. Solid; dense; opaque.
The overmuch perspicuity of the stone may seem more

c'ii-i>iilt.nt. Holland.

3f. Kelatiug to the body or to material things ;

corporeal ;
of the flesh

;
material.

How can the minister of the Gospel manage the corpu-
li nt and secular trial of bill and process in things merely
spiritual? Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

To think anything pleasure which Is not corpulent and
carnal. Hammond, Works, IV. vii.

COrpulently (kor'pu-lent-li), adv. In a corpu-
lent manner.

corpus (kor'pus), n.
; pi. corpora (-po-ra). [L.,

the body : see corpse, corps
1
, corps*, corse, corito-

ral1
, corporate, corposant, corsaint, etc.] Lit-

erally, a body ;
matter of any kind, (a) In anat. :

(1) The entire physical lx>dy of an animal. See soma. (2)
Some part of the body specified by a qualifying term.
Hee phrases below. (6) A collection, especially a complete
one, or an account of such a collection.

The best scholars were ready voluntarily to give their
labors towards the completion of . . . a corpus of Oriental
numismatics. Athenaeum, No. 8068, p. 211.

(c) The whole content ; the material substance.

The grant by the Legislature of an exclusive right to the
water power of a navigable stream does not give title to

the corpus of the water.

Opinion quoted by Justice Hoar (Sanitary Engineer,
(Sept, 1887).

Corpora alblcantla (whitish bodies), the bulbs of the
fornlx ; two small rounded eminences, white without,
gray within, situated at the base of the brain, behind the
tuber clnereum, and formed by a folding of the anterior

pillars of the foruix. Msa corpora mammillaria. See cut

below, and cut umlerirnin. Corpora amylacea (amyla-
ceous bodies), small round bodies, homogeneous or lamel-
lated iu structure, sometimes found in the prostate gland,
cerebrospinal axis, and elsewhere. They strike a blue color
with iodine, or with iodine and sulphuric acid. Though ab-

normal, they do not necessarily indicate any grave depart-
ure from health in the tissues. Also called cbrpusculaainy-
lacea and amyloid corpust^t-*'. Corpora Arantii (Aran-
zi's bodies), tibrorartilaginous nodules situated one in the
center of the free edge of each of the segments of the
aortic and pulmonary valves. Also called noduli Arantii
and corpora sexamoidea. Named from Aranzi, an Italian

anatomist, 1630-89. Corpora CavernOSa (cavernous
liodies), two cylindroidal bodies of erectile tissue, forming
the larger part of the penis. In the body of the penis they
lie side by side, but diverge behind to become attached
to the rami of the pubes. The clitoris contains similar
liodies of smaller size. Corpora genlculata (kneed or
knotted bodies), a pair of small flattened oblong protuber-
ances on the outer side of the corpora qntdngonliu, in

relation with the optic thalami ; they are external and in-

/null. -Corpora mammillaria (mummillary bodies).
Same as corpora albicantia. Corpora Olivaria (olive-

shaped bodies), a pair of prominent oval ganglia of the
medulla ohlonuata. situated behind the anterior pyramids.
Corpora pyramidalla (pyramidal bodies), the ante-

rior pyramids of the medulla oblongata, consisting of the

upward prolongation of the direct and crossed pyrami-
dal tracts of the spinal cord. Corpora quadrigemina
(fourfold bodies), the optic lobes of the higher vertebrates,
when, as iu man, they present two pairs of eminences, the
nates and testett. They are primitively higemluous (right
and left), and when not become quadrigcminons by ad-

ditional development; or not presenting four eminences
separated by a cruciform depression, they are the corpora
bigemina. see cut below. Corpora restlformla (cord-
like, hiHlies), the large pair of bundles of white libers which
pass upward on the dorsal side of the medulla ohlongata
to form the |x>sterior pedimeles- of the retvlwlliim. Cor-
pora sesamoidea. same as corjiora Arantii. -Corpora
striata (striped bodies), large ganglia of the brain, of
mi\ed white and gray stihstanee, situated beneath the an
terior born of eueh lateral ventricle of the cerebrum. -

Corpus adiposum (lattv bodyv in ,<(<., a tissue, com-
posed t ailipnsr eel Is. which is intimately eon Meet ed witli

the functions of digestion and assimilation. It is e~p,

cially developed toward tlie end of the larval state, and
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II '!l tppe;i!',, for the lllo.st part, dnrilll.' the pupa Jieriod,

.1 oid\ a few traces of It an- found in /H,-,-M in their

perfect state. It is usually of a white or a dirty-yellow

color, hui is also olwerved of a green, red, or orange line.

- Corpus bigemlnum (twofold liody), one of the twin
1 i' lies of the brain

;
one of the corpora quadrigcinina ; one

oi th pair oloptlo or pottoptio lobe*. Corpus callosum
(callous !>ody), the great white commissure of the hemi-

spheres of the brain ;
the commissura inagna, or traits

i. This structure is peculiar to the Mammalia; it

is first found in a rudimentary state in the ImplacentaU,

corradial

eoiisidered by him to he of the same nature -is the arche-

gonia of the higher cryptogam*. They have also been
called nfcondary riHoryu-taa.

4t. Same as c</rpoa<.-Amyloid corpuscles. Bee
corpora a in ifln<-fit, under cm-jnin. Blood corpuscle. See
blood-corpH*cIe.- Corpuscle of Purklnje, a 1,0,,., , n

Corpuscles of Vater. >ee /'nr-,,,,,//i , -,,, iMtcles, below.

Corpuscles ofZlmmermaun. SceWooe/./Airf-. Oran-

Vertical Longitudinal Bisection of Human Brain, showing median
aspect of right half.

av, arbor viue of cut cerebellum, Ctr. ; C, C, cerebrum, convoluted,
uncut, being that surface of the right hemisphere which is applied
against its fellow ; fc, corpus calloMim, its cut surface ; fy, corpora
quadrigemina, cut ;/. fornix : between the corpus callosum anil the for-

nix is the septum luctdum ; tt, medulla oblongata, cut ; at, a corpus
.ilhii ans; OH, optic nerve ', ft, pineal body, or conariura : ft, pitui-
tary body; /-. pons Varolii, cut; t, soft or middle commissure con-

necting the optic thalami ; c, parncentra I lobule ; cu, cuneus ; pr, prx-
cuneus; tic, anterior commissure.

and increases in size and complexity to the highest mam-
mals, colncidently with a decrease of other special cere-
bral commissures. Also called callosum. Corpus can-
dicans (whitish body). See corpora albicantta.Cor-
PU8 Christ! (body of Christ), a festival of the Church of

Rome, kept on the next Thursday after Trinity Sunday, in

honor of the eucharist.

In deep contrition scourged himself in Lent,
Walked in processions with his head down bent,
At plays of Corpus Christi oft was seen,
And on Palm Sunday bore his bough of green.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Torquemada.

Corpus Christ! cloth. Same as pyx-cloth. Corpus cl-
liare. (a) The ciliary body of the eye. (fr) Same as cor-

pus dentatum (&). Corpus dellctl(bi ly of the transgres-
sion), in /" ". the substance or essential actual fact of the
crime or offense charged. Thus, a man who is proved to
have clandestinely buried a dead Iwdy, no matter how
suspicious the circumstances, cannot thereby he convicted
of murder, without proof of the corpus delicti that is, the
fact that death was feloniously produced by him. Cor-
pus dentatum (dentate body), (a) A plicated capsule
of gray matter, open anteriorly, situated within the white
sul>stance of each cerebellar hemisphere. Also called

ganglion of the cerebellum and nucleus dentatus. (b) A
somewhat similar mass of gray matter In each olivary
body. Also called corpus ctliare. Corpus eplthellale,
the epithelial body of the eye of a cephalopod ; the ciliary

body. Corpus flmbriatum (fringed body), the ta>nia

hippocampi, a narrow band, the lateral edge of the pos-
terior pillars of the fornix, continuous with the inner bor-
der of the hippocampus major as this descends into the
middle horn of the lateral ventricle of the brain. Cor-
pus Hlghmorianum(bdyof Highmore, after Nathaniel
Highmore of Oxford, England, 1613-84Vthe mediastinum
test is. an incomplete fibrous septum reflected Into the In-

terior of the gland from the tunica albugiuea. Corpus
juris, a body, or the body, of law. See the following
phrases. Corpus Juris canonic!, the body or code of
canon law. Corpus Juris ClvUls, or Corpus Juris,
the collective title of the whole body of Roman law em-
braced in the Digest(or Pandects), the Institutes, the Code,
and the Novellas of Justinian. Corpus luteum (yellow
l)ody), a linn yellow substance formed in a (iraafian vesi-

cle after the discharge of an ovum. Two kinds are dis-

tinguished : the corjnts luteum ofpregnancy, or true corpus
luteum, and the false corpus luteum. Corpus plneale,
the pineal Ixxly, or conarium. See conarium. Corpus
pltultarium. the pituitary Ixxly, or hypophysis cerebri,
See hyiniphiisit. Corpus Bponglosum (spongy body),
the erectile tissue surrounding the urethra In both sexes,
ei instituting in the male the glans penis and the fibrous
trabecular structure in which this tissue is contained.

Corpus trapezoides, the trapezoid body. See trapezium.

The ventral face of the metencephalon [of the rabbit)

presents on each side, behind the posterior margin of the

pons Varolii, flattened rectangular arese, the so-called cor-

pora trapezoidea. Iluxley, Anat. Vert., p. 64.

Corpus uteri, the l>ody of the uterus ; that portion of the
uterus which is between the cervix uteri and the oviducts
or Fallopian tubes. Corpus vitreum (glassy body), the
vitreous humor of the eye.

corpusancet, Same as corposant.

corpuscle (kor'pus-1), n. [= F. c0rpitseute= Sp.
cnri>u#culo = Pg. It. corptisculo, < L. corpuscii-
Inm, dim. of corpus, a body: see corpus.] 1.

A minute particle, molecule, or atom of matter.
It will add much to our satisfaction, if these corpuscles

can be discovered by microscopes. iVeirton, Opticks.

2. In zoiil. and anat., some small body regard-
ed by itself and characterized by a qualifying
term: usually a body of microscopic size; a
cell. See phrases below. 3. In hot., specifi-

cally, one of several large cells within the endo-

sperm and near the summit of the embryo sac
in gymnosperms, from which after fertiliza-

tion an embryo is developed : so named by R.
Brown. They are styled by Sachs archegonia, and are

dry corpuscle, a kind of taste-bud or nerve-ending in the

tongue of a duck. See extract

Tile Grandry corpuscles, being a description nf that spe-
cial fonn of corpuscle by whieh the nerve is terminated
in the tongue of the duck, which M. tirandry distinct
in 1869 from the corpuscles of Herltst (or 1'acinl's with
other animals). Nature, XXX. 327.

Gustatory corpuscles, corpuscles of taste, taste-
buds, or taste-corpuscles, little liodies buried in the
substance of the cireiiinvallate papilla; and of some of the

fungifonu papillae of the tongue, of flask-like shape, with
the broad base resting on the corium, and the neck opening
by an orifice between the epithelial cells. They are lielieved

to be special organs of taste. Lymph corpuscle
lymph-corpuscle. Malplghian corpuscles. (> nf the

spleen, the splenic corpuscles, minute bodies in the sub-
stance of the spleen, of somewhat opaque appearance and
gelatinous consistency. They are outgrowths of the lytn-

phoid tissue forming the outer coat of the small arteries
of the spleen, (b) Of the kidney, small globular masses of

dark-red color, found in the cortical substance of the

organ, consisting of a central glomerulus of blood-vessels

(the Malpighian tuft), and of a membranous eajisule
which is the beginning of a uriniferous tubule.- Meiss-
ner's corpuscles. Same as tactile corpuscles. Padnian
corpuscles, corpuscles of Vater, little bodies attached
to and inclosing nerve-endings in various parts of the

body, in the human subject chiefly in the sulicutaneons
tissue of the fingers and toes, and forming little bulbs
with the axis-cylinder of the nerve running into them.
Between their concentric layers capillary vessels may lie

traced. Palpation-corpuscles. Same as tactile cor-

pusclrs. Tactile corpuscles, small oval liodies ,( of
an inch long and jrftg of an inch thick, composed of con-
nective tissue, and supplied with one or more nerve-
flbers which are branched and convoluted within the cor-

puscle. They are found in certain papilla; of the skin of
the hand and foot, and elsewhere. Also called corpuscula
tactus, touch-corpuscles, touch-bodies, palpation-corpuscles,
Meissner's corpuscles, and Wagner's corpuscles. Taste-
corpuscles. Same as gustatory corpuscles. Touch-cor-
puscles. Same as tactile corpuscles. Wagner's cor-
puscles. Same as tactile corpuscles. =Syn. Molecule, etc.

See particle.

corpuscula, . Plural of corpusculum.
corpuscular (kor-pus'ku-lar), a. [= P. corjtus-
culaire= Sp. Pg. ciirjtuscular = It. corpusculare,
< NL. *cor]>uscularis, < corpusculum, a corpus-
cle : see corpuscle.] Pertaining or relating to

corpuscles ; consisting of or separable into cor-

puscles, or minute ultimate particles. Also

corjtusculous Corpuscular force. See force. Cor-
puscular philosophy. See philosophy. Corpuscular
theory. See light.

corpuscularian (k6r-pus-ku-la'ri-an), a, and .

[< corpuscular + -4-an.] I.' a. Relating to cor-

puscles, or to the corpuscular philosophy; cor-

puscular.
I do not expect to see any principles proposed more

comprehensive and intelligible than the corpusculariau
or mechanical.

H. n. One who favors or believes in the cor-

puscular philosophy.
He [Newton] seems to have made a greater progress

than all the sects of corpusciUarians together had done
before him. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, } 246.

COrpUSCularity (kdr-pus-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< cor-

puscular + -ity.~\ The character or state of be-

ing corpuscular. [Rare.]
corpusculated (k6r-pus'ku-la-ted), a. [< cor-

pugcule + -ate1 + -ea2.] Provided with corpus-
cles; containing corpuscles: as, a corpufculateit
fluid.

The fluid [found in the hard shell of Echinus] closely
resembles sea-water, but is, nevertheless, richly corpuscu-
lated. Romanes, Jelly Fish, etc., p. 266.

corpuscule (k&r-pus'kul), . [< F. corjmscule,
< C. corpusculum : see corpuscle.] Same as cor-

puscle.

corpusculous (k6r-pus'ku-lus), a. [< corpus-
cule + -out.] Same as corpuscular.
He (M. Pasteur) then varied the mode of infection. He

inoculated healthy [silk]worms with the corjntsculous
matter, and watched the consequent growth of the dis-

ease. Tyndall, Fragments of Science, p. 294.

corpusculum (kdr-pus'kn-lum), M. ; pi. corpus-
cula (-IS). [L., a little body, usually in ref. to

atoms, dim. of corpus, body: see corpuscle, cor-

puscule.] Same as corpuscle.
corr (k6r), n. Same as carmele.

corracle, n. See coracle.

corradet (ko-rad'), v. t. [< L. corradere, con-

radere, scrape or rake together, < cam-, together,
+ radere, scrape, scratch, rub, graze : see rase. ]
To scrape or rake together; accumulate labori-

ously.
Wealth corradetl by corruption.

Dr. R. Clarke, Sermons, p. 480.

corradial (ko-ra'di-al), (I. [< L. com-, together,
+ radius, a ray: see ray, radius.] Radiating



corradial

from or to the same center or point. CoJfi'irl(/r.

[Rare.]
corradiate (ko-ra'di-at), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
rurradiated, ppr. corradiatiuij. [< L. com-, to-

gether, + radiatus, pp. of radiare, beam: see

radiate."} To converge to one point, as rays of

light.
corradiation (ko-ra-di-a'shon), n. [< corradi-

ate, after radiation."] A conjunction or con-

vergence of rays in one point. Bacon ; Holland.

corral (ko-ral'), n. [< Sp. corral = Pg. curral,

a pen or inclosure for cattle, a fold (whence
also perhaps S. African D. kraal: see kraal),

< Sp. Pg. corro, a circle or ring, a place to bait

bulls, < correr, < L. enrrere, run: see current.]

1. A pen or inclosure for horses or cattle.

[Common in Spanish America and parts of the

United States.]
On the hillsides a round corral for herds would occa-

sionally be seen. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 73.

About a hundred horses were driven into a large corral,
and several gauehos and peons, some on horseback and
some on foot, exhibited their skill with the lasso.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vi.

2. An inclosure, usually a wide circle, formed
of the wagons of an ox- or mule-train by emi-

grants crossing the plains, for encampment
at night, or in case of attack by Indians, the

horses and cattle grazing within the circle.

See corral, v. t. [Western U. S.] 3. A strong
stockade or inclosure for capturing wild ele-

phants in Ceylon.
corral (ko-ral'), v. t.; pret. and pp. corralled,

ppr. corralling, [(.corral, .] 1. To drive into

a corral
;
inclose and secure in a corral, as live

stock.

Their cultivated farms and corralled cattle were appro-
priated as though the Indian owners had been so many
wild beasts. JVew Princeton Rev., II. 228.

2. To capture; make prisoner of
;
take posses-

sion of
; appropriate ; scoop : as, they corralled

the whole outfit that is, captured them all.

[Colloq., western U. S.]

The disposition to corral everything, from quicksilver to

wheat, from the Comstock lode to the agricultural lands,
... is a great obstacle to California's healthy develop-
ment. S. Bmi'les, in Men-jam, II. 387.

3. Figuratively, to corner
;
leave no escape to

in discussion; corner in argument. [Colloq.,
western U. S.] 4. To form into a corral;
form a corral or inclosure by means of. See
extract.

They corral the waggons ;
that is to say, they set them

in the form of an ellipse, open only at one end, for.safety ;

each waggon locked against its neighbour, overlapping it

by a third of the length, like scales in plate armour
;
this

ellipse being the form of defence against Indian attack
which long experience in frontier warfare had proved to
the old Mexican traders in these regions to be the most
effective shield. When the waggons are corralled the oxen
are turned loose to graze.

W. Hepworth Dixon, New America, xiii.

corrasivet, a. and . [Formerly also corasive;

appar. orig. an error for corrosive, but in form
< L. corrasns, pp. of corradere, scrape or rake

together (see corrade), + -ive.~\ I. a. Corrosive.

II. n. A corrosive.

1st 31. Come on, Sir, I will lay the law to you.
2rf M . O, rather lay a corrosive ; the law will eat to the

bone. Webster, Duchess of Main, iv. 2.

corrasivet, ' t. [< corrosive, n.] To eat into;
corrode

;
wear away.

Till irksome noise have cloy'd your ears,
And corrasiv'd your hearts.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, iv. 2.

correal (kor'e-al), . [< ML. "correalis, < LL.
correus, conreus, a partaker in guilt, an accom-
plice, < L. com-, together, + reus, one accused, <

res, a thing, case, cause : see real, res.] Having
joint obligation or guilt Correal obligations, in
Rom. law, obligations where, notwithstanding a plurality
of creditors or debtors, there exists but one debt, so that,
while each creditor has the right to ask payment of the
whole debt and each debtor is bound to pay it, payment
to only one discharges the others. They were generally
founded by express stipulation, as, in the absence of such
stipulation, the general rule was that each party had only
to pay or could only ask his proportionate share of the
whole debt.

correct (ko-rekf ), v. t. [< ME. correcten, corec-

tcn, corretten, < L. correctus, conrectus, pp. of cor-

rigere, conrigere (> It. correggere = Sp. corregir= Pg. correger = F. corriger), make straight,
make right, make better, improve, correct, <

com-, together, + regere, make straight, rule:
see regular, rector, right.] 1. To make straight
or right; remove error from; bring into accor-
dance with a standard or original; point out
errors in.

Retracts his Sentence, and corrects his count,
Hakes Death go back for fifteen yeers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.
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This is a defect in the make of some men's minds which

can scarce ever be corrected afterwards.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, Fret.

The sense of reality gives new force when it conies in

to correct the vagueness of our ideals.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 147.

If you would correct my false view of facts hold up
to me the same facts in the true order of thought, and I

cannot go back from the new conviction.

Emerson, Eloquence.

2. Specifically (n) To note or mark errors or

defects in, as a printer's proof, a book, a manu-
script, etc., by marginal or interlinear writing.

(6) To make alterations in, as type set for print-

ing, according to the marking on a proof taken
from it

;
make the changes required by : as, to

correct a page or a form; to correct a proof.
[The latter phrase is used both of the marking of the er-

rors ill a proof and of making the changes in the type
indicated by the marks ; but in the first sense printers
usually speak of reading or marking proofs.]

3. To point out and remove, or endeavor to re-

move, an error or fault in : as, to correct an as-

tronomical observation. 4. To destroy or frus-

trate
;
remove or counteract the operation or

effects of, especially of something that is un-
desirable or injurious; rectify: as, to correct

abuses
;
to correct the acidity of the stomach

by alkaline preparations.
Heaven has corrected the boundlessness of his voluptu-

ous desires by stinting his strength. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

There was a time when it was the fashion for public
men to say,

" Show me a proved abuse, and I will do my
best to correct it." Lord Palmerston.

5. Specifically, in optics, to eliminate from (an
eyepiece or object-glass) the spherical or chro-
matic aberration which tends to make the im-

age respectively indistinct or discolored. See

aberration, 4. With respect to chromatic aberration,
the glass is said to be over-corrected or under-corrected, ac-

cording as the red rays are brought to a focus beyond or
within that of the violet rays.

If we suppose a person to be blind to the extreme blue
and the violet rays only of the spectrum, to him an over-

corrected object-glass would be perfect. Science, III. 487.

6. To endeavor to cause moral amendment in
;

especially, punish for wrong-doing ; discipline.
Correct thy son, and he shall give thee rest.

Prov. xxix. 17.

"Speak cleanly, good fellow," said jolly Robin," And give better terms to me ;

Else He thee correct for thy neglect,
And make thee more mannerly."

Robin Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 225).

=Syn. Improve, Better. See amend.

correct (ko-rekf), a. [= D. Dan. Sw. korrekt
= G. correct = F. correct = Sp. Pg. correcto =
It. corretto (obs.), < L. correctus, conrectus, im-

proved, amended, correct, pp. of corrigere, con-

rigere : see correct, v.] In accordance or agree-
ment with a certain standard, model, or origi-

nal; conformable to truth, rectitude, or pro-
priety; not faulty; free from error or misap-
prehension ;

accurate : as, the correct time.

Always use the most correct editions.

Felton, On Reading the Classics.

Mr. Hunt is, we suspect, quite correct in saying that
Lord Byron could see little or no merit in Spenser.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.
If the code were a little altered. Colley Cibber might be

a more correct poet than Pope. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

Correct inference. See inference. =Syn. Exact, Precise,
etc. (see accurate), right, faultless, perfect, proper.

cqrrectt (ko-rekf), n. [< correct, v.~\ Correc-
tion.

Past the childish fear, fear of a stripe,
Or school's correct with deeper grave impression.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

correctable, correctible (ko-rek'ta-bl, -ti-bl),

p. [< correct, v., -t- -able, -iole.] Capable of be-

ing corrected
;
that may be corrected or coun-

teracted.

The coldnesse and windinesse, easily correctable with
spice. Fuller, Worthies, Gloucestershire.

correctant (ko-rek'tant), a. and n. [< correct
+ -anti.] I. a. Corrective. [Rare.]

II. n. A correcting agent.
It [creasote] is not only a correctant of the salicylic

acid, but also the best adjuvant we can find.

Med. Sews, XLIX. 437.

correctible, a. See correctable.

correctifyt (ko-rek'ti-fl), i>. t. [< correct, a., +
-fy. Cf. rectify.] To make correct

;
set right.

It is not to be a justice of peace,
To pick natural philosophy out of bawdry,
When your worship's pleas'd to correctify a lady.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, ii. 1.

correctingly (ko-rek'ting-li), adv. In a correct-

ing manner ; by way of correction.

"Matthew Moon, mem, "said Henry Vr&y,correctin<jly.
T. Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd, x.

correcting-plate (ko-rek'ting-plat), n. Same
as compensator (a).

corrective

correction (ko-rek'shpn), n. [< ME. correc-

clon, -ioiin, < OF. correction, F. correction = Sp.
correccion = Pg. correcc&o = It. correzione, <

L. correctio(n-), conrectio(n-), amendment, im-

provement, correction, < corrigere, conrigere,

pp. correctus, conrectus, amend, correct: see

correct, r.] 1. The act of correcting, or of

bringing into conformity to a standard, model,
or original : as, the correction of an arithmetical

computation ;
the correction of a proof-sheet.

Nowe Marche is doon, and to correctioun
His book is goon, as other did afore.

I'aUadhu, Hiuhondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

2. The act of noting and pointing out for re-

moval or amendment, as errors, defects, mis-

takes, or faults of any kind.

Another poet, in another age, may take the same liberty
with my writings ; if, at least, they live long enough to

deserve correction. Jlryden, Pref. to Fables.

3. The change or amendment indicated or ef-

fected; that which is proposed or substituted
for what is wrong ;

an emendation : as, the cor-

rections on a proof.
Corrections or improvements should be adjoined, by way

of note and commentary, in their proper places. Watts.

4f. Correctness. [Rare.]
So certain is it that correction is'the touchstone of writ-

ing. Johnson, Greek Comedy.

5. In math, and physics, a subordinate quantity
which has to be taken into account and applied
in order to insure accuracy, as in the use of an
instrument or the solution of a problem. 6.
The act of counteracting or removing what-
ever is undesirable, inconvenient, or injurious:
as, the correction of abuses in connection with
the public service

;
the correction of acidity of

the stomach. 7. In optics, the elimination of

spherical or chromatic aberration from an eye-
piece or object-glass ; also, loosely, the error

produced by aberration of the two kinds.

The correction of an object-glass may be lessened by sep-
arating the lenses. Science, III. 487.

8. The rectification of faults, or the attempt to

rectify them, as in character or conduct, by the
use of restraint or punishment ;

that which cor-

rects
;
chastisement

; discipline ; reproof.
My son, despise not the chastening of the Lord, neither

be weary of his correction. Prov. iii. 11.

Wilt thou, pupil-like,
Take thy correction mildly? kiss the rod?

Shah., Rich. II., v. 1.

Their ordinary correction is to beat them with cudgels.
Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 144.

Commissioners of charities and correction. See
commissioner. Correction of a fluent, in math., a pro-
cess in fluxions equivalent to the determination of the con-
stant of integration. Correction of the press, the

marking of errors or defects in proof-sheets to be cor-
rected by the printers in the type from which they were
taken. House of correction, a place of confinement
intended to be reformatory in character, to which persons
convicted of minor offenses, and not considered as belong-
ing to the class of professional criminals, are sentenced for
short terms. Under correction, as subject to correc-
tion ; as liable to error.

Biron. Three times thrice is nine.
Cost. Not so, sir ; under correction, sir ; I hope it is not

so. ShoJc., L. L. L., v. 2.

I speak under correction ; for I do not pretend to look at
the subject as a question of psychology, but simply for the
moment as one of education.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 17.

correctional (ko-rek'shon-al), a. [= F. correc-
tionnel = Sp. Pg. correctional, < ML. correctio-

ualis, < L. eorrectio(n-), improvement : see cor-

rection.] Tending to or intended for correction
or reformation.

When a state has a number of correctional institutions.
The Century, XXXII. 167.

correctionert (ko-rek'shon-er), . [< correction
+ -erl.] One who is or has been in a house
of correction.

You filthy, famished correctwner!

Sltak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

corrective (ko-rek'tiv), . and n. [= F. correc-

tif= Sp. Pg. corrective = It. correttivo, < L. as
if *correctii-wf!, < correctus, pp. of corrigere, cor-
rect: see correct, v., and -ice.] I. </. Having
the power to correct

; having the quality of re-

moving or counteracting what is wrong, errone-

ous, or injurious ; tending to rectify : as, cor-
rective penalties.
This corrective spice, the mixture whereof maketh know-

ledge so sovereign, is charity.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 9.

Mulberries are pectoral, corrective of bilious alknli.

Ai-ltiithnot.

Patiently waiting, with a quiet corrective word and ges-
ture here and there. Jour, of Education, XVIII. 404.

II. n. 1. That which has the power of cor-

recting or amending; that which has the qual-



corrective

ity of removing or counteracting what is wronjj
or injurioim: as, alkalis arc mrm-tiri-sof acids ;

penalties :irc cnrri'i'lirrit of immoral conduct.
II. hope* in tinil no |.irit so niiirli iliM'iufil,

But will with such fair curreelinfn \\v pleaded.
//. .Innxon. Alchemist, I'rol.

Some mrn-i'tir,' to its evil . . . the French monarchy
must have received. liin-kf, Kev. in France.

2f. Limitation; restriction.

\\ ith i rrtaill '-,,1-fi-ftif'^ ail'l rXd ptjollS.

M> I/. //.//., Orig. of Mankind.

correctively (ko-rek'tiv-li), ndv. In a correc-
tive manner ; as a corrective ; correctingly.

correctly (ko-rekt'li), adv. In a correct man-
ner

;
in confo'rmit y wit li t ruth, justice, rectitude,

or propriety; according to a standard, or in

conformity with an original or a model
; exact-

ly ; accurately ;
without fault or error : as, to

behave correctly ; to write, speak, or think cor-

rectly ; to weigh or measure correctly ; to judge
correctly.

Huch lays as neither ebb nor flow,

Correctly cold, and regularly low.

Poi>e, Essay on Criticism, 1. 240.

correctness (ko-rekt'nes), n. The state or

quality of being correct, or in conformity with

truth, morality, propriety, or custom; conform-
ity to any net of rules or wi th n model ; accuracy,
exactness, or precision: as, correctness of life

or of conduct ; correctness in speech or in writ-

ing ; correctness of taste or of design ; the cor-

rectness of a copy.
If by correctness he meant the conforming to rules

Surely
arliitrury, correctness may he another name for

nlness and absurdity. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

Formal correctness, in logic, the character of an Infer-
ence which conforms U> logical rules, whether the prem-
ises are true or ii"t. Syn. Accuracy, exactness, regulari-
ty, precision, propriety, truth.

corrector (ko-rek'tpr), N. [= F. correcteur =
Sp. Pg. corrector = It. correttore, < L. corrector,
< corrigere, pp. correctus, correct: see correct,
.] 1. One who or that which sets right, or

renders conformable to a certain standard,
usage, or rule, or to an original or a model

; one
who corrects errors.

He cries up the goodness of the paper, extols the dili-

gence of the corrector, and is transported with the beauty
of the letter. Addison, Tom Folio.

2. One who or that which counteracts or re-

moves whatever is injurious, obnoxious, or de-
fective: as, a corrector of abuses; a corrector
of acidity, etc. 3. One who amends or cor-

rects, or seeks to amend or
correct^ the charac-

ter or conduct of another, by criticism, reproof,
or chastisement.

O great corrector of enormous times !

Shaker of o'er-rank states, that healest with blood
The earth when it is sick, and curest the world
O' the plnrisy of people.

fr'lrtcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

Corrector Of the press, one whose occupation Is to II ml
anil mark errors in proof-sheets ; a proof-reader. [Now
only in literary use. ] Corrector of the staplet, an of-

ficer or a clerk belonging to the staple, who recorded the
bargains of merchants there made. Minsheu, 1617.

COrrectoryt (ko-rek'to-ri), . and n. [< correct
+ -ory.~\ I. a. Containing or making correc-

tion; corrective.

Things odious and corrector^ are called stricta; in the law,
and that which is favourable is called res ampla.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantlum, 11. 406.

II. H. A corrective.

'I'o resist all lustful desires, and extinguish them by
tlieir proper correctorifs and remedies.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 197.

corregidor (ko-rej'i-d6r; 8p. pron. kor-ri-he-

dor'), n. [Sp. (= Pg. corrcgedor), a corrector,
< corregir = Pg. correger, < L. corrigere, cor-
rect: see correct, r.] 1. In Spain, the chief

magistrate of a town.

They shall lioth trot like thieves to the cnrrcqidor.

Shirley, The Brothers, v. 3.

Since that time the king has had no officer of any kind
in the lordship, except his correijidor.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 312.

2. In parts of America settled by Spaniards :

((/) A magistrate having jurisdiction of certain

special cases prescribed by law. H. W. Sal-
leek. (b) The chief officer of a corregimiento.
/'. I . Ili-iii/illi'!,.

corregimiento (ko-rej'i-mi-en'to; Sp. pron.
kor-nl-lie-me-aii'to), n. [Sp., < corregir, cor-
reet: see com 'ct. c.] In parts of America set-
tled by Spaniards, a geographical division of a
|HM\ iin-e : the district of a corregidor. /'. ('.
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correlate (kor-e-laf), '.
; pret. and pp. <<//

luliil, ppr. ciirri-iii/nii/. [= Pg. carrrliilnr. < -Ml,.', ])]>. adj.,'< L. cum-, together, + nln-

correi (kor'i), . See come.
correctable (kor-e-lii'ta-bl), a. [< correlate +
-/<.] Capable of being correlated.

tus, related, pp. of referrc, refer, relate : see re-

fer, relate.] I. trans. To place
in reciprocal

relation
;

establish a relation of interdepen-
dence or interconnection between, as between
the parts of a mechanism ; bring into intimate
or orderly connection.

That singular Materialism of high authority and recent
date which makes Consciousness a physical agent, cor-

relates It with Light and Nerve force, and so reduces It

to an objective phenomenon.
W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, II. 162.

Another important principle Is the law of correlated va-

riation. ... A change in any one letter constantly pro-
duces related changes in other letters.

Itanc Taylor, The Alphaliet. li. 364.

Correlated bodies, in analytical tiu-ch., bodies whose
kini'inatical elements are confocal ellipsoids.

II. in trans. To be reciprocally related
;
have

a reciprocal relation with regard to structure
or use, as the parts of a body.

correlate (kor'e-lat), a. and . [= Sp. corre-

late, < ML. "correlatus, pp. adj.: see correlate,

v."\ I. a. Reciprocally related in any way;
having interdependence, interconnection, or

parallelism in use, form, etc. ; correlated : as,
the correlate motions of two bodies.

II. n. The second term of a relation
;
that to

which something, termed the relate, is related
in any given way. Thus, child is the correlate,
in the relation of paternity, to father as relate.

Whatever amount of power an organism expends in any
shape is the correlate and equivalent of a power that was
taken into itfrom without. //. Spencer, Prlii. of Biol., 23.

Freedom is consequently the necessary correlate of the
consciousness of moral law.

Adamton, Philos. of Kant, p. 116.

correlation (kor-e-la'shon), n. [= P. correla-
tion = Sp. correlacion = Pg. correlacSo = It.

correlazionc, < ML. correlatio(n-), < 'correlate,
reciprocally related : see correlate, v., and re-

lation.'] 1. Reciprocal relation; interdepen-
dence or interconnection.
The term correlation, which I selected as the title of my

Lectures In 1843, strictly interpreted, means a necessary
mutual or reciprocal dependence of two ideas, inseparable
even in mental conception ; thus, the Idea of height can-
not exist without involving the idea of its correlate, depth ;

the idea of parent cannot exist without involving the idea
of offspring. IT. J{. Grave, Corr. of Forces, p. 183.

There Is a correlation between the creeds of a society
and its political and social organization.

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, I. f 13.

2. The act of bringing into orderly connection
or reciprocal relation.

If there exists any chief engineer of the universe, who
knows all its powers and properties, such a person could
work miracles without end, by new correlations of forces
and matter. Dawion, Nature and the Bible, p. St.

3. laphysiol., specifically, the interdependence
of organs or functions ; the reciprocal relations
of organs.
Every movement in a muscle presupposes the existence

of a nerve ; and both of these organs presuppose the ex-
istence of a nutrient system. In this way one function
has an intimate connection with other apparently dis-
similar functions. This relation ... is known as corre-
lation. Gcgenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 57.

Some Instances of correlation are quite whimsical : thus,
cats which are entirely white and hare blue eyes are gen-
erally deaf. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 26.

It is an ascertained fact, that when one part of an ani-
mal Is modified, some other parts almost always change,
as it were in sympathy with it. Mr. Darwin calls this
"correlation of growth."

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select, p. 310.

4. In geom., such a relation between two planes
that to each intersection of lines in either
there corresponds in the other a line of junc-
tion between points corresponding to the inter-

secting lines in the first plane ; also, a relation
between two spaces such that to every point
in either there corresponds a plane in the other,
three planes in either intersecting in a point
corresponding to the plane of the three points
in the other space to which the three intersect-

ing planes correspond ; more generally, a rela-
tion between figures, propositions, etc., deriv-
able from one another in an N-dimensional
space by interchanging points with (n l)-di-
mensional flats Correlation ofenergies or forces.
See energy.

correlative (ko-rel'a-tiv), a. and . [= P. cor-

relatif= Sp. Pg. It. correlative; as correlate +
4ve; or < L. cor- + relatives : see correlate and
rrttitirr.] I. a. 1. Being in correlation; re-

ciprocally related or connected; interdepen-
dent ; mutually implied.

\l:in :m<! woman, master and servant, father and son,
prince and subject, are correlative terms.

Hume, Essays, xi., note 10.

correspond
I niter any of tin forim, this earn inu ln-ln i f .1- li m

ilivi'luality Implies a correlative rctardal in the estah
li>hnn-rit of iicu jtiilividualitifs.

//. Sitriu-tr, I'rin. of Itiol., | 3-Jfi.

2. In gram., having a mutual relation
;
answer-

ing to or complementing one another. Thu,
either and <;, n'/irrc and there, are correlative conjnin
lions; tl<>- "if ;ui'l ><li are correlative pronoun*; latin

quanta* ami f'tiitit* are correlative adjectives. Cor-
relative figures, figures derivable from one another by
substituting for every point connected with either a
plane similarly connected with the oth, r. Correlative
method, in '(rum., the metlio.l of .1, riving projtctin tin

orelns by tuilwtitntilli: in known i>r<>p,>-itj.. M >
"

['lane !<!

"point,' and conversely. Correlative propositions.
In jrrojectioe yeotn., propositions either of hn-li is -in-

verted into the other by Hul^titutiti. throughout "jmint
"

for "plane," and "lying in" for "intersecting in," and
conversely. Thus, the following prop .11. la

live : any two lines whieh intersect in a [>oiiit lie in one
plane; any two lines which lie in one plane inteix-it in

a point. Correlative terms, a pair of term* implying
a relation between the objects they denote, as parent and
chiltl.

H. n. Either of two terms or things which
are reciprocally related; a correlate, careful
writers distinguish the terms as correlatives, the things as
correlates. In the medieval l-'ttin, which has greatly in-

fluenced English terminology, tills distinction is constantly
maintained.

Difference has Its correlative in resemblance: neither U
possible without reflecting the other.

W. //. Lewes, Prohs. of Life and Mind, II. II. | 14.

The common use of the term influence would seem to

imply the existence of its correlative effluence.

O. W. Holmes, A Mortal Antipathy, xx.

correlatively (ko-rel'a-tiv-li), adv. In a correl-
ative relation.

correlativeness(ko-rera-tiv-nes), n. The state
of being correlative.

COrrelativity (ko-rel-a-tiv'j-ti), n. [< correla-
tire + -icy.] The character or state of being
correlative ; correlativeness.
In like manner, the thinker who has fully seen into the

correlatirity of given opposites has reached a new attitude
of thought in regard to them. K. Caird, Ilegel, p. 163.

correligionist (kor-e-lij 'on-ist), n. [< cor- +
religion + -ist.~\ Same &s coreligionist.

correptt (ko-repf), a. [< L. correptus, re-

proached, blamed, pp. of corrijiere, reproach,
blame, seize upon, snatch, < COTO-, together,
+ rapere, seize: see rapine.] Blameworthy;
reprehensible.

If these corrept and corrupt extasles or extravagancies
be not permitted to such fanatick triflers.

Dp. (Jauden, Tears of the Church, p. 212.

conception (ko-rep'shon), n. [< ME. corre/>-
riiiint = F. conception (in sense 2), < L. currep-
tio(n-), < corripere, pp. correptus, seize upon, re-

proach : see corrept.] If. Chiding; reproof;
reprimand.

If it [reproof) comes afterwards, in case of contumacy,
to be declared in public, it passes from fraternal correptum
to ecclesiastical discipline.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 753.

Angry, passionate corrcption Itefng rather apt to provoke
than to amend. Hammond, Fraternal Admonition, } 15.

2. In anc. pros., the treatment as metrically
short of a syllable usually measured as a long:
opposed to protraction.
correspond (kor-e-spond'), v. i. [= D. korre-

sponderen = G. corresj>ondiren = Dan. korre-

spondere = Sw. korrespondera, < P. corresponds= 8p. Pg. corresponder= It. corrispondere, < ML.
as if *correspondere, < L. com-, together, mutu-
ally, 4- respondere, answer: see resjiond.] 1.
To be in the same or an analogous relation to
one set of objects that something else is to an-
other set of objects; to be, as an individual
of a collection, related to an individual of
another collection by some mode of relation in
which the members "of the first collection gen-
erally are relate. I to those of the second: fol-

lowed by to. Thus, the I'nlted States House of Repre-
sentatives corresponds to the New York Assembly that
is, it has an analogous function in government.
More generally 2. In math., to be, as an in-

dividual of a set, related to an individual of
another (or the same) set in a way in which
every individual of the first set is related to a
definite number of individuals of the second
set, and in which a definite number of individ-
uals of the first set is related to each individual
of the second set. 3. To be in conformity or

agreement ; have an answering form or nature
;

be reciprocally adapted or complementary;
agree ;

match
;

fit : used absolutely or followed

by iriili or to : as, his words and actions do not

correspond; the promise and the performance
dp not correspond with each other ; his expen-
ditures do not correspond to his income.
Words being but empty sounds, any further than they

are signs of our ideas, we cannot but assent to them as

they correspond to those ideas we have, but no farther
than that. Lodce.



correspond

4. To communicate by moans of letters sent 3f. Responsible.
and received

;
hold intercourse with a person

at a distance by sending and receiving letters :

absolutely or followed by with.

An officer
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[Rare.]
we are not com

Kose up and read the statutes, such as these :

Not for three years to correspond with home, . . .

Hot for three years to speak with any men.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

5\. To hold communion : followed by with.

Self-knowing ; and from thence

espondent for any but our owne places.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

II. n. One who corresponds ;
one with whom

intercourse, as of friendship or of business, is

carried on by letters or messages ; specifically,

one who sends from a distance regular commu-
nications in epistolary form to a newspaper.
A negligent correspondent.

W. Uelmath, tr. of Cicero, xi. 26.

We are not to wonder, if the prodigious hurry and flow_, , . , -. -rj tt t? arc IIUL vu wuiuici, BMW IJUJUI^IUUD nij *

Magnanimous to correspond
wMHe&veu.^ ^ ^ of bng

j
nes8i and the immensely valuable transactions they

Syn. (Of correspond to.) To suit, answer to, accord with,

harmonize with, tally with, comport with.

correspondence (kor-e-spon'dens), re. [= D.

korresjiondentie = G. correspondent = Dan. Cor-

respondents, < F. correspondance = Sp. Pg. cor-

rcspondencia = It. corrispondenea, < ML. *cor-

respondentia, < "correspondents, ppr. : see cor-

respondent.] 1. A relation of parallelism, or

similarity in position and relation. See corre-

spondent, a., 1, and correspond, 1.

corrivate

COrrie, com (kor'i), n. [Also written corn-i ;

< Gael, corracli, steep, precipitous, abrupt.] A
hollow space or excavation in the side of a hill.

See comb3 . [Scotch.]

The graves of the slain are still to be seen in that little

corri or bottom, on the opposite side of the burn.

Scott, Waverley, xvi.

Carries are scooped out on the one hand, and naked pre-

cipices are left on the other. Geikie., Encyc. Brit., X. 374.

A remarkable feature of the granite hills of Arran is the

carries. . . . They generally present the appearance of a

volcanic crater, part of one side of which has disappeared.
A. C. liamsay, Geology of Arran, v.

Corrigan's button, disease, pulse. See the

nouns.

JOrriget, <' t. [ME. corigen, < OF. corriger, <

L. corrigere, correct: see correct.] To correct.

Chaucer.

herds on the coast of Africa.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 472.

I am delighted to hear of your proposed tour, but not

so well pleased to be told that you expect to be bad corre-

students during
yourjUyrt

Welsh inns. ^^ ^ ^ corrigendum (kor-i.jen'dum), .
; pi. corrigenda

Special correspondent, a person employed by a news- (-da). [L., ger. of corrigere correct: see cor-

paper to record from personal observation, and transmit rect, V.] Something, especially a word orpnrase
for publication, items of local news from another place, jn print, that is to be corrected or altered,
at home or abroad as the details of a battle, or circnm.

corrijrent (kor'i-jent), a. and n. [< L. corri-
.tances of an expedition, etc,

gcn(t-)s, ppr. of corrigere, correct: see correct,

t'.] I. a. In med., corrective.

II. . In med., a corrective: specifically ap-

The place being the head of a Washington editorial and

correspondential bureau for the Tribune, and of course

one of much responsibility and influence.

plied to an ingredient of a prescription design-
ed to correct some undesirable effect of ano-

ther ingredient.

fj - -

--J, j. ,

lated in form or character ;
a condition of agree-

ment or relative fitness. ,

The very essence of truth or falsehood is the eorrespon-
S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 173.

corrigibility (kor'i-ji-bil'i-ti), [= ?-.ff"-
nencc or non-correspondence of thought with objective re- correspondently (kor-e-spon'dent-li), adv. In gibilite = Sp. corregiouiaad ; as corrigible H

ality. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 171. a corresponding manner. -ity : see -bility.~] The character or state of be-

3. In math., a mode of relation by which each corresponding (kor-e-spon'ding), p. a. [Ppr. ing corrigible.
individual of one set is related to a definite of correspond, >.] 1. Related by eorrespon- corrigible (kor'i-ji-bl), a. [< F. corrigible =
number of individuals of another (or the same) dence. (a) Similar in position or relation. See com- Sp. corregible = Pg. corrigivel = It. corrigibile,

set, and a definite number of individuals of the spond, i.

.ci i :_ i_i_j i_ v :,.j:,^j,,i f *!, The religion spoken of in art becomes the Higher Pa-

ganism. What is the corresponding religion which stands

related to conduct or morality as this religion is related

to art? J. &. Scrley, Nat. Religion, p. 157.

first set is related to each individual of the

second set. If M is the first number and N the

second, the relation is said to be anN toM cor-

respondence. 4. That which corresponds to

something else
;
one of a pair or series that is

complementary to another or others. [Chiefly
used in the plural by Swedenborgians. See
doctrine of correspondences, below.] 5. Inter-

course between persons at a distance by means
of letters sent and answers received.

To facilitate correspondence between one part of London
and another was not originally one of the objects of the

post-office. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

Hence 6. The letters which pass between cor-

respondents : as, the correspondence of Goethe
and Schiller is published.
The inside of the letter is always the cream of the car-

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv. 1.

< ML. corrigibilis, < L. corrigere, correct: see

correct, v., and corrigent.'] 1. Capable of being
corrected or amended : as, a corrigible defect.

respondence.

7. Friendly intercourse
; reciprocal exchange correspondingly (kor-e-spon'ding-li), adv

of offices or civilities
;
social relation. a corresponding manner or degree.

All the keys in the instrument, whether one or more oc-

taves, have corresponding reeds and actuating magnets.
G. B. Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 154.

((>) Conformable ; agreeing ; accordant.

And they converse on divers themes, to find

If they possess a corresponding mind.

Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

2. Carrying on intercourse by letters Cor-
responding fluxions. See fluxion. Corresponding
lieinianopsia. See hemianopsia. Corresponding
memberof a society, a member residing at a distance who
c< irrespouds with the society on its special subject, hut gen-

erally has no deliberative voice in its administration. Ab-
breviated cor. ?)!. Corresponding points, in math.,
points of the Hessian of a cubic curve whose tangents
meet on the cubic. Cayley, 1857. Corresponding sec-

retary. See
secretary^.

In

Provided allway, that yf ony of the said articlis be con-

trary to the liberte of the said cite, or old costumes of the

same, thath hit be reformabyll and corrinabill by the

Slayre, Bailiffs, and the comen counsayle of the citee.

English Gilils (E. E. T. S.), p. 337.

A Turn of Stile, or Expression more Correct, or at least

more Corrigible, than in those which I have formerly writ-

ten. Conyreve, Way of the World, Ded.

2. Capable of being reformed in character or

conduct: as, a corrigible sinner. 3f. Punish-
able ; that may be chastised for correction.

He was
language.

4f. Having power to correct
;
corrective.

The power and corrigible authority of this lies in our
wills. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Do I not bear a reasonable corrigible hand over him ?

B. Jonxon, Poetaster, ii. 1.

adjudged corrigible for such presumptuous
llowett, Vocall Forrest.

1>a 8 ""
The character of being correspondent, or the

state of corresponding; correspondence: as,
the corresponslon of two correlative particles
in a Greek sentence. [Rare.]
The early Latin seems to be poor in expressions of tem-

porai corresponsion. Amer. .Jour. Philol., VI. 503.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 39.

Committees of correspondence, in U. S. hist., com-
mittees appointed during the revolutionary period, first

by the towns of New England, then by the legislatures of

the colonies, to prepare and circulate statements of Ameri- , . . r .

can grievances, and to discuss and concert with one ano- Corresponsive (kor-e-spon S1V), a. [<. corre-

thermeasi
See Conors
moaian

;

of Swedenborg, the doctrine that everything in nature cor-

responds with and symbolizes some specific spiritual prin-

ciple, of which it is an embodiment, and that those books
of the Bible which constitute the word of God are written

according to such correspondences, or according to the
invariable spiritual significance of the words used.

correspondency (kor-e-spon'den-si), n. Same
as correspondence, 1, 2, 3.

correspondent (kor-e-spon 'dent), a. and n.

[= D. Dan. Sw. Correspondent = G. correspou-

The Geraldins and the Butlers, both adversaryes and

corryvalls one agaynst the other.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

While they [persecutors] practise violence to the souls

of men and make their swords of steel corrivals with the

two-edged spiritual sword of the Son of God, the basis of

their highest pillars, the foundation of their glorious pal-
aces are but dross and rottenness.

linger Williams, quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 255.

2f. A companion. [Rare.]
Massy staples,

And corresponsive and fulfilling bolts.

Shak., T. and C., Prol.

A study by the ear alone of Shakespeare's metrical pro-

gress, and a study by light of the knowledge thus obtained
of the corresponsive progress within.

Surinburne, Shakespeare, p. 25.

corresponsively (kor-e-spon'siv-li), adv. In

a corresponsive or corresponding manner, corrival (ko-ri'val), v. [< corriral, n.] I. trans.

To rival
; pretend to equal.

II. intrans. To pretend to be equal; com-

The Prince of Wales, Lord John of Lancaster,
The noble Westmoreland, and warlike Blunt ;

And many more corrivals, and dear men
Of estimation. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

II. a. Having contending claims
;
emulous.

A power equal and corrival with that of God.

Bp. Fleetwood, Miracles.

j. -+ [Rare.]
dent, < F. correspondent= Sp. correspondiente = corri n. See corrie.

Pg. correspondente = It. corrispondentc, < ML. corridor (kor'i-d6r or -dor), n. [= D. corridor pete!
*eorresponden(t-)s,jrpT. ofcorrespondere, corre-

spond: see correspond.] I. a. 1. Having the
relation of correspondence, (a) Occupying similar

E'tions

or having similar relations. See correspond, 1.

Conformable ; congruous ; suited ; similar : as, let be-
ior be correspondent to profession, and both be corre-

spondent to good morals.

As they have base fortunes, so have they base minds
correspondent. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 215.

Nor truly do I think the lives of these, or of any other,
were ever correspondent, or in all points conformable unto
their doctrines. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 55.

Things . . . which excite in us the passion of love, or
some correspondent affection. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

2f. Obedient ;
conformable in behavior.

I will be corresixindciit to command,
And do my spriting gently.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

= Dan. Sw. Icorridor, < F. corridor, < It. corri-

dore, a corridor, gallery, a runner, a race-horse

(= Sp. Pg. corrector, a runner, race-horse, cor-

ridor), < correre = Sp. Pg. correr = F. courir, corrivalltyt (kor-i-val i-ti), n.

< L. currere, run : see current, and cf. ctirrour.]

1. In arch., a gallery or passage in a building.
Full of long-sounding corridors it was,
That over-vaulted gra

But with the sunne corrivalling in light,
Shines more by day than other stars by night.

Fitz-Geo/rey, Blessed Birthday.

... [< corrival +
-ity.] Rivalry; corrivalry. [Rare.]

Corrivality and opposition to Christ.

Bp. Hall, Works, V. xxi.

[< corriral + -ry.]rateful gloom. corrivalry (ko-ri'val-ri), . [< corriral
Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Competition ; joinfrivalry. Jip. Hail.

2. In fort., a covered way carried round the corrivalshipt (ko-ri'val-ship), . [< corrival +
whole compass of the fortifications of a place, -ship.] Rivalry; corrivalry.
Wilhelm, Mil. Diet. 3. See the extract. Men in kindness are mutually lambs, but in currimlship
A high covered carriage-way with a tessellated pave- of love lions. l-'unl, Honour Triumphant, ii.

ment and green plastered walls . . . (corridor, the Creoles corrivatet (kor'i-vat), r. t. [< L. eorriniliis, pp.
always called it) opened into a sunny court surrounded

~
,

,.....;..'.,, ,lraw rwatprl into mp rri> n <
with narrow parterres.

ot "'""", ttw (.water; into one stieam, \

G. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 376. com-, together, + rtvare, draw off (water), <



corrivate

rivtui, a brook : see rival. Cf. derive, derivate.]

To form a stream of (water) by drawing from

several sources.

Rare devices to corrimte waters.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 2<6.

corrivationt (kor-i-va'shon), n. [< corrivate +
-in.] The running of different streams into

one.
Corriration* of water to moisten and refresh barren

(.rounds. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. BO.

corroborant (ko-rob'o-rant), . and n. [< L.

corrobran(t-)s,"ppr. of c'orroborarf, strengthen:

see corroborate.] I. a. Strengthening; having

the power or quality of giving strength : as, a

corroborant medicine.
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corroboratory (ko-rob'o-rMo-ri), n. [< corrob-

orate + -ory.] Tending to strengthen ;
corrob-

orative.

corroboree, corrobory (ko-rob-o-re ,
ko-w

ri),H. [\\nocorrobrry; native name.] A war-

dance or duncing-piirty of the aborigines of

Australia and New Zealand.

These men [natives of Tasmania], as well as those of tin-

trite Minuting to King George's Sound, being tempted

by the otter of some tubs of rice and sugar, were persuaded
t,, h.dd a cambtry, or great dancing party

e of B

Refrigerant, corroborant, and apt-rii-nt.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

II. n. A medicine that produces strength

and vigor ;
a tonic.

A dislocated wrist, unsuccessfully set, occasioned advice

from my surgeon, to try the mineral waters of Alx In

Provence as a corroborant. Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 58.

corroborate (ko-rob'6-rat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

corroborated, p'pr. corroborating. [< L. cor-

roborates, pp. of corroborare, conroborare (> It.

corroborare = Sp. Pg. corroborar = F. corrobo-

rer), strengthen, < com-, together, + roborare,

strengthen, < robur (robor-), strength: see ro-

bust.] 1. To strengthen ;
make strong, or im-

part additional strength to: as, to corroborate

the judgment, will, or habits. [Obsolescent.]

The nerves are corroborated thereby. Watt*.

2. To confirm ;
make more certain ; give addi-

tional assurance of : as, the news is corrobo-

rated by recent advices.

From these observations, corroborated by taste and Judg-

ment, he formed an Ideal pattern.
OotdmtUh, Cultivation of Taste.

He does not see fit to corroborate any fact by the testi-

mony of any witness.
D. Webster, Goodridge Case, April, 1817.

When the truth of a person's assertions is called In ques-

tion It is fortunate for him ... if he have respectable

friends to corroborate his testimony.
Crate, English Synonymes (ed. 1826).

corroborate* (ko-rob'6-rat), a. [< L. corrobora-

tes,^.: see the verb.] Corroborated; strength-

ened ;
confirmed.

Vanrin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 240.

corroboree, corrobory (ko-rob-o-re', ko-rob'o-

ri), r. .
; pret. and pp. corroboreed, corroboriea,

ppr. corroboreeiiig, corroborying. [< corroboree,

corrobory, n.] To hold a corroboree; be used

for that purpose.
The Menura Albertl scratches for Itself shallow holes,

or as they are called by the natives, corroborying places,

where It Is believed Iwth sexes assemble.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 102.

corrode (ko-rod'). r. ; pret. and pp. corroded,

ppr. OOnWOMf 1= F - corroder = Pr. corroder

= Sp. Pg. corroer = It. corrwlere, < L. corro-

dere, gnaw, gnaw to pieces, < com-, together,

+ rodere, gnaw: see rodent. Cf. erode.} 1.

trans. Literally, to eat or gnaw away gradually ;

hence, to wear away, diminish, or disintegrate

(a body) by gradually separating small par-

ticles from (it), especially by the action of a

chemical agent: as, nitric acid corrodes cop-

per: often used figuratively.

We know that aqua-fortis corrodiiis copper . . .Is wont

to reduce It to a green blue solution. Boyle, Colours.

Should jealousy Ite venom once diffuse,

Corroding every thought, and blasting all

Love's paradise. Thornton, Spring, 1. 10,9.

That melancholy which is excited by objects of pleasure

soothes the heart Instead of corrottina It.

Ooldtinith, Vicar, xxlv.

In all Catholic countries where ecclesiastical influences

have been permitted to develop unmolested, the monas-

tic organizations have proved a deadly canker, corroding

the prosperity of the nation.

Udey, Europ. Morals, II. 100.

= Syn. To canker, gnaw, waste.

n. intrans. 1. To gnaw; eat or wear away

gradually.
Thou shew'st thyself a true corroding vermin.

B. Jonson, Magnetlck Lady, iv. 2.

corroBivlty

kind of cement applied to the outside of vessels

to make them water-tight, or laid at the bottom

of reservoirs, etc., to keep the water from perco-

lating downward,
corrosibility (ko-ro-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< corrow-

hlr see -lii/ili/.}

'

Same as corrodibility.

corrosible (ko-ro'si-bl), a. [< L. corrosut, pp.

of corrodere, corrode (see corroile), + -toff.J

Same as eorrmliliii .

corrosibleness (ko-ro'si-bl-nes), .

a.'trr r property of being corrodible.

corrosion (ko-ro'/.hon), n. [= F. eorrotioni =
Pr. corrosioj corrossio = Sp. corrosion = Pg.

corrostto = It. eorrosione, v ML. corrosio(n-),

< L. corrodere, pp. corrosus, gnaw, corrode:

see corrode.] Literally, the act or process of

eating or gnawing away; IH-IICI-, the process
of wearing away, disintegrating, or destroying

by the gradual separation of small parts or

particles, especially by the action of chemical

agents, as acids: often used figuratively
of

the destructive influence of care, grief, time,

etc.

Common is a particular species of dissolution of bodies,

either by an acid or a saline menstruum. putney.

Though it (peevishness] breaks not out In paroxyi of

outrage ... it wears out happiness by slow eomnan.
Joknuou, Rambler, No. 74.

They [Grecian art and literature) have carried their

own serene and celestial atmosphere Into all land, to

protect them against the eorrotion of time.

Thoreaii, W alden, p. 112.

Except It be corroborate by custom.
Baarn, Custom and Education.

corroborator (ko-rob'6-ra-ter), n. One who or

that which corroborates, strengthens, or con-

firms.

COITOboratict (ko-rob-o-rat'ik), a. and n. [As
corroborate + -4c.] I. a. Strengthening; cor-

roborant.

II. ". That which strengthens.

Get a good warm girdle, and tie round you ; tls an excel-

lent corroboratitlc to strengthen the loins.

Tom Broicn, Works, II. 186.

corroboration (ko-rob-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. cor-

roboration = 8p."corroboracioH = Pg. corrobo-

ractto = It. corroborazioiie, < L. as if "corrobora-

tio(n-), < corroborare, pp. corroborates, strength-

en: see corroborate, t-.j 1. The act of strength-

ening; addition of strength. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
For eorroboratvm and comfortatlon, take such bodies as

are of astringent quality, without manifest cold

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 961.

2. The act of confirming ;
verification ;

confir-

mation: as, the corroboration of the testimony
of a witness by other evidence.

Having considered the evidence given by the plays them-

selves, ... let us now enquire what corroboration can be

gained from other testimony.
Johtutan, Shakespeare s Plays.

3. That which corroborates Bond of corrob-

oration. See ftOTX/1.

corroborative (ko-rob'o-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= t .

corroboratif= Sp. Pg. It. corroborativo, < L. as

if "corroborativn.1, < corroborate*, pp. of corrobo-

rare, strengthen: see corroborate, t'., and -iff.]

I . 1. Having the power of giving strength
or additional strength. 2. Tending to confirm

or establish the truth of something ; verifying.

If you think there be anything explanatory or corrobo-

nitirr of what 1 say, . . . be so good as to tran9cril>e those

passages for me. Bp. Warburton, Letter to Bp. Hurd.

II. n. That which corroborates, (a) A medi-

cine that strengthens ;
a corroborant.

An apothecaries shop . . . wherein are all remedies,

. . . alteratives, corroborative*, lenitives, etc.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 280.

(frr) Corroborative testimony.
He that says the words of the fathers are not sunVient

to determine a nice question, stands not iicalnit him who

says tin an .A.-.-llcnt corroborative* in :i question already

d.-'t.-rmim-d. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5), II. 145.
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There have been long intervening periods of compara-

tive rest, during which the sea corroded deeply, as it is

still corralling into the land.

Danein, Geol. Observations, II. 218.

2. Figuratively, to become gradually impaired
or deteriorated; waste away.
The flery and impatient spirit of the future illustrious

commander was doomed for a time to fret under restraint,

and to corrode in distasteful repose.
Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 369.

3. To act by or as if by corrosion or canker,

or a process of eating or wearing away.

By incautiously suffering this jealousy to corrode in her

breast, she began to give a loose to passion.
Goldtiuitli, The Bee, No. 7.

corrodent (ko-ro'dent), a. and . [< L. eorro-

den(t-)s, ppr.'of corfodere, corrode : see corrode.}

I. a. Haying the power of corroding; acting

by corrosion. [Rare.]
II. . Any substance that corrodes.

The physlck of that good Samaritan In the Gospel, where-

in there was corrodent and a lenient, compunction and

consolation. Bp. Kinfl, Vltis Palatlna, p. 17.

Corrodentia (kor-6-den'shi-a), n. i>l. [NL.,

neut. pi. of L. crroAen(t-)s, ppr. of corrodere,

gnaw: see corrodent, corrode/) A group of

neuropterous (pseudo-neuropterous) insects.

They have the following technical characteristics : the

antenna many-jointed; the wings with few nervures,

sometimes quite without transverse venation ; the head

strongly mandilmlate ; and the tarsi two- or three-jointed.

The limits of the group vary ; it contains the Piocida or

book-lice and the Kuibiidtt, to which some authors ad.i

the Termitidce or white ants, by others made type of a

group lnovtera. (See these words.) The best-known rep-

resentative of the group "> the death-watch, Atropo*(ur

Trocte) wlxatoriu*, a wst of insect-collections. By sonic

the termites are madelne type of this group, which is

referred to the IIS.MI.I.I neuropterous division of OrtAop^m

corrodiatet (ko-ro'di-at), r. An improper and

obsolete form of corrode.

corrodibility (ko-ro-di-bU'i-ti), n. [< corrodt-

blc: see -bility.] The character or property of

being corrodible. Also corrosibility.

corrodible (ko-ro'di-bl), a, [< corrode + -ible.

Cf. corrosible".] Capable of being corroded.

Also eorrosible.

Metals . . . corrodiblf by waters.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

corrody, See corody.

corroi (kor'oi), . [< F. corroi, a puddle, ce-

ment, also currying, OF. conroi, corroi, appa-

ratus, gear, preparation, et. : see curry!.] A

corrosive (ko-ro'siv, formerly kor'o-siv), o. and

H [= F. corrosif = Pr. corroziu, corrossiu =
Sp. Pg. It. corrosir.0, < ML. as if "corrosivus, <

L. corromis, pp. of corrodere, corrode: see cor-

rode. Cf. cornice.] I. a. Literally, eating or

gnawing; hence, destroying as if by gnawing

away; wearing away or disintegrating by sep-

arating small parts or particles, especially un-

der chemical action, as of acids: often used

figuratively of immaterial agents, as care, time,

etc., absolutely or with of.

The soft delicious air,

To heal the scar of these corrotive fire*.

Shall breathe her balm. Milton, P. L., IL 401.

The sacred sons of vengeance, on whose course

Corrosive famine waits. Thoiiuon, Spring, 1. 126.

I should like. If I could, to give a specimen of their as-

sumptions and the reasonings founded on them, which In

my "
Apologia

"
I considered to l>e corronve of all religion.

J. H. Xariuan, Contemporary Rev., XLVIII. 461.

Corrosive sublimate, the blchlorid of mercury (HgCl2),

prepared by subliming an intimate mixture of equal parts

of common salt and mercuric sulphate. It Is a white

crystalline solid, and Is an acrid poison of great virulence.

The stoiiiach-pinnp and emetics are thesurest preventives

of its deleterious effects when swallowed ; white of egg

lias also been found serviceable in allaying Its poisonous
influence upon the stomach. It requires 20 part* of cold

water but only 2 of boiling water, for IU solution. It is

used in surgery as an antiseptic, and In medicine Inter-

nally In minute doses. It is also used to preserve ana-

tomical preparations. Wood, cordage canvas etc., when

soaked In a solution of it, are found to l>c less destructible

on exposure.

II. . Anything that corrodes, especially a

chemical agent, as an acid ; anything that wears

away or disintegrates; figuratively, anything
that has an analogous influence upon the mind

or feelings.
The violence of his disease, Francisco,

Must not lw jested with ; 'tis grown Infections,

And now strong ciimmce* must cure him.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, Iv. 1.

Poverty and want are generally corrnriret to all kinds

Of men . Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 215.

Corroriwjt are substances which, when placed In contact

with living parts, gradually disorganize them.

Dunylaon, Diet, of Med. Science.

corrosivet (ko-ro'siv, kor'o-siv), v. [< corro-

itit-e, n.] I. trans. To corrode.

Thy conscience corroriv'd with grief.

Drayton, Barons' Wars.

n. intrans. To act by corrosion.

The peril that arises to the heart from passion U the

fixedness of It, when, like a corrotirtini plaister, it eats

into the sore. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Iv.

corrosively (ko-ro'siv-li), adv. 1. In a corro-

sive manner; by corrosion. 2. Like a corro-

sive.tvvt

At first It tasted somewhat comrirtly. Boyle, Saltpetre.

corrosiveness (ko-ro'siv-nes), . 1. The prop-

erty of corroding, eating away, or dismtegra

ing; figuratively, an analogous propertyin some

immaterial agent, 2. Some property charac-

teristic of a corrosive substance, as ita taste.

[Rare.]

Saltpetre betrays upon the tongue no corranteneu at

all, but coldneM. *P* saltpetre.

COITOSivity (kor-o-siv'i-ti). . [=F. sorrow r< -tr :

as corrosive + -iiy.] Corrosiveness. [Rare.]



corroval

COrroval (kor'o-val), . An arrow-poison of the

United States of Colombia, which produces gen-
eral muscular and cardiac paralysis.
corrovaline (kor'6-val-in), . [< eorroval +
-jt2.] An alkaloid derived from corroval, prob-

ably identical with curarine.

corrugant (kor'o-gant), a. [< L. corrugan(t-)s,

ppr. of corrugare, wrinkle: see corrugate, v.]

Having the power of corrugating, or contract-

ing into wrinkles or folds. Johnson.

corrugate (kor'0-gat), . t.; pret. and pp. eor-

i-ii/itited, ppr. corrugating. [\ L. corrugatus, pp.
of corrugare, conrugarc (> It. corrugare = Sp.

corrugar), wrinkle, < com-, together, + rugare,

wrinkle, < ruga, a wrinkle, fold.] To wrinkle
;

draw or contract into folds
; pucker: as, to cor-

rugate the skin
;
to corrugate iron plates for use

in building.
Cold and dryness do both of them contract and corru-

tiatc. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

corrugate (kor'-gat), a. [< L. corrugatus, pp. :

see the verb.] 1. Wrinkled; contracted
; puck-

ered.
Extended views a narrow mind extend ;

Push out its corrugate, expansive make.
Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 1384.

2. In zool. and hot., having a wrinkled appear-
ance : applied to a surface closely covered with

parallel and generally curved or wavy sharp
ridges which are separated by deep and often

depressed lines.

corrugated (kor'o-ga-ted), p. a. [< corrugate
+ -co2.] Wrinkled

;
bent or drawn into paral-

lel furrows or ridges : as, corrugated iron.

Not level and smooth, hut corrugated; tossed into moun-
tains and reefs of sand, seamed with shallow ravines, and
enclosing in the sweep of the sand-hills immense plains.

W. 11. Rimell, Diary in India, I. 34.

Corrugated Iron. See inn.

corrugation (kor-o-ga'shon), n. [= P. corruga-
tion, < L. as if *corrugatio(n-), < corrugare, wrin-
kle: see corrugate.] A wrinkling; contraction
into wrinkles

;
a wrinkled, furrowed, or puck-

ered state or condition.

COrrugator (kor'g-ga-tor), n.
; pi. corrngatores

(kor"o-ga-to'rez). [=' P. corrugateur = Sp.
corrugador = It. corrugatore, < NL. corrugator,
< L. corrugare. pp. corrugatus, wrinkle: see

corrugate, v.] In anat., a muscle the action of

which contracts into wrinkles the part it acts

upon : as, the corrugator supercilii, one of a

pair of small muscles situated on each side of
the forehead, which contract or knit the brows.

Corrugator cutis ani, the wrinkler of the skin of the

anus, a thin layer of involuntary muscular fibers radiating
from the anus, which by their contraction cause folds of
skin radiating from the orifice.

COrrugent (kor'ij-jent), a. [Improp. for corru-

gant.] In anat., drawing together ; contracting.
Corrugent muscle. Same as corrugator. Imp. Diet.

corrumpt (ko-rump'), v. t. and i. [ME. corrum-

pen, corumpen, corompen, < OF. corrumpre, cor-

rompre, P. corrompre = Sp. Pg. corromper =
It. eorrompere, < L. corrumpere, conrumpere, pp.
corruptus, conruptus, corrupt : see corrupt.] To
corrupt.

The clothred blood, for eny leche-craft,
Corrmnpeth. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1888.

It is nat hoot and moist as eir ; for eir corrumpith a
thing a-noon, as it schewith weel by generacioun of flies,
and areins [spiders], and siche othere.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 2.

corrumpablet (ko-rum'pa-bl), a. [ME. (Halli-
well), < OF. corrumpable, corrompable, F. cor-

rompable (= Sp. corrompible= It. corrompevole),
< corrumpre, corrompre, corrupt: see corrump.]
Corruptible. Lydgate.
corrumptiont, n. [ME. corrumpcioun, an erro-
neous form of corruption, after corrump.'] Cor-

ruption.
The elementes alle sal be clene
Of alle corrumpcwuns that we here se.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 6352.

corrupt (ko-rupf), v. [< ME. corrupten, corup-
ten, CL. corruptus, conruptus, pp. of corrumpere,
conrumpere, destroy, ruin, injure, spoil, corrupt,
bribe, < com-, together, + rumpere, break in

pieces: see rupture. Cf. corrump.'} I. trans.

If. To injure; mar; spoil; destroy.
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where

moth and rust doth corrupt. Mat. vi. 19.

2. To vitiate physically ;
render unsound

;
taint

or contaminate as with disease
; decompose :

as, to corrupt the blood.
Some there were that died presently after they got

ashore, it being certainly the quality of the place either
to kill, or cure quickly, as the bodies are more or lesse cor-

rupted. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 166.

3. To change from a sound to a putrid or pu-
trescent state; cause the decomposition of (an
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organic body), as by a natural process, accom-

panied by a fetid smell
; change from a good to

a bad physical condition, in any way. 4. To
vitiate or deprave, in a moral sense; change
from good to bad; infect with evil; pervert;
debase.

What force ill companie hath, to corrupt good wittes, the

wisest men know best. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 52.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
1 Cor. xv. 33.

Thrice is he arm'd that hath his quarrel just ;

And he but naked, though lock'd up in steel,
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Conversation will not corrupt us, if we come to the as-

sembly in our own garb and speech, and with the energy
of health to select what is ours and reject what is not.

Emerson, Society and Solitude.

Plenty corrupts the melody
That made thee famous once, when young.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

5. To pervert or vitiate the integrity of ; entice
from allegiance, or from a good to an evil course
of conduct

;
influence by a bribe or other wrong

motive.

Heaven is above all yet ; there sits a Judge
That no king can corrupt. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1.

The guards, corrupted, arm themselves against
Their late protected master.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

The money which the King received from France had
been largely employed to corrupt members of Parliament.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

6. To debase or render impure by alterations
or innovations

;
infect with imperfections or er-

rors
; falsify ; pervert: as, to corrupt language ;

to corrupt a text.

In like manner have they corrupt the scripture.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 44.

= Syn. 2. Spoil, taint. 4. Contaminate, deprave, demor-
alize. See taint, v. t.

II. intrans. To become putrid ; putrefy ;
rot.

The aptness of air or water to corrupt or putrefy.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., Int. to ix.

= Syn. Decay, Putrefy, etc. See rot.

corrupt (ko-rupf), a. [< ME. corrupt, cortipt
= Sp. Pg. corrupto = It. corrotto, < L. corruptus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Decomposing, or show-

ing signs of decomposition ; putrid ; spoiled ;

tainted; vitiated.

My wounds stink and are corrupt because of my foolish-

ness. Ps. xxxvlii. 5.

Corrupt and pestilent bread. Knollen.

2. Debased in character; depraved; perverted;
infected with evil.

They are corrupt ; they have done abominable works.
Ps. xiv. 1.

At what ease

Might corrupt minds procure knaves as corrupt
To swear against you? Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

The word corrupt means broken together, dissolved into
mixture and confusion which is the opposite of purity.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 265.

3. Dishonest; without integrity; guilty of dis-

honesty involving bribery, or a disposition to

bribe or be bribed : as, corrupt practices ;
a cor-

rupt judge.
If political power must be denied to working men be-

cause they are corrupt, it must be denied to all classes
whatever for the same reason,

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 248.

4. Changed for the worse
;
debased or falsified

by admixture, addition, or alteration
;
errone-

ous or full of errors: as, a corrupt text.

Of the Massacre of Paris (of which only a single early
edition exists, in a corrupt condition and without date) it

is unnecessary to say much.
A.. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 192.

Corruptand Illegal Practices Prevention Act, a Brit-
ish statute of 1883 (46 and 47 Viet., c. 51) intended to se-

cure the purity of elections to Parliament.

COrrupter (ko-rup'ter), TO. One who or that
which corrupts. Also written corruptor.
They knew them to be the main corruptors at the king's

elbow. MUton, Eikonoklastes.

corruptful (kg-rupt'ful), a. [< corrupt + -fill,

irreg. suffixed to a verb.] Tending to corrupt ;

corrupt; corrupting; vitiating. [Bare.]
Boasting of this honourable borough to support its own

dignity and independency against all corruptful encroach-
ments. J. Baillie.

corruptibility (ko -rup - ti -bil
'
i -

ti), n. [< LL.
comiptibilita(t-)s, < L. corruptibilis, corruptible :

see corruptible.] The capability of being cor-

rupted, in any sense of the word; corruptible-
ness.

Frequency of elections . . . has a tendency . . . not to
lessen corruptibility. Burke, Independence of Parliament.

corruptible (ko-rup'ti-bl), a. [= P. corruptible= Pr. Sp. corruptible = Pg. eorruptivel = It. cor-

ruttevole, corruttibile, < LL. corruptibilis, conrup-

corruption

tilnlis, < L. corruptus, pp. of cnrrumi>rr<>,. corrupt :

see corrupt, r.] 1. That may be corrupted ;
sub-

ject to decay, putrefaction, or destruction : as,
this corruptible body.
This corruptible must put on incorniption, and this mor-

tal must put on immortality. 1 Cor. xv. 53.

2. That may be contaminated or vitiated in

qualities or principles ; susceptible of being de-

praved, tainted, or changed for the worse : as,
manners are corruptible by evil example. 3.

Open to bribing ; susceptible of being bribed :

as, corruptible voters.

corruptibleness (ko-rup'ti-bl-nes), TO. Suscep-
tibility of corruption ; corruptibility.

corruptibly (ko-rup'ti-bli), adv. In such a
manner as to be corrupted or vitiated.

It is too late : the life of all his blood
Is touch'd corruptibly. Shak., K. John, v. 7.

Corrupticolae (kor-up-tik'o-le), TO. pi. [LL., <

L. corruptus, corrupt (in reference to the al-

leged corruptible nature of Christ's body), + co-

lere, worship.] The name given by Western
writers to the Phthartolatrse, a Christian sect

of the sixth century, which held that the body
of Christ was necessarily and naturally corrup-
tible, in opposition to another Monophysite
sect, the Aphthartodocetse.
corruption (ko-rup'shon), . [< ME. corrup-
cion, corrupcioun, corupcion = D. corritptie =
Dan. korruption, < OF. corruption, corrupcion,
F. corruption = Pr. corrupcio = Sp. corrupcion
= Pg. corrupgao = It. corruzione, < L. corrup-
tio(n-), conruptio(n-), < corrumpere, pp. corrup-
tus, corrupt : see corrupt, v.] 1 . The act of cor-

rupting, or the state of being corrupt or putrid ;

the destruction of the natural form of an organic
body by decomposition accompanied by putre-
faction

; physical dissolution.

Lyve thou soleyn, wermis corupcwun!
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 614.

Corruption is a proceeding from a being to a not being,
as from an oak to chips or ashes. Blundeville.

Neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corrup-
tion. Ps. xvi. 10.

2. Putrid matter
; pus.

For swellings also they vse small peeces of touchwood,
in the forme of clones, which pricking on the griefe they
burne close to the flesh, and from thence draw the corrup-
tion with their mouth.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 137.

3. Depravity ;
wickedness ; perversion or ex-

tinction of moral principles ;
loss of purity or

integrity.
Having escaped the corruption that is in the world

through lust. 2 Pet. i. 4.

4. Debasement or deterioration.

After my death I wish no other herald, . . .

To keep mine honour from corntption,
But such an honest chronicler as Grittith.

.S/mA-.. Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

5. Perversion; vitiation: as, a corruption of

language.
At this day, by corruptwn of the name, it is called Lom-

bardy. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 100.

The general corruption of manners in servants is owing
to the conduct of masters. Steele, Spectator, No. 107.

His [Shakspere's] works have come down to us in a con-
dition of manifest and admitted corntption in some por-
tions, while in others there is an obscurity.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 172.

6. A corrupt or debased form of a word: as,"
sparrow-grass

"
is a corruption of "aspara-

gus." 7. A perverting, vitiating, or deprav-
ing influence

;
more specifically, bribery.

Corruption wins not more than honesty.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Blest paper credit t last and best supply !

That lends corruption lighter wings to fly.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 40.

Corruption in elections is the great enemy of freedom.
J. Adams.

Corruption essentially consists ... in distributing the
appointments and favours of the State otherwise than
with a sole regard to merit and capacity.

W. K. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 41.

8. In law, taint
; impurity or defect (of herit-

able blood) in consequence of an act of attain-
der of treason or felony, by which a person is

disabled from inheriting lands from an ancestor,
and can neither retain those in his possession
nor transmit them by descent to his heirs. This
penalty, along with attainder itself, has been abolished in
Great Britain, and never existed in the United States.

It is to be hoped that this corruption of blood . . . may,
in process of time, be abolished by act of Parliament.

Blackstone, Com., IV. 389 (Harper, 1852).

No attainder of treason shall work con-nfifiiui of blood.

Cant. U. S., iii. a
= Syn. 1. Putrefaction, putrescence. 4. Pollution, de.

lIliMiH-nt, contamination, vitiation, demoralization, foul-

ness, baseness.



corruptionlst

COrruptionist (ko-rup'shon-ist), H. [< corrup-
tion + -int.'] 1. A defender of corruption or

wickedness. Hi/ilmi/ Smith. 2. One who en-

gages in bribery ami other corrupt practices.
'Hi. iiiM-niioii .-mil rapid diffusion of tlif word riirrup-

tionijttH as a designation tor men n ho take bribes, or sup-
port those \vli>> take tliem, is a Ki^'li of the times worth

//.. \,,li,,,,, IX. tMl(l8<).

These silent men |nho xuhniil to party inlluem <] are to-

day till' worst eneini'-- M| tll<' llepllhlii'. They make it safe
io,i, iraiid. They render it pnwtlcally Impoiiibli to over
throw corruption! v I Is*-?., cxxill. 327.

corruptive (ko-rnp'tiv), a. [= F. corni/itif =
1'r. i-ni'nii'tiii Sp. Pg. corru/iticn = It. corrot-

tirn, I'lirriittini.i \Ai.c<irrii/itinix,< 1 1. cin'i'ii/'tux.

pp. of eorruiiiin'rc, corrupt: see corrupt, .]

lla\in"; the power of corrupting, tainting, de-

praving, or vitiating.

ItshonM in- riiilui'il with . . . some corniptive quality.
littii, \\orkHofCreatlon.

corruptlesst (ko-rupt'les), a. [< corrupt +
-less.] Not susceptible of corruption or decay.

All around
Th- borders with i-firruptletts myrrh are crowned.

llt-itdfn, tr. uf Ovid's Metamorph., xv.

corruptly (ko-rupt'li), adr. 1. In a corrupt
manner; with corruption ; viciously; wickedly;
dishonorably.
We have dealt very corruptly against thee. Neh. L 7.

O. that estates, degrees, and offices,
\\ ere not tleriv'd corruptl it !

iSAo*., M. of V., U. 9.

2. Ill law, with the intent of gaining some ad-

vantage inconsistent with official or sworn duty,
or the legal rights of others, by bribery or other

corrupt means.

corruptness (ko-rupt'nes), n. 1. The state of

being corrupt; putrid state; corruption. 2. A
state of moral impurity : as, the corruptness of a

judge. 3. A vitiated state
; debasement; im-

purity : as, the corruptness of language.
comiptress (ko-rupt'res), . [< corrupter +
-ess.] A female who corrupts. [Bare.]

Peace, rude bawd 1

Thou studied old corruptresx, tye thy tongue up.
Flelther, Wife for a Month, iv. 3.

COrsH, n. A Middle English form of curse1 .

corset, A Middle English form of corse1 .

corset, ". An obsolete form of course!.

corsac, . See corsak.

corsage (k6r-8iizh'), [< F. corsage, bust,
trunk, body, < OF. cars, body : see corse1

,
Cor-

xct, corpse.] If (kflr'saj). The body. 2. The
body or waist of a woman's dress; a bodice:

as, a corsage of velvet.

A drawing of corsair? or iHxlice In pale green silk.

l-\:ft nightly Ren., N. S., XLII. 285.

corsaintt, n. [ME., also corseint, -sant, -smiiif,

(. OF. cors saint, < L. (ML.) corpus sanctum, holy
body, or corpus sancti, body of a saint: see

ciir/inxiiiit.] A holy body or person; a saint.

citnucer.

In especiull of the blessed corseynt and holy Virgyne and
Martir Seynt Kateryn. Knglitli Wills (R. K. T. S.), p. 188.

corsair (kSr'sar), . [Early mod. E. also cor-

sarie, after Sp. Pg. ;
< F. corsairc, < Pr. corsari

= Sp. Pg. corsnrio = It. corsaro (> Turk, qur-
san), a corsair, < Pr. corsa = Sp. Pg. corso = It.

corsa, a course, cruise, = F. course, > E. course,

q. v. Cf. courser1 .] 1. One who cruises or

scours the ocean with an armed vessel, without
a commission from any sovereign or state, seiz-

ing and plundering merchant vessels, or mak-
ing booty on land

;
a pirate ;

a freebooter.

He left a cormir's name to other tlmex.
Linked with one virtue and a thousand crimes.

Byron, The Corsair, III. 24.

2. A piratical vessel ; sometimes, a privateer.
There are many CanarittoT I'yrats which goc conning

alongst that coast, robbing and spoiling.
Uatluyt't t'oiiage*, II. 217.

Barbary corsair* infested the coast of the Mediterranean.
/Yl'XI'lllV.

Joining a cormir'g crew,
O'er the dark sea I flew

With the marauders.

iMnnMlmi; skeleton 111 Armor.

Nearly 800 corxair* had sailed, during the war, from
Dunkirk to prey upon English and Dutch commerce.

/.((*;;, Eng. In 18th Cent., i.

3. A scorpii'iioid fish, Xilmxticlttliyit roxaccus,
witli smooth cranial ridges, moderate-sized
srales, and pale, blotches surrounded by pur-
plish shades on the sides. It is about l-J inches
1<"I-. :l!iil nue of the most amintlant species of the genus,
Inubttlm mther deep wat. T Moni: the raliforniaii coast,
"M'e rut in next fohniltl.

corsak, corsac (kor'sakl. . [Native name.]
A species of fox of a yellowish color, 1'nlpr.v
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Corsair (Sibalt<t>il>v> raaseus}.
I i..,,, Report of U.S. I- ih Commission, 1884. J

corsac, found in Tatars and India. It is gregari-

ous, prowls by day, burrows, and lives on bin Is and eggs. It

of tenets, /.anil n

let* are of leather.
Dreasof German or

Flemuh tiikeman
about r6oo, from con-

temporary enfrav-
in*.

mm*
Corsak ( Vwtpfs rortac).

resembles and Is a near relative of the little kit or swift
fox of North America, \'l)tfn relox. Also called orfirw.

corse 1 (k6rs), M. [< ME. cors, a body, esp. a
dead body, < OF. cors = Pr. cors; parallel to

the full form, corpse, < ME. corns, < OF. coriis .-

see eorywc.] If. The living body or bodily
frame of an animal, especially and usually of

a human being ;
the person.

Be-war, as dere as ye haue youre owne forte and youre
honour,- and alo the honour of two kynges, that ye go
not on t e to batalle agcin hem, It or ye sholde haue to grete
losse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. 808.

For he was strong, ajtd of so mightie corse,
As ever wielded speare in warlike hand.

Sjirnser, Y. Q., I. ill. 42.

2. A dead body, especially and usually of a
human being; a corpse. [Now archaic or po-
etical.]

The Dene . . . warnyn the brethren and sfstren to come
to the derige and gon with the Cor' to the kirke.

English Gild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

And as the soldiers bore dead Itodles by
He call'd them untaught knaves, unmannerly,
To bring a slovenly unhandsome corse

Betwixt the wind and his nobility.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3.

'Twas not those souls that fled in pain
Which to their corses came again.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, v.

A melancholy group collected alwut his cnrte, on the

bloody height of Altwhacen. Irving, firanada, p. 70.

3f. The body or main part, as the hull of a ship
or the trunk or stem of a tree or vine.

Kfor, as he saithe, the cors [of a vine! I delve in grounde,
I'lie rootes \vol aliotinde and all confounde.

PallaMtis, Hushondric (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

And all they thought none other but that the cor* of the

galye shulde in lykewyse haue fallen to the rok at the next

surge of the see, and so haue !'ii loste.
NiV R. Guylfortle, Pylgrymage, p. 76.

4f. Same as corset, I. 5. A plaited or woven
silk ribbon used for vestments. M. E. C. Wal-
cott.

corse"t, ''. A Middle English form of curse1 .

corse3!, An obsolete form of course1 .

corse4t, v. i. [Early mod. E., also corce, coce,

CIMIXC, < ciirncr, courser, a horse-dealer, a trader :

see courser2.] To trade
;

traffic, autchinson.
cor. sec. An abbreviation of corresponding sec-

n tun/.

corseintt, . See cormiint.

corselet, corslet (kors'let), . [= It. corsaletlo
= Sp. ein-si-lctc = Pg. corsolete, < F. corselet, a

corselet, dim. of OF. eors, body: see corse1
,

corpse, and cf. corset.] 1. Armor for the body,
in use after tlie perfecting of plate-armor; spe-
cifically, in the sixteenth century, the breast-
and back-pieces taken together.

flod guide thy han.1. an.! speeil thy weaium so
That thon return triumphant of thy Fo.

Hold, take my Corxlet, and my Helm, and Launce,
And to the Heav'ns thy happy Prowes aduance.

Sylmter, tr. of Dll Bartas'a Weeks, 11., The Trophies.

Tlie Strings of which [Hearts], in Battles Heat,
Against their very Cn,-*l,-t* beat. Prior, Alma, i.

2. The breastplate taken by itself.

The camlet plate that guarded his breast
Was once the wild bee's golden vest.

J. R. DraJtt, Culprit Fay

corsive

8. The complete armor of a pikeman, musket-

eer,ctc.,consistingof breast :u,d

back, gauntlets
a rid t assets, wit li

a morion Or Open headpieee.
4. In zoiil.: (a) In nitoni., the

thorax of an insect
;
that part to

which the wings and legs are

:itt:ti'lied. In Cuteuptera the part
usually no called i the prothorax, U-ar-

ing only the lint pair of I.

ly surpassing the other two se-ii

the thorax in extent,
(fc) In ii-hlli.,

a zone or area of scales, larger
than the rest, developed behind
tlie head and about the pectoral
fins of certain scombroid fislies,

as in the tunnies, ulbienres.

bouitos, and frigato-iimekerels.

(c) In conch., a ridge in the hinge
of bivalves with an external

ligament, with which the liga-
ment is connected. [Rare.]

corselet, corslet (kdrs'let), r. /.

l< corselet, corslet, .] To encir-

cle with or as with a corselet.

[Rare.]
Her anus,

Able to lock Jove from a synod, shall,

By warranting moonlight, corxlet thee.
Fletcher (aiul another). Two Noble Kinsmen, L 1.

corsementt, See cursement.

corse-presentt (kftrs'prez'ent), n. A mortuary
or recompense formerly paid at the interment
of a dead body. It usually consisted of the best beast

Itclonging to the deceased, and was conducted along with
the corpse and presented to the priest.

Tlie Payment of Mortuaries is of great Antiquity: It
was antlently done by leading or driving a Horse or Cow,
Ac. In-fore the I'orps of the Deceased at his Funeral. It

was considered as a (lift left by a Man at his Death, by
Way of Recompence for all Failures in the Payment of
Tit hrs and oblations, and called a Cortt-pretent.

Bourne's /'op. Antio,. (1777), p. 26.

corseriet, " [ME., < corser, courser, a trader:
see cors**, courser2.] Trading; traffic.

It semeth. that alle doyng In this mater is cursed cone-
rie of symonie, gevynge the sygne of holy ordrfs for tent-

peral drit. Wyclif, Select Works (ml. Arnold), III. 283.

corsesque (k6r-sesk'), n. [= F. corscsque, <

It. corsesca, (. Corsica (L/. Corsica, also Corsis, F.

Corse), because the weapon was used in that
island. See Corsic/'M.] An old weapon like a

spear, having on each side of the central blade
anothercurved one, the two curved blades form-

ing together a crescent with the sharp edge on
the concave side. Sometimes, however, these
blades had a secondary or outward curve sharp-
ened on both sides.

corset (kflr'set), n. [< ME. corsctc, corsette (def.

1), < OF. comet (> It. cirrsetto, ML. corsetus), a

close-fitting garment (def. 1), F. corse< (def. 3),
dim. of cors, body: see corse', corpse, and cf.

corselet. Cf. bodice, of similar origin.] If. In
the middle ages, a close-fitting body-garment.
The term seems to have been always applied to a garment
having skirts and sleeves, but may have leii used for the

upper part, or what might be called the iKxlfcc of such
garments. In this sense also core.

2f. A similar garment stuffed and quilted to

form a garment of fence; a piece of armor,
similar to the gambeson, worn by crossbowmen
and foot-soldiers about 1475. 3. A shaped,
close-fitting body or waist, usually made of

quilted satin jean, stiffened bv strips of steel

or whalebone, and so designed as to admit of

tightening by lacing, worn chiefly by women
to give shape and support to the figure ; stays.
Often in plural, corsets.

corset (kdr'set), t. t. [< corset, .] To inclose
in a cornet.

corseyt (k&r'si), M. An obsolete form of eorwire.

Corsican (kor'si-kan), a. and n. [< Corsica (L.

Corsica, also Corsis, > It. Corxira. F. Corse) +
-".] I. o. Belonging or relating to Corsica, an
island of the Mediterranean, north of Sardinia

(formerly dependent on different states of

Italy, but belonging to France since 1769. and
now one of its departments), or to its inhabi-
tants.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cor-
sica

; specifically, a member of the indigenous
race of Corsica, of Italian affinity. 2. The dia-

lect of the Italian language spoken by Corsicans.

corsite (k6r'sit), . [< F. Torse, Corsica, +
-Hi-.'] A name given by Zirkel to rocks com-

posed essentially of anorthite and hornblende.
The name was taken in im a typical occurrence of rocks of
this . lass on the island of i orsicn. It has never come
into general use.

corsivet (kor'siv), n. and n. [A contraction of

corrosive.] I. a. Corrosive.



corsive

But now their Madness challenged a stout

And eorsioe cure ; Thy Hand must do the Deed.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 221.

II. n. A corrosive.

That same bitter camioc, which did eat

Her tender heart. Spauer, F. Q., IV. ix. 14.

From commonwealths and cities I will descend to fam-

ilies, which have as many corsives and molestations, as

frequent discontents, as the rest.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 69.

corslet, . and t>. See corselet.

corsnedt (kors'ned), n. [Also corsnad; repr.

AS. cornnwd, a term used in the laws (see def.) ;
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catc.~\ If. A family of corals inhabiting a fixed

branching polypary, whose fleshy substance is

coruscation

The cortile in front of the church contains several fres-

coes. C. E. Xorton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 12.

propagate by'buds and eggs. Otherwise called Alcyonana
or sclerobasic Zoantharia. See cut under Coralligena.

2 A higher grade of Protozoa in Lankester's

tured at its connection with the stipe, and

hanging from the pileus as a shreddy mem-
Also called curtain.

. _, _ --
,,,* n\,nnaa Cooo tilucce). The term IS lime USeu, anil Hie iumugc.u see corilHIII'KinK. J -tl laigo gciiu,

< cor-, base of wren pp. of ceosan choose {see seldom (ollowed . hymenomycetous fungi, of the family Agaricini,
choose), + sum, a bit, a piece cut off, < smdan 3 A diyision of the Porifera or sponges, repre- cnaracterfzea by rusty-ocher spores and a uni-

(= G. sckneiden), cut. Equiv. to
OFries^

ton-
sented by the genus

""">'" " ^i-^~- j- T_u . o</</r..~.v> ~~t~~s',~.~ "~~ii<~"i,.'rt i semen uy me goiiun .!<. versal veil consisting of cobweb-like threads. In

bita, < kor- (= cor-, above) + 6ito = E. f*.J corticate, corticated (k6r'ti-kat, -ka-ted), .

eneral appearance the species resemble those
In Anglo-Saxon tew, .the

morsel of choosing or ^ L cortjcateSi pp . adj ., covered with bark <
|f ^r*S to which they are closely allied,

selection, being a piece of bread consecrated
Cortex (cortic-),bark: see cortex, c^ -i-".l-l " -*~ *_]UJL

.Zli/t*/ H/ttuf l/*J rviiiv^ii. viivj <* "'-"j

cortinate (k6r'ti-nat), a. [< NL. cortinatus, <

by exorcism and caused
J.o be^swallowed

by a
j Having a cortex ;

coated with bark or a bark- ^^ v

v ] In &oi., provided with or per-

Jread
Hke covering ; having a rind, as an orange.

talning to a cortina. Also cortinarious.

would in accordrnc
8
;wrtna;pray"er

1

o"nhVex"o-rcUm,pro. 2 Pertaining to or having the characters of
cortinet . An oteolete form of curtain.

-_., _.i f. ,! H .*?e; if the Corticata. COrtinic (kdr-tin'ik), a. [Contr. of cortiamc,

suspected person as a trial of his innocence.

If the accused was guilty, it was supposed that the brea

duce convulsions and paleness, and find no passage

he was innocent, it would cause no harm.

COrssy (kor' si), a. Corrupt. Dunglison.

cortandt, n. See eourtant.

cortege (kor-tazh'), n. [F., < It. corteggto, a

train, retinue, < corte, a court: see court, .]

A train of attendants; a company of followers;

a procession.
Henry and Isabella, each attended by a brilliant cortege

game as corticinic.By far the most common sponge in the chalk-mud is the

pretty little hemispherical corticate form, Tisiphonia agari-

ciformis. Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 167.

Filaments . . . occ^i na%^ ârine Alga! p 70 hool rf^aunerdepa^m^Tt^f"C6te-d'(5."tartow, Mart lg, p. ,o.

Q (k6r-tu'sa);i. [NL., after Cortusi, an
corticating (kor'ti-ka-tmg), a. [As corticate *;'.

UD'V . . , .",, L^La. ._* -,

+ -02
.] Constituting or serving as a cortex,

bark, rind, or outer covering.

Italian botanist of the sixteenth century.] A
genug of piantS) natural order Primulacece, con-

taining a single species, C. Mathioli (bear"s-ear

sanicle), found in the alpine districts of the old

world. It is a low, flowering, herbaceous perennial, with

monopetalous campanulate flowers of a fine red color, re-

sembling the primrose.
Derived from or relating cortusal (k6r-tu'sal), a. [< Cortusa + -al.~\ In

bot., relating or pertaining to, or having the

of cavaliers and nobles. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.
cortjcation (k6r-ti-ka'shon), n. [As corticate +

Cortes (kor'tes), n. pi. [Sp. and Pg., pi. of
-ion.'] The formation of a cortex.

corte, court: see court, .] 1. The national cortices, Plural of cortex,

assembly or legislature of Spain, consisting of corticic (k6r-tis'ik), a. [< L. cortex (cortic-),

a senate and chamber of deputies. The senate is bark, cork, + -ic.~]

composed of not over 360 members, one half princes of the to cork. , f =
blood.grandees.andcertainex-offlcioandiiominatedmein- corycifer (kor-tis'i-fer), n. [= F. corticifere, characters of, the genus Cortusa.
b
o'

8
'

osed o"

e

membIra
C

m
i

the proporttonofoueTo'i every < L. cortex (cortic-), bark, + ferre = E. feearl.] conunt, . An obsolete spelling of quorum.

50,000 inhabitants, elected for 5 years. One of the Corticata; a barked coral. corundophilite (ko-run-dpf'i-lit),
n. [< NL.

2 The parliament or legislature of Portugal, corticiferous (kor-ti-sif'e-rus), a. [As cortici- corundum, q. v., + Or. 0(Aoc, loving, + -%te'.\

fer + -CMS.] Producing bark or something A species of chlorite occurring with corundum

analogous to bark. at Chester in Massachusetts.

cortic&orm (kor-tis'i-f6rm), a. [= F. cortici- corundum (ko-run'dum), n. [NL.-, formerly also
'

irk,

consisting of an upper house of hereditary, life,

and elective peers, and a lower house of 173

deputies elected by the people for 4 years. >

cortex (kor'teks), re.
; pi. cortices (-ti-sez). [L. :

forme, < L. cortex (cortic-), bar.

see cork.] 1. In bot. : (a) Bark, as of a tree,
shape.] Resembling bark.

See barkS. (6) In Chara and some alga?, a cov- corticiid (kor-tis'i-id), n. A
ering of tubular or other cells inclosing the axis

; family Corticiidm.

in lichens, the cortical layer (which see, under Corticiidse (kor-ti-si'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cor-

cortical). 2. Specifically, in med., Peruvian ticmm, 2, + -idw.'] A family of sponges, of the

+ forma, corindon; < fiind. kurand, corundum.] Alumi-

na, or the oxid of the metal aluminium, as found

sponge of the native in a crystalline state. It crystallizes in the

rhombohedral system, often appearing in tapering hexag-
onal pyramids, and also occurs massive and granular. In

hardness it is next to the diamond. Its specific gravity is

about 4. In color it is blue, red, yellow, brown-gray, and

structure likened to bark or rind; cortical sub- Corticium.
stance : as, the cortex of the brain. Specifically corticine (k6r'ti-sin), n. [< F. corticine = Sp.
(a) A thin, fleshy expansion of coenosarc upon the sclero- jt cort.jcina, < NL. corticina, < L. cortex (cortic-),
base of a polyp. (It) The exterior investment of a sponge.

fe fc
.

'

^
, and 4lft _inez^ An al_

See the extract.
"* J

\'_
~

.". .'. '.. , ,',,- , , .._

In the higher forms of Sycons the radial tubes no longer
arise as simple outgrowths of the whole sponge-wall, but

rather as outgrowths of the endoderm into the mesoderm,
which, together with the ectoderm, exhibits an indepen-
dent growth of its own ; and this results in the formation

of a thick investment, known as the cortex.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 414.

bark. 3. In anat. and zoo'l., some part or order Cliondrospongite, typified by the genus white. The transparent varieties are prized as gems, the
*-- '-'- " i i- -

i,iue being the sapphire, the violet the Oriental amethyst,
the red the ruby, and the yellow the Oriental topaz. Com-
mon corundum includes the opaque varieties and those of

a dull, dark color. When pulverized it is used for grind-

ing and polishing other gems, steel, etc. Emery is granu-
lar corundum, more or less impure, generally containing

magnetic iron. The best sapphires, rubies, etc., come from

Burma, India, China, and Ceylon; common corundum,
from China, the Urals, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
North and South Carolina ; emery, from Asia Minor, the

islands of Naxos and Samos near Ephesus in Asia Minor,
and also from Chester in Massachusetts. Also called ada-

mantine spar, diamond-spar.

TNL <L. cortex corundum-point (ko-run'dum-point), w. Aden-

* 1 1 A large tists' tool, used on the end of a drill-sprndle for

jyri. nee orain. uurwji ui wie luu- \ /' - '
,. I!

J . A f -i o-pirifliTny and nbradiner "with emerv.
ney, the outer, investins, or cortical, as distinguished from genus of hymenomycetous fungi, of the family ^ g_a? Ji /tfi ^Tn Miirn wn A frrind-
the medullary substance of the kidney. See cut under Auricularini, having an even, fleshy hymemum, COnindum-tOOl C^ ;"

d l >' n -

f
kidneu wWrv, ^Alln^ps when drv The SDecies erow ing-tool made of a block composed of emery, or

cortlialt (k6r;thal),
Same as

eourtant^ ^'dLd ^PoT-2^. ThVtypical genus ofthT f " -* -^ "~*- T^ - spd larffelv for

kaloid obtained from the bark of the Populus
tremula.

lorticinic (k6r-ti-sin'ik), a. [< L. cortex (cor-

tic-), bark, cork, + -i 2 + -c.] Relating to or

derived from bark. Also cortinic Corticinic

acid, an acid (C12H10O6) existing in cork and extracted

from it by alcohol.

Cortex of the brain, the layer of gray matter investing Oorticurm (kor-tish'i-um), n.
most of the surface of the brain and dipping down intothe v^mtin_-, ^v . aBB *_ ,
sulci between the gyri. See brain,- Cortex of tne Kla-

, ueau wuuu._ fi . illo --- .-v*r IB
Oortian (k6r'ti-an), a. Pertaining to or dis-

f u Corticiidce.having candelabra, and hav- dressing the surface of millstones.
-covered by Buenaventura Corti, an Italian sci-

entist (1729-1813) Cortlan fibers. Seeftbemof Cor-
ing the spicules simply scattered through the COHlScant (ko-rus'kant), a. [< L. con*

mlsoderm, not forming a continuous skeleton, ppr. of coruscare, flash : see> coruscate.]
[< L. coruscan(t-)s,

'

Flash-

and -al.'] Belonging to or consisting of bark or

rind; resembling bark or rind; hence, exter-
with respect ^ eorticoie lichens, some prefer the rugged

bark of old trees (e.g., Kamalina, Parmelia, Stictei)and

diillary : as, the cortical substance of the brain
"

'dney. See cortex. Cortical epilepsy. See

'y. Cortical layer, in lichens, a multiple layer

Same as coriicolous.

and pp. coruscated, ppr. coruscating. [< L. co-

ruscatvs, pp. of coruscare, move quickly, vibrate,

flash, glitter.] To emit vivid flashes of light ;

lighten; gleam.

g fire more . . . coruscating . . . than any other

matter. Greenhill, Art of Embalming, p. 331.

or kidney. See cortex Cortical epilepsy. See corticblous (kor-tik'o-lus), a. [As corticole + =ayn. Sparkle, Scintillate, etc. See glare.

Growing on bark: applied to lichens, coruscation (kor-us-ka'shon), n. [= F.
epife;
of ce forming a false parenchyma at the surface of the

aud a lower cortical layer. In some fungi a denser and
flrmer tissue at the surface is so called. The latter is also ^ , ^.
called the pellicle or cutw. Cortical paralysis, paraly- -j-TIJL-- ,- tho Viord noVl nf Cnma Fistula
sis due to a lesion of the cortex of the brain.- Cortical Structure, as tne nard poc

sheath, in bot, a phrase applied by Nageli to the whole 2. Having a cortex; corticate or corticiterous.

of the primary bast-bundles. See basti. Cortical sub- cortile (kor-te'le), n. [It., < corte, court: see
stance of cells and unicellular animals, ectoplasm ;

outer
courtj n ^ and curtilage.'} 1. In arch., a small

court inclosed by the divisions or appurte-
nances of a building. The cortile was an impor-
tant adjunct to early churches or basilicas, and was usually

cell-substance ; the thicker, tougher, and less granular
protoplasm upon the exterior of a cell, as distinguished
from the medullary substance. The formation of cortical

substance is an advance in the organization of protozoans,

giving them more consistency and a more definite or more
persistent shape.

Corticata (kor-ti-ka'ta), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. corticatus, covered with bark : see corti-

fungi, etc. cation = Pr.

corticose, COrtiCQUS (k6r'ti-kos, -kus), a. [< coruseazione, ,,

L. corticosus, barky, < cortex (cortic-), bark: see pp. coruscatus, flash: see coruscate, r.] 1. A
'cortex, cork.] 1. Barky; resembling bark in flash or gleam of light ;

a burst or play of light,
-* ^ -'" "--'"

as the reflection of lightning by clouds or of

moonlight on the sea.

Lightnings and coruscations. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 115.

Watching the gentle conucations of declining day.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 135.

The smoke, tarnish, and demoniac glare of Vesuvius easi-

ly eclipse the pallid coruscations of the Aurora Borealis.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

2. Figuratively, a flash or gleam of intellectual

brilliancy.

of a square form ; in Italy at the present day it is often

embellished with columns and statues.

The cortile, or hall, is Morisco-Italian.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xliii.



coruscation
" Love's Ijllionr Lost is jjcllcrilllv plaeed ill the I,,, It,, hi

of the list. There is, ill, I I, little interest in the falile.

=Syn. 1. S.T flan .

>

corve (korv), . Same as corf.

corv6e (kOr-va'), n. [F., < OF. con-ee, courrrr,

i-nnr,',-, </<, crow, etc., < ML. <-i>rnilii,corrad<i,

eorada (also corvnia, etc., after OF.), corvee,

orig. I'nrriM/tilii (si-. <>i>i'ru, work), forced or com-
manded labor, a field cultivated by such labor,
cultivated land, fern, of L.

corroyatus,pp.
of cor-

roi/arc, bring together by entreaty, collect (ML.
command f), < com-, together, + royare, ask:

see rogation.'] In feudal law, an obligation im-

posed upon the inhabitants of a district to |>er-

torm certain services, as the repair of roads,

etc., for the sovereign or the feudal lord.

One-fourth of the working-days in the year went ascor-

ircn due to the kinft, and in part to the feudal lord.

U. Speiuer, Pop. Scl. Mo., XX. 15.

corvent. The Middle English preterit plural and

past participle of earwf.

corvesert, corvesort, " [Early mod. E. also

ciirrixor, mrri:or, < ME. mrrwr, mrrixcr. < OF.

corveser, corvixier, coreiscr, corveisier, corroisier,

etc. (ML. corvesarius), also corvesour, a shoe-

maker.] A shoemaker.
And tlr.lt the i-i/nv'i- I,ye tlier lelhi-r in the seid yeld

haiie. E,uitiii <;it<<* (!:. K. T. a.), p. .171.

COrvett, n. See nirri't.

ret'), n. [=D. Dan. Sw.
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Corvultur (kor-vul'ter), . [NL. (B. P. Les-

son, 1831), < L. cnr(rus), a raven, + vultur, vul-

ture. ] A genus of African ravens of somewhat
vulture-like character, with an extremely stout

bill. C. albicollis, the corbivau, is the type.
Also Corrirultur.

CorVUS (k6r'vus), n. [L., a raven, akin to roras,

< Gr. nvpaS;, a raven, a crow: see Cunts.] 1.

In axtron., an
ancient south-
ern constella-

tion, the Ra-
ven. It presents
a characteristic

configuration of

four stars of the
second or third

magnitude.
2. [/. c.] In
Rum. (mini. :

(a) A kind of

grapnel used
in marine war-

The Constellation Corvus.

(From Ptolemy's description.)

fare. It consisted of a piece of Iron with i

certain height, projected out from the vessel's side, and
then allowed to fall upon the first hostile galley that came
within Its range, and which was thus either disabled or

grappled with, (b) A ram, used for demolishing
walls, consisting of a beam bearing a pointed
iron headwith aheavyhook : distinctively called

the corvus demolttor. 3. [NL.] In zool., the

central and typical genus of the Cortina: and of

Pg. corveta = It. corvette ( > Turk, qurvet), a cor-

vette, < L. corbita, a slow-sailing ship of burden,
< corbis, a basket: see corb1

.] A wooden ship
of war, flush-decked, frigate-rigged, and having
only one tier of guns. The term was originally ap-

plied to vessels of burden, with reference to the corbita, or

basket, carried at the mastheads of Egyptian grain-ships.

A corvette, as he called it, of Calais, which hath been
taken by the English. Sidney, State Papers, II. 436.

corvette (k6r-vet'6), n. [It. corvette, fern. : see

curvet.] Same as curvet.

Corvidae (kdr'vi-de), H. pi. [NL., < Corvus +
-idee.'] A group of oscine passerine birds, in-

cluding the common crow, presenting a struc-

ture which lias been regarded as specially typi-
cal of I'asseres, and indeed as representative
of all the higher birds

;
the crow family. The

technical characters are : a stout, moderately long, conical,
ciiltratc beak ; the nasal fossa) attypically filled with dense
anti-one plumules hiding the nostrils; wings with 10 pri-

maries ; tail with 12 feathers ; and the tarsus scutellate

and laminlplantar, but normally tilled in with small plates

along the sides. The limits of the family have fluctuated

widely, but it is now usually restricted to the corvine birds

proper, such as the crows.ravens.rooks, jackdaws, choughs,
nutcrackers, magpies, and jays. About 50 genera, with
200 species, have been admitted ; they are found in all

parts of the world. The leading divisions of the family

corviform (k6r'vi-f6rm), o. [< NL. corviformis,
< L. conns, a raven (a crow), + forma, shape.]
1. In form like a crow; having the corvine or

crow-like structure. 2. In a wider sense, re-

lated to or resembling a crow
;
of corvine af-

finities.

Corviformes (k&r-vi-f6r'mez), .
]>l. [NL., pi.

of cori'iforMis : see corviform.] In ornith., in

Sundevall's system, a superfamily of corvine

birds, equivalent to Coliotnorjilnv and Ambula-
tores.

corvina (kor-vi'nii), n. [< L. corviuus: see cor-

fiiii'.] A southern Californian .
sciamoid fish,

Cyiuixcioii iHii'riiiiinic, related to the weakfish
of the eastern coast of the United States, it

has two anal spines, and the color of the body Is mostly
of a clear steel-blue, but silvery below ; the upper fins are

durk, the lower yellowish or dusky. It is about -2J feet in

length, and is all excellent food-fish. Also called Mucjtxli.

Corvinse (kor-vi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Corvus +
-iiite. Cf. forrim:] The typical subfamily of

the family Corrida; containing the crows, ra-

vens, roots, etc., as distinguished from the jays
and pies,

Or darrulina'. They normally have the

the ^ait a n 1 1 ml at, >rv. n,,t sal tutorial ; and the plumage as a

rule siiinlier or uiivarie^ated. But there is no distill, ! ,it

vidingline between this and other divisions of the family.
See ,'iit under mm 1

-.

corvine (kdr'vin), (t. [< L. corrinun, of or per-

taining to the raven, < eorrus, a raven: see Cor-

rux.] Pertaining to or having the characters
of the < 'nrriiiir or the Corrida- ; related to or re-

sembling a crow
;
corviform.

Perhaps a blue jny shrills cab-call in his corvine trebles.

Lotcftl. study Windows, p. 51.

corvisert, corvisort, - Same as com / .

corvorantt, . An obsolete and erroneous form
of cormorant, 3,

carrion-crow (C. cor&ne), the common crow of America (C.

anuriamut), the fish-crow of the same locality (C. ontifra-

im), the European rook (C. fntgUegui), and the daw (C.

/;<,,/"</"/"). The sj.erirs are ii mi i,T< >IH. and ale found In

most parts of the world. They much resemble one ano-

ther, except in size, being as a rule glossy-black, with black
bill and feet. See cut under crow*.

Corybant (kor'i-bant), n. ; pi. corybants, arry-
ban tes (-bants, kor-i-ban'tez). [< L. Corybantes,

pi. (sing. Corybas), < Gr. Kop'pfiavrec., sing. Kopr-

/fac.] [cap. in the first use.] One of the mys-
terious spirits or secondary Asian divinities,

akin to the Dactyli and the Telchines
; or, with-

out clear distinction from the former, a priest
of the goddess Cybele, who conducted her mys-
teries with wild music and dancing; hence, a
frantic devotee ;

a wild, reckless reveler. See

Cybele. Sometimes written korybant.

Ther Is a manere of poeple that hlhte curibande*, that
weenen that when the moene is in the eclypse, that it be

enchaunted, and therfore for to rescowe the moene they
liet yn hyr l,as\ us with strokes.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 5.

corybantiasm (kor-i-ban'ti-azm), n. [< Gr. KO-

pvflavTiaanoc,, corybantie frenzy, < /wpvfavriav,
celebrate the rites of the Corybants, < Kopi'flaf, a

Corybant: see corybant.] Sameascory6aw<t*i.
corybantie (kor-i-ban'tik), a. [< corybant +
-ic. ] 1 . Madly agitated ;

inflamed like the cory-
bants. 2. Affected with or exhibiting cory-
bantism.

corybantism (kor'i-ban-tizm), n. [< corybant
+ -ism.] In patnol., a sort of frenzy in which
the patient has fantastic visions. Also cory-
hiiiitiilxni.

Corycaeidae (kor-i-se'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cory-
cceus + -id<e.] A family of parasitic siphonos-
tomous copepod crustaceans. The technical char-

acters are : anterior antenna; short, few-jointed, and alike

in both sexes ; the posterior ones unbranched, hooked, and

usually differentiated according to sex ; mouth-parts often

arranged for piercing ; and sometimes lateral eyes in ad-

dition to the median one. The representative genera are
<'>.i'iiorti* and Sapphiriiui.

CorycaeUS (kor-i-se'us), n. [NL., < Gr. xupviaum;,
a spy, lit. one of the inhabitants of Corycus
in Lydia, Asia Minor (L. Cory-
cus, < Gr. Kupvuof), who had the

reputation of spying out the des-

tination and value of ships' car-

goes, and then piratically seizing

them.] A genus of Cope/iixltt

having two large lateral eyes in

addition to the median one, some-
what chelate antennae, and a

rudimentary abdomen. It is the

typical genus of the family Cory-
i-ai/lir; C. i l<iiii/<itiix\ san example.
Corycia (ko-ris'i-a), w. [NL., <

Gr. K&pvKOf, a leathern sack, wal-

let, or quiver.] A wide-spread ge-
nus of geometrid moths, species
of whicn occur in Asia, Europe,
and North America, in temperate
or mountainous regions. They have the body robust.

M-riceous. mid whole-colored: the proboscis and palpi slen-

der; the le-s smooth and slender: and the abdomen ending
in a conical point The wings are entire, rounded, smooth

CoryluB
and satiny, and white. with few markings, If any. Tt
hind til, lie have 4 long spurs. The aliU-mm- of the female
.ne .-. (a, . ,,ii, and those of the male slightly incrassated.

Corydalidaet (kor-i-dal'i-de), w. pi. [NL., <

Corydalis + -idte.] A family of Xeuroptera,
named from the genus Corydalus. /,'///

1839. Also Corydalida (Leach, 1817) and Cory-
dalidl'S.

corydalina (kor'i-da-li'nft), n. [NL.,alsocalle.l

coryilnlia, < corydiilix : sec I'lirydulix and -in-,

-(<-.] 1. A vegetable base which is found in

the root of the plants Corydalis bulboxa and C'.

fabacea. Also called corydalinr. 2f. [<'/'] A
genus of fringilline birds : a synonym of Cala-

inoxpisa. .1. ./. Audubon, 1839.

corydaline 1 (ko-rid'a-lin), . [< Corydalis +
-i/ic 1

.] Resembling the flower of Corydalin.

corydaline'-* (ko-rid'a-lin), . [< Corydalis +
-iwe2.] Same as corydalina, 1.

Corydalis (ko-rid'a-lis), . [NL. (so called

from the resemblance of the spur of the flower

to that of a lark), < Gr. xopviaMJc, one of several

extended forms of /coptuJof, the crested lark (cf .

Corydalus, Corydon), < nopvf, (opi*-, xopvi-), hel-

met, crest.] I. A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous
plants, natural order
t ma riacere. The species
are mostly small, glaucous
herbs, with divided leaves
and tuberous or fibrous
roots. It closely resembles
Dicrntra. except that the
smaller flowers have but one

spur. About 70 species arc-

known, especially numerous
in the Mediterranean region.
There are several species in corydalis.- Inflorescence,
the United states, the golden
corydalis, C. aurea, being the most common. The tuber-

ous roots of various foreign species contain a peculiar

principle (corydalina), and are considered anthelmiiitic

and emmenagogic.
2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus. 3. In entom.,
same as Corydalus, 1. 4f. In ornith. : (a) A
genus of African larks : same as Certhilauda.

(b) A genus of warblers: same as Locustella.

Corydalus (ko-rid'a-lus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1804), < L. corydalux, < Gr. (copvoa/or, (coptioa^/or,

the crested lark: see Corydalis.] 1. A genus
of planipennine neuropterous insects, of the

family Sialidir. Its technical characters are : 3 ocelli,

placed In the front, above the antenna' ; mandibles very

large, protruding far beyond the head in the male ; anten-

na) in, , uniform
; and the fourth tarsal joint small and en-

tire. C. I'ornuinx is the common North American species,
whose larva is popularly known as the hellyrammite. The
larvse are aquatic, and ordinarily live under stones In swift-

running streams. It possesses both branchiae and spira-

cles, and is much used for bait by anglers, who call it dob-

ton and eretwArr. Also Corydalit.

2. [I.e.] An insect of this genus: as, the horned

corydalus.

Corydomorphas (kor*i-do-m6r'fe), K. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. KopvAor, the crested lark, + ftopfy'i, form.]
A superfamily of normal oscine passerine birds,

represented by the lark family Alaudidte, hav-

ing the feet scutelliplantar. Coves, 1888.

Corydon (kor'i-don), n. [NL. (cf. L. Corydon,
Gr. Ko/n>o<j>', a proper name), < Gr. xopvMtv,
another form of ynr, the crested lark, < xrfpiv

(KopvB-, nopvt-), helmet, crest.] 1. In ornith. :

(a) A genus of broadbills or Euryl&mida; con-

taining one species, C. sumatranus. Lexxon,
1828. (b) A genus of larks : a synonym of Me-

lanocorypha. Gloger, 1842. (c) A genus of cock-

atoos : a synonym of Calyptorhynchtix. Wagler,
1830. 2f. In. entom.: (a) A genus of buprestid
beetles. (6) A genus of butterflies, of the fam-

ily Papilionida: Heicitson, 1869.

Corydonyi (ko-rid'o-niks), w. [NL. (Vieillot,

1816), < Gr. KopvAos, the crested lark (cf. Cory-

don), + owf, nail.] A genus of spur-heeled
cuckoos peculiar to Madagascar, as C. tovlou :

in some uses synonymous with Cotta (which
see). Also, incorrectly, Corydonis.

Corylaceae (kor-i-la'sfi), n. pi. [NL., < Cory-
lux + -acete.] A former occasional name of

an order of plants including Corylus, Ostrya,
and one or two other genera, now considered

as forming a tribe of the order Cupvlifera?.

CorylophidaB (kor-i-lof 'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Corylopli ux + -idte.] A family of clavicorn

Coleoptera. The dorsal segments of the abdomen are

partly membranous; the ventral segment* tree: the tarsi

4-jointed ; the wings fringed with hairs ; and the posterior
coxa! separate and not laminate.

Corylophus (ko-ril'o-fus), u. [NL. (Leach,
1829), < (ir. *<Vnf, a nelmet, + /ifyor, a crest.]

A genus of clavicorn beetles, typical of the fam-

ily Corylopliida:

Cdrylus (kor'i-lus), w. [NL., < L. corylus, also

I'lirulus, usually referred to an unauthorized



corymb (kor'imb), ..

Corylus

Gr. *Kopv/lof, the hazel, and this to n6pvc., a hel-

met (in reference to the shape of the involucre) ;

but the proper L. form is conduit, for orig. *co-

Kulas = AS. htesel, E. hazel : see hazel.] A genus
of shrubs or small trees, natural order Coryla-
ceai, including the common hazel. There are seven

species, natives of the temperate regions of the northern

hemisphere, one of which is found in the Atlantic States

and a second on the Pacific coast of North America. The
common hazel of Europe, C. A vellana, yields the varieties

of hazelnut, filbert, cobnut, etc. Some ornamental forms
of this species are frequently cultivated. Turkey filberts,
or Constantinople nuts, from Smyrna, etc., are the fruit

of C. Coltima.

[= F. corymbe, < L.

rymbus, < Gr. aApvu
the uppermost point,
head, cluster of fruit

or flowers, < xoptif, a

helmet.] In bot. : (a)

Any flat-topped or con-
vex open flower-clus-

ter. (6) In a stricter

and now the usual

sense, a form of in-

determinate inflores-

cence differingfrom the
raceme only in the rel-

atively shorter rachis
and longer lower pedi-
cels.

corymbed (kor'imbd), a. Same as corymbose.
corymbi, . Plural of corymbus.
corymbiate, corymbiated (ko-rim'bi-at, -a-

ted), a. [< LL. corymbiatus, < corymbus, a clus-

ter: see corymb.] In bot., producing clusters
of berries or blossoms in the form of corymbs ;

branched like a corymb ; corymbose.
corymbiferous (kor-im-bif'e-rus), a. [< L.

coryntbifer (> F. corymbiferc), bearing clusters

(an epithet of Bacchus) (< cori/mbus, a cluster

(see corymb), + ferrc = E. bear1 ), + -OMS.] In

bot., producing corymbs ; bearing fruit or pro-
ducing flowers in corymbose clusters.

Oorymbites (kor-im-bl'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

K6pv/jflof, top, head, cluster (see corymb), + -irr/c,

E. -zte2.] A genus of click-beetles, of the family

1286

Corymb of Pr,

The species are numerous, those of the
United States being more than 70 in number

; C. resplen-
dent and C. cylindriformis are examples.

corymbose (ko-rim'bos), a. [< corymb + -ose.]
In hot., relating to, having the characters of, or
like a corymb. Also corymbed.
corymbosely (ko-rim'bos-li), adv. In a corym-
bose manner; in the shape of a corymb; in

corymbs.
corymbous (ko-rim'bus), a. [< corymb + -ous.]
Consisting of corymbs.
corymbulose, corymbulous (ko-rim'bu-16s,
-lus), a. [< NL. 'corymbulus (dim. of L. co-

rymbus, a cluster: see corymb) + -ose, -ous.~\

Having or consisting of little corymbs.
corymbus (ko-rim'bus), .; pi. corymbi (-bi).

[L., < Gr. Kopv/i/iof. see corymb.'] In Gr. antiq.,
a roll, knot, or tuft of hair on the top of the

head, a mode practised especially by girls and
young women.
Corymorpha (kor-i-mor'fa), . [NL., short for

Corymmorpha, < Gr. nopiw/, a club, a club-like

bud, + fiop^ii, form.] The typical genus of the

family CorymorpMdte. It is sometimes placed
with others in the family TubulariidtK.

Coryne mirabilis.

I. A colony of the polyps on a bit of seaweed, natural size. 2. Free
stage (formerly called Sarsia], somewhat reduced.

Corynidae (ko-rin'i-de), . pL [NL., < Coryne
+ -te.] A family of gymnoblastic or tubu-
larian hydroids, represented by the genus Co-

ryne. Also Corynaidai, Corynoida;.

COrynidan (ko-rin'i-dan), a. and n. [< Corynida
+ -an.] I. a. TubuTariaii, as a hydroid ; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Corynida ; co-

ryniform, in a broad sense.

II. n. A tubularian hydroid, as a member of

the Corynida.
coryniform (ko-rin'i-form), a. [< NL. Coryne,
q. v., + L. forma, shape.] Resembling or re-

lated to the Corynida!.
Some medusoids, such as Sarsia prolifera and Willsia,

. . . which are probably coryniform, produce ruedusoids
similar to themselves by budding.

Huxley, Aliat. Invert., p. 120.

Corynodes (kor-i-no'dez), n. [NL. (Hope, 1840),
< Gr. Kopw&itK, club-like, < Kopi'vq, a club, + eliof,

form.] A genus of beetles, of the family Chryso-
melidce, characterized among related forms by
the subconvex front with a strong groove at the
internal superior border of the eyes, dilated to-

ward the top of the head. It is a large and impor-
tant group, found in Africa, Asia, the East Indies, and
Australia. The most typical species are confined to China
and the islands of the Malay archipelago.

corynoid(kor'i-noid), a. \_<CoryHe + -oid.~] Ee-
sembling a corynid; coryniform.
Corypha (kor'i-fa), n. [NL., < Gr. Kopwpf/, the

head, top, highest point: see
colophon."] 1. A

genus of palms with gigantic fan-shaped leaves,

The dredge frequently brings up delicate pink or flesh-

colored hydroids consisting of single stems, each support-
ing a single hydranth. Tins hydranth bears two sets of
arms, those around the free end of the proboscis being
much shorter than those neai'er the base. This form was
called by Agassiz Corymorpha pei .

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 81.

Corymorphidse (kor-i-mor'n-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Corymorpha + -idiv.~] A family of gymno-
blastic tubularianhydroids, typifiedby thegenus
Corymorpha, in which the stalk of the solitary
polyp is clothed with a gelatinous periderm,
attaches itself by root-like processes, and con-
tains radial canals whicli lead into the wide
digestive cavity of the polyp-head. The freed
medusa is bell-shaped, with one marginal tentacle, and
bulbous swellings at the end of the other radial canals.

Coryne (kor'i-ne), n. [NL., < Gr. Hnpinn/, a club,
a club-like bud or shoot.] A genus of gymno-
blastic Hydromedusa;, typical of the family Co-
ripuda!. Lamarck, 1801.

corynid (kor'i-nid), n. One of the Corynida; or

Corynida ; a coryniform hydroid.
Corynida (ko-riu'i-dS), n. pi. [NL., < Coryne+ -ida.~\ An order' of hydroid hydrozoans,
the corynids or coryniform hydroids, otherwise
known as the gymnoblastic or tubularian hy-
droids, or pipe corallines. See Gymnoblastea.

Corypha.

natives of tropical Asia. The principal species arc
C. Taliera of Bengal, and C. vntbraculifera, the talipot-
palm of Ceylon. The leaves of the former are used by the
natives to write upon, and of the pith of the latter a sort
of bread ic made. Seefan-palm, talipot-palm.
2. In ro67.

,
a genus of African larks : a synonym

of Megaloplionus. C. apiatus is an example. G.
B. Gray, 1840.

coryphaei, . Plural of coryphaeus.
Coryphsena (kor-i-fe'na), . [NL., < Gr. nopv-
tfiaiva, a certain fish, assumed to be < n6pv(, a
helmet, + fyaiveiv, give light, shine ; but prob. <

q, the head,+ -aiva, a fem. suffix : see Cory-

CoryplHzna cquisttis.

phu.'] 1. A genus of acanthopterygian fishes.

including the dolphins, and representing the
family Coryphafiiida'. 2. A genus of cetaceans.

Corystes

coryphsenid (kor-i-fe'nid), n. A fish of the fam-

ily Coryphmtidte,
Coryphaenidse (kor-i-fe'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Coryjrfuena + -iW\] A family of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, typified by the genus Coryphatna, of

varying limits in different classifications, (a)
It was originally detached from the Scoiubroide* of t'u-

vier to receive the species with a very long entire dorsal
fin. (b) In Giinthcr's final system it embraced Acanthojitf

1 -

rygii eotto-acoinbr(formea, with unarmed cheeks, dorsal fin

without a distinct spinous portion, head and body com-
pressed, vertebne in increased number, and no esophagcal
teeth. It thus included the typical Coryphaniidce as well
as the l;rii///!ilii', Lamprididce, LuvaridtK, and Menidtx of
other authors, (r) In the latest systems it is restricted
to the genus Coryphcena. The species are large fishes in-

habiting the high seas of the warmer regions, swift and
active in their movements, and celebrated for their vary-
ing hues when taken out of water and dying.

Coryphaenina (kor"i-fe-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Coryphwna + -i2.] In Giinther's early sys-
tem, the fifth group of Scombrida; having one
long dorsal fin without distinct spinous division
and no teeth in the esophagus. Subsequently
it was raised by him to the rank of a family.
Coryphaeninae (kor"i-fe-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Coryphama + -ina;.~] Tie coryphaanids as a sub-
family of Scombrida;. See Coryphcenidce.
coryphaenine (kor-i-fe'nin), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Coryph&ninai.
II. it. A fish of the subfamily Coryphamina!.

coryphaenoid (kor-i-fe'noid), a. and n. I. a. Of
or relating to the Coryjiliwitiild'.

II. n. A corvphnid.
coryphaeus, corypheus (kor-i-fe'us), n.

; pi.

coryphaii, coryphei (-1). [< L. coryphams, < Gr.

Kopixfialof, the leader of the chorus in the Attic

drama, < KopvQq, the head, top.] 1. The leader
of the chorus in the ancient Greek drama;
hence, in modern use, the leader of an oper-
atic chorus, or of any band of singers. 2. An
officer in the University of Oxford, originally
intended to assist the choragus. The office is

now merely nominal. 3. A leader, in general.
That noted corypheus [Dr. John Owen] of the Indepen-

dent faction. South, Sermons, v. 49.

coryphe'e (ko-re-fa'), . [F., < L. coryphaeus:
see coryi>ha;i(ii.~l 1. A ballet-dancer who takes
a leading part.

Six tall candles in silver candlesticks, each ornamented
by a little petticoat of scarlet silk, which gave them the
appearance of diminutive cort/pheex pirouetting on one
slender wax leg. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 193.

2. In ornith., an African bush-creeper, a spe-
cies of Thamtiobia, T. cori/pha'a.

coryphene (kor'i-fen), n. A book-name of the
fish of the genus Coryphama.
corypheus, n. See connthwus.

Coryphqdon (ko-rif'o-don), n. [< Gr. Kopixjif/,

top, point, summit, + bAuv, Ionic for o<iot'f

(OOOIT-), = E. tooth.] A genus of fossil Eocene
quadrupeds, of the subungulate series, by some
referred to the Amblypoda (which see), it was
originally based by Owen in 1846 upon a jaw found in the
London clay, but subsequently represented by many speci-
mens from the Eocene of Europe and the United States,
indicating quadrupeds ranging in size from that of the
tapir to that of the rhinoceros. The feet were all 5-toed,
the teeth 44 in number, the canines large and sharp in
lx>th jaws, and the molars obliquely ridged. The genus
is typical of a family Coryphodmltidcf.

coryphodont (ko-rif'o-dont), a. and n. [< Co-

ryi>hod<m(t-).] I. a. 'Having the cusps of the
teeth developed into points, as in the genus Co-

rynhodon.
II. n. A species or an individual of the ge-

nus Coryphodon.
Coryphodontidae (koi-'i-fo-dou'ti-de), . pi.
[NL., < Coryjihodon(t-) + -if/Vp.] A family of
fossil mammals, represented by the genus Co-

ryphodon: synonymous with Lophiodoiitida;.

corysteria, . Plural of coryxterium.
corysterial (kor-is-te'ri-al), a. [< corysttrium
+ -a?.] Of or pertaining to the corysterium :

as, a ciiri/xtfriitl secretion.

corysterium (kor-is-te'ri-um), .; pi. cory-
steria (-a). [NL., appar. < Gr. Kopvorfa, one
having a helmet : see Corystes.'] In entom., an
organ analogous to the colleterium, found in
the abdomens of certain female insects. It

secretes a kind of jelly which serves as a cov-

ering and protection for the eggs.
Corystes (ko-ris'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. Kopvarfc,
a helmed man, warrior, < Kopvf. helm, helmet.]
1. A genus of crabs, giving name to the family
Cori/xlida'. In the male the chelw are about
twice as long as the body. I./itn-Hie, 1802. See
cut under I'nri/tttiila'. 2. Jn I'litom.: (a) A ge-
nus of ladybirds, of the family Cucciin Hides, con-

taining one species, from Cayenne in French
Guiana. Main/tut, 185] . (b) A genus of the hy-
inenopterousfamily.Brac0i(Ja!. Eeinhard, 1865.



Iwarer, is about f> mlllimeU-rs long, oblong, black wllhont cosher', " *''.- '"*'"'.
metallic luster, and sparsely clothed above with vihin-h cosnerer ( kosh'er-er), .

. < ^ _ coshering. [Irish.]

H&S.

Coiy

I ^.ininican Case-tiearer (Cotcirtofttra domiHt'catta).

a t larva, extracted from CAM ; 4, larva, with cose ; f, beetle, en-

larveil, showing punctures; </, same, natural size; t, eg|[. ciiUr^c*! ;

/.bead of larva, coU<ve<l, teen from beneath ; jf, head of mate

beetle, enlarged ; Ji, mandible of same, on still larv/crscalc ; i, anp*
natural size ; /, leg of larva with the claw-juint, on larger scale ; *.

mandible of larva, enlarged; /, maxilla of larva, enlarged. (Lines
show natural sizes.)

Corystidas

Corystidse (ko-

ris'ti-de). ti . /</.

|XL.,< Corystcn
+ -iiln:

)
A fam-

ily of bracliyn-
rous decapo-
dons crustace-
ans, typified li\

tho genus ( '<>-

rystes, contain-

ing the long-
armed crabs.

Corystoidea
(kor-iit-toi'd$-
&), n. )>l. [NL'.,
<! Corystes +
-oiriea.] A su-

perfamily group
or series of brachyurous decapod crustaceans,
rese inM in; the Miii'iiilni. I '"t having lunger an-

tenna' and a verv short epistome.

Corythaix (ko-rith'a-iks), n. [NL. (llliger,

181 1), < (}r. Hi/tMii;, helmet-shaking, i. e., with

waving plumes,< nApvc, (no/nti-), helmet, + ataotiv,

shake.] A generic name of the touracous, pi-

cariau birds of the family Jftuoptopida : a syn-

onym of Tnr<irits, which antedates it in use.

Corythucha (kor-i-thii'kji), n. [NL. (Stal.

IHfll), also Corytliucu; < Gr. Kifynf (KOfwft-), hel-

met, 4- lx"v, have.] A genus of hoteropter-
ous insects, of the family Tingitida;, contain-

ing small weak bugs which gather in great
numbers upon the leaves of plants, as C. arcu-

ata on the oak, the white C. ciliata on the syca-
more, t". jiti/litmUs on the butternut, and C. gos-

.ty/iii on tho cotton-plant.

coryza (ko-ri'zii), . [LL.'> < Gr. n6ovfa, a ca-

tarrh, perhaps '<. nopvf, the head.] In palhol.,
an acute inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of tho nostrils, eyes, etc.

;
a cold in the

head. See osama.

cost, . See coss*.

COS. An abbreviation of cosine.

cosat. [It. : see BOSK".] Same as cos*2 .

cosallte (ko'sa-lit), . [< Cosala (see def.) +
-ite2.] A native sulpliid of bismuth and lead,

occurring massive, of a metallic luster and

lead-gray color, first found in a silver-mine at

Cosala in Mexico. Bjelkite is a variety from
Sweden.
CoscinodisCUS (kos'i-no-dis'kus), n. [NL., < unity. See trigonometrital function*, under trigonometri

Gr. Ktonivov, a sieve, +' dianof, a round plate, cal- Abbreviated cotet.

a disk : see disk.] A genus of minute diato- cosectional (ko-sek shon-al), n. [< co-i

inaceous alg, with simple disk-shaped frus- tional.] In hot., belonging to the same natural

cosmetic

One who practised

commissioners were scattered profusely amonxIdleouA-
ertn, who claimed lo be descended from good Irish lanii-

lies. Macaulay.

coshering (kosh'er-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cosh-

, i '-'. i .] In Ireland, an old feudal custom where-

by the lord of the soil was entitled to lodge and
feast himself and his followers at a tenant's

house. It was the petty abuse of a right of all feudal

lords everywhere to be entertained hv their \a>-als ln>n

traveling near the vassals' territories. Tills tribute or ex-

action was afterward commuted fur lyuit-rrat.

Cothrringt were visitations and progresses made by the

lord and his followers among his tenants ; wherein he did

eat them out of house and home.
Sir J. Daviet, State of Ireland.

Sometimes he contrived, in defiance of the law, to live

by cothering, that Is to say, by quartering himself on the

ui.l tenants of his family. Maeaulay, lltst. Bug., vi.

COShery (kosh'6r-i), H.

hair, the pubescence on the under side being much denser as MMMffM,
and very conspicuous. COSiet, (I. See cozy.
COSCOrob (kos'ko-rob), n. [Trinidad.] A fish cosiert (ko'zher), n.

of the genus Cichlasoma (family Cichlitlir) : so

called in the island of Trinidad. Two species are

there known, t'. tasnui and C. pulchra. They somewhat
1 1 >lc the sunhahes of the United States, and have

similar habits.

See coze.

; pret. and pp. cosed, ppr. cos-

ing. [Vari of corse*, q. v.J To exchange or

barter. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
cosec. An abbreviation of cosecant.

[< wither"* + -y
1
.] Same

Burr;, ?.. [Also written cozier; prob.
ult. < ML. cusire, cosere (> OF. cousdre, P. co-
dre = Pr. coser, fusir = Sp. coser, cusir = Pg.
eager = It. cucirc), contr. of L. consuere, sew to-

gether: see confute.] A cobbler.

Do you make an alehouse of my lady's house, that ye
snueak out your coziert' catches without any mitigation or

remorse of voice 1 Skat. , T. N. ,
II. S.

cosignatary (ko-sig'na-ta-ri), n. Same as con-

signatarif.
cosecant (ko-se'kant), . [< co-2 -h secant.] In

cosignatory (ko-sig'na-to-ri), a. and w. Kro- 1

trigonom., the secant of an angle or arc equal
to the difference between a given angle or arc

(whose cosecant it is)

and 90; the secant of

the complement of the

given angle or arc. See

cnnililement. It is the ratio

of the radius to the distance
from the center to the inter-

section of one side of the an-

C A
Cosecant.

ACB being the angle, the ra-

tio of LC to DC or AC is the
cosecant ; or, DC being equal to

unity, it is the line LC.

the other side : or, if the ra-

dius of the circle be taken as

tuies, remarkable for the extreme beauty of the section or group.
^

markings on their surface. About 60 species have coseismal (ko-sis mal), a.

licen dfscrilk'd, chiefly inhabitants of tile sea, but some are

fnuml in the fossil deposits ill Virginia, the Bermudas, and
other localities.

coscinomancy (kos'i-no-man-si), n. [< Gr. *6-

OKIVOV, a sieve, + /lavrria, divination
;

cf. KOGKI-

i>d//aiT<f, a diviner by a sieve.] An old mode
of divination, consisting in suspending a sieve,
or fixing it to the point of a pair of shears, . , ., . . ,

,
,

then repeating a formula of words and the COSeismlc (ko-sis'mik), a. [< co-1 + sctsmtc.]

names of persons suspected of some crime or kme as coseismal.

other act. If the sieve moved when a name
w;is repeated, the person named was deemed

guilty.

I. a. (Jniting with another or

others in signing, as a treaty or agreement : as,

cosignatory powers.
II. .; pi. cosignatories (-riz). Onewhounites

with another or others in signing a treaty or

agreement.
It was clear to the cotiynatorif* of the treaty of 1856 that

the only hope of tranquillity for Turkey was non-interfer-

ence in its Internal affaire. N. A. Ket., CXXVII. S94.

'i-ka-tiv), a. [< co-1

same significa-
tion.

unity, It is this distance itself, cosily, adv. See cosily.
Like all other trigouometri-

(.Qgin^ ,,. and r. An obsolete form of cousin*.

cosinage, cosenage (kuz'n-aj), . [< ME. co-

sinagc, cousinage, < OF. cosinage, cousinage, <

CO*JM, cousin, cousin, kinsman : see cousin 1
.] In

lain : (a) Collateral relationship or kinship by
blood; consanguinity, (frf) A writ to recover

possession of an estate in lands when a stranger
had entered and abated, after the death of the

tresail (the grandfather's grandfather) or other

collateral relation.

[< o-2 + A-iiif2 . A word in-

Tlie so-called coscinomancy, or, as it is described in

1 1 n.l i lira-. "I If oracle of sievejuid shears, that turns as

certain as the spheres."

Coscinopora (kos-i-nop'o-rS), n. [NL., < Gr.

noniavov, a sieve, + TTOOOC, a pore.]
genus of the family Coscinojioriila:

coscinoporid (kos-i-nop'6-rid), n.

of the family CotdnoporUte.
Ooscinoporidae(kos

;l

'i-no-por'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< <'iiKi'iiiii/i'}i;t

+ -itla-..]

'

A family of dictyonine
hexaetinellid silicions sponges, of oalyculateor
expansive form, whose walls are traversed by

[< co-1 + Gr. ati-

, an earthquake, + -al: see seismic.'] The
term used by Mallet to designate the curve or _________________
line along which a wave of earthquake-shock cosine (ko'sin). .

- . >,.,. .--
"
simultaneously [synchronously] reaches the vented by tho English mathematician Edmund

earth's surface"; the crest of a wave of shock. Gunter about 1620.] In

trigonom., the sine of the

complement of a given
angle (whose cosine it

is). If from the vertex of the

angle as a center a circle is

described with any radius, the
cosine is the ratio of the dis-

tance from the center to tho
foot of a perpendicular let fall

from the point of intersection
of one side with the circle

See homoseismal, ixochrone, ivoneismal.

The owwurmai zone, ofmaximum disturbance. R. Mallet.

Circles called
"
Isoselsuilc

"
or " mtciiinie

"
circles.

J. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 10.

cosenH, n. and v. An obsolete form of cousin 1
.

cosen", P. See co:> '-'.

cosenage, See cosinage.

E. B. Tytor, Prim. Culture, 1. 116. COSCntient (ko-sen'shient), rt. [< co-1 + sen-

tii'iit.] Perceiving together.

:osey, a. and n. See cosy.

osh" (kosh), n. [E. dial., < ME. cosh, cosche,

coKshe ; origin obscure. Hardly related to co/i2.]
A cottage; a hovel. [Prov. Eng.]

Coote, lytylle howse |var. cosh, COK

C
Cosine.

ACB being the angle, the
ratio of FC to BC, or that of
BK lo CD, is the cosine ; or.
CD being equal to unity, it is

the line OK.

The typical
(rolafiiss.

A sponge

the other to the radius; or. If

the ratlins is taken as unity,
the cosine Is that distance iUelf. The cosine <if the arc or

angle is the sine of its compliment, and vice versa. See

cnmplruirnt. Abbreviated oo. Cosine Integral, the in-

tegral

- COS
du.

Cos*he, a sorie house, IF.] cauerne.

(kosh), a. [See cory.]

quirt, ; comfortable. [Scotch.]
straight lufundibuhform canals opening alter- ^3 '

(k h) The ^UBk of eorn. Halliic.ll.

nately on either surface, and covered only by ppjTov Eng ]
the perforated limiting membrane, it includes co^heath (ko-sheTH'), r. t. [< co-1 + sheatli.]

it^^^^'ir^a^'i^r^enri,':;,:'''^:'';;;;;";,';;;" TO *,,,athU r more things together. [R*.] co^^ (^^efik), . and *. [=
i a cosher 1

(kosher),
c. t. [Anpar. a freq. fonn, <

mftique
_ 8p . cosnuitico= Pg. It. cosmeti,

Ooscinoptera (kos-i-nop'te-rii), n. [NL.,<Gr. cosh, comfortable : see coA2 and co^. ] To feed

a sieve, + TTf/xii', wing.] A genus with dainties or delicacies; coddle; hence, to

treat kindly and fondly ;
fondle

; pet. [Colloq.]

Thus she eotHerrd up Kleanor with cold fowl and port
wine. TriMupt, Barchester Towers, ixlii.

[< Ir. cosair, a feast, a
nut numerous, and inhabit the new world. The egg is banquet.] To levy exact ions upon; extort en-

iped in an excrementltious covering, and U futaned t-tiiinineiit from S.M>
(H of various plant* DJ mean^ of a short silken '

of Chujsniiniiilii' or leaf-beetles, of the group
Cli/llirini. i'hanic'tei'i/.ed by separate frontcoxa?,
oval and not einarginate eyes, and elytra with

punctures not arranged in rows. The siwclcs are cosher- (kosh'er), r. t.
"

The egg is

Prompt. Parr. -

Palwra w.
Hyperbolic cosine.

Neat; snug; cognate (kos'met), M. [< Gr. noanfynK, an ar-

ranger, an adorner, < noaufiv, order, adorn : see

cosmetic.] In Gr. antiq., a liigh officer of state

who had supreme direction of the college of

ephebes. '

n. [= F. cos-

cosmetico, < Gr.

, skilled in decorating, < Koa/afr6f, ver-

bal adj. of Koa/ieiv, adorn, decorate, < x6ofiof, or-

der, ornament : see cosmos1
.] I. a. Pertaining

to beauty; beautifying; improving beauty, par-

ticularly the beauty of the complexion. Also
cosmelical.

'" 'c

Ilire.el. I'lir lal\a i> al\\a\^ lolinil in ants' nests, uhelv
it I'reils upon ve-etaMe iletiris. '1'lie eoniinonest sperirs
iu the 1 nitcd states. (,'. i/uumiiViimi, the Uominican case-

\ \.T> lit an.l prn|H-r hoii.se. sir,

KIT sllell all iclle ^,'llest to

The lludU>r<u(V5S\

And now. unveil il. the toilet -tainl display'd,
F.arli si her \ a-e in niyMie order laid.

Kirst, rolH-d in white, the nymph intent adores.
With head uncover'd, the eofmelie powers.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 1S4.



cosmetic

II. . 1. Any preparation that renders the
skin soft, pure, and white, or helps or professes
to be able to help to beautify or improve the

complexion.
Barber no more a gay perfumer comes,
On whose soft cheek his own mimetic blooms.

Crabbe.

2f. The art of anointing or decorating the hu-
man body, as with toilet preparations, etc.

For Cosmetic, it hath parts civil, and parts effeminate
;

for cleanness of body was ever esteemed to proceed from
a due reverence to God, to society, and to ourselves.

Bacon, Works (London, 1867), III. 877.

cosmetical (koz-met'i-kal), a. Same as cosmetic.

Cosmetidse (kos-met'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cos-

metus + -idee."] A family of opilionine arach-

nidans, of the order Pkalangidea, represented
by the genus Cosmettts.

Cosmetology (koz-me-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Koapr/-

r6f, well-ordered (see cosmetic), + -hoyia, < ^CJEIV.

speak: see-ology.] A treatise on the dress and
cleanliness of the body. Dunglison.
Cosmetornis (kos-me-tor'nis), . [NL., < Gr.

Koa/afrof, well-ordered, trim, adorned (see cos-

metic), + opvif, a bird.] A genus of beautiful

caprimulgine birds, the African standard-bear-

ers, having a pair of the inner flight-feathers

enormously extended and expanded, as in C.

cexillarius and C. biirtoni. G. S. Gray, 1840.

Semiopl\orus is a synonym.
Cosmetus (kos-me'tus), . [NL. (Perty, 1830),
< Gr. Koa[tr/r6c, well-ordered, trim : see cosmetic.]
The typical genus of the family Cosmetidce. C.

ornatiis is an example.
Cosmia (kos'mi-a), n. [NL. (Ochseuheimer,
1816), < Gr. n6tj/iio<;, well-ordered, regular, < KO-

a/tof, order, ornament : see cosmos 1
."]

A genus

Cosmia traff~ina. ( Line s,hows natural size.)

of noctuid moths, sometimes made the type of
a family Cosmiidw. C. trapezina is an example. Spe-
cies are found in all quarters of the globe. The larva? are
naked, with small raised warts, and feed on the leaves of
trees.

COSmiC, COSmical (koz'mik, -ini-kal), a. [= F.

cosmique = Sp. Pg. It. cosmico, < L. "cosmicus,
cosmicos, < Gr. noa/jiKof, < KOO/IOS, the universe,
order, as of the universe: see cosmos1

.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the universe, especially to the
universe regarded as subject to a harmonious
system of laws. But in the older writers it marks
rather an opposite conception of the universe, as governed
wholly by mechanics, and not by teleological principles.

I can also understand that (as in Leibnitz's caricature
of Newton's views) the Creator might have made the cos-
mical machine, and, after setting it going, have left it to
itself till it needed repair.

Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 490.

By a connic emotion the phrase is Mr. Henry Sidg-
wick's I mean an emotion which is felt in regard to the
universe or sum of things, viewed as a cosmos or order.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 263.

Hence 2. Pertaining to universal order; har-
monious, as the universe

; orderly : the oppo-
site of chaotic.

How can Dryasdust interpret such things, the dark,
chaotic dullard, who knows the meaning of nothing cos-
mic or noble, nor ever will know? Carlyle.

3. Forming a part of the material universe,
especially of what lies outside of the solar sys-
tem.
And if we ask whence came this rapid evolution of heat,we may now fairly surmise that it was due to some pre-

vious collision of cosmical bodies.
J. Fiike, Cosmic Philos., I. 396.

4. In astron., visible for the first time before sun-
rise : only in the phrase the cosmical setting of a
star. 6. Inconceivably prolonged or protract-
ed, like the periods of time required for the
development of great astronomical changes;
immeasurably extended in space ; universal in
extent.

The human understanding, for example that facultywhich Mr. Spencer has turned so skilfully round upon its
own antecedents is itself a result of the play between
organism and environment through cosmic ranges of time

Tyndall.
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6. Of or pertaining to cosmism: as, the cosmic

philosophy Cosmical bodies. See regular body, un-
der body. Cosmic dust, matter in fine particles falling
upon the earth from an extra-terrestrial source, like me-
teorites. The existence of such dust, in any sensible

amount, ia in great doubt; but particles of iron, etc.,
called by this name have been collected at various times,
particularly from the snow in high latitudes. Much so-

called cosmic dust is only volcanic dust, which has been
ejected from a volcano during its eruption ; such parti-
cles may remain suspended in the upper atmosphere for a

long period of time. See cryoconite.

The microscopic examination of these Oceanic sedi-

ments reveals the presence of extremely minute parti-

cles, . . . which there is strong reason for regarding as
cosmic dust. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 8 706.

cosmically (koz'mi-kal-i), adv. 1. With refer-
ence to or throughout the cosmos or universe

;

universally.
The theory of Swedenborg, so cosmically applied by him,

that the man makes his heaven and hell.

Emerson, Literature.

2. With the sun at rising or setting : as, a star
is said to rise or set cosmically when it rises or
sets with the sun.

cosmics (koz'miks), n. [PI. of cosmic : see -ics.]

Cosmology. [Rare.]
Cosmiidae (kos-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cosmia
+ -<te.] A family of noctuid moths, typified
by the genus Cosmia. They have the body moder-
ately stout or rather slender ; the proboscis elongate, rare-

ly short; antenme simple or nearly so ; palpi ascending;
hind tibiie with long spurs ; fore wings moderately broad,
various in color, often acute at the tips, and with the ex-
terior border slightly oblique or undulating. The larvre
have 16 legs ; they are elongate, bright-colored, and live

wrapped in leaves like tortricids. The pupa; are short,
pyrlfurm, acute at the anus, often covered with a bluish
efflorescence, atid are wrapped in leaves or moss on the
ground. Usually written Cosmidce. Guenee, 1862. See
cut under Count i(l.

Cosmism (koz'mizm), n. [< cosmos 1 + -ism.]
A name applied to the system of philosophy
based on tlie doctrine of evolution as enunci-
ated by Herbert Spencer. See philosophy of
evolution, under evolution.

cosmo-. [NL., etc., cosmo-, < Gr. KOC/M-C, order,
good order, ornament, hence (from the notion
of order, arrangement) the world, the universe :

see cosmos1
.] An element in some words of

Greek origin, meaning
' the world ' or ' the uni-

verse.'

Cosmocoma (kos-mok'o-ma), . [NL. (Fors-
ter, 1856), < Gr. udofioc, order, ornament, + KOfir/,

hair.] A genus of spiculiferous hymenopterous
insects, of the family Proctotrypidm. They have
the tarsi 4-jointed ; the antcnnal club not jointed ; the
abdomen petiolate ; and the fore wings widening gener-
ally, with the marginal vein in the form of a dot. The
species are very minute, and all are parasitic. Several
are European, and one is North American.
cosmocrat (koz'mo-krat), n. [< Gr. ufa/tof, the

world, + Kpareiv, govern ; with term, as in aris-

tocrat, autocrat, democrat, etc.] Euler of the
world: in the extract applied to the devil.

[Bare.]
You will not think, great Cosmocrat !

That I spend my time in fooling ;

-M any irons, my Sire, have we in the fire,
And I must leave none of them cooling.

Southey, The Devil's Walk.

COSmocratic (koz-mo-krat'ik), a. [As cosmo-
crat + -ic ; with term, as in aristocratic, demo-
cratic, etc.] Of or pertaining to a universal
monarch or monarchy : as, cosmocratic aspira-
tions or aims.

cosmogonal (koz-mog'o-nal), a. [As cosmogony+ -?.] Cosmogonic.
The stupendous and cosmogonal philosophy of the Bhag-

vat Oeeta. Thoreau, Walden, p. 318.

cosmogoner (koz-mog'o-uer), . [As cosmogony+ -er1.] Same as cosniogonist.

cosmogonic, cosmogonical (koz-mo-gou'ik, -i-

kal), a. [= F. cosmogonique = Sp. cosmogdnico= Pg. It. cosmogonico; as cosmogony + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to cosmogony.
The remarkable cosmogonical speculation originally pro-

mulgated by Imtnanuel Kant.
Huxley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 201.

cosmogonist (koz-mog'o-nist), n. [< cosmogony+ -1st.] One who originates or expounds a cos-

mogony; one versed in cosmogony; specifically,
one who holds that the universe had a begin-
ning in time. Also cosmogoner.
Wherefore those Pagan Comioyonuts who were (heists,

being Polytheists and Theogonists also, and asserting, be-
side the one supreme unmade Deity, other inferior mun-
dane gods, generated together with the world.

Ciulirnrth, Intellectual System (ed. 1837), I. 344.

Cosmogony (koz-mog'o-ni), n. [= F. cosmor/o-
tiie = Sp. cosmogonia = Pg. It. cosmogoiiia, < Gr.
Koa/,m-)ovia, the creation or origin of the world,
< Mtriioytfoof, creating the world, < n6o/toc, the
world, + -;wof, < / *ytv, produce.] 1. The

cosmology

theory or science of the origin of the universe,
or of its present constitution and order

;
a doe-

trine or account of the creation; specifically,
the doctrine that the universe had a beginning
in time.

If we consider the Greek cosmogony in its entirety, as
conceived and expounded by Hesiod, we shall see that it

is diametrically opposed to the astronomy of the Kahylu-
nians. Van Kauke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 281.

2. The origination of the universe
;
creation.

[Rare.]
The cosmogony, or creation of the world, has puzzled the

philosophers of all ages. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

Every theory of cosmogony whatever is at bottom an out-
come of nature expressing itself through human nature.

MiimMey, Body and Will, p. 231.
= Syn. See cosmolo'jy.

cosmographer (koz-mog'ra-fer), n. [As F. cos-

mograplie = Sp. cosmogra/b = Pg. cosmographo= It. cosmografo, < LL. cosmoyraphux, a cosmog-
rapher, < Gr. Koo/jof/m^of, describing the world:
see cosmography and -er.] One who investi-

gates the problems of cosmography ;
one versed

in cosmography.
The cosrtwffraphery, which first discovered and described

the roundness of the earth. Bacon, Filum Labyr., 7.

cosmographic, cosmographical (koz-mo-graf '-

ik, -i-kal), n. [= F. cosmographique = Sp. cos-

mogrdjlco = Pg. cosmographico = It. cosmo-

grajico ; as cosmography + -ic.] Relating to
or dealing with cosmography ; descriptive of or
concerned with the world or the universe.
An old cosmoyraphical poet.

Sfldeu, On Drayton's Polyolbion, Pref.

cosmographically (koz-mo-graf'i-kal-i), adr.
In a cosmographic manner

;
with regard to or

in accordance with cosmography.
The terella, or spherical magnet, comitographicaUy set

out with circles of the globe.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

cosmographist (koz-mog'ra-fist), n. [< cosmog-
raphy + -ist.~\ Same as coymographer.
cosmography (koz-mog'ra-fi), . [= F. cosmo-

?raphie
= Sp. cosmografia = Pg. cosmographia =

t. cosmografia, < LL. cosmographia, < Gr. KO-

rj/ioypaijiia, description of the world, < noaiioypatyos,

describing the world (> LL. cosmographus, a

cosmographer), < noa[u>c, the world, + ypdipciv,

write, describe.] 1. The science which de-
scribes and maps the main features of the
heavens and the earth, embracing astronomy,
geography, and sometimes geology.

He now is gone to prove Cositioftraphy,
That measures coasts and kingdoms of the earth.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, iii. 1.

Cosmography
Thou art deeply read in ; draw me a map from the Mer-

maid. Fletcher, Wit without Money, 11. 4.

Nature contracted, a little cosmography, or map of the
universe. South.

2. The science of the general structure and re-
lations of the universe. =Syn. See cosmology.
COSmolabe (koz'mo-lab), n. [= F. cosmolabe =
Pg. cosmolabio, < Gr. KOO-//OC ,

the world, + -/la/3ov,
< )M/i/)dvftv, Jiafieiv, take: see astrolabe."] An
early instrument, essentially the same as the
astrolabe, used for measuring the angles be-
tween heavenly bodies. Also called pantacosm.
cosmolatry (koz-mora-tri), n. [< Gr. noa/iot,
the world, + %arpeia, divine worship.] Worship
paid to the world or its parts.
COSmoline (koz'mo-lin), it. [< cosm(etic) + -ol
+ -iwe2 .] The trade-name of a residuum ob-
tained after distilling off the lighter portions
of petroleum. It is a mixture of hydrocarbons, melts at
from 104 to 125 F., and is a smooth unctuous substance,
used in ointments, etc.

cosmological (koz-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [As F. cos-

mologique = Sp. costnologico"= Pg. It. cosmo-

logico, < Gr. Koapokryitir, pertaining to physical
philosophy, < 'mepofoy&i : see cosmology and
-ical.] Pertaining or relating to cosmology.
A comparison between the probable meaning of the

Proem to Genesis and the results of rnxiuiiliiiiitnl and
geological science. Gladstone, Pop. Sci. Mo.,XXVlII. 618.

cosmologically (koz-mo-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In
a cosmological manner

; from a cosmological
point of view.

Not long since, ciixun'lo'/irftUi/ speaking, Jupiter was
shining with cloudless self-luminosity.

Winchell, World-Life, p. 434.

cosmologist (koz-mol'o-jist), n. [< cosmology+ -ist.] One who investigates the problems of

cosmology ;
one versed in cosmology.

Comtioloifititx have built up their several theories, aque-
ous or igneous, of the early state of the earth.

Dawxon, Origin of World, p. 110.

cosmology (koz-mol'6-ji), n. [= F. cosmologif
= Sp. cosmologia = Pg. It. cosmologia, < Gr. as



cosmology

if 'Koa/trd.ovia (cf. adj. noo/u>r'.oyut6c.l pertaining to

physical philoBOphy:
sec mninoloi/ii-al), < MT//O. .

the world, + -'/.iiyta, < '";>i\-, speak : sec -oliMjij. }

1. The general science or theory of the cosmos
or muteriitl universes of its parts, elements, ami

laws; the general discussion and coordination
of the results of the special sciences.

Tin- flirt* of the Internal Order, which yield n cosmology,
are supplemented by the factsof the Internal order, which
yield 1 psychology, and the fa. -Is of tin- Social order, which
yield ii wdolOg7. (.'. //. /,...-. I'op. Sci. Mo., XIII. 414.

2. That branch of metaphysics which is con-
cerned with the a priori discussion of the ul-

timate philosophical problems relating to the
world as it exists in time and space, and to the
order of nature. Rational cosmology, a philosophy
of the material universe founded largely or wllollv on a

priori or metaphysical principles, and aot mainly on ob-
servation. = Syn. O>.VW(/"/l'/, Cii\,nnlnnil, I 'i:aiii<'<n''l (ill II.

<'t>.<n<<>:iiuii/ treats of the way in which the world or the
universe came to lie ; cosmolrttfy, of Its general theory, or of
its structure and parts, as it is found existing; cosmoyra-
f'tut, of its appcaranci-, or the .structure, figure, relations,

etc., of Its parts. Kuch of these words may stand for a
treatise upon the corresi>oml!ng subject. Cosmology and
cnxun:>i<-<(iil<n are not altogether distinct.

cosmometry (koz-mom'e-tri), . [= F. cos-

iitoiHctrie, < Gr. KOODOO, the world, + -/trr/un, <

/u'rpoi', a measure.] The art of measuring the

world, as by degrees and minutes of latitude or

longitude.

cosmoplastic (koz-mo-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. KO-

afum'AaariK, the framer of the world, < Koofioir'/.a-

arelv, frame the world, < Koa/jof, the world, +
KAaaaetv, form, frame: see plastic.] Pertain-

ing to or concerned with the formation of the
universe or world

; cosmogonic.
The opinion of Seneca signifies little in this cane, he be-

ing no better than a coinrioplasticlc atheist ;
I. e., he made

a certain plastick or spermatick nature, devoid of all

aninnility or conscious intellectuality, to be the highest
principle in the universe.

Haiti/well, Melainpronica (1081), p. 84.

cosmopolicy (koz-mo-pol'i-si), w. [< cosmopo-
lite, after /)0/ryl.] Cosmopolit an or universal
character

; universal polity ;
freedom from pre-

judice. [Rare.]
I have finished the rough sketch of my poem. As I

have not abated an iota of the infidelity or mmwpoKev of

it, suiiirii n! u ill remain, exclusively of innumerable faults,
invisible to partial eyes, to make it very unjiopular.

Shelley, in Uowden, I. 341.

cosmopolitan (koz-mo-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [As
foxniofiolite + -an, after metropolitan.] I. a. 1.

Belonging to all parts of the world; limited or

restricted to no one part of the social, political,

commercial, or intellectual world; limited to

no place, country, or group of individuals, but
common to all.

Capital is becoming more and more cosmopolitan.
J. S. MM.

We revere in Dante that compressed force of life-long

passion which could make a private experience cosmopoli-
tan in its reach and everlasting in its significance.

Louvll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 171.
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The wild-goose Is more of a cotwopolitg than we : he

breaks hi* fast in Canada, taken a luncheon in Hie "hi"
and plumes himself for the niiiM in a southern luiyou.

Thorrau, Waldeu, p. 342.

II, a. Universal; world-wide; cosmopolitan.
Knylish ix emphatically the language of commerce, of

civilization, of .social and religions lift Mom, of progressive
intelligence, . . . and, therefore, beyond any tongue ever
used by man, it is of right the cosmopolite speech.

(J. /". Marsh, Ucts. on Kng. I-ang., I.

COsmopolitical (koz'mo-po-lit'i-kal), a. [<

mttmn/iiilitf, after political.] Universal; cos-

mopolitan.
To Ilmlc hiiiwlfc Cosmopolites, a citizen and uipinlirr

of the whole and onely one my.stirall citie vniuersall, and
so consequently to meditate of the Cosmopoiiticall gou-
ernment thereof. llukluyt's Voyages, I. 6.

Kant says somewhere that, as the records of human
transactions accumulate, the memory of man will have
room only for those of supreme carmopolitical Importance.

Lowell, Harvard Oration, Nov. 8, 1886.

cosmopolitism (koz-mop'o-li-tizm), n. [< cos-

mopolite + -ism.] Same as cosmopolitanism.
The cosmopolitism of Germany, the contemptuous na-

tionality of the Englishman,and the ostentatious ami boast-

ful nationality of the Frenchman. Coleridge.

cosmorama (koz-mo-ra'ma), ii. [NL., < Gr. n6-

oy/of, the world, + u/Mfia, a view, < opav, gee.] A
view or series of views of the world; specifi-

cally, an exhibition of a number of drawings,
paintings, or photographs of cities, buildings,
landscapes, and the like, in different parts of

the world, so arranged that they are reflected

from mirrors, the reflections being seen through
a lens.

The temples, and saloons, and cosuwramas, and foun-

tains glittered and sparkled before our eyes.
Dickens, Sketches by Boz, xiv.

cosmoramic (kpz-mo-ram'ik),
a. [< cosmorama

+ -ic.] Relating to or like a cosmorama.
cosmos1 (koz'rnos), n. [Also kosmos; < NL.
cosmos, cosmus, ML. cosmos, < Gr. /tooyjof, order,

good order, form, ornament, and esp. the world
or the universe as an orderly system.] 1.

Order; harmony.
Hail, brave Henry : across the Nine dim Centuries, we

salute thee, still visible as a valiant Son of Com/to* and Sou
of Heaven, beneficently sent us !

Carlyle, Frederick the Great, ii. 1,

Hence 2. The universe as an embodiment of

order and harmony ;
the system of order and

law exhibited in the universe.

If we take the highest product of evolution, civilized hu-
man society, and ask to what agency all It* marvels must
be credited, the inevitable answer is To that l

:nknown
Cause of which the entire Cortitos is a manifestation.

U. SpencerJ Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 471.

3. Any system or circle of facts or things con-
sidered as complete in itself.

Each of us is constantly having sensations which do not
amount to perceptions land) make no lodgment in the cos-

mos of our experience.
T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, { 1 1 .

home all over the world. 3. Characteristic
of a cosmopolite : as, cosmopolitan manners.
4. Widely distributed over the globe : said of

plants and animals.
II. . One who has no fixed residence

;
one

who is free from provincial or national preju-
dices; one who is at home in everyplace; a
citizen of the world; a cosmopolite,
cosmopolitanism (koz-mo-pol'i-tan-izm), n.

[< cosmopolitan + -ism.] The state of being
cosmopolitan ; universality of extent, distribu-

tion, feeling, etc. ; especially, the character
of a cosmopolite, or citizen of the world. Also
called cosiiioiHiliti.tiit.

He |Comlc| prrai heil cosmopolitanism, but remained
the quintessence of a Frenchman. A". A. Rev., CXX. 24<i.

After the overthrow of the great NajHiK-onic Kmpire, a
reaction against f'<>*iin>it<>l/t<tni*in and a romantic enthusi-
asm for nationality spread over Euro|>c like an epidemic.

I). M. Wallace, Russia, p. 41S.

cosmopolite (koz-mop'6-lit), n. and a. [= F.

i-dsiinifKiliti
= Sp. Pg. ft. cosmopolita, < Gr. KO-

afioirofari/f, a citizen of the world, (. noo/toc,, the

world, + iror.iTiK, citizen : see politic, polity.]
1. >t. 1. A citizen of the world; one who is

cosmopolitan in his ideas or life.

I came tumbling into the world a pure cadet, a tme
coKi/KoWj'ff ; not born to land, lease, house, or office.

Ilmrrll. Letters, I. vl. 80.

His air was that of a <-<i*/mi/WiV<
p

In the wide universe from sphere to sphere.
I.Hii-rll. oriental Apologue.

2. An animal or a plant existing in many or
most )inrts of the world, or having a wide range
of existence or migration.

to

Arizona. C. catutatu* is widely naturalized through the

tropics. C. lii'iiinnatus and C. dieersifolius are frequently
cultivate!!.

cosmos'-'t, . [A corrupted form (appar. for

"comos) of Tatar kumiz: see kumiss.] Fer-
mented mare's milk : same as kumiss.

Their drinke called Cosmos, which is mares milke, is

prepared after this mailer. Halrluyt's Voyages, I. 97.

They [the Tatars] then cast on the ground new Cosmos,
and make a great feast. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 414.

cosmoscope (koz'mo-skop), w. [< Gr. noa/wf, the

universe, + awmelv, view.] An instrument de-

signed to show the positions, relations, and
movements of the sun, earth, and moon; an
orrery.

cosmosphere (koz'mo-sfer), w. [< Gr. KOO/IOC,,

the world, + a<fxui>a, a sphere.] An apparatus
for showing the position of the earth at any
given time with respect to the fixed stars. It

consists of a hollow glass globe, on which are depicted the
stars forming the i >ti Nations, and within which is a ter-

restrial globe.

cosmotheism (koz'mo-the-izm), n. [< Gr. KU-

affof, the world,+ 9fuf, God, + -ism: see ttiei^m.
\

Deification of the cosmos ; the system which
identifies God with the cosmos ; pantheism,
cosmothetic (koz-mo-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. Koa/ioc,,

the world, + flfTixof, < ftrof, verbal adj. of ri-

Bevat, put, assume, = E. do : see thesis.] Sup-

posing the existence of an external world;
affirming the real existence of the external
world.

To the class of ,;>ain,itlirtir idealists the great majority
of modern philosophers are to be referred.

Sir If. Iliimillvii.

Cosmothetic Idealism, idealist. See the nouns.

Cossus

Cosne (kon), A red wine grown in tin- de-

partment nl Nievre in r'rance, similar in flavor
in I'.unleaiix, and improving with age.
COBOVereign (ko-sov'e-ran,), ii. [< cii-l + fov-

1 n ii/n . J A joint sovereign.
Peter being then only a lioy, Sophia, Ivan's Bitter of the

whole liliKxl, WO joined with them as I client, under the
title ol i ItKni'llntiii.

COSpeciflc (kn-spe-sif'ik), . [< CO-' -f x/irn/iV. |

Of the same species; ccmspecilie.

COSS't, [MK., < AS. cons, a kiss: see tins, n.

and f.] A kiss.

The tjueen thus acorded witli the Croc,
Agens hyin spak nomore speche ;

The lady gaf the cros a cone,
The lady of love longe loue gan srche.

Uoly /(./ (K. K. T. S.), p. 207.

coss'-'t (kos), n. [In phrase rule of coss, an early
name for algebra, a half-translation of It. re-

gola di cosa, lit. the rule of the thing: m/n'.
< L. regula, rule

; di, < L. dc, of; cosa, a thing
(< L. causa, a cause, LL. a thing), being the
unknown quantity, x: see rule, chose'*, and x
as an algebraic symbol.] The unknown quan-
tity in an algebraic problem. Also cos, cosa.
Rule Of COSS, an elementary algebraic method of solving
problems ; algebra.

COSS :!

(kos), n. [Also written kon, repr. Hind.
kos = Beng. kros, a coss, < Skt. /.;<. a call,

calling-distance (e. g., Hind, gau-kos, the dis-

tance at which one can hear the lowing of a

cow), < T/ ATWC, call, cry out.] In India, a road-
measure of variable extent, ranging from 1 to

2 miles (rarely more), being usually about 14

miles, especially in Bengal.
I determined to keep to the road and ride round to the

next bungalow at Narkunda, . . . which is ten coss, or
a!i. int fifteen miles away.

W. II. Jlussell, Diary in India, II. 164.

Cossack (kos'ak), ii.
[
Kuss. hn.ii/.ii, Kazaku, a

Cossack
;
cf. Turk. I.,I..H/,. a robber ; said to be

of Tatar origin.] One of a military people
inhabiting the steppes of Russia along the lower
Don and about the Dnieper, and in lesser num-
bers in eastern Russia, Caucasia, Siberia, and
elsewhere. Their origin 1s uncertain, but their nucleus
is supposed to have consisted of refugees from the ancient
limit-- of Russia forced by hostile invasion to the adoption
of a military organization or order, which grew into a more
or less free tribal existence. Their independent spirit
has led to numerous unsuccessful revolts, ending in their

subjection, although they retain various privileges. As
light cavalry they form an element In the Russian army
very valuable In skirmishing operations and in the pro-
tection of the frontiers of the empire.

cossas (kos'az), n. pi. [. Ind.] Plain East
Indian muslins, of various qualities and widths,
cossee (kos'e), n. [Of E. Ind. origin.] A brace-
let.

cosset (kos'et), n. [Cf. Walloon cosset, a suck-

ing pig.] 1. A lamb brought up by hand, or
without the aid of the dam

;
a pet lamb.

Much greater gyfts for guerdon thou shalt gayue
Then Kldde or Cosset. Spenser, Shep. (.'al., Novemt>er.

2. A pet of any kind.

ifunr. Well, this dry nurse, I say still, la a delicate man.
Mrs. Lit. And I am for the cosset his charge : did you

ever see a fellow's face more accuse him for an ass?
//. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, L 1.

cosset (kos'et), r. t. [< cosset, n.] To fondle ;

make a pet of; nurse fondly.
I have been cosseting this little beast up, In the hojies

you'd accept it as a present.
U. Kingsley, OeofTry Hamlyn. xxvi.

Every flection of political importance, every interest in

the electorate, has to lie cosseted and propitiated by tin-

humouring of whims, fads, and even more substantial de-
mands. Fortnightly llec., N. S., XL. 145.

cossict, cossicalt (kos'ik, -i-kal), a. [= It. cos-

sico ; as coss2 + -ic, -teal. The true derivation

having been forgotten, it was, later, ignorantly
connected with L. cos, a whetstone.] Relating
to algebra ; algebraic.
There were sometimes added to these numbers certain

signs or algebraic figures, called cossical signings.

Strvlt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 414.

Cossic algorism, an algebraical process of determining
the value of an unknown quantity.- CossiC numbers,
IMjwers and root-.

Cossidae (kos'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cossus +
-iilir.] A family of nocturnal Lepidoptera or

moths, taking name from the genus Coxsvs : sy-
nonymous with Epialidi? (which see).

COSSistt (kos'ist), n. [< eo*s2 + .jst.] An al-

el>raist.

COSSOletist, Same as cassolette.

cossum (kos'um), M. A malignant ulcer of the
nose, often syphilitic. Dnnnlison.

Cossus (kos 'tis), H. [NL., < L. cossus, a kind of

larva found under the bark of trees.] 1. A
genus of moths, of the family Epialidce (or

a) ;
the ghost-moths. Costui ligniperda, one
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To cost dear, to require a great outlay, or involve or en-

tail much trouble, suffering, loss, etc.

Were it known that you mean as you say, surely those

wordes might cost you dear.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref. to n., note.

'T has often cost the boldest Cedar dear

To grapple with a storm.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 89.

cost2 (U6st), . [< ME. cost, const, F. cout, cost,

= Pr. cost, costa = Sp. costo, costa = Pg. custa

= It. costo = D. kost= OHG. chosta, MHG. koste,

G. kost = Dan. Sw. kost (ML. costo), cost, ex-

cost-book

Thare fore I telle yow schorttely, how a man may goon
with lytel costaiie and schortte tyme.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 125.

For more solempne in eutry mannes syght
This feste was, and gretter of costage,

Than was the reuel of hir mariage.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 1126.

COStal (kos'tal), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. costal= It. cos-

tale, < NL. costalis (ML. 'costalis, in neut. cos-

tale, the side of a hill), < costa, a rib, the side,

etc.: see costa, coast, .] 1. In anat.: (a) Per-

taining to the ribs or the side of the body : as,

Goat-moth (
Cossus ligniperda ), reduced about one third.

of the largest of the British moths, is called the gnat-moth,
from the disagreeable hircine odor of the larva; ; it ex-

pands 8 to 3i inches, and is of variegated coloration.

2. [/. c.] Same as acne.

COSSyphene (kos'i-fen), n. [< F. cossi/phene

(Latreille).] A beetle of the genus Cossyphu*,
or of some allied genus.

cossyphore (kos'i-for), n. Same as cossypltene.

Cossyphus (kos'i-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. n6aav$o<;,

a singing bird, perhaps the black ouzel
;
also a

sea-fish.] 1. In entom., a genus of atracheliate

heteromerous insects, of the family Tenebrio-

nida;. Fabricius, 1792. 2f. In ornith., a genus
of sturnoid passerine birds: same as Acrido-

theres. Dumeril. 3. In icitth., a genus of per-
coid fishes. Valenciennes.

COSSyrite (kos'i-rit), n. [< Gr. Koaavpoc,, also

Koaaovpa, an island between Sicily and Africa,
now called Pantellaria, 4- -ite2.] A mineral

related to amphibole in form and composition,

occurring in triclinic crystals in the liparite of

the island of Pantellaria.

COSt1
(kost), n. [< ME. cost, < ONorth. cost, <

Icel. kostr, m., choice, chance, opportunity, con-

dition, state, quality, = AS. cyst, f., choice,

election, a thing chosen, excellence, virtue, =
OS. kust = OFries. kest, choice, estimation,

virtue, = MD. D. kast = OHG. cJtust, cust, MHG.
kust, G. kurat, f., choice, = Goth, kitstus, m.,

gakusts, f., test, proof; with formative -t, <

Goth, kiusan = AS. ceosan (pp. coren), etc.,

choose: see choose.} If. Manner; way and
means.

Bi-knowe alle the cosies of care that he hade.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 249a.

2f. Quality ;
condition ; property ;

value
;
worth.

Who-so knew the castes that knit ar therinue [in the girdle]

He wolde hit prayse at more prys, parauenture.

. .

, ,, costal erves. (6) Bearing ribs; costiferous:

pense ;
from the verb.] 1. The equivalent or

thoseVertebra which bear ribs, andPP
price given for aj,.^ e . or service exchanged,

purchased, or paid for; the amount paid, or

engaged to be paid, for some thing or some
service : as, the cos* of a suit of clothes ;

the

cost of building a house. Nothing has any emit until

it is actually attained or obtained ;
while price is the

amount which is asked for a service or thing.

By names a House I hir'd was lost

Last Year : and I must pay the Cost.

Prior, A Dutch Proverb.

Value is the life-giving power of anything ; cost, the

quantity of labour required to produce it; price, the

quantity of labour which its possessor will take m ex-

change for it. Ruskin, Munera Pulveris, 12.

2. That which is expended; outlay of any kind,

and is then called

the pterostigina. But
many authors include
in the term costal only
one or more cells be-

tween the pterostig-
ma and the base of the

wing. Costal mar-
gin, in entom., the cos

as of money, labor, time, or trouble ; expense or is frequently opaque,

expenditure in general; specifically, great ex- >"" :

pense : as, the work was done at public cost.

Have we eaten at all of the king's cost t 2 Sam. xix. 42.

Let foreign princes vainly boast

The rude effects of pride and cost.

Waller, Her Majesty s New Building.

Passing to birds, we find preservation of the race se-

cured at a greatly diminished cost to both parents and off-

spring. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 275.

3. pi. In law : (a) The sums fixed by law or

allowed by the court for charges in a suit,

awarded usually against the party losing, and

in favor of the party prevailing or his attorney.

Nobody but you can rescue her, . . . and you can only
do that by paying the costs of the suit lx>th of plaintiff

and defendant. Dickens, Pickwick, xlvii.

to that part of the sternum to which ribs are

attached. 2. In entom., pertaining to the costa

or anterior edge of an insect's wing; situated

on or near the costa. 3. In M., pertaining to

the costa or midrib of a leaf or frond.

Veins . forming a single costal row of long areote.

Syn. t'il., p. 523.

Costal angle, in entom., the tip of the wing. Costal

area, in entom., a part of the wing or tegminum bordering
the anterior margin, and extending to the subcostal vein.

In many of the Orthoptera it has a different texture and

appearance from the restof the wing. Costal cartilage.
See cartilage. Costal cells, in entom., the cells nearest

the costa, generally numbered from the base of the wing
outward. One of them

Wing of Bee, showing costa. or costal

vein, a, and subcostal vein, *. The space
inclosed by a and * is the costal cell.

fa or anterior margin of the wing. Costal plate, m Che-

Ionia, one of a series of expanded dermal plates of bone,

ankylosed with a rib, forming a part of the carapace. See

cut under Chelonia. Costal processes, in iimitlt.: (a)

The unciform processes given off by many ribs, overlap-

ping succeeding ribs. (6) Certain parts of the sternum
with which the ribs articulate. They are very prominent
in passerine birds. See cut under can'nate. Costal vein,

in entom., a large longitudinal vein or rib nearly parallel

to, and frequently touching, the anterior margin, but in

the Odonata separated from it by the marginal vein.. ,

(6) The sum which the law allows -to the at- costally (kos'tal-i), adv. Inentom.: (a) Toward

torney, to be paid by his client At all costs, the costa or front margin of the wing: as, a

See cost!. costsTof the cause or of the action, in law, band produced costally. (b) Over the costal

the aggregate of costs to which the prevailing party is en- vejn . as a ijne COstaUy angulated.
titled against his adversary on reaching final judgment in

costal-nerved (kos'tal-nervd), a. In lot., hav-

SUSS^.^M^SRSSSZ
C

?ng the^eTondlry nerves of he leaf springing

Chief men of worth, of mekle cost,

To be lamentit sair for ay.
Battle of Uarlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 188).

At all costs, by all means; at all events. [This phrase
was formerly in dative singular,without the preposition :

We ne niHgen alre coste halden Crist bibode.
Old Eng. Homilies, p. 21.

It is now usually associated with cost?.] Needes COStt,

by all means ; necessarily.

The night was schort, and faste by the daye
That needes cost he moste himselven hyde.

their

COSt2 (kost), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cost, ppr. cost-

ing. [< ME. costen, < OF. coster, couster, F. coti-

ter, cost, = Pr. Sp. costar = Pg. custar= It. cos-

tare (= D. kostcn = OHG.*c/(osto, MHG. kosten,

G. kosten = Dan. koste = Sw. Icel. kosta, after

ceeding"at the time'it is taken Vr determined, as, for in- from the costa or midrib. Also costatovenosf.

stance, an adjournment, in contradistinction to general costardt (kos'tard), n. [X ME. costard, an apple,
, _ _j *i _ ._" !-,;., <m4-M Jr. ;.'..,. !..,.,/ urtflntifa wa ***! ^

t ''. 1- .
4.

'

1\

orig. a 'ribbed' apple, a var. (accom. to -ard)

of *costate (first found in later use), < ML. cos-

tatus, ribbed, < L. costa, a rib: see cosft, and

cf. costate. Cf. also custard, ult. a var. of crus-

tnte. See -ard. Hence costard- or costermonger
and coster.] 1. An apple.

The wilding, costard, then the well-known pom-water.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xviii.

2. The head. [Humorous.]
Take him on the costard with the hilts of thy sword, and

then throw him into the malmsey-butt, ill the next room.

Shah., Rich. III., i. 4.

Also costerd.

COStardmongert (kos'tard-mung"ger), w. Same
as costermonger.

Edg. Have you prepared the costardmanger ?

Sight. Yes, and agreed for his basket of pears.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

_j costs,
. . _ to sue without liability to costs

voluntarily pays to his attorney, and is therefore, if suc-

cessful allowed to tax against his adversary. To count
the COSt. See con(l. To One's COSt, with inconve-

nience, suffering, or loss ; to one's detriment or sorrow :

as, that some one had blundered, he found to his cost.

What they had fondly wished, proved afterwards, to

eir costs, over true. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Oh frail estate of human beings,
And slippery hopes below !

Now to our cost your emptiness we know.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, 1. 401.

Syn. 1 and 2. Expense, Worth, etc. See price.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1.619.

Cost3 '(kost),

'

w. [< L. costa, a rib, side: see

coast.]

Mad<

If." A rib or side.

like an auger, with which tail she wriggles
Betwixt the costs ot a ship, and sinks it straight.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iii. 1.

2. In lier., same as cottise.

Though it had coste me catel [wealth].
Piers Plounnan (B), Pro!., 1. 204.

There, there ! a diamond gone, cost me two thousand
ducats in Frankfort ! Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

To have made a league of road among such rocks and
precipices would have cost the state a year's revenue.

Froude, Sketches, p. 78.

2. In general, to require (as a thing or result to

be desired) an expenditure of any specified

thing, as time or labor
;
be done or acquired at

the expense of, as of pain or loss ; occasion or

bring on (especially something evil) as a result.

If it should cost my life this very night,
I'll gae to the Tolbooth door wi' thee.

Archie of Ca'field (Child's Ballads, VI. 91).

He enticed
Israel in Sittim, on their march from Nile,
To do him wanton rites, which cost them woe.

Milton, P. L., i. 414.

Difference in opinions has cost many millions of lives.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 5.

anat.: (a) [L.] A rib. (b) A border or side

of something: specifically applied to the three

borders or costee of the human scapula or shoul-

der-blade the superior or coracoid, the poste-
rior or vertebral, and the anterior or axillary.

or ridges t

lirection. (6) In bot., having one or more primary longi-

tudinal veins or ribs, as a leaf, (c) Iii couch. , having ridges

crossing the whorls and parallel with the mouth of the

shell, as in univalves, for example Harpida. or radiating,

as in bivalves, for example most Cctrdttda. Costate

eggs, in rntom., those eggs which have raised ribs run-

ing, giving it a ribbed ap- mm: from end to end.

SI (a) In entom (1) A costatovenose (kos-ta-to-ve'nos), a. [< L. cos-

or ridee on a '"'"*' "bbed (see costate), + venosus, having
nf <,,, i^ooot'a veins : see venous.'] Same as costiil-in-m-d.

A Middle English form of coast.

I>oun\v;tr<l ay in my i>]rivijL'.

The ryver sydc <*'< :U,KI.

A../II. <>f the llmf. 1. I.'i4.

surface. (2) The anterior border of an insect's

wing, extending from the base to the apex or COStayt,

outer angle. Hence (3) The space on the

wing bordering the anterior margin. (4) The
costal or anterior vein. (6) In conch., the ridge
or one of the ridges of a shell, (c) In Actino-

zoa, an external vertical ridge marking the site

of a septum within, (d) In Crinoidea, a row of

plates succeeding the inferior or basal portion
of the cup. 3. In bot., a rib or primary vein ;

a
midrib or midnerve of a leaf or frond.

rf. White! It COStaget, . [ME., also coinage; < OF. costage,

'and the best of his coustagc (= Pr. costutye ; ML. costagiiim), < cos-
The President has paid dear for hi;

has commonly cost him all his peace, ~ .,^^- . ... - - - -

manly attributes. Emerson, Compensation, ter, cost: see cost2 + -age.] Cost; expense.

the names of all the joint adventurers in a mine,
with the number of shares each holds. A share-

holder who wishes to leave the company can do

so by getting his name removed from the cost-

book. Cost-book system, in( '" <'"-'' iniiiin
:
i. method

of keeping mining accounts and managing a joint-stock

company by which anyone of the adventurers fun with-

draw on due notice, the accounts being kept In such a man-



cost-book

ner that tin- exact huaiirial coniiition <( the mine may !*
at :m> t itn. easlh Inaile ollt.

COStean (kos-ten'), r. i. |< Corn. fotltax, drop-
ped, + strait (IjL. .1/11111111111), tin.] Ill inii/i/ii/,

to endeavor to ascertain the |iusitinn of a lodo

by winking pits through the soil to the bed-rock.
The general direction of the lo<lc li;i\ int.' been, as HIIPJMIS. .1.

:i|i|iln\jm;ttrl\ ;i>riT!aine.l l-y means o[ wi .rk already done,
tile ol.jcrt ol ru, leaning is In (rare tin- lo.lc still further

through Around where its outcrop i.-, not visit il<- on thesur-

IM*
costeaning (kos-to'ning), n. [Verbal n. of con-

IIIIH. r.J In iniiiiiiij, tin- process of sinking pits
t<i discover a lode. [Cornwall.]

costean-pit (kos-ten pit), . In Cornish mut-

iny, a pit sunk to the bed-rock in costeauing.
[Cornwall.]

costeiet, '. See costay, count.

COStella, n. Plural of rontrllitui.

costellate (kos-tol'iit), a. [< NL. eostellntus, <

fasti Iliiin, a little rib: see rosteMum.] 1. In hot.,

lincly ribbed orcostate. 2. Iiiannt. and zool.,

finely ridged, as if ribbed with costella.

costellum (kos-tel'um), . ; pi. costella (-ft).

[NL., neut. dim. of L. costa, a rib: see costa,
cuiixl.

I
In (unit., a small or rudimentary rib.

coster 1
(kos'ter), . [Abbr. of costermonger.]

Same as costermonger.
"
Feyther" had been "a coster," and, in Lizlwth's phrase,

hail "got a breast trouble," which, with other troubles,
had sent the jxjor soul to the church-yard.

//.(,//,- .I/,/,,., I. XXVI. 140.

coster2 (kos'ter), ii. [< ME. coster, also (with
excrescent -d) rosttrd, < OF. costiere ("> ML. eos-

terium), a side hanging, prop, adj., < ML. "cos-

tarius, of or at the side, (. L. costa, side : see

costa, coast.] 1. Kccles., the side hangings of

an altar. () That part of the altar-cloth which hangs
down at either end. (I*} One of the side curtains which
serve to inclose the altar and to protect it from drafts.

2f. A piece of tapestry or carpeting used as a
small hanging, as the valance of a bed, the hang-
ing border of a tablecloth, and the like.

Also called costrrini/.

coster-boy (kos'ter-boi), n. A boy who sells

costards, fruit, vegetables, etc., in the streets.

Davies. [Eng.]
Laying down the law to a group of coster-boy*, for want

of better audience. Klwjsley, Two Years Ago, iv.

COSterd't, . Same as custard.

C08terd2t, An obsolete form of coster2 .

costerilt, . Same as costrel.

costering (kos'ter-ing), n. [< coster2 + -ing.]
Same as coster9 .

costennonger (kos'ter-mung'ger), u. and a.

[For costcril/iioni/i'r, for costardmonger, < costard
+ monger. Sometimes shortened to coster.]

I. n. A hawker of fruits and vegetables. Also

coster, and formerly costardmongcr.
Virtue is of so little regard in these cotttennonyer's times,

that true valour is turned bearherd.

Skat., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

And then he'll rail, like a rude costerin&iiffer,
That school-boys had conze.ned of his apples.

llfau. and Ft., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

II. a. Mercenary; sordid. Nares.

costevoust, a. Same as costious.

cost-free (kdst'fre), adv. Free of charge ;
with-

out expense.
Her duties being to talk tYench, . . . and her privileges

to live coal-free and ... to gather scraps of knowledge.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, ii.

costfult, a. [ME. costeful; < cosft + -ful.\

Costly.
A costt'fulh' clothe is tokyii of poverty.

Political Poenu, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 81.

costicartilage(kos-ti-kiir'ti-laj), .
|

. '..<.<,
rib, + earmage.] A costal cartilage; asternal

rib, when not ossified. B. G. Wililrr.

costicartilaginous (kos-ti-kiir-ti-laj'i-nus), a.

[< costit-nrtilai/r (-</iii-) + -otis.] Of or pertain-
ing to a costicartilage.

costicervical (kos-ti-si-r'vi-kiil), a. [< L. costa,
ril", + cirrij- (<vrnc-), neck, + -al.] In mutt.,

pertaining to the ribs and neck: as, a costin r-

rical muscle: specifically said of the costicer-
vicalis.

COStiferous (kos-tif'e-rus), a. [= F. costifere;
< L. costa, rib, + ferre, = E. bear1

,
+ -ous.] In

mint., rib-bearing: applied to those vertebree,
as the dorsal vertebrte of man, which bear free

articulated ribs, ami to those parts or processes
of the sternum of some animals, as birds, to

which ribs are jointed.
The strrnmn has no <Wr>r.>x median backward pro-

longation, all the i il's 1 icing attached to its sides.

Hurley. Anat. Vert., p. 18.

COStiform (kos'ti-form), a. [< L. costa. rib, +
furma. shape.] 1. In mint., formed or shaped
like a rib. 2. In ciitoin., having the form of a
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costa or ridgi-: us, a i-iixtij'iinii interspace be-
tween strife.

COStifoUSt, ". Same as costious.

costilet, [ME., < OF. cinintitlc, a short sword,
n sort of dagger or poniard: see coistril.] A
dagger; a poniard.

lialtrayhymsniote vppon the handle so

Wyth a ruxtiti' which in liys sletfe Kan hold that his les-

seron failed and luvke to.

limn. ".I l;i,'l:;,,i,i (K. K. T. S.), 1. 4834.

costile-iront, [ME. costile-yre : see textile.]
Same as costile.

Thorewly passyng the contUe-yre cold ;

Hastily the Mode lepte out and ran tho.
l:<nn. of fartmay (E. E. T. 8.), L 4336.

COStioust, a. [ME. costifous, costevous, costiotts,

ciixlyous, costuous, coitstous, < OF. costeous, cous-

teus, F. riiiiti us, costly, < coste, cost : see <xwt2
,

n., and -ous.] Costly.
He that makethe there aFeste, be it nevcresocojrf(/OHx,

and he have no N'eddrcs, he bathe no thanke for his tr-
vaylle. Mandeeillr, Travels, p. 208.

costispinal (kos-ti-spi'nal), a. [< NL. costispi-
nalis. ] In anal., of or pertaining to the ribs and
spinal column ; costovertebral. Couen.

costive (kos'tiv), a. [Early mod. E. costyfe; <

OF. eostere, i. e., costeve' (mod. F. restored con-

stipe), < L. constipatus, crammed, stuffed, pp.
of constipare, press together, > costever, costiver,

costurer, cram, constipate : seei constipate.] 1.

Suffering from a morbid retention of fecal mat-
ter in the bowels, in a hard and dry state ;

hav-

ing the excrements retained, or the motion of

the bowels sluggish or suppressed ; constipated.
2. Figuratively, slow in action; especially,

slow in giving forth ideas or opinions, etc.;

uncommunicative; close; unproductive. [Ob-
solete or archaic.]

Who is,

Indeed, sir, somewhat eorfttw of belief
Toward your stone ; would not be gulled.

B. JoiiHun, Alchemist, ii. 1.

While faster than his costive Brain indites,
Philo's nuick Hand in flowing Letters writes.

/'nor, On a Person who wrote 111 against Me.

You must be frank, but without indiscretion ; and close,
without being costive. Lord Chesterfield.

3f. Hard and dry; caked.

Clay in dry seasons is confine. Mortimer, Husbandry.

4. Producing costiveuess. [Bare.]

Hlood-boyling Yew, and cwtiue MisselU>e :

With yce-cold Mandrake, and a many mo
Such fatal! plants.
Sijlorxtci; tr. of l>u Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

costively (kos'tiv-li), adv. With costiveness.

costiyeness (kos'tiv-nes), n. 1. A morbid re-

tention of fecal matter in the bowels. See con-

stipation.
Costivea?** has ill effects, and is hard to be dealt with

by physick. Locke, Education.

2. Figuratively, slowness in action ; especially,
slowness or difficulty in giving forth or utter-

ing, in a general sense; closeness; reticence.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
In the literary and philosophical society at Manchester

was once a reverend disputant of the same contioenem in

publick elocution with myself. Wakefield, Memoirs, p. 216.

costless (kdst'les), a. [= D. kosteloos; < cost?,

n,, + -less.] Costing nothing; not involving
expense.

COStlewt, a. [ME., < cost2 + -lew, an adj. term.,
also in drunkelew, q. v.] Costly; sumptuous.
Chnitcer.

And at the west dore of Powles was made a routine pa-
gent, mining wyn, red claret and whit, all the day of the

marriage. Arnold's Chronicle (1502), p. \li.

costliness (k6st'li-ues), n. The character or
fact of being costly; expensiveness ; richness;
great cost or expense ; sumptuousness.

Alas, alas that great city, wherein were made rich all

that had ships in the sea by reason of her cotttlinettn !

Rev. xvlii. 10.

Though not with curious coitlinett, yet with cleanly
sufficiency, it entertained me. Sir P. Sidruy.

costly (kost'li), a. [< ME. costily, for costely
(= D. kostclijk = MHG. kostelich, G. kostlich =
Dan. kostelig = Sw. kostlig = Norw. kosteleg =
Icel. kostliijr, koxtiilii/r); < coxt" + -ty

1
.] 1.

Of great price ; acquired, clone, or practised at
much cost, as of money, time, trouble, etc. ; ex-

pensive; rich; occasioning great expense or

expenditure : as, a costly habit ; costly furniture ;

vices.

manner: ex-

Then took Mary a pound of ointment of spikenard, very
mxilii. John xii. 3.

In itself the distinction hetweeli the affirmative and the

negative is a step perhaps the most . n.-r/^ in elfort of any
that the human mind is summoned to take.

De Quincty, Herodotus.

costovertebral

It la only by the rich that th<- .-.'/./ plainness which at

once satisfies the Uute and tin nna^in.ihon i- attaina)>l> .

Lmcfll, Among my Books, 2(1 str., p. 322.

2. Lavish; extravagant. [Hare.]
A dagxer, In rich sheath with jewels <>n it, ...
At once the costly Sahib yielded to I,,.,

",,, A\ Inn i's Field.

= Syn. 1. I'r'fious, etc. See valuable.

costly (kdst'li), adv. In a costly

pensively; richly; gorgeously.

Why dot thoii pine within and suffer dearth,
Painting thy outward walls so

Shale., Sonnet*, cxlvl.

COstmary (kost'ma-ri), n. [In Palsgrave (1530),
cost mary, translated by F. coste marine. Cf.

rosemary, where -mary = marine. The second

element, however, is usually understood as re-

ferring to the Virgin Mary (as if ML. <*/, /s

Marite) ;
the orig. form said to be ML. 'costus

amarus: L. costus, a plant (see cost*); atnarus,

bitter.] A perennial plant, Taiim-i-tum Unlsa-

mita, of the natural order Composite, a native of

the south of Europe, long cultivated in gardens
for the agreeable fragrance of its leaves.

The purple Hyacinthe, and fresh Costmarie.

Spenter, tr. of Virgil's Gnat.

Costmarie is put into ale to steep. Oerarde.

costo-. Combining form, in some recent scien-

tific compounds, of Latin (New Latin) costa, a
rib.

costo-apical (kos-to-ap'i-kal), a. [< NL. costa,
a rib, + L. apex (apic-), apex, + -al.] In eii-

tuiti., near the outer or apical end of the costal

margin of the wing: as, a costo-apical spot.
costocentral (kos-to-sen'tral), a. [< L. costa,
a rib, + centrum, center, +"-/.] Same as cos-

tovertebral.

costoclavicular (kos'to-kla-vik'u-lar), a. [<
L. costa, a rib, + NL. clavicula, clavicle.] In

anat., pertaining to the first rib and to the
clavicle : applied to the rhomboid (costocla-

vicular) ligament which connects these parts.
costocolic (kos-to-kol'ik), a. [< L. costa, a rib,
+ colon, colon : see coloifi, colic.] In anat.,

pertaining to ribs and to the colon. Costocolic
ligament, a fold of peritoneum forming a kind of mesen-

tery for the spleen, and passing from the left colic flexure
to the under surface of the diaphragm, opposite the tenth
and eleventh ribs.

costocoracoid (kos-to-kor'a-koid), a. [< L.

co*fa, a rib, + NL. coracoidcs, coracoid.] In
mint., pertaining to the ribs and to the coracoid

process of the scapula : applied to a dense mem-
brane or thick sheet of deep fascia, continuous
with that of the arm and breast, attached to

the clavicle and coracoid process of the scapula,
inclosing the pectoralis minor and subclavius

muscle, protecting the axillary vessels and
nerves, and pierced by the cephalic vein and
other vessels. Also coracocostal.

costomt, n. :n i'l v. An obsolete form of custom.

costomaryt, a. and n. An obsolete form of cus-

tomary.
COStorett, Same as costrel. Solon, Old Eng.
Pottery, p. 16.

costoscapular (kos-to-skap'u-lftr), a. [< L. co-
ta, a rib, + scapula, scapula, + -ar2.] In anat.,

pertaining to ribs and to the scapula ; connect-

ing these parts, as a muscle: specifically said
of the costoscapularis.
costoscapularis (kos-to-skap-u-la'ris), a. used
as n.; pi. costoscapularcs (-rez). [NL., < L. cos-

ta, a rib, + scapula, scapula.] A muscle of the
thorax arising from many ribs, and inserted
into the vertebral border of the scapula. Also
called serratn.1 miit/nus. See serratus.

COStosternal (kos-to-ster'nal), a. [< L. costa, a
rib, + NL.steriiHiM, breast-bone, + -al.] In OIK;/.,

pertaining to a rib or costal cartilage and to the
sternum: applied to ligaments connecting these

parts, or to articulations between them.
COStotome (kos'to-tom), n. [< L. cos<, a rib,
+ Gr. rouof, cutting, verbal adj. of riuveiv, ra-

fieiv, cut.] A knife, chisel, or shears used in dis-

section for cutting through the costal cartilages
and opening the thoracic cavity; a cartilage-
knife.

costotransverse (kos'to-trans-vers'), a. [< L.

cnxtn, a rib, + traiurerxug, transverse.] In

anat., pertaining to a rib and to the transverse

process of a vertebra: applied to the interos-

seous ligaments connecting these parts.
costovertebral (kos-td-verte-bral), a. [NL.,
< L. costa, a rib, + vertebra, a joint, vertebra,
+ -al.] In anat., pertaining to a rib and to

the body of a vertebra: applied to the stel-

late ligaments connecting these parts. Also
costocenti'nl.



costoxiphoid

costoxiphoid (kos-to-zif'oid), a. [< L. eosta, a

rib, + Gr. ^iijiocii^f, ensiform : see xiphoid.] In

(mat., pertaining to costal cartilage and to the

xiphoid process of the sternum : as, a costoxiph-
oid articulation.

costredt, Same as costrel.

costrel (kos'trel), n. [Also costril, < ME. cos-

trel, costrelle, costril, also costret, costred, a

drinking-cup or flask (ML. costrellus, costerel-

lum), < W. costrel, a cup, flagon.] A flask,

flagon, or bottle
; specifically, such a vessel of

Costrels.

I, old fonn, of leather ; a. old form, of earthenware ; 3. modern form

(West of England), of earthenware.

leather, wood, or earthenware, often of a flat-

tened form, and generally with ears by which
it may be suspended, used by British laborers

in harvest-time. Sometimes called pilgrim's
bottle.

Therwithal a costrel taketh he tho,
And seyde,

" Hereof a draught or two
Gif hym to drynke."

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2666.

A youth, that, following with a costrel, bore
The means of goodly welcome, flesh and wine.

Tennyson, Geraint.

costrellt, costrellet, costrilt, Obsolete
forms of costrel.

COSt-sheet (kdst'shet), n. A statement showing
the expense of any undertaking.
costume^, An obsolete form of custom.

costume2 (kos-tum' or kos'tum), n. [= D. kos-

tuunft = G. costum = Dau. kostume, < F. costume

(the orig. F. word being coutume) =Pr. costum,

costuma, (. It. costuma = OSp. costume = Cat.

costum = Pg. costume (cf. Sp. costumbre), < ML.
costuma, ult. < L. consuetudo (-din-), custom: see

custom, which is a doublet of costume.'} 1. Cus-
tom or usage with respect to place and time,
as represented in art or literature

;
distinctive

character or habit in action, appearance, dress,
etc.

; hence, keeping or congruity in represen-
tation. [This is the sense in which the word
was first used in English, in the latter part of

the eighteenth century.]
Sergius Paulus wears a crown of laurel : this is hardly

reconcileable to strict propriety, and to the costume, of
which Raffaele was in general a good observer.

Sir J. Reynolds, Discourse 12.

The cruzado was not current, as it should seem, at Ven-

ice, though it certainly was in England at the time of

Shakespeare, who has here indulged his usual practice of

departing from national costutne.

Dyce, 111. of Shakespeare, II. 270.

2. Mode of dressing ;
external dress. Specifically

(a) An established mode or custom in dress ; the style of

dress peculiar to a people, tribe, or nation, to a particular
period, or to a particular character, profession, or class of

people. (6) A complete dress assumed for a special occa-

sion, and differing from the dress of every-day life : as, a
court co8t^tme (the dress required to be worn by a person
who is presented at court), (c) A complete outer dress
for a woman, especially one made of the same material
throughout : as, a walking-cos<Mi.

All costume off a man is pitiful or grotesque. It is only
the serious eye peering from and the sincere life passed
within it, which restrain laughter and consecrate the cos-

tume of any people. Thoreau, Walden, p. 29.

costume2
(kos-tum'), v. t.: pret. and pp. eos-

twned, ppr. costuming. [\ costume2
,
n.

;
= F.

costumer, etc.] 1. To dress; furnish with a

costume; provide appropriate dress for: as, to
costume a

play;
" costumed in black," Charlotte

Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii. 2. Reflexively, to put
an unusual dress on

;
dress for a special occa-

sion.

Attic maidens in procession, or costuming them-selee*

therefor. C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 96.

costumer (kos-tu'mer), n. One who prepares
or arranges costumes, as for theaters, fancy
balls, etc.

;
one who deals in costumes.

costumic (kos-tu'mik), a. [< costume2 + -to.]

Pertaining to costume or dress
;
in accordance

with the prevailing mode of dress. [Rare.]
A noble painting of Charles II. on horseback, in costu-

mic armour. Quoted in .V. ami Q., 7th ser., I. 457.
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COStus-root (kos'tus-rot), n. [< Costus, NL.

specific name from native name, + root."] The
root of Saussurea Lappa (Aucklandia Costus), a

composite plant of Cashmere. It is collected in

enormous quantities for the Chinese market, and is used

largely as a medicine in India. It has a pungent aromat-
ic taste, and an odor like that of orris-root.

cosubordinate (ko-sub-6r'di-nat), a. [< co- 1

+ subordinate.] Equally subordinate ; equiva-
lent as suborders: as, cosubordinate groups in

zoology. Mivart.

COSUpreme (ko-su-prem'), a. and n. [< co-1 -f

supreme.] I. a. Equally supreme.
II. . A partaker of supremacy.

The phcenix and the dove,
Co-svpreiiwif and stars of love.

Shak., The Phcenix and Turtle, 1. 51.

cosurety (ko-shor'ti), n. ; pi. cosureties (-tiz).

[< co-1 + surety.] One who is surety with an-
other or others.

cosy, a. and n. See cozy.

COSynt, n. and a. Middle English for eosin, now
cousin*.

cot1 (kot), . [Intimately connected with cote1
,

a different form, differently used, but closely
related : (1) Co*1

,
< ME. cot, kot, a cot, cottage,

chamber, cell (cott for cote once in comp. schep-

cott, a sheep-cote), < AS. cot, neut., pi. cote, a

cot, cottage, a chamber (used in Mat. xxi. 13

to translate L. spelunca, a den, sc. of thieves),
= ONorth. cot, cott, neut., a cot, a chamber, =
MD. D. hot = MLG. LG. kot = MG. kot (> G.

kot, koth) = Icel. OSw. ODan. kot, a cot, hut.

(2) Cote1
, formerly sometimes also coat, < ME.

cote, a cot, cottage, a chamber, often in comp.,
fold, coop, pen, sty (see dove-cote, hen-cote,

sheep-cote, swine-cote), < AS. cote, fern., pi. cotew,
a cot, cottage, more frequently with umlaut

(o > y), cyte, a cot, cottage, chamber, cell, =
MD. fcote = MLG. fcote, kotte, kate, LG. kote,
kate = MG. kote ( > G. kote) = Icel. ky to, kytra, a

cot, hut. Coft and cote1 are thus respectively
neut. and fern, forms of the same word. Hence
(from E.) Gael, cot = W. cwt, a cot; and (from
Teut.) ML. cota, a cot, cotagium, E. cottage:

OBulg. kotici, a cell
;

also (with change of

meaning like that in cassock and chasuble, both
ult. < L. easa, a cottage), OF. cote, etc., a coat,
> ME. rote, E. coat : see cote2 and coat2 . The
sense of 'a small bed' is modern. Hence ult.

cottage, cotter1
, etc.] 1. A small house; a cot-

tage ;
a hut

;
a mean habitation.

No trust in brass, no trust in marble walls
;

Poor cots are e'en as safe as princes' halls.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 12.

Behold the cot where thrives the industrious swain,
Source of his pride, his pleasure, and his gain. Crabbe.

2. A small bed or crib for a child to sleep in
;

also, a portable bed formed of canvas, webbing,
or other material fastened to a light frame, of-

ten made cross-legged to permit folding up.
Also called cot-bed.

cote-hardie

COta (ko'ta), n.
; pi. cotce (-te). [ML. : see cote2

,

coat2.] 1. A coat. 2f. The filibeg.

cotabulatet (ko-tab'u-lat), v. t. [< co-i + tabu-

late.] Same as confabulate.

cotse, n. Plural of cote.

COtaget, n. An obsolete spelling of cottage.

Cotalpa (ko-tal'pa), n. [NL.] A genus of

lamellicorii beetles, of the family Scarabwidie.

C

cotangent.

In the pleasant little trim new nursery ... is the

mother, glaring over the cot where the little, soft, round
cheeks are pillowed. Thackeray, Philip, xxxvi.

3. Naut., a swingingbed or hammock of canvas,
stiffened by a wooden frame, and having up-
right sides of canvas to protect the sleeper, it
is slung on lanyards called "clues," and secured to hooks
in the carlines or deck-beams. It differs from the ham-
mock in the frame and upright sides, and in not bein<: ca-

pable of being rolled up and stowed in the nettings. It is

now rarely used except in the sick-bay aboard a man-of-

war, but was very common in crowded quarters for officers

in the American navy up to 1865.

4. A leather cover for a finger, used to protect
the finger when it is injured or sore, or to shield
it from injury, as in dissecting ;

a finger-stall.
5. A sheath or sleeve, as the clothing for a

drawing-roller in a spinning-frame.
COt2 (kot), n. [E. dial., formerly also cote; cf . cot-

ton2 . Hence cotgare.] 1. Refuse wool. Knight;
HalUwell. 2. A fleece of wool matted toge-
ther; a lock of wool or hair clung together.
Wedgwood.

cot3 (kot), n. [< Ir. cot, a small boat.] A lit-

tle boat. [Irish.]

Cymochles of her questioned
Both what she was, and what that usage ment,
"Which in her cott she daily practized?" Vaine man "

(saide she), . . .

My little boat can safely passe this perilous bourne.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 9.

C0t4t (kot), n. [Abbr. from cotquean.] An ef-

feminate person.
Some may think it below our hero to stoop to such a

mean employment, as the poet has here enjoined him, of

holding the candle ; and that it looks too much like a citi-

zen, or a cot, as the women call it. Hist. Tom Thumb.

cot. An abbreviation of cotangent.

Goldsmith-beetle (Coialfa langera.
a, imago; .'', ptip.i ; (,l:irva. (All natural size.)

Their technical characters are : 10-jointed antennae ; the

clypeus sutured from the front ; 'the thorax margined at

the base ; the elytra not margined ; and the tarsal claws

unequal. C. laniyera, the goldsmith-beetle of the eastern
United States, is a light-yellow species nearly an inch long.

cotangent (ko-tan'jeut), . [< co-2 + tanaent. A
word coined by the English mathematician Ed-
mund Gunter about 1620.] In trigonom.,the tan-

gent of the complement of

a given arc or angle . Ab-
breviated cot. See the fig-

ure Cotangent at a close-

point of an algebraical sur-

face, the tangent of the simple
branch of the curve of intersec-

tion of the surface with its tan-

gent plane at the close-point.

cotarnine (ko-tar'nin), n.

[Transposed from narco-

tine.] An organic base AC to AH, is the cotangent :

1C* TI "\TI~l -I- TT C\\ or, DC being taken as unity.
(^12M13 JNO3 B*U' it is the line DL.
formed from narcotine

by the action of oxidizing agents, as manga-
nese dioxid. It is nonvolatile, and has a bitter

taste and faintly alkaline reaction.

cot-bed (kot'bed), n. Same as co*1
,
2.

COtbetty (kot'bet"i), .
; pi. cotbetties (-iz). [<

cot (as in cotquean) + betty.] A man who med-
dles with the domestic affairs of women ;

a

betty. [U. S.]
cote 1

(kot), n. [< ME. cote, < AS. cote : see fur-

ther under cot1 .] If. A hut
;
a little house ;

a

cottage: same as cot1
,
1.

Albeit a cote in our language is a little slight-built coun-

try habitation.

Ventegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence, viii.

2. A sheepfold.
Hezekiah had exceeding much riches and honour : and

he made himself . . . stalls for all manner of beasts, and
cotes for Hocks. 2 Chron. xxxii. 2s.

The folded flocks penn'd in their wattled cotes.

Milton, Camus, 1. 344.

[In this sense now used chiefly in composition,
as do>e-cote, hen-cote, sheep-cote, swine-cote, etc.]

C0te2t,
. A former spelling of coat2 .

C0te3t (kot), v. t. [< F. cdtoyer, go by the side

of, < OF. costoier, > also E. coast : see coast, r.]

To pass on one side of
; pass by ; pass.

We coted them on the way ;
and hither are they coming.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

cote3t, . [< cote3
, v.] The act of passing by;

a going by. Dray ton.

C0te4t (kot), v. t. [< F. coter, < OF. quoter, > E.

quote, q. v.] To quote.
The text is throughout coted in the margin. I'tiatt, Pref.

Thou art come . . . from coting of ye scriptures, to

courting with Ladies.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 320.

C0te6t, An obsolete form of cot2 .

cote-a-pyet, . See cmirtepy.

cote-armourt, cote-annuret, Obsolete forms
of coat-armor.

COte-hardiet, n. [OF.] A garment worn by
both sexes throughout the fourteenth century.
That of the men corresponded nearly to the cassock ;

th.it

of the women was generally cut somewhat low in the neck,

fitting the body closely above the waist, but very full and

long in the skirt. The sleeves varied greatly in fashion ;

those worn by the women were at first close-fitting and but-

toned ;
but toward 1380 the sleeves of the cote-hardie for

either sex were loose and long.

They [streamers from the elbow] first appear as narrow

elongations from the sleeve of the upper-tunic or colf-

Aorau.
Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. IDS, note.



cdtelaine

cotelaine (ko'te-len), . Same as cdteliiw.

cdte!6 (ko'te-la'i, . (]'., ribbed, ult. < Ij. "rwt-

trllntux : see ciislrll/ili-.] In deeontHM nrl,

bounded by many sides, (straight or curved, in-

stead of a cDiiiiniiiMis curved outline: said of a
disli, plaque, or (lie like.

c6telette (ko-ie-let'j, . [F.] See cutlet.

COteline ( ko-te-lon '),. A kind of white muslin,
usually a BOCOM muslin. Also written cdb-liiim .

COtemporant (ko-tem'po-ran), n. [Cf. cotempo-
i-ii/ii-niix.] A contemporary. Nort*. [Bare.]
cotemporaneous, cotemporary. Less usual
forms ot' mtttt'iiijHtrtiiit'otiH, crm/i nijinfi'i'it.

cotenancy (ko- ten 'an- si), . [< co-l + ten-

iixi-i/.] The state of being a cotenant orcoten-
ants

; joint tenancy.
Tin' .Indi.'mcnlsiir I'ii-Tenancy" is n Hrchon law-tract,

still iiii|tiilili^hcil at [In 1 time at which I writ*-, and pre
senting. iii Its present staff, considerable difficulties o(

interpretation. Maine, Early llUt. of Institutions, p. 112.

cotenant (ko-ten'ant), n. [< co-1 4- tenant.]
A tenant in common with another or others; a
joint tenant.

coterie (ko'te-re), n. [P., a set, circle, coterie,
< OF. coterie, cottcrie, company, society, asso-
ciation of people, cotter tenure, < ML. cotcria,
an association of cotters to hold any tenure, <

eota, a cottage: see cot 1
,
cote1

,
cotter1 .'] A set

or circle of persons who are in the habit of

meeting for social, scientific, or literary inter-

course, or other purposes ; especially, a clique.
In file scientific f"t,-,-i,.< of Parts there is just now an

A nieriean name well known that of Benjamin Franklin.
D. U. Mitchell, Bound Together, iv.

The danger, the bloodshed, the patriotism, had been
Mending coterie* into communities.

Arch. t'or/>rx, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 145.

The House developed a marked tendency to
split up into

a number of cliques and coterifH, banded together for the
propagation of some crotchet.

Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XL. 133.

coterminous (ko-ter'mi-nus), a. [< co-1 + ter-

iniiioiis, after conterminous.] Same as conter-

minous.

With the fall of these [Greek] communities, there came
in the Stole conception of the universal city, cotcrtninowt
with mankind. O. /'. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. ITS.

C6te-r6tie (kot'ro-te'), . [P.] An excellent
red wine produced in the vineyards of the same
name on the Rh6ne near Lyons, France.
Cotesian (ko-te'zhi-an), a. Pertainingto or dis-

covered by the English mathematician Roger
Cotes (1682-1716).-Cotesian theorem. Same as
Cote*'* pro]tertiex of the circle (which see, under circle).

cotgare (kot'gar), n. [< eo<2 + *gare, perhaps
for gear.] Refuse wool, flax, etc.

cothH (koth), n. [< ME. coth, cothe, < AS. cothu

(pi. cotha), cothe (pi. cothan), disease.] 1. A
disease.

Thise ar ao hidus with many a cold coth.

Towrneley Mysteries, p. 31.

2. A fainting.
Cothe or swownynge, sincopa. Prompt. Pare., p. 96.

coth'-'t. An obsolete form of quoth.
COthe (koTH), v. i.

; pret. and pp. cothed, ppr.
mtltinq. [E. dial. ; also written coathe; < com 1

,

n.] To faint. [Prov. Eng.]
C0thisht(k6'thisu),a. [< coth1 +-i*l.] Sickly;
faint. We T. lirowne.

cothon (ko'thon), n. [Or. icaBuv, applied to
the inner harbor at Carthage, otherwise to a

drinking-vessel.] A quay or dock ; a wharf.
n'vrcmti r.

cothurn (ko-thern'), n. [= F. cothurne = Sp.
It. column == Pg. cothurno = G. rothiirn = Dan.
kotliunit; < L. cothurnus, < Gr. nAfhpvof, a bus-

kin.] Same as cothurnus, which is more com-
monly used.

The moment hail arrived when it was thought that the
mask and the cothurn might be assumed with effect.

Motley.

cothurnal (ko-ther'nal), a. [< cothurn + -of.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of the cothurnus
or buskin ; hence, relating to the drama

; tragic ;

cothurnate.

The scene wants actors ; I'll fetch more, and clothe it

In rich cothurnal pomp. Lust's Dominion, v. !.

cothurnate, cothurnated (ko-ther'nat, -na-

ted), . [< L. futliiirniititf, < cothurnus: see co-
thi/rn nnd-nt<'l.] 1. Bxiskined. 2. Tragical;
solemn or stilted: applied to style.

Desist, O blest man, ttiy cothiirnatf style,
And from these forced iiunliics fail awhile.

Ht'iiiiiiiKl. Hierarchy of Angels, p. 348.

COthurned (ko-therud'), a. [< cothurn + -ecA]
Buskined. [Rare.]

Peasants in blue, red, \ello\i. mantled and cothurned.

Harper's May., LXV. 663.
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cothurni. . Plural of cothurnus.

Cothurnia (ko-ther'ni-ft), n. [NL., < L. cothnr-

inix. a buskin: see rntlnirii.] An extensive ^'e-

iins of peritriehotis ciliato infusorians, of the
family VOrttceUithr and subfatnily t'niiiiiimlintr.

founded by Ehrenberg. The species inhabit
fresh and salt water, as C. imberbis and I', mari-
Initn.

cothurnus (ko-ther'nus), n.
; pi. cothurni (-ni).

[L., < (jr. K60o/>vof., a buskin : see cothurn.] The
buskin of the Greeks and Romans, it was held
by tbe Komans to lie a
characteristic part of
Hie costume of tragic
actors, whence cothur-
nut Is sometimes n-

uratively used for tra-

gedy. The Greeks, how-
ever, called thci.li f

I i';ii:ic ;ietor> ,' r rins or

iFftarii. It is shown by
monument- to have
been a closed shoe, like

a usual form of the
hunting-buskin, but
differing from this in

having a very thick
sole ; and, like the
hunting-buskin, it was
probably laced high on
the leg, though this is

not certain. Also co-

thurn.

In their tragedies
they [Shakspere's con-

temporaries] become
heavy without gran-
deur, like Johnson, or
mistake the stilts for the cothurim*. as chapman and Web-
ster too often do. Loicell, Study W indows, p. 317.

Cothurnus Figure of Artemis, from
Purification of Orestes on a Greek red-

figured vase.

othy (ko'thi), a. [< coth1 +
faint. [Prov. Eng.]
oticet (kot'is), n. In her., sam<

Sickly;

coticet (feot'is), n. In her., same as cottise.

cotice (kot-i-sa'), ft. In her., bendwise: said

especially of small parts.
coticular (ko-tik'u-lar), a.

J[<
L. coticttla, dim.

of cos (cot-), a whetstone.] Pertaining to whet-
stones

; like or suitable for whetstones.
cotidal (ko-ti'dal), a. [< co-1 + tidal.] Mark-
ing an equality of tides.- Cotidal lines, Imaginary
lines on the surface of the ocean, throughout which high
water takes place at or about the same time.

cotidlant, cotidient, a- and n. Obsolete forms
of quotidian.
cotignac (ko-te-nyak'), n. [See codiniac.] A
conserve prepared from quinces not entirely
ripe. It is stomachic and astringent. Dun-
glinon.
dotile (ko'ti-le), n. [NL. (Boie, 1822); often

erroneously Cotyle ; < Gr. Kurftji, fern, of Kuri).of,

chattering, prattling, babbling; of a swallow,
twittering; cf. nuriM^tv, chatter, prattle.] A
genus of swallows, of the family Hirundinida',
having a small tuft of feathers isolated at the
bottom of the tarsus, a slightly forked tail, the

edge of the outer primary not serrate, and
plain mouse-gray and white plumage. The type
Is the well-known bank-swallow, C. riparta, widely dis-
tributed in the northern hemisphere. See cut under bank-
ttteallow. The proper name of the genus is Clivicola (which
sec).

cotillion (ko-til'yon), n. [Also, as P.. cotillon

(E. -Hi- repr. the (former) sound of F. -11-), a
sort of dance, lit. a petticoat, dim. of OF. cote,
F. cottc, a coat : see coa<2.] 1. A lively French
dance, originated in the eighteenth century,
for two, eight, or even more performers, and
consisting of a variety of steps and figures;
specifically, an elaborate series of figures, often
known in the United States as the german.
The term is now often used as a generic name
for several different kinds of quadrille. 2.
Music arranged or played for a dance. 3. A
black-and-white woolen fabric used forwomen's
skirts.

cotinga (ko-ting'ga), n. [NL., from S. Amer.
native name.] 1. The native name of several

cotset

South American inanakins: applied to sundry
c'ntitigiiie birdH. (n) !</.] Applied in 1700 by BrlMon
to Hi,- I, In, purple-breasted manakluof Edwards, thus u
coming In ornithology a KCIIU* having tbi* hj* cie^, . I,,-

prli* cotimja (Linn
L

>n<ia nrrul'a, as its t>|e ,

Mllee IlKlde tile tvpldl KCIIIH "I tile l:.lllll\ <',,l , n'H'lil

(6) [cap.] Applied in 1786 by Mcrrem to a gentu of relat-
ed lords, the cocks-of-the-rock < , of the gcnui

ifercim.

2. Any bird of the family ' 'ntii/i/nlir.

Cotingidae (ko-tin'ji-de), . pi. [NL., < t'o-

tinija (a) + -><l<e.] A family of South Ameri-
can passerine birds, proposed bv Bonaparte in

1849, of uncertain definition and position, con-

taining the cotingas, manakins, cocks-of-the-

rock, bell-birds, fruit-crows, etc. The term is

used in varying senses by different authors, and is inex-

tricably confused with l'\prida, Ainvelida', BombyciUidtr,
etc. By G. R. Gray (1889) It is made to cover 62 genera
and IWi species, divided Into 7 subfamilies: Tityrina, Co-

tingince (the cotingas proper). t.',">niiiur, (iymnodcriiitr
(the fruit-crows, as the averanos, arapungai, Iwll-blrds,
umbrella-birds, etc.), J'iyriiur (the manakiiiH proper),
Rupicoliiur (cocks-of-the-rock). and Phytotmnina. The
group thus constituted is a highly diversified one, con-

taining many beautiful and interesting forms, character-
istic of the South American fauna. In a common usage,
Cotinffidie are exclusive of the 1'ipritlee and Phyiotomida:
as separate families.

Cotinginae (kot-in-ji'ne), n.
fil. [NL., < Co-

tinga (a) + -iaa;.] The typical subfamily of
the family CotingMa, represented by such gen-
era as t'otinga, I'hibalura, and Ampelion.
cotingine (ko-tin'jin), a. [< cotinga + -ine 1

.]

Like or likened to a cotinga ; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Cotingittce or Cotinginee ; pip-
rine; ampeline.

cotise, cotised. See cottise, cottised.

COtland (kot'land), n. [< cot1 + land.] La ml

appendant to a cottage.
cotnar (kot'n^r), n. Same as minor.
coto (ko'to), n. [Sp., a cubit: see cubit.] A
Spanish measure of length, the eighth part of a
vara (which see).
Coto bark (ko'to bark). A bark of unknown
botanical origin, obtained from Bolivia. It is

used in medicine as a remedy in cases of diar-
rhea.

cotoin (ko'to-in), n. [< Coto (bark) + -r2.]
A substance, crystallizing in yellowish-white
prisms, derived from Coto bark.
cotonea (ko-to'ne-a), . [NL. ML., var. of L.

cydonia, quince-tree : see codiniac, coin2, quince. ]

The quince-tree. Bailey.
Cotoneaster (ko-to-ne-as'ter), n. [NL., < NL.
cotonea, quince (see quince), 4- L. term, -outer.]
A genus of small trees or trailing shrubs, nat-
ural order Kosaeea', resembling the medlar, c.

rrdgarit Is a common European species, having rose-col-
ored petals and the margins of the calyx downy. The other
species arc natives of the south of Europe and the moun-
tains of India and Mexico. They are all adapted for shrub-
beries.

cotorra (ko-tor'S), . [Native name.] A name
of the agouti.
C0toy6 (ko-to-ya'), a. In her., same as cottised.

Blue Cotinga ( ttfrnfa c

* ,^' ' i M \,\j ,11111111 i"i WVH ''Jill v . I i r lllil M i,

+ quean, a woman. Cf. cotbetty and cuckquean.]
1. A man who busies himself with the affairs
which properly belong to women.

Cap. Look to the hak'd meats, good Angelica :

Spare not for cost
Surte. Go, you cot-t[uean, go,

Get you to bed. ,S'**-., R. and J.
, IT. 4.

I cannot abide these apron husbands ; such cotqwaru.
Miiidlctm and Dekkrr, Roaring Girl, ill. i

A stateswoman Is as ridiculous a creature as a cotquean ;

each of the sexes should keep within it- bounds. Aaditon.

2. A coarse, masculine woman
;
a bold hussy.

Si old like a cotquean, that's your profession.
Ford, 'Tit Pity, i. 2.

cotqueanityt (kot'kwen-i-ti), n. [< cotquean +
-ity.] The character or conduct of a cotquean.
We tell thee thou angerest us, cotqnean ; and we will

thunder thee in pieces for thy cotqtteanity.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

COtriple (ko-trip'l), a. [< co- 1 + triple.] In

math., connected with a triple branch of a
curve Cotrlple tangent, the tangent, at a close-point
of a surface, of the triple branch of the curve of intersec-
tion of the surface anil its tangent.

COtrustee (k6-trus-t'), n. [< eo-1 + trustee.]
A joint trustee.

COtsett, . [ML. cotsetus, cothsetus, Latinized
forms of AS. 'cotweta (Somner not authen-

ticated) (= MLG. kotsete, kotge, koste = G. koth-

sasse, kossaxse, also kossatc, kox.-tat, kotse); AS.
also cotsetla (spelled kotsetla, kotesetla) (ML.
cotaetlc), with term, -la equiv. to -ere, E. -er (as
MLG. MtMfcr. k(it;iT, Icimlrr). < cot or cote, a

cottage. + sata (= G. sasse), a settler, dweller



cotset

(< sittan, pret. pi. sceton, sit), or setla, a settler,

dweller, < setl, a seat : see cot1
, cote1

,
and seta,

settle, sit.'] See the extract, and that under cot-

setter.

That record [Domesday Survey] attests the existence of

more than 25,000 servi, who must be understood to be, at

the highest estimate of their condition, landless labour-
ers ;

over 82,000 bordarii ; nearly 7,000 cotarii and cotseti,
whose names seem to denote the possession of land or
houses held by service of labour or rent paid in produce ;

and nearly 110,000 villani. Above these were the liberi

homines and sokemanni, who seem to represent the medi-
eval and modern freeholder. Stltbbs, Const. Hist., 132.

COtsetlert, [An accom. book-form of AS.
coteetla : see cotset.'] Same as cotset.

The Kote-Setlan or cotsetlers mentioned in Domesday
Book are generally described as poor freemen suffered to
settle on the lord's estate, but they were more probably
freemen who had settled on their share of the common
laud, of which the lord had legally the dominion, but un-
der the feudal system in many cases claimed to have the
fee. M'. A'. Sullivan, lutrod. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. clvii

Cotswold (kots'wold), M. [< cot1
,

cote1
, pi.

cote, cotes, + wold1
: see wold1

."] Literally, a
wold where there are sheep-cotes : the name of
a range of hills in Gloucestershire, England.
Cotswold sheep, a breed of sheep remarkable for the

length of their wool, formerly peculiar to the counties of

Gloucester, Hereford, and Worcester, in England.

COttt, A former spelling of cot1 .

COtta (kot'a), M.
; pi. cotta; (-e). [ML. cotta, cota,

> It. cotta = F. cotte, OF. cote, > E. coatf, q. v.]
1. A short surplice, either sleeveless or hav-

ing half-sleeves. 2. A sort of blanket made
of the coarsest wool. Draper's Diet.

COttabus (kot'a-bus), n. [L., < Gr. /c6Vra/3of.]
An ancient Greek game, which consisted in

throwing portions of wine left in drinking-cups
into a vessel or upon a specified object, as a
plate of bronze, so as to produce a clear sound
and without scattering the fluid. From the suc-
cessful performance of this feat good fortune,
especially in love affairs, was augured.

cottse, n. Plural of cotta.

cottage (kot'aj), n. [< ME. cotage (ML. cota-

giwm), <cot (see cot1 ) + -age. F. cottage is from
E.] 1. A cot; a humble habitation, as of a
farm-laborer or a European peasant.
They were right glad to take some corner of a poor cot-

tage. Hooker.

A peasant bred up in the obscurities of a cottage. South.

The new tax, imposed upon every inhabited dwelling-
house in England and Wales except cottages, i. e. houses
not paying to church and poor-rates.

S. Douvll, Taxes iu England, III. 194.

2. A small country residence or detached sub-
urban house, adapted to a moderate scale of

living.
He passed a cottage with a double coach-house,

A cottage of gentility,
And he owned with a grin
That his favourite sin

Is pride that apes humility.
Southey, The Devil's Walk.

Books, the oldest and the best, stand naturally and
rightfully on the shelves of every cottage.

Thoreati, Walden, p. 112.

Hence 3. A temporary residence at a water-
ing-place or a health- or pleasure-resort, often
a large and costly structure. [U. S.] 4. In
old Eng. law, the service to which a cotset or
cotter was bound.
They held their land of the Knight by Cottage, as the

Knight held his of the King by Knight service.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 38.

Cottage allotments, inGreat Britain, portions of ground
which are allotted to the dwellings of country laborers for
the purpose of being cultivated by them as gardens. See
allotment system, under allotment Cottage cheese
See cheesel. Cottage China, English pottery of a cheap
sort, especially that produced at Bristol. The name is

generally given to table utensils decorated with small
bouquets and the like. Prime. Cottage hospital. See
hospital. Cottage piano, a small upright piano. Cot-
tage right, in the early history of Massachusetts, an in-
ferior right of commonage granted by certain towns to in-
habitants not included in the original body of proprietors
cottaged (kot'ajd), a. [< cottage + -ed%.] Set
or covered with cottages.
Humble Harting's cottaged vale. Collins, Ode to a Lady.

cottagelyt (kot'aj-li), a. Rustic; suitable to a
cottage.

They envy others whatever they enjoy of estates, houses,
or ornaments of life, beyond their tenuity or cottagely ob-
scurity. Artif. Handsomeness, p. 172.

cottager (kot'a-jer), n. [< cottage + -er1
."] 1.

One who lives in a cottage, in any sense of that
word.

Resolve me why the cottager and king, .

Disquieted alike, draw sigh for sigh.

Young, Night Thoughts, vii.

It has ceased to be fashionable to bathe at Newport
Strangers and servants may do so, but the cottagers have
withdrawn their support from the ocean.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 104.
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2. In Eng. lair, one who lives on the common
without paying any rent or having land of his

own.
If a state run most to noblemen and gentlemen, :md

that the husbandmen and ploughmen be but as their work-
folks and labourers, or else mere cottagers, which are but
housed l>eggars, you may have a good cavalry, but never

good stable bands of foot.

JSacon, Hist. Hen. VII. (Bonn ed.), p. 360.

COttab. (kot'a), n. [E. Ind.] A measure of land
in Bengal, equal to 720 English square feet.

cottar (kot'ar), n. A Scotch spelling of cotter1 .

cottar-town (kot'ar-toun), n. Same as cot-

town.

COttellt, n. An obsolete form of cuttle.

cotter1
(kot'6r), n. [Also written cottar (Sc.),

and in technical or historical use also cottier ;

early mod. E. cottier, cottyer, < ME. cotyer, <

AF. *cotier, < ML. cotarius, cottarius, coteriits

(cf . MLG. koter, koterer, MG. koder (= G. kother,

koter), MLG. also Tcotenere, G. kothner, kotner),
< cota, a cot: see cot1

,
cote1 ."]

A cottager; in

Scotland, one who dwells in a cot or cottage
dependent upon a farm. Sometimes a piece of

land is attached to the cottage.
Himself goes patched, like some bare cottyer.

Bp. Hall, Satires, iv. 2.

These peasants proper, who may be roughly described
as small farmers or cottiers, were distinguished from the
free agricultural laborers in two respects : they were pos-
sessors of land in property or usufruct, and they were
members of a rural Commune.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 460.

Cottars, who seem to have been distinguished from their
fellow-villeins simply by their smaller holdings.

J. K. Green, Couq. of Eng., p. 319.

Cottier tenure or system, a tenure of land by which
a laborer rents a portion of land directly from the owner,
and the conditions of the contract, especially the amount
of rent to be paid, are determined not by custom, but by
competition. This system was at one time especially char-
acteristic of Ireland, and is not yet entirely extinct there.
The tenancy was annual, and the privilege of occupancy
was put up at auction, the consequence being excessive

competition and exorbitant rents, since the cotter was
obliged to get the land at any price in order to live. In
an act passed in 1860 to consolidate and amend the law of
landlord and tenant in Ireland, cottier tenancies are de-
fined to be cottages with not more than half an acre of

land, rented by the month at not more than 5 a year.

cotter2 (kot'er), M. [Origin obscure.] Inmech.,
a wedge-shaped piece of wood
or iron used as a wedge for

fastening or tightening, in the

adjoining figure, a is a cotter connect-
ing the end of the rod b with the pin
or stud c, by means of a wronght-iron
strap d d, and adjustable bushes

; the

tapered cotter a, passing through cor-

responding mortises both in the butt
b and the strap d d, serves at once
to attach them together and to ad-
just the bushes to the proper dis-
tance from each other. Also called

cotter-drill (kot'er-dril), . A CMcr'

drill used in forming slots. It first bores a
hole, and then by a lateral motion works out
the slot.

cottered (kot'erd), a. [< cotter^ + -ed?.] Keyed
together by wedges.
COtterel (kot'er-el), n. [Formerly also cotteril :

see cotter%.~] 1. In mech., same as cotter2 . 2.
A small iron bolt for a window. [Prov. Eng.]

3. A trammel to support a pot over a fire.

Brockett. Also cottrel. 4. The horizontal bar
in an old English chimney. See back-bar.

COtter-file (kot'er-fil), n. A file used in form-
ing grooves for the keys, cotters, orwedges used
in fixing wheels on their shafts. It is narrow and
almost flat on the sides and edges, thus presenting nearly
the same section at every part of its length.

cotter-plate (kot'er-plat), n. In founding, a lip
or flange of a mold-box. E. H. Knight.
COttid (kot'id), n. A fish of the family Co<-
tidte.

Cottids (kot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coitus +
->?!.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,
typified by the genus Cottus, of varying limits
in different classifications, (a) In early systems,
a family of Acanthopterygii, having the head variously
mailed and protected, and especially a sulwrbital bone
more or less extended over the cheek and articulated be-
hind with the preoperculum. Thus understood, it em-
braced all the mail-cheeked fishes, and answered to the
"joues cuirass^es" of Cuvier. (6) In Giinther's system,
a family of Acanthopterygii cotto-ftcombriformes, having
a bony stay for the angle of the preoperculum, which is
armed (the boue arising from the infraorbital ring), and
the body naked, or covered with ordinary scales, or incom-
pletely cuirassed with a single series of plate-like scales.
In this sense it embraces not only the true Cottiila>, but
also the PlatucephaUdm, lloplicMhyina!, Triglidtx and
Rhamfkocottida <>f other authors. (<) In Gill's system, a
family of CottottUa with a well-developed myodome, un-
interrupted cranial valleys behind, and the spinous part
of the dorsal shorter than the soft part. It includes nu-
merous species of northern fishes, popularly known as scul-
pins, bullheads, miller's-thunibs, etc. See cutunder iculjrin.
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cottier (kot'i-cr), n. See cotter1 .

cottierism (kot'i-i-r-izm), 11. [< cottier + -ism.']
The cottier system of land tenure. See cottier

tf>i arc, under cotter1 .

Long leases are in no way to be relied on for getting rid
of cottierism. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., II. x. 1.

cottiform (kot'i-form), . [< NL. Cottus, q. v.,
+ L. forma, shape.] Having the form of fishes

of the genus Cottus; of or pertaining to the Cot-
loillfll ; cottoid.

Cottina (ko-ti'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Cottus +
-/.] In Gunth'er's early system, the third

group of Triglida,'. The spinous part of the dorsal flu

is less developed than the soft part, or than the anal ; the

body is naked, or covered with ordinary scales, or incom-
pletely cnirassed with asingleseriesof plate-like scales; and
the pyloric appendages are four in number. It was later
raised by Giinther to the rank of a family. See Cottidce.

Cottinae (ko-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,< Cottus + -in<E.~\

A subfamily of Cottidte, to which different limits
have been assigned, (a) Cottids with ventral fins
and spiuous dorsal well developed, thus embracing almost
all the family. (6) Cottids having the preceding characters
and further limited by the form of the spinous part of the
dorsal being oblong and not concentrated and elevated.
It includes the ordinary forms of the family.

cottine (kot'in), a. and n. I. a. Of or relating
to the Cottinii'.

II. re. A fish of the subfamily Cottirue.

cottist, n. Same as cottine.

COttise (kot'is), n. [Formation obscure, but
prob. connected with equiv. cost3

,
F. cote, <

L. costa, a rib.] In her., a diminutive of the

bend, being one fourth its width, and half the
width of the bendlet. A single one is often called a
cost, but in the plural cotlises is always used. Also spelled
cotixe, and formerly cotice, cottis.

COttised (kot'ist), a. In her., ac-

companied by two or more cot-

tises, as a bend. Also cotised, co-

toyf Cottlsed double, having two
cottises on each side. Cottised treble,
having three cottises on each side.

COttle (kot'l), n. [Etym. un-

known.] A part of a mold used
by pewterers in the formation of
their wares. Imp. Diet.

cottoid (kot'oid), a. and n. [< Cottus + -oitl.~\

I. n. Of or relating to the Cottoidea; cottiform.
II. n. A cottid.

Cottoidea (ko-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cottus
+ -oidea.~] A superfamily of acanthopterygian
fishes, to which different limits have been as-

signed. (n) Corresponding to the mail-cheeked fishes of
the old authors, (b) Restricted to the mail-cheeked fish-
es with the post-temporals simply articulated with the
cranium, one pair of dentigerous epipharyngeals, hyper-
coracoid and hypocoracoid separated by the intervention
of actinosts, and ribs fitting into sockets of the vertebra.
It thus includes the families Cottidce and Hemitripteridce.
cottoidean (ko-toi'de-an), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having 'th'e characters of the Cot-
toidea.

II. n. A fish of the superfamily Cottoidea.
cotton1

(kot'n), n. and a. [< ME. cotoun, co-

tune, cotin = MD. kottoen, Icattoen, D. katoen (>
MHG. kottun, G. kattun = Sw. Dan. katttm =
mod. Icel. kotiin), < OF. coton, F. colon = Pr.
coton = It. cotone, formerly cotono, < Sp. coton
= Pg. cotao, cotton, printed cotton cloth, Sp.
algodon = Pg. algodSo, cotton (> ult. E. acton,
q. v.), < Ar. al, the, + qutun, qiitn, cotton. Cf.
Gael, cotan = W. cotwm, cotton, from E.] I. n.
1. The white fibrous substance clothing the
seeds of the cotton-plant (Gossypium). See cut
under cotton-plant. It consists of simple delicate tu-
bular hair-like cells, flattened and somewhat twisted. Its
commercial value depends upon the length and tenacity
of the fiber. It is the clothing material of a large pro-
portion of the human race, its use dating back to a very
early period. In commercial importance cotton exceeds
all other staples. Great Britain ranks first in the con-
sumption of the raw material, the United States being
second, and then France. Cotton consists of nearly pure
cellulose, and when acted upon by nitric acid yields a
nitre-compound known as guucotton, which is a power-
ful explosive, and when dissolved iu ether and alcohol
forms collodion. Cotton is very extensively used in the
manufacture of thread, and for many purposes in the arts.
Iu surgery it is employed for many purposes, and especial-
ly as a dressing for burns, scalds, etc. See cotton-plant,
Qossypium.

Theise men ben the beste worcheres of Gold, Sylver, Co-
toun, Sylk. and of alle suche thinges, of ony other, that be
in the World. Mati'lfi-Wr. Travels, p. 212.

2. Cloth made of cotton. It was originally obtained
in Europe from India, always famous for Ihe excellence
and fineness of its cotton fabrics. ;is in the Dacca muslins,
and has long been in use throughout the East. In 1700
the importation into England was prohibited, and in 1721
lines were imposed ui>on the venders and wearers of cot-

ton, because it was thought to interfere with the home
manufacture of woolens and linens. Modern inventions
facilitating its manufacture by machinery have built up
an immense industry in Europe and the United States.
See cottii-;riit. tpiimiitg-jenny.



cotton

3. Thread made of cotton : as, a spool of ration

contains 1^00 yards. 4f. Tin- wick of a candle.

i
,

. . . weekcs or ro^on* of candles. Ftm-io.

5. The cotton-plant ; cotton-plants collectively.
Absorbent COttOn, cot ton freed fr tatty matters, for

Use in surgery. COrkWOOd COttOn. See silk' rnllun, he

1'iu. Cotton famine, a term used to ih -si -i ilir the dis-

astrous depression produced ill Itritish manufactures by
the- American civil war. which hindered the exportation

nil, in from the southern I'nited State's. COttOn

States, in I'. >'. ti>*'., those states in whirh i otton is

ii, ,n nil prodin 'I'd. especially South I'arolina, Li or-ia, Flor-

ida. Uahama. Mississippi. I isiana, Texas, and Arkansas:
to these North Carolina and Teime>vei an- often added.

French COttOn, the silky down ot ri//<.//'u/<i'- y.-.*vm, an

a.sclcpiadaccons plantof Africa and southern Asia. - Gray
COttOn, a commercial name for unbleached and undyed
cotton doth. Also called 'imii IIIH*>*. Lavender-cot-
ton, the popular name of S<inliolinn dutOUKypuntiVI, a

dwarf com|Hisite .shrub of southern Dnrope, clothed with
a dense hoary pubescence-. Marine cotton. Same as

m/.-m<*. Mineral COttOn, a tine metallic tlber, common-
h called III/MO-II/ in,t. Philosophic COttOU, flowers of

/inc. which resemble cotton. Sea-island cotton, the
eiitton grown on the islands and .sea-ciiast in the southern
I mted Slates, especially between Charleston and Savan-
nah. Silicate cotton, furnace-slag changed into a
tlbrmis mass resembling wool by a strong jet of steam
turned upon it as it rims from the furnace. Also called

xlti'.j->ntt>l. --Silk-cotton, the silky covering of the seeds
of Kri<Hli'u<frniiitnri-<"-l"i,<u ,,i, of jlombax Malabaririnii,"!
<>!/:, ':>ui<: bagoptu (also called corkwood cotton), and other
homhaceous trees of the tropics. It Is used for slutting

<-ii-l ^ and for other similar purposes, hut Is of no value
for textile use. -Soluble COttOU, gnneiitlon. soluble III

I'lheror ether and alcohol. Sec :-n//n:liu,i. Upland COt-

ton, cotton grown on the uplands of the southern I nited

States.

II. ". Made of cotton
; consisting of cotton :

as, cotton cloth.

He brought to her a cotton gown.
Rob Roy (Child's Ballads, VI. 205).

Cotton batting, a preparation of raw cotton for stuffing
or quilting, usually in rolls. Cotton damaflk, a ma-

terial, woven in different colors, used for curtains and

upholstery. Cotton flannel. Same as Cnntttti fiannfi
(which see, underjlanurl). -Cotton parchment, a |rch-
nieiit -like material made from cleaned cotton fiber by di-

gesting it in a solution of sulphuric acid, glycerin, and
water, ami then rolling it into sheets. Cotton prints,
ri'tdin cloth printed in various colors and patterns. See

calico. Cotton TOP, n heavy colored cotton cloth used
for the lining of curtains, etc. Cotton velvet, a cotton

fabric made in imitation of silk velvet, used for dresses,

etc., now called vrln-tf-n. Cotton wadding, a prepared
sheet or roll of raw cotton, similar to the batting, only
much thinner and inclosed Iwtween glazed surfaces, used
tni interlining and quitting.

cotton 1
(kot'n), r. [<. cotton'1 , .] I. intrans.

To rise with a nap, like cotton.

It cotton* well ; it cannot choose but bear
A pretty nap. Miilillftim, Family of Love, lii. 2.

II, trans. To envelop in cotton ; hence, to

coddle: make much of. [Kare.]
Already in our society, as it exists, the liourgeois is too

much euttnued about for any zest In living.

Contemporary Rec., LI. 477.

cotton2 (kot'n), v. i. [Common E. dial., also

written cotten; origin uncertain. Wedgwood
connects it with cot. a fleece of wool matted to-

gether, a lock of wool or hair clung together:
see cot2.] 1. To agree; suit; fit or go well to-

gether.
rd's foot, I must take some pains, I see, or we shall

never have this gear cutlen. J. Cook, Green's Tu Quoque.

How now, lads ? does our conceit cotton f

UMleton, Family of Love, v. 3.

2. To become closely or intimately associated

(with); acquire a strong liking (for) ; take(to):
absolutely or with to, formerly icith. [Colloq.]
A quarrel will end in one of yon being turned off, in

which case it will not be easy to cotton with another.

Swift.

For when once Madam Fortune deals out her hard raps,
It's amazing to think
How one <:<lt<KI* In llrtllk !

Barliinii, Ingoldsby Legends. I. 312.

COttonade (kot-n-ad'), ii. [< cotton 1 + -tide1 .]

A name given to different varieties of cotton

cloth, generally to inferior, coarser, and less

durable kinds.

He was dressed ill a suit of Attakapas collniuule.

ii. II. <,, i ild Creole Days, p. 9.V

COttonaryt (kot'n-a-ri), a. Pertaining to or
made of cotton.

(W/imri/ and woolly pillows. Sir T. Rrotmt.

cotton-blue (kot'n-blo
1

), n. A coal-tar color

similar to soluble blue, used in dyeing. See
bine, n.

cotton-broker (kot'n-bro'ker), n. A broker
who deals in cotton.

COtton-cake (kol 'n-kiik), n. The pake remain-

ing after the oil has been expressed from the
seeds of the cotton-plant. It is used as food for

eaitte.

cotton-chopper (kot'n-rhop'6r), i. An imple-
ment tor cutting openings in a row of growing
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cotton-plants, HO as to leave them in hunches
or hills,

cotton-cleaner (kot'n-kle'ner), . Same as

fitttttn-lnfk* I', -.

cottonee (kot-n-e'), . [< cotton 1 + -.] A
Turkish fabric of cotton and silk satinet.

cotton-elevator (kot'n-el'e-va-tor), n. In a

cotton-mill, a tube through which cotton is

raised to the upper floors by means of an air-

blast or by straps armed with spikes.
cotton-floater (kot'n-flo'ter), n. An india-rub-

ber cover in which bales of cotton are placed
ID be floated down rivers.

cotton-gin (kot'n-jin), . A machine used in

separating the seeds from cotton fibers, The
earliest cotton-gin was the tair-yin. Invented by Kli w lilt

cotton-tree

and south "f tli |tutr. All the species are perennial
and he. 'MI IK- s .n lew hat -hi nlili\ but ill eulth at ion t

<

Usual! "inuals. I !M > li:n lilt' 1 n.ile
'

and lolled 1- be. niiiiii^ ieddish

oil the -'ii'll'l 'lav, and a three ill ll\i '"

whieh lilll-l- up' n \\lletl lip.' tlll-'ll^ll tile middle of the

Cells, HtH-rating the nilmepills I.lark seeds inM-red with
the beautiful til, MI,, ni-m- 11 it ton. The species yielding the

Cottun-eln.

ney (1765-1825) in 1792.

In this the filler rests

upon or against a grid,
into the openings of

which project the teeth
of a gang of saws mount-
ed niionarevolving man-
drel. The teeth of the
saws catch the fillers and
draw them away from
the seeds. The latter,

being too large to pass
through the openings,
roll downward and out of

the machine. Tin fibers,

removed from the saws by a revolving brush, pass between

rollers, and are delivered from the machine In the form
of a lap. Other and similar machines have projecting
needles, or hooked or covered wire teeth, instead of saws.

In the rollrr-gin the fibers are drawn between rollers

guarded by blades which prevent the passage of the seeds.

Another form has an intermittent action, the fibers being
held between nipping blades and the seeds pushed clear

from them, fiber and seed being delivered In different di-

rections.

cotton-grass (kot'n-gras), n. Thepopularname
of plants of the genus Eriophorum, natural or-

der t'yperaceu:. They are rush-like plants, common
in swampy places, with spikes resembling tufts of cotton.

The cottony substance has been used for stuffing pillows,
making candle-wicks, etc. Also cotton-msh, cotton-gfdijf.

Cottonian (ko-to'ni-an), a. Pertaining to or

founded by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton (1571-
1631). Cottonian library, a famous library in Eng-
land, founded by Sir Robert Bruce Cotton early in the
seventeenth century, Increased by his son and grandson,
and then handed over to trustees for the benefit of the
nation. It Is now in the British Museum.

cottonize (kot'n-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cotton-

ized, ppr. cottoniring. [< cotton 1 + -ire.] To
reduce to the condition of cotton, or cause to

resemble cotton, as flax, hemp, etc.

cottonizing (kot'n-i-zing), 11. [Verbal n. of cot-

toni:e, t'.] A process applied to many fibers,
as flax, hemp, etc., reducing them to a snort sta-

ple which can be worked on cotton-machinery,
cotton-lord (kot'n-16rd), . A rich cotton-man-
ufacturer ; a magnate of the cotton industry,
cotton-machine (kot'n-ma-sheu'), n. A ma-
chine for carding or spinning cotton,

cotton-manufactory, cotton-mill (kot'n-man-

u-fak'to-ri, -mil). H. A building provided
with machinery for carding, roving, spinning,
and weaving cotton, by the force of water or

steam.
cottonmouth (kot'n-mouth), . A venomous
serpent of the southern United States, a spe-
cies of moccasin or Trigonocejihalus : so called

from a white streak along the lips,

cottonocracy (kot-n-ok ra-si), n. [< cotton 1

+ -o-cracy, as in aristocracy, democracy, etc.]
Those planters, merchants, and manufacturers,
collectively, who control the cotton trade; espe-

cially, in U. S. hist., before the civil war, the

cotton-planting interest in the slave States.

[Cant.]

cotton-opener (kpt'n-6'pn-er), n. A machine
for picking, shaking, and blowing baled cotton,
and forming it into a fleecy lap.
COttonoust (kot'n-us), a. [< cotton^ + -on*.]
Same as cottony.

There is a Salix near Harking In Surrey, In which the
.lulus bears a thick MttONMMIIintaBM.

, Sylva, ix. i 8.

Branch of Cotton-plant (GofsyftHm ktr6act*m).

a. opened boll or capsule.

cotton of commerce are: Q. Barbnttentf ,
known as sea-

Island cotton, with a fine, soft, silky staple nearly two
inches long; G. herbaceum, yielding the upland or short-

staple e. .ttou of the United states ; and (/. arborevm. Many
varietlet of these species are known. The kidney, Peru-

vian, Brazil, and Bahia cottons of commerce are all pro-
duced by varieties of (r. Barbatlente. Nankin rot ton Is a

naturally colored variety. Cotton-seed, after the removal
of the fiber, yields 11

j.i
in pressure a large amount of yellow

oil, with a bland, nut-like taste, closely resembling olire-

oil, as a substitute or adulterant for which it is largely
used. The residue after the extraction of the oil, called

rotton-caJce, is valuable as food for cattle and as a manure.
The bark of the root is used in medicine, acting upon the

uterine system in the same manner as ergot. Also called

cotton-thrtin.

cotton-planter (kot'n-plan'ter), n. 1. One
who plants or raises cotton. 2. A machine for

planting cotton.

cotton-powder (kot'n-pou'der), n. An explo-
sive prepared from guncotton, of greater den-

sity than the latter, and safer for dry storage.

cotton-press (kot'n-pres),
. A press used for

compressing cotton into bales. The forms are

numerous, embracing nearly all the devices for

obtaining great pressure.
COtton-rat (kot'n-rat), n. A common indige-
nous rodent quadruped, tiigmoiton Iii#i>idii8, of

the family Murida; and subfamily Marina', found
in the cotton-fields and other lowlands of the
southern United States. It superficially resem-
bles the common Norway rat, but is only about
two thirds as large. See Sigmodon.
cotton-rush (kot n-rush), n. Same as cotton-

gratis.

cotton-scraper (kot'n-skra'per), n. A form of

cultivator which scrapes the earth around cot-

ton-plants or away from them, as may be re-

quired. It is sometimes attached to the stock
of the cotton-plow.
cotton-sedge (kot'n-sej), . Same as cotton-

grtut,
cotton-seed (kot'n-sed), n. The seed of the

cotton-plant. cotton-seed cleaner, (a) A machine
which pulls the filler from cotton-seed, (o) A machine
which compresses the fiber upon the seed, so that It can
be sown by an ordinary machine. Cotton-seed mill, a

mill for grinding cotton-seed. Cotton-seed oil, oil ex-

pressed from the seed of the cotton-plant. See cotton-

lilnnl.

cotton-shrub (kot'n-shrub), n. Same as cotton-

cotton-picker (kot'n-pik'er), . 1. A machine
for picking cotton from the bolls of the plant.

2. A machine used to open cotton further
and clean it from dirt and other extraneous

matter, after it comes from the cotton-opener.
It etfects this by subjecting the cotton to the action of

rapidly revolving Iteaters and toothed cylinders, and to a
blast. The cotton as It passes out is wound into a lap. Also
cotton-ct'-aner.

Cotton-plant (kot'n -plant), n. The popular
name of several species of Unsxypium, natural
order .\falrncnr, from which the well-known tex-

tile substance cotton is obtained. The genus Is in-

diueiious tolKith hcini-phcrcs. and the plants are now cul-

tivated all oxer the world within the limits of 36' north

cotton-stainer (kot'n-sta
/
ner), n. A familiar

heteropterous insect or bug of the family Pyr-
rhocorida, Dysdercus svturellus : so called from
its staining cotton an indelible reddish or yel-
lowish color.

cotton-sweep (kot'n-swep), it. A small plow
used in cultivating cotton-plants.
cottontail (kot'n-tal). n. The popular name,
especially in the South, for the common rabbit
of the United States, Lepussylraticus: sonamed
from the conspicuous fluffy white fur on the un-
der side of the tail. Also called molly cotton t<t il.

See cut on following page.
cotton-thistle (kot'n-this'l), . The popular
name of Onoyordon Acanthium, a stout hoary
thistle found in the south of England, and natu-
ralized in New England : so called from its cot-

tony white stem and leaves.

cotton-tree (kot'n-tre), n. I. The Bombajc
MiilnliiiririiiH. native in India. The silky hairs

surrounding the seeds are used for stuffing cush-

ions, etc. 2. The cottonwood of America.



cotton-waste

Cottontail, or Wood-rabbit {Ijptti sylimlicus
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veloped in one of the fins at least ;
the dorsal flns either

continuous or close together; the spinous dorsal fin, if

present, always short, sometimes modified into tentacles

or into a suctorial disk ;
the soft dorsal fin always long,

if the spinous is absent, both sometimes terminating in

flnlets ; ventral thoracic or jugular fin, if present, never

modified into an adhesive apparatus ; and no prominent
anal papilla.

COt-town (kot'toun), n. In Scotland, a small

village or hamlet occupied by cotters depen-
dent on a considerable farm. Also called cot-

tar-town.

cottrel (kot'rel), n. Same as cottcrel, 3.

CottUS (kot'us), n. [NL., < Gr. KOTTOS, a fish,

perhaps the bullhead or miller's-thumb.] A ge-
nus of fishes with an enlarged depressed head,

typical of the family Cottidtx. The name has been
used in different senses at different periods. Formerly it

was very comprehensive, including not only all the Cot-

tidte, but various other forms ; but by successive restric-

tions it has been limited by most authors to the sculpins
and closely related marine species, and by others to the

miller's-thumb, a fresh-water species. See cut under scul-

pin.

cotult, n. [< L. cotula, a vessel, a measure:
see cotyle."] Same as cotyle, 1.

Cotylophora

(6) One of the suckers or disks on the arms of an acetabu-

liferous cephalopod. (o) One of the suckers, disks, or both-

ria of the head of various worms, as leeches, cestoids, and
trematoids. (rf) The cotyloid or coxal cavity of an insect.

3. [cap.] [NL.] In ornith., an erroneous form

vm^ fn & stdne , trie .

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 102.

cotton-waste (kot'n-wast), . Refuse cotton

yarn used to wipe oil and dust from machinery,
and as packing for axle-boxes, etc.

The color in a state of fine powder is dusted on the

oiled surface with fine cotton-waste.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 90.

cottonweed (kot'n-wed), n. A plant of either

of the genera Gnaphalium a,n&Filafjo : so named
from the soft white pubescence that covers it.

cottonwood (kot'n-wiid), n. The name of sev-

eral species of the genus Populus in the United

States, from the light cottony tuft at the base

of the numerous small seeds. The common eastern

species are P. mmiilifera and the swamp- or river-cotton-

wood, P. heterophj/lla. West of the Rocky Mountains the

cottonwoods are P. ang<t*tifolia, P. Fremontii, and P. M-
chocarpa. The wood is very light, soft, and close-grained,
liable to warp and difficult to season, but largely used in

'fu(,no an Italian physician (1736-1829 ) ] Lead

"w^en^ SQd occurring in white aciculaf crystals,

monilifera are used as polishing-wheels in glass-grinding, with adamantine luster, first found in the cra-

COtton-WOOl (kot'n-wuT), n. Raw cotton; cot- ter of Vesuvius after the eruption of 1822.

ton fiber either on the boll or prepared for use.
Ooturnicops (ko-ter'ni-kops), n. [NL. (Bona-

The principal! commodity of Smyrna is CoUen-wooll, parte, 1854), < L. coturnix (-nic-), a quail, + Gr.

which there groweth in great quantity. M, eye, face (appearance).] A genus of small
Sandy*, Travailes, p. 12. Arne can orakes, of the family Rallidce, con-

Among other goods, much cotton-wool was brought into
tajmnp. the little yellow rail, C. noveboracsmsis.

the country from the Ind.es. Everett, Orat.ons, II. SO.

(^nSBalBI (kot-er-nik'u-lus), n. [NL. (Bona-
;,
a

Cotyledons, separate (enlarged) and in

their seeds.

-la), n. [NL. ;
more prop. Cotyla;

< Gr. KOTiity, 'a nollow, cup, socket : see cotyle.]
A genus of weedy composites, allied to Antlic-

mis, natives of extra-tropical South America,
South Africa, and Australia. The Cotula of phar-
macy is the mayweed, Antkemis Cotula, and is used thcra-

politically like camomile.

., (kot-i-le'don), n. [NL. (L., a plant,

navelwort), < Gr. KorvAijiSav, any cup-shaped hol-

low or cavity, a socket, a plant (prob. navel-

wort), < KorrAii, a hollow: see cotyle.] 1. The
seed-lobe or rudimentary leaf of the embryo in

plants. There may be only one, as in all monocotyledo-
nous or endogenous plants, or two, as in nearly all dicotyle.

donous orexogenous
plants, or several in

a whorl, as in most
ConifercK. In m:uiy
cases the cotyledons
are large as com-

pared with tin- rest

of the embryo, be-

ing a storehouse of

nourishment forthe i. Monocotyledon (seed of Arttm macu-
vnnnir nlftnt in its latum}. 2. Dicotyledon ( seed of Papaixr

SeV stage or **&> Po.yco,y,edon(seed of ,,

growth, or they may
*

be small, as in most albuminous seeds, in which the albu-

men is a supply of food. The arrangement of the cotyle-

dons within the seeds is very various. The more important
modifications of position are those of amtmbent cotyle-

dons, in which the radicle is laid against the back of the

cotyledons, and incumbent, where it is applied to the edge.

2. [cop.] .[NL.] A genus of plants, natural

order CrasguTacete, with very thick fleshy leaves

and showy flowers. Many species are in cultivation,

especially for bedding purposes, chiefly Mexican species

formerly referred to Echeveria. The navelwort of Europe
is C. Umltilieut.

3. In anat., one of the distinct patches in which
the villi of a cotyledonary placenta are gath-
ered upon the surface of the chorion.

cotyledonal (kot-i-le'don-al), a. [< cotyledon
+ -al.] In bot., of or belonging to the cotyle-

don; resembling a cotyledon.

COtyledonar (kot-i-le'don-iir), a. [< cotyledon
+ -r2.] Same as cotyledonal.

(kot-i-le'dqn-a-ri), a. [< cotyle-
+ -ary^.] Provided with, or as if with,

cotyledons; specifically, in anat., tufted: said
" ' ' when the villi are gathered in

I'he parent moth is of

a buff color, inclining to olivaceous ; the eggs are flattened,

and are laid on the under side of the leaves of the cotton-

plant. The larva is a semi-looper, and the chrysalis is

9 "7 e
Cotton-worm {Aletia xylina}, natural size.

rt , egg, enlarged ; *, worm, one third grown ; c, side view of full-grown
worm ; rf, top view of worm ; e, cocoon ; f, chrysalis ; -, moth.

formed in a loose cocoon within a folded leaf. It is con-
fined to plants of the genus Gosgypiuin, and in some years
causes a loss of many millions of dollars to the cotton-

growers of the United States. It has been a subject of

government investigation, and exhaustive reports have
been published upon it.

cottony (kot'n-i), a. [< cotton^ + -y^.] Like
cotton

; downy ; nappy. Also formerly cotton-

OIIS.

Oaks bear also a knur, full of a cottony matter, of which
they antiently made wick for their lamps and candles.

Evelyn, Sylva, iii. 17.

The cottony substance seems to the eye to consist of

bundles of fine fibers. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 591.

Cotto-scombriformes (kot - 6 - skom -bri -for '-

mez), n. pi. [NL., < Cottus, q. v., + Scomber,
q. v., + L. forma, form.] In Giinther's classi-

fication of fishes, the eighth division of Acan-

thopterygii. The technical characters are ; spines de-

Fringillidw; the grasshopper-sparrows, ofwhich
there are sev-
eral species,
as the yellow-
winged ( C.

passerinus),
Henslow's (C.

hemlowi), and
Le Conte's

(C. lecontii),
of diminutive

size, with tur-

gid bills, short

wings, acute

tail-feathers,
and a gener-
al appearance Yellow-wmged

Gra^,opper-sparrow
( Coturni-

suggestive of

miniature quails, whence the generic name.
coturnix (ko-ter'niks), n. [L., a quail.] 1.

An old name of the common migratory quail
of Europe ; specifically, the I'erdix coturnix, ge-

nerically Coturuix com munis, vulgaris, or dacty-
Jisonans. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of quails,
of which C. communis is the type.
cotutor (ko-tu'tor), n.

[<
co-1 + tutor.] A

joint tutor
;
one joined with another or others

in the education or care of a child. [Rare.]

If every means be ineffectual, a special tutor or co-tutor

is assigned to watch over the education of the children.
Sir W.Haiiiillnn..

cotyla (kot 'i -la), n.; pi. cotyte (-le). [NL.]
Same as cotyle, 2.

cotyle (kot'i-le), n.
; pi. cotyla; or cotyles (-le,

-lez). [Gr. Kmv'fa] (> L. cotula, NL. cotyla), a

vessel, cup, socket, any hollow.] 1. PI. cotyloj

(-le). In Gr. antiq. : (a) A small drinking- or

dipping-vessel, the exact form of which is un-
certain. (6) An ancient Greek unit of capacity,

varying from less than half a pint to a quart,
United States (old wine) measure. The Attic cotyle,

being the 144th of a metretes, was, according to extant

measuring-vessels, 0.269 liter. That of Egypt under the
Ptolemies was about the same. The cotyle of K- ina was
probably 1.42 of the Attic, or 0.382 liter. The Pergamenian
cotyle is said to be f of the Attic, or 0.462 liter. The co-

tyle of Laconia, according to a standard found at Gythinin,
was 0.954 liter. At least half a dozen different cotylre were
in use in Ptolemais and Roman Egypt, and there were
probably many others throughout the Greek world.

2. In anat. and zool., a cup-like cavity ;
an ace-

1 abulum. (a) The socket of the femur ; the acetabnlmn
of the haunch-bone, receiving the head of the thigh-bone.

cotyledonoid (kot-i-le'don-oid), n. [< cotyledon
+ -aid.] In bryology, a filament produced by
the germination of a spore : so called on the

supposition that it is analogous to a true coty-

ledon, but more properly called protonema.

cotyledonons (kpt-i-le'don-us),
a. [< cotyledon

+ -ous.] Pertaining to cotyledons ; having a

seed-lobe : as, cotyledonous plants.

Cotylidea (kot-i-lid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr. KOTV^T,,

a hollow, a cup, a socket, + -id-ea.] A large

group of worms, of uncertain extent : so called

from the possession of suckers or cotyles. In

some usages it is a synonym of the class Platyelmintha ; in

others it unites the leeches (Hirudinea) with the trema-

toids and cestoids.

cotyliform (ko-til'i-form), a. [< NL. cotyla, a

cotyle, + L. forma, form.] In physiol., having
the form of a cotyle ; shaped like a cup, with a

tube at the base.

COtyligerOUS (kot-i-lij'e-ms), a. [< NL. cotyln,

a cotyle, + L. gerere',' carry.] 1. Furnished
with cotyles. 2. Same as cotylophorous.

cotyloid (kot'i-loid), a. and n. [< Gr. m>/b/, a

socket (see cotyle), + rWoj, form.] I. a. 1.

Cupped ; cup-like : in anat., specifically applied
to the acetabulum or socket of the thigh-bone ;

acetabular: in entom., applied to the cavity in

which thecoxa or basal joint of the legis inserted.

2. Pertaining to or connected with a cotyle.
Cotyloid bone, a small bone which in some animals

forms the ventral part of the floor of the cotyloid fossa :

it has not been found in man. Cotyloid cavity or

fossa, the acetabulum. Cotyloid ligament, a thick

flbrocartilagiuous ring around the margin of the acetabu-

lum and bridging the cotyloid notch. Cotyloid notch,
the notch in the anterior lower part of the acetabulum,
which transmits vessels and nerves.

II. . In fiitom., one of the coxal cavities or

hollows in the lower surface of the thorax in

which the coxse are articulated. Also called

acettibiilHiii.

cotyloidal (kot-i-loi'dal), a. Same as cotyloid.

Cotylophora (kot-i-lof'o-ra), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of cotyloplionis : see cotylophorous.^ In Hux-

ley's classification, the typical ruminants. The

term is coextensive with the suborder Jinminantia with-

out the Trairnlidce and the Camelitlir. It is derived from

the gathering of the villi of the fetal placenta into coty-

ledons, which are received into persistent elevations of

the mucous membrane of the uterus.

The Cotylophora are represented in all parts of the world

excepting the Australian and Novo-Zelanian provinces.

They have not yet been traced back farther than the miu-

cene epoch. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 328.



cotylophorous

cotylophorous (kot-i-lol"o-rus),. [< NL. rnly-

lophornx, < t ir. mriibl, a hollow, a cup;
a socket

(see cotyle), + -jo/mf, -bearing, < jtpttv = K.

bear 1
.] Having a cotyledonary placenta, as a

ruminant
; specifically, of or pertaining to the

<'<>ti/li>liliiirn.
Also ,;ili//i,/iriii/s.

COUa (ko'ii), H. [F., from the native S. Amer.

name.] 1. An American cuckoo of the genus

<'<(//-.< or subfamily Ooeogtintt.9. [''"/')

[NL.] A genus of Madagascau cuckoos, typical
of the subfamily I'tiutim:

couardt, . An obsolete form of coicard.

coucal (kii'kal), . [Mentioned prob. for the

lii-st time in LeVaillaut'H "(liseaiix d'Afrlqne,"

lieginniiiKaliout 17!H>; perhaps native African.]

An African or Indian spur-heeled cuckoo: a

name first definitely applied by Cuvier in 1817

to the birds of the genus Criitropug (Illiger).

COUCh 1 (kouch), r. [< ME. couclien, lay, place,

set, ivil. lay one's self down, intr. lie down,
< OF. eoueMT, <-<nn-lii< r. colcher, F. coucher =
Pr. colcar, colgar = It. colcare, collocare, lay,

place, < L. collocare, place together, < com-, to-

gether, + locarc, place, < locus, a place : see lo-

cus, locate, and cf. collocate.'] I. trans. 1. To

lay down or away; put in a resting-place or in

itory of any ki

chaic.]

a repository of any kind ; place ; deposit. [Ar-

Sacriflse solemne, besoght at that tyme, . . .

And the carcas full clanly kowchit on theailter.

Deduction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11789.

It Is at this day in use, In Uaza, to couch potsherds, or

vessels of earth, in their walls, to gather the wind from

the top. and pass it down In spouts into rooms.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 776.

Can reason couch itself within that frame?
Shirley, The Traitor, I. 2.

The waters tmuh themselves, as close as may be, to the

centre of this globe in a spherical convexity.
T. Uurnet, Theory of the Earth.

Specifically 2. To cause to recline or lie upon
a bed or other place of rest

; dispose or place

upon, or as upon, a couch or bed.

Where unbrulaed youth, with unstutf'd brain,

Doth couch his limbs, there golden sleep doth reign.

Shak., R. and J., II. S.

3. In brewing, to spread out upon a floor, as

steeped barley, in order to promote germina-
tion. 4. In paper-making, to take (a sheet of

pulp) from the mold or apron on which it has

been formed, and place it upon a felt. 5f. To

lay together closely.
Workc wel knit and cottched togither.

Komenelator (1585).

6f. To cause to hide or seek concealment;
cause to lie close or crouch.

A falcon towering in the skies

Couchcth the fowl below with his wings' shade.

Shak., Lucrcce, 1. 507.

7. To include in the meaning of a word or state-

ment; express: put in words; especially, to

imply without distinctly stating ;
cover or con-

ceal by the manner of stating : often, in the lat-

ter sense, with under : as, the compliment was
couched in the most fitting terms ;

a threat was
couched under Ms apparently friendly words.

Speech by meeter is a kind of vtterance, more cleanly

couched and more delicate to the eare than prose is.

PtMenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 5.

Ignominious words, though clerkly couch'd.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., lii. 1.

There Is scarcely a garden in China which does not con-

tain some flne moral, couched under the general design.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xsxi.

1297

Hl cooto-armure was of cloth of Tars,

Cowhed with perles whyte and roimde and gret*.
i l,,iurer, Knlghfl Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1303.

Couched harp, th<- spinet.

II. in trim*. 1. To lie in a place of rest or

deposit; rest in a natural bed or stratum.

[Archaic.]
Blessed of the Lord be his land, for the ... dew, and

for the .I.
!

tint! ,,"./,. fA beneath. Dent, xxxlll. 13.

2. To lie on a couch, bed, or place of repose;
lie down ;

take a recumbent posture.

Madam, if he had couched with the lamb,
He had no doubt lieen stirring with the lark.

B. Jonton, Tale of a Tub, L 4.

When Love's fair goddess
Couched with her husband in his golden bed.

Dryden.

3. To lie as in ambush ;
be hidden or conceal-

ed ;
lie close

;
crouch.

We'll couch i' the castle-ditch, till we see the light of our

fairies. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 2.

I saw a bright green snake, . . .

Green as the herbs In which it couched,
Close by the dove's its head it crouched.

Calerid'je, Christabel, li.

4. To lie down, crouch, or squat, as an animal.

Fierce tigers couched around. Dryden.

The chase neglected, and his hound
Couch'd beside him on the ground.

St. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult.

6. To bend or stoop, as under a burden.

An aged Squire . . .

That seemed to couch under his shield three-square,
As if that age badd him that burden spare.

Spetaer, F. Q., III. i. 4.

Issachar is a strong ass couching down between two bur-

dens. Gen- xlix. 14.

couching

writers confine cuuclnini :m.l iinfiiinni, and give the term

irjant to the beast lying down ilh In ad raised ;
but this

is rare. Also Itartunxl an-l

His crest was covered with a eouchanl Hownd.
r.f.q iu.li.25.

Levant and couchant, in /w, rising up and lying down:

applied to Keastn, and Illili'-atiui: I hut the) have lvn long

.noiiK-li "N UTI.I not In-longing to their owner to lie down
nn.i rise up t<. l> rd or lor ,i ,lriy und night at li-iist.

COUCh6 (ko-sha'), a. FF., pp. of coucher, lie

down: see coucA 1
, '.] In her., partly lying

down
;
not erect : said of a shield used as an

escutcheon, as in a seal or the like, when the

shield is generally represented hung up by the

-mister corner.

couched (kpucht), p. a. [Pp. of couchi, v.] 1.

In her., lying on its side, as a

chevron represented as issuant

from either side of the escutch-

eon. 2. In embroidery. See
5.

Two Chevrons
Couched.

VSUVsAl(f^ I i \*W*****WI \
- /t

[F. couchee, prop. fern, of couche,

pp. of coucher, lie down: see

conch 1
, t?.] Bedtime ; hence, a

reception of visitors about bedtime: opposed
to levee.

The duke's levees and couchea were to crowded that

the antechambers were full.

Bp. liurnet. Hist. Own Times, an. 16S4.

None o( her sylvan subject* made their court ;

Levees and couchee* pass'd without resort.

Drydnt, Hind and Panther, L 576.

Baby Charles and Steenie, you will remain till our cm-
chee. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxxllL

coticher 1 (kou'cher), n. [< ME. coucheour (def.

1), cochoure, appar. for 'couchoure (def. 2).] If.

6. In embroidery, to lay the thread on the sur- A couch-maker or -coverer.

face of the foundation and secure it by stitches

of fine material. See couching*, 5.

COUCh 1 (kouch), n. [< ME. couche, coicche, lair,

< OF. couche, colche, F. couche = Pr. colga, a bed,

couch
;
from the verb.] 1. A bed

;
a place for

sleep or rest.

O thou dull god [Sleep], why llest thou with the vile,

In loathsome beds, and leav'st the kingly couch >

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Carpeutours, cotelers, coucheour fyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1597.

2f. An incubus. [The sense is uncertain.]

He mayketh me to swell, both flesh and veyne,
And kepith me low lyke a cochoure.

Political POCIIU, etc. (ed. Knrnivall), p. 217.

Approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch

3f. A setter dog. E. Phillips, 1706. 4. Inpa-

per-making, one who couches the sheets of pulp,
or transfers them from the apron to the felt.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 225. 5. One who couches

A^^^iK^-io-p^a,s ,

toiiiiii c^$>ou,ch,r)i . ruit. < ML. collecta.

ti.n*ssB
which one can rest at full length; a lounge. PP- *^ collect: * -

<'^^
^bo'nTiay

1* '" "* '
who resides in a fountry for traffic.

Rolling on their purple couchet in their tender effeminacy. COUChei'H (kou'cher), . [Ult. < ML. collecta-

Tennynon, Boadicea. n'

UW|
(
book of collects : see collcctarium.] t>c-

cles. : (a) A book of collects or short prayers.

The ancient service books, . . . the Antiphoners, Mis-

sals, Orailes, Processionals, Manuals, Legends, Pics, Por-

tuises, Primers, Couchen, Journals, Ordinals, and all

other books whatsoever, In Latin or English, written or

printed. K. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvl.

(6) A book or register in which the particular

3. Any place for retirement and repose, as the

lair of a wild beast, etc.

The beasts that ronne astraye, seketh their accustomed

couchet. Bp. Bale, Pref. to Leland's Journey, slg. D, 2.

Beast and bird,

They to their grassy couch, these to their nests,

Were slunk. Milton, P. L., iv. 601.

acts of a corporation or a religious house were

set down.
A bedfellow;

His [the otter's) couch, which is generally a hole com

munlcating with the river. Encyc. Brit., XII. 396.

4. The frame on which barley is spread to be couch-fellow (kouch'fel'6), n.

malted. 5. A layer, coating, or stratum. Spe- a companion in lodging. [Rare.]

citically (<i) In maltinri, a heap of steeped barley spread cOUCh-gTaSS (kouch
'

gras), n. [Also COOCh-,
out on a floor to allow germination to take place, and so

cu ich-arass a corruption of quitch-grass: see
convert the grain into malt. (6) In paintinffimdplding, a ,-', .

Tfao <,! name of friticum re-

MS2Sa?^^^SW& P, a species Tg>ass which infests arable

painted or gilded, (c) In the induttrial art, a bed or layer land as a troublesome weed. It Is perennial, and

of any material, as one thickness of leather where several
propagated both by seed and by its creeping nuModt,

thicknesses are 'superimposed, as in bookbinding and the

like.

Tothiscommimication Perth proposed an answer couched C0nch2 (kouch), n. [Short for couch-grass, q. V.]
in the most servile terms. Macaulay, Hisl Eng., vi. couch_grag8 .

8. To lower (a spear) to a horizontal position; C0uch- (kouch), v. t. [< couch*, n.] In agri.,

place (a spear) under the right armpit and to clear, as land, from couch-grass,

grasp (it) with the right hand, thus presenting couchancy (kou'chan-si), n. [< couchant.] The

the point toward the enemy. The use of the act or state of couch'ing or lying down. [Bare.]

rest was of late introduction, and was not essen- couchant (kou'chant), a. [< F. couchant, ppr,

tial to the couching of a spear.
His mighty spcare he couched warily.

Spetuer, F. Q., III. vii. 38.

And as I placed in rest my spear

ily hand so shook for very fear,

I scarce could couch it ripht.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 20.

Then in the lists were couched the pointless spears.
William Morri*, Earthly Paradise, III. 217.

9. In loirfl., to remove (a cataract) by insert-

ing a needle through the coats of the eye and

pushing the IPUS downward to the bottom of

the vitreous humor, so as to be out of the axis

of vision ; remove a cataract from in this man-
ner. See cataract, 3.

Sinnr ;nti-t. whose Hire hand

Ctotth ifln i-at:ii-jcts, and clears his sight. Dnmus.

10t. To inlay; trim; adorn.
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ot Toucher] lie down: see couchl, c.] 1. Lying
down ; crouching ;

not erect.

He that like a subtle beast

Lay couchant, with hl eyes upon the throne,

Ready to spring. Tennyton, Guinevere.

And cmu-hant under the brows of maaslve line,

The eyes, like guns beneath a parapet,
Watched, charged with lightnings.

LouxU, On Board the 76.

2. Sleeping in a place ; staying.

^ -r The . . farme of husbandrie where
this officer is riiiu-hant and abiding.

Willinl*. l>ict. (<!. 1608), p. 77.

3. In her., lying down with the

head raised, which distinguishes
the posture of couchant from that

of dormant, or sleeping : applied
to a lion or other beast, someA Lion Couchant.

which is long and jointed. It spreads over a field with

great rapidity, and, because of its tenacity of life, Is eradi-

cated with difficulty. The root contains sugar, and has

been used as a diuretic.

2. The stolouiferous variety of fionn, Agros-
tis alba. Black couch-grass. Same as black bent,

Alopmmu affrettu.

louching 1 (kou'ching), n. [Verbal n. of couchi,

r.] 1. The act of stooping or bowing.
These couching* and these lowly courtesies.

Shak., J. C., HI. 1.

2. In surg., an operation in cases of cataract,

consisting in the removal of the opaque crys-

talline lens out of the axis of vision by means
of a needle : now rarely practised.

Persuaded the king to submit to the then unusual oper-

ation of couching, and succeeded in restoring sight to one

of his eyea. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii.

3. In malting, the spreading of malt to dry af-

tersteeping. See couch 1
,
r. t., 3. 4. In paper-

making, the removal of the flake of pulp from

the mold on which it is formed to a felt. 8.

A kind of embroidery in which silk, gold thr. -ml.

or the like is laid upon the surface of the foun-

dation instead of being drawn through it. In

vlain couchinq the threads or cords are simply laid side

by side, covering the whole width of the leaf, flower,



couching
or other figure, anil fastened down by stitches of finer

material. Kaised couching is made l>y sewing twine or

similar material to the ground, and then laying the em-

broidery-silk upon it, producing a patteni in relief. Bas-
ket couching is a raised couching in which the texture of

basket-work is imitated. Diamond couching and diago-
nal couching are made by laying threads of floss-silk or

chenille side by side, and holding them down by threads
of different material, in stitches which form a diamond

pattern or zigzags ; the angles of this pattern are some-
times marked by a spangle or other glittering object.
Shell couching is similar, the stitches that hold it taking
tile lines of scallop-shells. In spider couching and wheel

couching the stitches form radiating lines resembling the

spokes of a wheel or the radii of a cobweb.

couching2 (kou'ching), . [Verbal n. of cowcft2
,

.] In agri., the operation of clearing land
from couch-grass.
COUChing-needle (kou'ching-ne"dl), n. A nee-
dle-like surgical instrument used in the opera-
tion of couching.
COUChless (kouch'les), a. [< couch 1

, n., + -less.']

Having no couch or bed.

coucumbert. n. See cucumber.

COUd 1
!, COudeM. [Preterit of can 1

.] Obsolete
forms of could.

COUd2
t, COUde2t. [Past participle of con1.] Same

as cou tli.

I sey not that she ne had knowynge
What harme was, or clles she
Had koitd no good, so thenketh me.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 997.

COUde3
(kod), . [F., elbow, = Pr. code = Sp.

codo, coto = Pg. cubito = It. cuoito, < L. cubi-

tum. the elbow: see cubit.'] Same as coucliere.

coude (ko-da'), a. [F., pp. of couder, bend at

right angles, < coude, elbow: see coude3 ."] Bent
at right angles : applied to a transit instrument
or altazimuth having a totally refracting prism
inserted in the tube of the telescope, so as to

carry the rays through one half of the horizon-
tal axis, at the end of which the eyepiece is

placed.
coudiere (ko-di-ar'), [F-> < coude, elbow : see

coude'J.] The piece of armor which protected
the elbow. Specifically (a) A piece of forged iron

having the shape of a blnnt cone with slightly rounded
surface, or of beehive shape, adjusted to the elbow over
the sleeve of the hauberk or gambeson, and secured by
straps or the like, (u) When the brassart had reached
tolerably complete development, that part of it which
protected the elbow behind and at the sides. The shape
of this varied greatly at different times. Also coude.

COUdou, n. See koodoo. G. Cuvier.

cou6 (ko'a), n. [F. coue, ult. < L. cauda, tail:

see cauda.] In her., same as coward, 2.

COUgar (ko'gar), n. [Also couguar, cougouar
(after F.), cuguar = F. couguar = Sp. cuguardo
= G. Dan. kuguar, etc.

;
contr. of native South

Amer. name cuguacuara. cuguacuarana.] A
large concolorous feline carnivorous quadruped

Cougar (f-'elis <wi<W<?r). From a photograph by Dixon, London.

peculiar to America, Felis concolor, belonging
to the family FeMa; and order Fern, it is about as
large as the jaguar, but is longer-limbed, and is not so
heavy in body. A not unusual weight is 80 pounds; the
length over all is about 80 inches, of which the head and
body are 50 inches and the tail 30 inches, the standing
height at the shoulders 29 inches, and the girth of the chest
27 inches ; the color is uniformly tawny, whitening on the
under parts, and the tip of the tail is black. This great cat
bears much resemblance to an ungrown lioness. It is noted
as having the most extensive latitudinal range of any of
the Fetidce, its habitat extending from British America to
Patagonia. It was formerly common in wooded and espe-
cially mountainous parts of the United States, and is still
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sometimes found in the east, though now most common
in the Kocky Mountains and other mountains of the west.

Also called puma, 'panther or "painter," red tiger, moun-
tain lion, American lion, and catamount.

COUgh1
(kof), v. [< ME. coughen, cowghen, coghen,

couwen, kowhen, etc., in AS. with added forma-
tive cohhetan, cough (cf. ceahhetau, laugh), =
D. kugchen, cough, = MHG. kitchen, G. keichen,

keuchen, gasp, pant, G. dial, kuchen, kogen,

cough ; prob. imitative, and related to kink2 =
chink'*, chincough, etc. The final guttural gh
has produced mod. /; cf. draft, dwarf, quaff.']

I. intrans. To make a more or less violent ef-

fort, accompanied with noise, to expel the air

from the respiratory organs, and force out any
matterthat irritates the air-passages, or renders

respiration difficult.

Smoke and smolder smyteth in his eyen,
Til he be blere-nyed or blynde and liors in the thrpte,
Cougheth, and curseth. Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 325.

Thou hast quarrelled with a man for coughing in the
street. Shak., R. and J., iii. 1.

II. trans. To expel from the air-passages by
a more or less violent effort with noise and

usuallywith expectoration: followed by up : as,
to cough up phlegm To cough down, to stop, as an

unpopular or tedious speaker, by simulated coughing.

COUgh1
(k6f), n. [< ME. cough, cowghe, cotee =

D. kuch, a cough ; fromthe verb.] An abrupt and
more or less violent and noisy expiration, ex-

cited by some irritation of the respiratory or-

gans. It is an effort to drive out with the expelled breath
secreted or foreign matters accumulated in the air-pas-

sages. The violent action of the muscles serving for ex-

piration gives great force to the air, while the contraction
of the glottis produces the sound. A cough is partly volun-

tary and partly involuntary, and, according to its character,
is symptomatic of many bronchial, pulmonary, nervous,
and other diseases, often of comparatively slight impor-
tance.

Adepts in the speaking trade

Keep a cough by them ready made. Churchill.

COUgh2ti
' t. [Appar. another spelling and use

of coff, buy. By some supposed to be developed
from coffer. ~]

To lay up for; store as in a coffer.

[Rare.]
If every man that hath beguiled the king should make

restitution after this sort, it would cough the king twenty
thousand pounds.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

COUgher (k6'fer), n. One who coughs,
coughing (ko'fing), n. [Verbal n. of cough

1
, r.]

A violent and sonorous effort to expel the air

from the lungs.

Coughing drowns the parson's saw.

Shak., L. L L., v. 2 (song).

Any wandering of the eyes, or of the mind, a coughing,
or the like, answering a question, or any action not pre-
scribed to be performed, must be strictly avoided.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 92.

COUghwort (kof'wert), n. [A translation of the
L. name tussilago (< tussis, cough) and the Gr.
name {tqx'01> (< /^7f (/3>?*-)> cough).] A name
given to the coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara, from
its use in allaying coughs.
COUgnar (kog'nar), . [Malay.] A three-masted

Malay boat, rigged with square sails. It is broad,
sits low in the water, may be decked or open, sails well,
and carries a large cargo.

cougouar, couguar (kS'gij-ar), . Same as cou-

gar.

COUhage, See cowhage.
Couinae (kij-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coua, 2, +
-ina;.] A subfamily of cuckoos, typified by the

genus Coua, peculiar to Madagascar. Less cor-

rectly written Couance. G. R. Gray, 1870.

coult, . See cowl1
,
cowl2 .

could (kud). [The I has been improperly in-

troduced into this word after the assumed
analogj of would and should, where the I, though
now silent, is historically correct. The his-

torical orthography is coud, < ME. coude, < AS.
cuthe: see further under can1

.] Preterit of
caw1

.

COU.16 (k6-la' ), n. [F., a slide, orig. pp. of couler,
slide: see colan-

der.'] innmsic:
(a) A slur. (6)
An ornament
in harpsichord-
music; a kind
of appoggiatura. Also called dash, (c) A
gliding step in dancing.
coulee (ko-la'), n. [F., orig. pp. fern, of couler,
flow, filter: see colander.'] 1. A dry ravine or

gulch; a channel worn by running water in
times of excessive rainfall or by the sudden
melting of the snow. It is a word frequently heard
in Montana, Dakota, and the adjacent regions, and is a
relic of the former temporary occupation of that part of
the country by the employees of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany. Also coulee, coulie.

Written.

council

The deep coulees or ravines that, cutting through the
rounded spurs of the hills, run down to the edge of the
trail. Hai-]n;-' Hay., LXXI. 192.

2. A flow: used principally, by some geologists,
of lava-flows.

COUleur (ko-ler'), n. [F., color: see color, n.]
1. In the game of solo, a name for any selected
suit of cards, bids in which are of twice as much
value as in any other suit. 2. In the game of

ombre, a suit composed of spades Couleur de
rose I F. : couleur, color ; de, < L. de, of

; roue, a rose : see

color, n., and roue], literally, rose-color ; hence, as an ad-
verbial phrase, in an attractive aspect ; in a favorable

light : as, to see everything couleur de roue.

We are not disposed to draw a picture couleur de rose of

the condition of our people, any mure than we are willing
to accept our author's silhouette en noir.

W. Ji. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 143.

coulisse (ko-leV), n. [F., a groove, slide, side

scene, running-string, etc., < cottier, glide, slide :

see cullis2 .] 1. A piece of channeled or grooved
timber, as one of the slides in which the side

scenes of a theater run, the upright post of a

flood-gate or sluice, etc. See cullis2 . Hence
2. One of the side scenes of the stage in a

theater, or the space included between the side

scenes.

Capable of nothing higher than coulisses and cigars,

private theatricals and white kid gloves. tiiugitley.

3. A flute or groove on the blade of a sword.

COUllart, n. A medieval military engine, ap-
parently an early form of bombard.

couloir (ko-lwor'), . [F., < couler, glide, slide,
run : see colander.] A steeply ascending gorge
or gully : applied especially to gorges near the

Alpine summits.
Our noble couloir, which led straight up into the heart

of the mountain for fully one thousand feet. E. Whymper.

coulomb (ko-lom'), . [From C. A. de Coulomb,
a French physicist (1736-1806).] The unit of

quantity in measurements of current electri-

city; the quantity furnished by a current of

one ampere in one second. See ampere.
The name of coulomb is to be given to the unit of quan-

tity, called in these lessons "one weber."
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 410.

coulomb-meter (ko-lom'me
;i

'ter), n. An instru-

ment for measuring in coulombs the quantity
of electricity which passes through a conductor
in a given time. One form of the instrument is based

upon the amount of electrolytic action, as in depositing
metallic copper from copper sulphate, performed by a
branch current which is a known fraction of the main cur-
rent in use.

coulter, n. See colter.

coulure (ko-lur'), n. [F., a dropping, falling
off, running out, < couler, flow, run, slide : see

colander.] Sterility in plants, or failure to pro-
duce fruit after blossoming, owing to the wash-

ing away of the pollen by excessive rains.

coumaric (ko'ma-rik), a. [< coiiniar(in) + -ic.]

Derived from of pertaining to coumarin Cou-
maric acid, CgHgOu, an acid derived from conmarin,
and intimately related to salicylic acid, being converted
into the latter by fusion with potassium hydrate.

coumarilic (ko-ma-ril'ik), a. [< co-umar(in) +
-il + -ic.] Derived from coumarin Couma-
rilic acid, CgHgOs, a monobasic acid obtained from cou-

marin. It is moderately soluble in water and extremely
soluble in alcohol.

coumarin, coumarine (ko'ma-rin), n. [< cou-

marou -t- -lift, -iue%.] A vegetable proximate
principle (C9HgO2) obtained from the Dipleryx
(Coumarouna) odorata or Tonka bean, and also

occurring in melilot and some other plants, to

which it gives its characteristic odor, it has been
used in medicine, and it gives flavor to the Swiss cheese
called schabzietjer. Also spelled cumarin.

COUmarou (ko'ma-ro), n. [The French repre-
sentation of the native name.] The Tonka-
bean tree, Dipleryx (Coumarouna) odorata.

council (koun'sil), n. [Early confused in sense
and spelling with the different word counsel (as
also councilor with counselor), the separation
being modern; early mod. E. also comicel, COIIH-

cell, < ME. counceil, counceill, counseil, cownselle,

consail, consatjle, coticell, etc., an assembly for

consultation, < OF. concilc, concire, cuncilie, F.
candle = Pr. concili = Sp. Pg. concilia = It. con-

cilio, formerly also conciglio, < L. concilium, an

assembly, esp. an assembly for consultation, a

council, < com-, together, + (prob.)ratorc, call:

see calends. Hence (from L. concilium) concili-

ate, etc. Cf. counsel.] 1. Any assembly of per-
sons summoned or convened for consultation,

deliberation, or advice : as, a council of physi-
cians

;
a family council.

The happiness of a Nation mnst needs be tinnrst and
certaiuest in a full and free Council uf thir own electing,
where no single Person, but Reason only, sways.

Milton, Five riijimiomvr;ilth.



council

2. A body of men specially designated or se-

lected to advise a sovereign in the administra-
tion of the government; a privy council : as,
the president of the council; in English history,
an order in council. See /iriri/ council, below.

The king [llenrv IV.] named six bishops, u duke, twu
earls, t\ lords, including the treasurer and privy seal, and
seven rommoners, to be nia great mid continual cintiu-it.

Stubbi, Const. Hist., i 3(17.

3. In many of the British colonies, a body as-

sisting the governor in either an executive or
a legislative capacity, or in both. 4. In the
Territories of the United States, the upper
branch of the legislature. The term was used to
drnote a kind or upper house during the colonial period,
mill w:i, u HIM .I in thin sense fora few years by some of
the States.

5. A common council. See below. 6. In the
Now Testament, the Sanhedrim, a Jewish court
or parliament, with functions partly judicial,

partly legislative, and partly ecclesiastical. See

The chief priests . . . and all the council sought false

witness. Mat. xivL 59.

7. In ecclcs. hint. : (a) An assembly of prelates
and theologians convened for the purpose of

regulating matters of doctrine and discipline
in the church. Ecclesiastical councils are diocemn,
provincial, national, general, or ecumenical. A diocesan
riiuih il is oOflBMMfl of the ecclesiastics of a particular
diocese, with the bishop at their head ; a provincial or

metropolitan council, of the bishops of an ecclesiastical

province, with the archbishops at their head ; and a na-
tional or plenary council, of the bishops and archbishops
of all the provinces in the nation. (jeneral council and
ecumenical council are ordinarily regarded as equivalent
terms, but strictly speaking a general council is one called

together by an invitation addressed to the church at large,
and claiming to speak in the name of the whole church.
Sneh u council is ecumenical only if received by the Catho-
lic Church in general. None of the general councils most
widely accepted as ecumenical consisted of even a ma-
jority of orthodox bishops present in person or by deputy.
The subsequent consent of the church at large marked
them as ecumenical, especially their reception by the
next general council held after the first violence of con-

troversy had somewhat abated and opposition had lie-

come local in character. Both emperors and popes have
summoned general councils. According to Roman Catho-
lic teaching, a council to be regarded as ecumenical must
have been called together by the pope, or at least with
his consent, and its decrees must be confirmed by the

pope. There are seven ecumenical councils recognized
as such by both the Greek and Latin or Roman Catholic

churches, and to some extent also by some Protestant
theologians: they are tin- lirsl Council of Sice. held in

;i~>
; the first Council of Constantinople, 381 ; the Council

of Ephesus, 431 ; the Council of Chalcedon, 451 ; the sec-
ond Council of Constantinople, 553; the third Council of

Constantinople, QUO', and the second Council of Nice, 787.

Other important councils regarded by the Roman Catho-
lic, but not by either the Greek or the Protestant commu-
nion, as ecumenical are the Council of Trent (1545 -63) and
the Council of the Vatican (1889-70). The Anglican Church
receives the first six councils. (6) An advisory as-

sembly of clerical or clerical and lay mem-
bers in certain Reformed denominations. 8.

Any body or group of persons wielding politi-
cal power.

Henry's ambition, like Wolsey's, was mainly set upon
an influential place in the council* of Europe.

Stubbn, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 253.

9f. Same as eoumtel. See counsel Academic
council, in universities, originally, a committee of the
faculty or of a nation appointed to prepare and submit
a project ; now, in some universities, the convocation of
the different faculties. See general covnc.il of the university
below. Apostolic council, the meeting of apostles arid

elders in Jerusalem described in Acts xv. Alilic Coun-
cil. See aulic. Books of Council and Session, In Scot-

land, tlie records belonging to the College of Justice, in

which deeds and other writs are inserted. Cabinet coun-
cil. See cabinet. Common council, the local legisla-
ture of a city, corporate town, or borough, when it consists

of a single liody, as a board of aldermen, or sometimes
one of two chamliers when it is so divided, or the codec*
tive title of lioth chambers. In Philadelphia the Common
t'omiril is the second of two city councils, the first being
the Select Council ; together they are called the Councils.

Congregational council, a body called by a Congre-
gational church to give advice respecting the settlement
or dismissal of a pastor, or other matters of importance,
and consisting usually ol' representatives of neighboring
ehurehes. It is an advisory body, without ecclesiastical

authority. The ConcregutionalisU of the United States
have also in recent years organized a representative body
hearing the name .\<it<<>ii'it ('<m/ii-/l, uhicli meets every
three years for consultation, but without ecclesiastical au-

thority. Constantinopolitan Council. Sec Cnnttanti-

nopolitan. Council of administration (miYrt.), a coun-
cil of officers, as at a military post, convened by the com-
mandiiiK otlieer for the transaction of business. At a mili-

tary |ist of the tinted States army such a council is

eallnl at lea-t onee in t\vo months on muster-days, and is

composed of tllr lit Ire 1 < --i mental or company ollirers next
in rank to the rommanilin^ ottieer. A regimental council
consists of three ottieers on duty at headquarters and next
in rank to tile commanding otlieer. Council Of An-
cients. BwMciMti. Council of Appointment. See
appointment. Council of censors, seccv/,,.,, Coun-
cil of defense, in France, an advisory military council
convened by the commanding otlieer of a besieged place,
and consisting of the officer next in rank and the senior
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officers of engineers and of artillery. Council of Five
Hundred, in /'//wA hi*t., durinu tile u'overnnient of the
I'l rectory (1795 -99), an asscmMy ol .KMI members, funning
the second branch of the Legislative Body, the tint branch
beim,' the n,iinci| of Kneients. Council of Revision, a

conni'il existing in the state of New York from 1777 to

Wil, consisting of the governor, chancellor, and judges of

the Supreme i on it, and \ -'-t. ,| with a limited veto power.
Council of safety, in I'. >'. l>i*i., a council formed for the

prouMonal government of an American state during the

warofinilepindence. Councilor State I
K..

in Krunce, an advisory body existing from early times, hut

developed especially under Philip IV. (1285-1314) and his

sons. It was often modified, particularly In 1497, and In

HMO under Richelieu and played an important port dur-

ing the first empire. Under the present republican govern-
ment it comprises the ministers and about ninety other

members, part of whom are nominated by the president,
and the remainder are elected by the legislative assembly.
Its chief duties are to give advice upon various adminis-
trative mutters and ujion legislative measures. Council
Of Ten, in the ancient republic of Venice, a secret tribu-

nal instituted in 1310, and continuing down to the over-
throw of the republic in 1797. It was composed at first of
ten and later of seventeen members, and exercised unlim-
ited power in the supervision of Internal and external af-

fairs, often with great rigor and oppressiveness. Council
of War (milit. and m* <-<//), an assembly of officers called to

consult with a commanding officer aliout matters concern-

ing which he desires their advice. Councils of war are

ordinarily called only In serious emergencies. The power
of such a council is merely advisor)'.

- Family council.
See family. General council of the university, in

Scotch universities, a body consisting of the chancellor,
the members of the university court (that 1s, the rector,

principal, and four assessors), the professors, masters of

arU, doctors of medicine, etr. The council meets twice a

year, and its duties are to deliberate upon any question
affecting the university, and make representations regard-
ing it to the university court. Governor's council, in

some of the United States, a body of men designated to
advise the governor, as in Massachusetts and Maine.
High Council, in the Mormon Church, a body of twelve

high priests set apart for the purpose of settling impor-
tant difficulties which may arise. Mormon Catechum,
p. 17. Indian Councils Act, an English statute of

1861 (24 and 25 Viet., c. 67) reorganizing the Councils of

the Governor-General of India. Lords of Council and
Session, the name given to the judges or senators of the

College of Justice in Edinburgh. National Council. See
Congregational council, above. Orders in council. See
order. Privy council, a board or select Iwdy of personal
councilors of a chief magistrate in the administration of
his office ; specifically, in England, the principal body of

advisers of the sovereign ; the name borne since the fif-

teenth century by the ordinary council, which superseded
the ancient curia regis in the reign of Edward 1. The
privy councilors are nominated at the pleasure of the sov-

ereign, excepting certain persons appointed ex officio, and
include at present princes of the blood, principal members
of existing and past governments, the archbishops, and
many of the nobility in all, over 200 members. Its ad-

ministrative functions are exercised chiefly by commit-
tees, as the Board of Trade, the Local Government Board,
etc. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, com-

posed of the lord president, the lord chancellor, and oth-

ers, has high appellate jurisdiction. Politically the im-

portance of the Privy Council has been superseded by a
committee of ministers lielonging to it, called the Cabinet.

Privy councilors have the title of "right honorable," and
rank immediately after knights of the Garter. Similar
bodies formerly existed under this name in several of the
American colonies and States. =8yn. Meeting, congress,
convention ; board.

council-board (koun'sil-bord), n. The board
or table around which a council holds its ses-

sions; hence, a council in session; an assem-
bled board of councilors.

He hath commanded
To-morrow morning to the council-board
He be couvented. Shot., Hen. VIII., . 1.

When vile Corruption's brazen face
At council-board shall take her place.

Chatterton, Prophecy.

COUncil-bopk (koun'sil-buk), n. In England,
the book in which the names of privy council-
ors are entered.

Halifax was informed that his services were no longer
needed, and his name was struck out of the council-book.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

council-chamber (koun'sil-cham'ber), n. An
apartment occupied by a council, or appropri-
ated to its deliberations.

The council chamber for debate.

Pope, Duke of Morlborough's House.

council-house (koun'sil-hous), n. A house in

which a council or deliberative body of any
kind holds its sessions.

Mine uncle Beaufort and myself,
With all the learned council of the realm,
Studied so long, sat in the council-house

Early and late, debating to and fro

How France and Frenchmen might he kept in awe.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1.

councilistt (koun'sil-ist), n. [< council + -int.}

A member of a council
; hence, one who exer-

cises advisory functions.

I will in three months be an expert councilist.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

councillor, . See councilor.

councilman (koun'sil-man), n. ; pi. councilmen

(-men). A member of a municipal council. Also

counsel

called common-con iiciliniin when the body is a
common council.

councilor, councillor (koun'sil-or), n. [< M K.

ciiiinciloiir, innnxelour, CUHIK /'/. cotnifilli r,

cniinxi ili'f. cniinxi 1/1 /. I'IIIIHCI i/llt r, ciinaeitere, con-

xi-if/i r, CHIIXII/II i\ coiiiiiiiiliiiif, etc., carlienl I'm-ni

kunxilcr, being the same as counselor, ult. < L.

consiliarius, a counselor, adviser: see counselor.

The distinction of form and sense (councilor,
one of a council, counselor, one who counsels)
is modern; there is no OF. or L. form corre-

sponding to councilor (L. as if
*
conciliarius) as

distinguished from counselor (L. consiiiariiu).']

1. A member of a council; specifically, a mem-
ber of a common council or of the British Privy
Council. See council.

The wages of the members should be moderate, espe-
cially those of the lords and the spiritual cmincilliirn.

Stub!*, Const. Hist., I 366.

2. One who gives counsel or advice.- councilor
Of a burgh, in Scotland, a member oi the governing Inxly
of a burgn, not a magistrate. Sei) totfii council.-- Privy
Councilor, a member of the private or personal council of

a sovereign or other person in high authority ; specifical-

ly, a member of the British Privy Council.

council-table (koun'sil-ta'bl), n. Same as
council-board.

He [Edward IV.] also daily frequented the Council-

Table, which he furnished for the most Part wftll such
as were gracious amongst the Citizens, whom he employs
about References and Businesses of private Consequence.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 205.

CO-unet (ko-un'), t>. f. [< L. co-, together, +
n a HX = K. one.] To combine or join into one.

Not that man hath three distinct souls : for ... [they]
are in man one and co-uned together.

Feltham, Resolves, 1. 95.

co-unitet (ko-u-nif), r. t. [< co-i + unite.'} To
unite

; join together.
These three are Ahod, &tm, Vranore:
Ahad these three in one doth co-unite.

Dr. U. More, Psychozola, i. 39.

CO-unitet (ko-u-nif), a. [< co-unite, r.] Con-

joined; combined; united.

Our souls be co-unite
With the world's spright and body.

Hi. // More, Psychathanasia.

counsel (koun'sel). n. [Early mod. E. also conn-

sell, counsil, council, councel, etc., < ME. counseil,

consail, conseil, conseyl, cunsail, counceil, etc.,

counsel, consultation, purpose (also in sense of

council, from which counsel was not distin-

guished in ME.), < OF. conseil, cunseil, consel,

consoil, consul, etc., F. conseil = Pr. conselh =
8p. consiyo = Pg. conselho = It. consiglio, < L.

concilium, deliberation, consultation, counsel,

advice, understanding; in a concrete sense, a

body of persons deliberating, a council (whence
the confusion in ML., where consilium, in this

sense, and concilium, a council, are often inter-

changed, and in Rom. and E., of the two words,
E. counsel and council), < consulere, consult: see
consult. Cf. council.] 1. Consultation; delib-

eration; mutual advising or interchange of

opinions.
We took sweet cmintel together. ft. Iv. 14.

2. Advice
; opinion or instruction given, as the

result of consultation or request ; aid or instruc-
tion given in directing the judgment or conduct
of another.

There is as much difference between the cottnstl that a
friend giveth and that a man giveth himself, as there is

between the couiucl of a friend and of a flatterer.

Bacon, Friendship.

Ill counsel had misled the girl. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

3. Prudence
;
due consideration

; wise and cau-
tious exercise of judgment ; examination of con-

sequences.

They all confess that in the working of that first cause,
cottntfl is used, reason followed, and a way observed.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, I. | 2.

O how comely is the wisdom of old men, and under-

standing and counsel to men of honour ! Ecclus. xxv. 5.

4. Deliberate purpose ; design ; intent ;
scheme ;

plan.
To shew unto the heirs of promise the immutability of

his counsel. Heb. vi. 17.

5t. A private or secret opinion or purpose;
consultation in secret ; concealment.

1 is but a pastime -mild at

.Amongst yourselves in countel ; hut beware
Of being overheard. Ford, Fancies, i. 3.

Who's your doctor, Phantute?
Nay, that's cvun*rl, Philautia ; you shall pardon me.

B. Jtintsiin, Cynthia's Kevels. ii. 1.

6. One who gives counsel, especially in mat-
ters of law

;
a counselor or advocate, or sev-

eral such, engaged in the direction or the trial



counsel

of a cause in court : as, the plaintiff's or defen-

dant's counsel. [In this sense the word is either

singular or plural.]

This is my plea, on this I rest my cause

What saith my counsel, learned in the laws?

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 142.

The king found his counsel as refractory as his judges.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

7f. Same as council, but properly a different

word, the two being confused. See council.

Corporation counsel, the title given in some of the

United States to the legal counsel of a municipality.

Evangelical counsels, the three vows of a monk in the

Koman Catholic Church, namely, voluntary poverty, per-

petual chastity, and entire obedience to an ecclesiastical

superior. Queen's (or king's) counsel, in England, Ire-

land, and the British colonies, barristers appointed as

counsel to the crown, on the nomination of the lord chan-

cellor, taking precedence over ordinary barristers, and dis-

tinguished by having the privilege of wearing a silk gown
as their professional robe, that of other barristers being of

stuff. There is no salary attached to their office, and they
cannot plead against the crown without permission. To
buy off counsel. See bui/.To keep one's own coun-
sel, not to disclose one's opinion ; be reticent.

On the ocean so deep
She her council did keep.

The Woman Warrior (Child's Ballads, VII. 258).

Clint opened his heart and confided everything to Phil,

but Phil kept his own counsel.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 215.

To take counsel, to consult ; seek advice ; deliberate : as,

they took counsel together ; he took counsel of his fears.

= Syn. 2. Suggestion, recommendation, admonition.

counsel (koun'sel), v.
; pret. and pp. counseled

or counselled, ppr. counseling or counselling. [<
ME. counsellen, counseilcn, conseilen, concelleu,

etc., < OF. conseiller, conseiler, conseillier, cunseil-

ler, etc., F. conseiller = Pr. conseilhar, cosselhar

= Sp. consejar = Pg. conselhar = It. consigliare,
< L. consiliari, take counsel, < consilium, coun-
sel: see counsel, .] I. trans. 1. To give coun-

sel or advice to
;
advise ;

admonish
;
instruct.

And Crist counsatteth thus, and comaundeth bothe
To lerede [learned] and to lewede [unlearned] for to loue

oure enemys. Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 113.

I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire.

Rev. iii. 18.

I may be counselled, and will always follow my friend's

advice where I mid it reasonable, but will never part with
the power of the militia.

Dryden, Pret. to Albion and Albanius.

They that will not be counselled cannot be helped.
franklin.

2. To advise or recommend
; urge the adop-

tion of.

Wherefore cease we then ?

Say they who counsel war ; we are decreed,
Reserved, and destined to eternal woe.

Milton, P. L., ii. 1(50.

II. intrans. To consult
;
take counsel

;
delib-

erate.
Be this was done, some gentillmen
Of noble kin and blood,
To counsell with tlilr lordis begane,
Of matteris to eoncluide.
Battle of Balrilines (Child's Ballads, VII. 223).

counselable (koun'sel-a-bl), a. [Also written

counsellable ; < F. conscillable = Sp. consejalile:
see counsel and -able.] 1. Willing to receive

counsel; disposed to follow the advice or be

guided by the judgment of others. [Bare.]

Very few men of so great parts were . . . more cmmsel-
lable than he [Lord Digby].

Clarendon, Great Rebellion, I. 344.

2. Suitable to be counseled or advised
;
advi-

sable
;
wise

; expedient. [Rare.]
He did not believe it counsellable.

Clarendon, Life, I. 178.

counsel-keeper (koun'sel-ke'per), n. One who
can keep a secret.

counsel-keeping (koun'sel-ke"ping), a. Keep-
ing secrets

; observing secrecy.
With a happy storm they were surpris'd,

And curtain'd with a counsel-keeping cave.

Stuik.','m. And., ii. 3.

counselor, counsellor (koun'sel-or), . [< ME.
counselmir, councelour, counseiler, counseiller,

counsellor, counceller, counsellor, counsailour,
earliest form kunsiler (not distinguished from
councilor), < OF. consellier, cunneiller, F. conseil-

ler = Sp. consejero, consiliario = Pg. conselheiro,
consiliario = It. consigliere, < L. consiliarius, a

counselor, adviser, prop, adj., pertaining to

counsel, advising, < consilium, counsel: see coun-

sel, n. Cf. councilor, which is now discriminated
from counselor. The spelling counsellor (and so

councillor) with two Vs, as in chancellor, is preva-
lent in England, but the double I is not origi-
nal, as it is in chancellor. The proper historical

spelling would be counselor (with -er, < L. -ari-

us).~\ 1. Any person who gives counsel or ad-
vice

;
an adviser : as, in Great Britain the peers
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of the realm are hereditary counselors of the

crown.

Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, a man of great

abilities, eloquence, and courage, but of a cruel and im-

perious nature, was the counsellor most trusted in politi-

cal and military affairs. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. A counseling lawyer; a barrister; specifi-

cally, in some of the United States, an attorney
admitted to practise in all the courts: called

distinctively a counselor at law. 3f. Same as

councilor, but properly a different word, the two

being confused. See councilor.

counselorship, counsellorship (koun'sel-or-
ship), H. [< counselor, counsellor, + -ship.'] The
office of counselor.

count1 (kount), v. [< ME. counten, < OF. cunter,

confer, F. confer = Pr. comtar, condar Sp. Pg.
contar = It. contare, < L. computare, count, com-

pute : see compute, which is a doublet of count1 .

Cf. compP-.] I. trans. 1. To number; assign
the numerals one, two, three

; etc., successively
and in order to all the individual objects of (a

collection), one to each ; enumerate: as, to count

the years, days, and hours of a man's life
;
to

count the stars.

Who can count the dust of Jacob? Num. xxiii. 10.

Some tribes of rude nations count their years by the

coming of certain birds among them at their certain sea-

sons and leaving them at others. Locke.

We live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, not breaths ; . . .

We should count time by heart-throbs.

P. J. Bailey, Festus, A Country Town.

2. To ascertain the number of by more com-

plex processes of computation ; compute ;
reck-

on.

This boke sheweth the manner of measuring of all maner
of lande . . . and comptynge the true nombre of acres of

the same. Sir R. Benese (about 1530).

3. To reckon to the credit of another; place
to an account

;
ascribe or impute ;

consider or

esteem as belonging.
He [Abraham] believed in the Lord ; and he counted it to

him for righteousness. Gen. xv. 6.

4. To account
;
esteem

; think, judge, deem, or

consider.

Neither count I my life dear unto myself. Acts xx. 24.

Tis all one
To be a witch as to be counted one.

Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 1.

I count the gray barbarian lower than the Christian child.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

Henceforth let day be counted night,
And midnight called the morn.

T. B. Aldrich, Two Songs from the Persian.

5f. To recount.

Therefore hathe it befallen many tymes of o thing, that
I have herd couinted, whan I was gong.

ilandeville, Travels, p. 183.

To count a coup. See coup*. To count kin, to reck-

on up or trace relationship.

No knight in Cumberland so good,
But William may count with him kin and blood.

Scott, t. of L. M., iv. 23.

To count one's chickens before they are hatched.
See chicken^. To count out, to defeat by a fraudulent
miscount of the ballots cast : as, to count out a candidate.

To count out the House, in the British House of Com-
mons, to bring a sitting to a close by the declaration of the

Speaker (after counting) that fewer than 40 members (a

quorum), including the Speaker, are present : as, the House
was counted out last night at nine o'clock.

It might perhaps be worth consideration whether divi-

sions should be taken or the House counted out between
seven o'clock and nine. Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 293.

To count the cost, to consider beforehand the probable
expense, trouble, or risk. To count the house, to as-

certain the number present, as of spectators at a perform-
ance in r. theater, of members of a legislative body, etc.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Compute, Reckon, etc. (see calculate), enu-

merate, tell off. 4. To regard, deem, hold.

II. intrans. 1. To ascertain the number of

objects in a collection by assigning to them in

order the numerals one, two, three, etc. ; de-
termine the number of objects in a group by a

process partly mechanical and partly arithmet-

ical, or in any way whatsoever
;
number. 2.

To be able to reckon
;
be expert in numbers :

as, he can read, write, and count. 3. To take
account

;
enter into consideration : of a thing

(obsolete), with a person.
No man counts of her beauty. Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 1.

It was clear that the artist was some one who must be
counted with ; . . . but he was reproached with a desire
to be singular and extraordinary. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 75.

4. In music, to keep time, or mark the rhythm
of a piece, by naming the successive pulses,
accents, or beats. 5. To be of value; be
worth reckoning or taking into account ; swell
the number: as, every vote counts. 6. To
reckon; depend; rely: with on or upon.

count

My stay here will be prolonged for a week or two longer,
and I count upon seeing you again.

J. E. Cookf, Virginia Comedians, I. xxiii.

Virtue, when tried, may count upon help, secret re-

freshings that come in answer to prayer friends provi-

dentially sent, perhaps guardian angels.
J. Ii. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 61.

7. In law, to plead orally; argue a matter in

court; recite the cause of action To count on
contract or In tort, to plead a cause of action as arising
on an agreement or on a wrong.

count 1 (kount), n. [< ME. counte, < OF. cunte,

conte, F. compte = Pr. compte, comte = Sp. cu-

ento, cuenta Pg. conta = It. conto, < LL. com-

putus, count, reckoning; from the verb.] 1.

Reckoning; the act of numbering: as, this is

the number according to my count.

By my count,
I was your mother much upon these years
That you are now a maid. Shak., R. and J., i. 3.

2. The total number
;
the number which rep-

resents the result of a process of counting ;
the

number signified by the numeral assigned to

the last unit of a collection in the operation of

counting it
;
the magnitude of a collection as

determined by counting.
Of blessed Saints for to increase the count.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 423.

His count of years is full, his allotted task is wrought.
Bryant, Waiting by the Gate.

3. Account; estimation; value.

They make no counte of generall councels.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

Some other, that in hard assaies

Were cowards knowne, and litle taunt did hold.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 18.

In proportion as the years both lessen and shorten, I

set more count upon their periods. La/i6,New Year's Eve.

4. In law, an entire or integral charge in an

indictment, complaint, or other pleading, set-

ting forth a cause of complaint. There may be
different counts in the same pleading.

Dressing up the virtues of the past, as a count in the in-

dictment against their own contemporaries.
Grate, Hist. Greece, II. 17.

5. In music: (a) Rhythm; regularity of accent
or pace. (b) The act of reckoning or naming
the pulses of the rhythm: as, to keep strict

count, (c) A particular pulse, accent, or beat:

as, the first count of a measure Count and
reckoning, the technical name given to a form of process
in Scots law, by which one party may compel another to

account with him and to pay the balance which may ap-

pear to be due. To keep count, to assign numbers in

regular order to all the individual events or objects of a

series, one by one, as fast as they occur,

count2 (kount), n. [Not in ME. except in fern,

form countess, q. v.
;

< OF. conte, comte, F.

comte = Pr. corns = Sp. Pg. conde = It. conte, <

L. comes (comit-), a companion, later a title of

office or honor (cf . constable), < com-, together,
+ ire, supine itum, go, =Gr. Utiat, go: see </o.]

A title of nobility in France, Italy, Spain, and

Portugal (corresponding to earl in Great Brit-

ain and graf in Germany), whence the name
county, originally applied to the demain apper-

taining to the holder of such a title. Under the
Roman republic a count was a companion or an assistant of

a proconsul or propretor in his foreign government ; under
the empire, an officer of the imperial household, or an at-

tendant upon the emperor in his official duties, the title

being ultimately extended to officers of various grades in

different parts of the empire. Among early Teutonic
races the count or graf was the officer set by a sovereign
over a district or gau, charged with the preservation of

the king's authority. In France, under Charles the Bald,
a system of government by counts as personal agents of

the sovereign was developed. Later, with the growth of

the feudal system, they became the feudal proprietor! of

lands and territories, and thus not merely royal officers,

but nobles, and, as such, hereditary rulers. At the pres-
ent time the title, inherited alike by all the sons of a count

or conferred by the sovereign, serves merely to indicate

nobility. As a title, count does not occur in the nomen-
clature of the English nobility, except as in count pala-
tine ; but the feminine form countess is the recognized
feminine equivalent of earl.

The prince, the count, . . . and all the gallants of the

town, are come. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4.

Shire is a Saxon word signifying a division ; but a county,

comitatus, is plainly derived from comes, the count of the

Franks, that is, the earl or alderman (as the Saxons called

him) of the shire. Blackstone, Com., Int., 4.

Count palatine, (o) Originally, the judge and highest

officer of the German kings, afterward of the German

emperors and archdukes
;
at a later date, an officer dele-

gated by the German emperors to exercise certain im-

perial privileges, (b) Formerly, in F.ngland, the proprie-
torof a county, who exercised regal prerogatives

within

his county, ill virtue of which he had his own courts of

law, appointed judges anil law officers, and could pardon
murders, treasons, and felonies. All writs and judicial

processes proceeded in his name, while the kind's writs

were of no avail within the palatinate. The Earl of

Chester, the Bishop of Durham, and the Duke of Lancas-

ter were the counts palatine of England. The queen is

now Duchess and Countess Palatine of Lancaster. The
earldom palatinate of Chester, similarly restricted, is vested
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in tin' eldest son uf 111.- nn.MHivli i if in llf ni"iiat h him-
self when there is MCI I'riucc of Wales, llurhum liecame
a palatinate in the tun. of William the- Conqueror, and
the ilixnitv c-ontimic'il in ri'iini -i tit. n unit the Bishopric
till ls:;ci, when it was vrste'l in the- ero\vu. Sec iitnHn,-,
and rininft/ litlliltuf, miller fi'llnl;/.

countable 1 (koun'ta-lil), . [< counti, v., +
-uli/r.

} Capiililc cit' being counted, numbered, or

reckoned.
Tin' evills wliich ynH desire to Iw recmmttil arc very

ninny, ami alimost i-nimlultl<' with those that were hidden
in the liaskctt <if 1'andora. X/ n*<-t-. state of Ireland.

The\ .11.' i-,,ii, t ititil,' n\ the thousand and tlte million,
who have suffered cruel wron'/.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. Ix. 1.

COUntable-t (koun'ta-bl), a. [By apheresis
from in-<-i>ii>itillili;

]
ACM ifalili'.

surli a religious judge us In lie to whom I am countable.
II if mil, Worlu, II. 187.

couutantt (koun'tant), a. [< OP. content, later

comp tn it I, ppr. of confer, compti-r, count. Cf. ac-

i-'iniitiint.] Accountable.
For he HUM' my state, and first deponed
.My father in my swathed Infancy,
For which he shall he cimntaat,

ll.innmi. Works (ed. 1874), V. 167.

count-bookt (kount'buk), n. An account-book.
<o't thee a cap, a count-book, pen and ink,

Papers afore tlicc. B. joniiun, Volpoue, V. 1.

countenance (kouu'te-nans), . [< ME. coun-

tt'iiiiuncc, ctmtcnaitec, cuutennnce, -aunce, < OF.
cunti'iiinii-i. ciiiitiiitntcc, F. contenance, < ML.
contineittia, countenance, demeanor, gesture,
L. moderation, continence : see continence.'} 1.

The face ;
the whole form of the face

;
the fea-

tures, considered as a whole; the visage.
He is my father, sir ; and, sooth to say,
In countenance somewhat doth resemble you.

Sltalc.,'1'. of the S., IT. i
Then her cmmtenance all over

Pale again as death did prove.
Tennumn, Lord of Burleigh.

And peace, like autumn's moonlight, clothed
His tranquil countenance.

n'hittur, The Exiles.

2. The characteristic appearance or expression
of the face

;
look

; aspect ;
facial appearance.

For a mans fountenannce ofte tymes discloseth still his

thought. Babeet Boole (E. E. T. 8.), p. 70.

Be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance.
Mat. vi. 16.

Whatsoever good or had accident or fortune hefel him,
going in or coming out, Socrates still kept the same coun-
tenance. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 382.

3. Aspect or appearance conferred; seeming
imparted to anything, as by words or conduct
in regard to it: as. to put a good or a bad coun-
tenance upon anything.

I shewed no sign of it [anxiety] to discourage my Con-
sorts, hut made a Vertue of Necessity, and put a good
Countenance on the Matter. Dampier, Voyages, I. 495.

4. Appearance of favor or good will
; support

afforded by friendly action
; encouragement ;

patronage.
Thou hast made him exceeding glad with thy cownte-

iMHf: . 1*>. XXl. 6.

That which would appear otfence in us,
His countenance, like richest alchj my,
Will change to virtue.

"

lUk, J. C., i. 3.

None got his ctnintenanfe,
But those whom actual merit did advance.

Webtter, Monumental Column.

I say that this

Else I withdraw favour and countenance
From you and youra forever shall you do.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5f. Assumed appearance ; seeming; show; pre-
tense.

Frende of effect and freude of countenance.

Chaucer, Fortune, 1. 34.

The election heing done, he made countenance of great
discontent thereat. .1 -.7,.;,,,. The Scholeinaster.

I made a coualfnanre as if I would eat him alive.

Ste\ft, Gulliver's Travels, I. 2.

6. Iii old Inir. credit or estimation by reason of
one's estate, and with reference to his condi-
tion in life.

Thother parte, beinge men of good welthe and emote-
(MMcv. l-:n

:
,/ish Gildg (E. E. T. 8.), p. 304.

The finnitfintncf of a rich and the meanness of a poor
estate doth make no odds In-tween bishops.

Quoted in llooker'i Eccles. Polity, vii. :>.

Hence 7t. Favor resulting from estimation
or repute; trust; confidence.

I Kave y.m ,-"i/nt> '/i'i//'V. credit for your coals,
Your stills, your glasses, jour materials.

II. Junimn, Alchemist, i. 1.

Courtiers ttiut live UIHMI fnnt,-nnnrf must sell their
tongue^ Xhirlfii. liinl in a Cage, v. 1.

8f. Good appearance ; preseutableuess.
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I'oiiehing the ship that must go, she molt ohierre thin

order. She must lie a ship of mmi'Miner.
i"n;on(Arbers Kng. Garner, I. 56).

Copy of one's countenance*. See COM/. In counte-
nance. ('D In - I face

:
in a composed aspect; in a state

free from >hamc or contusion.

It puts the learned in rnuntrnmu-f, and gives them a

place among the fashionable part of mankind.
.('/'/I...H. Freehold. 1

(6) In favor; in estimation.

If the
profession

of religion were m countenance amonu
mi n of distinction, it would have a happy effect on soei*

ety. -V. Wrlater, Diet. (ed. 1S48).

Out of countenance, with the countenance confused or
cast down ; disconcerted

;
abashed ; not bold or assured :

used with put.

You hve put me out of countenance.

Shot., L. L. I.., v. 2.

Thou ought'st to lie most asham'd thy self, when thou
hast y"/ another out of Countenance.

Conyreoe, Way of the World, I. 9.

To keep one's countenance, to preserve a calm, com-

posed, or natural look ; refrain from expressing sorrow,
anger, joy, amusement, or other emotion, by changes of

countenance.

F.v'n kept her count'nance, when the lid removed
Disclosed the heart unfortunately loved.

llril./'ii. Slg. and Guis., I. 029.
= Syn. See face, n.

countenance (koun'te-nans), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. countenanced, ppr. 'countenancing. [< coun-

tenance, .] 1. To appear friendly or favora-
ble to; favor; encourage; aid; support; abet.

Neither shalt thou countenance a poor man in his cause.
Ex. xxlii. 3.

Various passages in ft [his correspondence) countenance
the supposition that his tour was partly undertaken for

political purposes. Durham, Ingoldshy Legends, II. 60.

God forbid I should countenance such Injustice.

Preieott, Ferd. and I -a. t. 3.

2f. To make a show of; pretend.
They were two knights of perelesse puissaunce, . . .

Which to these Ladies love did eoHnfenrtunce.

Spenser, V. Q., II. II. 16.

3t. To give effect to; act suitably to; be in

keeping with.
Malcolm ! Banqllo !

As from your graves rise up, and walk like sprites,
To countenance this horror ! Shot., Macbeth, ii. 3.

countenance! (koun'te-nan-ser), n. One who
countenances, favors, or encourages.
Are you her Grace's counfenancer, lady?

Beau, and fl., Honest Mali's Fortune, tv. 1.

Those ingenuous and friendly men who were ever the
countenance!-* of vertuous and hopeful! wits.

MUton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

counter1 (koun'ter), n. [< ME. countere, coicn-

tere, countour, a counter, treasurer, also a coin,
< OF. conteor, conteur, countour, a counter, com-

puter, also an advocate, later spelled compteur,
mod. F. compteur, meter, indicator (cf. F. com-

putateur, computer), = 8p. Pg. contador = It.

contatore, < L. computator, one who computes,
< computare, pp. computatus, compute, count:
see count1 , t:, and cf. computator. Counter is

now regarded as count 1 + -pr1 .] 1. One who
counts or reckons ;

a computer ;
an auditor.

Adam of Ardeme was its chef countour.
.Robert of Gloucester, p. 538.

2. An apparatus for keeping count of revolu-
tions or other movements.
A. . . clock-work mechanism, called a counter, haslieen

for a great many years employed in the cotton-factories,
and in the pumping-engines of the Cornish and other
mines, to indicate the number of revolutions of the main
shaft of the mill, or of the strokes of the piston.

Ure, Diet., III. 459.

3. A thing used in counting; that which indi-

cates a number; that which is used to keep an
account or reckoning, as in games ; specifically,
a piece of metal, ivory, wood, or other material,
or a spurious or imitation coin, used for this

purpose.
What comes the wool to ? ... I cannot do 't without

counters. Shale., W. T., iv. 2.

\ Mii>; men like Counter! or Figures In numbering and
casting accounts. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

Words are wise men's counter* they do not reckon by
them but they are the money of fools.

Hobbe*, The Leviathan.

Books are the money of Literature, but only the count-
er* of Science. Huxley, Universities.

4f. A piece of money ; a coin
;
in plural, money.

They brake coffers and took tresours,
flold and silver and rountour*.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber, Metr. Rom.), 1. 1939.

When Marcus Itrutiis grows <i covetous,
To lock such rascal counter* from his friends,
Be ready, gods, with all your thunderbolt*,
Dash him to pi.

> - Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

6. In rarly Kng. lair, an attorney or Serjeant at

law retained to conduct a cause* in court.

counter

Counter* are serjcunts skilful In the laws of the i

who hcnc the- common j.. ..[ilr to ,1, rlalc- ati'l ! tend AC*

tion> In jn. lament, for tllo.se who Ji:i\.' n.til "t them, for

their fees.

H'. 11,1-ilifi, tr. f Home s Mlrrc.lr dc. Justices (17ft*), p. 06.

counter- (koun'ter), H. [Karly mod. E. also

rniiiiliiri-, < ME. countour, cmni'tirri-, ( OK. <"-
/<//;-, lain- <-<ntii>li>ir, the counting-room, -tal.lc-,

or -bench of a merchant or banker, mod. F.

<-<t,i,]itoir, a shop-counter, liar, bank, < ML. r<mi-

pufaf0rium,acouiiting-room or -bench, < L.com-

ptitare, pp. coni)>utntu#, count, compute : see
count 1

, compute. Cf. counter 1
.] If. A counting-

room.
His liookes and baggea many oon,
He hath byforn him on bin runnier hord;
For rlche was his tresor and his h<ird,
For whkhu ful fast his ei,unti,in dore he schette.

Cha i/c / ,
. .-ln]uii.cn Tale, 1. 82.

2. A table or board on which money is counted ;

a table in a shop on which goods are laid for

examination by purchasers.
The smooth-faced, snub-nosed rogue would leap from his

counter and till. 7Vnni/*ofi, Maud, I. 13.

Turning round upon his stool behind the counter, Mr.
Gill looked out among the Instruments in the window.

Dtcltens, Dombry and Son (1848), p. 26.

3. Formerly, in England, a debtors' prison:
used especially as the name of two prisons for

debtors in the City of London, anu of one in

Southwark.
The captains of this insurrection
Have tane themselves to armes. and cam hut now
To both the Counter*, wher they have releast
sunclne indebted prisoners.

I'lay of Sir Thomas More (Hurl. Misc.).

Five jayles or prisons are in Bouthwarke placed,
The Counter (once SL Margreto church) defaced.

John ra;//or(1630X

That word [poet] denoted a creature dreased like a

scarecrow, familiar with comptcrs and spuiigfug-hciuses,
and perfectly qualified to decide on the coni|rative mer-
its of the Common Side in the King's Bench prison and of
Mount .Scoundrel in the Fleet.

llacautai/, Boswell's Johnson.

counter3 (koun'ter), adi: [Not in ME. except
as a prefix (see counter-); < F. centre, against,
< L.

coutrtij against: see contra, contra-.'] I.

Contrary; m opposition; in an opposite direc-

tion : used chiefly with run or go : as, to run
counter to the rules of virtue; he went counter
to his own interest.

The practice of men holds not an equal pace ; yea, and
often run* counter to tht-ir theory.

Sir T. Browne, Rrllgio Medici, i. 55.

His auger, or rather the duration of it, externally ran
counter to ail conjecture. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. S.

It is a hard matter, am) is thought a great and noble
act, for men who live in the public world to do what they
believe to be their duty to God, in a straight-forward way,
should the opinion of society alioilt it happen to run
counter to them. J. U. Seu-man, Parochial Sermons, 1.130.

2. In the wrong way; contrary to the right
course; in the reverse direction

;
contrariwise.

Hounds are said to hunt counter when they hunt back-
ward the way the chase came.

llnllin-.li. Diet, of Archaic Words.

3t. Directly in front
;
in or at the face.

They hit one another w ith darts, . . . which they never
throw counter, but at the back of the ttyer.

Sanctyt, Travailes.

To hunt counter. See Aunt.

counter3 (koun'ter), a. [< counter-, prefix, or
coun ter, adv. : being the prefix or adverb used

separately as an adjective.] Adverse; oppo-
site

; contrary ; opposing ; antagonistic.

Innumerable facts attesting the counter principle.
/*. Taylor.

We crost
Between the lakes, and clamber'd half way up
The counter side. Tennyson, The Golden Year.

counter3* (koun'ter), prep. [ME. counter, < OF.
eontre, against: see counttr3

, adv.] Against;
contrary or antagonistic to.

There as the lancle is weete in somer season ;

And other wey to win he is counter reason.

Palladiut, Husbondric (E. E. T. 8.), p. 10.

counter3 (koun'ter), . [< txmnter*, a., and
counter-, prefix.] 1. That which is counter or

antagonistic ;
an opposite.

[I] have founded my Round Table in the North,
And whatsoever bis own knights have sworn
My knights have sworn the counter to It.

7Vnnyon, Last Tournament.

2. In music, any voice-part set in contrast to

a principal melody or part ; specifically, the
counter-tenor ; the high tenor or alto. Some-
times this part is sung an octave higher than
it is written, thus becoming a high soprano.

3. That part of a horse's breast which lies

between the shoulders and under the neck.



counter

4. That part of a ship which lies between
the water-line and the knuckle of the stern.

The coun ter-tim-

bers are short tim-

bers in the stern,
used to strength-
en the counter.

Once again,through
the darkness, we
heard the cry under
our counter, and
again all was silent

but the noise of the
sea and of the storm.
W. H. Russell, Diary

[in India, I. 20. '|
*

5. The Stiff lea- Frame of Ship inside of Stem.

ther forming the * pointers; a, 2, quarter-timbers; 3.3,
, . f counter-timbers ; 4, counter-timber knee ;

back part Of a
s . main transom.

shoe or boot sur-

rounding the heel of the wearer. See cut un-
der boot. 6. In fencing, a parry in which the

sword's point makes a complete curve, return-

ing to its original position. The various counters

are named with reference to the thrust to be parried, as

the counter of carte, of tierce, etc.

7. Same as counter-lode Bass counter. Seeixwss.
Buhl and counter. See buhl.

counter3 (koun'ter), v. [< counter3
,
adv. and n.]

I. intrans. In boxing, to give a return blow
while receiving or parrying the blow of an an-

tagonist.
His left hand countered provokingly.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

II. trans. 1. In boxing, to meet or return by
a counter-blow: as, to counter a blow. 2. In

shoemaking, to put a counter upon ;
furnish

with a counter: as, to counter a shoe.

counter*! (koun'ter), v. [< ME. counturen, coun-

tren, coutren, encounter; by apheresis for en-

counter, q. v.] I. trans. To come against ;
meet

;

encounter.

Gaffray cam faste contring the Geaunt then,
As moche and as faste as hys courser niyght ren.

Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3030.

II. intrans. To come into collision; encoun-
ter.

With the erle of Kent thei countred at Medeweie.
Langtoft, Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 38.

counter4! (koun'ter), n. [By apheresis for en-

counter.] A meeting; an encounter.

Kindly counter under Mimick shade.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 207.

counter-. [< ME. counter-, countre-, < OF. contre-,
< L. contra-: see counter3 and contra-.] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, being a doublet of contra-,
and appearing in words of Middle English ori-

gin, or in later words formed on the analogy of

such. Considered merely as an English prefix,
counter- is to be referred to counter3

, adv., or

counter3
,
a. See counter3 .

counteract (koun-ter-akt'), v. t. [< counter- +
act.] To act in opposition to

; hinder, defeat,
or frustrate by contrary agency.
"Alas !

"
continued my father, "as the greatest evil has

befall'ii him, I must counteract and undo it with the

greatest good." Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 8.

What this country longs for is personalities, grand per-
sons, to counteract its materialities.

Emerson, Misc., p. 417.

= Syn. To thwart, check, contravene, cross, neutralize.

COUnteractant (koun-ter-ak'tant), n. [< coun-
teract + -an ft.] A counter-agent ;

that which
counteracts.

He is certainly the sort of a bard and counteractant
most needed for our materialistic, self-assertive, money-
worshipping Anglo-Saxon races.

Walt Whitman, in Essays from The Critic, p. 42.

counteraction (koun-ter-ak'shon), n. [< coun-
teract + -ion.] Action in opposition; hin-
drance ; resistance.

A power capable of resisting and conquering the coun-
teraction of an animal nature. Sir W. Hamilton.

counteractive (koun-ter-ak'tiv), a. and n. [<
counteract + -4ve.] I. a. Tending to counter-
act or oppose.

II. n. One who or that which counteracts.

counteractively (koun-ter-ak'tiv-li), adv. By
counteraction.

counter-agent (koun'ter-a-jent), n. Anything
which counteracts, or acts 'in opposition ; an
opposing agent.
The unexpected development of genius has no such

counter-agent to the admiration which it naturally ex-
cites. Brougham.

counter-appeal (koun'ter-a-pel"), n. In law,
an appealin opposition to 'or in counteraction
of an appeal taken by an adversary.
counter-appellant (koun"ter-a-perant), n.
In law, one who takes a counter-appeal; one
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against whom an appeal has been taken by an

adversary, and who in turn takes an appeal
against the adversary.
Of the counter-appellants of 1397, Nottingham and Wilt-

shire were dead ; the rest were waitinpr with anxious hearts

to know whether Henry would sacrifice or save them.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 303.

counter-approach (koun'ter-a-proch"), n. In

fort., a work consisting of lines and trenches

pushed forward from their most advanced
works by the besieged in order to attack the

works of the besiegers or to hinder their ap-
proaches Line of counter-approach, a trench
which the besieged make from their covered way to the

right and left of the attacks in order to scour the enemy's
works.

counter-arch (koun'ter-arch), n. In fort., an
arch connecting the tops of the counterforts.

Wilhelm, Mil. Diet.

COUnter-attired (koun*ter-a-tird'), a. In her.,

having horns in two opposite directions: said
of an animal having double horns, used as a

bearing.
counter-attraction (koun'ter-a-trak

;

'shon), n.

Opposite attraction
;
an attraction opposite and

equal, according to the law of action and reac-

tion
;
attraction of an opposite kind or in an

opposite direction.

counter-attractive (koun*ter-a-trak'tiv), a.

Attracting in an opposite direction or by op-

posite means.
counterbalance (koun-ter-bal'ans), v. t.

; pret.
and pp. counterbalanced, ppr. counterbalancing.

[Formerly also counterballance, < F. contre-ba-

lancer = Sp. contrabalanzear = Pg. contrabalan-
car = It. contrabbilanciare : see counter- and

balance, v.] To weigh against with an equal
weight ;

act against with equal power or effect
;

countervail
;
serve as a counterpoise to

;
offset

;

make up for.

There was so much air drawn out of the vessel, that the

remaining air was not able to counterbalance the mercu-
rial cylinder. Boyle.

The study of mind is necessary to counterbalance and
correct the influence of the study of nature.

Sir W. Hamilton.

Isabella, whose dignity and commanding charactermight
counterbalance the disadvantages arising from the unsuit-
ableness of her sex. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8.

counterbalance (koun'ter-bal-ans), n. [For-
merly also counterballance, < F. con tre-balance :

see the verb.] 1. Equal weight, power, or in-

fluence acting in opposition to anything.

Money is the counter-balance to all ... things pur-
chasable. Locke.

2. In mech., a weight used to balance the vi-

brating parts of machinery upon their axis, so
as to cause them to turn freely and to require
little power to set them in motion

; also, a

weight by which a lever acted upon by an in-

termitting force is returned to its position, as
in the case of the beam of a single-acting steam-

engine; a counterpoise.
counter-battery (koun'ter-bat-er-i), n. Milit.,
a battery raised so as to play against another.
The interior crest of the parapet is made nearly
parallel with the interior crest of the parapet
to be attacked.

Wee made a counterbattery against our enemies.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 123.

counter-battled (koun-ter-bat'ld), a. In her.,
same as counter-embattled.

counter-beam (koun'ter-bem), n. A beam at-

tached to the platen of a printing-machine by
rods which communicate to the platen a recip-
rocating motion.
counterblast (koun'ter-blast), n. An opposing
blast, literally or figuratively.
counter-bond (koun'ter-bond), n. A bond of
indemnification given to one who has become
security for another.

counterbrace (koun'ter-bras), n. 1. Naut.,
the lee brace of the foretopsail-yard. 2. In a

frame, a brace which transmits a strain in an
opposite direction from a main brace.

counterbrace (koun-ter-bras'), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. counterbraced, ppr. counterbracing. Naut., to

brace in opposite directions : as, to counterbrace
the yards (that is, to brace the head-yards one

way and the after-yards another, as while un-
der way, for the purpose of checking headway
or heaving to).

counter-brand (koun'ter-brand), n. A mark put
on branded cattle, effacing the original brand.
counterbuff (koun-ter-buf '), v. t. To strike
back

;
meet by a blow in an opposite direction ;

drive back
; stop by a blow or a sudden check

in front.

counter-claim

Whom Cuddye doth counterbuf with a byting and bitter

proverbe. Spenser, Shep. Cal., February, Embleme.

counterbuff (koun'ter-buf), n. A blow in an

opposite direction
;
a stroke that stops motion

or causes a recoil.
It shall rest

Till I conclude it with a counterbuff
Given to these noble rascals.

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

Where they give the Romanist one buffe, they receive

two counterbu/s. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

counter-camp (koun'ter-kamp), a. In her.,

same as counter-company.
counter-carte (koun'ter-kart), n. In fencing,
a counter-parry in carte. See counter3 , n., 6.

counter-castt (koun'ter-kast), n. A delusive

contrivance
;
a contrary cast.

He can devize this counter-cast of slight,
To give faire colour to that Ladies cause In sight.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 16.

COUnter-castert (koun'ter-kas'ter), n. Acaster
of accounts

;
a reckoner

;
a bookkeeper : used

in contempt.
This counter-caster,

He, in good time, must his lieutenant be.

Shak., Othello, i. 1.

counterchange (koun-ter-chanj'), v. t. ; pret.
and pp. counterchanged,_r>pr. counterchanging.
[= F. contre-cltanger.] To give and receive in

exchange ;
cause to change places ;

cause to

change from one state to its opposite; cause
to make alternate changes ;

alternate.

A sudden splendour from behind
Flush'd all the leaves with rich gold-green,
And, flowing rapidly between
Their interspaces, counterchanged
The level lake with diamond-plots
Of dark and bright. Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

counterchange (koun'ter-chanj), n. [= F.

contre-change.] Interchange ; reciprocation.
Posthumus anchors upon Imogen ;

And she, like harmless lightning, throws her eye
On him, her brothers, me, her master, hitting
Each object with a joy ;

the cmmterchange
Is severally in all. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

counterchanged (koun-ter-chanjd'), p. a. 1.

Exchanged. 2. [F. contre-eliange.] In her.,

having one tincture carried into

another and the second into the
first. Thus, in the illustration, that

part of the bearing which falls upon
the gules is or, and that part which falls

upon the or is gules. Also counter-

changing, counter-colored.

Counter-changed, in heraldry, is

when there is a mutual changing of

the Colours of the Field and Charge in

an Escutcheon, by reason of one or
more Lines of Partition.

Counterchanged.

Per pale pules and
or: a boar passant

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra counterchanged.

[ser.), i. 114.

counterchanging (koun-ter-chan'jing),^). a. In

her., same as counterchanged.

countercharge (koun-ter-charj '),.*.; pret.
and pp. countercharged, ppr. countercharging.

[< F. contre-charger.] To charge in return;
make an accusation against (one's accuser).

countercharge (koun'ter-charj), n. An oppos-
ing charge ; specifically, a charge made by an
accused person against his accuser.

COUntercharm (koun'ter-charm), n. That
which has the power of opposing or counter-

acting the effect of a charm
;
an opposite charm,

as of one person in contrast with another.

COUntercharm (koun-ter-charm'), v. t. To
counteract the effect of a charm or of charms

upon ;
affect by opposing charms.

countercheck (koun-ter-chek'), >. t. To op-

pose or frustrate by some obstacle ;
check.

What we most intend is counter-check'd

By strange and unexpected accidents.

Middleton, Family of Love, iv. 4.

countercheck (koun'ter-chek), B. Counter-
action of a check; a check matching a check.

If I sent him word again . . . [his beard] was not well

cut, he would say, I lie: This is called the " Countercheck

quarrelsome." Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Many things perplex,
With motions, checks, and counterchecks.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

COUnter-cheveronny (koun"ter-shev-e-ron'i),
a. In her., cheveronny and divided palewise,
the half chevrons alternating in tinctures :

properly, cheveronny counterclimigcd : said of

the field. Often used as equivalent to cliereronny.

counter-claim (koun'ter-klam), n. A claim in

the nature of a cross-action set up by the de-

fendant against the plaintiff in a lawsuit. The
term is sometimes used to include Avf-ojf and refoii'imfiii.

and sometimes only those cross-claims which can be made
the subject of an affirmative award in favor of the defen-

dant.



counter-clockwise

counter-clockwise (koun' tor-klok-wiz), .

Contrary to tin- direct ion of rotation of tin' Imiuts
of a clock: frequently used in physics to define
the direction of rotation : as, the amperian cur-
rents about the nortli pole of a magnet are <

li -r-i'ltirkirim;

counter-clpckwise (koun
'
ter- klok - wiz), adi.

In a direction contrary to that of the movement
of tliu hands of a clock.

counter-colored (koun-ter-kurgrd), a. In her.,
same us I'liuntt-rchanged, 2.

counter-coinpone, . In her., same as counter-

OOflspOMf,

COUnter-Compony (koun'ter-kom-po'ni),*!. [<
F. contre-comiione : see counter-

and com/tone.] In Aer., com-
posed of small squares in two
rows and of two tinctures alter-

nating. See compone. Also

couHter-i'iniiiioHi!, counter-cam j>.

counter-couchant (koun - ter -

kou'chant), a. In her., haying
Or>

the heads in contrary direc-
tions : applied to animals borne couchant.
COUnter-COUrant (koun -ter-ko" rant), a. In

her., running iu contrary directions: applied
to animals.
counter-current (koun

'
ter -kur-ent), n. [<

counter- + current^; = F. eontre-courant. Ct.

counter-courant.] A. current in an opposite di-

rection.

counter-deed (koun'ter-ded), . A secret writ-

ing, either before a notary or under a private

seal, which destroys, invalidates, or alters a

public deed; a defeasance.
counter-distinction (koun'ter-dis-tingk'shon),
n. Contradistinction.

counter-drain (koun' ter -dran), n. A drain
run alongside of a canal or embanked water-

way, to intercept and convey to a culvert or

receptacle the water which may soak through.
counterdraw (kouu-ter-dra'), v. t.; pret. ooun-

terdrew, pp. countvrdrawn, ppr. counterdrawing.
In /laintituj, to

trace, as a design or painting,
on tine linen cloth, oiled paper, or other trans-

parent material.

counter-earth (kouu'ter-erth), n. In the Pyth-
agorean /iliilo.-i., a planet in some sense opposite
to the earth, required to make up the sacred
number of ten planets. Some commentators sup-
pose the counter-earth to be on the opposite side of the
rent nil tire ; others that it is on the same side, hut facing
toward ttie central tire instead of away from It.

counter-embattled (koun*ter-em-bat'ld), a. In

her., embattled on the opposite
side also; embattled on both
sides. Also counter-battled and
battled counter.

counter-embowed (koun
* t6r -

em-bod'), a. In her., embowed in

opposite directions.

counter-enamel (koun't6r-e-
nain'el), H. The enamel applied

B

to the back or reverse side of an enameled plate
of metal. Tim-. In a platjue of Limoges enamel the
hack is generally covered with a thin coat of enamel of
uniform color. Also called by the French term contre-

AM&
counter-ermine (koun'ter-er-min), n. In her..

same as I'niiiiir.i,

counter-escalloped (koun'ter-es-kol'opt), a.

In her. , same as i'scatlo)>ed.

counter-evidence (koun'ter-ev-i-dens), n. Con-

trary or rebutting evidence ;
evidence or testi-

mony which opposes other evidence.

counter-extension (koun'ter-eks-teu'shon), .

[= F. contre-vxtension.'] In sur;/., the force ap-
plied to the part of a limb above a fracture or
luxation as a counterpoise to the act of exten-
sion. See rj-ti n.-'inn.

counterfaced (koun-ter-fasf), a. In her., di-

vided barwise into several pieces, and again
divided palewise, the half bars or half bar-
rulets having their tinctures alternately: said
of the field. Same as harry per pale counter-

<'li<iii</l. Also 1'oiintcr-fesny, contrefact.

counterfaisancet, . See MtMtM^woM*.
counter-faller (koun'ter-fa-ler), n. In a spin-

ning-machine, a wire supported by counter-

weighted arms, which passes beneath the yarns
and serves to keep an even tension upon them
when depressed by the faller-wire during the

distributing of the yarn upon the cop.
counterfeit (koun'ter-fit), a. and n. [< ME.
"countn fit, ftiiitirfrt. a., eouiitnj'i'te, 11., < OF.
foiitrifuit, mild. F. foiitrcfait (= Sp. ointrii-

liii'lm = PR. riiiitrii/rito = It. I'niitrafatto), < ML.
coitfrafactux, counterfeit, pp. of contrafacere, >

1303 counterfort

Ardent, a fesse

counter- embattled

OF. coiitrt'faire, HUM!. F. cimtrifaire = Pr. nintra-

fur = OSp. riiiitrafan-r. Sp. mntnihni'i-r = Pg.

contrafazer = It. contraffare, imitate, counter-

feit, < L. contra, against, + facere (> F. fain;
etc.), make: ttBeounter-,<'<itru-, and fact, feat.
The same radical element -frit occurs also in to counterfeit piety.

xiirfrit, benefit. Ct. counterfeit, r.] I. a. 1. Made
in semblance or imitation of an original ;

imi-

tated; copied; factitious.

nine; forge: aa, to eounlnfi-il coin, hunk-notes,
a seal, a bond, a deed or olln-r instrument in

writing, the hand riling or signature of an-

other, etc. 3. To feign ; make a pretense of ;

simulate; pretend; put on a wuiblauce of: M,>; p
' i'/' '

Look here, upon thin picture, and on this ;

Uerfeit i
I lie ,-wmli'. it presentment of two brothers.

.s/wi., Hamlet, 111. 4.

2. Specifically, made in imitation of an origi-

nal, with a view to defraud by passing the false

copy as genuine or original ; forged; spurious:
as, counterfeit coin

;
a counterfeit bond or deed;

a counterfeit bill of exchange.
The lewes, seeking to tie reuenged of this counterfeit

Moses, could no where flnde him.

furchajt, Pilgrimage, p. 151).

3. Feigned; simulated; false; hypocritical: as,
a counterfeit friend.

Yet can I weep most seriously at a play, and receive
with a true passion the counterfeit griefs of those known
and professed impostures.

Sir '/'. Brotrne, Kellgio Medici, ii. 6.

If. Counterfeiting; dissembling; cheating.

Why, this is an arrant counterfeit rascal ; . . . a bawd,
a cutpurse. Shalt., Hen. V., iii. 6.

5f. Deformed; unnatural.

And [she] hadde brought be.fore hir on hir sadell a

dwerf, the moste contirfet and foulest that eny hadde win.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 111. 035.

Counterfeit Medals Act, an English statute of 1883 (40
and 47 Viet., c. 45)which prohibits the manufacture, pos-
session, and sale of medals resembling coins. = 8yn. 1-3.
Suppoxititioitg, etc. (see trpuritmt), forged, feigned, sim-

ulated, fictitious, sham, mock.

EC. a. 1. An imitation; a copy; something
made in imitation of or strongly resembling
another; rarely, a likeness; a portrait; an
image.
Alle tho that ben maryed han a Countrefete, made lyche

a mantles foot, upon here Hedes.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 218.

What nnd I here?
Fair Portia's counterfeit /

Shot., M. of V., ill. 2.

They haue no Beards but counterfeit*, as they did thinke
ours also was.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith'* True Travels, I. 107.

2. Specifically, an imitation or copy designed
to pass as an original. In lam: (a) A spurious Imi-
tation of a thing which has legal value, and fashioned or
Intended to be used in deceit by passing It as genuine, as
a coin made of base metal in the likeness of a gold coin.

(b) Less strictly, any imitation of such a thing and for such
a purpose, as a genuine farthing gilded to pass for a sov-

ereign, or a coin clipped at the edges and then milled, to

give it the appearance of a fresh coin, or a fraudulent Imi-
tation of a bank-note. It has been held that a bank-note

printed from a genuine plate, but having false signatures
affixed In imitation of genuine ones, is more appropriately
called Aforffery ; that such a note having fictitious or im-

aginary names affixed is more appropriately called wri-
"f/x .- and that only a note printed from a false plate is ap-
propriately called a counterfeit note. But according to
the strictest usage, it would be proper to say, in these sev-

eral cases, respectively, that the milling was counUTfeit,
that the false signatures were counterfeit, and that naming
the bank falsely with imaginary officers was a counterfeit-

ing ; and the better opinion is that a statute prohibiting
counterfeiting may be deemed violated if any of the fea-

tures of the genuine thing is counterfeited so as to serve
the false purpose.

I am no counterfeit : to die Is to be a counterfeit ; for
he is hut the counterfeit of a man who hath not the life of
a man. Shot., 1 Hen. IV., r. 4.

There would be no counterfeit* but for the sake of some-
thing real. Tiilotton.

3f. One who feigns or simulates; a counter-

feiter; an impostor.
Now when these counterfeit* were thus uncased,
Out of the fore-side of their forgerie.
And in the sight of all men cleane .list-raced.

Spenter, F. <J., V. iiL 39.

They [scorners] evidently saw that some who set up for

greater purity, and a demurer shew and face of religion
th:ui tlifir neighbours, were really counterfeit*, and meant
nothing, at the bottom, but their own interest.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

counterfeit (koun'ter-fit), r. [< ME. counter-

feten, contrefeten ; from the adj. and noun, after

OF. contrefaire, pp. contrefait: see counterfeit,
a. and n.] I. trans. 1. To make a semblance
of

;
make or be a copy of

; copy ;
imitate ; re-

semble
;
be like.

Of alle maner craftus I con counterfeten heor tooles,
Of carpunters and keruers. l*ier Plowman (AX xi. 133.

Glowing eml>ers through the room
Teach light to counterfeit a gloom.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 80.

2. Specifically, to make a copy of without au-

thority or right, and with a view to deceive or
defraud by passing the copy as original or gen-

Full well they laughed, with < -Ice,
At all his jokes, for many u joke had he.

Uotdimith, Dec. VIL, L 201.

4f. To make iu imitation, or as a counterpart
of something else.

And coiintrefetrd was fill sill-till)

Another lettre.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 048.

5f. To feign or pretend to be (what one is not).

The deepest policy of a Tyrant hath bin ever to nmnter-
fet Religious. Milton, Eikonoklastes, L

= Sjm, Mimic, Aft, etc. (see imitate), forge, simulate,
sham, feign.

II. intrant. To feign; dissemble; carry on
a fiction or deception.

How ill agrees It with your gravity,
To counterfeit thus grossly with your slave.

Shalt., C. of E., II.

He who counttrfeiteth, acts a part.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., IlL 20.

counterfeiter (konn'ter-fit-cr), n. 1. One who
counterfeits; one who copies or imitates

; spe-
cifically, one who illegally

makes copies of cur-
rent bank-notes or coin. 2. One wno assumes
a false appearance, or who makes false pre-
tenses: as,

"
counterfeiters 4ffdevotion," filter-

wood.

counterfeiting (koun'ter-fit-ing), n. [Verbal
n. of counterfeit, r.] In /ir, the crime of mak-
ing or uttering false or fictitious coins or paper
money.
counterfeitly (koim'tcr-fit-li), atlr. By for-

gery ; falsely ; fictitiously ; spuriously.
counterfeitness (koun'ter-ht-nes), n. The
quality of being counterfeit

; spuriousnese.
counterfeituret, " [ME. contrefaiture : see

contrcfete, E. counterfeit, and -ure.~\ Counter-

feiting; hypocrisy.
Al his cotitrefaiiure is colour of sinne and host.

Political Soiu/s (ed. Wright), p. :nii.

counterfesancet, counterfaisancet (koun'ter-

fe-zans, -fa-zans), . 1. The act of forging;
forgery. 2. A counterfeiting ; dissimulation;
artifice.

For he in connterfesaunfe- did excell,
And all the wyles of wemens wits knew passing well.

Speiwer, F. Q., III. viii. 8.

The outward expression and c<mntrtfni*an<-e of all these
Is the form of godliness.

Bp. Hall, Sermons, The Hypocrite.

counter-fessy (koun-ter-fes'i), a. Same as coun-

terfaced.
counter-fissure (koun't^r-fish-ur), n. In sura.,
a fracture of the skull situated opposite to the

point struck.

counter-fleure, . In her., same as counter-

flora.

COUnter-flory (koun-ter-fld'ri), a. [< counter- +
flory, Tf.jteure, pp., < fleur, flower.] In her.,

charged with flowers, such as

fleurs-de-lis, which are divided
and separated by the whole
width of the bearing so charged.
Thus, in the illustration the
tressure is counter-flory, having
half of each fleur-de-lis within
and half without.
counter-flowered (koun -ter -

flou'erd), a. In

counter-flory.
counterfoil (koun'ter-foil), n. [< counter- +
foil

1
.'] 1. That part of a tally formerly struck

in the English Exchequer which was kept by
an officer in that court, the other, called the

stock, being delivered to the person who had
lent the king money on the account. Also
called couiiterstock. 2. A part of a document,
such as a bank-check or draft, which is retained

by the person givingthe document, and on which
is written a memorandum of the main partic-
ulars contained in the principal document; a
stub.

counterfort (koun'ter-fort), n. [< counter- +
fort; after F. contre-fort.'] 1. In arch. : (a) A
portion projecting from the face of a wall ; a
buttress.

There is a saving of masonry (though iu general but a
small one) by the use of counterfort*. lianlrine.

(b) In medirnil milit. arch., a redoubt or an in-

trenchment thrown up by the besiegers of a

place as a defense against sorties or attempts

A double trcsMjre

flory and counter.

her., same as T-



counterfort

to relieve the place from without. 2. A spur
or projecting part of a mountain.

counte'rgage (koun'ter-gaj), . In carp., a

method used to measure joints by transferring countermand (koun ter-mand), n.

the breadth of the mortise to the place where

the tenon is to be made, in order to make them
fit each other,

counter-gear (koun'ter-ger), n. Driving-gear

3f. To prohibit ; forbid.

Avioen countermands letting blood in choleric cases.

Harvey.

[< F. eon-

ti-emand (now usually F. contre-mtindat = Sp.
contramandato = Pg. contramandarto = It. con-

trammandato, < ML. contramandatum); from
the verb.] A contrary order; a revocation of

Have you no countermand for Claudio yet,

But he must die to-morrow ?

Shak., M. for JI., iv. 2.

It was by positive constitution pronounced void, anil no

more ; and, therefore, may be rescinded by the counter-

mand of an equal power.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 196.

separate from the machine to be driven and a former order, command, or notice.

connecting with it by a belt.
- J " Ji

counter-guard (koun'ter-gard), n. [< counter-

+ guard; after F. contre-garde.] 1. In fort., a

small rampart or work, properly a work raised

before the point of a bastion, consisting of two

long faces parallel to the faces of the bastion,

and making a salient angle. 2. A certain part countermandable (koun-ter-man'da-bl), a. [<

countermand + -able.] That may be counter-

manded.
The best rule of distinction between grants and decla-

rations is, that grants are never countermmuiatle ; . . .

whereas declarations are evermore countermandable in

their natures. Bacon, Law Maxims, xiv. Counter-m0tive (koun'ter-mo-tiv), n. [= F.
counter-hurter (koun ter-her-ter), . [=: X .

countermarch (koun-ter-march'), . [= Sp. contre-motif.] An opposite or counteracting
contre-heurtoir.] In gun., a piece of iron bolted

pg contramarcliar,< F. contre-marcher; as coun-

of a sword-hilt, (a) In general, any part of the hilt,

other than the cross-guard, which serves to protect the

hand. In this sense the basket-hilt and knuckle-bow
are counter-guards. See cut under hilt, (b) According
to some writers, that part which covers the back of the

hand, as distinguished from the guard protecting the fin-

gers. See_<7Krtrd.

counterpane

of a countermine, as a besieging enemy or his

works.

They countermined the assailants, and, encountering
them in the subterranean passages, drove them back.

I'rescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 13.

2. To counterwork; frustrate by secret and

opposite measures.

When sadness dejects me, either I countermine it with

another sadness, or I kindle squibs about me again, and

fly into sportfulness and company. Donne, Letters, xxvii.

Thus infallibly it must be, if God do not miraculously
riiniitermine us, and do more for us than we can do against

ourselves. Decay of Christian Piety.

II. intrans. To make a countermine; coun-

terplot ;
work against one secretly.

Tis hard for man to countermine with God. Chapman.

The enemy had countermined, but did not succeed in

reaching our mine. If. S. &rant, Personal Memoirs, 1. 549.

counter-motion (koun 'ter -mo -shon), n. An
opposite motion ;

one motion counteracting an-

other.

to the top of the chassis-rails, at the rear end
to check the recoil of the gun-carriage. In some
carriages spiral or rubber springs attached to the rear

transom answer the same purpose. Similar devices at the

front end of the chassis are called hurters.

counter-indication (koun'ter-in-di-ka
1"
shon), .

[= F. contre-indication = Sp. contraindicacion

= Pg. contraindicaqSo = It. contraindicazione :

see counter- and indication.] Same as contra-

indication.

pret. and pp. counter-influenced, ppr. counter-in-

fluencing. To check or control by opposing in-

fluence.

Their wickedness naturally tends to effeminate them ;

and will certainly do it, if it be not strongly counter-in-

fluenced by the vigour of their bodily temper.
Scott, Sermon (1680).

f- + march2 .] 1. To march back.

We all stood up in an instant, and Sir Harry filed off

from the left very discreetly, counter-inarching
|

behind the

chairs towards the door ; after him, Sir Giles in the same
manner. Addition, Country Etiquette.

Lights and shades
That marched and countermarched about the hills

In glorious apparition. Wordsworth, Prelude, xii.

2. Milit., to execute a countermarch. See coun-

termarch, n., 2.

countermarch (koun'ter-march), n. [= Sp. Pg.
contramarcha = It. contrammarda, < F. contre- ^ _,_ ^r
marche; from the verb.] 1. A marching back; C0untermure (koun'ter-mur), . [Also contra-

motive.
countermove (koun'ter-mov), n. A counter-

movement.
This is one of the excellent results of the moves, the

counter-moves,'ihe manoeuvres, which are incident to our
curious system of party government.

Westminster Rev., CXXV. 443.

countermove (koun-ter-mov'), v. i. or t.
; pret.

and pp. countermoved, ppr. countermoving. [<

counter3
, adv., + move.] To move in a con-

trary direction, or in antagonism to.

jment (koun'ter-mov-ment), n.

in opposition to another.

a returning.
How are such an infinite number of things placed with

such order in the memory, notwithstanding the tumults,

marches, and countermarches of the animal spirits?

Jeremy Collier, Thought.

counteract a morbid
II. n. In med., a substance or an appliance

employed to produce an irritation in one part of

the body, in order to counteract or remove a
morbid condition existing in another part. The
term is more specifically applied to such irritating sub-

stances as, when applied to the skin, redden or blister it,

or produce pustules, purulent issues, etc. The common-
est counter-irritants are mustard, turpentine, cantharides
or Spanish flies, croton-oil, tartar emetic, setons, pea-is-

sues, and cautery.

the front to the rear, and retain the
men in the front rank : or a rear rank may be-

come a front rank by countermarching round

mure; < F. contre-mur (= Sp. Pg. contramuro =
It. contramuro), < contre, against, + mur, < L.

murus, a wall.] In fort. : (a) A wall raised be-

hind another to supply its place when a breach
is made. [Bare.] (6) A wall raised in front

of another partition wall to strengthen it; a

contramure.

The city hath a threefolde wall about it ; the innermost

very high, the next lower then that, and the third a coun-

termure. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 308.

countermure (koun-ter-mur'), v. t.; pret. and

pp. countermured, ppr. countermuring. [< F.

contre-murer, < contre-mur : see countermure, n.]

To fortify (a wall) with another wall.

They are plac'd in those imperial heights,

Where, countermur'd with walls of diamond,
I find the place impregnable.

Kyd, Spanish Tragedy.

In med., to produce an artificial inflammation or marca; as counter- -1- marK.\ A. AmarKorto- counter-naiant (koun-ter-na'yant), a. Inher.,

congestion in order to relieve a morbid condi- ken added to a mark or marks already existing represented as swimming in opposite directions:
tiou existing in another part.

for greater security or more sure identification, gajd Qf fisheg uged as bê ril]gg .

counter-irritation (koun'ter-ir-i-ta/shon), TO. as a second or third mark put on a bale of goods counter.natural (koun'ter-nat-u-ral), a. Con-
In med., the production of an artificial inflam- belonging to several merchants, that it may t to nature rRare.]

be opened only in the presence of all the own- e^^eMAuM (koun
" ter- neb 'u -la), a. In

ers; specifically, the mark of the Goldsmiths'
; nebu]4 Qn ^ osite side also .

Company of London added to that of the artifi-
coun

'

ter_negotiation (koun'ter-ne-go-shi-a*-
cer, to show the metal to be standard.- 2. A "^T . Negotiation in opposition to other
small device, inscription, or numeral, stamped

sal of measures or conduct.

They make him do and undo, go forward and backwards,
by such countermarches and retractions as we do not wil-

lingly impute to wisdom. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

mation or congestion in order to relieve a
morbid condition existing in another part. See
counter-irritant.

counter-jumper (koun'ter-jum
//

per), n. [<cow-
ter%, 2, + jumper.] A salesman in a shop, es-

pecially in a draper's or dry-goods shop,
morous.]

Clerks and counter-jumpers a'n't anything.
O. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

[Hu- upon a coin subsequent to its issue from the
CoUnter-noise (koun'ter-noiz), n. A noise or

mint. Such marks are found on coins of all periods, and d b y h another noise or sound is dead-
have generally been added in order to alter the original

, _* ^1 _.i_ *_ _j ji ___ *_ _ _! ,,.. ened or overpowered.
n. An

counter-light (koun'ter-lit), . A light oppo-
site to any object, and causing it to appear to

disadvantage : a term used in painting.

value of the coin or to give it currency in a foreign coun-

try. Counter-Opening (koun ter-op-mng),
3. An artificial cavity made in the teeth of aperture or vent on the opposite side, or in a
horses that have outgrown their natural mark, different place; specifically, in surg., an open-
to disguise their age. ing made in a second part of an abscess oppo-

COUnter-lode (koun'ter-lod), . In mining, a countermark (koun-ter-mark'), v. t. [< coun- site to a first.

lode running in a direction not conformable termark, n.] To add a countermark to, in any counter-pace (koun'ter-pas), n. [= F. coxtre-

with that of the principal or main lodes of the sense of that word. pas = Sp. contrapaso = Pg. contrapasso = It.

district, and therefore intersecting them. Also countermine (koun'ter-min), n. [=T?.contre-
called contra-lode, counter-lode, or simply coun- mine = Sp. Pg. contramina = It. contrammina;
ter or caunter. as counter- + mine2 .] 1. Milit., a mine driven

counterly (koun'ter-li), adv. In her., same as from defense-works by the besieged, counter

party per pale (which see, under party). to a mine driven toward the defense-works by
countermand (koun-ter-mand'), v. t. [< F. con- besiegers, the object being to meet and destroy
tremander (= Sp. Pg. contramandar = It. con- the works of the latter party. Sometimes the two counterpaled (koun-ter-pald' ), a. In her., said

trammandare), < ML. contramandare, counter- parties carry their opposing galleries so far as to meet and of an escutcheon divided into an equal num-
mand, < L. contra, against + mandare, com-

"|^'
n
_|

ubA^e

rp't

I

r,

a

iar7o'Psi !rned to frustrate ber of Pieces Palewise, and divided again by a
maud: see mandate.] 1. To revoke (a com-
mand or an order) ;

order or direct in opposition
to (an order before given), thereby annulling it

and forbidding its execution.

contrappasno ; as counter- + pace.'] A step or

measure in opposition to another; a contrary
measure or attempt.
When the least counterpaces are made to these resolu-

tions, it will then be time enough for our malecontents.
Sicirt.

the plans of an opponent;
action or plan.

any antagonistic

Domineering, now commanding and then countermand-
ing. Theodore Parker, Historic Americans.

2. To oppose by contrary orders or action;
contradict the orders of.

King which herein seemed to lord it ouer the Elements,
and countermand Nature. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

My heart shall never countermand mine eye.
Shak., Lucrece, 1

line fessewise, having two tinctures counter-

charged. Also contrepale, countervail/.

. counterpaly (koun-ter-pa'li), a. In her., same
He, ... knowing no countermine against contempt but lErnal/Mi

terror, began to let nothing pass ... without sharp pun-
a8 uayatea.

ishment. Sir P. Sidney. Counterpane 1 (koun'ter-pan), n. [Acorruption
of eotmterpoinfl,

in allusion to the panes or

squares of which bed-covers are often com-

posed. Cf.f'<niiili'ri>/ic^.] Abed-cover; a cov-

erlet for a bed ; a quilt ; now, specifically, a cov-

If he arm, arm ; if he strew mines of treason,
Meet him with countermines.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, iii. 1.

This Garden was made long after Semiramis' time by a
Countermine (koun-ter-min'), v.

; pret. and pp.
countermined, ppr. countermining. [= F. contre-

miner = Sp. Pg. contraminar = It. contrammi-
nare; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To mine

276. counter or in opposition to
;

resist by means

erlet woven of cotton with raised figures, also

called Murxtill/a quilt.

Her dear, long, lean, little arms lying out on the eininter-

pane. Tennyson, In the Children's Hospital.



counterpane

COUnterpane-t (kotm'U-r-piin), n. [Also ruiin-

li-rfHiinr, < OK. mnlri'imn (also ciiiitri-i>iutt), a

plrdtfi' iir pawn, < i-initri; against, + /'. a

pledge or pawn, nil. the mime as pun, a pane:
sec /j<iirn

] ami p<tH<:\ On.' part of an nidoii-

ture; a copy or counterpart of the original of

an indenture.

Ajjaine, Art should not, like a eiirtlzan,

rhanue h:iliitK. dressing graces every day;
Hut of ht-r t.TTm-i out- stable min,lrfimu>
Still kucpu, to shun ambiguous allay ;

Tlml Youth, in ilHtnilioii!. oucc rcrciv'd

(A in Kiiias' ian. lards), might not be decelv'd.

/.'"//,,. tirrrillf, Hun.:. II. l.r:umn--.

Have yon not a anmltrimnr. of your obligation?
'tin! l.K'I'f, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

counter-paradox (koun'ter-par-a-doks), n. A
facetious opinion or puzzling statement con-

trary to another opinion or statement of the

satni' kind.

COUnter-parol (koun't6r-pa-rdl'), . Mtht., a

word in addition to the password, which is given

in any time of alarm as a signal.

counter-parry (koun'ter-par-i), n. In fencing,

a parry of the kind known as counter. See

counter^, 6.

COUnterparry (koun-ter-par'i), v. i. ; pret. and

pp. counterparricd, ppr. counterparrying. In

fencing, to parry by means of a counter.

counterpart (kouu'ter-part), . [= F. contrc-

pnrti<
j = Sp. Pg. contraparte = It. contraparte;

as counter- + part.'] 1. A correspondent part ;

a part, that answers to another, as the several

parts or copies of an indenture correspond-

ing to the original; a copy; a duplicate.

2. The complement, as a certificate of hiring

given by a tenant to his landlord on receiving

from him a certificate of letting, or a bought
note given to the seller on receiving the sold

note. 3. A person or thing exactly resembling
another or corresponding to another in appear-

ance, character, position, influence, and the

like
;
a representative ;

a match ;
a fellow.

Herodotus is the counterpart of some ideal Pandora,

by the universality of his accomplishments.
De Quincey, Herodotus.

And in ... its recognized and evident universality

Christ's human nature is without a counterpart.

Frogresitive Orthoiloxy, p. 20.

4. One of two parts which fit each other, as a

cipher and its key, or a seal and its impression ;

hence, a thing that supplements another thing

or completes it, or a person having qualities

wanting in another, and such as compensate for

the other's deficiencies.
Oh emmterpart

Of our soft sex ; well are you made our lords ;

So bold, so great, so god-like are you formed,
How can you love so silly things as women 1 Drydrn.

Opinion is but the cnunterjiart of condition merely

expresses the degree of civilization to which we have at-

tained. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 196.

5. In music, the part to be arranged or used in

connection with another: as, the bass is the

counterpart to the treble.

counter-passant (koun-ter-pas'ant), a. [< t .

con tre-passant ; as counter? + passant.] In her.,

passant in contrary directions : said of beasts

used as bearings.

counterpedal (koun'ter-ped-al), a. Opposite
or correlative to pedal Counterpedal surface,

in math., the locus of the intersections ofthe normal to a

given surface with the planes through a fixed point paral-

lel to the tangent planes.

counterpoise!, and v. An obsolete form ol

counter-pendent (koun-ter-pen'dent), a. In

her., hanging on each side. See penfont.

counterpeset, " and . An obsolete form of

count* rfioise.

counter-piston (koun'ter-pis-ton), n. A piston
on which a pressure is applied opposite in di-

rection to that on a connected main piston,

counter-plea (koun'ter-ple), n. In few, a rep-

lication to a plea or request,

counterplead (koun-ter-pled'),
v. t. [ME. coun-

tn-iili'ili n. OMMtrapMM, < OF. contrrpleder, coun-

tri'plcder; as counter- + plead.'] To plead the

contrary of; contradict; deny.

CountrtpUdc nat conscience ne holy kirke ryghtes.
rii-rs 1'lumnan (<'), ix. 53.

Let be thyn arguynge,
For love ne wol not countrepleted be

In ryght ne wrong.
CAaiiw, Good Women, 1. 47.

counterpledet, counterpletet, r. t. Obsolete

forms of (xnmtorplead,

counterplot (koun-ter-plof), .

(.
: pret. and pp.

counterplotted, ppr. counterplotting. [< counter-

+ ;>/<>/-'.] To oppose or frustrate by another

plot or stratagem.

L80C

All plots that Kiny's .-milling ailinl ill Il.T.

II, ,,,,,;,(.<((( with |ir4ifuunder "kill.

,/. /,v.i",""..' I'-w li. . i. "-.

Every wile hail proved alwrtlve, every plot hud l-en

, vttrftottti.
'>'

counter-plot (koun'ter-plpt),
n. A plot or ar-

tilicc ailvani-1-cl iii opposition to another.

counterpoint
1
1 (koun'tiT-point), . [Nowcor-

ruptrd tHmunterptinel, q. v.; MK. fonnturpftt,

< OF. rHiitri'pninir, <;>,ilri'i>i>iiirl, a (itiilt; cor-

rupted, in simulation of contrepointcr. work the

backstitch (< contre + pointe, a bodkin), from

coutrepointe, coutepoint (F. courte-pointc), < ML.
culcita puncta, a counterpane, lit. a stitched

quilt: L. culcitra, ML. culcita (> OP. coutre,

cotre, cuilte. > E. guilt, q. v.); pnxcto, fern, of

punctus, pricked, stitched: see .point.] A cov-

erlet ;
a counterpane.

In Ivory coffers I have tuff'd my crowns ;

In cypress cheU my arras, counterpoint*,

Costly apparel. tents, and canopies.
Mot., T. of the S., II. 1.

counterpoint
2 (koun'ter-point), . [< F.eowfre-

point = 8p. contrapttnto = Pg. contraponto = It.

contrappunto(>D.coHtrapunt;ct.G.contrapunl:t
= Dan. Sw. kontrapunkt), < ML. *contrapunctum

(in music, cantus contrapnnctus ; ft. pricksong),

< L. contra, against, + punctus, pricked, dotted,

punctum, point: see counter- and point. Infor-

mer times musical sounds were represented by
dots or points placed on the lines, and the added

part or parts were written by placing the proper

points under or against each other punctum
contra punctum, point against point.] If. An

opposite point. 2f. An opposite position or

standpoint.
Affecting in themselves and their followers a certain

aunt-Heal purity, fell suddenly into the very counterpoint of

Justifying"bestiality.
Sir K. Sandyi, State of BoUgfcm.

3 In music : (a) The art of musical composition
in general, (ft) The art of polyphonic or con-

certed composition, in distinction from homo-

phonic or melodic composition, (c) Specifically,

the art of adding to a given melody, subject,

theme, or canto fermo, one or more melodies

whose relations to the given melody are fixed by
rules. Strict or plain counterpoint, which began to be

cultivated In the thirteenth century, and attained great ex-

tension and perfection In the fifteenth, is usually divided

into several species : (1) note anainxt note, ill which to each

note of the cantus is added one note in the accompanying

part or parts ; (2) (ico agaiwt one, in which to each not* of

the cantus two notes are added ; (3) four anaiiutone in

which four notes are added ; (4) tyncopatett, in which to

each note of the cantus one note is added after a con-

stant rhythmic Interval ; (5) florid atfffund, in which the

added part or parts are variously constructed. The me-

lodic and harmonic intervals permitted in each species are

minutely fixed by rule. Counterpoint is tiro-part when

two voices or parts are used three-part when three are

used etc. It is tingle when the added part uniformly lies

above or below the 'cantus ; double when the added part

is so constructed as to be usable both above and below the

cantus by a uniform transposition of an octave, a tenth, or

some other interval ; and triple when three melodies are

so fitted as to be mutually usable above and below one

another by transposition. Among the forms of counter-

point the canon and the fugue are the most important

(See these words.) Next to a pure and natural use of

melodic intervals, various kinds of imitation between the

voices are specially sought, such as augmentation, diminu-

tion, inversion, reversion, etc. (See these words.) The! prac-

tice of counterpoint was specially prominent in the Oallo-

Belgic school of musicians from the thirteenth to the six-

teenth century, and it has l>een a part of musical training

and accomplishment ever since. It Is a necessary basis

for all polyphonic composition, although in modern music

the strictness of Its early rales has been much relaxed.

(d) A voice-part of independent character poly-

phonically combined with one or more other

parts Strict counterpoint, counterpoint in which the

use of unprepared discords is forbidden.

counterpoint^ (koun-ter-poin'ta), a. 1= *

contrcpointe.] In her., meeting at the points :

said of two chevrons, one in the

usual position and the other in-

verted.

counterpoise (koun'ter-poiz), n.

[< ME. counterpese, < OF. contre-

pois, F. contre-poids = Pr. con-

trapes = Sp. contrapeso = Pg. Argent, t.o

cantrapezo = It. contrappeso, < ^"^iS"""
ML. "contrapensum (contrapc-
sium after Rom.; also in diff. form contrapoa-

dus), < L. contra (> F. contre, etc.). against, +

pensum (>OF.pois, F. poids), a weight, a por-

tion, a pound: see counter- and
Spite.

Cf. the

verb.] 1. A weight equal to and balancing or

counteracting another weight ; specifically, a

body or mass of the same weight with another

opposed to it, as in the opposite scale of a bal-

ance.

Fastening that to our exact balance, we put a metalline

counterpmu into the opposite scale.

Boylf, Spring of the Air.

counter-quarterly

Hcnrc 2. Any I'qiml p"weror force acting in

opposition ; a tIi siilm-ii-nt, to balance another

force.

II,,., |ih,.>..,..,nd nobles] are * awntorpoly to the higher

nobility. Bum, Empire.

He was willing t/i aid tint o|i|pite party In maintaining

a suntrlent ,! "-Hi t" form a tvuntrrpau* to

that of the ronfedi-rau-x. 1'rricutt, Kerd. and Ia., L S.

Activity, and not despondency. Is the true eounlerpoite

to misfortune. Loirell, Among my Boolw, 2d ser., p. 311.

3. The state ofbeingin equilibrium with another

weight or force.

The pendulous round earth, with Imlanced lr

In counterpoUt. Milton, V. L., Iv. 1001.

4. In the manege, apositionof the rider in which

his body is duly balanced in his seat, not in-

clined more to one side than the other ; equi-

librium Counterpoise bridge. Stt Wifc*'.

counterpoise (koun-ter-poiz'), r. t.; pret. and

pp. counterpoised, ppr. counterpoising, [fcarly
mod. E. usually counterpeixe, counterpese, < ME.

counterpeisen, counterpenen, < OF. contrepeser =
Pr. Pg. cmtrapcznr = Sp. contra]>esar = It.

contrappesare, < ML. 'wntraiiengare, counter-

poise; from the noun.] 1. To act in opposi-

tion to, or counteract, as a counterpoise ;
coun-

terbalance ;
be equiponderant to ; equal in

weight.
The force and the distance of weights counterpoising one

another ought to be reciprocal.
Sir K. Diyby, Nature of Man's SouL

The heaviness of bodies must be countervailed by a

plummet fastened about the pulley to the axis.
^ .^

Hence 2. To act against in any manner with

equal power or effect; balance; restore the

balance to.

The Turk Is now counterpoited by the Persian.

Kaleiyh, Hist. World.

So many freeholders of English will he able to beard and

to counterpoise the rest. Spnuer, State of Ireland.

I hold It not meet, that a few conjectures should coun-

terimte the gelierall consent of all ages.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

This makes us happy, couvterpoiting our hearts in all

miseries. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 598.

counter-poison (koun'ter-poi-zn), n. [= F.

coiitrc-poison ; &s counter- + poiaon.'} A poison
that destroys the effect of another ; a poison
used as an antidote to another ; anything ad-

ministered to counteract a poison ;
an antidote.

At length we learned an antidote and counterpoiton

against the fllthy venomous ..

counterponderate (koun-ter-pon'de-rat), r. t. ;

pret. and pp. eouuh-rponderatcd, ppr. countcrpon-

derating. To counterbalance ; weigh against.

counter-potent (koun-ter-po'tent), a. In her.,

charged with a pattern composed of tau-shaped

figures supposed to represent the tops of tau-

staffs. The figures are called in English pntentt. The

bearing counter-potent Is generally classed among the

heraldic furs. See/ur.

counter-practice (koun'ter-prak-tis), n. Prac-

tice in opposition to another.

counter-pressure (koun'ter-presh-ur), n. Op-

posing pressure ;
a force or pressure that acts

in antagonism to another and is equal to it.

counter-project (koun'ter-proj-ekt), n. A pro-

ject, scheme, or proposal of one party advanced

in opposition
to that of another, as in the nego-

tiation of a treaty.

Wildman then brought forward a counterfnxtt pre-

pared by himself. .Vacaulai/, Hist. Eng., ix.

counter-proof (koun'ter-prdf), . A reversed

impression taken from a freshly printed proof
of an engraved plate, by laying a sheet of damp-
ened paper upon it and passing it through the

press.
counterprove (koun-ter-pr8v'), v. t.

; pret. and

pp. counterproced, ppr. covnterproring. To take

a counter-proof of. See counter-proof.

counter-punch (koun'ter-punch), n. 1. A tool

held beneath a sheet of metal to resist the blows

of a hammer and form a raised boss on the sur-

face of the sheet. 2. In type-founding, the

steel die or punch which makes the counter or

unprinted part of the letter subsequently en-

graved on the punch. The first process in type-

making is making the counter-punch.

counter-quartered (koun-ter-kwftr'terd), a. In

In r.. same as counter-quarterly.- Cross counter-

quartered. See era**.

counter-quarterly (koun-ter-qwar ter-li), a.

In lirr.: (a) Having the quarters also quar-

tered. (6) More rarely, having the quarters
divided in any way, as per pale and the like.

Also contre-cartele, counter-quartered.



counter-raguled

counter-raguled (koun
" ter- rag -uld'), a. In

It rr., raguled on the opposite side also.

counter-rampant (koun-ter-ram'pant), a. [=
F. oontre-rampant,} In her., rampant in oppo-
site directions : said of animals used as bear-

ings. It is more usual to describe two animals counter-

rampant as rampant cotnbattant or rampant a/ronte
wheti represented face to face, and rampant indorsed

when back to back.

counter-reflected (koun"ter-re-flek'ted), a. In

her., turned in contrary directions each from
the other.

Counter-remonstrant (koun
'
ter - re -mon "-

strant), n. Same as Antiremonstrant.

counter-revolution (koun'ter-rev-o-lu"shon),
n. [= F. contre-recotution = Sp. contra-revolu-

cion = It. contra-rivolusione; as counter- + revo-

lution.'] A revolution opposed to a preceding
one, and seeking to restore a former state of

things.

counter-revolutionary (koun
* ter- rev- o -lu'-

shon-a-ri), a. Pertaining to a counter-revolu-

tion.

counter-revolutionist (koun
' ter - rev - o - lu '-

shon-ist), n. One engaged in or advocating a

counter-revolution .

counterfoil (koun'ter-rol), n. [< counter- +
roll, repr. OF. contrcrole : see control.] In old

Eng. law, a counterpart or copy of the rolls

relating to appeals, inquests, etc., kept by an
officer as a check upon another officer's roll.

counterrolmentt (koun'ter-rol-ment), . [Also
contrarolincnt ; < counterroll + -meat.} A coun-
ter-account.

counter-round (koun'ter-round), n. [= F. con-

tre-ronde = Sp. contrarronda, Pg. contraronda;
as counter- + round2

, .] Milit., a body of offi-

cers going the rounds to inspect sentinels.

counter-salient (koun-ter-sa'li-ent), a. In her.,
salient in opposite directions.

countersayt, " t. [ME. countreseggen ; < coun-
ter- + say! (after L. contradicerc : see contra-

dict).'] To contradict.

Ac ich countresetjge the nat, Cleregie, ne thy connynge,
Scripture ;

That ho so doth by goure doctrine doth wel, ich leyue.
Piers Plow>nan(V), xii. 224.

counterscalet (koun'ter-skal), n. A counterbal-

ance; comparison. [Rare.]
To compare their University to yours, were to cast New-

Inn in counterscale with Christ-Church College.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 8.

COUnter-SCallOped (koun-ter-skol'opt), a. In

her., same as cucalloped.
COUnterscarf (koun' ter -skarf), n. Same as

counterscarp.

counterscarp (koun'ter-skarp), n. [= F. con-

trescarpe = Pg. It. contrascarpa ; as counter- +
scarp.] In fort., the exterior talus or slope of

the ditch, or the talus that supports the earth of
the covered way. It often signifies the whole covered
way, with its parapet and glacis, as when it is said that
the enemy have lodged themselves on the counterscarp.

Wee placed a great watch in that way, which was cou-
ered with a counterscharfe. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 122.

Counterscarp gallery, a framework covered with a

sheeting, within the counterscarp at the salients, the en-
trance being by a narrow door. Counterscarp wall,
the revetment of the counterscarp, generally made of
stone or brick, but sometimes of timber.

counter-scuffle (koun'ter-skuf-1), n. A scuffle

on equal terms ; a balanced contest.

A terrible counter-scujfle between them and their lusts.

Hewyt, Sermons, p. 97.

counter-sea (koun'ter-se), n. The disturbed
state of the sea after a gale, when, the wind
having changed, the sea still runs in its old di-

rection.

counterseal (koun-ter-sel'), v. t. [= F. contre-
sceller = Sp. Pg. contrasellar ; as counter- +
seat*, v.~\ To seal mutually or in addition;
seal with another or others.

You shall bear
A better witness back than words, which we,
On like conditions, will have counter-seal'd.

Shale., Cor., v. 3.

counter-seal (koun'ter-sel), n. [= F. contre-
scel = It. contrasigillo, < ML. contrasigillum, <
L. contra, against, + sigillum, seal: see counter-
and seal2

, .] The reverse side of a seal. In the
middle ages and later the wax seals appended to docu-
ments were solid cakes showing both sides, and each side
was impressed, the obverse having the effigy, and the
reverse, or counter-seal, usually a coat of arms and motto.
See the extract.

The Great Seals have each of them two distinct designs.
In one the Sovereign is represented on horseback, and in
the other as enthroned. The mounted figures appear al-

ways to have been regarded as the obverse, or Seal, and
the enthroned as the reverse, or Counter-seal.

C. Boutell, Heraldry, p. 394.
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COUntersecure (koun
* ter -se-kur'), r. t.; pret.

and pp. eotmtersecured, ppr. cottntersecuring. To

give additional security to or for.

What have the regicides promised you in return, . . .

whilst you are giving that pledge from the throne, and

engaging parliament to countersecure it ?

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

counter-security (koun'ter-se-ku"ri-ti), n. Se-

curity given to one who has entered into bonds
or become surety for another.

counter-sense (koun'ter-sens), n. [= F. contre-

sens; as counter- + sense.] An opposite or con-

trary meaning. [Rare.]
There are some Words now in French which are turned

to a Countersense. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

counter-shaft (koun'ter-shaft), n. A shaft

driven by a band or gearing running from an-

other opposite and parallel shaft Reversing
counter-shaft, a shaft capable of rotation in either di-

rection, in order to reverse the direction of the motion of

the machine which it drives.

countersign (koun-ter-sm'), v. t. [< OF. con-

tresigner,F. contre-signer = Sp. contraseKar =
Pg. contrascnhar = It. conlrassegnarc ; as coun-
ter- + sign.] 1. To sign opposite to another

signature ; sign additionally ; superadd one's

signature to by way of authentication, attesta-

tion, or confirmation: as, charters signed by
a king are countersigned by a secretary. 2.

Figuratively, to attest in any way ;
confirm

;

corroborate. [Rare.]
What he [Paterculus] remarked, what he founded upon

a review of two nations and two literatures we may now
countersign by an experience of eight or nine.

De Quincey, Style, iii.

As to dictionaries, the Dean writes of them as if he sup-

posed their contents were countersigned beyond the stars.

/'. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 153.

countersign (koun'ter-sin), n. [< OF. contre-

sign, contresigne = F. contre-seing = Sp. con-

traseila = Pg. contrasenha = It. contrassegno;
from the verb.] 1. A private signal, in the
form of a word, phrase, or number, given to

soldiers on guard, with orders to let no one

pass unless he first gives that sign ;
a military

watchword.

Friendship, not Fame, is the countersign here ;

Make room by the conqueror crowned in the strife

For the comrade that limps from the battle of life !

0. W. Holmes, My Annual (1866).

2. The signature of a secretary or other subor-
dinate officer to a writing signed by the princi-

pal or superior, to attest its authenticity; a

counter-signature. =Syn. 1. Secparol, s.

counter-signal (koun'ter-sig-nal), . [= F.

contre-signal ; as counter- + signal.] A signal
used as an answer to another.

counter-signature (koun 'ter-sig-na-tur), n.

The name of a secretary or other subordinate
officer countersigned to a writing.
Below the Imperial name is commonly a counter-signa-

ture of one of the cabinet ministers. Tooke.

countersink (koun'ter-singk), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. countersunk, ppr. countersinking. 1. To form
by drilling or turning, as a cavity in timber or
other materials, for the reception of the head
of a bolt or screw, a plate of iron, etc., in order
that it 'may be nearly or C[uite flush with the
surface : as, to countersink's, hole for a screw.
2. To cause to sink in any other body so as
to be nearly or quite flush with its surface :

as, to countersink a screw or bolt by making a

depression for its head Countersunk bolt, "a",
See fcottl, nail.

countersink (koun'ter-singk), n. 1. A drill or
brace-bit for countersinking, variously made,
according as
it is to be used
on wood, iron,

brass, etc. Spe-
cifically (a) A
boring-bit hav-

ing a conical or

spherical cutter,
used to make a
depression to re-

a, a. Countersinks of which the sides are
chamfered to receive an ordinary wood-screw.
b. Countersink for fiat-head screw.orbolt-head.
c. Countersink used in watch-making, d. Coun-
tersink-bit.

ceive the head of a screw. (6) A blacksmiths' punch or a

metal-working tool for chamfering a hole punched or
drilled in metal, (c) A cutting-tool fitted to a drill-stock
for chamfering the edge of the hole formed by the drill.

2. An enlargement of a hole to receive the head
of a screw or bolt. E. H. Knight. 3. The re-
cess in the chamber of a gun into which the rim
of the cartridge fits.

counter-slope (koun'ter-slop), n. 1. An over-

hanging slope: as, a wall with a counter-slope.
Mahan. Z. In fort., the inclination of the sole
of an embrasure upward and outward from the
sill : used in contradistinction to the downward
slope toward the front usually given to the soles
in embrasure batteries.

counter-trench

Embrasures for guns firing with great angles of eleva-

tion may receive a eoufl&rrfope, xmni; the sole nearly the
same inclination from the sill upwards as the least angle
of elevation under which it may -be required to aim the

piece. Tiilliall, Artillery Manual, p. 396.

counter-stand (koun'ter-stand), H. Something
which serves as a ground for opposition or re-

sistance
; opposition ;

resistance.

Your knowledge has no countermand against her.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 85.

counter-statement (koun'ter-stat-ment), .

A statement made in opposition to another
;
a

denial
;
a refutation.

counter-Statute (koun'ter-stat-ut), n. A con-

trary statute or ordinance
;
a law antagonistic

to another.

His own antinomy or counterstatute. Milton, Divorce.

counter-Step (koun'ter-step), . An opposite
step or procedure.
counterstock (koun'ter-stok), n . Same as coun-

terfoil, 1.

counter-stroke (koun'ter-strok), n. A stroke
or blow given in return for one received

;
a re-

turn stroke or blow.

He met him with a counterstroke so swift,
That quite smit off his arme as he it up did lift.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 7.

counter-subject (koun 'tei1 - sub -jekt), n. In

music, specifically, in a fugue, a theme intro-

duced as an appendage to the subject, and in

counterpoint to the answer, or vice versa. A
counter-subject is distinguished from a second subject by its

dependent position when first used, although it may be

subsequently used as an episodal subject.

counter-surety (koun'ter-shor-ti), n. [< F.
con tre-surete ; as counter- + surety.} A coun-

ter-bond, or a surety to secure one who has

given security.
counter-swallowtail (kouu'tcr-swol-o-tal), n.

In fort., an outwork in the form of a single te-

naille, wider at the gorge than at the head.

COUnter-SWay (koun' ter -swa), . Contrary
sway ; opposing influence.

By a countersway of restraint curbing their wild exor-
bitance almost in the other extreme ;

as when we bow
things the contrary way, to make them come to their nat-
ural straightness. Milton, Divorce.

counter-tally (koun'ter-tal-i), . [< ME. coun-

tertale, countretaille, < OF. contretaille, countre-

taille, F. contre-taille ; as counter- + tally.] A
tally serving as a check to another.

counter-taste (koun'ter-tast), n. Opposite or
false taste. [Rare.]
There is a kind of counter-taste, founded on surprise and

curiosity, which maintains a sort of rivalship with the
true. Shenstone.

counter-tendency (koun 'ter -ten -den -si), n.

An opposite or opposing tendency.
The Hegelian system recognizes every natural tendency

of thought as logical, although it be certain to be abol-
ished by counter-tendencies. Pop. Sci, Mo., XII. 12.

counter-tenor (koun'ter-ten-or), n. [< ME.
counter-tenur, < OF. contreteneur, < It. contra-
tenore ; as counter- + tenor.} In music, a high
tenor or an alto voice

;
the part sung by such

a voice. It is the highest adult male voice, having its

easy compass from tenor G to treble C, and music for it is

written on the alto or C clef on the middle line of the staff.

The lowest voices of females and boys have about the same
register, and are sometimes inaccurately called counter-
tenor. The correct term is alto or contralto.

counter-term (koun'ter-term), n. A term op-
posed or contrary to another term; an anti-

thetical term.

No ill, no good ! such counter-terms, my son,
Are border-races, holding each its own
By endless war. Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

counter-tierce (koun'ter-ters), n. In fencing,
a counter-parry in tierce.

counter-timber (koun
'
ter - tim - ber), . See

counter3 , n., 4.

counter-time (koun'ter-tim), n. [< counter- +
time, after F. contre-temps : see contretemps.]
1 . In the manege, the resistance or hindrance of
a horse that interrupts his cadence and the mea-
sure of his manege, occasioned by lack of skill

in the rider or the bad temper of the horse.
Hence 2. Resistance; opposition.

Let cheerfulness on happy fortune wait,
And give not thus the countertiitip to fate.

Dryden, Anrenggebe.

counter-traction (koun'ter-trak-shon), n. Op-
posite traction.

The treatment [of dislocations] was by traction and coun-

trrtractiun, circumductiou, and other dexterous manipu-
lation. Kni'i/e. ISi-it., XXII. 673.

counter-trench (koun'ter-trench), n. In fort.,
a trench made by the defenders of a place to
render ineffectual one made by the besiegers.



counter-trippant

counter-trippant (kann-tte-trip'jB*), . In

ln-r., tri|i|iiint ill opposite) dircetimis: said of

iiiiiinals used us a hearing.

counter-tripping (koun-ter-t.rip'ing), . in

lit')'., Siitnc as run nli r-!riftjntnl.

COUnterturn (koun'ter-tern). . The eiilinina-

tion of the plot of n pl.-iv. See I he extract.

The eiitiistusis e;ille-i liy the Rinnans Hiatus, the height
and full growth of the play, we may call properly the

countt'fturu, which ile.slioys th;tl e\]>ectation, embroils
iln action iti new dlffloalRM, :nnl leaves you far distant
Iroui thut ti"l><- in uliieh it fonnil >on.

Dr/ltlen, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

counter-type (koun'ter-tip), . A correspond-
ing type.
Almost all the vernacular poetry of the middle ages has

its Latin counter-t>t]tf. MUiitan, Latin Christianity, xiv. 4.

countervail (koun-ter-val'), v. t. [< ME. <<//-

treruilfii, cunt reeailen, < OF. contrevaleir, con In -

ntliiir = Pr. contraruler, < L. contra, against, +
vatere, be strong, avail : see counter-, vail, avail.'}

1 . To act against or antagonize with equal force

or power; act or avail with equivalent effect

against; counteract.

Amen, amen ! but come what sorrow can,
It cannot countervail the. exchange of joy
That one short minute gives me In her sight.

Shak., R. and J., II. 6.

Ita velocity is certainly over two hundred miles a sec-

onil, anil is probably much more ; and this sfieed is such
as to countervail the attractive force of all the stars in the
known universe, since it is greater than such attractive

force can produce. The Century, XXVII. 918.

Hence 2. To be or furnish an equivalent of

or a compensation for
;
make good ;

offset.

Mine opinion is, that all the goods in the world are not

able to countervail man's life.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), 1.

What he wanU in years and discipline
His industry and spirit ootmforMHfc

Beau, and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, v. 2.

countervail (koun'ter-val), n. [< counterrailj e.]

Counterbalancing power or weight sufficient

to obviate or counteract any effect ; equal effi-

cacy or value
; compensation ; requital.

Surely the present pleasure of a sinful act is a poor
countervail for the bitterness of the review, which begins
where the action ends, and lasts for ever.

South, Sermons.

countervailing (koun-ter-va'ling), p. a. [Ppr.
of counterfoil, c.] Equalizing; compensatory;
requiting.

Pain is the one supreme evil of the existence of the
lower animals ; an evil which (so far as we can see) has
no couiitercailinii good.

F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 147.

Countervailing duties, in Great Britain, duties imposed
on articles imported from the Isle of Man ami other spe-
cified places in outlying British territory, to equalize the

charges imposed on them with those imposed on articles

manufactured at home or im|iorte<t from abroad. An-
other such duty is the duty of 17. an ounce on gold plate

imported from abroad,
tervail thu charge me
stamping those metals.

le duty of

imiiortfd from abroad, and It. 6cf. on silver plate, to coun-
tervail thu charge made by the Goldsmiths' Hall for

11 1 I
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Counter-vairy.

1. A contrary

counter-vair (kouu'ter-var), a. In her., same as

coiuiter-rairti.

counter-vairy(koun-ter-var'i),. In her., charg-
ed with a pattern differing from
rair in having each cup or unit

of the diaper doubled, pointing
down as well as up. This bear-

ing is considered one of the

furs. See fur. Also counter-

niir. cnntrc-rair.

countervallation (koun ' ter -

va-la'shon), . Same as con-

tr<tr<ill<tti/>n.

counterview (koun'ter-vu), n.

or opposing view or opinion.
M. Peisse has ably advocated the countercinc iu his

preface and appendix. Sir W. Hamilton.

2f. Contrast.

I desired that the senate of Rome might appear before
me iu one large chamber, and a modem representative in

cmmtrrmcw in another. Swift, Uulliver's Travels, ill. 7.

I have drawn some lines of Linger's character, on pur-

pose to place it in counterview or contrast with that of the
other i-oinpany. Stctft.

countervote (koun-ter-vof), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

counteri-oted, ppr. eountcrroting. To vote in op-

position to; outvote; overrule. [Rare.]

The law in our minds beiiiL' ciiuiitfriiitnl by the law in

our members. J. Scott, Christian Life, I. iii.

counterwaitt, *' t. [ME. countcricayten; < coun-

ter- + trait.'] To watch against; be on one's

guard against. Chaucer.

counterweight (koun-ter-wa'). r. I. trans. To
weigh against; counterbalance; counterpoise.

II. inti-tiii*. To have a counterbalancing ef-

fect.
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If Wrights h:id ten Minn ships of st. Johns, it ,,i,|,|

not CHItllli'rirri'tll with tile loss of this oeeasiull.

.t*f/"nh. To Kaven.

Counterweight (koim'ter-wat), n. A weight in

tin- itp)i<>siie -eale; a eiiiinterpoise.
COUnterwheel (konn-ter-hwer). r. i. or t. To
wheel, or effect by wheeling, iu an opposite di-

rection.
The falcon charges at first view

illi her I'rinade ot l.d'iiis. through
Whose shoots the wary heron beat
With a well countertehtfl'd retreat.

Loeelace, Lucasta.

counter-windt (koun'ter-wind), n. A contrary
wind.

Like as a ship . . .

la met of many a counter winde and tyde.
Spentrr, If. ., VI. xii. I.

counterwork (koun-ter-werk'), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. countericorked, counterwrought, ppr. counter-

working. To work in opposition to ; counteract ;

hinder by contrary operations.
Kiu-b individual seeks a several goal ;

But Heaven's great view is one, and that the whole,
That counter-work* each folly and caprice.

I'ope, Essay on Man, 11. 239.

While we hold that like causes will produce like effects,
... we must remember that one set of causes Is often
counterworked by another set, in which case the results
will be different. J?. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 211.

counterwork (koun'ter-werk), i. 1. Opposing
work or effort ; countervailing action

;
active

opposition. 2. Something made or done in

opposition to or refutation of something else.

Strauss applied a more formidable solvent to the frame-
work of Christianity in the mythical theory of his Leben
Jesu. And this, a few years later, called for the counter-
work of Xeand^er. Quarterly Rer.

countess 1 (koun'tes), n. [< ME. countese, COUH-

teg, countas, contas, contesse, cuntesse, etc., <

OP. contesse, cuntesse, F. comtesse = Pr. con-

tessa = Sp. condesa = Pg. condeasa = It. contes-

sa, < ML. comitissa, comitessa, fern, of L. comes

(comit-), count: see count"*.] 1. The title, in

English, of the wife of any nobleman on the
continent of Europe bearing a title equivalent
to English count: commonly extended also to

the daughters of such noblemen as a
prefix

to

their personal names. 2. In the British peer-
age, tne wife or widow of an earl, or a woman
possessing an earldom in her own right. The
latter case is very rare. A notable instance is that of the
Countess of Beaeonsneld, invested with the dignity inde-

pendently of her husband, Benjamin Disraeli, who was
made Earl of Beaconsneld after her death.

2d Gtnt. I take it, she that carries up the train

Is that old noble lady, duchess of Norfolk.
1st Gent. It is ; and all the rest are countemtc*.

Shak., Hen. VIII., IT. 1.

countess- (koun'tes), n. [Origin obscure.] A
roofing-slate 20 inches long and 10 inches wide.

counting-house (koun'ting-hous), H. A build-

ing or office appropriated to the bookkeeping,
correspondence, business transactions, etc., of

a mercantile or manufacturing establishment.

COUnting-room (koun'ting-rom), n. A room

appropriated to the same purpose as a counting-
house.
countless (kount'les), a. [< count1

, n., + -leas.]

Incapable of being counted; without ascer-

tained or ascertainable number; innumerable.

Man's inhumanity to man
Makes countlenn thousands mourn !

Burns, Man was Made to Mourn.

countort, countourt, Obsolete forms of

couiitrri, counter*.

count-out (kount'out), w. In the British House
of Commons, the act of the Speaker when he
counts the number of members present, and,
not finding forty, intimates that there is not a

quorum. The sitting then stands adjourned.
COuntret, r. An obsolete form of counter3 .

countre-t. See counter-.

countrify (kun'tri-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. coun-

trified, ppr. countrifying. [< country + -ft/.]

To make like the country, as opposed to the

city; impart the characteristics of the country
or of rural life to ; make rustic, as in aspect or

manners.
As being one who had no pride,
And was a deal too countrified.

Lloyd, Temple of Favour.

country (kun'tri), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also eountrey, countric, countree, countray, <

ME. countn. runtrr. mntrei, contre, contree, con-

traye, contreye, etc., < OF. cuntree, contree, con-

trie, F. i-nntrt'c = Pr. OSp. contradn = It. ctm-

tratla.OIt. contnita. < ML. cnntrata, contrada,

country, region, lit. that which is over against
or before one, prop. adj. (sc. L. regio, region),
fern, of "contratits (> E. contrate in a literal

country-bred

sense), with suffix -iilim (K. -/<'), < I*, contra,
over against : HM- mutrii. ami <!'. muutrr", <-
ter-, etc. Compare the eijuiv. <;.</'.'/''' MHC.
getjende, gegeiiotr, also;/' i/< . </' .'/'

" .</'.'/'" coun-

try, < yuj'-H, against: s<-e IJIIIH-. ./m.] I. n.;

pi. roinitnix i-iri/). 1. A region; a district

of indefinite extent present to the view or

thought, being or considered as the
locality

of

residence, travel, exploration, or other aot inn,

or of description: as, a new country; a wild

i-iniiitry ; a rugged country ; an unexplored roun-

try; the countries of central Asia.

The shipnien deemed that they drew near to some cmm-
try. AcU xxvil. 27.

They desire a better country, that Is, an heavenly.
Hell Xl. Id.

Something after death,
The undiscover'd cimntry, from whose lioin n

No traveller returns. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

2. The territory of a nation ; an independent
state, or a region once independent, and still

distinct iu name, population, or institutions, as

England, Scotland, and Wales in Great Britain,
the several states of the Austrian and German
empires, etc. Many countries once distinct have been
absorbed In larger territories, and have entirely lost their

separate character.

And all the countre of Troya is the Turkes owne toun-
tre by inherytance, and that countre Is properly called
nowe Turkey, ami none other.

Sir 7*. Ouyl/oril, Pylgrymage, p. 13.

They require to be examined concerning the descriptions
of those countrif* of which they would lie informed.

I.I'- Syrat.

3. The rural parts of a region, as opposed to

cities or towns.
I see them hurry from country to town, and then from

the town back again into the country. Spectator.

Ood made the countrjt, and man made the town.

Coirper, Task, i. 748.

4. The place of one's nativity or citizenship ;

one's native soil ; the land of one's nationality
or allegiance by birth or adoption.

A steady patriot of the world alone,
And friend of every country save his own. Conning.

5. The inhabitants of a country; the people;
the public.

All the country wept with a loud voice. 2 Sam. xv. 23.

All the country, in a general voice,
Cried hate upon him. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

Specifically 6. In laic, the public at large, as

represented by a jury: as, a trial by the coun-

try ; his plea concluded to the country (that is,

it ended by requiring the submission of the is-

sue to a jury). 7f. In line, any place other than
a court: as, a deed in the country, as opposed
to an alienation by record that is, in court.

Kapalje and iMU-rence. 8. In mining, the rock

adjacent to the lode; the formation in which
any mineral vein or deposit is inclosed. Some-
times called country-rock. 9. Ntiut., that part
of an apartment on board ship used in common
by all officers of the same mess : as, the ward-
room country Black country, a designation of those

parts of the midland district of England which are in a
measure blackened and deprived of verdure by the coal
and iron industries. Conclusion to the country. See
conclusion. Old country, a name given iti the l'nitd
States and the colonies to (treat Britain and Ireland by
emigrants from those countries, and also used of other
countries in relation to their colonies. Ward-room
country, steerage country (naut.), the open space in

the middle of award-room or steerage of a man-of-war not

occupied by berths or state-rooms.

II. a. If. Pertaining or peculiar to one's own
country; national; native.

The tire which they call holy and eternal! was caried
before vpon siluer Aultars. and the Priestes of their Lawe
w elite next sluginge after their eountrey manner.

./. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtlus, iii.

She . . . spake in her country language. 2 Mac. vil. 27.

2. Pertaining or belonging to the country or to
the rural parts of a region ; being or living in

the country; rural; rustic: as, country roads;
country customs; a coun try gentleman; country
cousins; a country life; the country party, as

opposed to the city party.
A little beauty,

Such as a cottage breeds, she brought along with her ;

And yet our country eyes esteem'd it much too.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 2.

3. Characteristic of the country or rural re-

gions; hence, rustic; rude; unpolished: as.

run n try manners. Country almonds, cause, mal-
low, ete. See the nouns.

country-base (kun'tri-bas), n. The game of

prison-bars or prison-base.
Lads more like to run

The country bate, than to commit such slaughter.
ShaJ>:. rviiiU-liiie. v. ;;.

country-bred (kim'tri-bred). a. Bred orbrought
up in the country.



country-dance

country-dance (kun
'
tri - dans), . [< country

+ tlaiice. Of. centre-dance.] A dance in which

the partners are arranged opposite each other

in lines, and dance in couples down the lines

and back to their original places.

A minuet I could have forgiven I should not have

minded that I say I should not have regarded a minuet

but country-dances ! Sheridan, The Rivals, 11. 1.

countryman (kun'tri-man), .
; pi. countrymen

(-men). [< ME. contraiman, cuntreman; < coun-

try + man.] If. An inhabitant or a native of

a particular region.
At whose come the cunlre-men [Trojans] comford were all,

And restoret the stithe fight stuernly agayn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6884.

Tra. Whs.t countryman, I pray?
Ped Of Mantua.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2.

2. One born in the same country with another.

In journeyings often, in perils of waters, in perils of rob-

bers, in perils by mine own countrymen. 2 Cor. xi. 26.

3. One who dwells in the country, as opposed
to the town

; hence, a rustic ;
a farmer or hus-

bandman.
A simple countryman, that brought her figs.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

COUntry:rock (knn'tri-rok), n. In mining, the

rock in which a mineral lode occurs ;
the coun-

try. See country, 8.

The <reat diversity of character exhibited by different

sets of fissure veins which cut the same country rock seems

incompatible with any theory of lateral secretion.

Quoted in Set. Amer. Supp., No. 446.

country-seat (kun'tri-set), n. A dwelling in

the country ;
a country mansion.

So Merchant has his House in Town,
And Countru-Seat near Bansted Down.

Prior, Alma, ii.

COUntryshipt (kuu'tri-ship), n. [< country +
-ship.'] Nationality. Verstegan.

country-side (kun'tri-sid), . 1. A section of

country ;
a piece of land

;
a neighborhood.

Like some great landslip, tree by tree,

The country-aide descended.
Tennyson, Amphion.

2. The inhabitants or dwellers of a district or

section of country; a neighborhood: as, the

whole country-side was aroused by the news.

countrywoman (kun'tri-wum"an). n.
; pi. coun-

trywomen (-wim"en). If. A female inhabitant

or native of a particular country or region. 2.

A woman born in the same country with an-

other person. 3. A woman belonging to the

country, as opposed to the town.

countship (kount'ship), . [< COWI& + -ship.']

The rank or dignity of a count
; lordship.

He addressed several remarks to him in a half jesting,

half bitin" tone, saying, among other things, that his count-

ship might have spared him the trouble of making this

long journey in his old age. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 113.

COtmt-wheel (kount'hwel), . A wheel with a

notched edge which governs the stroke of a

clock in sounding the hours.

county1 (koun'ti), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

countie, < ME. countee, counte, < OF. counte, con-

tee, F. comte = Pr. comtat, contat = Sp. Pg. con-

dado = It. eontado, < ML. eomitatus, the office

or jurisdiction of a count or earl, L. an escort,

company, train, retinue (see eomitatus), < comes

(comit-), a companion, ML. a count : see count2 .]

I. n.
; pi. counties (-tiz). 1. (a) Originally, the

domain or territory of a count or earl. (6) Now,
a definite division of a country or state for po-
litical or administrative purposes. In the United
States the county is the political unit next below the

State (except in Louisiana, which has an analogous divi-

sion into parishes). Each county has, generally speaking,
one or more courts, a sheriff, treasurer, clerk, and various

officials engaged in the administration of justice, etc. The
number of counties varies greatly in the different States.

England has 40 counties (the greater number of which are

also called shires), Wales 12, Scotland 33, and Ireland 32.

An English county has a lord lieutenant, a custos rptu-
r of r
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(see palatine); but all such powers are now vested in the

crown. The counties palatine in England are Lancaster,

Chester, and Durham, which were no doubt made Mparat
regalities on account of their respective proximity to W ales

and to that turbulent Northumbrian province which conic

be accounted a portion neither of England nor of Scotland.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a county: as, county

families; county society Board of county com-

missioners, an elective board to which, in most counties in

the United States, the administration of many important af-

fairs of the county is intrusted. In some States it consists i .f

the supervisors of the townships (or towns) comprised with-

in the county. The duties of the board vary in different lo-

calities.-County clerk. See cto*.-County court, a

court having jurisdiction for a county, usually over actions

for alimited amount, and often having soniendministrativc

powers established to facilitate minor litigation. In early

English history the county court was a local parliament,

containing, in its full session, the archbishops, bishops, ab-

bots priors, earls, barons, knights, and freeholders, with

representatives from each township and each borough.

It sat once a month, but these monthly sessions were at-

tended by none but those who had special business, and

by the officers of the townships with their qualified jury-

men. The existing county courts of England were estab-

lished under a statute of 1846, each comprising a denned

circuit and sitting usually once a month in each of certain

divisions called county-court districts. They have juris-

diction for the recovery of small debts, and also certain

powers in equity and bankruptcy, and sometimes in admi-

ralty. In the United States each county has a county court

for local jurisdiction. In some of the States it is formed

by associating all the justices of the peace of the county,

and is charged with the administration of connty police.

See police. County rates, in Great Britain and Ire-

land, rates which are levied upon the county, and col-

lected by the boards of guardians, for the purpose of de-

fraying the expenses to which counties are liable, as re-

pairing bridges, jails, houses of correction, etc. County
sessions in England, the general quarter sessions of the

peace for each county, held four times a year. County
town, the chief town of a county ; a county-seat.

county2t (koun'ti), n. [An extension of counf*.]

A count; an earl or lord.

The gallant, young, and noble gentleman,
The county Paris. Shak., R. and J., ill. 5.

county-seat (koun'ti-set), n. The seat of gov-
ernment of a county ;

the town in which the

county and other courts are held, and where

the county officers perform their functions

n ngs couny as a o ,

-

lorum or keeper of records, a sheriff, and other officials.

Certain larger British cities are counties in themselves, or

counties corporate. Abbreviated Co. or co.

The town and the county have shaped the life of the

States of the Union. In this respect there are three classes

of States; those in which the town is the political unit

the six States of New England ; the second, those in which
the county is the unit the States of the South ;

the third

those of the "
compromise system," as it has been called

a mixed organization of county and township, prevailing
in the Middle States and the West.

Austin Scott, Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies, III.

2. Collectively, the inhabitants of a county.
County corporate, in England and Ireland, a city or town
possessing the privilege of being governed by its own sheriffs

and other magistrates, irrespective of the county or coun-
ties in which it is situated, as Bristol, Newcastle, Dublin,
etc. County palatine, in England, formerly, a county
distinguished by particular privileges : so called because
the owner or holder had royal powers, or the same powers in

the administration of justice as the king had in his palace

The original "camp
"
in many places became a county-

seat, though still retaining strong evidence in local cus-

toms of its growth and previous history.
C. H. Shinn, Mining Camps, p. 5.

The county-seat village of Moscow.
E. Eggleston, The Century, XXXV. 42.

COUp1 (koup), )'. [Also written cowp ; < ME.

coiqien, coicpen, caupen, can-pen, strike, fight, <

OF. couper, coper, colper, F. couper, cut, cleave,

slit, carve, hew, etc. (orig. to strike, cut with

a blow), = Sp. Pg. golpear = It. colpire, strike,

smite, hit
;
in Rom. from the noun, but in E. re-

garded rather as the source of the noun: see

coup1 ,
n. This verb and its variant cope3 seem

to have been confused with forms of chop (D.

koppen, etc. ) : see cope
3

,
and cf . chop1

.] I. trans.

If. To cut; slash: in the extracts, with refer-

ence to shoes ornamentally slashed.

His squiers habite he had
Withoute couped shone [shoon, shoes],

Torrent of Portugal (ed. Halliwell), I. 1191.

As is the kynde of a knyght that cometh to be doubed,
To geten hus gilte spores or galoches y-couped.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 12.

2. To upset; overturn; tilt over; turn upside

down; dump: as, to coup the cart. [Scotch.]

Stooks are coupet wi' the blast.

Burns, 3d Epis. to J. Lapraik.

To coup the crans, to be overturned, subverted, over-

thrown. To coup the creels, (a) To tumble head over

heels, (b) To die.

II. intrans. If. To give or exchange blows;

fight.
He keppit hym kenely, and [thai] coupid to-gedur,
That bothe went bakward & on bent lay.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7231.

2. To upset; be overturned; fall or tumble
over. [Scotch.]

I drew my scythe in sic a fury,
I near-hand coupit wi' my hurry.

Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

The brig brak and the cart coupit.
E. Bamuton.

3f. To SWOOp.
Thane wandyrs the worme [dragon] awaye to hys heghttez,
Comes glydande fro the clowddez, and cmvpez fulle evene.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 799.

coup1 (koup). n. [In Sc. also written cowp ; < ME.

coup, caup, < OF. coup, caup, cop, colp, F. coup =
Pr. colp, cop = Sp. Pg. golpe = It. colpo, < ML.

colpus, a blow, stroke, a reduced form of L.

colaphus, a blow with the fist, buffet, cuff, < Gr.

/<JAa0of, a blow with the fist, buffet, cuff, < xoXd-

;rraf, peck, strike : see coup1 , v.] If. A blow;
a stroke.

coupe

2t. A trick
;
a snare.

With much pain he [David] could quit himself from the

wretched coup that the devil had once brought him good

luck of. SP- Hooper.

3. The act of upsetting or overturning, or state

of being overturned ;
the act of dumping. 4.

A tumble ;
a fall. 5. A fault in a seam of coal.

6. A cart-load. [Scotch in senses, 3, 4, 5, and

6.] Free COUP, the liberty of dumping earth or rubbish

in a particular place without paying for the privilege.

coup2 (koup), v. t. [< Icel. kaupa = Sw. Jciipa,

buy, bargain, = E. cheap, v., = D. koopen, > E.

cope
2

: see cheap, v.
,
and cope

2
.] To barter

; buy
and sell, as horses or cattle. [Scotch.]

coup3,
n. An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch) form

of cup.

coup4 (ko), w. [F., a stroke, blow : see coup^,

n.] 1. A stroke or blow, especially a sudden

stroke, implying promptness and force: a

French word used in English in various French

phrases, or singly, with conscious reference to

its French use. 2. Specifically, with reference

to the northwestern tribes of the Indians of

North America, a stroke that captures the

weapon or horse of an enemy ; hence, victory

over an enemy.
Now, when all the presents had been given to the Sun,

each warrior m turn counted his coups that is, his suc-

cesses in war. Forest and Stream.

He followed closely on the trail of the savages, bided his

time struck his coup, and recovered a pair of packhorses,
which was all he required. Life in the Far West.

3. A coup d'etat ;
a stroke of policy. See below.

A tyranny . . . which it required the bloodshed and

the coup of the 9th Thermidor to overthrow.

W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 105.

Coup d'archet (k(i dar-sha'), in music, a stroke of a bow.

Coup de fouet (ko de fo-a'), m fencing, the act of lash-

ing the adversary's extended blade by a firm dry beat or

jerk in order to disarm him. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).

Coup de grace (ko de griis) (literally, a stroke of mercy),

the finishing stroke, as in despatching a condemned man
with a single blow, or an animal that is mortally wounded,
to put it out of its misery ; hence, a quietus ; anything
that thoroughly defeats or silences an opponent. Coup
de main (ko de man) (literally, a stroke with the hand),

in war a sudden attack by main force ; hence, any sudden,

energetic action intended to effect a purpose by surprise.

Coup de soleil (ko de so-lay'), a sunstroke. Coup
d'etat (ko da-ta') (literally, a stroke of state), a sudden

decisive measure in politics; a stroke of policy; specifi-

cally, an important and usually unlooked-for change in

the forms and methods of government, by the ruling

power or by a party, effected illegally or by forced inter-

pretation of law, or by violence or intrigue, for the benefit

of an individual or a cabal. The principal coups d'etat in

French history, distinctively so called, are that of Novem-
ber Mil 1799(18th Brumaire, year VIII., in the republican

calendar), when Napoleon Bonaparte forcibly suppressed
the Directory, and that of December 2d, 1851, when Louis

Napoleon as president broke up the National Assembly

by force of arms and made himself temporarily dictator,

preparatory to becoming emperor as Napoleon III. a year
later.

Polydamas the pert preset to Vlixes,
With the caupe of a kene swerd kerue on his helme.

Destruction of Troy (K. E. T. S.), 1. 10141.

The news of the coup d'etat took England by surprise.

A shock went through the whole country. Never probably
was public opinion more unanimous, for the hour at least,

than in condemnation of the stroke of policy ventured on

by Louis Napoleon, and the savage manner in which it was

carried to success. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, xxii.

Coup de theatre (ko de ta-a'tr), a theatrical hit; a bril-

liant or exciting turn or trick in a play ; hence, any sud-

den and showy action having the effect of exciting surprise

or admiration by means more or less sensational. Coup
d'ceil (kb dey). (a) A glance of the eye ; general view.

An acacia tree or two on the eastern side, and behind it

a wall-like line of mud-houses, finish the coup d'aiil.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 241.

Specifically (fc) Milit., that talent for rapid observation

and generalization by which an officer is enabled by a

glance to estimate the advantages and disadvantages of

a field of battle for attack and defense, and thus to post

his troops without delay so as to make the most of it.

TO count a coup, to be credited with a victory won in

battle : said of the northwestern tribes of North Ameri-

can Indians.

Singularly enough, the taking of a scalp does not count

a coup, neither does the killing of an enemy. To count a

coup, the person must take a bow or weapon or the horse

of an enemy, and must have witnesses present to prove it.

He must also bring with him the arms by which he counts

his coups.
Forest and Stream.

COUpablet, a. A Middle English variant of cul-

pable. Chaucer.

coupe1
!, v. and . An obsolete form of coup1.

coupe'-'t A Middle English form of coop.

coupe3 (kop), n. [ME., < OF. coupe, F. coupe,

a cup: see cup.] It. An obsolete form of cup.

2. [F.] A shallow open cup or bowl of sil-

ver, gold, or bronze, used as a mantel orna-

ment. 3. A dry measure used in parts of Swit-

zerland before the introduction of the metric

system. In Geneva it was equal to 2J Winchester bush-

els, and in liasL-1 to 3. There was also formerly a coupe
in Lyons, otherwise called a quart, containing nine tenths

of a Winchester peek.

coupe4 t, [ME., < OF. coupe, < L. culpa, fault :

see culpc, culprit.] Fault; guilt.



A Lion's Head
Conped.

coupe
Now tiy-gynneth (iloton for to go to slir> (tr,

And kayres liyia to-kirke w;ml his <(,(*/* to shewv.
I'lnu-iniln (I''

COUp6 (ko-pa'), n. [F., prop. pp. of coupcr, cut:
sec >/<!, t'.] 1. The front compartment of a
French stage-coach or diligence ; an end com-

partment of a European first-class railway-car-
riage, generally seated for four. 2. A low,
short, four-wheeled, close carriage without the
front seat, mid carrying two inside, with an out-
side scut for the driver. 3. Same as coit/m-.

couped (kopt), a. [E. pp. from F. coupcr, cut.

Seeoowpl.j Inhcr.: () Cut off evenly: saidof
the head or limb of an animal, the
trunk of a tree, etc. : in opposi-
tion to erased (which see). (6)
Not extending to the edge of the
escutcheon : said of an ordinary,
as a cross, bend, etc. See Intinct-

tee. Also co /!<. couped. close,
cut short: said of a head when no part
of the neck is visible. Also close^ouped.

coupee (ko-pe'), n. [Also, as F., coupe; < F.

eonpi, a coupee, prop. pp. of couper, cut: see

fniijii'.] In dancing, a movement which a dan-
cer makes resting on one foot and passing the
other forward or backward, making a sort of

salutation. Also spelled coupe.
coupee (ko-pe'), r. t. [< coupee, n.] To make
a sort of bow or salutation in dancing.
Yon shall swear, I'll sigh ; yon shall sa '. sa ! and I'll

coupee. Farquhar, Constant Couple, iv. 1.

coupee (ko-pa'), a. [F. coupe (masc.) : orig. pp.
of couper, cut: see coup1

, .] In her., same as

coupea.
COUpe-gorge (kiip'gorzh), n. [F., lit. cut-

throat; < couper, cut, T gorge, throat: see

coup 1
, v., and gorge.~\ If. A cutthroat. Coles,

1717. 2. Milit., a position affording an enemy
so many advantages that the troops who occupy
it must either surrender or be cut to pieces.

couper1
(k&'per), n. [Appar. < coup*, v., cut,

overturn, + -crl
.~\
A lever on the upper part of

a loom, used to lift the harness.

couper
1*

(kS'per), n. [Also coper; < coi/p
2 +

-eri.] One who buys and sells; a dealer: as,
a horae-eouuer. [Prov. Eug.]
Coupler's blue. See blue.

couple (kup'l), n. [< ME. couple, cupple, cou>-

]>nl, etc., < OF. cuple, cople, couple, F. couple =
Sp. cdpula = Pg. ropula = It. copiria, couple
(copula, copula), = Fries, keppel = D. koppel =
MLG. LG. koppel = MHG. kopel. kuppcl, G. kop-
pel= Dan. kobbel= Sw. koppel, s L. copula (ML.
also cupla, after OF.), a band, bond, ML. a

couple: see copula.] 1. Two of the same class

or kind connected or considered together; a
brace: as, a couple of oranges; "a couple of

shepherds," Sir P. Sidney.
Make me a .-..,,/, of cakes. 2 Sam. xlil. 6.

Our watch to-night . . . have ta'eu a couple of as ar-

rant knaves as any in Messina. Shak., Much Ado, ill. 5.

Though by my vow it costs me 12d. a kiss after the flrst,

yet I did adventure upon a couple, fepys, Diary, II. 208.

By adding oue to one, we have the complex Idea of a

couple. Locke.

Specifically 2. (a) A man and woman asso-

ciated together, whether by marriage or by be-

trothal, or accompanying each other on a given
occasion, as at a party: as, a loving couple; a

young couple.
Whan thei were clothed worthli in here wedes,

Alle men vpon mold niigt sen a fair coupel
Than was bi-twene william & this worthl mayde.

William o/ Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3203.

Next, with their ix>y, a decent couple came,
Anil call'd him Rolwrt, 'twas his father's name.

Craobf, 1'arish Register.

A couple, fair

As ever painter painted.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

(6) A pair of forces, equal, parallel, and acting
in opposite directions : they tend to make the

body acted upon rotate. [A term introduced
in French by Poinsot in 1804.]

The three forces, of which one is the resultant of the

equal and parallel forces acting at a point, am) tin- otlu-r

two constitute a couple of which thr mouit-nt is the same
as the resulting moment, with referenrt1 to tlu- point, fully

represent any system of forces in their tendency to pro-
ilurr rotation and translation.

1'eiree, Anal. Mechanics (1855X p. 41.

(c) In rlt'ct., a p;iir of metallic plates in contact,
used as a source of an electrical current, as in

one of tin' cells of a voltaic battery (a voltaic

couple), or in ;i thermo-electric battery ia ther-

mo-electric couple). See electricity and thermo-

(iictriciti/.

\ ,;.,,,,', . OTI-MS of the whole of the bodies which <'\M
between two zincs that is to say. zini-, copper, water.
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/i>.. It may be supposed that each of the zinc plain Is

tin- half of two succewlve amvlrt.
r. o( Ma-arl and Joubert, I. 252.

(d) pi. In carp., rafters framed together in pairx

by means of a tie at or near their lower ends.

To bye hewed -lone, ,v tymbrc for to make couplet anil

In 'nines for tin- houses. -i Cliron. xillv. 11 < i:..,i i.

3. pi. Association by twos; junction of two.

I'll go in couple* with h> i. Shale., W. I., n. 1.

ith ! you | rjM'tual cure,
Fall to your rmtptet auriiin, and cozen kindly,
And heartily, ;unl lovingly, as you should.

It. Joiuon, Alchemist, I. 1.

It is in some sort with friends as it U with dogs in

couple* : they should be of the same size and humour.
Sir /(. // Kstrange.

Couple of rotations, two equal rotations in opposite
directions about parallel axes.- Moment of a couple
(offerees). See moment. = Syn. 1. IIface, etc. SeejwiV.

couple (kup'l), r. ; pret. and pp. coupled, ppr.
coupling. [< ME. couplcn, cuplcn, cotrplen, (. OF.
cupler, eopkr, coupler, F. coupler = Sp. Pg. copu-
lar = It. copulare = Fries, keplu = D. kopjiefen
= MLG. koppelen = MHO. kopelcn, O. koppeln =
Dan. koble= 8w. koppla. < L. copulare, bind, con-

nect, < copula, a band, bond: see couple, n.] I.

trans. 1. To link or connect, as one thing with

another; fasten together, especially in a pair or

pairs ; unite : as, to couple cars.

For alle that comen of that Caym a-cursed thei wereu,
And iille that couplede hem to that kun [kin] Crist hem

hatede dedllche. Piers Plomnan (A), i. 151.

The live curtains shall be coupled together one to an-
other. Ex. \ \ vi. 3.

They lost no opportunity of coupling his name with the
names of the most hateful tyrants of whom history makes
mention. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. To marry; join together as husband and
wife

;
unite in matrimony.

A jiarson who rou/*fc* all our beggars. Swift.

3. In organ-playing, to connect by means of a

coupler, as two keys or keyboards. See cou-

pler (a).
II. iiitrans. 1. To embrace, as the sexes;

copulate.
Thou with thy lusty crew . . .

Cast wanton eyes on the daughters of men,
And coupled with them and begot a race.

Milton, P. R., II. 181.

Why then let men couple at once with wolves.

Tennyson, I'elleas and Ettarre.

2. In organ-playiny, to be susceptible of con-
nection by means of a coupler, as one key or

keyboard with another.

couple-beggart (kup'l-beg'ar), n. [< couple,
v. t., + obg. beggar.'} One who makes it his busi-
ness to unite beggars in marriage; a hedge-
priest.

No couple-betrffar in the land
E'er jolu'd such numbers hand In hand. 8w\ft.

In another Dublin newspaper of 1744 (Faulkener's Jour-

nal, Oct. 6th and 9th] we read, "This last term a notorious

couple, beggar . . . was excommunicated in the (Consistory
Court by ihe Vicar-Ueneral of this diocese on account of

his persisting in this scandalous trade, which he had taken

up to the undoing of many good fami-
lies. He was so keen at this mischie-
vous sport of marrying all people that
came in his way, that lie has been
known to refuse three times a higher
fee not to solemnise a clandestine mar-
riage than he was to receive or did re-

ceive for doing it.
'

Leety, Eng. In 18th Cent, vll.

couple-close (kup'l-klos), . 1.

In arch., a pair of spars for a
roof; couples.- 2. In her., the
fourth of a chevron, never borne
but in pairs unless there is a chevron between
them. Also written couple-doss.

Coupled Window*.
Building on Washington street. Bonon.

Coupled Columns, uth century. Cathedral of Motueale, Sicily.

coupling

COUpled (kup'ld). />.
a. [Pp. of rouplf, r.]

United, as two tilings ; joined; linked; specifi-

cally, in her., same as r<nij<>nu-il. Coupled col-
umns, columns uniteil in pairs, the capital* (DOM
ten nmntag together. The device Is unul in KoiiinneM{ue
architecture and in later medieval work, particularly in

Italy, and is mm h employed by Renaissance architecU.
Hee cut in preceding
eohinm. Coupled
windows, 11 pair of
windows placed side

by side, and so unit-
ed a* to form an ar-

chitectural whole :

a disposition usual
In medieval archi-

tecture of widely
different periods.

Among the canon-
ical buildings on the
south side of the
church Is one . . .

with a grand range
of Romanesque cou-

pled window*, bear-

ing date 1250.

E. A.. Freeman,\en-
[ice, p. 108.

couplement
(kup'1-ment), n.

[< OF. couplement, < coupler, couple : see couple,
r., and -Hirnt.] 1. The act of coupling; union.

Joy may you have, and gentle hearts content
Of your loves couplement. Spcnter, Prothalamlon.

2. A pair.
Anon two female forms before our view
Came side by side, a beauteous couidement.

Soulhey.

[Rare in both uses.]

coupler (kup'ler), n. One who or that which
couples, joins, or Unites. Specifically (a) In organ-
building, a mechanical contrivance by which the keys of
one keyboard are so connected with corresponding keys
of another that when the former are depressed the latter
are also depressed, and thus both can be played by a sin-

gle motion. Manual coupler* connect manual keyboards
with each other ; pedal coupler* connect the pedal key-
board to a manual. Unison couplers connect keys of the
same pitch ; octave coupler* (sometimes loosely called

*uper-octave or tub-octave) connect keys an octave apart.
Octave couplers are sometimes arranged between the keys
of a single keytoard, so that It may be coupled with itself.

Couplers operate in only one direction : that is, the second

keyboard may lie coupled with the first, but not the re-

verse. Also copula, (b) A ring which slides upon the
handles of a nipping tool of any kind to maintain Its grip
upon the work, (r) Same as ami/ling, 4 (6).

couplet (kup'let), . [< F. couplet, a stanza,
verse, dim. of couple, a couple: see couple, .]

1. In pros., two lines in immediate succession,

usually but not necessarily of the same length,

forming a pair, and generally marked as such

by riming with each other. A pair of lines joined
by rime Is considered a couplet, whether it forms part of
a stanza or constitutes a metrical group by itself. See
distich.

Thoughtless of 111, and to the future blind,
A sudden couplet rushes on your mind.
Here you may nameless print your idle rhymes.

Crabbe.

2. In music, two equal notes inserted in the
midst of triple

rhythm to occupy
the time of three ;

a temporary dis- ^ ,

placement of tri-

ple by duple rhythm. 3f. One of a pair, as of

twins; a twin.

Anon, as patient as the female dove.
When that her golden couplet* are disclos'd.
His silence will sit drooping. Shak., Hamlet, T. 1.

{Couplet* in this use corresponds to triplets. ]

coupling (knp'ling), w. [Verbal n. of couple,
'.

]
1. The act of uniting or joining.

Lute propirly es a full cuppillynye of the lufande and
the Infed to-gedyre as Oodd and a saule In-to ane.

Jlampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.X P. 84.

2. The act of marrying.
There's such coupling at Pancras, that they stand behind

one another, as 'twere in a Country Dance.

Confrere, Way of the World, i. 2.

3. The act of embracing sexually : copulation.
4. That which couples or connects, as raf-

ters in a building.

Even to the artificers and builders gave they It, to buy
hewn stone, and timber for nmpling*. 2 Chron. xxxlv. 11.

Specifically (n) In munir : (1) A coupler. (2) A couple.
(6) The general name for a great variety of mechanical
appliances for uniting parts of constructions or parts of
machines, for the purpose of aildinu strength, of trans-

mittinv; motion from one part to another, or of makinu
a continuous passage, as for a liquid, a gas. or an cleeirie

current. A Imekle. Mmling-screw. or flsh-plitte may illns

Irate the first : a clevis, a bell -coupling, shaft-coupling, or

car-coupling, the second; a pipe-coupling or binding-post,
the last. In a narrower sense a coupling is : (1) A device
for uniting the ends of shafting, or a coupling-box. (See
cut under coupling-box.) Such couplings are divided into



coupling

two simple classes, those that are fixed permanently on
the shafting and those that are adjustable, connected or

not at will, or working automatically under variations uf

the power. Those operated by hand, whatever the par-
ticular application of the power, are called shifting cou-

plings. The automatic couplings depend chiefly on friction,
the adjustment being such that under a certain load the

power is communicated, while a sudden addition to the

load may exceed the friction and throw the coupling out
of operation. (2) A device for uniting two railroad-cars

in a train. The form at one time used almost exclusively
in the United States, and still retained for freight-cars,
is a single link or shackle fitting into jaws at the ends of

the draw-bar and held in position by pins. This has been

superseded on passenger-cars by self-acting couplings,
consisting usually of booked jaws, which slide past each
other and are self-locking by means of springs or their

own weight. Levers are also used to operate the couplings
from the car-platform. Also called coupler, (c) The part
which unites the front and rear axles, or the axle-bolster,
of a carriage; the perch or reach. In some carriages the
bottom of the carriage forms the only coupling, (d) The
space between the tops of the shoulder-blades and the tops
of the hip-joints of a dog.

The term denotes the proportionate length of a dog,
which is spoken of as short or long in the couplings.

V. Shaw, Book of the Dog.

Ball-and-socket coupling. See 6aKi. Differential
coupling, an extensible coupling designed for varying
the speed of that part of the machinery which is driven.
Disk coupling, a kind of permanent coupling which

consists of two disks keyed on the connected ends of
the two shafts. In one of the disks there are two re-

cesses, into which two corresponding projections on the
other disk are re-

ceived, and thus the
two disks become
locked together. This
kind of coupling wants
rigidity, and must be

supported by a jour-
nal on each side, but
it possesses the double
advantage of being
easily adjusted and
disconnected. Dy-
namometer cou-
pling. -See dyna-

Coupling-box.

Disk Coupling.
.

mometer. Flexible coupling, a device for joining pieces
of shafting which are not exactly in line, or of which the
relative direction is varied in the course of the work, as
in a dental engine. It consists of pairs of jointed arms
united by universal joints, or of spiral springs fastened
at each end to the two pieces of shafting that are to be

united, or of plugs or rods of rubber fitted to the shafting.
Flexible pipe-coupling, a pipe-connection consisting

of two bell-shaped joints with a short pipe between them,
which fits into each bell and enables the two pipes to be
laid out of line while yet keeping the joints tight. Half-
hose COllpling, a coupling which has a sleeve at one end
with an internal thread to receive a pipe, while a hose is

bound on a corrugated tube-shaped portion at the opposite
end. Half-lap coupling, a kind of permanent coupling
in which the boss-ends of the connected shafts are made

semi-cylindrical, so that

they overlap each other.
The coupling-box is a

plain cylinder bored to

fit, and is kept in its

place by a parallel key
or feather, as shown

Hair-lap Coupling. in the annexed figure.

Right-and-left cou-
g, a turn-buckle. Sleeve coupling, a tube within

which the abutting ends of shafting are coupled together.
Slip-Clutch coupling, a form of coupling belonging to

the class of friction-couplings. It is represented in its best
form in the annexed
figure. On the shaft B
is fixed a pulley, which
is embraced by a fric-

tion-band a as tightly
as may be required.
This band is provided
with projecting ears,
with which the prongs
b b of a fixed cross d on
the driving-shaft A can
be shifted into contact.
This cross is free to
slide endwise on its

shaft, but is connected
to it by a sunk feather,

Slip-clutch Coupling.

so that being thrown forward into gear with the ears of
the friction-band, the shaft being in motion, the band slips
round on its pulley until the friction becomes equal to the
resistance, and the pulley gradually attains the same mo-
tion as the clutch. The arms and sockets c c, which are
keyed fast on the shaft A, are intended to steady and sup-
port the prongs, and to remove the strain from the shift-

ing part. Square coupling, in mitt-work, a kind of per-
manent coupling of
which the coupling-
box is made in halves
and square, corre-

sponding to the form
of the two connected
ends of the shafts. The
two halves of the box

Square Coupling. are bolted together on
the opposite sides, as

represented in the annexed figure. Thimble coupling
a kind of permanent coupling in which the coupling-box
consists of a plain ring of metal, supposed to resemble
a tailor's thimble, bored
to fit the two connected
ends of the shafts. The
connection is secured
either by pins passed
through the ends of the
shafts and the thimble,
or by a parallel key or Thimble Coupling.
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feather bedded in the boss-ends of the shafts, and let into

a corresponding groove cut in the thimble. This last is

now the more common mode of fitting. This kind of

coupling is also known under the names of ring coupling
and jump-coupling.

Coupling-box (kup'ling-boks), n. In much., the
box or ring of metal con-

necting the contiguous ends
of two lengths of shaft. See

coupling, 4.

coupling-link (kup
'

ling-

link), n. A link for connect-

ing or attaching together
two objects, as railroad-

cars, or for rendering a section of a chain de-

tachable. See connecting-link.

coupling-pin (kup'ling-pin), . A pin used for

coupling or joining railroad-cars and other ma-
chinery.
coupling-pole (kup'ling-pol), n. A pole which
connects the front and back parts of the gear
of a wagon. See cut under hounds.

coupling-Strap (kup'ling-strap), . A strap
passing from the outer bit-ring of one horse of

a span through the inner, and attached to the
harness of his mate: used in some double har-
nesses to act as a curb for an unruly horse.

coupling-valve (kup'ling-valv), n. A valve in

the hose-coupling of an air-brake.

coupon (ko'pon), . [< F. coupon, a remnant, a

coupon, < couper, cut : see coup1 , v.~\ A printed
certificate or ticket attached to and forming
part of an original or principal certificate or

ticket, and intended to be detached when used.
Specifically (o) An interest certificate printed at the bot-

tom of a bond running for a term of years. There are as

many of these certificates as there are payments to be made.
At each time of payment one is cut ort and presented for

payment. In the United States coupons are negotiable
instruments on which suits may be brought though de-
tached from the bond. A purchaser of an over-due coupon
takes only the title of the seller. Negotiable coupons are
entitled to days of grace, (b) One of a series of conjoined
tickets which bind the issuer to make certain payments,
perform some service (as transportation over connecting
railroad lines), or give value for certain amounts at differ-

ent periods, in consideration of money received. At the
settlement of each claim a coupon is detached and given up.

I was sent to a steamboat office for car tickets. ... A
fat, easy gentleman gave me several bits of paper, with
coupons attached, with a warning not to separate them.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 14.

Coupon bond, a bond, usually of a state or corporation,
and usually payable to the bearer, for the payment of

money at a future day, with severable tickets or coupons
annexed, each representing an instalment of interest,
which may be conveniently cut off for collection as they
fall due, without impairing the principal obligation.

Coupon-killer, a popular name applied to either of two
acts of the State of Virginia, the first of which was passed
January 14th, 1882 (Acts of Assembly, 1881-2, c. 7), declar-

ing certain coupons purporting to be from State bonds to
be fraudulent, and forbidding their acceptance in payment
of taxes ; and the second, June 26th, 1882 (Acts of Assembly,
1881 -2, c. 41), in effect prohibiting the receipt of coupons
from any bonds of the State for taxes. See Virginia cou-

pon cases, under easel. Coupon ticket, a ticket of ad-
mission to a place of amusement, entitling the holder to a

specified seat, and printed in two parts, of which one is

torn off and returned to the holder on entering. Virginia
coupon cases. See easel.

coupure (ko-pur'), . [F., < couper, cut: see

coup1 , .] 1. Milit.: (a) An intrenchment or
foss made by the besieged behind a breach, with
a view to defense. (6) A passage cut through
the glacis in the reentering angle of the cover-
ed way, to facilitate sallies of the besieged.
2. In math., a cutting of a Riemann's surface.

courage (kur'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also coragc,
< ME. coragc, < OF. corage, enrage, courage,
coraige, heart, mind, thought, inclination, de-

sire, feeling, spirit, valor, courage, F. courage,
spirit, valor, courage, = Pr. coratge = Sp. co-

raje = Pg. coragem = It. coraggio (ML. cora-

gium after Rom.), < L. cor, = E. heart, > OF.
cor, cuer, etc., heart : see core1

, heart, and -age.]
If. Heart; mind; thought; feeling; inclina-
tion

;
desire.

Swiche a gret corage
Hadde this knight to ben a wedded man.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1, 10.

And ther-fore telle me what wey ye purposeth yow to

go, and after I shall telle yow my corage, and why I have
seute for to speke with yow and my cosins youre bretheren.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 190.

I had such a courage to do him good.
Shak., T. of A., iii. 3.

2f. State or frame of mind
; disposition ;

con-
dition.

In this courageHem [olive-trees] forto graffe is goode, as sayen the sage.
Palladiui, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

My lord, cheer up your spirits ; our foes are nigh,
And this soft cam-age makes your followers faint.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2.

3. That quality of mind which enables one to
encounter danger and difficulties with firmness,

courant

or without fear or depression of spirits ;
valor ;

boldness; bravery; spirit; daring; resolution:

formerly occasionally used in the plural.
In this Battel, the young Prince Henry, tho' wounded in

his Face with an Arrow, yet was not wounded in his Cou-

rage, but continued Fighting still.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 162.

If number English courages could quell,
We should at first have shunned not met our foes.

Dryden.

Courage that grows from constitution very often for-

sakes a man when he has occasion for it ; . . . courage
which arises from the sense of our duty . . . acts always
in a uniform manner. Addinon, Guardian.

Few persons have courage enough to appear as good as

they really are. J. C. and A. W. Hare, Guesses at Truth.

Dutch courage. See Dutch. =Syn. 3. Fortitude, fear-

lessness, during, hardihood, gallantry, spirit, pluck. For
comparison, see brave.

COUraget (kur'aj), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

corage, < OF. coragier, couragier, encourage, <

corage, heart, courage : see courage, n. In part
by apheresis from encourage, q. v.] To ani-

mate; encourage; cheer.

He lacketh teaching, he lacketh coraging.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 36.

He will fetch you up a couraging part so in the garret
that we are all as feared, I warrant you, that we quake
again. Jleau. and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Ind.

courageous (ku-ra'jus), a. [Early mod. E. also

couragious; < ME. corageus, coragous, corajous,

korajous, curajows, < OF. corageus, F. courageux
(= Pr. coratjos, coratgos = Sp. (obs.) Pg. cora-

joso = It. coraggioso), (. corage: see courage,
n., and -o.] Possessing or characterized by
courage; brave; daring; intrepid.
These hem receyved well as noble men and gode knyghtes

that weren full bolde and hardy and coraiouse in annes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 398.

Be strong and courageous ; be not afraid nor dismayed
for the king of Assyria. 2 Chron. xxxii. 7.

Horses, although low of stature, yet strong and coura-

ffioug. Sandys, Travailes, p. 13.

= Syn. Valiant, Valiant, etc. See brave.

courageously (ku-ra'jus-li), adv. With cou-

rage ; bravely ; boldly ; intrepidly.
Here standeth Thomas Mowbray, duke of Norfolk, . . .

Courageously, and with a free desire,

Attending but the signal to begin. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

courageousness (ku-ra'jus-nes), n. The char-
acter or quality of being courageous ; bravery ;

valor.

The manliness of them that were with Jndas, and the

courageoumess that they had to fight for their country.
2 Mac. xiv. 18.

COUrant1
(ko'rant), a. and n. [< F. courant,

running (OF. curant), ppr. of

courir, OF. curre, corre, < L. cur-

rere, run : see current1
, formerly

currant1 ,
the game word, but of

older introduction.] I. a. Run-
ning: in her., specifically said
of a horse, stag, or other beast
so represented. See currant1

,

current1
.

Il.t [F. cordeau courant, a running-string,
a gardeners' or carpenters' line.] A running-
string.
A whole net, . . . together with the cords and strings

called Courants, running along the edges to draw it m
and let it out. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1.

courant2 (ko-ranf), n. [Early mod. E. also co-

rant (and, after It., coranto, couranto, corranto,
eurranto, caranto), < F. corn-ante, f., a dance,
the air to which it is danced (> It. coranta,
corranta), prop. fern, of courant, ppr. of courir,
run: see courant1

,
current1

,'] 1. A kind of

dance, consisting of a time, a step, a balance,
and a coupee.
At a solemn Dancing, first you had the grave Measures,

then the Corrantoes and the Galliards.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 62.

2. A piece of music taking its rhythm and form
from such a dance. Specifically (a) A piece in rather

rapid triple rhythm, changing sometimes to sextuple,
consisting of two repeated strains abounding in dotted
notes and usually of polyphonic structure. (6) A piece in

triple time and with many runs and passages. The first

form was much used as a component of the old-fashioned

suite, usually following the allemande, while the second
is the commoner Italian form.

courant3 (ko'rant or ko-rant'), . [Early mod.
E. also corranie, corranto, coranto, currnnto; a

particular use of courant, running, current;
that is, the gazette containing the current

news, or the news of the current week or

month.] A gazette ; a news-letter or news-
paper. [Obsolete except as a name for some
particular newspaper.]

The weekly courants with Paul's seal
; and all

Th admird discourses of the prophet Ball.

B. Jonxon, Underwoods.

Courant.



courant

I wiuilil set up a press lii-rt In Italy, to write all tin- r-
rittlliH'x for Christendom.

Fletcher unit anotln r, Fair Maid of tin- I tin, iv. '1.

1 am no foutiHj.st,

No pedlar of avisos, no monopolist
Of forg'd corantos, monger of gazettes.

/';,/, Lady's Trial, I. 1.

COUrap (ko-vap'),
n. [E. Ind.] A disease in

the East Indies, of a herpetic character, in

which then- is perpetual irritation of the sur-

face, mid eruption, especially on the groin, face,

breast, and armpits.
courbach, n. See kourbach.
courbaril (kor'ba-ril), . [From 8. Amer.
11:11111-.] Same as anime, 3.

COUrbet, and v. A Middle English form of curb.

courcheft, An obsolete form of kerchief.

Wright,
COUTQOn (F. pron. kiir-sdn'), n. [P., < court, < L.

curtus, short (cf. short).] An iron hoop or band
employed to strengthen and hold together a
i-iinnon-mold during casting.

COureH, t>. '. An obsolete form of cower.

COUre2
t, '' ' [< ME. coueren, i. e., coveren, cov-

er
;
an archaism (appar. misread as one sylla-

ble) in Spenser.] To cover
; protect ;

cherish.

lie courd it tenderly, . . .

As chicken newly hatcht.

Spenter, F. Q., II. vlll. 9.

courier (k8'ri6r), n. [= D. koerier = G. cou-
rier = Dan. kurer = Sw. kurir, < OP. cotirii r,

F. courrier = It. corriere = Sp. correo = Pg.
correio, < ML. 'citrrarius, currerius, a runner,
a messenger, < L. currere, ru: see current 1

.

The older form was cnrrour, q. v.] 1. A mes-
senger sent express with letters or despatches.

I attend
To hear the tidings of my friend
Which every hour his courier* bring.

Tennyson, In Memorial!), cxxvl.

The establishment of relays of couriers to carry de-

spatches between the king and his brother is regarded as
the tirst attempt at a postal system in England.

Stubbl, Const. 1 1 i -I
. | 359.

2. A traveling servant whose especial duty is

the making of all arrangements at hotels and
on the journey for a person or party by whom
he is employed.
A French Courier best of servants and most beaming

of men !

Dickens, Pictures from Italy, Going through France.

Problem ofthe couriers, in alg., an ancient Indian prob.
lem the data of which .-in that two couriers set out simul-

taneously from two stations, either in the same or in con-

trary directions, at given rates of speed : tile problem is to
tlnd when and where they will meet.

COUril (ko'ril), n. [Bret.] In Brittany, one of

the tiny fairies reputed to frequent druidical
remains and to delight in beguiling young girls.
courlan (kb'r'lan), . [F. form of S. Amer.
name.] The book-name of birds of the genus
Aramus: as, the scolopaceous courlan, Aramus
scolopaceits, of South America. Also called

carau, crying-bird, and limpkin.
courlett (kor'let), . In her., a cuirass or breast-

plate used as a bearing.
courmi, curmi (kor'mi), n. [Or. mvpfii,

also

Kup/ia, a kind of beer; of foreign origin.] A
fermented liquor made from barley ;

a kind of

ale or beer. Uunglixon.
courol (ko'rol), n. [F. form of native name.]
A Madagascan bird of the genus Leptosomus and

family Leptiixoniatiiln: (1. Curier.

couronne (ko-ron'), " [F., lit. a crown, < L.

corona, a crown: see crown, n., and corona.'] A
crown : a French word used in English in some
special senses, (a) In lace-makina, a decorative loop
used as part of an ornamental border, whether of the
whole piece of lace or of a leaf or flower in the pattern.
A row of couromies often has the effect of a row of battle-

ments. (6) A French coin. (1) The couronne d'or, or gold
crown, coined about 1840, and worth altout 3.50. (2)Tln "

<i lo couronne, worth about *2.07 when flrst coined in 1884 :

but smvessivf isMu-s \\ere lighter, and during the fifteenth

eentiiry the usual value was $2.20. (3) The denier rt la
couronitf and ;trox <> la rouronnf, coins of silver or billon,

worth from -J to 7 United States cents, (c) A vegetable
tnieinir-paper, 14 x 19 inches in size. Couronne des
tasses [K., lit. u crown or circle of cups : see cnnm, n.,
ivirii/i'i, ami tax*, lan.tr], u simple kiml of volt:iie batten
invented by Volta, long since su|>erseded by more power-
ful apparatus. It consists of a series of cups arranged in a
circle, eaeh eoirainiuu salt water or dilute sulplmnr ;u-iii,

with a plate of silver or eopju-r and a plate of zinc im-
mersed in it, the silver or copper of each cup beiu^r cou-
nerteil with the /inr of the next, ami so on. When a wire
is led from tile silver nr copper of the last to the zine of
the llrst. a current of electricity passes through tin- ritviiit.

This as the first li.|ind battery invented. See lialtrrii. *.

couronn6 (ko-ro-na'), a. [F., pp. of ct>ur<nu r,

< L. ciiroiian: crown: see coronatr and criiirii.

r.J In /;.. same :is eroirnt'il.

COUTOUCOU (ko'ro-ko), . [F. spelling; in E.

rn-i, ([. v.] Atrogon: :my bird of the fam-
ily Troyoniita:
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courrort, Same as eurror.

course 1
( kors), n. [< ME. cours, course, < OF. curs,

cors, cours, m., antme, {., F. cours, m., course, I.,

= Pr. cars, m., corsa, t., = Sp. Pg. curgo, m., =
It. corso, m., and corsa, f., a course, race, way,
etc., < L. curttux, m., ML. also cursa, t., a course,

running, < currere, pp. curmis, run : see cur-

rent1
.'] 1. A running or moving forward or

onward; motion forward; a continuous pro-
gression or advance.
The (inner Castyll Chambers, Dores, wyndows, and all

maner of bordys, that the wynde myght have hys cowte att

more large. Torlcinglon, liiarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 82.

Pray . . . that the word of the Ixird may hare free

count, and be glorified. 2 The*, ill. 1.

Then let me go, and hinder not my eourte:
I'll be as patient as a gentle stream,
And make a pastime of each weary step.

Shalt., T. G. of V., II. 7.

Thither hU COUTK he Lends. Milton, P. L., 111. 573.

2. A running in a prescribed direction, or over
a prescribed distance

;
a race

;
a career.

I have finished my eourte. . . . Henceforth there is laid

up for me a crown. 2 Tim. Iv. 7.

stand you directly In Antonlus' way,
When he doth run his count. Shot., J. C., I. 2.

Yet fervent had her longing been, through all

Her course, for home at hut, and burial
With her own husband. M. Arnold.

3. The path, direction, or distance prescribed
or laid out for a running or race; tin- ground
or distance walked, run, or sailed over, or to be

walked, run, or sailed over, in a race: as, there

being no competition, he walked over the course.

The same horse has also run the round courie at New-
market (which is about 400 yards leas than 4 miles) in

minutes and 40 seconds.

Pennant, Brit. Zoology, The Horse.

The King was at Ascot every day ; he generally rode on
the course, and the ladies came in carriages.

Qremi.lt, Memoirs, June 4, 1820.

Hence 4. The space of distance or time, or
the succession of stages, through which any-
thing passes or has to pass in its continued

progress from first to last
;
the period or path

of progression from beginning to end: as, the
course of a planet, or of a human life.

A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome ;

Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong,
Was everything by turns, and nothing long ;

But in the courite of one revolving moon
Was chymfst, fiddler, statesman, and buffoon.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., I. 649.

There are many men in this country who, in the cuurne

of ten years, have married as many as twenty, thirty, or
more wives. K. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 229.

Through the long course of centuries during which time
was reckoned in Olympiads, the triumphs of war . . .

were forever supplying the motive and the material for

new dedications at Olympia, most of which were in the
form of statues of Zeus and other deities.

C. T. ffejfton, Art and Archwol., p. 326.

6. The line or direction of motion; the line in

which anything moves : as, the course of a pro-

jectile through the air; specifically (naut.), the
direction in which a snip is steered in making
her way from point to point during a voyage ;

the point of the compass on which a ship sails.
When referred to the true meridian, it is called the true

course ; when to the position of the magnetic needle by
which the ship is steered, It Is catted the compos* course.

6. In *rt'., a line run with a compass or tran-
sit. 7. The continual or gradual advance or

progress of anything; the series of phases of

a process; the whole succession of characters
which anything progressive assumes: as, the
course of an argument or a debate; the course
of a disease.

The coune of true love never did run smooth.

Skat., M. N. D., L 1.

Time rolls his ceaseless course. Scott, L. of the L., ill. 1.

The course of this world is anything but even and uni-

form. Stubbs, Medieval and .Modem Hist., p. 18.

8. In tilting, a charge or career of the contes-
tants in the lists

;
a bout or round in a tourna-

ment ; hence, a round at anything, as in a race
;

a bout or set-to.

And Agrauadain brake his spcre on Segramours hair
berke at the same court. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.X UL 668.

The bull is brought to the bailiff's house In Tutbury, and
there collared and roped, and so conveyed to the bull-ring
In the Hii.rh streei, where he is baited with dogs ; the first

count? allotted for the kin*:, the second for the honour of
the town, and the third for the king of the minstrels.

Strvlt, Sport* and Pastimes, p. 374.

On the 14th day of May they engage to meet at a place
appointed by the king, armed with the "harm-is there-
unto accustomed, to kejK- the flelde, and to run with every
commer eight courses."

Bruit, s 1K>rts and Pastimes, p. 458.

9. Order ; sequence ; rotation ; succession of one
to another in office, property, dignity, duty, etc.

course

When and how this emlum of sinking by eourMcamt up
in the chureh it is not eertaiuly known.

ll..nkrr, Kccles. Polity, r. S>.

He (Holomon] appointed . . . the count* of the priests.
2 Chron. vill. 14.

They . . . wente out with a uett they had bought, to

take bass & such like fish, by courie, every company km,

Ing their tunic. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 137.

10. Methodical or regulated motion or pro-
cedure; customary or probable sequence of

events; recurrence of events according to cer-

tain laws.
I lay and night.

Heed time and harvest, heat and hoary frost,
Shall bold their courie. Malm, P. L., il. 900.

The guilt thereof [sin ]
and punishment to all,

By course of nature and of law, doth pan.
Kir J. Daviet, Immortal, of Soul, rill.

Or as the man whom she doth now advance,
Upon her gracious mercy-seat to sit,

Doth common things of course and circumstance
To the reports of common men commit.

Sir J. Darift, Nosce Telpsum

11. A round or succession of prescribed acts
or procedures intended to bring about a par-
ticular result : as, a course of medical treatment ;

a course of training.

My Lord continues still In a Courie of Physic at Dr.

Napier's. llowell. Letters, I. v. 19.

12. A series or succession in a specified or

systematized order
;
in schools and colleges, a

prescribed order and succession of lectures or

studies, or the lectures or studies themselves
;

curriculum : as, a course of lectures in chemis-

try, or of study in law.

A course of teaming and ingenious studies.

Shot., T. of the 8., i. 1.

13. A line of procedure ; method; way; man-
ner of proceeding ; measure : as, it will be

necessary to try another course with him.

Now see the court howe thai (beesj goo to and froo.

Palladium, Husboudrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 147.

If she did not consent to send her Son (the Duke of

York], he doubted some sharper Courir would lie speedily
taken. Baker, Chronicles, p. 222.

They refuse to doe It (pay], till they see shiping pro-
vided, or a roar*.- taken for it.

John Robinson, quoted ill Bradford's Plymouth
(Plantation, p. 48.

14. A line of conduct or behavior
; way of life

;

personal behavior or conduct : usually in the

plural, implying reprehensible conduct.

I am grieved it should lie said he Is my brother, and take
these courses. B. Jonson, Every Man in ills Humour, il. 1.

And because it is impossible to defend their [sinners']

extravagant couritet by Reason, the only way left for them
is to make Satyrical Invectives against Reason.

Stiilingjtcel, .Sermons, IL III.

You held your course without remorse.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

15. That part of a meal which is served at
once and separately, with its accompaniments,
whether consisting of one dish or of several :

as, a course of fish; a course of game; a dinner
of four courses.

They . . . com in to the halle as Kay hadde sette the
flrste court be-fore the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 019.

16. A row, round, or layer. Specifically - (a) in

building, a continuous range of stones or bricks of the same
height throughout the face or faces, or any smaller archi-
tectural division of a building.

Betweene euery course of bricks thepe lleth a coune of
mattes made of canes. llakluyt's yoyaget, II. 209.

The lower courses of the grand wall, composed of huge
blocks of gray conglomerate limestone, still remain.

//'. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 74.

(b) In cutlers' wnrlr, each stage of grinding or polishing on
the cutler's lap or wheel, (c) In mini n<i, a lode or vein.

They (veins of lead
|
often meet, and frequently form at

such points of intersection courses of ore.

Un, Wet, in. 271.

(it) Each series of teeth or burs along the whole length of
a file. The first cutting forms a series of sharp ridges
called the first courie ; the second cutting, across these

ridges, forms a series of teeth called the second course.

17. In musical instruments, a set of strings
tuned in unison. They are so arranged as to

be struck one or more at a time, according to
the fullness of tone desired. 18. Ifout., one
of the sails bent to a ship's lower yards: as,
the mainsail, called the main course, the fore-
sail or fore course, and the cross-jack or mi^rn
course. See cut under sail.

The men on the topsail yards came down the lifts to the

yard-anus of the courie*.
R. B. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 204.

The fore course wss given to her. which helped her a
little

;
but . . . she hardly held her own against the sea.

Jt. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 2S5.

19. /'I. The menstrual flux; catamenia. 20.
In coursing, a single chase

;
the chase of a hare,

as by greyhounds.



course

When it pleaseth the States to hunt for their pleasure,

thither they resort, and hane their courses with gray-

hounds. Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 150.

We were entertained with a long course of an hare for

neere 2 miles in sight. Evelyn, Diary, July 20, 1054.

A matter Of course, something which is to be expected,

as pertaining to the regular order of things; a natural

sequence or accompaniment.

So accustomed to his freaks and follies that she viewed

them all as matters of course.

Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, I. 170.

Clerk of the course. Same as cnrsitor, i. Course of

a plinth, the continuity of a plinth in the face of a wall.

Course of crops, the rotation or succession in which

crops follow one another in a prescribed system of plant-

court1312 court

He rode out to the downs, to a gentleman who had serving properly for their particular uses or

mrteoiisly sent him word that he was coursing with service; a courtyard. It may be surrounded wholly
eyhounds. J. II. Shortliouse, John Inglesant, i.

or in paj:t 1)y a wall or fenue
,
or by buildings, and isgreyl

3f. To dispute in the schools. Davies.

course2!,
An obsolete spelling of coarse.

course3t, t'. and n. An obsolete variant of curse1 .

C0urse4t,
r. t. [Early mod. E. also coresen, < ME.

*corese, < coreser, mod. courser, a groom: see

courser2
,
and cf . corse4 ,

the same word as course1
,

but in a more literal sense.] To groom.
Here be the best coresed hors,
That ever yet sawe I me.

Lytell Geste of Koln/n Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 62).

face of an arch, in arch., that face of the arch-stones in

whicli their joints radiate from the center. Course Of
-

He ... gave it [500] to this colony to be laid out in

cattle, and other course of trade, for the poor.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 90.

(6) Line of business or business transactions.

In our letter we also mentioned a course of trade our

merchants had entered into with La Tour.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 220.

(c) The regular succession of events in the conduct of

business, (d) The tendency or direction of trade or of the

markets. In course, (a) In due or usual order.

The next meeting was m course to be at New Haven in

the beginning of September.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 301.

(6) Of course. [Colloq. or prov.] In cpurse Of, during
the progress of

;
in process of ; undergoing.

They [volunteers to serve a sufficient time] will main-

tain the public interests while a more permanent force

shall be in course of preparation.
Je/erson, Works, VIII. 69.

Margin Of a course. See margin Of course, by conse-

quence; in regular or natural order; in the common man-
ner of proceeding ;

without special or exceptional direc-

tion or provision, and hence, as was expected ; naturally ;

in accordance with the natural or determinate order of

procedure or events : as, this effect will follow of course.

They both promis'd with many civil expressions and
words of course upon such occasions.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 15, 1651.

It was of course that parties should, upon such an occa-

sion, rally under different banners.

Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

Of course, the interest of the audience and of the orator

conspire. Emerson, Eloquence.

Ring course, in an arch, an outer course of stone or brick.

Springing-COUrse, in arch., the horizontal course of

stones from which an arch springs or rises. To take
course t

,
to take steps or measures ; decide or enter upon

a course or a specific line of action or proceedings ; as, he
took the wrong courie to bring them to terms.

This they had heard of, and were much affected there-

with, and all the country in general, and took course (the
elders agreeingupon itatthat meeting) that supply should
be sent in from the several towns.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 4.

= Syn. 3. Way, road, route, passage. 9. Rotation.

12. Series, succession. 13. Procedure, manner, method,
mode.

course1
(kors), .

; pret. and pp. coursed, ppr.

coursing. [< course1
, .] I. trans. 1. To hunt;

pursue; chase.

My men shall hunt you too upon the start,
And course you soundly.

S. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, iii. 2.

Adown his pale cheek the fast-falling tears

Are coursing each other round and big.

Barham, Ingoldsby legends, I. 57.

The strange figures on the tapestry . . . seemed to his

bewildered fancy to course each other over the walls.

J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, i.

2. To cause to run
;
force to move with speed.

Course them oft, and tire them in the heat.

May, tr. of Virgil's Georgics.

3. To run through or over: as, the blood
courses the winding arteries.

The bounding steed courses the dusty plain. Pope,

Rapid as fire

Coursing a train of gunpowder.
Wordsivorth, Eccles. Sonnets, iii. 8.

II. Intrans. 1. To run; pass over or through
a course; run or move about: as, the 'blood
courses.

Swift as quicksilver, it courses through
The natural gates and alleys of the body.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

It were tedious to course through all his writings, which
are so full of the like assertions.

Miltftn, Reformation in Eng., i.

We coursed about
The subject most at heart, more near and near.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.

2. To engage in the sport of coursing. See
coursini/.

Both [acts] contain an exemption in respect of the pur-
suit and killing of hares by coursing with greyhounds, or

by hunting with beagles or other hounds.
S. Doieell, Taxes in England, III. 277.

corsour, curser, coicrcer, < OF. cornier, coursier,

F. coursier = Pr. corsier = Sp. Pg. corcel = It.

corsiere, < ML. cursarius, corserivs, curserius,

< cursus, m., ML. also cursa, f., > F. course, etc.,

a course, running : see course1 ,
n. Cf. L. cursor,

a runner, LL. cursorius, pertaining to a runner :

see cursory, Cursorcs.] 1. A swift horse; a

runner
;
a war-horse : used chiefly in poetry.

And Merlin rode on a grete grey courser and bar the

baner of kynge Arthur be-fore all the hoste.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 585.

"Take hym a gray courser," sayd Robyn,
"And asadell newe."

Lytell Geste of llobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 58).

The impatient courser pants in every vein.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 151.

2. One who hunts; one who pursues the sport
of coursing.
A leash is a leathern thong by which a falconer holds

his hawk, or a courser leads his greyhound.
Sir T. Hanmer.

3f. A discourser ;
a disputant.

He was accounted a noted sophister, and remarkable
courier ... in the public schools. Life of A. Wood, p. 109.

4. In ornith. : (a) A bird of the genus Curso-

rius: as, the cream-colored courser, Cursorius

isabellinus. () pi. The birds of the old group
Cursores; the struthious birds, as the ostrich,
etc.

courser2!, [Early mod. E., < ME. courser, cor-

ser, coresur, < OF. coretier, coratier, couratier,

couletier, mod. F. courtier = Pr. corratier = Sp.
corredor= Pg. corretor= It. curattiere, a broker,

agent, huckster, < ML. corratarius, curaterius,
corraterius (cf. L. curator, > E. curator), < L.

curare, pp. curatus, take care of: see cure, cu-

rate,curator. Hence course*, corse*.] 1. A bro-

ker; an agent; a dealer; especially, a dealer in

horses. 2. A groom.
Foles [foals] with hande to touche a corser weyveth ;

Hit hurteth hem to handel or to holde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 135.

COurseyt, [Earlier coursie, < F. coursie (see

extract) (= It. corsia), < cowrs, course, course :

see course.] Naut., a space or passage in a

galley, about a foot and a half broad, on both
sides of which the slaves were placed.

Coursie. [F. ], part of the hatches of a galley, tearmed the

Coursey ; or, the gallery-like space on both sides whereof
the seats of the slaves are placed. Cotgrave.

COIirsieH, " See coursey.
COUrsie'2 (kor'si), a. In her., same as voided.

coursing (kor'sing), n. [< course1 + -ing
1

.']

1. The sport of pursuing hares or other game
with greyhounds, when the game is started in

sight of the hounds.

It would be tried also in flying of hawks, or in coursing
of a deer, or hart, with greyhounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2f. Disputing in the schools. See courser1
,
3.

180 bachelors this last Lent, and all things carried on
well ; but no coursing, which is very bad. Life ofA . Wood.

3. In coal-mining, regulation of the ventilation

of a mine by systematically conducting the air

through it by means of various doors, stop-

pings, and brattices.

COUrsing-hat (kor'sing -hat), . In medieval

tirmor, a tilting-helmet.

coursing-joint (kor'sing-joint), n. A joint be-

tween two courses of masonry.
COUrsing-trial (kor'sing-tri"al), n. A competi-
tive trial of the speed and hunting qualities of

coursing dogs.
court (kort), . and a. [< ME. court, cort, curt,
< AF. court, OF. cort, curt, court, F. cour = Pr.

cort = Sp. Pg. It. corte, < ML. cortis, a court-

yard, yard, villa, farm, palace, retinue, < L.

cor(t-)s, contr. of cohor(t-)s, a place inclosed

(see cohort); akin to E. yard, garth, garden, q.
v.

;
hence courteous, courtesy, courtier, courte-

zan, etc.] I. . 1. An inclosed space connected
with a building or buildings of any kind, and

Court of Lions, Alhambra, Spain.

sometimes covered over entirely or partially with glass,

as is common in the case of the central courts of large
French buildings.

A faire quadrangular Court, with goodly lodgings about
it foure stories high. Coryat, Crudities, I. 31.

Four courts I made, East, West, and South and North,
In each a squared lawn. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. A short arm of a public street, inclosed on
three sides by buildings : as, the former Jaun-

cey court on Wall street in New York. 3. A
smooth, level plot of ground or floor, on which

tennis, rackets, or hand-ball is played. See
tennis-court.

Tell him, he hath made a match with such a wrangler,
That all the courts of France will be disturb'd

With chaces. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

4. A palace ; the residence of a sovereign or

other high dignitary ;
used absolutely, the place

where a sovereign holds state, surrounded by
his official attendants and tokens of his dignity :

as, to be presented at court.

The same night sothely, sais me the lettur,
The corse caried was to courtte of the knight Paris.

Destruction of Troij (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10751.

Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd and bold,
That this our court, infected with their manners,
Shows like a riotous inn. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

The Persian, . . . finding he had given offense, hath
made a sort of apology, and said that illness had prevented
him from going to court. Greville, Memoirs, June 25, 1819.

5. All the surroundings of a sovereign in his

regal state
; specifically, the collective body of

persons who compose the retinue pr
council of

a sovereign or other princely dignitary.
Love rules the court, the camp, the grove.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 2.

Her court was pure ;
her life serene ;

God gave her peace ;
her land reposed ;

A thousand claims to reverence closed

In her as Mother, Wife, and Queen.
Tennyfon, To the Queen.

6. The hall, chamber, or place where justice is

administered. 7. In law, a tribimal duly con-

stituted, and present at a time and place fixed

pursuant to law, for the judicial investigation
and determination of controversies. The court is

not the judge or judges as individuals, but only when at

the proper time and place they exercise judicial powers.
Courts are of record (that is, such that their proceedings
are enrolled for perpetual memory) or not of record, gen-
eral or local, of first instance or appellate, etc. The ju-

dicial system differs in different States and countries, and
is constantly being modified. See phrases below.

8. Any jurisdiction, customary, ecclesiastical,

or military, conferring the power of trial for

offenses, the redress of wrongs, etc. : as, a ma-
norial court; an archbishop's court; a coMrf mar-
tial. 9. A session of a court in either of the

two last preceding senses.

The archbishop . . .

Held a late court at Dunstable.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

10. The meeting of a corporation or the prin-

cipal members of a corporation : as, the court

of directors
;
the court of aldermen. [Eng.]

1 1 . Attention directed to a person in power ;

address to make favor; the art of insinuation;
the art of pleasing; significant attention or

adulation : as, to make court (that is, to attempt
to please by flattery and address) ;

to pay court

(to approach with gallantries, to woo).

Him the Prince with gentle enurt did liord.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 2.

Flatter me, make thy court. lii-inlfii, Aurcngzcbe.

A court in bane. See iaiic. A friend at or in court.
See frinui. Archdeacon's court, the lowest in the se-

ries of English ecclesiastical courts. Court Christian,



court

a genei'i:' tei MI 11-1 '! in itir Kiiu'lixh courts of common law
In deMunate the ecclesiastical courts; s|>ecirically, the ;i|i

propriatc crrlrMa.tna) court to \vhli 1 1 a common -|UW' court
iiirjhl refer :l <|ilr -Mori.

Many igsues of f:ict were referred by tlie royal tribunals
to the finirt ('In ixtimt to i ilcriiinl there, anil thr inter-

lacing, so to speak, of the two jurisdictions was the occa-

sion of many disputes. SluHa, Const. Hist., | 399.

Court leet. See emirt-lfft. Court martial, a court

consisting of military or naval officers summoned to try
cases of desertion, mutiny, hreach of orders, etc. Court
Of Arches, a court of appeal belonging to the Archbishop
of l 'auterhury, and held by the Dean of the Arches, as the
oltlcial representative c,f the archbishop. Court Of as-

sistance, the KoverniiiK iM.dy in som- ill In h>h par-
i -hi--, corresponding to the flelectHMii in the initcd states.

Court of Assistants, the highest judicial court of Mas-
sachusetts iu the colonial period up to 1092. It conM-t< -I

of the governor, ile|.iitv uiivcnior, anil assistants, and waft

also caltcil the <;>>* <,'"'"'' ,- fnnrt. -- Court of Attach-
ments, a court formerly held in England, before the ver-

ilin-rsof the forest, to attach and try offenders against
vert and venison. - Court of Brotherhood, an assembly*
of the mayors or other chief officers of the principal towns
of the Cinque Ports of England, originally administering
the chief powers of those ports : now almost extinct. See

Ciiviuf I'orl*, under cinque. Court of Claims, (a) A
I uited States court, sitting in Washington, for the Inves-

tigation of claims against the government! (b) In some
states, a county court charged with the financial business
of the county. Court of Common Pleas, originally, in

England, a court for the trial of civil actions between sub-

jects. It was one of the three superior courts of common
law, hut now forms the Common Pleas division of the High
Court of Justice. Courts hearing this title exist in several
of the I uited states, having in some cases hoth civil and
criminal jurisdiction over the whole State, while In others
the jurisdiction is limited to a county. Court Of equity.
See equity. Court Of guard, (a) The guard-room of a

fort, where soldiers lie.

Through narrow loop and casement barr'd,
The sunbeams sought the Court of Guard.

Scott, L. of the L., vl. 2.

(6) The soldiers composing the guard.

A court of guard about her. Partheneia Sacra (I6SS).

Court of Gueatllng, or of Brotherhood and Guestllng,
an assembly of the members of the Court of Brotherhood,
together with other representatives of the corporate mem-
bers of the Cinque Ports of England, invited to sit with
the mayors of the seven principal towns. Court of High
Commission, or High Commission Court, an English
ecclesiastical court established by Queen Elizabeth and
alM)lished for abuse of power in 1641.

The a 1 ml it ion of those three hateful enurtd the North-
ern Council, the Star Chamber, and the lli'jh Commission,
would alone entitle the Long Parliament to the lasting
gratitude of Englishmen. Macaulay, Nugent 's Hampden.

Court of Inquiry, a court established by law for the pur-
pose of examining into the nature of any transaction of, or
accusation or imputation against, any officer or soldier of

the army. Its proceeding is not a trial, but an investigation,

generally preliminary to determining whether the accused
shall be brought before a court martial for trial, fve*.

Court of King's (or Queen's) Bench (so called because
the sovereign used to sit in person), formerly, the su-

preme court of common law in England, now a division
of the High Court of Justice. Court of Lodemanaget,
an ancient tribunal of the Cinque Ports of England nav-

ing jurisdiction over pilots or li-demen. Court Of over
andtennlner. Seeoj/cr. Court of Probate Acts. See
Probate Act, under probate. Court Of Session, the su-

preme civil court of Scotland, consisting of the president
and senators of the College of Justice, thirteen in number
altogether, eight forming the inner house, which sits in

to divisions, and five the outer house. Court Of the
Clerk Of the market, a court incident In an English fair

or market. Court of the Lord High Steward of Great
Britain, a court instituted for the trial, during the recess
of Parliament, of peers or peeresses indicted for treason or

felony, or for misprision of either. Sh'i'ln'n. Court of
the ordinary, a court held by an English bishop, exer-
cisin:: immediate jurisdiction as such. Court Of Trall-

baston, a special commission instituted by Edward I. for

administering criminal justice. Customary court, for-

merly, in England, a court-baron when sitting to deal with
the rights of the copyholders, the custom of the manor be-

ing the rule of decision. In this form of the court-baron
tenants probably sat only as jurors. Days In court. See
tin 'i

l
. Forest court, in England, a court for the govern-

ment of a royal forest. Freeholders' court. See court-

baron. General Court, the designation given hi colo-

nial times, and subsequently by the constitutions of those
states, to the legislatures of Massachusetts and Sew Hamp-
shire. They are so called because the colonial legislature of
M assachusetts grew out of the general court or meeting of
the Massachusetts Company. Inferior court. See infe-
rior. - Landed Estates Court, a tribunal created by the
Irish Laud Act of 1-70. to facilitate the acquisition of title

to land by the tenantry in Ireland. Lord Mayor's Court,
a court of civil jurisdiction held before the lord mayor of

London, and dealing with cases in which the whole cause
of action arises within the city of London. Manorial
court. See court-baron. Maritime courts, such courts
as have power and jurisdiction to determine maritime
causes, or matters arising upon the high seas, whether civil

or criminal, and whether arising out of contract or tort.

Minar. Merchants' Court. See Stranger*' Court, be-
low. Moot court, a fictitious trial, organized for the

purpose uf affording practice in the trial or argument of

causes to those, who are studying law. Municipal court,
a court whose territorial limits of jurisdiction are conler-
minotis with those of a municipal corporation, and having
civil or criminal jurisdiction, or both. Old Court party,
New Court party, two opposing parties in Kentucky -inli

tics about I.SL'.'I. The legislature l!:ul aholishc.l the Sn

pretue Court, on account of an obnoxious decision against
a luw to relieve debtors and help a banking enterprise.
and substituted a new court in its place ; hence the divi-

sion. Parish court, iii Louisiana, one of a class of local
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court* having general jurisdiction In probate, KUardian-
ship. etc Strangers' or Merchants' Court, a court
uf the Massachusetts colony existing until MJ02, conaist-

ing of the governor, deputy governor, and two magis-
trates, instituted for the l.cn.-tit of strange trading hi

the colony.- Superior Court. () In Kngland, a gen-
eral designation of the courts of Chancery, (Queen's Bench,
and former Common Pleas and Exchequer, which are

now, however, divisions of the Supreme Court. Ill Soot-
land the superior courts are the Court of Session, Court
of Justiciary, and Court of Exchequer, (b) A designa-
tion frequently prescribed by law, particularly in the
I niicit states, for a local court in a particular county
or city, superior In Jurisdiction to the lower claw of in-

ferior courts existing in the counties and towns through-
out the State: as, the A'ujwrvir Court of the city of New
York; the Superior Court of Cincinnati; the Superior
Court of Cook county (Chicago). In Connecticut and
Georgia the highest court of original jurisdiction Is term-
ed the Superior Court. In Kentucky the name is given
to an Intermediate court of

appeal. Supreme Court,
the designation usually prescribed by law for the high-
est court of the state or nation which has any original Ju-
risdiction of a general nature. In the United States the
name is usually given to the court having a general appel-
late jurisdiction orer inferior courts, and original jurisdic-
tion In supervise the proceedings of inferior courts and of

public officers, hy the special wriU of mandamus, certlom-
rl. prohibition, habeas corpus, quo warranto, and the like.

The term has no fixed general meaning apart from the stat-

ute conferring it. For instance, in many States the juris-
diction of the Supreme Court Is purely appellate and super-
visory. In England the Supreme Court Includes the various

divisions. Chancery, Queen s Bench, etc. (formerly called the

Superior Courts, which have original and appellate juris-

diction), and the Court of Appeal (which has no original

jurisdiction, but reviews the proceedings of the various di-

visions) ; and the decisions of the Court of Appeal are in

turn reviewed by appeal to the House of Lords. In New
York the name is given to the court having general original

jurisdiction at law and in equity throughout the State, of

all classes of actions, civil and criminal, except such minor,
local, and peculiar matters as for reasons of convenience are
confined in the first instance to inferior courts; and its

final judgments are for the most part subject to review In

the Court of Appeals. But it has also appellate jurisdiction
over many inferior court*. In New Jersey the Supreme
Court has both original and appellate jurisdiction at law,
while the equity jurisdiction is vested in the Court of Chan-

cery, and both are subject to review in the Court of Er-

rors and Appeals. In Connecticut the court of general ori-

ginal jurisdiction in law and equity is termed the .Superior
Court, and the appellate court Is termed the Supreme Court
of Errors. In Kentucky the term Superior Court Is given
to an appellate court, whose decisions are In turn reviewed

by a Court of Appeals. The Supreme Court of the Unit-
ed States has original Jurisdiction In cases affecting am-
bassadors and other public ministers and consuls, and those
in which a State is a party. Its principal business Is in

the exercise of Its appellate jurisdiction, which Includes

(subject to complex restrictions in many classes of causes)
civil cases in the courts established by act of Congress ;

federal questions determined in State courts of last resort

adversely to a claim of federal right; and a supervisory
jurisdiction over criminal proceedings in United States

circuit courts when two judges are disagreed. Surro-
gate's court, in some of the United States, a probate court.

The Courts Of the Lord, the temple at Jerusalem ;

hence, a church or public place of worship.

My soul longeth. yea, even fainteth for the courts of thf

Lord. Ps. lixxlv. 2.

To fence the court. See fence. (For other courts, see

the word characterizing the title, as admiralty, augmenta-
tion, circuit, county, etc.)

II, a. Pertaining to a court; adhering to a

royal court ; characteristic of courts : as, court

manners; the court party in the civil wars of

England Court holy-waterl, flattery; fine words
without deeds. Kara.

nuncle, court holy-utater In a dry house is better than
this rain-water out o' door. Shak., Lear, lit 2.

court (kort), v. [< court, n.] I. trans. 1. To
pay court to; endeavor to gain the favor of;

try to win over by plausible address
;
seek to

ingratiate one's self with, as by flattery or

obsequious attentions.

When the king was thus courting his old adversaries, the
friends of the church were not leas active. Macaulay.

2. To seek the love of ; pay addresses to; woo;
solicit in marriage.
He [the captain) fell In love with a young lien tiewoman,

and courted her for his Wife. Houxll, Letters, I. vl. 20.

A thousand court you, though they court In vain. Pope.

3. To attempt to gain by address ; solicit ; seek :

as, to court commendation or applause.
It is a certain exception against a man's receiving ap-

plause, that he visibly court* it Stale, Tatlcr, \o. ->_'.

What can Cato do
Against a world, a base, degenerate world,
That courts the yoke, and bows the neck to Caesar T

Adduon, Cato, 1. 1.

They might almost seem to have courted the crown of

martyrdom. // Mtt.

4. To hold out inducements to
; invite.

On we went : but ere an hour had pass'd,
We reach'd a meadow slanting to the north ;

Down which a well-worn pathway courted us
To one green wicket in a privet hedge.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.

II. iiitnnw. If. To act the courtier; imitate
the manners of the court.

courtepy
Tis certain the French are the most Polite Nation In

the World, and can Praise and Court with a better Air
than the rest of Mankind. Lifter, Journey to Paris, p. 4.

2. To pay one's : woo.
\\ li.it kissing and curtinff was there,
When these two couilns did greet !

Hobin UMKI and Out Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 407).

courtaget (kor'taj), n. Brokerage.
courtalt. . See curtal, n., 3.

courtantt, . See curtal, n., 3.

court-baron (kort'bar'on), . A domestic court
in old English manors for redressing misde-

meanors, etc., in the manor, and for settling
tenants' disputes. It consisted of the freemen or free-
bold tenants of the manor, presided over by the lord or his

steward. It had also some administrative powers, sue*

ceeding within Its limits to the powers of the former court
of the hundred. Also baron-court, freeholder^ court, ma-

t:ri'il '

court-bred (kort'bred). a. Bred at court,

court-card (kprt'kard ), n. A corruption of
c<it-c<ir<l (which see),

court-chaplain (kOrt'chap'lan), n. A chaplain
to a king or prince.

The maids of honour have been fully convinced hy a fa-

mous court-chaplain. Swift.

courtcraft (kort'kraft), .
_

Conduct adapted to

gain favor at court
; political artifice.

court-cupboard (kort'kub'Srd), n. A cabinet
or sideboard having a number of shelves for the

display of plate, etc. See cupboard.

Away with the joint-stools, remove the court cupboard,
look to the plate. Shale., R. and J., L 5.

Here shall stand my court-cupboard, with Its furniture
of plate. Chapman, Mons. D'Olive.

court-day (kort'da), n. A day on which a court
sits or is appointed to sit to administer justice.
court-dress (kort'dres'), n. The costume, made
according to strict regulations, which is worn
on state occasions connected with the court of
a sovereign, or at ceremonious festivities con-
ducted by the chief of the state, such costumes
are either peculiar to persons having a certain rank or
holding a certain office, and are uniforms strictly apper-
taining to their position, or they are ordered for every
person presenting himself or herself, and vary according
to the occasion. The rules concerning court-dress differ

greatly in character, minuteness, and strictness of enforce-
ment.

court-dresser (kort'dres'er), . A flatterer; a
courtier. [Rare.]
Such arts of giving colours, appearances, and resem-

blances, hy this court-dresser, fancy. Locke.

courteous (ker'te-us or kor'tius), a. [Early
mod. E. also curtfous, curtese, etc.

; < ME. cur-

teous, a rare form of the common type cartels
or corteis, also variously spelled curtate, curtays,
curtate, curtfse, curtcys, curtois, etc.. cortaig,

etc.,< OP. curtets, corteis, cortois. etc., P. cotirtois

= Pr. Sp. cortes = Pg. cortez= It. cortege, < ML.
as if "cortcnsiji, < cortis, court: see court, .]

Having court-like or elegant manners : using or
characterized by courtesy; well-bred; polite:
as, a courteous gentleman ; courteous words

;
a

courteous manner of address.

I have slain one of the rourteousest knights
That ever bestrode a steede.

Ckiltle Maurice (Child's Ballads, II. 318).

Which flue poyntes whether a scholemaater shall work
sofolner in a childe, by fearefull beating, or curfew han-
dling, yon that be wise, judge.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 42.

Sir, I was courteous, every phrase well-ou'd.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

= Syn. Civil, Urbane, etc. (see polite), obliging, affable,
attentive, respectful.

courteously (ker'te-us-li or kor'tius-li), nrfr.

[< ME. ewMMr. cortaysly, cortaisliche, etc. ; <

courteous + -/y*.] In a courteous manner ; with

obliging civility or condescension
; politely.

Than seide Gaweln that thei dlde nothingecurfft'tt/t/as
worthi men ne that wolde he not suffre.

Mrrlin (E. E. T. 8.), lit 489.

The King courteously requested him (the Duke of <;iou-

cester] to go and make himself ready, for that he must
needs ride with him a little Way. to confer of some Busi-
" -- Baker, Chronicles, p. 148.

courteousness (k6r'te-us-nes or kor'tius-nes), n.

The quality of being courteous
; complaisance.

Godly menne . . . muste moue ami allure all incline with
cmirtioutnette, ientlenesse and beneflclalnene ... to lone
and to Concorde. J. I'dall, Pref. to Mat., v.

courtepyt, . [ME.,&lsocourtpie,courtby,cowrte-
by (early mod. E. also cote-a-)>yt, simulating
cfc2 = coaft), prpb. < OD. kort, short, + mj =
LG. pi, piqe,

a thick cloth : see pea-jacket?] A
short cloak of coarse cloth.

Ful thredbare was his overeat courtepy.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L WX

And ketten (cut) here copes and courtpiet hem [them]
made. Piers Plotcman (B), vi. 191.



courier

courier (kor'ter), H. [< court, r., + -erl. Cf.

courtier.] 1. One who courts, or endeavors to

gain favor ; a courtier.

Queen Elizabeth, the greatest courier of her people.
An Answer to Baxter, p. 28.

2. One who woos
;
a wooer.

A courier of wenches. Sherwood.

From the Isle of Man a courier came,
And a false young man was he.

Margaret of Craignargat (Child's Ballads, VIII. 251).

courtesan, courtesanship. See courtezan, cour-

tezansnip.

courtesy (ker'te-si), n.
; pi. courtesies (-siz).

[Early mod. E. also courtesie, curtesy, court'sy,

eurt'sy, curtsy, etc., whence, in the sense of 'a

movement of civility,' and in some legal senses,
the present archaic spelling curtsy or curtesy, in

common use along with courtesy ; < ME. curtesie,

curteisie, corteysye, cortaysye, rarely courtesie, <

OF. curteisie, cortoisie, etc., F. courtoisie (= Pr.

Pg. cortezia = Sp. cortesia, It. cortesia), cour-

tesy, < cartel's, etc., courteous: see courteous.]
1. Courtliness or elegance of manners; polite-

1314 courtress

eldest son of Lord Lovat. In these legal uses often writ-

ten curtesy. =Syn. 1. Courteousness, urbanity, good breed-

ing. For comparison, see polite.

courtesy (kert'si), v.; pret. and pp. courtesied,

ppr. courtesying. [< courtesy, n.] 1. intrans.

To make a gesture of reverence, respect, or

civility; make a courtesy: now said only of

women.
The petty traffickers, COUrtieryt (kor'tier-i), n. [<

That curtsy to them, do them
rererence^^ .

^ cf_ ^^g^ The manners of a

Lowly louted the boys, and lowly the maidens all courte-

sied.

Longfellow (trans.), Children of the Lord's Supper.

Il.t trans. To treat with courtesy or civility.

[Bare.]

Prince Schwartzenberg in particular had a stately as-

pect, . . . beautifully contrasted with the smirking saloon.

activity, the perked-up courtierism, and pretentious nul-

lity of many here. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 196.

courtierly (kor'tier-li), a. [< courtier + -ly
1
.]

Courtier-like ;
characterized by courtliness.

His courtierly admirers, plying him with questions.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 344.

courtier + -y
3

.

courtier.

The prince politely courtesied him with all favours.

Sir R. Williams, Actions of the Low Countries, p. 5.

courtezan, courtesan (ker'- or kor'tf-zan), .

[Early mod. E. also courtesane, courtisane, cur-

tiztin; < ME. conrtezane, < F. courtesan, cortisaii

(16th century), now courtisan, < It. cortegiano,

cortigiano = Sp. cortesan = Pg. cortezSo (ML.
cortesanus), masc., a courtier; F. courtisane =
It. cortegiana, cortigiana = Sp. Pg. cortesana =

; If
"ness; civility; complaisance; especially, polite- - . -

ness springing from kindly Reeling.
pg- cortesana, fern., a court lady, a gentlewo-
man, hence, orig. in cant use or mock euphe-
mism, in It. and F. (now the only sense in F.),
a prostitute ; < It. corteggtare (= Sp. Pg. corU-

jar = F. courtiser, obs.), court, pay court to,

< corte (= Sp. Pg. corte), court : see court, n.]

If. A courtier.

And [he] brought with hym grete plente of knyghtes,
(for he was full of feire courtesie and a feire speker.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 469.

Usefulness comes by labour, wit by ease ;

Courtesie grows in courts, news in the citie.

Get a good stock of these.

G. Herbert, The Church Porch.

What a fine natural courtesy was his !

His nod was pleasure, and his full bow bliss.

Lowell, Int. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

2. An act of civility or respect ;
an act of kind-

ness, or a favor done with politeness ;
a gracious

attention.

Dame, seth god hath ordeyned yow this honour to haue
so feire a companye, some curtesie moste I do for the love

of hem, and also for the love of youreself.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 483.

Make them know
That outward courtesies would fain proclaim
Favours that keep within. SAat., M. for M., v. 1.

Hail, ye small sweet courtesies of life, for smooth do ye
make the road of it ! Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 51.

3. A gesture of reverence, respect, or civility :

formerly used for both sexes; now, in a re-

stricted sense, a kind of obeisance made by a

woman, consisting in a sinking or inclination

of the body with bending of the knees : in this

sense now usually pronounced and often writ-

ten curtsy (kert'si), Scotch also curchie.

With capp and knee they courtsey make.
Dutckens of Su/olk's Calamity (Child's Ballads, VII. 302).

With honourable action,
Such as he hath observ'd in noble ladies, . . .

With soft low tongue and lowly courtesy.
Shale., T. of the S., Ind., i.

Some country girl scarce to a court'sy bred.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi.

With blushing cheek and courtesy fine

She turned her from Sir Leoline.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

4. Favor; indulgence; allowance; common
consent; conventional as distinguished from

legal right: as, a title by courtesy; the courtesy
of England. See phrases below.

Such other dainty meates as by the curtesie & ctistome

euery gest might carry from a common feast home with
him to his owne house.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 47.

Courtesy (or curtesy) of England, the title of a hus-
band to enjoy for life, after his wife s decease, heredita-
ments of the wife held by her for an estate of inheritance,
of which there was seizin during the wife's life, provided
they have had lawful issue able to inherit. Such a hold-

ing is called tenancy by the courtesy of England. It exists
in some of the United States. A right of tenancy by the

courtesy is said to be initiate when by marriage and birth
of issue the husband has acquired an inchoate or expec-
tant right ; it is consummate when by the death of the
wife his life-estate in lands of which she was seized has
become absolute. The courtesy of Scotland is of a similar
kind, and is called curialitas Scotia. Courtesy Of the
Senate, in the Senate of the United States, special con-
sideration required by custom to be shown to the wishes
of individual members or former members of the Senate
on certain occasions. Specifically (a) The custom of

yielding to the wishes of senators from a particular State
with regard to the confirmation or rejection of appoint-
ments to office within that State made by the President.
(6) The custom of confirming the nomination to an office

by the President of a member or former member of the
Senate without the usual reference to a committee.
Courtesy title, a title to which one has no valid claim,
but which is assumed by a person or given by popular con-
sent. Thus, when a British nobleman has several titles,
it is usual for one of his inferior titles to be assumed by
his eldest son. The eldest son of the Duke of Bedford,
for example, is Marquis of Tavistock, and the Duke of
Buccleuch's eldest son is Earl of Dalkeith. The younger
sons of dukes and marquises have the courtesy title of
Lord prefixed to their Christian names: as, Lord William
Lennox. In Scotland the eldest son of a viscount or baron
has the courtesy title of Master : as, the Master of Lovat,

The fox was resembled to the prelates, courtesans,

priests, and the rest of the spiritualty.

Foxe, Book of Martyrs (ed. 1641), I. 511.

2. A prostitute.
I endeavoured to give her [Virtue) as much of the modern

ornaments of a fine lady as I could, without danger of be-

ing accused to have dressed her like a courtezan.

Boyle, Occasional Reflections.

courtezanship, courtesanship (ker'- or kor'-

te-zan-ship), n. [< courtezan, courtesan,+ -ship.]
T"he character or practices of a courtezan.

court-favor (kort'fa'vor), n. A favor or bene-
fit obtained at court

; good standing at court.

We part with the blessings of both worlds for pleasures,
court-favours, and commissions. Sir R. L Estrawje.

court-fool (kdrt'fol'), n. A buffoon or jester

formerly kept by kings, nobles, etc., for their

amusement.
court-frumpti '* A snub of favor, or a rebuff at

court.

You must look to be envied, and endure a few court-

frumps for it. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

court-guide (kort'gid'), n. A directory or book

containing the addresses of the nobility and

gentry. [Eng.]
court-hand (kort'hand), n. The old so-called

"Gothic" or "Saxon "hand, or manner of writ-

ing, used in records and judicial proceedings
in England.
He can make obligations, and write court-hand.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2.

By this hand of flesh,
Would it might never write good court-hand more,
If I discover. . Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

court-house (kort'hous), n. 1. A building in

which courts of law are held
;
a building ap-

propriated to the use of law-courts. 2. In the
southern United States, the village or town in

which such a building is situated; a county-
seat: common in the names of places: as, Cul-

peper Court-House, in Virginia. Abbreviated
c. a.

courtier (kor'tier), n. [<ME. "courtier, courteour

(Gower), < OF. courtier, a judge, prob. also a

courtier, < ML. "cortarius, "curtarius, lit. be-

longing to a court (of. curtarius, n., the posses-
sor of a farm or villa), < cortis, curtis, a court,

yard, farm, villa, etc. : see court. As an E.
word courtier may be regarded as < court + -i-tr

(-yer), as in cottier, grazier, lawyer, etc.] 1. One
who attends or frequents the court of a sov-

ereign or other high dignitary.
Chloe. Are we invited to court, sir?

Tib. You are, lady, by the great Princess Julia, who longs
to greet you with any favours that may worthily make
you an often courtier. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

In this and other passages there is something of the tone
of a disappointed statesman, perhaps of a disappointed
courtier. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 383.

2. One who courts or solicits the favor of an-

other; one who possesses the art of gaining
favor by address and complaisance.
There was not among all our princes a greater courtier

of the people than Richard HI. Suckling.

courtierism (kor'tier-izm), H. [< courtier +
-ixm.] The arts, practices, or character of a
courtier.

In his garb he savours
Little of the nicety,
In the sprucer courtiery.

B. Jonson, The Satyr.

courtint, cpurtinet,
Obsolete forms of cur-

tain. Wright.
court-lands (kort'landz'), n. pi. In Eng. law,
a demain, or land kept in the lord's hands to

serve his family ;
a home farm.

courtledge (kort'lej), . A perverted form (as
if court -f ledge

1
) of courtilage, usually curtilage.

A rambling courtledge of barns and walls.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xir.

court-leet (kort'let), n. An English court of

record held in a particular hundred, lordship, or

manor, before the steward of the leet, for petty
offenses, indictments to higher courts, and some
administrative functions. It has now fallen

into general disuse.

Where the ancient machinery of court-leet and court-

baron had worn itself out the want of magisterial experi-
ence or authority had been supplied by an elected council.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), 8'0.

courtlesst, [< court + -less.] Uncourtly;
not elegant.
These answers by silent curtsies from you are too court-

less and simple. B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 2.

court-like (kort'llk), a. Courtly; polite; ele-

gant.
'Fore me, you are not modest,

Nor is this court-like !

Beau, and Fl., Double Marriage, iv. 2.

courtliness (kort'li-nes), n. The quality of

being courtly ; elegance of manners
; grace of

mien
; complaisance with dignity.

courtlingt (kort'ling), re. [< court + -lingl.] A
courtier; a retainer or frequenter of a court.

Although no bred courtling, yet a most particular man.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

courtly (kort'li), a. [< court + -lyl.] 1. Per-

taining or relating to a court or to courts.

To promise is most courtly and fashionable.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1.

Ellen, I am no courtly lord,
But one who lives by lance and sword,
Whose castle is his helm and shield,
His lordship, the embattled field.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 19.

2. Elegant; polite; refined; courteous: as,

"courtly accents fine," Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

3. Disposed to court the great; somewhat
obsequious; nattering. Macaulay.
courtly (kort'li), adv. [< court + -ly%.] In the
manner of courts

; elegantly ;
in a gracious or

flattering manner.
COUrt-mant. n. A courtier.

court-marshal (kort'mar'shal), n. One who
acts as marshal at a court.

court-martial (kort'mar'shal), v. t. To arraign
and try by court martial (as an officer of the

army or navy) for offenses against the military
or naval laws of the country. See court martial,
under court.

court-mourning (kort'mor'ning), . Mourning
worn for the death of a prince, or for one of the

royal family or their relatives.

courtnallt, n. [Appar. a var. of *courtner, <

court + ->i-er, as in citiner.] A courtier.

Good fellowe, I drinke to thee,
And to all courtnalls that courteous be.

King and Miller of Mansfield (Child's Ballads, VIII. 36).

courtoist, a. A Middle English form of cour-

teous.

court-passage t, . A game at dice for two

players.
I've had a lucky hand these fifteen year
At such court-paxsage, with three dice in a dish.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, ii. 2.

COUrtpiet, " Same as courtesy.

court-plaster (kort'plas"ter), n. [So called

because originally applied by ladies of the court

as ornamental patches on the face.] Black,

flesh-colored, or transparent silk varnished with

a solution of isinglass to which benzoin or gly-
cerin. etc., is sometimes added, used for cover-

ing slight wounds.

courtresst, [< courier, courtier, + -ess.] A
court lady.

If plain, stale slut, not a courtress.

Greene, Verses against the Gentlewomen of Sicilia.



court-rolls

court-rolls (km-t'rol//), n. i>l. The records of

a court. Sec roll.

courtryt, [< court + -ry.] The whole body
of courtiers.

There wan an Outlaw In I'.ttrieke Forcste,
Counted him nought. ii"r

'

his murlrir gay.
,x'.i,i.i .,; // < ml In a- Mm;././(Child's Ballads. \ I. i'i).

court-shift (kort'shift'), n. A political artifice.

Milli, it.

courtship (kort 'ship), . [< mart + -nhii>.] 1.

The act. of paying court to dignitaries, espe-

cially for the purpose of ^aininj; favors; the

paying of interested respect ami uttention; the

practices of a courtier. [Obsolete or rare.]

A practice of fniiriiliip to grcatni'iin hath not hitherto,
in me, alined at thy thrift. /'-,/. Kaneiea, lied.

The Magintrate whose Charge is to Bee to our Persons.
urn! Kstates. is to lice hoiioiir'il with a more elalKintte anil

personal! 1'ntirliiltiii, with larRc Salaries and Stipends.
Milt,,,,. Reformation in Eng., II.

He paid his courtship with the crowd,
As far as modcat pride allow'd. Sw\ft.

2. The wooing of a woman
;
the series of atten-

tions paid by a man to a woman for the pur-
pose of gaining her love and ultimately her
hand in marriage, or the mutual interest en-

gendered and avowed between them, antece-

dent to a declaration of love or an engagement
of marriage.
There is something excessively fnlr and open In this

method of ciiin-rnliifi . hy this lioth sides are prepared for

all the matrimonial adventures that are to follow.

Goldsmith.

Discussing how their courtship grew, . . .

And how she look'd, and what he said.

Tennyson, In Memoriani, Conclusion.

3t. Courtly behavior
;
refinement

; elegance of

manners, speech, et., such as is becoming at

court.

Whiles the young lord of Telemon, her husband,
Was packeted to France to study courtship.

Ford, fancies, i. 1.

Sweet lady, hy your leave. I could wish myself more full

of courtship for your fair sake.
Beau. ,1,1,1 Ft., King and No King, I. 2.

One Tylo, brought up at the court, cunningly sewing
together all the old shreds of his courtship, . . . pretended
to be Frederick the emperolir. fuller, Holy War, p. 205.

4t. Political artifice
;
court policy ;

finesse.

[The queen] being composed of courtship and Popery,
this her unperformed promise was the first court holy wa-
ter which she sprinkled among the people. /'utter.

courtshipmentt (kort'ship-ment), . Behavior
at court

;
artificial manners.

Girdles her in homespunne bays,
Then makes her conversant In layes
Of birds, and swaines more Innocent
That kenne not guile nor courtshipmcnt.

Lotvlace, Lncasta.

COUrt-SWOrd (kort'sord'), n, A light dress-
sword worn as a part of a gentleman's court-

dress.

courtyard (kort'yard), n. A court or an inclo-

MMV about a house or adjacent to it.

A long passage ltd from the door to a paved courtyard
about forty feet square, planted with a few flowers and
shrubs. O'Donomn, Merv, xl.

COUiy (kpu'ri),
n. [The native name.] A su-

perior kind of catechu made in southern India

by evaporating a decoction of the nuts of Are&t
Catechu.

cous-cous (kSs'kos), n. [Also written coui-

rnii;, koiix-kous ; the native name.] A favorite

west African dish, consisting of flour, flesh or

fowls, oil, and the leaves of Adtinitonia digitaUi,
or baobab. Also called by the natives lalo.

COUSCOUS (kos'kfts), ii. [F. spelling, as <-oescocs,

the IX, and (. 'uscus, the NL., spelling of the na-
tive name: see Cusf-ug.] The native name of a
kind of phalanger, the spotted phalanger of the
Moluccas. Also written coescotx. See < 'imrtix.

couscousou (kos'ko-sS), n. A dish in vogur in

Barbary, similar to the cotis-cous of west Africa.
Sl'l' l-OIIS-filll.l.

couseranite (ko'ze-ran-It), n. A mineral oc-

curriiur, in square prisms, probably an altered
form of the species dipy re of the scapolite group,
originally obtained from the district of Couse-
rans, department of Ariege, France.
cousin1 (kuz'n).H. and a. [Early mod. E. also oo-

.v/ii, c()-i'. cosi'H. c:en, cousin, coinu'ii ; < ME. cou-

sin, rosin, rosi/x. also ronsinc (which is sometimes
used as fem., distinguislied from masc. cousin),
< OF. i-osiii, 1'nsiii, coitsiii, F. cousin (> G. cousin
= Sw. titsin) = Pr. cosin = It. rugino, m. (OF.
ciutiiii: roiixiiir, F. coinsinc (> (!. roHsinc Dan.
k-itsini- = Sw. /,.<( 1 = Pr. co:ina It. rmjiixi,

fem.), < ML. ranin us (fem. "cosiiia), contr. of

L. foHsiilirinus (Com. roiisoliriiiit), the child of a
mother's sister, a cousin, a relation, < com-, to-

1 :i 1 r,

gether, + sobrintm, fem. sobrina, a cousin by the
mother's side, for "sororinus, "sosorinus, < xoror

(for *sosor), sUter, = E. sinter, q. v. C'f . cousin-,

cozen.] I. M. 1. In general, one collaterally n--

lated by blood more remotely than a brother or

sister; a relative; a kinsman or kinswoman;
hence, a term of address used by a king to a

nobleman, particularly to one who is a member
of the council, or to a fellow-sovereign, in Kie_-

lish royal wriU and commissions it is applied to any )><< i

of the degree of an earl a practice (latin;: from the time
of Henry IV., who was related or allied to ever)' earl in

the kingdom.
And I she] myjtc klsse the kyngc for aayn, an she wolde.

fieri Ptomium (B), II. 132.

Twenty-four of my next cozen*
Will help to dlnge him dow ne.

01,1 Hotrin ,,r Portinyale (Child's Balladi, III. 35).

Behold, thy eoturin Ellzalu-th ("Elisabeth, thy kliuwo-

man," III the reviled version], she hath also conceived a
ion. Luke I. 38.

We here receive It

A certainty, vouch'd from our cousin Austria.

Skat., All's Well, I. 2.

My noble lords and cousins all, good morrow.
Shale.. Rich. III., ill. 4.

Specifically, in modern usage 2. The son or

daughter of an uncle or an aunt, or one related

by descent in a diverging line from a known
common ancestor. The children of brothers and sis-

ters are called cousins, causing yertnan, jimt causing, or

/"// cousins; children of first cousins are called second

cousins, etc. Often, however, the term second cousin is

loosely applied to the son or daughter of a cousin yerman,
more properly called & first cousin once removed.

You are my mother's own sister's son ;

What nearer cousins then can we be?
/;..;./ I'edlar and Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 251).

Cousin german I
F. cousin yermain: see niiwi'iii and

//(/m/ii |, a cousin in the first generation; a first cousin.

It might perhaps seein reasonable unto the Church of

God, following the general laws concerning the nature of

marriage, to ordain in particular that cousin-gentians shall

not marry. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 9.

Thou art, great lord, my father's sister's son,
A <-<>,i*in-<.ifr)naii to great Priam's seed.

Shak., T. and ('., IT. 6.

To call cousins', to claim relationship.

He is half-brother to this Wltword by a former wife, who
was sister to my Lady Wlshfort, my wife's mother ; if you
marry Millamant, you must call cousins too.

Cmujrene, Way of the World, i. 5.

My new cottage ... Is to have nothing Oothic about it,

nor pretend to call cottsins with the mansion-house.
W,it,,,,lf. Letters (1752), I. 262.

To have no cousin', to have no equal.

So heer are pardons half a dozen,
For ghostely riches they ham no eaten.

llrytcvod. Four ft.

n.f . Allied; kindred.

Her former sorrow into suddeln wrath,
Both cottsen passions of distroubled splight
Converting, forth she beates the dusty path.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 12.

COUSin1 (kuz'n), v. t. [< cousin1
,
n. Ct. cousin?

= MMML cheat, ult. the same word.] To call

"cousin"; claim kindred with. See cousin*, n.

cousin'-'t, r. An obsolete spelling of cozen*.

cousinage 't, n. [ME. cousinage; < coitcin 1 +
-age. Ct. cosinage.] The relationship of cou-
sins

;
collateral kinship in general. Chaucer.

cousinage-'t, M. An obsolete spelling of cozen-

couvre-nuque
However, this ctHtsiHshifi with the dnelieKH eame out hy

ehanee one day. (jeorye Kliot, Daniel lleronda. Hi.

COUSiny (kii/.'ni <irkii7'n-i),. [< riwil + -!.]
Pertaining to COUHIIIH or collateral relationship.

An for thin pa|H-r, with thene ciHtsinti names,
1 tis my will commit it to the flames. '

COUSnert, - -\" obsolete form of co:nn-r.

coussinet (F. pron. kS-se-na'), " [F., dim. of

roussin, a cusnion: see cushion.] In arch., a
member of the Ionic capital between the abacus
and the echinus.

cousso, ". See kouxgo.

COUSU (kii-su'), . [F. (< L. conftutun), pp. of

riiinlre, sew, < L. conxtterc, sew together: see

1-iin.iHii.} In In i-.. same as rrmnli, but admit-

ting in some cases of two metals or two colors

being carried side by side, contrary to the usual
custom : as, a chief argent cousu or.

COUteau(ke-to'), .; pi. couteaux (-\az'). [For-

merly coulel; locally in United States cuttae;
F. couteau, < OF. coutcl = Pr. colhih, cotelh =
8p. cuchillo = Pg. cutela = It. cultillo, colteUo,
< L. cultellus, dim. of cutter, a knife: see colter

and i- n tln<*.\ A knife or dagger; specifically,
a long, straight double-edged weapon carried

in the middle ages by persons not of the mili-

tary class, as on journeys, or by foot-soldiers

and attendants on a camp Couteau de Breche,
a variety of the partisan or hall>erd, a weai>on resembling
a short, broad sword-blade fixed on a staff. Couteau de
vuchoaQ, a hunting-knife, or hunters' knife, especially for

breaking or cutting up the quarry.

COUtht, COUthet (koth), pret. [< ME. couth,

couthe, coude,<. AS. cuthe, pret. : see could, can 1
.]

Knew ;
was able : an obsolete form of could.

Alle the sciences vnder sonne and alle the sotyle craftes

I wolde I kuewe and coulh kyndely In niytie herte !

I'iers I'louman (B), xv. 48.

Well i-iMih he tune his pipe and frame his stile.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.

coutht (kSth), pp. and a. [< ME. couth, < AS.
i-iith, pp. See can 1

,
and cf. uncouth, / ith* .]

Known
;
well-known ; usual ; customary : an

obsolete past participle of can 1
.

William thel receyued,
With clipping *V kes*ei!g <V alle couthe dedes.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), I. 3659.

couthie, couthy (ko'thi), a. [An extension of

couth, known.] Kindly; neighborly; familiar.

[Scotch.]
Fu' weel can they ding dool away

Wl' comrades couthie.

Fergusson, Rising of the Session.

couthie, couthy (k8'thi), adv. [< eouthie, couthy,

a.] In a kindly manner; lovingly. [Scotch.]
I spier'd (asked] for my cousin fu' routhy and sweet

Burns, Last May a Braw Wooer.

COUtil (kS'til), . A heavy cotton or linen fab-

ric, much like canvas, used in the manufacture
of corsets.

cousinert, . An obsolete spelling of cozener.

cousinesst (kus'n-es), n. [< ME. cosynes ; <

cousin 1 + -ess.] A female cousin.

Ther-for, curteise cosynes, for loue of crist in heuene,
Kithe 110113 thi kindenes & konseyle me the best.

'

ill in HI of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 825.

COUSinhood (kuz'n-hud), n. [< cousin 1 + -hood.]
1. Relationship as of cousins.

Promotion proceeds not by merit, but by cash and
eousinhovd. London Daily Xnrs. May 11, 1857.

2. Cousins, or persons related by blood, collec-

tively.
There were times when the ctntsinhood, as it (the Temple

connection] was nicknamed, would of itself have furnish,-. I

almost all the materials necessary for the construction of

an efficient Cabinet Macaulau, Sir William Temple.

cousinly (kuz'n-li), a. [< cousin* + -ly
1
.] Like

or becoming to a cousin.

No one finds any harm, Tom,
In a quiet cousiitly walk. Praed.

She was not motherly, or sisterly, or cousinly.
The Century, XXV. 691.

COUSinry (kuz'n-ri), . [< cousin1 + -ry.] Cou-
sins collectively; relatives; kindred.

Of the numerous and now mostly forgettable cmtsinry
we specify farther only the Mashams of otes in Essex.

Cartylc. Cromwell, I.

COUSinship (kuz'n-ship), n. [< cousin* + -ship.]
The state of being cousins; relationship by
blood; cousinhood.

prevalent in ancient as well as modern times

among some of the primitive races in all parts
of the world, in accordance with which, after

the birth of a child, the father takes to bed,
and receives the delicacies and careful atten-

tion usually given among civilized people to the
mother. The custom was observed, according to Diodo-
i us. among the < 'orslcans ; and strut MI notices it among the

Spanish Basques, by whom, as well as by the Uascons, it

Is still to some extent practised. Travelers, from -Marco
Polo downward, have met with a somewhat similar custom
among the Siamese, the Dyaks of Itorneo. the negroes, the

aboriginal tribes of North and South America, etc.

convert (k5-var'), H. [F., plate, napkin, spoon,
knife, and fork, of each guest, also the spoon
and fork only, lit. a cover, < courrir, cover : see

cover1 , corcrt.] See cover 1
, 6.

couverte (kO-vart'), n. [F. (= Pr. cubtrta =
Sp. cubierta =Pg. coberta, cuberta), glaze, deck,
lit. a cover, orig. pp. fem. of courrir, cover: see

c<//i. roirrf.] In ceram., same as i/la:c.

couveuse (kft-vez'), . [F., fem.,< courer, brood,
hatch: see counidr, run-.] 1. A brooder. 2.

An apparatus for the preservation of infants

prematurely born, it Is designed principally to pro-
tect the child from the immediate influence of the atmo-

sphere, preserving a uniform temperature approximating
to that of the human body, and to provide for an adequate
supply of pure wanned air.

COUVre-nuqUe (ko'vr-nuk), n. [F.. < eourrir,

cover (see ewer1
)+ nuque, the nape of the neck.]

In armor, that part of a helmet which protects
the neck, such appendages were rare in classical an-

tiquity, and were apparently unknown to the Roman le-

gionary. In the early time of the middle ages the neck
was protected by the carnal), and the fully developed ar-

met, following the form of the person accurately, pro-
tected the nape of the nei-k hy a plate of steel, of which the

edge fitted a groove in the gorgerin, allowing a free side-



couvre-nuque
wise movement. (See annet.) In the headpieces of the

sixteenth century, after the abandonment of the full pano-
ply of steel, the couvre-nuque was a large plate secured to

the lower edge of the helmet behind, or more commonly a

series of plates, like the tassets, moving one upon another
and secured to a lining of leather or some other material

hy rivets.

couxia (ko'shi-a), n. 1. Same as coitxio. 2.

The Pithecia satanns, or black-bearded saki.

couxio (ko'shi-6), n. The red-backed saki,
Pithecia chiropotes, a South American monkey
of the subfamily Pitheciince.

COVado (ko-va'do), n. [Pg., also coto, a cubit,
ell Flemish, < L. cubitum, cubitus, a cubit: see

cubit.] A cloth-measure of Portugal ;
a cubit.

It is theoretically 24 Portuguese inches ; but in retail trade
the covado avantajado is employed, which is variously said

to be from J to 1^ inches longer. It has no doubt varied.

Taking it at 24} inches (the usual statement), it is equal
to 26.7 English inches. The same measure was used in

Brazil ; but both countries have now adopted the metric

system.
COVariant (ko-va'ri-ant), n. [< co-1 + variant.]
In math., a function' which stands in the same
relation to the primitive function from which
it is derived as any of its linear transforms to

a similarly derived transform of its primitive ;

a function of the coefficients and variables of a

given quautic, such that when the quantic is

linearly transformed, the same function of the
new variables and coefficients is equal to the old
function multiplied by some power of the modu-
lus of transformation. Covariants were discov-
ered by Cayley, andso named by Sylvester, 1852.

COVe1
(kov), n. [A word with a wide range of

meanings: < ME. "cove (not recorded), < AS.
cofa, a chamber, room (applied also to the ark),
ONorth. cofa. a chamber, also a cave, = Icel.

kofi, a hut, shed, cell, = Norw. leave, a closet,
= Sw. dial, kove, a hut, = MLG. leave, kave, kofe,
LG. kave, kowe, a pen, a sty, stall, = MHG.
kobe, G. koben (G. also kofen, < LG.), a cabin,
stall, cage (cf. MHG. kobel, a little cottage, and
OHG. chubisi, a hut) ;

Goth, form not recorded.

Perhaps akin to cwfeS, a stall, cubby, a snug, con-
fined place (see cuba

, cubby
1
), but not to cave1 ,

coop, cup, or alcove, with which last word cove is

often erroneously connected. In the architec-
tural sense, cove corresponds to It. cuvette, lit.

a little hollow.] 1. A small inlet, creek, or

bay ;
a recess or nook in the shore of any con-

siderable body of water.

On both sides every halfe myle gallant Cows, to con-
taine in many of them 100 sayle.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 111.

At length I spied a little cove on the right shore of the
creek, to which with great pain and difficulty I guided
my raft. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, p. 39.

Waves that up a quiet com
Rolling slide. Tennyson, Eleanore.

Hence 2. A hollow, nook, or recess in a moun-
tain, or among mountains. The word cove is used
with this meaning in various regions, especially in the
Lake district of England, and in parts of the Appalachian
range in the United States. The coves of the Blue Ridge
in Virginia are oval, almost entirely inclosed, valleys, and
are a prominent topographical feature of that part of the
Appalachian system.
3. In arch., a concavity ; any kind of concave
molding ;

the hollow of a vault. The term is com-
monly applied to the curve which is sometimes used to
connect the ceiling of a room with the walls, and which
springs from above the cornice. See coved ceiling, under
coved.

4f. In ship-building, a curved or arched mold-
ing at the bottom of the taffrail. An elliptical
molding above it was called the arch of the cove.
cove1

(kov), v. t. and .
; pret. and pp. coved,

ppr. coving. [< cowl, m.] TO arch over.
The brook ploughed down from the higher barrows, and

the coving banks were roofed with furze.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxvii.

cove2t (kov), v. t. [< OF. cover, F. comer (= It.

covare), brood, hatch, < L. cnbare, lie down, in
comp. incubare, brood, incubate : see cubation,
incubate, etc., and cf. couvade and oowyl.] To
brood, cover, or sit over.

Not being able to cave or sit upon them [eggsl, . . she
bestoweth them in the gravel.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 800.

cove3 (kov), n. [Also covey, in old slang writ-
ten cofe (whence cuffin), gipsy cova, a thing,
covo, tnat man, covi, that woman.] A man; a
person ; a fellow : generally preceded by some
adjective : as, an old cove; a rum cove; a flash
cove, etc. [Slang.]

There's a gentry cove here. Wits' Recreations (1654).

A ben cove, a brave cove, a gentry cliffln.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

COVe-bracketing (k6v'brak"et-ing), n. The
wooden skeleton forming a cove : applied chief-
ly to the bracketing for the cove of a ceiling.
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coved (kovd), p. a. [< cove1
, 3, + -erf2.] Form-

ing an arch
;
arched

; curving ;
concave.

The mosques and other buildings of the Arabians are
rounded into domes and coved roofs.

H. Smnburne, Travels through Spain, xliv.

That singular coved cornice which seems to have been
universal in Roman basilicas, though not found anywhere
else that I am aware of. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 414.

Coved celling, a ceiling formed in a coved or arched
manner at its junction with the side walls. Such ceilings

Coved Ceiling. Louvre Palace, Paris.

are frequently elaborately ornamented with panels en-
riched with moldings or carvings.

covellin, COVelline (kov'el-in), n. [Perhaps
from a proper name, Covell.~\ Native copper
sulphid (CuS), usually occurring massive, of an
indigo-blue color, hence called indigo-copper.

covellite (kov'el-!t), n. Same as covellin.

coven1
!, n. See covin 1

.

COVen2t, . See covent.

COVenablet, a. [< ME. covenable, contr. conable,
and by corruption comenable, < OF. covenable,

cuvenable, also convenable, mod. F. convenable

( > E. convenable, q. v. ) = Pr. convenable, coven-

lmbte=Pg. convinhavel, < ML. convenabilis, irreg.
< L. convenire (> OF. covenir, cuvenir, convenir,
F. convenir), come together, agree : see convene,
convenient.] 1. Suitable; fit; proper; due.

Thei [herbs and trees] waxen faste in swiche places as ben
covenable to them. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 2.

Wherfor aud a couenable name he putte to the place.
Wyclif, Ex. xv. 23.

Weche foure and twenty sholde, to the couenable so-
maunse [summons] of the forseyde meyre, come.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 349.

2. Accordant; agreeing; consistent.

The witnessingis weren not couenable.

Wyclif, Mark xiv. 56.

covenablenesst, n. [< ME. covenablenesse ; < cov-
enable + -ness. J Suitableness; fitness; oppor-
tunity.
To alle nede time is and couenableiiesse [var. cesoun

Purv.]. Wyclif, Eccl. viii. 6.

covenabletyt, n. [< ME. covenablete, < OF. cove-

nablete, cuvenablete, convenablete, < covenable : see
covenable and -ty.'] Suitableness

;
fitness

; suit-
able time or opportunity.
Fro that tyme he souste couenablete [var. oportunyte

Purv.] for to bitake him. Wyclif, Mat. xxvi. 16.

COVenablyt, adv. [< ME. covenably, covenabli;
< covenable, a.] Suitably; conveniently; pro-
portionately.
He soujte how he schulde bitraye him couenably.

Wyclif, Mark xlv. 11 (Oxf.).

Thei han grete Leves, of a Fote and an half of lengthe :

and thei ben covenably large [wide],

MandevUle, Travels, p. 49.

covenant (kuv'e-nant), n. [Early mod. E. also

cai'nant, < ME. covenant, covcnaunt, covenand,
rarely convenant, contr. covnant, cownand, co-

nanl, conand, and by corruption comenaunt, <
OF. covenant, cuvenant, couvenant, couvenent,
covinent, also convenant, F, convenant (= Pr.
convinent, covinent= It. convenente), agreement,
< covenant, cuvenant, etc., adj.,< L. convenien(t-)s,
agreeing, agreeable, suitable, convenient, ppr.
of convenire (>OF. covenir, cuvenir, etc.), agree:
see covenable, and cf. convenient, of which cove-
nant is ult. a doublet. Cf. equiv. covent.] 1. A
mutual compact or agreement of two or more
persons to do or to refrain from doing some
act

;
a contract; a compact.

I made couenaunt, true to be,
Firste whanne y baptisid was.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 35.

Love prays. It makes covenants with Eternal Power in
behalf of this dear mate. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 168.

2. In law : (a) In general, an agreement under
seal

;
a specialty ; any promise made by deed.

Let specialties lie therefore drawn between us
That covenants may be kept on either hand.

SAo*., T. of the S., ii. 1.

covenant

Covenants are to be understood according to the plain
meaning of the words, and not according to any secret
reservation. Stillinyfleet, Sermons, II. v.

(ft) More particularly, a subordinate stipulation
forming part of the same sealed instrument
with the agreement to which it is incidental :

as, a covenant of warranty of title in a deed.
3. In Biblical usage, the free promise of God,
generally, though not always expressly, accom-

panied by the requirement of the fulfilment of
certain conditions on the part of man.

I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token
of a covenant between me and the earth. Gen. ix. 13.

4. JEccles., a solemn agreement between the
members of a church, as that they will act to-

gether in harmony with the precepts of the

gospel. Specifically, in Scottish hist.
,
the bond or engage-

ment subscribed in 1638, and often called the National

Covenant, based upon the covenant or oath for the observ-
ance of the confession of faith drawn up in 1581 (preceded
by a similar one in 1557), which was signed and enjoined
upon all his subjects by James VI. (afterward James I. of

England), and renewed in 1590 and 1596. Its object was
the maintenance of the Presbyterian or Reformed religion
against popery, and its particular cause was the attempt
of Charles I. to force a liturgy upon Scotland. At the
restoration of episcopacy in 1662, both the National Cove-
nant and the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 (Bee

below) were proscribed, and liberty of conscience was not

regained until after the revolution of 1688.

5f. Specifically,
an indenture

;
an article of ap-

prenticeship.
Euery prentes of the sayd craft that is inrolled and

trewly seruethe his cownand, shall pay a spone of selver.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 316.

At Michalmas next my cov'nant comes out,
When every man gathers his fee.

Jolly Finder [pound-keeper] of Wakefeld (Child's
[Ballads, V. 206).

Action of covenant, or covenant merely, the common-
law form of action by which a plaintiff claims damages
for breach of covenant or contract under seal. Breach
of covenant. See breach. Concurrent covenant.
See dependent covenant. Covenant against encum-
brances. See encumbrance. Covenant of redemption,
in theol., a covenant which the Father is thought by cer-
tain theologians to have made with the Son, whereby the
former agreed to give to the latter the elect, provided the
latter would do and suffer all that he afterward did and
suffered for their redemption. Covenant Of works,
in theol., the covenant before the fall, conditioned on
obedience : distinguished from the covenant of grace, or
the covenant after the fall, conditioned on faith. Cove-
nant real, a covenant by which a person covenants for
his heirs as well as for himself, as is usually the case
in covenants for title, thus binding them to the perform-
ance of the covenant if they should inherit assets from him,
but not otherwise. Covenants which run with the
land, covenants relating to real property, such that either
the liability to perform or the right to take advantage
passes to the transferee of the estate of either party.
Covenant to stand seized to usea, a covenant by which
an owner of land covenants, in consideration of blood or
marriage, that he will stand seized or possessed of the
same to the use of his wife or a near relative. This, under
the statute of uses, which declared the ownership to be in
the person beneficially interested, operated as a convey-
ance to the latter. Covenant with Christ, the covenant
into which the members of most non-liturgical churches
publicly enter on uniting with the church, to live as loyal
and faithful followers of Jesus Christ. Covenant with
the Church, a covenant similar to the preceding, to walk
in harmony with the particular church of which the one
covenanting desires to become a member, and to labor
for its peace and prosperity. Dependent or concur-
rent covenant, a covenant which will not sustain an ac-
tion in case of breach, without a performance or tender of

performance of the covenant on the other side. Half-
way covenant, a practice which prevailed for a time in
the Puritan churches in New England, in the seventeenth
century, according to which persons who had been bap-
tized in their infancy were admitted to the privileges and
prerogatives of church-membership, provided they as-
sented to the doctrines of faith, entered into covenant
with the church, and did not lead scandalous and immoral
lives, although they gave no evidence of conversion and
made no profession of Christian experience. Indepen-
dent covenant, a covenant which must be performed,
and the breach of which will sustain an action, irrespec-
tive of whether the covenantee has performed the cove-
nants upon his part in the same instrument or agreement.
National Covenant. See covenant, 4. Solemn League
and Covenant, a solemn contract entered into between
the General'Assembly of the Church of Scotland and com-
missioners from the English Parliament in 1643. having for
its object a uniformity of doctrine, worship, and discipline
throughout Scotland, England, and Ireland, according to
the Presbyterian standards. It was opposed to both popery
and prelacy. - The Old Covenant, the New Covenant,
the Jewish and Christian dispensations respectively; the
designations of the two parts of the Bible, commonly called
the Old and the New Testament. See testament. = Syn. En-
gagement, etc. (see promise, n.) ; Covenant, Contract, com-
pact, bargain, convention, mutual pledge. Covenant, as
now used (apart from its legal mean ing), carries with it the
idea of solemnity, and is generally used of religious mat-
ters, no civil penalty necessarily following the infraction
of it, while contract, has a much wider sense as applied to
some agreement between two or more. As law terms, cove-
nant generally implies an agreement in writing, signed
and sealed, whereas contract includes verbal agreements
or such as are not signed and sealed.

covenant (kuv'e-nant), v. [< covenant, .] I.

intranx. To enter into a formal agreement;
contract

;
bind one's self by contract

; agree
formally or solemnly : as, A' covenants with B



covenant

to convey to him a certain estate : with for be-

fore the thing or price.

They covenanted with Mm fur thirty plecei of silver.

Miit. xxvl. 16.

l riiiviiiiiili'il :it Minitriiil I" give him a new hat with

liver button anil loop. Strnir, Sentimental Journey, |>. IH1.

II. Irtiiu. 1. To agree or subscribe to or

promise by covenant ; engage by a pledge.

Aeriinlinn to the word that I rin-numt,',! with ym.
liag. II. 5.

To the Irish hee so farrcondlscended. as Brat to tolerate

in privat, then to covtiant op'nly. the tolerating of Popery.
MM, Eikoiioklastes, xili.

We were asked to covfiutid that we would make no

change without the consent <>f the laity ; hut neither nmlil

they make any change without the consent of the bishops
and clergy. Cuntriiiinirai-it ItfP., XI.IX. 310,

2f. To demand as a condition or stipulation ;

stipulate.

Imprimis then, I covenant that your Acquaintance be

general ; that you admit no sworn Confident, or Intimate
of your own Sex. Conyrevc, Way of the World, Iv. 5.

Covenanted civil service. See ririi. Covenanted
mercies, in theot., divine mercies pledged in some specific
divine promise, as to those that have received baptism, for

example, in contradistinction to uncoecnanted inercie*

that is, mercies not so specifically promised.
covenant-breaker (kuv'e-nant-bra'ker), ,

One who violates a covenant. Milton.

covenanted (kuv'e-nan-ted), a. [< covenant +
-<'<!-,] Holding a position, situation, or the

like, under a covenant or contract.

We shall l>e obliged henceforward to have more natives In

the service, and the duties of the covenanted civilians sent

from Europe will be more and more those of supervision
and wise guidance. Contemporary Rev., LI. 27.

covenantee (kuv'e-nan-te'), [< covenant +
-ee1 .] The party"to "a covenant to whom the

performance of its obligation is expressed to be
due.

covenanter (kuv'e-nan-ter), n. (X covenant +
-efl.] 1. One who makes a covenant; a party
to an agreement or contract.

A covenant to do any action at a certain time or place
Is then dissolved by the covenanter.

//."... De Corpora Politico, I. 2.

2. [ej>.] In Scottish hist., one of those who in

the seventeenth century, particularly in 1638

and 1643, bound themselves by solemn cove-
nant to uphold and maintain the Presbyterian
doctrine and polity as the religion of the coun-

try, to the exclusion of both prelacy and popery.
The name continued to be applied to those who dissented
from the Dual settlement In 1688, more definitely called

I'ltitirriiniiiiis, and afterward Ke/onnett Pretbyteriant. See
fur, IM nt, n., 4.

I am sorry to hear of new oathes In Scotland between
the covenanter*, who they say will have none but Jesus
Christ to reign over them. Sir U. Wotton, Letters.

covenanting (kuv'e-nan-ting),7J. a. [< covenant
+ -tfw/

2
.] 1. Of or pertaining to the Covenant-

ers : as, the covenanting cause. 2. Belonging
to the extreme party of Presbyterians, known
as Covenanters, who dissented from the final

settlement of the matters at issue between the
Scottish church and the king, and afterward
formed the Reformed Presbyterian Church : as,

a covenanting minister.

Strike this day as If the anvil

Lay I'rnrutli your blows the while,
Be they Covenanting traitors,
Or the brood of false Argyle !

.(nt:, mi. Burial March of Dundee.

covenantor (kuv'e-nan-tor), . [< covenant +
-or; equiv. to covenanter.] In law, that party
to a covenant, agreement, or contract by whom
the obligation expressed in it is to be per-
formed.
covenoust (kuv'e-nus), a. See covinoiiy.

coventt, . [Also, rarely, coven, covin, < ME.
cotent, covand, covaund (= MLG. kovent, Icarnil.

convent), < OF. corent, covant, couvant, chou-

vent, chouvant, also convent, counvent, = Pr. co-

vent, curen = Sp. Pg. It. convento, < L. conveii-

<,, a meeting, assembly, agreement, covenant,
ML. also a convent: see convent, of which co-

vent is a doublet, the older form in E. In the

sense of '

covenant,' in part confused with cove-

nant. Cf. covin-tree.] 1. A meeting; a gather-

ing ;
an assembly.

If tlii-r shal entre into joure cournt, or gederynge to.

gydere, a man. H'yclif, Jas. II. 2 (Oxf.).

Thou hast defemlid me fro the cotie-nt of warierin.

H'ili-li.1', I's. Ixiii. :l(Oxf.).

2. A convent or monastery ; the monks or nuns

collectively.
All the Covrnte standing about y* Herse, without the

rajles, singiiu; iliuerse untems.
limit,' uf rrfffiti-ni'i' (K. E. T. S., extra ser), 1. $4.

The ahlHit sayd to his covent.

Lytell Ue*tt / Kobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 80).
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We were met by two Franciscan Friers, who saluted and

conveyed us d> (heir mmtt. Sanilyt, Travalles, p. 120.

I
KITH,- the mime of I'nrrnt Harden, in London, a Harden
formerly attached to u convent "r monastery, now the site

of a celebrated theater of that name ; also of the city of

Coventry.}
3. An agreement ; a covenant.

Serve thon thy wife, a> thl covaunde was.

ltrli<litr Antitfua, II. Bdl.

Thyne covandet for to fulnlle. MS. in llalliirrll.

Coventry Act, to send to Coventry. See act,
send.

coventry-bell (kuv'on-tri-bel), n. [The name
t'lirrntnj, M K. t'ormtre, is generally explained
from the convent (ME. corent) established there

by Earl Leofric, llth century, but the AS. form

Cofentreo, Cofantreo means 'tree of the cove or

cave '
(gen. oteofa, a cove, a chamber (see cove 1

),

+ t rt-o, tree), or perhaps
' tree of Cofa '

(a proper
name).] A name for the canterbury-bell, Cam-

jiiinitla Medium.

Coventry-blue (kuv'en-tri-bl8), . Blue thread
of a superior dye made at Coventry in England,
and used for embroidery.

I have lost my thimble ami a skein of Cutentry blue.

B. Jonton, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

coventry-rape (kuv'en-tri-rap), n. The Catn-

jinii ula Bai>unruliM, having tuberous turnip-like
roots.

COVe-plane (kov'plan), n. A molding-plane
cutting out a quarter-round or scotia. /.'. //.

cover 1 (kuv'er), v. [< ME. cuveren, coveren,

ktfteren, also keveren, kiveren ( > mod. dial, kiver),
< OF. covrir, cuvrir, couvrir, F. couvrir = Pr.

cobrir, cubrir = Sp. cubrir = Pg. cobrir = It.

coprire, (. L. eooperire, cover, < co- (intensive)
4- operire, shut, hide, conceal : see cooperculum,
etc., and of. aperient, apert.'] I. fran*. 1. To
put something over or upon so as to protect,
shut in, or conceal; overlay; overspread or

envelop with something ; specifically, to put a
cover or covering (designed for the purpose)

upon : as, to cover a dish ; to cover a chair with

plush ; to cover a table with a cloth
;
to cover

the body with clothes.

The locusts . . . shall cover the face, of the earth.
Ex. i. 5.

The valleys are covered over with com. Ps. Ixv. 13.

Go to thy fellows ; bid them cover the table, serve In the

meat, and we will come to dinner. Shak., M. of V., ill. :

2. To hide or screen as by something overspread
or intervening, either literally or figuratively ;

cause to be invisible or unobserved; put out
of sight or consideration : as, the top of the

mountain was covered by a cloud
; they sought

to cover their guilt : often followed by up : as,

the thieves covered up their tracks.

If I say. Surely the darkness shall cover me, even the

night shall be light about me. Ps. cxxxix. 11.

Charity shall cover the multitude of sin- 1 Pet Ir.
-

No monument,
Though high and big as Pellon, shall be able

To cover this base murder.
l:,;iu. and Ft., Philaster, T. 3.

How come others only to make use of the pretence of

vertue to deceive, and of honesty and integrity to cover

the deepest dissimulation ? StiUingJteet, Sermons, II. ill.

3. To pardon or remit: a scriptural use.

Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin

Is covered. Ps. xxxll. 1.

Thou hast corrrrd all their sin. Ps. Ixxxv. 2.

The sin or defilement Is covered, a legal term which Is

often equivalent to atonement.
Bible Commentary, Ps. \\\ii. 1.

4. Beflexively and figuratively, to invest or

overspread (one's self or one's reputation with) :

as, he covered himself with glory.
In the whole proceedings of the powers that covered

themtclve* with everlasting Infamy by the partition of

Poland, there is none more marked for selfish profligacy.

Brougham.

5. To shelter
; protect ; defend : as, a squadron

of horse covered the retreat.

And the soft wings of peace cover him around.

CmcUy.
The loss of the Spaniards, covered as they were by their

defences, was Inconsiderable.

PrcKott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 12.

6. To put the usual head-covering on ; replace
the hat on.

For if the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn.
1 Cor. xi. 6.

Nay ; pray be covered. Skat., As you Like it, iii. S.

7. To travel or pass over
;
move through : as,

the express covered the distance in fifteen min-
utes. 8. To copulate with : said of male ani-

mals. 9. To be equal to
;
be of the same

extent or amount; be coextensive with; be

cover

equivalent to: as, tin- rt-i'i-ipts 'In not rmvr tin-

expenses. 10. To include, embrace, or com-

prehend : as, an offense not covered by any
statute ; the explanation does not cover all t In

facts of the case.

We cannot say that the vague term " the )>eginnlng" cov-

en the geological age*, became there Is no elm. .tic c i.n.li-

tiim Iwtween theae and the human period.
Dawtun, Nature and the Bible, p. 84.

11. To aim at directly; bring into effective

range and aim, as of a rifle or other firearm :

as, he covered the thief with his pistol; hein'<-,

to command, in a military sense ; occupy a com-

manding position with regard to.

The king was encamped in shoa, covering and keeping In

awe his Mahometan provinces, Fatlg&r and Dawaro.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 146.

12. To brood or- sit on, as a hen on eggs or

chicks.

Where finding life not yet dislodged quight,
He much rejoyst, and courd it tenderly.
As chicken newly hateht, from dreaded destiny.

Spenier, f. Q., II. vlii. 9.

Whilst the hen Is covering her eggs, the male generally
takes his stand upon a nelghlHiuring l>oiigh.

Additutt, Spectator.

13. To counterbalance; compensate for: as,

to cover one's loss. 14. To contain; comprise.
Covered battery. See battery. Covered conBecu-

tlves. See cmuecutive.- Covered money. See money.
Covered way. (a) In fort., an open corridor bordering
the ditch, and ranging round the outworks, so as to form
a continuous line of communication, masked from the en-

emy by a parapet, which in modem use Is regularly formed

by an embankment. The covered way is the most in-

dispensable of all the outworks to a besieged garrison,
Itecause it affords them a covered position beyond the
ditch from which to make a sortie, or to guard the ditch

and the communications. If repulsed in a sortie, the cov-

ered way affords the garrison a secure point of retreat,

(ft) In iiirli.. a recess left in a brick or stone wall to re-

ceive the roofing. Gtrilt. Also covert-way. To cover
Into, to transfer to : as, to cover the balance of an appro-
priation into the Treasury.

There remains a considerable sum (about $2,600) to cover

into the treasury. Science, V. 374.

To cover aborts or short sales, on the *(* exchange,
to buy in such stocks as have been sold short, in order U>

meet one's engagements or for protection against loss. See
ihort. To cover the buckle, to execute a peculiar and
difficult step In dancing. [Colloq. ]

Triplet played like Paganinl, or an Intoxicated demon.
Wofllngton covered the buckle in gallant style ; she danced,
the children danced. C. Reade, Peg Wofflugton, vill.

To cover tie feet See foot. = Syn. 2. To disguise, se-

crete, screen, shield, mask, cloak, veil, shroud.

E[. intrans. 1. To envelop or be spread over

something so that it is invisible: specifically
said of opaque paints (those having

"
body "),

which readily conceal the material upon which

they are spread.
The product (white leadj enrert as well as the best sub-

stance made by the Dutch process, and better than that
made by the French, being denser and of a finer grain.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 421.

2. To lay a table for a meal
; prepare a banquet.

To cover courtly for a king. Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 169.

Lor. Bid them prepare dinner.
I. a a a. That is done, too, sir : only, cover Is the word.

.SVioi., M.of V..IU. 5.

3. To put one's hat on.

cover 1 (kuv'er), n. [< cover 1
,

v. Cf. covert.]

1. Something which is laid, placed, or spread
over or upon another thing to inclose, close,

envelop, or protect it : as, the cover of a box or a
dish

;
the cover of a bed

;
the cover of a book.

The Latins celebrated the mass of the resurrection, and
at Gloria in excelsis a caver was let down, and the tapes-

try on the front of the holy sepulchre appeared, repre-

senting the resurrection.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 18.

The canvas cover of the buggy had been folded away
under it. IT. H. Bofer, New Timothy, p. 125.

2. Something which veils, screens, or shuts
from sight; an obstruction to vision or

per-
ception ; a concealment ; a screen

;
a disguise :

as, to address a letter under cover to another

person ;
he assumed the disguise of a merchant

as a cover for his design.
Their bluntness, as It Is the seeming effect of sincerity,

is the best carer to artifice. Steclc, Tatler, No. 208.

The main body retired under cuter of the night Hay.

3. Shelter of any kind ; defense, as against the

weather or an enemy; protection: as. the troops

fought under cover of the batteries.

By being compelled to lodge in the Meld, nhieh grew
now to be very cold, whilst his army was under cover, they
might be forced to retire. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

I went under cover of this escort to the end of their

march. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 386.

4. Shrubbery, woods, thicket, underbrush, etc.,

which shelter and conceal game : as, to beat a

; to ride to cover.
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The game was then driven from the cover. covering-strap (kuv'er-ing-strap), n. In ship-
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 79.

building, a plate put under and riveted to two
I steal by lawns and grassy plots,

I slide by hazel covers.
on The Brook.

,

meeting plates in a strake, to connect them.

overlet (kuv'er-let), , [Accom. form, as if*

^ +
5. In roofing, that part of a slate, tile, or shin-

< QF _ wvr'elit, p. couvre-lit, a bed-covering, <

gle which is covered by the overlap of the course

above. 6. [Cf. F. convert, with same sense:

see convert.] The utensils, such as plate, knives,

forks, spoons, napkin, wine-glasses, etc., re-

quired at table by one person: so called be-

cause originally brought together in a case, or

in compact form, for transportation, traveling,
or the like : as, the traveling cover of KingGeorge
IV. in the Jones collection at South Kensington ;

to lay a cover. 7. The cap-head or end-piece
of an upright steam-cylinder To break cover.
See break. To draw a cover. See draw. = Syn. See

covering.

COVCr2t,
v. [< ME. coceren, cuveren, kitveren, kev-

ereii, < OF. cobrer, eoubrer = Pr. Sp. Pg. cobrar,
< ML. 'cuperare (cf. deriv. cuperamentum) for

recuperare, recover : see recover and recuperate.]

I. tram. 1. To gain; win; get; obtain.

I schulde keuer the more comfort to karp yow wyth.

covrir, couvrir, cover, + lit, < L. lectus, a bed:

see cover1
, v., and lectual. Cf. coverlid.] Origi-

nally, any covering for a bed ; now, specifically,
the outer covering.

They have loos'd out Dick o
1

the Cow's three ky,
And tane three co'erlets an* his wife's bed.

Dick o' the Caw (Child's Ballads, VI. 69).

The Heroe's Bed,
Where soft and silken Coverlets were spread.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Every man stretches his legs according to the length of

his coverlet. Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 4.

coverlid (kuv'er-lid), . [Accom. form, as if <

cover^ + lid, of coverlet, F. couvre-lit : see cover-

let.] A corruption of coverlet.

The silk star-broider'd coverlid

Unto her limbs itself doth mould.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Sleeping Beauty.

.. . cover-point (kuv'er-point), n. 1. A fielder in
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1221. the game of cricket who stands a little to the

2. To restore; recover; heal; cure. right of and behind point, and whose duty it is to

stop and return all balls batted toward him . See

cricket2. 2. In the game of lacrosse, a player
who stands just in front of point, andwho should

prevent the ball from coming near the goal.

C0-versed(kd-verst'),a. [< co-2 + versed. ] Used

only in the phrase co-versed sine (which see, un-

der sine).

cover-shamet (kuv'er-sham), n. Anything used
to conceal shame or infamy, or prevent disgrace.
Does he put on holy garments for a cover-shame of lewd-

ness ? Dryden, Spanish Friar.

Those dangerous plants called cover-shame, alias savin,
and other anti-conceptive weeds and poisons.

Jtevly to Ladies and Bachelors Petition (Harl. Misc.,
[IV. 440).

Quen that comly he keuered his wyttes.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1755.

I scholde covere agayn my sigght. Seven Sages, 1. 357.

Here may men fynde a faythfull frende,
That thus has couered vs of oure care.

York Plays, p. 199.

II. intrans. 1. To get on; advance.

The! keuered with clene strengthe with him to towne.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3647.

coverture

3. A thicket; a shady place or a hiding-place ;

a cover for game.
She came down by the covert of the hill. 1 Sam. xxv. 20.

When they couch in their dens, and abide in the covert

to lie in wait. Job xxxviii. 40.

Enforst to seeke some covert nigh at hand,
A shadie grove not farr away they snide,

That promist ayde the tempest to withstand.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 7.

Together let us beat this ample Held,

Try what the open, what the covert yield.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 10.

Pensive as a bird

Whose vernal coverts Winter hath laid bare.

Wordsworth, Calais, August 7, 1802.

The joyous wolf from covert drew.

Scott, L. of the L., ill. 9.

4. Same as coverture, 3.

To this the plaintiff only replied, that she was now only
under covert, and not liable to any debts contracted when
she was a single woman.

Addism, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

5. In fowling, a company; a flock.

A covert of cootes. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

6. pi. In ornith., feathers covering the bases,
or more, of the large feathers of the wing or

tail ; the tectrices. They are divided into superior
and inferior, or upper and lower, coverts. The upper wing-
coverts are divided into primary, which overlie the bases

of the primaries, and secondary, which overlie the bases

of the secondaries. The last-named set are subdivided
into the greater coverts, a single row projecting furthest

upon the secondaries ; the median coverts, a single row

coming next in order ; and the lesser or least coverts, in

2. To recover ; get well.

Than were we covered of oure cares colde.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 762.

coverclet, [< ME. coverkyl, covercle, < OF.

covercle, F. couvercle, < L. cooperculum, a cover,

<cooperire, cover: see cover*
, v.] A small cov- cover-Side (kuv'er-sid), n. A country or region

er
;
a lid; an opereulum. having_covers in it

;
a hunting-region.

A litel roundel as a sercle.

Paraventre brode as a covercle.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 792. + obj. slut.]

The covercle of a shell-fish. [Rare.]
Sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, p. 11.

cover-slip (kuv'er-slip), . Same as cover-glass.

COVer-slutt (kuv'er-slut), n. [< cover1 , v. t.,

Something to hide sluttishness.

cover-cloth (kuv'er-kloth), n. A covering for covert (kuv'ert), a. and n. [I. a. : < ME. covert, <

a lace-maker's pillow. Each pillow has three cover- QF. covert, cuvert, convert, F. convert = Sp. cu-
cloths. The first is a part of the pillow itself, and the

j.;frtn _ p,, fnbrr1n rtihfrto It cmterto co-
pattern is adjusted upon it; the others are detachable. oie> to ^g- fooerto, Cl 11. coperw, to

One is used to protect the lace as it is finished, and the verto, covered, < L. coopertus, pp. of coopenre (>
other is fastened under the bobbins, and is thrown over OF. covrir, cuvrir, couvrir, F. couvrir, etc., cover:
the pillow when not in use, to keep it clean. Diet, of 8ee COTOrl

) j..). n. M . ; < ME. covert, coverte, < OF.

coverer Tkuv'er-er), . One who or that which cmert' eo ert (F-_"rt>, ?-, coverte, couverte,

Upper Surface of Sparrow's Wing, showing coverts and other

Rags and coversluts of infamy. Burke, A Regicide Peace. feathers. (From Coues's" Key u>N. A. Birds.")

covers or lays a cover.

Constantyu shal be here cook and couerer of here churche.
Piers Plowman (C), vi. 176.

cover-glass (kuv'er-glas), . A slip of thin glass
used for covering a microscopical preparation.
Also called cover-slip.

Pure cultures of Bacterium lactis were found to be pres-
ent in every one, as was easily ascertained by cover-glass

preparations. Med. News, XLIX. 514.

covering (kuv'er-ing), . [< ME. coveryng, kpr-
ering ; verbal u. of cover1

, v.] 1. That which
covers, as a lid or canopy ;

a cover
; something

spread or laid over or wrapped about another,
as for concealment, protection, or warmth

; spe-
cifically, clothing : as, feathers are the natural

covering of birds.

Noah removed the covering of the ark. Gen. viii. 13.

They cause the naked to lodge without clothing, that

they have no covering in the cold. Job xxiv. 7.

The human mind, fed by constant accessions of know-
ledge, periodically grows too large for its theoretical cov-

erings, and bursts them asunder to appear in new habili-
ments. Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, p. 72.

2. The act or process of placing a cover upon
something; specifically, in bookbinding, the pro-
cess of putting covers on a book. In pamphlet-
binding covering is done by gluing or pasting the paper
cover on the back of the sewed sheets. In leather-work
it is effected by drawing the leather over the boards at-
tached to the Bides of the book, and turning it in over the
edges of the boards and back. The covering of cloth-
bound books is technically known as caxiittr.

3. In ceram., same as glaze. =8yn. Screen, veil,

disguise, mask, cloak ; envelop, wrapper, integument, case,
cover, vesture.

covering-board (kuv'er-ing-bord), n. Naut.,
same as plank-sheer.

The deep ship, pressed down pretty nearly to her cover-

ing-board by the weight of her whole topsails.
IF. C. Kumell, Jack's Courtship, xxiii.

Covering-seed (kuv'er-ing-sed), n.

popular name for comfits. Xares.
An old

f., cover, covert, F. couverte, t., deck, glazing,
= Sp. cubierta = Pg. coberta, cuberta = It. co-

perta, coverta, f., cover; < ML. coopertum, a

cover, covert (of woods), etc., cooperta, a cov-

er, covered place, deck, etc. : neut. and fern,

respectively of L. coopertus, pp. of coopenre,
cover: see above. Cf. convert, couverte, and
cover1

, n.] I. a. 1. Covered; hidden; private;

secret; concealed; disguised.
How covert matters may be best disclos'd.

Shak., J. C., iv. 1.

By what best way,
Whether of open war or covert guile,
We now debate. Milton, P. L.

,
ii. 41.

An ugly covert smile
Lurked round the captain's mouth.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 306.

2. Sheltered
;
not open or exposed : as, a cov-

ert place.
You are, of either side the green, to plant a covert alley,

upon carpenters' work. Bacon, Gardens.

On one side are covert branches hung,
'Mong which the nightingales have always sung
In leafy quiet. Keats, Epistle to G. F. Mathew.

3. In law, under
coyer, authority, or protec-

tion: said of a married woman. See feme co-

vert, under/em*. = Syn. Latent, Occult, etc. See secret.

II. n. 1. A protection; a shelter; a defense;
something that covers and shelters.

His cuntre keppit in couert & pes
To the last of his lyf, as a lord shuld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 18652.

A tabernacle . . . for a covert from storm and from rain.

Isa. iv. c,.

The shepherd drives his fainting flock
Beneath the covert of a rock.

Dryden, tr. of Horace, I. xxix.

2. Something that conceals or hides
;
a screen

;

a disguise ; a pretext ;
an excuse.

It is the custom of bad men and Hypocrite to take ad-

vantage at the least abuse of good things, that under that
covert they may remove the goodness of those things
rather then the abuse. Miltnu, Eikonoklastes, xvi.

at, alula or bastard wing ; /. nine primaries ; s, six secondaries ;

/. three inner secondaries, commonly called tertiaries or tertials ;

scf, a row of scapularies ; fc, the primary coverts, overlying the pri-

maries ; gsc, greater secondary coverts, furthest overlying the secon-

daries ; msc, middle secondary coverts, or median coverts, next over-

lying the secondaries ; Isc, lesser secondary coverts, or least coverts,
in several indistinguishable rows.

eluding all the remainder, without distinction of rows.

The secondary coverts are also antebrachial or cubital, be-

ing situated upon the forearm ; the primary coverts are

manual, situated upon the manus. The under wing-cov-
erts and the upper and under tail-coverts are not subdi-

vided. Tail-coverts of either set sometimes project far be-

yond the tail-feathers, forming, for instance, the gorgeous
train of the peacock. The extent to which the upper wing-
coverts overlie the secondaries is available as a character

in classification ; it is least in the Passeres, the highest
birds. See tectrices. In covert, in secret; covertly.

So fit Agents of State are Women sometimes, that can
transact a Business in Covert, which if Men should attempt,

they would soon be discovered. Baker, Chronicles, p. 208.

To break covert. See break.

COVertt, v. t. [< ME. coverten, < covert, a cover :

see covert, n.] To cover.

This is husbondrie
To covert hem with sumwhat whille thay drie.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

covert-baron (kuv'ert-bar"on), n. Same as

feme covert (which see, under feme}.
COVertical (ko-ver'ti-kal), a. In geom., having
common vertices.

covertly (kuv'<Srt-li), adv. Secretly; closely;
in private ; insidiously.

Whan Blase herde Merlin thus couertly speke he thought
longe on these wordes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 305.

That monarch, with his usual insidious policy, had

covertly dispatched an envoy to Barcelona.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.

COVertneSS (kuv'ert-nes), n. Secrecy ; privacy.
coverture (kuv'er-tur), n. [< ME. corerturi',

corertoure (= M.LG~ ^overture), < OF. corerture,

couverture, F. couverture = Pr. eiibertura = Sp.

Pg. cobertura = It. copritura, < ML. coopertum,
< L. coopenre, pp. coopertus, cover : see cover1 ,

v.] If. A cover or covering.

The covertoures of hir veyn aparayles.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 2.

Whose dismall brow
Contemnes all roofes or civill coverture.

Miii-xton, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

The couverture is of quilted work.
J. Heu-itt, Ancient Armour, I. 341.
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2. A covert or shelter; covering ; protection ;

disguise; pretense. [Obsolete or rare.]
All this is don.' hut fur ii sotilte,

Tu hiilr yimr falnhede vmlcr a cunTtur?,
Kut liu shall dye to momw he ye MIL .

I.'.,,. /././. (K. K. 'I'. S.), 1. 1539.

Agaynst his rruell s<-<,rtrhiriu' h<Mt>-

Where hast thou currrture?

.s'/w'/ixer, Shep. *'iil., July.

lie . . . Haw their xhame that sought
Vain :,,, i, Mill;,:. I'. I.., x. 337.

3. Specifically, in law, the status of a married
woman considered as under the cover or pow-
er of her husband, and therefore called a feme
covert. At common law roverture clisahled a woman
from making o>utnietji to the prejudice of herself or her
hushainl without his allowance or confirmation. Also
oattrt,

COVert-waT (kuv'ert-wa), n. Same as cm, ml
way (which see, under coverl, r. (.).

covet (kuv'et), v. [Early mod. E. also cuvel ;

< ME. coveteH, coveitrn, coreyten, < AF. cureiter.

OF. coveiter, covoiter, F. convoiter (with inserted

) = Pr. robi'itar, niliilar (<('. Sp. cuilirinr = Pg.

cobiqar, cubicar, covet, < Sp. codicia = Pg. cn-

biqa, culiica, < ML. rupiilitin : scr rtiri'tiw) = It.

cubitare, covet, < ML. as if "eujriditare, desire,

covet, < cupidita(t-)s, desire (>ult. E. cupidity*.

citpidux, desirous, < </;<, desire: sec ciipiilnux,

Cupid.] I. <ra. 1. To desire or wish for with

eagerness; desire earnestly to obtain or possess :

in a good sense.

Me liketh it well for that thow cooeutett prowesse and
valour. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 521.

Covet earnestly the best gifts. 1 Cor. xii. 31.

The nature of man doth extremely covet to have some-
what in his understand!!!); fixed and immovable.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ij. 22*2.

They [the salmon] covet to swim, by the instinct of na-

ture, about a set time. /. Wallun, Complete Angler, p. 123.

2. To desire inordinately or without due re-

gard to the rights of others ; wish to gain pos-
session of in an unlawful way ; long for, as that
which it is unlawful to obtain or possess.
Thou shalt not court thy neighbour's house. Ex. xx. 17.

O blinde desire : oh high aspiring harts.

The country Squire doth cottet to be Knight.
Gojtcuifjite, Steele Glas (ed. Arlier), p. 61.

=8yn. 1 and 2. To long for, hanker after, aspire to. 2.

To lust after.

II. in trans. To have or indulge inordinate
desire.
The love of money is the root of all evil : which while

some coveted after, they have erred from the faith.

1 Tim. vi. 10.

I'll rather keep
That which I have, than, coveting for more,
Be cast from possibility of all. Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

COVetable (kuv'e-ta-bl), a. [< covet + -able.]
That may be coveted.

coveter (kuv'e-ter), n. [< ME. coreytere ; < covet

+ -er.] One who covets.

We ben no cowytei-it of ynelis. Wyclif, 1 Cor. x. 6.

covetingly (kuv'e-ting-li), adv. With eager
desire to possess.

Most enrelingly ready. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels.

covetiset, >' [< ME. eovetise, coveitise, (. AF.
"cweitise, OF. coreitise, F. convoitise = Pr. c-
biticia = OSp. cobdicia, Sp. codicia = Pg. cobica,
ettWca = It. cupidigia, cupidezza, < ML. cuptdi-

tia, equiv. to L. cupidita(t-)s, desire, < cupidus,
desirous: see cupidity and covet."] Covetous-
ness

;
avarice ; avaricious desire.

Couttite to conne and to knowe sciences
Putte oute of paradys Adam and Eue.

Pier Plowman (C), xvii. 223.

A clergyman must not be covetous, much less for emetine
must he neglect his cure.

Je r. Taylor, Works (ed. 183ft), II. 241.

covetiveness (kuv'e-tiv-nes), n. [< "covetire

(< cori-l + -ire) + -ness.] In phreu., same as

tiniHiaitimu-xs, 2.

covetous (kuv'e-tus), a. [< ME. coveitous,

f<ir<iiton.i, i-iirrtnu.t, rorctux, etc., < AF. 'cuveitux,

cnrt'itus, OF. emotions, F. conroiteiuc = Pr. co-

beitos, cubitos (cf. Sp. codicioso = Pg. cobtcoso)
= It. cubitosn, < ML. as if 'cupiditosus (cf. cupi-
diosus, eupidinosus), < L. cupidita(t-)s, desire:

see covet.] 1. Very desirous; eager for ac-

quisition : in a good sense: as, covetous of wis-

dom, virtue, or learning.
The bretiMins pressed to the bateile as the! that were

desirous to luste and covetmue to do chiualrie.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 646.

Saba was never
More covetous of wisdom, and fair virtue,
Than this pure soul shall lie.

Shut.. Hen. VIII., v. 4

I must imu-h value ttie frei(Uellt Kespeets you ha\e
shewn me. and am very euivtoua of the Improvement of

this Aequaintanee. II anvil. Letters, ii. 47.
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2. Specifically, inordinately desirous; exces-

sively eager to obtain and possess, especially
in an unlawful or unjust way ;

carried away by
avarice.

A bishop then must lie ... patient, not a brawler, not
corxtmi*. 1 Tim. III. 3.

Ue Is to hue and cocctmu,
He'll sell his swor.1 for gold.

t'lrtchrr (and another). False One, Iv. 2.

covetously (kuv'e-tus-li), adv. With a strong
or inordinate desire to obtain and possess; ea-

gerly; avariciously.
If he care not for 't. he will supply us easily : If he eon-

,'l,,ii.iln reserve it, li.nl shall
'

i;el il
'

Skat.,'Y. of A.,lv. S.

covetousness (kuv'e-tun-nes), . [< covetous +
-ness. The ME. equiv. term was covetise, q. v.]
1. Strong desire; eagerness. [Bare or obso-

lete.]

When workmen strive to do better than well,
They do confound their skill in cuvetoiume**.

Shot., K. John, iv. 2.

2. The character of being covetous, in an evil

sense ; a strong or inordinate desire of obtain-

ing and possessing something, without regard
to law or justice ; overbearing avarice.

Both parties had an inordinate desire to have that they
had not, and that is cooetoufness.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Out of the heart of men proceed evil thoughts, . . . eoe-

ttautneu. Mark vii. 22.

The character of nretmuneiu is what a man generally
acquires more through some niggardliness or ill grace in

little and inconsiderable things than in expenses of any
consequence. fVf, Thought* on Various Subjects.
= 8yn. 2. Avarice, Cupidity, etc. (see avarice), greediness,
hanKering.
COvetta (ko-vet'S), n. [See Corel, coving.] A
carpenters^ plane for molding framework; a

quarter-round.

covey
1
(kuv'i), n. [Early mod. E. also cot-it,

< ME. corey, cove, < OF. coveye, covee, F. couree

(= It. covata; also co-en, coro, and aug. covone

Florio), a brood, a flock of birds, esp. of par-

tridges, < cover, F. couver (= It. corare), brood,
sit on, lurk, or lie hid : see cove%, and cf. cow-

vade, a doublet of covfy
1
.]

1. In hunting, spe-

cifically, a flock of partridges ; hence, in gen-
eral use, a flock of any similar birds.

The Sport and Race no more he minds ;

Neglected Tray and Pointer He
;

And Covies unmolested fly. Prior, Alma, 1.

There would be no walking in a shady wood without

springing a covey of toasts. Addiwn, Guardian.

Mr. Harrison scared up some coveyt of the frankolin, a

large bird resembling the pheasant.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 251.

2. A company ;
a party ;

a bevy.
Thou shalt have a monopoly of playing confirmed to

thee and thy covey, under the emperor's broad seal.

R. Jongon, Poetaster, v. 1.

= Syn. Pact, Brood, etc. See/oct.

COVOy2 (ko'vi), n. [< coi'e + dim. -ry
1
.] Same

as corfS.

CO-vibrate (ko-vi'brat), r. '. [< co-1 + vibrate.]
To vibrate along with another or others.

[Bare.]
When the vibrations are so rapid that there are sixteen

complete movements back and forth in a second, an en-

tirely different sensation is produced, which we call sound ;

... a special nerve the auditive is organized to re-

spond to or co-viorate with them.
Le Conte, Sight, Int., p. 12.

COVid (ko'vid), n. [< Pg. coi'odo, also coto = Sp.
codo = F. coude, a cubit, < L. cubituin, a cubit :

see fiii'inlii, cubit. ] A variable measure of length
in use in India and neighboring countries. The
covids of Batavia, Madras, Bombay, ami Calcutta are stat-

ed at from 18 to 18.6 inches ; those of Mocha and Sumatra
at from 15 to 16 inches. The covid of China Is the chih.

equal to 14.1 inches.

COVin't (kuv'in), n. [Also covine, coren, < ME.
covin, covine, covyne, coveyne, < AF. coring, OF.
rorine, cornine, eoiiraine, later eouviaf, a se-

cret agreement, a plot, < eotenir, come together,

agree: see corenant.] 1. A secret agreement;
secret fraud; collusion.

Ye shall iiu.lv and plainly disclose, open, > tier an. I i .

ueale, and shew the same vnto this said fellowship, with-
out fraiHle, colour, couin, or delay.

lltikhiiit'rt \'oyatjcx, I. 262.

Specifically 2. In law, a collusive agreement
between two or more to prejudice a third per-
son ; deceitful contrivance.

In 1383 they issued a proclamation forbidding all con-

gregations, coviiit, mid conspiracies of workmen in gen-
eral. Kni/Uik Otids (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxlvi.

COViH-t, Saint' us curi lit.

coving (ko'ving), H. [Verbal n. of pore 1
, r.]

In bm/iliiiii. an urc'li or arched projecture, as

when a house is built so as to project over the

coward

ground-plot, and the turned projecture is arched
with timber, lathed, and plaMcre.!.
The ritvin'i* were formerly placed At right angles t<> the

face of the wall, and th rm iun-h>'l in that
manner. u. h., p. 949.

Covings Of a fireplace, the vertical sides whic -h cumin t

tli. jauil \\ ith th<- hreast.

covinoust (kuv'i-nus), a. [< corin + -o*.] De-

ceitful; collusive; fraudulent. Also spcllcil
cotenous.

COVin-treet, . [< coriw 2
, coven?, for eocent, a

meet in(;, + tree.] A tree marking a place of

appointed or customary meeting; a tryst in^-
tree

; specifically, such a tree in front of a man-
sion or castle, marking the spot where the laird

received and took leave of his guest. [Scotch.]
I love not the castle when the conn-tree hears such

acorns as I see yonder. Scull, giientln burward, I. 38.

cow 1 (kou), n. ; pi. covs (kouz), old pi. I m> (kin).

[< ME. coir, fcoir, COM, CM, kit, pi. A-y, kye, kit,

kuy (> mod. Sc. kye), also in double pi. form

(with suffix -en as in oxen), Icyn, kin, kucn, kuyn,
l.ii/n, kien, kine (> modern kine), < AS. cu, dat.

sing, and nom. ace. pi. <</. a cow, = OS. In.

left, kuo = OFries. ku = I), koe = MLG. fco, leu,

LG. ko = OHO. chuo, chua, MHO. kuo, ku, Q.
kuh = Icel. kyr (ace. ku) = Sw. Dan. ko (Goth,
not found), a cow, = Olr. bo = Gael, bo, a cow,
= W. biw, cattle, kine, = L. bos (bov-), m.,
also f. (the fern, being also more distinctly ex-

pressed by boafemina, or else by another word,
vacca, a cow, related to E. ox), an ox, a bull or
cow (whence ult. E. beef (which is thus a doub-
let of coir), borine, etc.), = Gr. /tet'C (PF-), m. and
f ., an ox, a bull or cow, = Skt. go, a cow, a bull.]
1. The female of the genus Bos or ox (the male
of which is called a bull, or in a restricted

sense an ox). See ox. 2. The female of vari-

ous other large animals, the male of which is

termed a Imll. as of many ruminants, of eared

seals, etc. 3f. A timid person; a coward.

The veriest cow in a company brags most.

Cotgratc (under critr).

Humble cow. See humble.

COW2 (kou), v. t. [< ME. 'coueu (f ), not found,
< Icel. kuaa, cow, force, tyrannize over, = Sw.

kufra, check, curb, subdue, = Dan. kue, bow,
coerce, subdue; further connections unknown.]
To depress with fear; cause to shrink or crouch
with fear; daunt the spirits or courage of; in-

timidate; overawe.
Accursed lie that tongue that tells me so,
For It hath coufd my better part of man !

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

Their [the Indians'] spirits are humiliated and debased

by a sense of inferiority, and their native courage cotcfd

and daunted by the superior knowledge and power of their

enlightened neighbors. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 344.

Cowed into sullen rage.
William JHorru, Earthly Paradise, II. 34.

Syn. To overawe, intimidate, abash, daunt.

COW3
(kou), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. In rnt'n-

ing, a wedge placed behind a crab or gin-start
to prevent it from revolving. 2. A kind of

self-acting brake formerly employed on inclined

planes; a trailer. /.'. //. Knight.
COW4 (kou), n. [A reduced form of coir/1

, q. v.]
The top of a chimney which is made to move
with the wind; a cowl. See coir/1, 3.

COW5
t (kou), . t. [A var. of coH: see coin.]

To cut; clip. [Scotch.]
But we will cow our yellow locks,
A little abune our bree.

Wedding of Rabin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads.

[V. 184).

COW8
t (kou), n. [< cow6

, r.] A cut or clip, es-

pecially of the hair: as, he has gone to the bar-
ber's to get a coir. [Scotch.]
cowage, n. See cotchage.
coward (kou'ard), n. and a. [< ME. coward, cou-

ard, cveard (= OFlem. kuwaerd = Pr. court =
OSp. couarde, cobarde, cobardo, Sp. cobarde =
Pg. cobarde, covarde = It. codardo, a coward,
cowardly ; all these being appar. derived from
or adapted from the OF.), < AF. ctmard, couart,

cuard, OF. coward (coiiard), coirard, couart. ru-

art, coart, F. eouard, a coward, orig. as an epi-
thet of the timid hare (called In coicarde ou la

court cotce, 'the bobtail'; > OFlem. kuirm-ril.

M K. Cuu-aert, Hytcart, as the name of the hare in
' '

Beynard, the Fox," tr.by Caxton ; ML. cua nlnx.
a hare), with allusion also perhaps to a cowed
dog with its tail between its legs (cf. OF. Kon
eouard, in heraldry, a lion with its tail between
its legs), orig. an adj., with the depreciative
suffix -ard, 'having a (short, drooping, or other-
wise ridiculous) tail' (cf. OF. coiinrdi; f., a tail,

i-ininrt, in., a rump or haunch, as of venison).
< OF. coue, cotce, coe, F. queue = Pr. coa = Sp.



coward

Pg. It. coda, < L. caudd, LL. ML. also coda,
tail: see cauda, cue 1

, queue. The word coward
has been more or less associated in E. with

cow1 ,
the animal ('one afraid of a cow, 'or 'hav-

ing the heart of a cow,' whence the accom. form
cowhcart: see cow1

, n., 3), with cowherd1
(as-

sumedlo be a timid person ;
whence the accom.

spelling of cowherd?, cowhearcf2 ), with cow2
,
in-

timidate, and with cower, crouch as with fear.]

1. n. 1. One who lacks courage to meet danger;
one who shrinks from exposure to possible
harm of any kind; a timid or pusillanimous
person; a poltroon; a craven.

When Merlin sangh that he dide a-hide, he cried lowde,
"
What, coward, wher-fore a-bideste thow ? whi doste thow

not that thow haste vndirtaken, (or it is sene that thow
arte a-ferde." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 221.

Coward* die many times before their deaths
;

The valiant never taste of death but once.

Shak., 3. C., ii. 2.

2. In her., an animal represented with the tail

hanging down, or turned up between the legs,
as a lion or other beast of prey. Also coue.
= 8yn. 1. Coward, Poltroon, Craven, Dastard, Pusillani-
mous (person) express an ignoble quality of fear, or fear

showing itself in dishonorable ways. Cvtcard is the gen-
eral word, covering the others, is most ofteu used, and
is least opprobrious. Poltroon, craven, and dastard are

highly energetic words, used only in the effort to make a

person's cowardice seem contemptible. The distinction

between them is not clearly marked. A poltroon has some-
what more of the mean-spirited and contemptible in his

character ; a craven skulks away, accepts any means of

escape, however dishonorable, from a dangerous position,

duty, etc. ; a dastard is base, and therefore despicable, in

his cowardice. Dastard is the strongest of these words.
A pusillanimous person is, literally, one of little courage ;

his cowardice is only the most conspicuous part of a gen-
eral lack of force in mind and character, making him spir-
itless and contemptible.

I was a coward on instinct. Shak., 1 lieu. IV., ii. 4.

Nor ... is the peace principle to be carried into effect

by fear. It can never be defended, it can never be execut-
ed by cowards. Emerson, Misc., p. 197.

West. My heart fr anger burns, I cannot brook it.

K. Hen. Be patient, gentle Earl of Westmoreland.
Clif. Patience is for poltroon*, and such as he ;

He durst not sit there had your father liv'd.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

Yonder comes a knight.
... A craven ; how he hangs his head.

Tennyson, Geraint.

You are all recreants and dastards ; and delight to live

in slavery to the nobility. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 8.

The pusillanimous monarch knew neither when to pun-
ish nor when to pardon. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, i. 3.

II. rt. 1. Lacking courage ;
timid

;
timorous

;

fearful
;
craven : as, a coward wretch.

O coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me !

Shak., Kich. III., v. 3.

Is there, for honest poverty,
That hangs his head, an' a' that ?

The coward slave, we pass him by,
We dare be poor for a' that.

Bvriw, For A' That.

2. Of or pertaining to a coward; proceeding
from or expressive of fear or timidity: as, a
coward cry; coward tremors.

Be men of spirit !

Spurn coward passion !

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

He had no painful pressure from without,
That made him turn aside from wretchedness,
With coward fears. Wordsworth.

cowardt (kou'ard), v. t. [< ME. coivarden, cou-

arden, < OF. "coarder, F. couarder; from the

noun.] To make afraid.

Which cowardeth a man's heart.
W. Swinderby, Letter in Foxe's Martyrs.

cowardice (kou'ar-dis), . [< ME. cowardis,
-ise, -yse, < OF. couardise, F. couardtse (= It.

codardigia), cowardice, < couard, etc., coward:
see coward, .] Want of courage to face dan-
ger, difficulty, opposition, etc.

;
dread of expo-

sure to harm or pain of any kind
; fear of con-

sequences ; pusillanimity ; dishonorable fear.

Ye be come hider to hide yow for cowardise.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), HI. 404.

"Tis not his arm
That acts such wonders, but our cowardice.

Lust's Dominion, iv. 2.

Full of cowardice and guilty shame.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

= Syn. Poltroonery, dastardliness, cowardliness.

cowardiet, [ME., < OF. couardie, cuardie (=
Pr. coardia = Sp. cobardia = Pg. cobardiu =
It. codardia), cowardice, < couard, etc., coward:
see coward, n.] Cowardice. Chaucer,
cowardize (kou'ar-diz), .-. t. [< coward + -ize.']
To render cowardly. [Obsolete or rare.]
Wickedness naturally tends to dishearten and coicanlizr

men. J. Scott, Sermon before the Artillery Company (1880).

COWardlike (kpu'ard-lik), . Like a coward;
cowardly; pusillanimous. [Rare.]
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If I should cowardlike surrender up
The interest. Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy.

cowardliness (kou'ard-li-nes), n. Want of

courage ; timidity ;
cowardice.

I know not whether he more detests cowardliness or

cruelty. Bp. Hall, Characters, The Valiant Man.

cowardly (kou'ard-li), a. [< coward + -fy
1
.]

1. Wanting courage to face danger, or to in-

cur harm or pain; timid; timorous; fearful;

pusillanimous.
Faithless alike to his people and his tools, the King did

not scruple to play the part of the cowardly approver, who
hangs his accomplice. Macaulaii, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. Proceeding from fear of danger or harm;
mean

;
base ; befitting a coward : as, a cowardly

action.

The policy of reserve has been stigmatized, and some-
times justly, as cowardly, but it is usually safe.

II. A . Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 77.

= Syn. Dastardly, craven, faint-hearted, chicken-hearted.

cowardly (kou'ard-li), adr. [< coward + -fy
2
.]

In the manner of a coward; dishonorably;
basely.
He sharply reproved them as men of no courage, who

had most coimrtlly turned their backs upon their enemies.
KnoUts.

cowardoust (kou'ar-dus), a. [< award + OMS.]

Cowardly. Barret.

Come, you're as mad now as he's cowardous.
Middleton and Rouiey, Fair Quarrel, iii. 1.

COWardryt (kou'ard-ri), . [Early mod. E. cow-

ardrie, coicardree ; < coward + -ri/.'] Cowardice.

Be therefore counselled herein by me,
And shake off this vile harted coivardree.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale.

cowardship (kou'ard-ship), . [< coward +
-*Ay>.] The state or fact of being a coward.

[Bare.]
A very dishonest paltry boy, and more a coward than a

hare : his dishonesty appears in leaving his friend here in

necessity, and denying him ; and for his cowardship, ask
Fabian. Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

cowbane (kou'ban), n. A popular name of the
Cicuta rirosa, or water-hemlock : so named from
its supposed injurious effect upon cows. See
Cicuta. Spotted cowbane, a similar species of the
United States, C. inaculata.

COW-beck (kou'bek), n. [Origin unknown.] A
preparation of hair and wool used for hats.

COW-bell (kou'bel), n. 1. A bell (usually of
a rounded oblong shape and dull, heavy tone)
designed to be attached to the neck of a cow
to indicate her whereabouts. 2. An Ameri-
can name of the bladder-campion, Sileite injtata.

cowberry (kou'ber'i), n.
; pi. cowberries (-iz).

[< coic1 + berryl. Cf. bilberry.~\ A name of

the plant Yaccinium Vitis-Idam or red huckle-

berry. See Vaccinium.
COW-bird (kou'berd), . 1. An oscine passe-
rine bird of America, belonging to the family
Icteridai and genus Molothrus; especially, 31.

ater or M. pecoris, so called from its accompany-
ing cattle, it is

polygamous and
parasitic, deposit-
ing its eggs in the
nests of other

birds, like the

European cuckoo,
and leaving them
to he hatched by
the foster-parents.
The male is from 7 J
to 8 inches long,
glossy black with
metallic sheen and
a chocolate-brown
head; the female
is smaller and
dull dark-brown-
ish. This species is

very abundant in

the United States.
The bronzed cow-bird, M. ceneus, is a larger species, found
in Texas and southward : there are several others in the
warmer part* of America. Also coin-blackbird and cow-

bunting.
2. A name sometimes given in Great Britain to
the rose-colored pastor, Pastor (Thremmaphilus)
roseus. Macgillirray.
COW-blackbird (kou'blak'berd), w. Same as
cow-bird, 1.

COW-blakes (kou'blaks), ii.pl. Dried cow-dung
used as fuel.

COW-boy (kou'boi), n. 1. A boy who takes

charge of cows or drives them to and from
pasture. 2. On the great plains of the west-
ern United States, a man employed by a stock-
man or ranchman in the care of grazing cattle,

doing his work on horseback.
Colorado is not a State of homes, and it never will be a

populous st;ite. Like Nevada, it is a district of miners'
cabins and of cow-biitix' huts. A'. A. Rev., CXLII. 4(i'2.

cowheard

3. One of a band of marauders during the
American revolution, chiefly refugees belong-
ing to the British side, who infested the neu-
tral ground between the British and American
lines in the neighborhood of New York, and

plundered the whigs or revolutionists.

West Chester County . . . was now [1780] almost wholly
at the mercy of the revolutionary banditti called the Cow
boys. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

COW-bunting (kou'bun*tiug), n. Same as cow-

bird, 1.

cow-calf (kou'kaf), n. A female calf. Seefree-
martin.

COW-catcher (kou'kach'er), . A strong frame
in front of a locomotive, for removing obstruc-

tions, such as strayed cattle, from the rails.

It is generally made of wrought-irou in the form of a
coned wedge, having a flat wedge-shaped bottom bar placed
a few inches above, and extending across and a little be-

yoiid, the rails. Also called pilot.

COW-chervil (kou'cher'vil), n. A popular name
of Chtxrophyllum syhestre, an umbelliferous

plant of Europe, found in hedge-banks and
woods, and said to be eaten by cattle. Also
called cow-parsley, cow-weed. See chervil.

COW-cress (kou'kres), n. A coarse kind of cress,

Lepidium campestre.
COWCUmber (kou'kum-ber), n. A form of en-

cumber, once in regular literary use, but now
regarded as only provincial.

cowdie-gum (kou'di-gum), . Same as kauri-

gum.
COW-doctor (kou'dok'tor), n. A veterinaryphy-
sician. Also called cow-leech.

cower (kou'er), v. i. [< ME. couren, < Icel. Tcura

= Sw. kura = Dan. kure, lie quiet, rest, doze ;

prob. related to Icel. Jcyrr, older form krirr,

quiet, = Sw. quar, remaining, = Dan. krcer,

silent, quiet, = Goth, kwairrus, gentle, = MHG.
kiirre, G. kirre, tame. G. Icauern, squat in a cage,
is from kaue, a cage (see core1

, cage). W. cwrian,
cower, is prob. from the E.] To sink by bend-

ing the knees
;
crouch ; squat ; stoop or sink

downward, especially in fear or shame.

To hur [their! God Seraphin the gomes [people] gon all

Koure doune on hur knees [&] karpen these wordes.
Alummder ofMacedoine (E. E. T. S.), L 558.

Our dame site cowering o'er a kitchen fire. Dryden.

She cowered low upon the ground,
With wild eyes turned to meet her fate.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 39.

COW-feeder (kou'fe'der), n. One who feeds
cows

;
a dairyman ;

a cowherd.
cow-fish (kou'flsh), n. A name of various fishes

and other marine animals, (a) A sea-cow or sire-

nian. (6) A dolphin or porpoise. (1) The Tursiops gitti, a

porpoise of the family Delphiuidoe, of the western coast of

the United States. (2) The grampus, Glabicephalus melas.

[New England.] (c) An ostracioutoid fish, Ostracion qua-

Cow-bird {Molothrus ater).

Cow-fish (Ostracion yuadricomt}.

dricorne, with strong antrorse supraocular spines, like

horns, common in tropical Atlantic waters, and occasionally
found along the southern coast of the United States. Also
called cuckold, (d) A local name in Orkney of sundry oval
bivalve shell-fish, as clams.

COW-gate (kou'gat), n. Eight of pasture for

cattle. See gate.

I scarcely ever knew a cow-gate given up for want of

ability to obtain a cow.
A. Hunter, Georgical Essays, II. 126.

COW-grass (kou'gras),. 1. A species of clover,

Trifolium medium, resembling the common red

clover, at one time much cultivated in England.
2. Same as knot-grass, Polyyomnn aviculan.

COWhage (kou'aj), n. [Also written co-uhage,

cowage, and cowitch (an accom. form, as if <

cow1 + itch), < Hind. Jcairancli, koatn-li, cow-

hage.] 1. (a) The hairs of the pods of a legumi-
nous plant, Mucuna pruriens. The pod is covered
with a thick coating of short, stiff, brittle brown hairs,

which are retrorsely serrate toward the top. They easily

penetrate the skin, and produce an intolerable Itching.

They are employed medicinally as a mechanical vermifuge.

(b) The entire pods of 11. pruriens. (c) The

plant itself. 2. In the West Indies, a euphor-
biaceous shrub, Acidoton urens, bearing cap-
sules covered with stinging hairs. The twiniiu.'

cowhage of the same region is a woody climl>er of the same
order, Tratjia volubilis, with hispid capsules. Cowhage
Cherry. -s <-e Barbadox cherry, under t'A. /-///' .

COWheard1
t,

An obsolete form of cowherd1
.



cowheard

COwheard-t, See cmrln ril-, I'oirnrd.

cowheart (kou'hart), . [An accom. form of

mirurd, q. v.] A coward. [1'rov. Eng.]
cowhearted ( kou'har'ted), a. [See cowhtart.

\

Timid.
COW-heel (kou'hel), . The foot of a cow or

calf boiled to a gelatinous consistency.
COW-herb (kou'erb), . The field-soapwort, .S-

/xiiuiriii Vuri'iiriii.

cowherd 1 (kou'herd). . [Early mod. E. also

/iiirliciii'il : < coir 1 + herd*.] One whose occu-

pation is the care of cattle.

And for her sake her cattell fedd awhile,
And for her sake a mirheard vile became
The servant of Admetus, cowhrard vile.

V/iwr, F. Q., III. Xi. 39.

COWherd-t, [Early mod. E. also cowheard :

see mu-ttnl, . ] A former false spelling of cow-

i/i-il, simulating cowherd*. See coward.

cowhide (kou'hid), . and a. I. n. 1. The skin

of a cow prepared for tanning, or the thick

coarse leather made from it. 2. In the United

States, a stout flexible whip made of braided
leather or of rawhide.

II. a. Made of the leather called cowhide :

as, heavy cowhide boots.

cowhide (kou'hid), f. t. ; pret. and pp. cowhided,

ppr. cowltiding. [< cowhide, n., 2.J To beat or

wnip with a cowhide.

iln well beaten
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A wire cap or cage on the top of a locomotive-

funnel.

cowl- (koul), w. [Formerly spelled coul; < ME.

'couel, earlier cuvel (in comp. cuvel-ntaf, cowl-

staff), < OF. cuvel, later cuveau, a little tub, dim.

of cutv, a tub, vat, < L. cupa, a tub, vat, cask,

later a cup: see cup, coop.] An old name in

some parts of England for a tub or large vessel

for holding liquids ; specifically, a large vessel

for water, to be carried on a pole between two

persons.
That the cornyiu haue the CmeU to mete ale with.

EnglM Gildi (E. E. T. S.), p. 371.

cow-ladyt (kou'la'di), n. An insect of the fam-

ily <'i>irini-lliiln- ; a ladybird or a ladybug.
A palre of buskins they did bring
of the cuw-ladi/et corall wing.

Jltuarum Delicia (1056).

cowled (kould), a. [< cowl* + -ed*.] I. Wear-

ing a cowl ;
hooded.

Yet not for all his faith can see

Would I that cvu-Ud churchman be.

Emeriun, The Problem.

While I stood observing, the measure of enjoyment was

the town.

cowslip

shape, and position vary in different animals, ill some of

w hi' li tliry a If mill h mure hulih ili'Vr)<>l*i-il than ill man.
illed Ci.ii'/- r i 'ilnnil* and ijlaiululae Cvirprri.

COW-pilot (kou'i>i lot), . A fish, Pomacentrvs
.iiu-ntilis. of a meun-oUn color, with 5 or 6

vertical blackish bands rather narrower than

their interspaces, common in the West Indies,

and extending along the southern coast of the

United States.

COW-plant (kou'plant), n. The Gymnema laeti-

l'i i-ii. an iisrli'jiiadacwous woody climber of Cey-

lon, the milky juice of which is used for food

by the Singhalese.
cowpock (kou'pok), n. One of the pustules of

cowpox.
COW-poison (kou'poi'zn), n. The Delphinium
trolliifiiliuiH of California, a native larkspur.

COW-pony (kou'po'ni), . A pony used in herd-

ing cattle. [Western U. 8.]

I put spurs U> the smart little cow-pony, and loped

briskly down the valley.
T. RtMitvtlt, Hunting Trips, p. 86.

(kou'poks), n. A vaccine disease

ppears on the teats of a cow, in the form
of vesicles of a blue color, approaching to livid.

11. Jainei, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 212.

2. Shaped like a cowl
;
cucullate : as, a cowled

leaf,

cow-leech (kou'lech), n. Same as cow-doctor.

contain a limpid fluid or virus which U capable of com-

municating genuine cowpox to the human subject, and of

conferring, In a great majority of Instances, a complete
and permanent security against smallpox. Also called

I'll: -i-itiiil. Srr i'il,-:'i ii'tt nut.

COW-hitch (kou'hich), n. Naut., a slippery or cow.Uct (kou'lik), . A tuft of hair which pre-
lubberly hitch or knot. sents the appearance of hair that has been
cow-hocked (kou'hokt), a. With the hocks

ijcked by a cow, as on herself or on a calf, out

turning inward like those of a cow : said of dogs. o; j^g prOper position and natural direction.

cow-house (kou'hous), M. [< ME. couhouts; < Also called calf-lick.
cow* + Aoiwe.] A house or building in which cowl-muscle (koul

' mus '
1), n. The trapezius

cows are kept or stabled. muscle : from its other name cucullaris (which
cowish 1

(kpu'ish),
a. [In form < cow* + -ish*

; Bee )

the sense imported from coward.'] Timorous ; cowlstafft (koul'staf), .; pi. cowlstaves (-stavz).

fearful; cowardly. [Rare.] [Also written, erroneously, colestaff, coltstaff,

cobtaff; ME. cuvelstaf, < cuvel, coul, E. cowft, +
staf, E. staff.] A staff or pole on which a tub

It is the cowifh terror of his spirit,

That dares not undertake.
spirit,

Mule., Lear, Iv. 2.

cowish2 (kou'ish), n. [Prob. of Amer. Ind. or "other velisel or weight is supported between

origin.] A plant found in the valley of the Co- two persons.
1 ii MI bin river, probably some species of Peuce-

danitm. The root is of the size of a walnut,
and resembles in taste the sweet potato,
cowitch (kou'ich), . Same as cowhage.

theGo take up these clothes here, quickly; where'i

cmrMaff Shak., M. W. of W., Hi. 8.

Money Cowry ( Cypraa mtntffa ),

natural sue.

Instead of bills, with colttaixt come : Instead of spears, with
/.'. Jontan, Tale of a Tub, Ui. 2.

COW-keeper (kou'ke'per), . One whose busi-

ness is to keep cows ;
a dairyman ;

a herdsman.

Here's my master, Victorian, yesterday a cow-keeper, and

-day a gentleman. Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 2.to-day

To ride upon a cowlatafft, to be henpecked, as husbands
who allow themselves to be abused by their wives.

I know there are many that wear horns and ridt daily

upon coUMavet ; but this proceeds not so often from the

fault of the females as the silliness of the husband, who
knows not how to manage a wife. IlovxU, Letters, iv. 7.

COW-killer (kou'kil'er), n. One who or that

which kills cows. -Cow-Mller ant, a Texan species of cow-man (kou'man), n. A stock-owner; an

hymenopterons insects, of the family MutMutir: so called owner of cattle
;
a ranchman. [Western U. S.]

from the popular belief that these wasps, which superfl.

dally resemble ants, kill cattle by their stinging.

COWl 1 (koul), n. [< ME. cowle, coule (also covel,

A gloomy outlook for the future of the one-man.

pageant on St.

kirk in Jrench
covele (written couel, couele), and cuvel, kurele COW-maSSt (kou mas), n. A pa$

appar. after the Icel. kufi), < AS. cule, cuhle, John's day, June 24th, at Dunkir

cugle, cugele (the form *cufl given in some die- Flanders (formerly held by the English).

tionaries is not authenticated) = D. Icovel = Thus ended the covmuua, a show scarce exceeded by any

MLG. kogel, koggel, kagel, also kovel, LG. kagel In the known world. Town and Country Magazine, 1739.

= OHGK cugeld, eugula, MHG. kugele, G. kugel, cow-milker (kou'mil'ker), n. One who milks

kogel = Icel. kufl (appar. from the Celtic, or cows; any mechanical device for milking cows.

from the supposed AS. form 'cufl) = OF. coule, co-work (ko-werk'), v. i. [< co-1 + work.] To
cole = Pr. cogula = Sp. cogulla = Pg. cogula = work jointly ; cooperate.
It. cuculla, cocolla, formerly also cucula, f., also co-worker (ko-wer'ker), n. [< co-1 + worker.]

cucullo, formerly cucuglio, ciiculio, m., = W. One who works with another ;
a cooperator.

cwcwll, cwfl = Ir. coclml, < L. cucttllux, m., LL. Co-mrrkeri with God. South, Sennons, III. xl.

also ciieulla, f., a covering (for the head, for
n,n,,v.\ mrl SP conn*

the feet, or for rnerchandisS), a cap or hood fas- S^SS^pSM- AlSSltoglUl name
tened to a garment, in ML. esp. a monk's hood. C W

,n
?

*ft;.Onarian polvp.

n. See cowry.

cowrie-pine (kou'ri-pin), . See kauri.

cowry (kou'ri), H.; pi. cowries (-riz). [Also
written cowrie, sometimes kowree, repr. Hind.

A-r, Beng. kari, a cowry.] 1. The popular
name of Cypraxi
moneta. a small

yellowish-white
shell with a fine

gloss, used by
various peoples
as money, it is

abundant In the
Indian ocean, and
Is collected In the
Maldive and East
Indian islands, in

Ceylon, In Slam, and on parts of the African coast. It was
used in China as a medium of exchange in primitive times,

Iwfore the introduction of a metallic currency, and also

in Bengal, where, as late as 1864, 5,120 cowries were reck-

oned as equal to a rupee. It U still so employed In Africa,

and in the countries of Further India, In Siam 8,400 cow-

ries are equal to about 1. tfcf. of English money.

The small shells called cwmtt are considered preserva-
tives against the evil eye.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 323.

2. In general, any shell of the genus Cyprtta
or family ( 'ynrtfidce.

cow-shark (kou' shark), n. A shark of the

family Hexanchidte or Notidanidte.

cowslip (kou'slip), . [Early mod. E. also cow-

slippe; < ME. cowslyppe, couslyppe, cowslowpe,

cowslope, cowslop, corruptly cotcynlepe (and coir-

shk (Prompt. Parv.), 'cow's leek'), < AS. <*-

slyppe, also cusloppe, cowslip, in one passage as-

sociated with oxanslyppe, oxan slyppe, i. e. ojcslip,

ing drawn over the head or of being worn hang-

ing on the shoulders: worn chiefly by monks,
' ''

Same as cow-

A wild nmbel-

her lips
r

(in this form only in the above compounds),
the sloppy droppings of a cow (ME. sloppe, a

puddle, E. slop*, q. v.), akin to slype, slipe, a

viscid substance, < slopen, pp. of slupan, dis-

solve : see slop* and slip. The name alludes to

the common habitat of the flower, in pastures
and along hedges. In ME. it seems to have
been applied to several different plants.] 1.

The popular name of several varieties of Pri-

Pope, Essay on Man, IT. 199.

2. A garment with a hood (restis caputiata),
black or gray or brown, varying in length in

different ages and according to the usages of

different orders, but having these two perma-
nent characteristics, that it covered the head
and shoulders, and that it was without sleeves.

Cath. l>ict. Hence 3. A monk.

E
And

e
*immbe'r"l headend Shim,'

Bluff Harry broke into the spence,
And tuni'd the cow*, adrift.

Imnyton, lauung oaK.

cow.patll (kou'path), n. A path or track made

by cows.

country lasses . . . ee nothing uncommon or heroic In

following a cow-path.
<? D. War~r, Their Pilgrimage, p. 1M.

cow-pea (kou'pe), . A plant, Vigna Siiiemtis.

See i>i
n.

cowpen-bird (kou'pen-berd), . Same as eox-

Cowpeiian (kou- or ko-pe'ri-an), a. Pertaining
to or discovered by William Cowper, an English
anatomist (1666-1709).- Cowperian glands, in va-

flom snilllgia a p,;,. Of acceuory prostatic or urethral

|

4. A covering, originally

top of a chimnoy or the
upper

end of a
soil-pipe

or ventilating shaft, made to turn with MM
wind, and intended to assist ventilation. 6.

a|MM]t (||i. sjzc n( H ]pl
..L lvl ,,K ,wm,atn . lmlHlm ,,Mi

potion ..f the urethra. oloM behiml the bulb, ami emp-
tyinn into the imll>mis ijrtion of the truet Their size.

Jnited States. It has umbels of small, buff-yellow,

scented flowers on short pedicels. Its flowers have been

used as an anodyne.

The comlifi tall her pensioners be ;

In their gold coats spots you see.

SAa*., M. N. D., II. 1.

2. In the United States, the more common
name of the marsh-marigold, Caltha paluxtri*.
American cowslip, Dotlreathcon Mcadia. a primnlaceous
ilant of the middle and southwestern Vnited States, also

^nowu as the shouting-ittar. Bugloss or Jerusalem
COWSllp.the lungwort.

'

Pulmonariaojfeinalu. Cowslip
ale ale flavored with the blossoms of the cowslip (Pn-
m3t rrrit), added after the fermentation. Sugar U added
before iM.ttlini:. Wtfrtfi/*v.- Cowslip wine, a wine
made by fermenting cowslij* with sutnu-. It ls used as a

domestii s..|.riii. . French or mountain cowslip, the

yellow auricula of the Alps. Primula Auricula. Virgin-
ian cowslip, the Mrrtrnnia riryiniea, from its resem-

blance to the Jerusalem cowslip.

pl
K



cowslipped

cowslipped (kou'slipt), a. [< cowslip + -erf2.]

Adorned with cowslips.

From rushes green, and brakes, and cowslipped lawns.
Keats.

cow-stone (kou'ston), n. A boulder of the

greensand. [Local.]
cowt (kout), . [Also eowte : see colt.] A colt.

[Scotch.]
Yet aft a ragged cowte'a been known
To make a noble aiver. Bums, A Dream.

COW-tree (kou'tre), . A name of various trees

having an abundance of milky juice, especially

of a South American tree, Brosimwm galacto-

dendron, natural order Urticaeeie, and allied to

the fig-tree. When the trunk is incised, a rich, milky,
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We will belabour you a little better, and an epimeron : applied by Huxley to the ar-

And beat a little more care into your coxcombs. ticular membranes between the coxopodites and
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, n. 2.

epimera of certain somites of the crawfish.

4. A fop; a vain, showy fellow; a conceited and C0xofemoral (kok-so-fem'o-ral), a. [(coxa +
pretentious dunce.

I cannot think I shall become a coxcomb,
To ha' my hair curled by an idle finger.

As a coxcomb is a fool of parts, so is a flatterer a knave

of parts. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

Coxcombs and pedants, not absolute simpletons, are his

ime . Macaulay, Machiavelli.

femur (f'emor-) + -al.] In anat., pertaining to

the os innominatum or coxa and to the femur:

as, a coxofemoral articulation or ligament.
A contracted form of cock-

gai

5f. A kind of silver lace frayed out at the edges
Davies.

nutritions juice, in appearance and quality resembling Q game ag cockscomb, 2. = Syn. 4. Coxcoi,
cow's milk, is discharged in such abundance

as^to
render ^^ ^ ExquigUe< Beau ^ prig: pophijay, jackanapes.

it an important food-product to the natives of the region

where it grows. The tree is common in Venezuela, grow-

ing to the height of 100 feet. The leaves are leathery,

about 1 foot long and 3 or 4 inches broad. The cow-tree

of Para is a sapotaceous tree, Mimusops elata, the milk of

which resembles cream in consistence, but is too viscid to

be a safe article of food. Also called milk-tree.

COW-troopial (kou'tro"pi-al), n. Same as cow-

bird. See troopial.

COW-weed (kou'wed), w. Same as cow-chervil.

COW-wheat (kou'hwet), . The popular name
of plants of the genus Melampyrum.
COXt (koks), n. [Abbrev. from coxcomb.] A cox-

comb.

Go ; you're a brainless cox, a toy, a fop. Beau, and Fl.

coxa (kok'sa), .; pi. coxce(-se). [L.] If. The
femur or thi'gh-bone. 2. In anat. : (a) The hip-

bone, os COXEB or os innominatum. (6) The

hip-joint. 3. In entom., the first or basal joint

(sometimes called

the hip) of an in-

sect's leg, by which
it is articulated to

the body. It may be

entirely uncovered, as in

many files, or received

into a coxal cavity or

deep hollow in the lower
surface of the thorax, as

in most beetles. Coxae are said to be contiguous when
those of a pair are close together, separate when there

is a space between them, distant when they are widely

separate, prominent when they protrude from the coxal

cavities, globose when they are shaped like a ball, tram-

verse when they lie across the body with the succeeding

joint of the leg attached to the inner end, etc. These dis-

tinctions are of great value in classification. Sometimes
the coxa has a small accessory piece called the trochanter,

swam.
About two o'clock in the morning, letters came from

London by our coxon, so they waked me.

Pepyn, Diary, March 25, 1660.

coxopodite (kok-sop'o-dit), n. [< L. coxa, the

hip + Gr. Troi'f (Tro(i-), = E.foot, + -ite?.] In Ar-
It was as necessary to trim his light grey frock with a

tjiroj}oaa as a crustacean, the proximal joint of
[ver edging of coxcomb, th ghtnot*ppeKrvone

a developed limb by which the limb articulates

with its somite or segment of the body. Morpho-

....pinjay, jackanapes, xne JS^S^^^^^^o^.^
first five are used only of men. Ihe distinguishing char-

acteristic of a coxcomb is vanity, which may be displayed

sil

than his fellows.

See

.

* chiefly to one who displays>

and pertness in conversation, with a ten-

mpertinence in manner. Wandy is applied only

himself upon his superfine taste in dress, manners, lan-

guage, etc., when a fair judgment would be that his taste

is overwrought, petty, or affected. (See quotation from

Le of Caraboid Beetle, enlarged.

a, coxa ; *, trochanter ; c , femur ;

d, tibia ; e, tarsus.

overdoes in the matter of dresa, sometimes carrying it to

an extreme, as Beau Nash, Beau Brummel. Beau Brum-
mel might perhaps be called the typical fop.

Most coxcombs are not of the laughing kind ;

More sroes to make a fop than fops can find.

Dryden, Pilgrim, Prol., 1. 15.

Gods ! shall the ravisher display your hair,

While the/o8 envy and the ladies stare?

Pope, R. of the L., iv. 104.

The all-importance of clothes . . . has sprung up in the

intellect of the dandy without effort, like an instinct of

genius. Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus, iii. 10.

Such an exquisite was but a poor companion for a quiet,

plain man like me. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney.

Why round our coaches crowd the white-gloved beaux ?

Pope, R. of the L., v. 13.

coxcombical, coxcomical (koks-kom'i-kal), a.

[< coxcomb + -ic-ul] Like or characteristic of

a coxcomb
;
conceited ; foppish.

John Lylly, . . . who wrote that singularly cozeomical

work called
"
Euphues and his England," was in the very

zenith of his absurdity and reputation.
Scott, Monastery, xiv.

Studded all over in coxcombical fashion with little brass

nails. Ireing.

which, however, is not a true joint. Some of the older
coxcombically, COXCOmically (koks-kom'i-

entomologists included the first two joints
^>f

the lf

; kal-i), adv. After the manner of a coxcomb;
foppishly.

But this coxcombically mingling
Of rhymes, unrhyming, interjingling,
For numbers genuinely British,

Is quite too finical and skittish.

Jiyroin, Remarks.

sciatic nerve. Dunglison. ~^<']'~That which is in'keeping with the char-
COXal (kok'sal), a. [< coxa + -al.] Pertaining acter of a coxcomb. [Bare.]

Inferior masters paint coxcombities that had no relation

to universal modes of thought or action.

C. Knight, Once upon a Time, II. 140.

COXCOmblyt (koks'kom-li), a. Like a coxcomb.

and the second as the trochanter.

4. The basal joint of the leg of a spider or

a crustacean; a coxopodite (which see).

coxagra (kok-sag'ra), n. [NL., < L. coxa, the

hip, + Gr. aypa, a taking (used as in chiragra,

podagra, etc.).] In pathol., pain following the
C0xcombity (koks'ko-mi-ti), n. [< coxcomb

sciatic nerve. Dunglison. - -> mu_*. i.:~i, : :. ,"i. .....;....,. it i i\*o ve

COXal (kok'sal), a. [< coxa + -al.] Pertaining
to the coxa : as, a coxal segment ;

a coxal artic-

ulation. Coxal cavities, in entom., hollows of the
lower surface of the thorax, in which the coxa; are artic-

r are i

pletely closed behind by the junction of the sternum and

epimera, open when a space is left protected only by
membrane, separate when the sternum extends between

them, and confluent when the sternum is not visible

between them. Much use is made of these characters
in classification. Coxal lines, in entom., two curved,

slightly prominent lines on the first ventral abdominal
segment of certain Coleoptera, behind the coxa;. They limit COXCOmbry (koks kom-ri),
a space which is inclined toward the base of the abdomen,

- " --" i! '

passing under the coxa3.

coxalgia (kok-sal'ji-a), n. [NL., < coxa, the

hip, Hr Gr. aAyof, pain.^] Inpatliol., pain of the

hip or haunch.

coxalgic (kok-sal'jik), a. [< coxalgia + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of coxalgia ;
af- coxcomical, COXCOmically.

fected with coxalgia. coxcombically.
coxarthritis (kok-sar-thri'tis), n. [NL., < L. coxcomicality (koks-kom-i-kal'i-ti).
coxa, the hip, + Gr. apBpov, joint, + -itis.] Same
as coxitis.

coxcomb (koks'kom), n.

cock's comb: see cockscomb.]

+ -tc.] Of or pertaining to a coxopodite : as,

coxopoditic setee. Huxley.
coxosternal (kok-so-ster'nal), a. [< coxa +
sternum + -al.] Of or pertaining to the coxa

and the sternum of an arthropod.

coxswain, . See cockswain.

coy1
(koi), a. [< ME. coy, koy, < OF. coi, quoi,

quei, coy, quoy, coit, quoit, quiet, still, calm,

tranquil, slow (to do a thing), private, secret,

mod. F. coi, quiet, still, = Pr. quet: = Sp. Pg.

quedo, quieto = It. cheto, quieto, < L. quietus,

quiet, still, calm, whence directly E. quiet,

which is thus a doublet of coy : see quiet, a.]

It. Quiet; still.

Hebe-heilde his [Merlin's] felowes, that were stille and

toy, that seiden not o worde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 318.

2. Manifesting modesty; shrinking from fa-

miliarity; bashful; shy; retiring.

Coy or sobyr, sobrius, modestus. Prompt. Pan., p. 86.

To be in love, where scorn is bought with groans ;

Coy looks with heart-sore sighs. Shak.,1. G. of V., i. 1.

Nor the coy maid, half willing to be pressed,
Shall kiss the cup to pass it to the-rest.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 249.

Her air, her manners, all who saw admired ;

Courteous though coy, and gentle though retired.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

3. Disposed to repel advances ;
disdainful.

'Twas told me, you were rough, and coy, and sullen.

Shak., 1. of the S., ii.

= Syn. 2. Shrinking, distant, bashful, backward, diffident,

demure.

coy1
(koi), v. [< ME. coyen, coien, < coy, a. Cf.

accoy (of which coy, v.
,
is prob.

in part an abbr. ),

and see decoy, v., which is peculiarly related to

coy, r.] I. trans. It. To quiet ; soothe.

I coye, I styll or apayse, le acquoyse. I can nat coy

hym, je ne le puis pas acquoyser. Palsgrave.

Com hem that they seye noon harme of me.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 801.

2. To caress with the hand; stroke caressingly.

Coyyn, blandior. Prompt. Pan., p. 8.

He raught forth his right hand & his [the steed's] rigge

[back] frotus [rubs],
And coies hym as he kan with his clene hands.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1175.

Come, sit thee down upon this flowery bed,
While I thy amiable cheeks do coy.

"Aa*.,M. N. D.,iv. 1.Sha

See cle-

..., Jooks terrify them, you coxcombly ass! I'll be judged
by all the company whether thou hast not a worse face

than I. Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, i. 2.

You are as troublesome to a poor Widow of Business as 3. To coax; allure; entice; deeoy.

a young coxcombly rhiming Lover. coy, V.

Wyc.he.rley, Plain Dealer, i. 1. Coynge [read coyynge, that is, coying] or styrunge to

T< rnrrmnb + ru 1 werkyn [var. steryuge to done a werke], instigacio.
, ,, \\coxeomo-t--ry.j Prompt. Pan., p. 86.

1. Coxcombs collectively. 2. The manners of

a coxcomb
; foppishness.

The extravagances of coxcombry in manners and apparel
are indeed the legitimate, and often the successful, ob-

jects of satire, during the time when they exist.

Sco, Monastery, Int., p. xv.

See coxcombical,

Now there are sprung up a wiser generation, . . . who
have the art to coy the fonder sort into their nets, who
have now reduced gaming to a science.

Bp. Rainbow, Sermons, p. 29.

II. intrans. 1. To be coy; behave with coy-
ness or bashfulness ;

shrink from familiarity :

with an indefinite it.

He comes to woo you, see you do not coy it.

Maxsinger, New Way to Pay Old Debts, iii. 2.

One kiss nay, damsel ! coy it not.

Scott, Harold the Dauntless, ii. 9.

2. To make difficulty; be slow or reluctant.

Xay. if he ("*/'</

To hear Cominius speak, I'll keep at home,
Shak., Cor.,v. 1.

_. [Obsolete or rare in both uses.]

coxocerite (kok-sos'e-rit), n. [< L. coxa, the coyH (koi), . [< ME. coye; from the verb.] 1.

[< cox-

comical + -ity.] The character of a coxcomb
;

coxcombry. Sir J. Mackintosh.
[For cockscomb, i. e., coxendix (kok-sen'diks), n.; pi. coxendices

).] If. The comb of
(-di-s z). [L.] The hip ;

the haunch-bone.
a cock. See cockscomb, 1. 2. The comb, re- C0xitis (kok-si'tis), n. [NL., < L. coxa, the hip,
sembling that of a cock, which licensed fools + _;$.] ln pathol., inflammation of the hip-
formerly wore- in their caps; hence, the fool's

joint . Also coxarthritis.

cap itself.

There, take my coxcomb. Why, this fellow has banished
two of his daughters, and did the third a blessing against
his will ; if thou follow him, thou must needs wear my
coxcomb. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

Here is all

We fools can catch the wise in to unknot,
By privilege of coxcombs, what they plot.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii.

3. The top of the head, or the head itself.

hip, + Gr. Ktpaf (Ke'par-), horn, + -ite2 .] In

Crustacea, the basal joint of an antenna, con-

sidered as answering to the coxopodite of an

ambulatory leg.

coxoceritic (kok-sos-e-rit'ik), a. [< coxocerite

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to a coxocerite.

COXO-epimeral (kok"s6-e-pim'e-ral), a. [< coxa

+ epimera + -al.] Pertaining to a coxopodite

A stroke or noise made to coy or quiet an ani-

mal, as a horse ;
a soothing sound or utterance.

No man may on that stede ryde
But a bloiuun [black man], . . .

For he hym maketh with moche pryde
A nysr
The coye is with hys handys two

Clappynde tou'-di'iv to and fro.

(h-tiiriitii, 1. 1344 (Weber's Metr. Rom., III.).



coy

2. A decoy. See decoy, n.

Till thr uiv:il in:i]l;ii ,1 ! ratrh t ill the COW.

/.>. //,,(. Ahp. Williams, II. 1S3.

coy- (koi), . [E. dial., prob. < Ml). /,</<, l>.

kiHii, a coop, cage, fold, Live, hammock, berth
((f. koine, a cum 1

), = K. Fries, l.nji , I.-IMH. :\

hammock, berth, also an inclnsure, = MLG.
LG. koje, a cage, stall, berth, > prob. G. knji . a

bertli, = Dan. /.-:/'
:l !>' iih. hammock, = Sw.

kjn, a bertli, Immiiiurk, also a cage, jail; all

ult. < L. ciirni (11 lj. i-iirin), a cage, whence
also E. cage : see cage, cavel, coe%.~\ A cage or

pen for lobsters. HalliirHI. [Prov. Eng.]
coy-duckt (koi'duk), n. A decoy-duck.

His main scope is to show t)mt (Jrutius . . . hath acted
thi' part of a cmi-ituck, willingly or unwillingly, to lead
the Protestant^ into i'opery.

Abf. Rramhall, Works, III. 604.

coyish (koi'ish), . [< coyi + -isA 1
.] Some-

what coy or reserved.

This coyinh paramour. Drant, tr. of Horace, 11. 3,

coyly (koi'li), arfr. [< ME. coyly ; < coy 1 + -ty
2
.]

If. Quietly.
A mes>en^eiv ram the HrehaiKliolis vnto,
Entrcd lirehaigiie without tarying,
Kill coylft anil preuiily within entring.

/<i.i. u/ I'ttrtfiiitii (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2184.

2. In a coy manner
; shyly; demurely.

As she i-"iflti li'iiuiil it roiuiil his neck,
And made him promise sih-nrr. Coleridge.

COynet, See coigns'*.

coyness (koi'nes), . The quality of being coy ;

shyness; modest reserve; baslifillness ; unwill-

ingness to become familiar.

When the kind nymph would coynes* feign,
And hides lint to be found :c.-:i in Dryden.

= Syn. Dijfideiice, Shynem (see bah/vlnfm), reserve, de-
mureness.

coynie, . Same as coigne*.

coyntet, a. Same as quaint.
coyote (ko-yo'te), . [< Sp. coyote, < Mex. co-

yotl.] The Spanish and now the usual name of
the common prairie- or barking-wolf of west-
ern North America, Caniu latratis, abundant al-

Coyote ( Cants latramf).

most everywhere from the great plains to the
Pacific. It is alHiut as large as a pointer dog, with full

pelage, luishy tail, upright ears, ami rather sharp nose, of
a grayish color, reddening on some parts and darkened
witll blackish on the back, and is noted for its monotonous
and reiterated howling at night. Also spelled cajote, en-

!/"'. and kiote.

cbypou, coypu (koi'po), . The native name
or a South American rodent mammal, the Myo-

COI//IHX. Its heail Is large and depressed, Its

neck short and stout, iu limbs short, iu tail long and

Coypou (Myofotamns ceyftts).

round, and it >wims with great ease. It Is valued for its

fur, which was formerly IIM'I! largely in the manufacture
of hats. The length of a full-grown eoypou is about -feet
(i inelies. See

We look tn the waters, ami we do not flnd the heaver or
musk-rat. hut the <".'//"< anil rap> liara. n" lei it sol the \tnri

iean type. Ittu-irin, Origin of Species. II. :U9.

COystrelt, COystrilt, . Same us ,;ii.tlnl.

Yuu . . . braKvrm^' c<n/.-.7/-i7
'

/. /"ii.-c,,i. i:\en Man in his Humour, iv. 1.

COZ (kuz), n. [A bin-, of mrfii 1
, now usually

spelled i'iiii,iin.] A familiar or fond contraction
of
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My deareit coz,
I pray you, school yourself.

.>V/.I:.. Macheth, IV. 2.

Ill not drtaiii you, roz. >/.. . ../an. The Rlvali, I. 2.

coze, cose ( koz), . [Formed from co:y, .] A n \

tlmij,' snti";, comfortable, orcozv; specifically,
a cozy conversation, or tete-a-tete. [Rare.]

'i'hey might have a comfortable fuze.

JHIII- .l"-'-/i Mangtlelit Park, xxvi.

coze, cose (koz), . .
; pret. and pp. co;i-<i. </,.(/.

|i|ir. co:iinj, roiling. [Like coze, n., formed from

m;y, .] To be snug, comfortable, or cozy;
cuddle. [Rare.]
The sailors cane round the Are with wife and child.

Kinti'l'-ii. Two Years AKO, iii.

COZen 't, . An obsolete spelling of cousin 1
.

cozen2 (kuz'n), v. [Early mod. E. also eosen, co-

xin, roiwn, coosen, eooxin, couzen, cousen, cowtin,

being orig. identical in form and connected in

sense with cousin, a relative ; < F. eousiner, call

"cousin,"claim kindred for advantage, sponge,
< cousin, cousin : seec*ii. H .andr.] I. trans.

1. To cheat; defraud.
A statelier resolution anna my conAdence,
To cozen thee of honour. t'urd, Broken Heart, Iv. 4.

O lover, art thou grown too full of dread
To look him In the face whom thou feared'st not
To cozrn of the fair thing he had got?

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 364.

2. To deceive
; beguile ;

entice.

Children may lie cozened Into a knowledge of the letters.

Lucke, Education.

II. >n i i-ii a.--. To practise cheating; act dis-

honestly or deceitfully.
Home cogging, cozening slave. SAat., Othello, IT. 2.

What care I to see a man run after a Sermon, if he
Cmizen and Cheats as soon as he comes home '!

Seldrn, Table-Talk, p. 76.

cozenage 1

1, . See cousinage
1

.

cozenage- (kuz'n-aj), . [< cozen'* + -age.']

Trickery; fraud; deceit; artifice; the practice
of cheating.

All that their whole lives had heap'd together
By cozenage, perjury, or sordid thrift.

Masrinyrr, Duke of Milan, iii. 1.

Tile art of getting, either by violence, cozenage, flattery,

lying, or by putting on a guise of religion.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

Betray not by the cozenage of sense

Thy votaries. Wordsworth, Powerof .Sound, vl.

cozener (kuz'n-er), H. [Early mod. E. also cos-

ener, coosener, eousiner, cmisner, etc. ; < coroi2 +
-w1

.] One who cozens; one who cheats or de-
frauds.

Sir, there are cozeJtm abroad ; therefore It behoves men
to be wary. Shalt., W. T., Iv. 3.

cozening (kuz'n-ing), n. [Verbal n. of cozen"*,

v.] Cheating; defrauding,
coziert, See cosier.

cozily, cosily (ko'zi-li), adv. In a cozy man-
ner; snugly; warmly; comfortably,
coziness, cosiness (ko'zi-nes), n. The quality
or state of being cozy.
COZy, cosy (ko'zi), a. and n. [Also written cozey.

coney, cozie, cosie ; orig. Sc., and perhaps related
to fii.-sli, neat, snug, comfortable, quiet, social :

see cos/t2.] I. a. Snug; comfortable; warm;
social.

Some are cozif. I' the neuk,
And foriuin' assignations.

Burnt, Holy Fair.

After Mr. Bob Sawyer had informed him that he meant
to be very rowy, and that Ins friend Ben was to be one of
the party, they shook hands and separated.

Ihclcent, Pickwick, \\v

How cozy and pleasant it Is here ! Harper's Mag.

II. n. A kind of padded covering or cap put
over a teapot to keep in the heat after the tea
has been infused.

C. P. An abbreviation of Common Pleas and
of Court of Probate.

0. P. 0. An abbreviation of Cleric of the Priry
('lllUICil.

0. P. S. An abbreviation of the Latin Custog
1'rirnti Sii/illi, Keeper of the Privy Seal.

Or. 1. A common abbreviation of credit and
i-fii/itor. 2. In cltem., the symbol for chro-
mium.

0. R. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Custos

Hntuloriim, Keeper of the Rolls ; (6) of the Latin
Carolns Rex, Charles the King, or of Carolina

lirilina, Caroline the Queen.
crab 1 (krab), n. [Earlv mod. E. crabbe, < MK.
cnihlu; < AS. ,-rnMiii = f>. krab = MLG. krabbe(>
(i. l.rnlilic, and prob. the earlier G. form Arn;(/if.
= F. crnbe) = loeL knihlii = Sw. krrtbba = Dan.
km bite = (with iliff. suffix) OHG. chrrhi;. crrlii:

(> ult, E. rrmriixli, rmyfixli. i|. v.), MHG. kre-

bc:. krrl':i. <i. kri-l* (>t)an. krebs) = D. kn-rft

crab

= Sw. kra'fta, a crawfish. Perhaps connrrti-il
with OIK;.

i-ln-ii)ifi>, a hook, claw, and thus nit.
'

with K. n-iiiii/il : el'. W. <,,</. .-l:,u- ,n- talons,

rrnl'ii, serateh. i-nilniii; n iTiih. Tin- L. romlm.-

(see I'nriihiis) is not akin.] 1. A popular name
for all the stalk-eyed, ten-footed, ami slimt

tailed or Hurt-tailed crustaceans coiiHtilutiiig
the subclass 1'iulnjtkthalmin, order l>i-<-ninitlii,

inn! suborders l!r<n-lii/nr<i and .lunnmm : dis-

tinguished from lobsters, shrimps, prawns.
crawfish, and other long-tailed or macrurous
crustaceans, by shortness of body, the abdomen
or so-called tail being reduced and folded un-
der the thorax and constituting the apron, or
otherwise modified. See cut under Krachyura.
The anterior limhs are not used for progression, liefng che-
late or furnished with pincer like claws, and cnnMltiilhiu

chellpeds. The hinge like jolnUof the ambulatory liiuii-

are so disposed that the animal can move on land in any
direction without turning ; but its commonest mode of pro-
gression is sldewise, cither to the right nr the left. The
eyes are compound and set on movable eye-stalks or oph
thalmites. (ee cut under ilnlk-ei/ed.) The c..... in. in edi
ble crab of Europe Is Cancer payunt*. A smaller specie*

also eaten is the shore-crab, or green crab, Carcinu* m<r-
naji. The common blue or edible crab of the I nit e.l States
is Lupa diacantha, now called Callinrcte* hojitatun or Xt-p-
I'/in/n hantatug ; when molting, it is called soft-she!led crab.

The small crabs found In oysters are species of finiintheH-
</"'. called pea-crabn. Those which have soft tails and live in

univalveshellsare hermit-crabs, I'aguridce. Tree-crabsare
of the genus Birgiu. Land-cra)is constitute the family tie-

carcintdtf. Spiaer-cralisareof thegemiH Maia, as.V.oui-
nado, the corwich of Europe; and the name is extended to

many other maloid forms, among them the largest of crabs,
sometimes from 12 to 18 feet across the outstretched legs.
Fiddler-crabs belong to the genus Gelatitinu, of the family
Ocypodida, which also contains the racer-cralw or horse-

men, species of Oci/pitda, so called from their swiftness.
Rock*rab is a name of various species of Canerida? proper.
Box-crabs belong to the family Cala}tpidtK. Porcelain-crabs
are small bright-colored species of Purcellanidcr. Some
handsome species of /VrftmtVta' are called lady-crabt; and
members of this family are also known as tirimminy
crab*, paddle^rabs, nhutlle-crabtt, etc., the hinder legs
being broadened and flattened to serve for swimming, as
In our common edible crab. Tile red crab Is Cancer pro-
dmtut. Many other crabs are distinguished by qualify-
ing terms. See the compounds am) the technical names.

Crabbe is a manere of tlssce in there sea.

Old Eng. Homilies, p. 51.

You yourself, sir, should be old as I am, if, like a crab,
yon could go backward. Shat., Hamlet, II. 2.

2. Some crustacean likened to or mistaken
for a crab: as, the glass-crab* / the king-cro6.
See the compounds. 3. A crab-louse. 4.

I <''/'] Cancer, a constellation and sign of the
zomac. See Cancer, 2. 5f. An arch.

This work 1s isett upon sixe crabbet (Latin cancrotj thewe
of hard marbilston.

Trcmsa, tr. of Higden's Polychronlcon, I. 221.

6. pi. The lowest cast at hazard.

I ... threw deuce-ace ; upon which the monster In the
chair bellowed out "Crab*,' and made no more ado. hut
swept away all my stakes. T. Hook, Gilbert Ouruey, I. vi.

7. A name of various machines and mechanical
contrivances, (a) An engine with three claws for

launching ships and heaving them In the dock, (b) A pil-
lar sometimes used for the same purpose as a capstan.
It is an upright shaft, having several holes at the top,
through which 1 Baring-levers are thrust, (c) A kind of

portable windlass or
machine for raising
weights, etc. Crabs
are much used in

building operations
for raising stones or
other weight*, and
In loading and dis-

charging vessels.

I'hey are also ap-
plied in raising the
weights or rammers
of pile-driving en-

gines. (<f)A machine
used in rope-walks
for stretching the ,-.
yarn to its fullest
extent before it is worked InUi strands, (e) A claw used
to tcmjHirarily secure a portable machine to the ground.
Also called crab-mnch. (f) An iron trivet to set over a
tire.

| Prov. Eng. I Crab's claws, iii ,iintr,-ia infdica,
the tips of the claws ..f the c nun crab, formerly used



crab

as absorbents, Crab's eyes, iu materia medica, concre-

tions formed in the stomach of the crawfish, formerly in

much repute in a powdered state as antacids. To catch
a crab, (a) To miss a stroke iu rowing and fall backward.

-
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How charming is divine philosophy !

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose ;

cracche

from the nuts of Carapa Guianensis. See Ca-

,

(b) Among professional oarsmen, to sink the oar-blade so

deeply in the water that it cannot be lifted easily, and
hence tends to throw the rower out of the boat.

crab1
(krab), v. i.

; pret. and pp. crabbed, ppr.

crabbing. [< crab1
,
n. Cf. MLG. freq. krabbeln,

creep about.] 1. To fish for or catch crabs:

But musical as is Apollo's In*^^ Comus } m crab-pot (krab'pot), . A device for catching

To be lord of a manor is to be the lord of' a secular 'ruin',
*, consisting of a frame of wickerwork open

in which he that knows the secret of the crabbed spell- at me top.
book may call up the ghosts of a vanished order of the OrabrO (kra bro), n. [alM,\ Li. craoro, a Hornet :

world. F. Pollock, Laud Laws, p. p. see hornet.] The typical genus of the family

4. Very intricate or irregular; difficult to de- Crdbronidte, containing large black-and-yellow

cipher or understand : as, crabbed handwriting; species, as C. cephalotes. A characteristic American

crabbed characters. torm is c- sexmaculatus, with six yellow spots on the

a crabln crawling backward ;
back out; "craw-

fish": as, he tried to craft out of it. [Colloq.,
U. S.]
crab2 (krab), n. [< ME. crabbe, < Sw. (in comp.)
krabb-ciple, a crab-apple; perhaps < krabba, a crabbedly (krab'ed-li), adv. Peevishly ;

morose-

crab (crustacean), in allusion to the astringent ly ; perversely ;
with asperity ;

with perplexity,

juice. Cf. craftfted.] 1. A small, tart, and so crabbedlie tumbled them both together.

somewhat astringent apple, of which there are Holinshed, Chrou., Ireland, i.

several varieties, cultivated chiefly for orna- crabbedness (krab'ed-nes), n. [< ME. crabbed-

as, to go crabbing. 2. Figuratively, to act like crabbed characters,
a ,,i'.iK in ipawliiia' Viaplrwn.rd ' Vifl.clc out : "craw-

The document in question had a sinister look, it is true ;

it was crabbed in text, and from a broad red ribbon dan-

gled the great seal of the province.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 215.

ment and to be made into preserves, jelly, etc.

the crab-apple.
She's as like this as a craft's like an apple.

Shak., Lear, i. 5.

Go home, ye knaves, and lay crabbes in the fyre.

Playe of Robyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 425).

nesse; < crabbed + -ness.] 1. Perversity; peev-
ishness

; asperity ;
moroseness

;
bitterness ;

sourness
;
harshness of temper or character.

These misfortunes . . . "increased the natural crabbed-

ness of his wife's temper." Everett, Orations, II. 131.

2. Difficulty; perplexity; unintelligibility.

The mathematics with their crabbedness.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 9.

One who catches crabs
;

Crabro inlemtfita. (
Line shows natural size. )

2. The tree producing the fruit. The wild species
of northern Europe is the original of the common apple,

Pyrus Malus. Of the cultivated crabs, the Siberian crab

(/. pruntfolia), the Chinese crab (P. ipectabilis), and the Crabber (krab er), n.

cherry-crab (P. baccata) are all natives of northern Asia, a crab-catcher. _. ., __..
Several species of Pyrus in the United States are also crabbery (krab'e-ri), .; pi. crabberies (-riz). [< eastern United States.
known as crab-apples, but are of no value. See-.apple

^1 &1 +*
-j

"A resort or breeding-place of crab-roller (krab 'roller), n. Imprinting,
3. A walking-stick or club made of the wood

small rollerwhich distributes printing-ink on
of the crab-apple ;

a crabstick.
The wide expanse of water is choked up by numerous

Out bolts her husband upon me with a flue taper crab great mud-banks, which the inhabitants call Cangrejales,
in his hand. Garrick, Lying Valet, i. 2. or crabberies, from the number of small crabs.

crab3 (krab), v.
; pret.

and pp. craftfted, ppr.
crab-

bing.

subpedunculate abdomen. The name of the genus is also

the specific name of the common hornet, Vespa crabro,
of a different family. C. interrupta is a common North
American species, extending from Canada all through the

a

the ink-cylinder of the Adams printing-press :

so called because its motion is sidewise and

apparently diagonal. Also known as the dc-
tor or doctor.IVlttUJ, U.

,
UldL. UUVl Ml>. ^' l*ft/l, M^> *" *" - , . r_r , . . .. WVt vi tlwwl.

'

[E. dial, also croft, q. v. ;< ME. "crabben, crabbing1 (krab'mg), w. [Verbal n. of craft1
, Orabronidae (kra-bron'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

found only in pp. adj. crabbed, q. v. ; prob. = ('.] The act or art of fishing for crabs.

MD. D. fcroftftett = MLG. LG. krabben, scratch, crabbing2 (krab'mg), n. [< crab* + -i"!/
1
.] The

scrape, = Icel. krabba, scrawl (freq. MD. krab- operation of removing completely all dirt and

belen, scratch, scrawl, D. krabbelen, scrawl, = grease from stuffs by soap and alkalis before

MLG. krabbeln, crawl about) ;
in a secondary they are subjected to dyeing. It is usually pev-

nlsn MT> Ifrihhfn sprfltph D kribbenalso ML>. Knooen, scratcn, L>. Knooen,
formed by passing the fabrics through vats containing de-

t nt liquilU and then squeezing them between rollers.

Crabro(n-) + -idai.] A family of fossorial acu-

leate hymenopterous insects, related to the

Vespida, or wasps and hornets, and having short

antennse and a large truncate head. The species
burrow in the ground, in decayed wood, etc., and the sting
of some of them is very painful. The genera are about 20

in number, and the species are very numerous. They are

MLG. kribbisch = G. kreppisch, peevish, cross,
crabbed. In E. the word, most familiar in the

bed; disagreeable.
Persius is crabby, because auntient. Crabs'-eyeS (krabz'iz), n. pi. A name for the

Marston, Scourge of Villany, Prol. seeds of Abrus precatonus.
form craftfted, has long been associated with

catcher (krab'kach'er) n 1 One who or crabsidle (krab'ul'dl), v. i.
; pret. and pp. craft-

r^nTrll^ ,^d,ppr.craft,^. [< craft1 + sidle.]
'

provoke; make peevish, cross, sour, or bitter.

To

_ birds: in Jamaica, the small green heron,
move sidewise, like a crab.

Butorides virescens; in South America, the boat- Others cmbsidlmg along. Southey, Letters (1800), 1. 105.

billed heron, Cancroma cochlearia. See Can- crab-spider (krab'spi'der), n. 1. Alaterigrade
Whowbeit he was verie hat [hot] in all questiones, yit eroma _ spider, as one of the family Thomisidte: so

when itt^^j^god^Mmuoo^^^ crab^ater (krab 'e"ter), ,.. 1. The least bittern called from its habit of moving sidewise.- 2.

of Europe, Ardetta minuta. 2. The cobia or A scorpion.

sergeant-fish, Elacate Canada. Dr. S. L. Mitchill. crabstick (krab'stik), n. [< craft2 + stick.] A
Also called cubby-yew. walking-stick or club made of the wood of the

crabert, The aquatic vole or water-rat of

Europe, Arvicola amphibia. I. Walton.

as a person or his disposition ;
make crabbed.

"I'is easier to observe how age or sicknesse sowers and
crabbes our nature. Glanoille, Pre-existence of Souls, iv.

2. To break or bruise. [Prov. Eng.]
II. intrans. 1. To be peevish or cross. 2.

In falconry, to seize each other when fighting: crab-facedt (krab'fast), a. Having a sour, dis-
said of hawks. Encyc. Brit., IX. 7.

crab3 (krab), n. [< craft3
,
a. ; with allusion to

craft2
,
n.

morose person.
crab3t (krab), a.

crab-tree
; hence, such a stick of any wood.

Adams, brandishing }ii& crabstick, said he despised death
as much as any man. Fieldiny, Joseph Andrews.

agreeable look: as, "a crab-faced mistress," crabstock (krab'stok), n. A wild apple-tree
Beaumont. used as a stock to graft upon,
crab-farming (krab'far'ming), n. A system of ^ Wm tell wh a {t takj nourtehment from a

protecting or preserving crabs by keeping them
in pens in salt-water shallows, where they are

fattened for market.

crab-grass (krab'gras), . 1. An annual grass,
Panicum sanguinale, common in cultivated and
waste grounds. It affords good pasture and hay,

but, from its rapid growth, is a noxious weed in culti-

Better gleanings their worn soil can boast
Than the crab vintage of the neighb'ring coast.

Dryden.

crab-apple (krab'ap'l), . [< ME. crabbe ap- chenopodiaceous plant, growing upon the sea-

pulle (= Sw. krabbfiple) ;
as craft2 + apple.] shore and supposed to be eaten by crabs.

Same as craft2 . crabite (kraVit), n. [< craft1 + -tie2.] A name

crabbet, An obsolete form of craft1
,
craft2 .

sometimes given to a fossil crab or crawfish.

crabbed (krab'ed), a. [< ME. crabbed, crab- crab-lobster (krab'lob"ster), . Ananomurous
bid; associated with the verb craft3

, q. v.] 1. crustacean of the genus
Sour or harsh to the taste.2. Perverse

;
cross

;
Porcellana.

peevish; morose; springing from a sour tern- crab-louse (krab'lous)

Johnson.

[Partly < crafts, ^ and craft-

fted, partly < craft2
, n.] Sour; rough; harsh to

the taste.

She speakes as sharply, and lookes as sowerly, as if she
had beene new squeased out of a crab orenge.

Marston, The Fawne, iii.

Let him tell why a graft, (

crabstock, shall have a fruit more noble than its nurse and

parent. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 435.

crabstone (krab'stpn), n. A chalky mass or

calcareous concretion developed on either side

of the stomach of crustaceans, as the decapods,
previous to the casting of the shell, and sup-

-
. posed to be a deposit stored up for the calcifi-

vated fields. Some other species of Panicmn, as also the I
J
"=.
CU ""

"J
Kleusine Indica, are known by the same name. cation of the new shell.

2. The Salicornia herbacea, a low, succulent, crab-tree (krab'tre), . and a. [< ME. craft-ire;

< craft2 + tree.] I. . The tree which bears

crabs, or crab-apples.
We have some old crab-trees here at home that will not

Be grafted to your relish. Shak., COT., ii. 1.

II. a. Made of the wood of the crab. The
wood is used principally by millwrights for the

teeth of wheels.

per or character: as, a crabbed man.

I toke ful gode hede
How thow contraryedest Clergye with crabbed wordes.

Piers Plowman (B), xii. 157.

Crabbed age and youth cannot live together.
Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xii.

Lee-lang nights, wi' crabbit leuks,
Pore owre the devil's pictur'd 1

3. Difficult; perplexing;
crabbed author or subject.

:l beuks [cards].

Burnt, The Twa Dogs.

uninviting : as, a

H. Akind of louse, Pedi-
cnlus or Phthirius pubis
or inguinalis, found at

times in the hair of the

pubis and perinseum,
and sometimes on other

portions of the body,
clinging with great te-

nacity, and difficult to

Whate'er the crabbed'et author hath,
He understood b' implicit faith.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 129.

The tinker had a crab-tree, staff,

Which was both good and strong.
Rolrin Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 233).

crab-winch (krab'winch), ii. Same as craft1
,

7 (e).

crab-wood (krab'wud), n. [Appar. < craft2 +
wood1 ,

but prop, an accom. of carap-wood.]
The wood of Carapa Guianensis. See Carapa.

/>>. crab-yaws (krab'yaz),.^. The name applied

,
to the tumors of frainboesia (yaws) when they

eradicate : so called from its shape and gener- appear on the soles of the feet and palms of the

al appearance. It is destroyed by mercurial hands. In these places the thicker epidermis
ointment. forms hard, callous lips, and the tumors are

crab-oil (krab'oil), H. [Appar. < craft2 + oil, but painful,

prop, an accom. of carap-oil.] An oil extracted cracchet, >' ' A Middle English form of cratch 1
.

Crab-louse (/-*



Cracidae

Oracidaa (kras'i-de), ./;/. [NU, < I'm.,-(i;-,,,- )

+ -irfrt'.l A family of gallinaceous birds pecu-
liar to the warmer parts of Ainerieu, internie
diate between the fowls proper and the pigeons,
and forming with the old-world Mr,/n/i<><tittlii',tn-

mound-birds, the suborder /'rrixlrro/ioilrx, or pi-
geon-toed fowls, so called because the hind toe
is insistent as in the pigeons. The lamih contains
the numerous ami diversified forms known as curassows,
hoccos, gtians, etc. It is divided into three siilifamllie.s :

Cracimf proper, the eurassows and lioeens. with 4 genera
and 1'2 species; (tr<-"/:h'i*'//,i\ with a sillU'le KellUS mid spc-
eies; anil I'l'iifl'tfiiui', tile Lilians, with 7 genera and about
40 species. The chachalaca, (trttttiifd vctiila maccalli, is

the niily representative nf the family iu the t nited States.
Xc Ills Illlder 1-lir/mnnir and <l<n>n

Gracinse (kni-si'ne), M. pi. [NL., < t'rajr (Crnc-)
+ -inn:] The typical subfamily of the family
Craciilii:

crack (krak), v. [Early mod. E. cracke, crakke,
< ME. crakken, craken, < A8. cracian (also trans-

posed, cearciitn, > ME. i-linrl.in. i-lnrl;in, K.
chark1

, q. v.), crack, = D. kraken, crack, creak,
krakkcn, crack, = MLG. LG. kraken (> F. cra-

quer) = OHG. chrahhon, MHG. G. krachen,
crack

;
cf . Gael, crac, crack, break, crac, a crack,

fissure. Prob. an imitative word: see chark 1
,

a doublet of crack, and cf. creak*-, crick*, crake*,
clack, click, cluck, knack, crash, etc. Hence
crackle, etc.] I. in trans. 1. To break with a
sudden sharp sound

;
be or become shattered

or shivered.

Dear Girdle, help ! should'st heav'nly Thou be slack,
Soon would my overstretched heart-strings crack.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, III. 227.

Spllnter'd spear-shafts crack and fly.

Tcnnyxon, Sir Galahad.

2. To burst; split; open in chinks or fissures;
be or become fractured on the surface

;
become

chapped or chopped.
My lips gyn crake. Coventry Mysteries, p. 325.

Had I your tongues and eyes, I'd use them so
That heaven's vault should crack. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

3. To fail or be impaired ; give way. [Colloq.]
The credit ... of exchequers crack* when little comes

in and much goes out. Dryden.

4. In racing slang, to give out; fail; fall be-
hind : said of a horse. 5. To give forth a loud
or sharp, abrupt sound

;
crackle as burning

brushwood; snap: as, the whip cracks.

I will board her, though she chide as loud
As thunder, when the clouds in autumn crack.

Shak., T. of the 8., I. 2.

6. To call out loudly; shout; bawl. 7. To
boast ; brag ;

talk exultingly.

Ethfops of their sweet complexion crack.

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 3.

Galen crack* how many several cures he hath performed
In this kind by use of baths alone.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 285.

I wonder if yon poor sick chap at Moss Brow would
fancy some o' my sausages. They're something to crack

on, for they are made fra an old Cumberland receipt.
Mr*. Gatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, viii.

8. To chat ; talk freely and familiarly. [Old
Eng. and Scotch.]

"
What, howe, mate ! thow stondyst to ny,

Thy felow may nat hale the by
"

;

Thus they hegyn to crake.

Hfffttmt Sea- Voyage (E. E. T. S.), 1. 16.

Gae warm ye, and crack with our dame.
Knm*ay, Poems, ii. 622.

II. trans. 1. To break; sever; sunder.

In cities, mutinies: in countries, discord; in palaces,
treason ; and the bond cracked 'twixt son and father.

Shale., Lear, i. 2.

2. To break in pieces ; smash ; split.

Thou wilt quarrel with a man for crack-in:! uut>
Slink.. R. and J., ill. 1.

3. To break with grief ; affect deeply. [Rare
or obsolete, rrnil or break being now used.]
O madam, my old heart is crack'd .' Shttk., l,car, ii. 1.

4. Specifically, to break or cause to burst into

chinks; break partially, or on the surface;
break without entire separation of the parts :

as, to crack glass or ice.

I had lever to crackf thy crow ne.

l.iitfll Of*te ofRobyn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 72).

Honour i- like that glassy bubble.
That finds philosophers such trouble ;

U hose least part crnt-kil. the whole (loth fly.

.<?. Btltlcr, Hlldihras, II. II. 387.

Crack'd the helmet through. Tennii*nn. Ceraint.

5. To open and drink: as, to crack a bottle of
wine.

They went to a tavern and there they dined,
And bottles crnckfil most merrille.

/!(./</ l-eillnr ,,ii,l litMn lltwd (Child's Ballads, V. -.'Ml.

You'll crack n quart together. Ha! will you not. mas-
ter Bardolph? Shak.. 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.
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6. To mar; impair; spoil ; hence, when applied
to the brain, to dement.

Alas, his care will go near to crack him.
B. JIHUKIII, Bartholomew Kalr, III. 1.

He thought none |M't till their brains were crack t.

Rntcommon.
One story disproved crack* nil the rest.

II. H . l-nrli,. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 472.

7. To make a snapping sound with ; cause to
make a sharp, sudden Round : as, to crack a

whip.
He neither rrnekat his whip, nor blew his honi.

U':;;l*n;,rtk, Hart-Leap Well.

8. To boast or brag in regard to
;
exult in or

about.

For then they glory ; then they boast and cruet that

they have played the men Indeed, when they have so
overcome as no other living creature but ordy man could :

that Is to say, by the might and puissance of wit !

Sir T. M,,re, I topia(tr. by Robinson), II. 10.

9t. To use in utterance; talk: as, to "crack
Latin," Wyclif.

Or crack out bawdy speeches and unclean.
B. Jontmi, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

A nut to crack. *< nut. To crack a crib, to break
into a house; commit burglary. (Thieves' slang.) To
crack a Joke, to make a jest ; say or relate something
witty or sportive.- To crack up, to cry up ; extol ; puff.

[Colloq.l
"
Mexico," the bricklayer said,

"
Is not what It has been

cracked up to be." The American, VII. 834.

crack (krak), . [< ME. crak, a loud noise, din,
= D. krak = LG. krak (> F. crac) = OHG.
chrac, MHG. G. krach ; from the verb.] 1. A
chink or fissure; a narrow fracture; a crev-

ice; a partial separation of the parts of a
substance, with or without an opening or dis-

placement: as, a crack in a board, in a wall,
or in glass.
He restlessly watched the stars through thecradbrof the

boarded roof. Bret Uarte, Shore and Sedge, p. 31.

Hence 2. A moral breach, flaw, or defect:

as, there is a decided crack in his character or

reputation.
I cannot

Believe this crack to be in my dread mistress.

Shak., W. T., I. 2.

Her faults
Or crack* In duty and obedience.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, I. 1.

3. A sharp or loud sound, more or less sudden,
explosive, or startling ;

the sound of anything
suddenly rent or broken : as, a crack of thun-
der ; the crack of a whip.

He, unconcerned, would hear the mighty crack,
And stand secure amidst a falling world.

Addition, tr. of Horace, Hi. 3.

4. A sharp, resounding blow : as, he gave him
a crack on the head.

Ills steep fall,

By how much it doth give the weightier crack,
\\ ill send more wounding terror to the rest

B. Joiuoti, Sejanus, Ii. 2.

5f. A gun: as, "crakys of war," Barbonr. 6.
A broken, changing, infirm, orotherwise altered
tone of voice, as that of youth verging on man-
hood, or of old age.

Though now our voices
Have got the mannish crack.

Shak., Cymbellne, IT. 2.

7. Mental aberration ; mania : crankiness : as,
he has a crack.

I saw my friend the upholsterer, whose crack toward
politics I have heretofore mentioned.

Sttelc, Tatler, No. 178.

8. A crazy person; a crank. [Colloq.]
I cannot get the Parliament to listen to me, who look

upon me, forsooth, as a Crack and a Projector.
Addimn, London Cries.

9f. One who excels
;
one of superior merit ; the

best.

1( Gent. What dost think, Jockey?
2</ !/. The crack o' the fleld('s| against yon.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iv. 3.

10. A lie
;
a fib. [Old slang.]

That's a damned confounded craft.

(ioUnnith, She Stoops to Conquer, II.

lit. A boast.

Great lalwur hath been about this matter ; great crack*
hath been made, that all should tie well.

Latimer, 1st Sermon lief. Edw. VI., 1549.

Out of this fountain proceed all those cracks and brags.
ttiirttin. Anat. of Mel., p. 188.

12t. A boaster. 13t. A prostitute. Johnson.
14t. A boy, generally a pert, lively boy.
U lien he was a crack, not thus high.

SA-7J-.. Hen. IV., HI. 2.

Viv. cujiid. leiive t.. <peak lmpro|H>rly : since we are
turned <-mffrx. let's study to he like .v-.i*'V> ; practise their

language and liehaviours, and not with a dead imitation.
/;. ./..IUWK, Cynthia s Revels, ii. 1.

cracker

15. An instant : as, I'll be with you in a crack.

[Old Kng. and Scotch.]
He turn d his hark, and In a crark
Was cleanly out of tight, man.

Battle,i/ Tranent-Huir (Child's Ballads, VII. 170).

Puts spun to his hack,
Makes a dash through the crowd, and ii off In a crark '

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 5fl.

16. Free, familiar conversation; a comfortable
chat. [Scotch.]
Oood-morrow, ullnnir Syniuii ; come sit down
And gle's your cracla. What's a' the news In town !

limn mil. Gentle Shepherd, II. I

She was the wit of the village and delighted In a rrnck
with her muter, when she could get It.

Lady Holland, In Sydney Smith, vll.

What Is rrm-k in English ? A chat. The synonym Ii an

perfect as powlhle ; yet the words are snbtly distinguished
by a whole hemisphere of feeling. A chat, by comparison
"wi' a crack," la a poor, frivolous, shallow, altogether
heartless business. A crack Is ... a chat with a good,
kindly human heart in It /'. /'. Alexander.

The crack of doom. See doom.

crack (krak), a. [< crack, n. and v., in sense of

'boast.'] Excellent; firat-rate; having quali-
ties to be proud of; in definite use, the best
or most excellent: as, a crack shot; a crack

regiment; the crack player of the band. [Col-
loq.]

You've seen Mr. Kean,
I mean In that scene

Of Macbeth by some thought the crack one of the piece.
liiirliaiii. Ingoldshy Legends, II 30.

Cox's, I fancy, Is the tract hotel of London. Lady Byron
boarded there then.

J. T. Trmcbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 9.

crack-brained ( krak'brand), a. Having an im-

paired intellect
;
more or less demented.

A race of odd crack-brained schlsmatlclu do croak In

every corner. HoweM, Letters, Iv. 44.

cracked (krakt), p. a. [Pp. of crack, r.] 1.
Burst or split; rent; partially severed: as, a
crocked pitcher. 2. Broken or changing, as the
voice of youth verging on manhood, or of old

age.
His name was (Jama ; crack'il and small his voice.

Tcnnyton, Princess, i.

3. Blemished, as an impaired reputation.
The reputation of an intrigue with such a cracked

pitcher does me no honour at all.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

4. Imperfect, as a doubtful title.

Three things cause jealousy : a mighty state, a rich trea-

sure, a fair wife ; or, where there Is a cracked title, much
tyranny and exactions. Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 585.

6. Impaired intellectually ; crazy.
I was ever of opinion that the philosopher's stone, and

an holy war, were but the rendezvous of cracked brains.

Bacon, Holy War.

cracker (krak'er), . 1. One who or that which
cracks or breaks (transitively), specifically (a)
In jtint-tnanvj., a man who breaks the flint stones into
flakes, and sorts the fragments according to size, (ft) In
anthracite mining, a coal-breaker or -crusher, (c) A ma-
chine with grooved rollers for crushing and grinding raw
rubber, (d) A tooth.

2. One who or that which cracks (intransi-

tively). Specifically (o) A small kind of firework
filled with powder or combustible matter, which explodes
with a smart crack or with a series of sharp noises in quick
succession ; a fire-cracker. (6) A noisy, boasting fellow ;

a talker. (Rare or obsolete. ] Formerly also crater.

Great craker* were never great fighters.
R. Edward*, Dainon and Pythias.

What cracker is this same, that deafs our ears
With this abundance of superfluous breath ?

Sli.it.. K. John, U. I.

3. A boast ; a lie. [Colloq.] 4. A thin hard
or crisp biscuit. [American.]
students at the necessary duty of eating brown Boston

crackers. W. It. Baker, New Timothy, p. 14.

I've been sitting for hours among distinguished people,
listening to excellent discourse ; hut I had a cracker in my
coat pocket, which I wanted to eat and didn't dare.

Quoted in Merriam's Life of Bowles, II. 414.

6. A bird, the pintail duck, Da/Ha acvta. 6.

pi. The parrots as an order, En'ucleatorrt. 7.
One of an inferior class of white hill-dwellers
in some of the southern United States, espe-
cially in Georgia and Florida. The name is said
to have been applied because cracked corn Is their chief
article of diet ; it is as old in Georgia and Florida as the
times of the revolution. Also called sand-killer.

This being inhabits the Southern States under various
names. . . . In Virginia he Is known as the "mean white
or "poor white." and among the negroes as "poor whit*
trash." In North Carolina he flourishes under the title of

vouch." In South Carolina he U called "low-downer.
In Georgia and Florida we salute him with the crisp and
significant appellation of cracker.

J. S. Bradford, Llpplncott's Mag., VI. 4.'.:

"I was amused enough." said Nina, "with old Hun-
dred's indignation at having got out the carriage and
hones to go over to what he called a Cracker funeral.'

H. B. Stotre, Dred. I. 152.



cracker

It would not be easy to convince a Mohammedan of

Algiers. H Christian of Rome, or a erarkcr of Mississippi.
X. A. 7feo.,CXXVII. 485.

crack-hempt (krak'hemp), n. [< crack, v., +
obj. hemp.] One destined to stretch a rope
that is, one who deserves to be hanged ;

a wretch

fated to the gallows. Also called crackrope.

Come hither, crack-hemn. . . . Come hither, you rogue.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 1.

a breaking or snapping.
Ther was gret noise and crakkyngr of speres, and many

on the sleeve by members of St. John's College,

er was gre nose an c ,
Cambridge, England.

oon throwe to grounde bothe horse and man, and that cracknel (krak nel), n. [< MK crakenelle, an al-

dnred longe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 248. teration of F. craqueliu, < D. krakeling = MLG.
krackelinge, a cake, cracknel (= E. crackling), <

kraken, crack : see crack, u.] 1. A small, brittle

1326 cradle

Small, busy flames play through the fresh-laid coals, tern or government referred to, as aristocrat, democrat,

An. 1 their faint.rrarlrling* o'er our silence creep. bureaverat, etc.
rs in* j; ?/

Keats, TO my Brothers, cradle (kra dl), . [< ME. cradel, cradil, crc-

del, < AS. cradol, cradel, cradul, a cradle, < Ir.

craidhal = Gael, creatliall, a cradle, a grate (cf.

W. cryd, a cradle); akin to L. crafts, a hurdle

(> E. crate and ult. grate* and grill
1
), and to E.

hurdle: see crate, grate
2

, grilfl, hurdle.] 1. A
little bed or cot for an infant, usually mounted

balanced or suspended in such

as to admit of a rocking or swinging
motion.

A sciuyer hym [the child] bar in a litill cradell, hym be-

fore, vpon his horse nekke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 298.

No sooner was I crept out of my cradle

2. The browned skin of roast pig.

For the first time in his life (in the world's life indeed)

he tasted crackling. Lamb, Roast Pig.

3. pi. In the United States, the crisp residue

of hogs' fat after the lard has been tried out.

Bartlett. 4. In Great Britain, a kind of cake

2t. A more or less loud sound of breaking or

snapping ;
a resounding noise.

Then the first core come with crakkyny of trumpes.
Sir Gawaync and the Green Knit/hi (E. E. T. S.), 1. 116.

crackle (krak'l), r.
; pret. and pp. crackled, ppr.

crackling. [< ME. crakelen, crackle, quaver in

singing, = MLG. krukelen, make a loud cry,

cackle; freq. of crack, r.] I. intrans. 1. To
make slight cracks, or sudden sharp, explosive

noises, rapidly or frequently repeated ; crepi-
tate : as, burning thorns crackle.

Had I a Wreath of Bays about my Brow,
I should contemn that flourishing Honour now,
Condemn it to the Fire, and joy to hear
It Rage and Crackle there.

Covley, Death of Mr. Win. Harvey, st. 9.

A thousand villages to ashes turns,
In crackling flames a thousand harvests burns.

Addison, The Campaign.

fancy biscuit shaped in a dish
;
a hard, brittle

cake or biscuit.

Whan the plate is hote, they cast of the thyn paste

thereon, and so make a lytle cake in maner of a crakenell,

or bysket. Berners, tr. of Froissarfs Chron., I. xvii.

Take with thee ten loaves, and cracknels, and a cruse of

honey. 1 Ki. xiv. 3.

2. pi. Small bits of fat pork fried crisp.
Cracknel bread, bread in which pork cracknels are

mixed : a luxury among the negroes of the southern United
States. Also called tjaody-bread. [V. S.]

crack-ropet (krak'rop), re. [< crack, v., + obj.

rope.] Same as crack-hemp.

Away, you crack-ropes, are you fighting at the court

gate? K. JSdwarde, Damon and Pythias.

Ha ! ha ! you do not know the mystery ; this lady is a

boy, a very crackrope boy. Shirley, Love in a Maze, iv. 3.

But I was made a king, at nine months old.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 9.

This child is not mine as the first was ; . . .

Yet it lies in my little one's cradle,
And sits in my little one's chair.

Lowell, The Changeling.

Hence 2. The place where any person or

thing is nurtured in the earlier stage of exis-

tence : as, Asia, the cradle of the human race ;

the cradle of liberty, etc. 3. A standing bed-

stead for wounded seamen. 4. A name of vari-

ous mechanical contrivances, (a) That part of the

stock of a crossbow where the missile is put. (6) In surg. :

(1) A case in which a broken leg 'is laid after being set.

(2) A semicircular case of thin wood, or strips of wood,
used for preventing the contact of the bedclothes with the

injured part, in cases of wounds, fractures, etc. (c) In

ghip-buifaing, a frame placed under the bottom of a ship
for launching. It supports the ship, and slides down the

timbers or passage called the ways, (d) A frame placed
under the bottom of a ship to support her while being

tones

multaneously. See arpeggio.
II. trans. To cover with a network of minute

cracks, as porcelain or glass.

Some of it [Chinese porcelain] is crackled, not acciden-

tally, but by a careful process. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 634.

crackle (krak'l), . [(crackle, .] 1. One of a

series of small, sharp, quickly repeated noises,
such as are made by a burning fire

; crackling.

From the same walls Savonarola went forth to his tri-

umphs, short-lived almost as the crackle of his martyr-
dom. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 2.

2. A small crack; specifically, a network of

cracks characterizing the surface-glaze of some

Whom can I herd with? Cracksmen and pickpockets.
Bulwer, What will he Do with it? vii. 5.

crack-tryst (krak'tnst), w. [< crack, v., + obj.

tryst.] One who fails to keep his engagements
or trysts. [Scotch.]
cracky (krak'i), a. [So., < crack, v., + -y

1
.]

1. Talkative: often used to express the loqua-

city of a person in liquor.

Dryster Jock was sitting cracky,
Wi' Pate Tamson o' the Hill.

A. Wilion, Poems, p. 3.

2. Affable ; agreeable in conversation.

A brush sithe' [scythe] and grass sithe, with rifle to stand,

A cradle for barlie, with rubstone and sand.

Turner, Husbandrie, p. 37.

(g) In arch., a centering of ribs latticed with spars, used

for building culverts and other arches, (h) A large wooden
frame in which a canal-boat or barge may be floated in

order to be raised or lowered by pulleys, without the aid

of the usual locks, (i) In mining : (I) In gold-mining, a

machine for separating gold from auriferous gravel or

the glaze, and is produced artificially by causing the glaze
to shrink more than the body of the ware : as, a fine

crackle showing purple lines ; a coarse crackle with black

lines, etc. Some of the most delicate crackles are said to

be produced by the heat of the sun, to which the newly
applied glaze is exposed ; dry color is then rubbed over

kinds of porcelain and fine pottery, it penetrates Cracovian (kra-ko'vi-an), a. andn. [< Cracow
-, -'--- - - > * j i t!*rii..i i. +1 !.,, -f -ian, after r. Cracovien.] 1. a. Ol or be-

longing to the city of Cracow, capital of Poland
for several centuries, now in the province of

Galicia. Cracovian catechism. See catechism, 2.

_ , - II. H. A person belonging to Cracow.
the piece, filling up the cracks, and the piece is afterward Cracovienne (kra-ko-vi-en'), n. [F., fern, of
me(

'i_i T.- ,1 1/1 i.-// -\ Craeovien, Cracovian.] 1. A Polish dance of
rackle-chma (krak'l-chi"na), n. Same as ^acelui ^nd fanciful character, somewhat like

the mazurka. 2. Music written for or in imi-

tation of the movement of such a dance, in du-

ple rhythm with frequent syncopations.
cracowt (krak'6), n. [ME. cracowes, crakowis;
so called from Cracow in Poland

;
G. Krakau,

Pol. Krakov.] A long-toed boot
or shoe introduced into Eng-
land in the reign of Bichard

II., and named from the city
of Cracow. Also called, from the
name Poland, pollynt. For the same
form used in armor, see pollyns and
itoUeret.

Cracticus (krak'ti-kus), n.

[NL., < Gr. KpaicrueAf, noisy, <

Kpd&tv, croak, scream, shriek.

Cf. crake'2 and Crax.] A genus
of shrikes peculiar to the Aus-
tralian and Papuan islands,

having as its type C. robusttts or

C. personatus. See Sarita and
Vanga. Vieillot, 1816.

-cracy. [= F. -cratie, < L.

-cratia, (. Gr. -Kparia (in comp.
dpiaTo-Kparia, aristocracy, <5;/io-

Kparia, democracy, etc.), with

adj. in -Kparmof (L. -craticus.

F. -cratique, E. -cratie, whence mod. nouns in F.

-crate, E. -crat as in aristocrat, democrat, etc.),
< Kparciv, rule, < Kparvf, strong, hard, = E. hard,

q. v.] An element in some words of Greek
origin, meaning 'government,' 'rule,' as in aris-

tocracy, democracy, theocracy, etc. : also used
as an English formative with the preceding
vowel -o-, as in mobocracy, or without it, as in

bureaucracy (French bureaucratic). The accom

crackle
crackle-porcelain.
crackled (krak 'Id), a. [< crackle + -ed%.]
Covered with a network of small cracks: as,

crackled porcelain or glass.
The soft creamy-looking crackled glaze adds an addi-

tional charm. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 690.

Crackled ware, porcelain or faience decorated with
crackle.

crackle-glass (krak'1-glas), n. An ornamented

glass made by plunging a mass attached to the

end of a blowpipe, while at a glowing red heat,
into hot water, and then opening and blowing
it out. Its surface is filled with minute cracks, so that it

resembles a mass of thawing ice, and is beautifully pellu-
cid. Also called ice-'jlaxa.

crackle-porcelain (krak'l-pors"lan), n. A va-

riety of ceramic ware in which the enamel is

covered with fine cracks
;
crackled ware. See

crackle, n., 2. In Chinese ware the crackled effect Is

restricted to certain portions of the glaze, leaving the

remaining portions plain, thus producing ornamental ef-

fects. Also called crackle-china, crackle-ware, and cracklin.

crackless (krak'les), a. [< crack + -less.]
Without crack, seam, or opening.
Behind was a solid blackness a cracklens bank of it.

S. L. Clemens, Life on Mississippi, p. 571.

crackle-ware (krak'1-war), . Same as crackle-

porcelain.
cracklin (krak'lin), . [For crackling.] Same
as era cklf-porcelain.

crackling (krak'ling), H. [Verbal n. of crackle,
v. Cf. D. krakeling = MLG. krackelinge, a cake,
cracknel: see cracknel.] 1. The making or

emitting of small, abrupt, frequently repeated
cracks or reports.
The crackling of thorns under a pot. Eccl. vii. 6.

The blaze of papers, the melting of seals, and crackling
of parchments, made a very odd scene.

Addison, Vision of Justice.

Cracows, from the
Harleian MSS.

Mining-Cradle.

sand. It resembles in form a child's cradle, and, like it,

has rockers; hence also called a rocker, and sometimes a

cradle-rocker. This apparatus for washing gold is next in

simplicity to the pan. It was extensively used in Cali-

fornia and Australia in the early days of gold-washing, but,

except among Chinese miners, it has now almost entirely

disappeared, its place having been taken first by the torn,

and later by the sluice. (2) A suspended scaffold used in

shafts. (J) In carp., the rough framework or bracketing
which forms ribbing for vaulted ceilings and arches in-

tended to be covered with plaster. (A-) In life-saving ap-

paratus, a basket or car running on a line, in which persons
are transferred from a wreck to the shore. (0 A chock

used for supporting boats on board ship, (wi) In hat-mak-

ing a circular iron frame with pegs projecting inward, on

which hats are hung and lowered into the dye-vessel to

be colored.

5. An old game played by children: same as

caffs-cradle Armor-plate cradle. See armor-plate.

Cone-and-cradle mill. See mill. Cradle printing-
machine, a printing-machine in which the cylinder has

only a half-revolution, which gives it a rocking or cradle-

like motion. lEng.] Known in America as the oycillitltii'i

niiicliine.

panying adjective is in -cratie, -cratical, whence the noun Cradle (kra'dl), r.; pret, and pp. cradled, ppr.

in -crat, signifying one who represents or favors the sys- cradling. [< cradle, .] I. trans. 1. lo place



cradle

or rock in a cradle ; quiet by or as if by rock-

ing.
(I hill, cliil my in..! her km.

That il:i\ she '!!!, ![''! me,
Tin- hinds I was to tnivf] in.

Or the death I was tn ilie !

They"*,, i - l/.i...-(Child's Ballads, [II. 1111).

TCI view the (air earth in its summer sleep,
Silent, itnil rrnillnl l.y tile glimmering d. i p.

/;/ -/-MI/. To the Apennines.
2. To nurse in infancy.

Cain, . . . cradled yet in his fathers lioiishnH.

t'lirchtt*, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

3. To cut with a cradle, as grain.
Yet are we, lie the moral told,
Alike in one tiling growing "I' I.

llipene.l like summer's rfmllnl sheaf.

Iliillrelc. The Recorder.

4. To wash in a miners' cradle, as auriferous

gravel.
II. in trims. To lie in or as if in a cradle.

Witherd roots, ami hunks
Wherein the acorn cradled. Shale.

, Tempest, i. 2.

cradle-bar (kra'dl-bar), w. In mech. conxttn< -

Hun, a bar forming part of a cradle-shaped mem-
ber or device.

cradle-cap (kra'dl-kap), n. A cap worn by a
very young child.

cradle-clothes (knl'dl-kloTHz), n. pi. 1 . Clothes
worn by a young child in the cradle.

O, that it could he prov'd
That some night-tripping fairy had exchang'd
In cniill,--clntl<rx our children where they lay!

Shale., I Hen. IV., I. 1.

2. Blankets and other coverings for a child

while lying in the cradle.

cradle-hole (kra'dl-hol), n. 1. A rut or slight

depression in a road; specifically, such a de-

pression formed in snow which covers a road.

2. A spot in a road from which the frost is

melting. [U. 8. in both senses.]
cradle-rocker (kra'dl-rok'er), n. See cradle,

4(i)(D.
cradle-scythe (kra'dl-siTH), M. A broad scythe
used in a cradle for cutting grain.

cradle-vault (kra'dl-valt), n. Same as barrcl-

l-lllt/t.

cradle-walkt (kra'dl-wak), M. A walk or an
avenue arched over with trees.

'Die garden is just as Sir John Germain brought it from
Holland ; pyramidal yews, treillages, and square cradle-
tcalkn with windows clipped in them.

Walpole, Letters (1783), II. 451.

cradling (kra'dling), n. [Verbal n. of cradle, v.]
1. The act of rocking in a cradle ; hence, nur-
ture in infancy ;

the period of infancy.
From his cradliuii

Begin his service's tlrst reckoning.
Otia Sacra (1648), p. 33.

2. In ctir/>. : (a) Timber framing for sustain-

ing the laths and plaster of a vaulted ceiling. (6)
The framework to which the entablature of a
wooden shop-front is attached. 3. In cooper-
age, the cutting of a cask in two lengthwise, so
as to enable it to pass through a narrow place,
the pieces being afterward united.

craft 1
(kraft), . [< ME. craft, crirft, creft, pow-

er, skill, cunning, guile (sense of 'vessel' not

found), < AS. crirft, power, skill, etc., rarely a

vessel, = OS. kraft = OFries. kreft = D. kraclit

= OHG. chraft, MHG. G. kraft = Icel. krai<tr.

krnftr = Sw. Dan. kraft, power, might, great
force, skill; root unknown.] If. Strength;
power ; might.
She . . . made his foomen al his [Samson 's| cra.fr espien.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 78.

He that compiet-id the Crosse he craftfz of armes.
That Criste was on crucinvdc. that kyng es ..f u, \eiie.

M, :,-<: .[,!!, ;r(K. E. T. .), I. 286.

And many other thinges the! don, lie n-n/t of hire En-
chauntementes. Mn/nli'ritl,'. Travels, p. 238.

2. Ability; dexterity; skill
; especially, skill in

making plans and carrying them into execu-
tion ; dexterity in managing affairs; adroit-

ness; practical cunning.
Poesy is his [the poet'sl skill or cra.fl of making.

I!. Jmuton.

The craft
Of a shrewd Counsellor, eager to protei-'t
The Clnm-h. Wnnhinn-lli. 1). vies. Sonnets, II. 16.

3. Specifically, cunning, art, skill, or dexterity
applied to bad purposes ; artifice

; guile ;
sub-

tlcty.
The chief priests and seril>es sought liou they might takt

him by craft, and put him to death. Mark xiv. 1.

The tradesman, the attorney, conies out of the din and
<!<> it of tile street, and sees tile sky and the woods, and is

a man atain.
'

Knn-mii. Misc., p. 22.

4t. A device
;
a means ; au art ; art in general.

The lyf so short, the cm ft so long I" lerne.

Chaucer, Parliament of r'owK [, I

1 ,TJ7

The playncr parte of tftaini' < , onoj/lt hath fonde
To repe in litel space a worl'ie of lomlc.

PaUeUUut, llnshonilrietl;. I.
. T. S.), p. ISO.

5. A trade, occupation, or employment requir-

ing the exercise of special skill or dexterity,

especially of manual skill
;
a handicraft.

That no man set vji the crafte of hakyng from liensforth,
with yn the said Cite . . . on-less that he be a fran> I

man. r.',c;'>'A Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. i'iV.

Ye know that by this craft we have our wealth.
Acts xlx. 25.

Inglorious Implements of mi/I and toil, . . . you would I

extol. Wril*icnrth, Excursion, v.

6. The members of a trade, collectively; a

guild.

They schalle . . . chese theym llj. of the said crafte, of
the most al.ili.st persons. Knglish Gilds(K. E. T. S.), p. 336.

7. Naut., a vessel; collectively, vessels of any
kind.

Right against the bay, where the Dutch fort stands, there
is a navigable river for small craft.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

8. See the extract.

The whole outfit of the [whalejboat has two general ami
rather indefinite names,

" Inmt gear "and "craft"; but
the word craft applies particularly to the weapons Imme-
diately used in the capture.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 22(1.

The craft, freemasonry. = Syn. 5. See occupation.

craft't (kraft), v. [< ME. era/ten, play tricks,
also attain (as by skill), < craft, n.] I. intrans.

To play tricks.

You have crafted fair. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

U. trans. 1. To use skill upon; manipulate.
And they bene laden, I vnderstand,
With wollen cloth all maner of colours

By dyers crafted full diuers, that hen ours.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, I. 193.

2. Specifically, to build.

Let crafte it [a cistern] up pleasaunt as It may suffice

Unto thi self, as best is broode and longe.
I'alladius, Husl>ondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

craft2 (kraft), n. A Scotch form of croft.

craft-guildt (kraft'gild), n. A guild formed by
the members of a craft

;
a trade-union.

The principal object of the Craft-Gilds was to secure
their members in the independent, unimpaired, and regu-
lar earning of their daily bread by means of their craft.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxv.

craftily (kraf'ti-li), adr. [< ME. craftily, craft-

Hi, -lik, -liclte, etc. (also craftly, < AS. cra-ftlice),
= OS. kraftigliko = MHG. kreftecliclie ; as crafty
+ -Jy2.] If. Skilfully.

Cranes and curlues craftyly rested.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 196.

To-morow I muste to Kyrkesley,
Craftely to be leten blode.

Lytell Gette of Rooyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 123).

2. With cunning ; artfully ; cunningly ; wilily.

Either you are ignorant,
Or seem so, craftily ; and that's not good.

.Hi n t.. M. for M., U. 4.

craftiness (kraf'ti-nes), n. [< crafty + -nesn.]
The quality or character of being crafty ; art-

fulness
; dexterity in devising and effecting a

purpose ; cunning ;
artifice ; stratagem.

He taketh the wise in their own craftiness. Job v. 13.

Not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God
deceitfully. 2 Cor. Iv. 2.

No one knew tetter than he ( Machiavelll] that it was not

hy fraudulent diplomacy or astute craftiness that Florence
had attained her incomparable renown.

S. Amos, Science of Politics, p. 36.

craftless (kraft'les), a. [< crafft + -less.]
Free from craft or cunning. [Rare.]
Covetonsness . . . undoes those who specially belong to

i;,.,] s protection : helpless, craftless, and innocent people.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, 5 6.

craftsman (krafts
'

man), n.
; pi. craftsmen

(-men). [< craft's, poss. of craft*-, + man.]
A member of a craft

;
an artificer ; a mechan-

ic : one skilled in a manual occupation,
craftsmanship (krafts'man-ship), n. [<<'/(*-
man + -.ilii/i.] The skill or vocation of a crafts-

man ; the state of being a craftsman ; mechani-
cal workmanship.
One of the ultimate results of such crafttinaiiship might

be the production of pictures as brilliant as painted glass,
as delicate as the most subtle water-colours, and more
permanent than the Pyramids.

A'liMtm. Lectures on Art, 5 128.

I have rarely seen a more vivid and touching emhodl-
metit of the iwculiar patience of mediaeval craftsmanship.

II. Jninrt, Jr.. Trans. Sketches, p. 268.

craftsmastert (krafts'raas'ter), n.
[< craffs.

poss. of craft
1

. + master.] One skilled in a
craft or trade.

It is a signe that such a maker is not copious in his owne
language, or(as they are wont to say) not halfe his crafts

AfttMbM, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 67.

craggy
Hee Is not his craft* inu,t.,. h. . doih not doe it right.

Shak.. -' Hen. IV., iii. 2(1623).

Crafty (kraf'ti), a. [< ME. crafty, craft,-, rrntli.

i-nlti, < AS. cra-ftui (= D. kraclttig = MLG.
krachticli,kr<-rlitirl,.'lJi. krarhli,/ oHU. ,-/-./-

In/, /.-fijlii/. MI Hi. iriftii-, (i.l;nifti<i= bal.trat-
tmjr = Sw. Dan. kraftig), < rnrft, Htrrngt li, craft :

seecro/'f', w,] 1. Possessing or displaying skill,

especially manual skill or art: as, "crafty
work," Tiers Tloifinan. [Archaic.]
He was a noble craftir man of trees.

Wuclif, Ex. xxxvlll. 23.

I found him a judicious, crafty, and wise man.
Krrlyn, Wary, May 28, 1656.

U [the People's Palace! will fill that lads mind with
thoughts and make those hands deft and crnftit.

Contemporary liec., LI. 231.

2. Skilful in devising and executing schemes,
especially secret or evil schemes

; cunning; art-

ful; wily; sly.

The crafty enemy, knowing the habits of the garrison
to sleep soundly after they bad eaten their dinners and
smoked their pipes, stole uj)on them at the noontide of a
sultry summer's day. Irving, Knickerliocker, p. 221.

Crafty, yet gifted with the semblance of sincerity, com-
bining the piety of pilgrims with the morals of highway-
men. ./ A. Symonds, Italy and (ireece, p. 149.

3. Characterized by or springing from craft or
deceit: as, crafty

wiles. =gyn. 2. Artful, sty, etc.

(see pimm'w/l)> insMious. designing, deceitful, plotting,
scheming.

crag 1
(krag), . [=Sc. crag, craig; < ME. crag,

< W. craig = Gael, creag, a rock, crag,
= Ir.

craig, a rock (cf. carrach, rocky) ; cf. W. careg,
a stone, = Gael, carraig, a rock, cliff, = Bret.

karrek, a rock in the sea
;
from the noun repr.

by Gael, carr, a rocky shelf, = W. caer, a wall,
fort. From the same ult. source are chert and
cairn.] I. A steep, rugged rock; a rough,
broken rock, or projecting part of a rock.

That witty werwolf went ay bi-slde,
& kouchld him vnder a kragge to kepe this tvo l-i is.

Wilt,;, in of falerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2240.

Here hail fallen a great part of a tower.
Whole, like a crag that tumbles from the cliff.

Tennutmt, Geraint.

A heap of base and splintery crags
Tumbled aliout by lightning and frost.

Lotr-ell, Appledore.

2. In geol., certain strata of Pliocene age occur-

ring in the southeastern counties of England.
They consist of sandy and shelly deposits similar hi char
actcr to those now forming in the North Sea, and contain
numerous fossils. There are three divisions of the crag,
the white, red or Suffolk, and Norwich, the latter contain-

ing many bones of the elephant . mastodon, hippopotamus,
rhinoceros, and other large mammals. Crag-and-tall,
in /-'"/., rocks which have a moderate and smooth slope on
one side, and a steeper, rougher face on the other. Tills

peculiar arrangement is believed to have IK-CM, in most
cases at least, caused by moving ice.

crag- (krag), n. [Sc. also craig, neck, throat (>
Ir. craig, throat, gullet) ; appar. < MD. krage,
neck, throat, D. kraag, neck, collar, = MLG.
krage, neck, throat (> Icel. kragi = Sw. kragf
= Dan. krare, collar, shirt-front, bosom), =
MHG. krage, G. kraijen, collar, orig. neck or
throat: see crate*, which is ult. identical with

crag
2

(cf. draw and drag), and cf. caramel.]
It. The neck; the throat; the scrag.

They looken bigge as Bulls that bene bate.
And Iwaren the cragge so stifle and so state,
As cocke on his dunghill crowing cranck.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Tile devil put the rope al>out her craij.
Middleton and Rowdey, Changeling, I. 2.

2. The craw. [Prov. Eng.]
cragged (krag'ed), a. Full of crags, or broken
rocks ; rough ; rugged ; abounding with sharp
prominences and inequalities.
These wayes are too rough, craoyed and thornie for a

dalutie traueller. J'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 572.

Must oft into its cragged rents descend,
The higher hut to mount. ./. Baillie.

craggedness (krag'ed-nes), . The state of

abounding with crags, or broken, pointed rocks.

The craggcdnes* or steepness of that mountain maketh
many parts of it in a manner inaccessible.

Breretcood, Languages, p. 176.

cragginess (krag'i-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being craggy.
The cragginess and sleepiness of places op and down

. . . makes them inaccessible.

HamU, ForreineTraTell, p. 132.

About Ben Nevis there la barrenness, cra^jiness, and
desolation. The Century, XXVII. 112.

craggy (krag'i), n. [< ME. craggy; < cragl +
-yl.J Full of crags; abounding with broken
rocks

; rugged with projecting point* of rock.

Mountaineers that from Severus came.
And from the craginj cliffs of Tetrica. Dryden.



craggy
From the craggy ledge the poppy hangs in sleep.

Tfitnyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song).

cragsman (kragz'man), H.
; pi. cragsmen (-men).

[< crag
1 + man.'] One who is dexterous in

climbing crags ; specifically, one who climbs
cliffs overhanging the sea to procure sea-fowls
or their eggs. Also craigxntan.

A bold cragsman, scaling the steepest cliffs.

Harper's Wag., LX.1V. 889.

craifisht, n. An obsolete form of crawfish.

Craig
1
(krag), . Same as crag1

. [Scotch.]

Meg was deaf as Ailsa Craig. Burns, Duncan Gray.

Craig2
(krag), n. Same as crag?.

The knife that nicket Abel's craig,
He'll prove you fully,

It was a faulding jocteleg.
Burnt, Capt. Grose's Peregrinations.

craiget (kra'get), a. [Sc., < craig* + -et = E.

-ed?.] Necked : as, a l&ng-craiget heron,

craig-fluke (krag'flok), n. A local name of the

pole, Glyptocephalus microcephaliis. [Scotch.]
craigie (kra'gi), n. [Sc., dim. of craig

2
.] The

neck
;
the throat : same as crag

2
.

If e'er ye want, or meet wi' scant,
May I ne'er weet my craigie.

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

craigsman (kragz'man), . Same as cragsman.
craik (krak), n. and v. Scotch spelling of crake?.

crail (kral), . Same as creel.

crail-capon (kral'ka'pon ), n. A haddock dried
without being split. [Scotch.]
craisey (kra'zi), n. [E. dial.

; origin obscure.

According to one conjecture it is a corruption
of Christ's eye, a medieval name of the marigold
and transferred to some Ranmtculaceai.] A lo-

cal name in England for the buttercup.
crake 1

!,
*> [An obsolete or archaic form of

crack, q. v.] Same as crack.

All the day long is he facing and making
Of his great actes in fighting and fray-making.

Udall, Roister Doister, i. 1.

Then is she mortall borne, how-so ye crake.

Spenser, K. Q., VII. vii. 50.

crake 1
!, [An obsolete or archaic form of

crack, n. See crake2.] A boast.

Leasinges, backbytinges, and vain-glorious crakes.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 10.

crake2 (krak), n. [In Sc. spelling craik; < ME.
crake, a crow, < leel. krdka = Sw. krdka = Dan.
krage, a crow

; imitative, like the associated
verb croak, q. v. (see crake1 = crack). The
crakes (rails) are so called, independently, from
their peculiar note

;
cf . NL. Crex, < Or. Kpef, a

sort of land-rail, named from its cry; cf. Crax,
Cracidce.] 1 . A crow

;
a raven. Compare night-

crake. [Prov. Eng.]
Fulflld es now the crakes crying
That tald bifore of al this thing.

Seven Sages, 1. 3893.

2. A general name for the small rails with short
bills shaped somewhat like that of the domestic
hen. They are of the family RaUidce, subfamily Rallince,
genera Crex, Porzana, etc., and are found in most parts of
the world. Among the best-known species are the small

spotted crake of Europe, Porzana aquatica, and the Caro^
lina crake, sora, or soree of North America, P. Carolina.
(See cut under Porzana.) Another is the land-rail or corn-
crake, Crex pratemis, whose singular note, "crek, crek,"
is heard from fields of rye-grass or corn in the early sum-
mer. The cry may be so exactly imitated by drawing the
Wade of a knife across an indented bone, or the thumb
over a small-toothed comb, that by these means the bird
may lie decoyed within sight. It is pretty, the upper part
of the body being mottled with darkish-brown, ashen, and
warm chestnut tints. It weighs about 6 ounces, and is 10
inches long. These birds make their appearance in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland in the month of April, and
take their departure for warmer climates before the ap-
proach of winter. They are occasionally seen on the east-
ern coast of the United States.

Mourn, clam'ring eraiks, at close o' day,
'Mang fields o' fiow'ring clover gay.

Burns, On Capt. Matthew Henderson.

crake2 (krak), n. i. pret. and pp. craked, ppr.
craking. [Ult. identical with crake1

,
crack : see

crake2
, n.] To cry like a crake

; utter the harsh
cry of the corn-crake.

crakeberry (krak'ber"i), n.
; pi. crakeberries

(-iz). [< crake2
,
a crow, + berry1 : so called

from its black color.] A species of Empetrum,
or berry-bearing heath

;
the crowberry, E. ni-

grum Portugal craSeberry, the Corema alba.

crake-herring (krak 'her* ing), n. An Irish
name for the scad. Day.
crakelt, . An obsolete form of crackle.
crake-needles (krak'ne'dlz), . Same as crow-
needles.

crakert, An obsolete form of cracker, 2 (ft).

crallt, v. i. An obsolete spelling of crawl 1
.
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cram (kram), r.
; pret. and pp. crammed, ppr.

cramming. [< ME. crammen, crommen (also

cremmen, < Icel. kremja), < AS. crammian, cram,
stuff, = Icel. kremja, squeeze, bruise, = Sw.

krama, squeeze, press, strain, = Dan. krammc,
crush, crumple (cf. G. krammen, claw) ;

in form
a secondary verb, < AS. crimman (pret. cramm,
cram), press, bruise : see crim, and cf. cramp 1

,

crimp. Cf. Icel. kramr, bruised, melted, half-

thawed, = Sw. Norw. kram, wet, clogged (ap-

plied to snow), from the same ult. source. Cf.

clam1
, to which cram is related as cramp to

clamp1
.'] I. trans. 1. To press or drive, par-

ticularly thrust (one thing), into another forci-

bly; stuff; crowd: as, to cram things into a
basket or bag. 2. To fill with more than can
be properly, conveniently, or comfortably con-
tained

;
fill to repletion ;

overcrowd : as, to

cram a room with people.
Cram our ears with wool. Tennyton, Princess, iv.

This ode is. . . crammed with effete and monstrous con-
ceits. E. Gvsse, From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 122.

However full, with something more
We fain the bag would cram.

Whittier, The Common Question.

3. To fill with food beyond what is necessary,
or to satiety; stuff.

Children would ... be freer from diseases ... if they
were not crammed so much ... by fond mothers.

Locke, Education, 13.

4. To endeavor to qualify (a pupil or one's

self) for an examination, or other special pur-
pose, in a comparatively short time, by storing
the memory with information, not so much with
a view to real learning as to passing the exam-
ination; coach.

I can imagine some impertinent inspector, having
crammed the children, ... to put ... us old people
out to show our grammatical paces. Blackwood's Mag.
5. To tell lies to; fill up with false stories.

[Slang.]
II. intrant. 1. To eat greedily or to satiety;

stuff one's self.
Swinish gluttony . . .

Crams, and blasphemes his feeder.

Milton, Comus, 1. 779.

2. To store the memory hastily with facts, for
the purpose of passing an examination or for
some other immediate use; in general, to ac-

quire knowledge hurriedly by a forced process,
without assimilating it : as, to cram for a civil-

service examination
;
to cram for a lecture.

Knowledge acquired by cramming is soon lost.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 109.

The successful expositor of a system of thought is not
the man who is always cramming, and who perhaps keeps
but a few weeks in advance of the particular theme which
he is exj>ounding. J. Fixke, Cosmic Philos., I. 137.

cram (kram), n. [< cram, v.] 1. In weaving,
a warp having more than two threads in each
dent or split of the reed. 2. The act or the
result of cramming the memory ; information
acquired hurriedly and not assimilated.

It is the purpose of education so to exercise the facul-
ties of mind that the infinitely various experience of after-
life may be observed and reasoned upon to the best effect.
What is popularly condemned as cram is often the best-
devised and best-conducted system of training towards
this all-important end. Jevons, Social .Reform, p. 100.

The very same lecture is genuine instruction to one boy
and mere cram to another. Westminster Rev.

,
CXXV. 253.

3. A lie. [Slang.] Cram-paper, a paper on which
are written all the questions likely to be asked at an ex-
amination.

cramasiet, Same as cramoisie.

crambambuli (kram-bam'bu-li), TO. Burnt rum
and sugar.
crambe (kram'be), n. [L., < Gr. xpo/i/3^, cabbage,
cole, kale.] If. Cabbage.

I marvel that you, so fine a feeder, will fall to your
crambe. Calfhill, p. 120.

2.
[cap.'] [NL.] A genus of cruciferous plants,

of which there are several species in Europe
and western Asia. The sea-cabbage or sea-kale, C.
maritima, is a perennial herb with white honey-scented
flowers, growing on the sea-coast. It has been in use
as a pot-herb from early times, and since the middle of the
eighteenth century has come into common cultivation in

England. The young shoots and blanched leaves are
cooked and served like asparagus, and are esteemed a
choice delicacy.

3f. Same as crambo.
Orambessa (kram-bes'a), n. [NL. ; as Cram-
bus + fern. term. -essa.J The typical genus of
the family Crambessidm. Haeckel, 1869.
Crambessidae (kram-bes'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Orambessa + -ida;.] A family of I)iscomedusa>,,
without central mouth and tentacles, with a
single central subgenital porticus, and with
dorsal and ventral suctorial cusps and eight
mouth-arms.

crammer

Crambida?, (kram'bi-de), ti.pl. [NL., < Crambitt
+ -ida;.] A family of pyralid microlepidopter-
ous insects, taking name from the genus Cram-
bus; the grass-moths. The technical characters are :

palpi similar in both
sexes, long, stretched
forward horizontally ;

maxillary palpi brush-

shaped ; fore wings
with 12, rarely 11,

veins, the first not
forked ; him! wings
with an open middle
cell, and the hinder
middle vein hairyatthe
base. It is a large and
homogeneous family of

Cramtusvuirivaftii*j,sr>gt,t\y small moths which fly

snlargeenlarged.
r, slightly

among grass and are

usually found in open
fields. The numerous species are widely distributed over
the globe ; the larvfe feed on various cultivated cereals, as
well as other grasses, often doing much damage. Also

Crambidi, Cratnbiiux, and Crambites.

Crambinae (kram-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cram-
bus + -JH<E.] A subfamily of moths, of the fam-

ily Crambida;.

crambo (kram'bo), . [Origin obscure; said to
be made from L. crambe (< Gr. K/>a[t/3r/), cabbage,
in the proverbial expression crambe repetita,

'cabbage warmed over,' for anything repeated:
see crambe.. Otherwise explained as perhaps
an abbr. of carambole (q. v. ), a term in billiards.

The technical names of old games are often
transferred with altered sense to new ones.]
1 . A game in which one person or side has to
find a rime to a word which is given by an-

other, or to form a couplet by matching with
a line another line already given, the new line

being composed of words not used in the other.

Get the Maids to Crambo in an Evening, and learn the
knack of Rhiming. Congreve, Love for Love, i. 1.

A little superior to these are those who can play at

crambo, or cap verses. Steele, Spectator, No. 604.

2. A word which rimes with another.

And every crambo he could get. Swift, To Stella.

Dumb crambo, a game in which the players are divided
into two sides, one of which must guess a word chosen by
the other from a second word which is told them, and which
rimes with the first. In guessing, it is not allowable to
speak the words, but the guessing party have to act in

pantomime one word after another until they find the
right one.

crambo (kram'bo), t>. i. [< crambo, n.] To rime
as in the game of crambo. [Bare.]

Change my name of Miles
To Guiles, Wiles, ... or the foulest name
You can devise to crambo with for ale.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 1.

crambo-clink (kram'bo-klingk), n. Rime
;
rim-

ing. [Scotch.]
A' ye wha live by sowps o' drink,
A' ye wha live by crambo-clink, . . .

Come mourn wi' me.
Burns, On a Scotch Bard.

That old metre of Provence, . . . saved by the Scottish

poets out of the old mystery-plays to become the crambo-
clink of Ramsay and his circle, of Fergusson and of Burns.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 603.

crambo-jingle (kram'bo-jing-'gl), n. Same as
crambo-cliiiK.

Amaist as soon as I could spell,
I to the crambo-jingle fell.

Burns, 1st Epistle to Lapraik.

Orambus (kram 'bus), . [NL. (Fabricius,
1798), < Gr. Kpafi/iof, dry, parched, shriveled.] A
genus of pyralid moths, giving name to a fam-
ily Crambida; or a subfamily Crambina', having
the wings in repose rolled around the body in
tubular form. They are known as reneert or grass-
moths, from their living in the grass. The species are
numerous. The vagabond, C. mdgivageUue, of North
America, is a characteristic example. See cut under
Crambidtx.

crame(kram),H. [Sc., also written krame,cra?me,
craim, cream, a booth or stall, wares, = Icel.

kram, toys (wares), = Sw. Dan. kram, wares
(in comp. kram-bod, a shop, booth), < D. kraam,
a booth or stall, wares. = MHG. kram (also
knime), G. kram, a booth, wares, prop, the cov-

ering of a booth, awning.] 1. A merchant's

booth; a shop or tent where goods are sold
;
a

stall.

Booths (or as they are here called, craims) containing
hardware and haberdashery goods are erected in great
numbers at the fare [fair].

P. LessvAen, Roxb. Statist. Ace., x. 207.

2. A parcel of goods for sale ; a peddler's pack.
Ane pedder is called an mart-hand, or creamer, qhua

bearis ane pack or eremite vpon his back. Skcne, Verb. Sig.

3. A warehouse. Imp. Diet.

crammer (kram'er), n. 1. One who prepares
himself or others, as for an examination, by
cramming.



crammer
The slightest lapse of memory In the had crammer, for

iriHtiim-e. tin- (tuuin- of UP.IIL: lrit. T- in (lit- iliii^nini, will

disclose the simulated chat-inter of hi- <.ik.

Jevfiim, Social Reform, p. 84.

2. A lie. [Slang.]
Crammesyt, . ami . See i-nnnnixn .

cramoisie, cramoisy (kram'oi-zi), a. and .

[Also written rramn>rnii, etc., now crinmon: see
crimson and ritnin/n.\ I, n. Crimson. [Ar-
chaic.]
A splendid seignior, magnificent in crainniny velvet.

Mottey.

He gathered for her some velvety cramouy roses that
were above her reaeh. Mm. Gankell, North and Smith, Hi.

U.t Crimson cloth.

My love was clad in Murk velvet,
And I my sell in cratnagie.

'/;/, Walt/, but Lam be Bonny (Child's Ballads, IV. 134).

Aurora, to mychty Tithone spous,
Ischit of Mr gafferim bed nnd enyr hous,
In cramtiietti/ clede and granit violate.

fVarm Douylag, tr. of Virgil, p. 390.

cramp 1 (kramp), n. [< ME. 'cramp, cramp, a

elaWjpaw (the mechanical senses are not found
in ME., and are prob. of D. origin), < AS.Vramn,
"rromp (only in deriv. adj. crompeht, glossed fo-
lialis, wrinkled) = MD. krampe = MLG. LG.
krampe (> G. krampe) = OHG. chrampha, chram-

phit (G. *krtiiiii>Jr displaced by krampe) = Dan.

krumpe = Sw. krampa, a cramp, cramp-iron,
hook, clasp; cf. It. grampa, a claw, talon, = OF.
ernmpt, deriv. crampon, F. crampon, ML. cram-

po(n-), a cramp, cramp-iron : from the Teut.
;

Gael, cramb, a cramp-iron, holdfast, from the
E. ; cf. grampel; ult., like the nearly related

cramp2
, n., a spasm, and cramp1

, a., from the

pret. of the verb represented by MD. Icrimpen
= MLG. LG. Icrimpen = OHG. chrimphan, MHG.
krimpfen, contract, cramp: see crimp, v., and
crimple, crump, crumple, etc., and cf. crim, cram,
and cf. clamp 1 and clam1 as related to cramp 1

and craw.] If. A claw; a paw.
Lord, send us thi lomb

Out of the wildernesses ston,
To fende vs from the lyon crowp.

Haiti Kuod (E. E. T. S.), p. 139.

2. A piece of iron bent at the ends, serving to

hold together pieces of timber, stones, etc. ; a

clamp; a cramp-iron. See cramp-iron.
I saw some

pieces
of grey marble about it [the temple

of Apollo], which appeared to have been joined with iron

cramp*. Poeocke, Description of the East, II. ii. 7.

3. A bench-hook or holdfast. 4. A portable
kind of iron press, having a screw at one end

and a movable shoulder at the

other, employed by carpenters
and joiners for closely com-
pressing the joints of frame-
work. 5. A piece of wood
having a curve corresponding to

that of the upper part of the instep, on which
the upper-leather of a boot is stretcned to give
it the requisite shape. 6. That which hinders
motion or expansion ;

restraint
;
confinement

;

that which hampers. [Bare.]
A narrow fortune is a cramp to a great mind.

Sir R. L'Kttrange.

Lock-fliers' cramp, a pair of leaden or brazen cheeks for
a vise. r'. II. Km'trht.

cramp 1 (kramp), a. [Not found in ME., but

prob. existent (cf. OF. crtunpr, i/rumpe, bent,
contracted, cramped, of Teut. origin : see crump-
ish), = OHG. chramph, chramf, cramf, bent,
cramped, = Icel. krappr (for *krampr), cramped,
strait, narrow : derived, like the associated

nouns, cramp1 and cramp*, from the pret. of the
verb represented by crimp: see cramp1

, n., and

cramp2 , .] 1. Contracted; strait; cramped.
2. Difficult; knotty; hard to decipher, as

writing; crabbed.
\\ |i:it > here ! a vile erami' hand ! I cannot see
Without my spectacles. Sheridan, The Rivals, Prol.

cramp 1 (kramp), v. t. [Not found in ME. (where
it is represented by crampish, q. v.); = G.

. krnmpfrn, fasten with a cramp ; from the noun.
Cf. Icel. kreppa, cramp, clench, < krappr, cramp-
ed: see cramp1

, n., and cf. crimp, r., of which
cramp 1

, r., may be regarded as in part a secon-

dary form.] 1. To fasten, confine, or hold with
a cramp-iron, fetter, or some similar device.

Thou art tn lie in itrison, rrrni/>V with irons.

B. Jotuon, Volpone, v. 8.

2. To fashion or shape on a cramp : as, to cramp
boot-legs. 3. To confine as if in or with a
cramp ; hinder from free action ordevelopment;
restrain

; hamper ; cripple.

Why should our Faith l>f crumpil hy such iiuTcdllile
Miseries as these, concerning the Son of Ood's coming
into the World ? SMlimjlctt, sermons, III. lx.
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A lad of spirit is not to lie too much cramped in his
maintenance. M r, Ho I

cramp2 (kramp), n. [< ME. crampe, craumne,
< Ot. criimpr, F. (;/ (Ml., rrampa), < MD.
I, rn in in'. I), krum/i = MLG. krampr. LG. krnin/i
= AIIK1. fi-tiiii/ili, krampli, <!. km HI /if = Dan.

krampf = Sw. krnm/i, cramp, spasm; derived,
like the nearly related

eroMp'. ., from the

pret. of the verb represented by crimp : see

rrampi, n. and i'.] An involuntary and painful
contraction of a muscle, attended sometimes
with convulsions or numbness; a variety of

tonic spasm. It occurs most frequently in the calves
of the legs, but also in the feet, hands, neck, etc., la of
short duration, and is occasioned by some slight struiniiik:

or wrenching movement, hy sudden chill, etc. Cramp is

i >ftcn associated with constriction and griping pains
of the

stomach or intestines. It is commonest at night, and also
often attacks swimmers. See tpatm.

The cramnpe of deth. Chaucer, Troilus.

Leander . . . went hut forth to wash him in the Helles-

pont, and, heiiiK taken with the cramp, was drowned.
Shalt., As you Like It, I-.. 1.

Accommodation cramp, spasm of the ciliary muscle of
the eye. Writers' cramp, scriveners' cramp. See tcric-

ener.

cramp2 (kramp), r. t. [< cramp*, .] To affect

with cramps or spasms.

Heart, and I take you railing at my patron, sir,
I'll cramp your joints !

(and otheri). The Widow, II. 2.

Cranchiidac

Joiners' Cramp.

cramp-bark (kramp 'bark), n. In the United
.States, the popular name of the Viburnum Ory-
coccus, a medicinal plant having antispasmodic
properties.
cramp-bone (kramp'bon), n. The knee-cap of

a sheep : so named because it was considered
a charm against cramp.
He could turn cramp-bona into chessmen.

Dickeng, David Copperneld, xvli.

cramp-drill (kramp'dril), n. A portable drill

having a cutting and a feeding motion, in the
figure shown, the feed-screw Is in the upper
portion of the cramp-frame, and forms a
sleeve around the drill-spindle, which ro-

tates within it. E. //. Knight.

crampet, crampettet, . See cram-

pit. Phinche.

cramp-fish (kramp'fish), . The elec-

tric
ray

or torpedo. See torpedo.
'

Also called cramp-ray, numb-fish, and wrymouth.
The torpedo or tramp-jink also came to land.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 384.

cramp-iron (kramp'I'ern), n. An iron clamp;
specifically, a piece of metal, usually iron, bent

or T-shaped at each end, let
taB Sn^ t>,e surfaces, in the same

of two adjoining blocks
across the joint be-

cramp-irons. tween them, to hold them firm-

ly together. Cramp-irons are com-
monly employed in works requiring great solidity, and in
such ordinary structures as stone copings and cornices,
and are inserted either in the upper surface of a course
or between two courses or beds of stones. Also called

cramp anil crntnjnt.

crampisht (kram'pish), r. t. [ME. crampishcn,

craumpisjhcn, contract, < OF. crampwt-, stem
of certain parts of crampir, be twisted, bend,
contract, < erampe, twisted, bent, contracted,
cramped: see cramp, n.] To contract; cramp;
contort.

She . . . crampisheth [var. cravmjninshfth] her lymea
crokedly. Chaucer, Auelida and Arclte, 1. 171.

Man with his rrainpuiu and harping-irona can draw
ashore the great l/evlathan. Unwell, I'arly of Beauts, p. 7.

3. In lint., an adventitious root which serves as
a fulcrum or support, as in the ivy.

cramponee (kram-po-ne'), a. [< F. rnimponnf,
pp. of cramponnrr, fasten with a cramp, < rrmn

pon, a cramp-iron, also a cramponee : see

crampon,] In her., having a cramp or square
piece at each end: applied to a cross.

crampoon, . Kee crampon.
cramp-ray (kramp'ra), n. Same as cramp-fish.

cramp-ring (kramp'ring), ii. A ring of gold or

silver, which, after being blessed by the sover-

eign, was formerly believed to cure cramp and
falling-sickness. The custom of blessing great
numbers on Good Friday continued down to the
time of Queen Mary. [Eng.]
The kfnge's majestic hath a great helpe In this matter,

in hallowing crampe ringen, and so given without money
or petition. Horde, Breviary of Health (ed. 1598), cccxxvii.

cramp-stone (kramp'ston), n. A stone former-

ly
worn upon the person as a supposed preven-

tive of cramp.
crampy (kram'pi), a. [< cramp* + -jl.] 1.

Afflicted with cramp. 2. Inducing cramp or

abounding in cramp.
This crampy country. Hovitt.

cran (kran), n. [< Gael, crann, a measure of
fresh herrings, as many as fill a barrel.] A local
Scotch measure of capacity for fresh herrings,
equal to 34 United States (old wine) gallons.
Also crane. TO coup the crans. See mpi.

cranage (kra'naj),n. [< crane* + -age.] 1. The
liberty of using at a wharf a crane for raising
wares from a vessel. 2. The price paid for
the use of a crane.

cranberry (kran'ber'i), n. ; pi. cranberries (-iz).

[That is, 'craneberry (= G. lcranbeere(or kranich-

bctre) = Sw. tranbar = Dan. tranebter, a cran-

berry)
?
< crane1 + berry

1
. The reason of the

name is not obvious.] 1. The fruit of several

species of r<ic<i'Mm. In Europe it Is the fruit of V.

Oxycnccu, also called bwjwort, mosttberry, or moorberry, as
It grows only In peat-bogs or swampy la'nd, usually among
masses of sphagnum. The berry, when ripe, is globose and
dark-red, and a little more than a quarter of an inch in

diameter. The berries form a sauce of tine flavor, and are
much used for tarts. The same species is called in the
United States the email cranl>erry, in distinction from the

or T-snap

a
into the s

plane, of I

of stone,

crampit (kram
'

pit), n. [Also written cram-

pet, and (accom.) cramp-bit; appar. < Gael.

crambaid, crambait, crampaid in same sense

(def. 1): cf. Gael, cramb, a cramp-iron; but
the Gael, words are prob. of Teut. origin : see

cramp 1
.] 1. A cap of metal at the end of the

scabbard of a sword
;
a chape. 2. (a) A cramp-

iron. (6) A piece of iron with small spikes in

it, made to fit the sole of the shoe, for keeping
the footing firm on ice or slippery ground.
[Scotch.] 3. In her., the representation of
the chape of a scabbard, used as a bearing.
cramp-joint (kramp'joint), . A joint having
its parts bound together by locking bars, used
where special strength is required. See cramp-
iron.

crampon, crampoon (kram'pon, kram-poV),
. [F. crampon, a cramp-iron, calk, frost-nail,

prop, fulcrum : see rramp 1
. .] 1. An iron in-

strument fastened to the shoes of a storming
party, to assist them in climbing a rampart.
2. An apparatus used in the raising of heavy
weights, as timber or stones, and consisting
of two hooked pieces of iron hinged together
somewhat like double calipers.

Cranberry t t'acciHium mactvtarjoti).

much larger fruit of the r. maerocarpon, which is ex-

tensively cultivated and gathered in large quantities for
the market. The cowberry, I'iti* Idcea, Is sometimes call-

ed the mountain cranberry.
2. The plant which bears this fruit.- High cran-

berry,
or bush cranberry. See cranberry tree.

cranberry-gatherer (kran'ber-i-gaTH'er-er),M.
An implement, shaped somewhat like a rake,
used in picking cranberries.

cranberry-tree (kran'ber-i-tre), n. The high or
bush cranberry, Viburnum Onulns, a shrub of

North America and Europe, bearing soft, red,

globose, acrid drupes or berries. The cultivated

form, with sterile flowers having enlarged corollas, ia

known as the ntmrball or
yutlder-rote.

crance (krans), n. Aa<., an old name for any
boom-iron, but particularly for an iron cap at-

tached to the outer end of the bowsprit, through
which the jib-boom passes.
cranch (kraneh), r. t. Same as craunch.
Cranchia (kranch 'i-S), n. [NL. (Leach), <

Cranch, an E. proper name.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Crancliiidte.

cranchiid (krandi'i-id), H. A cephalopod of the

family Cninchiidie.

Cranchiidae (kranch -i'i -de), n. pi. fNL., <
Cranchia + -idee.] A family of acetabuliferous
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or dibranchiate cephalopods, represented only
by the genus Cranchia, having a short, rounded

body with two posterior fins, a small head with

large eyes, the cornete of which are perforated,
and two rows of suckers on the arms and eight
rows on the long tentacles.

crandall (kran'dal), . [Prob. from the proper
name Crandall.] A masons' tool for dressing
stone. It is formed of a .Tmnrm

number of thin plates with

sharp edges, or of pointed L
Iliilllllli

(

steel bars, clamped toge- Tfflllljjl^*^^^*
^**i^

ther, somewhat in the

shape of a hammer. KB!

crandall (kran'dal),
t. t. [< crandall, n.] To treat or dress with
a crandall, as stone. Crandalled stonework, an
ashler having on its surface lines made with a crandall.

It is said to be cross-crandalled when other rows cross the
first at right angles.

crane1 (kran), n. [< ME. crane, < AS. eran =
MD. kraene, D. kraan(^nogel) = MLG. kran,
krdne, LG. kran = MHG. kranc ; also with suf-

fix: AS. cornocli = OHG. cranuh, clrranili, MHG.
cranich, kranech, G. kranich = (with change
of kr to tr) Icel. trani = Sw. trana = Dan.
trane = W. garan = Corn. Bret, garan (the
Gael, and Ir. word is different, namely, corr)
= Gr. yepavof (see geranium) = OBulg. zeravi
= Lith. yerwe, a crane. L. grus (> It. grua
= Sp. dim. grulla = Pg. grou = Pr. grua = F.

grue), a crane, is perhaps related. Root un-
known. See crane2.] 1. A large grallatorial
bird with very long legs and neck, a long

straight bill

with pervi-
ous nostrils
near its mid-

dle, the head
usually na-

ked, at least
in part, the
hind toe el-

evated, and
the inner
secondaries

usually en-

larged ; any
bird of the

family Grui-
da\ There are
about 15 close-

ly similar spe-
cies, found in

many parts of
the world, most
of them includ-
ed in the ge-
nus Grits. The

Whooping Crane (Grus americana). common crane
of Europe is G.

cimrea; it is about 4 feet long. (See cut under Grus.)
The common American or sand-hill crane is G. canadensis.
A statelier and larger species is the whooping crane, G.
americana, which is white, with black primaries. The gi-

gantic crane of Asia is G. Ieucogeranu8,&}\d a common In-
dian crane is G. antigone. The wattled crane of South
Africa is Grus (Bugeranutt) carunculata. The crown-crane,
or crowned crane, is of the genus lialearica. The Numid-
ian crane, or demoiselle, and the Stanley crane arc ele-

gant species of the genus Anthropoides.

Nor Thracian Cranes forget, whose silv'ry Plumes
Give Pattern, which employ the mimrck Looms.

Congrcvc, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. Popularly and erroneously, one of sundry
very large grallatorial birds likened to cranes,
as herons and storks. Thus, the great blue heron of
North America (Ardm herodias) is popularly known as
the blue crane ; and the name gigantic crane has been er-

roneously given to the adjutant-bird.
3. [cap.] The constellation Grus (which see).

4f. Same as crinct, 1.

crane1
(kran), v.

; pret. and pp. craned, ppr.
craning. [< crane1

, n.] I. intrans. 1. To be
stretched out like the neck of a crane.

Three runners, with outstretched hands and craning
necks, are straining toward an invisible goal.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 248.

Hence 2. In hunting, to look before one leaps;
pull up at a dangerous jump.
But where was he, the hero of our tale? Fencing? Cran-

ing? Hitting? Hissing? Is he over, or is he under? Has
he killed, or is he killed ? Disraeli, Young Duke, ii. 9.

II. trans. To stretch or bend (the neck) like
a crane : as, he craned his neck to see what was
on the other side of the pillar.
crane2

(kran), n. [A particular use of crane1
,

the arm of the contrivance being likened to the
neck of a crane. This use is not found in ME.
or AS., and is prob. of D. origin : cf. MD. kraene,
D. kraan= LG. kran (>also G. krahn = Sw. Dan.
kran)= F. crdne, a crane (a machine), = Gr. )-epa-
raf, a crane (a machine), a particular use of the
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word for crane, a bird. The resemblance of

Gael, and Ir. craiin, a beam, mast, bar, tree, >

craiinaclian, a crane (Ir. also a craner), is prob.
accidental.] 1. A machine for moving weights,
having two motions, one a direct lift and the

other horizontal. The latter may be circular, radial,
or universal. The parts of the simple crane are an upright

post having a motion on its vertical axis, a jib or swinging
arm jointed at its lower end to the post and tied to the

post at its outer or upper end, and hoisting tackle con-

necting the motive jwwer at the foot of the post with the
load to be lifted, which is suspended from the end of the

jib. Cranes are, however, made in a variety of forms,
di Iftiring more or less from this type. Thus, a rotary
crane is a crane ill which the jib has simply a rotary mo-
tion about the axis of the post, moving with the post ;

a

traveling crane is a crane in which the load can be given
successively two horizontal motions at right angles with
each other. Rotary cranes, again, have several forms, as

that in which the load is suspended from the end of the

Traveling Crane.

jib, and the more complex kind, in which the load is sus-

pended from a carriage that travels on a horizontal arm
at the top of the jib, and gives the load a movement along
the radius of the circle formed by the rotation of the jib.
Another minor type is the derrick-crane, which employs
guys to hold the post in position. Walking and locomotive
cranes arc portable forms, which are also called traveling
cranes. Cranes are operated by any kind of power and
with any form of hoisting apparatus suited to the work
to be done. See also cut under abutment-crane.

Some from the Quarries hew out inassie Stone,
Some draw it up with Cranes, some breath and grone,
In Order o'er the Anvil. Cou'ley, Davideis, ii.

2. A machine for weighing goods, constructed
on the principle of the preceding. Such ma-
chines are common in market-towns in Ireland.
See craner'2 . 3. An iron arm or beam attached
to the back or side of a fireplace and hinged so
as to be movable horizontally, used for sup-
porting pots or kettles over a fire.

Over the fire swings an iron crane, with a row of pot-
hooks of all lengths hanging from it.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 18.

4. pi. Naut., supports of iron or timber at a
vessel's side for stowing boats or spars upon.

In some cases it has been found indispensably necessary
to keep a willful and refractory officer's boat "on the
cranes." ... A more summary punishment could not be
administered to a game whaleman than to be kept on
board as an idle spectator of the exciting pursuit and
capture. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 258.

5. A siphon or bent pipe for drawing liquor
out of a cask. Hydraulic crane. See hydraulic.
Overhead crane, a crane which travels on elevated
beams in a workshop, or on high scaffolding above a
structure.

crane2
(kran), v. t.

; pret. and pp. craned, ppr.
craning. [< crane2

, .] To cause to rise as by
a crane : followed by up. [Rare.]
crane3

(krau), . Same as eran.

crane-fly (kran'fli), . A common name of the

dipterous insects of the family Tipulidee (which
see). In Great Britain it is also called daddy-long-legs, a
name given in America to certain arachnidans. The com-
mon crane-fly or daddy-long-legs of Europe is Tipwla ole-

racea.

crane-ladle (kran' la "dl), n. In founding, a
pot or ladle used for pouring melted metals
into molds, supported by a chain from a
crane.

crane-line (kran'lin), n. Naut., a line fasten-

ing two backstays together.
crane-necked (kran'nekt), . Having a long
neck like a crane's. Carlylc.

crane-post (kran'post), n. The upright post
on which the arm or jib of a crane works.
Also called crane-shaft and crane-stalk.

cranequint, . [OF., also crannequin, crenequin,
crenncqnin (see def . ), < OD. *l;raencken., kraeneke,
an arbalist, prop. dim. of kraene, a crane : see

OHOM^.] 1. An implement for bending the stiff

bow of the medieval arbalist, consisting of a
ratchet working on a small wheel turned by
a windlass. Also called a rolling purchase.
Hence 2. The arbalist itself: as, a hundred
men armed with cranequins.

craniid

cranequiniert, [OF., < cranequin."] A cross-
bowman who carried the large arbalist worked
by means of the cranequin ; especially, a mount-
ed man so armed : used about 1475.

craner 1 (kra'ner), n. [< crane1
, v., + -er1

."]

1. In hunting, one who cranes at a fence. See
crane1

,
r. i., 2. Hence 2. One who flinches be-

fore difficulty or danger ;
a coward.

craner'2 (kra'ner), . [< crane2 + -cr1 .] An
official in charge of a public crane for weigh-
ing.

Some country towns of Ireland have in the market-

place a crane for the weighing of goods, produce, etc. An
official, popularly the craner, has charge of the machine,
who gives a certificate of weight to all concerned, a dic-

tum uncontrovertible. This is called the craner's note,
and when any one makes an assertion of the "long-bow"
nature, a sceptic auditor will say, "Very nice; but I

should like the craner's note for that."
JV. and Q., 4th ser., VIII. 123.

crane's-bill, cranesbill (kranz'bil), n. 1. The
popular name of plants of the genus Geranium,
from the long, slender beak of their fruit. See
Geranium.

Is there any blue half so pure, and deep, and tender, as
that of the large crane's-bill, the Geranium pratense of

the botanists? W. mack. Phaeton, xx.

2. A pair of long-nosed pincers used by sur-

geons Stinking crane's-bill Same as herb-rnbert.

crane-shaft, crane-stalk (kran'shaft, -stak),
w. Same as crane-post.
cranett (kra'net), n. Same as crinct, 1.

crang, n. See krang.

Crangon (krang'gpn), n. [NL., < Gr. upayyuv,
a kind of shrimp or prawn.] A genus of ma-
crurous crustaceans, typical of the family Cran-

gonidce. The best-known species is the com-
mon shrimp of Europe, C. riilgaris.

Crangonidae (krang-gon'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Crangon + -ida;.] The family of shrimps typi-
fied by the genus Crangon: often merged in

some other family.
crania1

,
w. Plural of cranium.

Crania2 (kra'ni-a), . [NL. (Rotzius, 3781), <

ML. cranium, skull.] A genus of lirachiopoda,

typical of the family Craniidte. See cut under
Craniida;.

The genus Crania appearetl for the first time during the
Silurian period, and has continued to be represented up
to the present time. Davidson, Encyc. Brit., IV. 194.

craniacromial (kra"ni-a-kr6'mi-al), a. [< cra-

nium + acromion + -a/.] In anat., pertaining
to the skull and shoulder, or the pectoral arch :

specifically applied to a group of muscles repre-
sented in man by the sternocleidomastoideus
and trapezius.
Oraniadae (kra-ni'a-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as
Craniidai. J. E. Gray, 1840.

cranial (kra'ni-al), a. [< NL. cranialis, < cra-

nium, the skull: see cranium."] 1. Relating in

any way to the cranium or skull.

The cartilaginous cranial mass contracts In front of the
orbits. Owen, Anat., vi.

Specifically 2. Pertaining to the cranium
proper, or to that part of the skull which in-

closes the brain, as distinguished from the face :

opposed to facial Cranial angle. See craniometry.
Cranial bones, the bones of the cranium proper, as

distinguished from those of the face and jaws. In man they
are reckoned as eight in number : the occipital, the two pa-
rietals, the two temporals, the frontal, the sphenoid, and
the ethmoid ; but all these are compound bones, except-
ing the parietals ; even the frontal consists of a pair. See
cut under craniofacial. Cranial nerves, those nerves
which make their exit from the cranial cavity through
cranial foramina, whether arising from the brain or the

spinal cord. There are from three to twelve pairs, the
latter being the usual number. \Vhen twelve in number,
they are (in the order given) the olfactory, the optic, the
motor oculi, the pathetic or trochlear, the trigeminal or tri-

facial, the abducent, the facial, the auditory, the glossopha-
ryngeal, the pneumogastric, the spinal accessory, and the

hypoglossal. The lowest vertebrate (of the genus Amphi-
oxitg) has the trigeminal, the pneumogastric (with the glos-

sopharyngeal and spinal accessory), and the hypoglossal.
Cranial segments, certain divisions of the cranium

proper. They are the occipital segment, consisting of the

occipital bone alone ; the parietal, consisting of parts of

the sphenoid and the parietal bones ;
and the frontal, con-

sisting of parts of the sphenoid and the frontal bones.

These correspond with the three cerebral vesicles of the

embryo. Cranial vertebra, certain divisions of the
whole skull, theoretically supposed to represent or to be
modified vertebrre. In Owen's view they are four in num-
ber : the epencephalic or occipital, the mesencephalic or

parietal, the proscncephalic or frontal, and the rhillen-

cephalic or nasal. They include the bones of the face and
jaws, and even of the fore limbs.

Craniata (kra-ni-a'ta), H. ;>?. [NL., < cranium,
q. v., + -atift.1 Same as Craniota.

craniid (kra'ui-id), H. A braehiopod of the

family Craniidce.
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Craniidae (km in'i-di-), .//'. |NI/.,< >/// +
-i/f>.

|
A family of lyo|i<imatous braehionodf*.

Tbcy are attached by
a greater or less ex-
tent of the ventral

valve, or free; the
brachial appendages
are soft, spirally
curved, and directed
toward tin- bottom of

the dorsal valve ; the
\ahe^ ai liieuliii or

limpet-like;
and the

shell-substance, in cal-

careous and perfo-
rated by minute ca-

nals. Four genera un-

known, only "lie nf

which (Crania) has
living representatives.
M..O Crmiada,

Craniocele (kra'ni-ri-sel), . [< Gr. K/MVIOV, the

skull, + is/////, tumor.] Encephalocele. l>un-

fllixon.

cranioclasm (kra'ni-o-klazm), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
t In' skull, + "/iXacr/ioy, a breaking, < K/.av, break.]
The operation of craniotomy. Dunflltson.

cranioclast (kra'ni-o-klast), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + /cAofiToy, verbal adj. of itXnv, break.]
A powerful forceps employed in the operation
of craniotomy for seizing, breaking down, and
withdrawing the fetal skull.

craniofacial (kra/ni-o-fa'shial), u. [= F. cra-

iiio-fiirinl, < MIj. crantifm, q. v., 4- L. fades, the

face.] In anat., pertaining to the cranium and
the face. Cranlofaclal angle, In human anat. and

t., the angle included between the hasifaclal axis

lv>rsal Valve of

i^liHy enlarged, with ni.intlc rem
show brachial apijendages, etc.

Longitudinal Vertical Bisection of Human Skull, right side, showing
i raninfacial angle, ill this rase about 90", being the angle lietween
the heavy straight lines, whereof the one descending forward is the
hasifai Ml axis, the other the hasicranial axis.

.'. alisphenoid ; an, iQternal auditory meatus in petrous part of

temporal lione ; to?, basiocclpital ; iVr. hasisphcuoid ; r, occipital con-

tlyle ; - . cristagalli : cy, coudyloid foramen ; /, frontal ; ""-, mcv
ethmoid; mx, maxillary; , nasal; o. supraoccipitat : f, parietal;

//. palatal ; //, hamulate process of internal pterygotJ ; J. frontal

sinus; sq. sciuainosal ; f, maxilloturbiiial ; r, vomer.

ami the hanlcranial axis. (See these terms, under axitl

and craniometry.) It varies with the extent to which the
fare lies in front of or lielow the anterior end of the cra-

nium, from less than 1)0" to 120. When it Is great, the face

is prognathous ; when it is small, the face is orthoijtui-

thotu. Huxley. Cranlofaclal notch, in anal., a defect
of parts in the midline Iwtween the orbital and nasal
cavities.

craniognomic (kra*ni-og-nom'ik), a. [< cra-

iiiiii/iKiiiii/ + -if.} Pertaining to craniognomy;
l>lirrm>logiriil.

craniognomy (kra-m-og'no-rai), . [< Gr. K/M-

viov, the skull, + jvu/itj. opinion, judgment.]
Cranial physiognomy ; the doctrine or practice
of considering the form and other characteris-

tics of the skull as indicating the disposition
or temperament of the individual: a modifica-

tion of phrenology,
craniograph (kra'ni-o-graf), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + -jpatytiv, write.] In eraniom., an
instrument for making drawings of the skull,

such as projections which shall exhibit the top-

ographical relations of various points.

craniography (kra-ni-og'ra-fi), . [= F. cra-

iiiiii/i-iiiiliii
1

; as rraiiioffraph + -#*] A descrip-
tion i>t the' skull.

cranioid (kra'ni-oid), a. [< Crania + -orf.]

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

brachiopod family Cr<inii<l<v.

craniolite (knVm-o-lit). n. [< Gr. *yxii'i<ip, the

skull (xcc I'rtuiia), + //Hoy, stone.] Afossil bra-

chiopodof the genus I'nni irtorsomerelatedforni.

craniolith (krn'ni-o-lith). H. 8ame as rr<t>iilit<:

craniological (kra*ni-6-loj'i-kal), a. [< cra-

>iii>!m/i/ + -ii-iil ; cf. F. rniniotitiiiquc.] Per-

taining to cruniology.
craniologist (kra-ni-ol'o-jist), n. [= F. cranio-

liMjitfti' : < craitioliMiy + -int.] One versed in cra-

niologv.

craniology (kra-ni-ol'6-ji), H. [= F. rrnuinlniiir
= Sp. rrntH'tiloijin = Pg. It. cranioloffia, < NL.
i-rniiioliifliii. < (ir. ^XIIMIP-, the skull. + -/o;m, <

Myrnr, speak : see -ii/ni/i/. ] That braucli of anat-

oiny which deals with the study of crania or
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skulls; the sum of human knowledge concern-

ing skulls.

craniometer (kni-ni-om'e-tcr), M. [= F. era-

iiinmiln = It. rriiittoiiii li'n, < Gr. Kpaviov, the

skull, + fifTiiv, measure.] An instrument for

measuring the dimensions of the skull.

craniqmetric, craniometrical ( kni'ni-o-met'-

rtrr + -ir, -irnl.] Pertaining to craniometry,
craniometry (kra-ni-om'et-ri), n. [= F. cra-

iii<imi'iri<- = It. iiniiiiimetria; as craniometer +
-//.] The measurement of skulls; the topo-

graphical relations ascertained by such mea-
surements. The following arc the point* of measure-

ment, lines, and angles UJMIII which craniometry Is baaed :

the alveolar j, ,;,,'. the ]iint at the middle of the edge
of the upper jaw, lietween the middle two Incisors (A);
the ojtlenon, the point behind the ear where the parie-

tal, lemp. u-al, and occipital bones meet (//); the aurieu-

lar point, the center of the orifice of the external audi-

tory meatus (f); the ba*ion, the middle point of the an-

terior margin of the foramen magnum, corrchjHindin^ in

jKisition to D; the bregtna, the point of meeting of 'he

coronal and sagittal sutures (K)', the dacryon, the point
on the side of the nose where the frontal, lacrymal, and

superior maxillary Nines meet i /-' )
; the glabella, the point

in the median line between the superciliary arches,
marked by a swelling, sometimes by a depression I'.'i ; the

;/'"", the point at the angle of the lower jaw (//); the

inion, the external occipital protulierance (/); the ju :inl

point, the point situated at the angle which the posterior
border of the frontal branch of the malar lione makes
with the superior border of Its zygomatic branch (J) ; the

lriitiiln, the point of meeting of the sagittal with the
lamhdoldal suture (K); the malar point, a point situated

on the tubercle on the external surface of the malar bone,

or, when this is wanting, the intersection of a line drawn
(nearly vertically) from the external extremity of the
frontomalar suture to the tul>ercle at the Inferior angle
of the malar and a line drawn nearly horizontally from
the inferior border of the orbit over the malar to the su-

perior border of the zygomatic arch(//); the maximum
occipital point, or occipital point, the posterior extremity
of tile auteroposterior diameter of tne skull measured
from the glaliella in front to the most distant point be-

hind, in the neighlmrhood of O; the mental point, the
middle point of the anterior lip of the lower border of the
lower jaw (IT. the metojric point, a point in the middle
line bet eeii the two frontal eminences (Q); the nation,
or ini"ii point, the middle of the frontonasal suture at

the root of the nose (/{); the obelion, the part of the

sagittal suture between the two parietal foramina (S);
the ophryon, the middle of the stipraorbital line which,
drawn across the narrowest part of the forehead, separates
the face from the cranium : also called the supraorbital
and *t>!iiii"-iil (T)', the opinthion, the middle point of

the posterior border of the foramen magnum (/'); the

ptenon, the place where the frontal, parietal, temporal,
and sphenoid bones come together (I'); the utephanitm,
the point where the coronal suture crosses the temlKiral

ridge (H') ; the &ubna*cU point, the mid-lie of the inferior

border of the anterior pares at the base of the nasal spine:
also called npinal point (-V); and the mpra-aurictilar
point, the point vertically over the auricular point at the
root of the zygomatic process. The following craniomet-
rical lines are distinguished : the facial line of Camper,
a line tangent to the glabella and to the anterior surface

of the Incisor teeth

(1 1); the line of
Daubenton, a line

drawn through the

opisthion and the

projection (on the
median plane of
the nkllll) of the
lower liorder of the
orbit ( 2); the
bairi-alreolar line, a
line drawn through
tin- basion and al-

veolar point (:< 3) ;

the mini in" in

frontal line, the
shortest transverse
measurement of

the forehead (not
shown In the fig- MJ. ,.

lire); the nam-al- Side and Front Viem of Skull. illustr.Ung
MofarMw, tbalDM Craniomeur.

passing through
the nasal and alveolar points (4 4); and the nasobasilar

tint-, the line drawn through the basion and nasal j'int

(5 5). An alreolocmutylean plane is also distinguished:
it is the plane passim: through the alveolar point, and

tangent to the comhles, represented by the line i! II. The
following are the craniometrical aiiv-'le* - the bairilar an-

ile, that lietween the nasobasilar and basi-alveolar lines

(/;/). n; the angle of the condylet, the angle which the

cranioscopist

plane of the occipital foninifii ("Miis Kith the
(ilHiie

,,f

the lasilar grieve ; tliecrir-iM/./'^ > Hn

angle which the facial line of i ainp< r PHIIIS ith the

plain- passing through the coronal suture; Hi

fjle of Camjicr, the angle lictween the facial line of Tam-

per (1 1) and the line (7 7) drawn !hi"ii -I, ih, aniieular

and subnaaal ixiinU ; the facial antflr -;' l'l>>'i"-t, the an

ali I.. i. .11 the line drawn through tin nphryin and the
ah. i. lar point and the aurlcillo alveolar line (!l !l) that

is. the angle TAC ; the facial angle of (Jeo/roy tiiiint-

the angli- lie ti en the facial line of CainlMT and
tin line (10 10) drawn through the auricular point and
the e.lge of the ineisor* ; the facial anfjlt of Ja^fitart, the

angle lietween the line drawn through the sulinasal point
and the glabflla and the line (7 7) drawn through the sun-

nasal and aniieular point.s; the /f-ntal angle,, the angle

TCK, formed by lines drawn from the auricular point (O
(that is, the projection of the auricular points on the me-
dian plane) to the ophryon (T) and to the bregma </f) ; the

iHetafaciai aivjle of Scrrfjt, the angle which the pteryaoid

processes form with the base of the skull ; the natobtual

angle of Welckrr, the angle KX1), between the nasobail-

lar ami naso-subnasal lines ; the occipital angle of Broca,
the angle Itl'l), or that lietween the lines drawn from the

opistlilon (If) to the basion and nasal points; the occipi-
tal angle of Daubentan, the angle which the line of Dan-
bentou (2 2) makes with the line joining the liasion < /')

and opisthion (T); the parietal aiuile, the angle formed

by the two Hues ZS and X'ff (Hg. 2) drawn through the

extremities of the transverse maximum or bizygomatlc
diameter and the maxlmuni transverse frontal diameter

(it Is called poxitir* when It opens downward, negative
when the lines meet Mow the skull and It opens upward) ;

the angle* of fScgoiui, angles formed lietween lines drawn
from the basion (If) to the various other craniometrical

points, the/aria/ angle of Setjimd being the angle /'/''/', or

that lietween the line passing through the basion (In and
mental point (/') and the line passing through the Irasion

(ft) and ophryon (T), and the cerebral anale of Keaimd I*Ing
the angle L'DT, or that between the line passing through
the basion (/') and ophryon (T) and the line passing
through the basion (In and opisthion ((/) ; the tphcnm-
dal angle, the angle tietwecn lines drawn from the basion
and naslon to a point In the median line where the slop-

Ing anterior surface of the sella turclca passes over
into the horizontal surface of the olivary eminence; the

tymphysian angle, the angle which the profile of the

symphysis of the lower jaw makes with the plane of the
inferior border of the lower Jaw ; and the total cranial

angle, the angle I'CT, measuring the cranial cavity, be-

tween lines drawn from the auricular point to the oph-
ryon and to the opisthion. The following craniometri-

cal diameters are distinguished : the maximum antero-

pmlerior, the distance from the glahella to the furthest

point of the occipital bone (the maximum anteropoitrrior
diameter of Welcker Is the anfcropottfrior metopic of

Broca, and is the distance from the metopic point to the

furthest point behind); the maximum trantvertc, the

greatest transverse diameter of the cranium, wherever
found ; and the vertical diameter, ordinarily the distance

of the banion from the bregma, or, what is nearly equiva-
lent to it, the distance from the hasion to the point where
the line through the basion at rightanglcs to the alveolo-

condylean plane intersects the cranial vault (but some-
times the line Is drawn at right angles to the plane of the
foramen magnum). The following eraniomctrical indices

are distinguished : the alceolar or batilar index, the ratio

of the surface of that part of the projection of the skull

on the median plane which lies in front of the basion to

the surface of the whole projection, multiplied by 100;
the cephalic intlex, or index of breadth, the ratio of the

maximum transverse to the maximum anteroposterior
diameter of the skull, multiplied by 100 ; the cepkalo-or-
bital index, the ratio of the solid contents of the two or-

hita to the contents of the cranial cavity, multiplied by
100; the cephalotpinal index, the ratio of the measure
of the foramen magnum in square millimeters to that of

the cranial cavity in cubic centimeters, multiplied by 100 ;

the cerebral index, the ratio of the greatest transverse to

the greatest anteroposterior diameter of the cranial cav-

ity, multiplied by 100 ; the facial index, the ratio of the

distance of the ophryon from the alveolar point to the
transverse diameter measured from one zygoma to the

other, multiplied by 100 ; the gnathic or alveolar index,
the ratio of the distance lietween the basion and alveolar

point to the distance between the basion and nasal point,

multiplied by 100 ; the n<i*<it intiex, the ratio of the maxi-
mum breadth of the anterior orifice of the nose to the
distance from the nasal to the snbnasal point, multiplied
by 100 ; the orbital index, the ratio of the vertical to the
transverse diameter of one of the orbits, multiplied by
100; and the vertical indr.r, or index of height, the ratio

of the vertical diameter of the skull to the maximum an-

teroposterior diameter, multiplied by 100.

craniopagus (kra-ni-op'a-gus), n. [NL., < cra-

nium + \,. finni/tre (/ *pag), fasten, fix: see

l>nrt."\ In tern lot., a pair of twins whose heads
are adherent.

craniopharyngeal (kra'ni-6-fa-rin'je-al), a. [<
Gr. xpaviov, the skull, + ^ont'jf, throat (pha-
rynx).] In anal., pertaining to the cranium
and to the pharynx ; connecting the cavity of

the skull with that of the mouth, as a canal,

craniophore (kra'ni-o-for), n. [< Gr. Kpaviov,
the skull, + -^opoy, -bearing, < fipttv= E. fcearl.]
A skull-bearer, specifically (a) An apparatus for

holding and fixing skulls in a given or required position
f i ir craniologieal purposes. (6) A mechanical device for

taking projections of the skull.

cranioplasty (kra'ni-o-plas-ti), n.
[<

Gr. Kpa-

viov, the skull, + TrXoordf, verbal adj. of vlaa-

ativ, form: see plastic.'] In surg., an operation
for restoring or supplying the place of defi-

eii>noies in the cranial structures.

cranioscopistlkra-ui-os'ko-pist), n. One skilled

or professing belief in cramoscopy ;
a phrenol-

ogist. Coleridge. [Bare.]
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cranioscopy

craniOSCOpy (kra-ni-os'ko-pi), n. [= F. cranio-

scopie = Pg. eranioscopia, < NL. eranioscopia,

< Gr. upavioi', the skull, 4- amneiv, view.] The
examination of the configuration of the skull

;

phrenology. [Rare.]

craniospinal (kra"ni-6-spi'nal), a. [< ML. cra-

nium + L. spitia + -al] In anat., pertaining
to the skull and the backbone : as, the cranio-

spinal axis. Also craniovertebral.

Craniota (kra-ui-6'ta), n. pi. [NL., < cranium,
skull: see cranium.']" A primary division of the

Vertebrata, including those which possess a

skull and brain, or the whole of the Vertcbrata

excepting the Leptocardia or Acrania. Also

Craniata.

The Skulled Animals or Craniota (Man and all other

Vertebrates). Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 416.

craniotabes (kra"ni-o-ta'bez), n. [NL., < ML.
cranium + L. tabes,' a wasting, decline.] In

nathol., a condition of infants characterized by the form or meaning of a word,

the thinnine and softening of the cranial bones Quips, and crank*, and w
^{Vjlegr0| ^

3. [In this sense now associated with crank3
,

He [the hare] crankxaml crosses with a thousand doubles.

See how this river comes me cranking in,

And cuts me, from the best of all my land,

A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out.

SAo*.,lHen. IV., iii. 1.

II trans. To mark crosswise on (bread and

butter), to please a child. Sallitoell. [Prov.

Eng.]
crank1 (krangk), . [< crank1, a., or crank1

, v.]

1. A bend; a turn; a twist; a winding; an in-

volution.

I [the bellyl send it [food] through the rivers of your blood,

Even to the court, the heart, to the seat o' the brain,

And through the cranks and offices of man.
SAo*.,Cor.,i. 1.

Meet you no ruin but the soldier in

The cranks and turns of Thebes?
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

2. A twist or turn of speech ;
a conceit which

consists in a grotesque or fantastic change of

the thinning and softening of the cranial bones

in spots. Some cases seem to be connected

with rachitis and some with syphilis.

craniotomy (kra-ni-ot'o-mi), n. [= F. cranio-

tomie, < Gr. upaviav, the skull, + rofif/, a cutting,

<rt/j.veiv, cut: see anatomy.] In obstel., an oper-

ation in which the fetal head is opened when
it presents an obstacle to delivery

.

n., 2.] An absurd or unreasonable action caused

by a twist of judgment ;
a caprice ;

a whim
;
a

crotchet ;
a vagary.

Violent of temper ; subject to sudden cranks. Carlyle.

Pains
;
aches. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]^ .

craniovertebral (kra"m-6-ver'te-bral), a. [< crank'2 (krangk), n. [< ME. cranke ; perhaps <

ML. cranium + L. vertebra, vertebra, + -al.] jyg *cranc, in comp. "ccranc-staif, an unauthen-
ticated form in Somner, defined as "some kind

of weavers instrument"; appar. < crank1 , a.,

\)Sn^ crooked, which is, however, not recorded
NL. cranium (> It. cranio = F. crdne), ML. also

jn Mj; or ^g . see crank1
, a.] 1. A bent or

cranea, craneum (> Sp. crdneo = Pg. craneo); vertical arm attached to or projecting at an

Same as craniospinal.
cranium (kra'ni-um), n.

; pi. crania (-a). [Also

formerly cranion (after Gr.) and crany ; ML.

ft.

IM

Human Cranium or Calvarium, from above.

Fr, Pa, Oc, frontal, parietal, and occipital
bones ; Fr' , Cr, Sa. La, ti

tal, and lambdoid sutures.
ntal, coronal, sagit

or, as now
used, of any
animal

;
the

bones of the

head, collec-

tively. It is

possessed by all

vertebrates ex-

cept the Acra-
nia or Lep-
tocardia, and
by vertebrates

only. It is sup-

posed by some
anatomists to be
a series of modi-
fied vertebric

consisting of

three or four

segments,each a
modified verte-

bra, and there-

fore serially ho-

mologous with
the spinal col-

umn ; by others

,
or for changing circular into recip-

rocating motion, as in a saw-mill, or recipro-

cating into circular motion, as in a steam-en-

gine. The single crank (1) can be used only on the end
of an axis. The double crank (2) is employed when it is

necessary that the
axis should be ex-

tended on both
sides of the point
at which the re-

ciprocating motion
is applied. An
exemplification of

this arrangement is

afforded by the machinery of steam-vessels. The bell-

crank (3), so called from its ordinary use in bell-hanging,

performs a function totally different from that of the

others, being >iscd merely to change the direction of a re-

ciprocating motion, as from a horizontal to a vertical line.

He ground the whole matter over and over and over

again in his mind, with a hand never off the crank of the

mill, by day nor by night.
\V. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 275.

2. An iron brace for various purposes, such

as the braces which support the lanterns on

Cranks.

it Is supposed to the poop-quarters of vessels. 3. An iron at-
be a distinct superaddition to the vertebra;, and there- to ,,i.ij * tliA font in pnrlino- to nrnvent slir>-
fore only analogous to the spinal column. In a broad tacfiett to tne le ng, 10 pre

sense the hyoid and branchial arches are a part of the era- pmg. [Scotch.] 4. An instrument ol prison
nium. discipline, consisting of a small wheel, like the

2. More exactly, the brain-box
;
the bony case paddle-wheel of a steam-vessel, which, when

of the encephalon, as distinguished from those the prisoner turns a handle outside, revolves
bones of the skull which support the face and in a box partially filled with gravel. The labor

jaws. See cranial. 3. In entom., the integu- of turning it is more or less severe, according
ment of an insect's head excluding the antennae, *~ *' *:i- -' ~ i -' *- - j'-'-

eyes, and oral apparatus, and including the epi-

cranium, gula, and occiput.
crank1 (krangk), a. [Not found in ME., except
as in the prob. deriv. crank?, n., q. v.

; prob.
ult. < AS. crincan, pret. crane (also cringan,

pret. crang), fall, yield, succumb, appar. orig.

bend, bow; cf. crank1
, v., and see crincli, cringe.

The words here given under the form crank, _. ....
though here separated as to sense and histori- crank3 (krangk), a. and n. [Not found in this

cal relations into six groups, are more or less sense in ME. or AS., the alleged AS. "crane,
involved in meaningand cross-associations, and weak, infirm,being unauthenticated, a,nc\*crang,

appear to be ult. from the same verb-root. Oil as adj., dead, killed, an error; first in ear-

account of the dialectal, colloquial, technical, ly mod. E., the noun (II., 1) being a cant
or slan;* character of most of the senses, the word, indicating its origin from the D. : < MD.
records in literature are scanty, only one group, kranck, weak, feeble, infirm, sick, also, of things,
that of crank?, appearing in ME. or AS.] 1. weak, poor, insipid, D. krank, sick, ill, poor, =
Crooked; bent; distorted: as, a crank hand; OFries. kronk, crone, North Fries, crone, sick,
crafc-handed. 2. Hard; difficult: as, a crank = MLG. krank, weak, infirm, miserable, bad,
word. [Scotch in both senses.] sick, LG. krank, sick, = OHG. *chranch (not
crank1

(krangk), v. [Not found in ME., but recorded, but cf. deriv. "chranchalon, krankoldn,

appar. in part orig. a secondary form of "crink become weak),MHG.fcrac, weak, thin, slender,
(m crinkle), ult. of AS. crincan, pret. crane, poor, bad, small, later esp. weak in body, feeble,

to tne quantity of gravel__Disk crank, a disk car-

rying a crank-pin, and substituted for a crank.

crank2 (krangk), v. t. [< cranTft, .] 1. To
make of the shape of a crank

;
bend into a crank

shape. 2. To provide with a crank; attach a

crank to.

Connected with its axle, which was cranked for the pur-

pose. Thurston, Steam-Engine, p. 166.

3. To shackle; hamshackle (a horse). [Scotch.]

fall, yield, orig. bend, bow; crank, crankle, be-

ing related to *crink (crinch, cringe), crinkle, as

cramp1
, crumple, to crimp, crimple. In part the

verb crank1 depends on the noun. See crank1
,

a., and crank1
, n.] I. intrans. To run in a wind-

ing course
; bend; wind; turn.

sick, G. krank, sick (whence, from G. or LG.,
Icel. krankr, also krangr = Norw. Sw.. Dan.

krank, ill, sick) ; the adj. being also used as a

noun, MD. kranck, etc., or with inflection, MD.
krancke,T>. kranke = G. kranke, etc., a sick per-

son, a patient ;
whence the noun used in E., orig.

crank

with the epithet counterfeit, in ref. to persons
who feigned sickness or frenzy (cf. D. krank-

hoofdig, krankzinnig, crazy) in order to wring
money from the compassion or fears of the

beholder ; prob. from the pret. of an orig. Teut.

verb preserved only in AS. crincan, pret. crane

(also cringan, pret. crang), fall, yield, succumb,

orig. bend, bow, to which also crank1
, crank?,

crank*, and crank& are referred: seecranfc1
, etc.,

and crincli, cringe.] I.t Sick; ill; infirm;
weak. [North. Eng.]

She lodg'd him neere her bower, whence
He loued not to gad,

But waxed cranke for why ? no heart
A sweeter layer had.

Warner, Albion's Eng., vii. 36.

II. n. If. A sick person: first used with the

epithet counterfeit, designating a person who
feigned sickness or frenzy in order to wring
money from the compassion or fears of the be-

holder. See etymology and quotations.
Baser in habit, and more vile in condition, than the

Whip-iack, is the Counterfet cranke; who in all kind of

weather going halfe naked, staring wildly with his eyes,
and appearing distracted by his lookes, complayning onely
that he is troubled with the falling sicknes.

Dekker, Belman of London (ed. 1608), Big. C 3.

The Groundworke of Cony-catching ; the manner of their

Pedlers French, and the meanes to vnderstand the same,
with the cunning sleights of the Counterfeit Cranke.

Greene, Plays (ed. Dyce), Int., p. ex.

Thou art a counterfeit crank, a cheater.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 436.

2. [In this sense derived from the preceding,
but appar. also associated with crank1

, n., 3, a

whim, crotchet, caprice, and also, more or less,

with crank1
, a., and crank?, crank*, crank&, as

if involving the notions of crooked, irregular,

giddy, etc.] A person whose mind is ill-bal-

anced or awry ;
one who lacks mental poise ;

one
who is subject to crotchets, whims, caprices, or

absurd or impracticable notions
; especially,

a

person of this sort who takes up some one im-

practicable notion or project and urges it in sea-

son and out of season ;
a monomaniac. [Col-

loq., U. 8.]
But if he [Guiteau] should be a mere crank, and the act

[the assassination of Oarfleld] a mere whim, and the defen-

dant able to control his conduct, then you should find him
guilty.

Judge Wylie, Charge to the Jury in the Guiteau trial, 1882.

The person who adopts
"
any presentiment, any extrava-

gance as most in nature," is not commonly called a Tran-

scendentalist, but is known colloquially as a crank.
O. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 150.

crank4 (krangk), a. and n. [Not in early use,
but prob. another application of the orig.
crank1

, bent, ult. < AS. crincan, pret. crane,
fall: see crank1 and crank?. Cf. D. krengen =
Sw. kranga = Dan. krcenge, heave down, heel,

lurch, as a ship; of the same ult. origin.] I. a.

1. Naut., liable to lurch or to be capsized, as a

ship when she is too narrow or has not suffi-

cient ballast to carry full sail: opposed to stiff.

Also crank-sided.

The ship, besides being ill built and very crank, was,
to increase the inconveniency thereof, ill laden.

Hubbard, quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England,
[II. 400, note.

Towered the Great Harry, crank and tall, . . .

With bows and stern raised high in air.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

Hence 2. In a shaky or crazy condition;

loose; disjointed.
For the machinery of laughter took some time to get in

motion, and seemed crank and slack. Carlyle.

In the case of the Austrian Empire, the crank machinery
of the double government would augment all the difficul-

ties and enfeeble every effort of the State.

London Times, Nov. 11, 1876.

II. n. A crank vessel; a vessel overmasted
or badly ballasted. Halliu'ell.

crank5 (krangk), a. [Early mod. E. also cranck;
a dial, word, not in early use

; prob. a particu-
lar use of crank*, liable to be overset, shaky :

see crank*, and cf . crank^.] Brisk ; lively ; jolly ;

sprightly ; giddv ; hence, aggressively positive
or assured

;
self-assertive. [Now perhaps only

in the last use.]
He who was a little before liedred and caried lyke a dead

karkas on fower mannes shoulders, was now cranke and
lustie. J. IfdaU, On Mark ii.

Thou crank and curious damsel !

Turbermlle, To an old Gentlewoman that Painted her Face.

You knew I was not ready for you, and that made yon
so crank : I am not such a coward as to strike again, I

warrant you. Middlfton, Trick to Catch the Old One, i. 3.

How came they to grow so extremely crank and confi-

dent? Smith, Sermons, VI. i.

crank5t (krangk), adv. [< cranlfi, a.] Briskly;

cheerfully ;
in a lively or sprightly manner.

Like Chanticleare he crowed crank,
And piped ful merlly. Drayton.



crank

crank 1 '

(krangk,, t'. i. [Perhaps in part imita-
tive (cf. crack, creak), but appar. associated
witli crank'*, with allusion to the creaking of

a crank or windlass.] To creak, lln/lun-ll.

[North. Eng.]
crank" (kningk), . [< crank

, r.] 1. A creak-

ing, as of an ungreased wheel. 2. Figurative-
ly, something inharmonious.

When wanting thce, what tuneless crank*
Are my poor verses. llurnn.

[Scotch in both senses.]
crank-axle (krangk'ak'sl), 11. 1 . An axle which
bends downward between the wheels for the

purpose of lowering the bed of a wagon. 2.
In locomotives with inside cylinders, the driv-

ing-axle.
crank-bird (krangk'b6rd),w. [(.crank

1 + bird1
.]

The European lesser spotted woodpecker, Picas
minor.

crank-brace ( krangk'bras), n. The usual form
of carpenters' brace, which has a bent shank by
which it is rotated. E. H. Knight.
cranked (kraugkt), a. [< mint1 + -ed2.] Hav-
ing a bend or crank : as, a
cranked axle. - Cranked tool, a
turners' cutting tool, the shank of

which, near the cutting end, in In-nt

downward, and then again outward
toward the work. The rest, a, pre-
vents the tool from slipping away
from the work. Cranked Tool.

crank-hatches (krangk'hach'-
ez), n. pi. Hatches on the deck of a steam-
vessel raised to a proper elevation for covering
the cranks of the engines.
crank-hook (kraugk'huk), n. In a turning-
lathe, the rod connecting the treadle and the

crankiness (kraug'ki-nes). n. The state or

quality of being cranky, in any sense of the
word.
There is no better ballast for keeping the mind steady

on its keel, and saving It from all risks of erantinta, than
business. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 236.

crankle't (krang'kl), v. [Freq. of cranfc1
,

v.

Cf . crinkle.] I. intrans. To bend, wind, or turn,
as a stream.

Serpcggiare, . . . to go winding or cranHing in and out.
Florin.

Meander, who is said so Intricate to be,
Hath not so many turns nor crankling nooks as she [the

river Wye). Drayton, Polyolbion, vli. 198.

II. trans. To break into bends, turns, or an-

gles; crinkle.
Old Vaga's stream,

Forc'd by the sudden shock, her wonted track

Forsook, and drew her humid train aslope,
Cranklinij her banks. J. Philips, Cider, i.

crankle't (krang'kl), n. [< crankle^, v.] Abend
or turn; a crinkle ; an angular prominence.
crankle- (krang'kl), a. [Cf. crank3

, a., crank*,
a., andcrawfcy2.] Weak; shattered. Halliicell.

[North. Eng.]
crankness (krangk'nes), n. The state of being
crank, in any of its senses.
crankous (krang'kus), a. [< crank1

, crooked,
distorted (or crank3 ), + -ous.] Irritated

;
irri-

table
; cranky. [Scotch.]

crank-pin (krangk'piu), a. A pin connecting
the ends of a double crank, or projecting from
the end of a single crank. In either case it

serves for the attachment of a pitman or con-

necting-rod. E. H. Knight.
crank-plane (krangk'plan), n. 1. A plane the
bed or tool-stock of which is moved by a crank
and pitman. It is used for metals. 2. A spe-
cial machine for planing engine-cranks.
crank-shaft (krangk'shaft), n. A shaft turned

by a crank.
crank-sided (krangk' si 'ded), a. Same as

crank-wheel (krangk'hwel), n. In mach., a
wheel having near the periphery* wrist or pin
for the end of a connecting-rod which imparts
motion to the wheel, or receives motion from
it

;
a disk-crank.

cranky 1
(krang'ki). . [< crank'*, n., + -y

1
.] 1.

Having cranks or turns ; checkered. [North.
Eng.] 2. [With ref. to ran/.-', >,., '2, 3, and
with allusion also to crank3, n., 2.] Full of
cranks ; full of whims and crotchets

; having
the characteristics of a crank.
U illiam tin n delivered that the law of Patent was a

cruel wronir. . . . I said, U illiam Butcher. are yniirranJkyl
You are sometimes enmity." William said,

"
No, John, 1

tell you the truth.

Hirken*. \ 1'oor Man's Tale of a I'atent.

1 Mould like some lietter sort of weleolne in the evening
than \i hat a ei-iuikit old brute of a hut-keeper ean wive me.

//. Kintmiey, (ieottry llamlyn. \xvii
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cranky2 (krang'ki), a. [< crank3 + -y
1

. Cf.

cranky 1
, cranky3 , rnniky*.] Sickly; ailing.

Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
cranky3 (krang'ki), a. [< crank* + -y

1
.] 1.

\aiit., liable to be overset: same as crank*, 1.

sitting iii the inidille of a cranky hirch-hark canoe, on
the Kestlgouche, with an Indian at the !M>W and another
at the stem. .V. Xiehutat, XIII. 745.

2. In a shaky or loose condition
; rickety.

The machine, being a little crankier, rattles more, and
the performer is called on for a more visible exertion.

Lowell, study Wlndowi, p. 131.

cranky4 (krang'ki), n. [<eranfc6 + -yl.] Merry;
cheerful : same as crank6 .

cranky5 (krang'ki), . ; pi. crankies (-kiz). [Ori-

gin uncertain.] A pitman. [North. Eng.]
crannied (kran'id),o. [< crannyl + -erf2.] Hav-
ing crevices, chinks, or fissures.

Flower In the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies.

Tennyton, Flower in the Crannied Wall.

crannog (kran'og), n. [Ir. crannog = Gael.

crannay, a pulpit, crosstrees of a ship, round

top of a mast, etc., < Ir. and Gael, crann, a tree,
a mast: see crane2.] An ancient lake-dwell-

ing in Ireland. Such dwellings were sometimes built

entirely of stone or wood, but more usually of a combina-
tion of stones and piles. Some, however, were made of
hasketwork and sod, and some stood on platforms like
the Swiss lake-dwellings. They were Invariably roundish
or irregularly oval in form, and were built in lakes and
morasses. In these crannogs are found articles of various

kinds, from the rudest flint implements to highly finished
ornaments of gold. Also crannoye.

crannuibh, n. [Ir., < crann, a tree.] Inrcn<roJ.,
a form of Celtic javelin to which a long thong
was attached, that it might be drawn back after

being hurled.

cranny1
(kran'i), n. ; pi. crannies (-iz). [Early

mod. E. crannie, cranie, < ME. crany, appar. a
dim. of *cran, < OF. cran, cren, mod. F. cran

(Walloon cren), m., OF. also crene, erenne, f., =
It. dial, cran, m., crena, f., a notch (cf. OHO.
chrinna, MHG. krinne, G. dial, krinne = LG.
learn, a notch, groove, crevice, cranny, appar.
not an orig. Teut. word) ; prob. < L. crena, a

notch, found in classical L. only once, in a
doubtful passage in Pliny, but frequent in lat-

er glossaries : see crena, crenate, and cf. cornel,

crenel, crenelle, from the same ult. source.] Any
small narrow opening, fissure, crevice, or chink,
as in a wall, a rock, a tree, etc.

We neede not seeke some secret cranie, we see an open
gate. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 28.

In a firm building, the cavities ought to be filled with
brick or stone, fitted to the cranniex. Dryden.
He peeped into every cranny. Arbuthiutt, John Bull.

Their old hut was like a rabbit-pen : there was a tow-
head to every crack and cranny.

H. B. Stom, Oldtown, p. 109.

Wall-weed sweet,
Kissing the cranniet that are split with heat

Swinburne, St. Dorothy.

cranny 1
(kran'i), r. i. ; pret. and pp. crannied,

ppr.crannying. [< cranny 1
, n.] 1. To become

intersected with or penetrated by crannies,

clefts, or crevices.

The ground did cranny everywhere,
And Tight did pierce the hell. A. Goitling.

2. To enter by crannies
; haunt crannies.

All teilantless, save by the crannying wind.

Huron, Chlide 'Harold, ill. 47.

cranny2
(krau'i), a. [Appar. a var. of canny

or cranky*.] Pleasant ; brisk ; jovial. [Local.]
cranny3 (kran'i), w.

; pi. cranniex (-iz). [Origin
uncertain.] A tool for forming the necks of

glass bottles. E. B. Knight.
cranock (kran'ok), . [Also, as W., crynng, <

W. crynog, an 8-bushel measure.] A Welsh
measure for lime, equal to 10 or 12 Winchester
bushels.

cranreuch (kran'ruch), n. [Also written cran-

reugh, crandruch, crainroch, derived by Jamie-
son from Gael, "cranntarach, hoar frost, but
the nearest Gael, word for 'hoar frost '

appears
to be crith-reodhadh, < crith, tremble, shake, +
i-imlhadh, freezing, < reodh, freeze.] Hoar frost.

[Scotch.]
And infant frosts tiegin to bite,
In hoary cranrfuch drest.

Burnt, Jolly Beggars.

crantara (krau'ta-ra), w. [Repr. Gael, cninn-

tara, -taraidh, also called croistara, -taraidli,

lit. the beam or cross of reproach, < crann, a

beam, shaft, etc. (see crane2
, crannog), or croia,

cross (see cross 1
), + fair, reproach, disgrace.]

The fiery cross which in old times formed the

rallying-symbol in the Highland.s of Scotland
on any sudden emergency: so called because

neglect of the symbol implied infamy.

crape

crantst (krants), w. [Early mod. E. also co-

i-'iin'i-; prob. taken from Scaiid.orD.: Icel.kram
= 8w. krana = l)ini. I. rand* = 1). kranlK, ATOMS,
< (\.kranz, Mile. ( H H ;. l.raia, a garland. Vari-
ous emendations have been proposed by differ-

ent editors. Cf. cranee.] A garland carried
before the bier of a maiden and hung over her

grave.
But that great command o'eraways the order,

she should ill ground unsanctitled have lodgd
Till the last trumpet ; for charitable prayers,
Shards, Hint*, and pebbles should be thrown on her,
\ et here is she allow 'd her virgin cran/*,
Her maidi M Htrewments, ami the bringing home
Of bell and burial. fikak., Hamlet, v. 1 (Ifuarto, lion

crany (kra'ni), n. [< ML. M.. cranium: see

cranium.] The skull; the cranium. Sir T.

Browne. [Kare.]
cranyt (kra'ni), r. t. [Appar. < crany, n.] To
cause to give a dull, hollow sound.

The laxness of that membrane [the tympaneum] will

certainly dead and crany the sound.
,. Elements of Speech.

crap 1
(krap), n. [A dial, form of crop, in its

several senses.] 1. The highest part or top of

anything. [Scotch.] 2. The crop or craw of

a fowl : used ludicrously for a man's stomach.

[Scotch.]
He has a crap for a' corn. Kaintay't Scotch I'roverb*.

3. A crop of grain. [Scotch and western U. 8.]

crap 1
(krap), t'. i.

; pret. and pp. crapped, ppr.
crapping. [< crapi, n.] To raise a crop. [West-
ern U. S.]

crap2
(krap), n. [< ME. crajipe, also in pi.

crappes, crappys, craps, chaff; in some cases
of uncertain meaning, perhaps buckwheat ; cf .

ML. crappa!, pi., also crapinum, OF. crapiH,
chaff

; perhaps < OD. krappen, cut off, pluck
off: see cro, t'. and .] 1. Darnel. [Prov.
Eng.] 2. Buckwheat. [Prov. Eng.]
crapaudine 1

(krap'a-din), n. [F. crapaudine,
an ulcer on the coronet of a horse, a grating,
valve, socket, sole, step, also (lit.) a loadstone,
< crapatul, a toad; origin uncertain.] In far-
riery, an ulcer on the coronet of a horse's
hoof.

crapaudine2
(krap'a-din), n. [F. crapaurfine,

a socket, sole, step, etc. : see crapaudine 1
.] In

in-fli.. turning on pivots at the top and bottom :

said of doors.

crape (krap), . [The same word as F. crepe,

recently borrowed (in 18th century), but

spelled (perhaps first in trade use) after E.

analogies, = D. krep, krip = G. krepp = Dan.
krep = Pg. crepe, < F. crepe, formerly crespe,

crape, a silk tissue curled into minute wrinkles,
< OF. crespe, curled, frizzled, crisped, < L. ens-

pus, crisp : see crisp, a. and n.] 1 . A thin, semi-

transparent stuff made of silk, finely crinkled or

crisped, either irregularly or in long, nearly par-
allel ridges. It is made white, black, and also colored.
The black has a peculiarly somber appearance, from it

rough surface without gloss, and U hence considered es-

pecially appropriate for mourning dress. Japanese crape
u in general of the character above described, but 1s often

printed in bright colors, and Is sometimes used for rich
dresses.

A saint in crape. Is twice a saint in lawn.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 136.

When in the darkness over me,
The four-handed mole shall scrape,

Plant thon no dusky cypress-tree,
Nor wreathe thy cap with doleful crape.

Tennyton, To- , ill.

2t. One dressed in mourning; a hired mourner;
a mute.
We cannot contemplate the magnificence of the Cathe-

dral without reflecting on the abject condition of those
tattered craven said to ply here for occasional burials or
sermons witn the same regularity as the happier drudges
who salute us with the cry of " coach !"

'.'. Civilian, quoted In N. and Q.. 7th ser, V. 196.

Australian crape, a French goods made of cotton and
wool In imitation of crape. >.'. //. Kni

:
M. Bird's-eye

crape, a thin material made for East Indian markets.
Canton crape, China crape, material manufactured in

the same way as common crape, but heavier, much more
glossy, and smoother to the touch. The corded threads
have a peculiar twisted, knotty appearance, which is said
to be produced by twisting two yarns together in the re-

verse way. It is used especially for shawls, which are
often enil.roidered with the needle. Victoria crape, a
cotton rrape imitating crape made of silk.

crape (krap), r. f.
; pret. and pp. craped, ppr.

craping. [< F. creper, crisp, curl : see crape, .,

and cf. crisp, r.] 1. To curl
;
form into ring-

lets ; crimp, crinkle, or frizzle : as, to crape the
hair.

The hour advanced on the Wednesdays and Saturdays
is for curling and craping the hair, which it now requires
twice aweek. Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, 111

2. To cover or drape with crape.



crape-cloth

crape-Cloth (kvap'kloth), . A woolen mate-

rial, heavier and of greater width than crape,

but crimped and crisped in imitation of it, used

for mourning garments.
crape-fish (krap'flsh), . [< crape (obscure) +
Jish.} Codfish salted and pressed to hardness.

crape-hair (krap'har), . Loose hair used by
actors for making false beards, etc.

craplet, . An obsolete variant of grapple.

They did the monstrous Scorpion vew
With ugly craples crawling in their way.

Spenser, V. Q., V. viii. 40.

crapnelt, < An obsolete variant of grapnel.

crappet, An obsolete form of erOfP.

crappie (krap'i), n. [Origin obscure. Cf. P.

crape, the crabfish.] A sunfish, Pomojcys (i)iini-

laris, of the family Centrarchida.', found in the

Mississippi. It has a compressed body, incurved pro-

tile, and the relative positions of the dorsal and anal fins

Crappie (Pomoxjrs annularis).

are oblique that is, not directly opposite. There are

from 6 to 8 spines in the dorsal and in the anal fin. Its

color is a silvery olive with brassy sheen, and mottled with

greenish. It is common in the Mississippi valley and the

Southern States, and is sometimes esteemed as a food-nsh.

Also called campbellite , newlitjht, and bachelor.

crappit-head (krap'it-hed), n. [< Sc. erappit, .

pp. of crap, stuff, lit. fill the crap or crop (see

crap
1

, crop), + head.] A haddock's head stuffed

with the roe, oatmeal, suet, onions, and pep-

per. [Scotch.]
I expected him sae faithfully, that I gae a look to mak-

ing the friar's chicken mysell, and the crappit-heads too.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxii.

craps (kraps), n. pL [ME. crappes, craps, chaff;

prop. pi.
of crap2 , q.v.] 1. Chaff. [Prov.Eng.j

2. The seed-pods of wild mustard or char-

lock. [Scotch.] 3. The refuse of hogs' lard

burned before a fire. [Prov. Eng.]
crapulat (krap'u-la), n. [L., < <3r. Kpantafa], a
drunken sickness, intoxication.] Same as crap-
ulence.

The drunkard now supinely snores ; . . .

Yet when he wakes, the swine shall find

A erapula remains behind.

Cotton, Night, Quatrains.

crapulet (krap'ul), . [F., < L. erapula, drunk-
enness: see erapula.} Same as crapulence.

crapulence (krap'u-lens), . [< crapulent: see

-ence.} Drunkenness; a surfeit, or the sick-

ness following drunkenness.

crapulent (krap'u-lent), a. [< LL. crapulentus,

drunk, < L. erapula, drunkenness: see erapula.}
Same as crapulous.

crapulous (krap'u-lus), a. [= F. crapuleux, <

LL. crapulosus, drunken, < L. erapula, drunken-
ness : see erapula.'} Drunken ; given up to ex-

cess in drinking; characterized by intemper-
ance. [Bare.]

I suppose his distresses and his crapulous habits will

not render him difficult on this head.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 434.

Rather than such cockney sentimentality as this, as an
education for the taste and sympathies, we prefer the most
craptdous group of boors that Teniers ever painted.

George Eliot, Essays, p. 142.

crapy (kra'pi), a. [< crape -r- -y*.} Like crape ;

having the appearance of crape that is, hav-

ing the surface crimped, crisped, or waved,
either irregularly or in little corrugations
nearly parallel.
Her . . . delicate head was encircled by a sort of crapy

cloud of bright hair. H . B. Stowe, Chimney Corner, x.

craret (krar), n. [Also written crayer and cray;
Sc. crayar, crear ; < ME. crayer, krayer = OSw.
krejare, a small vessel with one mast, < OF.
craier, ML. craiera, creyera, etc.

; origin ob-

scure.] A slow unwieldy trading-vessel for-

merly used.

Coggez and crayers, than crossez thaire mastez,
At the commandment of the kynge, uncoverde at ones.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 738.

A certain crayer of one Thomas Motte of Cley, called
the Peter (wherein Thomas Smith was master).

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 168.

What coast thy sluggish crare
Might easiliest harbour in?

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

craset, v. and n. See craze.

crash! (krash), v. [Early mod. E. crasshe, <
ME. crasshen, craschen, gnash, grate, as teeth,
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break, shatter, an imitative variation (with

change of s to sh: cf. clash, dash, smash, etc.)

of crasen, break: see craze.'} I. intrans. To
make a loud, clattering, complex sound, as of

many solid things falling and breaking toge-

ther
;
fall down or in pieces with such a noise.

Sinks the full pride her ample walls enclos'd

In one wild havoc crash'd, with burst beyond
Heaven's loudest thunder. Mallet, Excursion.

Thunder crashes from rock
To rock. M. Arnold, Rugby Chapel.

II. trans. To cause to make a sudden, violent

sound, as of breaking or dashing in pieces; dash

down or break to pieces violently with a loud

noise
;
dash or shiver with tumult and violence.

He shak't his head and crasht his teeth.

Fair/ax, tr. of Tasso, vil. 52.

All within was noise

Of songs, and clapping hands, and boys
That crash'd the glass and beat the floor.

Tennyson, In Memorial!!, Ixxxvii.

crash1 (krash), n. [< crasftl, i>.] 1. A loud,

harsh, multifarious sound, as of solid or heavy
things falling and breaking together: as, the

crash of a falling tree or a falling house, or any
similar sound.

All thro' the crash of the near cataract hears

The drumming thunder of the huger fall

At distance. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A falling down or in pieces with a loud noise

of breaking parts ; hence, figuratively, destruc-

tion
; breaking up ; specifically, the failure of

a commercial undertaking ;
financial ruin. 3.

A basket filled with fragments of pottery or

glass, used in a theater to simulate the sound
of the breaking of windows, crockery, etc.

crash2 (krash), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A
strong, coarse linen fabric used for toweling,
for packing, and for dancing-cloths to cover

carpets. 2. A piece or covering of this mate-

rial, as a dancing-cloth.
crasis (kra'sin), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpaoic,, a min-

gling, (. Kfpawwat, (~^*Kpa), mix, ^ also E. cra-

ter.] 1. Inwerf., the mixture of the constituents

of a fluid, as the blood
; hence, temperament ;

constitution.

[He] seemed not to have had one single drop of Danish
blood In his whole crasis. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 11.

2. In gram., a figure by which two different

vowels are contracted into one long vowel or

into a diphthong, as alethea into alethe, tei-

cheos into teichous. It is otherwise called syne-
resis. Specifically, in Gr. gram., the blending or con-
traction of the final vowel-sound (vowel or diphthong) of

one word with the initial vowel-sound of the next, so as

to form a long vowel or diphthong. The two words are
then written as one, and the sign (') called a coronis, simi-

lar in appearance to a smooth breathing, or instead of the
coronis the rough breathing of the article or relative pro-
noun if these stand first, is written over the contracted

vowel-Bound, as rayada for ra ayadd, nav for Km tY, apijp
for 6 avrjp.

crask (krask), a. [< ME. crash, perhaps <

OF. was, < L. crassus, fat, thick: see crass.}

Fat; lusty; hearty; in good spirits. [Prov.
Eng.]

craspeda, w. Plural of craspedum.
Craspedacusta (kras"pe-da-kus'ta), n. [NL.,
< Gr. KpdairsSov, edge, border, + aKouorffc, a hear-

er, < oKowrdf, verbal adj. of cmovftv, hear: see

acoustic.} A remarkable genus of fresh-water

jelly-fishes, the only one known, characterized

by the development of otoliths and velar ca-

nals : referred by Lankester to the family Peta-

sidte of Trachymedusie, and byAllman to the Lep-
totned'USfB. The only species, Craspedacusta swverbii, also

known as Limnocodium weoria,wasdiseovered by Sowerby
in a warm-water tank in London, in which the plant Vic-

toria regia was growing, and was described almost simul-

taneously by Lankester and Allman, under the two names
above given. Nature, June 17 and 24, 1880.

Crassipedia

Craspedocephalus (kras"pe-do-sef'a-lus), n.

[NL., < Gr. itf&nreiev, edge, border, + ne^a'At/,

head.] A genus of very venomous serpents of

the warmer parts of America, of the family Cro-

talidcu. C. lanceolatus is a large and much dreaded West
Indian species, 5 or (i feet long, known as the fer-de-lance.
See cut in preceding column.

Oraspedota (kras-pe-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of craspedotus, < Gr. as if *KpaoKttiuTvf, bor-

dered, < Kpaairtiovv, surround with a border, <

KpaaneSov, edge, border.] The naked-eyed or

gymnophthalmpus medusae; the Hydromedu>i(e

proper, as distinguished from the Acraspeda :

so called from their muscular velum.

The term Craspedota refers to those [Medusa-.] in which
a well marked velum is found, the Acraspeda where the

same is absent. Stand. Sat. Hist,, I. 94.

Fer-de-lance (CrasfrdoctphalHS lanceotatus).

craspedote (kras'pe-dot), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to the Craspedota.
The Hydroidea and Siphonophora are craspedote, the

Discophora are supposed to be destitute of a veil, and are

therefore acraspedote. Stand. Xat. Hist., I. 94.

II. n. One of the Cras}>edota.

craspedototal (kras'pe-do-to'tal), a. [< Gr. as

if */c/MH77TE<S<jTof, bordered (see Craspedota), +
ovc, (UT-), ear, + -al.} Having velar otoliths, as

a medusa.
In both Trachomednsie and Narcomedusse the marginal

bodies belong to the tentacular system ; . . . while in the

Leptomedusie, the only other order of craspedototal Me-
dusic in which marginal vesicles occur, these bodies are

genetically derived from the velum.

Gill, Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 340.

craspedum (kras'pe-dum),f.; pi. craspeda (-da).

[NL., < Gr. KpaavfAov, edge, border.] One of

the long convoluted cords attached to and pro-

ceeding from the mesenteries of Actinozoa, and

bearing thread-cells.

Craspemonadina (kras-pe-mon-a-di'nS), n. pi.

[NL., for *Craspedomonadina, < Gr. updaireoov,

edge, border,+ [lavac, (fwvaf-), a unit (see monas),
+ -iw2.] In Stein's system (1878), a family of

flagellate infusorians, represented by the gen-
era Codonosiga, Codonocladium, Codonodesmus,
and Salpingaica, and corresponding to some ex-

tent with the order later named Choanoflagel-
lata.

crass (kras), a. [= F. crasse, OF. eras = Sp.
craso = Pg. It. crasso = Dan. kras, < L. crassus,

thick, dense, fat, solid, perhaps orig. "crattus,
with sense of 'thickly woven,' and akin to

cratis, a hurdle, and cartilago, cartilage: see

crate and cartilage, and cf. crask. Connection
with gross is very doubtful. ] 1 . Thick ;

coarse ;

gross ;
not thin nor fine : now chiefly used of

immaterial things.
Does the fact look cra* and material, threatening to de-

grade thy theory of spirit?
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 277.

The most airy subjective idealism and the crassest ma-
terialism are one and the same. Adamson, Fichte, p. 115.

2. Gross
; stupid ; obtuse : as, cross ignorance.

A cloud of folly darkens the soul, and makes it crass and
material. Jer. Taylor, Sermons (1653), p. 208.

There were many crass minds in Middlemarch whose
reflective scales could only weigh things in the lump.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 171.

Give me the hidalgo with all his crack-brained eccentri-

cities, rather than the c-rass animalism of Sancho Panza.
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 344.

crassamentt (kras'a-ment), n. [Improp. crassi-

ment; < L. crassantentuni
, thickness, thick sedi-

ment, dregs, < crassare, make thick, < crassus,
thick: see cross.] Thickness.

Now, as the bones are principally here intended, so also

all the other solid parts of the body, that are made of the

same crassiment of seed, may be here included.

J. Smith, Solomon's Portraiture of Old Age, p. 179.

crassamentum (kras-a-men'tum), n. ; pi. cros-

samenta (-til). [L., thickness, thick sediment:
see crassament.} A clot ;

a coagulum ; specifi-

cally, a clot of blood consisting of the fibrinous

portion colored red from the blood-corpuscles
entangled in*it.

crass-headed (kras'hed'ed), o. [< cross + head
+ -erf2 .] Thick-headed ;

obtuse. [Kare.]
The imminent danger to which crass-headed conserva-

tives of our day are exposing the great rule of prescription.
The Nation, Dec. 23, 1809, p. 558.

crassilingual (kras-i-ling'gwal), a. [< L. cras-

sus, thick, + lingua, tongue, -f- -al.} In herpet.,

having a thick fleshy tongue.

crassimentt, . See erassamciit.

crassiped (kvas'i-ped), o. and . I. a. In couch..

having a thick fleshy foot.

II. . One of the Crussipedia.

Crassipedia (kras-i-pe'di-a), H. pi. [NL. (La-

marck, 1807), < L. crassus', thick, heavy, + pes

(ped-), foot. ] In couch., a section of diinyiariau
bivalves having a thick fleshy foot. It was



Crassipedia

framed for the Tubtcolte, I'holadariti, Solenacea,
and Mijinria.
Crassitherium (kras-i-the'ri-um), . [NL., <

L. crdKKux, thick, + Gr. 6>n>iov, a wild beast, <

%), a wild beast.] A genus of fossil sireuians,
founded by Van Beueden upon a part of a skull

discovered in Belgium.
crassitude (kras'i-tud), . [< L. crassitudo, <

rniHHim, thick: sec </</..] Coarseness; thick-

ness
;
deuseuess. [Rare.]

The greuU-r I'raxxitmtf unit gravity of sea-water.

H'iKKlininl, I'M. toward* ;l Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

crassly (kras'li), adv. In a crass manner;
coarsely; grossly; stupidly; ignorantly.

EVUII the workingnian instinctively re-acttt :i-:iin-t the
narrow in'.; Irmlftieiesof luachine-work and special skilled

employment, and speculates wittily anil r/YiMtli/ about po-
litical, social, or religioiia problems.

O. S. Hall, Oerman Culture, p. 302.

crassness (kras
'

nes), n. The quality of be-

ing crass
;
coarseness

;
thickness

;
denseness

;

heaviness; grossness; stupidity.

The ethereal body contracts cramnru, . . . as the Im-
material faculties abate In their exercise.

aianrilli-, lYc-cxintouce of Souls, p. 118.

Crassula (kras'u-lft), n. [NL. (so called in ref-

erence to their thick, succulent leaves), dim.
of L. crassuM, thick: see crags.'] A genus of

plants, natural order Crassulaeete, consisting of

succulent herbs and shrubs, chiefly natives of

South Africa. Various species are cultivated
for the beauty of their flowers and for bedding
purposes.
Crassulacese (kras-u-la'sS-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Crassula + -acca.] The'houseleek family, a
natural order of polypetalous exogens. It con-

8ists of succulent plants with herbaceous or shrubby
stems and annual or perennial roots, growing in hot, dry,

exposed places In the more temperate parts of the world,
hut chiefly in Houth Africa. Many species of Crastmla,

Rochea, Semitervieum, Srtlum, aim Cotyledon are culti-

vated for their showy flowers and especially for bedding
effects. Tin- American species lielong mostly to the genera
Sedum and Cotyledon, and are especially abundant on the
western side of the continent.

crassulaceous (kras-u-la'shius), a. Belonging
to or characteristic of the order Crassulacea!.

crastinationt (kras-ti-na'shon), n. [< ML. cras-

tinatio(n-), in sense of '

holiday,' but lit. a put-
ting off till to-morrow, < L. crastinus, of to-mor-

row, < eras, to-morrow. Cf. procrastination.]
Procrastination ; delay.

-crat. See -cracy.

CrataegUS (kra-te'gus), n. [NL., < Or. upd-raiyoc,,

a kind of flowering thorn.] A rosaceous genus
of trees and shrubs, of about 30 species, natives
of northern temperate regions, and about equal-
ly divided between North America and the old

world. All are armed with short woody spines, and are

hence commonly known as thorns. The fruit, called a
li'H". containing several hard, !>ony cells, is often edible.

The wood is heavy, hard, and close-grained. The haw-
thorn, C. Oxyacantha of Europe, is often cultivated for

ornament, iti several varieties, and Is largely used for

hedges, etc. Other species are sometimes cultivated. See
torn.

Crataeva (kra-te'vS), . [NL., after Gr. Kpa-
Teiiif, L. Crattevas, name of a Greek herbalist.]
A genus of East and West Indian plants, natural
order Capparidacea. The fruit of C. gynandra has
a peculiar alliaceous odor, whence it has received the
name of garlic-pear.

cratch 1

1 (krach), v. t. [< ME. cratchen, cracch-

en, scratch, prob. for "cratsen, = Sw. kratsii

= Dan. kraase, scratch, scrape, claw, = Icel.

krassa, scrawl, = MD. kratsen, kretscn, D. kras-

sen = MLG. LG. kratzen, krassen. scratch,

scrape, all prob. (the E. and Scand. through
LG.) < OHG. chrazzon, chrazon, crayon, MHO.
krafa'H, krrtzru, Q. kratzen (> It. grattare = 8p.

Pg. grattar = F. gratter, > E. grate : see grate*),

scratch, scrape, = Sw. kratta = Dan. krattc,

scratch, scrape (perhaps also from G., after the
I;. mi. forms); cf. Icel. Icrota, engrave, orna-
ment. The OHG. chrazzon is perhaps orig.

Teut., but is derived by some from LL. charax-

are, ML. caraxare, < Gr. ;tapd<T<7v,Bcratch, en-

grave: see character. In mod. E. cratch1 is

represented by scratch, q. v.] To scratch.

With that other paw hym was cracching
All hys Aminre he to-breke and tere,
So Imth on an hepe till, lH>tll knyght and bere.

limn, nj 1'tirl, ,i,ii/ (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6892.

cratch'-'t (krach). . [< ME. cratclie, cracche,
I'ri/'i-lii; < OK. i-n clif. a crib, manger, F. creche, a
crib, manger, rack, = 1'r. i-rc/tcha, crepia = It.

iiri'/>i>iit, < OHO. ri-i/i/irt, t-hriplia, for *c/i rii>/>j<t,

MHO. (J. kri/i/M'. a crib, = E. erib, of which
crutch- is tlnm ult. a doublet.] 1. A grated
crib or manger.
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Hi- i-ncraillcil was

In simple cratch, wrapt In a watl of liar.

Spenter, Hymn uf II.-avi-nly lre, 1. 226.

I was laid In the cratch, 1 was wrapped in swathllng-
cloathi. llaJce.mil, Apology.

2. A rack or open framework.
In Bengo and Coanza they are forced to set rp, (or a

time, houses vp.ni rratehn, tlu-ir other houses being taken

vp for the Riuers lodgings. I'vrchtu, riluritnayr. p. II'.N'I.

cratch-cradle (krach'kra'dl), . [< eraHi- +
cradle; but prob. an accom. of cafs-cradle,

q. v.l Same as cat's-cradle.

cratches (kracVez). n.pl. [PI. of 'cratch 1
, n.,

< cratch 1
, r., after G. kratze, the itch, cratches,

< kratzen, scratch : see cratch 1
.'] A swelling on

the pastern, under the fetlock, and sometimes
under the hoof, of a horse.

crate (krat), n. [< L. cratis, wickerwork, a
hurdle ;

akin to cradle and hurdle, q. v. Doub-
let grate*.] 1. A kind of basket or hamper
of wickerwork, used for the transportation of

china, glass, crockery, and similar wares; hence,
any openwork casing, as a box made of Mats
used for packing or transporting commodities,
as peaches.
A quantity of olives, and two large vessels of wine, which

she placed in the crate, saying to the porter. Take it up,
and follow me. Arabian flights (tr. by LaneX I. 121.

2. The amount held by such a casing,
crater (kra'ter), . [= F. tratfre = Sp. cra-

ter = Pg. cratera = It. era tere, cratera = D. G.
Dan. krater, a crater (def. 2), < L. crater, a

bowl, < Gr. K/xtT/tp, a vessel in which wiuo was
mixed with water, a basin (in a rock), the crater
of a volcano, < ntpawvvai (^ **y>o), mix.] 1.

pi. eratereg (krii-

te'rez). Inelan-
siral miiii/.. a

large vessel or

vase in which
water was mix-
ed with wine
according to

accepted for-

mulas, and
from which it

was dipped out
and served to

the guests in the
smaller pour-
ing-vessels (oi-

nochoe). The
typical form of the

crater is open and liell-like, witli a foot, and a small han-
dle placed very low on either side. Many lieautiful (Ireek

examples are preserved, especially in the retl-ttgured pot-

tery. Also written krater. Compare oxybaphon.

Very interesting is the group of vases, a crater, two am-
phoric, and numerous howls.

C. 0. UHller, Manual of Archicol. (trans.), J 301.

A fine early Corinthian crater, found atCrereand now In

the Louvre, with black figures representing Heracles feast-

ing with Eurytlus. I:', ,-. Brit., XIX. 610.

2. Ill geol., the cup-shaped depression or cavity
of a volcano, forming the orince through which
the erupted material finds its way to the sur-

face, or has done so in former times if the vol-

cano is at present extinct or dormant. Such a

depression is usually surrounded by a pile of ashes and
volcanic debris, which forms the cone. Some craters have
a very regular form ; others are lubken down more or less

on one side.

3. Mitit., a cavity formed by the explosion of

a military mine. 4f. Any hollow made in the
earth by subterranean forces. [Rare.]
Then the Crater* or breaches made In the earth by hor-

rible earthquakes, caused by the violent eruptions of Fire,
shall be wide enough to swallow up not only Cities but
whole Countries. StiUintrjteet, Sermons, I. xi.

5. |''"y.] An ancient southern constellation
south of Leo and
Virgo. It is supposed
to represent a vase
with two handles and
a base. 6. In elect.,
a hollow cavity
formed in the posi-
tive carbon of an arc-

lamp when contin-
uous currents are
used.

cratera (kra-te'rii),
n. ; pi. cratera' (-re).

[L., a fern, form of

crater, a basin: see

crater.] In lx>t., the

cup-shaped receptacle of certain lichens and

tnagi
crateral (kra'ter-al), n. [< cratir + -til.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of the crater of

a volcano.

cravat

After a volcano has long Id-en silent and the large crater

has been moraorlessfllleo!, . . . renewal of activity through
the old i -111111111 -I may give rise to the formation of a new
cone seated within tin- old crateral hollow.

Huxley, Physiography, p. I'M.

crateres, . Plural of crater, 1.

crateriform (kra-ter'i-f6rm), a. [= F. crateri-

fiirini ,
< L. crater, a crater, + forma, shape.]

Having the form of a crater
; conically hollowed ;

formed like a wine-glass without the base, or

nearly like an inverted truncate cone with an
excavated base. As specifically used In entomology,
it differs from rttltilhifnrnt in implying less dilated sides,
and from i nfii mlibultform in implying a less deep and
regular hollow. In Itotany It signifies basin- or saucer-

shaped.

This hill (in St. Jago) Is conical, 450 feet in height, and
retains some traces of having had a erateri/ariii structure.

Darurin, Ueol. Observations, I. 11.

craterlet (kra'ter-let), . [< crater + -let.} A
small crater.

Later a little pit or craterlet made Its appearance |on the
midjii |, less than a mile in diameter, according to the first

observations ; still later, towards the end of 18o7, it had
grown larger and was aljout two miles In diameter.

New Princeton Rev., \. 67.

Ten Mile Hill, half-way Idjtween Charleston and sum
mervllle, developed craterletit and "

craterifonii
"
orifices.

Jour. Franklin Intl., CXXII. 3t*.

Crateropodidse (kra'te-ro-pod'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < t'rateroinis (-;>/-)'+ -idte.] A family
of oscine passerine birds of the old world, of

which the genus Crateropus is the leading one.
lliey include the most typical babblers, notable for their

large, clumsy feet and claws, and strong, rounded wings ;

but In inanyrespecU they resemble thrushes, and neither

nor the position of
the family is set-

tled. These birds,
as a rule, are grega-
rious, and not g<d>d
songsters.

Crateropus
( kra-ter'o-pus) ,

n. [NL.,' < Gr.

KparrpAc,, strong,
stout, + Jroi'C

Crater of Eiiph
Creek r

tr.i trrefm plebtiut.

A genus of chief-

ly African os-

cine passerine
birds, known as

babblers, and
commonly re-

ferred to the

family Pycnono-
tida; as type of a subfamily t'rateronodince, or

giving name to a family ('rateropoaidir. As at

present used, thegenus includes 15 species, ranging through
Africa beyond the Sahara and In India. I he example tin

urcd is a dark race of C. plebeitut from the /.uinbe/i.

craterous (kra'ter-us), a. [< crater + -ous.~\

Belonging to or like a crater. R. Browning.
[Rare.]

-cratic, -cratical. See -cracy.
Cratinean (kra-tin'e-an), a. and n. [< Gr. Kpa-
Tivtiof, < K/xiTlvnc., L.' cVoWMW.] I. a. Of orper-
taining to the Greek comic poet Cratinus, who
lived about 520-423 B. c. : as, Cratinean verse
or meter.

II. H. A logaoedic meter frequent in Greek

comedy, composed of a first Glyconic and a
trochaic tetrapody catalectic, the first foot of

the latter being treated like a basis that is,

having both syllables common : thus,

The Comtellatjon Crater. From
rtolemy's description.

See Eupolidean, n.

craumpisht, . t. Same as cramjnsti.
craunch (kriinch), r. (. [Also written cranch,
and in other forms, due to imitative variation,

crunch, scrunch, scrunch, q. v.] To crush with
the teeth

;
crunch. See crunch.

She can cranck
A sack of small-coal, eat you lime and hair.

II. Jonnon, Magnetick Lady, I. 1.

She would craunch the wings of a lark, bones and all,

lietween her teeth.

Sir/ft, Gulliver's Travels, Hroldlingnag. ill.

cravantt, . An obsolete form of craven.

cravat (kra-vat'),* [Also formerly crabbat ;

= G. crarate, < F. cravate (= It. craratta. cro-

attti), a cravat, so called because adopted (ac-

cording to Menage, in 1636) from the <'ravatr.i

or Croats in the French military service, < Cra-
niti. a Croat: see Croat.] A neckcloth; a

piece of muslin, silk, or other material worn
about the neck, generally outside a linen col-

lar, by men, and less frequently by women.
\\ bi-n first intn winced, it was commonly of lace, or of linen

etlged with lace. At the Ireginningof the seventeenth cen-

tury it was worn very lonu. ami it is often seen in pictures
passed through the buttonhole of the coat or waistcoat.



cravat

(See steinkirk.) The modern cravat is rather a necktie,

passed once round the neck, and tied in front in a bow

or as about 1840 and earlier (when the cravat consisted

of'a triangular silk kerchief, usually black), twice round

the neck, in imitation of the stock. Formerly, when

starched linen cravats were worn, perfection in the art of

tying them was one of the great accomplishments of a

dandy The cravat differs properly from the scarf, which,

whether tied, or passed through a ring, or held by a pin,

hangs down over the shirt-front. In England neckcloth is

the usual word in this sense.

The handkerchief about his neck,
Canonical crabat of Smeck.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. in.

"Perhaps, Louisa," said Mr. Dombey, slightly turning

his head in his cravat, as if it were a socket, "you would

have preferred a fire?" Dickens, Dombey and Son, v.

cravat (kra-vaf), " or t.; pret. and pp. cra-

vatted, ppr". cravatting. [< cravat, .] To put
on or wear a cravat ;

invest with a cravat.

I redoubled my attention to dress; I coated and cra-

aatted. Buhner, Pelham, xxxiii.

To come out washed, cratatted, brushed, combed, ready

for the breakfast-table.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 90.

cravat-goose (kra-vat'gb's), n. A name of the

common wild goose of America, Bernicla cana-

densis, from the white mark on the throat.

cravat-Stringt (kra-vat'string), n. A cravat.

And the well-ty'd cravat-striwj wins the dame.
Tom Brown, Works, IV. 223.

(krav), v.
; pret. and pp. craved, ppr. crav-
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Wherever the forces of the ... [English and French]

nations met, they met with disdainful confidence on one

side, and with a craven fear on the other.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

To cry cravent [orig. to cry
" craven !

"
i. e.

'

(I am) con-

quered ! 'J, to yield In submission ;
be defeated ;

fail.

When all human means cry craven, then that wound
made by the hand of God is cured by the hand of His Vice-

gerent. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. vi. 33.

II. n. A mean or base coward
;
a pusillani-

mous fellow ;
a dastard.

K. lien. Is it fit this soldier keep his oath?

Flu. He is a craven and a villain else.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7.

Her anger, leaving Pelleas, burn'd

Full on her knights in many an evil name
Of craven, weakling, and thrice-beaten hound.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

= Syn. Poltroon, Dastard, etc. See coward.

craven (kra'vn), v. t. [< craven, a.] To make

craven, recreant, weak, or cowardly.
Against self-slaughter

There is a prohibition so divine

That cravens my weak hand.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4.

Sense-conquering faith is now grown blind and cold

And basely craven'd, that in times of old

Did conquer Heav'n itself. Quarles, Emblems, i. 15.

craver (kra'ver), n. One who craves or begs;
a suppliant. [Rare.]

I'll turn craver too, and so I shall 'scape whipping.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 1.

[Verbal n. of crave, v.']

or longing; appe-

cf. Icel. krafa, a demand.] I. trans. 1. To ask

with earnestness or importunity ;
beseech

;
im-

plore; ask with submission or humility, as a

dependant ; beg or entreat for.

Joseph . . . went in boldly unto Pilate, and craved the

body of Jesus. Mark xv. 43.

I crave leave to deal plainly with your Lordship.
Howell, Letters, I. iv. 25.

That day Sir Lancelot at the palace craved

Audience of Guinevere.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To long for or eagerly desire, as a means
of gratification ; require or demand, in order to

satisfy appetite or passion.
For e'en in sleep, the body, wrapt in ease,

Supinely lies, as in the peaceful grave ;

And, wanting nothing, nothing can it crave.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii. 110.

3. To demand a debt
;
dun : as, I craved him

wherever I met him. [Scotch.] = Syn. Ask, Tie-

plead : with for.

On the lower ground was the agora, where the Epidam-
nian exiles craved for help, and pointed to the

*-

While his [Voltaire's] literary fame filled all Europe, he

was troubled with a childish craving for political distinc-

tion. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

Internal tranquillity came, no doubt, in great measure,
from the exhaustion of the country, from that craving for

peace and order which follows on long periods of anarchy.
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 417.

cravingly (kra'ving-li), adv. In an earnest or

craving manner.

cravingness (kra'ving-nes), n. The state of

craving.
craw1

(kra), n. [< ME. crawe (not in AS., where

crop was used : see crop), prob. < Sw. krafva,
dial, krce, = Dan. kro, the craw, akin to Sw.

krage = Dan. brave, collar, = D. kraag, the neck,
collar: see cra</

2
.] 1. The crop or first stom-

ach of a bird, technically called the ingluvies.

We have seen some [buzzards] whose breast and belly

were brown, and only marked across the craw with a large

white crescent. Pennant, Brit. Zoology.

2. Figuratively, the stomach of any animal.

[Rare.]
As tigers combat with an empty craw.

Byron, Don Juan, viii. 49.

crayon

2. To move or walk feebly, slowly, laboriously,
or timorously.
He was hardly able to crawl about the room.

Arbuthnot.

Sometimes along the wheel-deep sand

A one-horse wagon slowly crawled.

Whittur, Tent on the Beach.

A black-gowned pensioner or two crawling over the

quiet square. Thackeray, Newcomes, vii.

3. To advance slowly and secretly or cunningly ;

hence, to insinuate one's self
; gain favor by

obsequious conduct.
One

Hath crawl'd into the favour of the king.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

4. To have a sensation like that produced by
a worm crawling upon the body : as, the flesh

crawls TO crawl into one's hole. See Ao(i.=Syn.
Crawl, Creep. So far as these words are differentiated,

crawl is used of a more prostrate or slower movement than

creep, as that of a worm or snake, or a child prone on the

ground, in contrast with that of a short-legged reptile, a

crouching animal, or a child on its hands and knees. A
person is said either to crawl or to creep in his walk, as from

inertness, age, or debility, according to the greater or less

degree of slowness or feebleness. Running or climbing

plants creep, but do not crawl. The distinction between

the words is more strongly marked in their figurative

application to human actions, crawl expressing cringing

meanness or servility, and creep stealthy slyness or malig-

nity. Creep alone is used in all senses in the Bible, Shak-

spere, etc.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls.

Tennyson, The Eagle.

'Tis sweet to listen as the night-winds creep
From leaf to leaf. Byron, Don Juan, i. 122.

I did not properly creep, knowing that it would not do

to raise my back ; I rather swam upon the ground.
J. W. De Forest, Harper's Mag., XXXV. 342.

crawl1
(kral), n. [< crawl*, t>.] The act of

crawling; a slow, crawling motion : as, his walk

crawl2 (kral), . [< D. kraal, an inclosure, a

cattle-pen : see kraal, which is also in E. use in

South Africa ; prob. ult. identical with corral,

on the sea-coast, for containing fish or turtles.

On their return all hands enter the crawl and beat out

the now-rotted fleshy part of the sponge.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 179.

crawl-a-bottom (kr&l'a-bot'um), . The hog-
sucker. [Local, U. S.]'

crawler (kra'ler), n. 1. One who or that which

crawls; a creeper; a reptile.

Unarm'd of wings and scaly oare,

Unhappy crawler on the land.

Lovelace, Lucasta.

2. A dobson or hellgrammite ;
the larva of a

neuropterous insect of the family Sialidce. as of

Corydalus cornutus. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 156.

craven (kra'vn), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

cravent, cravant; < ME. cravant, cravaunde (for

orig. *cravante, in three syllables, the accented
final -e being later lost, as in costive, q.v.), con-

quered, overcome, cowardly, < OF. cravante,

craventt, pp. of cravanter, craventer, crevanter,

gravanter, carventer, break, break down, over-

throw, overcome, conquer, mod. F.dial. (Norm.)
cravanter, gravater,accravater, crush with a load,
craventer (Rouchi), overwhelm, craventer (Pi-

card), tire out (cravent^, tired out), = Sp. Pg.

quebrantar, break, pound, move to pity, weak-

en, < ML. as if "crepantare, freq. (< crepan(t-)s,

pr.) of L. crepare (> F. crever = Pr. crebar =
&p. Pg. quebrar = It. crepare), break : see crep-

itate, decrepit, and cf . crevice, crevasse, from the
same ult. source. The etym. has been much
debated, being usually associated by etymolo-
gists, and to some extent in popular appre-
hension, with (1) crave, the form craven, ME.
cravant, cravaunde, being assumed to be the

ppr. of this verb (in ME. prop, cravant, cravend);
or with (2) creant, recreant. ME. creant, creaunt,

recreant, recreannt, used like craven in acknow-

ledging defeat, prop, ppr., yielding, submitting,
lit. believing, or accepting a new faith, ult. < L.

creden(t-)s, believing: see creant, recreant. The
confusion with these words seems to have ex-
isted from the ME. period, and has somewhat
affected the meaning of craven.] I. a. If. Over-
come

; conquered ; defeated. See to cry craven,
below.

Al ha cneowen ham cravant and ouercumen [they all

knew them to be conquered and overcome].
Legend of St. Katharine, p. 132.

2. Cowardly; pusillanimous; mean-spirited.
Haa ! crauo'unde knyghte, a coward the semez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 133.

The poor craven bridegroom said never a word.
Scott, Young Lochiuvar.

(kra), v. and n. Scotch form of crow*.

(kra), n. Scotch form of crow2 .

craw-bonet (kra'bon), w. The collar-bone.

crawfish, crayfish (kra'-, kra'fish), w. [Early
mod. E. also craifisli, crqfish, crefish, accom.
forms (simulating fish*) of crevis, crevice, cre-

vyssh, < ME. crevise, creveys, crevis, creves, < OF.

crevice, crevisse, escrevisse, F. ecrevisse, a craw-

fish, < OHG. chrebiz, MHG. krebez, G. krebs, a
crab: see craft1 .] 1. The common name of the

small fluviatile long-tailed decapod crustaceans

of the genera Astacus and Cambarus; especially,
in Great Britain, the Astacus ftuviatilis ; and by
extension, some or any similar fresh-water crus-

tacean. See cuts under Astacidai and Astacus.

2. The name in the west of England and

among the London fishmongers of the small

spiny lobster, Palinurus vulgaris. Also called

sea-crawfish.
crawfish (kra'fish), v. i. To move backward or

sidewise like a crawfish ; hence, to recede from
an opinion or a position ;

back out or back
down. [Colloq., U. S.]

crawl 1
(kral), v. i. [Early mod. E. also crall ;

not found in ME.
;
< Icel. krafla, paw, scrabble,

crawl, = Sw. krafla, grope, = Dan. kravle, crawl,

creep ;
cf . D. krabbelen, scratch, scrawl, = MLG.

G. krabbeln, crawl (see craW, v.); cf. Sw. krala,

crawl, dial, kr&la, crawl, kralla, creep, also Sw.
dial, krylla, swarm out, as insects, krilla, crawl,
D. krielen, swarm, crowd.] 1. To move slow-

ly by thrusting or drawing the body along the

ground, as a worm ; creep.

Doctor, I will see the combat, that's the truth on 't :

If I had never a leg, I would crawl to see it.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ii. 4.

From shaded chinks of lichen-crusted walls,
In languid curves, the gliding serpent crawls.

0. W. Holmes, Spring.

tion ofcoralroot.'] The coralroot, Corallorhiza

odontorhiza.

crawlingly (kra'ling-li), adv. In a crawling
manner.

crawly (kra'li), a. [< crawl* + -y*.~] Having
a sensation as of the contact of crawling things.

[Colloq.]
It made you feel crawly. The Century, XXIX. 268.

Craz (kraks), n. [NL., formed after Crex, q. v., <

Gr. K.paC,civ, later upat-eiv, croak as a raven: see

crake*, croak.'] The typical genus of birds of

the family CracidtB. It was formerly conterminous

with the Cracince, and contained all the curassows and
hoccos ;

but it is now restricted to the former. The head

is crested and the base of the bill sheathed. The type is

C. alector. See cut under curassow.

Cray1
!,

Another form of crare.

cray2 (kra), n. An elevation or structure ex-

tended into a stream to break the force of the

water, or to prevent it from encroaching on the

shore ;
a breakwater.

cray3t (kra), . [< late ME. way, < OF. craye,

in mal de craye, a disease of hawks, lit. chalk-

disease: craye, < L. creta, chalk: see crayon.]
A disease of hawks, proceeding from cold and
a bad diet.

With mysfedynge she [the hawk] shall haue the Fronse,

the Rye, the Cray, and many other syknesses that bring

theym to the Sowse.
Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge wytn an Angle,

[fol. 2.

crayert, n. See crare.

crayfish, . See crawfish.

crayon (kra'on), n. and a. [< F. crayon, < craie,

chalk, < L. creta, chalk : see cretaceous.'] I. n.

1. A pencil-shaped piece of colored clay, chalk,

or charcoal, used for drawing upon paper. Cray-
ons are made from certain mineral substances in their nat-

ural state, such as red or black chalk, but they are more

commonly manufactured from a fine paste of chalk or pipe-

clay colored with various pigments, and consolidated by
means of gum, wax, soap, etc. Crayons vary iu hardness.



crayon
Tin; soft crayontt am) tin- half-hard iuv usi-il ihniiiKN tin-

nifdhiiu ul a >tinii|i, uliilr tin- liiinl lire used as 11 h-itii-

lifii.il. Sri- jmxti-l.

Let no day pass over you without. . . givlngsome strokes
of the iM'iiiil or Die rrayun.

Drydnt, tr. of Dufrcsnoy's Art of Painting.

2. A pencil made of a composition of soap, regiu,

wax, and lampblack, used for drawing upon
lithographic stones. 3. One of the carbou-

point.s in an electric lamp.
II. . Drawn with crayons: as, a crai/nn

sketch.

crayon (kni'on). v. t. [= F. erayonner; from
the noun. J 1. To sketch or draw with a crayon.
Hence 2. To sketch in general ; plan ;

com-
mit to paper one's first thoughts.
He soon afterwards composed that discourse conform-

ably to the plan which he hail crai/onrd out.

Malinif, Sir J. Kynolds, note.

crayon-drawing (kra'on-dra'ing), . The act
or art of drawing with crayons,
crayonist (kra'on-ist), . [< crayon + -ist.~\

One who draws or sketches with crayons.
Tin- charming crayimists of the eighteenth century.

Littelis Living Age, CLXI. 73.

Robert Naiituil (1023 -1078), ncrayonist, and one of the
most i-iiiinriit of French line engravers.

Kncyc. Brit., XVII. ITS.

craze (kraz), r.; pret. and pp. crazed, ppr. craz-

'</. [Early mod. E. also erase, < ME. crasen,

break, break to pieces, < Sw. krasa = Dan.

krase, crackle, orig. break (cf. Sw. sl& i kraft =
Dan. sluu i kras, break to pieces) ; prob. imita-
tive. F. ecraser, break, shatter, is also of Scand.

origin.] I. intrans. If. To break; burst; break
in pieces.

To cablys crasen and begynne to ffolde.

A nc. Metrical Tales (ed. Ilartahonie), p. 128.

2. To crack or split ; open in slight cracks or
chinks

;
crackle

; specifically, in pottery, to sep-
arate or peel off from the body : said of the glaze.
See crazing, 2. 3. To become crazy or insane

;

become shattered in intellect
;
break down.

For my tortured hraiu begins to craze,
Be thou my nurse. Keats, Endymion, iv.

Leave help to God, as I am forced to do !

There is no other course, or we should emir,
Seeing such evil with no human cure.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 41.

H. trans. If. To break
;
break in pieces ;

crush : as, to craze tin.

The wyndowes wel yglased
Ful clere, and nat an hole ycrased.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 324.

The fine Christall is sooner craned then the hard Marble.
I. ><l. i. Enphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 39.

God looking forth will trouble all his host,
And craze their chariot-wheels.

Milton, P. L., ill. 210.

2. To make small cracks in
; produce a flaw or

flaws in, literally or figuratively.
'Hie glasse once cram?, will with the least clappe be

cracked. '//'.". Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 68.

The title's craz'd, the tenure is not good,
That claims by th' evidence of flesh and blood.

Quartet, Emblems, ii. 14.

The vawlt of the same tower Is so craysed as, for doubt
of falling*-

1

thereof, ther is a prop of wod set upe to the
same. Quoted in .V. ami Q., 7th ser., IV. 491.

3. To disorder ; confuse
;
weaken

; impair the
natural force or energy of. [Obsolete except
with reference to mental condition.]
Glue it out that you be crazed and not well disposed, by

means of your travell at Sea. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 172.

There Is no ill

Can craze my health that not assails yours first.

&au. a nit /'/. (?), Faithful Friends, ii. 3.

Till length of years
And sedentary numness craze my limbs.

Milton, S. A., 1. 571.

4. To derange the intellect of
;
dement

;
render

insane
;
make crazy.

Grief hath eraz'd my wits. slink.. Lear, UL 4.

Every sinner dues wilder and more extravagant things
than any man can do that is crazed and out of his wits.

Tillotson.

craze (kraz), H. [< craze, >.] 1. A crack in

the glaze of pottery; a flaw or defect in gen-
eral. 2. Insanity; craziness; any degree of
mental derangement. 3. An inordinate de-
sire or longing; a passion.

It was quite a craze with him [Burns] to have his Jean
dressed :_'fiit<-t'll> .

J. Wilson, Genius and Char, of Burns, p. 200.

4. An unreasoning or capricious liking or affec-

tation of liking, more or less sudden and tempo-
rary, and usual ly shared by a number of persons,
especially in society, for something particu-
lar, uncommon, peculiar, or curious; a passing
whim: as, a river for old furniture, or for rare
coins or heraldry.

1337
A quirt n-ii.v t. milling everything that pcrtaliu to Na-

poleon the Great and the N;iii<>lf<.nir 1. -i n.l.

l--url:,::,/:ll : i A', r
. Y S .. \l .11. M,

crazed (krazd), p. a. [Pp. of mice, r.] 1. Bro-
ken down; impaired; decrepit. [Obsolete or

poetical.]
o: they had all liven saved, but crazed eld
AniiuU'd my vigorous cravings. Keats.

2. Cracked in the glaze: said of pottery. 3.

Insane; demented.
Forms like some bedlam statuary's dream,
Tin- craz'd creations of misguided him.

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

crazedness (kra'zed-nes), . A broken or im-

paired state ; decrepitude ; now, specifically, an

impaired state of the intellect.

Re returned In perfect health, feeling no era;:

nor lunrmity of body. linklitijt's Voyages, II. 60.

People in the crazedness of their minds, possessed with
dislike and discontentment at things present, . . . imagine
that any thing . . . would help them ; but that most,
which they least have tried. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref.

craze-millt, crazing-millt (kraz'-, kra'sdng-
mil), n. A mill for crushing tin ore

;
a crush-

ing-mill. [Cornwall.]
The tin ore paaseth to the crazing-mill, which, lietween

two grinding-stones, bruiseth ft to a fine sand.
R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

crazily (kra'zi-li), adv. In a broken or crazy
manner.
craziness (kra'zi-nes), n. If. The state of be-

ing broken or impaired ; weakness.
What can you look for

From an old, foolish, peevish, doting man
But craziness of age? Ford, Broken Heart, v. 3.

There is no crasinesse we feel, that is not a record of

God's having been offended by our nature.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, II. x. 2.

2. The state of being mentally impaired ; weak-
ness or disorder of the intellect

; insanity.
It is a curious fact that most of the great reformers in

history have been accounted by the men of their time

crazy, and perhaps even more curious that their very era-

ziness seems to have given them their great force.

still,. Stud. Med. Hist., p. 344.

= Syn. Madne**, Delirium, etc. See insanity.

crazing (Kra'zing), n. [< ME. craitynye ; verbal
n. of cra:e, r.] If. A cracking; a chink or rift.

The erasing of the wallis was stoppid.
Wt/cli/, 2 Chron. xxiv. 13 (Purv.).

He schal entre into chynnis [chines] ethir [or] crafnrtvjes
of stoonys. WyetV, Isa. II. 21 (Purv.).

2. In pottery, a separating of the glaze from
the body, forming blisters which are easily
broken.

This homogeneity [of a hard china body, In porcelain
manufacture] prevents any crazing, but the process is one
of much hazard. t-.n-t. Kncyc.

crazing-millt, See craze-mill.

crazy (kra'zi), a. [Early mod. E. crasig, crasie;
< erase + -y*, substituted for earlier erased.)
1 . Broken ; impaired ; dilapidated ;

weak
;
fee-

ble : applied to any structure, but especially to

a building or to a boat or a coach : as, a crazy old
house or vessel.

There arriued with this ship diners Gentlemen of good
fashion, with their wiues and families; but many of them
cranie by the tediousnesse of the voyage.

Quoted in ('apt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 156.

We are mortal, made of clay,
Now healthful, now crasie, now sick, now well,
Now Hue, now dead. Ueywood, If you Know not He, II.

They with difficulty got a crazy boat to carry them to
the island. Jeffrey.

2. Broken, weakened, or disordered in intel-

lect; deranged; insane; demented.
Over moist and crazy brains.

5. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 1323.

3. Caused by or arising from mental derange-
ment; marked by or manifesting insanity: as,
a i'1-ii.i/ speech ; crazy actions.

Whatever crazy sorrow saith,
No life that breathes with human breath
Has ever truly long'd for death.

'I',-, i, iii>::, i. Two Voices.

crazy-bone (kra'zi-bon), n. Same Mfuuny-bone.
crazy-quilt (kra'zi-kwilt), n. A quilt or cover
for a bed, sofa, etc., made of crazy-work.
crazy-weed (kra'zi-wed), . A name given to
various plants growing in the western United

States, tne eating of which by horses and cat-

tleproduces emaciation,nervousderangements,
and death: often called loco-weed (which see).

Among them are species of Astragalus, Oiy-
iru/ii*. and perhaps some plants of otiier genera.

crazy-work (kra zi-werk), w. A kind of patch-
work in which irregular pieces of colored silk

and other material are applied upon a founda-

tion, in fantastic patterns, or without any reg-
ular pattern, and their edges are stitched and
embroidered in various ways.

cream

creablet (knVn-bl), . [= F. crtable = Sp. crc-

iilili; < L i-ri-iiiiilix, < i-n-iirr, create: see create.]
Tliat may be created. liiitt*.

creach,creagh(krach), . [< Gael. craicA.pl un-

iliT, pillage/] A Highland foray; a plunder-
ing excursion ;

a raid.

Creadion (kre-ad'i-on), . [NL. (Vieillot,

1816); also Creailittm and erroneously Creadio;
< Or. ic/ieditov, a morsel of meat, dim. of */<;,

flesh.] 1. A genus of sturnoid passerine birds

peculiar to New Zealand, having as its type
C. carunculatun. 2f. A genus of meliphagine
birds, named by Lesson, 1837 : a synonym of

.Inl/iin-liirra.

creagh, . See creach.

creaghtt,
-

[Appar. < Ir. and Oael. graiijh.

, flock, =
'

.] A herd

[< <-i-i in/lil, .] To graze on lands.

. . .

li. a herd, flock, = L. grejc (greg-), flock :

see gregarioun.'] A herd of cattle. I lull in-ill.

creaghtt, r. i

Davtes.

creak 1
(krek), v. [Early mod. E. also creek, also,

as still dial., crick; < ME. creken, make a harsh,

grating sound (of. D. krieken, chirp, kriek, a

cricket) ;
an imitative var. of crack : see crack,

charkl, and crirfc 1
,
cricket1 .'] I. intrant. To make

a sharp, harsh, grating, or squeaking sound,
as by the friction of hard substances : as, the

gate creaks on its hinges; creaking shoes.

l.fnili. You cannot bear him down with your base nolle,
sir.

Busy. Nor he me, with his treble creekinn, though he
creek like the chariot wheels of Satan.

/;. Jmuun, Bartholomew Fair, v. S.

No swinging sign-ttoard creaked from cottage elm
To stay his steps with faintness overcome.

Wordtuvrth, Guilt and Sorrow, xvi.

II. >"i i'*-. To cause to make a sharp, harsh,

grating, or squeaking sound. [Rare.]
I shall stay here . . .

Creaking my shoes on the plain masonry.
Shak., All s Well, II. 1.

creak 1
(krek), n. [< creak1

, r.] A sharp, harsh,

grating sound, as that produced by the friction

of hard substances.

A wagging leaf, a puff, a crack,

Yea, the least creak, shall make thee turn thy back.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., 'I In Lawe.

The loath gate swings with rusty creak.

Lowell, Palinode.

creak2 (krak), . A dialectal variant of crake2 .

creaky (kre'ki), a. [< creak1 + -y
1
.] Creak-

ing ; apt to creak.

A rusty, crazy, creaky, dry-rotted, damp-rotted, dingy,
dark, and miserable old dungeon.

1 1 mi-Hi "fur. Seven Gables, p. 296.

cream 1
(krem), n. [< ME. creme, sometimes

spelled crayme, < OF. cresme, prop, creme. P.
creme = Pr. Sp. It. crema = Pg. creme, < ML.
crema, cremum, cream, another use of LL. cre-

m H in. equiv. to L. cretnor, thick juice or broth.
Not connected with AS. ream, E. ream, cream :

see rcnm 2
.] 1. The richer and butyraceous

part of milk, which, when the milk stands un-

agitated in a cool place, rises and forms an oily or
viscid scum on the surface

; hence, in general,
any part of a liquor that separates from the rest

,

rises, and collects on the surface. By agitating
the cream of milk-, butter is formed.

Blawnche creme, with annys [anise) in confete.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), I. 92.

Nor robb'd the fanner of his bowl of cream.

Tennyson, Princes*, r.

2. Something resembling cream ; any liquid or
soft paste of the consistency of cream : as, the
cream of ale ; shaving-cream.
Pour water to the depth of about three-fourths of an

Inch, and then sprinkle In . . . enough plaster of Paris to
form a thick cream. Sei. Amer., N. S., LVII. 24.

3. In xliiit-miil.inii. a spongy crust of oxid taken
from the surface of the lead, and used to coat
over the bottom of the colander, to keep the lead
from running too rapidly through the holes.

4. The best part of a thing; the choice part;
the quintessence : as, the cream of a jest or story.

Welcome, U flower and crram of knights-errant.
Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, II. 31.

But now mark, good people, the cream of the jest.

Catfkins Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 174)

The cream of the day rise* with the sun.
O. r. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life. p. 230.

5. A sweetmeat or dish prepared from cream,
or of such consistency as to resemble cream : as,
an iced cream, or ice-cream ; a chocolate cream.

The remnants of a devoured feast fragments of dis-

sected fowls ends of well-notched tongues creams half

demolished. Hook, Gilbert Gurnejr, I. r!L

6. A name given to certain cordials because
of their thick (viscid) consistency, with per-
haps some reference to their reputed excellence .
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-Clotted cream, clouted cream. See cloti. Cold creaminess (kre'mi-nes), n
cream. Sn cuM-i-ream. Cream of lime, the scuin of

jty of H)ejng creamy.
creaming-pan (kre'ming-pan), . A dairy ves-

sel for milk to stand in till the cream rises to

the top. Also cream-pan.
cream-jug (krem 'jug), n. A small jug or

pitcher for holding cream at table.

lime-water, or that part of lime which, after being dis-

solved in its caustic state, separates from the water in the

mild state of chalk or limestone. Cream of tartar, the

scum of a boiling solution of tartar; purified and crystal-

lized potassium bitartrate. Cream of tartar exists in

grapes and tamarinds, and in the dregs of wine. Mixed
with boracic acid or sodium borate, it is rendered much , . n-i\
more soluble, and it is then called soluble cream of tartar, cream-laid (Krem laa;, a.

creat

The state or qual- creant2
(kre'ant), a. [< L. crean(t-)s, ppr. of mi-

are, create: see create.'] Formative; creative.

[Rare.] We
Sprang very beauteous from the creant word
Which thrilled behind us.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

It has a pleasant acid taste, and is employed in medicine

for its mildly cathartic, refrigerant, and diuretic proper-
ties

;
also as a substitute for yeast in bread-making in com-

bination with sodium bicarbonate, as a mordant in dyeing

wool, etc. See argoli. Cream-of-tartar tree, the Aus-

tralian baobab-tree, or gouty-stem, Adansonia Qregorii, -am _,,+ ckT.QTn'rmH n
so named because the pulp of the fruit has an agreeable Cream-HUt (kremjmt;, n.

acid taste like that of cream of tartar. It is also known

laid, or bearing linear water-lines as if laid :

applie(i to paper. See laid.

Take . . . a piece of quite smooth, but not shining, note-

paper, cream-laid, etc. JtusHu, Klein, of Drawing, p. 24.

, crease1
(kres), w. [First in early mod. E.; cf.

'rand
Sc. eras, curl; perhaps of Celtic origin; cf.

Bret, kriz, a crease, a wrinkle, kriza, crease,

wrinkle, fold; W. crych, a wrinkle, crych, adj.,

wrinkled, crychu, rumple, ripple, crease. There
is prob. no connection with G. kraus, curled,

*
,

., T. ,

letia excelxa, the .Brazil-nut.

The nut of lierthol-
crisp, Sw. Icrus, a curl, etc. : see crouse.'} 1. A

.11 III 1.1-11 Mill 1 11,1 Ul ^1C1H Ml lit" Vttl . *v m -

,

as sour-gourd. In South Africa the same names are given creamOmeter (kre-mom e-ter), n. [= * cre~

to A. digitata. Cream of the cream [F. creme de la . _. ._-..

creme], the best or most select portion, especially of

society. Cream of the valley, a Hue kind of English

gin.

cream1 (krem), v. [< cream1
, n.] I. trans. 1.

To take the cream from by skimming; skim:

as, to cream milk. 2. To remove the quint-
essence or best part of.

Such a man, truly wise, creams off nature, leaving the

sour and dregs for philosophy and reason to lap up.
Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

3. To add cream to, as tea or coffee.

II. in trans. 1. To form a layer of cream upon - -
,

the surface; become covered with a scum of cream-pot (krem pot)

any kind
;
froth

;
mantle. eream

'?. V^Wf:
Some wicked beast unware

That breakes into her Dayr' house, there doth draine

Her creaming pannes. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 48.

There are a sort of men, whose visages
l)o cream and mantle, like a standing pond.

Sttak., M. of V., i. 1.

mometre, < creme, E. cream, + L. metrum, a mea-

sure.] An instrument used to measure the

quantity of cream present in milk. It consists of

a hollow graduated glass tube which accurately registers

the amount of cream thrown up from a measured quantity
of milk within it.

The cream is determined by means of the creammneter.
Set. Amer., July 19, 1884.

cream-pan (krem'pan), n. Same as creaming-

pan.
cream-pitcher (krem'pich"er), . Same as

cream-jug. *

n. A vessel for holding

Our ordinary good cheer creamed like a tankard of beer.

S. Jiuld, Margaret, iii.

2. To rise like cream. [Rare.]

When the pre-requisit* of membership is that a man
must have creamed to the top by prosperity and success,
such eligibility will soon put an end to the clubableness
of any gathering.

cream2 (krem), v. t.

crim.

cream3
t,

An obsolete variant of chrism.

cream4 (krem), . Same as crame.

cream-cake (krem'kak), . A cake filled with
a custard made of eggs, cream, etc.

cream-cheese (krem'cheV), . A kind of soft

rich cheese prepared from curd made with new
or unskimmed milk and an added quantity of

cream, the curd being placed in a cloth and
allowed to drain without pressure ; also, any
cheese made with an extra proportion of cream.
From its cloying richness and delicacy, the term cream-

cream-slice (krem'slis), . 1. A sort of wooden
knife with a blade 12 or 14 inches long, used
for skimming cream from milk. 2. A wooden
knife for cutting and serving ice-cream. E. H.

Knight.
cream-ware (krem 'war), . Cream-colored
china pottery-ware, especially the Wedgwood
ware known by that name. See ware.

cream-white (krem'hwit), a. Cream-colored.

In mosses mixt with violet

Her cream-white mule his pastern set.

Tennyson, Lancelot ami Guinevere.

S. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 57.
cream.wove (krem'wov), a. Woven of a cream

A dialectal variant of color : applied to paper. See weave.

creamy (kre'mi), a. [< cream + -y
l
.J

1. Like
cream

; having the consistence or appearance
of cream ;

cream-colored ;
viscid

; oily.

or manner, and the like : as, the Rev. Mr. Creamcheese ;

there is more cream-cheese than bread in the fare that he
sets before his readers. See cheesel.

cream-colored (krem'kul*'ord), . Having or

resembling the peculiar pale yellowish-white
color of cream.

The State coach, drawn by eight cream-coloured horses,
conveying the Queen. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 59.

Cream-colored courser, Cursorius isabellinun, a plover-
like bird, having the head slate-gray or lavender, and the

lining of the wings black. It inhabits Africa, breeding
in the northern parts of that continent, and sometimes
extending its range to Great Britain, Arabia, Persia, Ba-

luchistan, the Panjab, Sind, and Rajputana.

Cream-cups (krem'kups), n. A name given in

California to Platystemon Californicus, a pretty
poppy-like plant with small, cream-colored
flowers.

creamer (kre'mer), n. 1. An apparatus for
the artificial separation of cream from milk.

Your creamy words but cozen.

Fletcher (and 'another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

To watch the crisping ripples on the beach,
And tender curving lines of creamy spray.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters (Choric Song, v.).

2. Containing cream.

There each trim lass, that skims the milky store,
To the swart tribes their creamy bowls allots.

Collins, Pop. Superstitions in the Highlands.

creance, (kre'ans), n.
[Early

mod. E. also writ- creases (kres), n.

ten creaunce, and, esp. in def. 3, criance, cry- creese,

ance, criants, crians, < ME. creance, creaunce, <

OF. creance, faith, confidence (used also as in

def. 3), F. creance = Pr. creansa = Sp. creencia

= Pg. crenca, < ML. credentia, faith, confidence,
credence : see credence, and cf. ereanfl.'] If.

Faith; belief. Chaucer.

Wherfore it semethe wel, that Ood lovethe hem and is

plesed with hire Creance, for hire gode Dedes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 292.

2. Credit; pledge; security.

By creaunce of coyne ffor castes of gile.

line or long thin mark made by folding or dou-

bling; hence, a similar mark, however pro-
duced.

A sharp penknife would go out of the crease, and dis-

figure the paper. Swift.

2. Specifically, one of certain lines used in the

game of cricket. The bowling-crease is a line 6 feet 8

inches in length, drawn upon the ground at each wicket,
so that the stumps stand in the center ; the return-create,

one of two short lines drawn at either end of the bowl-

ing-Crease, within which the bowler must be standing
when he delivers his ball ; and the popping--crease, a line 4

leet in front of the wicket, and parallel with the bowling-

crease, and at least of the same length. (See cricket^.) The

space between the popping- and bowling-creases is the

batsman's proper ground, passing out of which he risks

being put out of the game by a touch of the ball in the

hands of one of the opposite side.

3. A split or rent. 4. A curved tile. 5. The

top of a horse's neck. [In the last three senses

prov. Eng.] _ oiuteofemoral crease. See gluteoftm-
oral.

crease1 (kres), v. t.
; pret. and pp. creased, ppr.

creasing. [< crease1
, .] 1. To make a line or

long thin mark in, as by folding, doubling, or

indenting. 2. To indent, as a cartridge-case,
for the purpose of confining the charge ; crimp.

3. In hunting, to wound by a shot which flat-

tens the upper vertebra, or cuts the muscles
of the neck, and stuns, but does not kill.

crease2 (kres), v. ; pret. and pp. creased, ppr.

creasing. [< ME. crescn, creseen, by apheresis
from encresen, increase : see increase, and cf.

wesce.] I. intrans. To increase
; grow.

As fatter lande wol crece and thrive.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

II. trans. To increase
; augment.

[Now only prov. Bug.]
crease2t, [< ME. cres, *crese, by apheresis
from eucrese, increase : see increase, n., and cf.

crease2
, v.~\ Increase

; profit.

In theyre ocupacion they shoulde have no cres,

Knyghthode shoulde nat floure in his estate.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

A less common spelling of

creaser (kre'ser), n. 1. A tool for creasing or

crimping cartridge-cases. 2. In bookbinding,
a tool which creases and sharply defines the

width of the bands of books, and fixes the posi-
tion of lines on the backs and sides, the lines

being afterward covered by a blind roll or blind

stamp. 3. An attachment to a sewing-ma-
chine for making a crease to serve as a guide
for the next row of stitching.

creasing (kre'sing), . [Verbal n. of crease1
, .]

In arch., same as tile-creasing.
Richard the Redelas, i. 12. greasing-hammer (kre'sing-ham'Sr), n. Aham-

3. In falconry, a fine small line fastened to a mer with a narrow
hawk's leash when it is first lured. rounded edge, used

To the bewits was added the creance, or long thread, by for making grooves
which the bird in tutoring was drawn back, after she had in sheet-metal,
been permitted to fly. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 91. creasing-tool (kre'-

It is usually made on the centrifugal principle, creancet (kre'ans), v. i. [ME. creauncen, < ere- sing-tol), n. Inmetal-

2. A small vessel for holding cream at table; aunce, belief, credit: see creance, .] To bor- working, a tool used

row. Chaucer.a cream-jug. [Colloq.]

creamery (kre'me-ri), n.
; pi. creameries (-riz).

creantH (kre ant), a.

[< cream 4- -ery.]' An establishment, usually
a joint-stock concern, in which milk obtained
from a number of producers is manufactured
into butter and cheese. [U. S.]

Dairymen make a distinction between a butter-factory
and a creamery ; the first is where butter only is made,
the skimmed milk going back to patrons as food for do-
mestic animals, or ... otherwise disposed of than in a
manufactured product ; the creamery is a place where milk
is turned into butter and " skim-cheese."

Encyc. Amer., II. 522.

cream-faced (krem'fast), a. White
; pale ;

hav-

ing a coward look.
Thou cream-fac'd loon !

Where gott'st thou that goose look?
Shak., Macbeth, v. 3.

krem'frot), w. An edible, cream-

icaiiu-r i,""o ""/i [ME., also creaunt (< OF.

'creant), also and appar. orig. recreant, < OF.
recreant, tired, faint-hearted, also appar., as in

ME., conquered, yielding, < ML. recreden(t-)s,

ppr. of recredere, refl., to own one's self con-

quered, lit. believe again, accept another faith :

see recreant, and cf. miscreant. The word creant

in ME. was used in the same way as, and was
appar. confused in form and sense with, the adj
craven (ME. cravant): see craven, a.]

come; conquered; yielding.
Yelde the til us also creant.

Ywain and Gawain, 1. 3173.

The thef that had grace of god on Gode Fryday as thow
speke,

Was, for he gelt hym creaunt to Cryst on the crosse and
knewlecned hym gulty. Piers Plowman (B), xii. 193.

.m) conquered," "I yield."

Creasing-toots.

a is an adjustable double creaser

having two spring-jaws which are

ines at any re-

quired distance apart. i> is used

by sheet-iron workers for rounding
small beads and tubes.

in making tubes and
cylindrical moldings.
It consists of a stake or set open by means of a screw,

small anvil, with grooves to make the guide-lii

of different sizes across its

surface. The metal is laid

over these, and by means
of a wire, or a cylinder of metal corresponding to the inner

dimensions of the curve required, is driven into the con-

cavity of the proper groove.

creasol, . See creosol.

- creasote, n. and v. See creosote.
Over~

creastt, creastedt. Obsolete spellings of crest,

crested. Npenser.

creasy (kre'si), a. [< crease1 + -y
1
.] Full of

creases
;
marked by creases.

From her lifted hand

Dangled a length of ribbon and a ring
To tempt the babe, who rear'd his creasy arms,

Caught at ami ever miss d it. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

Africa, said to be produced by some apocyna-
ceous plaut.

On knees he fel doune and <*(/</<
"

rr<-ft<nit,- /

Richard Coer df Lion, 1 5819.

ture, pupil, servant, = Sp. Pg. crindo, a servant,

client, < L. mtitux, pp. of creare, make, create :



creat

In the manage, an

[
< en-ale + -able.'}

see create, r. Cf. create.]

usher to a riding-master.
creatable (kre-a'ta-bl), a.

That may be created.

create (kre-iif), r. ; pret. and pp. created, ppr.
creatina. [< L. i-rt-ntn.1, pp. of creare (> It. cre-

am, cr'iare = Sp. Pg. crear, eriar = F. crier),

make, create, akin to Or. upaivnv, complete, Skt.

/<(-, make.] I. Iran*. 1. To bring into being;
catiHo to exiHt ; specifically, to produce without
the prior existence of the material used, or of

other things like the thing produced ; produce
out of nothing.

In the lifuiiiniiiu, Owl created tlic heaven anil the earth.

Oen. I. 1.

I was all ear,
And took in strains that might create a soul

Under the ribs of death. MMon, Counts, 1. 661.

It la impossible for man to create force.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 295.

2. To make or produce from crude or scattered

materials; bring into form; embody: as, Peter
the Great created the city of St. Petersburg;
Palladio created a new style of architecture.

Untaught, nnpractis'd, in a harharous age,
I found not, but created first the stage.

l/ryden, ITol. to Trolliu and Cressida, 1. 8.

As nature creates her works.
Sir J. Reynolds, Discourses, xiv.

3. To make or form by investing with a new
character or functions ;

ordain
;
constitute ; ap-

point: as, to create one a peer.
I create you

Companions to our person.
Shale., Cymheline, y. 6.

On the first of Septemlier this Year, the King, being at

Windsor, created Anne Bullen Marchioness of Pembroke,
giving her one thousand Pounds Land a Year.

Bakrr, Chronicles, p. 281.

4. To be the occasion of
; bring about; cause;

produce.
Was it tolerable to be supposed a liar for so vulgar an

object as that of creating a stare by wonder-making?
rt_ y^...- .- IT. ...... I.-
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elements into a new entity: as, the creation of

a character in a play.
The creation of a compact and solid kingdom nut of a

number of rival uml ho.tile f, mlal provinces.
.S'tiiW.., Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 226.

3. That which is created ;
that which has been

produced or caused to exist ;
a creature, or crea- un"i i* mvi**i> Jtti pro^rCHs.

tures collectively ; specifically, the world; the
creatorship (krt;-ii'lor-ship), n. [< creator

universe.

K< ir we know that the whole creation groaneth and tra-

vaileth In pain together until now. Kom. vlll. 22.

As subject* then the whole creation came
Sir J. Denham, Progress of learning.

4. An act or a product of artistic or mechani-
cal invention

;
the product of thought or fancy :

as, a creation of the brain ;
a dramatic creation.

A false creation,

Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain.

Shak., Macbeth, II. 1.

creaturely

Mich a man, If not actually a creator, yet so 1

ni-nlly "lie ho moulded :lie ereatlons of uthen into new
shapes, might well take to himself a name from the su-

preme delt> of In- eri-ed. K. A. AVMMn, Venice, p. 140.

2. Figuratively, that by means of which any-

thing is brought into existence ; a creative me-
iliiini or agency: as, steam is the creator of

industrial

hip (kre-a ...

-.Wn>.] The state or condition of being a cre-

ator.

creatress (kre-a'tres), n. [< creator + -eta ; after

r'. ereatriee = It. creatrice, < L. creatrix (crea-

tric-), fern, of creator : see creator.] A woman
who creates, produces, or constitutes.

Him long she so with shadowes entertain'd.
As her Creatrente had in charge to her ordain d.

Spenter, V. Q., III. vlll. 10.

creatrix (kre-a'triks), . [L.: see creatress.]

Same as creatress.

It was rumoured that the Company's servants hail

6. To beget; generate; bring forth.

This shall be written for the generation to come : and
the people which shall be created shall praise the Lord.

Ps. ell. 18.

II. trans. To originate ; engage in origina-
tive action.

The glory of the fanner Is that, in the division of labor,

It is his part to create. Emerson, Farming.

create (kre-af), a. [< ME. treat, create; < L.

creatus, pp. : see the verb.] Begotten ;
com-

posed; created. [Poetical.]
With hearts create of duty and of zeal.

Shale., Hen. V., II. 2.

Choice pictures and creation* of curious art. Dinraeli. creatural (kre'tur-al), a. [< creature + -al.]

1. Pertaining or relating to creatures or cre-

ated things. 2f. Creative.

Self-moving substance, that lie Hi definition

Of souls, t hut 'longs to them In generall :

'I In- well expresseth that common condition

Of every vltall center creaturall.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanaaia, I. II. 2f>.

Creatural dualism, the doctrine of a distinction lie-

tweeu the spirit and the natural soul.

creature (kre'tur), w. and a. [< ME. creature,

< OF. crraturc~,\?. creature = Pr. creatura = Sp.

Pg. criatura = It. creatura, < LL. creatura, a

creature, the creation, < L. creare, pp. creatus,

create: seecrenfe, r.] I. . 1. A created thing;

hence, a thing in general, animate or inanimate.

O se creatura vnkynde t thou Iren, thou steel, thou scharp
thorn !

How durst 3e slee oure Iwst frend ?

Political Poenti, etc. (ed. Furoivall), p. 209.

flod's first creature was light. Bacon, New Atlantis.

As the Lord was pleased to convert Paul as he was In

persecuting, etc., so he might manifest himself to him as

he was taking the moderate use of the creature called to-

bacco. H iHthrop, Hist. New England, I. 32!i.

The rest of us were greatly revived and comforted by
that good creature fire.

K. L. Strceiuon, Silverado Squatter*, p. 140.

2. Specifically, and most commonly, a living

created being; an animal or animate being.
For so work the honey-bees ;

Creature* that by a rule In nature teach

The act of order to a peopled kingdom.
Shale., Hen. V., I. 2.

There Is not a creature bears life shall more faithfully

study to do you service in all offices of duty and vows of

due respect. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, I. 1.

Millions of spiritual creature* walk the earth

Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.

Milton, P. L., iv. 6T7.

3. In a limited sense, a human being : used ab-

solutely or with an epithet ( poor, idle, loir, eto.,

or good, pretty, street, etc.), in contempt, com-
miom^itiftn rti anAfttmn&rtt AH ftn itlle creature :

6. The act of investing a person with a new
character or function ; appointment : as, the

creation of peers in England.
So formal a creation of honorarie Doctors had seldome

ben seene that a convocation should be call'd on purpose
and speeches made by the Orator.

Evelyn, Diary, July 15, 1609.

Whenever a peerage liecame extinct, he [the klngl might
make a creation to replace it. Lecky, Eng. In 18th Cent. ,11.

Creation money, a customary annual allowance or pen-
sion from the crown in England, in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, to each newly created peer, the sum
varying with the dignity of the rank, commonly at least

40 to a duke, 35 to a marquis, 20 to all earl, and -'><

marks to a viscount.

The duke generally received a pension of forty pounds
per annum on his promotion, which was known as creation

money. Stubbn, Const. Hist., i 42s.

The days of creation. See dayi. Theory of special
creations, in Mat., the view that the different species, or

higher groups, of animals and plants were brought into

existence at different times sulistantially as they now ex-

ist : opposed to the theory of ecolutiun. - Sjrn. 3. M'rM,
etc. See tmirer**.

DC Quiiuxy, Herodotus. creational (kre-a'shon-al), a. [< creation + -/.]
'

Pertaining to creation.

things were created, substantially as they now
exist, by the fiat of an omnipotent Creator, and
not gradually evolved or developed: opposed to

evolutionism. 2. The doctrine that Glod imme-

diately creates out of nothing anew soul for each

individual of the human family, while for the

human body there was but one creative flat.

See traducianism.

creationist (kre-a'sbon-ist), n. [< creation +
-ist.] One who holds or favors the doctrine of

creationism, in either sense of that word.

creative (kre-a'tiv), a. [= Sp. It. creatiro; as

create + -ire.] Haying the power or function

creatic (kre-at'ik), a. [< Or. c/)far (xprar-), flesh, pf creating or producing; employed in creat- miseration, or endearment : as,an idle creature ;
4- _,, 1 li'ulfitiiitr T.A rlsh nr Aiiimul food. in<r- rolatincr In i-visii ion in :inv srnsr : as. the i...* *... r ..-.//,, ..,-.,./,,., * o -,<.,! , , , ,i

UllUtir C/CWtfMIMC. AJOU opoll7*A l/r&&, n-, /***.

creatinine, creatinin (kre-at'i-nin or -nin, -nin),

w. [=. creatinine; < cre'atin + -ine2
,
-in2.] An

alkaline crystallizable substance (C4H7N3O)
obtained by the action of acids on creatiue, and
found in the juice of muscular flesh. Also

spelled kreatinine, kreatinin.

This substance [creotmiiie], which also forms prismatic

of these two sulMtances, both chemical and physiological,

pretty clearly Indicate that creatinine U to be regarded as

a derivative from creatine ; for whilst the latter predomi-
nates In the juice of flesh almost to the exclusion of the

former, the former predominates In the urine almost to

the exclusion of the latter.

IK. R. CariK'iiti'r, Prin. of Human Physiol., $ 80.

ing; relating to creation in any sense: as, the

creative word of God; creative power; a creative

imagination.
Or from the power of a peculiar eye,
Or by creatire feeling overborne,
Even In their tlx'd and steady lineaments
He traced an ebbing and a flowing mind.

H'ordftieorth.

+ -ic.] Delating to flesh or animal food.

Creatic nausea, abhorrence of llesh food : a symptom In

some diseases.

creatine, kreatine (kre'a-tin), n. [= F. crea-

tine, < Gr. Kptac, (njKar-), flesh, + -ine*.] A neu-

tral crystallizable organic substance (C^gNg
O2) obtainedfrom muscular tissue. See extract

under ereatiniue. Also spelled creatin, kreatin.
The rich black loam, precipitated by the creative river.

1>< Quinccy, Herodotus.

alkaline
'

crystallizable' substance" ('C4H7N3O) without imagination we might have critical power, but

__j JX5 *: , -_:j_ -*;..;> .! notcreatiw power In science.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 34.

Creative Imagination, plastic imagination ; the power
of imagining objects different from any that have been
known by experience.

crystals, mod'erately soluble in water, differs considerably creativeness (kre-a'tiv-nes), H. The character
from creatine in Its chemical relations. . . . The relations or facuity of being creative or productive ;

ori-

ginality.
All these nations I French, Spanish, and English] had the

same ancient examples before them, had the same rever-

ence for antiquity, yet they Involuntarily deviated, more
or less happily, into originality, success, and the freedom
of a living creatirenen. LoireU, study Windows, p. 219.

creation (kre-a'shon). n. [< ME. creation, -don, creator (kre-a'tor), n. [< ME. creator, creatour,
< OF. creation, Y. creation = Pr. creaKo, crea:o creatur, < OF. creator, creatour, F. createur =
= Sp. creacion = Pg. criacSo = It. creazione, < L. Pr. creator = Sp. Pg. criador = It. creatore, <

creatio(n-), < creare, pp. creatus, create : see ere- L. creator, a creator, maker, < creare, pp. creatus,

ate, v.] 1. The act of creating or causing to make, create: see create, r.] 1. One who cre-

exist
; especially, the act of producing both the ates, in any sense of that word, or brings some-

material and the form of that which is made; thing into existence; especially, one who pro-

production from nothing; specifically, the on- Juees something out of nothing; specifically

giual formation of the universe by the Deity.
=i~i i-* \ n~* _m^-nj .... \,**,

rhaos heard his voice : him all his train

Follow 'd in bright procession to behold

Creation, and the wonders of his might.
Milton, P. L., vii. 22,'t.

2. The act of forming or constituting; a bring-

ing into existence as a unit by combination of

means or materials; coordination of parts or

nothing.
Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth.

Eccl. ill. 1

It is the poets and artists of Greece who are at the same

what a creature ! & pretty creature; a ntcee t crea-

ture.
The world hath not a sweeter creature.

Shot., Othello, Iv. 1.

4. Something regarded as created by, spring-

ing from, or entirely dependent upon some-

thing else.

That this English common law Is the creature of Chris-

tianity has never been questioned.
A. A. Uodge, New Princeton Rev., III. 40.

5. Specifically, a person who owes his rise and
fortune to another ; one who is subject to the

will or influence of another; an instrument ;
a

tool.

Am not I here, whom you have made your creature f

That owe my being to you 1 B. Jotuon, Volpone, L 1.

By his subtlety, dexterity, and Insinuation, he got now
to be principal Secretary; absolutely Lord Arlington's

creature, and ungratefull enough.
Kn-lyii, Diary. July 22, 1(174.

6. Intoxicating drink, especially whisky.

[Humorous, from the passage 1 Tim. iv. 4,

"Every creature of God is good," used in de-

fense of the use of wine.]
I find my master took too much of the creature last

night, and now Is angling for a yuarrel.
Dryden, Amphitryon, III.

That yon will turn over this measure of the comfortable

creature, which the carnal denominate brandy.
Snrft, Old Mortality, iii.

II. a. Of or belonging to the body : us, crea-

ture comforts.

creaturelesst (kre'tur-les), a. [< creature H

-Jess.] Without creatures.
Clod was alone

And creaturelcM at first.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

creature

SSSSBttSZ - aiV "' itieV'c^ ^^p^aJnln^^ creaw'or-d^ndeni



creaturely

being; having the character and limitations of

a creature. [Rare.]
Some, not keeping to the pure gift, have in creaturely

cunning and self-exaltution sought out many inventions.
John Woolwan, Journal, iv.

Christianity rested on the belief that God made all

things very good, and that the evil in the world was due
to sin to the perversity of the creaturely will.

Prof. Flint.

creatureship (kre'tur-ship), n. [< creature +
-shii>.~\ The state of being a creature. [Rare.]
The state of elect and non-elect, afore or without the

consideration of the fall, is that of creatureship simply
and absolutely considered. Goodwin, Works, II. iv. 134.

creaturizet(kre'tur-iz), v. t. [< creature + -ize.]
To give the character of a created being or
creature to

; specifically, to animalize.

This sisterly relation and consanguinity . . . would . . .

degrade and creaturize that mundane soul.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 594.

creauncet, n. and v. See creance.

creauntt, a. See creant1 .

creaze (krez), . [Origin obscure
; perhaps for

"craze, < craze, v.'] In mining, the work or tin
in the middle part of the buddle in dressing tin
ore. Pryce. [Cornwall.]
crebricostate (kre-bri-kos'tat), a. [< L. creber,
close, + costa, a rib, + -ate1 .] In conch., mark-
ed with closely set ribs or ridges.
crebrisulcate (kre-bri-sul'kat), a. [< L. creber,
close, + sulcus, a furrow, + -ate1

.']
In conch.,

marked with closely set transverse furrows.
crebritudet (kreb'ri-tud), n. [< LL. crebritudo,
< L. creber, close, frequent.] Frequentness ;

oftenness. Bailey.

crebrity (kreb'ri-ti), . [< L. crebrita(t-)s, close-

ness, frequency ','< creber, close, frequent.] Close
succession ; frequent occurrence

; frequency.
[Rare.]

I guess by the crebrity and number of the stones remain-
ing. A. L. Lewis, Jour, of Anthrop. Inst., XV. 166.

crebrous (kre'brus), a. [< Jj. creber, close, fre-

quent, + -out.'] Near together ; frequent; fre-

quently occurring. [Rare.]

Assisting grace, stirred up by crebrous and frequent acts,
grows up into an habit or facility of working.

Goodrrin, Works, V. i. 175.

creche (krash), . [F., < OF. creche, a crib, >
E. cratch2

, q. v.] 1. A public nursery where
the children of women who go out to work are
cared for during the day, usually for a small

payment. 2. An asylum for foundlings and
infants which have been abandoned.
Creciscus (kre-sis'kus), n. [NL., < Crex ( Crec-)+ dim. -iscus.~\ A genus of very small dark-
colored crakes, containing such species as the
little black rail of North America, Creciscus ja-
maicensis. Cabanis, 1856.

credence (kre'dens), n. [< ME. credence, < OF.
credence, credance (also creance, etc.), faith, =
It. credenza, faith (also a cupboard, etc.), < ML.
credentia, faith, < L. creden(t-)s, believing: see
credent and credit, v. Cf. creance, a doublet of

credence.'] 1. Belief; credit; reliance of the
mind on evidence of facts derived from other
sources than personal knowledge, as from the

testimony of others.

I can not sei what he is, but wele he semed a wise man,
and therfore I yaf to his counseile credence.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 47.

These fine legends, told with staring eyes,
Met with small credence from the old and wise.

O. W. Holmes, The Island Ruin.
Their kings suspect each other, but pretend
Credence of what their lying lips disclose.

R. H. Stoddard, History.

2. That which gives a claim to credit, belief,
or confidence; credentials: now used only in
the phrase letter of credence (a paper intended
to commend the bearer to the confidence of a
third person).
He left his credence to make good the rest.

Credence, i6tli century.
From a carving in Amiens Cathe-

dral. (From VioUet-le-Duc's "
Diet,

du Mobilier francais.")
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or cabinet for the display of plate, etc. 5.

Eccles., in the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches, a small

table, slab, or shelf

against the wall of
the sanctuary or

chancel, near the

epistle side of the
altar (on the right of
one facing it). On the
credence are placed the
cruets, the vessel (canister,
pyx, or ciborium) for the

altar-breads, the lavabo-
basin and napkin, etc.

Sometimes a niche in the

sanctuary-wall serves the
same purpose. At high
mass in the Roman Cath-
olic Church, and at all

celebrations in the Angli-
can Church, the elements
are taken from the cre-
dence at the time of the
offertory. In the Greek
Church there is no ere*

dence, the table in the

chapel of prothesis (see
prothetris) serving instead.
Also called credence-table.
- Syn. 1. Confidence,
trust, faith.

credencet (kre'dens),
v. t. [< credence, n.~]

To give credence to;
believe.
In credensing his tales.

Skelton, Why Come ye not
[to Court ?

credence-table (kre'dens-ta/bl), n. Same as
credence, 5.

credencive (kre-den'siv), a. [< credence + -we.']

Having a strong impulse to believe and act

upon testimony. [Rare.]
credenciveness (kre-den'siv-nes), n. A social

impulse to conformity or acquiescence ; a ten-

dency to believe any testimony. [Rare.]
credend (kre-dend'), n. Same as credendum.
credendum (kre-den'dum), n.

; pi. eredenda
(-da). [L., neut. gerundive of credere, believe :

see creed. ] In theol.
, something to be believed

;

an article of faith
;
a matter of belief, as dis-

tinguished from agendum, a matter of practice :

usually in the plural.
credent (kre'dent), a. [< L. creden(t-)s, ppr.
of credere, believe: see credit. Cf. creant, a
doublet of credent, and grant, which is closely
related.] 1. Believing; inclined to believe or
credit

; apt to give credence or belief
;
credu-

lous.
If with too credent ear you list his songs.

Shalt., Hamlet, i. 3.

2. Having credit; not to be questioned.
My authority bears of a credent bulk ;

That no particular scandal once can touch.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 4.

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]
credential (kre-den'shal), a. and . [< OF.
credencial, < ML. "credentials, < credentia, faith,
credit : see credence, .] I. a. Giving a title to
credit or confidence.

Credential letters on both sides.

Camden, Elizabeth (trans.), an. 1600.

II. n. 1. That which gives credit
;
that which

gives a title or claim to confidence. [Rare in
the singular.]

For this great dominion here,
Which over other beasts we claim,

Reason our best credential doth appear.
Buckinghamshire, Ode on Brntus.

2. pi. Evidences of right to credence or au-
thority ; specifically, letters of credence

;
testi-

monials given to a person as the warrant on
which belief, credit, or authority is claimed for

your Maiestie. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 148.

What Sign, what Powers, what Credence do you bring?
Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 3.

3t. Some act or process of testing the nature
or character of food before serving it, as a pre-
caution against poison, formerly practised in
royal or noble households.

Credence is vsed, & tastynge, for drede of poysenynge
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 196.

Tasting and credence (or assaying) belong to no rank
under that of an Earl.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 17, note 3.

4f. In medieval times, a side-table or side-
board on which the food was placed to be tasted
before serving ; hence, in later use, a cupboard

ognition and credit at a foreign court, or the cer-
tificate and other papers showing the appoint-
ment or election of an officer.

To produce his credentials that he is indeed God's am-
bassador. Trench.

He felt that he had shown his credentials, and they were
not accepted. G. W. Curtis, Int. to Cecil Dreeme, p. 2.

Etiquette, however, demands that the audience for pre-
senting credentials should take place as early as possible.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 136.

In very many cases the [medieval] letters were little
more than credentials. The real news was carried by the
bearer of the letter.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 128.

credibility (kred-i-bil'i-ti), n.
; pi. en-ilihiliti,*

(-tiz). [= OF. creablete, croiablete, F. m'dibilitc

credit

= Sp. credibilidad = Pg. credibilidadc = It. cre-

dibilitd, < L. as if "credibilita(t-)s, < eredibilis,
credible: see credible.'] 1. The capability or
condition of being credited or believed; that

quality in a person or thing which renders him
or it worthy of credence

;
credibleness

; just
claim to credit : as, the credibility of a witness;
the credibility of a statement or a narrative.

The credibility of the Gospels would never have been
denied, if it were not for the philosophical and dogmatic
skepticism which desires to get rid of the supernatural
and miraculous at any price.

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 78.

2. That which makes credible; evidence of

truth; proof. [Rare.]
We may be as sure that Christ, the first-fruits, is already

risen, as all these credibilities can make us.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 68.

3. Credence; credit; belief. [Rare and inac-

curate.]

Pleasing fantasies, the cobweb visions of those dream-
ing varlets, the poets, to which I would not have my ju-
dicious readers attach any credibility.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 262.

Historical credibility, the validity of testimony, as de-
pendent on the trustworthiness of the witness or on the
probability of the fact testified.

credible (kred'i-bl), a. [< ME. credible, < OF.
credible (also- croidible and eredable, creable, cre-

aule, ereavle, F. croyable) = Sp. creible = Pg.
crivel = It. credibile, credevole, < L. eredibilis,

worthy of belief, < credere, believe: see credit."]
1. Worthy of credit or belief, because of known
or obvious veracity, integrity, or competence :

applied to persons.
Aftur they ben duly warned or required by ij. credible

persones of the seid cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 377.

No one can demonstrate to me that there is such an isl-

and as Jamaica ; yet upon the testimony of credible per-
sons I am free from doubt. Tillotson.

2. Capable of being credited or believed, be-
cause involving no contradiction, absurdity, or

impossibility ;
believable : applied to things.

In Japan . . . ceremony was elaborated in books so far
that every transaction, down to an execution, had its va-
rious movements prescribed with a scarcely credible mi-
nuteness. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 429.

The notions of the beginning and end of the world en-
tertained by our forefathers are no longer credible.

Huxley, Science and Culture.

Credible witness, in law: (a) A competent witness: as,
a will must be attested by two or more credible witnesses,

(b) A witness not disqualified nor impeached as unworthy
of credit : as, the fact was established on the trial by the
testimony of several credible witnesses.

credibleness (kred
'
i -bl -

nes), n. Credibility ;

worthiness of belief; just claim to credit.

[Rare.]
The credibleness of ... these narratives.

Boyle, Works, I. 435.

credibly (kred'i-bli), adv. In a manner that
deserves belief

; upon good authority; by cred-
ible persons or witnesses.

And so at the Necquebars, English men have bought,
as I have been credibly informed, great quantities of very
good Ambergriese. Damjrier, Voyages, I. 73.

Philip was seen by one credibly informing us, under a
strong guard.

Mr. Dudley, in New England's Memorial, p. 436.

A covering of snow, which, by-the-by, is deep enough, so
I am credibly informed, to drive the big game from the
[Yellowstone] park during the winter months.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 677.

credit (kred'it), v. t. [< L. creditus, pp. of cre-

dere, believe, trust, confide, = Ir. cret-im =
Gael, creid, believe (perhaps from L.), = Skt.

frad-dadliami, I believe (pp. frad-dadhat, trust-

ing, craddhd, trust, faith, desire), < crad, mean-
ing perhaps 'heart' (= Gr. Kapiia = L. cor(d-)= E. heart), + / dhd (= Gr. ti&6vai = L. dare,
give) : crad being used only in connection with
this verb. In some senses the E. verb, like F.
crediter (> G. creditiren = Dan. kreditere), is

from the noun. Hence (from L. credere) also

credit, n., credible, credent, credence, creant, cre-

ance, miscreant, recreant, creed, grant, etc.] 1.
To believe; confide in the truth of; put cre-
dence or confidence in : as, to credit a report or
the person who makes it.

Now I change my mind.
And partly credit things that do presage.

Shot., J. C., v. 1.

'Tis an easy and necessary belief, to credit what our eye
and sense hath examined.

.sV, T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 9.

For politeness' sake, he tried to credit the invention, but
grew suspicious instead.

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days. p. 239.

2. To reflect credit upon ;
do credit to

; give
reputation or honor to.



credit

Gru. Tlion, it seems, . . . callcst for company to coun-
tenance her.

Curl. I call tlirni forth to rmlit her.

Muk., T. of the 8., Iv. 1

May here her monument stand to,
To credit this rude age.

Waller, Epitaph on l.:i.l> Sedley.

3. To trust ; sell or lend in confidence of future

payment: as, to credit
floods

or money. 4. To
enter upon the credit side of an account

; give
credit for: as, to credit the amount paid; to
credit the interest paid on a bond. =8yn. 1. To
wive faith to, confide In, rrly upon.

credit (kred'it), . [= D. tori-dirt= Q. Dan. 8w.
kredit, < F. credit = Sp. credito = Pg. It. credito,
< L. creditum, a loan, credit, neut. of crcditus,

pp. of credere, trust, believe, confide. The other
senses are directly from the verb : see credit, v.

Cf. creed.] 1. Belief; faith; a reliance on or
confidence in the truth of something said or
done : used both subjectively and objectively.
This faculty of credit, and accepting or admitting things

weakly authorized or warranted, it of two kimla.

Jlaam, Advancement of Learning, 1. 48.

There is no composition in these news.
That gives them credit. Shot., Othello, i. 3.

Mrs. rindust behaved herself with such an air of Inno-
cence that she easily gained credit and was acquitted.

Addition, Trial of the Dead ill Reason.

What though no credit doubting wits may give?
The fair and innocent shall still believe.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 39.

As slaves they would have obtained little credit, except
when falling in with a previous idea or belief.

/' Quincey, Herodotus.

2. Repute as to veracity, integrity, ability, re-

liableness, etc. ; right to confidence or trust
;

faith due to the action, character, or quality of
a person or thing ; reputation : as, the credit

of a historian
;
a physician in high credit with

the profession ;
the credit of the securities is at

a low ebb.

To-morrow, sir, I wrestle for my credit ; and he that es-

capes me without some broken limb shall acquit him well.

Shale., As you Like It, i. 1.

How many wounds have been given, and credits slain,
for the poor victory of an opinion !

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, II. S.

3. Good repute; favorable estimation; trust-
ful regard or consideration.

Nothing was judged more necessary by him [our Sa-

viour) than to bring the vanities of this World out of that
credit and reputation they had gained among foolish men.

Stillinyjteet, Sermons, I. iii.

Yes, while I live, no rich or noble knave
Shall walk the world in credit to his grave.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. I. 120.

4. That which procures or is entitled to belief
or confidence ; authority derived from charac-
ter or reputation : as, we believe a story on the
credit of the narrator.

We are content to take this on yonr credit. Hooker.

Authors of so good credit that we need not to deny them
an historical faith. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 41.

Exactly so, upon my credit, ma'am.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 3.

5. One who or that which brings or reflects

honor or distinction.

Charles may yet be a credit to his family.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, II. 3.

He [Frederic] also served with credit, though without

any opportunity of acquiring brilliant distinction, under
the command of 1'rince Eugene.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

6. Influence derived from the good opinion or
confidence of others

;
interest ; power derived

from weight of character, from friendship, ser-

vice, or other cause : as, the minister has rri'dit

with the prince ;
use your credit with your friend

in my favor.

Whose crettit with the judge . . .

Could fetch your brother from the manacles
l if the all-binding law. Shak., M. for M., II. 4.

Credit with a god was claimed by the Trojan, . . . not
on account of rectitn<le. but on account of oblations made ;

as is shown by Chryses' prayer to Apollo.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 344.

7. In <<>;. : () Trust
; confidence reposed in the

ability and intention of a purchaser to make
payment at some future time either specified or
indefinite: as, to ask or give credit; to sell or

buy on credit. When a merchant gives a credit, he sells

his wart-son an expressed or implied promise that the pur-
chaser will pay for them at a future time. The seller IMJ-

lieves in the solvency or probity of the purchaser, and de-
livers liis jjoods on that belief or trust; or he delivers
them either on the credit or reputation of the purchaser
or on the strength of approved security.

The circulation of money was large. This circulation.
being of paper. 'f cciirse rested on credit; ami this n-^til
was founded on banking capital, and bank deposits.

D. n'rii.<trr. Speech, Senate, March 18, 1834.
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Manufactures were rude, credit Almost unknown ; society

therefore riTovered from the hhoek of war almost M toon
ax the actual conflict watt over. Macmda/y.
As it Is, he has to buy on a credit, an uncertain one at that,

all Ills store things. The merchant, he put* on so much
over an' above, because It's a credit bargain.

II'. M. n,ik.-r, N.w Timothy, p. 231.

(6) The reputation of solvency and probity
\\ Inch entitles a man to be trusted in buying
or borrowing.

Credit supposes specific and permanent funds for the
punctual payment t interest, with a moral certainty of
the final redemption of the principal.

.1. Hamilton, Continentalfst, No. iv.

8. In bookkeeping, the side ofan account onwhich
payment is entered : opposed to debit : as, this
article is carried to one's credit and that to one's
debit. Abbreviated Cr. 9. A note or bill is-

sued by a government, or by a corporation or

individual, which circulates on the confidence
of men in the ability and disposition of the is-

suer to redeem it : distinctively called a bill of
credit. 10. The time given for payment for

anything sold on trust: as, a long credit or
a short credit. 11. A sum of money due to
some person; anything valuable standing on
the creditor side of an account: as, A has a
credit on the books of B; the credit* are more
than balanced by the debits.

Credits of warehouse receipts and hills of lading.
The American, VII. 166.

12f. A credible or credited report.
I could not flnd him at the Elephant :

Yet there he was ; and there I found this credit,
That he did range the town to seek me out.

SAo*., T. N., Iv. 3.

Bill of credit See def. 9, and b\a. General credit of
a witness, his credibility, or general character for veraci-

ty, irrespective of any particular bias in the case in which
he Is called. Letter Of credit, an order given by bankers
or others at one place to enable a person, at his option, to
receive money at another place. In legal effect, it is a re-

quest that credit to an amount stated be given the person
mentioned, coupled with the engagement that, if credit
is given, the writer will be responsible for any default
on the part of the holder. Letters of credit are of two
kinds : general when addressed to any and all persons,
and special when addressed to some particular individual
or company. Open credit, in finance, a credit given to
a client, against which he is at liberty to draw, although
he has furnished neither personal guaranties nor a de-

posit of securities. Public credit, the confidence which
men entertain in the ability and disposition of a nation
or community to make good its engagements with Its

creditors ; or, the estimation in which individuals hold the

public promises of payment, as affecting the security of

loans, or the rate of premium or interest on them. The
phrase is also used of the general financial reputation of
a community or country. To open a credit. See open.

creditability (kred'i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< credi-

table : see -oiKty.] The quality of being credi-
table.

creditable (kred'i-ta-bl), a. [< credit + -able.]
If. Worthy of credit or belief; credible.

And there is an Instance yet behlnde, which Is more
creditable than either, and gives probability to them all.

GtanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxi.

Creditable witnesses. Ludloie, Memoirs, III. 74.

2. Reputable; bringing credit, honor, repu-
tation, or esteem

; respectable ;
of good re-

port.

A creditable way of living. Ariiutln,,,i, John Bull

creditableness (kred'i-ta-bl-nes), n. Reputa-
bleuess

; creditable character, condition, or es-

timation; the character of being admired or
imitated.

Among all these snares, there is none more entangling
than the crcditablrnest and repute of customary vices.

Decay of Christian Piety.

creditably (kred'i-ta-bli), adv. Reputably;
with credit

;
without disgrace.

He who would be creditably, and successfully, a villain,
let him go whining, praying, and preaching to his work.

South, Sermons, V. 218.

cr6dit fancier (kra-de' fdu-sya'). [F., lit. land
credit : cre'dit. credit ; fonder, landed, pertain-
ing to land, < fonds, ground, landed property,
cash, funds : see credit, n., and/itwd.] An asso-
ciation that lends money on the pledge of real
estate. Such associations are of two kinds : (a) Those in
\v Inch the association lends money on real estate at a fixed
rate of interest, and issues stock based on the property thus
pledged, promising to pay a fixed rate of interest thereon.
The stock may be bought by any person. The purchaser,
in effect, buys the stock on the promise of the borrower
coupled with the pledge of his property, and on the fur-
ther promise of the association. This form is common In

(iermany. (6) Those in which the loan is repaid by Instal-

ments or annuities extending over a peri".! of years, gen-
erally fifty. Associations of this kind are common in
Krunee.

Credit Mobilier (kred'it mo-be'lier; F. pron.
kra-de' mo-be-lya'). [F., lit. personal credit:

cre'dit, credit
; niobilier, personal (of property),<

credulity

mnbilf, movable : >< i-ri-ilit, ;;.. and molrilr.] 1,

In French hint., a banking corporation formrcl in

IK.'iL
1

, under the name of thr "Socii'tr j^ni'rali'
du Credit Mobilier," with a capital of 60,000,000
francs, for the placing of loans, handling the
stocks of all other companies, and the transac-
tion of a general banking business, it engaged
in very extensive transactions, buying, sclHnu, ami loaning
in such a manner as to bring into one or^'ani/oi u h]c ,11

the stocks and credit of France, and was apparently In a
must pi"S|M-i"ii^ <.,m lit ion until it proposed to Issue lionds
to the amount of 240,000,000 francs. This amount of paper
currency frightened financiers, and the government for-
bade its Issue. From this time the company rapidly de-
clined, and closed IU affairs In 1SC.7, with great low to all

hut its proprietors.
2. In U. S. hint., a similar corporation chartered
in Pennsylvania in 1863 with a capital of $2,-
500,000. In 1867, after passing into new hands, and in-

creasing Its stock i<i *3, 760,000, it became a company for
the building of the Union Pacific railroad. For a few
years It paid large dividends, and Its stock rose in value.
In a trial In Pennsylvania In 1872 as to the ownership of
some stock, It was shown that certain congressmen secretly

possessed stock, and both houses of the Congress that met
in December of that year appointed committees of Inves-
tigation. The Senate committee recommended the ex-

pulsion of one member
;
but the Senate did nothing. The

House committee recommended the expulsion of two of
Its members ; but the House, Instead, passed resolutions
of censure.

creditor (kred'i-tor), n. [= OF. crediteur, credi-
totir = 8p. acreedor = Pg. acredor, credor =
It. creditore = G. creditor = Dan. 8w. /creditor,
< L. creditor, a creditor (def. 2), < credere, pp.
creditus, trust, believe: see credit, .] If. One
who believes

;
a believer.

The easy creditor* of novelties.

/'..;,/, Civil Wars, III. 84.

2. One to whom any return is due or payable ;

specifically, one who gives credit in business
transactions; hence, one to whom a sum of

money is due for any cause: correlative to
debtor. Abbreviated Cr.

My creditor* grow cruel, my estate Is very low.

Shak., M. of V., HI. 2.

Creditor! have better memories than debtors.

FraiiHin, Way to Wealth.

Catholic creditor. Seecatholic. Creditor exchanges.
See clearing-houte. Creditor's action, or creditor's
bill, (a) An action or a bill in equity, by one or more
creditors, in many cases in behalf also of all other credi-
tors who shall come in under the judgment or decree, to
reach assets such as could not be sold on execution at
law, for an account of the assets and a due settlement of
the estate : commonly called a ttrirt crettitor't bill. (f>) A
similar action or bill to set aside a fraudulent transfer of
assets which may l>e sold on execution : commonly called
a bill in the nature of a creditor'n bill, or a bill in aut n/ an
execution. Executor creditor. See executor. Pre-
ferred creditor, a creditor who by law is entitled to an
advantage, as in the time or amount of payment, not pos-
sessed by other creditors. Secondary creditor, In Scott

law, an expression used In contradistinction to catholic
creditor. To delay creditor*. See delay.

creditress (kred'i-tres), n. [< creditor + -egg:
see creditrix.'} A female creditor.

creditrix (kred'i-triks), n. [= It. creditrite, <

LL. creditrix (creditric-), fern, of L. creditor:
see creditor. Cf. creditregg.'] A female creditor.

The same was granted to Elizabeth Hlndworth. his

principal creditrix. J. Walton, Cotton.

credit-union (kred'it-u'nyon), n. A coopera-
tive banking society, formed for the purpose
of lending its credit or money to its members
on real or personal property, and of dividing
among them any profit that may be made. See
credit fonder.
crednerite (kred'ner-it), . [After the German
geologist H. Credner (born 1841).] An oxid of

manganese and copper, occurring in foliated
masses of an iron-black or steel-gray color.

credo (kre'do), n. [L., I believe: see creed.]
1. The creed in the service of the Roman Cath-
olic and Anglican churches. 2. A musical

setting of the creed, usually in canon or fugue
form. It comes between the Gloria and the
Sanctus.

credulity (kre-du'li-ti), . [< F. credtdite= Sr>.

crednlidod = Pg. credulidade = It. credulitd, <

L. credulita( t-)g, < credulug, credulous : see cred-

iilim.i.] A weak or ignorant disregard of the
nature or strength of the evidence upon which
a belief is founded; in general, a disposition,
arising from weakness or ignorance, to believe
too readily, especially impossible or absurd
things.

Wearied from doubt to doubt to flee,
We welcome fond credulity,

< : nide confident, though blind.

Scott, Manuion, iii. 30.

There is often a portion of willing credulity and enthu-
siasm in the veneration which the most discerning men
pay to their political idols.

Maeaulay, Hallam's Const Hist.



credulity

Credulity, as a mental and moral phenomenon, mani-

fests itself'in widely different ways, according as it chances

to be the daughter of fancy or terror.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 81.

=Syn Fanaticism, Birjotry, etc. See superstition.

credulous (kred'u-lus), rt. [= F. crednU = Sp.

cn'dulo = Pg. It. credulo, < L. credulus, apt to

believe, < credere, believe: see creed.'] 1. Char-

acterized by or exhibiting credulity ;
uncritical

with regard to beliefs; easily deceived; gull-

ible.
A credulous father, and a brother noble,
Whose nature is so far from doing harms nrooHamnTi

Shak., Lear, i. 2. * leuSman

creeper

_ .,
' See en HI.

concealed not my name,'why this'author defending;
that creep (krep),

'

V. i.\ pret. and
-J...J I., tli,. ........I.. U'l. 1,1(1 MtnAABJ tlU **"*" V 1 / ' rr,

A .
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I marvelled, when as I, in a subject so new to this age, creem (krem),
,

part which is so creeded by the people would
>Mlhl*j freepin^

That he suspects none.

Children and fools are ever credulous,
And I am both, I think, for I believe.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 4.

2f. Believed too readily. [Eare.]

'Twas he possessed me with your credulous death.
Beau, ami Fl.

credulously (kred'u-lus-li), adv. With credu-
vowel), anTnleCcove, like"F. crige,

%

a creek, of
f* 3 __! *_ - f T 1 1 .'T.-' _ nnl, __ Qnr jli.il

creedal (kre'dal), a. [< creed + -al.~\ Of or

pertaining to creed; founded upon creed: as,

creedal unity. [Rare.]
Four columns . . . advocate formal or creedal unity,

and two editorials the opposite.
Church Union, Jan. 11, 1868.

creedless (kred'les), a. [< creed + -less.]

Without creed, or definite formula of belief.

Q (kredz
'

man), n.
; pi. creedsmen

(-men). [< creed's, poss. of creed, + man.'] A
maker of or believer in a creed or creeds. The

Independent (New York), May 25, 1871.

creek1
(krek), n. [In the United States common-

ly pronounced and sometimes written crick; ear-

ly mod. E. creek and crick, < ME. creke (a doubt-

pp. crept, ppr.

[< ME. crepen (pret. crep, crap, crope,

pi. 'crupe, cropen, crope, pp. cropen, crope), <

AS. crcdpan (pret. credp, pi. erupon, pp. cropen),

creep, crawl, = OS. kriopan = OFries. kriapa =
D. kruipen = MLG. LG. krupen = Icel. krjupa =
Sw. krypa = Dan. krybe = (with cli from k =

f)
OHG. chriochan, MHG. G. kriechen, creep.]

. To move with the body near or touching the

ground, as a reptile or an insect, a cat stealthily

approaching its prey, or an infant on hands and
knees.

We wol nougt krepe of [out of] these skinnes lest vs

schathe tidde [harm befall us].

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3084.

The slow-worm creeps, and the thin weasel there

Follows the mouse. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. In bot. : (a) To grow prostrate along the

The Queen, by her Leiger Ambassador, adviseth the

King not too credulously to entertain those Reports.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 394.

credulousness (kred'u-lus-nes), n. Credulity;
readiness to believe without sufficient evidence ;

gullibility.

Beyond all credulity ... is the credulousness of Athe-

ists, whose belief is so absurdly strong as to believe that

chance could make the world, when it cannot build ahouse.

Clarke, Sermons, I. i.

creed (kred), n. [< ME. crede (sometimes, as

L., credo), < AS. creda = Icel. kredda (also, af-

ter L., kredo) = MHG. crede (cf. Gael, ere) ;
intoi uti nawivj iu..i..i.v* . w vim y^... BWM v.~/, ... And as Almygllty uoa ana tneyr goou nap wome, va

other languages usually in L. form, OF. F. Pr. Tcwysdaye in the nyght the rage of the sayd tempest put

Sp. Pg. It. credo, creed; < L. credo, I believe,

the first word of the Latin version of the Apos-
tles' and Nicene creeds ;

1st pers. sing. pres. ind.

act. of credere, believe, trust, confide : see credit,

.] 1. A statement of belief on any subject,

religious, political, scientific, or other; especial-

ly, a formal statement of religious belief
;
a

"form of words, setting forth with authority
certain articles of belief which are regarded by
the framers as necessary for salvation, or at

least for the well-being of the Christian Church"

(Seluiff, The Creeds of Christendom, I. i.). In the

Protestant churches the authority of creeds is relative

and limited, and always subordinate to the Bible as the

only infallible rule of faith and practice. In the Greek
and Knman Catholic churches the creed of the church
is regarded as of equal authority over the believer with
the Bible. The principal historical creeds of Christen-

dom are the following : the Apostles' Creed (see apostle)
and the Nicene Creed (see Kicene), both originating in

the fourth century, and generally accepted by Christian

churches, Protestant, Greek, and Roman Catholic ; the Atfi-

anasian Creed (see Athanasian), retained by the Church
of England, but not by the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States, nor by other Protestant communi-

;
the Decrees of the Council of Trent (A. I). 1563), the

ful spelling), reg. crike, cryke, cryk (with short ground or other surface. (6) To grow below

vowel), an inlet, cove, like F. criqite, a creek, of K - * - .

Scand. origin : < Icel. kriki, a nook, = Sw. dial.

krik, a bend, nook, corner, creek, cove, = D.

kreek, a creek, bay, = AS. "crecca, a creek, pre-
served in theproper names Creccagelad, now
Cricklade in Wiltshire, and Creceanford, Crcc-

ganford, now Crayford in Kent. See crick?.]

1 . A small inlet, bay, or cove
;
a recess in the

shore of the sea or of a river, or of any consid-

erable body of water.

He knew wcl alle the havenes, as the! were, . . .

And euery cryke [var. cri/k, 1 MS. ; creke, Tyrwhitt] in Bre-

tayne and in Spayne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 409.

And as Almyghty God and theyr good hap wolde, on

theym into a lytell krt/ke bytwene ,ij. hylles at the shore.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 75.

We crossed the plain near the sea, and came to a very
small bay, or creek. . . . This creek is the old harbour

Metallum, or Metalia, now called Matala.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 250.

On the bank of Jordan, by a creek,
Where winds with reeds and osiers whispering play.

Milton, F. R., ii. 26.

2. A small stream ; a brook ;
a rivulet. [Com-

mon in this sense in the United States and

Australia, but now rare in England.] See
crick2 .

Lesser streams and rivulets are denominated creeks.

Goldsmith.

3f. A turn or winding.
The passage of alleys, creeks, and narrow lands.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 2.

Hence 4f. A device; an artifice; a trick.

The more u,ueynte erekes that they make,
The more wol I stele. Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 131.

5. A small seaboard town of insufficient im-

portance to have a customs-station of its own.

[Eng.] E. D.
To twist and

ties

great symbol of Romanism (see Tridentine) ; the Orthodox ^ ._,

Confession of Mogilas (seventeenth century), and the creed creek '

t (krek), V. i. [< creek^, n.]
ratified by the Synod of Jerusalem (1672), both recognized .;,} . forTn ,...,. .,]<

by the Greek Church; the Augsburg Confession (1530),
the symbol of the Lutheran Church ; the Helvetic Confes-
sions (two confessions, a first and a second Helvetic Con-

the surface, as rooting shoots. A creeping

plant usually fastens itself by roots to the

surface upon which it grows.

Oh, a dainty plant is the ivy green,
That creepeth o'er ruins old.

Dickens, Pickwick, vi.

3. To move along, or from place to place,

slowly, feebly, or timorously ;
move impercep-

tibly, as time.

Now age is cropen on me ful stille,

And makith me oold & blac of ble,

And y go downeward with the hille.

Uymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

The whining schoolboy, with his satchel,

And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to school. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Hour after hour crept by.
WhitKer, Cassandra Southwick.

4. To move secretly; move so as to escape
detection or evade suspicion; enter unob-

served.

Of this sort are they which creep into houses, and lead

captive silly women. 2 Tim. iii. 6.

The idea of her life shall sweetly creep
Into his study of imagination.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

The sophistry which creeps into most of the books of

argument. Locke.

5. To move or behave with extreme servility

or humility ;
move as if affected with a sense

of humiliation or terror.

They creepe a little perhaps, and sue for grace, till they
have gotten new breath and recovered their strength

agayne. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Like a guilty thing I creep.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vii.

6. To have a sensation as of worms or insects

creeping on the skin: as, the sight made my
flesh creep. 7. To move longitudinally : said

of the rails of a railroad.

The south track, under an eastward traffic of 4,807,000

tons, crept east 414 feet on the approach, and 240 feet on
the bridge, in the same time. Science, V. 845.

= Syn. Crawl, Creep. See crawll.

1. The act of

minster Confession of Faith (1647), the symbol of the Pres-

byterian Church ; the Canoiu of the Synod of Dort (1619),

A gathering creep.
Lowell.

2. In coal-mining, the apparent rising of the

lands and the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America ; the

Thirty-nine Articles (1563 -71) of the Church of England
and (revised in 1801) of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the United States ; the Savoy Confession (1658), a Con-

gregational symbol, and formerly generally accepted by _ . .^
Congregationalists ; and the Twenty-five Articles of the creel (krel), n.

Methodist Episcopal Church (1784), of which the first
'

twenty-four were prepared by John Wesley, on the basis
of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England. A
number of other special declarations of faith by other
Protestant bodies are of less historical significance. The
word creed, however, in its strict sense applies only to

comparatively brief formulas of profession of faith (as the

Apostles' Creed), beginning with the words "I believe"
or "We believe," and intended to be used at baptism or

reception of converts, or in public worship.

Also wher the Postyllys [Apostles] made Crede of ower
feyth. Torkington, Diarle of Eng. Travel!, p. 29.

And the Creed was commonly then called the Rule of
Faith'. Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. ii.

Men of science do not pledge themselves to creeds.

Huxley, Origin of Species, p. 145.

2. What is believed
; accepted doctrine ; espe-

cially, religious doctrine.

Necessity is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of
slaves. W. Pitt, Speech on the India Bill, Nov., 1783.

The salt water so creekelh about it, that it almost insu- _ _ ._.

lateth it [a town]. Holland, tr. of Camden. creep (krep), n. [< creep, 0.J

^attel^^ creei>ine- [Rare - ]

creek-fish (krek fish), n. A local name in the
United States of the chub-sucker.

iug creeks
;
full of creeks

; winding.
A water, whose outgushing flood

Ran bathing all the creakie shore allot.

Spenser, Visions of Bellay, st, 9.

[Sc. creel, creil, creill, crail, <

ME. crelle, < Gael, craidhleag = Ir. craidltlag, a

basket, creel, related to Gael, creatnall = Ir.

craidhal, a cradle. Less prob. < Gael, and Ir.

criol, a chest, coffer, Ir. crilin, a box, chest,

coffer, pyx.] 1. An osier basket or pannier.
Specifically (a) A basket for carrying on the hack or sus-

pended from the shoulder : as, a fish-wife's creel ; an an-

gler's creel ; a miner's creel.

We hae three hundre' [herring] left in the creel.

C. Reade, Christie Johnstone, ii.

(&) A basket or cage for catching lobsters or crabs.

2. In angling, fish that are placed in a creel
;

the catch. 3. In a spinning-machine, a frame-
work for holding bobbins or spools. 4. A kind
of frame used for slaughtering sheep upon.
[North. Eng.]
Also crail.

To be in a creel, or to nave one's wits in a creel,
to labor under some temporary confusion or stupefaction
of mind. [Scotch.] To COUP the creels. See cot/pi.

Our estimate of the actual creed of Lessing, now that Creel (krel), v. t. [< creel, n.] In angling, to
all the materials are before us, is very difficult to fix. put into the creel ; hence, to capture : as, he

Prof. Cairns, Unbelief in the 18th Century, p. 215. r̂eekd fifty trout .

creedt (kred), r. t. [< creed, n., or directly < L. creel-frame (krel'fram), n. In a spinning-ma-
credere, believe: see creed, n., and cf. credit, i>.] chine, a frame for holding the bobbins of rov-
To credit; believe. ings which are to be spun.

pillars, or where the roof is not fully supported,
caused by the pressure of the superincumbent
strata. If the under-day is very soft and the pillars are

not sufficiently large, a colliery may thus be entirely de-

stroyed.

3. pi. A sensation as of something crawling
over one; a sensation as of shivering. See

creep, v. i., 6. Also called creepers.

They [locusts] got into one's hair and clothes, and gave
one the creeps all over.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vi.

A room with a south light that made even the thought
of painting in it send cold creeps all down your back.

The Century, XXVIII. 541.

creeper (kre'per), n. [< ME. crepere, a creeper,
< AS. credpere, a cripple, < credpan, creep: see

creep, v., and -er1 .] 1. One who or that which

creeps. 2f. One who cringes; a sycophant.
A Courtly Gentleman to be loftie and curious in conn-

tenaunce, yet sometimes a creeper, and a curry fauell with

his superiours. Puttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 245.

3. In bot., a plant which grows upon or just

beneath the surface of the ground, or upon
any other surface, sending out rootlets from the

stem, as ivy and couch-grass, the common Vir-

ginia creeper (Ampelopsis guinquefoJia), and the

trumpet-creeper (Tecoma mil/cans). See cut

under Bignoniacea'. The term is also popularly ap-

plied to various plants which are more properly called

climbers, as the Canary creejjer (Tropaolum aduncum),
etc.



creeper

Virginia Creeper (Amftlottis quiHtjutfetia). a, an exp.iiulc'1
flower ; ft, di,inr,im of flower.

(From Gray's
" Genera of the Plants of the United States.")

Winders orcrccpert, as ivy, briony, and woodbine.

The little cottages embowered In crrepert.
Unlink ynarterlit lire., LXX.XIII. 419.

4. In ornitli., a term applied to very many birds,

mostly of small size and with slender bill,

which creep, climb, or scramble about in trees

and bushes. Specifically () Any bird of the family
Crrthiulw, in any sense of the wonl. The common or
brown creeper is Or/Awt famiiiari*. (b) Some bird of the
American family Siiti-ii-nli'ilir i.r Mni'ililtidtt : as, the black-

ami-white crtejter, Mniotilta varia; the pliie-crejwr, Dfn-
rfrwca fin IK. (c) Some bird of the American family Doc-
nultr. or Coerttnao!, commonly called hvnty-cretjttrtf. (tl)

Any bird of the South American family Dendrocolajitiaas
or Anatjatiitie, conunolily called tree-creewrg.

5. A specimen of a breed of the domestic fowl
with legs so short that they walk slowly and
with difficulty, and do not scratch like common
fowls. 6. A name of various mechanical de-

vices and utensils, (a) An iron used to slide along the

grate in kitchens. I M An instrument of iron with hooks
or claws for dragging the bottom of a well, river, or har-

bor, ami briiiuiiiu' up what may be there. (In this sense
often used in the plural.] (c) An iron bar joining two and-
irons. I'll A spiral within a revolving cylindrical grain-

screen, designed to iniprl the grain toward the discharge
end ; a conveyer or spiral on the inner surface. E. II.

Kiu'ilit. () III a carding-machine, an endless moving
apron, or two aprons placed one over the other, by which
fibers are fed to or from the machine. Also called a crfrp-

iwj.gheet. (/) A smnll cooking utensil of iron, with short
Irus. Also called ^ridcr. (*/) pl> Iron frames, containing
spikes, attached to the feet and legs to assist in climbing
a tree or a telegraph-pole ; climbers, (h) An iron attached
to the lioot-heel to prevent slipping upon ice. (0 A low
stool. [I'rov. Eng.)
7. A low patten worn by women. Wright.
[Prov. Eng.] 8. pi. Same as creep, 3.

The tint unpleasant sensations of chilliness arc the so-

called arteiKTs running down the spine.
Sri. Amer., N. 8., LIV. 329.

0. Same as creepie
1 True creepers, the birds of

the subfamily Crrthiiiue. Wall-creeper, the plant Ti-

<-li'"lnnna murarin.

creep-hole (krep'hol), . 1. A hole into which
an animal may creep to escape notice or dan-

ger. Hence 2. A subterfuge; an excuse.

creepie 1
, creepy2 (kre'pi), . [E. dial, and Sc.,

appar. dim. from creep. J A low stool ; a cricket.

Also called creeper, creepie-stool, and creepie-

chair, and in Scotland sometimes denoting the
stool of repentance.

When I mount the crrspif-chair.
fiimw, The Rantin' Dog, the Daddic o't.

The three-legged crefpie-xtfmt* . . . were hired out at a

penny an hour to such market women as came too late to
find room on the steps. )//-. GnskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

creepie'-', creepy3 (kre'pi), n. A small speckled
fowl. .s

1

. .s\ llnliliman. [Local, U. S.]

creeping (kre'piug), n. In submarine work, the
aei of dragging with creepers or grapnels to
recover a lost object.

creeping-disk (kre'ping-disk), H. The sole of
the foot of a mollusk, as a slug or a snail.

creeping-jack (kre'ping-jak), H. The stouecrop,

creeping-jenny (kre'ping-jen'i), n. Money-
wort or herb-twopence, l.i/xinin/'liiii iiiiiiimiiln-

rin.

creepingly (kre'ping-li), adv. By creeping;
slowlv : with the motion of an insect or a rep-
tile.

'

creeping-sailor (kre'piug-sa'lor), . The beef-
steiik saxifrage, KnjriJ'ruiin xiirini-Htuxii.

creeping-sheet (kre'ping-shet), n. The feed-

ing-apron of a carding-machine. E. H. Kn ii/li t.

See crfrprr. (i (e).

creeping-sickness (kre'ping-sik'nes), n. The
gangrenous form of ergotism. See ergotism.
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creeplet (kre'pi), n. [Dial, form of rn'//<'< .

reeling on the mod. form of the orig. verb

//>; w -e i-n/i/ili.\ 1. A creeping animal
;
a

reptile; a serpent.
Tin iv is one crci-|iinglieafit, "r long rrrrjje (as the name

Is In IVvnn.-liin ), that hath a rattle at his tail that .l,,i|,

discover his age. Hortan.

2. A cripple.
Thou knowest how lame a crteple the world Is.

!>""", Anat. of World, v. 238.

creep-mouse (krep'raous), . Still; quiet. [Col-

loq.J

It will not much signify if nobody hears it word you say ;

yon may be as crefp-mmue as you like, but we must have

yon to look at. Jan? Attgtrn, Mansfield Park, xv.

creepy 1
(kre'pi), n. [< creep + -y

1
.] Chilled

and crawling, as with horror or fear.

One's whole blood grew curdling and crctpy.
Bromting, The GloTe.

creepy-, creepy3 . See creepie'
1

, creepie
2

.

creese, iris (kres, kris), n. [Also written create,
ITIS, rri.--s. /,//,, l.ri*x. ;in<l funnerly r;-/r_-<- ;

'

Malay /.(/.-, kris, a dagger. Cf. ctich.] A short
sword or heavy dagger in use among the Malays
of Java, Sumatra, and the Malay peninsula.
It is peculiar In having a waved blade, and a handle which
is rarely in the prolongation of the blade, but forms a more
or less oblique angle with it.

Their [the Javans'] Criiurt or Daggers are two foot* long,
waned Indenture fashion, and poysoned, that few escape.

I'uf'-ti'i*, Pilgrimage, p. 542.

By his side he wore a gold-handled frmx, and carried in

his right hand a lie-nagged lance with its tip sheathed
the wedding staff.

U. 0. Forba, Eastern Archipelago, p. 218.

creesh, creish (kresh), n. [8c.; also written
crcisch ; (. Gael, creis, grease: see grease.}
Grease ; tallow.

creesh. creish (kresh), v. t. [Sc., < creesh, creish,

n.] To grease.-To creesh one's loof, literally, to

grease one's palm ; give one a consideration for some bene-
fit conferred or expected ; bribe one.

creeshy (kre'shi), o. [Sc., < creesh + -y
1

. Cf.

Gael, creisgidli, greasy.] Greasy.
Kilmarnock walnters, fldge and claw,
An* pour your creejtkie nations. . . .

Swith to the Laigh Kirk ane an' a'.

Burnt, Hi'' Ordination.

crefisht, . An obsolete form of crawfish.

creirgist, H. [W., < crair, a relic (cf. creirfa, a

place for relics, a reliquary, a museum), + cut,
a chest: see cist2.] A reliquary: used with
reference to reliquaries which exist in Wales
and the west of England.
creish, . and v. See creesh.

creke 1
t,

An obsolete form of erect1 .

creke'Jt, " An obsolete form of creak1 .

cremaillere (kre-mal-yar'), . [< F. crenutil-

lere (> 8p. gramallera), pot-hook, rack, iron

plate with holes, < OF. cremcille, < ML. crama-
culus, a pot-hook, dim. of Teut. (D.) Icram, a

hook, cramp-iron : see cramp 1
.] In field-fortifi-

cation, the inside line of the parapet, so traced
as to resemble the teeth of a saw, in order to

afford the advantage of bringing a heavier fire

to bear upon the defile than if only a simple
face were opposed to it.

cremaster (kro-mas'ter), n. and a. [NL., < Gr.

apt [taaTtip, a suspender, one ot the muscles by
which the testicles are suspended, < Kj>e/iavvvva<,

a/H/tnv (= Goth, hramjini), suspend, hang.] I.

n. 1. The muscle of the spermatic cord; the

suspensory muscle of the testicle, consisting of

a series of fibers derived from the internal ob-

lique muscle of the abdomen, and let down in

loops upon the cord. 2. In cntom., a name
given by Kirby to little hook-like processes on
the posterior extremity of many lepidopterous
pupa?, by which they suspend themselves during
pupation ; hence, the tip of the abdomen of the

pupa of any insect which undergoes complete
metamorphosis, serving for the attachment of

the pupa. It Is the homoloffue of the anal plate of the

larva, and Its form is foreshadowed in that of the anal

plate.

3t. A hook for hanging a pot or other vessel
over a fire.

II. a. Suspensory; pertaining to the cre-

master: as, the cremaster muscle.
cremasteric (krem-as-ter'ik), a. [< cremaster
+ -w1

.] In limit., pertaining to the cremaster:
as, a cri-HMxtrrir artery; cremanteric fibers.

cremate (kre'mat), r. (.
; pret. and pp. cremated,

pr. cremating. [< L. crematux, pp. of cremare,
urn, used particularly of burning the dead;

perhaps akin to carlio, coal (see carbon), Skt.

V/ cri, roast, boil.] To burn up or destroy by
heat; specifically, to consume (a dead body)
by intense heat, as a substitute for burial.

pp
bu

cremor

cremation (kre-nm'Hlion), . [< L. rrematio(n-).
< errman; pp. rrrmiilux, burn: see cremate.}
The act or custom of cremating; a burning, as

oftheilead; incineration; incremation. Tin-bum
in 1

..' uf tin- dead ua.i rniiiini'ii in Hiiti(|iiit>, tin- rr]i- l

ing inipi-rfi-tll) i- 'd mi H funeral pin .m.l 1 1,, ashes
am! I '- :i!t'! \\ai-l ]il;i- <-'\ IN all ill n. (-1 . > in, rttr<t I/ Mi,
tniiliT rmerarjr.) The revival of the

practice
in a mure

tlii lent manner has lieen advocated in rreenl tim>

sanitary reasons, and to some extent t-iin tr.i. \

methods of rri-iiiatiiin have IH-I-N jnn|.it,si-il, the great dihl-

culty being to consume the body wlthmii
\

IIIHL- tin

rs,-a|K- of noxious exhalations, and without dctlling the
ahe with foreign sulmtances. In W. Siemens's apiiaratus
(a modim-atiim of the plan of Sir llt-nry I h>.iii|.-..n) tin

body Is exposed to the combined action of highly heated
air ami ruinliiixtible Esses, so as to lie entirely consumed
without foreign admixture, while the furnace Is so con-
structed that no noxious effluvium escaj>es from it.

The Mexicans practiced crettuitwn ; and when men killed

in battle were missing, they made figures of them, and
after honouring these, burnt them and buried the ashes.

//. SiH-ncer, Prln. of Sociol., | 156.

cremationist (kre-ma'shon-ist), n. [< crema-
tion + -(/.] One who advocates or upholds
the practice of cremation of the bodies of the
dead as a substitute for burial.

cremator (kre-ma'tor), n. [< LL. cremtitor, a

burner, consumer by fire, < L. cremare, pp. cre-

matun, burn: see cremate, and cf. crematorium.]
A furnace for consuming dead bodies or refuse
matter

;
a crematory.

A company proposes to erect two eremalon, at an ex-

pense of ten thousand dollars, for this purpose | the disposal
of garbage), claiming that the running ex|>enses will not
exceed (15.50 per diem. ticirncr, IX. 309.

crematorium (kre-ma-to'ri-um), n.
; pi. crema-

toria (-a). [< NL. crematorium : see crematory.]
A crematory.
crematory (kre'ma-to-ri), n. and n. [< NL.
'crematorium (neut.' crematorium, n.), < L. cre-

mare, pp. crematus, burn: see cremate.] I. a.

Serving to burn or consume by fire
; connected

with or employed in cremation : as, a crematory
furnace.

II. n.
; pi. crematories (-riz). An establish-

ment for burning the bodies of the dead, in-

cluding the furnace and its adjuncts.
crembalum (krem'ba-luin), n. ; pi. erembala

(-la). [NL., < Gr. Kpe/ijlal.ov, a rattling instru-

ment to beat time with in dancing, like a cas-
tani-t .

]
An old name for the Jew's-harp.

Oremnitz white. See ichitc.

cremocarp (krem'o-karp), . [< Gr. ipnunviiwu,
Kpe/tav(aee cremantcr), hang, + na/mof, fruit.] A
fruit, as that of

the Umbellifera;,

consisting of
two or more in-

dehiacent, infe-

rior, one-seeded

carpels, separat-
ing at maturity
from each other
and from the
slender axis. Al-
so called mi /ni-
iii IIHIH.

Cremona 1
(kre-mo'nii), B. [For Cremona riolin :

see def . ] Any violin made at Cremona, Italy,

by the Amati family, in the latter part of the
sixteenth and in the seventeenth century, and
by Stradivarius at the beginning of the eigh-
teenth century. These instruments are considered to
excel all others, and are highly prized. The name U often

improperly applied in any old Italian violin.

Cremona2 (kre-mo'nii), M. [Corruption (in imi-
tation of Cremona 1

) of cromorna, F. cromorne,
itself a corruption of G. krummhom : see krumm-
horn.] Same as cromorna.
Cremonese (kre-mo-nes' or -nez'), a. and H. [<
It. Cremonese, < Cremona.'] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Cremona, a city of northern Italy for-

merly famous for its violins. See Cremona 1
.

The term "a Cremona," or "a Crfnwnf*? violin," is of-

ten incorrectly used for an old Italian Instrument of any
make. (irate. Diet. Music, I. 416.

H. n. sing, and pi. A native or natives of

Cremona.
At the beginning of the thirteenth century the Mantuans

had repulsed the Crtmottftf.

C. C. Perkint, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xxvii.

Cremonian (kre-mo'ni-an), a. Pertaining to the
Italian geometer Luigi Cremona. Cremonian
congruency. See coHgrutney. Cremonian corre-
spondence, a one-to-one correspondence of the pi >u<t-

In two planes, such that to every straight line in either

plane there corresponds a conic in the other. There are
three Cremonian Jori in each plane, where all the conies
in that plane corresponding to right lines in the other in-

tersect.

cremort (kre'mfir), n. [L. cremor, thick juice
or broth, ML. cream, etc. : see cream 1

.] Thick

Crcmocarp.
fruit of t ritkttiuiH nutrtfirnnni t.

the I



cremor

juice, or a substance resembling it: as, "chyle
or cremor," Bay.
cremosint, cremosinet (krem'o-zin), n. Obso-

lete forms of crimson.

crems, . See krems.

crena (kre'na), .
; pi. erenee (-ne). [NL., < L.

ercna, a notch : found only once, in a doubtful

passage in Pliny (11, 37, 68, 180), but frequent
in later (LL. ML.) glossaries (and appar. the

source of It. dial, crena, f., craw, m., =OF. erene,

crenne, f., cren, cran, F. cran (Walloon crcn), m.,
and ult. of E. cranny, a crevice: see cranny1

);

perhaps orig. "crctna, a cut (cf. curing, cut short,
short: see curt), connected with Skt. ^ kart,

cut.] 1. In entom., a small, linear, raised mark
resembling a wrinkle

;
one of the projections

of a crenate surface or margin. 2. In (mat.,
one of the small projections by which the bones
of the skull fit together in the sutures.

crenate1
(kre'nat), a. and n. [< NL. crenatus, <

a.] I. a.L. crena, a notch: see crena.

Crenate and Doubly Crenate Leaves.

1. Notched;
indented; scal-

loped, (a) In but.,

having the margin
cut into even and
rounded notches or
scallops, as a leaf.

When the scallops
have smaller ones

upon them, the
leaf is said to be

doubly crenate.

The cells are elongated, . . . their margins being
straight in the Yucca and Iris, but minutely sinuous or
crenated in the Indian corn.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., I 377.

(&) In cntoin., having indentations, not sufficient to be
called teeth, the exterior outline of which is rounded : said

of a margin.
2. In fort., same as crenelated. See also cre-

nelle.

Also crenated.

II. n. A zigzag or tooth-shaped work, or

notch, in a wall or line of fortifications
;
a cre-

nelle. [Bare.]

Many bastions and crenates. II. Coppte.

crenate2 (kre'nat), n. [< crcn(ic) + -ate1
.] A

salt of crenic acid.

crenately (kre'nat-li), adv. In a crenate man-
ner

;
with crenatures.

crenation (kre-na'shon), n. [< crenate + -ion.]
Same as crenature.

From three to five of the cremations being usually visible.

H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algre, p. 119.

crenature (kren'a-tur), n. [< NL. crcnatura, <

crenatus, crenate : see crenate1 .] In oot., a tooth
of a crenate leaf, or of any other crenate part.
Crencle1

t,
v. A Middle English form of crinkle.

crencle2 (kreng'kl), n. Same as cringle (a).

crenel (kren'el), . [< OF. crenel, a notch, em-
brasure, F. creneau = Pr. cranel, < ML. crenel-

Ins, dim. of (L. ) crena : see crena. Cf. carncl and
crenelle. See also cranny1

."] It. The peak at
the top of a helmet. 2. Same as crenelle. 3.
In hot., a tooth of a crenate leaf

;
a crenature.

crenelate, crenellate (kren'e-lat), .; pret.
and pp. crenelated, crenellated, ppr. crenelating,

crenellating. [< ML. as if *crenellatus, pp. of
*crenellare (OF. creneler), < crenellus, an embra-
sure: see crenel, crenelle.'} I. trans. 1. To fur-
nish with battlements or embrasures; render
defensible by adding battlements, as a house.

2. To cut loopholes through, as a wall.

II. intrans. To add crenelations
;
render a

place defensible by battlements.

The licence to crenellate occasionally contained the per-
mission to enclose a park and even to hold a fair.

StaMw, Const. Hist., 472.

crenelate, crenellate (kren'e-lat), a. Same as
cremilate.

crenelated, crenellated (kren'e-la-ted), p. a.

1. Samei as embattled. See also crenelate, v.

2. Furnished with crenelles, as a parapet or
breastwork : specifical-

ly, in arch., applied to
a kind of embattled or
indented molding of

frequent occurrence in
Norman work.

ay ir

inon the grass, and in masses
on the boughs of the great
cedar and the crenelated cop-
ing of the stone walls.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda,
[xxxv.

3. Fluted; channeled;
covered with indenta-
tions.

Crenelated Molding.
Norman doorway. Kentlworth
church.Warwickshire, England.

1344

The crenellated surface of the sea, modelled with rare

delicacy and elaboration, adds to the charm of a capital

specimen of modern English landscape painting.
Athenanm, No. 3073, p. 377.

Also crenate, crenated, crenelled.

crenelation, crenellation (kren-e-la'shon), n.

[< crenelate, crenellate, r., + -ion.] 1. The act

of rendering a building defensible by the addi-

tion of battlements or by the cutting of loop-
holes. See crenelate, v.

The usage of fortifying the manor-houses of the great
men . . . went along way towards making every rich man's

dwelling-place a castle. The fortification or crenellation

of these houses or castles could not be taken in hand with-

out the royal licence. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 472.

2. The state or condition of being crenelated.

3. A battlement.

The platforms, the bastions, the terraces, the high-

perched windows and balconies, the hanging gardens and
dizzy crenellations of this complicated structure, keep you
in iRTpetual intercourse with an immense horizon.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 46.

4. Any notch or indentation,

erenele (kra-ne-la'), a. [F., pp. of creneler:

see crenelate, v"] In her., same as embattled.

crenelet (kren'e-let), n. [Dim. of OF. crenel,

F. creneau, battlement : see erenelle.~\ A small
crenelle.

The sloping crenelettt of the higher towers.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xliii.

crenellate, crenellated, etc. See crenelate, etc.

crenelle (kre-nel'), . [< OF. crenelle, fern, of

crenel, < ML. crenellus, an embrasure, battle-

ment: see crenel.] One of the open spaces of a
battlemented parapet which alternate with the
merlons or cops. See battlement. Also crenel.

The Sultan Abd el Hamid, father of Mahmoud, erected
a neat structure of cut stone, whose crenelles make it look
more like a place of defence than of prayer.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 251.

There it stands, big, battlemented, buttressed, marble,
with windows like crenelles. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, ii.

crenelled (kren'eld), a. Same as crenelated.

The king was asked to establish by statute that every
man throughout England might make fort or fortress,

walls, and crenelled or embattled towers, at his own free

will. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 472.

crengle (kreng'gl), n. Same as cringle (a).

crenic (kre'nik), a. [< Gr. apf/vy, Doric Kpdva, a

spring; cf. npow6<;, a spring.] Of or pertaining
to a spring : used only in crenic acid, a white,

uncrystallizable organic acid existing in vege-
table mold and in the ocherous deposits of fer-

ruginous waters. By oxidation it forms apo-
crenic acid (which see, under apocrenic).
Crenilabrus (kren-i-la'brus), n. [NL., < L.

crena, a notch (see crena), + labrum, a lip.]
A genus of fishes, of the section Acanthoptery-
gii and family Labrida;, to which the gilthead
or goldenmaid and the goldfinnyor goldsinny
belong. Several species have English names. C. melops
or tinea is the Conner, gilthead, or goldenmaid ; C. cor-

nubicus or norveyicus is the goldfinny or goldsinny ; C.

rupestris is Jago's goldsiuny ; C. multidentatus is the cork-

ling, corkwing, or Ball's wrasse ; C. gibbu$ is the giblwus
wrasse ; C. luscus, the scale-rayed wrasse ; and C. muro-
Ktoina, the small-mouthed wrasse or rock-cock.

crenkle (kreng'kl), n. Same as cringle (a).

Crenuchina (kren-u-kl'na), n. pi. [NL., < Cre-

nuchus + -ina.~\ In Gunther's system of classi-

fication of fishes, a group of Characinidce. The
technical characters are : an adipose dorsal fin, teeth in

both jaws well developed, dorsal nn rather elongate, gill-

openings wide (the gill-membrane not being attached to
the isthmus), belly rounded, and no canine teeth. Of
two known species, one is South American and the other
African.

Crenuchus (kren'u-kus), n. [NL. (Gunther,
1863).] The typical genus of Crenuchina.

crenula (kren'u-la), n. ; pi. crenuke (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. crena, a notch: see crena.] Inzool.,
a little notch ;

a little curved wrinkle on a sur-

face
;
one of the teeth of a crenulate edge.

The rudiments of feet resembling obsolete tubercles or
crenulce. Say.

crenulate, crenulated (kren'u-lat, -la-ted), a.

[< crenula + -ate 1
(+ -ed2).] Notched; marked

as with notches.

In most parts it [phonolite] has a conchoidal fracture,
and is sonorous, yet it is crenulated with minute air-cavi-
ties. Dancin, Geol. Observations, i. !Ki.

Specifically (a) In bot., having the edge cut into very
small scallops, as some leaves. Also crenelate, crenellate.

(b) In conch., an epithet applied to the indented margin
of a shell. The fine saw-like edge of theshell of the cockle,
which fits nicely into the opposite shell, is a familiar exam-
ple, (c) In entoin., finely crenate or waved : as, a crenulate
margin.

crenulation (kren-u-la'shpn), n. [< crenulate
+ -ion."] 1. The state of being crenulated;
a series of notches ; specifically, the crenate

marking of the margin of some leaves. See cut
under crenate. 2. Fine striation. [Bare.]

creosote

The markings at the sides of the petals [in Extracrinm]
are much more delicate than in Pentacrinus, having more
the character of stria! or crenulation than of coarse ridges.

Science, IV. 223.

creodont (kre'o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to the Creodonta.

II. . One of the Creodonta.

Creodonta (kre-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kpiac,, flesh, + o&H'f (bSovT-) = E. tooth; cf. Gr.

Kptofiorof, carnivorous.] A group of fossil mam-
mals, considered by Cope a suborder of his

Bunotheria-, containing forms ancestrally re-

lated to existing Carnivora, and divided by him
into the five families Arctocyonidte, Miacidw,

Oxy&nida;, Ainblyctonidte, and Meronychida;.
Creodonta were not such dangerous animals as the car-

nivora, with some possible exceptions, because, although
they were as large, they generally had shorter legs, less

acute claws, and smaller and more simple brains.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVII. 610.

Creole (kre'61), n. and a. [= D. kreool = G.
kreole = Dan. kreol, < F. Creole = Pg. crioulo =
It. creolo, < Sp. criollo, a Creole; said to be a

negro corruption of Sp.'criadillo, dim. of criado,
a servant, follower, client, lit. one bred, brought
up, or educated (see creat), pp. of mar, breed,

beget, bring up, educate, lit. create, < L. creare,
create: see create.] I. n. 1. In the West Indies

and Spanish America: (a) Originally, a native

descended from European (properly Spanish)
ancestors, as distinguished from immigrants of

European blood, and from the aborigines, ne-

groes, and natives of mixed (Indian and Euro-

pean, or European and negro) blood, (b) Loose-

ly, a person born in the country, but of a race

not indigenous to it, irrespective of color. 2.

In Louisiana : (a) Originally, a native descended
from French ancestors who had settled there ;

later, any native of French or Spanish descent

by either parent; a person belonging to the

French-speaking native portion of the white
race.

Many Spaniards of rank cast their lot with the Creoles

[of Louisiana]. But the Creoles never became Spanish ;

and in society balls where the Creole civilian met the

Spanish military official, the cotillon was French or Span-
ish according as one or the other party was the stronger.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xvi.

(6) A native-born negro, as distinguished from
a negro brought from Africa.

II. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of a creole or the Creoles : as, creole songs ;
cre-

ole dialects.

Among the people a transmutation was going on. French
fathers were moving aside to make room for Creole sons.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, v.

2. Of immediate West Indian growth, but of

ultimate European or other foreign origin :

as, Creole chickens
;
creole roses Creole dialect,

the broken English of the Creoles of Louisiana and the

neighboring region. Creole negro, a negro born in a

part of the West Indies or the United States now or

originally Spanish or French. Creole patois, the cor-

rupt French spoken by the negroes and creole negroes of

Louisiana.

creolean (kre-6'le-an), a. [< creole + -ean.]

Pertaining to or resembling Creoles; Creole.

[Bare.]
creoliant (kre-6'li-an), n. and . [< creole +
-4an.] I. 11. A creole. Goldsmith.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling Creoles.

You are born a manorial serf or creolian negro.

Godwin, On Population, p. 472.

creophagOUS (kre-of'a-gus), a. [< Gr. KpeoQa-yos,

flesh-eating, < xpfaf, flesh,+ fyayelv, eat.] Flesh-

eating; carnivorous.

It is conceivable that some of these are exceptional cre-

ophagoua Protophytes, parallel at a lower level of struc-

ture to the insectivorous Phanerogams.
E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 831.

CreophiliB (kre-of'i-le), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. K/>C-

f, flesh, + 0(fof, loving.] In Latreille's classifi-

cation of insects, a snbtribe of Muscides, having
very large alulets, nearly covering the balan-

cers, represented by such generaas Eeliinomyia,

Ocyptera, and Musca, and including the flesh-

flies.

creosol, creasol (kre'o-, kre'a-sol), n. [Ascreo*-

ote, creas-ote, + -ol.]' A colorless oily liquid

(C8H10O2 ) of an agreeable odor and a burning
taste.

Creosote, creaSOte (kre'o-, kre'a-sot), w. [= F.

creosote = Sp. creosota = It. creosoto = D. kreo-

soot = G. Dan. kreosot, < NL. creosota, < Gr. Kptac.

(combining form prop, upco-), flesh, + GUT- in

auT>/p, preserver, < okCtiv, preserve, save.] A
substance first prepared from wood-tar, from
which it is separated by repeated solution in

potash, treatment with acids, and distillation.

It is also obtained from crude pyroligneons acid. In a pure
state it is oily, heavy, colorless, refracts light powerfully,



creosote

and has (l Hweetish, hurninii tastr, ami a strong smell as of

prat sinokr nr snioki 'I miat- It Is s<> powritul all anil

srplir that nirat will not putrefy alter being pliinxnl into

a Solution of onr prr rrnt. of rrrosotr. U OMI! 1 1 ratril W ith

it is not Slltljert to dry-ti't or otllrl- decay. It has t.rrli

used in suryer.v anil nirilirinr as an anti.seplie with yreat
Hiieeess. I. ill il is now almost sU|K-rsrdcd by th.'i lirap. I ami

equally rtlirirn I rarbolir ari.l. It is often aililril to w [ii-k> .

to give it the prat -reck tla\m. A Ko writtrn tirrvtiitt, kr,'-

creosote, creasote (kro'o-, kre'a-sot ), r. t.; pret.
mid ]>]<.cri-<iiailfil, i-riiixiili-il, ppr. rn-iixti/iiit/. on-

iinntiinj. [
< crnntnli; i-rriiniili; n.] To apply cre-

osote or a solution of creosote to
;
treat with

creosote: as, to rrm.xotr wood to prevent its de-

cay.

An equally favorable ami <lrrisi\r result was obtained
from tlir pirr, ^ lt i iir erwuoted at Vmstrrdum.

/"/.. Set. Mo., III. 556.

creosote-bush (kre'o-sot-bush), M. The Laurea
Meficanti, a zygophyllaceous evergreen shrub
of northern Mexico and the adjacent region,

very resinous, and having a strong, heavy odor.
An infusion of the leaves is used by the Mexicans as a

rrmoly for rheumatism and also to give a red color to

leather.

creosote-water (kre'o-s6t-w4*ter), n. A one

per cent, solution of creosote in water: the aqua
creosoti of the pharmacopeia,
crepance, crepane (kre'pans, -pan), . [< L.

en-pun; ppr. erepan(t-)s, break: see crepitate,
andcf. craven, crevice^.] A wound in a hind leg
of a horse caused by striking with the shoe of

the other hind foot, in the vice called ''inter-

fering."

crpe (kriip), n. [F. : see crape.] Crape,
crepelt. . A Middle English form of cripple.

crepe-lisse (krap'les'), n. [F., smooth crape:
crept', crape; lisse, smooth.] A fine thin silk

material, uspd for women's ruchings, dresses,
etc.

crepera (krep'e-ra), n. ; pi. creperai (-re). [NL.,
fern, of L. creper, dusky, dark: see crepuscle.]
In en torn., an undefined portion of surface hav-

ing a paler color on
a dark ground; a

pale mark fading at

the edges into the

ground-color.
crepida (krep'i-da),
n.

; pi. crepidar (-de).

[L.,< Gr. Kpr/iris, ace.

itpr/irtia, a kind of

boot or shoe : see

def.] In classical

antiq., a foot-cover-

ing or shoe varying
much in type, qual-

ity, and use; spe-

cifically, a Greek sandal, of which the upper
portion, inclosing the foot, was a more or less

close network, chiefly of leather thongs,

crepidoma (kre-pi-do'ma), n.
; pi. crepidomata

(-ma-tii). [Gr. npi/iriiu/ia, < Km/mo (n/ir/inti-), a
foundation: see crepida.] The entire founda-
tion of an ancient temple, including the stereo-

bate and the stylobate.
Crepidula (kre-pid'u-lil), . [NL., < L. crrpi-

du/a, a small sandal, dun. of crepida, a sandal,
< Gr. HT?TIC (KP'/T"'-), a half-boot:

see rrrpitln.] A genus of toenio-

glogsate pectinibranchiate mol-

Fusks, of the family Calyptra'ida;
or bonnet-shells; the slipper-lim-

pets. Thry have an oval, very convex

shell, within which is a shelf-like parti-
tion. There are many sprrics. of most

parts of the world. C. fornicala and C.

pinna are two common species of the
I'lliled States. Sllpper.tiinpet.

crepilt, . A Middle English form
c
c ",

f
a

/ r"

of cripple. Chtiucer.

crepinet, . Same as cn-.tpinc. Cottjrtirr.

Crepis (kro'pis), n. [NL., < L. crepis, an un-
known plant, < Gr. is/M/nYf, found only in sense
of 'boot, base, foundation,' etc.: see ercpiiln.]
A genus of plants, natural order Compositor, con-

taining numerous species ofherbaceous annuals
with milky juice, natives of Europe and Asia,
with several species in western North America

;

the hawk's-beard. The leaves are radical, and the hVw-
ers nuincrou.s. .small, yellow or purplish, with the corollas

all liunlatr ami Ihr pappus white ami soft.

crepitaculum (krcp-i-tak'u-lum). ii. ; pi. cri-pi-

tdciila (-lii). [L., a rattle, < errpitnrr, pp. i-n-pi-

/(/fn.v, rattle: sec IT, pilnlr.] 1. An ancient in-

stninient resembling the castanets. 2. In

,-<>V., a rat lie or rattlinu'-oixan. as that on the
tail of a rattlesnake. See cut tinder ruttlixiiiikr.

3. A talc-like spot at the base of the upper
wind's of certain Locuntitltr. I'agcoe.

Crep di. From statue of Sophocles,
ill the LKteran Museum, Rome.

crepitant (krep'i-tant ), ii. [= }'. cn'pitant =
Sp. IV- 1'. ertpttato,{ \,. <-i-i-piinti(t-)i<, ppr. of

i-n-piliiri : see i-r, pitnti. \
1. Crackling: spe-

cifically applied, in ptitlnil.. to the pathognomic
sound of the lungs in pneumonia. 2. In M-
tom., having the power of crepitation.

crepitate (krep'i-tiit). <. <. : pret. and pp. erepi-
lutiil, ppr. militating. [< L. cri/iiliitu.i, pp. of

crepitare (> F. cn'pitrr = Sp. Pg. crepitar = It.

rrrpittirr), creak, rattle, clatter, crackle, etc.,

freq. of crepare, pp. crepitus, creak, rattle, etc.,

burst or break with a noise, crash. Cf. <T> . //.

ri-t i-ii; ', from the same ult. source.] 1. To
crackle

; snap with a sharp, abrupt, and rap-

idly repeated sound, as salt in fire or during
calcination.

Policy anil principle . . . would have been crrpitatiivt

always in their declivity.

Buihiu-U, Sermons on Living Subjects, I. 28.

Specifically 2. To rattle or crackle; use the

crepitaculum, as a rattlesnake. 3. In nitoni.,

to eject suddenly from the anus, with a slight

noise, a volatile fluid having somewhat the ap-
pearance of smoke and a strong pungent odor,
as certain bombardier-beetles of the genus
Rrachinus and its allies.

crepitation (krep-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. crepita-
linn = Sp. crepitacion = Pg. crepitac&o, < L.

as if *crej>itotio(n-), < crepitare, pp. crepitatux,
crackle: see crepitate.] 1. A crackling noise,

resembling a succession of minute explosions,
such as the crackling of some salts in calcina-

tion, or the noise made in the friction of frac-

tured bones when moved in certain directions
;

also, in pathol., the grating sensation felt by
the hand when applied to fractured bones under

movement; crepitus.
Hie pent crtpitaliun of dozens of India fire-crackers,

which the youth of Pierpont were discharging all about
the village green. II. W. Pretton, Year in Eden, x.

Specifically 2. Inpathol., certain sounds de-

tected in the lungs oy auscultation ; the pecu-
liar crackling sound which characterizes pneu-
monia; crepitant rales. 3. The action of a cre-

pitaculum, as of that of a rattlesnake ; stridu-

lation. 4. In entom., the act of ejecting a pun-
gent fluid from the anus, with a slight noise.

See crepitate, 3.

crepitative (krep'i-ta-tiv), a. JX crepitate +
-ice.] Having the power of crepitating ; crepi-
tant.

The Indians north of Hudson's Bay designate the aurora
Kdthin (reindeer cow), because it shares the crepitatire

quality of that animal's hide when it Is rnbljed, and gives
off sparks. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 433.

crepitus (krep'i-tus), .
; pi. crepitus. [L., a

rattling, a crackling noise, < crepare, crackle,
etc.: see crepitate.] 1. A crackling noise; crep-
itation. Specifically 2. The sound heard or

grating sensation felt when the fractured ends
of a broken bone are rubbed against each other.

crepon (krep'on), n. [= It. crcponc, < F. crepon,
< crtpe, crape : see crape.] A stuff resembling
crape, but not so thin and gauzy, made of wool
or silk, or of silk and wool mixed.

creppint, n. Same as crespine.

crept (krept). Preterit and past participle of

crepult, " A Middle English form of cripple.
l 'liniicer.

crepuscle, crepuscule (kre-pus'l, -kul), . [=
F. crepuscitlv = Sp. cri-pusculo = Pg. It. crepus-

culo, < L. civpiixcHlum, twilight, < creper, dusky,
dark; said to be of Sabine origin.] Twilight;
the light of the morning from the first dawn to

sunrise, and of the evening from sunset to dark-
ness. [Now rare.]

The sturdy long-lived Crfinutcttle of our southern climes
is unborn and unknown here.

II'. //. Rufsell, Wary In India, I. 103.

crepuscular (kre-pus'ku-lftr), a. 1= F. creptts-
nil/iire = Sp. Pg. crepuscular, < L. 'creptiscu-

laris, < creputculum, twilight: see crepuscle.]
1. Pertaining to or resembling twilight; glim-

mering.
The tree which has the greatest charm to Northern eyes

is the cold, ^ray-green ilex, whose clear, crepuncitlar shade
is a delicious provision against a Southern sun.

//. Jame*, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 163.

2. In zoiit., flying or appearing in the twilight
or evening, or before sunrise : as, the crepuscu-
lar or nocturnal /.<

The tree-toad, or Hyla. U-ina mii*f>ilar in hahitu, was
found dilHcult to study. Sfiftu-f. III. M;

Those [tlyiii- -s<jiiii -iris that I havi-srrn nrar honie, are

so strictly minumlar that only the Initial movement* of

their nm'turnal journeys are readily traced.

Pop. Sri. Mo., X.VVHI. 640.

crescent

CrepUSCUlaria(kre-ptis-ku-la'ri a), n.pl. [NL..
iieut. pi. of L. 'eremaetilartt : see ereptueiUar.]
In r,,i, mi., in Latreille's svst.-iu, the second fam-

ily of l.i jiiiln/ill
m : tl;. - ph nixes or hawk-moths,

correspotnliiio; to the Linm-.-in gi nns tpliiiv;
and divided into four sections. Ih .-pi itspltiii-

<je, tiphiiiitiilix, Xixiiiiidi-x, ami /.ijiju-iinloi. cor-

i-es|ionding to the Fabrician genera i',ixi,,in,

:. >v.M(/, anil /ifi/ii-nii, anil nearly to mod-
ern families of similar names. 1 1,, > r,,nucct tlir

iliiirmil with the tin nal /.'/'/<>/''"'. ^'il an now ranged
with the llri' n->-ni fa diittiiigliiiineil from Itlitrpalvctra.

crepuscule, ". See crepuxcle.

crepusculine (kre-pun'ku-lin), a. [As crcpuele
+ -me 1

.] Creptiscular. [Rare.]

High in the rare ereptiM-uli,^ ether.
u. I: .S>-/on/, Poemt, p. 7.

CrepUSCUlous (kre-pus'ku-ltis), ti. [< crepuscule
+ -<iits.] Pertaining to twilight ; glimmering;
imperfectly clear or luminous.

The beginnings of philosophy were in a crfpttscvtotu ob-

scurity, and it is yet scarce past the daw n.

(,7,11,1,7;, . Sc-ep. Scl., xlx.

crepusculum (kre-pus'ku-lum). n. [L., twi-

lignt, dusk: see crepuscle.] Twilight.
ores., cresc. In music, common abbreviations
of crescendo.

crescet, r. [ME. crescen (also cresen, in part
by apheresis from encresen, increase : see

crease?) = OF. crestre, croistre, F. croitre = Pr.

crescer, creisser = Sp. crecer = Pg. cre/tcer = It.

crescere, < L. crescere, increase, grow, inceptive
verb, < ware, make, create : see create. From
L. crescere are ult. E. accrease = accresce, en-

crease = increase, decrease, crescent, increscent,

decrescent, excrescent, etc.] To grow; increase.

crescencet (kres'ens), . [= OF. crescencf,

creissance, croissance, F. croixxancc = Sp. cre-

cencia = Pg. crescendo = It. crcscenza, < L. cre-

sccnlia, an increase, < crescen(t-)s, ppr. : see

crescent.'] Increase
; growth. E. It.

crescendo (kre-shen'do), a. and n. [It., ppr. of

crescere, < L. crescere, increase : see cresce.] I.

a. In music, gradually increasing in force or loud-
ness

; swelling. Often abbreviated to cres. or

cresc., or represented by the character < .

Crescendo pedal, in ori/nii-tmiltliiiy. (a) A pedal by which
the various stops may be successively drawn until the full

power of the instrument is in use. Generally this mecha-
nism dors not affect the stop-knol, so that it may start
from any given combination, and by the use of the dimin-
uendo pedal may return to the same. ('-) The swell jx-dal.

II. n. A passage characterized by increase
of force.

crescent (kres'ent), a. and M. [I. a. = OF.
creissant, croissant, F. croissant = Sp. creciente

= Pg. It. crescente, < L. crcsceti(t-)s, ppr. of cre-

scere, come forth, grow, increase : see cresce.

II. n. Now spelled to suit the adj. and the orig.
L. form ; early mod. E. also crtssant, < ME.
cressent, cressaunt, < OF. crcixsant, croissant, F.

croissant = Sp. crecientf = Pg. It. crescente, the
new moon, a crescent, < L. cresccn(t-)s, sc. lima,
the increasing moon : see the adj.] I. a. 1. In-

creasing ; growing : specifically applied to the

moon during its first quarter, when its visible

portion is increasing in area, in the curved form
called a crescent (see II.).

Astarte, queen of heaven, with crrnetnl horns.

Milton, P. I... I. 438.

There Is manv a youth
Now crefcmt, who will come to all I am,
And overcome it. Tennynon, Lancelot and Elaine.

Our sympathy from night to noon
ROM crenctnt with that errant moon.

I.,*-lcrr, Castle In the Air.

2. Shaped like the appearance of the moon
during its first quarter. Crescent fissure, a fissure

of the brain which indents the dorsoincsal margin of the

hemisphere near the fore end, so as to appear upon l>th
the dorsal and the inesul attjiect, its length in these two
aspects being approximately equal, and its dorsal pajt
being at a right angle with the meson ; the frontal Assure
of Owen ; the crucial aulcus of others. It ls one of the
most constant and well-marked sulci uf the brain of the
I'ltriiiftra and the higher mammals generally.

II. H. 1. The period of apparent growth or
increase of the moon in its first quarter : as.

the moon is in its crescent. 2. The increasing
part of the moon in its first quarter, or the sim-

ilarly shaped decreasing part in its last
<juar-

ter, when it presents a DOW of light terminat-

ing in points or horns: as, the rnwiit of the-

moon. Hence 3. The moon itself in either

its first or its
jast quarter; the new or the old

moon. [Poetical.]
Jore In dusky clouds Involves the skies.

And the faint <rr*rrnt shoots by nts l f..i. their i yes.

Dryden.

4. Something in the shape of the crescent

moon; a crescent-shaped object, construction.



Heraldic Cres-
cent.

crescent

device, or symbol. Speciflcally (a) The Turkish stan-

dard, which bears the figure of a crescent, and, figuratively,
the Turkish military power itself. The use of the cres-

cent as the Turkish emblem dates from the conquest of

Constantinople (1453); it had been considered in a sense
an emblem of the city, anil was assumed by the Turkish
sultans in commemoration of their signal conquest.

The cross of our faith is replanted,
The pale, dying crescent is daunted.

Campbell, Song of the Greeks.

The crescent glittering on the domes which were once
consecrated by the venerated. symbol of his faith.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.
,
Int.

(4) In her., a bearing in the form of a young or new mosn,
usually borne horizontally with the horns

uppermost. Bee decrescent and incres-

cent.

A second son differences his arms with
a crescent.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra

[ser.), i. 114.

(c) In arch., a range of buildings in the
form of a crescent or half-moon : as,
Lansdowne Crescent in London.

5. A Turkish military musical instrument with
bells or jingles. 6. A defect in a horse's foot,
when the coffin-bone falls down. E. D. 7-
In lace-making, a cordonnet of considerable pro-
jection inclosing part of the pattern of point-
lace, giving it relief, and separating it from the

ground or from other parts of the pattern. Thus,
if a leaf is made of cloth -stitch, it may be surrounded by
a crescent one eighth of an inch thick and with half as
much projection, and this again by a ring of ornamental
loops or couronnes.

8. A small roll of bread of various kinds, made
in the form of a crescent.

At noon I bought two crisp crescents ... at a shop
counter. The Century, XXXII. 939.

Crescent City, the by-name of the city of New Orleans,
from the crescent-shaped bend of the Mississippi river in
its front. Crescent reversed, in her., a crescent with
the horns turned downward. Crescents of Gianuzzi,
in anal., the peculiar crescentiform bodies found lying in
the alveoli of salivary glands, between the cells and the
membrana propria. Also called demilunes of Heidenhain.
Order of the Crescent, a Turkish order instituted in

1799, and awarded only for distinguished bravery in the
naval or military service. It was abolished in 1851. An
order of the crescent was founded by Charles of Anjou in

Sicily in 1268, but had a short existence. Rene of Anjou,
count of Provence and titular king of Naples and Sicily,
founded another shorMived order of the crescent in the
fifteenth century.

crescent (kres'ent), v. t. [< crescent, .] 1. To
form into a crescent. 2. To surround partly
in a semicircular or crescent form. [Bare.]
A dark wood crescents more than half the lawn.

Seward, Letters, vi. 195.

Crescentade (kres-en-tad'), n. [< crescent +
-ode, formed after amsade,] A war or military
expedition under the flag of Turkey, for the de-
fense or extension of Mohammedanism. See
crescent, it., 4 (a), and compare crusade1 .

crescented (kres'en-ted), a. [< crescent + -c<<2.]
1. Adorned with a crescent; in her., decorated
with crescents at the ends : said of any bearing
that may receive them, as a cross or saltier.
2. Bent like or into a crescent.

Phoibe bent towards him crescented. Keats.

Crescentia (kre-sen'shiS), w. [NL., after Cre-

scenti, an old writer on botany.] A small ge-
nus of trees or large shrubs, natural order Big-
noniacece, natives of the tropics. The principal
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crescentic (kre-sen'tik), . [< crescent, n., +
-ic.] Having the form of a crescent.

In the shade of a very thick tree-top the sun-flecks are
circular like the sun ; but during an eclipse they are cres-

centic, or even annular. Le Conte, Light, p. 27.

Douglas Bay, with its romantic headlands, crescentic

shores, etc. Harper's Mag., LXXV. 520.

crescentically (kre-sen'ti-kal-i), adv. In a
crescentic manner or shape; crescentwise.
crescentiform (kre-sen'ti-form), a. [< L. cres-

cen(t-)s. crescent, + forma, shape.] Crescen-
tic in form

; shaped like a crescent : in zool.,
said speciflcally of various parts, as joints of the
antennse or palpi of insects.

crescentoid (kres'en-toid), a. [< crescent +
-oirf.] Crescent-lite; crescentiform.

Neither kind of tubercles crescentoid, but united in

pairs. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 250.

crescent-shaped (kres'ent-shapt), a. Shaped
like a crescent

;
lunate

;
crescentiform.

crescentwise (kres'ent-wiz), adv. In the shape
of a crescent.

crescive (kres'iv), a. [< cresce + -ive.~\ Increas-

ing; growing; crescent. [Archaic.]
The prince obscur'd his contemplation

Under the veil of wildness ; which, no doubt,
Grew like the summer grass, fastest by night,
Unseen, yet crescive in his faculty.

Shale., Hen. V., i. 1.

The great and cresciee self, rooted in absolute nature,
supplants all relative existence, and ruins the kingdom of
mortal friendship and love. Emerson, Experience.

creset, v. See crease^.

creshawk (kres'hak), n. [< cres- (prob. due ult.

to F. cresserelle, crecerelle Cotgrave), a kestrel :

see kestrel &n&hawkl.~\ The kestrel. Montagu.
cresmet, and v. A Middle English form of
chrism.

cresol (kre'sol), n. [< cres-, for creosote, + -01.]
A phenol having the formula C7H8O, occurring
in coal- and wood-tar. When pure it forms a
colorless crystalline mass. Also cresylic acid
and cressol.

cresotic (kre-sot'ik), . [For creosotic, < creo-
sote + -c.] Relating to or containing creosote.

Cresotic acid, C8H8O3 ,
an acid derived from cresylic

alcohol.

crespt, v. An obsolete form of crisp.

crespinet, [OF., also crepine, F. erepine, a
fringe, caul, kell, < crespe, lawn, Cyprus, crape :

see crape."} A net or caul inclosing the hair,
used as a head-dress in the early part of the fif-

teenth century. It is represented as projecting greatly,
in bosses or in horn-shaped protuberances, in front of the
ears. Also crisp, Crispins, crespinette.

crespinettet, " [OF., dim. of crespine : see cres-

pine.] Same as crespine.
cress (kres), n. [Early mod. E. also kerse, karse,
kars; < ME. cresse, cres, also transposed, kerse,
kers. carse, < AS. cresse, cerse, ccerse = D.
kers = OHG. cresso, cressa, MHG. G. kresse,
cress; the Scand. forms, Sw. krasse = Dan.
karse, are prob. borrowed from LG. or HG., as
are also OF. kerson, creson, F. cresson = Pr.
creissoun = It. crescione = Cat. crexen, < ML.
cresso(n-), cresco(n-), later also crisonium (the
Romance forms being popularly referred to
L. creseere, grow: see cresce), and Slov. kresh,
kresha = Lett, kresse, cress. Origin of Teut.
word doubtful; possibly from verb repr. by
OHG. chresan, MHG. kresen, creep.] The com-
mon name of many species of plants, most of
them of the natural order Cruciferce. Water-cress,
or Nasturtium officinale, is used as a salad, and is valued
in medicine for its antiscorbutic qualities. The leaves
have a moderately pungent taste. It grows on the brinks
of rivulets and in moist grounds. The American water-
cress is Cardamine rotundifolia ; bitter cress is a name of
other species of the genus. Common garden-cress, also
called pepper-,town-, or golden cress, is Lepidium satimtm;
cow-cress is L. campestre ; bastard cress or penny-cress,
Thlaspi arvense ; tower-cress, Arabia Turrita. Other spe-
cies are known as rock- or wall-cress

; winter, land-,
Belleisle, or Normandy cress, Barbarea mdnaris or R. pros-
cox ; tooth-cress, a species of Dentaria ; Peter's or rock-
cress, Crithmum maritimum ; and swine- or wart-cress,
Sentbiera Coromtpui. Among other orders belong the dock-
cress or nipplewort, Lapsana communis, of the Composi-
tte, and the Indian cress, Tropceolum majwi, of the Gera-
niacra;, so named from the pungent, cress-like taste of the
leaves.

Poure folke for fere tho fedde Hunger gerne
Withcreym and with croddes.with canes and other herbes.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 322.

I linger by my shingly bars ;

I loiter round my creases.

Tennyson, The Brook.

cressantt, cressauntt, . Obsolete forms of

Wfc<S . An old form of cresset.
applied to many domestic uses, and is often elaborately Cresselle (kre-sel'), . [F. erectile. OF. crecelle,

id or painted. crecerelle (Roquefort), a rattle.] A wooden rat-

crest

tie once used in the Roman Catholic Church
during Passion week instead of a bell,

cresset (kres'et), >i. [<ME. cresset, < OF. cresset,

craisset, cruicet, crasset, var. crusset, critcet, croi-

set, creuset, F. creu-

set, a cresset
;

a
modification, with

J other dim. suffix
*

-et, of OF. crttxxrl,

croisel, r/wV.w/,

crucel, crmceau,

croissol, croisuel, a

cresset, < OD. kruy-
scl, a hanging
lamp, dim. of

kruyse, a pot, cup,
Cressets. cruse, D. krocs:

see cruse.~\ 1. A
cup of any incombustible material mounted
upon a pole or suspended from above, and
serving to contain a light often made by the

burning of a coil of pitched rope. Compare
beaten.

From the arched roof,
Pendent by subtle magic, many a row
Of starry lamps and blazing cressets, fed
With naphtha and asphaltus, yielded light.

Hilton, V. L., i. 728.

The cresset -was a large lanthorn fixed at the end of a

long pole, and carried upon a man's shoulder. The cres-

sets were found partly by the different companies.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 464.

A cresset, in an iron chain,
Which served to light this drear domain,
With damp and darkness seemed to strive.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 18.

2. An iron frame used by coopers in heating
barrels, to clear the inside and make the staves
flexible. 3. A kitchen utensil for setting a pot
over the fire. [Local.] 4. A chafer or small

portable furnace upon which a dish can be set
to be kept hot.

cresset-light (kres'et-llt), . A lamp or bea-
con of which a cresset forms the chief part,
cresset-Stone (kres'et-ston), n. A large stone
in which one or more cup-shaped hollows are
made to serve as cressets.

cressol (kres'ol), n. See cresol.

cress-rocket (kres'rok'et), n. The popular
name of Velio, psendocyKsus, a cruciferous plant
with yellow flowers, indigenous to Spain and
cultivated in English gardens.
cressy (kres'i), . [< cress + -yi.] Abounding
in cresses.

The cressy islets white in flower.

7VtiHi/t>, Geraint.

crest (krest), n. [Early mod. E. also crvast,
< ME. crest, create, rarely creest, crist, < OF.
creste, creiste, F. Crete = Pr. Sp. It. cresta =
Pg. crista, < L. crista, a comb or tuft on the
head of a bird or serpent, a crest.] 1. A tuft
or other natural process growing upon the top
of an animal's head, as the comb of a cock, a

swelling on the head of a serpent, etc. See
crista.

With stones, and brands, and fire, attack
His rising crest, and drive the serpent hack.

C. Pitt, tr. of Vida's Art of Poetry.

Crests proper belong to the top of the head, but may be
also held to include such growths on its side. . . . Crests
may be divided into two kinds : 1, where the feathers are
simply lengthened or otherwise enlarged ; and 2, where
the texture, and sometimes even the structure, is altered.

Nearly all birds possess the power of moving and elevat-

ing the feathers on the head, simulating a slight crest in
moments of excitement. Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 99.

2. Anything resembling, suggestive of, or oc-

cupying the same relative position as a crest,
(a) An article of dress or ornament ; specifically, in armor,
an upright ornament of a helmet, especially when not long
and floating like a plume of fea-

thers or a cointoise, as a ridge of

metal, hair, bristles, feathers, or
the like. Crests of diverse forms
were usual on ancient helmets,
and have been more or less

closely imitated in the various
forms of crest affixed to the hel-
mets of gome modern mounted
troops, etc. Stiff crests of hair
or feathers were often worn
by knights in the middle ages.
(Compare aitrret.) The crest in
medieval armor was early affect-

ed by heraldic eonalderatlont
(see (&)), whether formally, as

being the heraldic crest itself, or by (he necessity of using
a badge m- ro^ui/.anri'. \\hrthrr ti-mjinrary or permanent :

thus, the tilting-helim-t u:is ol'trn surmounted by an rlab-

orate structure in cnir-bonilli or even in thin nirtal, rep-
resenting an animal or the head of an animal, or a human
figure.

A golden Viper . . . was erected vpon the crest of his
helmet. Coryat, Crudities, I. 120.

Helmet and Crest. From
the frieze of the Parthenon.



crest

Sin- *t'HH| ii|Nin th- ca-tlr w;ill. . . .

Shi wiitrh'il IH\ c,r>f inimim thrin all, . . .

She saw me ti^ht. >h<- hcai.i m.- rull.

/'. ,um-"ii, l'.all;il of Orinim.

(6) In her., a part of an nrlii<-\ nirnl imnit- tititftiik' cif ami
above the escutcheon, Tlu-n- an- simirtiinett two crests,

\\ huh ill'' ii.i in- nn I]'.

\\ hrti tin- crest is not specially
mriiti'.iH'-t its i MirruiiiK from a
rnnmi-t, rhapraii, l the like, it

in iut.Hi.im-i. to In- I... nn' upon a

wivath. A crest IK m>i pniprrh
.K,rin> hy it \v. .man, or hy u city
or other corponitt? i-"l\

. as ft in

always asHiitni,'<l to IK- the orna-
ment worn iijn ni the helmet.

The crpxt \n u raised arm. hoM
inn, in a threatening attitude, a
draw M satire.

Stunner, True Grandeur of

[
Nations.

WJHw
foamy, feather-llke top of

The towering crest of the tides

Plunged <>ii the vessel. /'. >iu.i/i, The Wreck.

(>/) The highest part nr summit of a hilt or mountain
range. (") In fort., the top line of a slope. (/)InarcA.,
any ornamental nnishlng of stun.', term e,,tia, metal, or

woo,l, whirli surmounts a wall, roof-ridge, screen, canopy,
or other similar part of a I m i 1. 1 i n v; whether a battlement,

open carved work, or other enrichment ; the c.ipini: on the

parapet of a medieval ImiMiim; a cresting (which see).

The name is also sometimes given to the tlnials of gables
and pinnacles. (ij) In unut,. specifically, a ridye on a

twne : as, the occipital crenl ; the frontal crest ; the tlliial

crest. .See phrases below, and criitta. (A) In zoitl., any
elongate elevation occupying the highest part of a surface.

.Specifically (1) A longitudinal central elevation, with an
irregular or tiibereulose summit, on the prothoraxof an in-

sect, especially of a grasshopper. (2) A longitudinal ele-

vated ttift of hairs or scales on the head, thorax, or abdom-
inal segments of a lepidopterous insect, (t) In '>'. : (1)

An elevated line, rtdge, or lamina on the surface or at the
summit of an organ, especially if resembling the crest of

a helmet. (2) An appendage to the upper surface of the
leaves of certain Hepatica*, which in different genera has
the form of a wing, a fold, or a pouch.
3. The rising part or the ridge of the neck of

a horse or a dog.
Throwing 'the base thong from his bending civ./.

l,\. Venus ami Adonis, 1. 39f>.
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The entted cock, who*e clarion sounds
The silent noun. .HI//...I, I

1

. L., rll. MS.

The bold outline of the nelghlx>ring hills errant with
Cotliir ruins. 'H<>u; lly|x-rinii, i. ;..

2. In her., wearing a comb, as a cock, or a nat-

ural crest of feathers, as any bird having one.

3. In inmt. and -</'/., cristate : hiiving a cen-
tral longitudinal elevation: sai<l especially of

the |>r<>thraxof an insect. Chapournet crested.
'

/> i.nit i u' t.

crestfallen (krest'fa'ln), a. [That is, having
the crest fallen, as a defeated cock.] 1. De-

jected; bowed; chagrined; dispirited; spirit-
less.

As crest-fallen as a dried pear. Shall., M. W. of W., Iv. 5.

Being newly come to this Town of Middleburgh, which
is much crfit./alle since the staple of KnglUh cloth was
removed hence. lloicelt. Letters, I. 1. 11.

2. In the manage, having the upper part of the
neck hanging to one side: said of a horse.

cresting (kres'ting), n. [< crest + -n#l.] In

arc/i., an orna-
mental finish to

a wall or ridge ;

a crest, as the

range of crest-

tiles of an edi-

fice.

crestlessfkrest'-

les), a. [< crest,

., + -less.']

Without a crest,

4. Figuratively, pride; high spirit; courage;
daring.

This is his uncle's teaching, . . .

Which makes him prune himself, and bristle up
The crest of youth against your dignity.

Skak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 1.

Auditory crest. See auditory. Dicrotic wave or
crest. See dicrolic. Frontal crest, (a) In anal., a
median longitudinal grooved ridge on the cerebral sur-

face of the frontal bone, which lodges a part of the superior
longitudinal sinus, and whose lips give attachment to the
falx cerebri. ( M In ornith., a crest of feathers rising from
the front or forehead. Such crests are among the most
elegant which birds possess. The cedar-bird or Carolina
waxwhur and the cardinal red-bird exhibit such crests.

They are often recurved, as In the plumed quail of the

genus Au/iAiir/1/.r. Iliac crest, the crest of the ilium.

See crista Hit, under crista. Lacrymal crest, a verti-

cal ridge of bone on the orbital surface of the lacrymal,

dividing it into two parts. Nasal crest, a ridge on the
nasal tone by which it articulates with its fellow anil

with the nasal spine of the frontal and perpendicular
plate of the ethmoid l>one. Occipital crest, (a) A ver-

tical median ridge on the outer surface of the occipital
bone, from the inioti or occipital protuberance to the fora-

men. A em-responding ridge on the inner surface of the
bone is the internal iH'<-if>i.tal crest. (b) A transverse ridge
on the hinder ]>art of the skull of some animals, separat-
ing the in-eipital portion from the parietal or vertieal |or-
tion. (c) In ornith., a tuft of feathers growing from the

hlndhead. Parietal, interparietal, or sagittal crest,
a median lengthwise ridu'e i,n (tie surface of the skull, ex-

tending from the occipital < Test (l>) for a varying distance
forward. It is often very pr.nnlnent, as when the tem-

poral fossa.- of opjwsite sides extend to the midline of the
skull. Its total absence marks the skull of man and >omr
other animals whose vertex is expansive or inflated.

Pubic crest, the cristn pubis (which see, under mfo).
Tlblal crest, the crista tibipe (which see. uin!,': . >-i*tl

Turblnated crest, a continuous ridge along the nasal
surfaces of the supramaxillary and palate hones, for the ar-

ticulation of the inferior ttirbinal Ixme, or maxilloturbinal.

crest (krest), r. [Early mod. E. also crcast; <

ME. ercxteu; < crest, .] I. trtiux. 1. To furnish
with a crest ; serve as a crest for

;
surmount as

a crest.
His rear'd arm

Crested the world. Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

' Hid groves of clouds that crt'st, the mountain's brow.
H',J, >/*'/"!//'.

2. To mark with waving linos like the plumes
of a helmet; adorn as with a plume or crest .

Like as the shining skie. in summers night, . . .

Iterraslfil all with lines of lirie light.

.S>-H.T. K. (}., IV. 1. 13.

II. iii/i-ii HX. To reach, as a wave, the highest
point; culiiiiiiiite.

The wave which carried Kant'- philosophy to its great, <(

height created at bis i enteimial ill Issl. and will now fall

d'HMl I" ili proper level. .V.-ir /Vi'/l,v(.,/l /{,!., I. 'J7.

crested (kres'ted). u. [< <></ + -/</*-.] 1.

Wearing or having a crest; adorned with a
crest or plume: as, a, rrrxt<-il helmet.

Cresting. Buttress of Notre Dame. Di-

111 nnv QAnoo nf j n - f 3th century. (From Vktllet-le-Duc'sin any Sense Ot /rD!ct del-Architecture.")
that word; not

dignified with coat-armor ; not of an eminent

family; of low birth.

His grandfather was Lionel, Duke of Clarence. . . .

Spring cresttfits yeomen from so deep a root?

Shot.. 1 Hen. VI., II. 4.

crestolatry (kres-tol'a-tri), H. [< crest + Gr.

Xarpn'o, worship: after idolatry, etc.] Liter-

ally, worship of crests as signs of rank or

station; hence, snobbishness; toadyism; tuft-

hunting.
crest-tile (krest'til), . One of the tiles cover-

ing the ridge
of a build-

ing, sometimes
formed with a

range of orna-
ments rising
above it.

cresyl (kre'sil),
. [< cre(o)-

s(ote) + -yl.]
In i-li' in., a

Crest-tiles.-TenipleofAtheM.^Kina.
ra

i

d
>
C*1 (C7H7>

which cannot
be isolated, but which exists in a group of com-

pounds of the aromatic series.

cresylic (kre-sil'ik), a. [< cresyl + -ic.] Of or

CresvllC add. Same as ere-pertaining to cresyl
lol. CresyllC alcohol, or

.

. , hiiriratf of cresyl, C'7HKO, a
colorless liquid occurring in coal-tar creosote and in the

tar of tir wood. It Is homologous with phenyl hydrate
(l',iH,,(>).

cretaceal(kre-ta'se-al),a. Cretaceous. [Rare.]
cretaceous (kre-tS'shius), . and n. [< L. cre-

taceus, chalky,'< ereta, chalk, > It. creta = Sp.

Pg. greda (Pg. also ere) = F. crate (> ult. E.

crayon) = OHG. cridd, MHG. Icride, G. kreide

= i). Ary t = MLG. krite, LG. krit = Icel. krit =
8w. krita = Dan. kriilt, chalk. The L. freta is

said to signify lit. 'Cretan' (earth), from Creta,

Crete, Candia; but this is doubtful.] I. a. 1.

Chalky, (n) Having the qualities of chalk : like chalk ;

resembling chalk In appearance ; of the color of chalk.

('>) Abounding with chalk.

2. Found in chalk ; found in strata of the cre-

taceous group Cretaceous group, In neat., the

group of strata lying between the Jurassic and the Ter-

tiary : so called from the fact that one of its most important
menitwn in northwestern Europe is a thick mass of white
chalk. (SeerArt/J:.) This formation is of great importance
in Iwth Europe and America, on account of the wide area
which it covers and its richness ill organic remains.

II. . [<"/] I" ficol., the cretaceous group.
cretaceously (kri'-ta'shius-li), adv. In the man-
ner of chalk; as chalk.

Cretan (kre'tan), a. and . [< L. Crrtanus, usu-

ally tWtmti*, ftttO Cretirus and Cretams, adj., of

ciitn, Gr.
Kpf/ni, Crete.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the island of Crete or to its inhabitants.
Cretan carrot, see ran (.(.-Cretan lace, a name

iiiven to an old lace made commonly of colored material.

whether silk or linen, ami sometime* emliioidcred with
the needle after tile laee \va.s compU le.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of the

island of Crete, south of Greece, pertaining to

Turkey since 1669; specifically, a member of

crevMM
the indigenous Grecian population of Crete. In

the New Testament the form t'rrtun<>t oi-ciu-,

(Tit. i. 12). 2. The name of an ancient soph-
ism. A Cretan Is supposed to nay that Cretan. alwa> - 1 i.

,

which leads to the conclusion that lie must be 1> in- * hen
he lay* to. The accusation being thus i. :m. i i!

niony of Cretans may be HC, ,
|,i, ,1 and in particular that

of this Cretan. For another variation, see Imr.

cretated (kri'ta-ted), a. [< L. cri'tntv*, < creta,
eh.-ilk: see cretaceous.] Rubbed with (-.hulk.

crSte (krat), n. [F., a crest: >ei> <i;
.-/.] In

fort. : (n) The crest of the glacis or parapet of

the covered way. (6) The interior crest of a
redotilit. See I'liimiict.

cretefaction (kre-te-fak'shon), n. The forma-
tion of or conversion into chalk, as tubercles
into cretaceous concretions. Dungluon.
Cretic (kre'tik), a. and n. [< I.. i'n In -UK (sc.

jics = E. foot), < Gr. /cpj/mof (sc. jroif = E./oof).
a Cretan foot: see Cretan.] I. . Cretan: spe-
cifically (without a capital letter) applied to a
form of verse. See II.

Trochaic verse . . . had three beat* to the measure,
dactylic four beat*, crrtic live beat*, Ionic six beat*.

Trani. Amer. PhUol. Ant., XVI. TO.

U. M. [/. c.] In anc. pro*.: (a) A foot of three

syllables, the first and third of which are long,
while the second is short, the ictus or metri-
cal stress resting either on the first or on the
last syllable (-*

~ or ~ *). The cretic has a
magnitude of flve time* or monc. each long being equiva-
lent to two shorts. It Is accordingly pentasemlc. The
word glu'ri-fi may serve a* an English example of a cretic.

Also, but less frequently, called an amphimacer. (/,) /,

Verses consisting of amphimacers.
Creticism (kre'ti-sizm), n. [< Cretic, Cretan,
+ -ism.] A falsehood; a Cretism.

cretify (kre'ti-fi), r. i.
; pret. and pp. fretified,

ppr. cretifyiny. [< L. creta, chalk, + -ficare, <

facers, make: see cretaceous and -fy.] To be-
come impregnated with salts of lime.

cretin (kre'tm), n. [< K. cretin, a word of ob-
scure origin, prob. Swiss; by some identified

ult. with F. Chretien = E. Christian, used, like

E. innocent and simple, of a person of feeble

mind.] One of a numerous class of deformed
idiots found in certain valleys of the Alps and
elsewhere ; one afflicted with cretinism.

The large deformed head, the low stature, the sickly
countenance, the coarse and prominent lipe and eyelids,
the wrinkled and pendulous skin, the loose and flabby
muscles, are the physkal characters belonging to the cre-

tin. CHC. o/ Practical Mrtticitu.

cretinism (kro'tin-izm), H. [< F. rretinisme, <

cretin + -/<.] In pathol., a condition of im-

perfect mental development or idiocy, with a

corresponding lack of physical development, or

deformity, arising from endemic causes, found

among the inhabitants of the valleys of Swit-
zerland and Savoy, and elsewhere.

cretinogenetic (kre'ti-no-je-net'ik), a. [As
cretin -r genetic.] Giving rise to cretinism.

[Rare.]
Cretism (kre'tizm), n. [< Gr. Kprrria/i6(, lying,
< Kprrri^eiv, speak like a Cretan, i. e., lie, <

Kpi/c. (Kpr/r-), a Cretan.] A falsehood; a lie:

from the fact that the inhabitants of Crete were
in ancient times reputed to be so much given
to mendacity that Cretan and liar were con-
sidered synonymous terms.

cretonne "(kre-ton'), . [F., originally a strong
white fabric of hempen warp and linen weft :

named from the first maker.] A cotton cloth

with various textures of surface, printed on one
side with patterns, usually in colors, and used
for curtains, covering furniture, etc. it is cus-

tomary to denote by this term stuffs that have an mi

glazed surface. Compare cAintel.

cretose (kre'tos), a. [< L. cretosus, < creta,

chalk: see cretaceous.] Chalky.
creutzer, . See kreutzer.

creuz (kre), . [F., a hollow (= Pr. eras; ML.
crosMm, crotiim), < creui, adj., hollow, = Pr.

crus, hollow; origin uncertain.] In sculp., the
reverse of relief; intaglio. To engrave en creux

is to cut below the surface.

crevacet, An old form of crevice1 .

crevasse (kre-vas'), n. [P.: see crevice'1 .] 1.

A fissure or crack : a term used by English writ-

ers in describing glaciers, to designate a rent

or fissure in the ice, which may be of greater or

less depth, and from an inch or two to many feet

in width. 2. In the United Stntes. In-each

in the embankment or levee of a river, occa-

sioned by the pressure of water, as in the lower

Mississippi.
A eirwuMr- U commonly the result of the levee > id.liim

to the pressure of the river's waters, heaped up ajtainst

it often to the lieiKht of ten or fifteen feet above the level

of the land. '.'. IT. Cotfe, Creole* of Louisiana, xxxv.



crevassed
n fM /, r< *rfrn<t*p 4- *Y?2 1 Now mate is blind and captain lame,
(kre-vast ), a. L<. ucia** t

And half the crew are sick or dead.

Intersected by crevasses
;
fissured. Tennyson, The Voyage.

The displacement of the point of maximum motion, ,j. The eompanv or gang of a ship's carpenter,

^f^^^^i^^rSK^^rn?^ guLertboat'swa'in, SEU Any" comp'any or

SrtS^erf^g^^^^^S*ttD gang of laborers engaged upon a particular

the western. Tini'itill, forms of Water, p. ill. wor5;, as the company of men (engineer, nre-

crevecoeur (F pron. krav'ker'), [F. creve- man, conductor, brakemen, etc.) who manage

r lit heart-break, < crever, break, + casr, and run a railroad-tram. = Syn. 2. Band, party,

or horns. It is of French origin, of large size,

and valuable both for eggs and for the table.

crevest, A Middle English form of craw-

fish.

crevet (krev'et), . [A var. of cruet.] 1. A
cruet. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A melting-pot used

by goldsmiths.
Crevettina (krev-e-ti'na), n.pl. [NL.] In some

systems, a tribe of amp'hipods, with small head

and eyes and multiarticulate pediform maxilli-

peds. It is contrasted with Lcemodipoda (oftener made
a higher group) and Hyperina,. It contains such families

as CorophiidfK, OrchcstiidtK, and Gantinaridfe.

creveyst, A- Middle English form of craw-

fish.

crevice1
(krev'is), . [< ME. crevice, crevisse,

crevesxe, cravas, crevace, crevasse, also cravas,

crayves, < OF. crevace, F. crevasse (> mod. E.

of thread: see clue, clew.] 1. A kind of fine

worsted or thread of wool, used in embroidery
and fancy-work.
Ha, ha : hewearscnji[apun : In some editions, crewel]

garters ! . . . When a man is over-lusty at legs, then he

wears wooden nether-stocks. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

Here and there a tuft of crimson yarn,
Or scarlet crewel in the cushion flx'd.

Cowper, The Task, 1. 54.

2f. Formerly, any ornamented woolen cord,

thread, tape, or the like. See caddis*. Fairholt.

[An] old hat
Lined with vellure, and on it, for a band,
A skein of crimson crewel.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman.

3. The cowslip. Dunglison. Crewel lace, a kind

of edging made of crewel or worsted thread, intended as

a border or binding for garments.

crevasse), a chink, crevice, < crever, break, crewel-t, a. An obsolete spelling of cruel.

burst, < L. crepare, break, burst, crack: see crewels (kro'elz), n. pi. [< F. ecrouelles, scrof-

crepitate, craven.] 1. A crack; a cleft; a ula : gee scrofula.] Scrofulous swelling ; lym-

fissure; a rent; a narrow opening of some phadenitis of the glands of the neck. Also

length, as between two parts of a solid surface, spelled eruels. [Scotch.]
or between two adjoining surfaces: as, a crevice crewel-stitch (kro

'
el -

stich), n. A stitch in

in a wall, rock, etc. embroidery by which a band of rope-like or

spiral aspect is produced. It is common in

crewel-work, whence its name.

crewel-work (kro'el-werk), n. A kind of em-

broidery done with crewel usually upon linen,

the foundation forming the background,

crewett, crewettet, Obsolete spellings of

,<Gr.

It jjan out crepe at soni crevace.

Chavcer, House of Fame, 1. 2086.

I pry'd me through the crevice of a wall.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 1.

The mouse
Behind the mouldering wainscot shriek'd,
Or from the crevice peer'd about.

Tennyson, Mariana. ._ , n. [NL. (Bechstein 1803),
2. Specifically, in lead-mining, in the Missis- Kp^ a sort of land-rail : see crake*.] A genus
sippi valley, a fissure in which the ore of lead of gmall short-billed rails, containing such as

occurs. =Syn. 1. chink, interstice, cranny. the corn-crake, C, pratensis. See crake*.

crevice1

ppr.
crevices
nament
crevice2!,

An obsolete form of crawfish. "cryb = O&kribbia = MD. kribbe, D. krib = MLGi
creviced (krev'ist), a. [< crevice1 + -erf2 .] j_,G. kribbe, krubbc = OHG. crippea, crippa (>

OF. creche, > E. cratch*, q. v.), also chripfa,

krippha, MHG. krippe, kripfe, G. krippe = Icel.

krubba = Sw. krubba = Dan. krybbe, a crib,

In senses 14-16, the noun is from the

Having a crevice or crevices; cracked; cleft;

fissured.

Some [tendrils of plants] being most excited by contact

with flue fibers, others by contact with bristles, others

with a flat or creviced surface.

Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 365.

crevln (krev'in), n. [E. dial.: see crevice*.']

A crevice
;
a chink. [Prov. Eng.]

crevist, An obsolete form of crawfish.

crevisse (kre-veV), n. [OF., a crab, crawfish:

see crawfish.] In medieval armor, any piece
which consists of plates of steel sliding one over

the other, as in the culets, tassets, and gaunt-
lets. This kind of armor is qualified in French as <i queue
d'ecrecisse, and also d queue d'hoinard. See cut under
armor (flg. 3).

crew1
(kro), n. [Formerly also erne; < late

ME. crewe, a clipped form of *acrewe, accrewe,

manger.
verb.] 1. The manger or rack of a stable or

house for cattle; a feeding-place for cattle;

specifically, in the Bom. Cath. Ch., a represen-
tation of the manger in which Christ was born.

See bambino.

And a lytel before the sayde hyghe aulter is the cribbe

of oure Lorde, where our blessyd Lady her dere sone layde

byfore the oxe anil the asse.

Sir .ft. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 37.

The steer and lion at one crib shall meet.

Pope, Messiah, 1. 79.

2. A stall for oxen or other cattle
;
a pen for

cattle.

Where no oxen are, the crib is clean. Prov. xiv. 4.

3. A small frame with inclosed sides for a

crib-biting

The platform and cribs were put together and secured

under the vessels its they rode at anchor, the oxen were

attached to the cables, and one after another the largest

of the vessels were hauled high and dry upon the shore.

Harper's Man., LXXVI. 376.

10. A solidly built floating foundation or sup-

port. 1 1 . An inner lining of a shaft, consist-

ing of a frame of timbers and a backing of

planks, used to keep the earth from caving in,

prevent water from trickling through, etc. Also

called cribbing. 12. A reel for winding yam.
13. A division of a raft of staves, containing

a thousand staves. [St. Lawrence river.]

These rafts cover acres in extent. . . . Sometimes they
are composed of logs, sometimes of rough staves. The
latter are bound together in cribs.

. B. Roosevelt, Game-Fish (1884), p. 190.

14. In the game of cribbage, a set of cards made

up of two thrown from the hand of each player.
See cribbage. 15. A theft, or the thing stolen;

specifically, anything copied from an author

without acknowledgment.
Good old gossips waiting to confess

Their cribs of barrel-dropping*, candle-ends.

Browninrj, Fra Lippo Lippi.

16. A literal translation of a classic author for

the illegitimate use of students. [Colloq.]

When I left Eton ... I could read Greek fluently, and
even translate it through the medium of the Latin version

technically called a crib. Bvlmr, Pelham, ii.

17. The bowl or trap of a pound-net To crack
a crib. See crack.

crib1 (krib), v.
; pret. and pp. cribbed, ppr. crib-

bing. [= MHG. krippen, lay in a crib, G. kri})-

jieii, feed at a crib; from the noun.] I. trans.

1. To shut or confine as in a crib; cage; coop.

Now I am cabin'd, cribb'd, connn'd, bound in

To saucy doubts and fears. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

2. To line with timbers or planking: said of a

shaft or pit.

A race possessing intelligence to sink and afterward

crib the walls of these primitive oil wells had certainly

arrived at a sufficient state of civilization to utilize it.

Cone and Johns, Petroha, in.

3. To pilfer; purloin; steal. [Colloq.]

Child, being foud of toys, cribbed the necklace.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxii.

Nor cribs at dawn its pittance from a sheep,
Destined ere dewfall to be butcher's meat !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 243.

There is no class of men who labor under a more per-

fect delusion than those . . . who think to get the wea-

ther-gauge of all mankind by cribbing sixpences from the

bills they incur, passing shillings for quarters, and never

giving dinners.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 320.

4. To translate (a passage from a classic) by
means of a crib. See crib1 , n., 16.

II. intrans. 1. To be confined in or to a crib.

To make . bishops to crib to a Presbyterian trundle-

bed. Bp. Gauden, Anti-Baal-lierith (1661), p. 35.

2. To make use of cribs in translating. See
crib1 , n., 16.

crib2 (krib), H. Short for cribble.

cribbage (krib'aj). t. [< crib1
, n., 14, + -ge.]

A game of cards played with the full pack, gen-

erally by two persons, sometimes by three or

four. Each player receives six cards, or in a variety of

the game five, two of which he throws out, face down-

ward, to form the crib, which belongs to the dealer. The

later accrue, an accession, a company : see ac-

crue,n.] If. An accession ;
a reinforcement ; a --

company of soldiers or others sent as a rein- child's bed. 4f. A small chamber; a small

forcement, or on an expedition. See accrue, n. lodging or habitation.

Why rather, sleep, liest thou in smoky cribs, . . .

Than in the pertum'd chambers of the great ?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

The Frensh kynge sent soone after into Scotland &crewe
of Frenshemen. Fabyan, Chron., ii. fol. 98.

2. Any company of people; an assemblage;
a crowd: nearly always in a derogatory or a
humorous sense.

There a noble crew
Of Lords and Ladies stood on every side.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 7.

I see but few like gentlemen
Amang yon frighted crew.

Battle of Sheri/-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 261).

His words impression left

Of much amazement to the infernal crew,

Milton, P. K., i. 107.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 38.

3. Naut. : (a) The company of seamen who man
a ship, vessel, or boat; the seamen belonging
to a vessel; specifically, the common sailors of
a ship's company. In a broad (but not properly nauti-

cal) sense the word comprises all the officers and men on
board a ship, enrolled on the books. It has received this

interpretation in law.

5. A situation
;
a place or position: as, a snug

crib. [Slang.] 6. A house, shop, warehouse,
or public house. [Thieves' slang.]

The style of the article, in imitation of the sporting ar-

ticle of that time, proves that prize-fighting had not yet
died out, and that the cribs (public-houses) kept by the

pugilists were still frequented by not a few " Corinthians
"

and patrons of the Noble Art.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 63.

7. Abox or bin for storing grain, salt, etc. See
corn-crib. 8. A lockup. Halliwell. 9. A solid

structure of timber or logs (see cribwork) se-

cured under water to serve as a wharf, jetty,

dike, or other support or barrier ; also, a foun-
dation so made with the superstructure raised

upon it, as the crib in Lake Michigan from
which water is supplied to Chicago.
The water supply was entirely cut off by ice accumula-

tion in the tunnel between the lake crib and the pumping
station. Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. SO.

Diagram of Cribbage-board.

cards in counting have a value according to the number
of pips or spots on them, the face-cards being counted as

ten-spots. Each player strives, with the cards in his band,
with the one turned up from the ondealt pack, and with

the crib when it is his turn to have it, to secure as many
counting combinations as possible, as, for instance, se-

quences, pairs, cards the spots on which will equal 15, etc.

The counting is done by moving a peg forward on the

cribbage-board as many holes as the player secures points,
that player winning who first advances his peg the length
of the board and back to the end hole.

cribbage-board (krib'aj-bord), . A board used

for marking in the game of cribbage.

cribber (krib'er), n. One who cribs.

cribbing (krib'ing), w. [< crib 1 + -inn1 ."] 1.

Same as crib1 , 11. 2. Same :is i-rih-hitiiifi.

Crib-biter (krib'bl"ter), n. A horse addicted

to crib-biting.

crib-biting (Srib'bJ'ting),
An injurioushab-

it of horses which art- much in tin- stable, con-

sisting in seizing with the teeth the manpT.
rack, or other object, and at the same time draw-

ing in the breath with a peculiar noise known
as wind-sucking. Also called cribbing.



cribble

cribble (krib'l), .
( h'ortnerly i-nlili- : < MK. cri-

liil, in comp. i-nliil-hrrili (see rriliblf-lirmit), < P.

rribli; :i sieve, < l,|j. i-ribi'lliim, dim. of Ij. ITI-

liflllll, a sieve. akin In ri I'm ri . se|i:irilte: see (> c

o-////. Tlie sense of 'coarse Hour' HIM! (heap-
par, adj. sense < -oarse' are due to tlie use of

ffilllili; sieve, ill eolil|iosil loll.
|

1. A corn-sieve
or ri.ldle. 2. Coarse meal, a little bettor than
liran. llnili'i/.

cribble (krib'l), r. /. ; prct. mid pp. rrililili-tl.

|ipr. rrihliliinj. [
< rrihlilf, n.\ To sift

;
cause to

pass throiiirh a sieve or riddle.

cribble-bread (krib'1-bred), . [Formerly cn-
hlr-bri-iiil (Cotgrave), < .Ml'., i-ribilbri-ili' (Halli-

well); < cribble + hrnitl. ] Coarse bread.

We \\ ill nut eat common .

/.'"//;,,./. , ,1 Si'nitttns (Iran*.), p. 24.'!.

crib-dam (krib'dam), . A dam built of logs,
ill till' manner of I lie Walls of a log house, and
backed with earth.

Cribella (kri-bel'ii), . [ML., < LL. fribellum, a
small sieve: sec i-ribbli; //.] 1 . A genus of star-

lislies, of the family Siilnslriibr: same as Echi-
iitisti-r. ('. siniiiniinili nlii is a common New Eng-
land species. C. scxradiata is exceptional in

having six arms. 2. [.. o.] A species of this ge-
nus: as, the rosy cribrllit,Cribeltdrosea. Agassiz.
Also I'ribn-llii.

cribellum (kri-bel'um), .; pi. c-ribi-lla (-a).

[NL. use of LL. criMlum, a small sieve: see

cribbli; .] An additional or accessory spin-

ning-organ of certain spiders. Also cribreltum.

The ri M i !! nii'l.r . . . have tti front of the spinnereta an
additional spinning or^an, culled the cribeltitm. It Is

covered with tine tubes, milch liner than those of the spin-
nerets, set close together. Stand. Xat. Hist., II. 115.

crible (kre-bla'), a. [P., ult. < crible, sieve : see

cribble, .] Decorated with minute punctures or

depressions, as a surface of metal or wood : as, a
bronze covered with arabesques in cribU work.
It usually implies that the outlines of the subject are in-

dicated by dots, and that any shading or filling In is formed
also by dots, of a ditten ni >i/e, usually smaller.

crib-muzzle (krib'muz'l), . A muzzle to pre-
vent horses from crib-biting.

cribratet (krib'rat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cribral-

l, ppr. rribrntiiitj. [< ii. cribratit.1, pp. of cri-

brare, sift, < cribriini, a sieve: see cribble, n.]
To sift.

I have cribratul, and n-cribrated, and post-m*rali the
sermon. Donne, Letters, Ixxv.

Clibrate (krib'rat), a. [< NL. cribratus, adj.,
< L. rriliriiui. a sieve; cf. cribrate, v.] Perfo-
rated like a sieve ; cribrose.

cribrate-punctate (krib'rat-pungk'tat), a. In
riilom., marked with very deep, cavernous punc-
tures, giving a sieve-like appearance.

cribration (kri-bra'shon), n, [= F. cribration,
< L. as if *cribr<itio(n-), < cribrare, pp. cribratus,
sift: see cribratr.~\ In i>liur., the act or process
of sifting or riddling.
Oribratores (krib-rii-to'rez), n. pi, [NL., lit.

sift ers, < L. cribrare, pp. cribratus, sift : see crib-

rate.] In Macgillivray's classification, an or-

der of birds, the sifters, as the geese and ducks:

equivalent to the family Anatida>, or the anserine
birds : so named from their manner of feeding
as it were by sifting or straining edible sub-
stances from the water by means of their la-

mellate bills. [Not in use.]
cribriform (krib'ri-form), a. [= F. eribrifnrmr,
< L. rribrum, a sieve (see oriUia. n,), + fiirmii.

form.] Sieve-like; riddled with small holes.
>P , niralh applied, in itmtt. : (a) To the !ir i/.mila] lamella
of the ethmoid IMIIIC, which U perforated with UMny small
opcuimM for Hi. passage of the filaments of the olfactory
nerve from the cavity < if the cranium into that of the nose.
See cut under tumtl. (M To tin 1 deep layer of the super-
ii'-i:il fascia of the ihiu'h in the site of the saphenons open-
ing, piereed for the passage of small vessels and nerves.
Cribriform plate. () In ei hinoderms. a finely jiorou.s
<lnr>al iiitrrnuli.U plate through the oritices of whirh tin-

cen italu'hiihls open upon the surface, as in many starlUlicv
(M riicrriliriforia lainell;! of the ethmoid, alnn <!.>. i iln-l,

Cribrilina(krib-ri-li'uii), H. [NL.] Thetypical
^enns of ( 'rihl'ilitiitltl'.

Cribrilinidse (krib-ri-lin'i-de), . pi. [NL., <
( 'rihriliini + -iiln:'] A family of chilostomatous

polyzoans, typified by the genus Cribrilinii. The
7.1 >;n -iiini is rru-tari-oiis and adnate, of the character called

b'liruli'tii. or erect and unihiminar that is, hfinfufharan.
Tlie 7o.i'ria foi in cilhcr tran*\t'r>f <n ra.liati

l-ows of pniH-l urcs. Tin- month is simple, snborhtenlar,
sometimes iniieronate, and is with or without a median
snUn-al pore.

cribrose (krib'ros), . [< NL. <rihr<>.*>i*. < L.
rribriini. a sieve: see crilihlt; n.] Perforated like
a Mrve: eribvatc; cribriform; ethmoid. Crib-
rose lamina, in mini. See Inii4iini.

cribrum (krib'rnm), .

[I...
a sieve: see crib-

ble. .] In ninlli., the sieve of Eratosthanes.
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a device for discovering prime numbers. See

Crib-Strap (krib'strap), n. A strap fastened
about the neck of a horse to prevent him from
cribbing.
cribwork (krib'wtsrk), H. A construction of

timber made by piling logs or beams horizon-

tally one above another, and spiking or chain

ing them together, each layer being at right

angles to those above and below it. The structure
IB a usual one for supporting wharves and ineln-ini: sub.

memed lands which are to lie reclaimed by tilling in, in

whirl i 1 1-1 i in libs are anchored by Ix-hig filled in with

stone, and are further held In place hy piles driven down
within them and along their face*.

eric (krik), n. [F. eric, a screw-jack. Of. crick*.]
In a lamp, an inflecting ring on the burner,
curved inward and serving to condense the
flame. E. H. Knight.

Cricetinae (kris-e-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cricetua
+ -inir.] A subfamily of rodents, of the family
Murida; the hamsters, characterized by having
cheek-pouches. There are three genera, Cricelui. Sac-

fostitmtu, and Cricetomyn, the species of which are Euro-

pean, Asiatic, and African. See cut under haitixtrr.

cricetine (kris'e-tin), a. Resembling or re-

lated to the hamster; specifically, of or per-
taining to the ('ricetina:.

Cricetodon (kri-set'o-don), n. [NL., < Cricetu*

T Gr. ofSoi'f (ooWr-)'=: E. tooth.] A genus of
fossil Miiriiln; related to the hamsters.
Cricetus (kri-se'tus), n. [NL., origin not as-

certained.] The typical genus of Murida; of

the subfamily Cricetina-, containing the ham-
sters proper, as C. vulgaris. They have 18 teeth,
ungrooved incisors, cheek-pouches, a stout form, short tail

and limbs, and fossorial habits. See fianuter.

crichtonite (kri'ton-it), n. [So called from Dr.

CrichtOH, physician to the Emperor of Kussia.]
A variety of titanic iron or menaccanite found in

Dauphiny, France. It has a velvet-black color,
and crystallizes in small acute rhombohedrons.
crickH (krik), f. i. [A var. of ereak 1

; < ME.
creken = MD. kricken, creak, crack, D. krieken,

creak, chirp, > F. criquer, creak: see creak1.]
To creak.

crick't (krik), . [= MD. krick, creaking; from
the verb: see crick1

,
v. Cf. creak 1

, n.] A creak-

ing, as of a door.

crick2 (krik), n. [< ME. cryk, cryke, crike, < Icel.

kriki, a crick, creek, bay : see creek1 , the common
literary form of the word.] 1. An inlet of the
sea or a river: same as creek 1

, 1. 2. A small

stream; a brook: same as creek 1
, '2, which is the

usual spelling, though generally pronounced
in the United States as crick. 3. A crevice;
chink; cranny; corner. [Colloq.]
A general shape which allows them admirably to fill up

all the cricks and corners between other plants.
O. Mini. Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 65.

crick3 (krik), . [< ME. cricke, crykke, a crick
in the neck, appar. orig. a twist or bend, being
ult. the same as met2

,
creek1

, q. v. Cf. crick*.]
A painful spasmodic affection of some part of

the body, as of the neck or back, in the nature
of a cramp or transient stiffness, making mo-
tion of the part difficult.

Have I not got a crick in my back with lifting your old
hooks ? Three- llonrn after Marriage.

Fall from me half my age, but- for three minutes,
That I may feel no crick !

MuUleton, Mattinyer, and Kourley, Old Law, III. 2.

They have gotten such aerieJfc in their neck, thej^cannot
look backward on what was behind them. Fuller.

crick4 (krik), n. [Cf. eric and crick3.] A small

jackscrew. E. H. Kniqht.
cricket 1

(krik'et), . [Early mod. E. also creket,
< ME. creket, crykrtt, crykrttc, < OF. crequet,
later cricquct, F. criquet = mod. Pr. cricot,
a cricket: with dim. term, -et (-of), equiv. to

MD. D. krekel = MLG. krikel, krekel, > G.

kreckel, a cricket (cf. W. cricett, a cricket) : ult.

imitative (like F. cri-cri, a cricket, F. dial.

crikion, crekion, OF. crixnon, crinon, crignon.
crincon, crinchoii, F. dial, crignon, crinchon, a
cricket or cicada, and MD. kriicktr. krirckirkrn,

a cricket, lit. 'creaker,' 'little creaker'), from
the imitative verb, F. criquer, creak, E. crick 1

.

creak 1
: see crick 1

, creak1
.] Any saltatorial or-

thopterous insect of the family Gryllida; (or
Aclietidte), or of a group Aclietiita : sometimes

cricket-bat

extended to certain species of the related fam-

ily l.iinistiitir. In l...tb th.-s.- fumilli -, the ant. nine are

\<l> II.IIL- an'l lila nt..n-
i
H ill. [.want of loo

joints, and the ovipositor is oil. n \. i> !,n.'. Il in to

Italoftel fornu, u dUttinguUhed n:i> i<

(gramdloppern), that NIC ii.nn< M\ i,|.pli,..|

'I be liesl known
flj

I 1- ^ i^ the ...limu'll Imn.-e ( in ki t,

.I.-A'/.(M[ t,, n l> ,<- ,l,.n..
' '

l.l.liekrti-

garu ; the crainl ' rirkt-t of New /calan<l. .1 >,<>*t: Mttiina or
Jtin" 'i/ili'i. See alMi *rt;w/-rn'fcr/.

Cricket- (krik'etl, ii. [The ^aine is first men-
tioned in A. D. 1.">!IK: proli. < OF. <-ri</<-l. a stick

which serves as a mark in the game of bowls

(Roquefort) ; orperhaps another use olrrirki I*.

a low stool ( a ppliei I to the wickets f ). The word
is certainly not from AS. rrm; rnjcr, a staff,

cnitch, us usually asserted.] An open-air game
played with bat's, ball, and wickets, long pe-
culiar to England, but now popular through-
out the British empire, and somewhat leu to
in the United States and elsewhere. It l played
by two opposite seta or sides of players, numbering 11

players each. Two wickeU of 3 stuni]** 27 inches bi^b.
W'itb 2 hails each 4 inches long on top, are placed in the

ground 2*2 yards apart. A line known asthe/xur/i'm; rrra*r
is drawn through and parallel to the stumps, (1 feet H Inchei
in length, beliiinl which the tiowler must stand. Four
feet in front of this U another line, known as the /"</>/*"/

create, of at least as great a length as the bowline-crease ;

between these two the batsman stands. After the rival

sides have tossed for the choice of taking the Imt or field-

ing, two men are sent to the wlekeU, bat in hand. The
opposite or fielding side are all gimultancouidy engaged :

one (the bowler) being stationed liehind one wicket for the

purpose of bowling his ball against the opposite wicket,

Cricket-field.

x, bowler : y, wicket-keeper : 3, long-stop ; 4. slip : 5, point : 6, cover-

slip: 7. cover-point : 8, mid-off: o, long-leg: io.Jit.rt.lcy; ir, miii-on :

S. .?. batsmen : U, I', umpires ; a, a, popping -crease;, : b, b. bowling,
creases.

where another player (the wicket-keeper) stands ready
to catch the ball should it not he hatted : the other field-

ers are placed in different parU of the field, so as to catch
or stop the ball after it has been struck by the baUman
or missed hy the wicket-keeper. Their positions and names
are shown in the diagram. It is the object of the batsman
to prevent the ball delivered by the liowler from knock-
ing the bails off his wicket, either by merely stopping the
hall with his Imt or driving it away to a distant part of

the Held. Should the hall lie driven to any distance, or
not stopped by the wicket-keeper, the two haUmen run
across and exchange wfckeU once or more. Each time
this is done is counted as a "run." and Is marked to the
credit of the striker. If the batsman, however, allow*
the ball to carry away a bail or a stump, either when the
ball Is howled or while he Is running from wicket to

wicket, if he knocks down any part of his own wicket, if

any part of his person stops a hall that would otherwise

House-crkket (Atketa ttomtttita}. Datura) size.

have reached Ilia wicket, or if he strikes a ball so that it

Is caught by one of the op|>osite party before it reaches
the ground, he Is "out" that Is, he gives up his place to

one of his own side ; and so the game goes on until 10 of
the 11 men have played and been put out. This consti-

tutes an "
innings." The side In the Aeld then take their

turn at the hat Generally after two innings have been

played by lioth sides the game comes to an end, that side

winning which has scored the greater iinnil>er of nins. A
rude form of the game Is known to have been played In

the thirteenth century.
From the club-hall originated . . . that pleasant and

manly exercise, distinguished in modem times by the
name of cricket. filriiit. S|xirts and Pastimes, p. 175.

cricket2 (krik'et), r. i.
[< frickfft, n.] Toen-

gage in the game of cricket; play cricket.

They boated and they cricketed ; they talk'd

At wine, In clubs, of art, of
[politic*.
Tennynvn, Princess, Prol.

cricket3 (krik'et), . [Origin uncertain ; per-

haps a particular use of P. criquet, a small horse,
also (a different word) a grasshopper. The
word crock3 , a low stool, seems not to be re-

lated.] A small, low stool; a footstool.

A barrister is described [ Autohiographyof Roger North,

p. 02) u "putting eases and mooting with the students
that sat on and before the rrieteln." Thi* was circa 10M).

.V. ,111:1 <J.. Till XT.. IV. i'-'l.

cricket-ball (krik'et-bal), w. The ball used in

pluving cricket.

cricket-bat (krikVt-bat), . A bat used in the

game of cricket.



cricket-bird

cricket-bird (krik'et-berd), .. The grasshop-
per-warbler, Sylria liM'iistt /l/t or Locustella nce-

ria : so called from the resemblance of its note
to that of a cricket.

cricket-club (krik'et-klub), . An association

organized for the purpose of playing the game
of cricket.

cricketer (krik'et-er), n. One who plays at
cricket.

Most of the professional cricketers wore tall hats dur-
ing a match. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 59.

cricket-frog (krik'et-frog), n. A name of sun-

dry small tree-frogs of the genus Hylodes : so
called from their chirping notes like those of a
cricket.

cricketings (krik'et-ingz), n. pi. Twilled flan-

nel of good quality, used for cricketing-cos-
tumes, etc.

cricket-iron (krik'et-i'ern), *. An iron sup-
port which upholds the seat of a railroad-car.

crico-arytenoid (kri'ko-ar-i-te'noid), a. and .

[< NL. erico-arytenoideus, q. y.] I. a. In anat.,

pertaining to or connected with the cricoid and
arytenoid cartilages : said of a muscle or liga-
ment.

II. n. Same as crico-arytenoideus.
crico-arytenoideus (kri'

/

ko-ar"i-te-noi'de-us),
.

; pi. erico-arytenoidei (-1). [NL. ; as crico(id)
+ arytenoideus.] One of the muscles which in
man act upon the vocal cords and glottis. The
mco-arijtenoideiis lateralis arises from the upper border
of the side of tile cricoid cartilage, and is inserted into
the outer angle of the base of the arytenoid cartilage. The
crico-arytenoideus posticus lies behind the foregoing ; it

arises from the posterior surface of the cricoid cartilage,
and its converging fibers are inserted into the outer angle
of the base of the arytenoid cartilage. The former of these
muscles closes the glottis, while the latter opens it.

cricoid (kri'koid), a. and n. [< Gr. Kpino-

ring-shaped, < xpwof, a ring (see circus), +
form.] I. a. In anat., ring-like : as, the cricoid

cartilage. See II.

II. n. The more or less modified and special-
ized first tracheal ring or cartilage, coming next
to the thyroid cartilage of the larynx, in man it

resembles a signet-ring, being expanded posteriorly. It is

connected with the thyroid cartilage by the cricothyroid
membrane and other structures.

cricopharyngeal (krT'ko-fa-rm'je-al), a. [<
crico(id) + pliaryngeal.] In anat.', pertaining
to the cricoid cartilage and the pharynx.
cricothyroid (kri-ko-thi'roid), a. and n. [< cri-

co(id) + thyroid.] I. a. In anat., pertaining to
or connected with the cricoid and thyroid carti-

lages: as, a cricothyroid artery, membrane, or
muscle.
In some of the Baltenoidea . . . the cricoid cartilage

and the rings of the trachea are incomplete in front and
a large air-sac is developed in the cricothyroid space.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 339.

Cricothyroid artery, a small but surgically important
branch of the superior thyroid artery, running across the
cricothyroid membrane.

II. n. A muscle which extends from the cri-
coid to the thyroid cartilage.
cricothyroidean (kri"kd-thi-roi'de-an),o. Same
as cricothyroid.

cricothyrqideus (kri"ko-thi-roi'de-us), .; pi.
ericothyroidei(-i). [NL. : see cricothyroid.] The
cricothyroid muscle.

= Sp. gritador = It. cfridatore), a crier, < crier,
cry: see cry.'] One who cries; one who makes
an outcry or utters a public proclamation.
The person and office of this crijer in the wilderness.

Atterbury, Sermons, III. xi.

Specifically (a) An officer whose duty is to proclaim the
orders or commands of a court, announce the opening or
adjournment of the court, preserve order, etc.

The i|iieen sate lord chief justice of the hall,And bade the orier cite the criminal.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale.

(6) One who makes public proclamation of sales, strays
lost goods, etc. ; a town crier ; an auctioneer.

Good folk, for gold or hire
But help me to a cryer,
For my poor heart is run astray
After two eyes,, that pass'd this way.

Drayton, The Cryer.

crim (krim), v.
; pret. and pp. crimmed, ppr.

crimming. [E. dial., also (in senses 1, 2, 3, more
commonly) cream, creem; ult. < AS. crimman
(pret. cramm, cram, pi. "crummon, pp. erummen,
in comp. acrummen), press, bruise, break into
fragments, crumble: see cram (of which crim
is appar. in part (cream, creem) a secondary
form) and crumb*, n. and v., crumble, and cf.

i-rim/i as related to cramp*. In form crim may
be compared with OHG. chrimman, MHG. krim-
men (pret. tramm), also grimmen, G. krimmen,
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grimmen (pret. krimmte), gripe, seize with the
claws. See cramp1

,
n. and v., and crimp."] I.

trans. 1. To press or squeeze ;
crumble (bread).

2. To press or squeeze out; pour out. 3.
To convey slyly. 4. To froth or curdle.

II. intrans. To shiver. [Prov. Eng.]
crim. con. An abbreviation of the legal phrase
criminal conversation. See criminal.

crime (krim), n. [< ME. crime, cryme, < OF. crime,
crim, F. crime = Pr. crim = Sp. crimen = Pg.
crime = It. crimine, a crime, < L. crimen (cri-
min-\an accusation, a charge, the thing charged,
a fault, crime

; prob. at first a question for judi-
cial decision (cf. Gr. upl/ia, a question for deci-

sion, a decision, sentence), < cernere (/ *cri) =
Gr. Kpiveiv, decide : see certain and critic, and cf .

discriminate.] 1. An act or omission which the
law punishes in the name and on behalf of the

state, whether because expressly forbidden by
statute or because so injurious to the public as
to require punishment on grounds of public
policy; an offense punishable by law. in its

general sense "it includes every offense, from the highest
to the lowest in the grade of offenses, and includes what
are called misdemeanors as well as treason and felony

"

(Taney). The latter are commonly called high crimes. Vio-
lations of municipal regulations are not generally spoken
of as crimes.

And gif the Kyng him self do ony Homycydie or ony
Cryme, as to sle a man, or ony snche cas, he schalle dye
therefore. Mandeoille, Travels, p. 287.

A crime is a harm I do to another with malice prepense.
Forgery and murder are crimes.

If. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 187.

2. Any great wickedness or wrong-doing; ini-

quity; wrong.
No crime was thine, if 'tis no crime to love.

Pope, Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 95.

For there never was a religious persecution in which
some odious crime was not, justly or unjustly, said to be
obviously deducible from the doctrines of the persecuted
party. Maeaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Capital crime. See capital offense, under capital^.
Crime against nature, sodomy. Infamous crime.
See infamous. Occult Climes, in Scots law, crimes com-
mitted in secret or in privacy. = Syn. Wrony, Sin, Crime,
Vice, Iniquity, Transgression, Trespass, Delinquency. (See
offense.) Wrong is the opposite of right ; a wrong is an in-

fringement of the rights of another. Sin is wrong viewed
as infraction of the laws of God. Crime is the breaking
of the laws of man, specifically of laws forbidding things
that are mischievous to individuals or to society, as theft,
forgery, murder. Vice is a matter of habit in doing that
which is low and degrading. Iniquity is great wrong.
Transgression is an act of "stepping across," as tresjiass is

an act of "passing across," the boundary of private rights,
legal requirements, or general right. Delinquency is fail-
ure to comply with the demands of the law or of duty. See
criminal.

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night ; . .

This ... is to be
Good, great, and joyous, beautiful and free.

Shelley, Prometheus, iv.

The very sin of the sin is that it is against God, and
every thing that comes from God.

'

Bushnell, Nat. and the Supernat., p. 143.

The complexity and range of passion is vastly increased
when the offence is at once both crime and sin, a wrong
done against order and against conscience at the same
time. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 98.

Civilization has on the whole been more successful in

repressing crime than in repressing vice.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 157.

War in man's eyes shall be
A monster of iniquity.

C. Mackay, Good Time Coming.
The brutes cannot call us to account for our transyres-

si'Hi*. F. P. Cobbe, Peak in Darien, p. 143.

In faith, he's penitent,
And yet his trespass, in our common reason,

... is not almost a fault
To incur a private check. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

A tribunal which might investigate, reform, and punish
all ecclesiastical delinquencies. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Crimean (kri-me'an), a. [< Crimea (also called
the Krim) (= F."Crimee), < NL. Crimea = G.
Krimm or Krym, < Euss. Kruimu (Krym), of
Tatar origin : Turk. Kirim, Tatar Krim.] Of
or pertaining to the Crimea, a large peninsula
in southern Russia, separating the Black Sea
from the sea of Azov, inhabited by Tatars since
the thirteenth century Crimean war, a war be-
tween Great Britain, France, Turkey, and Sardinia on the
one hand, and Russia on the other, chiefly carried on in
the Crimea. It began in the spring of 1854 and lasted to
the peace of Paris, March 80th, 1856.

crimefult (krim'ful), a. [< crime + -ful, 1.]
Criminal

; wicked
; contrary to law or right.

Tell me
Why you proceeded not against these feats
So crimeful. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

crimelesst (krim'les), a. [< crime + -less.] Free
from crime ; innocent.
Criminal (krim'i-nal), a. and . [= D. krinii-
neel = G. criminal '= Dan. kriminal, adj., < F.
criminel = Pr. Sp. Pg. criminal = It. criminate,

criminal

< LL. criminalis, < L. crimen (crimin-), crime:
see crime.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to crime;
relating to crime

; having to do with crime or
its punishment: as, a criminal action or ease;
a criminal sentence

;
a criminal code

;
criminal

law
;
a criminal lawyer.

The privileges of that order were forfeited, either in con-

sequence of a criminal sentence, or by engaging in some
mean trade, and entering into domestic service. Brougham.

2. Of the nature of crime
;
marked by or in-

volving crime ; punishable by law, divine or
human : as, theft is a criminal act.

Foppish and fantastic ornaments are only indications of

vice, not criminal in themselves. Addixon.

Doubt was almost universally regarded as criminal, and
error as damnable ; yet the first was the necessary condi-

tion, and the second the probable consequence, of enquiry.
Lecky, Rationalism, I. 78.

3. Guilty of crime
;
connected with or engaged

in committing crime.
However criminal they may be with regard to society

in general, yet with respect to one another . . . they have
ever maintained the most unshaken fidelity. Brydone.

Unsystematic charity increases pauperism, and unphilo-
sophical leniency towards the criminal class increases that
class. N. A. Rev., CXL. 293.

Criminal action. See action, 8. Criminal cases, (a)
Prosecutions in the name of the state for violations of the
laws of the land. (6) Charges of offense against the public
law of the stateor nation, as distinguished from violations
of municipal or local ordinances. Criminal contempt.
Seecontempt. Criminal.conversation.inlair: (a) Adul-
tery; specifically, illicit intercourse with a married wo-
man. (6) The husband's action for damages for adultery.
This action has been abolished in England by 20 and 21

Viet, Ixxxv. 59, but the husband, in suing for a divorce,
may claim damages from the adulterer. The action has not
been abolished in the United States. Often abbreviated
crim. con. Criminal information, a prosecution for
crime instituted by the attorney-general, in the name of
the crown or the people, without requiring the sanction
of a grand jury. Criminal law, the law which relates to
crimes and their punishment. Certain matters of a quasi-
criminal character, such as indictments for nuisances, re-

pair of roads, bridges, etc., informations, the judicial de-
cisions of questions concerning the poor-laws, bastardy,
etc., are also often treated as part of the criminal law.
Criminal letters, a form of criminal prosecution in Scot-

land, corresponding to a criminal information in England,
drawn in the form of a summons, and in the supreme court
running in the name of the sovereign, in the sheriff-court
in that of the sheriff. Criminal prosecution, the pro-
ceeding by which a person accuseu of a crime is brought
or attempted to be brought to trial and judgment. Some-
times confined to prosecution by indictment. Criminal
psychology. See psychology. =Syn. 2. Illegal, Criminal,
Felonious, Sinful, Immoral, Wicked, Iniquitous, Depraved,
Dissolute, Vicious, agree in characterizing an act aa con-
trary to law, civil or moral. All except illegal ami feloni-
ous are also applicable to persons, thoughts, character, etc.

Illegal is simply that which is not permitted by human
law, or is vitiated by lack of compliance with legal forms :

as, an illegal election. It suggests penalty only remotely,
if at all. Criminal applies to transgressions of human
law, with especial reference to penalty. Felonious applies
to that which is deliberately done in the consciousness that
it is a crime ; its other uses are nearly or quite obsolete.

Sinful and the words that follow it mark transgression of
the divine or moral law. Sinful does not admit the idea
that there is a moral law separate from the divine will,
but is specifically expressive of "any want of conformity
unto, or transgression of, the will of God "

(Shorter Cate-
chism, Q. 14). As such, it applies to thoughts, feelings,
desires, character, while human law looks no further back
of action than to intent (as, a criminal intent), and at-

tempts to deal only with acts. Hence, though all men
are sinful, all are not criminal. Immoral stands over
against sinful in emphasizing the notion of a moral law,
apart from the question of the divine will ; its most fre-

quent application is to transgressions of the moral code
in regard to the indulgence of lust. Wicked bears the
same relation to moral law that felonious bears to civil
law

; the wicked man does wrong wilfully and knowingly,
and generally his conduct is very wrong. Iniquitous is

wicked in relation to others' rights, and grossly unjust : as,
a most iniquitous proceeding. Depraved implies a fall from
a better character, not only into wickedness, but into such
corruption that the person delights in evil for ite own
sake. Dissolute, literally set loose or released, expresses
the character, life, etc., of one who throws off all moral
obligation. Vicious, starting with the notion of being ad-
dicted to vice, has a wide range of meaning, from cross to
wicked ; it is the only one of these words that may be ap-
plied to animals. See crime, atrocious, nefarious, and ir-

religious.

A subject may arrest for treason : the King cannot ; lor,
if the arrest be illegal, the party has no remedy against
the King. Quoted in Maeaulay, On Hallam's Const. Hist.

But negligence itself is criminal, highly criminal, where
such effects to life and property follow it.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 27, 1834.

O thievish Night,
Wliy shouldst thou, but for some felonious end,
In thy dark lantern thus close up the stare?

Milton, Comus, 1. 196.

Sinful as man is, he can never be satisfied with the wor-
ship of the sinful. Faiths / the, WurM, p. 171.

Considered apart from other effects, it is immoral so to
treat the body as in any way to diminish the fulness or
vigour of its vitality. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 31.

To do an injury openly is, in his estimation, as wicked
as to do it secretly, and far less profitable.

Maeaulay, Machiavelli.
He

| Strafford] was not to have punishment meted out
to him from his own iniquitous measure.

Maeaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.



criminal

AH alii lias its root in the pi rn-rted ilin|Mltloiis, de-

sires, and allcetions which constitute Ihc i/.'/irmW state

of the will. A. A. //'''/., outlines of Theology, xvl. i 4.

TliMic.'h lie. iilj.nis and earel.-. ..! n .liainl, hi' could

hardlv br called extremely <linnlul<'.

H'/ii/./*', KM. anil Rev., I IN
He

| Wychcrlcy] appears to have led, during a long emir-.-

of years, that must wretched life', the life of a IICI'IIHK nlil

boy at).. nt town. \\., .,ni.>n, 1'omic iMamatisU.

And (iiiincvcre . . . desired his name, and sent
Her in. lid, !, tu demand it of the dwarf;
Who Ii. in- piaioiki, nlii, and irritahle, . . .

Made amwer .sharply that slit should nut know.
/'c/lmw,ll, (0-railll.

II. . A person who has committed a pun-
ishable offense against public law; more par-

ticularly, a person convicted of a punishable
public offense on proof or confession.

The mawkish sympathy of good and soft headed women
with the most degndM I persistent criminal* of the

male sex is one of the signs of an unhealthy puhlic sent!

in. nt. If. A. Kev., CXI,. 21)3.

Habitual criminal, i '"', one of H class rccognl/i d hy
model ii !CL;I -lai !<>n aspunishah]e !>> reason of criminal past
history and itinned eriininal associations and demoral-
ized life maintained without means of honest subsistence,
as distinguished {mm adequate evidence of any single new
specihc otteiise ; or, if not piiMJsliahlc solely therefor, Ha-
hli- to arrest on suspicion of criminal intentions. = Syn.
Culprit, malefactor, evil doer, transgressor, felon, convict.

criminalist (krim'i-nal-ist), . [= F. erimina-
lislr = Sp. Pg. It. criiii'iiiiilixtu ; us criminal (law)
4- -i*t.] An authority in criminal law; one
versed in criminal law.

Experienced c;-/m/,m//'>v.v vowed they hail never een
such a shamelessly impudent specimen of humanity.

Lowe, Bismarck, II. 4:14.

criminality (krim-i-nal'i-ti), n. [= F. crimina-
li!,

: = Sp. i-riniialidad = Pg. criminalidade= lt.

crimiiialita, < ML. criminalita(t-)s, < LL. crimi-

nalin, criminal: see rriniiinil and -ity.] The
quality or state of being criminal

;
that which

constitutes a crime
; guiltiness.

With the single exception of the Jews, no class held that

doctrine of the criminality of error which has been the

parent of most modern persecutions.
Leckij, Europ. Morals, I. 475.

A very great distinction obtains l>etween the conscience
of crimhmlitit and the conscience of sin, between the mere
doing of evil and the feeling oneself to he evil.

//. Januii, Subs, anil .-hail., p. 180.

Not only have artificial punishments failed to produce
reformation, but they have in many cases increased the

criminality. H. Spencer, Education, p. 17".

criminally (krim'i-nal-i), adv. In a criminal

manner or spirit ;
with violation of public law ;

with reference to criminal law.

A physician who, after years of study, has gained a com-

petent knowledge of physiology, pathology, and therapeu-
tics, Is not held criminally res|K>nsible if a man dies under
his treatment. //. Spencer, Man vs. Htate, p. 77.

criminalness (krini'i-nal-nes), n. Criminality.
criminate (krim'i-nat), r. t.

; pret. and pp. crim-

inated, ppr. criminating. [< L. criminatus, pp.
ofcriminari (> It. criminare = Sp. Pg. criminar
= OF. criminer), accuse of crime, < crimen (cri-

min-), crime : see crime. Cf. accriminatr, incrim-

inate, recriminate.'} 1. To charge with a crime
;

declare to be guilty of a crime.

To criminate, with the heavy and ungrounded charge of

disloyalty and disaffection, an incorrupt, I ndependeiit, and
reforming Parliament.

Burke, On the Speech from the Throne.

2. To involve in the commission or the conse-

quences of a crime
;
incriminate ; reflexively,

manifest or disclose the commission of crime

by.
Our municipal laws do not require the offender to plead

guilty or i-riiuiitiitf himself. Scott.

3. To censure or hold up to censure
; iiiveigh

against or blame as criminal ; impugn. [Rare.]
As the spirit of party, in different degrees, must be ex-

pected toinfeet all ixditlcftl I ii idies, there will he, no doubt,

persons in the national legislature willing enough to ar-

raign the measures ami cn'n'it<if'- the views of the major-
ity A. Unniitlnn. Federalist, No. xxvl.

He (Sir John Eliot] descends to frimimtte the duke's
niaunitlci -nt tables ; he who had something of a congenial
nature ; for Kliot was a man of flue literature.

/. Dlmitli, Curios, of Lit., IV. 379.

To criminate one's self, ti i furnish evidence of one's own
guilt, or of a fact which may he a link iu a chain of evi-
dence to that effect : said of an accused person or of a wit-

ness.

crimination (krim-i-iia'shon), . [= OF. criini-

iiiitiini Sp. criniinitcion (obs. ;
now acrimiiui-

rioii) 1'e/. i-riminiicflo = It. criminal/one, < L.

crinii>tlii>(n-), < criiiiiimri. pp. criminatnn, crimi-

nate: s ( > friiniiui/t'.] The act of criminating,
in any sense of the word

;
accusation ; charge.

The pulpits runu with mutual fintn xltinllH.

Miluniii. Latin Christianity, xi. 2.

The time of the I'rivy Council was oeell|.ied li\ the (Tim-
innli'ni* and reeriniinatiims of the ad\t -rse patties.

Maeaiilu'i. Hist. Eng., vii.
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criminative (krim'i-na-tiv), a. [< criminate +
-ive.] Kcliiting to or involving crimination or

iicciisiitiuii : accusing.
eliminator (krim'i -11:1 -tiir), ii. [= Hp. acrimi-

nuilor = Pg. erimiiiailiir = It. criinimiture, < \i.

criminator, an accuser, < rniainari, pp. criiiii-

ntiliin, accuse: sn- n-imniati'.'] One who crimi-

nates
;
an accuser

;
a calumniator.

He may Iw amiable, but, if he is, my feelings are Han,
and I have IK-CM so long accustomed to trust to them in

these cases that the opinion of the world Is not tin lik. li< -t

i <;,,"> >i rf"i- to impeach their credibility.
>/,.//. i/, in Dowden, I. 234.

criminatory (krim'i-mi-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

"criminatoriui, < criminator, an accuser: see

i-riniinator.] Involving accusation ; crimina-
tive.

crimine, crimini(krim'i-ne, -ni), inter/. [Appar.
a mere ejaculation, but perhaps a variation of

gemini, which is similarly used.] An exclama-
tion of surprise or impatience.
Ob ! crimine ! Conyrcve, Double Dealer, !>. i.

Ci-ii/niti. jluiini.

Did you ever hear such a niniminy pimminy
Story as Leigh Hunts Klmini '.' Byron.

criminologist (krim-i-noro-jist), n. [< L. cri-

men (crimin-), a crime, + Gr. ->o~t ia, < 7^ttv,

say, discuss: see crime and -vliMiy.] One who
studies crimes with reference to their origin,

propagation, prevention, punishment, etc.

The point of view of the two schools of

In Italy, the classical or spiritualistic school, and the an-

thropological school which differ not only In their then-

retical conceptions, but also in their practical conclusions

upon the application of punishment. Science, IX. 220.

criminous (krim'i-nus), a. [= OF. crimineux
= Sp. Pg. It. criminoso, < L. criminosus, full of

reproaches, accusatory, ML. criminal, < crimen

(crimin-), accusation, crime: see crime.] Involv-

ing or guilty of crime
;
criminal ;

wicked.

More estranged than )>eforetlme through . . . slanders

and criminotig imputations.
Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 04.

No marvel then, if being as deeply criminoun as the Earle

himselfe, it stung his conscience to adjudge to death those
misdeeds whereof himselfe had bin the chiefe Author.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, ii.

We have seen the importance which the jurisdiction
over criminouf clerks assumed In the first quarrel between
Becket and Henry II. Stubb*, Const. Hist., t SUM.

criminouslyt (krim'i-nus-li), adv. Criminally ;

wickedly.
criminousnesst (krim'i-uus-nes). H. Criminal-

ity.

crimosint, n. and a. An obsolete form of crim-

crimp (krimp), r. [< ME.'crimpen (found only
as in freq. crimple and other denvatives) = MD.
D. krimpen = MLG. LG. krimpen = OHG. chrim-

phan, Krimfan, MHG. krimphen, krimpfen. (a

strong verb, pret. kramn, pp. krumpen), bend

together, contract, shrink, shrivel, diminish (cf.

Sw. krympa = Dan. krympe, shrink, prob. from

LG.): in form the orig. verb of which cramp 1
,

crump, crimple, crumple are secondary or deriv.

forms : see cramp 1
,
v. and n., and cf. crim, cram.]

I. trans. 1. To bend back or inwant; draw to-

gether ;
contract or cause to contract or shrink

;

corrugate. Specifically 2. To bend (the up-
pers of boots) into shape. 3. To indent (a

cartridge-case), or turn the end inward and
back upon the head, in order to confine the

charge; crease. 4. To cause to contract and

pucker so as to become wrinkled, wavy, or

crisped, as the hair; form into short curls or

ruffles; flute; ruffle.

The comely hostess in a crimped cap. Irriivt.

To crimp the little frill that bordered his shirt collar.

Dickens.

5. In cookery, to crimple or cause to contract
or wrinkle, as the flesh of a live fish or of one

just killed, by gashing it with a knife, to give it

greater firmness and make it more crisp when
cooked.

My brother Temple, although he Is fond of fish, will

never taste anything that has been crimped alive.

J. Moore, Edward.

Those who attempted resistance were crimpcti alive, like

flshes. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 422.

6. To pinch and hold ; seize. [Eng.] Hence
7. To kidnap ; decoy for the purpose of ship-

ping or enlisting, as into the army or navy. See
the extract.

The crintfnu'i of men i-. the decoding them into a re-

sort where they can IK- detained until they are handed
o\, r to a shipper or recruiter, like tlsli kept in a stew till

wanted for the table. V. wuf Q., Mk Mr., D
II. intrans. To be very stingy. [Prov. Eng.]

crimp (krimp), n. [< crimp, r.] 1. That which
has been crimped or curled ; a curl or a waved

crimson-warm

lock of hair: gcin-nilh IIM-I! in tin- plural. 2.

A crimper. 3. Oiu- who brings pcr-uns into a

plact- or condition of n-striiint. in order to Mili-

jcct tin-in tn swiiiilliii";. 1'iirci-il labor. ( ,r tin- liki-;

especially, one who, for a commission, supplic.-
ri-cruits for the army or Huilm-s tin- ships by m--

fariiin- nn-an- "r faUi- iiiiliici-iiii-iits: a ill \ :

a kidnapper. .Such practices have been
sup-

pressed in the army and navy, ami n a-l- high-

ly penal in connection with merchant ships.
The kldnapliinu
Took the foolish voting imp

Oil board of his cutter so trim and so jimp.
Barhaiti, Ingold-shy I.e^en.U, I. 292.

Great numbers of young men were inveigled or kid-

napped by .-,/,,/;.* In lu (the East India ('ompan)'sl s< nice.
confined often for long periods, and with i lrcuiii.Lanc.es

of the moat aggravated cruelty. In secret dc|>6tA which ex-

isted In the heart of London, and at last, in the dead of

night, shipped for n judo-tan.
Ledry, Eng. In 18th Cent., lii.

4t. A certain game at cards.

Laugh and keep company at gleek or crimp.
I: ./n/iwi/i, .Magnetick Lady, II. 1.

crimpt (krimp), a. [Related to crimp, r., as

crump 1
, a., to crump 1

, p.] 1. Easily crumbled ;

friable ; brittle ; crisp.
The fowler . . .

Treads the cri'm/; earth.
J. Philip,, Cider, II.

2. Not consistent ; contradictory.
The evidence Is crimp, the witnesses swear liackwanls

and forwards, and contradict themselves.

Arbuthnat, John Bull.

crimpage (krim'paj), . [< crimp + -age.] The
act of crimping. 'Maunder.

crimper (krim'per), n. One who or that which

crimps or corrugates. Specifically (a) A machine
for stretching and forming the uppers of lioots and shoes,

(b) An apparatus for betiding leather into various shapes,
used in harness-making, {c) A double pin or other de-

vice for crimping the hair. (>() An apparatus consisting
of a pair of tinted rolls for ruffling or tinting fabrics. () A
machine for Itt-nding wire Into corrugations previous to

weaving it Into wire cloth. (/) A stamping-press for

forming tinware, (g) A machine for swaging the ends of

hlind slats, (h) A tool for crimping cartridge-cases.

crimping-board (krim'ping-bord), . A piece
of hard wood used to raise the grain of leather

in the process of tanning; a graining-board.
crimping-house (krim'ping-hous), n. A low
resort to which men are decoyed for the pur-
pose of confining and controlling them, and

forcing them to enter the army, navy, or mer-
chant service. See crimp, n., 3.

crimping-iron(krim'piiig-i'<-rn), . 1. An im-

plement for tinting ruffles on garments. 2.
An implement for crimping the hair.

crimping-machine (krim'ping-ma-shen'), n. A
machine for crimping or fluting.

crimple (krim'pl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. crimpled,

ppr. crimpling. [< ME. crimplen (spelled crym-
plyn), freq. of crimp, q. v.] To contract or

draw together ;
cause to shrink or pucker ; curl ;

corrugate.
He passed the cautery through them, and accordingly

crimpletl them up. H'iicman, Surgery.

crimplet, ". [< ME. crympylle ; from the verb.]
A rumple.

crimp-press (krimp
'

pres), n. A crimper or

crimping-machine pad crimp-press. In karneti-

tanking, a pad-crimp.
crimson (krim'zn), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also crimosin, cremosin, < ME. crimosin, with

many variants, cramosin, cremosyn^ crimisine,

etc., < OF. "cramnisin, cramoisyne, crimson, car-

mine: see further under carmine, which is a
doublet of crimson.] I. n. A highly chromatic
red color somewhat inclining toward purple,
like that of an alkaline infusion of cochineal,
or of red wine a year or two old; deep red.

A maid yet rosed over with the virgin crimmn of mod-
esty. Xhat., Hen. V., V. i

II. n. Of a red color inclining to purple ;

deep-red.
Beauty's ensiyn jet

Iscrimnm in thy lips and in th\ eh. , k-

Miik.. K. and .1.. v. :t.

The crimson stream dlstain'd his arms. Drjptrn.

Crimson (krim'zul, r. [< crimxim, .] I. trans.

To dye with crimson
;
make crimson.
And felt my blood

Glow with the glow that slowly rriuuon'J all

Thy presence. itbonus.

II. intrans. To become of a deep-red color ;

be tinged with red
;
blush: as, her cheeks crim-

soned.

Ancient towers . . . lieginning to i-ri'uiiii with the ra-

diant lustre of a cloudless July morning. De <tiafry.

crimson-warm (krirn'zn-warm), . Warm to

redness.



crinal (kri'nal)

crinal

[< L. crinalis, < crinis, hair :

to hair.
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ft,r * Im...
crinated <kri4-ted)%"
Having hair; hairy.

Crinatory (krin'a-to-n)
crinch (krmch), r. A dialectal form ot

crincumt, crincomet, " [Old slang.]

real infection. [Vulgar.]

+ -*.] hair:

crinicultural (kriu-i-kul'tur-al), . [<L.crm, crinkleroot (kring'kl-rot), . The pepperroot,

hair (sue rriiif), + cuUura,"ovi\ture, + -al.] Be- licntaria di/iln/lla.

lating to the growth of hair. [Kare.] crinkly (kring'kh)^
o.

criniere (krin-iar'), . [OF., < erin, < L. n-inin,

f , [< crinkle + -yl.] Full

of crinkles; wrinkly; crimpy; like a crinkle.

Same as

nan : oco <;/ me. j In armor, that part of the bards crinkum-crankum (

of a horse which covered the back of the neck, it [A humorous Latin-seeming word, made trom

was generally formed of overlapping plates, like the tas- crinkle or prank.] A winding or crooked line or

Get the crincomes, go.
Shirley ami Chapman, The Ball, iv.

Jealousy is hut a kind

Of clap and crincuiit of the mind.
S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 704.

crinet (krin), w. [< F. erin = Pr. Sp. erin =
Pg. crina = It. crine, < L. crinis, hair.] Hair.

[Rare.]
Priests, whose sacred crine

Felt never razor. Sylvester, it. of Du Jlartas.

crined (krind), a. [< crine + -ed?; equiv. to

crinite 1
, q. v.] In Her., wearing hair, as the

head of a man or woman, or wearing a mane, as

the head of a horse, unicorn, etc. These additions

are often borne of a different tincture from the head,
which is then said to be crinrd of such a tincture.

crinelt (kri'nel), . [< OF. *crinel, dim. of erin,

< L. crinis, hair: see crine.] Same as crinet, 1.

Booth.
crinet (kri'net), n. [< OF. "crinet, dim. of erin,

< L. crinis, hair: see crine, and cf. crinel.~] If.

the fifteenth cen-

tury. Also crinet. See cut under bard.
Vene- criniger (krin'i-jer), n. [NL., < L. criniger,

hairy: see crinigcrous.] 1. A genus of turdoid

or dentirostral oscine passerine birds (so called crino
from the hair-like filaments with which some Crine.]

course; a zigzag.
Ay, here's none of your straight lines here but all taste

zigzag crinkum-crankum in and out.

Caiman and Oarrick, The Clandestine Marriage, ii. 2.

'no), n. [NL., < L. crinis, hair: see

_,
_. PI. crmoes(kri-n6'nez). Acuticular

disease supposed to arise from the insinuation

of a hair-worm under the skin of infants. 2.

[cap.] A genus of Entozoa, found chiefly in

horses and dogs.
crinoid (kii'noid), . and . [< Crinoidea.'] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Crinoidea ; contain-

ingor consisting of crinoids; encrinital.

II. n. One of the Crinoidea; an encrinite;
a stone-lily, sea-lily, lily-star, feather-star, or

hair-star.

The greater number of crinoids belong to the oldest pe-
riods of the history of the earth (the Cambrian, Silurian,
Devonian and Carboniferous formations). Existing forms
live mostly at considerable depths.

Clang, Zoology (trans.), I. 289.

crinoidal (kri-noi'dal), a. [As crinoid + -al.]

Same as crinoid.

Crinoidea (kri-noi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., <Gr. npivo-

of the feathers end), containing a large number <%, like a lily, < Kpivdv, a lily,+ tiiiof, form.] 1.

Criniger phaocephalits.

A fine, hair-like feather
;
one of the small, bris- of chiefly African and Asiatic species: some- A class of Echinodermata containing globular

times referred to the family Pycnonotidte. It is

also called Triclias and Trichophorus. 2. [I. c.]

A book-name of the species of the genus Crini-

ger: as, the yellow-bellied criniger, C. flariven-

crang, "crane, pi. crungon,*cruncon, pp. crungen,

*crnncen) (cf. swing, with the assibilated form

tly black feathers on a hawk's head. Halliwell.

Also crane, cranet, crinel. 2. Same as criniere.

cringe (krinj), v.
; pret. and pp. cringed, ppr.

cringing. [= E. dial. (North.) crinch, crouch; <

ME. "crinchen, crenchen, crengen (?), twist or

bend, < AS. cringan, sometimes crincan (pret. crinigerous (kri-nij'e-rus), a. [< L. criniger
-

(doubtful), having long hair, < crinis, hair (see

crine), + gerere, bear.] Hairy; covered with

swinge), fa'll (in battle), yield, succumb, orig. hair; crinated. [Bare.]

prob. 'bend, bow' (cf. the orig. sense of equiv. criniparOUS (kri-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. crinis,

succumb). The verb is but scantly recorded in hair (see crine), + parere, produce.] Producing

early literature, but it appears to be the ult. hair
; causing hair to grow. [Bare.]

Bears' grease or fat is also in great request, being sup-

posed to liave a criniparous or hair-producing quality.

Poetry of Antijacobin, p. 83, note.

crinite1 (kri'mt), a. [< L. crinitus, haired, pp.
of crinire, provide with

source of crinkle, cringle, as well as of crank in

all its uses.] I. intrans. To bend; crouch; es-

pecially, to bend or crouch with servility or

from fear or cowardice
;
fawn

;
cower.

Who more than thou
Once fawn'd and crimjed, and servilely adored
Heaven's awful Monarch? Milton, P. L., iv. 959.

Those who trample on the helpless are disposed to cringe
to the powerful. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

He cringes to every phantom of apprehension, and obeys
the impulses of cowardice as though they were the laws
of existence. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 117.

crine.]
hair.

= Svn. To stoop, truckle.

II. trans. To contract ; distort. [Bare.]

Whip him, fellows,

Till, like a boy, you see him cringe his face,
And whine aloud for mercy.

Shalt., A. andC., iii. 11.

cringe (krinj), . [< cringe, v.] A servile or

fawning obeisance.

My antic knees can turn upon the hinges
Of compliment, and screw a thousand cringes.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

He must be under my usher, who must teach him the

postures of his body, how to make legs and cringes.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 5.

cringeling(krinj'ling),H. [<. cringe + -ling.] One
who cringes ;

a fawner
;
a sycophant ;

a shrink-

ing coward. [Rare.]
cringer (krin 'j or), n. One who cringes; one
characterized by servility or cowardice ;

a syco-
phant.
cringingly (krin'jing-li), adv. In a cringing
manner.

cringle (kring'gl), n. [In naut. sense also writ-

ten crengle, crenkle, crenels; of LG. or Scand.

origin : MLG. kringel, kringele, a ring, circle, a

cracknel, = G. kringel, a cracknel, dial, a circle,
= Icel. kringla, a disk, circle, orb; dim. of the

simple form, D. kring = MLG. krink,
a ring, circle, = Icel. kringr, in pi. krin-

i hair, < crinis, hair: see

1. Having the appearance of a tuft of

Comate, crinite, caudate stars.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xiv. 44.

2. In bot. and entom., having long hairs, or hav-

ing tufts of long, weak, and often bent hairs, on
the surface. Also crinate.

crinite2 (kri'nit), . [< Gr. Kpivav, a lily, + -ite2 .

Cf, encrinite.] A fossil crinoid
;
an encrinite

or stone-lily.

crinitory (krin'i-to-ri), a. [< crinite^ + -ory.]

Pertaining to or consisting of hair. Also spelled

crinatory.
When in the morning he anxiously removed the cap,

away came every vestige of its crinitory covering.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, II. iii.

crinkle (kring'kl), v.; pret. and pp. crinkled,

ppr. crinkling. [< ME. crenclen (rare), bend,
turn, = D. krinkelen, turn, wind; freq. of *crink,

repr. by cringe, and, with change of vowel, by
crank (cf. crankle): see cringe, cringle, and
crank1

.] I. trans. To form or mark with short

curves, waves, or wrinkles
;
make with many

flexures; mold into corrugations; corrugate.
The flames through all the casements pushing forth,
Like red-hot devils crinkled into snakes.

Mrs. Bronming, Aurora Leigh, viii.

II. intrans. 1. To turn or wind; bend; wrin-

kle
;
be marked by short waves or ripples ;

curl
;

be corrugated or crimped.
The house is crinkled to and fro.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2012.

All the rooms
Were full of crinklinff silks.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, v.

A breath of cheerfulness runs along the slender stream

or cup-shaped echinoderms, having, normally,

jointed arms furnished with pinnules, and
stalked and fixed during some or all of their

lives : so called from the resemblance of their

rayed bodies, borne upon a jointed stem, to a

lily or tulip. The body or calyx of the ventral surface

is directed upward ; the stalk is attached to the aboral,

dorsal, or inferior surface, which is provided with plates;
and the ambulacral appendages have the form of tentacles

situated in the ambulacral grooves of the calyx and of the

segmented arms. The class is divided into three orders :

the Blastoidea, which are without arms ; the Cyxtoidea,
which are globular, and have arms; and the Crinoidea,
which are cup-shaped, and provided with arms. All the

representatives of the first two orders, and most of the

third order, are extinct. The fossil forms are known as

stone-lilies and encrinites. See stone-lily and encrinite.

2. The typical order of the class Crinoidea, hav-

ing the body cup-shaped or calyx-like, the dor-

sal or aboral surface furnished with hard calca-

reous plates, the ventral or oral aspect coria-

ceous, and the body stalked and rooted, at least

for some period if not continuously, and provid-

I. The entire

joints of stem ; c, c, c:

calyx and brachia

Rhizocrfnus lofotcmis.
:mal : a, enlarged upper joint of stem ; *, larval

'

'; d d brachia. II. Summit of stem, bearing
s before ; j, s, first radials ; r2, -2, second ra-

llyx anu uratmu ; ti, .... .~..-.~ . _,-, . . .

dials; -3, r3, third radials; /,/, pinnules.
III. Oral surface of calyx,

seen obliquely : v, lower part of visceral mass ; St. tentacular grooves;
a, o, oral valves; t, oral tentacles; an, anus.

ed with five or more radiated segmented arms

bearing pinnules and disconnected from the vis-

ceral cavity. All the ordinary encrinites, stone-lilies,

lily-stars, etc., belong to this division, which abounded In

early, especially Paleozoic, times, and is still represented

by six living genera. These are Anledon (or Cumatula),
Actinometra, Comaster, Pentacrinug, RauooritMU. and

Holopu*. The order Crinoidea is by some divided into

two suborders, Articulata and Tesselata, the latter all fos-

sil; by others into the families Uncrinidef and Crmatvli-

dee, the former containing the ordinary encrinites or stone-

lilies, as well as some living sea-lilies, and the latter com-

prising the feather-stars. Also called Brachialn.

far,
pulleys of a drag-net; cf. Icel. of his [Skelton's] verse, under which it seems to ripple and crinoidean (kri-noi'de-an), n. [< Criimidcti +

ringr, adj., easy (orig. round, kring, ^"am' Mown'm? nVclear'w'es^rn'winds
8llnshlne llke "

-an.] One of the Crinoidea; a crinoid.

adv., around). Perhaps ult. connected
Lowell, Among my Book's, 2d ser., p. 132. crinoline (krin'o-lin or -lin), n. and a. [< F.

crinoliiif, hair-cloth, crinoline, < L. ertnts, hair,
~. * -. . -i ^ _ t

Perhaps ult. connected
with Icel. hringr = AS. hring, E. ring :

see rinyi. Cf. crinkle.] A ring or cir-

cular bend, as of a rope. Specifically ()
Naut., a strand of rope so worked into the bolt-

Cringle, they are intended : as, head-cringles, which are
placed at the upper corners of the sail, for lash-

ing them to the yards ; tvrf-rrin
:ite, on the leeches of the

sail, for passing the reef-eariugs through. (&) A withe or
rope for fastening a gate. [Eng. ] Baring-cringle, the
cringle through which an earing is passed.

2t. To cringe.
He that hath pleased her grace

Thus far, shall not now crinde for a little.

B. Jonxon, Alchemist, iii. 2.

crinkle (kring'kl), n. [= D. krinkel, curve,
flexure

;
from the verb. Cf. cringle, with var.

crenkle, etc.] A wrinkle
;
a turn or twist ;

a rip-

ple ; a corrugation.
The crinkles in this glass making objects appear double.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxvi.

+ linum, flax: see Crine, line1
, linen.] I. M. 1.

A stiff material originally made wholly or in

part of horsehair, whence the name. It was used

about 18f>2 for stiff skirts, and, when this fashion was
followed by that of wearing greatly projecting skirts of

wire or sterl springs, tin1 word continued to be used gen-

erally for the latter. Crinoline is still in use for stiff lin-

ing and the like, in the manner of buckram.

Hence 2. A skirt made of this stuff or of any
stiffened or starched material. 3. A frame-



crinoline

work of tine steel nr other In >ops or springs, used
fardistending the drew; ;i lump-ski n. scc/i//-

i/' :md /KI/I xl.n'l.

Urn run move >. IMIII h inure i|iijetly without //"
HIM'." ... A liiKllntaili uf in-. hair :nl srarlet ]i-l tlroal

lrlii;iill'''l nil Mil- lit...!-, IIJtlMinn h\ all .tvrl-l..ll *teel

mousetrap. '/ I ",,'/., 'I'lli
1 Trial.

Crinoline-steels, tliin ami narrow ribbon* of steel MM. I

fur Inakllli: I ..... |> kit t
-

II. ii. I'ci-liiiiiing to or resembling a crinoline
iu struct uiv.

Thr "
Mi'iialell," our <.f the ships experimented Upon,

. . . was coiiMdere.l to have lie* M ma<li' almo-it impreKiia
Me against any attack tiy a stnmi,' rrinlin>- framework of
booms anil spars limit up ruunil licr. /',. . in, i

: H. -207.

crinon(kri'iioii), . [< L. <rti., hair: seerriw.]
A crinigcr : n bird of the genus Criuiyer of Tera-
niiiiek. (I. Ciirii-r.

erinones, . Plural of <;ri, 1.

crinose (kri'nos), a. [< L. crinis, hair (see crine),
+ -use. Cf. ML. criaiottus, hairy.] Hairy.
[liar,..]

crinosity (kri-nos'i-ti), n. [< erinour + -ity.]
Hairiness. [Rare.]]
Crinum (kri'nuin), n. [NL., < Gr. itpivov, a lily.]
A genus of tall bulbous plants, natural or-

der AiiHirylliitiitw, of which there are about
CO species, natives of tropical and subtropical
regions. They are very beautiful greenhouse-plants,
with strap-shaped leaves anil a solid scape hearing an

I :!'>:(

iispjiragus-1 tic. I'. iix/Miniiii, is an cxanipli-.
Si-c ciil under nxpiiriiiiiix-liii-Hr.

Criosphinx (kn'y-sh'ngks), H. [< (ir. v<4f, a
rain, + nur.:. sphinx.) One of the Hire:' va-

rieties n! t In- K^'vpiiau sphinx, chiiractcri/.c-d by

umbel of flowers. The genus differs from the common
Amaryllis iu the long tube of the flowers, which also are
sessile iu the umbel instead of pedicellate. The Asiatic

poison-bulli, C. Anfaticuiu, a native of the East, has a bulb
above ground, which is a powerful emetic, and is often

used by the natives (< produce vomiting after prison has
been taken.

criocephalous (kri-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL. crio-

cephalux, < Gr. K/>i6t;, a ram, + Kf0aAjy, head.]
Having a ram's head : as, a criocephalous sphinx.

criocephalus (kri-o-sef'a-lus), w.; jil.criocephali

(-H). [NL.: see c'riocephalmm.'] Aram-headed
being or animal. See criosphinx.

Hillocks bumped and deformed, squatting like the erio-

cephalu* of the tombs.
L. Ilearn, tr. of Oalitier's Cleop. Nights, p. 6.

Crioceras (kri-os'e-ras), n. [NL., < Gr. p5f, a

ram,+ lif/mc, horn.] A genus of

tetrabranchiate cephalopods.of
the family . lm;niViY/V(',ormade

type of a family ('rwcernliilir,

containing discoidal ammon-
ites having the whorls dis-

crete : so called from the re-

semblance to a ram's horn.
The species are numerous. Al-

-. " o*. Crioceratites, and

criocerate (kri-os'e-rat), a. Same as criocera-

titn\

crioceratid (kri-o-ser'a-tid), . A cephalopod
of the family Crloceraiiflfc.

Crioceratidse (kn 6-se-rat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Crioceras (-cerat-) + -iiln:] A family of fossil

cephnlopods. typified by the genus Crioera;
the ram's-horn ammonites or crioceratites.

crioceratite (kri-o-ser'a-tlt), n. [< Crin /</.

(-rerut-) + -i>2.]' A fossil of the genus Cri-
crrtix ; a ram's-horn ammonite.

crioceratitic (kri-o-ser-a-tit'ik), n. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Crioceratidcp.

Also criocrrn'c. crior/riiii.

Crioceridae (kri-o-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Crio-

ceris + -<te.] A family of phytophagous te-

tramerous coleopters, taking name from the

genus Crioccrix. Tln-> an- related t, . the <'hr>i*ini>- ';,/..

and are sometimes inrr^rtl in that family. They have an
oblong boily. and the posterior femurs are frei|iientlv en

larged, \vhem-e the term Kiii"l<< applied hy I.utreiHe.

'I'hey include many aquatic beetles. Als.i Criocerida, Crio-

Crioceris (kri-os'e-ris), . [NL. (Geoffrey,
17(i4). < <!r. ^>'-c, a ram, + KF/MC, a horn.] The
typical genus of the family t'rinirrida: The

Criocphlnx.

having the head of a ram, as distinguished from
the androx/ilihis, with the head of a human
being, and the nieracogjiliinjc, or hawk-headed
sphinx. See xphiiif.

crioust (kri'us), a. [ME. erioux; < fry + -*.]
Clamorous.
A fool womman and rriiiu*. Wycl(f, I*rov. ix. 13 (Oxf.).

cripling, . See crippliiii/.

crippawn (kri-pan'), n. [Appar. a corruption
of an Ir. word.] A disease of cattle. [Local,
Ireland.]

crippint, . Same as crespine.

cripple (krip'l), n. and n. [Cf. dial, creeple ; <

ME? cripel, crenel, crepul, crypel, cru/iel, etc., <

ONorth. crypel (in comp. eorth-crypel, a para-
lytic, lit. a ground-creeper) (= OFries. krcppel,
North Fries. kreM, krabel = MLG. kropel, kre-

pel, LG. kropel = D. kreppel, kropel, kreupel =
OHG. kruppel, MHG. kruppel, MG. krupel, kro-

pel, G. kruppel = Icel. kryppill = Dan. kriibbel

(found only as adj. and in comp.), dim. krob-

ling ; cf . Sw. krytiipting, akin to L. crump) ; with
suffix -el, < AS. creopan (pp. cropen), creep:
see creep, and cf. creeper.~\ I. . 1. One who
creeps, halts, or limps ; one who is partially or

wholly deprived of the use of one or more of
his limbs

;
a lame person : also applied to ani-

mals.
Thay myjt not fyst mare oloft,
But creped aliout in the "croft,"
As thay were croked crepyltt.

Tvrnamrnt of Tnttmham (Percy Keliques, p. 178).

And there sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent iu his

feet, lieing a cripple frout his mother's womb, who never
bad walked. AcU xlv. 8.

A good dog must . . . understand how to retrieve his
birds judiciously, bringing the cripitits first.

R. B. Komerelt, Uame Water-Birds (1884), p. 335.

2. A dense thicket in swampy or low land ; a

patch of low timber-growth. [Local, U. 8.]
The Ruffed Grouse often takes refuge from the sports-

man amidst the thickest rripi^et. deepest gullies, and
densest foliage, where it is impossible to get at them.

SjHtrtgrnan'tt Gazettffr, p. 128.

3. A rocky shallow in a stream : so called by
lumbermen. [Local, U. 8.]

II. a. Lame; decrepit.
Chide the cripple tardy-gaited night.

Sltalc., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

cripple (krip'l), r. ; pret. and pp. crippled, ppr.
<-ri/idling. [< ME. cripelen (= LG. G. kriipeln),
int rans.. creep, crawl; prop. freq. of crepen,

creep, but resting partly on crcpel, cripel, etc.,
a creeper, cripple: see cripple, n. As trans.,

cripple, v., is from the noun.] I.t intrans. To
walk haltingly, like a cripple.
He crepeth cripelnnile forth. Bftliarti, 1. 130.

II. trans. 1. To make (one) a cripple; partly
disable by injuring a limb or limbs; deprive of

the free use of a limb or limbs, especially of a

leg or foot
;
lame.

Thou cold sciatica,

Cripple our senators, that their limlis may halt
As lamely as their manners ! Shak., T. of A., iv. 1.

KuoU upon his gouty joints apix-ar.
And chalk is in his cripplftl Angers found. Drydtn.

2. To disable in part ; impair the power or ef-

ficiency of; weaken by impairment: as, the fleet

was cri/ipli <! in the engagement; to cripple one's
resources by bad debts.

More serious embarrassments of a different description
were crippling the energy of the settlement in the Bay.

Pa(frey,

Debt, which consumes so much t hue, which so cripple*
and disheartens a great spirit with cares that seem so base.

Kmerton, Nature.

= 8yn. 1. Maim, pMimre, etc. See mutilate.

crippledom (krip'1-dmn), . [< cripple
+ -<l<mt.~\

1. The state of being a cripple; crippleness.
I was emerging rapidly from a state of criirpletlmn to one

of comparative activity. H'. //. Ruttrll. 1-ehia

2. Cripples collectively. [Rare in both uses.]

crippleness (krip'1-nes), n. Lameness. [Rare.]
crippler ^krip'ler).

. [Prob. for 'rrimplir.
Cf. crimpittg-board.] Same as <jrniiiiii</-l>(iiiril.

crisp

crippling (krip'ling), . [\'erlial n. of

r.; likened to a cripple's crutches.
)

I'm-")
of spars or tiniliers set up as supports against
the sides of u building. Also spelled i-n/ilinii.

cripst, ". A Middle Knglish transposition 'of

arttp.

CHS, n. See (;-.< .

crises, . I'lm-al of </<.(>.

Crisia(kri.s'i-ii). . |.\l.. (Unuir.-k, ISIL').] Tin-

typical genus of the family i 'n.-mlir. < '. i liiinnn

is an ivory-white calcareous species found on
~i -a weeds.

Orisidia (kri-sid'i-ft), n. [NL., < Criiia.} A.

genus of polyzoans, of the familv Criifii'ln:

Crisiida (kn'-si'i-<le), n. pi. [NL., < friitia +
-iilii'.] A family of gymnola*niatous ectoproc-
toUB polyzoans, rc-jircscnting the articulate or
radicate division of ('yclonlonnilii. Also written
I 'risuttlir,

crisis (kri'sis), . ; pi. crixex (-DOZ). [= V. crisr

8p. rrixm = Pg. crine= It. crise'crixi, < L. rrixia. <

Gr. Kpinif, a separating, decision, decisive point,
crisis, < Kpivetv, separate, decide: see critic,

rriiin', certain.] 1. A vitally important or de-
cisive state of things ; the point of culmination ;

a turning-point; the point at which a change
must come, either for the better or the worse,
or from one state of things to another : as, a
ministerial crisis; a financial crisix ; a crisis in
a person's mental condition.

This hour
'

the very rrijn'n of your fate.

/'..'"'". Spanish Friar, IT.
'

Nor is it unlikely that the very occasions on which such
defects are shown may lie the most imjiortant of alt the

very times of cri*t'* for the fate of the country.
/frim.'/Adm.

Tile similarity of the circumstances of two political
eriert may bring out parallels and coincidences.

,SYuM>, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 80.

2. In me<l., the change of a disease which in-

dicates the nature of its termination ; that

change which prognosticates recovery or death.
The term is sometimes also used to denote the

symptoms accompanying the condition.

In pneumonia the natural termination Is by a well-
marked cruis, which may take place as early as the fifth

<lay, or lie deferred U) the ninth. V""'". Med. Diet., p. M19.

Cardiac crisis. See cardiac. =Syn. Emergency, etc. See
exigency.

crislet, r. i. An obsolete form of cri;:le.

Clisp (krisp), n. and . [< ME. crisp, crips,

kyrup, < AS. crisp, "cirpx, cyn>s = OF. crespe, F.

crfpe (> E. crape, q. v.) = Sp. Pg. It. crespo, <

L. cri#pu8, curled, crimped, wavy, uneven, trem-

ulous.] I. a. 1. Curled; crimpled; crimped;
wrinkled

; wavy ; especially (of the hair), curl-

ing in small stiff or firm curls.

(Yi'xy* -In-fit was the kyng. coloiiret as gold.
Dfrtruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3757.

His hair U rrt*;>, and black, and long,
His face is like the tan.

Lmgftlioif, Village Blacksmith.

2. In bot., curled and twisted: applied to a leaf
when the border is much more dilated than the
disk. 3f. Twisted; twisting; winding.
You nymphs, called Naiads, of the windering Luniks. . . .

Leave your friaji channels. Shalr., Tempest, Iv. 1.

4. Brittle ; friable ; breaking or crumbling into

fragments of somewhat firm consistence.

The cakes at tea ate short and crijp.
Goldtinith, Vicar, xi.

5. Possessing a certain degree of firmness and
vigor ; fresh ; having a fresh appearance.

It [laurel) has been plucked nine months, and yet looks
as hale ami crurp as if It would last ninety years.

Leifffi Hunt.

6. Brisk; lively.
The snug small home and the critp Are. Dickeiu.

7. Having a sharp, pleasantly acrid taste.

Your neat critp claret. Ileau. and Fl.

8. Lively in expression; pithy; terse; spar-
kling.
The lessons of criticism which he himself [Goethe) has

taught me iu the criitp epigrams of his conversations with
Ki -kermann.

R. H. Ilulton, Essays in Literary Criticism, Pref.

9. In cttiom., same as crispate.
Il.t n. 1. A material formerly used for veils,

probably similar to crape ; a veil.

Upon her head a silver critp she pind,
Loose wauing on her shoulders with the wind.

Hu<t,n, Judith, iv. 51.

2. Same as crrx/iine. Planch^.

crisp (krisp), r. [< ME. crispen, crespe* (partly
after OF.), < AS. 'crixpian, *cirpsian, cyrpsian;
cf. OF. cresper, mod. F. crfper, also crisper =
Sp. crespar = Pg. en-crespar = It. crexpare, < L.

crixpare. curl, < crispus, curled: see erisp. a.] I.

trains. 1. To curl; twist; contract or form into



crisp

waves or ringlets, as the hair ; wreathe or inter-

weave, as the branches of trees.

The blue-eyed Gauls,
And criitped Germans. l>. Joiisoti, Sejanus, iii. 1.

The crixped shades ami bowers. .!////,/. r<nnus, 1. 984.

2. To wrinkle or curl into little undulations ;

crimp ; ripple ; corrugate ; pucker : as, to crisp
cloth.

From that sapphire fount the crisped brooks,
Rolling on orient pearl and Bands of gold, . . .

Ran nectar, visiting each plant.
Milton, P. L., iv. 237.

II. in trans. 1. To form little curls or undu-

lations; curl.

The babbling runnel crispeth. Tennyson, Claribel.

Dry leaf and snow-rime crisped beneath his foremost tread.

Wldtticr, Bridal of Pennacook, iii.

2. To become friable
;
crackle.

crispate, crispated (kris'pat, -pa-ted), a. [<
L. crispatiis, prj. of crispare, curl: see crisp, r.]

Having a crisped appearance, (a) In Int., same
as crisp, 2. (6) In enlom., specifically applied to a margin
which is disproportionately large for the disk, so that it is

uneven, rising and falling in folds which radiate toward
the edge. If these folds are curved, the margin is said to
be undulate ; if they are angular, corrugate. Also crisp.

crispation (kris-pa'shon), . [=T?. crispation;
as crispate + -ion.] If. The act of curling, or
the state of being curled or wrinkled.

Heat causeth pilosity and crispation.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, 872.

2. In surg., a slight morbid or natural contrac-
tion of any part, as that of the minute arteries
of a cut wound when they retract. Mayne.
3. A minute wave produced on the surface of
a liquid by the vibrations of the supporting
vessel, as when a moistened finger is moved
around the rim of a glass, or when a glass plate
covered by a thin layer of water is set in vibra-
tion by a bow.
crispature (kris'pa-tur), n. [As crispate +
-are.] A curling; the 'state of being curled.

crisper (kris'per), n. 1. One who or that which

crisps, corrugates, or curls. Specifically 2.
An instrument for crisping the nap of cloth

;
a

crisping-iron or crisping-pin. E. H. KnigJit.

Crispin (kris'pin), . [< L. Crispins, a Roman
surname, lit. having curly hair, < crispus, curl-
ed: see crisp, ..] 1. A shoemaker: a familiar

name, used in allusion to Crispin or Crispinus,
the patron saint of the craft. Specifically 2.
A member of the shoemakers' trade-union call-

ed the Knights of St. Crispin. [U. S.]- st Cris-
pin's day, October 2ftth.

crispinet, . Same as crespine. Planche.

crisping-iron (kris'pmg-I"ern), n. An iron in-
strument used to crisp or crimp hair or cloth.
Specifically () Same as crisper, 2. (5) A crimping-iron.

For never powder nor the crispintj-iron
Shall touch these dangling locks.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth.

crisping-pin (kris'ping-pin), n. Same as crisp-
ing-iron.

crispisulcantt (kris-pi-sul'kant), a. [< L. cris-

pisulcan(t-)s, a ppr. form, "< crispus, curled,
wavy, + sulcarc, ppr. sulcan(t-)s, make a fur-

row, < sulcus, a furrow.] Wavy; undulating;
crinkly.

crisple (kris'pl), t>. t.
; pret. and pp. crispled,

ppr. crispling. [Freq. of crisp, v. Hence by
corruption crisle, crizzle : see crizzle.~\ To curl.

[Prov. Eng.]
crisple (kris'pl), n. [< crisple, v.~] A curl.

[Prov. Eng.]
crisply (krisp'li), adv. With crispness ;

in a
crisp manner.
crispness (krisp'nes), . The state of being
crisp, crimped, curled, or brittle.

crispy (kris'pi), a. [< crisp + -yi.] 1. Curled
;

formed into curls or little waves.
Turn not thy crispy tides, like silver curl,
Back to thy grass-green banks.

Kyd, tr. of Garnier's Cornelia, li.

2. Brittle; crisp.
A black, crispy mass of charcoal.

J. 11. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 92.

criss, n. Same as creese.

crissal (kris'al), a. [< crissum + -al.~\ In or-
nith. : (a) Having the under tail-coverts con-
spicuous in color: as, the crissal thrush, (b)
Of or pertaining to the crissum : as, the crissal

region ;
a crissal feather.

crisscross (kris'kros), n. and a. [Corrupted
from christ-cross, Christ's cross.] I. n. 1. Same
as christ-cross. 2. A crossing or intersection;
a congeries of intersecting lines.

The town embowered in trees, the country gleaming
With silvery crisscross of canals.

C. De Kay, Vision of Mmrod, vli.

1354

3. A game played on a slate, or on paper, by
children, in which two players set down alter-

nately, in a series of squares, the one a cross,
the other a cipher. The object of the game is

to get three of the same characters in a row.
Also called tit-tat-to. [U. S.]

II. a. Like a cross or a series of crosses
;

crossed and recrossed
; going back and forth.

The poem is all zigzag, criss-cross, at odds and ends.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 304.

crisscross (kris'kros), v. i. [< crisscross, .]

To form a crisscross
;
intersect frequently.

The split sticks are piled up in open-work crisscrossing.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 19.

The sky Is cobwebbed with the criss-crossing red lines

streaming from soaring bombshells.
S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 376.

crisscross-row (kris'kros-ro'), n. Same as christ-

eross-row.

crissum (kris'um), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811), <

L. crissare or crisare, move the haunches.] In

ornith., the region between the anus and the
tail of a bird; especially, the feathers of this

region, the vent-feathers or under tail-coverts,

collectively. See cut under bird.

Crissum is a word constantly used for some indefinite

region immediately about the vent; sometimes meaning
the flanks, sometimes the vent-feathers or under tail-cov-

erts proper. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 96.

crista (kris'ta), .
; pi. cristce (-te). [L., a crest :

see crest.'] 1. In goal, and anat., a crest, in

any sense ;
a ridge, prominence, or process like

or likened to a crest or comb. 2. In ornith.,

specifically (a) The crest of feathers on a
bird's head. (6) The keel of the breast-bone
of a carinate bird; the crista sterni Crista
acustica, the acoustic ridge ; a ridge in the ampulla;
of the ear on which rest the end-organs of audition.
Crista deltoidea, the deltoid ridge of the humerus.
Crista fornicls, the crest of the fornix, observable in

various mammals ; a hemispherical or semi-oval elevation
of the posterior surface of the fornix just above the re-

cessus aulte, between the porta; and opposite the fore con-

vexity of the middle commissure of the brain : continuous
with the carina fornicis. Crista galli, the cockscomb,
a protuberance of the mesethmoid or perpendicular me-
dian plate of the ethmoid, above the horizontal or cribri-
form plate, serving for the attachment of the falx cerebri.
See cut under craniofacial. Crista im. the crest of the
ilium

;
in hu>nan anat., the long sinuate-curved and arched

border of that bone, morphologically its proximal extrem-
ity.- Crista pectoralls.the pectoral ridge of the humerus.
Crista pubis, the crest of the pubis, the portion of the

bone included between the spine of the pubis and the syni-
physis. Crista Sterni. the crest, keel, or carina of the
breast-bone of a bird. Crista tibiae, the crest of the tibia;
the cnemial crest or ridge of the shin-bone ; the sharp ante-
rior border, or shin, of the bone. Crista urethra, the
crest of the urethra ; a longitudinal fold of mucous mem-
brane and subjacent tissue on the median line of the floor
of the prostatic urethra, about three quarters of an inch
in length and one quarter of an inch in height where it

is greatest. On the summit open the ejaculatory ducts.
Also called collicuhis setninalis, caput gallinafiinis, and
ventinontanum. Crista vestibuli, a ridge of bone on
the inner wall of the vestibule of the ear, forming the
posterior limit of the fovea hemielliptica.

cristalt, and a. An obsolete spelling of

crystal.
cristate (kris'tat), a. [< L. cristatus, < crista,
a crest: see crest.] 1. In hot., crested; tufted;
having some elevated appendage like a crest
or tuft. 2. In eool., crested; having a crest
or tuft, particularly on the head; having a tuft,

mane, or ridge on the upper part of the head,
body, or tail. Crested is more commonly used.

3. Carinate or keeled, as the breast-bone of
a bird.

cristated (kris'ta-ted), a. Same as cristate.

Cristatella (kris-ta-tel'a), n. [NL., < L. cris-

tatus, crested, + dim. -elta.] The typical genus
of the family Cristatellida:. c. mucedo is a Euro-
pean species about two inches long, somewhat resemblinga
hairy caterpillar, found creeping sluggishly in fresh water.

Cristatellidae (kris-ta-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cristatella + -ida>.~\ A family of fresh-water
phylactolffimatous polyzoans, represented by
the genus Cristatella.

Cristellaria (kris-te-la'ri-ii), n. [NL.] A ge-
nus of perforate foraminifers, of the family
Nummulinidce.
Cristellarian (kris-te-la'ri-an), a. [< Cristel-
laria + -an.] Of or pertaining to the genus
Cristellaria.

Among the "perforate" Lagenida, we find the "uodosa-
rian

"
and the cristellarian types attaining a very high de-

velopment in the Mediterranean. Enajc. Brit., IX. :5.

Cristellaridea, Cristellariidae (kris'te-la-rid'-
e-a, -ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cristellaria +
-idea, -id(e.~\ A group of perforate foramini-
fers with a finely porous calcareous test, of
nautiloid figure, taking name from the genus
Cristellaria. See Nummulinidce.

critic

cristent, a. and n. The older form of Christian 1
.

Chaucer.

cristendomt, . The older form of Christendom.
cristiform (kris'ti-form), . [< L. crista, a crest

(see crest), + forma, form.] Having the form of
a crest; shaped like a crest. Also crestiform.
cristimanous (kris-tim'a-nus), a. [< L. crista,
a crest (see crest), + mantis, hand.] Having
crested claws: specifically said of such crabs
as the calappids, formerly put in a section
Cristimani.

Oristivomer (kris-ti-vo'mer), n. [NL., < L.

crista, a crest (see crest), + i-omer, a plow-
share (NL., the vomer): see rower.] A genus
of salmonoid fishes, containing the great lake-

trout, C. namaycush. Gill and Jordan, 1878.

cristobalite (kris-to-bal 'it), n. [< Cristobal

(see def.) + -ite2.]
'

A form of silica found in
small octahedral crystals in cavities in the
andesite of the Cerro San Cristobal, Mexico.
It may be pseudomorphous.
criterion (kri-te'ri-on), .; pi. criteria (-a).

[Also less commonly criterium ; = G. Dan. krite-

rium = F. criterium= Sp. Pg. It. criteria, < NL.
criterion, criterium, < Gr. Kpirqptov, a test, a means
of judging, < np/rfc, a judge, < Kpiveiv, judge : see

critic.] A standard of judgment or criticism;
a law, rule, or principle regarded as universally
valid for the class of cases under consideration,
by which matters of fact, propositions, opin-
ions, or conduct can be tested in order to dis-

cover their truth or falsehood, or by which a
correct judgment may be formed.

Exact proportion is not always the criterion of beauty.
Goldsmith, Criticisms.

The upper current of society presents no certain crite-
rion by which we can judge of the direction in which the
under current flows. Moxaulay, History.

Nor are the designs of God to he judged altogether by
the criterion of human advantage as understood by us,
any more than from the facts perceptible at one point of
view. Dawton, Nature and the Bible, p. 36.

Criterion of truth, a general rule by which truth may be
distinguished from falsehood. See Cartevian criterion of
truth, under Cartesian. External criterion of truth,
the fact that others' minds arrive at the same conclusion
as our own. Formal criterion of truth, a rule for

distinguishing consistent from inconsistent propositions.
Material criterion of truth, a rule for distinguish-

ing a proposition which agrees with fact from one which
does not. Newtonian criterion, one of the quantities
62 ac, c2 bd, etc., in an equation of the form

1 + ex" 2 + etc. = 0.

Pelrce's criterion (after Benjamin Peirce, an American
mathematician, 1809-80), a certain rule for preventing
observations from being rejected without sufficient rea-
son. = Syn. Measure, rule, test, touchstone.

criterional (kri-te'ri-on-al), a. [< criterion +
-al. The proper form would be *eriterial.~] Re-
lating to or serving as a criterion. Coleridae.

[Bare.]
criterium (kri-te'ri-um), .; pi. criteria (-a).

[NL.] Same as criterion.

Critb. (krith), n. [< Gr. Kpidf/, barley, a barley-
corn, the smallest weight.] The mass of 1,000
cubic centimeters (or the theoretical liter) of

hydrogen at standard pressure and tempera-
ture. Since the atomic weights of the simple gases ex-
press also their densities relatively to hydrogen, and since
the densities of compound gases, referred to the same
unit, are half of their molecular weights, it is easy to cal-
culate from the weight of the crith the exact weight of
any gaseous chemical substance.

crithomancy (krith'6-man-si), n. [< Gr. Kpidij,

barley, + pavreia, divination; cf. KptSopavTif,
one who divined by barley.] A kind of divina-
tion practised among the ancients by means of
cakes offered in sacrifice, or of meal spread over
the victim.

critic (krit'ik), . and a. [Formerly critick, cri-

ti/jite; < F. critique, a critic, criticism, adj. crit-

ical, critic, = Sp. critico, a critic, adj. critical,

critic, critica, criticism, =Pg. It. critico, a crit-

ic, adj. critical, critic, critica, criticism, = D.
kritiek, criticism, adj. critic, critical, kritikus, a

critic, = G. Dan. Sw. kritik, criticism, G. Dan.
kritiker, Dan. Sw. kritikus, a critic (cf. D. G.
kritisch = Dan. Sw. kritisk. critical, critic), <
L. criticus, adj., capable of judging, n. a critic,
fern. (NL.) critica, n., criticism, critique, <

Gr. Kpmit6, adj., fit for judging, decisive, crit-

ical, n. a critic, < apiTrjf, a judge, < npiveiv, sep-
arate, judge : see crixis, crinn: cirtuhi.'] I. n.

1. A person skilled in judging of merit in some
particular class of things, especially in literary
or artistic works

;
one who is qualified to discern

and distinguish excellences and faults, especial-
ly in literature and art

;
one who writes upon

the qualities of such works.



critic

Joscphus Scalier, a ^reat 'ViViVA-, ami reputed one of

the greatest Linguists in the world.

I'urfhiii, rilgriunige, p. -.Mil.

It will lie a i [lies! ion a y friti'jlti
- in the alies to come.

lip. ;/' l.utfi'ln. Serin. -n at Funeral of .lames I.

"To-morrow," he said, "the rririra ill eo icnce. Yon
know who the rrilint are? The men who have failed in

literature and art." /i, ,,/,, l.othair, xxxv.

2. One who judges captiously or with severity;
one who censures or finds fault

;
a carper.

When mi author has many beauties , ..n <Mcnt with

virtue, piety, and truth, let not little nitift exalt them-

selves, ami shower down their ill-nature. .

H'nltt, Improvement of Mind, v.

3. The art or science of criticism.

If ideas and words were distinctly weighed, and duly
considered, they would alt'ord us another sort of logic and
flrftta Locke.

Kant had Introduced Critic, name and thing ; it was a
branch of analysis, like Logic, but having for its special

purpose to determine the adequacy of the Reason to its

problems, its power to perform what it spontaneously un-

dertook, llutli/siiit, Philosophy of Reflection, Pref., p. 17.

4f. An act of criticism ; a critique.
A severe critiek is the greatest help to a good wit.

Dryden, Defence of Kpilogue, Conquest of Granada, il.

But you with pleasure own your errors past,
And make each day a critic on the last.

/'"/w. Essay on Criticism, 1. 571.

= Syn. 1 ami 2. Judge, censor, connoisseur ; censurer.

n. a. Of or pertaining to critics or criticism.

Alone he stemmed the mighty critic flood.

Churchill, Root-lad.

Critic learning flourish'd most in France.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 712.

critict (krit'ik), v. i. [= F. critiquer, criticize
;

from the noun.] To criticize; play the critic.

Nay, if you begin to critiek once, we shall never have
done. A. Breicer('!\ Lingua, v. 9.

They do but trace over the paths that have been beaten

by the antieuts ; or comment, critiek, and flourish upon
them. Sir W. Temptf.

critical (krit'i-kal), a. [As critic + -al] 1.

Involving judgment as to the truth or merit of

something; judicial, especially in respect to lit-

erary or artistic works; belonging to the art

of a critic
; relating to criticism ; exercised in

criticism.

Critical skill, applied to the investigation of an author's

text, was the function of the human mind as unknown in

the Greece of Lycurgus as in the Germany of Tacitus, or
the Tongataboo of Captain Cook. Dr tjutncey, Homer, i.

A critical Instinct so insatiable that it must turn upon
Itself, for lack of something else to hew and hack, becomes

incapable at last of originating anything but indecision.

Louvll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 215.

Ancient History exercises the critical faculty in a com-

paratively narrow and exhausted field.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 96.

2. Having the knowledge, ability, or discern-

ment to pass accurate judgment, especially

upon literary and artistic matters.

It is submitted to the judgment of more critical ears to

direct and determine what is graceful and what is not.

UMer.

3. Inclined to make nice distinctions ;
careful

in selection ; nicely judicious ;
exact

;
fastidi-

ous
; precise.

Virgil was socritical in the rites of religion, that he would
never have brought in such prayers as these, if they had
not been agreeable to the Roman customs. Stillingjleet.

4. Inclined to find fault or to judge with sever-

ity ; given to censuring.
I am nothing if uot critical.

Shak., Othello, II. 1.

5. Of the nature of a crisis in affairs
;
decisive ;

important as regards consequences: as, a criti-

cal juncture.
The sessions day is critical to thieves.

Marlowe, Jew of .Malta, ii. i

Every step you take is decisive every action you per-
form is critical every idea you form is likely to become
a principle, influencing your future destiny. Fletcher.

It is, I think, an observation of St. Augustine, that those

periods are critical and formidable when the power of put-

ting questions runs greatly in advance of the pains to an-

swer them. <';!,/.!.. Might of Right, p. 98.

6. In med., pertaining to the crisis or turning-

point of a disease.

A common critical phenomenon is a prolonged, sound;
and refreshing sleep. Med. Diet., p. 819.

7. Formed, situated, or tending to determine
or decide

; important or essential for determin-

ing: as, critical evidence ;
a critical post. 8.

Being in a condition of extreme doubt or dan-

ger; attended with peril or risk; dangerous;
hazardous : as, a critical undertaking.
Our circumstances are indeed fftf >,;>!: l.ut then they

are the ci-itinil circumstance" of a strong and mighty na-
tion. ISurk, . Late State of the Nation.

At all the different periods at which his (the Duke of

York's] state was critical, it was always made known to

1 :;:,.-,

him, and lie leeeil. d the intimation with invalial.i

newamli POMIIV. ',....'/., M.m>.ii-, Jan.

9. Ill ninth., rcliititif,' tu the i lescence of dif-

ferent values. 10. Distinguished byminute or
obscure differences: as, i-rilii-nl species in liol-

any. Critical angle, sec '//:> ami Criti-

cal function, u sy in metric function "I 1 In .tilt. i. i

the i..ts of a qiiantic. Critical philosophy, the philo-

sophlcal system of Iliimami'l Kant <17^1 l-<o): so called

from the fact that It was based upon a critical i \aminat ion

of the cognitive faculties, with especial reference to the

limits of knowledge concerning the objects of met:.:

cal speculation. Kant s xeniral i elusion was that m> i i

physics as a dogmntic science is im|>os.silde ; but that the

Ideas of (iod, free will, etc., are valid from a practical

(that Is, ethical) point of view. His most Important doc-

trines are that space and time are merely a priori forms
of sense, and the categories (causality, etc.) a priori forms
of the understanding. His principal works arc

" Criticism

of the Pure Reason" (1781), "Criticism of the Practical

Reason
"
(1788), and " Criticism of the Judgment" (17o).

8ev category, a priori, and Kanii<m. Critical point, (a)
A point ill the plane of Imaginary quantity at which two
values of a function become equal ; a point of ramincation.

(fc) In vhyric*, the temperature fixed for a given gas, above
which It Is believed that no amount of pressure can reduce
It to the liquid form: thus, for carlwn dioxid (CO.,i the

critical point is alnmt SI' C. At this point the substance

Is said to lie In a critical mate. Critical suspension of

judgment, a refraining from forming an opinion, with a

view U> further examination of the evidence : opposed to

skeptical sunpeivrioii of judgment, which is accompanied
with no intention of ever coming to a conclusion. = Syn.
3. Nice, accurate, discriminating. 4. Captious, faultfind-

ing, canting, caviling, censorious,

criticality (krit-i-kal'i-ti), n.
f<

critical +
-ity.] 1. The quality of being critical.

Nor does Dr. Bastian's chemical criticality seem to be of

a more susceptible kind.

Huxley, quoted in New York Independent, Nov. 10, 1870.

2. A critical idea or observation. [Rare.]
I shall leave this place in about a fortnight, and within

that time hope to despatch you a packet with my cn'ticali-

tiet entire. tiratj, Letters, I. 299.

critically (krit'i-kal-i),
adv. 1. In a critical

manner; with just discernment of truth or

falsehood, propriety or impropriety ;
with nice

scrutiny; accurately; exactly.
For to understand critically the delicacies of Horace is

a height to which few of our noblemen have arrived.

Oryden, Ded. of Cleomenes.

2. At the crisis; opportunely; in the nick of time.

Coming critically the night before the session. Duncl.

I have just received my new scarf from London, and you
are most critically come to give me your Opinion of It.

Cither, Careless Husband, II. 1.

3. Iii a critical situation, place, or condition ;

so as to command the crisis.

criticalness (krit'i-kal-nes), . 1. The state

of being critical or opportune; incidence at a

particular point of time. 2. Exactness ;
ac-

curacy ; nicety; minute care in examination.

criticaster (krit'i-kas-ter), n. [= Sp. criticastro

= D. G. kritikaster, < NL. 'criticaster, < L. ariti-

cus, a critic, + dim. -aster.] An inferior or in-

competent critic
;
a petty censurer.

The criticaster, having looked for a given expression in

his dictionary, but without finding It there, or even with

out this preliminary toil, conceives it to be novel, unau-

thorized, contrary to analogy, vulgar, superfluous, or what
not. F. Halt, False Phtlol., p. 1.

criticisable, criticise, etc. See criticizable, etc.

criticism (krit'i-sizm), n. [= F. criticisme = Sp.
It. criticismo; as critic + -itua. Cf. criticize.]

1. The art of judging of and defining the quali-
ties or merits of a thing, especially of a literary
or artistic work: as, the rules of criticism.

In the first place, I must take leave to tell them that

they wholly mistake the nature of crilicitnn who think its

business Is principally to find fault. Criticism, as it was
first instituted by Aristotle, was meant a standard of judg-

ing well ; the chiefest part of which is. to observe those ex-

cellencies which should delight a reasonable reader.

Dryden, State of Innocence, Pref.

Fixed principles in critirium are useful in helping us U>

form a judgment of works already produced, but ft Is

<iuestinnalile whether they are not rathera hindrance than
a help to living production.

LoiKll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 341.

2. The act of criticizing ; discrimination or dis-

cussion of merit, character, or quality; the ex-

ercise or application of critical judgment.
Criticism without accurate science of the thing criti

cised can indeed have no other value than may belong to

the genuine record of a spontaneous impression.
Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 8.

He has to point out that Spinoza omits altogether criti-

cism of the notion of mutual determination that U to

say, omita to examine the nature and validity of the no-

tion for our thinking. Atlamtttm, Fichte, p. 183.

The habit of unrestrained discussion on one class of sub-

jects hecets a similar haliit of discussion on others, anil

hence "lie indis|iens:ilile condition of attaining any high
excellence in art is satitlcd. namely, free criticism.

t'mrl-f. Sliaftcsliiny and llmcheson, p. 133.

3. In a restricted sense, inquiry into the origin,

history, authenticity, character, etc., of literary

croak

documents. lli:,l,:r ,,iti,-i.,i, i-oneein.s wilting* as a
u hole ;

/..-/., . i n^ the integrity or character
of particular parts or passage*.

iinc liianeh of thi- roiii|irrliriilve inquiry (tliK relation

nee t" tin- l.i I ..... of

Ih. in bin. aiithonhip, and mi-aiiing of the e\eral iKi-.ks

of the I'.ilde, and ot ii,, , i , -dibiliiy of the history which it

.oiuains. (,'. /. /,,/,, licum. of Christianity, p. tt.

4. A critical judgment: especially, a detailed

critical examination or disquisition; a critique.

Then- is not a (ireek or Latin eritle who has not shewn,
even in the style of his criticinit*, that he was a master
... of Ills native tongue. .l.(./i..;i, .spectator, No. 291.

6. The critical or Kantian philosophy (which
see, under critical). External criticism, the ex-

amination of particular passages in a writing, with a view
to the correction of the text Higher Criticism, lower
criticism, see alwve, 8.

criticist (krit'i-sist), n. [< critic + -int.] An
adherent of the critical philosophy of Kant.
See critical ]>hiloxi>i>hy, under critii-nl.

criticizable, criticisable (krit'i-si-za-bl), a.

Capable of being criticized.

Criticize, criticise (krit'i-siz), r.; pret. and pp.
i-i-itii-i:nl, i-ritii-ixt-il. (>pr. criticizing, critifimng.

[The form criticise is more common even in the
United States than critid:e, which is, however,
the proper analogical spelling, the word being
formed directly < critic + -izc.] I. trans. 1.

To examine or judge critically ;
utter or write

criticisms upon ; pass judgment upon with re-

spect to merit or demerit; animadvert upon ;

discover and weigh the faults and merits of:

as, to criticize a painting; to criticize a poem;
to criticize conduct.

Happy work !

Which not e'en critics critieite.

Cotcper, Task, iv. 51.

Specifically 2. To censure; judge with sever-

ity ; point out defects or faults in.

Nor shall I look UJK>II It as any breach of charity to
f fit if if the author, so long as I keep clear of the person.

Addition, Spectator, No. 262.

II. intrans. 1. To act as a critic; judge of

anything critically ;
utter or write critical opin-

ions.
Cavil you may, but never criticise.

Pope, Kssay on Criticism, 1. 123.

2. To animadvert ; express opinions as to par-
ticular points : followed by on. [Rare.]
Nor would I have his father look so narrowly into these

accounts as to take occasion from thence to criticise OH
his expenses. Locke.

criticiaer, criticiser (krit'i-si-zer), . One who
criticizes; a critic. [Rare.]
Others took upon them to be pert critici&rs and saucy

correctors of the original In-fore them.
Blackball, Sacred Classicks, II. 205.

critickr, An obsolete spelling of critic.

critickin (krit'ik-kin), n. [< critic + dim. -kin.]
A petty critic; a criticaster. [Rare.]

Critics, critickins, and criticasters (for these are of all

degrees). Southey, The Doctor, Interchapter xlx.

criticule (krit'i-kul), n. [< critic + dim. -u/e.]

A criticaster; a petty critic. [Rare.]
critique (kri-tek'), n. [< F. critique = Sp. cri-

tica = Pg. It. critica, < NL. critica, n., critique,

prop. fern, of critieus, critical: see critic.] 1.

A critical examination or review of the merits
of something, especially of a literary or artistic

work; a critical examination of any subject:
as, Addison's critique on

" Paradise Lost." 2.

The art or practice of criticism ; the standard
or the rules of critical judgment: as, Kant's
"
Critique of the Pure Reason." Also critic.

[Rare.] 3f. An obsolete spelling of critic, 1

and 2.

critizet (krit'iz), r. To criticize. Donne.
Crittenden compromise. See compromise.
crizzle (kriz'l), r. i. ; pret. and pp. cri;;lt-ft, ppr.
crizzlini/. [Formerly crislv ; a corruption of

crisple, q. v.] To become wrinkled or rough
on the surface, as glass, the skin, etc.

I begin
To feel the ice fall from the crisled skin.

Ford, Sun s Darling, v. 1.

crizzle (kriz'l), n. [< crizzle, r.] A roughness
on the surface of glass which clouds its trans-

parency. Als'

Grizzling (kriz'ling), . Same as crizzle. Also

crot, [Gael. Ir. cro, blood, death.] In old
.s', -,,/,< lair, the satisfaction or compensation for

the slaughter of a man. according to his rank.

croak (krok), r. [< ME. *</"/.<. <;// (also
as repr. bv <-r<ik< 1 and crake-, q. v. ), < AS. cracet-

tan, croak (> verbal n. crcecetung, croaking,
of ravens); prop, cracettan (with short a), <



croak

()H(I. chri>cl;c:<ui. Ml Hi. krocli ,:i'n = (T. kriiehzen, croc (krok), n.

croak; cf. Ij. rriicitdre (> It. erocitare, crocidarc
= Sp. (obs.) crocitar = Pg. crocitar), croak,
freq. of crocire, croak, = Gr. Kpu&iv, croak

;
F.

eroasser, OF. croatjuer, croak, = Sp. (obs.) croa-

jtir, croak. All imitative words, akin to crack,
crake1

,
creak1

,
crow 1

, cluck, etc., q. v. See also

coaxation.] I. intrans. 1. To utter a low,
hoarse, dismal cry or sound, as a frog, a raven,

1356 crocket

Crocin is a red coluuriii^ matter, ami it is suniiist.-d that
the red colour of the [saffron] sti^nms is due to this re-
action taking plaee in nature. A'm'.v*'. Hrit., XXI. 146.

cross
or a crow : also used humorously of the hoarse croceous (kro'shius), a. [< L. croceus, adj., <

utterance of a person having a heavy cold. crocus, saffron: see crocus.] Saffron-colored;
He itlie raven] croukeg for comfort when carayne he of a deep yellow tinged with red.

fyndej. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 459. crocert, croceret, . Obsolete forms of crazier.

Loud thunder to its bottom shook the bog, crocetill (kro'set-in), n. [X crocus + -et + -in2 .]
And the hoarse nation croak'd. IncheM.: () Crocin. (ft) A doubtful deriva-

Pope, Dunciad, i. 330. tiye from crocJH
2. To speak with a low, hollow voice, or in dis- crochet, An obsolete form of crutch*.
mal accents; forebode evil; complain; grum- croche a (kroch), . [< OF. croche, a hook, fem.
ble - form of croc, a hook : see crook. Cf . Gael, croic,
Marat . . . croak* with such reasonableness, air of sin- a deer's horn.] A little knob about the top of

cerity, that repentant pity smothers auger. a deer's horn
Carlyle, French Bev., III. ii. 1.

Croche3ti
n . A variant of Cr(m2.

3. To die : from the gurgling or rattling sound crochet (kro-sha'), n. [F., dim. of croc, a hook :

see croche, crook.] 1. A kind of knitting by
means of a needle with a hook at one end.

[OF., a hook: see crook."] In
ultl iiriiiniHnit : (a) The hooked rest from which
the harquebuse or musket was fired, (ft) A mace
of simple form, (c) A cutting weapon with a crpcitationt (krox-i-tfi'shon), w. [< L. as if *cro-

hook-shaped blade, or with a hook attached to eitatiti(n-), < erocitare, pp. crocitatus, croak: see

croak.'] A croaking. Jiailei/.

crock 1
(krok), , [(1) < ME. crockn, crokke,

crokk, < AS. crocca, also crohha, rarely crocc, a

crock, = OFries. krocha = LG. krnkc = Icel.

Tcrukka = Sw. kruka = Dan. krukke, a crock.
There are two other related words, applied to

earthen vessels of various shapes ; (2) AS. croh.

the blade, as in some forms of halberd or parti-
zan which had a sharp hook at the back.

crocet, . A Middle English form of cross1

'.

[Slang.]
The old woman's

in the throat of a dying person.
A working man slouches in and sayf

dead," or, "The young un's croaked."

Philadelphia Press, July 11, 1881.

II. trans. 1 . To utter in a low, hollow voice
;

murmur dismally. [Rare.]

2f. An old hagbut or hand-cannon. Wilhelm,
Mil. Diet. 3. In fort., an indentation in the

glacis, opposite a traverse, continuing the cov-
ered way around the traverse.

Marat will not drown
;
he speaks and croats explanation, crochet (kro-sha'), r.

; pret. and pp. crocheted
Carlyle, French Bev., III. ii. 1. (kro-shad'), ppr. crocheting ^kro-sha'ing). [<

2. To announce or herald by croaking. [Rare.]
The raven himself is hoarse

That croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 6.

croak (krok), . [< croak, v.] A low, hoarse

guttural sound, as that uttered by a frog or a
raven.

Was that a raven's croak or my son's voice?

crochet, n., 1.] I. intrans. To produce a close
or open fabric by hooking a thread of worsted,
linen, silk, etc., into meshes with a crochet-
needle.

II. trans. To make in the style of work called
crochet: as, to crochet a shawl

;
crocheted edging.

crocheteer, n. See crotcheteer.

crdff, early ME. croh, a pot, pitcher, etc., = OHG.
kruag, chruag, crog, MHG. kruoc, G. krug ; (3)
AS. cruet (pi. crucan), ME. crouke = D. ervtk =
MHG. kruclie, G. dial, krauclie, a pot, etc. These
groups stand in an undetermined relation with
(are perhaps ult. derived from) the Celtic forms :

Gael, crog, a pitcher, jar, crogan = Ir. crogan,
a pitcher, = W. crochan, a pot ;

cf. crwc, a
bucket, pail. The Celtic forms are prob. re-
lated to Corn, crogen, a shell, skull, = \V. and
Bret, cragen, a shell. The Komance forms, F.

cruchc, an earthen pot, a pitcher (> ult. crucible,

q. v.), Gascon cruga, Pr. crtigo, OF. cniyc (>
prob. E. dim. cruet), are of Tent, or perhaps of
direct Celtic origin. Cf. cruse.~\ 1. An earthen
vessel; a pot or jar (properly earthen, but also
sometimes of iron, brass, or other metal) used
as a receptacle for meal, butter, milk, etc., or
in cooking.
A brasen krocke of ij. galons.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

Where there is store of oatmeal, you may put enough
in the crock. Ran, Eng. Proverbs (1878), p. 352.

2. A fragment of earthenware; a potsherd,
such as is used to cover the hole in the bottom
of a flower-pot.

crocheteurt. . [F., a porter, < crocheter, hang Crock1
(krok), r. t. [< crock1

, n.] To lay up in

His sister's voice, too, naturally harsh, had, in the
on a hook

> < wef, a hook : see crochet, n.] A a crock : as, to croc* butter. Halliwell.
- -

porter; a carter. crock2 (krok), w. [Origin uncertain; perhaps
Rescued ! 'slight, I would have hired a crocheteur for the same as E. dial. croke, refuse, ME. croke,

two cardecues to have done so much with his whip.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 2.

course of her sorrowful lifetime, "contracted a 'kind of

croak, which, when it once gets into the human throat,
is as ineradicable as sin. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

croaker (kro'ker), n. 1 . A bird or other animal
that croaks. 2. One who croaks, murmurs, or crochet-needle (kro-sha'ne"dl), n. A long nee-

grumbles; one who complains unreasonably; die of any convenient size, with a hooked end,
one who takes a desponding view of every-

used in crocheting.
thing; an alarmist. crochet-type (kro-sha'tip), w. Printing-type
There are croakers in every country, always boding its

mad
_
e to represent patterns of crochet-work.

'

"franklin, Auto'biog., p.loi. crochet-WOrk (kro-sha'werk), . Work done

[Slang.] 4. A name of various ^ a er ch
.
e
,

t-.e?dl.

e - 8ee crochet.

fishes. () A flsh of the genus Ilvmulon. Also called
C
j?

C
}
a

|

r
y,(krO

shl-a-rl )>
"

' P1
:

crocianes (-riz).

grimier. [Local, U. S.] () A salt-water sciamoid flsh, L< ML. "crocianus : see crozter.] Eccles., the
Micropogon umlulatiu, common in the southern United official who carries the cross before an arch-

ruin.

3. A corpse.

,

crok, a husk, hull, fig. refuse ;
cf. LG. kral; krak,

a thing of no value : see croeA;5 .] Soot, or the
black matter collected from combustion on pots
and kettles or in a chimney ;

smut in general, as
from coloring matter in cloth. [Colloq.]
The boy grimed with crock and dirt, from the hair of his

head to the sole of his foot.

Dickens, Great Expectations, vii.

crock2
(krok), ?. [< crocW, ,] I. trans. To

black with soot or other matter collected from
combustion

; by extension, to soil in any simi-
lar way, particularly by contact with imper-
fectly dyed cloth: as, to crock one's hands.
[Colloq.]

Blacking and crocking myself by the contact.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xlii.

II. intrans. To give off crock, smut, or color :

as, stockings warranted not to crock.

Croaker (Micropogon iindulat,

States, of moderately elongate compressed form, with sil-

very-gray back and sides, and narrow, irregular, undulat-

Ditretnidfe.

croaking (kro^king), p. a. [Ppr. of croak, v.~\
1. Uttering a low, harsh, guttural sound. 2.

Foreboding evil
; grumbling Croaking lizard

See lizard.

croaky (kro'ki), a. [< croak + -j/i.] Having or
uttering a croak, or low, harsh, guttural sound ;

Crocidura (kros - i - du '

ra), n. [NL. (Wagler,
1832); prop. Crocydura ;''< Gr. /cpo/u-f (

KpoKv6-),
the flock or nap of woolen cloth, a piece of
woolen cloth (see crocidolite), + oii/id, tail.] A
genus of terrestrial shrews having 28 to 30 white
teeth and a moderately long, scant-haired tail.
It contains nearly all the white-toothed shrews of the old
world, upward of 60 species in all, divided into sundry
subgenera by the systematists. The best-known are C.

bishop.
crociatet,

' An obsolete variant of crusade1 .

crocidolite (kro-sid'o-lit), n. [< Gr. upoKic, (Kpo-

Kiti-), improp. for Kfjoni/t (KOOKVO-), the flock or

nap of cloth (< upoiai, thread, the thread passed
between the threads of the warp, < KOCKSIV,

weave, strike the web with the /tep/ur or comb,
*' LT^

111^ vval Il
;

t
'V ".u lo r <;*'

lit. strike with a noise), + Aiffoc, a stone.] A "J6*^ (krok) '
"' ["^n obseure- Cf. cricket*,

mineral consisting principally of silicate of iron S,
f 8ame sense-] A low seat

'
a st o1 - tProv -

and sodium, occurring in asbestos-like fibers of &'J

a delicate blue color, and also massive, in Gri- l seated her "P" a little crock at my left hand,

qualand, South Africa, and in the Vosges moun- Taller, No. lie.

tains of France and Germany. Also called blue crock4 (krok), . [A var. of crook, q. v. Cf.

crocket.] 1. A little curl of hair; in the plural,
the under hair on the neck. 2. Same as crook,

Eng.]
Africa Ye cro[c]ks of a house, bijtiges.

A beautiful series of the . . . so-called crocidolite cat's-
Le ">

'
ManiPulus Vocabulonun.

eyes (also called tiger-eyes), . . . really a combination of Crock5
(krok), r. i. [E. dial., perhaps a var.

crocidolite fibers coated with quartz. This incasing ren- of crack. Cf. crock"2 and crock.] To decrease ;ders it harder than unaltered crocidolite. .

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 828.

hoarse.

A thin croakii voice. Carlyle, in Froude, II. 97.

Croat (kro'at), n. [< F. Croate = G. Croate,
Kroat (NL. Croata), etc., G. also Krabat, <

OBulg. Khruvatinii = Slov. KJirvat (> Hung
Horrdt = Alb. Hervat) = Pol. Karwat = Russ.
Khrovate, Kroate, Croat.] 1. A native or an
inhabitant of Croatia, a titular kingdom of the
Austrian monarchy, lying southwest of Hun-

decay. [Prov. Eng.]
crock6 (krok), n. [Sc. and E. dial.; prob. = LG.
krakke, an old horse, an old decayed house, =
OD. kraecke, an old decayed house

; perhaps
ult. a var. of crac*.] An old ewe.A Crocker 1

! (krok'er), n. [ME. crockere, crokkere;
< croct1 + -er1 . The word survives in the

proper name Crocker.] A potter.

As a vessel of the crockere [in the authorized version, "a
-. potter's vessel "]. Wycl\f, Ps. ii. 9 (Oxf.).

aranea&nAC. maoeolcns of Europe; and the large C. indi- , ,, ,,. ,

cut, commonly known as the muskrat, has been placed CTOCKer^ (krok er), n., ,, pPerhp-ar.ofaroat-
. ""?

,
J n tms gen 8- er.] The laughing-gull, Larus or Chro'icoceijha-

wh7,hfn^wrr
y '

a
t
mem^ fthe,^T raoe Orocidurinse (kros"i-du-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < lus ridibundul Moltayu.^^^^^'^fiKSlwh ;

o
5'

lt takes 0**"** +
I"*-]

A subfamily of shrews, crockery (krok'e-ri), n. [< crock1 + -ery.]ne inmy Years War, one of the family Soricida;, containing all the ter- Earthen vessels collectively; earthenware
; spe-

restrial white-toothed species of the old world, cifically, articles for domestic use made of
of the genera Crocidura, Diplomesodon, and glazed pottery or stoneware.
Anurosorex. The group is not represented in crocket (krok'et), . [< ME. croket, a roll or
America. lock of hair, < OF. croquet, another form of cro-
crocin (kro'sin), n. [< crocus + -in 2.] A red diet, a hook (see crochet, crotchet), dim. of croc
powder (C16H8OR) formed, together with sugar (ME. crok), a lock of hair (OFlem. kroke, curled
and a volatile oil, when polychroite is decom- hair, > ML. crocus), lit. a hook, crook : see croo*,
posed by dilute acids. croc*4 . Crocket is thus a doublet of crotchet,

' ,. T
,

fm Th
m

;

'ieImPe"ah
!,tser-SaDd0therSlaV8

'

its

of

vice,
and from
Croatian (kro-a'shian), a. and n.

(NL. Croatia, Russ. Kroatsiya, etc.) -f -an.] I.
n. Of or pertaining to the Croats or Croatia.

II. n. 1. A Croat. 2. The Slavic dialect of
tlie Croats, closely allied to Servian.



crocket

and both are nit. dims, of crook.] It. A large
roll or lock of Imir. cliaraetonxtic of a manner
of dressing the hair common in tho fourteenth

century, n , imtMad ..f n still mil, probably mad.- ovr
a piece of stuff, like the "rate" wont liy women during the
nineteenth century.

They kembe her crokettcx with clnistall.

Political Potnu, I. 312.

2. One of the terminal snags on a stag's honi.
3. In ini'ilii-r/il uri-li., n iioinlcd decoration, an

ornament most frequently treated as recurved

foliage, placed on the angles of tho inclined

I. Crockets in detail, from Porte Rouge, Notre Dame, Paris. 2.

Crockets applied on a pinnacle. ( From Viollet-le-Dtic's " Diet, de
1'Architecture." ) Both examples, 13th century.

sides of pinnacles, canopies, gables, and other

members, and on the outer or convex part of

the curve of a pastoral staff or other decorative
work. Sometimes crockets were carved in the
forms of animals.

With crochet on corners with knottes of golde.
Piers I'lamium't Crede(K. E. T. 8.), 1. 174.

crocketed (krok'e-ted), a. [< crocket +
-cdj.]

Furnished with crockets
;
ornamented with

crockets.

The high-pitched roof [of the castle of Chenonceaiixl con-

tains three windows of beautiful design, covered with em-
broidered caps and flowering into crocheted spires.

//. Jameg, Jr., Little Tour, p. 54.

crock-saw (krok'sa), . A long-toothed iron

plate like a saw, which hangs at the back of the

fireplace to carry the pots and crocks. Daviey,

Supp. Eng. Glossary.
crocky (krok'i), a. [< crock2 + -y

1
.] Smutty;

sooty.
crocodile (krok'o-dil), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also crocodil; altered, to suit the mod. F. and
L., from ME. coeodriU, cokadrill, cokcdril, etc.,
= Pr. cocoilrilh = Sp. Pg. cocodrilo = It. cocco-

drillo = MHG. kokodrille (ML. cocodrillus, coca-

ilrillus), etc., corrupted from the normal form,
now in part restored, F. crocodile = Sp. Pg. It.

crocodilo = D. krokodil = G. krokodif = Dan.
krnkodillf = Sw. krokodil, < L. crocodilus, < Gr.

ic/)oico(!f(>of, a li/ard, a crocodile ; ulterior origin
unknown. Cf. cockatrice.] I. . 1. An animal
of the order Crocodilia, and especially of the

family Crocodilida; (see these words). The name,
originally signifying some large !i/,:ird. was flrst specifical-

ly given to the Nile crocodile, Crocodilwi niloticu* or vul-

1851

swers correctly MI yi.-tion Am I going to restore the
child

1

; Ifthentba UJV > -.the crocodile eat the ,-hild

anil Ml* the father In i- i.mg. If the father says N'i>,

tin- reply l tht 111 that cii-e the child -tored.

for to do so would violate the agreement, wince the fathei

answer would then be in. .

II. ". Like a crocodile, or like something
pertaining to a crocodile Crocodile tears, false

or simulated tear* : in allu.sion t<> the llctiou of ><ld tiav. 1

ers tliat eroeodile.s shed tears over those they devour.

crocodilean, ". mid n. See crocodilian.

crocodile-bird (krok'6-dH-berd), n. A name of
the Kgyptian black-headed plover, I'luviamty

ii-i/i/liiiiix, one of several plovers which have
been supposed to answer to the trochilus of
Herodotus: so called from its association with
the crocodile. See cut under rim-mnus.
Crocodili (krok-o-di'li), n. /it. [NL.] Same as
I'riii-iiililin. 11'n'i/li ,; 1830.

Crocodilia (krok-o-dil'i-tt), . ;</. [NL., < L.

I'l-oniililint, crocodile.] An orler of Itei>tiH<t.

formerly included with Lacertilia in Sauria, now
separated as the

highest existing
reptiles. They are
lizard-like in form,
with long tails and
(our well-developed
limii-i, the anterior
shorterthan the pos-
terior and with live

complete digite, and
the posterior four-
toed. With a single
exeeption, the liv-

ing species have
nails on the three
radial and tibial

digits ; the feet are
webbed ; the nos-
trils are at the end
of along snout, and
can IT closed ; and
the tympanic mem-
branes are exposed,
but a cutaneous
valve can lie shut
down over them.
The skin Is loricate,
the dermal arnn

croft

crocodiltne (krok-o-dil'in), n. [< crocodili +
-iiu-l.

j
Like :i enie.nlile.

Crocodilini tkrok ,>-di-li'ni), ii.
fil. [NL., <

i 'fii'-nilihix + -iwt.l A family of squamate gau-
ri.-uis: same as the modern order ' YHIW/I/IH.

01 CH

consisting of bony

Longitudinal Vertical Section of Hinder
Part of Skull of a Crocodile, showing many
cranial peculiarities of Crofoiiltia.

I- it, Eustachian tube, dividing into a, an
anterior, and /. a posterior branch ; the two

tympana communicating with the cavity of
the mouth by three canals a large one
opening in the middle line, and two smaller
lateral ones on the base of the skull t>ehind
the posterior nares : it is this lateral one

lich sulxlivides into a and/. /'. pituitarynony fossa . pty posterior nares, opening very far
scute, covered with back ; rt, JtmaU : fa, parietal ffr. fron-

epldennal scales tal : OS. orbitosphenotd (t ): AS, alisphe-
OI corresponding no'd I SS. hasisphenoid ; HO, bastoccipital ;

tiwni rl> ,11,11,1 la A'O. eKOccipital ; SO, supraoccipital ; Pro,
orill. the anus is

pm81ic
.

>. epiotic; <><>. opisthotk.
longitudinal, as in united with 0;, aic , fsc , anterior and pos-

terior semicircular canals ; /', /"///, exitsof
fifth and eighth nerves.

the chelonians ; the

penis is single, and
lodged in the cloa-

ca ; the teeth are distinctly socketed ; the lungs are con-
fined to the thorax ; the heart is completely four-cham-

bered, hut the aortic arches communicate by the foramen
Paniziue, so that venous and arterial blood commingle out-
side the heart ; the spinal column is well ossified ; the ver-

tehne are mostly proctelons, as in all the existing species,

amphicxElons or opisthocoelous in some extinct forms ; the
sacral vertebra? are reduced to two ;

the cervical bear free

ribs ; the ribs are bifurcated at their proximal ends ; there
is a series of so-called alHlominal ribs disconnected from
the vertehne; and the skull is well ossified, with an inter-

orbital septum, large alisphenoids and pal-otic processes,

large fixed quadrates, ectopterygoids, completely bony
tympanic cavities, rudimentary orbitosphenolds, if any,
and no parietal foramen. The order ranges In time from
the Oolitic strata to the present day, and contains all the

huge saurians known as crocodiles, alligators, caymans,
jacares, gavials, etc. All the species are more or less

aquatic, though none of the living ones is marine. The
unler has been divided into the five families Alliimttiridir,
Croc.*?.

1

/../.'
1

. <;<fr//rli<l<t', Teli'finrititr, and BflfduntidcF,
the last two including only extinct forms. Other names
of theorderare Loricata, Kinytlonfiuria, ami //t/drowzwrwi.
Other divisions of the order than those alwve given are :

(1) by Owen, into three suborders, Proarlia, Amphiccrlia,
and Opiuthocaflia ; and (2) by Huxley, likewise into three

suborders, 1'araxurhia, Megotuchin, and A'luwe/iiVi.

crocodilian (krok-o-dil'i-an), (i. and n. [< croco-

tlilc + -ian.] I. a. Relating to or of the nature
of the crocodile; hence, in allusion to crocodile

tears, hypocritical. See crocodile, a.

O, what a crocodilian world is this.

Composed of treach'rles and insnaring wiles !

she clothes destruction In a formal kiss,
And lodges death in her deceitful smiles.

Quart?*, Emblems, I. 3.

II. n. A crocodile; one of the Crocodilia.

Also, improperly, spelled crocodilean.

crocodilid (krok-o-dil'id), w. A reptile of the

family I'rocodiliiln .

Crocodilidae (krok-o-dU'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

CrociMlilitu + -ida'.] The typical family of the
order Crocodilia. it is characterized by procu-lous
Vr] teline ; pter\ -nil Is I" Hllldinj.: tllf posterior HBP
nasal bones composim: the nari:il aperture to some extent ;

a sli aiuiht maxilli>-prema\illarv suture or one con vex back-
ward; 11 mandilinlar sMuphvMs not r\t< ndini: l-cyond the

eighth 1>th and not involving s|>lrnial .1. unlit-, the
i.iviia] -elites distinct ,r not from thr tergal ones ; the
teeth Hiiri|iial. tlie thst mandihnlar tooth luting into a
fossa. Ilie fniirth into a -roo\r ; anil the head shorter t linn

in i^n-inii'lir. 1'iit loimer than in Alli'ttitoridcr. The family
2. In lOffte, a sophism of counter-questioniug. includes two genera : On>rWi7x. represented by the croc-
'I'lnis. in tl Id example, a crocodile has stolen a child. odile of the Nile. ('. niMi'ru*. and other species ; and .W.

and promises to restore it to the father if the latter an- oWn/" Se, ent< uniler rncK/i7c and

./.M-i'v. tlictncinlier of the order which has been longest and
best known, and wasattci ward eMemled to sundry related

species. Thus, the (Janu'etic crocodile is the gavial, (inn-
tiff* iiiii'i' ri,-ii.<. \ true crocodile. OwW//".v fntii'rii-ttitir*,

ms in Florida.

Snme men seyn, that whan tllei will gadrc the I'eper.
Ihei makeu Fuyr, and hrennen alioute. to make the Scr-

peiiie., and the CbfadriUu to lice.

.1/iiii.J. n7(c, Travels, p. Kin,

crocodilitet (krok'o-di-lit), . [< crocoilil- +
-(/'-.] A sophism of cross-questiouiiig. See
crocoilili , L'.

The erocedolite Is when, being deceived by some crafty
manner of questioning, we do admit that which our ad-

versary tnrncih again UJHIII us, to our own hindrance, u
in the fable of the crocodile, whereof thin name crocadn-

Jtteproceedcth. MM I
'

: M
CTOCOdility (krok-o-dil'i-ti), n. [< crocodile, 2,
+

-it;/.] Iii logic, a captious or sophistical mode
of arguing. See crocodile, 2. [Kare.l
Crocodilurus (krok'o-di-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Or.

KponMeifof, crocodile, + o/ ,../. tail.] A genus of

nssiliugual lizards, of the family Ameirida.
Crocodilus (krok-o-di'lus). n. [NL., < L. croco-

ilihm, crocodile.] 'The typical genus of the fam-

ily Croi'iidilidee.

crocoisite (kro-ko'i-sit), n. Same as crocoite.

crocoite (kroTco-it), n. [Irreg. < Gr. upoitAtif,

saffron-colored (< K/MKOC., saffron: see crocus),
+ -ite2.] A mineral, a native chromate of lead
or red-lead ore, found in brilliant red crystals
in the Urals and Brazil, and also massive.
croconate (kro'ko-nat), n. [< crocon(ic) +
-ate1 .] A yellow salt formed by the union of
croconic acid with a base.

croconic (kro-kon'ik), a. [< crocux + -on + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to saffron ; saffron-yellow.
Croconic add, <

'.-,11 ._.<>.-,. an acid obtained as a potasBium
salt when dry cm ln.iiie-a. id gas is passed over heated JK>-
tassium and the resulting potassium carlioxid is thrown
into water. It forms yellow crystals, and tastes and reacts

strongly acid.

crocota (kro-ko'ta), w.
; pi. crocota; (-te). [L.

(sc. vestix, garment), < Or. n/WKurof (sc. x'T^v,

gai-ment), a saffron-colored frock, prop, adj.,

saffron-dyed, < POKO<;, saffron : see CTOCIM.] In
clantiical antig., a garment, originally of a yel-
low color, connected with the ceremonial of the
cult of Bacchus. It is referred to sometimes as a man-
tle and sometimes as a tunic, and was probably intermedi-
ate Let w .en the two garments, and worn in the fonn of a
sleeveless tunic over the ordinary tunic. It was worn by
Bacchus himself, by women, and by men considered ef-

feminate.

crocus (kro'kus), n. [Cf. AS. croh, saffron ; D.
0. Dan. trolum = F. crortw = Sp. Pg. It. croco,
< L. crocus, m., also cro-

cum, neiit., < Gr. Kpunw,
crocus, saffron. Perhaps
of Eastern origin : cf.

Heb. karkom = Ar. kar-

kam, kurkitm, saffron
;

Skt. kitnkuma, saffron.]
1. A plant of the genus
Crocus.

The spendthrift erocwt, burst-

ing through the mould,
Naked and shivering with his

cup of gold.
O. H'. Holmft, .Spring.

2. [ra;>.] [NL.] A ge-
nus of beautiful irida-

ceous plants, consisting
of many hardy species,
some of which are among
the commonest orna-
ments of gardens. They
are dwarf herbs, with fibrous-coated conns, and grass-like
leaves appearing after the flowers. Crocuses are found
chiefly In the middle and southern parts of Europe and
the Levant, and are especially abundant in Greece and
Asia Minor. Sonic of the species are vernal and others
autumnal. 'I he varieties In cultivation are very numerous,
but mostly of venial 8{>ecies, as these are the earliest of

spring flowers. C. natiVH* yields the saffron of commerce,
which consists of the orange stigmas of the flowers.

3. Saffron, obtained from plants of the genus
Crocus. See saffron. 4. A polishing-powder
prepared from crystals of sulphate of iron, cal-

cined in crucibles.- It is the calcined powder taken
from the liottoni of the crucible, where the heat la m.-t
intense. The powder In the upper part is called roti..*-.

(UK-US is of a purple color. Is the harder, and Is used for

ordinary work. Rouge Is of a scarlet color, and is used
for polishing gold- and silver-work and specula. Sec col-

cothar.

crodet, [< OP. crot, a crypt (< PP. crota,

crnjita), same as grottt, a grot, cave: see grot,
i/rntto, and crypt, doublets of rnnli.} A crypt.
The Chin-he ..f the h..lj Sepiilere . . . hath . . . Crodtt

and vowtes, t'hajiellys hyirh and lowe, in grett nowmlK-r,
and men-ell it ys to see the many Deferens and secrete

places with in the sa\d temple.
Torlnuglun, Uiarie of Kug. Travel), p. 39.

croft (krdft), n. [= 8c. craft, croft, < ME. croft.
< AS. croft, a small inclosed field, = MD. kriift,

krocht, high and dry land, l:roi-lit. crocht. a field



croft
1358

Erles & barons & knijtes thereto

Hatibeth bisoust the pope croiserie bigmne

Upe [the] & thine. Robert of Gloucester, p. 502.

Crist taujte not to his heerde [shepherd] to reise up a

crmiserie and kille his sheep.

Wijclif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), I. 307.

on the downs, high and dry land, D. kroft, a

hillock. Perhaps Celtic : cf . Gael, croit, a hump,

hillock, croft
; cruacli, a pile, heap, stack, hill,

verb crnach, pile up, heap up ;
Ir. croit, a hump,

a small eminence ; crunch, a pile, a rick, verb

cruachaim, I pile up; W. cnuj, a hump, hillock.] croislett, A crucible. See

A small piece of inclosed ground used for pas- croissant, croisant, a. and n.

ture, tillage, or other purposes ; any small tract

of land; a very small farm : applied especially

to the small farms on the western coast and isl-

ands of Scotland.

Bi this lyflode [livelihood] I mot lyuen til Lammasse tyme ;

I5i that, ich hope forte haue heruest in ray croft.

Piers Plowman (A), vii. 277.

Tending my flocks hard by i' the hilly crofts,

That brow this bottom-glade. Milton, Comus, 1. 531.

A little croft we owned a plot of corn,

A garden stored with peas and mint and thyme,
And flowers for posies.

Wordsworth, Guilt and Sorrow, st. 24.

e,i';Sse,S.h
fc1 a3^SrSSW-',ffKK

iwiu ( F [< OF. crois-

sa>it"'F^~croi!isaiit, crescent: see crescent.'] I.t

a. Crescent.

Croissant or new moone.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 119.

So often as she [the Moone] is seene westward after

the sunne is gone downe, . . . she is croisant, and in her

first quarter. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 32.

II. . It. A crescent.

In these pavilions were placed fifteen Olympian Knights,

upon seats a little embowed near the form of a croisant.

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

2. [F. pron. krwo-son'.] In armor, the gusset
of plate when crescent-shaped: a form which

after bucking or soaking in an alkaline dye, by
exposing to the sun and air.

it is termed, is much shortened.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 58.

crofter (krof'ter), n. [< croft + -!.] One who

occupies or cultivates a croft
; specifically, a

small farmer on the western coast and islands

of Scotland. The Scotch crofter is a small land-tenant,

were
he sil-

century, especially for the defense of the arm-

pit.

crokardt, n. [Origin obscure.] A name given
to base coins imported into Englan
merchants in the thirteenth century. They
made of alloyed silver, and were meant to imitate tin

ver pennies then legally current in England.

crokert (kro'ker), n. One who cultivates or

deals in saffron (crocus). Holinshed.

^^^^^^^^^^^ff^^r^^^' _,. _
Irish cottier. see chroma.'] In music, an eighth note, or qua- , Jw/,,,

crognett, . [A corrupt form of cronet, cornets.] yei. Algo cronle and formerly chroma. i" v

f
.

Same as.coronal, 2. Wrigl;'
' 52s=v - ^ -, , A v_i, ,

crohol (kro'hol), . [Swit
of Bern in Switzerland, equal to about 90 Unit- genus Sylmetta, the S. rufescens. 2. A specific

ed States cents. name of the Madagascan courol, Leptosomus dis-

crointer (kroin'ter), . Same as croonach. color. It was madebyVonReichenbach(1849)a
croist, n. [ME. crois, croys, croice, croyce, croiz, generic name of this bird, in the form Crombus.

croyz, creoiz, < OF. crois, croiz, croix, F. croix, crombie (krom'i), n. Same as criimmie.

a cross: see further under cross1 .] 1. A gib- cromchruach, n. [Ir., appar. < crom, a god,
bet : same as cross1 ,

1. an idol, + cruach, red.] An idol worshiped in

Ireland before the conversion of the Irish to

crook

the struggle with Charles I. of England, and in

1653 was chosen lord protector of the common-
wealth of England, with sovereign powers.
The most influential [in shaping the multiform charac-

ter of England] were the men of the Elizabethan and Crom-

wellian, and the intermediate periods.
S. Smiles, Character, p. 35.

II. n. An adherent of Oliver Cromwell; a

soldier who fought under Cromwell.

cronach (kro'nak), . A variant of coronach.

crone (kron), TO. [Early mod. E. also croane, <

ME. crone, an old woman ;
cf . OD. kronie, an old

ewe. Origin unknown; hardly, as some sug-

gest, < Ir. crion, dry, withered, old, sage,= Gael.

crion, dry, withered, mean, etc.
;
Ir. crionaim, I

wither, = Gael, crion, wither, = W. crinio, with-

er. Seecrowy.] 1. A feeble and withered old

woman: used depreciatively, and sometimes

applied, with increased contempt, to a man.

This olde sowdanesse, this cursed crone,

Hath with her frendes doon this cursed dede.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 432.

A few old battered crones of office.

Disraeli, Coningsby, 11. 1.

Withered crones abound in the camps, where old men
are seldom seen. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 322.

2. An old ewe.

Fresh herrings plenty Michell brings,

With fatted crones and such old things.

Tusser, Fanner's Daily Diet.

cronebane, . A copper coin or token in circula-

tion in Irelandtoward the close of the eighteenth

century. It was of the value of a halfpenny.
[Var. of coronet, coronal.']n.

. e when used as a bearing,
crombec (krom'bek), . [F .] 1. A book-name

et
'

(kro'net ), . [Var. of coronet, cornet^.}
The old crown of a small sylvime bird of South Africa of the

1 Th
v

hai whi h growsover thetop of a horse's
- , , _ , , same as cronel.ilWtl ** . **1 WW *' "

He toke his deth upon the crois.

(lower, Conf. Amant., I. 272.

2. A structure or monument in the form of a ver image surrounded by twelve little brazen

cross: same as cross1
,
2. ones.

A croiz ther stod in the wei. cromeM, A Middle English form of crumb*.

Life of St. Christopher (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall), crome- (krom), n. [E. dial., also crombe, croom;
[1. 48.

3. A crucifix: same as cross1
,
3. 4. A mark or

sign in the form of a cross: same as cross1
,
4.

Heo made the signe of the crois.

Seyn Julian (ed. Cockayne), 1. 76.

croist, ' * [ME. croisen, croicen, crpici-en, <

OF. croiser, croisier, creisier, F. croiser, cross, se

croiser, take the cross, engage in a crusade;
from the noun : see crois, n., and cf. cross1, '.,

of which crois is ult. a doublet.] 1. To mark
the sign of the cross upon: same as cross1

,
3.

He nolde forjete nojt . . .

To croici thrie [thrice] his foreheued & his breost also.

St. Edmund the Confessor (Early Eng. Poems, ed.

[Furnivall), 1. 27.

2. To mark or designate with the sign of the

cross, as a pilgrim or a crusader.

croisadet, [Also croisado, croysado (a false

form, after crmado), < F. croisade, a crusade:

see crusade.'] 1. A crusade.

A pope of that name [Urban] did first institute the croi-

sado. Bacon, Holy War.

The croisade was not appointed by Pope Urban alone,

but by the council of Clement. Jortin, On Eccles. Hist.

,

< MK cromej crombe
, crowmbe, a hook, crook, <

AS. crumb, bent : see crumpl, of which crome^is

krong'ger), n. [E. dial. ; origin ob-

A local English (Warwickshire) name
of the crucian carp.
Cronian (kro'ni-an), a. [< L. Cronius, neut. Cro-

nium, sc. mare, Gr. Kp6vtof uKsav6c, the north-

ern or frozen sea, lit. the Saturnian sea, < Cro-

nus, Gr. Kpovof, Saturn.] An epithet applied
to the north polar sea. [Rare.]

As when two polar winds, blowing adverse

Upon the Cronian sea, together drive

Mountains of ice. Milton, P. L., x. 290.

cronk (krongk), n. [Imitative.] The cry of the

wild goose. Also honk (which see).
. crum, en : see , cronng . Same as cranock.

ult. a doublet.] A hook; a crook; a staff with
Cronste

6
,itite (kron'stet-it), n. [< A. F. Cron-

a hooked end
; specifically, a sort of rake with

a long handle used in pulling weeds, etc., out

of the water. [Prov. Eng.]
As soon as a sufficient quantity [of weeds] are collected

on the dam, they are drawn out
"

A. Hunter,

Same as croma.

stedt, a Swedish mineralogist "(1722-65), +
-ite2.] A black to dark-green mineral with mi-

caceous cleavage, occurring in tapering hex-

agonal prisms or fibrous diverging groups ;
a

hydrous silicate of iron and manganese, found
at localities in Bohemia and in Cornwall, Eng-
land.

TrtSUfraa ^oJL
w

;r

c

o;rS)i= 0^. ^ ***.

2. A cross.

Like the rich croisade on th' imperiall ball,
As much adorning as surmounting all.

Zouch, The Dove (1613, Wright).

croisadot, See croisade.

croisant, a. and w. See croissant.

croiset, croiseet, n. [< F. croise, a crusader,

prop. pp. of croiser, cross, se croiser,' take the

cross, engage in a crusade : see crois, v.~] A
soldier or pilgrim engaged in a crusade and

wearing a cross
;
a crusader.

The necessity and weakness of the eroises.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist.

When the English croisees went into the East in the first

Crusade, A. D. 1096, they found St. George ... a great ....nmmpi
warrior-saint amongst the Christians of those parts.

1BT '
'

croTO (= Ir. Gael, crom), bent, bowed, + llech,

= Ir. leac = Gael, leac, leaclid, a flat stone.]
In archa:ol., a
structure con-

sisting of a

large, flat, un-
hewn stone

resting hori-

zontally upon
three or more
upright stones,

of common occurrence in parts of Great Britain,

Cromlech at Lanyon, Corn

crony (kro'ni), n.; pi. cronies (-niz). [Var. of

crone.] It. A feeble and withered old woman ;

a crone.

Marry not an old crony or a fool for money. Burton.

2. An old familiar friend; an intimate com-

panion ;
an associate.

To oblige your crony Swift,

Bring our dame a New-year's gift.

Swift, To Janus, on New-year's Day.

At his elbow, Souter Johnny,
His ancient, trusty, drouthy crony ;

Tain lo'ed him like a vera brither.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

as in Wales, Devonshire, Cornwall, and Ireland, roQ
/
krjj

N
^ [Imitative var. of coo : see coo

and in Brittany and other parts of Europe. and
v

croo(j.] To coo. [North. Eng.]
From cromlechs having been found m the heart of burial- . rulJ\ , r Alo^ Txn-itton rrmifl frmrHf
mounds or barrows, with their rude chambers abound- CTOOd (krod), V. ^. [Also wri n crowd, CTO!

ing with sepulchral remains, as skeletons or urns, they cf. (TOO, COO/ all imitative words. J lo COO,_g with sepi
are supposed to have been sepulchral monuments.
called dolmen.

Also croodle. [Scotch.]
Thro' the braes the cushat croodi

Wi' wailfu' cry.

Burns, To William Simpson.
That gray king, whose name, a ghost,

Streams like a cloud, man-shaped, from mountain peak,
And cleaves to cairn and cromlech still. ,, , ., ..,-,,.

Tennyson, To the Queen, croodle1 (kro dl), v_.
t.

; pret. ai I pp.

One mighty relic survives in the monument now called

Kit's Coty House, a cromlech, which had been linked in

old days by an avenue of huge stones to a burial ground
some few miles off, near the village of Addington.

ppr. croodlinf/. [Also written crouale; freq. ot

crood, coo.]
'

To coo like a dove
; hence, to coax

or fawn. [Scotch.]
ear the village of Addington. w/Mlln2 fkrn'rlll tm
J. R. Green, Making of Eng. , p. 34. CTOOttle M),V. , I>1 <

,i T>r>r. crooannq. fUj. dial.;
iddle English form of crmfii. ,,.!;, t^ Qtl,A Middle English form of cn,^-1

pret. and pp. croodled,

perhaps & freq. of

croisedt, [< crois + -ed2 .] Wearing a cross,
as a crusader.

The inhabitants thereof . . . were by the eroded knights
. . . conuerted vnto the Christian faith.

Hakluyt'a Voyages, I. 225.

croiseet, . See croise.

croiseryt, . [ME. croiserye, croiserie, creysery,

creyserye, < OF. croiserie, a crusade, < crois, cross :

see crois and cross1 .] A crusade.

MU ,08B1 r. , i,iose
'

together.] 1. To cower;
Archceologia.V.w. cromorna (kro-mor na), n. crouch ; brood; cuddle; lie close and snug.

rupted to cremona (see cremona2); < F. cro-

morne, < G. krummhorn, lit. crooked horn : sec

krummhorn.'] In organ-buildinf/, a reed-stop, or

set of pipes with reeds, giving a tone like that

of a clarinet.

Cromwellian (krom'wel-i-an), . and H. [<

Cromwell + -inn.'] I. . Of or pertaining to

[Prov. Eng.]
O whaur hae ye been a' the day,

My little wee croodlin doo?
The Croodlin Doo (Child's Ballads, II. 363).

As a dove to fly home to her nest and croodle there.

Kin/islet/.

2. To feel cold. [Prov. Eng.]
Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), who'became com- crook (kriik), n. [< ME. croke, crol; prob. < AS.

mander-in-chief of the parliamentary forces in *croc (not found) = MD. kroke, krooke, D. krcuk,



crook

a bend, fold, wrinkle, = MLH. krnki , l.ml.i. :<

fold, wrinkle, = Iccl. krokr = Sw. krok = Dan.

krui/, a crook, hook. Tin- Koin. forms, Pr. rrnc

= OF. eriM; 1'. </<, a hook (ML. crocus), and
OF. and F. <-ri>i-lii; a hook (ML. crocn) (> ult.

K. rriM-lii-l, rrntcliit. cm i< r, q. v.), are of D. or

Hcand. origin. Cf. Gaol, <;<, :i crook, hook,
= \V. '/;/, a crook, hook, rrirni, crooked, =
(prol>. ) L.CC/IJ- (()<-), n, gibbet, cross: sec rni.s.s- '

,

cross'*, criili-lil, crutch-, cmm-h^, cmiicli-. It is

possible that tho Tent, forms are of Celtic ori-

gin; the Celtic and Latin forms may have lost

an initial .v, in which case they would appear
to bo cognate with (i. srliriii/. Ml HI. w/im/e,
oblique, crosswise, > G. Hflinn/i'ii = 1). schrmtg,
n trestle, prob. akin In Mill!, srliriinc, a lattice,

inclosure, (i.xi'lirinik, a cabinet.] 1. Any bend,
turn, or curve; a curvature; a flexure: as, a
crinil.- in a river or in a piece of timber.

These sapphire coloured hi ks,

Whieh. i oiidilit-likc, with curious crook*,
Sweet ^!;neK make. .Sir /'. Sidney.

A crook IK iti his hack,
And a melancholy crack
In his laugh.

n. II'. HnliMs, The Last Leaf.

2. A bending of the knee
;
a genuflection.

Id- i- nuu tin i-.iin-t i;il ; anil well applied
\\'ith sai-rilire of knees, iif rnn'A'x. ami rniiyes.

B. Julttnn, SejailUS, I. 1.

3. A bent or curved part ;
a curving piece or

portion of anything : as, the crook of a cane
or of an umbrella-handle. 4. An instrument
or implement having a crook, or distinguished
by its curved form. Specifically (a) A shepherd's
stall', curving at tin- end ; a pastoral staff.

Alexis . . . lost his Crook, he left his Flocks ;

And wand'ring thro' the lonely Rocks,
He nourish'd endless Woe.

Prior, Despairing Shepherd.

(&) The pastoral staff of a bishop or an ablmt, fashioned in

the form of a shepherd's stall, as a syint>ol of his sway
over and care for his hock. Such staves are generally gilt,
ornamented with juweU, and enriched by carving, etc.

Compare jiantiiml staff, under ttaff. (c) A hook hung In an

open chimney to support a |M>t or kettle ; a [>ot-hook or
trammel. (Scotch.) (d) In music: (1) A short tulte, either
curved or straight, that may be inserted into various metal
u iiiil-instrilinents so as to lengthen their tube, and thus
lower their fundamental tone or key. (2) The curved metal
tube between the mouthpiece and the body of a bassoon.

(t) A sic-kle.

(Juon corne Is coruen with crukrz kene.
Alliteratitv l'nrum(vA. Morris), i. 40.

6f. A lock or curl of hair. Compare crocket.

Thog gur crime lie Ischave, fair beth gnr croltf*.

lift, .liifi'-/., II. 17.'..

6f. A gibbet.
Kilt 'IVrplne . . .

She eaiised to l>r iillarhl, and forthwith Inl

I'nto tht> criwifo-, . . .

Where he full shamefully was handed by the lied.

Spenser, V. Q., V. v. 18.

7t. A support consisting of a post or pile with
a cross-beam resting upon it; a bracket or
truss consisting of a vertical piece, a horizontal

piece, and a strut.

The ancient Free School of Colue was an antique build-

ing, supported upon rrookit.

Rniiu*, Hist. Lancashire, II. 29.

8. An artifice
;
a trick ; a contrivance.

For all yourbragKes, hm ikes, and criifo', you have such
a fall as you shall never be able to stain! upright again.

Crammer, To Bp. Gardiner.

9. A dishonest person ; one who is crooked in

conduct; a tricky or underhand schemer; a

thief; a swindler. [Colloq.] By hook or by
Crook, KV one means or another ; liy fail- means or foul.

Ill hope her to attaine li hooke or crooke.

Spatter, F. Q., III. i. 17.

They will have It, bji hook or by crook. Medr.

This phrase derives its origin from the custom of eertaiit

manors where tenants are uilthori/.ed to take Hre-lK)te by
httttk or bii criHik that is, so much of the underwood as

tnuy IN- en' u ill i a i-rnok a sickle], and so much of the low
timber as may be collected from the boughs by means of a
hook. Karllrlt, Film. Qnot., p. 637.

crook (kriik), c. [< ME. croken = MD. kroken,
kriMiki'ii. 1>. kri'itki'ii = Dan. kriiiir, also kruijc,

bctnl, krinji't. crooked, = Sw. kriiku, bend, crook,
krnkiiii, lieeome crooked; from the noun.] I.
fran*. 1 . To bend

; cause to assume an angular
or a curved form

;
make a curve or hook in.

Tlii-iv is lint little labour of tin- innseles ri-i|iiired, only
eOOOgll for bOWlng <>r .-iMi./l-m./ the tail.

lt<'rh<ii. I'iivMi n Tlu-olojry, v. 11, note.

2f. To curl (hair). .l//<-ii//c ../' Imril, p. 17<1.

3. To turn; pervert; misapply.
Whatsoever atlaii-s pass such a man's hands, he twk'-tti

them to his own ends. /;,i,-..;i, Wisdom for a Man's Self.

4f. To thwart. TO crook the elbow, to drink ; be-
come drunk. |sl:mg.| To crook the mouth, to .listm i
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tin- mouth, as if about to cry, or as indicating anger or

displeasure. |Seiiti-|l.l

II. iiilrniis. 1. To bend or be bent; be turned
from a right line

; curve; wind.

Th otlii-i [rii-i-li-i liii-h (i-1-ossinK th Vniiiersall Props,
Anil thosi- here Titans U hirlinu Chariot sloapo)
Ki-rt aiejes forms : and, mmkiivi, nits in two
MI-IT Capricorn ; then- Inu-iiinir raiiecr too.

.sVr--v'.-r. tr. of l>n Itartas s Weeks, ii . Tin- I'olnnmea.

The cayle mi^ht li\i- miii-h longer, but that her upper
beak croakrth in time over the lower, anil so she faileth

not with age but with hunger.
J. Gregory, Posthnma (1660), p. 207.

Specifically 2. To bend the knee
; crouch.

Sertis, Marie, thon will haue me schamed foray,
For I can nowthir crukr nor km-le. Ynrk I'layl, p. 168.

crookback ( kruk'bak), n. One who has a crook-
ed back or round shoulders; a hunchback. Also
criniclili/icl, .

\\ - I'l'i'k-tMH-k : ben- I stand to answer thi-e.

S*o*., 3 Hen. VI., II. 2.

crook-backed ( k ruk 'bakt), a. Having a crooked

back; hunchbacked.
A man that is brokcnfooted, or hrokcnhanded, or crook-

oackt, or a dwarf. Lev. xxl. 20.

A dwarf as well may for a giant pass,
AH negro for a swan

;
a crookback'd lass

Be call'd Kllropa.
Drydrn, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

crooked (as adj., kruk'ed), n. a. [Pp. of crook,
v. ;

= Dan. krogct, crooked.] 1. Bent; having
angles or curves ; deviating from a straight line

;

curved; curving; winding.
I rther of them may have crooked noses ; but to owe Mich

straight arms, none. Shak., Cymlietine, iii. 1.

He and his brother are like plum-trees that grow crookfd
Over standing pools. Wtbitrr, Duchess of Main, i. 1.

2. Not straight, in a figurative sense, especially
as regards rectitude of conduct; not upright or

straightforward ;
not honest

; wrong ; perverse ;

cross-grained.
His clannes (cleanness] A his cortaysye eroked were neiler.

Sir Uaieayne and I/if Grrrn Knight (E. F.. T. S.), I. ftfiS.

They are a perverse and croukfd generation.
I lellt. XXXli. ...

For, though my justice were as white as truth,
My way waa crooked to It ; that condemns me.

Fletcher, Valentinian, v. 3.

Hence 3. Made or sold in secret, without the

payment of the taxes or submitting to the

regulations or inspection required by law : as,
crooked whisky. [Colloq.]
And another house testified that it manufactured two

hundred and twenty-nve thousand gallons a month, and
that half its entire annual product was crookfd.

S. A. Rn., CXXIII. 301.

= 8yn. 1. Bowed, awry, askew, deformed, distorted.- 2.

Deceitful, tricky, dishonorable, knavish. See irrc<jular.

crookedly (kruk'ed-li), adv. In a crooked,
bent, or perverse manner.
crookedness (kruk'ed-nes), n. 1. A winding,
bending, or turning ; curvature ; inflection.

A variety of trout which is naturally deformed, having
a strange crookednts* near the tail, rennant, Brit. ZoiJl.

2. Want of rectitude; dishonesty; perverse-
ness

; obliquity of conduct.
The very essence of Truth Is plainnesse and brightnes ;

the darknes and crookednestt is our own.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

My will hath been used to croolcednriu and peevish mo-
rosily in all virtuous employments.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. t 6.

3. Physical deformity.
A severe search to see If there were any crookedntM or

spot, any uneleanliness or deformity. In their sacrifice.

Jtr. Taylor, Worthy (.'onimiinicant.

crookent (kriik'n), v. t. [< crook + -en 1
. Cf.

Sw. krokna, become crooked.] To make crook-

ed; pervert.
Images be of more force to crttoken an unhappy soul

than to teach and instruct it.

tlinnilif* Affaiimt Idolatry, Ii.

crookesite (kruks'it), . [After \V. Crookes,
an English chemist.] A rare metallic mineral

consisting of the selenids of copper, thallium,
and silver.

Crookes's cubes. See vacuum, and radiant en-
( ri/i/, under < HI r<ty.

crobkneck (kriik'nek), a. Having a crooked
neck: applied to several varieties of squash
having a long recurved neck,

crook-rafter (kruk'raf'ter), . Same as knee-

riifti r.

crdol (krOl), r. i. [Imitative ; cf. eroodlc, crood,
cmini. crott.~\ To mutter. Miii.ilii'ii, 1017.

l-'rou's, from all the waters around, i-mifi-i/, chnlihed, and
i roaki-d. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

croon (kriiii), r. [Introduced from Sc.
;
Sc.

also written crinn . crui/n, cmnc ; < ME. croynen,
hum (sing), = D. kreunen, groan, lament. The
word in its present form is regarded as imit si-

crop

tive. Cf. croo, crnnil, <-m<i<ll<, c<i.] I. intrant.

1. To utter a low continued murmuring sound

resembling moaning or lamenting, llenci

2. To sing softly ami niuiiutonously to one's

self; hum softly and plaintively.
II.T the roof

The doves sat croonimj half the day.
William J/i/m', Earthly Paradise, I. 108.

Here an old grandmother was crooning over a nick child,
and nicking it Uj and fro. Dictm*.

3. To utter a low muffled roar; bellow monoto-

nously. [Rare.]
"Thou bear st that lordly Bull of mine,

N< jjlitioiir," ijiiiith Itriumkill then;" How loudly to the hills he crunci,
That crune to him again." Soitthfy.

II. Iran*. To sing in a low humming tone;
hum

;
affect by humming.

Whiles crooning o'er some auld Scot* sonnet.

Burnt, Tain o' Shanter.

The fragment of the childish hymn with which he sung
and crooned himself asleep. Diekcn*.

They [catblnls| differ greatly In vocal talent, but all have
a delightful way of crooning over, and as It were rehears*

ing, their song In an undertone.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 10.

croon (kr8n), n. [< croon, r.] A low, hollow
moan or bellow. [Scotch.]

The deil, or else an outler quey [unhoused heifer],
Oat up an' gae a croon. Burnt, Halloween.

croonach (kro'nak), n. [Sc., equiv. to crooner
and croonyal; so called (as ult. gurnard) from
the grunting sound it makes

;
< croon, crone,

croyn, grunt, hum, purr, croon, etc. : see croon,
v. Another 8e. name (Frith of Forth) is croin-

ter, of similar origin.] A Scotch name of the

gray gurnard, Trigla gurnardvs.
crooner (krO'ner), . [Sc., also written croic-

ner : see croonach.'] Same as croonach.

crooning (kro'ning), n. [Verbal n. of croon,

v.]
The act of one who croons; a low hum-

ming or murmuring sound.

Her dainty ear a fiddle charms,
A bag.pipe's her delight ;

- But for the crooning* o' her wheel
she diaiia' care a mite.

J. Baillir, The Weary Fund o' Tow.

croonyal (krS'nial), n. Same as croonacJi.

crop (krop), ii. [< ME- crop, crojipe, the top or
head of a plant, crop of grain, the craw of a

bird, the maw, < AS. crop, crop/i, the top or head
of a plant, a sprout, a bunch or cluster of flow-

ers, an ear of corn, the craw of a bird, a kidney,
= MD. krop, an excrescence, esp. on the neck,
striima. the craw, maw, gullet, stomach, D.

krop, the gullet, craw, maw, stomach, gizzard,
= MLG. krop, an excrescence, esp. on the neck,
struma, the craw, gullet, the trunk of the body,
LG. Tcrop, an excrescence on the neck, strunia,
the craw, maw, = OHG. chroph, kropf, an ex-

crescence, esp. on the neck, the craw, MHG.
G.

kropf,
the craw, G. dial, kropf also the ear

of grain, a thick round head as of lettuce or cab-

bage, also a thick, short, dumpy person, man or

child, etc., and in numerous other senses, = led .

kroppr, a hunch on the body (cf . kryppa, a hump,
hunch), = Sw. kropp-, Dan. krop-, craw (in comp.
Sw. kroppdufva, Dan. kropduc, pouter-pigeon,
lit. 'crop-dove '), while Sw. kropp, Dan. krop, an
excrescence on the neck, struma, and the same
in the sense of ' trunk of the body, body, car-

cass,' are appar. borrowed from LG. Hence
(from LG. or Scand.) OF. crope, croupe, top of a

hill, croup, or cruppe, F. croupe (> E. croup and
crupper), the hinder parts of a horse

;
and (from

G.) It. groppo, > F. groupe, > E. group, a knot,
cluster, company: see crope'*, croup*, crupper,
group. Hence also (from E.) W.

cro/ia,
craw

(but Ir. Gael, sgroba, craw, are appar. different).
The word has a remarkable variety of special
senses, appar. all derived from an orig. mean-
ing 'a rounded projecting mass, a protuber-
ance'; hence (a) the rounded head or top of a
tree or plant, and sprouting or growing plants
in general (including by a later development the
idea of plants (grain) to be cropped or cut : defs.

1, 2, 3) ; (ft) a physical excrescence on an animal
or plant, esp. the craw of a bird, whence the

developed senses 'gullet, maw, stomach,' etc.

(defs. 4, 5) ; (c) from the noun in the sense of
'

top or head of a plant,' the verb crop, to take
off or pluck the head, hence cut, etc., whence
the later secondary noun senses (defs. 6-14).]
If. The top or highest part of anything, espe-
cially of an herb or a tree.

Orete tree* . . . with cropprt bnxle.

Chaucer, DeaUi of Blanche. I. 424.

The lilie croppft one and one . . .

He smote of. (ruuvr, Conf. Ainant., III. 349.



crop

And in the erup of that tre on night
A litill child. hewn full right,

Lapped all in clathes clene.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

2. Corn and other cultivated plants grown and

garnered; the produce of the ground; harvest:

as, the crops are 10 per cent, larger than last

year; in a more restricted sense, that which is

cut, gathered, or garnered from a single field,

or of a particular kind of grain or fruit, or in a

single season: as, the wheat-crop; the potato-

orop.

Croppe of corne yn a yere, annona.
Prompt. Pare., p. 104.

For plenty of crop and corne to Ceres.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 23.

3. Corn and other cultivated plants while grow-
ing : as, a standing crop; the crop in the ground ;

the crops are all backward this year.

Enriching shortly, with his springing Crop,
The Uround with green, the Husbandman with hope.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

They turned in their stubble to sow another croppe at

wheate in the same place. Coryat, Crudities, I. 151.

A full car'd crop and thriving, rank and proud !

Prepost'rous man first sow'd, and then he plough'd.
Quarles, Emblems, i. 2.

But let the good old crop adorn
The hills our fathers trod.

Whittier, The Coni-Song.

4. The first stomach of a fowl; the craw: thein-

gluvies : sometimes used humorously of the hu-
man maw or stomach.
In birds there is no mastication . . . of the meat; . . .

but ... it is immediately swallowed into the crop or craw.

The knave crommeth is crop
Er the cok crawe.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 238.

The Cock was of a larger egg
Than modern poultry drop,

Stept forward on a firmer leg,

And cramm'd a plumper crop.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

5. In insects, an anterior dilatation of the ali-

mentary canal, succeeded by the proventricu-
lus. See cut under lilattidiK. 6. Anything
gathered when ready or in season : as, the ice-

crop.
This bush of yellow beard, this length of hair, . . .

Guiltless of steel and from the razor free.

Shall fall a plenteous crop reserved for thee.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 354.

7. The act of cutting or clipping off, as hair :

as, he has given you a pretty close crop. 8.

An ear-mark. 9. The hair of the head when
thick and short, forming a sort of cap.
Her hair . . . she wore it in a crop curled in five dis-

tinct rows. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, ix.

10. A wig of rough, short hair. 11. In min-

ing, the outcrop of a lode. See outcrop. [Cor-
dilleran region.] 12. In tunning, an entire un-
trimmed hide, struck for sole-leather. Also
called crop-hide. 13. A fixed weight in differ-

ent localities for sugar, tobacco, and other sta-

ples. A crop hogshead of tobacco is from 1,000
to 1,300 pounds net. 14. A kind of whip used

byhorsemen in the hunting-field, consisting of a

short, stout, and straight staff having a crooked

handle, and a loop of leather at the end. it is

useful in opening gates, and differs from the common whip
in the absence of a lash. Also called hunting-crop.

Instead of the gold-and-ivory-handled cutting whip
which he had been led to expect, she carried a light but
sturdy crop. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 207.

Away-going crops. See away-yoiny. Course Of crops.
See omrsei. Crop and root, the whole of anything.

Croppe and rote of gentilesse.

Chaucer, Complaint of Venus, 1. 8 (in some MSS.).
Granule mercy, ihesu, crop & roote
Of al frenschip, for thou neuere failis.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furiiivall), p. 202.

Green crop, a crop that is cut or gathered in its growing
or unripe state : often used in contradistinction to grain-
crop, root-crop, or grass-crop, and sometimes including
turnips, potatoes, etc. Neck and crop, altogether ; at
once ; bag and baggage ;

in a summary way.
I'd have had you trundled neck and crop out of this ware-

house long ago if I'd thought you capable of pouching so
much as a tobacconist's token. Sola, The Ship-Chaudler.

White crop, a name given by agriculturists to grain-crops,
as wheat, barley, oats, and rye, which whiten or lose their
green color as they ripen : in contradistinction to green
crop, root-crop, etc. Winter crop, a crop which will
bear the winter, or which may be converted into fodder
during the winter.

crop (krop), v.
; pret. and pp. cropped, some-

times cropt, ppr. rropplna. [< ME. croppnt,
cut, pluck and eat, as birds do grain (= D. /,T/'-
pen, cram (birds), = LG. kriippen, cut, crop, =
G. kropfen, crop, = Icel. kroppa, cut, crop), lit.

take off the crop (top, head, ear) of a plant ; <

crop, n., 1. In the third sense, < crop, n., 2, 3.]
I. trans. 1. To take off the top or head of (a
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plant); cut off the ends of; eat off; pull off;

pluck ;
mow

; reap : as, to crop flowers, trees,

or grass ;
to crop fruit from the tree.

Ther [where] it growed croppe a plante of peche.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

The first leaves are cropped off to feede the silke wormes
withall. Coryat, Crudities, I. 151.

A fairer rose did never bloom
Than now lies cropp'd on Yarrow.

The Dome Hem of Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 68).

And Gascon lasses, from their jetty braids,

Crop half, to buy a ribbon for the rest.

Bryant, Spring in Town.

While force our youth, like fruits, untimely crops.
Sir J. Denham, Cato Major of Old Age, iv.

2. To cut off a part of (the ear of an animal) as

a mark of identification, or for other reasons.

3. To cause to bear a crop ; plant or fill with

crops; raise crops on: as, to crop a field.

Where in the world besides [in Connaught] could there

be found a field of not two acres, cropped in precise equal-

ity with oats and weeds, and a cow, at mid-day, standing
in the midst? Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 557.

II. intrans. 1. To sprout; appear in part,
and apparently by accident or undesignedly,
from beneath the surface or otherwise from

concealment; become partly visible or obvi-

ous: with out, sometimes up or forth. Specifi-

cally (a) In mining, to appear at the surface : said of a
vein or mass of ore when it shows itself distinctly at the

surface of the ground ; also, but less frequently, in geol-

ogy, with regard to stratified rocks in general.

Some of the islets are composed entirely of the sedimen-

tary, others of the trappean rocks generally, however,
with the sandstones cropping out on the southern shores.

Darrnn, Geol. Observations, ii. 425.

(b) To appear incidentally and undesignedly ; come to light
or to the surface ; as, his peculiarities crop out in his work

;

the truth cropped out in spite of him.

Any wild trait unexpectedly cropping out in any of the
domestic animals pleased him [Thoreau] immensely.

J. Burroughs, Essays from The Critic, p. 15.

All such outrages crop forth
I' the course of nature.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 56.

2f. To yield harvest. Shale., A. and C., ii. 2.

crope1
. An obsolete or dialectal preterit and

past participle of creep.
Another witness crope out against the Lord Stafford.

Roger North, Examen (1740), p. 217.

crope2t (krop), n. [< OF. crope, croupe, the top
of a hill, also the rump or croup: see crop,

croup?.] The top of anything ;
a finial.

crop-ear (krop'er), n. 1. A horse with cropped
ears.

What horse? a roan, a crop-ear, is it not?

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

I'll lay a thousand pounds upon my crop-ear.
Beau, and J.7., Scornful Lady, v. 3.

2. A person whose ears have been cropped,
crop-eared (krop'erd), . Having the ears

cropped.
A crnp-ear'd scrivener this. B. Jonson, Masques.

cropent. Obsolete past participle of creep.

cropert, ' An obsolete form of crupper. Chau-
cer.

crop-fish (krop'fish), . A local English name
of fishes of the genus Layoceplialus.

cropful, crop-full (krop'ful), a. Having a full

crop or belly; satiated.

Then lies him down the Inhbar fiend,

And, stretch'd out all the chimney's length,
Basks at the fire his hairy strength ;

Ajid crop-full out of doors he flings,
Ere the first cock his matin rings.

.1/17(0)!, L'Allegro, 1. 113.

crop-hide (krop'hld), . Same as crop, 12.

crop-Ore (krop'or), n. In mining, tin ore of the
first quality, after it is dressed or cleansed for

smelting. Pryce. [Cornwall.]
cropped (kropt), p. a. [Pp. of crop, i>.] Cut
off snort, as the hair. Specifically () In bookbind-

ing, having the margins unnecessarily cut down in binding.
When cut into the print, the book is said to bleed, (b) In

rope-making, stripped, as hemp, of its short fibers or tow
by the smaller heckles, to render it suitable for use in fine

work. Also spelled cropt.

Cropper1
(krop'er), n. [< crop, n.,4, 4- -er1 .] A

breed of pigeons with a large crop. See pouter.
There be tame and wild pigeons ; and of tame there be

croppers, carriers, runts. 1. Walton, Complete Angler.

cropper2 (krop'er), . [< crop, v., + -erl.] 1.

A machine for facing cloth. 2. A powerful
hand-tool for cutting off bolts or iron rods. 3.
A plant which furnishes a crop : qualified by
Urge or xnmll, henry or light, etc.

Tobacco, N. macrophylla paudurata, ... a heavy crop-
I" r, :md especially adapted for the manufacture of good
snulf. Spon, Encyc. Manuf., p. l:i^.

r
>.

4. One who raises a crop or crops on shares
;

one who cultivates laud for its owner in consid-
eration of part of the crop.

croquette

cropper^ (krop'er), it. [Origin uncertain.] A
fail, as from horseback; especially, a fall in

which the rider is thrown neck and crop over
the horse's head : hence, failure in an under-

taking. [Slang.]
This is the man that charged up to my assistance when

I was dismounted among the guns. . . . What a cropper I

went down, didn't 1? 11. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, Ivii.

cropping (krop'ing), 11. [Verbal n. of crop, v.~\

1 . The act of cutting off.

It is not a cropping, a pilling, a retarding of the growth
of the vine that is threatened, but a devouring, though but
from little foxes. Donne, Sermons, x.

2. The raising or gathering of crops. 3. In

geo I.
,
the rising of rock strata to the surface of

the ground. See outcrop.

cropple-crown (krop'l-kroun), n. Same as cop-

ple-crown, 2.

croppy (krop'i), n.
; pi. cropjries (-iz). [< crop,

cut, -f dim. -y
2
.] 1. A person whose ears have

been cut off, as formerly for treason. [Eng.]
2. One whose hair is cropped, or cut close to

the head. Specifically (a) In former use, an Irish

rebel. [Eng.]

They sent up the hillside three shouts over the demoli-
tion of the croppy's dwelling. Baniin.

Wearing the hair short and without powder was, at this

time, considered a mark of French principles. Hair so

worn was called a "crop." Hence Lord Melbourne's

phrase "crop imitating wig" (Poetry of Antijacobin. p.

41). This is the origin of croppies as applied to the Irish

rebels of 1798. Sir G. C. Lewis, Letters, p. 410.

(6) One who has had his hair cropped in prison. [Slang.]

(et) A Roundhead.

crop-sickt (krop'sik), a. Sick or indisposed
from a surcharged stomach ;

sick from a surfeit

in eating or drinking ; overgorged.

My merit doth begin to be crop-sick
For want of other titles.

Middteton, Game at Chess, iii. 1.

Strange odds ! when crop-sick drunkards must engage
A hungry foe, and armed with sober rage.

Tate, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xv.

crop-sicknesst (krop'sik"nes), n. Sicknessfrom

repletion of the stomach.

Every visitant is become a physician ; one that scarce
knew any but crop-sickness cryeth, No such apothecary's
shop as the sack-shop !

Whitlock, Manners of English People (1656), p. 126.

cropweed (krop'wed), n. The knapweed, Cen-
taurea nigra.

croquet (kro-ka'), . [Appar. < F. as if "cro-

quet, var. of crochet, a hook, turn, bend, dim. of

croc, a hook, crook (see crotchet, crochet, crook),
with allusion to the hoops or arches, or to the

mallets.] 1. A game played on a lawn or a

prepared piece of ground, with mallets, balls,

pegs or posts,
and a number
of iron hoops
or arches ar-

ranged in a cer-

tain order. The
order differs, but
that most com-
monly employed in
the United States
is shown in the il-

lustration. It can
be played by two
or more, and, in
the case of several

playing, they may
either be divided
into two parties orft ~y ^ into two parties or

fj ^ play each for him-
*' self. The object ofbje

the players is,

starting from one
end of the field, to

drive the balls be-

longing to their
own side through
the hoops to the

peg at the opposite
end of the field,
and then back

Plan of Croquet-ground. again to the first

peg, or winning-
peg. The side doing this first wins the game. In playing,
i-;u-h person in turn strikes his own ball once ;

if his ball

passes through a wicket, or hits the turning-peg, he is

allowed another stroke; and if he hits one of the other

balls, he may drive that jnvay by placing his own against
it and striking his own, after which he has another stroke.

2. In the game of croquet, the act of a player,

upon hitting a second ball with his own, of

driving that one away by a stroke on his own,
which he holds firmly with his foot, after he
has placed the two in contact.

croquet (kro-ka'), r. I. [< eritijiit't. //.] In the

game of croquet, to drive off by a croquet, as

an adversary's ball. Sec- cm</i-t, n., 2.

croquette (k'ro-kef), . [F., < crm/itct, a crisp

cake, < oroquw, crunch.] A mass of finely
minced and seasoned meat or lish (or rice, po-



croQuette

tato, etc.) made intn a small ball or other regu-
Inr fiiriii, mill I'rii-il crisp ;IIH| In-own.

croquis (kr<>-ke'), n. [!'..< i-rni/m-i; crunch:
SIT n-iii/iii Hi .

|
A sket.-li ur iir*i draft ; a study.

crqre (kror), .
|
Also wrilli'ii krnn; l:rnr, repr.

Iliiiil. I.- i-ii r, /.-/iriir (with peculiar r alternating
with cerebral it): Hind, iilsn l.-uli (with cerebral

t), < Skt. !;>'// (with cerelinil I), ten millions.
|

In the Kast Indies, ten millions: one hundred
lakhs: us, n <-mrr of rupees.

U'licn the old ru|,cc. \\ ...... all, .1 in, some time hack,
tin- authorities ;it thr mint, knowhm that hctuccn forty
:oi'i llttv IVOVA had liccn shuck otf. were alarmed lest the
i Malilishmeiil should In n\ cru hfliucil in tile llrt rilHh.

II. //. /;.<,//. IHiiry in In.lii., I. 86.

crosert, See grafter.

croshabellt, A prostitute; a strumpet.
1 10)11 thin brilliant height tin- reckless poet (Ueorge

l'i i Ic i|iiicklv -slid down tn ii tnilrli less respectable jMMi
tion, and acquired renown ofa dilleretit kind by his clever
tricks mi creditors, tavi>m keepers, am I iv,,../m/.,7/.,-.

Kiii-n,: liril., XVIII. 457.

crosier, crosiered. See m>-r, cm: //.

Croslet, . See iroWr/l. rrnxsli !-.

cross 1 (kros), n. (The WOK! appeal^ in three
different forms, all derived, through different

channels, from the L. crux: (1) K. cross, < ME.
crux, crostte, sometimes croce, < Pr. eras, rrnt;

(cf. misailf, from same source); hence (from
E.) Icel. kross = Sw. Dan. tors; (2) ME. crnix.

croyn, croin , cnnn'' . </('.: (see cruis), < OF. crois,
crui-. croix, earlier crui;, mod. F. crow = Pr.

eras, crotg (cited above) = 8p. Pg. cruz = It.

rrofi- ; (3) E. eroMoVi2 , < ME. rrouche, crucln, <

AS. irfic, dat. o'MCf, ace. (as L.) crftcem (rare,
the reg. word being w/, rood : see rood), = OS.
Articj = OFries. krion; krinse, North Fries, kriitz,
East Fries. Icriis, NFries. krjtins = MD. kruce, D.
/)(> = MLG. krici; kritsc, kruce, LG. kriize, krih

(> Sw. ATI/.V = Dan. kryitx) = OHG. crci, chruci,
<///-<, MHG. krinzc, Or. kreu: ; all (and prob.
also W. m>[7, a cross, = Gael, croicli = Ir. croc, a

cross, gibbet, with verb, W. crogi = Gael, crock
= Ir. i-riirlitiiiu, hang, crucify) < lj. crux (criir-,

with short vowel, later also with long, cruc-), in

classical use
a gibbet, a
cross on which
criminals were
hanged, hence

(with adj. ma-

la, fern, of

malus, evil :

see malum),
torture, tor-

ment; later

esp. of the
cross of Christ.
L. crux (cruc-)
is prob. related
to E. crook :

see further
under crook.

Hence ult.

tTl*t

II u
Forms of Crosses.

i. Cross of Calvary, z. Latin cross.
3.
Tau-

it called from being formed like the
Greek letter T, fait), or cross of St. Anthony.
4. Cross of Lorraine. 5. Patriarchal cross.
f'. St. Andrew's cross, or crux decuss;iM. 7.

("reck cross, or cross of St. George, the na-
. s ..ml '.t I n, ;1. mil. 8. I'apaT cross, o. /ril-ifjtlrl rrtl

Cross nowy quadrant. 10. Maltcsc^mss. Ihc
c <!

I
CTU-

ha<lge of the Knights of Malta, The eight
it-nuts of this form nf cross are said to sym-
bolize the eight beatitudes (Mat. v. }. ti.

Cross fourchee. is. Cross funny or patte. 13.
Cross potent, or Jerusalem cross. The four
'MI, moil crosses are said to he symbolical of

the displacement of the Old Testament by the
Cross. 14* Cross flory.

fade*. Cf.

cross?, cro-ier,

etc. In some
later senses
the noun mw* 1

depends on the
verb. ] 1 . A structure consisting essentially of
an upright and a crosspiec-e, anciently used as
a gibbet in punishment by crucifixion, now, in

various reduced or representative forms, as a

symbol of the Christian faith. There are four prin-
cipal Inline nl tin- cross: (1) tin 1 l.nlin ci>i., or crux iwi-

m/\\u ur ,'n/<itnlii (thr form .^n|iiinsi'il tn liavt1
lu-t-n used

ill Ilif rnirituiiiti nf rliristV in hirli the upright isluiiLrrr
tliiin thtnn*TmbWn, anil is crossed by It near the tup:
I 'I thr ..,-i.ir i/.viiswi^,j lilrrll-sate CrOSS). Or St. AtUlrflt''*

:n:i'li' ill tin- furin uf an X: ('*) the cntx roHiiniMa.
or St. Antluniii'* ITII.VX. made in the form of a T I (*) the
frYi'i k ivn.vy. mi nin-JKhl ri-. i-~ril iii the middle at right angles
ii\ a hciiniof the same length. The other forms are. for the
iiiuvt part, in \ i'ti tit ii is tnr rri le-i.i~tiral. liii'rarellic, or simi-
lar ends. See the phrases iielnw, ami eruefjlxion.

U-o in the same rhap.-ll vp.ni the left hoiule of the
M'\d h>e Anter, in a lyke wymlow, ys the place where
lonye rema.Mieil Ihe holy rY"*,v*' of ower Sa\ yor t'riste.

ami tli:il ,^i\nt l.lvnefnnd it. and HUM ther reiuayne noli
"t it. Tw-kiiMixn. Ilialieof Kni;. Travel!, p. 41.

Those Messed feet
\\ hiih t'l'iirt-'rn tiiiiiiln il years ago were nail'd,
Knr mil ad; anta^i'. nil the liittel

tihuk., 1 Hen. IV., I. I.

2. A structure or iiionuuient in the form of a
eross. or with a ems- upon it. set up by the way-
side. iii market-places, etc.. in Greet and Ro-
m&nCfttholio countries, to excite devotion, su.-ii

are made in various t'nini> ai'.'urdinx to the oee i

sion or purpose of their erection. I'mcliiiiti-cniMei are
-li

1361

.ih .jii.ulianxiilar 01 hi \;iL.-oiiiil. o|M>n on one or tHith

.'ides, and raised nil steps. 'I he> Here ll-ed ti.l Ihe ill In .
I .

ill. ill- III the OJM-tl

air. H

JUartf'i n-isted

originully of a IOIIL; shaft

II a -el ies of step-
aild surmounted with a
eio-s Siilisei|iiently an
aiilud or vaulted
tin i- sii|i|i'H tid mi pillars
Mas , lilted round the
central shaft. SM '""'

-. Wtfpuiy-criiKitfx
were so called became pen-
an. i - IM I. lini-hed Ik-fore

them. CrHf of i/i'C".

were raised on vari.m
i us. as, for example.

ill all. station of some
miniele said Ui have hem
jM-rformed on the spot.
Another class is the m""-
tniifnlnl or Hfi'iilffirnl

cro*s, erected over a griive,
or where a corpse was act

down on the way to hnrinl,
like those erected hy Kiim
Edward I. at the S.-M i J

Monumental Cmss. Hvani,
shire, lingland.

Iilaeet*

where the corpse of

its queen, Eleanor, rested
in iu progress from Lin-
colnshire to the place of

interment in Westminster. The j*x/m-mi* was a m
mental cross decorated with palin-liranches on I'ulm Sun-

ilay. nnitmiarti cru*fK were erected as landmarks.

She doth stray almut
l'.\ hols rr.. >.,-. where she kneels and prays.

fUuOt., M.of V., T. 1.

hiinrdiii's ,-fnft, a pillar d stone,
itose on it turret octagon.

flfi-lt, Marniion, v. 85.

i 'hailerinus and chatteriligs at tile market *ru*i>.

T' nini*"u. Holy Grail.

3. A small cross with a human figure attached
to it, as a representation of drist crucified

;
a

crucifix.

We take from off thy hrcastthis holy crutt,
Which til. in hast made thy burden, not thy prop.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of .Malta, v. 2.

From Easter moming till the Ascension, a Crogxof Crys-
tal, or I in il. was carried in all processions ; just as the
blood-red wooden cross had been borne throughout Lent.

Rack, Church of our Fathers, III. II. 254.

4. Something resembling a cross, or some de-
vice in the form of a cross. Specifically (a) The
mark of a cross made, instead of a sig-

nature, 1 1
]
mi i a deed or other document,

by one who cannot write, (fr) In her. : (1)
An ordinary consisting, when charged,
of a fesse and a pale, or, when having
no charges upon it, of a liar ami a palet,
meeting in either case about the fesse.

point. (2) A hearing having the
shape

of
a cross, but in many varieties of form
and size. Thus, a cross may le aiguise',

anchored, annulate, liottony, humette,
etc. See these words; see also below.

Argent, a Cross
(iules.

5. In England, formerly, any coin bearing the

representation of a cross. The common re-

verse type of English silver coins from William
I. to James I. was a cross.

For they will have no loss
Of a penny nor of a rroM.

Skelttm, Colin Clout, 1. 931.

Mat. You have no money ?

Bob. Not a /vox*, by fortune.
B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

6. The crucifixion of Christ
;
the sufferings and

death of Christ as a necessary part of his mis-
sion ; the atonement.

For the preaching of the rrowr is to them that perish
foolishness ; but unto us which are saved it is the power
of Hod. 1 Cor. L 18.

That he might reconcile hoth unto God in one body hy
the rriai, having slain the enmity thereby. Eph. ii. It!.

7. The Christian religion, or those who accept
it

; Christianity ;
Christendom .

A pure and humble religion gently insinuated i t -el f into
the minds of men, grew up in silence and olrscurity, tie-

rived new vi^or from opiwisitiou, ami finally erected the

triumphant banner of therroxg on the rninsof the capitol.', IK'elitie and Fall, xv.

Before the frrwx has waned the crescent's day.

8. Any suffering voluntarily borne in Christ's
name and for Christ's sake.

He that taketh not his cram, and followeth after me, is

not worthy of me. Mat. X. 88.

9. Anything that thwarts, obstructs, perplexes,
or troubles; hindrance; vexation; misfortune;
opposition ; trial of patience.

I meet with nothing but erauft and vexations.
i//, Sehool for Scandal, I. 2.

It was a permanent mm that was fonirht throughout
life between Socrates and his olieequious antagonists.

D< QMI'M.V, Style, ii.

Seittt.

cross

I ions, d the ii i it..i t ii nate army surgeon who had charge
of the hospital.. .1 ml who wax trying logt-la lit tic sleep af.

- fatigues and watchini:-. Hi I this rrow very
creditably. <;. H'. llntinr*, old \ ,,|. ,,f Life, p. 37.

10. A mixing of breeds in the production of

animals; an animal of a cross-bri . I .

The breed of Spanish horncft, celebrated In ancient times,
had IM en -really improved by tin ./..,. with tin Arabian.

' id Isa., II. ai.

11. In l>ot., a cro~- lin-i il in plants, produced
by cross-fertilizing iniliviilinils of different va-
rieties of the same spi-cic~.

Mr. Ijivton has made numerous crnari, and everyone
has )>ccn astonished at the \ iuonr and luxuriance of the new
varieties [of plant-! which he has thui raised and after-
wards tl\ed hy selection.

/<,>,,, iromand Self Fertilisation, p. 16S.

12. A four-way joint or connect ion in awrougnt-
or cast-iron pipe. 13. In rlrct., the accidental
contact of two wires or conductors belonging
to different circuits, or of two parts of the

same circuit, in such a manner that a portion
of the current flows from one to the other.
%Vlien such a cross exists between two lines or

circuits, they are said to be cross-circuited.

14. In xjMirtixt/, a contest decided dishonestly,
through one of the parties allowing himself to

be beaten, for the sake of gaining money by
betting or bribery. -Adoration of the crost. See
ttiloratiun. Ansate cross. See cntx anttata, under crux.
- Archbishop's or archiepiscopal cross, the pattoral
stiilt surmounted by a cross. See rrnzier ami jxjgiirral.

Bishop's cross. Same as paxtural jt/n^(which see, under
tla/). Buddhist cross. Name as ijanaiuuliim. Cal-
vary cross, a cross mounted on three steps or degrees
which are considered as ayiulwlizing Faith, Hope, and
Charity. Capital cross, in /W., across each extremity
of which is Mnished with a projecting meniber like an
architectural capital or cornice. It
is also called a cross capital, a cross
corniced at each end, a cross headed
after the Tuscan order, and a cross
brick-axed, because the ends resemble. ft"* f^
the brick-axes used by masons. Capu- t-n r-VI
Chin cross, a cross each of whose arms
is terminated by a disk, ball, or other
rounded form : commonly across wom
as a jewel, made of plain flat bands of

gold, the termination of each arm tieing Capital Cross,
a blunt cone with a single diamond or
other stone set in it. Consecration-cross. See cntue-
cratiun. Cross and pile, an old game witli money, at
which the chance was decided according as the coin fell

with that side up which l>ore the cross, or the other, which
was called pile, or reverse : equivalent to the heailt and
tails of the present time.

Item, paid to Henry, the king's barber, for money which
he lent to the king to play at crox* nmi pile, five shillings.

Quoted in Strutfl Sports and Pastimes, p. 430.

CroM I win, 1'ile you lose.

Mail n-M, Epsom Well* (1673), L 1.

Cross annulate, in /..',. See aimulao. Cross anse-
rated, in A.T. See anserateil. Cross nvellane, in her.
See a rrllajie. Cross baton, in her. , same as rrow* potent.
Cross bezanty, iu her., a cross composed of he/ants touch-
Ing, but not overlapping, one another. - Cross bretesse,
in her., same as tnn crossed. Cross cabled, in her., a
cross composed of two pieces of rope, one laid upon the
other.- Cross catoosed, in her., a cross adorned with
scrolls at the extremities. Cross commlsse. Same as
tav-crtuu. Cross counter-quartered, in her., a crosa oc-

cupying the center of the escutcheon, which latter is quar-
tered, the tinctures being cuunterchaiiKcd. Cross cre-
nele, in her., same as frniot er"xx.-</. Cross crossed, in

her. .the cross as an ordinary, with each arm crossed, dif

ferine from a cross crosslet in reaching the edges of the
escutcheon and iii occupying much more of the fleld.

Also called crowt bretr**1

,
cromt crenelt. Cross crossed

patte, in her., a cross whiwe arms are crossed patte. Abo
culled a crot* eniialet pattf. Cross crosslet. See crow-
Mi. Cross degraded and conjoined, in h,-r.. a plain
cross having its extremities placed njion a step or steps
joined to the sides of the shield. Cross double, in her.,
.iii whose iimKT itrm I.H. i .M :: '

: .1: Cross
double-parted, in her., a cross supposed to be cut into
four quarters, separated one from the others. Also called
rro< enrcfl-'. -Cross estoile, in Apr, a cross having Its

four arms sharply i>lntcd, or a star of four point*. This
may also be blazoned a cross lit die of all four. Cross fil-

let, in her., a cross composed of the fillet set palewise and
barwise. the name denoting merely the width of the anus
of the cross. Cross fltcW. sec ftfhf.- Cross fleury.
Same tucrwujlory. Cross flory, a cross whose arms have
floriated ends. Itdirfere from the cross patonee in having
the sides of the arms parallel for a certain distance, and
t hen curving suddenly outward at the floriated end. Cross
formy, in A-r., same as rro# pa/fr1 (which see. under patte).
Cross gringol^, i n '"'"., same mcrtaxanteratcd. Cross

In the hawse OUT"'.), a phrase expressing the condition
arising when a ship moored with two anchors swings the
w rung way, so that one cable lies acron the other. Cross
lambeaux, in her., a croaa set upon a label. The partic-
ular kind of cross must IN- named in the blazon.- Cross
mascule. b> Cross miller, in her. See crow

Cross moline, in her., a cross whose ends are
di\ idcd and curved backward : so named from the resem-
blance to the molinc of a millstone. When the imitation
of the moliiie is very exact, it i. ...metimes called crotl
millir. Also called fnutit HI/I. . Cross nowy, iu her., a
cross having a rounded

] rojcction in each an^'le, forming
a disk, from which the arms radiate. Cross nowyed,
in her., a cross having projections from the sides of its

arms. - Cross nowy quadrant, in her., a cross having
each angle filled with an angular projection forming a



cross

square, from which the arms radiate. Cross nyle, in

ln'i:. same ;is <v./.v.< aniline. ClOBS Of Chains, ill '"''.. :i

cross composed of four chains fixed to an annulet in the

center. Cross of four leaves, in her., same as cross

<y/(/woi(. Cross of Jerusalem, (a) A cross whose
four arms are each capped with a cross-bar : it may be

considered as four tail-crosses forming a cross. (6) The
scarlet lychnis, Lychnix Chalcedonica, from the form and
color of the flower. Cross of Lorraine, a cross hav-

ing two horizontal arms, the upper one shorter than the

other. See patriarchal crost. Cross Of Malta, or Mal-
tese cross, a cross supposed to he made of four barbed
arrow-heads meeting at their points : the sides of the

arms are therefore eight lines radiating from a common
center, and the ends of the arms form deep reentrant

angles. Cross of St. Andrew. See def. 1. Cross of
St. Anthony. See def. 1. Cross of St. George, the

Greek cross, as used in the (lag of Great Britain. It is red

on a white ground, the ground in the present standard be-

ing indicated by a mere nmbriation or border of white sep-

arating the red cross from a blue ground, made necessary

by the combination of the Scottish with the English flag.

See unionjack, under union. Cross of St. James, a Latin

cross, the longest arm of which represents the blade of a

sword, the opposite one the hilt, and the two others the

cross-guard, the last three being tloriated at their extremi-
ties. When used as a badge of the Order of St. James of

Compostella, it is red with a narrow gold edge, and has a

scallop-shell at the intersection. Cross Of St. Julian,
a cross like the cross of St. Andrew, with the arms crossed.

Cross Of St. Patrick, a cross like that of St. Andrew,
but red. Cross Of thunder, in her., a cross composed
of thunderbolts : it is sometimes represented as a kind of

star having forked bolts between the flames. Cross of
Toulouse, a cross resembling the Maltese cross, except
that between the barbs of the arrow-heads there is a third

point or projection, as If representing the socket. Cross
pale, in her., a cross in the form of a Y, used as a bearing.
Cross patted See patte. Cross portate, in her., a

tail-cross with the upright shown hendwise, as if seen in

perspective : supposed to be taken from the appearance
of a cross when carried on the shoulder. Cross potent,
in her., a cross each of whose arms terminates with a
crosshead. Also called cross baton and baton-crow.

Cross quarter-pierced, in her., a cross of which the cen-

ter is entirely removed, leaving the four arms touching at

the angles. Cross quatrefoU, in her., a cross composed
of four leaves, or a four-leafed clover arranged as a cross.

Also called cross offour leave*. Cross saltier, in her.,
s&me a saltier : an erroneous blazoning. Cross saltier-

Wise, in her., any cross other than the ordinary, when
borne diagonally on the field. Cross sarcele, in her.,
same as cross double-parted. Cross sarceled, resar-
Celed, in her., a cross twice parted, consisting therefore
of four barrulets or palets to each arm, the field showing
between. Exaltation of the Cross, a festival observed
in the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Church, and the
Armenian ami other Oriental churches, on September 14th,
in commemoration of the apparition of the cross in the
heavens to Constantine, and the subsequent recovery of the

supposed true cross by Heraclius, A. i>. 628, from the Per-
sians. Fiery cross, in Scotland, a signal transmitted in

early times from place to place, as a summons to arms
within a limited time. It consisted of a cross of light wood,
the extremities of which were set on lire and then extin-

guished in the blood of a freshly slain goat. Grand
cross, a member of the highest class of an honorary order :

so named from the greater size of the badge (usually a

cross) denoting this class : equivalent to grand command-
er (which see, under commander). Greek cross. See
def. 1. Holy Cross, (a) The name of several orders in

the Roman Catholic Church, as Regular Canons of the Con-
gregation of the Holy Cross, Congregation of the Holy
Cross, Sisters of the Holy Cross. (b) A society formed by
clerical members of the extreme ritualistic section of the

English Church. Invention of the Cross, a festival ob-
served in the Roman Catholic Church on May 3d, and as-

signed to the same date in the calendar of the English
prayer-book, instituted in commemoration of the discov-

ery at Jerusalem, A. i>. 328, by the empress Helena, of
what was believed to he the true cross. Latin cross.
See def. 1. Order of the Burgundian Cross. See Eur-
gimdian. Papal cross, a cross with three transoms.
Patriarchal Cross, a cross with two transoms or cross-
bars. Pectoral cross, the cross worn hanging on the
breast by Roman Catholic and Greek bishops as one of the

insignia of their rank. See encolpion. Processional
cross, a cross placed on a long staff of wood or metal,
and carried at the head of ecclesiastical processions.
Ked cross, the cross of St. George, the national saint of

England. Sign of the cross, in the Roman Catholic
and Eastern churches, an outline of a cross made by mo-
tions of the right hand on tiie forehead, or from the fore-
head to the breast and from shoulder to shoulder, made by
officiating priests as a mode of blessing, and by the laity
as a sign of reverence on entering a church, passing the
host, and on other occasions. Southern Cross, a con-
stellation. See crux. Spanish cross, in music, the sign
of thedouble sharp, X. Tau-cross. Same ascrossofSt.
Anthony. See def. 1. To bear a cross, to endure with
patience a discomfort or trial. To be under one's cross.
See extract.

In some parts of Wales the phrase lie is under his cross
is a pretty common substitute for "he is dead."

Athenceum, No. 3069, p. 245.

To live or be on the cross, to live by stealing : opposed
to to live on the square. [Thieves' slang.] To preach the
cross. See preach. to take the cross, in the middle
ages, to pledge one's self to become a crusader. This was
generally symbolized by a small cross of cloth or other
material attached to the shoulder of the cloak or other
garment. In the later part of the middle ages, those who
went on crusade against the Turks often had a cross brand-
ed on the bare shoulder. To take up the cross, to sub-
mit to troubles and afflictions from love to Christ.

cross1
(kros), a. [< cross1

,
n.

;
in part by apher-

esis from across. There is no distinct line of
division between cross as an adjective and cross
as a prefix. As a prefix, it often represents
the adv. cross1, or the prep, cross1

, across.] 1.
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Transverse
; passing from side to side

; falling
athwart: as, a cross beam (cross-learn).

The cross refraction of a second prism. Newton.

The vision is rather dazzled than assisted by the nu-
merous cross lights thrown over the path.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13, not*.

2. Passing or referring from one of two ob-

jects, parts, groups, etc., to the other; estab-

lishing a direct connection of some kind be-
tween two things: as, a cross cut (cross-cut),
or a short path between two places ;

a cross

reference.

The closest afflnities of this genus are evidently with

Cyllene, but there ib an equally evident cross affinity ill

the direction of Elaphidion. J. L. Le Contt.

3. Adverse; opposed; thwarting; obstruct-

ing; untoward: sometimes with to: as, an
event cross to our inclinations.

It is my fate ;

To these cross accidents I was ordain'd,
And must have patience.

ISenu. and Fl., King and No King, iv. 4.

A very cross accident indeed.
Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 1.

4. Peevish
;

fretful
;

ill-humored
; petulant ;

perverse: applied to persons.
What other Designs he had I know not, for he was

commonly very Cross. Dampier, Voyages, I. 364.

I would have thanked you before, my dear Aunt, as I

ought to have done, . . . but, to say the truth, I was too
cross to write. Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 327.

5. Proceeding from a peevish or bad temper ;

expressing ill humor : as, a cross look
;

cross

words. 6. Contrary; contradictory; perplex-
ing.

These cross points
Of varying letters, and opposing consuls.

B. Jonson, Sejauus, iv. 5.

There was nothing, however cross and perplext, brought
to him by our artists, which he did not play off at sight
with ravishing sweetnesse. Evelyn, Diary, March 4, 1656.

7. Proceeding from an adverse party by way of

reciprocal contest: as, a cross interrogatory.
See below. 8. Produced by cross-breeding, as
an animal or a plant. As cross as two sticks, ex-

tremely cross or perverse.

We got out of bed back'ards, I think, for we're as cross

as tu*o sticks. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxix.

Cross bill, in law, a bill filed by a defendant against
the plaintiff or a co-defendant, or both, in an already
pending bill, and seeking affirmative relief touching mat-
ters in such pending bill. A cross bill must be limited
to matters in the original bill and matters necessary to

be determined in order to an adjudication of the mat-
ters in that bill. Cross interrogatory, an interroga-
tory proposed by the party against whom a deposition is

sought to be taken by the administration of interroga-
tories. Cross marriages, marriages made by a bro-
ther and sister with two persons who are also sister and
brother.

Cross marriages between the king's son and the arch-
duke's daughter, and again between the archduke's son
and the king's daughter. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Cross nervure, cross vein, in entom., a transverse ner-
vure connecting two longitudinal nervures of the wing, or

dividing a wing-cell ; specifically, the nervure connecting
the median and submedian veins, and forming the outer

boundary of the discal cell in the wings of Lepidoptera.
Cross pile. See pile. Cross sea, a sea which does not
set in the direction of the wind ;

a swell in which the waves
run in different directions, owing to a sudden change of

wind, or to the crossing of winds and currents. Cross
vein. See cross nercure. = Syn. 4. Peevish, Fretful, etc.

(see petulant), snappish, touchy, ill-natured, morose, sul-

len, sulky, sour.

cross1
! (kros), adv. [< cross1

,
a.

;
in part by

apheresis from across.] Transversely; contra-

riwise; adversely; in opposition.
It standeth cross of Cynthia's way.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Therefore God hath given us laws, which come cross and
are restraints to our natural inclinations, that we may
part with something in the service of God which we value.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 62.

cross1
(kros), i'. [In early use in three forms

according to the noun: (1) E. cross, < ME.
crossen = Icel. Tcrossa = Sw. korsa = Dan.
Jcorse ; (2) ME. croisen, croisien, croicien, creoi-

sien, creoicien, creysien, < OP. croiser, cruisier,
F. croiser = Pr. crozar = Sp. Pg. crusar = It.

crociare, cruciare; (3) E. crouch2
,
< ME. crouch-

en, crowclicn, cruchen = D. kruisen (> E. cruise)
= Or. kreuzen, cross, = Dan. krydse = Sw. krys-

sa, cross, cruise; all from the noun. See
cross1

,
ii.] I. <ras. 1. To draw or run aline

athwart or across (a figure or surface) ; lay or

pass a thing across (another); put together
transversely: as, to cross the letter t; the two
roads cross each other.

Why dost thou cross thine arms, and hang thy face
Down to thy bosom ?

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

2. To erase by marking one or more lines or
crosses on or over; cancel: often followed by

cross

off or out: as, to cross or cross off an account;
to cross out a wrong word.

It was their [the crusaders'] very judgment that here-

by they did both merit and supererogate, and, by dying
for the cross, cross the score of their own sins, score up
(iod as their debtor. Fuller,

3. To make the sign of the cross upon, as in
devotion.

O for ray beads ! I cross me for a sinner.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

They cross'd themselves for fear.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iv.

4. To pass from side to side of
; pass or move

over transversely : as, to cross a road
;
to cross

a river or the ocean.
No narrow frith

He had to cross. Milton, P. L., II. 920.

We had cloudy weather and brisk winds while we were
crossing the East Indian Ocean.

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 4.

How didst thou cross the bridge o'er Giail's stream?
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

5. To cause to go or pass over; transport across
a body of water.

On the 6th Sherman arrived at Grand Gulf and crossed
his command that night and the next day.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 493.

6. To thwart; obstruct; hinder; oppose; con-
tradict

;
counteract ; clash with : as, to be crossed

in love.

A man's disposition is never well known till he be crossed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 125.

All my hopes are crost,
Checked and abated. B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

Parthenophil, in vain we strive to cross
The destiny that guides us.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 2.

7. To debar or preclude. [Rare or obsolete.]
' Would he were wasted, marrow, bones, and all,
That from his loins no hopeful branch may spring,
To cross me from the golden time I look for !

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

He in y* end crost this petition from taking any further
effecte in this kind.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 329.

8. To cause to interbreed
;
mix the breed or

strain of, as animals or plants.
Those who rear up animals take all possible pains to

cross the strain, in order to improve the breed.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxii.

Species belonging to distinct genera can rarely, and those

belonging to distinct families can never, be crossed.

Dartvin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 164.

9. Naut., to hoist from the deck and put in

place on the mast, as any of the lighter yards
of a square-rigged vessel.

Toward morning, the wind having become light, we
crossed our royal and skysail yards, and at daylight we
were seen under a cloud of sail, having royals and sky-
sails fore and aft.

K. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 35.

10. To meet and pass. [Kare.]
Men shun him at length as they would doe an infection,

and he is ueuer crost in his way, if there be but a lane to

escape him. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Sharke.

To cross a Check, to indorse it. See crossed check, under
cA#i. TO cross bookst, to cancel accounts.

So the money was produced, releases and discharges
drawn, signed and sealed, books crossed, and all things
confirmed. Bunyan, Mr. Badman.

To cross one's hand, to make the sign of the cross on
another's hand with a piece of money ; hence, to give
money.

I have an honest dairy-maid who crosses their [the gip-
sies'] hands with a piece of silver every summer; and
never fails being promised the handsomest young fellow
in the parish for her pains. Addition, Spectator, No. 130.

To cross one's mind, to enter one's mind, as an idea ;

come into one's thought suddenly, as if in passing athwart
it.

The good old monk was within six paces of us, as the
idea of him cross'd my mind.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 21.

To cross one's path, to thwart, obstruct, oppose, or hin-
der one's interest, purpose, or designs ; stand in one's way.

Yet such was his [Cromwell's] genius and resolution that
he was able to overpower and crush everything that crossed
his path. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

To cross swords, to fight with swords in single combat ;

hence, to engage in controversy. To cross the cudgels,
to lay the cudgels down, as in piling arms, in token of de-

feat ; hence, to give in ; submit ; yield.

He forced the stubborn 'st for the cause
To cross the cudgels to the laws.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 39.

II. intrans. 1. To lie or be athwart or across :

said of two or more things in their relation to

one another : as, the lines cross ; the roads cross.

2. To move or pass laterally or from one side

toward the other, or transversely from place to

place. 3f. To bo inconsistent.



cross

Men's action* do not always cnia with reason.
\.V /'. ftutllfil.

4. To interbr 1, as cattle; mix breeds.

If tWO 1M'll\ l.l.laU nf distillt't niees o 1

' ^ - ;l Itlir.l [g ill

vali,ilil> |.r...lll.-e.l different tloni either. <'> fi'l-h .

5f. To happen (upon); conic (upon).
In tin > aivh I ha\e </'*<>/ IM.OII another descent,

which I iiin takini: ^rrat |.ains to verify.

ICll/;W. . Utters, II. 121.

cross 1 (kros), jirt'/i. [By aphcresis I'nim across.]
Athwart ; over; from siile to sich' of, HO as to

intersect : as, to ride </ country. [Colloq.
or obsolete.]

Passim,' mat* (lie ways over the country
Tlii- JiinniMi-, hrlwixt this in.l Hlllnstead heath,
\\ a^ I'S a crew of clowns rolil.ed, liohlied, anil hurt.

B. Juiixnii. Talc .if a Tub, ill. f..

Anil rf.'xv tlirir limits rut a sloping way.
Itriiflrn, tr. of Vir^ils Ceoivi. *.

Cross lots, iicrosH loU ; by a short nit <liiv. tly across
tli. tl, -i.i, or vacant lots, anil not l.y the public or recog
ni/.'.l [iat)i or road ; in a hue-line. |t'oll.M|.|

Tile siihjcct iiM.-\|.rrlr.lly KOCS rm*x lit!*, hy a flash of
slioit cut. ton < elusion so suddenly revealed that It ban
t he effect of wit. ('. D. Warner, Backlog .Studies, p. 38.

cross'-'t (kros), H. [ME. froKnr, crox, croce, also

croi-hf, = I>. /.Tou/.vr, < OK. r/orr, </...., rroclir.

V. crnsiu' = Pr. c.rossn = O8p. croza, a bishop's
staff, = It. eroccia, a crutch, < ML. crocia. cro-

cea (criM'liiit, rrni-n), a curved stick, a bishop's

staff; appar. < MIj. crm-nn, emeu, OF. croc,.
croc, etc.

?
a crook

;
but early confused with and

perhaps in part due to L. crivc (rruc-), a cross

(a cross being the mark of the archbishop's
staff, as distinguished from the crook of the

ordinary bishop's staff). The ME. and Rom.
words for ITIMX, crook, and crutch were much in-

volved in form and senses: see crook, cross 1
,

crutch 1
, crutch^, and cf. crosse and crosier.]

The staff of a bishop ; a crozier.

holiest In-re ttholile the hlsahopcB croce [var. crogtf].
Piers J'tomnau (C), xi. 02.

f /.>..>', for a liishop, |K.] crosse. Palsyrav*'..

cross-action (krds'ak'shon), n. In law, an ac-
tion brought by one who is a defendant in a

previous action against the plaintiff therein,
or a co-defendant, or both, touching the same
transaction.

cross-aisle (krds'il), n. A transept-aisle of a
cruciform church.
Tim crnnntiule.il of many of our old churches lent them-

selves admirably to such an ohject ; hut when this was
not so, the founder had to hiilld his own chantry-chapel.

Km-*, Church of our Fathers, III. 1. 110.

Crossarchinae (kros-ar-ki'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cni.txiin-liKu + -inii'.~\ A subfamily of Virerri-

iln
, including those viverrine qnadmpeds, as

the mangues and suricates, which have more
rounded or ventricose heads, with a more elon-

gate snout, than the ichneumons, and 36 teeth,
the false grinders being 3 on each side of each

jaw. It is constituted by the genera Crosxarchus
and Xuriciitii (or Kttyzama).
Crossarchus (kro-siir'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. /**'-

not, a fringe, border, + a/>x6f, the rectum.] The
typical genus of the subfamily Crosgnrrliiiin;

containing the mangue, C. obscttrtis. See cut
under IHIIIII/IH:

cross-armed (krds'iirmd), a. 1. Having the
arms crossed.

To sit crnng-arut'd and sigh away the day.
Bean, awl ft., Philastvr. ii. :i.

2. In not., haying branches in pairs, each of

whicli is at right angles with the next pair
above or below.
cross-axle (kros'ak'sl), n. I. A shaft, wind-
hiss, or roller worked by opposite levers. E.
II. Unit/lit. 2. In a locomotive, a driving-axle
on which the cranks are set at an angle of 90
with each other.

cross-banded (krfis'ban'ded), a. In arch., said
of a hand-railing when a veneer is laid upon its

upper side, witli the prain of the wood crossing
that of the rail, and the extension of the veneer
in the direction of its fibers is less than the
breadtli of the rail.

cross-banister (kros'ban'is-ter), . In her., a
cross consisting of four balusters, each crowned.
Also called li/iiiixtt'i'-i'mxn.

cross-bar (kros'biir), w. 1. A transverse bar ;

a l>;ir laid or fixed across another; in an anchor,
a round bar of iron, straight or bent at one or
In. tli ends, inserted in the shank. 2. A small
liar in I in' mechanism of a break-joint breech-
loadiii"; firearm, which presses out the extractor
wlicn the barrels are falling.

cross-barred ikros'biird), a. I. Marked by
transverse Lars, whether of material or color:
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as, a rroxx-biirrcil pattern ; a rriuvt-hnrrrrl grat-

ing; rrnsx-bitrmt muslin. 2. Secured hy t

verse bars.

Some rich burgher, whose sutntantlal doon,
Crnm-barril anil Ixiltcd fat, fear no assault.

Milt;,,. I'. L, Iv. 1DO.

3. In :oiil., barred crosswise, or marked by
transverse bars of color; fasciate; biindeil.

CrOSSbar-8hot (kros'biir-shot). ii. A projectile
so constructed as to expand on leaving the gun
into the form of a cross with one quarter of the
ball at each of its radial points, formerly used
in naval actions for cutting the enemy's rigging
or doing general execution.
cross-bated (kros'ba'ted), a. Ooss-grained.
[Prov. Kng.]
In Craven, when the filters of wood are twisted rn<!

crooked, they are said to lie cruHH-tmi,.!. Haiti'"/'.

CTOSSbeak (krds'bek), . Same as crossbill.

Cross-beam (kros'bem), . A large beam going
from wall to wall, or a girder that holds the

sides of a building together; any beam that
crosses another, or is laid or secured across

supports, as in machinery or a
ship.

cross-bearer (krfis'bar'er), . 1. Same ascro-

ciary. 2. The bars which support the grate-
bars of a furnace.

cross-bearings (kr&s'bar'ingz), w. j>l. \nui.,
the bearings of two or more objects taken from
the same place, and therefore crossing each
other at the position of the observer. They are
used for plotting a ship's position on a chart
when near a coast.

cross-bedding (kros'bed'ing), n. See/atee be<l-

ilitnj, under Julse.
cross-belt (krds'belt), n. Milit., a belt worn
over both shoulders and crossing the breast,
usually by sergeants.

crossbill (kros bil), n. A bird in which each
mandible of the bill is laterally deflected, so
that the tips of the two mandibles cross each
other when the beak is closed. The crossbills con-
stitute the genus i.,,r :,, ( ,,,- Curnnwtra) of the family

crosscut

this by a course of stretchers, of which each

joint comes over the middle of a stretcher in

the first-named c..lir-e. See luinlll. ]L'.

cross-bone (kros'bon), n. 1. In nriiilli.. the on
tninsversale or pessulus of the syrinx. '

Nee /(rxMi/fi.v. -2. ill. The representation<rftarO
bones, generally thigh-bones, crossed like tin-

letter X. and usually accompanied by a skull.

See ukull aiulcr>inx-lnini-n, under ././///.

So curved m-/.ii.-. the typ,, of lleath,
Shall show thec past t<> II

m, Will Waterproof.

crossbow (kr&s'bo), n. 1. A missive weapon
formed by a bow fixed athwart a stock in which
there is a groove or bar-
rel to direct the mis-

sile, a notch or catch
to hold the string when
the bow is bent, and a

trigger to release it;

anarbalist. AS a weapon
of war and the chase, the
crosslxiw was in very gen-
eral use in i;.ii..pc during
the middle ages. It was
unknown us a hand-weapon
among the ancients, and
rare, though not unknown,
among Eastern nations. For
a description and cut of the
medieval crossbow, sec ar-

balist.

The croMt-b&if was used by
the English soldiery chiefly
at sieges of fin-tilled places,
and on ship-lioard, in bat-
tles upon the sea.

Stmtt, Sports and Pastimes,
Ip. 114.

2. Figuratively, a
crossbowman. French Crmtbow, t$th century.

(
From VktlleMe-Ihic's " Diet, du
MobiUerfranc*ls.")

Red Crossbill (iMia

Fringittida, and present a case unique among birds.
There are several species, the best-known !>eing the com-
mon red crossbill of Europe and America (Laxia curri-

rtwrfro), the parrot-crossbill of Euro|>e (L. jn'tyojunttaca),
and the white-winged crossbill (L. leucoytera). SeeLoxia.
Also called rn>*.>-''" A .

cross-billed (krds'bild), a. Having the man-
dibles crossed

; metagnathnus, as a bird of the

genus Lozia. See crossbill.

cross-birth (krds'berth), H. A birth in which
the child lies transversely within the uterus.

cross-bit (krds'bit), . Sameaserww/rtece, 2 (6).

crossbitet (kros'bit), v. t. To cheat; swindle;
gull; trick; entrap.

Perfect state pollecy
Can crottte-bitc even seiice.

Mantm, What you Will, III. 1.

The next day his comerades told bun all the plott, and
how they cmat-bitt him. Aubrey.

crossbitet (krds'bit), . [< crossbite, r.] A de-

ception ;
a cheat

;
a trick

;
a trap.

The fox, . . . without so much as dreaming of arrow-
'"'' from so silly an animal, fell himself into the pit that
he had digged for another. Sir R. L'K'traiiye.

crossbitert (krds'bi'ter), ii. One who cross-
bites

;
a cheat

;
a trickster.

t'otiey-catchers, cooseners, and cmue-biter*.

Greene, The Black Book.

cross-bond (kros'bond), n. In arc*., a bond in

which a course composed
of stretchers, but \\ ith a

half-stretcher or a head-
er at one or both ends, is

covered by a course /I I I

in which headers and
stretchers alternate, and A.A, headers;

1



cross-cut

cross-cut (kros'kut), . and . I. n. 1. A direct

course from one point to another, crosswise or

diagonal to another or the usual one
;
a short-

ened road or path. 2. In mining: (a) A level

driven across the "country," or so as to con-

nect two levels with each other. (6) A trench

1364 cross-lode

a telescope or a microscope, so as to form with

:i not her :i cross: used to define the point to

which the readings of the circles or micrometer
refer. Also applied to threads inserted for the same

purpose, but not forming a cross. Also called cross-wire

>,., iiarmn, uross am, , r = ...,,.., ... -. cross-hatching (kros'hacb/ing), n. In draw-

or opening in the surface-detritus or -soil, at
f._tiio rtrfWfpr'ti lirl v t To fertil- inff

and ".'/''"''".'/, the art of hatching or shad-

SSSL*,^ ing bv parallel intersecting lines.

position and nature of the latter.

II. fl. 1. Adapted or used for cutting anything
crosswise: as, a cross-cut saw or chisel. 2.

^,,,,,. ,.

Cut across the grain or on the bias: as, cross-cut ^^^ (kros'fil)', n. A file with two convex

crosse (kros), . [P., a crozier a hotkey-stick,
cross

nre^
;,

^ork ^.^^ ^
butt-end of a gun: see cross'1 . J ine impie- ,. , _j
ment used in the game of lacrosse. It consists of

a wooden shank about 5 feet long, with a shallow net-like

arrangement of catgut at the extremity, on which the ball

is caught and carried off by the player, or tossed either to

one of his own side or toward the goal. Often called n

lacrosse-stick. See lacrosse. n-rnaa fiaTi CVrns'fisVi

crossed (krost), p. a. [< ero**l + -ed2
.].

1. C "*),

Made or put in the shape of a cross
; bearing a

Cross-fertilization is effected by the agency of insects, and

of the wind, water, etc. Also called allogamy and cross-

/mUiiMtiii,,. Crossing between plants of different species

is distinguished as kybridisaNm.

Cross-frrtilixatiiin always means a cross between dis-

tinct plants which were raised from seeds and not from

cuttings or Imds.

Darn-in, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 10.

,

of another flower.

The flowers of Hottonia are cross-feMued, according

'Darin,, Dilferent Forms of Flowers, p. 51.

, (kros'hed), n. 1. A person whose
skull is marked with the crossed coronal and

sagittal sutures ;
a skull so marked.

Among whites, the relative abundance of cross-heads

(having permanently unclosed the longitudinal and trans-

verse suture on the top of the head) is one in seven.

Pop. Sci. Jfo.,XIII. 500.

2. In median., & beam or rod stretching across

the top of something; specifically, the bar at

%
fi(ruiatively as to under- the end of a piston-rod of a

m-enine which slides
go a cross-fire ot questions.
His picture would hang in cramped hack-parlors, be-

tween deadly cross-Jires of lights, sure of the garret or

the auction-room ere long. Loicell, Fireside Travels, p. 52.

v
__

,
A starfish of the ge-

nus Asteracantltion or Vraster, as A. or V. ru-

steam-engine, which slides

on ways or guides fixed to the

bed orframe of the engine, and
connects the piston-rod with
the connecting-rod, or with
a sliding journal-box moving
in the cross-head itself.

cross. Specifically -(a) In to- borne crosswise or in
c 'Jflower (kros'flou''er). n. The common On the tops of these columns stands

< 8
!.

r fo"n
!2 ?,.

cr?ssJJ?!.
d tfiSff <& 5

C
f,i al ;?,Tnf V. Pnl,,nala vuUmris. so calle I

a heavy casting, from which are sus-

cruciate; specallyinn., lying one over the other milkwort of Europe, Folygala, vulgaris, so called

diagonally in repose, as the wings of certain insects. from its flowering in cross-week.
2. Marked by a line drawn across; canceled; croSS-flucan (kros

'
flo" kan), n. In mining, a

erased: generally with out. 3. Placed or laid

across or crosswise: as, crossed arms. 4.

Thwarted; opposed; obstructed; counteracted.
-Cross crossed. See crossi.- Crossed belt, check,

erevice or fissure running across the regular
iodes of the district, and filled, not with ore, but

w;th flucan, or ferruginous clay. See flucan.

niCOlS. See 'polarization. Crossed out, said of the web
of a clock- or watch-wheel when it consists of four spokes
or arms, the rest of it having been sawed or filed away.

crosset, crossette (kros'et, kro-set'), n. [< F.

crossette, crosset, dim. of crosse, a crozier, butt-

end of a gun, etc. : see

crosse."] 1. Inare/i.:

(a) One of the later-

al projections, when
present, of the lintel

or sill of a rectangu-
lar door- or window-

opening, beyond the

jambs. Also called

ear, elbow, ancon, truss,

, said console. (i)Apro-medieval - - v '. x

cross-fox (kros'foks) n. A variety or subspe-
cies of the common fox, having a longitudinal

Crossets (a, a) m a medieval ... -. i
*

fireplace. (From Viollet-le-Duc's JBCtlOn along the Up-
"Dict.de ['Architecture.")

per gj,Je Qf a lateral

face of a block of stone, fitting into a corre-

sponding recess in the stone coming next to it.

Stones are often so hewn for flat arches of considerable

span, and arches and vaults of normal profile are sometimes
constructed of such blocks. Such construction eliminates

the

dark dorsal area decussating with a dark area

across the shoulders. The pelt is more beautiful than

that of the common fox. It represents a step or stage in

a series of color-changes to which the foxes both of Eu-

rope and of America are subject, ending in the silver-black

condition. See silver-fox.
the properties of the true arch or vault, and the result is cross-froe fkros'froc) n. See fron.

2
rt^^IS?w^^0illy'to * Bl** " ll*leel111* cross-furrow (kros'fur"o), . In a,

cross-examination (kr6s'eg-zam-i-na'shpn), .

The examination or interrogation of a witness
called by one party by the opposite party or his

counsel.

His (Erskine's] examination-in-chief was as excellent as

his cross-examination. Brougham, Erskine.

Strict cross-examination, cross-examination confined

garters crossed upon the leg.

He will come . . . cross-gartered, a fashion she detests.

Shak., T. N., ii. 5.

Had there appeared some sharp cross-garter'd man,
Whom their loud laugh might nickname Puritan.

Holyday.

i3ljilUU - I lnn-rT * n. Jl.t.,111. V1"OD-EIA1I1 "if-' _ .
_. T1r .

to the competency and credibility of the witness and the cross-gartered (kros gar
"
terd), a. Wearing

matters touching which he was examined by the party
calling him, as distinguished from cross-examination open-
ing new subjects material to the issues,

cross-examine (kros'eg-zam'in), v. t. To ex-

amine (a witness of the adverse party), as when
the defendant examines a witness called by the

,
to cross-ques- cross-grained (kros'grand), a.

irregular gnarled grain or fiber, as timber.
There's guilt appears in Gight's ain face,
Ye'll cross-examine Geordie.

Gight's Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 289).

The opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses has been
expressly waived. Chancellor Kent.

cross-examiner (kros'eg-zam'in-er), n. One
who cross-examines.

cross-eye (kros'I), n. Obliquity of vision
;
want

of concordance in the optic axes
;
strabismus

;

squint ; specifically, that sort of squint in which
both eyes turn toward the nose, so that the

pended two side-screws, carrying the top crosshead, to

which one end of the specimen to be examined may be at-

tached. Science, III. 314.

Cross-head guides, in a steam-engine, parallel bare be-

tween which the cross-head moves in a right line with the

cylinder. Sometimes called motion-bars.

cross-hilt (kros'hilt), ii. The hilt of a sword
when made with a simple cross-guard or pair of

quillons, and with no other defense for the

hand. In such a case the blade and barrel and the cross-

guard or quillons make a complete Latin cross. This was
the usual form of swords in Europe in the middle ages.

See cut under claymore.

crossing (kr6s'ing), . [Verbal n. of cross'1-, .]

1. The act of passing across something: as,

the crossing of the Atlantic. 2. Intersection :

as, the crowing of bars in latticework. 3. The

place at which a road, ravine, mountain, river,

etc., is or may be crossed or passed over: as,

the crossings of streets.

Jo sweeps his crossing all day long.
Dickens, Bleak House, xvi.

4. Iii railroads, the necessary arrangement of

rails to form a communication from one track-

way to the other. 5. The act of opposing or

thwarting ;
contradiction.

Cousin, of many men
I do not hear these crossings.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. 1.

6. The act of making the sign of the cross:

as, with many protestations and crossings. 7.

The act or process of cross-breeding or cross-

fertilizing; hybridization Grade crossing, a

place at which a common road crosses a railroad on the

same level : usually required by statute to be protected by
a flagman or a signal, or by gates in charge of a keeper.
Also called a level crossing.

like tEe letter T. The longer part is fastened to the CTOSS-jack (kros'jak, by sailors kro'jek), n. A
leaf or door, the shorter to the frame, the joint being _at large square saii bent and set to the lower

yard on the mizzenmast Cross-jack yard, the

lower yard on the mizzenmast.

cross-legged (kros'leg"ed), a. Having the legs

crossed; characterized by crossing of the legs.

In an arch in the south wall of the church is cut in

Cross-fox, a variety of the common fox (

agri., a fur-

row or trench cut across other furrows, to in-

tercept the water which runs along them, in

the meeting of the two.

hinge.

Called in Scotland cross-tailed

stone the portraiture of a knight lying croxs-legrjed, in

armour of mail. Ashmale, Berkshire, i. 16.

The pilot was an old man with a turban and a long grey

beard, and sat cross-lagged in the stern of his boat.

mcinuar triianeu t^raiii ur iiucr, tijuwui. 1 ,

IfthestuffprovescrL^^inanypartofitslength,
CrOSSlet Crosletl (kros let), n. [< cross* +

then you must turn your stuff to plane it the contrary dim. -let.] A small cross.
^^

way, so far as it runs cross-grained. Moxon. "" *T - * *-- ** *-* *-- ' ^

Hence 2. Perverse; untractable; crabbed;

refractory.
With crosse-grain'd words they did him thwart.

Itobin Hood Rescuing Will Study (Child's Ballads, V. 290).

The spirit of contradiction in a cross-grained woman is

incurable.
'

Then Una gan to aske, if ought he knew,
Or heard abroad, of that her champion

trew,
That in his armour bare a croslet red ?

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 36.

Cross CrOSSlet, in her.
,
a cross having the

ends crossed. Cross Crosslet.

Sir R. L'Estrange. Cr0sslet2t, CrOSlet2t (kros'let), M.

[ME. crosselet, croslet, a modification of OF.

eroiscl, a pot, crucible: see cresset and cruci-

ble.] A crucible.

And this chanoun into the croslet caste

A potldre, noot I whereof that it was
Ymaad. Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, I. 136.

A cross-grained, old-fashioned, whimsical fellow, with
-

-., --
j
~- an ugly face. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 2.

rays of light, in passing to the eyes, cross each cross-guard (krds'gard), n. 1. The guard of
other

;
internal strabismus. a 8word when

-

mad in the form of a bar at right
cross-eyed (kros id), a Affected with obliquity leg ^^ the blade . The 8words of the ,m-

(1(lle

Ot vision
; squint-eyed. ages commonly had a cross-guard without other defense

CrOSS-fertilizable (kr6s'fer'ti-ll-za-bl), a. Ca- for the hand, which was protected by the gauntlet. See

pable of cross-fertilization. hilt and cross-hilt; also counter-guard.

Blossoms cross-fertilizable by insects.
2 - A similar defense mounted upon the shaft of

kros'lod) n
Eclectic Mag., XXXV. 735. a spear, usually not far below the head. Hunt- <

Cross-fertilization (kr6s'fer-ti-li-za'shon), n. p'r^SheTo^dTep
6^

In bot., the fertilization of the ovules of one of its immediate extrication.

flower by the pollen of another, on the same cross-hair (kr6s'har), n. A very fine strand of

plant or on another plant of the same species, spider's web stretched across the focal plane of

Your crosiMa, crucibles, and cucurliiios.

It. Jonson, Alchemist, i. :i.

In mining, a lode or

vein whii-lMloes not follow the regular and or-

dinary course of the productive lodes of the

district, but intersects them at an angle. In

some important mining districts there are two sets of

veins, each preserving :i certain amount of parallelism



cross-lode

aiming themselves. I if these two sets the less important
and productive would l,e callcil I

1

CrOSS-lOOp (krosMdp), n. In multi-nil furl., a

L368 crosstree

flrt dorial la behind the ventral*, niul the anal rlnae to the
caudal; III,' mial eavitie.. are eoidlnenl llli 111, in,, Mill

H" peeie ate inhabitant^ of tin- western I'acinc and

loophole cut in the form of a cross, so as to give
' '"I" ' 1; '">

Australian
seat.

free range both horizontally and vertically to Crossorhininae i kros o-ri-m net. .,./. (M...
an archer or arbiilisler.

' rossorlniiiix + -IIKI:
]

Sam, as <'r,,xx<,rliiiiiilii:

cross-loophole <>-" Kip "hoi), . Same as Orossorhinus (kros-o-ri'nus), [XL.. < (Jr.

Kfmanin, binge. + ,iii->/, a shark.
]

A genus of
sharks with fringed lips, representing, in so

a.-n.s.s ally

crow-loop,

crossly (kros'li), inlr. 1.

Inteneoi lomething else.

Athuart ; so as to

i .

i i i 11 i i <'.i.^"i 11 f ii 1 1 in .

^ _,.,,,
,

"*Jf5*,32i
ISSaS ^ossover

(kr6s;a'v*r),
n
.,Jn ,;,,,,-,,

2. Adversely; in opposition ; contrarily.

Thy friends aru tied to wait upon tin i

And i'riW/ to thy good all fortune goes.

Shale., Hli-h. II., ii. 4

3. Peevishly ; fretfully.

to show the grain; a drawing of the
lion of a ship.
Low water widths are only known wh, ie Hi, .nua-iec-

IWH and range hav, , :n ..,i.

fkrryiand AU,n, i:.-]i. ,,n Miss. Kivcr.

cross-set (krds'set), a. Directed
line or course

; running across.

A erott-tet current bore them from the track. J. Binllir.

systems of classification, a'special family, the cross-shed t kros'shed), . The upper shed ,,f

I'rnxxnrliiHiiltf. ugau/e-loom. I'.. II. ki<n,/,t.
rossover (kros'o ver), ii. In rtilint-printiH,/, a cr0ss-sill (kros'sil). . In' railroads, a block of
superimposedcolormtheformof stripes, bands, 8tone or wood laid tat the

support of a sleeperor cross-bars. when broken stone is used as filling or ballast.
Printed as a crumvcrr, it darkens the indigo win-re it crOSS-SOUier, . See crags-Summer,

all. but the yellow shade uf the colon,-
gij.

;

, a grccni,h cross-spale (krds'spal), n. Same as cross-pairl."' ""'' n - '-

cross-spall, M. See cross-pawl.
cross-multiplication '(kros'mul-ti-pli-ka'-

c^8p
^Ji 1 ,

(

;
r<

|

S
'

1
"i '' 1 ' ) '

"' A" iU -ImtllriMl l'er
-

cross-spider (kros'spi'der), .' A name of the
shim), n. See Hiiilti/ilii-ntiini.

crossness (kros'nes), n. 1. Traimverseness
intefKection.

Lord IVtcrsham, with liis hose and legs twisted to every
[Mbit Of fTOWMO. H'tll/mlr, U'tters. II. ttl.

2. Peevishness; fretfulnvss
;

ill

verseness.

son. [Colloq.]

Cruufpatfh, draw the latch,
Sit hy the lire anil spin. .Vnr,. ,

I'm hut a OHM iail'-li ;it best, and imw it'a like as If I

was no good to nobody. Mn. (iatMl, Sylvia's Lovers, nxvl.

cross-pawl, cross-spall (kros'pal, -spal), . In

sliiii-i-nrp., oue of the horizontal pieces of tim-
ber used to brace the frame of a ship during

She will .Mi; if he wo her. rather than she will 'hate one construction. Also rrnxx-xniili'
" ri""" "' '"T ' """""'' '

k*. Much Ado, IL 3. crosspiece (kros'pes) 1 In general a piece
of material of. anv kuid placed or fastened across

Crossopinaa (kros-o-pi'ne), n. i>l. [NL.,< Crox-

ruipim + -inai.~\ A subfamily of aquatic shrews,
of the family Noriritlte, containing the genem
Crossopus, fi'eosortjc, and Ncctogals. They are
known us ir<il< r-shri-ws, oared shrews, &ndfriii</<

-

fouled xlirrm. Properly Crossoi>o(Un<e.

Crossopterygia(kro-sop-te-rij'i-a), ii.pl. [NL.]
1. In Cope's early system of classification, a
subclass of fishes. Their technical characters are: a
hyoinamlilmlar IKHIC articulated with the cranium;
, >!><! vui.u- bones well developed; a single ccratohyal; no
!

1\ !, elements ; and limbs having the derivative radii of
the primary snifs on the extremity of the basal pieces,

anything else. 2. Xaut.: (a) A rail of timber
extending over the windlass of a ship, furnished
with pins with which to fasten the rigging, as
occasion requires. (6) A piece of timber bolted
across two bits, for the purpose of fastening
ropes. In this sense also cross-bit. 3. In anat.,
the great white transverse commissure of the

brain; the corpus callosum, or trabs cerebri.

Kceciirpus. 4. A small cross-guard of a sword
or dagger, hardly large enough to protect the

hand, as in most Roman swords. Hewitt. 5t.
Slime as ri-nx/Hi/i-li.

whii ! i are in the pectoral tin the metapterygium, mesop- cross-piled (kros'pild), . Piled crosswise,

anal, pectoral, and ventral basilar
l. An op-

British garden-spider, or diadem-spi-
der. I-:/HIIII

iliinli nut : so

called from
the colored
cross on top
of the abdo-
men.
cross-spine
(kros spin),
M. A dwarf
leguminous
shrub of Por-

tugal, .S'fttYJ-

mnthuxapliyl-
/.-. with
handsome
flowers : so
called from
its thorns,
which are
branched in

the form of a
cross.

cross-springer (kros'spring'er), H. In groined
vaulting, a rib which extends diagonally from
one pier to another, across the vault; an arc

Clou-spider

mis and each articulating with a single ele-

ment, if any, and the actinosts numerous in the

pectorals and ventrals. It Includes, as orders, the

Clfulittia, Ha/ititiiii. and Taxittui. The polypterids (C(a-
distia) are the only livinj; representative*.
3. [1. c.] Plural of crossojiten/i/iuni.

crossopterygian (kro-sop-te-rij'i-an), a. and >i.

[As OrOtfOpmwia + -a.] "I. ."ln ichth., be-

longing to or of the nature of the Crossopteryght
or Crossopterygidw ; pertaining to the Crossop-
terygia. Also oroMOf)Mfy04oiM.

It is a remarkalile circumstance that, while the Dipnoi

cross-purpose (kros 'per 'pus), n. . c
posing or counter purpose; a conflicting inteu- cross-staff (krds'staf), n.

tipn
or plan ; a plan or course of action run- formeriy ugea to take thf

mng counter to the plan or course of action

purposed by another: most frequently in the

plural: as, they are pursuing cross-purposes.
To allow 1 K-I ictlt of clergy, and to restrain the press, seems

to have something of ci-oKn-jfUrpone in it.

present . . . a transition between the piscine and the am- ernss-nnartprs
phibian types of structure, the spinal column and the

CTO S

limbs should be not only piscine, but more nearly related
-to those of the most ancient Cntiotdpt^'fyifian Ganoids than

1. An instrument
formerly used to take the altitude of the sun
or stars. It was superseded by the quadrant.
Also called forc-xtaff.
At noon our captain made observation' by ihecrow-gtaff,

and found we were in forty-seven degrees thirty -seven min-
utes north latitude. H'm/Arop, Ili-t. New England, 1. 11.

2. pi. A sort of conversational game ;
a game 2. In sun\, an instrument consisting of a staff

,..< , .,,! .r ..
carrying a brass circle divided into four equal
parts or quadrants by two lines intersecting
each other at the center. At the extremity of each
line |H r]K n,lieiilar sights are fixed, with holes below eai-h
slit for the better discovery of distant objects. It is used
for taking offsets.

3. Same as crozier, 1 Bishop's cross-staff See
'

>tnf, under tlaf.

of words or phrases used at random. At cross-
purposes, pursuing plans or courses of action tending to
interfere with each other, though intended for the same
end

; unintentionally antagonizing each other : said of

s'kwar'terz), n. In arch.,
an ornament of tracery resembling the four

_... petals of a cruciform flower
; a quatrefoil. v, lm ., ,. ,,,.

fishes. Huxley, Auat, Vert,, p. 148. cross-question (kros'kwes'chon), r. t. Toques- cross-stitch (krds'stich), n. In needlework, a
II. n. One of the Crossopterygia. tion minutely or repeatedly; put the same ques- stitch of the form X. It consists of two stitches

Crossopterygidae (kro-sop-te-rij'i-de), n. pi. tious to in varied forms; cross-examine. of the same length, the one crossing the other
r
HL.,<OrvMOpiwy0M + -i<la\ ] A suborderofga- They were so narrowly sifted, so craftily examined, and in the middle.
noid fossil and recent fishes, so called from the cro*-'iuf>iii<mnl by the Jewish magistrates.

fin-rays of the paired fins being arranged so as KUlinybect, Sermons, p. 127.

to form a fringe round a central lobe, it includes cross-reference (krds'ref'er;ens), w. A refer-

cross-stone (kros'ston), n. 1. Chiastolite.
2. A name of the minerals staurolite and har-
motome, both of which often occur in com-

the greater number , if the i >id Red sandstone fishes, while ence in a book to another title, phrase, or pas- pound or twin crystals having more or less the
^.'!! v!i'''l:.^'".',
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llh wt* sage in it for further treatment or elucidation

braces dipnoans as well us true crossopterygians. See cut
under //.i/i"ifi'Ai'*.

Orossopterygii (kro-sop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of cronxi>iit<-i-iinnin : see crossopterygioiis.]
Same as ('i-nxxn/itn-iiiiiH.

crpssopterygious (kro-sop-te-rii'i-ua), o. [<
NL. enttoptetygtiu, < Gr. itpoaaoi, tassels, fringe,+ -Tv'/ii'f (itTei>)-) or irrepliyinv, a wing, fin.]
Same as an^opterygion.
crossopterygium ('k'ro-sop-te-rij'i-um), n.; pi.

crossoptiTijijia (-ii). [NL., n'eut. of crossoptery-
iiiiis: see erottopterygioua.] A form of pecto-
ral or ventral fins, haviuga median jointed stem,
beset bifarioiislv \\iili series of jointed rays.
Crossopus (kros'o-pus), H. [NL.(Wagler,1832),
< Gr. Kpoaaoi, tassels, a fringe, + ffoif (jro<5-) =
K. /<io/.] A genus of old-world fringe-footed
aquatic shrews, with the feet not webbed, 30
teeth, and a long tail with a fringe or crest of
hairs. The best-known species is t'. _/<//<.*.
the water-shrew or oared shrew of Europe.
crossprhinid (kros-o-rin'id), . A selachian of
the familv ' 'i

i

'i.niirliiiti<l<r.

Crossorhinidae (kros-o-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< OoMorMtMw + -iiln:] A family of anarthrous
sharks, represented bv the ^einis t'roxsurliiiittx.
The licad and front of the i,,l\ are depressed; the mouth
is nearly teriiiinul ; the teeth are long and slender; the

, subject.
shape of a cross.

cross-summer (krds'sum'er), H. A cross-beam.
cross-road (kros'rod), >i. 1. A road that crosses BMMMMr. A\tt crogti-somer.
from one main road to another; a by-road. cross-tail (krds'tal), n. In a back-action steam-
2. A road that crosses another, especially a engine, the crosspiece which connects the side-
main road, or oue of two or more roads that bars at the opposite end from the cross-head.
cross each other. 3. pi. Two or more roads so The connecting-rod in such engines reaches
crossing ;

the point where they intersect, cross- from the cross-tail to the crank. Cross-tall gud-
roads (or a cram-road*, the word in this sense Iwing often geon, binge. Sec the nouns.

railroad, a timber
opposite rails as a sup-

_________ .......... ite.l suites (some- Port an(1 prevent them from
limes attributively) will) an implication of provincialism spreading; a tie or sleeper.

cross-tining (kros'ti'niug), M.
I refer to jour old ei.nipani.ins of the crow-nxid* and the In (lari.. a mode of harrnwiii"

If. -W. Jtotrr, -New Timothy, p. ,7.1 crO8sWis
'

e , or iu a direction
cross-row (kros'rd), H. Tho alphabet. See
rlirixtcroxit-niir.

roads (or a cnM-r(i</<. the ord in this sense Iwing often geon, hinge See the nouns,
used as a singular) often form the nucleus of a village. CTOSS-tie (krds'ti) n In a ]

having a general store, a blacksmiths shop, etc., and he :,, ,,lo,,L.] "'i" -t
ing a resort or stopping, pi ace for the rani filiation.

or "
Pf**"

under opposit
Heine the term is often used in the I'nited sutes (some- I

10" anfl 'o prevent them tro

He hearkens after proplieeies and ,h,

And from the crow-row plucks the letter C
Shak., Rich. Ill . i. I.

cross-ruff (kros'ruf"), n. In whist, a double
ruff

;
a see-saw (which see).

cross-section (krds'sek'shon), . A section of
something made l>y a plaiie passed through it

at right angles to one of its axes, especially to

or in

across the ridges,
crosstree (kros'tre), n. Kant.,
one of the horizontal pieces of
timber or metal, supported by
the cheeks and trestletrees, at
the upper ends of the lower
masts in fore-and-aft rigged
vessels, and at the topmast-
heads of square-rigged vessels.
Hn-ir use is to extend the topmast- nr

its longest axis: a piece of some body cut or toWllnt-rigging, and to

sliced ,,|V in a, tired ion perpendicular to an axis
!

of the body: as, a cross-section of a tree cut out

_ _, afford

landing-place for -, amen. They are
let into the llesllell, es, and lmlU.il
to them. A. A. Ci



cross-valve

cross-valve (kros'valv), n. A valve placed
where two pipes intersect, or where a pipe di-

verges into two rectangular branches.

cross-vaulting (kros'var'ting), n. In arch.,

vaulting formed by the intersection of two or

more simple vaults. When the vaults spring at the

same level, anil rise to the same height, the cross-vaulting
is termed a groin.

cross-vine (kros'vm), n. The Bignonia capreo-
lata of the southern United States, from the

cross-like arrangement of medullary tissue, as

shown in a transverse section of the older

stems.

cross-way (kros'wa), . A cross-road.

There are so many cross-ways, there's no following her.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 1.

crossways (kros'waz), adv. Same as cross-

wise, 2, 3. [Bare.]
cross-webbing (kros'web'ing), n. In saddlery,

webbing drawn over the saddletree to strength-
en the foundation of the seat of the saddle.

cross-week (kros'wek), w. Rogation week; the

week beginning with Rogation Sunday: sup-
posed to be so called from the medieval custom
of carrying the cross about the parish in pro-
cession at that season. See rotation.

The parson, vicar, or curate, and church-wardens, shall

... in the days of the rogations commonly called Cross-

week or Gang-days, walk the accustomed bounds of every
parish. Abp. Grindal, Remains (Parker Soc.), p. 141.

cross-wire (kros'wir), n. A wire placed trans-

versely to another
; specifically, same as cross-

hair.

crosswise (kros'wiz), adv. [< cross 1 + -wise.]

1. In the form of a cross.

The church is huilt croAmH.se, with a Hue spire.

Johnson, To Mrs. Thrale, Aug. 12, 1773.

2. Across
; transversely : absolutely or followed

by to before an object: as, the timbers were
laid crosswise; the woof runs crosswise to the

warp. 3. Figuratively, contrary to desire; at

cross-purposes ; against the grain : as, every-
thing goes crosswise to-day. In last two senses
also crossways.
crosswort (kros'wert), n. A name of plants of

various genera, particularly Galium cruciatum

(see Galium), Eupatorium perfoliatum (more
commonly called boneset), Lysimachia quadri-
folia. and plants of the genus Crucianella.

crotal (kro'tal), n. [< crotalum.'] A jingling
ornament formerly used in clerical vestments.
See crotalum.

crotala, . Plural of crotalum.

Crotalaria (kro-ta-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (so called

because the seeds rattle in the pod if shaken),
< Gr. npindfMv, a rattle.] A very extensive ge-
nus of plants, of the natural order Leguminosie,
containing several hundred known species ;

rattlewort. The species are all natives of warm cli-

mates, but have been long cultivated in hothouses. A kind
of hemp is made from the inner bark of C. jnncea, which
is called sunu-hemp, etc. (see sunn) ;

other species yield
useful fibers. The rattlebox, C. sayittalis, is a common
species of the eastern United States.

crotalid (kro'ta-lid), n. A snake of the family
Crotalidce.

Crotalidse (kro-tal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Crotalus
+ -idai.'] A family of venomous serpents, of
the group Solenogli/pha of the order Ophidia,
having a dilatable mouth with perforated poi-
son-fangs, andpoison-glands, and differingfrom
Viperidce chiefly in having a deep pit on .each
side of the head between the eye and the nos-

tril, whence they are also called liothrophera ;

the rattlesnake family : so called from the crepi-
taculum or rattle with which the tail ends in

many of the species. The family contains most of the
venomous serpents of the warmer parts of Asia and Ameri-
ca, such as the rattlesnakes, moccasins, copperheads, bush-
masters, etc., of the genera Crotalus, Trigonocephalus,
Bothrops, Cenchris, Trimrntttrut, Craspcdocephalus, etc.

crotaliform (kro-tal'i-forrn), a. [< NL. Cro-
talus, q. v., + L. forma, shape.] Resembling
or related to the rattlesnake

; solenoglyph ;
vi-

peroid: specifically said of venomous serpents,
as of the family Crotalidw, in distinction from
cobriform. The crotaliform serpents are the Soleno-
glilpha, including the families Causidce, Atractaspidida!,
\ tpemltf, and Crotalidce.

Crotalinae (kro-ta-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Crota-
lus + -ince.'} A" subfamily of Crotalidce, con-
taining the rattlesnakes, characterized by hav-
ing the tail ending in a rattle or crepitaculum.
See Crotalidte and rattlesnake.

crotaline (kro'ta-lin), a. [< Crotalus + -iiic*.']

Having a rattle, as a rattlesnake
; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the
Crotalinie or CrotaHda.
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The venom of the crotaline snakes can be subjected to

the temperature of the boiling of water without com-

pletely losing its poisonous power.
The American, VI. 173.

Crotalini (kro-ta-li'ni), n. pi. [NL. (Oppel,

1811), < Crotalus + -int.] The pit-vipers or

crotaliform snakes of the genera Crotalus and

Trigonocephalus, in a broad sense.

crotalo (kro'ta-16), n. [< Gr. Ki>6ra'Aov, a rattle,

clapper, a sort of Castanet, used in the worship
of Cybele.] A Turkish musical instrument,

corresponding to the ancient cymbalum.
Crotalophorus (kro-ta-lof'o-rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. K/>6ra/.ov, a rattle, clapper, + -^<Vr, < <j>ipeiv

= E. bear1 .] A genus of rattlesnakes, having
the top of the head covered with nine large

symmetrical plates, as in ordinary innocuous
colubrine snakes. It includes the small rattlesnakes
of North America, such as the ground-rattlesnake (C. iiti-

liarius), the prairie-rattlesnake or massasauga (C. terge-

tniniM), the black massasanga (C. kirtlaiuti), etc. Some of

these are commonly known as "sidewipers," from their
habit of wriggling siilewise. They are comparatively
small, but very venomous. See Crotalus.

crotalum (kro'ta-lum), n.
; pi. crotala (-la).

[L., < Gr. Kporahav, a rattle.] 1. A rattle or

clapper, made of wood or bone, anciently used
in Egypt and Greece.

Part of one metope [Phigaleia] retains the torso of a
mamad with krotala in her right hand, as if ready for

the dance. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 178.

2. A name given to bells of the form of sleigh-
bells or grelots. Such bells, when very small, were
used for hawks, and, as hawk-bells, often appear in her-

aldry. Larger ones are occasionally seen, which have
been handed down from the middle ages, and are still

utilized in certain curious local customs.

Crotalus (kro'ta-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
a rattle.] The typical genus of rattlesnakes of

the subfamily Crotalinrje, having most of the top
of the head covered with scales like those of

Fig. i. Skull of Rattlesnake (Crotalus), illustrating extreme of so-

lenogjyphic dentition. Fig. 2. Cross-section of Skull at point B in fig. i,

showing 7", the persistent cartilaginous trabecula:. The maxilla, MX,
hearing the enormous poison-fang, is drawn as if transparent, showing
through it the anterior half of the palatine bone, PI. Mn, mandible,
or lowerjaw ; ( ';*. quadrate : ft, pterygoid, its anterior part, marked
fit, bearing three teeth. BO, basioccipital ; EO, exoccipital ; FO,
fenestra ovalis ; Sq, squaraosal ; V, exit of fifth nerve ; ES, basisphe-
noid ; PSph, presphenoid ; //, exit of optic nerve ; La, lacrymal bone,
on which the maxilla rocks ; If', lacrymal foramen ; Na, nasal : Pmf,
the small toothless premaxilla. The unshaded bone above Bt and
PI is the transverse bone.

the back, a well-developed rattle, and the scutes
under the tail (subcaudal) entire. It contains the

largest rattlers, as C. durisms, the banded rattlesnake,
and C. adamanteas, the diamond rattlesnake, two species
found in eastern parts of the United States ; C. conjluen-
tun, the commonest and most widely distributed rattler
of the western parts of the United States; C. molossus,
the black rattlesnake ; C. pyrrhus, the rare red rattle-

snake
;
and others. Also sometimes called Caudixona ; in

this case the name Crotatus is transferred to the genus
otherwise called Crotalophorus. See also cut under rattle-

snake.

crotaphe (kro'ta-fe), n. [< Gr. KporaQoc,, the side
of the head, pi. the temples.] A painful pul-
sation or throbbing in the temples.
crotaphic (kro-taf 'ik), . [< LGr. uporaipiKof, <

Gr. K/mTa<j>of, the side of the head, pi. the tem-

ples.] In anat., temporal; crotaphite. [Rare.]
crotaphite (kro'ta-fit), a. and . [< Gr. upora-
<t>'tTw, relating to the temples, < Kporo^of, tem-
poral region, pi. the temples, < ttpoTetv, strike,
cause to rattle.] I. a. In anat., relating to the

temples; temporal: as, the crotaphite depres-
sion of the skull, the temporal fossa; the cro-

taphite muscle, the temporalis. [Rare.]
The [rattlesnake

" strikes ": by the simultaneous con-
traction of the crotaphite muscle, part of which extends
over the poison-gland, the poison is injected into the
wound. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 207.

Il.t . A temporal muscle. Coles, 1717.

Crotaphytus (kro-ta-fi'tus), n. [NL., prop.
'Orotaphitut, "Crotdphites, < Gr. Kpora^irj/f, re-

lating to the temples : see crotaphite.'] A genus
of lizards, of the family Iguanidie, containing
large and handsome species, as C. collaris, C.

U'islizeni, and C. reticulatus. They are abundant aud

crotchetiness

characteristic species of the southwestern portions of the
United States, sometimes attaining a length of nearly a

foot, having a slender form, long tail, richly variegated
coloration, anil great activity.

crotch (kroch), . [< ME. crotclie, croclte, a

shepherd's crook, with var. croke, crook
;
mixed

with croche, prop, cruclie, crucchc, a crutch, and
with croce, a erozier : see crook, croche'^, crutch 1

.

cross2 , crosier, and cf. crotchet, ult. a dim. of

crotch.] 1. A fork or forking ;
a point or line

of divergence or parting, as of two legs or
branches : as, the crotch of a tree (the point of

separation of the main stem into two parts) ;
a

piece of timber with a crotch. 2f. A shep-
herd's crook.

Croke [var. crotche, croche] or scheype hoke, pedmn, cam-
.

buca, podium. Prompt. 1'arv., p. 104.

3. Nant., same as crutch'1 . 4. In billiards, a

space, generally 4J inches square, at a corner
of the table.

crotched (krocht), a. [< crotch + -/"!.] 1.

Having a crotch
;
forked.

Which rnnneth by Estridinodoch, a crotchcil brooke.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, xiv.

2. Peevish; cross; crotchety. [Local, andproii.
kroch'ed.]
crotchet (kroch'et), 11. [< ME. crochett, a little

'hook, also a crotchet in music, < OF. crochet, a
little hook, a crotchet in music, dim. of croc, a
hook: see crook and crotch.'] 1. A little hook;
a hook.

Two beddys . . .

That henget shalle be with hole sylour
With crochettes and loupys [loops] sett on lyour.

Book ofCurtasye, 1. 446.

Specifically 2. In anat., the hooked anterior
end of the superior occipitotemporal cerebral
convolution. 3. In entom., a little hook-like

organ or process, generally one of a series
;

specifically, one of the minute homy hooks on
the prolegs of many caterpillars. 4. One of

the pair of marks, [ ], used in writing and
printing, now more commonly called brackets.

See bracket1
, n., 4.

The passages included within the parentheses, or crotch-

ets, as the press styles them.
Boyle, Works, II. 3, The Publisher to the Reader.

5. A curved surgical instrument with a sharp
hook, used to extract the fetus in the opera-
tion of embryotomy. 6. In music, a note equal
in length to half a minim or one fourth of a

semibreve; a quarter note. See note. 7. A
piece of wood resembling a fork, used as a sup-
port in building.

The crotchets of their cot in columns rise.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Baucis and Philemon, 1. 160.

8. Milit., a peculiar arrangement of troops, in

which they are drawn up in a line nearly per-
pendicular to the line of battle. 9. In fort.,
an indentation in the glacis of the covered way
at a point where a traverse is placed. 10. A
singular opinion, especially one held by a per-
son who has no special competency to form a
correct opinion ;

an unusual and whimsical no-
tion concerning a matter of fact or principle of

action
;
a perverse or odd conceit.

Some crotchet has possess'd him,
And he is flx'd to follow 't.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 2.

Many of the things brought forward would now be called

crotchets, which is the nearest word we have to the old

"paradox." But there is this difference, that by calling
a thing a crotchet we mean to speak lightly of it.

De Moryan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 2.

Dr. Kenn, exemplary as he had hitherto appeared, had
his crotchets possibly his weaknesses.

George Eliot, -Mill on the Floss, vii. 4.

Crotchet-rest, in M*iV, a quarter rest.

crotchett, *'. '. or i. [< crotchet, .] To play
or sing in quick rhythm.
These cantels and morsels of scripture warbled, quaver-

ed, and crotcht'tted, to give pleasure unto the ears.

Haniuir, tr. of Beza's Sermons (1587), p. 267.

Drawing his breath as thick and short as can
The nimblest crotchetiny musician.

Don tie, Jealousy.

crotcheted (kroch'et-ed), n. [< crotchet + -ed*.]
Marked or measured by crotchets.

crotcheteer (kroch-et-er'), 11. [< crotchet +
-eer.] A crotchety person ;

one devoted to

some favorite theory, crotchet, or hobby.
Nobody of the slightest pretensions to influence is safe

from the sollcikxu canvassing and silent pres.suiv .if social

crotcheteers. J-'urtniiilitlii Jier.

Till Adam Smith laid the foundations "f modern eco-

nomics, the fiscal policy of the (io\ eminent was u game of

perpetual .scc-suw between lival em[t]eft0Ceer&
WrKtnii>i*t,-r li,-r.. CXXVI. 156.

crotchetiness (krochYt-i-nrs). . The state or

quality of being crotchety ;
the character of a

crotcheteer.



crotchety

Crotchety (kroch'ct-i), rt. [< rrntrlii -t + -i/'.|

Churucteri/.ed by odd fancies or crotchets;
fantastic or eccentric in thought; whimsical.

Tills "ill pllil-i- I hi- i-fi,li-lnlll l-adiculM.

Xiii unlay Her., Feb. 4, 1SG5.

If you sho\v \niii-M-lt' i-rn ntrii ill iii;imi'T> or <lrc*s. tin-

worlil . . . will not listen to you. Vim will IN

118 crittclttti/ unil impractiiMl'li .

//. ,S'/'ii<vr, Cniv. I'rog., I". !W.

crotet, crottt. . [< ME. crote, croote, < OF.
i-ntit; ci-nlli; !'. i-mtlf. (= Pr. crotii), mud, dirt,

dung.] 1. A clod.

Crote itl ;\ turfe. gleuicllla. I'nniifit. I'nrr.

2. Dung; excrement.
CrotOU (kro'ton), . [NL., < Or. KI>OTUV or np6-

TUV, a tick, also the shrub bearing the castor-

berry, which was thought to resemble a tick.]
1. A genus of etiphorbiaceous plants, compris-
ing about 500 species, natives ofwarm and espe-

cially of tropical regions, many of which possess
important medicinal properties. O.A./I 7Wn,,,,
a native of several parts of the East Indies, poweuea

in c,7

crotonylen (kro-ton'i-len), ii. [< croton + -yl
+ -<.] A gaseous hydrocarbon (C^Hy) found
in illuminating gas. It can be separated as a
solid by cold and compression.
Crotophaga (kro-tof'a-gji), . [N'L., short for

'Crotonophaga, < Or. n/xrrtn> or uparuv, a tick,
+ faytlv, eat.] The typical and only genus of

birds of the subfamily C'rotophagiitiv. ihe lead

ing specie* are C. am' anil C. nticirtutrit, Imlh of which
i in the I' nlted states and the wanner parti of Amer-

ica L'l-Nl-I.l]l> . Set nn<

Crotophaginae (kro-tof-a-ji'ue), u. j>l. [NL., <

Orotopkaga + -MMK] A"subfamily of Cuculida,

peculiar to America; the anis or keel-billed

cuckoos. They have a long tall of only eight graduated
feathers, and an extmm-ly i-oin[iresed lull. The upper
mandible rises into a high, slurp i-rent or keel with vi-ri

i -niivex profile, its sides DOBg usually suluate, and its tip

Flowering Branch of Croton Tiflium.

a, section of stamlnate flower ; f>. section of pistillate flower.

most active and dangerous purgative properties ; every
part wood, leaves, and fruit seeing to participate equal-
ly in the energy. Croton-oil is extracted from the seeds

of this species, which are of alH>ut the size anil shape
of field-beau*. C. Klruterin, of the liahamas, yields cas-

carillu bark. (See autariUa.) C. nimu yields a similar

aromatic hitter hark, known as copalche bark. Home
other species are used on account of their aromatic and
balsamic properties, or for their resinous products.

2. [/.('.] A foliage-plant of the genus Codurum :

so named by florists. _ Croton-chloral hydrate
(so named because formerly believed to IK? related to cro-

tonic acid), more properly called butyl-chloral hydrate. It

forms crystalline scales having a pungent odor, little solu-

ble in cold water, easily soluble in alcohol and glycerin.
It is somewhat used in medicine for cephalic neuralgia.

crotonate (kro'ton-at), n. [< crotoii(ic) + -ate1 .]
In diem., a salt formed by the union of crotonic
acid with a base.

croton-bug (kro 'ton -bug), . [< Croton (in
reference to the Croton aqueduct, from the
Croton river in Westchester

county, New York, to the

city of New York; perhaps
because they became abun-
dant inxNew York about
the time that Croton water
was introduced (1842), or
because they were supposed
to have come through the

water-pipes) + buft.~\ A
common name in the United
States for various kinds
of roaches which live in

houses, especially the Blat-

ta (I'cripliiiii'tii) orii'iititlifi

and B. germanica, both im-

ported species.
crotone (kro - to

'

ne), n.

[NL., < Gr. uporuv, a tick.]
1. A fungous excrescence
on trees, caused by an in- c

5*SSf
sect. Hence 2. Inpathol.,
a small fungous excrescence on the periosteum.

crotottic (kro-ton'ik), . [< criitnii + -ic.] Per-

taining to or derived from plants of the genus
t'rotnu. Crotonic acid, i^HnO.j, an acid discovctvii

by IVlletier and Caveiitou in the seeds of the plant Cratoii

Tii.iliitiii. ami ol'tiiinahle from crotou-oil. It has a pun-
Kent and nan" .. us smell and a burning taste, and is very
Unisonous. It* salts JUT tormi'il <v<'/"/mf-'v

crotonin, crotonine (kro'ton-in), H. [< croton
+ -in-. -/('-'.] A vegeto-alkali found in the
seeds of Crnttiii Tii/liinii.

croton-oil (kr<V toil-oil'). . A vegetable oil

expressed from I he 1 seeds of the Croton Tiiiliiun.

See ('niton. It i a valuable article of the nuteria
medit-;i. ami is so stron-ly pm-L'ntivr tlmt oni- drop is a
ilii-M-. \Vlu-n applied i-xltinalh it muses irritation ;nnl

>ilppnr:ition. U is of i^rt-at service in CJIM-S \\ here othi'r

purgatives fail.

Is deflected. The plumage Is of a uniform lustrous black.

Die feathers of the head and neck are lengthened and
lanceolate, with distinct scale-like margins; the face is

miked. Tlit-re is lint one genus, Crotophaffa. Hee ani.

crottles1
(krot'lz), n. jil. [< ME. erotel; dim. of

crote, q. v.] 1. Crumbs. [Prov. Eng.] 2.

Dung; excrement, as of the sheep, goat, or linn-.

crottles2 (krot'lz), n.pl. [< Gael, crotnl, also Cre-

tan, a general name for lichens, especially those
used for dyeing.] A name given in Scotland
and in some parts of England to various spe-
cies of lichens used in dyeing, distinguished as

black, brown, white, etc., crottles. Under this name
are included Pariite-lia phytode*, P. caperata, P. mxatilix,
Sticta pulmmiaria, and Lecanora jialtcsccn*.

crouch 1 (krouch), v. [Also dial, crooch; < ME.
crouchen, crucchen (for "cruchen f ), unassibilated

crouken, crouch, bend
;
a var. of croken, crook,

bend, the unusual change of vowel (6 to u = ou)

being due perhaps to the influence of crouchen,
cross (see crouclfi), or of crucche, crutch (see

crutch*). Cf. crutch^.] I. intrans. 1. To bend;
stoop low

; lie or stoop close to the ground, as
an animal in preparing to spring or from fear :

as, a dog crouches to his master; a Uoncrot<cAe
in the thicket.

You know the voice, and now crouch like a cur
Ta'en worrying sheep.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure.

There crouch, . . .

Lit by the sole lamp suffered for their sake,
Two awe-struck figures.

Broirniiitf, Ring and Hook, I. 4<i.

2. To bow or stoop servilely; make slavish

obeisance; fawn; cringe.

Every one that is left in thine house shall come atid

crouch to him for a piece of silver. 1 Sam. ii. 30.

Other mercenaries, that crouch n n t < > him in fear of hell,

though they term themselves the servants, are indeed but
the slaves of the Almighty.

Sir T. Broirnt, Religio Medici, i. 52.

On the other side was a great native population, help-
less, timid, accustomed to crouch under oppression.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

II. trans. To bend or cause to bend low, as

if for concealment, or in fear or abasement.

[Rare.]
She folded her arms across her chest.
And crouched her head upon her breast,
And looked askance at *'hristal>el.

Coierulgf, Christaliel, 11.

crouch'-'t (krouch), w. [< ME. crouche, cniche, a
cross: see eras*1

, n., etym. (3).] A cross; a

crucifix
;
the sign of the cross ; the cross on a

coin, or the coin itself. See cnw*1
,
n.

In ye honour of ihesll cryst of heuene, and of his inodir

seynte marie, and of alle holy halwyn, and specialeke of

ye exaltacion of ye holy crouche.

Knglith (iildi (E. E. T. S.), p. 54.

crouch2t (krouch), r.t. [< ME.crourhen,cruclirn,
cross, etc. : see cross1

, r., etym. (3).] To sign
with the cross ; bless.

I crouche thee from elves and from wightes.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. *K\.

crouchback (krouch'bak), n. Same as crook-

back.

crouch-clay (krouch'kla), H. An old name for
tin 1 white Oerliyshire clay.
crouched} (krouch'ed), ]>. a. [Pp. of crouch^, .]

Marked with, bearing, or weanug the sign of

the cross. Crouched friars. Same as crutchedfriart
(which see. under friar).

CrOUChie(krou'chi),n. [Dim. of crouch'1 .] Hav-
ing a humpback; hunchbacked. [Scotch.]
Crouchic Mt-rran Humphie. ZJiinw, Halloween.

crouchmast, . [< ME. erou < 'In /<* . < crotcclit.

crouche, cross, + mow, mass. Cf. Christmas,
etc.] Rogation week. See rogation.
Ye ferde

|
fourth meeting] schalben on ye Sunday after

rriiiivhfinew dai. Klvlluh Gil'!.- t I. I .
I s.), p. 119.

crouch-ware (krouch'war), n. 1. A kind of

line pottery made with an admixture of pipe-
clny in Staffordshire. It is well finished, and its

paste is very dense. The earliest crouch-ware

crouse

was of a greenish tint. >'/<. The Old Kng.
Potter, p. 154. 2. A name given to the salt-

glazed stoneware made at Hui>lem in StutTord-
sliire from a very curly time, this lieing the ear-

liest wart* of that description made in England.
croud't, ". An obsolete form of crouJcf*. Npenstr.

croud-t, . [Also written croudc, crovde, < OF.
croute, crotf, < L. cryptii, a crypt: see cryjit, nnd
cf . crude (a var. of croud), and yrot, grotto. ] The
crypt of a church.

crouger (krou'gfer), n. A local English (War-
wicSsliirc) name of the iTiii-i:in-i-:ir|i.

crouket, . [ME.: see crock1
, ctyin. (3).] An

earthen vessel
;
a crock, f'/mm-i;-.

croup 1
(krop), n. [Introduced from 8c. (by

Francis Home, an Edinburgh physician, in a
treatise on croup, in 1765); Sc. croup, crui>]i, <

croup, croir/i. mi/ii; crojie, croak, cry or speak
with a hoarse voice; prob. imitative, and 111 KO

far related to Sc. roui>, cry out, cry hoarsely,
rouji, n., hoarseness, also croup. Hence (from
E.) F. rroii]i. See rou/i

1 and ro<i/>.~] A name ap-

plied to a variety of diseases in which there is

some interference at the glottis with respira-
tion. True or utriiilirft HIHM crottfi is inflammation of the

larynx (laryngitis) with flbrlnoiis exudation forming a

false membrane. Many if not all cases of true croup are

diphtheritic in nature, f'alte crimp is simple or calarrhal

laryngitis, not resulting In the formation of a membrane,
but inducing at times spasm of the glottis. Si*atHW<lic

croup, or lanjiujumui ttridulu*. is a nervous affection

characterized by attacks of laryngeal spasm independent
of local irritation : popularly called cnnciny ciinrulrivtu.

croup- (krop), n. [Also dial, crtiji, early mod.
E. also croope, < ME. croupe, < OF. croupe, F.

croupe, the croup, rump: of Scand. origin: see

crop. Hence ult. crupper.'} 1. The rump or

buttocks of certain animals, especially of a
horse ; hence, the place behind the saddle.

This cartcre thakketh his hors upon the croupe.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 261.

So light to the croupe the fair lady he swung,
So light to the saddle before her he sprung '.

Scott, Young Lochinvar.

2f. A hump or hunch on an animal's body.
croupade (Kro -pad'), w. [F., < croupe, the
haunch: see crM 2

.] In the manege, aleap in

which the horse draws up his hind legs toward
the belly, without showing his shoes.

croupal (kro'pal), a. [< croup 1 + -al.~\ Per-

taining to or of the nature of croup ; croupous :

as, croupal dyspno?a.
He thought acute croujjol cases unsuitable for operation.

Mniical Xewi, XUX. 53.

crouper (kro'per), ii. Same as crupjter, 2.

croupier (kro pi-er), n. [F. croupier, a partner
or assistant at a gaming-table, < F. croupe, the

rump or hinder part (the principal taking the

croupier, as it were, behind him).] 1 . One who
collects the money at a gaming-table. 2. One
who at a public dinner-party sits at the lower
end of the table, as assistant chairman.

Sir James Mackintosh . . . presided ; Cranstoun was
croupier. Coatimrn, Memorials, vi.

croupifcre (kro-pi-Sr'), . [F.: see crupper.]
Armor for the croup of a horse. See Sara2.

CTOUpiness (krp'pi-ues),
n. The state of being

croupy or having a tendency to croup.
croupous (kro'pus), a. [< croup 1 + -ous.] In

patlml., pertaining to, of the nature of, or re-

sembling croup; involving the formation of a
false membrane on a mucous surface Croup-
OU8 inflammation, inflammation attended with the for-

mation on a nun-mis surface of a nbrinous meinbranlfonn
exudation, which can ! easily stripped off from the un-

derlying tissues.

Croujtous or superficial diphtheritic iitjtani motion of the

larynx or trachea. Therapeutic Gazette, XI. 348.

Croupous pneumonia, lobar pneumonia. See pneu-
HHinia.

croupy (kro'pi), a. [< croup 1 + -y
l

.~\ 1. Per-

taining to or resembling croup. 2. Affected
with or predisposed to croup ; also, somewhat
sick with croup; having false croup: as, a

croupy child.

crouse (krus), a. [Also written rroux, crotcse,

rrnirne, < ME. crous, eras, bold, indignant, prob.
= MD. krui/s, kroes, D. krocs, cross, lit. crisp,

curled, = LG. krus = G. krans = Dan. Sw. 7.-rw.

(in comp.), crisp, curled: see curl. A similar

change of sense from 'curled, crisp,' to 'brisk,

lively,' appears in crixp.] Brisk; frisky: full

of heart; self-satisfied; appearing courageous ;

saucy. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Yet. for all his cracking croiue,

He rewil the raid o' the Keidswire.
Haiti o' the Rridnrirc (Child's liallads, VI. 133).

Crawing, crawiug.
For my cnnnte erawing.
I lost the best feather i my wing.

Burning o/ Auchindoim (Child s Baluvls, VI. 101>



crouse

Now, they're crouse and cantie baith!

Ha, ha, the wooing o't.

Burns, Duncan Gray.

crousely, crously (krus'li), adv. In a crouse

manner; self-assert!vely ; saucily; proudly;

boldly. [Scotch.]
I wat they bragged right crousilie.

Jlillie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 9).

Ye cootie moorcocks, crousely craw !

Burns, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

crow1 (kro), v.
; pret. and pp. crowed, formerly

crew, ppr. crowing. [= Sc. craw, < ME. croieen,

crawen (pret. crew, crewe, pp. crowen, crowe), <

AS. crdwan (strong verb, pret. creow, pp. 'era-

wen) = (weak verb) D. kraaijen = LG. kreien

= OHG. chrajdii, MHG. kratjen, G. krahen, crow,
as a cock. Hence AS. "creel (= MLG. krat), in

comp. hancred = OS. Imnocrdd = OHG. hana-

chrdt, MHG. hanekrdt, eock-crow (hana, cock).

Orig. used in a general sense, including the

croaking of the crow (see crow2 ), the cry of the

crane, etc.
; prob. imitative, like croak, crake2 ,

etc.] I. iiitrtiiix. 1. To cry as a cock; utter

the characteristic cry of a cock.

Iu that same place seynt Peter forsoke cure Lord tliries,

or the Cok crew. Mamieoille, Travels, p. 91.

My lungs began to croie like chanticleer, . . .

And I did laugh sans intermission
An hour by his dial. Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

2. To boast in triumph ; vaunt; vapor; swag-
ger: absolutely, or with over or about.

Joas at first does bright and glorious show ;

In Life's fresh Morn his Fame did early crow.

Cowleu, Davideis, ii.

Selby is crowing, and, though always defeated by his

wife, still crowing' on. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison.

To telegraph home to father and crow over him.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 801.

3. To utter a shouting sound expressive of

pleasure, as an infant.

The mother of the sweetest little maid
That ever crow'd for kisses.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Crowing convulsions. See convulsion and croup^.

II.+ trans. To announce by crowing.
There is no cock to crowe day.

Gowcr, Conf. Amant., II. 102.

May I ne'er craw day ! Scotch jrrocfrb. (Jamieson.)

crow1
(kro), n. [< crowl, >.] The characteris-

tic cry of the cock : sometimes applied to a simi-

lar cry of some other bird.

Many a time ... a moor-fowl arose from the heath,
and shot along the moor, uttering his bold crow of defiance.

Scott, Abbot, x.

crow2 (kro), n. [< ME. crow, craw, crowe, crawe,
< AS. crawe = OS. krdia = D. kraai = MLG.
kra, krage = OHG. chrdja, chrdwa, chrda, chrd,
MHG. kra, kratje, G. krahe, a crow, a raven;
from the verb, AS. crdwan, etc., crow (orig. in a

general sense). Cf. E. dial, crake, a crow, Icel.

krdka, a crow: see eraTce, croak, etc.] 1. A gen-
eral name including most birds of the genus
Cornus and of the family Corrida; ; especially,
one of the Corvina:. See these three words.
The larger kinds of crows are called raeens, especially
those which have the throat-feathers lengthened, lanceo-

late, and discrete. The term, used absolutely, means in

Great Britain tire carrion-crow, Cormis corotie, and in the
United States the common American crow, C. amerlcamu.
The two species are so similar in all respects that they are

only distinguished by slight technical characters. The plu-
mage is jet-black,
with a purplish
and violet gloss
or sheen, espe-
cially onthe back,
wings, and tail ;

the bill and feet
are ebony-black ;

the base of the

upper mandible
is covered for

a long distance
with a bundle of
antrorse bristly

feathers, filling
each nasal fossa
and hiding the
nostrils. The eyes
are bright and

intelligent, of a hazel-brown color. The feet are stout,
with strong curved claws and scaly tarsi and toes. The
tail Is of moderate length, a little rounded or fan-shaped,
of 12 broad plane feathers. The wings are lengthened and
pointed, with 10 primaries, and when folded their tips
fall nearly opposite the end of the tail. The length of
these crows is IS or 20 inches. Crows are among the most
omnivorous of birds, eating almost everything from car-
rion to fruits. Some species, hence called Jith-eruini, are
fond of fish and shell-fish, as mollusks and crustaceans.
Crows usually nest in trees, where they build large liulky
nests of sticks, and lay greenish eggs heavily spotted with
dark colors, generally to the number of 4, 5, or 6. They
are noted for their sagacity, and in populous countries be-
come extremely wary and knowing birds, their instinct of
self-preservation being developed to the highest decree
by tile incessant persecution to which they are subjected.

Carrion-crow( Corvus coronf).
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Opinions differ as to their being on the whole most bene-

ficial or most injurious to the agriculturist, but they are

generally classed as "
vermin," and iu some places a legal

price is set upon their heads. Crows are eminently socia-

ble birds, and however widely they may be dispersed in

pairs in the breeding season, they flock at other times ;

and in winter, in many places iu the United States, vast

bauds numbering hundreds of thousands assemble night-

ly to roost together, often flying 20 to 40 miles back to

these crow-roosta at night after foraging over the coun-

try for food during the earlier hours of the day. The com-
mon American fish-crow is C. ossifragus or C. maritiui u .-.

au undersized species inhabiting southerly parts of the

United States, especially coastwise, and feeding much on

shell-fish. The northwestern fish-crow is C. muriims, a

similar though distinct species. The white-necked crow
or raven is C. cryptoleucus, of western parts of the United

States, in which the plumage of the neck beneath the black

surface is snowy-white. A number of small crows resem-

bling the fish-crow inhabit the West Indies, as C. jamai-
censis. In some of these the face is partially naked, a

character which is also conspicuous in the European rook,
a kind of crow, C. frugilegtts. The European daw, C. mo-

uediila, is another kind of crow. See also phrases below.

The gallant Grahams cam from the west,
Wi' their horses black as ouy craw.

Battle of Pentland Hills (Child's Ballads, VII. 241).

The many-winter'd crow that leads the clanging rookery
home. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. A name of several birds of other families.

See the phrases below. 3. [cap.'] The constel-

lation Corvus. 4. The mesentery or ruffle of

a beast: so called by butchers. 5. One who
watches or stands guard while another commits
a theft

;
a confederate in a robbery. [Thieves'

slang.] 6. A crowbar.

A nt. E. Go, borrow me a crow.

Dro. E. A crow without feather ; master, mean you so ? . . .

Ant. E. Go, get thee gone, fetch me an iron crow.

Shak.,V. of E.,iii. 1.

Use all your Art, apply your sledges, your levers, and

your iron crows, to heave and hale your mighty Polyphem
of Antiquity to the delusion of Novices.

Milton, On Def. of Hiimb. Remonst.

7. A device for holding a ga,s- or water-main in

position while it is tap-

ped for a service-pipe.
Alpine crow, Pyrrhocorax
alpinus.Asttie crow flies,
in a straight line. Blue
crow, an American crow-
like jay, Gymmtcitta cyano-
cephala. See Gyintwcitta.

Bunting-crow, the hooded
crow, Corpus comix : so called
from its variegated color.

Cape crow, Cornu (Iletero-

corax) capfiutix, of South Afri-

ca. Carrion crow. See <<-
riiin-criite. Chaplain crow,
Cormut cornix capellanutt, a

variety of the hooded crow
found iu Persia, Mesopotamia,
and parts of India. Chat-
tering crow, the small crow

of Jamaica, Cormis jamaicemnx. Similar species inhabit
other West Indian islands, as C. solitaries of San Domingo,
C. leucognaphalug of Porto Rico, and C. nasicus of Cuba.
Clarke's crow, the American nutcracker, I'icicorous co-

lumbianu. Corbie-crow, the carrion-crow. Cornish
crow. See red-legged crow, below. Dun-crow, Conine
cornix. Fish-Crow, Cormis osxifragus or C. caurinus,
of America. Flesh-crow, the carrion-crow. Florida
crow, Corvus floridanuK, a supposed large-billed variety of

the common crow of America, found in Florida. Fruit-
crows, the South American birds of the subfamily Gi/m-
imileri-iue, family Cotinyidie. Gor-crow, the carrion-

crow. Gray crow, gray-backed crow, heedy crow,
hooded crow, Corvm cornix, having the body gray and the

head, wings, and tail black. King-crow, a name of the
Dicrurun ntacrocercux, a kind of drongo-shrike. Laugh-
ing crow, a name of the Garndax leucolophus. Mexi-
can crow, Corcux mexicanus, a small species with the

wing only about 9 inches long, found in Mexico. Mid-
den-crow, a name given in some parts of England to
the common crow. Piping crows, the birds of the sub-

family Streperinfe, family Corvidce. Purple Crow, one
of several species or couspecies of small lustrous crows
of the East Indies and Papua, as C. enca, C. omt, and
C. molacea. Red-legged or Cornish crow, the Cornish

chough, 1'yrrhacnrax i/rneuliu. Royston crow, Corvus
cornix. Scapular or Senegal crow, Comumpulatut,
an African species, with the neck, mantle, and breast pure
white. To eat crow, to do or accept what one vehement-
ly dislikes and has before defiantly declared he would
not do or accept ; swallow one's words ; submit to some
humiliating defeat; be compelled to do or suffer some-
thing disagreeable or mortifying. [Slang, U. S. ] To have
a crow to pluck, pull, or pick with one, to have an

explanation to demand from one ; have some fault to find

with one ; have a disagreeable matter to settle.

He that hir weddyth hath a crowe to pull.

Barclay, Ship of Fools.

If a crow help us in, sirrah, we'll pluck a crow together.

Stink., C. of E., iii. 1.

If you dispute, we must even pluck a crow about it.

Sir K. L'Ext r Jin,'.

Tree-crows, the birds of the subfamily Calleatina; fam-

ily Corvidte. White-breasted crow, Corvus dauuricus,
'if northern Asia, China, and Japan.
crow-bait (kro'bat), . An emaciated or de-

crepit horse, as likely soon to become carrion,
and so attractive to crows. [Colloq.]
crowbar (kro'bar), n. A bar of iron with a

wedge-shaped end, sometimes slightly bent and

crowd

forked, used as a lever or pry. Also called sim-

ply crow.

Masons, with wedge and crowbar, begin demolition.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 3.

crow-bells (kro'belz), n. 1. The daffodil, Sar-
cissus Pseiido-Xarcissus. 2. The bluebell,
Scilla nutaim.

crowberry (ki^'ber"!), n. ; pi. cranberries (-iz).

The fruit of Empetrum nigrum, so called from
its black color

;
the plant itself, a heath-like

evergreen shrub common on heaths in Scotland

and the north of England, and found in the

northern United States and arctic America.
Also called black crowberry and Iteathberry .

Broom-crowberry, of the United States, Corema Con-

radii.

crow-blackbird (kro'blak'berd), . A name
of the purple grackle, Qwiscalug purpureus, an
American passerine bird of the family Icteri-

dce and subfamily QmscaUna; common in the

Crow (def. 7).

Crow-blackbird (Qaiscalia f

eastern United States : so called from its large
size and dark color, which give it somewhat the

appearance of a crow. The male is about 13 inches

long and 17} inches in extent of wings. The plumage is

richly iridescent, with green, blue, violet, purple, and

bronzy tints ; the bill and feet are ebony-black ; the iris

is straw-yellow ; the tail is somewhat boat-shaped. The
female is blackish and quite lustrous, in this differing
from some related species, and also a little smaller than
the male. A variety has a perfectly brassy back and
steel-blue head ; it is sometimes distinguished as the
bronzed crow-blackbird. The name is extended to the

other species of the same genus. Q. major is a larger

species of the southern United States, known as the boat-

tailed crow-blackbird or yrackle, and locally called jack-
daw. The tail is much carinated, and the disproportion
in size of the sexes is very great, the female being only
about 13 inches long, while the male is 15J to 17 ; the pecu-
liar development of the tail is lacking in the female, and
the color is plain grayish-brown, the male being richly
iridescent black. A still larger species, the fan-tailed

crow-blackbird, Q. macrurus, also called Texan i/rackle, in-

habits the Gulf States and Mexico ; the male attains a

length of 18 inches, while the female is much smaller.

All these birds are gregarious, nest in trees and bushes,
sometimes iu holes, and lay 5 or 6 greenish eggs, clouded,

veined, and scratched with various dark colors.

crowchemesset, See crouch-mas.

crow-corn (kro'korn), M. The colic-root, Aletris

fiiriiiosa, the white mealy flowers of which
somewhat resemble kernels of grain.
crowd1 (kroud), v. [< ME. crowden, crouden, crt/-

den, push, shove, drive, press forward, < AS.

"crUdan, push, press, drive (usually cited as

*creddan, which, however, could not produce the
E. form ;

neither inf. occurs, but only 3d pers.

sing. ind. crydeth and pret. cri'tid, occurring
once each; the pret. pi. would be *critdoii, the

pp. croden, > eroda, n., and gecrod, n., in the

poetical compounds lindcroda, the shock of

shields (battle), lindgecrod, the shielded throng
(warriors), lilothgecrod, the heaped throng
(clouds), etc.), = MD. l-rtiydcn, contr. kruyen,
D. kruijen, drive, push in a wheelbarrow (cf.

def. I., 2). Other connections not found.] I.

trans. 1. To push; force forward; shove;

impel.
O flrste moevyng cruel firmament,
With thy diurnal sweigh that cmmlivt ay
And hurlest al from Est til Occident.

Chaucer, iliin uf Law's Tale, 1. 188.

2. To push or wheel in a wheelbarrow. [Prov.

Eng.] 3. TO press close, or closely together :

push or drive in ; squeeze ;
cram : as, to ennnl

too much freight into a ship ;
to crated many

people into a small room.
Tin- time misordcr'd doth, in common sense,

Crowd us and crush us to this monstrous form.
Sha/,:. -1 Urn. l\.,iv. 2.

There was so great a 1'russ of People that Sir John Black-

wel, Kniyht, \MIS crowded to Death.

Hake,-, Chronicle*, p. 105.



crowd

4. To fill to excess; occupy or pack with an
unusual or inordinate number or quantity: a-.

the audience rrmrdfd the theater; to crowd &

ship's hold.

The balconies ami verandas we're crim-il"! with specta-
tore. /' "

'I In eircular l.eelnve house into which I was shown was

instantaneously ri-iimlnl almost In snll.H'ution.

O'ltiiii'i'K", \l-rv, xvi.

5. To throng about
; press upon ; press as by

a mullil.inlc : as. < weru most uncomfortably
fi-ninltll.

Here (lie i'alaees and Convents have eat up the Peoples
l>u> Mm ^ .in.l ri;,iiilitl them excessively together.

l.ittrr. Journey to Paris, p. 7.

6. To encumber or annoy by multitudes or ex-
cess of numbers.

\\liy will \ain courtiers toil

An.l i-i-uifil a vainer monareh for a smile V

Graneille.

I wonlit rather sit on a pumpkin anl have it all to my-
self, than be crotcded on a velvet eu.shion.

riioffun, Walden, p. 41.

7. To urge ; press by solicitation
; importune ;

annoy by urging : as, to crowd a debtor for im-
mediate payment. [Colloq.] TO crowd out, to

press or drive out.

According as it [the sea) ean make its way into all those
sublet ranean eavilies, ami i-i-n/i'it tin- air*"'/ of them.

T. nuriifl. Theory of the Earth.

To crowd sail, to make an extraordinary spread of sail,
with a view to accelerate the speed of a ship, as in chas-

ing or escaping from an enemy ; earry a press of sail.

II. iHtraiw. 1. To press in numbers; come
together closely ; swarm : as, the multitude
crowded through the gate or into the room.
The whole company crnmlrd about the flre. .I././/--..,...

In his fierce heart, thought crowded upon thought.
Wittiam Mom'*, Earthly Paradise, II. 204.

2. To press forward
;
increase speed; advance

pushingly, as against obstacles: as, to crowd
into a full room, or into company.

That schup higan to crude,
The wind him bleu hide,
Kithinne dales flue

That schnp flan artue.

Kiay Hum (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1293.

crowd 1 (kroud), . [< crowd1 , v.
;

cf. AS.
nouns croda, gecrod, a throng, used in comp. :

see crowd 1
, v.] 1. A collection; a multitude;

a large number of things collected or grouped
together; a number of things lying near one
another.

A ci~omt of hopes,
That sought to sow themselves like winged seeds
Born out of everything 1 heard and saw,
Ftutter'd about my senses and my soul.

Tennyson, Uardener's Daughter.
The highest historical value of the l>ook [of the gospels!

consists in the cromls of signatures scattered through its

margin. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 38.

2. A large number of persons congregated to-

gether, or gathered into a close body without

order; a throng.
Far from the madding rnnrd's ignoble strife,
Their sober wishes never learnt to stray.

Gray, Elegy.

Croml* that stream from yawning floors.

7Va/i.v*('/i, In Memorial!), Ixx.

3. Any group or company of persons: as, a

jolly crowd. [Colloq.] 4. People in general ;

the populace ; the mass
;
the mob.

The cruH'it turned away in disgust from words which
presented no image t<> th. it- minds. Macaulay.

St. Same as erode. =Syn. 1 and 2. Throng, etc. (see
uHitl/tinti'), host, swarm, com-ourse, shoal.

crowd2 (kroud), H. [Also spelled croud and
croirln (and sometimes, as W., crwth}, < ME.

crowd*, crouds, also

erouthe, eroWi,< W. crwth,
a crowd, violin, fiddle, =
Gael, cruit, a violin, harp,
cymbal, = Olr. crot, >

ML. chrotta, a crowd :

prob. so called from its

rounded or protuberant
form, being ult. identical
with W. crwth, a hump,
bulge, belly, trunk, eroth,

womb, calf of the leg.]
An ancient Welsh and
Irish musical instrument,
the earliest known speci-
men of the viol class that

is,of stringed instruments

played with a bow. It had
a shallow rectangular lio.l>

with two circular sound-holes,
through one of which passed
one foot of the bridge. The

I
i-nitn VK,llet.|e-l>u ,.'s DILI, strings err perhaps only three
du Mohilier fr.uivus." i at first, but in later times were
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six. of which two were played lutewise. by pinching or
twitching. 'Hi*' tuning of the strings is disputed, but the
eon i pa-- i,f tlir instrniiient was probably from two t" thiee
octaves upward from about tenor i

The pipe, the tat,r, and the tn-inbling Croud.

>/""", Epithalamii in.

A lacimey that runs on errands for him and can . . . war-
lile ll|H>>i u ,-,dii 't a little. U. Jmuxit. Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

crowd'-'t (kruiid), r. i. [< cfiiiiil-, n.] To play
on a crowd or fiddle.

Kiddlen, erotni mi..',,,,,,; .1
; let no man lay a block In

your way.
HoMMm, Mastinger, and Jlowlfy, Old Law, v. 1.

crowdedly (krou'ded-li), adv. In a crowded
manner or situation

;
in a crowd or multitude;

closely together.
The only Injury they [lichens) can inflict upon them

(trees) is by slightly interfering with the functions of res-

piration, or, when growing very rroialetilit upon the
branches of orchard trees, by cheeking the development
of buds. Kneyc. Brit., XIV. 580.

crowdert (krou'dtr), n. [< ME. crowdere ; <

CTT>IP + -er1 .] A player on the crowd; a fid-

dler.

Yet is it sung but by some bllnde Crmidrr, with no

rougher voyce then rude stile.

Sir I'. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

crowdie, crowdy (krou'di), n. [8c., possibly
connected with ijrout, coarse meal.] 1. Meal
and cold water, or sometimes milk, stirred to-

gether so as to form a thick gruel ; hence, any
porridge.

My sister Kate cam' o'er the hill,W i' crowdie unto me.
Battle u/ SHeri/.M tlir (Child's Ballads, VII. 261).

2. Curds from which the whey has been pressed
out, mixed with butter.

crowdie-time (krou'di-tim), . Breakfast-time.

[Scotch.]
Then I gaed hame at i-rntrdie-time,
And soon I made me ready.

({noted in Jamiemn.

crowdy, . See crowrlif.

crowfeet, . Plural of crowfoot.

crow-flight (kro'flit), M. 1. A flight of crows.
2. A direct journey or course ; a bee-line.

We elan ii >e iv. 1 over the hills and spurs in the usual crow-

flight of the Karens. Scirnrt, VI. 108.

crow-flower (kro'flou'er), n. In bot. : (a) The
ragged-robin, Lynchnis Flos-cuculi. (6) The
buttercup or crowfoot.

There with fantastic garlands did she come.
Of crotc-Jtowrrs, nettles, daisies, and long purples.

Shale., Hamlet, iv. 7.

crowfoot (kro'fut), n.
; pi. crowfeet (-fet). 1.

.\iint. : (a) A device consisting of small lines
rove through a block of wood, fastened to the
backbone of an awning, to keep it from sagging

71 -Jzl-3. A
Awning Furled and Suspended by Crowfoot.

in the middle. A similar arrangement was
formerly used to keep the foot-ropes of top-
sails from chafing against the top-rim. (6) In
a ship-of-war, an iron stand fixed at one end
to a table and hooked at the other to a beam
above, on which the mess-kids, etc., are hung.

2. In hot., the name of the common species
of Kanunculus or buttercup, having divided
leaves and bright-yellow flowers. See Ranun-
CIllllX.

All the valley, mother, 'ill be fresh and green and still,

And the cowslip and the crowfoot are over all the hill.

'!', in/limn, May Queen, i.

3. A caltrop Crowfoot-halyard. See halyard.

crow-keepert (kro'ke'per), w. 1. A person em-
ployed to keep crows from alighting on a field.

That fellow handles his liow like a crow-keeper.
Shak., Lear, Iv. 8.

Practise thy quiver, and turn croickeeper.

Drayimi. To cupid.

2. A stuffed figure set up as a scarecrow.

Scaring the ladles like a crrnc-tttptr.

Shot., K. and .1., i. 4.

crowl (krotil), r. i. [Cf. groicl.] To rumble or
make a noise in tlir stomach,

crowling (krou'ling), n. [Verbal n. of cr<nrl,

i'.] Humbling; burboryginus. DitiHjIison.
Crown (kronn), n. and a. [< () MK. raicm,
rriium , I'arlii'st form mini = MD. krum; krinii.

England.

crown

D. kruin, kronn = OKri<^. /.;< = M l.i i. krone,
krune, Hi. krone = M ll< >. I / . l.ni. i :. krone

(butOHii. fiiriinii, i-iiriiiii-) = li-t-1. l.i nun, krona
= Norw. leruHa = OHw. kruini. krntm, S . /. mini
= Dan. krone; (6) later ME. in full form, co-

roicn, CHfuuii, riirnuni-, i-iiiniii, < OF. corone,
commit, riiriiiii, curiim, K. I-OHI-IHIHI- I'r.

Sp. It. corona = Pg. coroa, a crown ; all < L.

corona, a garland, wreath, crown, = t!r.

the curved end of a bow; cf.
'

cui^'ed, bent, = Gael, cruinit = \V. <;. round,
circular, Gael. cruw, a boss. 8eecr". Ili-m-i-

(from Ij.) rontniil, iininul, mriillii, etc.] I. .

1 . An ornament for the head ; originally, among
the uneiciits, a wreath or garland; hence, any
wreat Ii or garland worn on the head ;

a coronal.
Crowns, made at first of grass, flowers, twins of lam. I.

oak, olive, etc., but later of gold, were awarded in aneietit

Kome to the victor* 111 the public games, and to citizens

who had done the state some distinguished service. See
corona, _'.

You nymphs call'd Naiads, of the wlndering brook*,
With your sedg'd rroiriu. Shalr., Tempest, Iv. 1.

Last May we made a crotfn of flowers.

TennyKin, May Queen, II.

2. An ornament or covering for the head worn
as a symbol of sovereignty, crown* were of very
varied forms till heralds devised a regular series to mark
the grades of rank, from the Imperial crown to the baron's
coronet. (See coronet^ , 2. ) The crown of England is a gold

circle, adorned with pearl* and pre-
cious stones, from which rise alter-

nately four Maltese crosses and four
fleurs-de-lis. Krom the tops of the
crosses spring imperial arches, clos-

ing under a mound and cross. Within
the crown Is a crimson velvet cap
with an ermine Ixmler. The crown
of Charlemagne, which is preserved
in the imperial treasury of Vienna,
is composed of eight plates of gold,
four large and four small, connected
by hinges. Tile large plates are stud-
ded with precious stones, the front
one lieing surmounted with across;
the smaller one*, placed alternately

with these, are ornamented with enamels representing
Solomon, David, Hezekiah, and Isaiah, and Christ seated
between two flaming seraphim. The Austrian crown is

a sort of cleft tiara, having in the middle a semicircle of

gold supporting a
mound and cross ;

the tiara rests on
a circle with pen
dants like those
of a miter. The
Russian crown is

a modified form
of the same im-

perial crown. The
royal crown of

France is a circle

ornamented with

eight fleurs-de-

lis, from which
rise as many quar-
ter-circles closing
under a double
fleur-de-lis. The
triple crown of
the pop,., is more
commonly called
the tiara. (See
diaiiem.) In her-

aldry the crown is used as a bearing in many forms. When
a coronet or open crown is used to alter or differentiate
a hearing, whether on the escutcheon or as a crest or sup-
porter, it Is not blazoned by it self . but the bearing is said to
be crotrnt ; when it is placed around the neck of an ani-

mal, the animal is said to be gorged.

3e come to joure kyngdom erse 3oure-self knewe,
Crouned with a frounc that kyng vnder heuene
Mi^te not a better haue bougie, as I trowe.

Richartl the Krdelnu. i. 38.

3. Figuratively, regal power; royalty; kingly
government.

Thou wert born aa near a croirn as he.

FMclu-r (niul another). False One. iv. :t.

A very solemn oath of allegiance was then taken by
the lords, who swore ... to do their l>cst to secure the
.r.ii/-ii to the male line of the king's descendants.

.SliiWw. Const. Hist., |S53.

4. The wearer of a crown; the sovereign as
head of the state.

From all neighl>our crovtu
Alliance. 7V/mt/*>ri, (Knoue.

5. Honorary distinction; reward; guerdon.
Look down, you gods,

And on this couple drop a blessed crou-n.

Shot., Tempest, v. 1.

Let merit ,-rnwiu, and justice laurels give,
But let me happy by your pity live.

Itrinlrn, Epistles.

6. A crowning honor or distinction; an exalt-

ing attribute or condition.
A virtuoiiswomanisaiToini to her husband. Prov. xii.4.

The crotcn and comfort of my life, your favour.

Shalt., W. T.. iii. _'

Where the actors of n.i-el.i. f an- a nation, there and
amongst them to live well is a cruirn of immortal < in

nielidation t'ard. Line of Life.

Imperial Crown (Charlemagne's).
Austrian Crown. 3. Russian Cruwn.
French Crown.



crown

7. The top or highest part of something ;
the

uppermost part or eminence, likened to a

crown.
One of the shining winged powers
showed me vast cliffs with crmen of towers.

Tennijiun, Stanzas pub. in The Keepsake, 1851.

It [the tower] is the crown of the whole mass of build-

ings rising from the water.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 211.

Specifically (a) The top part of the head; hence, the

head itself.

I'll have this croim of mine cut from my shoulders.

SAot.,Klch. III., Hi. 2.

Hurled the pine-cones down upon him,
Struck him on his brawny shoulders,
On his crown defenceless struck him.

Lonijfellow, lliawatha, xviii.

(b) The top of a hat or other covering for the head.

The chief officers of Berne, for example, are known by

the crown* of their hats, which are much deeper than

those of an inferior character.

Addixon, Remarks on Italy (ed. Boon), 1. 527.

(c) The summit of a mountain or other elevated object.

The steepy crown
Of the bare mountains. Dryden, .Eneid.

(d) The end of the shank of an anchor, or the point from

which the amis proceed ; the part where the arms are

joined to the shank. See cut under anchor, () In lapi-

darie.s' work, the part of a cut gem above the girdle. See

cut under brilliant. (/) In mecli., any terminal flat mem-
ber of a structure. (?) In arch., the uppermost member
of a cornice ; the corona or larmier, (h) The face of an

anvil, (t) The highest or central part of a road, cause-

way, bridge, etc.

On the crown of the bridge he turned his horse.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 320.

the

1370

i mint. The c

crownation

coins. The crown
of the rose was
first introduced

by Henry VIII.

in 1520, and was
made current for

4*. 6<(. The
crowns of Den-

mark, Norway,
and Sweden are

now worth 26.8

cents. The old

crown of Den-
mark was 4 marks
of crown money,
or $1.23. The
crown of Holland
was 87 cents ; that
of Brabant, 81.07;
that of France,
$1.12 (that is, the
ecu at the begin

ic rose, crown of the to the crown or sovereign. The lands belonging to the

Obverse.

Petition-crown of Master Thomas Simon,
British Museum. (

Size of the original. )

Basel, 85 cents. The silver crown of Portugal is gl.08.

The Austrian gold crown is worth about SB. The name
was also often used in English to translate the Italian

scudo.

Crowns in my purse T have, ami goods at home.

14. () In Great Britain, a printing-paper of

the size 15 X 20 inches: so called from the

water-mark of a crown, <

an allowance lixed at a certain amount for the reign by
Parliament. They arc placed under commissioners, and

the revenue derived from them becomes part of the con-

solidated fund.

The additional allowances thus granted by Parliament

to the Prince and Princess of Wales, and other members
of the Royal Family, amount to an annual charge of

156,000 ;
and when it is remembered that the Omm landl

alone surrendered to Parliament yield an annual income

of nearly 380,000, it will be evident that the charge upon
the nation for the support of the dignity of Royalty is by
no means extravagant, as interested pel-sons would some-

times have us believe.

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 15.

Crown law, that part of the common law of England
which is applicable to criminal matters. Crown lawyer,
in England, a lawyer in the service of the crown ;

a law-

yer who takes cognizance of criminal cases. Crown Of-

fice in England, a department of the Queen's Bench divi-

sion of the High Court of Justice. It takes cognizance of

criminal causes, from high treason down to trivial misde-

meanors and breaches of the peace. The office is com-

monly called the crown side of the Court of Queen's
Bench. Crown solicitor, in Great Britain, in state pros-

ecutions the solicitor who prepares the prosecution. In

England this is done by the solicitor to the treasury. In

Ireland a solicitor is attached to each circuit, who gets

up every case for the crown in criminal prosecutions.

crown (kroun), r. t. [(a) < ME. crownen, crou-

nien, crunien (in contr. form) = D. kroonen =

ing-paper . . -

Naut., a kind of knot made with the strands of

(j) The crest, as of a bird.
a rope." See eroai^r'.t., 9.-Antique crown, in her.

8. Completion; consummation; highest or
Seea^ti -Archduke's crown, infer., a circle of gold

most perfect state
;
acme.

Make Cressid's name the very crown of falsehood

If ever she leave Troilus ! Shak., T. and C., iv. 2.

This is truth the poet sings,

That a sorrow's croim of sorrow is remembering happier

things. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

The natives regarded it [the temple of Claudius] as the

crown of their slavery, and complained that the country
was exhausted in providing cattle for the sacrifices.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 308.

9. A little circle shaved on the top of the head
as a mark of ecclesiastical office or distinction ;

the tonsure.
Suche that ben preestes,

That have nother kounynge ne kyn, bote a corone one

[only]. Piers Ptovman (C), xiv. 113.

10. That part of a tooth which appears above
the gum ; especially, that part of a molar tooth

which opposes the same part of a tooth of the

opposite jaw.

The teeth of reptiles, with few exceptions, present a

simple conical form, with the crown more or less curved.

Owen, Anat.

11. In geom., the area inclosed between two
concentric circles. 12. In hot., a circle of

appendages on the throat of the corolla, etc.

See corona, 6. 13. A coin generally bearing
a crown or a crowned head on the reverse. The
English crown is

worth 5 shillings
or $1.22, and was
issued by Edward
VI. in 1551, and
by his successors.

The obverse type
of the crowns
of Edward VI
James I., and
Charles I. is the

king on horse-

back, but from
Charles II. to Vic-
toria the obverse

type is the head of
the kingorqueen.
The rare piece
known as the

Oxford crown
was made, under
Charles I., by the

engraver Raw-
lins, and bears
on the obverse a
small view of Ox-

ford, ill addition
to the ordinary
type. The peti-
twn-crown is a
pattern or trial-

piece for a crown
of Charles II.,

bearing the peti-
tion of its en-

graver, Thomas
Simon, praying
the king to com-
pare the coin with

adorned with eight strawberry-leaves, and closed by two
arches of gold set with pearls meeting in a globe crossed,

as in an emperor's crown. Atef-crown. See ate/. Cap
in crown. See capi. Celestial crown. See celestial.

Civic crown. See civic. Clerk of the crown. See

clerk. Crown Derby porcelain. See porcelain.- Crown
escapement. See excapement. Crown of aberration.

of the root from which the stem arises; the collum.

Crown Of cups. See cwronne des tasses, under couronne.

Crown problem, the problem which King Hiero set

to Archimedes : namely, to ascertain whether a crown os-

tensibly made of gold was or was not alloyed with silver,

and, if it was, with how much. Archimedes is said to have

solved the problem by immersing the crown in water, but

whether by observing the rise of the water in the vessel, or,

as seems more probable, by ascertaining the loss of weight,
is a point of disagreement among the authorities. Mural
crown. See mural. Naval crown, among the ancient

signal victory, or on the person who first boarded an ene-

my's ship. In heraldry the naval crown is formed of the

sterns and square sails of ships placed alternately upon the

circle or fillet. Northern Crown. See Corona Borca-

lis, under corona. Obsidional crown, in Rom. antvj.,
a

wreath made of grass, given to him who held out a siege

or caused one to be raised. Order of the Crown, the

title of several honorary orders founded by sovereigns
in the nineteenth century, each including as part of its

name that of the country to which it belongs. (<i) The Order

the crown of the
Dutch engraver
John Roettit-r, by
whom Simon had
been superseded

Crown of Charles II., British Museutv
(Size of the uritfinal.)

Order of the Crown of India, founded in 1878 for ladies, at

the time of the assumption by Queen Victoria of the title

Empress of India. It includes a number of Indian women
of the highest rank, (c) The Order of the Crown of Italy,

founded by King Victor Emmanuel in 1868. (d) The Order

of the Crown of Prussia, founded by King William I. on

his coronation in 1881. (e) The Order of the Croim of Ru-

mania, founded by King Charles on assuming the royal
title in 1881. (/) The Order of the. Crown of Saxony,
founded by King Frederick Augustus in 1807, soon after

his assumption of the kingly title. It is of but one class,

and limited to persons of high rank, (c/) The Order of the

Crown of Siam, founded in 1869. (A) The Order of the

Croim of Wilrtemlierg, founded by King William I. in

1818. Papal crown. See tiara. Pleas of the crown.
See caintal offense, under capital^. Southern Crown.
See Corona Australia, under corona. To keep the
crown of the causey, to go in the middle of the road

or street; hence, to appear openly, with credit and re-

spectability. [Scotch.]

Truth in Scotland shall keep the cromi of the causey yet.

Rutherford, Letters, II. 24.

To take the crown of the causey, to appear with pride
and self-assurance. [Scotch.]

My friends they are proud, an' my mither is saucy,

My oulde auntie taks ay the crown o' the cauxie.

Remains of Xithsdale Sony, p. 93.

II. a. Relating to, pertaining to, or connect-
ed with the crown or royal possessions and au-

thority: as, the crown jewels. Crown agent, in

Scotland, the agent or solicitor who, under the lord advo-

cate, takes charge of criminal proceedings. Crown bark.
See bark*. Crown cases reserved, criminal causes re-

served on questions of law for the consideration of the

judges. [Eng.] Crown colony. See colony. Crown
court, in Eno. lair, the court in which the crown or crim-

inal business of an assize is transacted. Crown, debt,
in England, a debt due to the crown, whose claim ranks
before that of all other creditors, and may be enforced by a

summary process called an extent. Crown or demesne
lands, the lands, estate, or other real property belonging

krone; (b) ME., in full form, corowneii,

corounen, coronen, < OF. coroner, F. couronner=
Pr. Sp. eoronar =Pg. coroar=It. coronare,<, L.

coronare, crown; from the noun, ME. crowne,

etc., L. corona : see crown, n.~\ 1. To bestow a

crown or garland upon ; place a garland upon
the head of.

Hast thou with myrtle-leaf crown'd him, O pleasure?
M. Arnold, A Modern Sappho.

There's a crotchet for you, reader, round and full as any

prize turnip ever yet crowned with laurels by great agri-

cultural societies ! De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

2. To invest with or as if with a regal crown ;

hence, to invest with regal dignity and power.

If yon will elect by my advice,

Crown him, and say,
" Long live our emperor !"

Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

3. To cover as if with a crown.

Sleep, that mortal sense deceives,
Crown thine eyes and ease thy pain.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 2.

4. To confer honor, reward, or dignity upon ;

recompense ; dignify ; distinguish ;
adorn.

Thou . . hast crowned him with glory and honour.
Ps. viii. 5.

Urge your success ;
deserve a lasting name,

She'll crown a grateful and a constant flame.

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

5. To form the topmost or finishing part of;

terminate; complete; fill up, as a bowl with

wine; consummate; perfect.
He said no more, but croicn'd a bowl unhid ;

The laughing nectar overlook'd the lid.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 784.

Croivn'd
A happy life with a fair death.

Tennyson, Geraint.

To crown the whole, came a proposition embodying the

three requests. Motley.

6. Milit., to effect a lodgment and establish

a breach. 7. In the game of <

ere, to make a king of, or mark as a king : said

of placing another piece upon the top of one

that has been moved into an opponent's king-
row. See checker^, 3. 8f. To mark with the

tonsure, as a sign of admission to the priest-

hood.

Should no clerk be crouned bote yf he ycome were
Of franklens and free men. Piers Plounnan (C), vi. 63.

9. Naut., to form into a sort of knot, as a

rope, by passing the

strands over and un-
der one another.

crown-antler
(kroun' ant "ler), .

The topmost branch
or antler of the horn
of a stag. SeeuiitU'i:

crown-arch (kroun'-
arch),)i. The arched

plate which supports
the crown-sheet of

the fire-box of a

boiler.

crownationt, [A var. of
oproiMtioH (cf.

rmtntrr~. var. of <<<)), HS if directly < I'rinni

+ -atioH.] Coronation.

A Three-stranded Rope Crowned.

a shows the arrangement of the

strands before, and * after hauling



crownation croze

uiu-n the kin,- and I at mn .,/,., crown-head (krouii'heil), w. In the game of crown-summit (kroun'sum'it), n. A summit
"Muted iii .V. iui,l y.. 7Ui scr.. ill. :>n;

,.|i,M-kfi-s, the lirst row of squares on either side of a |>l\ liedrun lyiiitf only in crown-faces
This book

Marie i:

crown-badge (lu-ouii'liaj), . A device or cog- of the Imai-d : iheUafMr! S<-<- 7-<-/.-.i-i, :i. that is. not on a face collateral or syuacral with

ni/.ance worn in Kngland by certain ollieials dc- crown-imperial {krouii'im-i>c'ri-:il), . A lili- the )mse._

pfiidiiix Immediately upon Hie sovereign. H aeeous i;anlen-|>latit, I'rttilliiriu ini/nroili.-.: enl- crOWU-thistle (kroun thin '

1), H.

linn-* all open crown, and nomclimcH .1 ro-i- 1.1 tivated for its) beautiful flowers. Also culled
royal cmlili-m Minii"iinteil m- i-i-ossed by a crown,

croint-tltittlt
I ;..!.! oxllps, and

Tin- arm <:,,! rial. >'**., W. T., Iv. S.

ili-Ui'Tin- Jei'incn ill tlie ynard (beefeaters) weal MIC!

i -inlu-uiiii-ri-d on the breast.

crown-bar (kronn'Mr), .
' >ne of the bars on

which the- crown-sheet of a locomotive rests.

crown-beard (krouu'berd), it. -A name for
crowning (krou'iiiiid), H. [< MK. rroHitiiii/i-. to-

rown-beara (kroun Dcruj, . -A name ror r.,,,iiii,,/i; etc.; verbal n. of crown, r.] 1. The

species of (Vr/m, a genus of coarse com- act or ceremony of investing with a crown or

rfiHl'ii -I/IUH full .

crown-tile (kroun'til), M. 1. A
fiat tile; a plain tile. 2. A
large bent or arched tile, usu-

ally called a ><>i>- or ridge-tile.
Buch tiles are used totlnUh roofn whn-h

posites, chiefly Mexican.
crown-crane (krouu'kran), . The demoiselle,
Anlltn

>f
nnWrx I'ii'i/tt.

crowned (bound), /'. ". [Pp. of crown, r.] 1.

of or pertaining to a sovereign; sovereign;
consummate.

Min lirltr, In pilous anil tu nice,
Al innocent of his rrim/i"/ malir.-, . . .

Ciaiintr.l him love.

Chaucer, Squire's Talc, 1. 518.

2. In zoiil., coronate; cristate; crested; having
the top of the head marked or distinguished in

any way, as by color, texture, or size of the

hairs, feathers, etc.: as, the ruby-croic<;<i wren.
3. In her. : (a) Having a crown or coronet

on the head, as an animal used as a bearing:
when the kind of crown is not specially men-
tioned, it is supposed to be a ducal coronet,

(ft) Surmounted or surrounded by a crown: said

of bearings other tliun animals, as a cross, a

bend, or the like. Also coitronne. 4f. So hurt
or wounded in the knee by a fall or any other

regal authority and dignity; coronation.

I iiit-aii, yum- voice for crtncnintr of the king.

Shak., Rich. III., ill. 4.

The Drat of all his knights,
Knighted by Arthur at h: crown-wheel

TVum/wiM, Coming of Arthur. CFOW

2f. The tonsure of the clergy.

r.iss)i|M-s and harbilers bothe maisters and doctors,
That han cure viider cryst and emteitinuje. in Uikue.

Pier* Plowman (C), i. 80.

3. Something that crowns, terminates, or fin-

ishes, (a) In arch., that which tops or terminate* a mem
her or any ornamental work, (n) Xaut., the finishing;

part of a knot or interweaving of the strands. See crmcn,
n.. i...

4. Something convex at the top : as, the crown-

ing or crown of a causeway; specifically, the

bulge or swell in the center of a band-pulley.
5. In/or<., a position on the crest of the glacis
secured by the besiegers by means of the sap
or otherwise. It is protected by a parapet, and places
the besiegers in a situation to become masters of the cov-

ered way.

Cruwn-whecl of
Watch.

accident that the hair falls off and does not crowning (krou'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of crown, r.]

grow again: said of a horse. Bailey.- Crowned
" -a-*"" *"* fir,il,,n cr

Cup. (rt) A cup surmounted by airland. (&) A bumper;
a cup so full of liquor that the contents rise above the sur-

face like a crown. A'are*.

Completing; perfecting; finishing.

i crowning mercy.

crown-valve (krouu'valv),//. A
dome-shaped valve which is ver-

tically reciprocated over a slot-

ted box.

(kroun'hwel), n.

A wheel having cogs or teeth

set at right angles with its

plane, as, in certain watches,
the wheel that is next the
crown and drives the balance.
It is also called a contrate vim I

or face-wheel.
crown-work (kroun'werk), n. In

fort.,
an out-

work running into the field, consisting of two
demi-bastions (a a)
at the extremes, and
an entire bastion (6)
in the middle, with
curtains (c c). It is

designed to secure a
hill or other advan-

tageous post and
cover the other
works.
A crow's feather cut

\Wf^ ^^S 1

!>\ Kb

Crown*work.

<
cuj

He shall, unpledged, carolize on<

To all these ladies' health. I

crow-needles (kro'ne'dlz), n. Venus's-comb,
ticatutix I'ectfn, an umbelliferous plant of Eu-

rope : so called from the long beaks of the fruit.

Also crtikc-needleg.

crowner 1
(krou'nfer), N. [< crown, v., + -er 1

.]

One who or that which crowns or completes.
O thoti mother of delight*,
Crovntfr of all happy nights.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 1.

crowner'-t (krou'ner), n. [Appar. < crown +

The crowning act of a long career.

Buckle, Civilization, I. i.

Cromuvll. crOW-QUlll (kro'kwil), .

L. (LL.) coronator, lit. one who crowns, equiv.
to coronation, pertaining to a crown, hence a
crown officer: see coroner.] A coroner. See
coroner.

The cruimer hath sate on her, and finds it Christian

burial - SAa*" H*mlet '
v - l -

crown-paper (krouu'pa'per), n. Same as crown,
Crowner'8 quest, a old variation of coroner** inquest % j^ t

now nftt'ii used humorously, especially in the phrase
'

--* /L--^,,'a'\
,, M* /,.. Implying irregular procedure, or dis- CTOWn:PI

??
e
1,(
krou

1
JP
el) '

.!'.

n -aril nf the sctlled forms or principles of law.

into a pen, used where fine writing is required,
as in lithography, tracing, etc.; also, a fine

(kroun'land), n.
[<

crown + land; metallic pen imitating the quill.

= G. kronland.] One of the nineteen great ad- crow-roost (kro'rost), n. A place where crows
ative provinces into which the present in large numbers come to roost. See crow2 .

of Austria-Hungary is divided. crow's-bill (kroz'bil), n. In surg., a form of

forceps used in extracting bullets and other

foreign substances from wounds,
crow's-foot (kroz'fiit), H. 1 . A wrinkle appear-
ing with age under and around the outer corner
of the eye: generally used in the plural.

So longe mot ye lyve and alle proinle,
Til crowes feet ben groweii under youre eye.

Chaucer, Trollus, ii. 403.

Whose pious talk, when most his heart was dry,
Made wet the crafty cruwn/iwt round his eye.

W,,,,,,,,,,,. Sea Dreams.

2. In mech., a device for holding the drill-rod

of a tube-well in position while
it is fitted to a new section of the

drill. 3. J/ifir., a caltrop. 4.

A three-pointed silk embroidery-
stitch, often put on the corners of

pockets and elsewhere for orna-

(kroun'les), a." [< crown + -lew.]
Destitute of a crown; without a sovereign
head or sovereign power.

The Niobe of nations ! there she stands,
Childless and crownltu, in her voiceless woe.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. "9.

crownlet (kroun'let), . [< crown + -let.] A
small crown. Scott.

crown-net (kroun'net), n. A particular variety
of fishing-net.

crown-palm (kroun'piim), H. A tall palm of

Jamaica and Trinidad, Maximiliana Carilxpa,

with pinnate leaves and drupaceous fruit, allied

to the cocoanut-palm.

crowner3 (krou'ner), . Same as erooiuich.

crow-nest, . See crow's-nntt.

crow-net (kro'net), n. A net for catching wild

fowl. [Kng.]

ment Crow's-foot lever. See fa

_ 1. A British silver

coin worth five shillings; or the fourth part of a _ _ viuw^^^^
pound sterling. See crown, w., 13. 2. A strap cro^shrike (kro'shrik), n. A
in a bridle, head-stall, or halter, which passes bird of tne 81,bfamily flymnorlii-
over the head of the horse and is secured by
buckles to the cheek-straps.

Crow's-foot.
Section ..i.

CrowVfool.

crownett (krou'net), n. [A var. of cronet, coro- crown-pigeon (kroun'pij'on), n. A pigeon of

net, accora. coronet to crown : see coronet, cor- the genus Goura, as G. coronata of New Guii

net'2 .] 1. A coronet.

The High Idlest disguised with a great skinne, his head
huiiK round with little skinnesof Weasills and other Ver-

ininc. with a crownrt of Feathers.

Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 764.

Another might have had
Perhaps the hurdle, or at least the axe.

Km- what 1 have this crownel, rolics. and av
Jl. Juiuon, Kail of Mortimer, i. 1

a piping crow. Gymnorhinii
tibicen is an example. Other genera are Stre-

peru and Cr<icticus.
mnea - crow-silk (kro'silk), M. A name of various con-

crown-post (kroun post), . In bmMintj, a post fervaceous alga, from their fine thread-like fila-

ments.which stands upright between two principal ,.

rafters, and from which proceed struts or braces
crow's-nest, CTOW-nest (kroz'-, kro'nest), n.

2. A crowning aim or result
;
ultimate reward.

to the middle of each rafter. Also called king-

post, l,iin/'x-/iiii'e. joyi/lr-fiiccr.

crown-prince (kroun'prins'), n. The eldest

son or other heir apparent of a monarch : ap-

plied more especially to German princes (trans-

lating German krnnprinz). [Commonly as two

words.]

A barrel or l>ox fitted up on the maintopmatit-
erosstrees or maintopgallant-crosstrees of an
arctic or whaling vessel, for the shelter of the
lookout man. Also called birffs-netit.

Lieutenant C'olwell took his post in the cnnr'*-nr*t with
the mate. Srhley and Soley, Rescue of (Ireely, p. 68.

crow-steps (kro'steps), M. )>l. [< erwir2 + x/yi.

[Rarely

nol in the base. Ktrkmon, 1855. f,,i cnueerous sore on a horse's hoof,

crown-gate (kroun'gftt^,
n. The head gate of crown-sheet ( kroun 'shet), w. The

a eainil-liM-k. /:.'. //. Kniiilit. plate which forms the upper part of

crown-glass (kroun'glas'), H. A good quality
of common blown window-glass. It is ll>>-<! in

.iwtlh Ilint^lass fur iliojitrie inslninients. in or-

der In ili-stniv tin- (liniinatic 'effect of aberration. Now
largely iipersctlcil liy cylindcr-Klass. See glass.

\\ e embarked mi the Main, and went by Lohr belonging
In Mcnt/; near il tin n- is a manufacture nf cnurn guust,
which tllev make eil:llt feel lolli: and live wide.

/-,!,. u-M-ri|ilioii ,.f Ihe East, II. ii. 21(i.

M '^i'-v w:i>, ill the early part of Hie Jiresenl cell-

tin), tin- 'only form of window "lass made in lircat llril-

aill. KIII-IH: llril.. \. (Km.

crown-grafting (kroun'graf -ting), . tieei/nift-

ilHI, 1.

a series

imes past
were wont to scale the chimneys.

The Ouitm/, XXVII. SSI.

crowstone (kro'ston), M. 1. The top stone of

the gable-end of a house. 2. A hard, smooth,
flinty gritstone. [North. Eng.]
Growth (krouth), H. Same as crmnl-.

the fire-box of the furnace of a steam-
boiler.

crown-shell (krouu'shel), H. A barnacle.

crown-sparrow (kroun'spar'o), n. An Ameri- crow-toe (kro'to), . A plant, the Lotas corti

can tinc-h of the genus Zonotrichia, of which culatux, so called from its claw-shaped spread-
there are several species, of large size among ing pods: commonly as a plural, crow-toes,

sparrows, having the crown conspicuously col-

ored, whence the name. The best-known are the

common white-crowned and white-throated sparrow* i.f

eastern Ninth Anini-.i / I, ,i,-n
t ,/,,-,, and 7.. albirollu . crOylstOnO (kroil'stdu), M.

the polden-cnwned |rniw U /.. runmata of the Pacific

sidcof the continent.
'

Harris or Hi, black-crowned K.r
'"''

!'i!!' \
row ..t the Missouri and other interior icfions is /. liar- Croze Ihro/', n.

Hi inu tin- rathe primrose that forsaken dies,
'Hie tnflcd crow-toe, and pale jessamine.

Milton, I.ycidas, 1. 143.

Crystallized cauk.

[Earlier written Crowe*,, .

ongin unknown.] 1. The cross-groove in the
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staves of a cask or barrel in which the edge crucian, crusian (kro'shian), n. [An accom.

-'-n, = D. karats (Kihan) =

cruciferous

We have to do with a God that delights more in the

prosperity of his saints than in the cntciation and liowl-

croze (kroz), r. t. ; pret.
and pp. crazed, ppr,

crazing. [< erase, .]

Coopers' Croze.

1. To make a croze or

< Gr. Kopanivof, a fish like a perch (so called from

its black color), lit. a young raven, dim. of KO-

a raven: see eoracine, Corax.~\ A short,

crucidtus, torment: see cruciate 1
, .] Torturing.

These cruciatory passions do operate sometimes with

such a violence that they drive him to despair.

Ilott'ell, Parly of Beasts, p. 7.

ily Cyprinidce. It differs from the common carp in

having no barbels at its mouth. It inhabits lakes, ponds,
and sluggish rivers in the north of Europe and Asia, and
has been found in the Thames in England. It is an excel-

lent food-fish. Also called Prussian carp. A variety is

known as C. yibelio, a name, however, also applied to the

true crucian. See carp*.

\JI f/n.1 lit/, IX VI ViSVt > J * v ii*MP".i. .

| } /. -

groove in, as a barrel. 2. lultat-making, tore- thick, broad fish, of a deep-yellow color, the
_

fold (a hat-body) so that different surfaces may Carassius carassius, or German carp, of the fam-
cnlcji,ie (kro'si-bl), n. [Formerly also spelled

in turn be presented to the action of the felt-
;l~ '"'- '"*"

ing-machine.
crozier, crosier (kro'zher), n. [< ME. eraser,

cracer, croyser, croycer, a bishop's pastoral staff,

a crozier, lengthened (with -er) from eras, crosse,

croce.si bishop's pastoral staff, a crozier: see

cross'. Often referred, erroneously, to cross1 ,

which is only remotely connected.] 1. A staff

about 5 feet long, ending in

a hook or curve, or, in the

case of an archbishop's cro-

zier, surmounted by an or-

namented cross or crucifix,
borne by or before a bishop
or archbishop on solemn
occasions. The staff is hollow,
commonly gilt, and highly orna-

mented. Early croziers were ex-

ceedingly simple. The patriarch's
staff bears a cross with two trans-

Crucian-carp (C

Croziers.

I, from tolnlj of Arch-

staffe in his hand, "bending round
at the toppe, called by us Eng

bishop Warhani, Canter-

bury, England ; 2. from

drawing in British Mu-
seum.

verse bars, that of the pope one
with three. See patriarchal cross,

^^ al
Also

S

cMeA
l

cross-sta'/. crucian-carp (kr6'shian-karp),n. A book-name

His [the Bishop's] Episcopal!
of the fish Carassius "carassius or vidyaris, the

wind crucian.
iglish Crucianella (kro*si-a-nel'a), H. [NL., dim. <

L. crux (cruc-), a cross: so called from the ar-

rangement of the leaves.] A rubiaceous genus
of herbs, natives of the Mediterranean region,
with slender funnel-shaped flowers. C. stylosa
is sometimes cultivated in gardens under the

name of crosswort.

cruciatt, An obsolete form of crusade1 .

cruciate 1
(kro'shi-at), v. t.

; pret. and pp. eruct-

ated, ppr. eructating. [< L. (and ML.) eruciatus,

pp. of cruciare, torture (in ML. also to mark
with a cross), < crux (cruc-), a cross, torture :

men a Croisier.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 37.

But instead of a parliament, the
Lord Deputy summoned an eccle-

siastical assembly, in which the
rival croziers of Armagh and Dublin, of the Primate of all

Ireland and the Primate of Ireland, encountered one an-

other in his presence.
J{. W. Duron, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

2f. One who bears the crozier or the cross; a

cross-bearer.

The canon law that admitteth the crosier to beare the

crosse before his archbishop in another province.
Holinshed, Descrip. of Ireland, an. 1311.

3. [caj).] In astron., a constellation, the South-
ern Cross. See Crux, 2.

croziered, crosiered (kro'zherd), a. [< crazier,

crosier, + -erf2.] Bearing or entitled to bear a
crozier : as, croziered prelates.
crozzle (kroz'l), n. [E. dial, also crozzil; cf.

crozzle, r.] A half-burnt coal.

The spear-head bears marks of having been subjected
to a hot fire, the point especially having been burnt to a

crozzil.

see cross1
,
n. and v., and cf. cruciate2

,
crusade1

,

crusible; < ML. crucibulum, crucibolum, erucibu-

lus, crucibolus, crocibulum, crocibalmn, crusibu-

lus, a melting-pot, also a hanging lamp; an
accom. form (as if dim. of L. crux (cruc-), a

cross; hence often associated with crucial,

with ref. to a crucial

test), < OF. cruche,
an earthen pot, a
crock: see crock1

,

and cf . cresset, cruse,
and cT((soi/e.] 1. A
vessel or melting-
pot for chemical crucibles,

purposes, made of

pure clay or other material, as black-lead, por-

celain, platinum, silver, oriron, and so baked or

tempered as to endure extreme heatwithout fus-

ing. It is used for melting ores, metals, etc. Earthen
crucibles are shaped upon a potter's wheel with the aid

of a templet or molding-blade, or under pressure in a

molding-press. Metallic crucibles, especially those of pla-

tinum, are chiefly used in chemical analyses and assays.

Some that deal much in the fusion of metals inform me
that the melting of a great part of a crucible into glass is

no great wonder in their furnaces. Boyle, Works, I. 490.

2. A hollow place at the bottom of a chemical

furnace, for collecting the molten metal. 3.

Figuratively, a severe or searching test: as, his

probity was tried in the crucible of temptation.
O'er the crucible of pain
Watches the tender eye of Love.

Whittier, The Shadow and the Light.

Historians tried to place all the mythologies in a cruci-

ble of criticism, and hoped to extract from them some

golden grains of actual fact. Keanj, Prim. Belief, p. 2.

Crucible steel. Same as cast-steel. Hessian crucible,
a crucible made of the best fire-clay and coarse sand. It

is used ill the United States in all experiments where
fluxes are needed. E. II. ,

crusade^. Cf. excruciate.'] To torture; torment; crucifer (kro'si-fer), n. [< LL. crucifer, n. : see

afflict with extreme pain or distress
;
excruci-

ate. [Rare or obsolete.]

They vexed, tormented, and cruciated the weake con-

sciences of men. Bp. Bale, On Revelations, i. 5.

African Panthers, Hyrcan Tigres fierce, . . .

Be not so cruell, as who violates

Sacred Humanity, and eructates

His loyall subjects.

cruciferous. 1 1. A cross-bearer; specifically,
one who carries a large cross in ecclesiastical

processions.
At half-past ten the choir entered, preceded by the cru-

cifer and followed by the . . . rector.

The Churchman, LIV. 513.

2. In bot., a plant of the order Crucifera:.

crozzle (kvoz'l), v. '.;,.

ppr. crozzliny. [Cf. crozzle, n.] To burn to a

coal ; char
;
coke.

Some of the coal is of a crozliny or coking nature.

Ure, Diet., I. 823.

cruces. n. Latin plural of crux.

crucial (kro'shial), a. [< F. crucial, < L. as if

"crucialis, < crux (cruc-), a cross: see cross.]
1. Having the form of a cross; transverse;
intersecting; decussating: as, a crucial inci-

sion. 2. In anat., specifically applied to two
stout decussating ligaments in the interior of

the knee-joint, connecting the spine of the tibia

with the intercondyloid fossa of the femur.
3. Decisive, as between two hypotheses ; finally

disproving one of two alternative suppositions.
This meaning of the word is derived from Bacon's phrase
i,!*hii/ti>i crucis, which he explains as a metaphor from a

finger-post (crux). The supposed reference to a judicial
"test of the cross," as well as that to the testing of metals
in a crucible, which different writers have thought they
found in the expression, are unknown to as learned a law-

yer and a chemist as Bacon and Boyle. These supposed
derivations have, however, influenced some writers in
their use of the word.

It is true that we cannot find an actually crucial in-

stance of a pure morality taught as an infallible revela-

tion, and so in time ceasing to be morality for that reason
alone. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 227.

It is these thousand millions that will put to a crucial
test the absorbing and assimilating powers of Christian-

ity. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 143.

4. Of or pertaining to a crucible ; like a heated
crucible as a utensil of chemical analysis.

And from the imagination's crucial heat
Catch up their men and women all a-flame
For action. Mrs. Jlrowning, Aurora Leigh, v.

A*, and ., 7th ser., III. 422. cruciate1 (kro'shi-at), a.

pret. and pp. crozzled, mented (ML. also marke

fylwtlr, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6. CruciferSB (kro-sif'e-re), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.

o,. (so. L. planta:, plants) of crucifer : see
erueifer-

Cruciate Flower.

of inquiry. [Rare. ]
- Crucial ligaments. See def. 2.

also cross-shaped, cruciform), pp. of cruciare :

see the verb.] 1. Tormented; excruciated.

[Rare.]
Immediately I was so cruciate, that I desired . . . deth

to take me. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

2. In bot., having the form of a cross with equal
arms, as the flowers of mustard,
etc.

;
cruciform : applied also to

tetraspores of red marine algee.
See tetraspore. 3. In zool., cru-

cial or cruciform
;

crossed or

cross-shaped; specifically, -in en-

torn., crossing each other diago-
nally in repose, as the wings
of many hymenopterous insects

and the hemelytra of the Hete-
roptera. Cruciate anther, an anther attached to the
filament at the middle, and with the free extremities sagit-
tate. Cruciate prothorax or pronotum, in entom., a

prothorax or pronotum having two strongly elevated
lines or crests which approach each other angularly in the

middle, forming a figure something like a St. Andrew's
cross, as in certain Orthoptera.

cruciate'2!, n. An obsolete form of crusade1 .

cruciate-complicate (kro'shi-at-kom'pli-kat),
a. In entom., folded at the ends and crossed
one over the other on the abdomen, as the wings
in many Coleoptera.
cruciate-incumbent (kro'shi-at-in-kum'bent),
a. In entom., laid flat on the back, one over
the other, but not folded, as the wings in most
heteropterous Hemiptera.
cruciately (kro'shi-at-li), adv. In a cruciate

manner; so as to resemble a cross: as,
" cru-

ciately parted," Farlow, Marine Algse, p. 151.

[< LL. crucia-

torment: see

torturing; tor-

ment; excruciation.

tyledonous plants, of about 175 genera and 1,500

species, found in all countries, but least abun-
dant in the tropics. They are annual or perennial

herbs, with acrid or pungent juice, cruciform flowers, six

stamens, of which two are shorter than the others, and

mostly two-celled pods, either opening by two valves (rare-

Crttcifera.

a, flower-cluster of cabbage ; *, flower with sepals and petals re-

moved ; c, pod ; a, saute, dehiscing ; e, section of seed, showing con-

duplicate cotyledons.

ly indchiscent) or transversely jointed. The onler includes

many important vem-tubles and condiments, as the cabbage,

turnip, mustard, radish, cress, horseradish, etc. It fur-

nishes also many favorite ornamental and fragrant flower-

ing plants, as the stuck and gilliflower, rocket, sweet alys-

sum, and candytuft. The larger genera are A rabis, Dralia,

Aliixxum. Brassica, Xasturtinin, fHannMiiui, Kri/xiiiniin,

Htlwpliita, and l.i'i>iilniin. The order is equivalent to

the Liuiifiin class
Tctradynamia.

cruciferous (kro-sif 'e-rus), a. [< NL. (ML.)
crucifer, adj., bearing a cross (a later adj. use of



cruciferous

LL. cnirifrr, n ross-liearer, < L. rrns(rrnc-),
a cross, + Ji'rrr = K. //)' ), + -oi/.i.J 1. Bear-

ing tin 1 erci>v; resembling a cross. 2. In hot.,

pertaining to or having tlic cliiiniclcrs of the
natural nrdiT '

'nicifi rn .

crucifier (krO'si-fi-er), H. [< MK. crucufyer, <

rnirijirn, crucify: sec * / nrifi/. ] A person who
crueilies

;
one who puts another to death on a

cross.

Louc them, and pray fur them, as Christ did for liis<-;-

cijicrt. TiiiKtiitf, Works, p. ill P.

crucifix (krii'si-fiks), . [< MM. crucifix, < OF.
crnci li.r. !'. i-nicifix = I'r. crucific = Sp. crin-ijij,,

= Pg. i-riii'ilij-ii = It. crncijixso, oroc$UO = 1).

1,'riicilik* = (1. cnicifif Dan. Sw. kruciflx, <

ML. cnu-ifisitiii. a, crucifix, prop. neut. of LL.
cri<c(tisim, |i|i. of criii-ijii/i-n; crucify: see ci-i/c/-

./, ' .] 1. A cross, or representation of a cross,
with the crucified fig-
ure of Christ upon
it. Crosses with a repie
sentntiou nf the crneilled
Christ, seem lint to have
been made previous to
the ninth eeiilnt v ; upon
those inuile for similar

purposes before this .late

is painted or carved ;it

the intersection of the
arms of the eross the
Lamb \vitli or without tin;

crossed flag, the sacred

monogram, or some oth-
er emblem. Hyxantinc
crucifixes of hroll/e exist

nf aa early date us the
tenth century, in which
the Hat surface nf the
cross is decorated with

enamel, having the sun
and moon aa enihleniatic
of creation witnessing BronzcCfucifix.-Romanesquestylc.
the crucifixion ; in these decorated with enamels.

the liody nf Christ Is gen-
eraily partly clothed with a garment indicated in colored
enamel. Crucifixes are used in many ways In the devo-
tions and ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church, be-
in- conspicuously displayed In religious houses and other

situations, and worn ui>oii the peraun by ecclesiastics and
others.

The Cmcijix, before which the harhariau liowed, was
the emblem and witness of all-sutFerlng love.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 230.

No crncijix has been found in the catacombs ; no certain
allusion to a crucifix la made hy any Christian writer of
the first four centuries. Cath. Diet.

2. The cross of Christ
; hence, the religion of

Christ. Jer, Taylor. [Rare.] Jansenlat cruci-
fix, a crucifix in which the anus of the Saviour hangdown
from the shoulders, instead of Iwing outstretched. Lee.

crucifixt (kro'si-fiks), r. t. [In E. dependent on
the noun; < LL. wwoMmM, pp. of crucifigcrc,

prop, separate, cntci figere, fasten to a cross :

L. cruri, dat. of ertix (cruc-), a cross; flgerc, pp.
firiix, fasten, fix: see cnuc, cross*, and fix. Ct.

crucify.'] To crucify.

Mork'd, heat, hanisht, buried, fritfi-Jixt,
For our foule sins.

Sytventrr, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

crucifixion (kro-si-fik'shon), u. [< ML. "eruei-

Ji.rin(n-), < LL. crucifixus', pp. of crucifigere, cru-

cify: sn> crucifix, r., crucify.] 1. the act of

fixing to a cross, or the state of being stretched
on a cross: an ancient Oriental mode of inflict-

ing the death-penalty, applied in rare instances

by the Greeks and more commonly by the Ro-
mans, by both Greeks and Romans considered
an infamous form of death, and reserved in

general for slaves and highway robbers. Among
the Romans, the instrument of death was properly either
;i now hi the form now familiar, or the cross known as
st. Andrew's; sometimes a standing tree was made to
serve the purpose. The person executed was attached to
the cross either by nails driven through the hands and
feet or hy curds, and waa left to die of exhaustion or re-

ceived tin' mi'ivy of a quicker death, according to circnm-
stanrrs.

Specifically 2. The putting to death of Christ

upon the cross on the liill of Calvary.
This earthquake, according to the opinion of many

learned men, happened at our Saviour's crucitij"i"n.

.(iiiliniii. Travels in Italy.

Hence 3. Intense sufferingoraffliction; great
mental trial.

S;i\
,
have \ < sense, or do ye prove

What crucifixion* are in love?
Iltrriek, Hesperides, p. 189.

cruciform (kro'si-form), a. [< L. crux (cruc-),

ants, + fiiriiin. shape.] Cross-shaped: cruci-

ate: disposed in the form of a eross: as. in

:in:iti>iny, the cruciform ligament of the athis.

It f,fii6 Image] appevtd to be secured h \- . plus
driven throuuh the feel ami palms, the latter of which
were extended in a ./ne/Yiinii position.

Barhnni, Ingoldshy Legends, I. 145.
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crucify (krii'i-fi), r. I. ; pret. anil pp. crucified,

ppr. crucifying. [< MK. crm-ifieu, < OF. cruci-

fi<-r, F. eneyur = I'r. Sp. Pg. crucificar, an
adapted form (as if < LL. *crucificare) of LL.
1-riii-ifnjrri: (> It. crocifiyyere), prop, separate,
i-i-iici jigirc, fasten on a cross: see crucifix, c.J
1. To put to death by nailing or otherwise at-

lixing to a cross. See crucifixion.
lint tlii-y i ried, saying, Crucify him, erneifii him.

I like Xllli. 21.

Hi. v . , in i'1'ii tn themaelvca the Son of (ioil afreh.
Heli. vl. e.

2. Figuratively, in ficrip., to subdue; mortify;
kill

; destroy the power or influence of.

They that are Christ's have cntrijirtl the flesh, with the
affections and luats. Hal. v. 24.

3f. To vex; torment; excruciate.

I would nn crucify him
With an iniHieeiit neglect of what he can do,
A brave strong ploua scorn, that I would shake him.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, ii. 1.

The foreknowledge of what shall come to pass, cruf'iir*

many men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 221.

4. To put or place in the form of a cross;
cross. [Rare.]

I do not despair, gentlemen ; yon see I do not wear my
hat in my eyes, crucify my arms.

Stiirlri/, Bird in a Cage, II. 1.

crucigerous (kro-sij'e-ms), a. [< L. cntx(cruc-),
a cross, + gerere, carry, + -.] Bearing a
eross.

The crucigeroui enslgne carried thia flguro ... In a
decnasation, after the form of an Andrian or Biirgnndian
cross which anawereth thia description.

.S'i'r T. liromtf, Harden of Cyrus, I.

crucily, crusily (kro'si-li), . [< OF. as if

"croissillc, ML. 'cruciliatun, < ML. crucilia, OF.
croisillc, a little cross, such as were erected at

cross-roads, dim. of L. crux (cruc-), a cross.] In

Iter., strewed (seme
1

) with small crosses. Also

crusilM, crusuly.
The phnlonion, . . . formerly worn by ... Bishops,

. . . was distinguished from that of a simple Priest by lie-

ing erumly, J. il. XraU, Eastern Church, i. 312.

Orucirostra (kro-si-ros'tra), n. pi. [NL., < L.
crux (cruc-), cross, + rostrum, beak.] Same as
Curvirontra. See Loxia. Cuvier.

crud (krud), n. and r. An obsolete or dialectal
form of curd1

.

Will ye go to the Highlands, Lizie Lindsay.
And dine on fresh cnidtt and green whey?

Lizit Lindsay (Child'a Ballads, IV. 83).

cruddle1
(krud'l), v. An obsolete or dialectal

form of curdle.

O how impatience crampa my cracked veins,
And cruddlf* thicke my blood with ttoiling rage !

Harmon, Antonio and Mellida, I., II. 1.

cruddle2 (krud'l), r. '.; pret. and pp. eruddtcri,

ppr. crudtlling. [E. dial., = Sc. crowdle, freq.
of crowrfl.] To crowd

;
huddle. [Prov. Eng.]

cruddy, a. An obsolete or dialectal form of

curdy.
Whose clawea were newly dipt in crmtdy blood.

Spentcr, f. '., III. ill. 47.

crude (krod), a. (X ME. crude (rare), < OF.
crud, cru, F. cru = Pr. cru = Sp. It. CTI/O = Pg.
cru, crudo, < L. crudus, raw, unripe, immature,
rough, lit. bloody, for *cruidus, akin to cruor,

blood, = W. crau = Ir. cru, cro = Gael, cro,
blood (see cro), = Lith. kraujas, blood: see rate.

Hence cruel, et/c.] 1. Being in a raw or unpre-
pared state ; not fitted for use by cooking, manu-
facture, or the like; not altered, refined, or pre-

pared by any artificial process; not wrought:
as, crude vegetables ; the crude materials of the
earth

;
crude salt

;
crude ore.

Common crvat salt, barely dissolved In common aqua-
fortis, will give it power of working upon gold. Boyif.

No fruit, taken cmdf, has the intoxicating quality of
wine. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

While the body to be converted and altered IB too strong
for the efficient that should convert or alter It, whereby
it holdeth fast the first form or consistence, it fa crude and
inr.nicoct Bacmt, Nat. Hist, I 8S8.

2. Unripe; not brought to a mature or perfect
state

; immature : as, crude fruit.

I come to pluck your berriea harsh and ./"'/..

Milton, Lycldu, 1. ::.

Hence 3. Unrefined
; unpolished ; coarse ;

rough ; gross : as, crude manners or speech ;
a

cruae feast.

A perpetual feast of nectar d sweeU,
\\ here IK, friiile surfeit reigns.

Milln. Comus. 1. 471>.

His I'l-if'l- r vision admired the rose ami did not miss the

dewdrop. T. Winthmi>, Cecil Dreeme, vii.

4. Not worked into the proper form ; lacking
finish, polish, proper arrangement, or complete-

cruel

ness; hence, exhibiting lack of knowledge or

skill; imperfect: said of things: as, a ci ml'

painting; a crude theory; a crude attempt.
Absurd expressions, <rtnl--. aUniive thought*.

ItiiM-iuiiiniiti, on Translated Verte.

undigested nuuses of suuKe-tioii, fniuishiny
raw materials fur, c,nip-itioii

.m ,| j,,(tinu for the niein,.i\.

than any formal developments of the ideas, describe the

quality of writing which must prevail In journalism.
l>r ljuiiirru. Stjle, i

5. Characterized by lack of sufficient know-
ledge or skill; unable to produce what is fin-

ished, polished, or complete : said of persons.
Deep versed In hooks, and shallow in himself ;

Crmlf, or Intoxicate, collecting toys.

JH&M, I'. K., Iv. 328.

Let yourgreatness educate the crvdr and cold compan-
ion. Kmrrmn, EMays, lit ser., p. 187.

= Syn. 1. Han: Crmlf. See rate.

crudely (krOd'li), <w/V. Without due knowledge
or skill

;
without form or arrangement.

The question cnuleitf put, to shun delay,
Twas carry'd by the major part to stay.

l'i </! i<
. Hind and Panther.

crudeness (krod'nes), n. 1. Rawness; unripe-
ness; an unprepared or undigested state: as,
the crudcness of flesh or plants.

I he meate ivniai iiiin-e ia. It cornipteth digestion A

maketh cnidrnf* in the values.
.Sir T. Etyot, Castle of Health, II.

2. The character or state of being ignorantly,
inexactly, or unskilfully made or done

; imma-
turity; imperfection: as, the crudeness of a
theory.
You must tm|ier the crvdrnrt* of yonr assertion.

Chillingirorth, Relig. of Protestants.

crudity (kro'di-ti), n.; pi. crudities (-tiz). [=
F. erudite = Pr. cruditat = It. crtiditd, < L.

crudita(t-)s, indigestion, overloading of the

stomach, < crudug, raw, undigested.] 1. The
quality or state of being crude, in any sense
of that word. 2*. Indigestion.
For the stomachs crudity, proceeding from their usual

eating of fruits and drinking of water, is thereby con-
cocted. Sandyt, Travailes, p. 54.

3. That which is crude
; something in a rough,

unprepared, or undigested state : as, the crudi-
ties of an untrained imagination.
The Body of a State heinu' more obnoxious t

and Ill-humors than the State of a natnral Body, It is Im-

possible to continue long without Distempers.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 24.

They are oppressed with . . . teaming aa a stomach with
cmdititt. Hammoiut, Works, IV. 850.

Tlie modestest title I can conceive for such works would
lie that of a certain author, who called them his crudilitt.

Skaflttbury.

crudle, r. Same as (ruddle*.

crudy1
,
a. An obsolete or dialectal form of

curdy.

crudy-t (kro'di), <t. [Extended from crude, per-
haps through influence of crudy 1

.] Crude;
raw.

Sherria-aack . . . ascends me Into the brain ; dries me
there all the foolish and dull and rrw/i/ vapours which en-
viron it. SAnt., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 3.

cruet, " An obsolete spelling of crarl.

crue-herring (krb"her'ing), . The pilchard.
[Local, Scotch.]

cruel (krS'el), a. [Early mod. E. also creicel,

creicell; < ME. cruel, cruwfl, crewel, < OF. cruel,
F. cruel = Pr. cruzel, cruel = 8p. Pg. cruel =
It. crudelc, < L. crudeli*, hard, severe, cruel.
akin to crudus, raw, crude : see crude.] 1. Dis-

posed to inflict suffering, physical or mental ;

indifferent to or taking pleasure in the pain or
distress of any sentient being ; willingorpleased
to torment, vex, or afflict; destitute of pity,
compassion, or kindness; hard-hearted; piti-
less.

So be-gan the mcdle (battle) on bothe partela crrmll and
fellenouse. Merlin (K. K. T. S.), I. i is.

They are cruel, and have no mercy. Jer. vi. 23.

Ah, nymph, more crnrl than of human race !

Thy tigress heart belies thy angel face.

Dryden, tr. of Theocritus, The Despairing Lover, 1. SO.

2. Proceeding from or exhibiting indifference
to or pleasure in the suffering of others ; caus-

ing pain, grief, or distress; performed or exerted
in tormenting, vexing, or afflicting: aa, a cruel

act ; a cruel disposition ; the cruel treatment of
animals.

The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.

Prov. xii. 10.

This most cruel usage of your queen
. . . will Ignoble make you.

Yea, scandalous to the world. Shalt., W. T.. II. 3.

If mankind find delight In weepinu- at comedy, it would
be cruel to abridge them in that or any other innocent
pleasure. GoUtmith, The Theatre.



cruel

=Svn Barbarous, savage, ferocious, brutal, merciless,

unmerciful, pitiless, unfeeling, full, ruthless, truculent,

bloodthirsty. Inexorable, unrelenting,

cruel (krb" el), orfi'. Very; extremely. [Colloq.

or prov. Eng.]
I would now aske ye how ye like the play,

But as it is with school boys, can not say.

I'm cruel fearful.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, Epil.

Met Captain Brown of the Rosebush : at which he was

cnirl angry. Pepys, Diary, July 31, 1662.

cruellt n. An obsolete form of crewseV-, cruise 1

cruelly (kro'el-li), adv. [< ME. crueliche, crew-

clly ; < cruel + -ly
2
.} 1. In a cruel manner;

with cruelty ; inhumanly ; mercilessly.

Because he cruelly oppressed, ... he shall die in his

iniquity.
Ezek. xviii - 18 -

2. Painfully ;
with severe pain or torture.

The Northern Irish-Scotts, . . . whose arrowes . . .

enter into an armed man or horse most cruelly.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. Mischievously; extremely; greatly. [Colloq.
or prov. Eng.]
Which shows how cruelly the country are led astray in

following the town. Spectator, No. 129.

cruelness(kro'el-nes), n. [< ME. cruelnesse; <

cruel + -ness.} Cruelty; inhumanity. [Rare.]

Shames not to be with guiltlesse bloud defylde,
But taketh glory in her cruelnesse.

Spenser, Sonnets, xx.

cruels, . pi- See crewete.

cruelty (kro'el-ti), n.
; pi. cruelties (-tiz). [< cruisie (kro'si), .

ME. crueltie, cruelte, < OF. cruelte, erualte, cru-

aute, F. cruaut^ = Pr. cruzeltat, crueltat = Srj.

cnifldad=Pg. crueldade = It. crudeltA, crudelita
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see cross1
,
v. and w.] To sail to and fro, or from

crummy
The latter, however, had pickfd up his mimhs, was

learning his duty, and getting strength and c Hdenue

daily. It. 11. Dana, Jr., liefore the Mast, p. -J74.place to place, with a definite purpose and un-
__ _ __?

_ _____ _

der orders, open or sealed ; specifically, to sail w /!.. \
,. r< ME rrummen - LU

in search of an enemy's ships, or for the protec-
< ">> "' fc \\ MK c

!

tion of commerce, or as a pirate : as, the admiral

cruined between the Bahama islands and Cuba
;

a pirate was cruising in the gulf of Mexico.
" We cruise now for vengeance !

Give way !

"
cried Estienne.

Whittier, St. John.

(kroz), n. [< cruise^, v.} A voyage
made in various courses, as in search of an

enemy's ships, for the protection of commerce,
or for pleasure.

In his first cruise, 'twere pity he should founder.

Smollett, Reprisals, Epil.

cruise2 (kroz), . Same as cruse.

cruiser (kro'zer), n. [< cruise* + -er1
;
= 1).

kruiser, etc.] A person who or a ship which

= G. krunicn, kriimen ; from the noun.]
1 . To break into small pieces with the fingers :

as, to crumb bread into milk.

If any man eate of your dish, crom you therein no
Bread. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

2f. To crumble bread into
; prepare or thicken

with crumbs of bread.

The next was a dish of milk well cruinln'il.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

Mrs. Bibber here took pity on me, and cnnnm'd me a

mess of gruel. Dryden, Wild (lallant, i. 1.

3. In cookery, to cover or dress with bread-

crumbs, as meat, etc.
;
bread.

crumb2
t, Same as crum/i^ .

crumb-brush (krum
'

brush), it. A brush for

sweeping crumbs off 1

"
... .,

i n BweepuoK orumu uii tn tame,
cruises; specifically, an armed vessel specially ^ th (krum

-

kloth) . lp A cloth,nnw.vMic.fi. S.V. fitt +n r,y.o-\r 1,Y\/vtl Q, tmorviv'e fATTl- v ***** w^y * \commissioned to prey upon an enemy's com-

merce, to protect the commerce of the state to

which it belongs, to pursue an enemy's armed

ships, or for other purposes.

The profitable trade . . . having been completely cut

off by the Portugeeze cruisers.

Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, vi. 1.

Vessels designed for Confederate cruisers had been al-

lowed to sail from English ports.
(i. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 119.

[Dim. of cruise2 = cruse.}
__ simple form of lamp, consisting of a shallow

metal or earthen vessel, shaped somewhat like a

chiefly of a stout kind of damask, laid under a

table to receive falling fragments and keep the

carpet or floor clean. It is often made to ex-

tend over the greater part of a dining-room
floor. 2. A stout kind of damask used for

stair-coverings.
crumb-knife (krum'nif), . A knife used in-

stead of a brush for removing crumbs from a

table.

cruea= g. cru = .
, , gravy-boat, in which is placed a similarly shaped

< L. crudelita(t-)s, < crudelis, cruel : see cruel, a.] saucer of oil containing a wick. [Scotch.]

The simple form which was used down to the end of

the 18th century, and which as a cruixie continued in

common use in Scotland till the middle of this century.
Encyc. Brit., XIV. 245.

1. The quality of being cruel; the disposition
to inflict suffering, physical or mental

;
indiffer-

ence to or pleasure in the pain or distress of

others
; inhumanity.

There is a cruelty which springs from callousness and
crtlisken, criliskeen (kros'ken, -ken), n. A

brutality, and there is the cruelty of
vindictiyeness little cruse or Bottle; a measure (especially

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 140.
Qf wMgk } jn Scotland and Ireland.

2. A cruel act; a barbarous deed; specifically, cru_ve) cruve (kruv), n. [Perhaps < Gael, cro,

gen. crotlia, a sheep-cote, a wattled fold, a hut,

hovel, cottage.] 1. A sty ;
a mean hovel. 2.

in law, an act inflicting severe pain and done
with wilfulness and malice.

Cruelties worthy of the dungeons of the Inquisition.
Macaulay.

A sort of hedge formed of stakes on a tidal

river or the sea-beach, for catching fish, when
During the wars just before the reformation, especially the tide flows the fish swim over the wattles, and they

those of the French invasions of Italy, the cruelties of war are ]e ft by the ebbing of the tide. [Scotch in both senses.]

lller (krul'er), . [Of D. or LG.
knitter not found, but cf. MD. krol-

i IKIM 01 me rieiiun in.taiuii ui xitij, me \,i nc are leu uy me eimm
seemed to revive, and the religious animosities of the cen- Pr11 ] t(>T. trnllpr
tury and a half afterwards did not extinguish them. TtXj? ', TT J t;

Woohey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 128. origin (i>. kruU

ler, one who curls
;

cf. MLG. kriille-koken, a
3f. Harshness or strength of physical impres-
sion

; strength as of a smell.

And whenne the moone is downe also thai telle

Hem [them, sc. garlic] if me sowe, and pulle hem uppe also,
Of crueltee noo thing wol in hem smelle.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 210.

= Syn. Inhumanity, barbarity, savageness, ferocity, bru-

tality.

cruentatet (kro'en-tat), a. [< L. cruentatus, pp.
of cruentare, make bloody, < cruentus, bloody :

see cruentous.} Smeared with blood
; bloody.

Passing from the cntentate cloth or weapon to the wound,
and being incorporated with the particles of the salve.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxi.

cruentatedt, Same as cruentate. Bailey.
cruentOUSt (kro-en'tus), a. [< L. cruentus,

bloody, < cruor, blood : see crude.} Bloody.
A most cruel and cruentous civil war.

A Venice Looking-glass (1648), p. 9.

cruet (kro'et), n. [Formerly also crewet and
crevet (see crevet) ;

< ME. cruet, cruette, crewet,

crowet, a small pitcher, water-bottle, prob. dim.
of OF. cruye, a pitcher : see crock1

.} 1. A vial

or small glass bottle, especially one for holding
vinegar, oil, etc.

;
a caster for liquids.

Thys blode in two eruettes loseph dyd take.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 38.

He took up a little cruet that was filled with a kind of

inky juice, and pouring some of it out into the glass of
white wine, presented it to me.

Addison, Trial of the Wine-brewers.

Specifically 2. Eccles.
,
one of the two vessels

holding respectively the wine and the water
for the eucharist and for the ablutions of the
mass. In the Roman Catholic Church the name burette,
borrowed from the French, is often used. Older names
are ama or amula, ampulla, jiola or phiola, gemellia, and
itrceolus or urceola.

cruet-Stand (kro'et-stand), n. A frame, often
of silver, for holding cruets and casters. The
frame, cruets, and casters together are com-
monly called casters, the casters, or a caster.

Cruise 1
(kroz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. cruised, ppr.
cruising. [< D. kruiscn, cross, crucify, also

cruise, traverse hither and thither (= G. kreu-
zen = Dan. krydse = Sw. kryssa = F. croiser =
Sp. Pg. cruzar, cruise, lit. cross), < kruis, cross:

roll or cake, LG. kroll-koken, wafer-cakes), lit.

'curler,' < D. krullen, MD. krullen, krollen =
MLG. krullen, LG. krollen. curl: see curl.} A
cake cut from rolled dough made of eggs, but-

ter, sugar, flour, etc., fried to crispness in boil-

ing lard.

= G. kriimeln = LG
crumble; freq. of crumb!, v.} I. trans. To
break into small fragments ;

divide into minute

parts or morsels.

He with his bare wand can unthread thy joints,
And crumble all thy sinews. Milton, Comus, 1. 614.

II. intrant. 1. To fall into small pieces;
break or part into small fragments; become

disintegrated.
Close to the temple was the castle-gate,
Doorless and crumbling.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 325.

In the house forever crumbles
Some fragment of the frescoed walls.

Browning, De Gustibus.

Dr. King witnessed the crumbling process whilst drying
some perfect [worm] castings. . . . Mr. Scott also remarks
on the crumbling of the castings near Calcutta.

Darurin, Vegetable Mould, p. 276.

2. To fall into desuetude; decay; become frit-

tered away ; disappear piecemeal.
One hundred and forty thousand pounds had crumMed

away in the most imperceptible manner.
Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 9.

One error after another silently crumbled into the dust.

Story, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

The crisp and crumbling cruller.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 440.

crumble (krum'bl), n. [Dim. of crumb1
, v.} A

small crumb
;
a fragment ;

a particle ;
a mor-

sel. [Local, Eng.]

crumb1 (krum), n. [The b is excrescent, as in crumbly (krum'bli), a. [< crumble + -y!.} Apt

limb; < ME. cntmme, cromme, crume, cromc to crumble
; bpttle; triable: as, a c ttUg

(sometimes with long vowel, crume, crowme),
< AS. cruma, a crumb (= MD. kruyme, D.

kruim, crumb, pith, = MLG. krome, LG. krome,
kraume, krome, krom, also krume (> G. krume),
= Dan. krumme = Sw. dial, krumma, a crumb), crumb-of-bread (krum ov-bred ), .

< crummen, pp. of erimman (pret. cram, pi.

"crummon, pp. crummen, in comp. a-crummen),
break into fragments, crumble : see crim, and
cf. crump!, crumple.} 1. A morsel; specifically, crumby, a. bee crummy.
a minute piece of bread or other friable food crumen (kro'men), n. [< L. crumena, also cru-

broken off, as in crumbling it; hence, a very mina, a purse, bag, perhaps for *scrumend, akin

to scrotum, a bag.] The tear-bag or suborbital

lacrymal gland of deer and antelopes.

crumenalt (krb"me-nal), n. [< L. crumena, a

purse: see crumen.} A purse.
The fatte Oxe, that wont ligge in the stal,

Is nowe fast stalled in her [their] crumenall.

friable :

stone ; crumbly bread. Trollope.

All saw the coffin lowered in ; all heard the rattle of the

crumbly soil upon its lid.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 278.

A name
given to a sponge, HaUchondria panicea, which
when dried and bleached is as white and light
as a crumb of bread.

small fragment or portion of anything.

rid'Vtabie.
fedWlt '

Luk'"xT.^
As you seem willing to accept of the crumbs of science,

... it is with pleasure I continue to hand them on to

you. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 335.

Some crumbs of comfort there shall be for our party
friends at the South collectorships and postmasterships
shall be theirs yet a while longer.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

Thus cram they their wide-gaping cnnnenal.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, i. 19.

G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 305. crTmimable (krum'a-bl), a. [< crumb*, V., +
2. The soft inner part of a loaf of bread or -able.} That may fee broken into morsels or

crumbs.
crummet (krum'et), a. [Sc., equiv. to crump-
ed.} Having crooked horns, as a cow.

.

cake, as distinguished from the crust.

Dust unto dust, what must be, must ;

If you can't get crumb, you'd best eat crust.

Old song, crummie (krum'i), n. [Sc., equiv. to *orum-
Take of manchet about three ounces, the crumb only pie, dim. of "crump.} A cow with crooked horns,

thin cut. Bacon. Also crombie, crumnioi-k.
I nder the cover of her shawl she slipped a half crown crummock (krum'ok), n. [Sc. dim., equiv. to

deep into the crumb of the cake......... .. "crumiiock, dim. of'cnimj'
1

. Cf. cniiiimii'.} 1.

Same as crummie. 2. A staff with a crooked

head for leaning on. Also called cruiiiniii'-

ilrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xliv.

To pick or gather up one's crumbs, to improve physi-
cally ; recover health and strength.

Thank God I have passed the brunt of it [illness], and
am recovering and picking up my Crumbs apace.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 1.

stick.

crummy, crumby (krum'i), a. [< crum, <

+ -//i.] 1. Full of crumbs. 2. Soft, as the



crummy
ennnb of bread is; not crusty: as, ft crumnn/
lOftf.

crump't (knimp), ". [< MK. "crump, crumb,
crniiiiic, crooked, < AS. (duly in glosses) cru>n/i,

cninih. crooked (with verbal noun cri/mliinii, M

bending), = OS.
'

krumh = OFrics. l:rumh = I).

krom = 0111.. clinimli. MII(i./.THi/ (also (t| Hi.

.MIKf. krumpf), (!. kntmm = Dan. kriini, ci'ook-

ed, = Sw. l.'rinii, compassing (<(. led. l.-niinmn,

a crooked hand, kruiiimi. a name for the raven,
erookhcakO; i normal form crumb (mod.

jiron. kruin), but with iieeom. termination, as
if related to E. cramp (= OIK1. clirinnph).

(rooked, and crimp (= MIIU. krimpf), crooked,

being appar. from the pp. (as cramp 1 from the

pret. and crimp from the present) of the verb

represented by crimp: see crimp, and cf. also

/rump, criimli 1
. Prob. ukin to W. crom, crwm,

bending, concave, = Corn. Ir. Gael, crom, crook-

ed, bent. Hence cronu
,
a hook: 806 crome 1

.]

Crooked; bent.

All tint*.- steep Mountaines, whose hiyh horned tops
Tin- misty cloak of wainlrinu' Clouds enwraps,
Vrnlcr Kirst Waters their <-,-iu/it> shoulders hid,
And nil the Earth as a dull Pond abid.

s,iiiv*trr, tr. of DH Bartas's Weeks, I. 3.

Crooked backs and crump shoulders.
Art if. Handsomeness, p. 44.

CTUmp't (krump), . [< crump 1
, a.] A deformed

or crooked person. Danes.

That ptc.ee of deformity ! that monster ! that crump!
Vanbrugh, .Ksop, ii.

crump 1 (krump), v. i. [< ME. "crumpen, crom-

pi'ii, as in def. 3; otherwise not found in ME.,
except as in freq. crumple, and perhaps crum-

pet, q. v.
;
< crufMijl, a. Hence freq. crumple.

Cf. crimp, r., and crampl, r.] If. To bend;
crook.

But your clarissimn, old round-hack, he
Will crump you [dative of reference] like a hog-louse, with

the touch. B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 1.

2. To be out of temper. [Prov. Eng.] 3f. To
become perverted or corrupt.
And the cause wns they vsed the unlefulle synne of

leeherye, the which stinklthe and crompithe vnto heueue,
and niistornithe the ordre of nature.

Honk of the Knight of La Tour Landrif, p. 71.

crump2 (krump), n. [A var. of cramp2 , after

crump'1
,
n. and r.] The cramp. [Prov. Eng.]

crump3 (krump), r. i. [Sc., imitative like the

equiv. crunch. Cf. clump2.] To make a crunch-

ing noise, as in eating what is hard and brittle
;

emit a creaking sound, as snow when crushed
under the feet

;
crunch.

crump3 (krump), a. [E. dial, and Sc. Cf. crup
1

and crumpet.} Brittle; crusty; dry-baked;
crisp.

crumpet (knua'pet), n. [Perhaps < ME. crom-

l>iil (i. e., "crumped), a hard cake, appar. orig.
a '

roll,' pp. of "crumpen, E. crump, bend.
Otherwise referred to crump3 , brittle, crisp.
Prob. not connected with W. crempog, also

crcmpogcn, and cremog, cremogcn, a pancake, a

fritter; cf. W. cramnucyth, in same sense.] A
sort of tea-cake, less light and spongy than the
n MI ili 1 1. and usually toasted for eating.

Muffins and <vi//;i/>crw . . . will also bake in a frying-
pan, taking care the tin- ia not too tierce, and turniim
them when lightly browned:

IT. Kitchener. Cook's Oracle, p. 45(i.

crumple (krum'pl), r.
; pret. and pp. criimplid,

ppr. cnini/ilini/. [< ME. crumplen, crnmplcu,
make crooked; freq. from crump1

, but mixed
in sense with the related crimnle and <~riiiii>-'

see crump 1
, crimp, crimple.] I, trans. 1. To

make crooked; deform; distort into curves.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
<iod hud sent on him n wrake,
That in the palsye lie (tan schake
And was ,-i;,i/if,t/l,le and crokyd therto.

Le Bone Florenct (Mctr. limn., ed. Ritson, III. 1977).

This is the cow with the crumpled horn.

Nursery rime.

The little cnt>nitcil loy appeared to be cured of his de-

formity; he walked errct, the hump had fallen from his
back. S. JuM, Margaret, i. 14.

2. To draw or press into irregular folds
;
rum-

ple; wrinkle.

Plague on him. how he has erumplert our hands!
.Wu.i'ii.i(. r niul l-'iflil. Fatal Howry, iv. 1.

M> friend Sir linger alighted from his horse, and cv

posing his palm to to or three dial stiinl by liini, they
,'ruintJe,! it into all shapes, and diliiientlj sranin il \. r\

wrinkle- that eoiilil lie made in it.

.li/if/Wi, Spectator. No. 1:10.

The crust of the earth, o n> f>/,',l anil tissiired. has been.
so to speak, perforated and cemented together by molten
matter driven lip from below.

Utikir, Geol. Sketches, il. 36.
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II. intraiiK. To contract into wrinkles;
shrink

;
shrivel.

It |ai|Ua-vitn>] keepith the shines from shnnkiir-'. Tin

veins from rri/i/i/'/' Holin>t;l, Ireland, ii.

How much the muslin Muttered and rrtniij'lfl Iwfore
lllennor and another nymph were duly seated !

'/>'>//";*-, The \\arden. i\.

crumple (krum'pl),
. [< crumple, r.] That

which is crumpled, shriveled, or pressed into

wrinkles; an irregular fold or wrinkle.

Crumi&'H or anticlinal rolls, which are so frequently
found in extensive l.a-in- >V/. n'-,-. VI. 184.

crumpler (krum'pler). n. A cravat. [Colloq.]
The lit of his cntmpler and the crease of his breeches.

/(. /'. lilaclrin<,rc. l.orna l)oone, iii

crumpling (krum'pling), . [< crumple, shrink,

shrivel, + dim. -ing.] A degenerate or shriv-

eled apple. Johnson.

crumply (krum'pli), n. [< crumple, ., + -y*.]
Full of crumples or wrinkles.

Clumpy (krum'pi), a. [< crump3 + -y'.] Easi-

ly broken ; brittle ; crisp ; crump. [Prov. Eng.]
crunch (kruneh), v. [Also in var. forms crauiich.

cranch, scrunch, xcranch : see these fonns, and
also crump3 ;

all appar. orig. imitative.] I,

trans. To crush with the teeth; chew with vio-

lence and noise : as, to crunch a biscuit ; hence,
to crush or grind violently and audibly in any
other way.
A sound of heavy wheels crunching a stony road.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, 11. 14.

Our wheels went crunching the gravel
Of the oak-darkened avenue.

Lmcell, An Emlwr Picture.

II. intrans. 1. To chew. 2. To act or pro-
ceed with a sound of crushing or crackling;
produce a noise as from crunching anything.
The ship crunched through the Ice. Kane.

crunch (kruneh), n. [< crunch, r.] The act of

crunching; the act of penetrating, forcing a

passage through, or pressing against anything
with a crushing noise.

What so frightfully old as we ourselves, who can. If we
choose, hold in our memories every syllable of recorded

time, from the first crttnch of Eve's teeth in the apple?
Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 13.

crime (kron), r. Another spelling of croon.

crunkt (krungk), r. . [= Icel. kriinka, croak
as a raven, < krunk, a croak. Cf . cronk, the note
of wild geese. Imitative words.] To cry like

a crane.

The crane erunkelh, emit grus.

Withals, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 20.

crunkle '

(krung'kl). c. t. ; pret. and pp. crunkled,

ppr. crunkling. [Var. of crinkle. Cf. crumple.']
To rumple ;

crinkle or wrinkle. [Prov. Eng.]
crunkle-t (krung'kl), v. i. [Freq. of crunk.] To
cry like a crane,

crunodal (kro'no-dal), a. [<
cruinMle + -al.] Havingacru-
node.
crunode (kro'nod), 11. [Irreg.
< L. crux (cruc-), cross, + no-
dus = E. knot : see cross and
iiiidc. Cf. acnodc.] A point
at which a curve crosses itself

;
a double point

on a curve with two real tangents.
cruor (kro'or), n. [L., blood, gore: see crude.]
Gore

; coagulated blood,

cruorin, cruorine (kro'o-rin), n. [< L. cruor,
blood, + -id 2 , -inc2.] Tlie red coloring matter
of blood-corpuscles. It exists in distinct particles or

globules, ami may be obtained in the form of a brick-re. 1

powder. Now called hemoglobin (which see).

Previous to the introduction of spectrum analysis, red
and purple cruorine were perfectly unknown.

J. Sf. Lockyer. Spectroscope, p. 85.

crup 1
(krup), a.

[E.
dial, (south.), prob. =

crump3 , brittle, with loss of the nasal.] 1.

Short; brittle: as, "crup cake," Todd. 2.

Snappish; testy: as, "a crup answer," Todd.

[Prov. Eng. in both uses.]

crup2 (krup), n. [< F. croupe : see croup* and
crupper."] Same as croup'*.

crupper (krup'er). n. [< F. croupiere, < croupe,
the buttocks of a horse: see croup

2
.] 1. The

buttocks of a horse ; the rump.
Both gaue strokes so sound,

A made both hones cni;<jxr kisse the ground.
Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto'g Orlando Kurioso, xlvi. 100.

2. A strap of leather which is buckled at one
end to the back of a saddle, or to the saddle of
a harness, and at the other passes by a loop
under the horse's tail, to prevent the saddle
from slipping forward. Also crouper. See cut
under harm.--*-.

Holding on for the dear life by the mane and the cruw-

prr. Thackeray, Harry Lyndon, xvlii.

f, Crunode.

cms

cropper (krup'er). r. t. [< cnippir. n.] To
put a crupper on : as. to rrupprr a hor-,-.

cruppin (krup'in). A dialectal (Scotch) vari-

ant of crupcn, past participle of cm p.

crura, . I'lural of crus.

cruraeus (krO-re'us), n. [Nh., < L. crus (crur-),

let;.J The principal and middle mass of mus-
cle on the front of the thigh, forming a part of

the great extensor of the leg, inseparable from
the lateral portions of the same muscle called
riixtii* intcrnus and rastux cxtrrnux. These three

muscles, or parts of one muscle, arise from most of the

front and sides of the femur; and their tendinous parU
unite with the tendon nf the lectio feiimris to embrace
the patella or knee-cap, and thence proceed, as the so-

called liitaiiirntttiH patella, to Insertion in the tnU-rosity
of the tibia. The cmraua anil the two vast! together com
pose the muscle called tricciut extensor crurin

,
when ih.

redns is included therewith, the whole is known a> the

qua>lriccpi eitennor criiri*. ITlc crancns proper of man Is

also called mrilicrtirtrii*, when the two vast! are known as
the eftracrurcru* and intracrurcnu respectively, and tin

rectlis as the reeHcrunsiu. See these wonls ; also rfi-

crurceuf, titbcrurirnn.

crural (krS'ral), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. crural = It.

cruralc, < L. cruralis, < crux (crur-), the leg.]
1. Pertaining to the leg or hind limb: as, a
crural artery or vein

;
the anterior crural nerves

;

the crural arch, or Poupart's ligament. 2.

Pertaining to the leg proper, or cnis, as dis-

tinguished from the thigh; cnemial; tibial.

3. T?ertaining to the crura or peduncles of the
brain. 4. Shaped like a leg or root crural
arch, the ligament of the thigh. A!HO called inguinal
arch, ligament o/ Poupart, etc.- Crural area. See
area crtiralu, under area. Crural artery, the femoral

artery. Crural canal, the passage through which a fem-
oral hernia passes. It lies on the inner side of the iliac

vein, between it ami the crural sheath, and extends from
the crural ring to the upjwr part of the saphenous open-
Ing. It is a quarter to a half inch In length. Crural
hernia. .Same as femoral hernia (which see, under her-

nia). Crural nerve, the largest branch of the lumbar

plexus, formed chiefly from the third and fourth lumbar
nerves, with a fasciculus from the second, In the substance
of the psoas muscle, and dividing into a large leash of

nerves which supply all the muscles of the front of the

thigh, excepting the tensor vagimc femoris, and some
other muscles, as the iliaciis and pectina?us, and also

sending cutaneous nerves to the front and Inner side of
the thigh and to the leg and foot. Crural pores, open-
ings in the integument of the hind limbs of lizards, as In

the genus Sccloporiut, which takes its name therefrom.

They are situated in the femoral, not the crural, segment
of the limb. Also called femoral pores.

In the Saurii, the so-called crural jmret lead Into glands,
which look like compound tubes, and which secrete cells

which harden and till up the lumen of the glands.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anal, (trans.), p. 420.

Crural ring, the upper opening of the crural .anal, lead-

ing into the abdominal cavity. It Is hounded in front hy
t'oupart's ligament and the deep crural arch, liehind by
the pubes, internally by the deep crural arch, (iimbernat's

ligament, and the conjoined tendon of the transversalis and
internal oblique muscles, and externally by the femoral
vein.- Crural septum, the layer of subpcrltoneal con-
nective tissue which spans the crural ring in a normal
state. Crural sheath, the sheath which Incloses the
femoral vessels as they leave the abdomen. It ia a con-
tinuation of the fascine lining the abdomen, and liecomes

closely adherent to the femoral vessels about an inch he-

low the saphenous opening ; but aliove it is larger, and
contains some areolar tissue, and frequently a lymphatic
gland. Crural vein, the femoral vein. Deep crural
arch, a thickened band of libers arching over the tiegln-

ning of the crural sheath. It arises from the middle of

Poupart's ligament, and is inserted Into the iliopectineal
line.

CTQS (krus), n. ; pi. crura (kro'rtt). [L., the leg.]
In ana (.and rod'?.: (a) The low-
er leg ; the part of the hind
limb between the knee and
the ankle; the second seg-
ment of the hind limb, corre-

sponding to the forearm or
antebrachium of the fore

limb, represented by the

length of the tibia or shin-
bone. (6) Some part likened
to a leg, as one of a pair of

supporting parts; a pillar; a

peduncle.
Vacnole al>ont in the centre of

each cnu, filled with moving gran-
ules.

H. C. Woal, Fresh-Water Algw,
I p. 107.

Crura cerebelli, the peduncles of
the cerebellum. Crura cerebelli
ad cerebrum, the superior pedun-
cles of the cerebellum. Crura ce-
rebelli ad corpora quadrlgemi-
na. the superior peduncles of the
cerebellum. Crura cerebelli ad
medullam, the inferior peduncles
of the cerebellum.- Crura cere-
belli ad pontem, the middle IK-

dllllcles of the cerebellum. CTUra
fomicls, the posterior pillars of
the fornix.- Crura of the dia-
phragm, the richt and left tendi-
nous attachments of the diaphragm
bodies of lumbar vertebra, uniting I

fat

Front View of Bones of

Right Human Crus.

t. crest erf tibia : ttu.
external tubcrosity of
tibia : I'M, internal mal-
leolus ; I'/M. internal tu-

herosity of tibia : i.

spine, and r, tubercle of

tame:/, fibula : A. its

head : rm. external mal-
kolus.

to the sides of the
ibove to inclose the



crus

aortic opening. Crus anterius medullsa oblongatsa.
Same as cms cerebri. Crus cerebelll superius, one of

the superior peduncles of the cerebellum. Cms cere-

bri, the peduncle of the brain ;
the mass of white nerve-

tissue forming with its fellow the lower portion of the

mesencephalon and in part of the thalamencephalon, and

extending from the pons Varolii to the optic tract. Crus
e cerebello ad medullam, the postpeduncnlni, nearly
coextensive with the restiform body. CrUS fornicis an-

terius, the columna fornicis, or anterior pillar of the for-

nix. Crus medium, the middle peduncle of the cerebel-

lum ; a mass of white nerve-tissue passing down on each
side from the cerebellum to form the pons Varolii. Crus
olfactorium, crus rhinencephali, what is improperly
called, in human anatomy, the olfactory nerve or tract,

Ireing a contracted portion of the brain itself, between the

prosencephalon and the rhinencephalon. Crus penis,
the posterior fourth of one of the corpora cavernosa,
which, diverging from its fellow, is attached to the pubic
and ischial raini.

crusade1
(kro-sad'), . [Early mod. E. also cru-

sado, croisade, croisado, croysado, earlier cruci-

ade, late ME. cruciate, cruciat (being various-

ly accom. to the ML., Sp., or F.); = F. croi-

sade (after Pr.), OF. croisee (also in another
form croiserie) = Pr. crosada, crosada = Sp. Pg.
cruzada = It. crociata, (. ML. erueiata, a crusade,
lit. (sc. expeditio(n-)) an expedition of persons
marked with or bearing the sign of the cross,

prop. fern. pp. of cruciare, mark with the cross,
< L. crux (cruc-), cross: see cross1

,
n. and v.,

and cruciate. The earlier ME. word for 'cru-

sade' was croisery: see croisery.~\ 1. A military
expedition under the banner of the cross; spe-

cifically, one of the medieval expeditions un-
dertaken by the Christians of Europe for the

recovery of the Holy Land from the Mohamme-
dans. The crusading spirit was aroused throughout Eu-

rope in 1095 by the preaching of the monk Peter the Her-

mit, who with Walter the Penniless set out in 1096 with
an immense rabble, who were nearly all destroyed on the

way. The first real crusade, under Godfrey of Bouillon,
1096-9, resulted in the capture of Jerusalem and the es-

tablishment of a Christian kingdom in the Holy Land ; the

second, 1147, preached by St. Bernard, was unsuccessful ;

the third, 1189-92, led by the princes Frederick Barba-
rossa of Germany, Richard the Lion-hearted of England,
and Philip Augustus of France, failed to recover Jerusa-

lem, which the Mussulmans had taken in 1187 ; the fourth,
1202-4, ended in the establishment of a Latin empire in

Constantinople, under Count Baldwin of Flanders, one of
its leaders; the fifth, 1228-9, under the emperor Fred-
erick II., the sixth, 1248- 50, under St. Louis (Louis IX. of

France), and the seventh and last, 1270-71, also under St.

Louis, were all unsuccessful. There were other expedi-
tions called crusades, including one of boys, 1212, "the
children's crusade," in which many thousands perished
by shipwreck or were enslaved. The cost of the crusades
and the loss of life in them were enormous, but they
stimulated commerce and the interchange of ideas be-

tween the West and the East. The expeditions against
the Albigenses under papal auspices, 1207-29, were also

called crusades.

For the crusade preached through western Christendom,
A. D. 1188, it was ordained that the English should wear a
white cross ; the French a red ; the Flemish a green one.

Quoted in Hock's Church of our Fathers, III. i. 446, note.

The Crusades, with all their drawbacks, were the trial

feat of a new world, a reconstituted Christendom, striving
after a better ideal than that of piracy and fraternal
bloodshed. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 222.

2. Any vigorous concerted action for the de-
fense or advancement of an idea or a cause, or
in opposition to a public evil : as, a temperance
crusade ; the crusade against slavery.
The unwearied, unostentatious, and inglorious crusade

of England against slavery may probably be regarded as

among the three or four perfectly virtuous acts recorded
in the history of nations. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 161.

crusade l
(kro-sad' ) ,

v. i.
; pret . and pp . crusaded,

ppr. crusading. [< crusade*, n.] To engage in

a crusade
; support or oppose any cause with

zeal.

Cease crusading against sense. 31. Green, The Grotto.

crusade2 (kro-sad'), n. Same as crusado2 .

crusader (kro-sa'd6r), n. [Cf. equiv. croisee.]
A person engaged in a crusade. The crusaders of
the middle ages bore as a badge on the breast or the
shoulder a representation of the cross, the assumption of

which, called
"
taking the cross," constituted a binding

engagement and released them from all other obliga-
tions.

If other pilgrims had their peculiar marks, so too had
the crusader. For a token of that vow which he had plight-
ed, he always wore a cross sewed to his dress, until he
went to, and all the while he stayed in, the Holy Land.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 446.

With all their faults these nobles [of Cyprus] were bona
fide Crusaders; men who, like the first champions, were
ready to cast in their lot in a Promised Land, and not, like
the later adventurers, anxious merely to get all they could
out of it, to make their fortunes.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 200.

crusading (kro-sa'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of crusade*,
t'.] Of or pertaining to the crusades

; engaged
in or favoring a crusade or crusades.
In how many kingdoms of the world has the crusading

sword of this misguided saint-errant spared neither age,
or merit, or sex, or condition.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.
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Some grey crusading knight. .V. Arnnld.

As in the East, so in the West, the crusading spirit was

kept alive and made aggressive by the monks and the

knights. Still?, Stud. Med. Hist, p. 354.

crusado1
! (krb'-za'do), . [Also cruzado ; a var.,

after Sp. Pg. eru:ad<i (fern.), of crusade: see

<-.w<fci.] 1. A crusade.

If you suppose it [the style of architecture] imported
intu that kingdom by those that returned from the o-//.sv/-

does, we must of course set it down as an eastern inven-

tion. //. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xliv.

2. A bull issued by the pope urging a crusade,

promising immediate entrance into heaven to

those who died in the service, and many indul-

gences to those who survived.

Pope Sixtus quintus for the setting forth of the foresaid

expedition . . . published a Cruzado, with most ample
indulgences which were printed in great numbers.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 594.

crusado2 , cruzado (kro-za'do), . [Also cru-

sade = D. krusaet (Kilian) = Gr. crusade, etc., <

Sp. Pg. cruzado, a coin, prop. pp. of cruzar, mark
with a cross, < cruz, a cross: see cross1

,
n. and

v., and cf. crw-

srtdc1
, cruciate.]

A money and coin
of Portugal. The
old crusado, now a
mere name, was 400

reis, or 43 United
States cents. The new
crusado is 480 reis, or
52 cents. The Portu-

guese settlements of
the east coast of Afri-
ca reckon with a cru-
sado of only 17 cents.
Also crusade.

I had rather have
lost my purse

Full of cruzadoes.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4.

I was called from
dinner to see some
thousands ofmy Lord's
crusados weighed, and
we find that 3000 come
to about 530(. or 40

generally.
J'l-pys, Diary, June 5,

[1662.

The King's fifth of
the mines yields an-

nually thirteen mil-
lions of crttsadoes or
half dollars.

Je/erson, Correspon-
[dence, II. 110. Silver Crusado of John V. British Mu-

seum. ( Size of the original. }

cruse (kros), 11.

[Also written improp. cruise ; < ME. cruse, cruce,

crouse, crus, a pot, < Icel. krus, a pot, tankard, =
Sw. Dan. krus = D. kroes, OD. kruyse, a cup,
pot, crucible, = MHG. krftsf, G. krauxe, an
earthen mug. Perhaps ult. connected with

crock*, q. v. Hence, ult., the dim. cruset and
cresset.} An earthen pot or bottle; any small
vessel for liquids.
David took the spear and the cruse of water from Saul's

bolster. 1 Sam. xxvi. 12.

In her right hand a crystal cruse filled with wine.
B. Jonmn, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

This cruse of oil, this skin of wine,
These tamarinds and dates are thine.

T. B. Aldrich, The Sheik's Welcome.

cruset (kro'set), 11. [< F. creuset, OF. creuset,

crmet, etc. : see cresset and cruse.'] A gold-
smiths' crucible or melting-pot.
crush (krush), v. [< ME. cruschen, crousshen,
< OF. eruisir, croissir = Pr. crucir, cruissir,
croissir = Sp. crujir, Cat. croxir = It. crosciare

(ML. crufcirc), crush, break; cf. Sw. krossa,
bruise, crack, crush, prob. of Romance origin.
The Romance words are prob. from a Teut.
verb : Goth, kriustan, gnash with the teeth,
grind the teeth, &eriv.*krau3tjan = Icel. kreista,

kreysta = Sw. krysta = Dan. kryste, squeeze,
press.] I. trans. 1. To press and bruise be-
tween two hard bodies

; squeeze out of shape
or normal condition.

The ass . . . crushed Balaam's foot against the wall.
>'nm. xxii. 1~>.

2. To bruise and break into fragments or small

particles, either by direct pressure or by grind-
ing or pounding: as, to crush quartz. 3. To
force down and bruise and break, as by a super-
incumbent weight : as, the man was crushed by
the fall of a tree.

Vain is the force of man, and heav'n's as vain,
To crush the pillars which the pile sustain.

Dryden, .'Eneid.

4. To put down; overpower; subdue abso-

lutely; conquer beyond resistance : as, to crush
one's enemies.

crusoile

Lord, rise, and rouse, and rule, and cnmh their furious

pride. QiMfieff, Emblems, i. 15.

These Disorders might have been cms/it, if Captain Swan
had used his Authority to .Suppress them.

Dumpier, Voyages, I. 371.

Speedily overtaking and crushing the rebels. Scott.

On April 16, 1746, the battle of Culloden forever crushed
the prospects of the Stuarts.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

5. To oppress grievously.
Thou shalt be only oppressed and crushed alway.

Dent, xxviii. 33.

6. To crowd or press upon.
When loud winds from diff'rent quarters rush,
Vast clouds encount'ring one another crush.

Waller, Instructions to a Painter.

7. To rumple or put out of shape by pressure
or by rough handling : as, to crush a bonnet or

a dress. [Golloq.] Angle of crushing. See angle*.
TO crush a CUP (or glass), to drink a cup of wine

together; "crack a bottle": probably in allusion to the

custom, prevalent in wine-growing countries, of squeezing
the juice of the grape into a cup or goblet as required.

If you be not of the house of Montagues, I pray, come
and crush a cup of wine. Shak., K. and .!., i. 2.

Come crush a glass with your dear papa.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

TO crush out. () To force out by pressure.

Bacchus, that first from tmt the purple grape
Crush'd the sweet poison of misused wine.

Milton, Comus, 1. 47.

(6) To destroy ; frustrate : as, to crush out rebellion.
=
Syn. 1. Monk, etc. See dash. 2. To break, pound, pul-

verize, crumble, bray, disintegrate, demolish. 4. To over-

power, prostrate, conquer, quell.

II. intrans. To be pressed out of shape, into

a smaller compass, or into pieces, by external
force : as, an egg-shell crushes readily in the
hand.
crush (krush), w. [< crush, v.~\ 1. A violent

collision or rushing together; a sudden or vio-

lent pressure ;
a breaking or bruising by pres-

sure or by violent collision or rushing toge-
ther.

Some hurt, either by bruise, erifA, or stripe.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxix. 6.

Unhurt amidst the wars of elements,
The wrecks of matter, and the crush of worlds.

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. Violent pressure caused by a crowd
;
a mass

of objects crowded together ; a compacted and
obstructing crowd of persons, as at a ball or

reception.
Strove who should be smothered deepest in

Fresh crush of leaves. Keats, Endymion, iii.

Great the crush was, and each base,
To left and right, of those tall columns drown'd
In silken fluctuation and the swarm
Of female whisperers. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

crushed (krusht), p. a. [Pp. of crush, >.] 1.

Broken or bruised by squeezing or pressure:
as, crushed strawberries. 2. Broken or bruised
to powder by grinding or pounding ; pulverized ;

comminuted : as, crushed sugar ;
crushed quartz.

3. Crumpled ; rumpled ; pressed out of shape,
as by crowding: as, a crushed hat or bonnet.
4. Overwhelmed or subdued by power; pressed
or kept down as by a superincumbent weight.
Hence 6. Oppressed.
crusher (krush'er), n. 1 . One who or that which
crushes or demolishes: as, his answer was a
crusher. [Colloq.] 2. A policeman. [Slang.]
crusher-gage (krush'er-gaj), n. A registering
instrument, exposed in the bore of a gun, to

measure the pressure developed by the explo-
sion of a charge. E. H. Knight.
crush-hat (krush'haf), M. 1. A hat which can
be folded without injury and carried in the

pocket.
"
No, don't," said Sir Mulberry, folding his crush-hat to

lay his elbow on. Dirkens, .Nicholas Nickleby.

2. Colloquially, an opera-hat,
crushing (krush'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of crush, .]

Having the power or tending to crush; over-

whelming; demolishing.
The blow must be quick and crujtfiin'i.

Macaulai/, Hist. Eng., xviii.

crushing-machine (krush'ing-ma-shen*), n. A
machine constructed to pulverize or crush stone
and other hard and brittle materials

;
a stone-

crusher.

crush-room (krush 'rom), w. A saloon in a

theater, opera-house, etc., in which the audi-

ence may promenade between the acts or dur-

ing the intervals of an entertainment; a foyer.

crusian, . See crucian.

crusilll, crusily, Hoc <><%.
crusoilet, [< OF. criaoi, cruzol, croiseuJ, a
var. of crniiit'l. cnwau, a crucible, melting-pot:
see cresset and crucible."] A crucible ; a melt-

ing-pot.



crusoile

Tlliill SCIIIIIMIC "f Ills lllcllillL' -liotK, that wcrl chrMnid
ill a r, "".'/ uith M.-nnii,'* nt.'i.

I/," /" ,i,i,l /;,ir/. !,-/, Insatiate rcHiiiti'HH, I.

crust (krtist), H. [< MK. crust = I). burnt =
MLC. l.l'imli. !,<;. l.-iir.iti; kimlr = <tll(). rrnsln.

Mllti. II. /.TM.sVr = Oh', cnillHtr, V. cnn'ltf = I'r.

Pg. It. cniKlti = Sp. fimlrii, < K. ci-iixtii, the hard

surface of a body, rind, shell, crust, inlaid

work; cf. Or. it/mx;, frost: nee cri/stal.] 1. A
hard external portion, of comparative, thinness,

forming a sort ol' emit in:.' over the softer inte-

rior part ; any hard outer coat or coating : as,

the crust of frozen snow ;
the crust of a loaf of

bread ; a thin crust of politeness.
I have known :m emperor quite hid under a mat of

dross. A'l'l'x'in, Ancient Medals, I.

If the wind be rotiKh, und trouble the crunt of the water.
II'. l.ininiin (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 194).

Specifically 2. In ycol. : (a) The exterior por-
tion of the earth

;
that part of the earth which

is accessible to examination. (6) The solid

portion
of the earth, as opposed to its fused

interior, many geologists and physicists believ-

ing that the interior of the earth must be in a
more or less fluid condition. 3. Matter col-

lected or concreted into a solid body; an in-

crustation
; specifically, a deposit from wine,

as it ripens, collected on the interior of bot-

tles, etc., and consisting of tartar and coloring
matter.

From scalp to sole one slough ami crust of sin.

TVnni/Mm, St. Simeon Stylltes.

4. A piece of an outer coating or incrustation
;

specifically,
an external or a dried and hard

piece of bread.
Give me again my hollow tree,
A cruitt of bread, and liberty !

Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. vl. 221.

5. In zoiil., a shell ;
a test

;
the chitinous or

other hard covering of various animals, as crus-

taceans and insects. 6. In anat. and physiol.,
a coat or covering harder or denser than that

which is covered ;
a pellicle ;

a crusta : as, the

buffy coat or crust of inflammatory blood ;
the

crust of a tooth. 7. The part of the hoof of a
horse to which the shoe is fastened. Crust cof-
fee. See coffee.

CTUSt (krust), . [< ME. crusten, < crust, n.~\ I.

traus. 1. To cover with a crust or hard exte-

rior portion or coating ; overspread with any-
thing resembling a crust ; incrust.

Their legs, and breasts, and bodies stood crusted with
bark. Addison.

With blackest moss the flower-nota
Were thickly crutted, one and all.

Tennyimn, Mariana.

The hilt of the sword was covered, and the scabbard was
erutted with brilliants, first I'earojaSilken Reitrn, p. 282.

2. To coat or line with concretions. See crust,

n., 3.

foul and crusted lx>ttles.

Swift, Directions to Servants, Butler.

II. intraiis. 1. To thicken or contract into a

hard covering; concrete or freeze, as superficial
matter.

The place that was burned muted and healed.
Sir H'. Temple.

The chilly frost, beneath the silver beam,
Crept, gently crutting, o'er the glittering stream.

/fr*ix, Brigs of Ayr.

2. To crust-hunt. [American.]
crusta (krus'ta), n. ; pi. crusta (-te). [L., a

crust: seeerM, n.] 1. In ilccoratire art, some-

thing prepared for application or inlaying, as a

small chased or sculptured ornament made for

the decoration of vessels of silver or other metal.

2. In hot., the brittle crustaceous thallus of

lichens. 3. In zoiil., a crust. 4. In a nut.:

(a) A crust. (6) The smaller and lower of two

parts into which each crus cerebri is divisible,

the other being called the tegmcntiim. The

upper boundary of the substantia nigra is the

boundary between the two. 5. In physiol. and

/( tlinl., a crust. 6. A cocktail served in a glass
lined with the rind of half a lemon and having
its rim incrusted with sugar. -Crusta flbrosa,
the cement of a tooth. Sen cement, ., 4. Crusta in-

flammatoria, the luitfy coat Sec t>u/y. Crusta lac-

tea, in i><iil">l., < i-/cnia pustulosum, as met with on the
face and head of infants at the breast; milk-crust.

Crusta petrosa, the stony cru.st of a ti>oth ; tlu1 cement.
Srr ''. nl'-ilt, n., 4.

A mass of true lione, which takes the place of the cnusta

l>etr*n. //ux/cj/, Anat, Vert,, p. 41.

Crusta phlogistica, the buffy coat. See bufn.

Crustacea (krus-ta'shiii), H. i>l. [NL., neut. pi.

of eriixtuci'iix, having ;i crust: see crustaceous.
Cf. \..ci-iisiiitn. shell-fish: see crnxtntf.] A class

of .trtlinipixla; one of the prime divisions of

articulated animals with articulated legs, as
S7
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distinguished from Ima-rtu, Mi/riii/nnl'i, and
.-Iriicliniilii resiiectively. They are mostly aquatic
arthropod* with (tfenendly) two pairs of antcnme and nu-

merous thoracic as well as (usually) abdominal artii nl.it ed

appendagM, and bmthtna ta means of hranehia-. in.

l>od\ u covered with a hard chltlnoot teat or croat, whanefl
the immc. It Is seumented into head, thorax, ami alido-

ineli, the two former of which are mole or le-s ei.mplet. |\

united into a ccphalothoriiv, -hiel.l. d vutli a eontini

crutch

the trnnslator of Swedenborg's "Principles of

Natural Philosophy."
crustalogical (krus-ta-loj'i-kal), a. [< crustal-

<>i/l/ + -led/.]
-

-,*lilr<'iitiH/ii'ill.

crustalogist (krtiH-tal'o-jist), n. [< cruxtalogy
+ -ixl.\ Same as ri-iixiiiniilni/t^t.

crustalogy (krus-tal'o-ji), n. [Irreg. for *cru-

r, < L. crusta, crust, + Gr. -/yia, < Mynv,

or somite of the IxMly consist, at least theoretically, of a crustate (krus'tat), O. [< L. crustatiu (neut.
dorsal portion or tergite of two pieces, a ventral portion nj. rrustatu (so. animalia, animals), shell-fish
or Hternlle, also of two pieces, an epiniei i each side pi;.lv \ rru*1nrr i-nit ( rrujitii acnint-
above, and an epliteniuni on each side below. The shell

iln
.v ). PP- 1st, < cnwM, a cr

sends inward sundry hard procewe. or partitions called see crust, n., crusta, and cf. custard.] Covered

apodemata. The typical number of segment* in the higher with a crust : as, crustate basalt.
Cnutaceato 21, actually or theoretically. The crustaceans crustated (krus'ta-ted), a. [As crustate + -e<fi.]
si,, d their shell. (exoskeletonsX 111 ome case, with , \

traordinary frequency, and they pooes. great reparatory , ,

powers In the reproduction of lost parti Most of them CrUStatlon (krus-ta Hhon), M.

pass through several larval stages, the beat-marked of

which are those of the fonns called the nnupliu*, zoea, and
''. The eni.staceans Include all kinds of crabs and

lobsters, shrimps, prawn., crawfish, etc., among the higher
forms ; and among the lower, a great variety of creatures

known as sand-hopper., Iwach-fleas, wood-lice, fish-lice,

us r/ nutate.

. r [As crustate +
An adherent crust ;

an incrustation.

(krus't*r), n. One who crust-hunts for

game; a crust-hunter. [American.]

-ton.']

Ho long as dog. and crutter* are forbidden, the deer will

,,..., . remain abundant Parent and Stream.
barnacles, etc. Leading t)|>es, in more technical teniis

are the thoracostracan, podophthalmic, or stalk-eyed CTUSt-hunt (krust hunt), . . To hunt deer,
crustaceans, as crabs anil crawfish ; the edriophthalmous ruoose, or Other large game on the SHOW, when

the crust is strong enough to support the hun-
ter but not the game, which is in consequence

or sessile-eyed crustaceans, as hemodipods, amphipod.s.
and Isopods (all the foregoing being sometimes grouped
together as malacostracoiiH crustaceans); tile enUtmos-
tnu oils crustaceans, as the copepods, ostracodes, cladoce-

raus, ph\ llopods. etc., the trilobites and their related

forms being often brought under this division ; the epi-

zoans, ichthyophthirians, or fish-lice; and finally, the cir

easily overtaken and killed. [American.]
crust-hunter (krust 'hun'ter), n. One who
crust-hunts. [American.]

r'ipe'ds.

'

Great 'as is the' difference between extremes in CrUSt-huntlng (krust'hun'ting), H. [Verbal n.

of crust-hunt, i:] The method of hunting large

game, in the winter, on the crust of the snow.

[American.]
It was the constant endeavor . . . to make it appear

that the opponent, of water-killing were staunch advo-

any of these forms, they are closely related by connecting
forms, and naturalist, are by no means agreed upon the

formal division of the class. The older divisions which
have been made are now mostly superseded, and even the
mi id em "lies are seldom exactly conterminous. A series of

subclasses sometimes now adopted is: (1) Cirripetlia or

Pectogtraca, with three or four orders ; (2) Eyizna or leh-

thyoyhthiria ; (3) Entomottraca, with such orders as Coy<-
-

porfa, Ontraeuda, Cladiicera, Phyllopoda, -Viz/Aura, Trtiv-

cates of January cnigt-hnntintf and June floating.
t'oreit and Stream, XXIV. 425.

vntla, <}*tmni<la, Cltuliicera, I'liiiUopMa, .\ivtiura, 'I run-

bita, Eurypter\dn;(t)Edriuphthaltna, with Lcriuodijioda, CTUStlflC (krus-tlf lk), a. [< L. crusta, a crust,

Amphipiida. and Impoda; (5) Podophthalma, with Stoma- -J- -ficun, < fncere, make: see -lie, -Jy.] PrO-
tu]ioda an<l Decaimda ; to which s<jme add(0) l'odo>mata, .i.-pj., nrnHt, or lcin TKftre 1^^^^^^^
The trilobites with thceurypterygians and king-crabs some- surlily.
time, constitute one prime division called Giijantortraca. crustiness (krus'ti-nes), . 1. The quality
Haeckel uses Carides as a substitute for Cnutacea.

of being crusty; hardness. 2. Peevishness;
crustacean (krus-ta'shian), a. and . [< Cms- gnappi BTine88; surliness.
tacea + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the cmgting (krus'ting), n. [Verbal n. of crust, c.

Crustacea.
i., 2.]The practice of crust-hunting. [Ameri-

II. . One of the Crustacea.
can.]

crustaceological(krus-ta'she-o-loj'i-kal),a. [< crust-lizard (krust'liz''ard), . A book-name
crustaceology + -ical.] Pertaining to crustace- of t |,e yaranoid lizard;' Hdoderma horridum.
ology. Also calletl Gila monster.
crustaceologist (krus-ta-she-ol o-jist), . [< crustose (krus'tos), a. [< ML. crustosu*, full of

crustaceoUigy + -ist.] One versed in crustace-
crusts, < L. crt/to, crust.] Crust-like; crusta-

ology ;
a carcinologist. J. O. Westicooa. ceous

crustaceology (krus-ta-she-ol'o-ji), n. [< NL. crugty
'

(krus'ti), a. [< cruxt + -y'.] 1.

Crustacea, q. v., + Gr. -/o>io, < Myciv, speak : cru8t . of tne uature of crust; hard: as, a
see -ology.] That branch of

zoOlogy
which

treats of crustaceous animals ; carcinology.
crustaceorubrin (krus-ta'she-o-rb'brin), . [<

surface or substance.

Like
a crusty

NL. Crustacea, q. v., + L. ruber (rubr-), red, +
-in 2.] A red pigment found in certain crusta-

ceans.

crustaceous (krus-ta'shius), a. [< NL. crusta-

ceits, < L. crusta, a crust : see crust, n., crusta.]

1. Pertaining to crust
;
like crust

;
of the na-

ture of a crust or shell.

That most witty conceit of Anaxlmander, that the flrst

men and all animal, were bred in some warm moisture,
inclosed in crtutaceotu skins, as if they were . . . crab-

fish and lobster. ! Bentley, Sermons, iv.

Seekanauk, a kinde of cruxttj shel-nsh.

Ilakluyt't Voyaycc.

2. In zool. : (a) Having a crust-like shell ;
be-

longing to the Crustacea; crustacean. (6) In
fn torn., having a somewhat hard and elastic tex-

ture, resisting slight pressure, but not rigid : ,.,4,1
said of parts of the integument. 3. In Dot. :

'

(a) Hard, thin, and brittle. (6) In lichenoloyy,

forming a flat crust in or upon the substratum,

A crutty Ice all about the sides of the cup.
Boyle, Works, II. 715.

2. [In this sense supposed by some to have
arisen as an accom. of curst in a like sense.]
Peevish ; snappish ; surly ; harshly curt in man-
ner or speech.

How now, thou core of envy?
Thou cnuty batch of nature, what's the news?

Shale., T. and C., v. 1.

His associates found him sometime, selfish and some-
times crusty. The sweeter and mellower liaits needed

years and experience for their full ripening.
<J. S. Herriam, S. Bowles, I. 34.

.

E -,

v

Ill her., same as crucily.
n. A dwarf. Brockett. [North.

(krut), . [Perhaps
TheM h s

and adhering to it firmly by the whole under stir- ^ (kru
J

t) [Ir f gee
fnnft. .... .,.- ,,.>! (.1 tut Ui-mo wo Kill ll'ltll/lllf 111 TilW . .V

< F. croiite, crust:

art of oak-bark.

face, so as not to be separable without injury

applied to the thallus of lichens,

crustaceousness (krus-ta'shius-nes), n. The
character or quality of having a crust-like

jointed shell.

crustacite (krus'ta-sit), n. [< crustac(eous) +
-Hi.] A fossil crustacean,

crustae, - Plural of crusta.

crustal (knis'tal), o. and n. [< crust + -al.]

1. n. 1. Of, pe'rtainingto, or of the nature of

crust ;
crustaceous. [Kare.]

The increased rate of thickening (of the crust of the

moon) would result both from the increased rate of gen-
eral cooling anil from the addition of cr*tnl layers upon
tin- i-xtclior. Winchrll, World-Life, p. 4O2.

2. Of or pertaining to a crustal.

II. . One of the superficial particles of any
given order which collectively form the crust

Irish musical instrument.
An ancient

See croird2 .

One can scarcely resist the conclusion which forces it-

self on the mind in reading over the references to the

Crut scattered through Irish manuscripts, that that in-

strument was a tnte harp, played upon with the lingers,

and without a plectrum.
H'. A'. Snlliran, Introd. to O'Cnrry's Anc. Irish, p. cxix.

crutch1 (kruch), n. [< ME. crutchc, cruccke,

cruche, < AS. crycc, less prop, spelled cricc, gen.
dat. ace. cri/cce, cricce, = MD. kruckt, D. Icruk =
MLG. fawefok kroch: LG. krukke, k>Hck= OHG.
chruckjd, chrucha, MHG. krvche, ///"/.. <

'

. trick*

= Dan. krykke = Norw. krykkjn = OSw. krykkia,
Sw. krycka, a crutch. Akin to crook, with which

in the Romance tongues its derivatives are min-

gled: ML. croccia, eruciii, cruccii. etc.. > It

da, also ffruccia, a crutch; ML. ci-win. ,;-m-liiii.

crocca, etc., a crozier: see crook and rrww2, cro-

of a particle of another order : a term used by tier, and cf . crotch.] 1 . A support for the lame



crutch

in walking, consisting of a staff of the proper

length, with a crosspusce at one end so shaped
as to fit easily under the armpit. The upper part of

the staff is now commonly divided lengthwise into two

parts, separated by an inserted piece used as a handle.

The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay, . . .

Shouldered his crutch, and showed how fields were won.
Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 158.

He [Euripides] substituted crutches for stilts, bad ser-

mons for odes. Macaulay.

Hence 2. Figuratively, old age. [Rare and

poetical.]

Beauty doth varnish age, as if new-born,
And gives the crutch the cradle's infancy.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3.

3. Any fixture or mechanical device resem-

bling a crutch or the head of a crutch, (a) A
forked rest for the leg on a woman's saddle, (b) The cross-

handle of a ladle for molten metal, (c) The fork at the

arm supporting the anchor-escapement of a clock, (d)

Naut. : (1) A forked support for the main-boom of a sloop,

brig, or cutter, etc., and for the spanker-boom of a ship,
when their respective sails are stowed. (2) A piece of

knee-timber placed inside a ship, for the security of the

heels of the cant-timbers abaft. (3) A stanchion of wood
or iron in a ship, the upper part of which is forked to re-

ceive a rail, spar, mast, yard, etc., when not in use. [In

these uses also written crotch. ] (e) In soap-making, a perfo-
rated piece of wood or iron attached to a pole, used to stir

together the ingredients. (/) In mU.it. mining, an upright
piece of wood having a crosspiece at its upper end, used
for holding up the cap-sill of a gallery-case, while excava-

tions for the rest of the frame are made.

The crutches [two] are set up, and an excavation made
large enough to admit the cap of the next case, which is

laid on the projecting ends of the crutches, and, being sup-

ported by them, prevents the earth over the roof of the

gallery from falling while the excavation is continued to

admit the remainder of the new case.

Ernst, Manual of Milit. Engineering, p. 362.

(g) A rack: as, a bacon-crcA. Crutch-escapement.
See escapement.

crutch1
(kruch), v. t. [< crutch*, .] 1. To sup-

port on crutches
; prop or sustain.

Two fools that crutch their feeble sense on verse.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 409.

The genius of Moliere, long undiscovered by himself, in

its first attempts in a higher walk did not move alone ; it

was crutched by imitation, and it often deigned to plough
with another's heifer.

/. D'Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 409.

2. In soap-making, to stir forcibly with a crutch.

See crutch1
, ., 3 (e).

crutch2t (kruch), n. [A var. of crouch^, < ME.
crouche, a cross : see crouch 2

,
cross1 . The word

in this form is more or less confused with crutch*,

q. v.] A cross. See cross*.

crntch-backt (kruch'bak), n. A humped or

crooked back. Davies.

crutched (kruch'ed), a. A variant of crouched.
Crutched friars. See friar.

crutchet (kruch'et), n. [E. dial. (Warwick-
shire); origin uncertain.] The common perch.
crutch-handle (kruch'han"dl), (. A handle, as

of a spade, which has a crosspiece at the end.

crutch-handled (kruch'han"dld), a. Having a
crutch-handle.

cruve, n. See cruive.

Cruveilhier's atrophy. See atrophy.
crux (kvuks), H.

; pi. cruxes, cruces (kruk'sez,
kro'sez). [L., a cross: see cross*, .] 1. Across.
See phrases below. Specifically 2. [cop.]
The Southern Cross, the most celebrated con-
stellation of the southern heavens. It was erected
into a constellation by Royer in 1879, but was often spoken
of as a cross before ; there even seems to be an obscure al-

lusion to it in Dante. It is situated south of the western
part of Centaurus, east of the keel of Argus. It is a small
constellation of four chief stars, arranged in the form of
a cross. Its brightest star, the southernmost, is of about
the first magnitude ;

the eastern, half a magnitude fainter
;

the northern, of about the second magnitude ; and the west-

ern, of the third magnitude and faint. The constellation
owes its striking effect to its compression, for it subtends
only about 6 from north to south and still less from east
to west. It looks more like a kite than a cross. All four
stars are white except the northernmost, which is of a
clear orange-color. It contains a fifth star of the fourth
magnitude, which is very red.

3. The cross as an instrument of torture
;

hence, anything that puzzles or vexes in a
high degree ;

a conundrum.
Dear dean, since in cruxes and puns you and I deal,
Pray, why is a woman a sieve and a riddle?

Sheridan, To Swift.

One yet legally unsolved crux of ritualism is the proper
preaching vestment. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 172.

Crux ansata, a cross with a handle ; the tau-cross with
an additional member at the top in the form of a loop
or stirrup. See ankh. Crux commlssa. Same as tau-
cross (which see, under crossi). Crux decussata. Same
as cross of St. Andrew or St. Patrick; a saltier. Crux
stellata, a cross the arms of which end in stars of five or
six points.

cruyshage (kro'shaj), n. [Origin obscure.] A
shark, Lamna cornubica.

cruzado, . See crusudo2 .
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crwth (kroth), . The modern Welsh form of

crowd?.

cry (kri), v.
; pret. and pp. cried, ppr. crying.

[Early mod. E. also crye, crie ; < ME. crien =
MHG. krien, < OF. crier, F. crier = Pr. eridar

= OSp. cridar, Sp. Pg. gritar = It. gridare, cry,
shriek (ML. cridare, clamor, cry, also proclaim),

prob. < L. quiritarc, cry, lament, shriek, freq.
of queri, lament, complain, > also ult. E. quar-
rel* and querulous, q. v. Cf. W. crew, cry, cri,

a cry ; prob. from E.] I. intrans. 1. To speak
earnestly or with a loud voice

;
call loudly ;

exclaim or proclaim with vehemence, as in an
earnest appeal or prayer, in giving public no-

tice, or to attract attention: with to or unto,

formerly sometimes on or upon, before the per-
son addressed.

The people cried to Pharaoh for bread. Gen. xli. 55.

Go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem. Jer. ii. 2.

No longer on Saint Dennis will we cry.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 6.

With longings and breathings in his soul which, he says,
are not to be expressed, he cried on Christ to call him,
being "all on a flame

"
to be in a converted state.

Southey, Bunyan, p. 22.

2. Specifically, to call for or require redress or

remedy ; appeal ;
make a demand.

The voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the

ground. Gen. iv. 10.

3. To utter a loud, sharp, or vehement inartic-

ulate sound, as a dog or other animal.

In a cowslip's bell I lie :

There I couch when owls do cry.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry t

O, this is counter, you false Danish dogs.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

And farther on we heard a beast that cried.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 26.

4. To call out or exclaim inarticulately ;
make

an inarticulate outcry, as a person under ex-

citement of any kind
; especially, to utter a

loud sound of lamentation or suffering, such as
is usually accompanied by tears.

Whan he com be-fore the town he be-gan to make grete
sorow, and cried high and cleer that thei with-ynue vpon
the walles myght wele it here.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 261.

Esau . . . cried with a great and exceeding bitter cry.
Gen. xxvii. 34.

Hence 5. To weep; shed tears, whether with
or without sound.

The ministers for the purpose hurried thence

Me, and thy crying self. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Her who still weeps with spungy eyes,
And her who is dry cork, and never cries. Donne.

6f. To bid at an auction.

To our office, where we met all, for the sale of two ships
by an inch of candle (the first time that ever I saw any of
this kind), where I observed how they do invite one an-

other, and at last how they all do cry, and we have much
to do to tell who did cry last. Pepys, Diary, I. 120.

To cry against, to utter reproof or threats against with
a loud voice or earnestly ; denounce.

Arise, go to Nineveh, . . . and cry against it.

Jonah i. 2.

TO cry back, (a) In hunting, to return as on a trail ;

hark back. (6) To revert to an ancestral type. See extract.

The effect of a cross will frequently disappear for several

generations, and then appear again in a very marked de-

gree. This principle is known to physicians as Atavism,
and amongst breeders of stock such progeny is said to

cry back a. term derived from a well known hunting
expression. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 27.

To cry out. (a) To exclaim
;
vociferate ; clamor.

And, lo, a spirit taketh him, and he suddenly crieth out.

Luke ix. 39.

She was never known to cry out, or discover any fear, in

a coach or on horseback. Surift, Death of Stella.

(6) To complain loudly ; utter lamentations ; expostulate :

often with against.

When any evil has been upon philosophers, they groan
as pitifully, and cry out as loud, as other men. Tillotson.

(ct) To be in childbirth.

K. Hen. What, is she crying out?
Loo. So said her woman

;
and that her sufferance made

Almost each pang a death. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1.

II. trans. 1 . To utter loudly ;
sound or noise

abroad
; proclaim ;

declare loudly or publicly.
Let heaven, and men, and devils, let them all,

All, all, cry shame against me, yet I'll speak.
Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Then of their session ended they bid cry
With trumpets' regal sound the great result.

Milton, P. L., ii. 514.

These are the men that still cry the King, the King, the
Lord's Anointed. Milton, Church-Government, ii., Con.

2. To give notice regarding; advertise by cry-
ing; hawk: as, to cry a lost child; to cry goods.

I am resolv'd to ask every man I meet
;
and if I cannot

hear of him the sooner, I'll have him cried.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, v. 4.

cry

Everything, till now conceal'd, flies abroad in public

print, and is cried about the streetes.

Evelyn, Diary, December 2, 1688.

You know how to cry wine and sell vinegar.
Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 4.

3. To publish the banns of
;
advertise the mar-

riage of.

What have I to expect, but, after a deal of flimsy prep-
aration with a bishop's license, and my aunt's blessing,
to go simpering up to the altar ; or perhaps be cried three

times in a country-church, and have an unmannerly fat

clerk ask the consent of every butcher in the parish to

join John Absolute and Lydia Languish, spinster !

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

4f. To call.

The medes [meadows] clensed tyme is now to make,
And beestes from nowe forth from hem [them] to crie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

5f. To demand
;
call for.

The proud sheryfe of Notyngham
Dyde crye a full fayre play.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 93).

The affair cries haste. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

This is a new way of begging, and a neat one ;

And this cries money for reward, good store too.

Fletcher, The Pilgrim, i. 2.

To cry aim. Seeotw, . f. To cry cockles. Seeeoefcfes.

To cry crayent. See craven. To cry down, (a) To
decry ; depreciate by words or in writing ; belittle

;
dis-

praise ; disparage.

Men of dissolute lives cry down religion, because they
would not be under the restraints of it. Tillotson.

Some great decorum, some fetish of a government, some
ephemeral trade, or war, or man, is cried up by half man-
kind and cried down by the other half, as if all depended
on this particular up or down. Emerson, Misc., p. 87.

(ft) To overbear ; put down.
I'll to the king ;

And from a mouth of honour quite cry down
This Ipswich fellow's insolence.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1.

To cry halves. See half, n. To cry mewt. See the
extract.

With respect to crying mew, it appears to have been an
old and approved method of expressing dislike at the first

representation of a play. Decker has many allusions to

the practice ; and, what appears somewhat strange, in his

Satiromastix, charges Jonson with mewing at the fate of

his own works. "When your plays are misliked at court

you shall not cry mew, like a puss, and say you are glad
you write out of the courtier's element."

Gi/ord, Note to B. Jonson 's Every Man out of his

[Humour, Ind.

To cry (one) mercy, to beg (one's) pardon.

Forthi I connseile alle Cristene to crie Crist merci,
And Marie his moder to beo mene bi-twene.

Piers Plowman (A), viii. 182.

I crw you mercy, madam ; was it you ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3.

Sir, this messenger makes so much haste that I cry you
mercy for spending any time of this letter in other em-
ployment than thanking you for yours.

Donne, Letters, xli.

To cry one's eyes out, to weep inordinately. To cry
UP. (a) To praise ; applaud ; extol : as, to cry up a man s

talents or patriotism, or a woman's beauty ; to cry up the
administration.

Laughing loud, and crying up your own wit, though
perhaps borrowed. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Thus finally it appears that those purer Times were no
such as they cry'd up, and not to be follow'd without sus-

picion, doubt, and danger. Milton, Reformation in Eng. ,
i.

(dt) To raise the price of by proclamation : as, to cry vp
certain coins.

cry (kri), n.; pi. cries (kriz). [< ME. cry, crye,

crie, cri = MHG. krie, krei, < OF. cri, cride, crie,

F. cri = Pr. crit, crida = Sp. Pg. grito, grita =
It. grido, grida, a cry (ML. crida, clamor, proc-
lamation); from the verb.] 1. Any loud or

passionate utterance
;
clamor

; outcry ;
a vehe-

ment expression of feeling or desire, articulate

or inarticulate : as, a cry of joy, triumph, sur-

prise, pain, supplication, etc.

And there shall be a great cry throughout all the land
of Egypt. Ex. xi. 6.

He forgetteth not the cry of the humble. Ps. ix. 12.

One cry of grief and rage rose from the whole of Protes-

tant Europe. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. A loud inarticulate sound uttered by man
or beast, as in pain or anger, or to attract at-

tention.

I could have kept a hawk, and well have holloa'd

To a deep cry of dogs.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, ii. 4.

One deep cry
Of great wild beasts.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Loud lamentation or wailing; hence, the

act of weeping; a fit of weeping.
And than a-noon be-gan so grete a noyse and sorowfull

crt/e, that all the court was trowbled.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 63.

Oh ! would I were dead now,
Or up in my bed now,
To cover my head now,
And have a good cry !

Hood, A Table of Errata.



cry

4. Public notice or advertisement by outcry,
as hawkers give of their wares; proclamation,
as by a town crier.

Also yf tin i In- niiy man Unit hangith nut .>ut a lanternc
with ai-amli 1 IUVTUIJIIK tlu-rhi urnliiiu't tin Mayrsery.

.I,;,,././'. Clininielf, 1502 (e<l. lull, p. 91).

At iniilniulit tlu-rc w:i a cry made, Behold, tin- lu-iilr

groom i ......rih. Mat. xxv. .

5. Public or general accusation ;
evil report

or fame.
Because the try of [againstl Sodom and Gomorrah Is

great, . . . I will go down now, ami see whether they have
done altogi-tliri a< i nnliiiK to the cry of ft.

IJi-n. xvili. 20, 21.

6. A pack of dogs.
You common rry of curs ! Shak., Cor., ill. 3.

\ r/-|/ nf h. II llMlllliU llrM-l' rr:i>ill^ liaik'il.

IIMm, P. L., 11. 654.

Hence 7. In contempt, a pack or company
of persons.

\\ oulil nut this . . . get me fellowship fu a cry of play*
ers? filmic.. Hamlet, HI. 2.

8. A word or phrase used in battle, as a shout
to encourage or rally soldiers

;
a battle-cry or

war-cry.
Enter an English Soldier, crying A Talbot! ATalbot! . . .

SoM. The fry of Talbot serves me for a sword.

Shnt., 1 Hen. VI., II. 1.

Ho 1 friends ! mid ye that follow, cry my cry I

William Mvrri, Doom of King Acrisfus.

9. A party catchword; an object for the at-

tainment of which insistence and iteration are

employed for partizan purposes; some topic,
event, etc., which is used, or the importance
of which is magnified, in a partizan manner.

" And to manage them [a constituency! you must have a

good cry," said Taper. "AH now depends upon a good
cry." Disraeli, t'onlngsby, II. 3.

If the project falls in the present Reichstag, it would
certainly be a bad cry for the government at the next
elections. Contemporary Rev., X 1,1 \. 290.

10. The peculiar crackling noise made by me-
tallic tin when bent A tax cry, a great distance ; a
long way.

It's afar cry to Lochawe. . Proverb.

We must not be impatient ; it Is a far cry from the
dwellers in caves to even such civilization aa we have
achieved. Lmrrll, Harvard Anniversary.

Great cry and little WOOL much ado about nothing ; a

great show and pretense witli little or no result. Hue and
cry. See A2. In full cry, in full pursuit : said of the

dogs in a hunt when all are on the scent and are baying in

chorus : often used figuratively.

The dunces hunt in full cry, till they have run down a

reputation. Qoldtmitk, Citizen of the World, xx.

cryalt (kri'al), n. [Cf. W. cregyr, a heron, a

screamer; creydd, creyr, a heron; crychydd, a
heron, a ruffler.] The heron.

cryancet, . Same as creance, 3.

cryer (kri'er), . 1. Same as crier. 2.' The
female or young of the goshawk, Astur palum-
ImrhiK, called falcon-gentle.

crying (kri'ing), )>. a. [Ppr. of cry, v. i.. in def .

2rTl. Demanding attention or remedy; no-

torious; unendurable.
Those other crying sins of ours . . . pull . . . plagues and

miseries upon our heads. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 86.

2. Melancholy; lamenting.
Who shall now sing your crying elegies,
And strike a sad soul into senseless pictures?

lira u. aiut /'/., I'bilaster, III. 2.

crying-bird (kri'ing-berd), n. The courlan or

caraii, .Ininiu.t jiictus.

crying-OUtt (kri'iug-out'), n. [See to cry out (c),

under cry, r. .] The confinement of a woman ;

labor.

Aunt Nell, who, by the way, was at the cryinn ,-.</.

Kichanlmn, Sir Charles Grandison.VI. 323.

crymodynia (kri-mo-din'i-a), n. [Nti., < Gr.

K/iv/iof, cold, a cold, a chill, + Mi-it/, pain.]
Chronic rheumatism. Dunglittoii.

crynog, Same as tranock.

cryoconite (kri-ok'o-uit), n. [< Gr. xprof, cold,

frost, + Kovif, dust, + -ite*.] The name given
by NordenskjOld to a gray powder noticed by
him in various places in Greenland on the sur-

face of the inland ice, at a great distance from
earth or rock, and which he considered to be of

cosmic (meteoric) origin. This view wu baaed In

part on the occurrence, in addition to magnetite, of fine

particles of metallic iron In the powder. The theory of
tin- i-osinic origin of cryoconite does not appear as yet to

have been generally admitted.

cryogen (kn'o-jen), . [< Gr. xpi'of, cold, frost,
+ -jrrw, producing: see-gen.] That which pro-
(liiccs colil: a freezing-mixture ;

an appliance
IT '-onlriviince for reducing temperature below

('. r.
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forms an extensive bed. it occurs In clearaule

manes, also In distinct crystals, and has a glistening vitre-

ous luster, and a pale grayish-white, snow-white, or yi-1-

lowlsli l>rown color. It is lni]irtnnt u a source of the
nu-tal iiliiiiiiniiini, and Is also used for making soda ami
some kinds of glass. Cryolite has also been discovered at

Miask in the I'nil mountains, and in small uuantlties in

Colorado. Cryolite glass, or fait ratt porcelain, a semi-

tran.spari -nt or milky-white glass, made of silica and IT>..

lite with oxiil nf /IIM-, melted together. Also called wiW
tjltinn ami .r'tixiWt' fxn-crtain.

cryophorus (kri-of'o-rus), n. [NL., < Or. icplfx,

cola, frost, + -</>6pos, -bearing, < fipetv = E.
bear1

.] An instrument for showing the fall of

temperature in water by evaporation. One form
consist* of two glass glolies united by a tube. Water Is

poured into one globe and l>oiled to expel the air, anil

while boiling the apparatus is hermetically sealed. When
cool, the prewiuri' of the included vapor Is reduced to that
due to the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
Tin- empty globe Is then surrounded by a freezing-mixture,
the vapor is condensed, and rapid evaporation takes place
from tin- other globe, which is soon frozen by the lowering
of its

temperature.
cryophyllite (kri-o-fil'It), n. [< Gr. npf'Of, cold,
frost, + fi-Mjiv, leaf, + -te2.] A kind of mica
occurring in the granite of Cape Ann, Massa-
chusetts.

Crypsirhina (krip-si-ri'nS), .

[NL., orig.

Crypsirina (Vieillot, 1816), also, and more cor-

rectly, Cryptrirrhina (on another model, Crypto-
rhina), < Gr. Kpiirreiv, hide (/cpi>Vr, a hiding),
+ fiic, !>iv, nose.] A genus of tree-crows, of

the subfamily Callceatinte, having as its type C.

varians, the temia or so-called variable crow
of Java. The genus is extended by some authors to In-

clude the CaUaeatinte at large, or birds of the genera Tern-

nuru*, Dtndrocitta, and Vafiabuntla.

crypsis (krip'sis), . [Also krypgig, < Gr. n/n-^nc,

concealment, < npiirreiv, conceal: see crypt.]
Concealment. See extract.

The Tubingen divines advocated the krypsw or conceal-

ment, that Is, the secret use of all divine attributes.

Scha/.

crypsorchid, crypsorchis (krip-sdr'Md, -kis),

H. [< Gr. Kpvirretv (future Kpvijieiv), hide, H- opx'f,

testicle.] Same as cryptorchin.

crypt (kript), n. [= Dan. krypte = F. crypte =
Pr. cropta (also crota) = Sp. criptn = Pg. cryptu
= It. critta, < L. crypto, < Gr. Kpinrrri or Hpvirri/,

a vault, crypt, fern, of KfrmrAf, hidden, secret,
verbal adj. of Kpi-irrtiv, hide, keep secret, akin
to KalinrTetv, cover, hide. See erode, croud, and

grot, grotto, ult. doublets of crypt.'] 1. A hid-

den or secret recess; a subterranean cell or

cave, especially one constructed or used for the
interment of bodies, as in the catacombs.
What had been a wondrous and intimate experience of

the soul, a flash into the very crypt and basis of man's na-
ture from the fire of trial, had become ritual and tradition.

l, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 237.

2. A part of an ecclesiastical building, as a

cathedral, church, etc., below the chief floor,

cryolite, kryolite (kri'o-lit), n. [< Gr. icpi-of,

uold, frost, + /./(tof, stone.] Afluorid of sodium
and aluminium found in Greenland, where it

Crypt. Cathedral at Bourges, France.

commonly set apart for monumental
purposes,

and sometimes used as a chapel or a shnne.

My knees are bow'd in crypt and shrine.

7>mii/iii, Sir Galahad.

A ./'/;"'. as a portion of a church, had ita origin in the
subterranean chattels known as "

confessiones," erected
around the tomb of a martyr, or the place of his martyr-
ilom. Kii'-iic. Brit., VI. 667.

3. In nnat., a follicle; a small simple tubular
or saccular secretory pit ; a small glandular
cavity : as, a mucous crypt (a follicular secre-

Cryptobranchidse

tory pit in mucous membrane). Heo foltirli-.

Also crypto. Crypts of Lieberkuhn, ih- foili. !, <

Lleberkulm in the intestines. Multllocular crypt, u

racemose glandular follicle ; a secretory pit u ith branches
or divert!" iihi.

crypta (krip'tji), .
; pi. rri/iitie (-tfi). [NL.

use of L. crypta : see crypt.] In mint., same ax

rri/pt, ;i.

Cryptacanthodes (krip'ta-kan-tho'dez),
.

[NL., < Gr. iwvirT&f, hidden (see crypt), + 4*ai*i,

spine, + (Wof, form.] A genus of blennioid

fishes, typical of the family Cryptacunthodida.
cryptacanthodid (krip-ta-kan'tho-did), n. A
fish of the family I'ryiitticaHthodiatf.

Cryptacanthodidse (krip'ta-kan-thod'i-de),
w.

pi. [NL., < Crypt<ic*inthodeH + -idee.] A fam-

Uy of fishes, typified by the genus Cryptacan-
thodes. They are blennioid fishes with an eel. like as-

pect, a long dorsal fin sustained by stout spines only, no

ventrals, and an oblong cuboid head. Two specie* Inhabit
the northwestern Atlantic, and have been called wry
iiiiiilm. and one Inhabits the Alaskan seas. Also Crypta-
canthoidtK.

cryptae, . Plural of crypta.

cryptal (krip'tal), a. [< crypt + -at.] Inanat.
and physiol., pertaining to or derived from a

crypt. See crypt, 3.

The use of the cryptal or follicular secretion is to keep
the parts on which it is poured supple and moist, and to

preserve them from the action of irritating bodies with
which they have to come in contact. Dungliton.

crypted (krip'ted), a. [< crypt + -erf2.] In

arch., vaulted. [Rare.]
A cryiited hall and stair lead to the chapter-house.

A. J. C. Hare, Russia, lii.

cryptic (krip'tik), a. and n. [< LL. crypticux,
< Gr. HpwrrvKof. hidden, < KpoTrrof, hidden: see

crypt.] I. a. Hidden; secret; occult.

Tills cryptic and involved method of his providence have
I ever admired. Sir T. Bnuw, Religlo Medld, L 17.

The subject is the receiver of Godhead, and at every
comparison must feel his being enhanced by that cryptic
might. Kmerton, Experience.

Cryptic syllogism, a syllogism not in regular form, the

premises being transposed, or one of them omitted, or
lioth omitted, and only tin- middle term indicated. The
following Is an example of the last kind : "The existence
of Joan of Arc proves that true greatness Is not confined
to tile male sex."

Il.t . The art of recording any discourse so
that the meaning is concealed from ordinary
readers.

There lie also other diversities of Methods, vulgar and
received ; as that of Resolution or Analysis, of Constitu-
tion or Synstasis, of Concealment or Cryptic, etc., which
I do allow well of.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning (Original English ed.),

I Works, III. 407.

cryptical (krip'ti-kal).
a. Same as cryptic.

cryptically (ferip'tT-kal-i), adr. Secretly; in

an occult manner.
We take the word acid in a familiar sense, without cryp-

tically distinguishing it from those sapors that are akin
to It. Boyle.

OrypticU8(krip'ti-kus), n. [NL.,<LL. crypticug,
covered, concealed : see cryptic.] Inzool.: (a)
A genus of atracheliute heteromerous beetles,
of the family Tenebrionida: ( '. quixquilius, a Eu-

ropean species, is an example. Latreille, 1817.

(6f) A genus of birds, of the family ifomotida',
or sawbills. Hirainson, 1837.

crypto-. [L., etc., crypto-, < Gr. Kprnrof, hidden,
secret: see crypt.] An element in words of

Greek origin, meaning
'

hidden, concealed, not
evident or obvious.' See calypto-.

cryptobrancb. (krip'to-brangk), a. and n. I. a.

Same as cryptobranehiate.
H. H. An animal with covered or concealed

gills, as a crustacean, mollusk, or
reptile.

CryptobrancMata (krip-to-brang-ki-a't&), n.

;/'. [NL., neut. pi. of cryptobranchiatus, having
concealed gills : see cryptobranchiate.] A group
of animals naving concealed gills. Specifically

(a) A division of crustaceans, including the decapods. (6)
A division of gastropods (the typical Darididcr) having
tin- lintm-hiii' c-iiinliineil in a single retractile crown, (r) A
subclass of gastropods, containing most of the class : con-
trasted with ritlinnhraitfhiatn and Xmtibrajirhiata. J. K.

dray, 1821. (rf) The pteropods considered as a suborder
of tliovious gastropods. Dfshayft. 1830. (f) A division uf
in-i-li li- :imptii!>i;ms. Also Cryptooranchia in all senses.

cryptobranehiate (krip-to-brang'ki-at), . [<
NL. cryptobranchiatus, < Gr. Kpvxroc., hidden, +
ftpa}xta, gills.] Having hidden gills ; having
the branchiaj concealed; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Cryptobranchiata in any sense.
Also cryptobraiicli.

Cryptobranchidae (krip-to-brang'ki-de), n. pi.

[NL., < OmMrflMkM -t- -idtr.] A family of

cryptobranehiate or derotreme urodele amphib-
ians: synonymous with MeMopomidce (which
see). It contains the genera Amphiuma, Meno-

poma, and Sieboldia or Cryptobranchua.
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Algae, Lichaies, and /'<;/. \',\ recent authorities the
Lichenes are merged with the Fiuii/i. The number of
known species is very large. In Great Britain the t'nngi
alone are nearly twice as numerous as the phreno^ams. It
is probable that in less explored regions many species are
yet undiscovered.

Cryptobranchus (krip-to-brang'kus), (. [NL., CryptOCOChlides (krip-to-kok'li-dez), n. pi.
< Gr. KpimrAf, hidden, + Ppdyxof,

in pi. equiv. [NL. (Latreille, 1825), < Gr. Kpwrroc, hidden, +
to /ipdyxia, gills.] The typical genus of the Kox'-if, shell.] A section of pectinibranchiate
family CryptobrancMda, containing the gigan- gastropods, proposed for the genus Sigaretus.
tic salamander of Japan, Cryptobranchus maxi- cryptocrystalline (krip-to-kris'ta-lin), a. [<
mus, which sometimes attains a length of 6 feet, Gr. Kpirn-ruf, hidden, secret, + crystalline.] In- cryptogamian (krip-to-ga'mi-an), it. [< Cryp-

distinctly or imperfectly crystalline: used of toyamiu + -""] Same as cn/ptogaaums.
a mineral whose structure is so fine that its cryptogamip (krip-to-gam'ik), a. [As cryptoy-

crystalline character is not apparent to the '-* + -ic.] Pertaining or relating to the

eye, or which is semi-amorphous; also of a Cryptogamia; cryptogamous: as, cryptogamiv
rock, or of its base, in which no definite charac-
ter is discernible in the constituent particles,
even with the microscope. See microcrystalline.

cryptocrystallization (krip"t6-kris"ta-li-za'-
shon), n. [< Gr. KpinrrAf, hidden, + "crystal- cryptogamist (krip-tog'a-mist), n. [< Crypfo-
Hzation.] Crystallization yielding a crypto- gamia + -int.] One who is skilled in crypto-
erystalline structure. gamic botany.

and is the largest living amphibian . The genus
is better known under the name of Sicboldia.

Crypto-Calvinist (krip"t6-kal'vin-ist), n. [<
Gr. /cpiOTroV, hidden, secret, + Calvinist.] One
who is secretly a Calvinist : a term applied in

Germany in the sixteenth century by the ortho-
dox Lutherans to the Philippists or Melanch-
thonians, followers of Philip Melanchthon. They
were accused of being secretly Calvinists, because they
maintained the Calvinistic view of the eucharist, rejecting
Luther's doctrine of consubstantiution (as it was called by
them).

Crypto-Calvinistic (krip*t6-kal-vin-is'tik), a. crypto-deist (krip"to-de'ist), . [< Gr. ,,-' "i,

[< Crypto-Calvinist + -ic.] Of or pertaining hidden, + deist.] One who is secretly a deist.

to the Crypto-Calvinists : as, Crypto-Calvinistic He [Thomas Paine] was already a crypto-deitt.

doctrines; the Crypto-Calvinistic controversy (a
violent c"

last fifty

cryptocarp i

hidden, + .

botany.
There is good reason to believe that the first plants

which appeared on this earth were cnjptvriawic.
Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 400.

cryptogamous (krip-tog'a-mus), a. [< NL.
cryptogams, having an obscure mode of fertili-

. zation, < Gr. KprnrrAf, hidden, obscure, + }-d/ioc. ,

H- N. Oxenkam, Short studies, p. 244. marriage.] Pertaining to or having the char-

[NL., <

scholtz in 1829, containing those with inward
or concealed genitalia. They are more fully called
Dixcophorce cryptocarpte, as distinguished from Discophu-
ras phanerocarpie, and correspond to the modern group
Hydromeduxre, though the character implied in the name
does not always exist. Apodes is a synonym.
cryptocarpic (krip-to-kar'pik), a. [< cri/pto-
carp + -ic.] Pertaining to or effected b;
of cryptocarps or cystocarps.

later called Cryptodibranchiata, and limited in the clnss Cryptogamia. See Cryptogamia.
range. cryptogram (krip'to-gram), n. [< Gr. Kp

cystocarp.

Cryptocarpse (krip-to-kar'pe), n. pi. L^-U., \ nmgc. w^.ww&*w.*** \*~+r *.y-6*.m/, .. L > \j,i. I.//I/MH/I,,

Gr. Kpvxroc, hidden, + Kap-rrof, fruit.] One of Cryptodibranchiata (krip'to-dl-brang-ki-a'- hidden, + -ypafj./ia, a writing, < ypafyuv, write.]
two prime divisions of acalephs, made by Esch- ta), n. pi. [< Gr. K/JTOTO?, hidden, + NL Di- A message or writing in secret characters or

branchiata, q. v.] In De Blainville's system of otherwise occult; a cryptograph,
classification (1824), an order of cephalopods, cryptograph (krip'to-graf), . [< Gr. Kpvirrof,

containing the dibranchiate forms: same as bidden, secret, + ypd^eiv, write.] 1. Something
Acetabulifera and Dibranchiata. written in secret characters or cipher. 2. A
cryptodibranchiate (krip''to-dS-brang'ki-at ), a. system of secret writing ;

a cipher.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the Cryptographalt (krip-tog'ra-fal), a. [As cryp-
Cryptodibranchiata; dibranehiate or acetabu- togra/>l> + -til.] Cryptographic. Boyle.

_^ r__ liferous, as a cephalopod. crytographer (krip-tog'ra-fer), n. [< crypto-

cryptocarpous (krip-to-karSus), [As Cryp- cryptodidymus (krip-to-did'i-mus), . [NL., < ffraPh + -erl.] One who writes in secret char-

tocarpa; + -oiis.] Pertaining to or having the Gr. Kpimrof, hidden, + A'dtj/zof, a twin.] In tern- lcters.

characters of the Cryptocarpa; ; not phanero- '*v a monstrosity in which one fetus is found cryptographic, cryptographical (krip-to-

carpous. contained in another. Dunglison. graf ik, -i-kal), a. [As cryptograph + -ic, -ical.]

Cryptocephalid* (krip"to-se-fal'i-de), n. pi. cryptodirous (krip-to-di'rus), a. [< Gr. Kptm-rop,
1- Written in secret characters or in cipher: as,

[NL., < Cry]it<ic('phalus +' -Ida!.] A family of bidden, + 6eip>/, th'e neck, throat, + -ous.]
a cryptographic despatch. 2. Designed or con-

phytophagous tetramerous beetles, typified by Having a concealed or concealable neck, as a tnved for writing in secret characters: as, a

by means

Cryptocephalus (krip-to-sef'a-lus), . [NI
< Gr. Kpi>-rof, hidden, +' KtyaXq, head.] 1. A
genus of beetles, referred to the family Chry-
somelidw, or made
the type of a family
Cryptocepltalidte. c.
serious is a small beetle,
about a quarter of an inch
long, of a brilliant golden-
green color, abundant in
Great Britain. C. lineola ^^ ^^
is a glossy black species, <MtK^^m~,
with red elytra bordered
with black.

2. [/. c.] In teratol,
a monster whose
head is excessively
small and does not

appear externally.
Dunglison.
Cryptocerata (krip-

tp-ser'a-ta),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr. tcpmrof, hidden,

:f, pi. Ktpara, horn.] A division of hete-

tooth.] A genus of siphonate bivalve mollusks,
of the family Lueiiiidie, having no hinge-teeth,
whence the name.
cryptodont (krip'to-dont), o. [< NL. crypto-
dou(t-), having concealed (or no) teeth, < Gr.
Kpvn-rof, hidden, + MotY (bSovr-) = E. tooth.]
Having concealed teeth, or not known to have
teeth; specifically, pertaining to the Crypto-
donta or CryftodonUa.
Cryptodonta (krip-to-don'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. (as Gr.) of cryptodon(t-): see crypto-
dont.] In cotich., a section or order of paleo-
zoic bivalve mollusks, having the thin shell

cryptodont, two ciboria, and entire pallial line.

Cryptodontia (krip-to-don'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. (as L.) of cryptodon(t-): see crypto-
dont.] In Owen's system of classification, a
family of extinct

reptiles, of the order Anomo-
don tia, having both jaws toothless. It contains
the genera Ithynchosaurus and Oudenodon, thus
distinguished from Dicynodon.

., ^D^FTO,uuD 1UHC^8 , incmumg me cryPtogam (krip'to-gam) n. [< NL. erypto-

aquatic families Notonectida;, Nepidas, andf Gal- Hmnw: see cryptogamous.] A cryptogamous
guU*,: opposed to Gymnocerata. Also called&^ Î^^ I3P**>'

that which is written in cipher.
The strange cryptography of Gaffarel in his Starry Book

of Heaven. Sir T. Brawm, Garden of Cyrus, ill.

All which relates to the spirits, their names, speeches,
shows, noises, clothing, actions, <Sc., were all rri;//f<;-

rapky: feigned relations, concealing true ones of a very
different nature.

llooke, in I. Disraeli's Amen, of Lit, II. 311.

Cryftocephaltts coHffStus.
(Line shows natural size.)

(Eschscholtz, 1836), irreg. < Gr. Kpvnros, hidden,+ v-n-vuf = L. somnus, sleep.] A genus of click-

beetles, of the family Elatcrida;, distinguished
principally by the distinctly securiform termi-
nal joint of the palpi, and the very short and
oval, almost round, scutellum. it is a very large
and wide-spread genus, comprising upward of 100 species,
of which 24 are from North America. The smallest spe-
cies of the family are found in this genus, C. miimtissi-
mus measuring less than one millimeter in length. The
color is usually uniform black or yellowish-brown.

xyptolite (krip'to-lit), n. [< Gr. Ayjraro?, hid-

den, + ),l9o(, stone.] A phosphate of cerium,

(krip-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. Kprard?,
secret, + -/'.oj/a, < Myeiv, speak.] Se-

brachyurous decapod crustaceans, of the series
Ocypodoidea. The species live on corals, and are pro-
vided with a kind of pouch for the eggs and young.

Cr/iptochirus prefers to make his home in the more
solid corals, where the young, settling down in the centre
of a young polyp, kills it, while the surrounding polyps
continuing to grow soon build a tubular dwelling for the

Starnt. Nat. Hut. II "

pendages. 2. In Stein's system (1878), a fam-
ily of flagellate infusorians, represented by the

genera Cryptomonas, Cltilomoiias, and Nepliro-

^ jj-tok'i-ton), n. [NL. (J. E.
" Gr- KPmT^> hidden, + XIT^>, chi-

ton.J A genus of polyplacophorous mollusks,
or chitons. C. stelleri is an example.
crypto-Christian (krip"to-kris'tian), n [<
Gr. KpmTof, hidden, secret, + Christian.] One
who is secretly a Christian.
Those Jews became Christians in apostolic times whowere already what may be called cryptu-Chrigtiaiu.

J. B. Nnnma.il, Gram, of Assent, p. 403.

pistils, and therefore no proper flowers: thus
distinguished from the first series, Phceno-
gamia. The name remains in general use, and the
group is further characterized by the absence of a seed
containing an embryo. The organs and methods of re- -

production vary greatly, in some cases being closely anal- Cryptomonadine (krip-to-mon'a-din), a. Per-
ogous to those of phrcnogamous plants, while in the lowest tainino- to or ha vino- tho pnnrnptpm of tlio f'mnno sexuaUharacter whatever is distinguishable. As im- JSJJlfji

J>

Ciyptomorphite (krip-to-nior'fit), . [< Gr.
- ' i' ^^>, "u *v =>vi. c- KnfTrrof, hidden, + w/'0'A form, + -ife$.l A

^r^pl^SS^Mg^ h^. ^te of ca'lc'iS/n and tdtam, 0<U-
togama is often made, corresponding to the aetlieo"amous rinS ln White Kernels Wltll microcrystalline
ami amphigamous classes of De Candolle's arraniTement texture,
otherwise known as acrogens and thallogens. The first

phyta). The lower cryptogams are wh'oliy cellular, "iiiid
are variously subdivideil. tliu usual division being into

Cryptonemieae (krip
//

to-ne-mi'e-e), H. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kpi'/TToc, hidden, + vijfia, thread.] A sub-
order of the Flundea- among Alya; including
about 150 species, mostly inhabiting warm seas.
They are of purplish or rose-red color, with generally a
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Aliform, Kehltinotis. or cartilaginous fronil, cmilJKiHeil
wholly orin part ol cylindrical eeiu connected together
into Illanionls. AUo t'r<t/>l"tt' ///.,/. iitnl f'r>ti't::n- m<c. /

.

Cryptoneura<krip-to-nu'rii>, .//. [N'L., neut.

pi. of cryptinii -iirn.1 : sec cri//iloiii-iin>i<x.] A.

term applied bvkudolphi to certain low organ-
isms in which nerves were nut known to exist:

practically synonymous with Arritii.

cryptoneurous (krip-to-nu'rus), a. [< NL.
criii>loHi-iiri<s, < (ir. 1,/ir.Trw

1

, hidden, secret, + , r . --,-

vevpov, nerve.] Having no obvious nervous sys- cryptopine (krip'to-pin), n. [As crypto/mi
+

tern, or not known to have any nerves. -i<-.] A colorless and odorless alkaloid of

CryptonycMnae(kri]i'io rd-krn6), .J>J. [NL.,
< t'ryptonyjs (-onycli-) + -''"t'-l A subfamily
of gallinaceous birds, named from the genus
1'i-i/ploiiit.r: synonymous with Jtnl/iiliiiii: Also

are composed of cell-, cither i-olalcd, ax In />rntococ&u,
anboddad in nincim, a* in ' 7,i/A,-,,r,/x/i'x, or jirranged In

tllann-llt.H, ll.H ill .VW.w. The iMily mode of rejiroiluctiou
that has yet been olwerved la by means of non-sexual
ix>res anil hormogonlu. The color is bluish .grci n, i

sometimes brown, purple, or pink, caused !>> the jn
of n peculiar coloring matter, phjcocyail, which oli

the chlorophyl. Also called Cyaiwphyfvti- . /'A

j/i"... <
. mil /'//I/..... .///.. ./,(..

cryptopia (nfo-Wptf), M. [NL., < Or. upv-
TTOJ-, hidden, + unuv, opium.] Cryptopine.

opium (CoiH2<jNO6 ), crystallizing in minute
in'isms and naving str

cryptonym (krip'to-nim), w. [< Gr.
.

hidden, secret, 4- too/in, dial. &wfia, = E. name.]
Aprivate, secret, or hidden name

; aname which
one bears in some society or brotherhood.

Mons. ];. \rouv . . . gravely assures us that, durum
the Middle Au'es, Tartar was only a cnt/iinnifnt by which
heretic*, knew each other.

/.'"/,//, \mong my Hooks, 2d ser., p. 16.

Cryptonyx (krip'to-uiks), >i. [NL. (C. J. Tem-
ininck, 181"), as I'rypltmijc), < Gr. Kpi'STof, hid-

den, T ivuf (onrf-), nail, claw.] A genus of

gallinaceous birds: a synonym of llollulus.

Cryptonyxse (krip-to-nik'se), w. pi. Same as

Crifptninjfliinif. Tritt in inck.

Cryptopentamera(krip'to-pen-tam'e-ra), n.pl.
[NL., neut. pi. of 0yptOpMfcMMTM: see rri/p-

tii/ii iitiim/roKs.] An artificial section of cole-

opterous insects, now abandoned, including
species in which all the tarsi have five joints,
of which the fourth is very minute and con-
cealed under the third. Westwood substituted
for this the name I'seudotetramera.

cryptopentamerous (krip'to-pen-tam'e-rus),
a. [< NL. cryptopentamcrus, < Gr. K/wnrof, hid-

den, 4- irvra[tri>/{t;, in five parts. < Trfvre, = E.

fire, + /KfWf, part.] In entom., having all the
tarsi five-jointed, but one of the joints minute
or concealed: subpentamerous ; pseudotetram-
erous; specifically, pertaining to the Crypto/it H-

tiiuicrii.

Cryptophagidae (krip-to-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< l'ryptoplini/un 4- -idw.] A family of clavicorn

Colcoptera or beetles. The dorsal segments of the
abdomen are partly membranous ; the ventral segments
are free ; the tarsi are five-jointed ; the incut u m is moder-
ate or small ; the palpi approximate at base ; the anterior
coxie are rounded or oval and not prominent ; the poste-
rior coxro are not silicate, and are separated ; the ventral
segments aresnhequul ; the middle coxal cavities are closed
by the sterna; the prosternum is prolonged, meeting the
mesosU-rnuni ; and the anterior coxal cavities open Iw-
hin.l

Cryptophagus (krip-tof 'a-gus), n. [NL. (so
called from feeding on cryptogams), < erypto-

(I/IIHIIIS), cryptogam, 4- Gr. Qayeiv,

eat.] The typical genus of the

family Crijptopnagidn; containing
beetles of minute size.

Cryptophialidse (krip'to-fi-al'i-
de), n. pi. [NL., < CryptopliitilitM
+ -iiln'.] A family of abdominal
< 'in-ipi-tUtt, with no thoracic limbs,
three pairs of abdominal appen-
dages, two eyes, an extensile

mouth, and the sexes distinct, the
male being very different from
the female. The species, like other

Cirripcdia abdomitialia, burrow in shells.

There are but one or two genera of the
family. A species of CocMorine is found burrowing in

oniiers. See I'mi'ti'iilualn*.

Cryptophialus (krip-to-fi 'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. d/M'Trof, hidden, 4- $in).>i, a bowl : see pliinl,

rinl.] The typical genus of the family <Vi//i-

tOpkialidtK. The only l>n.. ii

species. ('. niiiiiitiix, is about
a U'litll of an inch long, and
is lodged in a Husk-shaped
carapace. The two early stages
of development are passed
through in an egg-like state
within tlie s:ic of the parent,
and in the third the limbless
larva move-, ;:bout by means of
its antenna-, before it bee es
li\el in its burrow in a shell.

Cryptophyceae (krip-to-
lis'e-6). 11. pi. [XL. (so
called with reference to
their trulv cryptogamic

'

< Gr! KP^TOC,

ig strongly alkaline properties.

Cryptoplax (krip
v
to-plaks), n. [NL., < (Jr. upv-

TTof, hidden, + jr?^!f, anything fiat and broad,
as the tails of some crustaceans.] One of the

leading genera of Chitoni<l<r.

Cryptopoda (krip-top'o-dS), n. pi. [< Gr. xpv-
irrof, hidden, 4- iroff (Vo<J-)"= K.foot.] A group
of crabs, having the legs mostly concealed when
folded beneath the carapace.
cryptoporticus (krip-to-pdr'ti-kus), n. [L., <

Gr. upmri), a crypt, 4-
-

L. porticus, porch : see

porch, portico.] In Rom. antiq. : () A portico
placed before a crypt or an alley between two
walls, receiving light and air only by means of
arches or windows^ as illustrated in the villa of
Diomed at Pompeii. (6) In the country-houses
of the rich, as interpreted from ancient allu-

sions, as in Pliny, a covered gallery of which
the side walls were pierced with wide openings,
as distinguished from a crypt, of which the

openings were small and made in one wall only.
The cryptoporticiis of the second kind was a favorite tie-

vice for securing cool, fresh air ; that of the first kind not
only served the same purpose, hut was occasionally used
for the storage of provisions, etc.

Cryptoprocta (krip-to-prok'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

xptnrruf, hidden, 4- irpuxrAf, the anus, the hinder

parts.] The typical and only genus of the fain-

Orypturtifl

Cryptorhyncliides ikrip -to-rinej'ki-de/.). . pi.

|
N I.., < (

ry/itiiflii/iii-liii.1 + -iili x.
|

A division of
the family Curculiomdte, or weevils, the species
of which are chietly distinguished by possess-
ing a groove in which the rostrum may be re-
ceived. sdu'hilirrr, 1826. Al*<il'ri//ilnrl/i/iickidB,

Cryptorhynchus (krip-to-rinn'k'us), .' [!r.
k/ir-roi;, hidden. + / ; (.if, snout. J A genus
of weevils, of the family ('urrulimiiilii-, Diving
name to a

grouji I'ri/iitorlii/iii-liiilix. ///<;/"'.

Cryptornis (krip-tdrnis), . [NL., < Gr. upv-
jrruf, hidden, + fywf, a bird.] A genus of fossil

binls, found in the Upper Eocene: so called be-
cause its affinities are not evident. It has been
supposed to be related to the hornbills.

Cryptostegia (krip-to-ste'ji-a), H. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Kptm-TOf, hidden, 4- ort]fOtt aTtPH a roof.] In
Keuss's classification, a group of perforate fo-

raminifers.

Cryptostemma (krip-to-steui'a), . [NL., <

Gr. KpwrTfJf, hidden, + ori/j/ja, a fillet.] The
typical genux of the family Cryptostemmiilte.
C. tcestermanni inhabits Guinea, li/n'r/ii, 1838.

Cryptostemmatidse (krip'to-ste-mat'i-de), M.

pi. [NL., < <'ry]>tontemma(t-) + -W<K.] A fam-
ily of tracheate arachnidans, of the order I'ha-

langida or Opilionina, typified by the genus
Cryptostemnm. Also written CryptoslenuNidie
and Cryptiixtrmmiiles.

Cryptostemmidae (krip-to-stem'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cryptostemma + -iii

tostemmatukF.

,
. .

[NL., < Cryptostemma + -iilti:] Same as t'ryp-

( Line shows nat-
iir.it size.)

see
I'liniH.'] The lowest,

order of Ahjir. in whieli
sexual rc|iro(liietion is

not known to occur. n,, ;
.

Cryftepkialus minufus.
ftil:r>;c(l.

1. Female, with outer integ-
ument removed : f, labruni ;

/. ]>.tl|-i : A', outer m.ixill.i ;

A, ru.litiit-nt.iry tn.ixilli]H-(l ;

i . c . .
. w.'ll 1,1" S.H- continue. I

ilit'i mil ..f llic .I|>er1iir,. ,i. f- ;

/, rrt, alxlntntn.il cirri
; *. .ip-

]K:nil.ijjes. 3. Male.

cryptostoma (krip-tos'to-mil), .
; pi. crypto-

stomata (krip-to-sto'ma-ta)." [NL., < Gr. Kfn*-

Trrdf, hidden, +' <TT(l//a(T-),"mouth.] In certain

algffi, as Fucus, a small pit or cavity from which
arise groups of hairs.

Cryptotetramera (krip'
r
to-te-tram'e-rii,), n. pi.

[NL., neut.
pi. of cryptotetramerus : 'see cryptv-

tetrameroux,] An old section of coleopterous
insects, including species with four joints to all

the tarsi, the third being concealed, it contains
such families as Cnccintliula and Ktulmni/chiila", usually
grouped under Trimera, and called trimerous. It was
named PxeutlotrinH'ra by Westwood.

cryptotetramerous (krip'to-te-tram'e-rus), a.

[' NL. cry/itotetnimerus, < Gr. K/wirrdf, hidden,
4- TeT(>a[iep/jf, in four parts, < rtr/xi-, = E. four,+ ficpof, a part.] In entom., subtetranierous

;

pseudotrimerous ; having all the tarsi four-joint-
ed, but one of the joints minute or concealed.

cryptous (krip'tus), a. [< Gr. K/IVJTTO^, hidden :

see crypt.'] Hidden; concealed. Worcester.

[Rare.]
cryptozygosity (krip'to-zi-gos'i-ti), . [As
cryptozyyoux + -ity.] The character of being
cryptozygous.

crjrptozygOUS (krip-toz'i-gus), a. [< Gr. />!-

TTdf, hidden, 4- fj3i/ = li.jugum = E. yoke.] In

cranial., so constructed that the zygomatic
arches are not seen when the skull is viewed
from above.

Cryptnri (krip-tu'ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Cryp-
tiirun, q. v.] The tinamous, or the family 7V-

namida:, considered as a super-family or prime
division of carinate birds, having the palate
dromaeognathous : synonymous with I>roni(t-

Ofinatha:

Crypturidse (krip-tu'ri-de), . pi. [NL., <

Crypturus + -idee.] The tinamous as a family
of gallinaceous birds : a synonym of Tiiiamida:

Crypturinae (krip-tu-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Crypturus + -inw.] The tinamous as a sub-

family of gallinaceous birds of the family Te-
traonidfF. See Tinamidtt.

Crypturns (krip-tu'rus), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811).
'tops (knp'tops), n. [NL., < Or.

gmrfc < G?. K>v-r&( &ddeu, + o,'^, tail] The tina-
hidden, + uty (CJIT-), eye.] A genus of chilopod
rayriapods, of the family (jeophiltdce, having
17-jointed antennm and 21 body-segments, each
limb ending in a single-jointed tarsus. The
species are blind, whence the name.
cryptorchid (krip-tdr'kid), . Same as cryptor-
chix.

cryptorchidism (krip-tdr'ki-dizm), n. [< cryp-
torchid + -i.m.] Same as cryptorchism.

cryptorchis (krip-tor'kis), . [NL.. < Gr. xpv-
-riif. hidden, + t>px<f, testicle.] One whose
testes have not descended into the scrotum.
Also eritiitin-cliiil, cri/psorcliiil. cn/pxorcliis.

cryptorchism (krip-t6r'kizm), n. [< NL. cri/p-

lorMrmw, q. v.] Eetention of the testicles in
tho cavity of the abdoint-n, owing to the failure
of the organs to descend from their primitive
position into the scrotum. Also cryptorchidism,

Fous&a (Cryft9fr<xtaferox}.

ily Cryptoproctidae, containing one species, C.

J'erox, peculiar to Madagascar. It Is a remarkable
animal, resembling a civet-cat in some respects, but more
nearly related to the true cats.

cryptoproctid (krip-to-prok'tid), n. A carniv-
orous mammal of the family Cryptoproctidce.
CryptoproctidaB (krip-to-prok'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cryptoprocta 4- -id<c.] A family of
feline carnivorous quadrupeds, of the order
Fertr, related to the family Felidce, but differing
from it in having the body elongated and viver-

riform, the feet plantigrade with the palms and
soles bald, and no alisphenoid canal in the skull.
It represents a peculiar Madagaacan type, formerly re-
ferred to the \'ii'i'n-i<hf. There is but one genus, Crypto-
i-<>i-lri. See .Kl

PUeated Tinaraou Cryftuna filtaluf.

cryptorchismus (krip-tor-kiz'mus), M. [NL.,
< tryptonMt, q. v.] Same as cryptorchism.

inous as a genus of birds: so called from the
extreme shortness of the tail, the rectrices of
which are in some species hidden by the coverts.



Crypturus
The name is retained as the designation of one of the sev-

eral genera into which the family Timun <<l<i' is now divided,

containing such species as C. cinereus, C. pUeatus, C, ta-

taii/'ii, etc. See Tinaiinm.

Cryptus (krip'tus), . [NL., < Gr. upvnroc, hid-

den : see crypt.] A genus of ichneumon-flies,

a.

Cryftits extrematis.

a. female of C. extrematis (line shows natural size); 0, enlarged
abdomen of C. nuttcius, female ; c, enlarged abdomen of C. extre-

matis, male ; d, enlarged portion of wing of same.

of the family Ickiieumonidte, typical of the sub-

family Cryptinw. C. extrematis is a species which
infests the American silkworm,

crystal (kris'tal), n. and a. [Formerly cristal,

also often erroneously chrystal, cliristal, etc.,

now accom. to L. spelling ;
< ME. cristal, cris-

tall, < OF. cristal, F. cristal = Pr. Sp. cristal =
Pg. crystal = It. cristallo = AS. cristalla = D.

kristal = OHG. christalld, MHG. kristalle, fern.,

kristall, masc., G. krystall, kristall, masc., =
Dan. krystal = Sw. kristalt, < L. cri/stallum, ice,

crystal, < Gr. KpiioraUos, clear ice, ice, also rock-

crystal (so called from its resemblance to ice,
of which it was supposed to be a modified and

permanent form), < Kpvaratvetv, freeze, < Kpbof,

cold, frost.] I. n. 1. In clicm. and mineral., a

body which, by the operation of molecular af-

finity, has assumed a definite internal structure

with the form of a regular solid inclosed by a
certain number of plane surfaces arranged ac-

cording to the laws of symmetry. The internal
structure is exhibited in the cleavage, in the behavior of

sections in polarized light, etc. The external form is dis-

cussed under crystallography (which see). Crystals are ob-

tained in the laljoratory either by fusing substances by
heat and allowing them gradually to cool, or by dissolving
tltem in a fluid and then abstracting the latter by slow

evaporation ; also by the direct condensation of a vapor
produced by sublimation, as in the case of arsenious oxid,
in the same way that snow-crystals are formed directly
from water-vapor in the upper atmosphere. The name
was first applied to the transparent varieties of quartz,
specifically called rock-crystals.

There was a sea of glass like unto crystal. Eev. iv. 6.

The term crystal is now applied to all symmetrical solid

shapes assumed spontaneously by lifeless matter.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 59.

2. Glass, (a) Glass of a high degree of transparency
and freedom from color. It is heavier than ordinary glass,
because containing much oxid of lead, (b) Fine glass used
for table-vessels or other table-service, or for ornamental
pieces. The term is sometimes used as synonymous with
cut glass, (c) The glass cover of a watch-case.

3. A substance resembling rock-crystal or glass
in its properties, especially in transparency and
clearness.

Every man in this age has not a soul of crystal, for all

men to read their actions through.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, i. 1.

4. In Tier., the color white : said of that color
when described in blazoning a nobleman's es-

cutcheon, according to the system of blazoning
by precious stones; pearl, however, is more
commonly used. 5. A very fine wide white
durant, once used for making nuns' veils.
Axis Of a Crystal. See azisl and crystallography.
Charcot's crystals, in pathol., colorless octahedral or
rhomboidal crystals found in the sputum of asthmatic
and bronchitic patients. Crystals of Venus, crystal-
lized neutral acetate of copper. [ Venus is here used as a
symbol of copper (with allusion to Cyprus).] Distorted
crystal, a crystal whose form varies more or less from the
ideal geometrical solid which its symmetry requires. This
is due to the extension of certain faces at the expense of
others during the growth of the crystal, but in general
without altering the interfacial angles. In fact, all crys-
tals are more or less distorted. Embedded crystals,
crystals enveloped within the mass of a rock or other
mineral. Geniculated crystal, a twin or compound
crystal, consisting of two or more parts bent at an angle
to one another, as is common with the mineral rutile.
Iceland crystal, a variety of calcite or crystallized cal-
cium carbonate brought from Iceland, remarkable for its

transparency. Implanted crystals, crystals which pro-
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ject from the free surface of a rock upon which they have

been formed. Negative crystal. () A cavity in a min-

eral mass having The form of a crystal, commonly that

peculiar to the mineral itself. (6) In optics. See refrac-

(ion. Pink crystals. Same as pink salts. See salts.

Plastic crystal, a trade-name for a kind of Portland ce-

ment composed of silica and alumina and traces of oxid of

iron, lime, magnesia, and some alkalis. Positive crys-
tal in optics. See re/roc(iow. Pseudomorphous crys-
tal. See pseiidomorph. Replaced crystal, a crystal

having one plane or more in the place of each of its edges
or angles. Kock-crystal, or mountain crystal, a gen-
eral name for all the transparent crystals of quartz, par-

ticularly of limpid or colorless quartz. From their bril-

liancy such crystals are often popularly called diamonds,
as Lake Georye diamonds, Bristol diamonds, etc. Twin
crystal. See twin.

II. a. Consisting of crystal, or like crystal ;

clear
; transparent ; pellucid.

His mistress
Did hold his eyes lock'd in her crystal looks.

Shale., T. Q. of V.,li. 4.

By crystal streams that murmur through the meads.
Dryden.

In crystal currents of clear morning seas.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Crystal Palace, the large building, composed chiefly of

glass and iron, erected in Hyde Park, London, for the uni-

versal exhibition of 1851, and subsequently re-erected at

Sydenham, near London, as a permanent institution for

public instruction and entertainment. The name has since

been applied to other structures of like character. Crys-
tal violet, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, resembling or-

dinary methyl violet in its application.

crystallic (kris-tal'ik), a. [< crystal + -tc.]

Pertaining to crystals or crystallization: as,

crystallic force. Asliburner.

crystalliferous (kris-ta-lif'e-rus), a. [< L.

crystallum, crystal, + ferre, = K. bear1
,
+ -os.]

Bearing or containing crystals.

crystalligerous (kris-ta-lij'e-rus), a. [X L.

crystallum, crystal, + gerere, bear, + -ows.]

Bearing crystals : specifically applied to those

spores of radiolarians which contain crystals.

In those individuals which produce crystalliyenus
swarm-spores, each spore encloses a small crystal.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 852.

crystallin (kris'ta-lin), n. [< crystal + -in2.]

1. An albuminoid substance contained in the

crystalline lens of the eye : same as globulin.
2. In eliem., an old name for aniline,

crystalline (kris'ta-lin or -lin), n. and . [= F.
cristallin = Pr. cristaUin = Sp. cristaliuo = Pg.
crystalline = It. cristallino = D. kristallijn =
MHG. kristallin, Gr. krystallin (of. Dan. krystal-

linsk, Gr. krystallinisli ; Sw. kristallisk), <L. crys-

talKnus, < Gr. K/maTaAfavot;, < KpiaraUof, clear

ice,'crystal : see crystal.] I. a. 1. Consisting
of crystal.

Mount, eagle, to my palace crystalline.

Shah., Cymbeline, v. 4.

2. Relating or pertaining to crystals or crystal-
lization.

Snow being apparently frozen cloud or vapour, aggre-
gated by a confused action of crystalline laws. Whewell.

3. Formed by crystallization; of the nature
of a crystal, especially as regards its inter-

nal structure, cleavage, etc. : opposed to amor-

phous.
The most definite of the properties of perfect chemical

compounds is their crystalline structure.

Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, II. 28.

It [ice] is composed of crystalline particles, which, though
in contact with one another, are, however, not packed to-

gether so as to occupy the least possible space.
J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 252.

4. Resembling crystal ; pure ;
clear

; transpa-
rent; pellucid: specifically applied in anatomy
to several structures, as the crystalline humor,
cones, etc. See below.

He on the wings of cherub rod_e sublime,
On the crystalline sky. Milton, P. L., vi. 772.

5. In entom., reflecting light like glass: spe-
cifically applied to the ocelli or simple eyes
when they are apparently colorless, resembling
glass Crystalline cones. See crystalline rods.

Crystalline heavens, in the Ptolemaic system of as-

tronomy, two spheres imagined between the primum mo-
bile, or outer circle of the heavens, which by its motion
was supposed to carry around all within it, and the fir-

mament. Crystalline humor or lens, a lentiform pel-
lucid body, composed of a transparent firm substance,
inclosed in a membranous capsule, and situated in front
of the vitreous body and behind the iris of the eye. It is

doubly convex, but the posterior surface is more convex
than the anterior. The central part is more dense and
firm than the exterior parts, and is made up of concentric
lamella). It is of high refracting power, and serves to pro-
duce that refraction of the rays of light which is neces-

sary to cause them to meet in the retina and form a per-
fect image there. See cut under eye. Crystalline rods,
crystalline cones, cells specially modified as refractive

bodies, forming the end-organs of the nervous apparatus
of vision of the Arthropoda.

Each group separates off a transparent highly refractive
substance, which forms the so-called crystalline COM.

Geaenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 264.

crystallize

Crystalline Style, a flexible, transparent body of gristly

appearance and unknown function, contained in the phii-

ryngeal cwcum of bivalve mollusks, as species of Mit*-ti'.

Crystalline ware, a name given by Josiah Wedjiwoud
to fine pottery of his manufacture veined in imitation of

natural semi-precious stones, the yeining generally going
through the paste. Compare ijrauite-ware, agate-ware.

II. n. A crystallized rock, or one only par-

tially crystallized, as granite,

crystallinity (kris-ta-lin'i-ti), n. [< crystalline
+ -ity,] The character or state of being crys-

talline; crystalline structure.

The tendency to cryitallinttij observable in large masses
of east metal. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 355.

crystallisability, crystallisable, etc. See

erystulliztibiliti/, etc.

crystallite (kris'ta-lit), n. [< Gr. KptJo-ra/lAof,

crystal, + -te2.] "1. Whinstone cooled slowly
after fusion. 2. The term suggested by Vogel-
sang as a general name for aggregations of

globulites in various forms. See cumulite, mar-

gtirite, and longulite. These terms are used exclu-

sively in describing various groupings of minute drop-like
bodies (globulites), seen under the microscope in thin sec-

tions of rocks. See fflobulite.

crystallitis (kris-ta-l!'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kpv-

ora/./lof, crystal (crystalline lens), + -itis.'] In

pafliol., phacitis. l>unglison.

crystallizability (kris"ta-li-za-bil'i-ti), n. The
quality of being crystallizable ; capability of

being crystallized. Also spelled crystallisability.

The ready crygtallisability of alum. lire, Diet., 1. 125.

crystallizable (kris'ta-li-za-bl), a. [= F. cris-

tallisable = Sp. cristalizable ; as crystallize +
-able.] Capable of being crystallized or of as-

suming a crystalline structure. Also spelled

crystallisable.

crystallization (kris'ta-li-za'shon), n. [= F.

cristallisation = Sp. cristalizacion = Pg. crystal-
lizacclo = It. cristallizzazione= D. kristallisatie ;

as crystallize + -ation.] 1. The process by
which the molecules of a substance which is in

the state of a liquid (or vapor) unite in regular
(crystalline) form when it solidifies by cooling
or evaporation. If the process is slow and undisturbed,
the molecules assume a regular arrangement, each sub-

stance taking a determinate form according to its natural
laws

;
but if the process is rapid or disturbed, the external

form may be more or less irregular. An amorphous solid

body may also undergo partial crystallization by a molec-
ular rearrangement, giving it a more or less complete
crystalline structure, as, for instance, in the iron of a rail-

road-bridge after long use. See crystallography.

2. The mass or body formed by the process of

crystallizing.
Also spelled crystallisation.

Alternate crystallization, a species of crystallization
which takes place when several crystallizable substances

having little affinity for one another are present in the
same solution. The substance which is largest in quantity
and least soluble crystallizes first, in part ;

the least solu-

ble substance next in quantity then begins to crystallize ;

and thus different substances, as salts, are often deposited
in successive layers from the same solution. Water of
crystallization, water which is held by certain salts as a

part of their crystalline structure, but is not inherent in

the molecule. Thus, common sodium carbonate, when it

crystallizes from a solution, contains for each molecule of

sodium carbonate ten molecules of water. This is so weakly
held that it escapes as vapor in dry air at ordinary tem-

peratures. The crystalline form of the salt often depends
on the number of molecules of water which the crystals
contain. Water of crystallization differs from combined
water in that it does not belong to the molecular structure,
but only to the crystalline structure, of the substance.

crystallize (kris'ta-liz), v.
; pret. and pp. crys-

tallized, ppr. crystallizing. [= F. cristalliser =
Sp. cristalizar= Pg. crystallizar = It. cristalliz-

zare = D. kristalliseren = G. krystallmren =
Dan. krystallisere = Sw. kristallisera ; as crystal
+ -Ize. Cf. Gr. Kpvara^i^eiv, be clear as crys-
tal.] I. trans. 1. To cause to assume a crys-
talline structure or shape ;

form into crystals :

often used figuratively.
Bodies which are perfectly crystallized exhibit the most

complete regularity and symmetry of form.

Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, I. 365.

Around the Academy are crystallized several literary
enterprises, the fame of which is reflected upon it.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 28.

2. To change to the state of crystal. [Rare.]
When the Winters keener breath began
To crystallize the Baltike Ocean,
To glaze the Lakes.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

II. intrans. 1. To be converted into a crys-
tal

; unite, as the separate particles of a sub-

stance, and form a regular solid. 2. Figura-
tively (a) To assume a definite form and fixity,
as an opinion, view, or idea, at first indetermi-
nate or vague; take substantial and definite

shape : as, public opinion on this subject is be-

ginning to crystallize.
There is ever a tendency of the most hurtful kind to

allow opinions to crystallize into creeds.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 298.



crystallize

(b) To assume (as a number of opinions, views,
or ideas, at first unsettled or diverse) a definite

form, and become concentrated upon or collect-

ed round a given subject.
Also spelled crijHtulHse.

crystallizer (kris'ta-li-zer), . That which
causes or assists in crystallization; something
riuployed in a process of crystallization. Also

spelled rri

ami

They |l>il,T,s| tn:i\ 1 niptinl ill ]>h-:,si]rc into luwrr

'vers, calleil ayitaltittri, by means of leaden syphons"
!, Diet., I. 150.I'tllllH-N. Ifre,

crystalled (kris'ta-lod). n. [< crystal(l) +
od.] The od of crystals, or a supposeU odic

force derived from crystallization. See od.

Instead of saying the "od derived from crystallization,"
\vt: may name this product <-nir<taUo(i.

liriehrnbaeh, Dynamics (trans. 1851), p. 224.

crystallo-engraying (kris'ta-16-en-gra'ving),
n. A method of ornamenting glass by means
of casts of a design which are placed on the

inner surface of the metal mold in which the

glass vessel is formed, become embedded in

the surface of the glass, and are removed with
it. When the material forming the cast is separated
t n MM tlie glass vessel, the design is left in intaglio.

crystallogenic, crystallogenical (kris*ta-lo-

jen'ik, -i-kal), a. [< crystalloynny + -4e. -ical.~\

Relating to crystallogeny ; crystal-producing :

as, crystallogenic attraction.

crystallogeny (kris-ta-loj'e-ni), n. [= F. cris-

tallogenie, < Gr. xpiVfo/lAof, crystal, + -yeveta,

< -yevw, producing.] In crystal., that depart-
ment of science which treats of the production
of crystals.

crystallographer (kris-ta-log'ra-fer), n. [As
crystallography + -ec 1

.] One who describes

crystals or the manner of their formation.

In the present condition of science, minerals, con-
sidered as such, and not as geological materials, fall

rather within the province of the chemist ami crystallotj-

rapher. E. Forbes, Literary Papers, p. 165.

crystallographic, crystallographies,! (kris"-

ta-lo-grarik, -i-kal), a. [= F. cristallogra-

pltique; as crystallography + -ic, -ical.] Of or

pertaining to crystallography.
When a beam of light passes . . . through Iceland

spar parallel to the 0nMlwMMBMfl axis, there is no
double refraction. Tyndatt, Light and Elect., p. 103.

crystallqgraphically (kris'ta-lo-grafi-kal-i),
adv. With regard to crystallography or its

principles ;
as m crystallography. Whewell.

crystallography (kris-ta-log'ra-fi), n. [= F.

cristallographie = Sp. cristalografia = Pg. crys-

tallographia = It. cristallografia = D. kristallo-

grajie = Dan. krystallografi, < Gr. upvaraUof,
crystal, + -ypaQia, < ypa<petv, write.] 1. The
science of the process of crystallization, and of

the forms and structure of crystals. The follow-

ing are the generally adopted systems of crystallization,
based upon the degree of symmetry which characterizes
the different forms, but defined according to the length

and inclination of the as-

sumed axes : (a) the wo-

metric, characterized by
three rectangular axes,
all of equal length ; (M
the tetragonal, by three

rectangular axes, two
of which are of equal
length ; (c) the hexagonal
(and rhombohedral\ by
four axes, three of equal
length, in the same
plane, and Inclined to

ling Crystalline,,. ^ a
'

|loth(,r ^ ^ ang,e
of 80, the fourth of different length, and at right angles
to the plane of the other three ; (d) the orthorhomMe, by
three rectangular axes of unequal length ; (e) the mono-
clinic, by three axes, two iit right angles to each other, and
the third perpendicular to one and oblique to the other ;

and (/) the tricliuu;, by three axes, all oblique to one
another. (See these names.) Instead of itmnetric, the terms
MUMMMMfc cubic, and regular are sometimes used ; in-

stead of tetragonal, dimetric ; instead of orthorhoinbic,
trintetric or rhombic ; instead of inonodinic, monojtyiniiH't-
ric or obliiiH? ; and instead of triclinic, atrt/minetric or an-
nrlhic. The isometric, tetragonal, and orthorhombic sys-
tems are sometimes spoken of collectively as orth&metrif.,
and the monoclinic and triclinic as clinoinetric ; similarly,
the tetragonal ami hexagonal systems have been called
ijtodiametric. The study of crystallography is of great im-
portance to the chemist and mineralogist, as the nature
of many substances may be ascertained from an inspection
of the forms of their crystals.

2. A discourse or treatise on crystals and crys-
tallization.

crystalloid (kris'ta-lold), a. and n. [= F. cris-

tallofde = It. cristallvide, < Gr. KpvaraMotidfif, <

xpiaraMof, crystal, + fZdof, shape.] I. a. Re-
sembling a crystal.
The grouping ... of a number of smaller frt/talloid

mcUeUW, //. .S>'/uvr, I'lin. of liiol., 13.

II. n. 1. The name given by Professor Gra-
ham to a class of bodies which have the power,
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when in solution, of passing easily through
membranes, as parchment-paper, and which he
found to be of a crystalline character. Metallic
salta and organic bodies, as sugar, morphia, and oxalic

acid, are crystalloids. They are the opjxwite of cttlloid*,

which have not this permeating power. See colluitl.

The relatively small-atomed crystalloid* have immensely
t,
rreiiter diffusive power than the relatively large-atomed
colloids. //. Spencer, Prln. of Bio!., ( 7.

2. A protein crystal that is, a granule of pro-
tein in the form of a crystal, differing from an
organic crystal in the inconstancy of its angles
and in its property of swelling when immersed
in water. Such crystalloids are of various
forms and usually colorless,

crystalloidal (kris-ta-loi'dal), a. [< crystal-
tin /I + -/.] Of or pertaining to or of the na-
ture of a crystalloid.
The same condition could be produced by nearly all

crystalloidal substances.
B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 90.

crystallology (kris-ta-lol'o-ji), n. [= F. cris-

tallologie = Pg. cryshillologia, < Gr. KpvaraZtof,

crystal, + -/lojia, < 'Aiyetv. speak: see -ulogy.]
The science which considers the structure of

bodies in inorganic nature so far as it is the
result of cohesive attraction. It embraces crystal-

lography, which treaU of the geometrical form of crys-

tals, and crystallogeny, which discusses their origin and
method of formation.

crystallomagnetic (kris''ta-ld-mag-uet'ik), .

[< Gr. KpvtjTtMor,, crystalj
+ /iayvr/f (fta-yvr/r-),

magnet, + -ic.] Pertaining to the magnetic
properties of crystallized bodies, especially the
behavior of a crystal in a magnetic field: as,

"crystallomagnetic action," Eneyc. Brit., XVI.
377.

crystallomancy (kris'ta-lo-man-si), n. [= F.

cristallomancie, < Gr. Kpi'ara^of, crystal, + (mv-

Teia, divination.] A mode of divining by means
of a transparent body, as a precious stone, crys-
tal globe, etc., formerly in high esteem. The
operator first muttered over the crystal (a beryl was pre-

ferred) certain formulas of prayer, and then gave It Into

the hands of a young man or a virgin, who thereupon, by
oral communication from spiritsln the crystal, or by writ-

ten characters seen In it, was supposed to receive the in-

formation desired.

crystallometry (kris-ta-lom'e-tri), . [= F.

crixtallometrie, < Gr. Kpi'oroAXof, crystal, T -ae-

rpia, < fitrpov, a measure.] The art or process
of measuring the forms of crystals.

Crystallometry was early recognized as an authorized test

of the difference of the substances which nearly resembled
each other. Whewell.

crystallotype (kris'ta-lo-tip), n. [< Gr. upvara.).-

Aof, crystal, + ri'irof, impression.] \nplwtog., a

photographic picture on a translucent material,
as glass.

crystallurgy (kris'ta-ler-ji), n. [< Gr. KpvoraZ-

Xoc, crystal, + ipyov"= E. work.'] The process
of crystallization.

crystalwort (kris'tal-wert), n. One of the He-

paticce of the suborder Ricciaceo!.

Cs. The chemical symbol of ccesium.

0. S. An abbreviation of (a) Court of Session ;

(b) Clerkof the Signet; (c) Gustos Sigilli, Keeper
of the Seal ; (d) con sordini (which see).

0. S. A. An abbreviation of (a) Confederate
States of America; (b) Confederate States Army.

C. S. N. An abbreviation <jf Confederate States

Navy.
C-Spring (se' spring), . A carriage-spring
shaped like the letter C.

ct. An abbreviation of (a) cent; (b) count; (c)
court.

ctenidia, n. Plural of ctenidium.

ctenidial (te-nid'i-al), a. [< ctenidium + -al.]

Pertaining to or haying the characters of a cte-

nidium: as, ctenidial gills or plumes; ctenidial

respiration.
Ctenidiobranchia (te-nid'i-o-brang'ki-a), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. KTcvifiov, a little comb (see ctenidi-

um), + /ipdyx'a, gills.] Same as Ctenidiobran-
chiata.

Ctenidiobranchiata (te-nid'i-o-brang-ki-a'ta),
n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of etenidinbranchiatus :

see ctenidiobranchiate.] 1. A suborder or su-

perfamily of zygobranchiate gastropods, hav-

ing paired ctenidia functioning as gills. It

contains the Haliottd<e and Fissurellidte, or sea-
ears and keyhole-limpets. 2. A suborder of

palliate or tectibranchiate opisthobranchiate

gastropods, containing those which retain the
ctenidia as functional gills, as the Tornatellida;,

Itiillidtt', Ajilyxiida', etc.

ctenidiobranchiate (te-nid'i-o-brang'ki-at), a.

[< NL. ctfnidiobranctiiattts; &s Ctenidiobranchia
+ -atux: see -afel.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Ctenidiobranchiata.

Ctenodactylus

ctenidium (te-nid'i-um), n.
; pi. ctenidia (-&).

[NL., < Gr. KTevMiov, dim. of Krcif (*rrv-), a

comb.] One of the gill-combs, gill-plumes, or

primitive branchial organs of mollusks
;

the

respiratory organ of a mollusk in a generali/.i'il

stage of development. A ctenidium lialways a uiii,

but a gill may not be a ctenidium, since a rcttpir;itry
function may be assumed by some part of the body which
is not ctenidial in a morphological aenae.

On either side of the neck there may be seen an oval

yellowish body, the rudimentary gills or ctenidia.

front. Kay. Six. of Edinburgh, XXXII. 004.

Cteniza (te-ni'za), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. urevi-

Cv, comb. < KTCIC (KTCV-), a comb.] A genus of

spiders, of the family Mygalida. The species are
of large size, and are among those known as trap-door
spiders, such as C. twmentaria of Europe and C. califor-
nica of the western United States. They are remarkable
for forming in the ground a habitation consisting of a long
cylindrical tube, protected at the top by a circular door,
which is connected to the tube by a hinge. The lid Is

made of alternate layers of earth and web, and when shut
can scarcely be distinguished from the surrounding soil.

ctenobranch (ten'6-brangk), a. and n. K Cteno-

branchia.] I. a. Efavingapectiuategill; cteno-
branchiate.
H. n. A ctenobranchiate gastropod ; one of

the Ctenobranchiata.

Are we to accept this view of Lankester and to consider
the gill as we find It in most ctenobranch* derived from a
ctenidium by modification, or shall we regard the common
form of ctenobranch gill as the most primitive?

Biol. Lao. of Juhm Hopkins, III. 44.

Ctenobranchia (ten-o-brang'ki-S), . pi. [NL..
< Gr. tcnif (KTCV-), a comb, + [Ipayxta, gills.]
Same as Ctenobranchiata.

Ctenobranchiata (ten-o-brang-ki-a'tS), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of ctenobranchiatug : see cteno-

branchiate.] In Van derHoeven's classification,
the tenth family of mollusks, characterized by
spiral shells, and by having the branchial cav-

ity (in which there are sometimes three bran-

chiee, sometimes two, and sometimes only one)
composed of numerous leaves like the teeth of

a comb, and contained in the last turn of the
shell. They have two tentacles and two eyes, the latter

often pediculate. The sexes are separate, and the external

organs of generation are distinct. There are both fresh-

and salt-water species. The whelk is the best-known
meml)er of the family. The Clenobranchiata are now re-

garded as a suborder of prosobranchiate gastropods, con-

taining upward of 20 families. Also called Pectinibranchi-
ata (which see).

Ctenobranchiate (ten-o-brang'ki-at), a. [< NL.
ctenobranchiatus ; as Ctenobranchia + -attis:

see -ate1.] Having pectinate gills; specifically,

pertaining to the Ctenobranchiata.

ctenocyst (ten'o-sist), n. [NL., < Gr. icreif (KTCV-),

comb, + Kuaric', a bladder (cyst).] The charac-
teristic sense-organ of the ctenophorans, re-

garded as probably an auditory capsule ;
a large

vesicle situated at the aboral pole, with a clear
fluid and vibratile otoliths. See Ctenophora.
ctenodactyl, ctenodactyle (ten-o-dak'til), .

An animal of the genus Ctenodactylus.

Ctenodactylinae (ten-o-dak-ti-li'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Ctenodactylus + -ina.] A subfamily of

hystricomorphic rodents, of the family Octodon-

tida!; the comb-rats, so called from the comb-
like fringing of the toes. They are exceptional among
the hystricine animals in not having four back teeth above
and below on each side. In Ctenodactyhu the molars are
three in each half jaw above and below, there being no

premolars ; and in Pectinator, the only other genus, these
teeth are minute. The Ctentxtactylincf have some rela-

tionship with the ierlK>as, though totally different in ;ip-

pearance. They are confined to Africa.

Ctenodactylus (ten-o-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. icreif (KTCV-), a comb, 4- 6aKTv'/o, a finger or

--* T
Comb-rat (Ctenodattylns masseni).



Ctenodactylus

toe.] The typical genus of the subfamily Cteno-

dactylince. There is lint one species, C. nuuwoni, Muslim's

comb-rat, also called riimdi, about the size of a large mem-
ber of the genus Arvicola, with very small ears, a mere

stump of a tail, and lengthened hind limbs.

Ctenodipteridae (ten*o-dip-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., short for 'Cteitoaontotttpterida. < Cteiio-

duK (-dont-) + Dipterux + -idw.] In Giinther's

system of classification, a family of dipnoous
fishes, including forms with a heterocercal cau-

dal fin, gular plates, cycloid scales, and two

pairs of molars, as well as one pair of vomerine

teeth. The species are extinct, and, so far as is

known, were peculiar to the Devonian age.

ctenodipterine (ten-o-dip'te-rin), n. One of

the Ctenodipterini.

Ctenodipterini (ten-o-dip-te-ri'm), n. pi. [NL. ,

short for * Ctenodontodipterm i, < Ctenodus (-don t-)

+ Dipterus (these two genera composing the

group) + -int.] In Huxley's system of classi-

fication, a group of crossopterygian fishes, with

ctenodont dentition, cycloid scales, and two
dorsal fins.

Ctenodiscus (ten-o-dis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

KTfi'f (KTEV-), a comb, + A'axof, disk.] A genus
of starfishes, of the family Asteriidce, or Astro-

pectinidce, having a pentagonal form with very
short arms. C. criipatus is a North Atlantic

species.
Ctenodont (ten'o-dont), a. [< Gr. KTO'C (KTCV-),

comb, + oiioi'f (orfoir-) = E. tooth.'} Possessing
ctenoid teeth. Huxley.
Ctenodus (ten'o-dus), n. [NL. (Agassiz, 1838),

< Gr. KTeif (HTCV-), comb, + 6<Joi>f (odour-) = E.

tooth.'] In ichth., a genus of dipnoous fishes

having the transverse crests of the teeth armed
with short teeth and thus somewhat resem-

bling a comb. The species lived during the

Carboniferous and Permian periods.
Ctenoid (ten'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. Kret<oe;<%,

comb-shaped, < rV (KTCV-), a comb, + tMof,

form.] I. a. 1. Comb-like; pectinate: specifi-

cally applied (a) to a form of scales in fishes

in which the posterior margin is pectinated, or

beset with small spinules (see cut under scale) ;

(b) to a form of dentition in fishes in which the

teeth have comb-like ridges. 2. Pertaining to

the Ctenoidei; having cteuoid scales, as a fish.

II. n. A fish with ctenoid scales; one of the

Ctenoidei.

ctenoidean (te-noi'de-an), a. and n. I. a. Be-

longing to the order Ctenoidei.

II. n. A fish of the order Ctenoidei.

Also ctetwidian.

Ctenoidei (te-noi'de-I), n. )>l. [NL., < Gr. KTE-

vo<%-: see ctenoid.] In L. Agassiz's system
of classification, one of four orders of the class

fishes, containing those in which the scales are

Ctenoid or pectinate. It was the third order of Agas-
siz's early classification, and contrasted with others called

Cyeloidei, Ganoidei, and Placoiilei. It comprised most of

the acanthopterygiaus, but proved to be an entirely arti-

ficial group, and is not now in use.

ctenoidian (te-noi'di-an), a. and n. Same as

ctenoidean.

Ctenolabridae (ten-o-lab'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ctenolabrus + -idle.'] A family of acanthopte-
rygian fishes, supposed to be allied to the La-

bridce, but having ctenoid scales : a synonym
of Pomacentridce, and not now in use.

ctenolabroid (ten-o-lab'roid), a. and n. [< Cte-

nolabrus + -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Ctenolabridai.

II. n. A fish of the family Ctenolabridae; a

pomacentrid. Sir J. Richardson.
Ctenolabrus (ten-o-la'brus), n. [NL., < Gr.

KTcif (KTCV-), a comb, + Labrus.] A genus of

fishes, of the family Labridas, closely related to

Labrus, but having a pectinate preoperculum,
whence the name. The common cunner is C.

adspersus. See cut under cunner.

Ctenomys (ten'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. KTE/C

(KTCV-), a comb, -t- fivf = E. mouse.] A genus

1384

of hystricomorphic rodents, of the family Octo-

itontidte and subfamily Oetodontinie : so named
from the comb-Uke fringe of bristles on the

hind feet. It contains several South American species

of grayish or brownish animals, usually from 8 to 10 inches

long, with a tail from 2 to 3 inches in length, small eyes,

omy. The best-known species is C. brasilunsis, called

htcu-tucu. Another is C. maifeUaniau.

ctenophor (ten'o-f6r), a. [< NL. ctenophorus,
< Gr. icrfif (KTCV-), comb, + -<t>6poc, -bearing, <

<jiipetv
= E. bear"1 .] Comb-bearing: applied to

the type of structure represented by the cte-

nophorans among coelenterates.

The ctenophor type has fundamentally the form of a

sphere, beset with eight meridional rows of vibratile

cub

genus of fossil selachians of the Devonian and
Carboniferous periods, containing sharks now
referred to the family Petalodo-ntidas, but for-

merly to Cestraciontidte.

Ctenostomata (ten-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. KTci'f (KTt-v-), comb, + ar6/ia (aro/taT-),

mouth.] A division of gymnolsematous poly-
zoans having the cell-opening closed by mar-

ginal set, and no vibracula nor avicularia.

It is represented by the families Vesiculariida;

and Aleyonidiidce.
ctenostomatous (ten-o-stom'a-tus), a. [<

Ctenostomata + -ous.]

'

Pertaining to or hav-

ing tne characters of the Ctenostomata: as, a

ctenostomatous polyzoan. Also ctenostomotts.

Ctenucha (te-nu'kij,), . [NL. (Kirby, 1837),

< Gr. (crt/f (KTEV-), a comb, + exeiv, have.] A

Ctenophora* (te-nof't) .

horus : see
[NL, fern, sing

of
the "third

a new world and the

*T
Tucu-tucu (Ctenotnys brasiliensis}.

in dead wood. The genus was founded by Meigen in 1803.

2. A genus of spiders, of the family Theridiidte,

based by Blackwall in 1870 upon a Sicilian

species, C. monticola.

Ctenophora2 (te-nof o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of ctenophorus : see ctenophor,] A class of

Coelenterata; formerly, an order of acalephs.
They are pellucid gelati-
nous marine organisms,are

radially symmetrical, and
swim by means of eight
meridional ciliated bands,
rows of pectinations or

ctenophores, whence the

name. In form they are

spheroidal or cylindroidal,

rarely cestoid. They pos-
sess an esophageal tube
and a gastrovascular sys-

tem, and often two lateral

retractile tentacles, but
no corallum. They are

hermaphrodite, reproduc-
tion being by ova dis- Diagram of Pleurobrachia, one of

charged through the the Ctenophora.

mouth. A localized Sense- a, mouth ; *, stomach ; c , infundib-

i ii'.i -m <*<>lli>il i ctfnfu'v&t ulum ; a, horizontal canal ; f, one

ysjS^sfssst s?^HSSKBfSHZS
cysts are usually wanting, longitudinal canals ss , eg, parallel
but are represented by or- with which the ciliated areas run ;

gans known as fixing or A, sac of tentacle, I', with one of its

prehensile cells, the base st^acrf; m, te'ntaculigerous^anal ;

Of Which is a spirally COil- n, n, canals' opening at the aborai

ed thread, while the free apertures, o. o, on each side of/, the

extremity is enlarged, pro- ganglion and lithocyst or ctenocyst.

The Ctenophora. are divided by some into four orders,

Lobata?, Tceiiiatw, Saccatce, and Eurystoinata ; by others

directly into a number of families. Such forms as Eit-

rhamphma, Cesium, Cydippe, and Beroe are severally char-
acteristic of the main divisions. Also called Cilioyratia.

ctenophoral (te-nof'o-ral), a. [As ctenophor +
-al. ] Comb-bearing : 'applied to the parts or sys-
tem of organs of the ctenophorans which bear
the fringes.

ctenophoran (te-nof'o-ran), a. and n. [< Cte-

nophora + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

Ctenophora ; having the characters of the Cte-

nophora; ctenophorous.
II. n. One of the Ctenophora.
An Actinia with only eight mesenteries, and these ex-

ceedingly thick, whereby the intermesenterie chambers
would be reduced to canals ; with two aborai pores in-

stead of the one pore which exists in Cereanthus ; and
with eight bands of cilia corresponding with the reduced
intermesenterie chambers, would have all the essential

peculiarities of a Ctenophoran.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 154.

ctenophore (ten'6-for), n. [< NL. ctenophorus :

see ctenophor.] 1. One of the eight fringed or
ciliated comb-bearing locomotive organs pecu-
liar to the Ctenophora. 2. A member of the
class Ctenophora ; a ctenophoran.
ctenophoric (ten-o-for'ik), a. [As ctenophor
+ -ic.] Same as ctenophorous.
ctenophorous (te-nofo-rus), a. [As ctenophor
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or resembling the Cte-

nophora.
In early life . . . the Alciopids are parasitic in the

ctenophortiutt ctelenterates, but later become free.

Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 428.

Ctenophyllum (ten-o-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

KTsif (/cnv-), comb, + (jtvA^iov, a leaf.] A genus
of fossil plants, named by Schimper in allusion
to the comb-like appearance of the leaflets on
the frond. It belongs to the cycads, and occurs in rocks
of Liassic and Jurassic age in various parts of Europe.
The genus Ctenophylhim as instituted by Schimper in-

cludes various forms previously referred by authors to

Pteroplittllum, Pterozamitex, and Xamiteg.

Otenoptychius (ten-op-tik'i-us), n. [NL., <

Gr. itrfi'r (KTSV-), a comb, + KTi<x>i, a fold.] A

ripeds.
Cthalamus (thal'a-mus), . [NL., an irreg.

form, perhaps a transposition of *chthamalus,
< Gr. ^flojua/Wf, near the ground, low, akin to

Xauai, on the ground: seei chameleon, etc.] The

typical genus of the family Cthalamidai.

Cu. The chemical symbol of copper (Latin cu-

prum).
cuadra (kwa'dra), . [Sp., a square, < L.

quadra, a square, a bit, piece, prop. fern, of

(LL.) quadrus, square: see quadrate, square.]
A linear measure of the states of Spanish South

America, but unknown in Spain, and conse-

quently to the metrological handbooks. It was

originally 400 feet of Castile, afterward 333J, and now
contains in different states 168, 150, and 80 varas. In
the provinces of the Argentine Republic it contains 150

local varas, except in Tucuman, where it has 166. In

the United States of Colombia, Uruguay, etc., it contains
100 varas. It is also used as a square measure. The

Argentine cuadra contains over 4 English acres, the Uru-

guayan barely 2.

cuainara (kwa-ma'ra), n. [Native name.] The
wood of Dipteryx odorata, a leguminous tree of

British Guiana, which yields the Tonka bean.
It is hard, tough, and very durable, and is

used for shafts, mill-wheels, cogs, etc.

cuartas (kwar'tas), . [< Sp. cuarta, a fourth

part, quarter: see quart, quarter.] An infe-

rior kind of Cuban tobacco, used as a filling for

cigars. Also called cuartel.

cuartilla (kwar-te'lya), n. [Sp., dim. of cuarto,
fourth: see quart, quarter.] 1. A Spanish
measure of capacity, especially for liquids:
not to be confounded with the cuartillo. It cor-

responds to the Arabian makuk, being ^ of the moyo
(Arabian muid) of Valladolid. It derives its name from

being the fourth part of the cantara. According to the
standard of Toledo it contains 1.06 United States (old wine)
gallons (previous to 1801, 4.125 liters); but on the basis of

the arroba menor, used for oil, it is equivalent to only 0.83

of the same gallon.

2. A Spanish dry measure, one fourth of a

fanega, equal in Castile to 13.7 liters, or If
"Winchester pecks. In Buenos Ayres, where it is the
chief dry measure, it is 34.32 liters, or 0.97 Winchester
bushel. In Entre Rios it is 34.41 liters.

3. A South American measure of land equal
to 25,000 square varas.

cuartillo (kwar-te'lyo), n. [Sp., masc. dim. of

cuarto, fourth. Cf. cuartilla.] 1. A Spanish
liquid measure, one fourth of an azumbre : not
to be confounded with the cuartilla. in the last

system of Spanish measures it was equal to 0.5042 liter,
or 1.06 United States (old wine) pints (previous to 1801, to
0.516 liter); hut milk was sold by a cuartillo one fourth

larger. The cuartillo of Alicante was larger, being 0.722

liter, or 1.525 United States pints.

2. A dry measure of Spain, one fourth of a

celamine, equal to 1.142 liters, or about one
sixth of a Winchester peck. 3. A Mexican
and South American coin, the fourth part of
a real, or about 3J cents.

cuarto (kwar'to), n. [Sp., fourth: see quart,
quarter.] 1. A copper coin struck in Spain for
circulation in Manila, current as the 160th part
of a dollar. 2. A measure of land in Buenos
Ayres, since 1870 one fourth of a hectare.

CUD1
(kub), n. [Origin obscure

;
not recorded

in ME. ; perhaps Celtic, < Ir. cuib, a cub, whelp,
dog (cf. Gael, cuain, a litter of whelps), < Ir.

Gael, cu = W.
',
a dog, = E. hound. The na-

tive E. word for cub is whelp, q. v.] 1. The
young of certain quadrupeds, especially of the

bear, fox, and wolf, also of the lion and tiger
(more commonly whelp), and rarely of the dog
and some others; a puppy; a whelp. 2. A



cub

coarse or uncouth boy or girl : in contempt or

reprobation. a cubbyhole. [Rare or obsolete.]

ii, th liHembllng </..' what wilt thoiibe CUbby 1
(kill.

'

i), a. [Cf.

1385

IjG.kubjc: see </*".] A snug, confined place :

or obsolete.]

n.] Sim-;
When Ii hath sow il ii gri//.lc <>u tli> close

,s7ia*.,T. N., v. 1.

cubby-(kuli'i), .; pi. rubbin (-i/.). [See cw/AJ
Hence 3f. An assisiani ta physician or sur- A creel or basket of straw carried on the back

geon in a hospital. [London, Kng.] and fastened by a strap across the chest : useil

At St. Thomas's Hospital, a i 17":), tin- grand commit- in the Orkney and Shetland islands.

tee resolved
" that no mirgeon should have more than three cubbyhole (kub'i-hol), n. A small, close apart -

''"'' -v - "'"' V-. ""' st''" " :1

"J ment, or inclosed space; a closet, or any simi-

lar confined place ; hence, humorously, a very
small house

;
a cot.

cub 1 (kub), r.
; prct. and pp. rubbrtl, ppr. cub-

bhiii. | <</<', H.) I. /1'rtii.v. To bring forth, as

a cub or cubs.

II. iiitmnx. Contemptuously, to bring forth

young, as a woman. To cub it, to live as or act the

part of a cub. (Kan-.|

I.OMU liefore Kiiiuultis i-utili^l it with \V"lve*, iilxl KrmiK
scorned earth-world. T. Wi'iiHtm/i. I Veil Urceme, iv.

cub- (kub), u. [E. dial., prob. a var. (the more

orig. form) of chub in the general sense of

One place, a queer little "cubby-hole," has the apjicar-
ancc of having been a Koman Catholic chajiel.

0. W ;/"/m..', niir Hundred l>ays in Europe, Iv.

cubby-house (kub'i-hous), n. A little house, as

a doll-house, built by children in play.

We used to 1'iiitii cttbby-huutts and fix 'em out with
liroken chiny and posies.

H. T. Conke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 0.

ion of co-a'ci^ f*!' lp
h
cubby-yew (kub'i-u), n. [A corrupt!

(dim., > E. cubbyl), to-kuMe, also Mbbung, a n^PT-

cubicula

pepiier, " illi..u( Hi. |,,-culi:ir im-dieinal pi./i^-rties of East
I mli:in .lltM-l.-

CUbebic (ku-bcb'ik). . [<//<+ -ic.] Per-

tuining to or di-rivcil t'rntn eubebs. Cubebic
add, r i|Hl'-.|. ;ll) aln->rph"ii- >cllnu -nl.Nt;u,i, ,..u-

tailli'il ill rul'i-lj-., t" tthicll tin.- illlu- In , II, . t ..f tin- ill IIU

i* >ai'l tu he ilile.

cubebin (ku'beb-in), n. K cubeb + -i2.] An
odorless substance (CmH 1()O;j) erystiilli/.ing

in small needles or scales, found in cubcbs.

Physiologically it seems to be inactive.

cube-ore (kub or), n. A mineral crystallizing
in cubic crystals of a greenish color ;

a hydrous
arseniate of iron. Also called jiharmacoitidcritt.

cube-powder (kub'pou'der), . Gunpowder
made iu largo cubical grains, and burning more

slowly than small or irregular grains, used in

heavy ordnance. It is made by cutting press-cake In

two directions at right angles to each other, so as to pro-
duce cubes with edges 0.75 inch iu length. There are

ali nit 72 grains to the pound. Also called cubical powder.

cube-spar (kub'spar), . Anhydrous sulphate
of calcium

; anhydrite.
cubhood (kub'hud), . [< CM&! + -hood.} The
character or condition of a cub; the state of

being a cub.

shed or lean-to for cattle
; bekubbelt, narrow, con-

tracted, crowded for room; cf. also D. kub,

kubbe, a fish-trap, which suggests a connection
with

cubbf,
a creel In the sense of '

cupboard
'

cube (kiib) r< p cube _ s pg_ It cubo _
cub may be an abbr. of the old form cubbord.] a Dan kubus f>an . aiso ^6e = Sw. hub, < L.
1. A stall for cattle; a crib.

This night, wherein the cub-drawn l>ear would couch,
The lion and the belly-pinched wolf

Keep their fur dry, unbonneted he runs,
And bids what will take all. Shale., Lear, 111. 1.

The shaping of the earth from the nebulous
of its youth . . . to its present form.

if, Lay Sermons, p. 243.

I would rather have such in cub or kennel than iu my
closet or at my table. Laiidur.

2. A chest; a bin.

When the ore [in copper-smelting] Is sufficiently calcined,
it is let down into the cubt or vaults beneath.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 348.

3. A cupboard.
The great leidger-book of the statutes is to be placed In

mvliivis among the university charters, and not in any
ctib of the library.

Abp. Laud, Chancellorship at Oxford, p. 132.

[Local or obsolete in all uses.]
CUb3t (kub), v. t. [See cub&, n.] To
confine.

To be cubbed up on a sudden, how shall he be perplexed,
what shall become of him? Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 211.

Art i Ii. in of Bethlem's noble college free,
Stark staring mad, that thou wouldst.tempt the sea,
Cukb'd in a cabin? Dryden, tr. of I'ersius's Satires, v.

Cuba bast. See basft, 1.

cubage (ku'bai), . [< cube + -age.'] 1. The act

or process of determining the cubic contents of

something; cubature.

The next chapter on the cubage of the cranial cavity.

Nature, XXXIII. 4.

2. The cubic contents measured.
Cuban (ku'ban), . and n. [< Cuba + -.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Cuba, a large island

of the West Indies belonging to Spain.
U. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cuba.
2. [/. c.] Same as cubanite.

cubangle (kub'ang'gl), n. [< L. cubus, cube,

cubus, < Gr. /ci'/Joc, a die, a cube, a cubic num-
ber.] 1. In geom., a regular
body with six square faces ;

a rectangular parallelepiped,
having all its edges equal. The
cube is used as the measuring unit
of solid content, as the square is of

superficial content or area. Cubes
of different sides are to one another
as the third power of the number of

units in one of their sides. Cube.

2. In arith. and alg., the pro-
duct obtained by multiplying the square of a

aim*- nn nr quantity by the quantity itself
;
the third power

of a quantity : as, 4 X 4 X 4 = 64, the cube of 4
;

a3 is the cube of a. Crookes's cube. See vacuum,
and radiant energy, under energy. Cube root, the num-
ber or quantity or which a given number or quantity is the
cube. The easiest way of extracting a cube root i by Hor-
ner's method. See methoit. Cyclical cube. See cycli-
cal. Duplication of the cube. See duplication. Les-
lie's cube, a cubical vessel filled with hot water and used,
under varying conditions, in measuring the reflecting,

radiating, and absorbing powers of different substances.

Truncated cube, a tessarescie-decahedron (or fourteen-
sided body), formed by cutting off the (aces of the cube

1>arallel

to those of the coaxial octahedron far enough to

eave them regular octagons, while adding eight triangular
faces. It is one of the thirteen Archimedean solids.

cube (kub), v. t,-. pret. and pp. cubed, ppr. mb-
ing. [< cube, n.] To raise to the cube or third

power. See cube, n., 2.

cubeb (ku'beb), . [ME. corruptly cucube, qui-

bibe; = F. cubebe = Pr. Sp. cubeba = Pg. cubebns,

cobebas, pi., = It. cubebe, < ML. cubeba, < Ar.

Pers. kababa, Hind, kabdba, kabdb-chini.] The

, angle.? "The solid angle formed bv sma11 8Pic/ berry of the
Piper Cubeba, a climbing

three lines meeting at right angles to one an"- shrub of Java and other East Indian islands. It

other, as in a corner of a cube.

cubanite (ku'ban-it), n. [< Cuban + -ite^.] A
sulphid of copper and iron, of a bronze-yellow
color, intermediate between pyrite and chalco-

pyrite, first found in Cuba. Also called ctihtin.

CUbationH (ku-ba'shon), n. [< L. cubatio(n-), <

ciibiire, lie down.] The act of lying down; a

reclining. Aeh.

cubation- (ku-ba'shon), n. Same as cubature.

cubatoryt (ku'ba-to-ri), a. and n. [< ML. *cu-

bittnritus (neut. cubatoriuni, n., bedstead, bed-

room), < LL. eubator, one who lies down, < L.

citbare, lie down.] I. a. Lying down
;
reclin-

ing; recumbent.
II. . A place for lying down ; a bedroom ;

a dormitory. Bailey.
cubature (ku'ba-tur), n. K NL. as if "ciibatura,

< L. Cuban, cube.] 1. The act or process of

finding the solid or cubic contents of a body ;

cubage.
Hitherto anthropologists have chiefly employed solid

particles, such us shut or seeds, in the cubaturr of skulls.

ScieiKf, V. 499.

2. The cubic contents thus found.

cubbordt, . An obsolete spelling of </<//</.
cubbridge-head (kub'rij-lietl), . [< eubbridiji:

perhaps for "eiibbni-dage ((cubbord for cupboard
+ -</), + liriut.] \niit., a partition made of

boards, etc., across the forecastle and half-deck
of a ship.

cubby 1 (kub'i), .; pi. cubbirx (-i/.). [Usually
in eomp. cubbyhole; prob. of LG. origin; <

resembles a grain of pepper, but is somewhat longer. In

Cut*b (Pifer Cattta).

aromatic warmth and pungency cubebs are far inferior t<>

pepper ; but they are much valued for their use in diseases

of the urinary system ami of the hnmrlii;il tubes, s.mn-

times railed cubfb ;';')*''' African cubebs, the fruit

of l'ii*r Clutii. which h;\s the hot t:istc and odor of black

cubic (ku'bik), . and n. [= F. cttbigue = Sp.
cubico = Pg. It. cubico, < L. cubicua, < Gr. nvjii-

KOC., < Kt)/?or, a die, cube: see cube.] 1. a. 1. Hav-

ing the form of a cube. 2. Solid; three-dimen-

sional: said of a unit of volume related to a unit

of length of the same name as a cube is re-

lated to its edge. Thus, a cubic yard is the volume or

solid contents of a cube whose edges are each a yard long.
Abbreviated c.

3. In alg. and geom., being of the third order,

degree, or power Cubic alum. See alum. Cubic
curve. See curve. Cubic or cubical determinant.
See determinant. Cubic elliptois, a curve whose equa-
tion is fi,i/

:l = .r'-'C' z). It is a cuspidal cubic tangent to the

line at infinity. Cubic equation, in alg., an equation in

which the highest power of the unknown quantity is a
cube. Cubic number, cubic quantity. Same as cube,

2. Cubic surface, a surface whose point-equation is

of the third degree; a surface cut by every line in space
in three points, real or imaginary.- Cubic system, in

crystal., same as imnnelric gytttem. See cryxtallvuraphy.
Plane cubic parabola, a cubic of the form a'^i=u''>. It

is a cubic of tne third class, having a cusp at infinity and
a single point of inflection (which is a center). Twisted
Cubic Curve. See ticiitted cubic, lielow.

II. ii. In math., a cubical quantic, equation,
or curve Binary, ternary, quaternary cubic, a

homogeneous entire function of the third degree, contain-

ing two, three, or four variables. Characteristic of a
cubic. See characterise. Circular cubic, cuspidal
cubic. See the adjectives. Twisted cubic, a curve ill

space which is cut by every plane in three points, real or

imaginary.
cubica (ku'bi-ka), n. [Origin uncertain.] A
fine kind of shalloon used for linings, ranging
in width from 32 to 36 inches. Viet, of Needle-
work.

cubical (ku'bi-kal), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a
cube. 2. Cubic Cubical coefficient of expan-
sion. See coefficient. Cubical ellipse, hyperbola, hy-
perbolic parabola, parabola, twisted cubics distin-

guished by their intersections with tin- plane at infinity ;

the ellipse having only one real intersection, the hyper-
bola three, all distinct, the hyperbolic parabola three, of

which two fall together, and the paraliola three, all coin-

cident. Cubical figure, a figure in three dimensions.

Cubical powder. Same as mbe-puicder.

CUbically (ku'bi-kal-i), adv. In a cubic man-
ner; by cubing; with reference to the cube or

its properties.

Sixty-four, . . . made by multiplying . . . four cubicall;/.

I>r. II. Hare, Conjecture Cabbalistiea, p. 217.

cubicalness (ku'bi-kal-nes), . The character
of being cubical.

cubicite, cubizite (ku'bi-sit, -zit), . [< cubic

+ (:eol)ite, or < ctibi(c) + z(eol)ite.'] Cubic zeo-

lite, or aim lei m.

CUbiclet (ku'bi-kl), n. [Also cubiculc ; < L. cubi-

ciilum, a bedroom, < cubare, lie down.] A bed-
room

;
a chamber. [Rare.]

Two messengers from the flock of cardinals, invading
the sanctity of bis (Pole's) nightly cubicle, broke his slum-
bers with the news of his proffered iloi^nation.

It. 1C. />wi, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

cubicone (ku'bi-kon), . [< cubi(c) + cone.]
A conical surface of the third degree,
cubicontravariant (ku-bi-kon-trii-va'ri-ant), M.

[< cnbi(r) + contrarariaHt.] A contravariant
of the third degree,
cubicovariant (ku'bi-ko-va'ri-ant), . [< <-
bi(c) + cotariant.] A covariant of the third

degree,
cubicriticoid (ku-bi-krit'i-koid), . [< cubi(c)
+ I'riticoid.] A criticoid of the third degree,

cubicula, n. Plural of cubiculuM.



cubicular

cubicular (ku-bik'u-lar), a. [< L. cnbicularis,
<ilso cubicutariu.i : see cubiculary.] Belonging
to a bedchamber

; private.
Tho' there be Rules and Rubrics in our Liturgy sufficient

to guide every one in the performance of all holy duties,

yet I believe every one hath some mode and model or for-

mulary of his own, especially for his private cubicular de-

votions, llowell, Letters, I. vi. 82.

cubiculary (ku-bik'u-la-ri), a. and n. [ME.
cubicularie, n.; = OF.' cubiculaire = Pr. cubicu-

lari = Sp. Pg. cubiculario = It. cubicolario, < L.

cubicularius, of or pertaining to a bedchamber,
as a noun a chamber-servant, valet-de-cham-

bre, < cubiculum, a bedchamber: see cubicle.]

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a bedchamber.
2. Fitted for the posture of lying down.

[Bare.]

Custom, by degrees, changed their cubiculary beds into

diseubitory. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

II. t A chamberlain. Wyclif.
cubicule (ku'bi-kul), . [See cubicle.'] Same
as cubicle.

cubiculot (ku-bik'u-16), n. [For It. cubicolo, <

L. cubiculum : see cubicle.] A bedchamber; a
chamber.
Sir Ami. Where shall I find you ?

Sir To. We'll call thee at the cubiculo.

Sltak., T. N., iii. 2.

cubiculum (ku-bik'u-lum), n.
; pi. cubicula (-la).

[ML., < L. cubiculum, a bedchamber: see cubi-

cle.] 1. In archaol., a burial-chamber having
round its walls loculi or compartments for the

reception of the dead. See catacomb. 2. A
mortuary chapel attached to a church.
cubiform (ku'bi-form), a. [< L. cubus, cube, +
forma, shape.] Having the form of a cube

;

cubic.

The genus Amphitetras ... is chiefly characterized by
the cubiform shape of its frustules.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 298.

cubinvariant (kub-in-va'ri-ant), >i. [< cub(ic)
+ invariant.] In math., aii invariant of the
third degree in the coefficients of a quantic.
cubit (ku'bit), . [< ME. cubit, cubite = OF.
conde, coutc, cute, F. coude = Pr. coide, code,

elbow, = OSp. cobdo, Sp. codo, elbow, a mea-
sure, ciibito, the ulna, = Pg. cubito, the ulna, a

measure, covado, an ell (cf . coto, a small piece),= It. cubito, cubit, elbow, angle, = Wall, cot,
< L. cubitum, rarely cubitus, the elbow, the dis-
tance from the elbow to the end of the middle
finger, an ell, earlier in Gr. K'V^ITOV, also Kvftt/TTov,
described as Sicilian (the Attic word being u/le-

upavov or a'Aev!/ = L. ulna = E. ell), prob. from
OL., lit. a bending, < cubare (bend), recline, lie,= Gr. KVTTTCIV, bend ;

cf. Gael, cubach, bent.] 1.
In anat. : (a) The forearm or antebrachium

;

the arm from the elbow to the wrist.

Putte thou elde clothes . . . viulur the cubit of thin
hondis [translation of Latin sub cubito].

Wyclif, Jer. xxxviii. 12 (Purv.).

(6) The inner bone of the forearm
;
the ulna.

2. A linear unit derived from the length of the
forearm. The natural cubit used for measuring cloth
was probably originally the length from the end of the
thumb-nail to the elbow, though no cubit so short is known.
The royal Egyptian cubit is, of all units of measure or
weight, that one whose use can be traced back in history
the furthest

;
for it was employed in the construction of

the pyramids of Gizeh, perhaps 3500 B. c. From a num-
ber of Egyptian measuring-sticks found in the tombs, this
cubit is ascertained to be equal to 20.64 English inches, or
524 millimeters. It was divided into seven palms, instead
of six as the ordinary cubit was ; and this was probably
owing to measurements along walls with the forearm hav-
ing been made by placing the hand behind the elbow
and leaving it on the wall until the arm was laid down
again. The Egyptian and Roman are the only ancient
cubits of importance whose lengths are undisputed. The
Roman cubit was H Roman feet, or 17.4 English inches.
Two cubits are mentioned in the Bible, for Ezekiel speaks
of a cubit which is a cubit and a hand-breadth. The
shorter of these cubits was probably that which in Deuter-
onomy is called the cubit of a man ; the longer one that
which in Chronicles is called the cubit after the first mea-
sure that is, the most ancient cubit. Julian of Ascalon
speaks of two cubits in the ratio of 28 to 25. But we have no
accurate knowledge of the lengths of the Hebrew cubits,
since the cubit of the temple is estimated variously by
high authorities, as from 19 to 28 inches. There are many
cubits, ancient and modern, of widely different values.

And gee schulle undirstonde, that the Cros of cure Lord
was eyght Cubyten long, and the overthwart piece was of
lengthe thre Cubytes and an half.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 12.

Four cubits [was] the breadth of it [Og's iron bedstead],
after the cubit of a man. Dent. iii. 11.

3. In entom., one of the veins, nerves, or ribs
of an insect's wing ; a cubital rib, succeeding
the radius or sector. See phrases under cubitus.
cubital (ku'bi-tal), a. [< L. cubitulis, < cubitum,
elbow: see cubit.] 1. In anat., pertaining to
the forearm, or to the ulna; antebrachial

;
ul-

nar: as, the cubital artery, nerve, vein, muscle.
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2. In entom., pertaining to the cubit or cu-

bitus of an insect's wing: as, cubital cells ; the

cubital rib. 3. Of the length or measure of a
cubit.

Cubital stature. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 11.

4. Growing on the cubit, antebrachium, or fore-

arm, as feathers of a bird's wing: as, the cubital

coverts. See covert, n., 6.

The principal modes of imbrication of the cubital cov-

erts, as observed in healthy living birds of all the leading
carinate forms. Nature, XXXIII. 021.

cubital (ku'bi-tal), . [< L. cubital, an elbow,
cushion, < cubitum, elbow: see cubit, and cubital,

a.] 1. A bolster or cushion to rest the elbow

upon, as used by persons reclining at meals in

Roman antiquity, and by invalids, etc. 2. [<

cubital, a.] The third joint of the pedipalp of

a spider. It is generally short.

cubit-bone (ku'bit-bon), . The cubital bone
;

the n I n;i .

CUbited (ku'bi-ted), a. [< cubit + -ed*.] Hay-
ing the measure of a cubit: used in composi-
tion. [Rare.]
The twelve-cubited man. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 303.

cubit-fashion (ku'bit -fash "'on), adv. In the
mode of measuring with the forearm, on which
the cubit is founded.
The olchiue was roughly spoken of as equal to the Rus-

sian arshine, and measured cubit-fashion, from the elbow
to the end of the forefinger.

Lansdell, Russian Central Asia, II. 38.

cubiti, n. Plural of cubitus.

cubitidigital (ku
//

bi-ti-dij'i-tal), a. [< L. cubi-

tum, elbow, + digitus, finger, -f- -al.] In anat., of
or pertaining to the forearm and to the fingers.
cubitiere (F. pron. ku-be-tiar'), n. [F., < L. cu-

bitum, elbow: see cubit.] In medieval armor, a

general name for the defense of the elbow when
forming a piece separate from the covering of
the arm. In the thirteenth century it consisted of a

roundel, slightly hollowed in the form of a cup, and held
over the hauberk or broigne by a strap passing round the

elbow-joint ; later it became more conical, and in the
fourteenth century another plat* was added, covering
the side of the elbow-joint. When the complete bras-
sart was introduced, toward the close of the fourteenth
century, the cubitiere formed a part of this, and was reg-
ularly articulated

; but the old cup-shaped form or some
modification of it was retained by those who could not
afford the expense of the brassart of plate. See cuts un-
der armor.

cubitocarpal (ku"bi-t6-kar'pal), a. [< L. cu-

bitum, elbow, + NL. carpus, q. v., + -al.] In

anat., pertaining to the cubit or forearm and
to the carpus or wrist : as, the cubitocarpal ar-
ticulation. In man this joint is called radio-

carpal.
cubitus (ku'bi-tus), n.

; pi. cubiti (-ti). [L. : see

cubit.] Same as cubit Cubitus anticus, in entom.,
the anterior cubital or discoidal rib. Cubitus posticus,
in entom., the posterior cubital or submedian rib. Claus.

cubizite, . See cubicite.

cubla (kub'lii), n. [NL., perhaps of South Afri-
can origin.] A book-name of a South African
shrike, the Dryoseopus cubla. Also cubla-shrike.

cubo-biquadratic (ku"bo-bi-kwod-rat'ik), a.
In math., of the seventh degree.
cuboctahedral (kub'ok-ta-he'dral), a. [< cu-
boctahedron + -al.] Relating to or having the

shape of a cuboctahedron. Also cubo-octahedral.
cuboctahedron (kuMok-ta-he'dron), n. [<
cube + octahedron.] A solid with fourteen faces
formed by cutting off the corners of a cube
parallel to the coaxial octahedron far enough
to leave the original faces

squares, while adding eight
triangular faces at the trunca-
tions. The same result is obtained
by cutting off the corners of the octa-
hedron far enough to leave the origi-
nal faces triangles. It is one of the
thirteen Archimedean solids. Also
cubo-octahedrvn. Truncated CU-
boctahedron, a solid with twenty-
six sides formed by the faces of the coaxial cube, octahe-
dron, and rhombic dodecahedron, in such proportions that
the faces belonging to the cube become regular octahe-
drons, those belonging to the octahedron hexagons, and
those belonging to the dodecahedron squares. It is one of
the thirteen Archimedean solids.

cube-cube (ku'bo-kub), n. [< NL. cubocubus, <
LGr. KvfloKvflof, the product of two cube num-
bers, < Gr. /d>/3of, cube, + /a>/3of, cube.] In math.,
the sixth power of a number; the square of
the cube : thus, 64 is the cubo-cube of 2.

CUbocubic (ku-bo-ku'bik), o. In math., of the
sixth degree Cubocubic root, a sixth root.

CUbo-CUbo-CUbe (ku'bo-ku'bo-kub), n. [< NL.
cubocubo-cubus, < Gr. /ti>/3of + Kvfiof + Kvpoc,
cube.] In math., the ninth power of a number

;

the cube of the cube : thus, 512 is the cttbo-cubo-
cube of 2.

cucking-stool

CUbo-cuneiform (ku-bo-ku'ne-i-form), a. [<

cubo(id) + cuneiform.] In anat., pertaining to

the cuboid and to the cuneiform bones: as, a

cubo-cuneiform articulation or ligament.
cubo-dodecahedral (ku"bo-d6"dek-a-he'dral),

. [< L. cubus, cube, + dodecahedral.] Present-

ing the two forms, a cube and a dodecahedron.
Cuboid (ku'boid), a. and n. [< Gr. KvfiotiMjf,

cube-shaped;
< Ki'/3of, cube, + clSos, form.] I.

a. Resembling a cube in form.

II. n. In anat., the outermost bone of the dis-

tal row of tarsal bones, or bones of the instep,

supporting the heads of the fourth and fifth

metatarsal bones : so called from its cubic form
in man. It is regarded as consisting of or as represent-
ing the fourth and fifth distal tarsal bones of the typical
tarsus. See cut under foot.

cuboidal (ku-boi'dal), a. [< cuboid + -al.]

Same as cuboid.

True cork is destitute of intercellular spaces, its cells be-

ing of regular shape (generally cuboidal) and fitted closely
U> each other. Bessey, Botany, p. 125.

Cuboctahedron.

cuboides (ku-boi'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvfl
cuboid : see cuboid.] In anat., the cuboid bone

;

the cuboid.

cuboite (ku'bo-it), n. [< L. cubus, a cube, +
-ite%: so called because it sometimes occurs in

cubic crystals.] Same as analeite.

cubomancy (ku'bo-man-si), . [< Gr. nvfiof, a

cube, die, + fiav-eia, divination.] Divination

by means of dice ; dice-throwing.
Cubomedusae (ku"bo-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. cubus, a cube, + NL. Medusa;, q. v.] A
family of acraspedal medusans or jelly-fishes,

having a somewhat cubical figure in conse-

quence of the arrangement of principal parts
in fours. Thus, there are four perradial marginal bodies,
containing endodermal otocysts, acoustic clubs, and one
or more eyes ; four wide square perradial pouches of the

gastral cavity; and four pairs of leaf-shaped gonads, de-

veloped from the sulmmbral endoderm of the gastral
pouches, fixed by their margins to the four interradial septa
and freely projecting into the gastral cavity. Preferably
written Cubomedusidae, as a family name.
cubomedusan (ku"bo-me-du'san), a. and n. I.
a. Having the cuboid ch'aracter of the Cubome-
dusa? ; of or pertaining to these acalephs.
H. n. A jelly-fish of the family Cubomedusa?.

cube-octahedral (ku-bo-ok-ta-he'dral), a. [<
cubo-octahetiron + -al.] Same as cuboctahedral.
cubo-octahedron (ku-bo-ok-ta-he'dron), n. [<
L. cubus, cube, + NL. octahedron, q. v.] Same
as cuboctahedron.

Cubostomae (ku-bos'to-me), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kvliof, cube, + ar6fta, 'mouth.] A suborder of
Discomedusas having the parts in sets of four or

eight, and the mouth simple, at the end of a

rudimentary manubrium, and without any pro-
cesses. It is represented by such forms as
Xausithoe. Preferably written Cubostomata.
cubostomous (ku-bos'to-mus), a. [< Cubosto-
mo! + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cubostomce.
cuca (ko'kii), n. A variant form of coca1 .

The pretious leaf called cwco. De La Vega.

cucaine (ko'ka-in), . [< cuca + -ine%.] A va-
riant form of cocaine.

CUChia (ku'chi-a), n. [NL.; from native name.]
A fish, Amphipnous cuchia, found lurking in
holes in the marshes of Bengal, of a sluggish
and torpid nature, and remarkable for tenacity
of life. See Amnhipnous.
CUCk1

!, r. i. [ME. *cucken, *cukken, *coken; re-
corded only in the verbal n. cucking, and in

comp. cucking-stool, cuck-stool, q. v.
; prob. <

Icel. Mka, eqiiiv. to E. cack : see cack*.] To
ease one's self at stool.

CUck2t, '. *. [Inferred from cucking-stool, after
the assumed analogy of duck1 as related to

ducking-stool.] To put in the cucking-stool.
Follow the law ; and you can click me. spare not.

Middleton and Vekker, Roaring Girl, v. 2.

cuckst, i. [A var. of cook?.] To call, as the
cuckoo.

Clucking of moor fowls, cuckiuff of cuckoos, bumbling
of bees. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 13.

CUCk4 (kuk), v. t. [E. dial., also cook; origin
obscure.] To cast; throw; chuck. [North.
Eng.]

Ctiok me the ball. Grose.

cucking-stool (kuk'ing-stol), n. [< ME. ci/ck-

ing-stol, cukkynge-, cokinge-stole, etc.
; cf. equiv.

cuck-stool, < ME. cuckestole, kitkstole, cokestole,
etc., orig. in the form of a close-stool (in the
earliest mention called cathedra stercoris)', <

cucking, verbal n. of ciick1
, i\, + xtool] Former-

ly, a chair in which an offender, as a common
brawler or scold, or a woman of disorderly life,



cucking-stool

or a defaulting Im i i m- baker, was placed, to

In- hooted at or pelted by the mob. Tin- ,.<-.>/
Kliml linn IM-CIL frri(Hently ciuif"imilfil with tlir ilin-ktn-i

ttiuil; lint the former did Dot ol lt*U admit "f tliedm-kini:

of ItsiH-rujiarit, iilthiiitKh in conjunction witli the timiluvl

It was Mim. times used for that purpose.

I had iM-en tycd to silence,
I should have beem- worthy the r.-* iu-i xloole ere this

time. itar*li,iniii>/ llnrktnl, Insatiate (.'ountru, ii.

'I h.'sr. iiHiuiitctl ill a chair-curule,
U hich muilcni.s call .t MMMNff*fteo(,
March pnniilly t'i tin- rivi-r Hide.

N. Hull,',-, llndibriu, II. Ii. 740.

cuckle, n. A corrupt dialectal form
cuckold 1 (kuk'old), n. [Early mod. E. also

1'iickicolit, cockward, cokward, etc.
;

< ME. co-

kolde, cokewold, cockewold, kukwald, kukewcld,

etc., with excrescent -d, < OF. coucuol, couquiol,
mod. P. cocu. = Pr. cugol, a cuckold, lit. a
cuckoo (so called with opprobrious allusion to

the cuckoo's habit of depositing her eggs in

the nests of other birds), < L. cuculus, a cuckoo:
see ru<-k<i<>.] 1. A man whose wife is false In

him
;
the husband of an adulteress. 2. A book-

name of the cow-bird, Molothrus ater : so called

from its parasitic and polygamous habits. [U.
S.] 3. A name of the cow-fish, Ostracion qua-
dricorne : apparently so called from its horns.
See cow-fish (c).

cuckold 1
'

(kuk'old), c. t. [< ci.di.-oMl. .] To
dishonor by adultery: said of a wife or her

paramour.
If thou canst cuckold him, tliou dost thyself a pleasure,

me a sport. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

But sutfer not thy wife abroad to roam,
Nor strut in streets with Amazonian pace ;

For that's to cuckold thee before thy face.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

cuckold- (kuk'old), n. A corrupt form of

cockle^.

CUCkoldize (kuk'ol-diz), . /.; pret. and pp.
cuckoldized, ppr. cuckoldizing. [< cuckold1 +
-ize.~\ To make a cuckold.

Can dry bones live ? or skeletons produce
The vital warmth of cuckoldizintf juice?

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., ii. 339.

cuckoldly (kuk'old-li), a. [< cuckold + -ly
1
.]

Having the qualities of a cuckold.

Poor cuckoldly knave ! Shak., M. W. of W., Ii. 2.

cuckold-maker (kuk'61d-ma*k6r), n. One who
commits adultery with another man's wife.

CUCkoldom (kuk'ol-dum), n. [< cuckold1 +
-<lom.] The state of being a cuckold

;
cuckolds

collectively.
Thinking of nothing but her dear colonel, and conspir-

ing cucltoldoin against me. Dryden, Spanish Friar, iv. 1.

cuckoldry (kuk'old-ri), . [< cuckold1 + -ry.]

Adultery ; adultery as

affecting the honor of the
husband.

They have got out of Chris-
tendom into the land what
shall I call it? of cuckoldry
the rtopia of gallantry, where
pleasure is duty, and the man-
ners perfect freedom.

Lamb, Elia, p. 240.

cuckold's-knot (kuk '-

61dz-not), n. Naut., a

loop made in a rope by
crossing the two parts
and seizing them toge-
ther.

CUckold'8-neck (kuk'oldz-nek), n.

cuckold's-kiiot.

cuckoo (kuk'S), . [Early mod. E. also cuckoe,
cuckoie ; < ME. cucko, cukkow, cocow, cockou.eoc-

cou, in earliest form cuccu (partly from OF.),
= MD. Icockock, kockkock, kuyckuck, Tcuyckkuyck,
D. kockoek = North Fries, kukuut = OLQ. cuc-

fiii; MLG. kuckuck, kitkiik, LG. kuckuck, kukuk =
MHG. cukuk, also gukiik, gukuck, gukguk, gug-
(/iik, Q. kuckuck, kuckuk, guckguck, usually fci-

kiil; = Dan. kukker = Sw. )cuku (the Teut. forms
being partly conformed to the L. and Rom.) ;

=
OF. rum-nil, cocu, F. coucou = Pr. cogul (cf. CO-

CMC, the cuckoo's cry) = Sp. CMCO, also dim. cu-

clillo, = Pg. CMCO = It. CMCCO, also cticolo, cuculo,

cucuglin, coccolo, < ML. cucus, L. only in dim.
form cuculus, a cuckoo (cf . L. cucus, a daw) ;

=
Gr. xci/i/iiif (see coccyx), MGr. /toS/cof, NGr. KOVKO

;

= W. cwcw, also cog, = Gael. Ir. cuach, also

i-nhling; = OBulg. kukaritsa = Serv. kuktiritwi,
= Bohem. kukachka = Pol. kiikitlkit = Russ. it-
kiixlikn = Albanian kukateitse (cf. Russ. kxkovati,
cry as a cuckoo, kukati, murmur, = Bohem.
Serv. kukati = Litli. kniikti = Lett, kaukt,
howl); = Skt. bikila (> Hind, kokih, kokla), a
cuckoo; cf. Hind, kuk, the cry of a cuckoo or

k. knku, the cooing of a dove, koko, a

Cuckold's-knot.

Same as
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crow
;
also found in older Teut. form (OHG.

MHG. youch.d. i/ii iii-li = AS. gedc = Ivel.yaukr,
> E. gou-k, a cuckoo: see gowk) and in many
other tongues, in various forms of the type ku-

ku, being a direct imitation of the characteristic

cry of the bird. A similar imitation occurs also

in coo, cook'-*, cock 1
, caic, etc. (see these words).

The forms,being imitative, do not conform close-

ly to the rules of historical development. In ear-

ly superstitious the cuckoo was regarded as of

evil omen, and enters into various imprecations
and proverbs as an embodiment of the devil.

It was also a term of reproach or contempt
equivalent to fool (cf. gowk, in similar use), and
with reference to its habit of laying its eggs in

other birds' nests is the subject of endless al-

lusion in early literature: see cuckold1 .] 1. A
bird of the family Cuculidce, and especially of

the subfamily Cuculinai or genus Cuculus: so

called from its characteristic note. The common
cuckoo of Europe is Cuculux canorut, about 14 Inchen

long, with zygodactyl feet, broad rounded tail, curved

Cucujus

Harloeks, hemlock, nettles, cuckoo-llomri.

Skat., Lear, Iv. 4

2. Now, more generally, the lady's-smock, Car-
damine pratensis.

By the mewiow-trenchel blow the faint sweet cuckoo-flav-
in. Teanyton, May (<ileen.

cuckoo-fly (kuk'ii-fli), n. 1. A name of sundry
parasitic hymeuopterous insects, as the ('Itryitix

amuy

Common Cuckoo ( Cuculus canerus).

bill, and ashy plumage varied with black and white. It

is notorious for its parasitism, having the habit common
to many birds of the family of depositing its eggs in the
nests of other birds, chiefly smaller than itself, and caus-

ing its young to be reared by the foster-parents a con-

dition generally entailing the destruction of their own
progeny. The remarkable cries which have given the bird

imitative names in many languages are the love-notes,
uttered only during the mating season. The species
of cuckoos are very numerous, and are found in most
parts of the world ; they are not all parasitic. There are
several subfamilies of ('m-i'tiili'-. and many genera. (See
Cticulidce.) The American or tree-cuckoos are arlioricole,
not parasitic, and are confined to America ; they are also

called hook-billed cuckoos, a term not of special perti-
nence. The ground-cuckoos are American birds of terres-

trial habit*. The crested cuckoos are old-world forms, as
are also the coucals, lark-heeled or spur-heeled cuckoos,
also called pheasant-cuckoos.

The cuckoo builds not for himself. Shak., A. and C., U. .

2. A simpleton; a fool: used in jest or con-

tempt, like the ultimately related gowk.
Prince. Why, what a rascal art thou, then, to praise

him so for running !

Falstaff. A' horseback, ye cuckoo! but afoot, he will

not budge a foot. SAat., 1 Hen. IV., II. 4.

Hornblll cuckoo. Same as channelbUl.

cuckoo-ale (kuk'8-al), n. A provision of ale or

strong beer formerly drunk in the spring of the

year. The signal
for broaching it

seems to have
been the first cry
of the cuckoo.
cuckoo-bee (kuk'-
8-be), . A bee
of the family Apt-
da:, and of a group
variously called
Cuculince or No-
madte, represent-
ed by the genus
Nomada. The cuck-
oo-bees are richly
colored, and make no
nest, depositing their

eggs in the nests of

other bees, whence
their name. The larvee on emerging devour the food des-
tined for the proper occupants of the nest, which often
starve to death.

cuckoo-budt (kuk'6-bud), n. Probably a bud of
the cowslip or the buttercup: only in Shakspere.

Cuckoo -butU of yellow hue. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2 (song).

CUCkoo-dove (kuk'6-duv), . A dove of the ge-
nus Macropygia (which see).
cuckoo-fish (kuk'o-fish), . 1. A Cornish name
of the striped wrasse. 2. An English name of
the boar-fish.

cuckoo-flower (kuk'o-flou'er), n. 1. In old

works, the ragged-robin, Lychnis Flos-cuculi.

Cuckoo-bee (Ctxlioxys /txana). (Cross
shows natural size.)

, of the famuy Chrysidid<f. 2. pi. A gen-
eral name of the pupivorous ichneumon-flies,
the females of which deposit their eggs in the
larvae or pupee of other insects.

cuckoo-grass (kuk'6-gras), n. A grass-like
rush, L:ttla cmnpestria, flowering at the time
of the cuckoo's song.
cuckoo-gurnard (kuk'8-ger'nard), n. An Eng-
lish name of the Trigla cuculus.

cuckoo-pint (kuk'o-piut), . K ME. cokkui>yn-
tel. coke-pintfl (also gauk-, gokko-, gek-pintel), <

coicku, etc. (or gek, etc., < AS. gedc: see gowk),
cuckoo (in allusion to the fact that the cuckoo
and the plant appear in spring together), + pin-
tel, a coarse word, descriptive of the spaulx.]
The wake-robin, Arum mactilatum.

The root of the cuckoo-pint was frequently scratched out
of the dry batiks of hedges [by birds), and eaten In severe

snowy weather. Gilbert White, Nat. Hist, of rtelborne, xv.

CUCkoo's-bread (kuk'Sz-bred), . [ML. panis
cuculi; F. pain <le coucou: so called from its

blossoming at the season when the cuckoo's cry
is heard.] The wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella.

Also called cuckoo's-meat.

cuckoo-shell (kuk'6-shel), n. A local name at

Youghal, Ireland, of the whelk, Buccinum un-

ilntum.

cuckoo-Shrike (kuk'o-shrik), . A bird of the

family Campoplutgida:. Also called caterpillar-
catcher.

cuckoo's-maid (kuk'Oz-mad), . Same as cuck-
oo's-mate.

cuckoo's-mate (kuk'oz-mat), n. A local Eng-
lish name of the wryneck, Yunx torquilla, from
its appearing in spring about the same time as
the cuckoo.
cuckoo's-meat (kuk'oz-met), n. Same as evck-
oo's-brcad.

cuckoo-spit, cuckoo-spittle (kuk
' o -

spit,

-spit'l), M. 1. A froth or spume secreted by
sundry homopterous insects, as the common
frog-hopper, Aphrophora or Ptyelus spumarius.
Also called froth-spit.

In the middle of May you will see, in the joints of rose-

mary, thistles, and almost all the larger weeds, a white
fermented froth, which the country-people call Cuckrou*'*

Spit ; in these the eggs of the grasshopper are deposited.
/. H alton. Complete Angler, p. 73, note.

2. An insect which secretes a froth or spume,
as a frog-hopper : called in full cuckoo-spit frog-
hopper.
cuckqueant (kuk'kwen), . [Also written cue-

quean, cuckqucane; < cuck(old) + quean; prob.
as a modification of cotquean.] A woman whose
husband is false to her : correlative to cuckold.

Celia shall be no cucktjueaiif, my heire no Itegger.

Martian, What you Will, iii. 1.

Cucquean Juno's fury. Quarle*, Emblems, i. 5.

CUCk-StOOlt (kuk'stol), n. [< ME. cuekestoole,
kukstole, etc. : see cucking-stool.] Same as cuck-

ing-stool.

cucciueant, n. See cuckquean.
cucujid (ku'ku-jid), . A beetle of the family
<
'ucujidte.

Cucujidae (ku-ku'ji-de),
n. pi. [NL., < CUCIIJHX

+ -ida;.] A family of clavicoru Coleoptera or
beetles. The
dorsal segments
of the abdomen
are partly mem-
branous ; the
ventral segmenU
are free ; the tar-

si are 5-joint-
ed ; the mentuin
U moderate or
small ; the jialpi
are approximate
at the base ; the
anterior coxae are
re nmilcd or oval, cutujus
and not pnuni- . larva; , beetle (lines show natural riiesl :MM ; the poste- -. r. enlarged back and side views of anal joint

rior coxa; are not <* >"" ; rf. bcmO. enlarged.

snlcate and are

separated ; the ventral seiniients are sul>equal : and the
middle coxal cavities open externally. The Cttrujidat are

mostly small, dark-mi. irnl in-Hlr*. living under bark or
In decaying wood : some, however, infest food-stuffs, espe-
ri;illy those of a farinaceous character. The family has
lieen divided into Patiandrina, Cucujintr, Hemipepliiue,
lln'iiiitiiiir. and SitlpaniiUf.

Cucujus (ku'ku-jus), w. [NL. ;
of S. Amer.

origin.] The typical genus of the family Cu-

cujidtr, having the first tarsal joints very short.



Cucujus

C. clavipes is a characteristic example. It is scarlet above

with finely punctured surface ; the eyes and antenna; are

bloek.

Cuculi (ku'ku-li), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. cueulus,

a cuckoo: see cuckoo and Cueulus.] A super-

family of coccygomorphic birds, of the conven-

tional order Picarice, including several families

related to the Cuculidce.

Cuculid* (ku-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cueulus

+ -idw.] A family of yoke-toed picarian birds,

typical of the group Coccyyomorphce or Ciiculi-

formes; the cuckoos. The feet are permanently
zygodactyl by reversion of the fourth toe, yet the birds

are not of scansorial habits. The bill is moderate, gen-

erally curved, with a deflected tip and no cere ; the palate
is desmognathous ; the legs are homalogonatous ; the ca-

rotids are two in number ;
the oil-gland is nude ; and cieca

ture corresponding _

consequently divided into a number of subfamilies. Thi

Couince are a peculiar Madagascan type. The Phcenico-

phtente are confined to the old world, as are the Centra-

podince or spur-heeled cuckoos, and the Cuculims or typ-
ical cuckoos. (See cut under cuckoo.) America has three

types, those of the Coccyzince or tree-cuckoos, the Sauro-

theriiKK or ground-cuckoos, and the Crotophaginte or gre-

garious cuckoos. (See cuts under ani, Coccyzus, and chapar-
ral-cock.) The birds of the genus Indicator, sometimes in-

cluded in the family, are now usually elevated to the rank
of a distinct family. In their economy the Cueulidce are

noted for their parasitism, which runs through many,
though not all, of the genera composing the family.

cuculiform (ku'ku-li-f6rm), a. [< NL. cuculi-

formis, < L. cueulus, a cuckoo, + forma, shape.]
Cueuliue ; cuckoo-like in form or structure

;

coccygomorphic.
Cuculiformes (ku"ku-li-for'mez), n. ]>l. [NL.,

El.

of cuculiformis : see cuculiform.] A super-

imily of cuculiform picarian birds, approxi-
mately equivalent to Coccygomorplice, separat-

ing the cuculine or cuckoo-like birds on the one
hand from the Cypseliformes, and on the other

from the Piciformes. It contains the whole of the

conventional order Picarice, excepting the goatsuckers,
swifts, and humming-birds, and the woodpeckers and wry-
necks.

Cuculinae (ku-ku-ll'ne),.^. [NL., < Cueulus +
-ince.] 1. In ornitlt. : (a) A subfamily of Cucii-

lidce, including the typical cuckoos, such as the

Cueulus canorus of Europe. See cutunder cuckoo,

(b) In Nitzsch's system of classification, a ma-
jor and miscellaneous group of picarian or cu-

culiform birds of no fixed limits, including, be-
sides cuckoos, the trogons, goatsuckers, and

sundry others. [Not in use in this sense.] 2.

In entom., a well-marked group of naked, some-
times wasp-like, parasitic bees, having no pol-
liniferous brushes or plates; the cuckoo-bees.
See cuckoo-bee.

cuculine (ku'ku-lin), a. [< NL. cuculinus, < L.

cueulus, a cuckoo: see cuckoo, and cf. Cuculmce.]
Cuckoo-like

;
cuculiform

; coccygomorphic ; per-
taining or related to the cuckoos.
Cucullaea (ku-ku-le'a), n. [NL., < L. eucullus, a

cap, hood: see COwP.l A genus of asiphonate
bivalves, of the family Arcidie, or ark-shells,

having a somewhat square gibbous shell with

hinge-teeth oblique at the middle and parallel
with the hinge at the ends. The species are

chiefly fossil.

cucullaris (ku-ku-la'ris), n.; pi. cucullares (-rez).

[NL., < L. eucullus, a cap, hood: see cow/1
.]

The cowl-muscle or trapezius of man : so called

because, taken with its fellow of the opposite
side, it has been likened to a monk's hood or
cowl. See trapezius.

cucullate, cucullated (ku-kul'at, -a-ted), a.

[< LL. cucullatus, < L. eucullus, a cap, hood : see

coicfi.~\ 1. Hooded; cowled; covered as with
a hood. 2. In hot., having the shape or sem-
blance of a hood

;
wide at the top and drawn to

a point below, in the shape of a cornet of paper ;

like or likened to a hood: as, a cucullate leaf or

nectary. In mosses it is specifically applied to
a conical calyptra cleft at one side. 3. In zool.,

hooded; having the head shaped, marked, or
colored as if hooded or cowled: specifically ap-
plied, in entom., to the prothorax of an insect
when it is elevated or otherwise shaped into a
kind of hood or cowl for the head.

They [the cicada and the grasshopper] are differently
cumllated or capuched upon the head and back.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 3.

CUCUllately (ku-kul'at-li), adv. In a cucullate
manner

; in the shape or with the appearance
of a hood.
CUCUlliform (ku-kul'i-fdrm), a. [< L. eucullus,
a cap, hood (see cowl1 ), + forma, shape.] Re-
sembling a hood or cowl in form or appear-
ance; cucullate.

cuculiitet (ku-kul'lt), . [< NL. cucullites

(Schriiter, 1764, in form cuculites), < L. eucullus,
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a cowl : see eucullus.'] A name formerly given
to fossil species of cones or cone-like shells.

eucullus (ku-kul'us), n. [L., a cowl: see

cow/1 .] 1. A cowl or monk's hood: as in the

proverb Cucullus nonfacit monackum (the cowl

does not make the monk). See hood. 2. [NL.]
In zoo/, and anat., a formation or coloration of

the head like or likened to a hood.

Cuculoideae (ku-ku-loi'de-e), . pi. [NL., <

Cueulus + -oidece.] The Cuculidce and Muso-

phagidce} or cuckoos and touracous, combined
to constitute a superfamily.
Cuculoides (ku-ku-loi'dez), n. pi. [NL., < L.

cueulus, cuckoo, -4- Gr. cWof, form.] In Blyth's

system (1849), a superfamily of his Zygodactyli,
in which the Leptosomatidce and Bucconidce are

united with the Cuculidce proper.
Cueulus (ku'ku-lus), M. [NL., < L. cueulus, a
cuckoo: see cuckoo.'] The typical genus of

the family Cuculidce, formerly more compre-
hensive than the family as at present consti-

tuted, but now restricted to forms congeneric
with Cueulus canorus, the type of the genus.
See cut under cuckoo.

cucumber (ku'kum-ber), n. [E. dial, cowcumber,

formerly in good literary use, being the proper
mod. representative of the ME. form (cucumber,

being a reversion to the L. form); < ME. cu-

cumber, cucumer, cocumber = OF. cocombre, F.

concombre = Pr. cogombre = Sp. coliombro = It.

cocomero, < ML. cucumer, L. cucumis (cucumer-),
a cucumber.] 1. A common running garden-
plant, Cucumis sativus. It is a native of southern

Asia, but has been cultivated from the earliest times in all

civilized countries. See Cucumis.

Thi seedes with cocumber rootes grounde
Lete stepe, and save of evry mysse [mishap] thai are.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

2. The long, fleshy fruit of this plant, eaten as

a cooling salad when green, and also used for

pickling. (See gherkin). The stem-end is usu-

ally very bitter, as is the whole fruit in some un-
cultivated varieties.

We remember the fish which we did eat in Egypt freely ;

the cucumbers, and the melons. Num. xi. 5.

3. A common name of various plants of other

genera. Bitter cucumber, the colocynth, CitnMus
Colocynthis. Cool as a cucumber, very cool; figura-

tively, collected ; entirely self-possessed.

When the wife of the great Socrates threw a ... tea-

pot at his erudite head he was as cool as a cucumber.
Caiman the Younger, Heir-at-Law.

Creeping cucumber, Melothria pendula, a delicate low
cucurbitaceous climber of the southern United States,

bearing oval green berries. Cucumber-Oil, a drying-oil
obtained from the seeds of the pumpkin, squash, melon,
etc. Indian cucumber. See cucumber-root. One-
seeded or star cucumber, the common name in the
United States of the Sicyos angulatus, a climbing cucurbi-
taceous annual, bearing clusters of dry, ovate, prickly,
one-seeded fruits. Serpent-cucumber, a variety of the
common muskmelon with very long fruit. Snake-cu-
cumber, the Trichosanthea Anguina, a tall cucurbita-
ceous climber of the East Indies, with ornamental nmbri-

ate-petaled flowers and a snake-like fruit, 3 or 4 feet long,
turning red when ripe. Squirting or wild cucumber,
the Ecballium Elaterium. See Ecballium. (See also ttea-

CUCUmber-root (ku'kum-ber-rot), n. A lilia-

ceous plant of the United States, Medeola Vir-

ginica, allied to Trillium, having two whorls of

leaves on the slender stem, and an umbel of re-

curved flowers. The tuberous rootstock has the taste
of the cucumber, whence the common name of Indian cu-
cumber. It has been used as a remedy for dropsy.
cucumber-tree (ku'kum-ber-tre), n. 1. The
common name in the United States for several

species of Magnolia, especially M. acitminata
and M. cordata, from the shape and size of the
fruit. The long-leafed cucumber-tree is M.
Fraseri; the large-leafed, M. macrophylla. 2.
The bilimbi, Averrhoa JBilimbi, of the East In-
dies. See AverrJioa.

cucumiform (ku'ku-mi-f6rm), a. [< L. cu-

cumis, a cucumber, '+ forma, shape.] Shaped
like a cucumber; cylindrical and tapering to-
ward the ends, and either straight or curved.
Cucumis (ku'ku-mis), n. [NL., < L. cucumis, a
cucumber: see cucumber.~] A genus of plants,
natural order Cucurbitacece, containing about
25 species, natives of warm regions. They are
annual or perennial herbs, with hairy stems and leaves,
running over the ground or climbing. They have yellow
flowers, and a round or roundish, cylindrical, or angular
fleshy fruit. The most widely known species are C.stitii''i*.

the cucumber, and C. Melo, which yields all the different
varieties of the muskmelon. The fruits of some of the
species have a very bitter taste and are reputed to be pur-
gative.

CUCUpha (ku'ku-fa), n. A sort of coif or cap,
with a double bottom inclosing a mixture of
aromatic powders, having cotton for an excipi-
ent. It was formerly used as a powerful cepha-
lic. Dunglison.

cucurbitive

cucurbit 1
, cucurbite (ku-ki-r'bit), n. [< F. cu-

curbite, < L. cucurbita, a gourd: see gourd.]
1. A chemical vessel originally shaped like

a gourd, but sometimes shallow, with a wide

mouth, used in distillation. It may be made of

copper, glass, tin, or stoneware. \Vith its head or cover

it constitutes the alembic. See alembic.

I have . . . distilled quicksilver in a cucurbite, fitted

with a capacious glass-head. Boyle, Colours.

2. A gourd-shaped vessel for holding liquids.
Oriental water-jars are often of this form, and porcelain
and earthenware vases of China anil Japan are frequently
so shaped.
3. A cupping-glass.
cucurbit^ (ku-ker'bit), n. A plant of the natu-
ral order Cucurbitacece.

Cucurbita (ku-ker'bi-tii), n. [NL., < L. cucur-

bita, a gourd, whence u'lt. E. gourd : see gourd.']
A genus of plants, natural order Cucurbita-

cecE. There are about a dozen species, annuals or per-

ennials, inhabiting the warmer regions of the world.

They are creeping herbs, with lobed and cordate leaves,

large yellow flowers, and fleshy, generally very large, fruits.

Nearly all the perennial species are natives of Mexico and
the adjacent regions on the north, and have usually large
tuberous or fusiform roots. The three annual species

Flowering Branch of Cucurbita Pepo.

originated probably in southern Asia, have long been in

cultivation, and have developed many very different
forms. It is nearly certain that these species were also

extensively cultivated in America long before its discov-

ery by Columbus. C. Pepo and its varieties yield the

pumpkin, the warty, long-neck, and crookneck squashes
and vegetable marrow, and the egg- or orange-gourd. C.

maxima yields the various varieties of winter squash, often
of great size, the turban-squash, etc. C. motfchata is the
source of the musky, China, or Barbary squash.

Cucurbitaceae (ku-ker-bi-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cucurbita + -aeece.] A natural order of poly-
petalous dicotyledonous plants, with the petals
more or less united into a monopetalous co-

rolla, and containing climbing or trailing spe-
cies with unisexual flowers, scabrous stems and
leaves, and a more or less pulpy fruit. An ac-
rid principle pervades the order

;
when this principle is

greatly diffused the fruits are edible, often delicious, but
when concentrated, as in the colocynth and bryony, they
are dangerous or actively poisonous. The order includes
80 genera and about 600 species, the most useful genera
being Cucumi* (the cucumber), Cucurbita (the pumpkin
and squash), Citrullus (the watermelon and colocynth),
and Lafienaria (the gourd). Species of various other
genera yield edible fruits or possess medicinal properties.

cucurbitaceous (ku-ker-bi-ta'shius), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Cu-
curbitacew.

CUCurbital (ku-ker'bi-tal), a. [< Cucurbita +
-(.] Of or pertaining to the genus Cucurbita or
the order Cucurbitaceai : as, the cueurbital alli-

ance of Lindley.
cucurbite, n. See cucurbit1 .

Cucurbiteae (ku-ker-bit'e-e), . pi. [NL., < Cu-
curhitn + -ea'."\ A tribe of Cueurbitacew.
CUCUrbitin (ku-ker'bi-tin), n. [< Cucurbita +
-JH2 .] A doubtful alkaloid from the seeds of
Cucurlrita Pepo.

CUCUrbitinus (ku-ker-bi-ti'nus), n.; pi. CIK-IH--

bititti (-ni). [NL., < L. cuciirbitinus, a., like a

gourd, < cucurbita, a gourd: see gourd.] A
joint or link of a tapeworm ;

a cestoid zooid
;

a proglottis.
cucurbitive (lai-ker'bi-tiv), a. [< L. eucurbita,
a gourd, + -ive.] Shaped like the seeds of a

gourd: said specifically of certain worms. 1/n/i.

met.



Cudbear-plant (Leca-
nora tartarea).

cud

CUd (klld), " [< Ml''. I'Hildf, fiiili. null', var.

i/niili; i/ilrili- ( > K. (/lliil, (). v. ), < -\S. (//, i-iridii.

cud (dof. l),als(i in Inr/l cuilii (also /<'<' cinnlii,

cwiilu. circodn, gen. ciridura, UNOdowtl), mastic,
lit. 'white cud'; usually derived, as 'I lint which
is chewed,' from i-niirim, K. <7/r- ; but the orig.

form of the word is ciriiln (whence the mod.
form i/niil, i|. v.). and neither i-inln nor cir/i/i/ can

be formed from ni'nraii. Tout. -y/ *ku, */.<, by
any regular process. Tlie word agrees more

nearly (though the coimoctiou is doubtful) with

AS. firith = OII(i. iinhili = led. /r/<Mr = Goth.

ktrilliHM, stomach, belly, womb (in AS. only in

last sense), prob. = L. venter = Gr. yaari/p =
Ski. jiitlnini, belly: see ventrr, n-ii/ral, etc.,

gimlrie, etc.] 1. A ]>rt ion of food voluntarily
forced into the mouth from the first stomach

by a ruminating animal, and leisurely chewed
a second time. See ruminate, rumination. 2.

A quid. To chew the cud. See chew.

cudbear (kud'bar), n. [After Dr. Cuthbert

Gordon, who first brought it into notice.] 1.

A purple or violet powder, used in dyeing
violet, purple, and crimson, prepared from va-
rious species of lichens, especially from Leca-
iinrn tiirtarea, which grows on rocks in north-
ern Europe. It Is partially soluble in boiling water,
and In red \vilh acids and \iolVi blue with alkalis. It is

prepared nearly III the same way
as aivhil, and is applied In silks

and woolens, having no attinity for

eotton. The color obtained from
cudbear is somewhat fugitive, and
it is used chiefly to give strength
and brilliancy to blues dyed with
indigo.

2. The plant teeanora tar-

tarea. Also called cudireed.

cudden't (kud'n), H. [Cf. cuddy1
.'] A clown;

a dolt
;
an idiot.

The slavering cudden, propp'd upon his staff,
Stood ready gaping with ti grinning laugh.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 179.

cudden- (kud'n), . [Sc., also written cuddin,
avid equiv. to cuddle = cuddy3 and cuth : see

cuddy9 . Cf. cudding.~\ A local English name
of the coalfish.

cuddle, . See cuddy3 .

cudding(kud'ing), n. [Cf. cwrfrfcn 2.] The char

(a fish). [Scotch.]
cuddle (kud'l), n.

; pret. and pp. cuddled, ppr.
cuddling. [Origin uncertain

; perhaps freq. of

ME. 'cudden for cuththcn (only once, in pret.
kuththed), otherwise keththen, embrace (rare in

this form and sense), another spelling or a

secondary form of reg. ME. cut/ten, kuthen, later

kithen (pret. cuddc, kidde, kedde), make known,
manifest (hence, be familiar), < cutli, coutJi,
known: see couth and kithe. Cf. E. dial, cuttle,

talk, cutter, fondle, etc., Sc. cuttle, wheedle (see
cuttle*, cutter

1

*, cuitle) ;
OD. kudden, come toge-

ther, flock together, D. kudde, a flock.] I. trans.

To hug; fondle; embrace so as to keep warm.
He'll mak 1

mickleo' you, and dandle and cuddle you like
ane of his ain dawties. Tfnnant, Cardinal Beaton, p. 26.

II. intrants. 1. To join in a hug; embrace.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 2. To lie close or

snug ;
nestle.

She [a partridge] ruddles low behind the Brake :

Nor would she stay : nor dares she fly.

Prior, The Dove.

By the social fires

Sit many, cuddling round their toddy-sap.
7Vmiaii(, Anster Fair, ii. 70.

It [Cortonal is a pretty little village, cuddled down among
the hills. l.nii-,-11, Fireside Travels, p. 275.

cuddle (kud'l), H. [< cuddle, v.} A hug; an
embrace.

cuddle-me-to-you (kud'1-me-tS'u), . Same as

ratt-iin'-to-i/oii.

cuddy 1
(kiid'i), H. ; pi. ruddicn (-iz). [E. dial,

and Sc. (Sc. also cuddle, comp. cuddy-ass), prob.
a particular use of Cuddy, a proper name, fa-

miliar abbr. of Cuthbert. Cf. ncddy and j'flcfc
1
.]

1 . An ass ; a donkey.
Just simple Cii'liti/ an' her foal !

Ituff, Poems, p. 96. (Jtiini''*"it.)

While stud> Jim the puns asinorum in Euclid, he sntlercd

every rinttlie upon the common to trespass upon a large
field belonging to the Laird.

>'<"", Heart of Mid-Lothian, ix.

2. A stupid or silly fellow ; a clown.

It rusts mure tricks ami troubles by half,
Than it takes to cvhibil a llx-laggwl call
To a hoothful of country ,-,/,//,...

Ilinnl,

3. A lever mounted on a tripod for lifting
stones, leveling up railroad-ties, etc.; a lever-

jack. /.'. //. l\ ni;/lil.

cuddy- (ktid'i), .; pi. citdtlifK (-iz). [Origin
obscure. < T. rnii/ii/i.'] 1. ffaut., a room or
cabin abaft and under the poop-deck, in which
the officers and cabin-passengers take their

meals; al>o, a sort of cabin or cook-room in

lighters, barges, etc.
;
iu small boats, a locker.

He threw himself in at the door of the rmtilit.

H'lnthriiii, HUt. New IJrJalid, II. 4(1.

Hence 2. Any small cupboard or storehouse
for odds and ends.

cuddy3
(kud'i), n.; pi. cuddies (-iz). [E. dial.

(North.) and Sc. cuddle ; also written cudden,

cuddin, cuth, and cooth, the coalfish ; cf. Gael.

/Hiliii;/, ciidaiiin, Ir. cudainn, a small fish, sup-
posed to be the young of the coalfish.] A
name of the coalfish.

cuddy4 (kud'i), ii.; pi. cuddies (-iz). [E. dial.,

prob., like cuddy1
,
a familiar use of the homely

proper name Cuddy, abbr. of Cuthbert. Cf. E.

dial. (Devon.) cuddian, a wren.] The galliuule,
liiillsiiiiltichliironua. Montagu. [Local, British.]

CUddy-legS (kud'i-legz), n. A local English
name of a large herring.

cudgel (kuj'el), 11. [< ME. kuggel, of Celtic

origin ;
W. cogyl, a cudgel, club ; orig. perhaps

'distaff'; cf. W. cogail, a truncheon, distaff, =
Gael, cuaille, a club, cudgel, bludgeon, cuigeal, a

distaff, = Ir. cuaill, a pole, stake, staff, cuigeal,

cnigcal, a distaff; cf. Ir. cuacli, a bottom of

yarn, cuachog, a skein of thread. So E. distaff
is named from the bunch of flax on the end.]
A short thick stick used as a weapon ;

a club;

specifically, a staff used in cudgel-play.
Mid te holie rode steane, thet him is lothest knytiel, leie

on the deonel dogge. [With the staff of the holy rood,
which Is to him the hatefulest cudgel, lay on the devil dog. )

Ancren Ritcle, p. 2SI2.

Some have been l>eaten till they know
What wood a cudgel'* ol by the blow.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 222.

To cross the cudgels. See crotai. To take up the
cudgels, to engage in a contest or controversy (in self-

defense or in behalf of another) ; accept the gage.

The girl had been reading the "Life ol Carlyle," and nlie

tottk up the cudgels for the old curmudgeon, as King called

him. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 96.

cudgel (kuj'el), r. t. ; pret. and pp. cudgeled or

cudgelled, ppr. cudgeling or cudgelling. [< cud-

gel,' H.] Tostrike with a cudgel or club; beat,
in general.

If he were here, I would cudgel him like a dog.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. :i.

At length in a rage the forester grew,
And cudgell'd bold Robin so sore.

Robin Hood amt the Ranger (Child's Ballads, V. 209).

To cudgel one's brains. See train.

cudgeler, cudgeller (kuj'el-er), . One who
strikes with a cudgel.

They were often lyable to a night-walking cudgeller.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

cudgeling, cudgelling (kuj'el-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of cudgel, r.] A beating with a cudgel.
Ho must tight singly to-morrow with Hector; and is so

Erophetically
proud of an heroical cudgelling that he raves

l saying nothing. Shak., f. and C., ill. 3.

cudgel-play (kuj'el-pla), . 1. A contest with

cudgels.
Near the dying of the day
There will be a cudgel-play,
Where a coxcomb wiU be broke,
Ere a good word can 1>e spoke.

Wits' Recreations, 1654. (Hares.)

2. The science or art of combat with cudgels.
It includes the use ol the quarter-staff, back-sword, shil-

lalab, single-stick, and other similar weapons. See these
words.

cudgel-proof (kuj'el-prof), a. Able to resist

the blow of a cudgel; insensible to beating or
not to be hurt by it.

His doublet was ot sturdy buff,
And though not sword, yet cudgel proof.

S. Butler, Hudibras, 1. 1. 306.

cudweed (kud'wed), . 1. The popular name
of the common species of Gnaphaliwn. Also
called chafai i /.

There is a plant, which our herbalists call "herbam ini-

piam," or wicked cuduwd, whose youuger branches still

yield flowers to overtop the elder.

r,i'. llall, Remains, Prolaneness, ii. 9.

2. Same as cudbear, 2 chlldlag cudweed, (.'o-

1'lniliuni Gi'i'nii'iii.-iiiii : so called from its throwing out a
circle < if s] ts at the base, likened ti> a family of children.

Golden cudweed, of Jamaica, the Pterocaulon mrga-
tn in, a white tinneiitnsr herb resembling plants of the ge-
nus GliHphiflnilfl. (Sec alsi. *i;r-rii'tirf?d.')

cue 1
(ku), H. [Formerly also kite, and (in def.

:t) i/n ; also often as F., queue ; < F. queue, < OF.
cove, coe = Pr. coa = Sp. coda, now cola = Pg.
cauda, coda = It. coda, < L. coda, cauda, a tail:

see caiidn, caudal. Cf. coward, from the same
ult. source.] 1. The tail; something hanging

cuerpo

down like a tail, as the long curl of a wig or a

long roll or plait of hair. In this sense also

1/nriif. See /iii/linl.

K:i< ti uf those 'ii'--' in locks is somewhat thicker than
eniiiiuim whj]<-c<>nl, and they look like a pan el of small

strings hanging down from the crown of their In a<U

Cook, \ OjngM, l\. ni. (i.

2. A number of persons ranged in a line, await-

ing their turn to be served, as at a bank or a
ticket-office. In this sense also queue. 3. (a)

Theat., words which when spoken at the end of
a speech in the course of a play are the signal
for an answering speech, or for the entrance of
another actor, etc.

You speak all your part at once, cue* and all. Pyranmit,
eut.i ; your " is past ; it in "never tire."

Shat., M. N. !>., III. 1.

When my ''"' comes, call me, and 1 will answer.

Shak., M. N. U., IT. 1.

tin In music, a fragment of some other part
printed in small notes, at the end of a long rest

or silence occurring in the part of a voice or an

instrument, to assist the singer or player in be-

ginning promptly and correctly. Hence 4.
A hint

;
an intimation

;
a guiding suggestion.

"The Whig papers are very subdued," continued Mr.
Rlgby.

" Ah ! they have not the cue yet," said Lord Esk-
dale. ftutraeli, Coningshy, 1. 5.

Such Is the cue to which all Rome responds.
Brooming, Ring and Book, It. 319.

5. The part which one is to play; a course of
action prescribed, or made necessary by cir-

cumstances.

Were it my cue to fight, I should have known it

Without a prompter. Shak., Othello, i. 2.

Tlie flexible conclave, finding they bad mistaken their

cue, promptly answered in the negative. Prcscott.

6. Humor
;
turn or temper of mind.

When they work one to a proper cue,
What they forbid one takes delight to do. Crabbt.

Was ever before such a grinding out of jigs and waltzes,
where nolMxly was in the cue to dance?

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xix.

My uncle [was] in thoroughly good cue.

IHclcetu, Pickwick, xlix.

7. A straight tapering rod tipped with a small
soft pad, used to strike the balls in billiards,

bagatelle, and similar games. 8. A support
for a lance ; a lance-rest.

CUeH (ku), r. i. [< cue1 , M.] To tie into a cue
or tail.

They separate it into small locks which they woold or
cue round with the rind of a slender plant, . . . and as
the hair grows the woolding is continued.

Coot, Voyages, IV. iii. 6.

cue2 (ku), n. [Formerly also qu ; < ME. cue, CM,
or simply q. standing for L. quadrans, a far-

thing, though the cue seems to have been used
for half a farthing. See extract from Minsheu.]
1. The name of the letter Q, q. 2f. (a) A
farthing ; a half-farthing.
A cue, 1. i. e. ] halfe a farthing, so called because they

set down in the Battling or Hutterie l>ookes in Oxford
and Cambridge the letter a. tor halfe a farthing, and In

Oxford when they make that cue or '/. a farthing, they
say, Cap. my </.

and make it a farthing, thus, But in

Cambridge they use this letter, a little s, ... for a

farthing. Mimheu, 1617.

(6) A farthing's worth ; the quantity bought
with a farthing, as a small quantity of bread
or beer.

With rumps and kidneys, and cues of single beer.
Beau, and Ft., Wit at several \Veapoiu, ii. 2.

Cry at the buttery-hatch, Ho, Launcelot, a cue of

bread, and a cue of beer ! Mitldleton, The black Book.

cue-ball 1 (ku'bal), . In billiards and similar

games, the ball struck by the cue, as distin-

guished from the other balls on the table.

cue-ball2 (ku'bal), a. A corruption of sketc-

bald. [Prov. Eng.]
A gentleman on a cue-ball horse.

R. [>. Blackinore, Lorna Doone, x\\i v

cue-rack (ku'rak), n. A rack or stand for

holding billiard-cues.

cuerda (kwer'da), M. [Sp.. a measure of length
(see def.), lit. a cord, = E. cord: see cord 1

.
~]

1.

The name of several different Spanish units of

length. The cuerda of Castile was variously 8{ and 8}
varas, or 22 feet 11.2 inches and 23 feet T.4 inches. The
cuerda of Valencia was equal to 122 English feet. The
cuerda of Buenos Ayres is 151 vanu ol Castile, or 140 yards
1 inch. English measure.

2. In the province of La Mancha in Spain,
a measure of land, one half of the seed-ground
for a fanega of corn.

cuerpo (kwer'pp),
. [Sp., < L. corpus, body:

see corpse.] The body.
//<(. Cuerpa! what's that?

Tip. Light-skipping hose and doublet.
The horse-boy's garb ! B. Joiwm, New Inn, ii. -.



cuerpo

In (or en) cuerpo, without a cloak or upper garment, or

without the formalities of a full dress, so that the shape
of the body is exposed ; hence, figuratively, naked or un-

protected.

So they unmantled him of a new Plush Cloke, and my
Secretary was content to go home quietly, and en <-in'fjn>.

Hun-ell, Letters, I. i. 17.

cuff 1
(kuf), v. [Appar. < Sw. kuffa, thrust, push,

sai<l to be freq. of kufra, subdue, suppress,
cow: see cow2.] I. trans. 1. To strike with
or as with the open hand.

Cuff him soundly, but never draw thy sword.

Sluik.,1. N.,iii. 4.

2. To buffet in any way.
The budded peaks of the wood are how'd,

Caught and cu/'d by the gale. Tennyson, Maud, vi.

II. t intrans. To fight ;
scuffle.

The peers cuff to make the rabble sport. Dryden.

cuff 1
(kuf), . [< cuff

1
, r.] 1. A blow with the

open hand
;
a box

; any stroke with the hand or

fist.

This mad-brain'd bridegroom took him such a cuff,
That down fell priest and book.

Shak., T. of the S., ill. 2.

2f. A blow or stroke from or with anything.
With wounding cufful cannon's fiery ball.

Mir. for Mags., p. 834.

cuff 2
(kuf), n. [Early mod. E. cuffe, < ME.

cuffe, coffe, a glove or mitten, prob. < AS.
ctiffie, found once in sense of 'hood' or 'cap,'
< ML. cofia, cofea, cuffa, cuphia, > also It.

cuffia = P. coiffe, etc., a cap, coif : see coif.]

If. A glove ;
a mitten.

He caste on his clothes i-clouted and i-hole,
His cokeres and his cojfus for colde of his nayles.

Piers Plowman (A), vii. 56.

Cuffe, glove or metyne [var. mitten], mitta, ciroteca.

Prompt. Pare., p. 106.

2. (a) A distinct terminal part of a sleeve at
the wrist, intended for embellishment. The cuff
was made originally by turning back the sleeve itself and
showing either the same material as that of the sleeve or
a different material used as a lining. In the fifteenth cen-

tury a prominent part of the dress was the large cuff,
which could be turned down so as to cover the hand to the

finger-tips, and when turned back reached nearly to the
elbow. In modern times the coat-sleeve has been some-
times made with a cuff which can be turned down over
the hand, though not intended to be so used, and some-
times with a semblance of a cuff, indicated by braid and
buttons, or by a facing of velvet or other material, or mere-
ly by a line or lines of stitching around the sleeve,

(ft) A
band of linen, lace, or the like, taking the place
of, and covering a part of the sleeve in the same
manner as, the turued-up cuff, in the seventeenth
century such cuffs, worn by ladies, were often extremely
rich, of expensive lace, and reached nearly to the elbow.
Plain linen cuffs were also worn about 1640, and were
especially affected by the Puritans in England. When
the plain linen wristband worn attached to the shirt by
men first came into use, in the early part of the nineteenth
century, it was commonly turned back over the sleeve,
and was a true cuff.

(c ) In recent times, a sepa-
rate band of linen or other material worn about
the wrist and appearing below the end of the
sleeve. As worn by men, it is buttoned to the
wristband of the shirt. 3. That part of a long
glove which covers the wrist and forearm, es-

pecially when stiff and exhibiting a cylindrical
or conical form.
The cuffs of the gauntlets.

J. Hewitt, Ancient Armour, II. p. vii.

CUflf 3 (kuf), n. [Sc., cited by Jamieson from
Gait; perhaps for scruff, confused with cuff

2
."]

The scruff of the neck; the nape.
cuff-frame (kuf'fram), n. A special form of

knitting-machine for making the cuffs of knit-
ted garments.
Cufic, Kuflc (ku'fik), a, and n. [< Cufa + -ic.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Cufa, or Kufa, an old

city south of Babylon, the capital of the califs
before the building of Bagdad, which contained
the most expert and numerous copyists of the
Koran : specifically applied to the characters of
the Arabic alphabet used in the time of Moham-
med, and in which the Koran was written.

II. n. The Cufic characters collectively.
He ... made notes of all that I told him in the quaint

character used by the Mughrebbins or Arabs of the West,
which has considerable resemblance to the ancient Cufic.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

Sometimes written Cuphic.
CUguar (ko'gar), . Same as cougar.
cui bono (ki bo'no). [L. cui est bono f to whom
is it (for) a benefit? cui, dat. of quis, who; est,
3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of esse, be; 6oo,
dat. of bonmn, a good: see who, fte1

, and bona.]
For whose benefit ? popularly, but incorrectly,
for what use or end ?

The point on which our irreconcilability was greatest,
respected the cui bono of this alleged conspiracy.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

cuif (kof), n. Same as coo/.

1390

Cllilleron (kwe'lye-ron), n. [F., bowl of a

spoon (= It. ciiccltiajoHe, a large spoon, a ladle),

aug. of cutiler (= It. cucchiajo), m., also F.

cuillere (= Sp. cuchara = It. cucchiaja), f., a

spoon, < L. cocleare, cochleare, a spoon: see

cochleare, etc.] Same as alula, 2 (o).

cuinage (kwiu'aj), n. [An old form of coinage.}
In Eny. mining] the making up of tin into pigs,

etc., for carriage.
cuirass (kwe-ras' or kwe'ras), n. [Early mod.
E. also cuirasse, curace; = MD. kuris, kurisse,
D. kuras = MLG. kuresser, korisser, koritz =
LG. kurrutz = MHG-. kurisz, G. Mris, kurass
= ODan. korritz, kyrritz, < Dan. kyrads = Sw.

kyrass (the mod. Teut. forms after F.), < F.

cuirasse, OF. cuirasse, cuirace = Pr. coirassa,
cuirassa = Sp. coraza = Pg. courafa, coiraga =
It. corazza, < ML. eoratia, coratium (also curatia,
curacia more like OF.), a breastplate, orig. of

leather, < L. coriaceus, of leather, < corium (>
OF. and F. cuir, leather), skin, hide, leather

(for "scorium, cf. scortmn, a hide, skin), = Gr.

X&piov (for *oK6f)iov), a membrane, = OBulg.
skora, a hide, = Lith. skura, skin, hide, leather;
prob. from the root of E. shear, q. v. From
L. also coriaceous (a doublet of cuirass), and
quarry2 , game.] 1. A piece of defensive ar-

mor covering the body from the neck to the

girdle, and combining a breastplate and a back-

piece. Such a protection was used among the ancients in

various forms, but under different names (see breastplate,

thorax), and is still worn by the heavy cavalry epecincal-

Ancient Greek Cuirasses. Cup of Sosias, 5th century B.C.. in Berlin
Museum.

ly called cuirassiers in the French and other European
armies. The cuirass seems to have been first atlopted in

England in the reign of Charles I., when the light cavalry
were armed with buff coats, having the breast and back
covered with steel plates. Subsequently this piece of
armor fell into disuse, and was resumed by the English
only after the battle of Waterloo, where the charges of
the French cuirassiers were very effective.

2. Any similar covering, as the protective ar-
mor of a ship ; specifically, in zoo'l., some hard
shell or other covering forming an indurated
defensive shield, as the carapace of a beetle or
an armadillo, the bony plates of a mailed fish,
etc Double cuirass, the usual form of cuirass of the
first half of the fifteenth century, consisting of a plastron
and a pansiere moving freely one over the other.

cuirassed (kwe-rasf or kwe'rast), a. [< cuirass
+ -erf2.] Furnished with a cuirass or other
protective covering: as, cuirassed ships; cui-
rassed fishes.

The cuirassed sentry walked his sleepless round.
0. W. Holmes, On Poetry, ii.

To make the steel plates necessary for cuirassed vessels.
New York Weekly Post, April 8, 1868.

cuirassier (kwe-ra-ser'), n. [< F. cuirassier, <

cuirasse, cuirass. ] A mounted soldier armed
with the cuirass. The cavalry of the time of the Eng-
lish civil wars was commonly so armed. The word was
introduced in the seventeenth century to replace pistolier
(which see). In modern European armies there are gen-
erally one or two regiments of cuirassiers. See cuirass.

Cuirassiers, all in steel for standing fight.

Milton, P. E,, iii. 328.

I conducted him with a guard of honour, consisting of
a squadron of the first Cuirassier regiment, to Bellevue.

Quoted in Lome's Bismarck, I. 561.

cuirassine, n. [OF., dim. of cuirasse, cuirass.]
In armor, an additional thickness put upon the
breastpiece of a corselet, or a plate of steel
secured to the brigandine to give additional
defense. Compare mammeliere, 2, plastron,
jilacate, pectoral.

cuir-bouilli, cuir-bouiUy (kwer-bo'lyi), . [F.
cuir bouilli (> ME. curbouly, quirboily, etc.), lit.

boiled leather: see cuirass and boil2
.'] Leather

prepared by boiling and pressing, so that it be-
comes extremelyhard and capable of preserving

cul-de-lampe

permanently the shape and surface-decoration

given it, and can afford considerable resistance
to sword-cuts and other violence, it has been much
used from the middle ages to the present day for armor,
crests, helmets, and ornamental utensils of many kinds.
For elaborate work it is now prepared by boiling and then
pressed in molds ;

for common work it is merely soaked in

hot water before pressing.

His jambeux were of quirboily. Chaucer, Sir Thopas.

cuirtan (kwer
'

tan), n. White twilled cloth
made in Scotland from fine wool, for under-

garments and hose. 1'lanclie.

crushes (kwish'ez), n. pi. [Also cuisses; < ME.
quischens (for "quisches) (Wright), cushies (Hal-
liwell), < OF. cuissaux (Cotgrave), pi. of cuissel

(= It. cosciale), also cuissere and cuissart (>
mod. F. cuissard), also cuissots, pi., armor for

the thighs (mod. F. cuissot, a haunch of veni-

son) (= Sp. quijote, formerly quixote (whence
the name of the famous Don Quixote : see quix-
otic) = Pg. coxote, armor for the thighs ;

ML.
cuissellus, cuisserius, cuissetus, after the OF.
forms), < cuisse, F. cuisse = Pr. coissa, cuyssa
= Pg. coxa = It. coscia (ML. cuissia), the thigh,
< L. coxa, the hip : see coxa.'] Armor for the

thighs ; specifically, plate-armor worn over the
chausses of mail or other material, whether in
a single forging or in plates lapping over one
another. In the fully developed plate-armor of the fif-

teenth century the cuishes became barrels of steel, each
in two parts, divided vertically, hinged on one side, and
fastening on the other with hooks, turn-buckles, or the
like. See second cut under armor.

I saw young Harry, with his beaver on,
His cuisses on his thighs, gallantly arm'd,
Rise from the ground like feather'd Mercury.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

And how came the cuixhes to be worse tempered than
the rest of his armour, which was all wrought by Vulcan
and his journeyman ? Dryden, Epic Poetry.

All his greaves and cuisses dash'd with drops
Of onset. Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Cuishes to cuishes*, in close order in the march of cav-

alry, drone.

cuisine (kwe-zen'), n. [F., = Pr. cozina = Sp. co-

cina = Pg. cozinha = It. cucina, < ML. cocina, L.

coquina, a kitchen (> also AS. cycene, E. kitchen),

orig. fern, of coquinus, of or pertaining to cook-

ing, < coquere, cook: see cook1
,
and kitchen,

which is a doublet of cuisine.'] 1. A kitchen.
2. The culinary department of a house, hotel,

etc., including the cooks. 3. The manner or

style of cooking ; cookery.
cuissartst, n. pi. Same as cuishes.

cuisses, n.pl. See cuishes.

cuisshent, n. A Middle English form of cushion.

cuitikins, n.pl. See cutikins.

cuitle (kiit'l), t\ t. ; pret. and pp. cuitled, ppr.
cuitling. [Sc. ; also written cuittle, cutle; prob.= E. kiMe, tickle : see kittle, r.] 1. To tickle.

And mony a weary cast I made,
To cuittle the moor-fowl's tail.

Scott, Waverley, xi.

2. To wheedle
; cajole ; coax.

Sir William might just stitch your auld barony to her
gown sleeve, and he wad sune cuitle another out o' some-
body else. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xiv.

-cula. See -culus.

culch (kulch), n. [E. dial. Cf. cultch."] Rub-
bish; lumber; stuff. Grose.

culdet. An obsolete spelling of could, preterit
of caw1.

Culdean (kul'de-an), a. [< Culdee + -an.]
Pertaining or belonging to the Culdees : as, the
Culdean doctrines. Stormonth.
Culdee (kul'de), n. [< ML. Culdei, pi., also in
accom. form Colidei, as if

'

worshipers of God '

(< L. colere, worship, + deus, a god) ; also, more
exactly, Keldei, Keledei, < Ir. ceilede (= Gael.

cuilteach), a Culdee, appar. < cette, servant, +
De, of God, gen. of Dia, God.] A member of a
fraternity of priests, constituting an irregular
monastic order, existing in Scotland, and in
smaller numbers in Ireland and Wales, from
the ninth or tenth to the fourteenth or fifteenth

century.
CUl-de-four (kul'de-for'), n.

; pi. cuts-de-four.
[P., lit. bottom of an oven: cui, bottom, < L.
culus, the posterior, bottom; de, < L. de, of;
four = Pr. forn = Sp. homo = Pg. It. forno, <

L. fornus, furnus, hearth, oven: see furnace.']
In arch., a vault in the form of a quarter sphere,
often used to cover a semidome or to terminate
a barrel-vault, especially in Roman, Byzantine,
and Romanesque architecture.

cul-de-lampe (kiil'de-lomp'), . ; pi. cnls-de-

lampe. [F., a pendant, bucket, tailpiece, lit.

bottom of a lamp : cui de (see cul-rie-fotir) ;

lampe = E. lamp, q. v.] 1. In book-decoration,
an ornamental piece or pattern often inserted
at the foot of a page when the letterpress stops



cul-de-lampe

short of tlio bottom, as at tin' end of a chapter.
The name is ilcrivnl from tin 1 most common im IN. which
i.^ a srric^ of .scroll* hroail above ami UTininatiiiK in a

Sint
hclu\v, snj^'cslivc of an aticicnl lamp.

ence 2. In other decorative work, an ara-

besque of a similar form.

cul-de-sac (kiil'd6-sak'),n.; pi. culx-dc-sac. [F.,
lit. the bottom of a bag: Mi lie (see eul-de-foitr) ;

sac, < L. xaccus, sack, bag: see sack."] 1. A
street or alky which IKIS no outlet at one end;
a blind alley ;

a way or passage that leads no-
where.

It Kl MCI UN ali
|
contains between fifty and sixty streets,

inchniinK the alleys and cuts-de-saf.

K. t'. Burton, El-Mediiiah, p. 239.

The north of the Pacific oeean ia very much more of a
cul-de-sac than that of the Atlantic.

J. J, Ktin, Hist. Japan (trans.), p. 24.

Specifically 2. In anat. and zool., a divertic-
ulum ending blindly; a ccum or blind gut;
some tubular, saccular, or pouch-like part open
only at one end. 3. An inconclusive argu-
ment. 4. Milit., the situation in which an
army finds itself when it is hemmed in and has
no exit but by the front Lesser cul-de-sac.
Maine as nntrum pylori (which see, under antmm).

-cule. [F. and E. -cule, < L. culus: see -cle and
-culm.] A diminutive termination of Latin

origin, as in animalcule, reticule, etc. See -cle

and -culus.

CUlei, . Plural of culcus.

culeraget, n. An obsolete form of culrage.
culet (ku'let), n. [OF., < cul, < L. culus, the

posteriors.] 1. In armor, that part which pro-
tects the body behind, from the waist down.
The word was not used in this sense until the fifteenth

century, and implies generally a system of sliding plates
riveted to a lining or to straps underneath, and correspond-
ing to the cuissart in front. See Almain-rivet and tasset.

2. In jewelry, the small flat surface at the back
or bottom of a brilliant. Also called collet,

collet, and lower table. See cut under brilliant.

culette (ku-lef), n. Same as culet.

culeus(ku'le-us), .: pi. o*iei (-1). [L., also cul-

leus, a leather bag.] 1. In Rom. antiq. : (a) A
leather wine-skin. (6) A measure of capacity
equal to 20 amphorre. (c) The "sack": a pun-
ishment appointed for parricides, who, after

being flogged and undergoing other indigni-
ties, were sewed up in a leather bag and cast
into the sea. Under the empire a dog, a monkey, a cock,
and a viper were placed in the sack with the criminal.

2. The scrotum. Dunglison.
Culex (ku'leks), n. [NL., < L. culex, a gnat.]
The typical genus of the family Culicidtv, or

gnats. A common species is C. pipiens. See

gnat, mosquito.
culexifuge (ku-lek'si-fuj), n. Same as culici-

fuge.
culgee (kul'ge), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a

plume with a jeweled fastening; an aigret.
CUli. n. Same as kjuli.

Culicidae (ku-lis'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Culex (Cu-
lic-) -t- -idee.] A family of nemocerous dipter-
ous insects, containing the gnats, midges, mos-
quitos, etc. They have a long slender proboscis of
seven pieces, filiform or plumose antenna-, contiguous
eyes without ocelli, and wings with few cells. The eggs
are laid on substances in the water, in which the larvie
live. The latter are provided with respiratory organs at
the hinder end of the body, and consequently swim head
downward. There are about 150 species of the family. See
cuts under gnat, midge, and mosquito.

culiciform (ku-lis'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. culicifor-

mis, < L. culex (ciilic-), a gnat or flea, + forma,
shape.] Resembling a gnat ; having the char-
acters of the Culicidce or Culiciformes.
Ouliciformes (ku-lis-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of euUeiformis : see culiciform.] A group of

gnat-like insects, including such genera as Clii-

ronomus and Corethra, equivalent to a family
Chironomidft, coming next to the Culidace.

culicifuge (ku-lis'i-fuj), w. [< L. culex (culic-),
a gnat, + fugare, drive away.] Au antidote
against gnats and mosquitos. Also culexifuge.
Oulicivora (ku-li-siv'o-rii), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1827), < L. culex (culic-), a gnat, + rorare, eat,
devour: see voracious.] 1. A genus of South
American clamatorial flycatchers, of the family
Tyrannidie. The type is C. stenura, a Brazilian

species. 2. A genus of American oscine pas-
serine birds

;
the gnatcatchers : a synonym of

I'olioptila. Swninson, 1837.

Culilawan bark. See l>arkt.

culinarily (ku'li-na-ri-li), adv. In the manner
of a kitchen or of cookery ; in connection with,
or in relation to, a kitchen or cookery.
culinary (ku'li-na-ri), a. [= F. culinaire = Sp.
Pg. oMNMTio, < L. culiiKirimt. < ciiliiia, OL. co-
linn, a kitchen ; origin uncertain. Hence (from
L. eulinu) E. kiln, q. v.] Pertaining or relating

1891

to the kitchen, or to the art of cookery ;
used

in kitchens or in cooking : as, a culinary vessel
;

culinary herbs.

She was . . . mistress of all culinary secrets that North-
cm kitchens are most proud of.

0. W. Holmei, A Mortal Antipathy, I.

CUliSSt, Soe cullis 1 .

cull 1
(kul), v. t. [< ME. cullen, gather, pick, <

OF. cuillir, cuellir, coillir (> E. coil1 ), cull, col-

lect, < L. colligere, collect, pp. cottectux, > K. </-
lect: see collect, and coil 1

,
which is a doublet

of cull 1
.] 1. To gather; pick; collect.

And much of wild and wonderful,
In these rude isles, might Fancy cull.

Scott, L. of L.M., vl. 22.

No cup had we :

In mine own lady palms I cull'd the spring
That gather'd trickling dropwise from the cleft.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To pick out
;
select or separate one or more

of from others : often with out.

Come knights from east to west,
And cuU their flower, AJax shall cope the best.

Shak.,1. andC., 1L S.

Go to my wardrobe,
And of the richest things I wear cull out
What thou thinkst fit.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, til. 1.

Steel, through opposing plates, the magnet draws,
And steely atoms culls from dust and straws.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

The eye to see, the hand to cull
Of common things the beautiful.

Whittier, To A. K.

3. To inspect and measure, as timber. [Can-
ada.]

cull1
(kul), n. [< cull1

, v.] Something picked
or culled out

; specifically, an object selected
from among a collection or aggregate, and
placed on one side, or rejected, because of in-

ferior quality : usually in the plural : as () in
live-stock breeding, inferior specimens, unfit to breed from.
(J>) In lumbering, inferior or defective pieces, boards,
planks, etc.

CUll^t, v. t. A Middle English form of kill1 .

cull3t, . * A variant of coH2 .

Cull, kiss, and cry "sweetheart," and stroke the head
Which they have branch'd, and all is well again !

Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 1.

cull4 (kul), n. [Contr. of cully, q. v.] A fool
;

a dupe. [Slang.]
cull5 (kul), n. [E. dial. (Gloucestershire), per-
haps a particular use of cull*, a fool, dolt.] A
local English (Gloucestershire) name for the
fish miller's-thumb.

cullender, . See colander.

cullengey, n. A weight of the Carnatic, equal
to 81i grains troy.
culleock, n. See cullyock.
culler (kul'er), n. 1. One who

picks, selects,
or chooses from many. 2. An inspector ;

in

Massachusetts, in colonial times, a government
officer appointed for the inspection of imports
of fish

; also, one appointed to inspect exports of
staves. 3. One who culls timber; an inspec-
tor and measurer of timber.
cullet1

(kul'et), n. [Perhaps ult. < F. couler,

flow, run; cf. cttllis1
,

cullis*. Cf. cull1 .] In

glass-manuf., refuse and broken glass, espe-
cially crown-glass, collected for remelting.
cullet2 (kul'et), n. Same as culet, 2. Grose.

culleus, w. See cule us.

cullibilityt (kul-i-bil'i-ti), H. [< cully + -bility,
after gullibility.] Credulity; readiness to be

duped; gullibility.
Providence never designed him [Gay] to be above two

and twenty, by his thoughtlessness and cullibility.

Swift, To Pope.

If there is not a fund of honest cullibility in a man, so
much the worse. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 94.

culliblet (kul'i-bl), a. [< culls, after gullible.]
Gullible

; easily cheated or duped.
culling (kul'ing), n. Anything selected or sep-
arated from a mass, as being of a poorer qual-
ity or inferior size : generally in the plural.
Those that are big'st of bone I still reserve for breed,
My cuttings I put off, or for the chapman feed.

Drayton, Nymphidia, vi. 1490.

CUllion (kul'yun), n. [Early mod. E. also cull-

yon, coillen, < F. couillon = Pr. coillon = Sp.

cojon
= It. coglione, testicle (hence It. coglione,

dial, cojon ( > Sp. collon = F. coion, > ME. coujoun,
cugioini, conioun, etc.: see conjoun), a mean
wretch), < L. coleus, scrotum, same as culeus, cul-

leus, a bag. Cf. cully.] If. A testicle. Cotgrave.
2. A round or bulbous root

;
an orchis

; spe-
cifically, in plural form (cullions), the stander-

wort, OraMt masciila. 3f. A mean wretch; a
low or despicable fellow.

Away, base cullions ! Shot:., 2 Hen. VI., L 3.

culmen
Perish all such etilliant .'

Matnnyer, The (>uardian, II. 4.

cullionlyt (kul'ymi-li), a. [< ciillioH + -lyl.]
Like a cullion

; mean; base.
I'll make a sop o' the i n-him- f yii, ,vn \\horeson

culliordy barber-monger. IJraw. Khak., Ixxr, ii. 1.

cullis't (kul'is), w. [Also cullies, culisn; early
mod. E. also collesx, coleix, ME. culice, colt'is, <

OF. and F. coulis, cullui, (. couler, run, Ktniin:

see colander.] Broth of boiled meat strained.

Gold and themselves [usurers] to be beaten together, to
make a most mi-dial cuUin for the devil.

Webster, White Devil, v. 1.

I counsel you to a warm breakfast upon a t-ulisn, which
shall restore the tone of tile stomach.

Scott, Kenilworth, iii.

cullis2 (kul'is), n. [< F. coulisse, a groove (see
coulisse), < couler, run, glide: see colander, and
cf. cullis1- and portcullis.] In arch. : (a) A gut-
ter in a roof. (6) Any channel or groove in
which an accessory, as a side scene in a the-

ater, is to run.

cullisent, cullisont, cullizant (kul'i-sen, -son,
-zan), n. Corruptions of cognizance, 3 (a).
But what badge shall we give, what culluon /

B. Jonmn, Case is Altered, Iv. 4.

A blue coat without a cullizan will Ite like habherdine
without mustard. Owlet Almanack, 1618.

cull-me-to-you (kul'me-to'u), n. Same as call-

me-to-you.
cullock (kul'ok), . See cullyock.
cullumbine t ,

>> . An obsolete form of columbine
1

*.

iSnenser.

cully (kul'i), n.
; pi. cullies (-iz). [Old slang, an

abbr. of cullion, 3, with sense modified appar.
by association with gull. According to Leland.
of gipsy origin "Sp. Gypsy chulai, a man,
Turk. Gypsy khulai, a gentleman."] A fellow;
a "cove"; especially, a verdant fellow who is

easily deceived, tricked, or imposed on, as by
a sharper, jilt, or strumpet ;

a mean dupe.
[Slang.]

Thus, when by rooks a lord is plied,
Some '"//</ often wins a bet

By venturing on the cheating side.

Swift, South Sea Project.
I have learned that this fine lady does not live far from

Covent Garden, and that I am not the first cully whom she
has passed upon for a countess. Addimn.

cully (kul'i), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cullied, ppr.

cullying. [< cully, n.] To deceive
; trick, cheat,

or impose upon ; jilt; gull. [Slang.]
Tricks to cully fools.

JTomfret, Divine Attributes, Goodness.

cullyism (kul'i-izm), n. [< cully + -ism.] The
state of being a cully. [Slang.]
Without dwelling upon these less frequent instances of

eminent atllyimn, what is there so common as to hear a
fellow curse his fate that he cannot get rid of a passion to
a jilt ! Addison, Spectator, No. 480.

cullyock (kul'i-ok), n. [Origin obscure.] A
bivalve mollusk, Tapes pullastra, better known
as pullet. Also culleock, cnttoek. [Shetland.]
culm 1 (kulm), . [Also dial, cooni ; appar. <

ME. culme, colm, soot, smoke, > culmy, cohny.]
1. Coal-dust; slack; refuse of coal. [Penn-
sylvania.] 2. In mining, a soft or slaty and
inferior kind of anthracite, especially that oc-

curring in Devonshire, England. 3. The name
given by some geologists to a series of rocks
which occupy the position of the Carboniferous
limestone (see carboniferous),^mt which, instead
of being developed in the form of massive cal-
careous beds, are made up of slates, sandstones,
and conglomerates, and occasional beds of coal,
usually of inferior quality. The fauna of the culm
is in general much less abundant than that usually found
in the Carboniferous limestone proper ; its fiora is, how-
ever, In some regions exceptionally rich. The rocks desig-
nated as culm occur extensively along the )>orders of Rus-
-ia. Poland, and Austria ; and similar ones, in the same
geological position, are found developed on a considerable
scale in Scotland, and also in Ireland. In the last-named
country they are locally known as calp. See calp.

culm2
(kulm), n. [< L. culmus, a stalk ; cf. cala-

mus, a stalk (see calamus), = E. liaulm, q. v.]
In hot., the jointed and usually hollow stem of

grasses. It is in most cases herbaceous, but is woody in

the bamboo and some other stout species. The term is also
sometimes applied to the solid jointless stems of sedges.

culm-bar (kulm'bar), n. A peculiar bar used in

grates designed for burning culm or slack coal.

culmen (kul'men), n. [L. : see culminate.] 1.

Top; summit.
At the culmm or top was a chapel.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 227.

2. [NL.] Specifically, in ornitli., the median
lengthwise ridge of the upper mandible. See
first cut under bill.

The culmen is to the upper mandible what the ridge Is

to the roof of a house ; it is the upper profile of the bill

the highest middle lengthwise line of the bill. ... In a



culmen

great many birds, especially those with depressed bill ;IK

Fill the dn.'ks.tlierc is really n rulwrn; but then theme-

dian lengthwise lined' tile Kill-face uf the upper nialldlllle

takes the place and name of culuien.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 104.

3 [NL.] In anat., the upper and anterior por-

tion of the monticulus of the vermis superior of

the cerebellum. Also called cacumcu.

culmicolous (kul-mik'o-lus), a. [< L. culmus,

a stalk, culm (see onto2),
+ colere, inhabit.]

Growing upon culms of grasses: said of some

culmferous 1 (kul-mif 'e-rus), a. [< E. culm'i +
L./6-m;, = E. 'bear\ + -CMS.] Containing culm.

See culmi.

culmiferous2 (kul-mif'e-rus), a, [= F. culmi-

ferc = Sp. eulmifcro = Pg. It. culmifero, < L,.

culniun, a stalk (see culnft), + ferre = E. bear*.]

Bearing culms, as grasses. See culm2 .

culminal (kul'mi-nal), a. [< L. culmen (cul-

min-) + -al.] Of or pertaining to the culmen

or summit; uppermost; apical.

culminant (kul'mi-nant), a. [< ML. culmt-

ii(in(t-)s, ppr. of culminare: see culminate, v.]

Culminating; reaching the highest point.
I did spy

Sun, moon, and stars, by th' painter's art appear,

At once all culm'nant in one hemisphere.
A. Brume, To his Mistress.

culminate (kul'mi-nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. cul-

minated, ppr. culminating, [< ML. culminatus,

pp. of culminare (> It. culminare = Sp. Pg. cul-

minar = P. culminer, > D. kulmineren = G. cul-

miniren = Dan. kulminerc), < L. culmen (culmin-)

(> It. culmine = Sp. culmen = Pg. culme), the

highest point, older form coliimen, > ult. E.

column, q. v.] 1. To come to or be on the

meridian; be in the highest point of altitude,

as a star, or, according to the usage of astrono-

mers, reach either the highest or the lowest

altitude.
As when his beams at noon

Culminate from the equator.
Hilton, P. L., 111. 617.

The regal star, then culminating, was the sun.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guise.

The star of Guise, brilliant with the conquest of Calais,

now culminated to the zenith.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 190.

2. To reach the highest point, apex, or summit,

literally or figuratively.

The mountains forming this cape culminate in a grand
conical peak. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 189.

Both records [the biblical and the scientific] give us a

grand procession of dynasties of life, beginning from the

lower forms and culminating in man.
Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 119.

culminate (kul'mi-nat), a. [< ML. culminate,

pp.: see the verb.] Growing upward, as dis-

tinguished from a lateral growth: applied to

the growth of corals. Dana.

culminating (kul'mi-na-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of

culminate, v.] 1. Being at or crossing the

meridian ; being at its highest elevation, as a

planet. 2. Being at its highest point, as of

rank, power, magnitude, numbers, or quality.

This Madonna, with the sculpture round her, represents
the culminating power of Gothic art in the thirteenth

century. Riukin.

Beauty is, even in the beautiful, occasional or, as one

has said, culminating and perfect only a single moment,
before which it is unripe, and after which it is on the wane.

Emerson, Domestic Life.

Culminating cycle. See cycle.

culmination (kul-mi-na'shon), n. [= F. culmi-

nation (> D. kulminatie = G" culmination = Dan.

Jculmination)=: Sp. culminacion = Pg. culmina-

qSo = It. culminazionc, < ML. *culmmatio(n-), <

culminare, pp. culminatus : see culminate, v.] 1.

The position of a heavenly body when it is on
the meridian; the attainment by a star of its

highest or lowest altitude on any day. 2. The

highest point or summit
;
the top ; the act or fact

of reaching the highest point : used especially
in figurative senses.

We . . . wonder how that which in its putting forth

was a flower should in its growth and culmination become
a thistle. Farindon, Sermons, p. 429.

Lower or upper culmlnatlpn, the attainment by a
star of its lowest or highest altitude on any day.

culminicorn (kul-min'i-k6rn), . [< L. culmen

(culmin-), top, + corw = E. horn. Coues, 1866.]
In ornith., the superior one of the horny pieces
into which the sheath of the bill of some birds,
as albatrosses, is divided

;
the piece which in-

cases the culmen of the bill.
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cal opening of the Minie" and other early pro-

jectiles. Farrow, Mil. Encyc. 2. In decorative

art, a rounded form, like a calyx or the sheaf

of a bud from which issue scrolls or the like.

CUlottic (ku-lot'ik), a. [< F. culotte, breeches,

+ -(c. Cf. sansculottic] Having or wearing

breeches; hence, pertaining to the respect-

able classes of society : opposed to sansculottic.

[Rare.]
Young Patriotism, Culottic and Sansculottic, rushes for-

war(i. Carlyle, French Rev., II. vi. 3.

culottism (ku-lot'izm), n. [As culott-ic + -ism.]

The principles or influence of the more respect-

able classes of society. See sansculottism.

He who in these epochs of our Europe founds on garni-

tures formulas, cutoUimu <>t what sort soever, is founding

on old cloth and sheepskin, and cannot endure.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. vn. 1.

culpability (kul-pa-bil'i-ti), . [= F. culpaM-

lite = Sp. culpabilidad = Pg. culpabthdaae, < L.

as if *culpal)ilita(t-}s, < culpabilis: see culpable.]

The state of being culpable or censurable;

blamableness.

culpable (kul'pa-bl). a. and n. [< ME. culpable,

coulpaUe, coupable, < OF. culpable, colpable, cou-

pable, F. coupable = Pr. colpable = Sp. culpable

= Pg. culpavel = It. colpabile, < L. culpabilis,

blameworthy, < culpare, blame, condemn, < cul-

pa, fault, crime, mistake. See culpe.] I. a. 1.

Deserving censure; blamable; blameworthy:
said of persons or their conduct.

That he had given way to most culpable indulgences, I

had before heard hinted.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 181.

A permission voluntarily given for a bad act is culpable,

as well as its actual performance.
Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 243.

2f. Guilty.
These being perhaps culpable of this crime.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

The Mayor of London sat in Judgment upon Offenders,

where manv were found culpable, and lost their Heads.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 139.

Culpable homicide. See homicide. = 8yn. 1. Censura-

ble, reprehensible, wrong, sinful.

Il.t n. A culprit. North.

culpableness (kul'pa-bl-nes), n. Blamable-

ness
; culpability.

culpably (kul'pa-bli), adv. Blamably; in a

manner to merit censure ; reprehensibly.

CUlpatory (kul'pa-to-ri), a. [< L. culpatus, pp.

of culpare, blame"(see culpable}, + -ory.] Incul-

patory; censuring; reprehensory

cultivate

tion for a particular person or thing : as, the

Shaksperian cult.

Every man is convinced of the reality of a better self,

and of the cult or homage which is due to it.

ry, Advice to an Author, iii. 1.

2. A system of religious belief and worship;

especially, the rites and ceremonies employed
in worship. Also cultm.

Cult is a term which, as we value exactness, we can ill

do without, seeing how completely religion has lost its

original signification. f. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 172.

3. A subject of devoted attention or study;
that in which one is earnestly or absorbingly
interested.

cultch (kulch), n. [Cf. culclt.] The materials

used to form a spawning-bed for oysters; also,

the spawn of the oyster.

cultelt (kul'tel), n. [OF. cultel, < L. cnltellus,

dim. of miter, a knife: see colter and cutlas.]
'

Adjectives . . . commonly used by Latin authors in a

culpatory sense.

Walpole, Catalogue of Engravers, Postscript.

culpet, [ME., < OF. culpe, colpe, coupe, F.

coulpe = Pr. It. colpa = Sp. Pg. ciilpa, < L.

culpa, fault, error, crime, etc.: see culpable.]

A fault; guilt. Chaucer.

To deprive a man, beyng banished out of the realme

without deserte, without culpe, and without cause, of his

inheritance and patrimony. Hall, Hen. IV., fol. 4.

The culminicorn is transversely broad and rounded.

Coues, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1866, p. 175.

culmy (kul'mi), a. and n. Same as colmy.
culot (ku'16), n. [F., < cul, < L. culus, posteriors,

bottom.] 1. An iron cup inserted in the coni-

culpont, . [< ME. culpe, a fragment, chip, also

culpown, culpen, < OF.'colpon, coupon (F. coupon,

> mod. E. coupon, q. v.), < couper, cut : see coup1
.]

1. Something cut off ; apiece; shred; clipping.

Ful thinne it [hair] lay, by culpons on and oon.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 679.

2. Something split off
;
a splinter.

To hakke and hewe
The okes olde, and leye hem on a rewe
In culpons wel arrayed for to brenne.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2009.

culpont, * [< eulpon, n.] To cut up; split,

culprit (kul'prit), n. [Prob. (with intrusive

r) for "culpat, < L. culpatus (law Lat. for 'the

accused'), pp. of culpare, blame, censure, re-

prove : see culpable.] 1. A person arraigned
for a crime or offense.

An author is in the condition of a culprit ; the publick are

his judges. Prior, Solomon, Pref.

Neither the culprit nor his advocates attracted so much
notice as the accusers. Jlacaulay.

2. A criminal; a malefactor; an offender.

The culprit by escape grown bold
Pilfers alike from young and old. Moore.

culrage (kul'raj), . [Early mod. E. also cule-

rage, killridge; < ME. culrage, culraige, culrayge,

culrache, ciilratche, < OF. mirage, curage, F.

curage, < cul (< L. culus), the posteriors, +
rage, < L. rabies, madness, rage ; equiv. to the

E. name arse-smart.] The water-pepper or

smartweed, Polygonum Hydropiper.
cult (kult), n. [< F. culte = Sp. Pg. It. culto, <

L. cultus, cultivation, worship, < colere, pp. cul-

tus, till, cultivate, worship. Cf. cultivate, cul-

ture, etc., colony, etc.] 1. Homage; worship;
by extension, devoted attention to or venera-

A long knife carried by a knight's attendant.

cultellarius (kul-te-la'ri-us), . ; pi. cultellarii

(-1). [ML., < L. cnltellus, a knife: see cultel.]

1. In the middle ages, an irregular soldier

whose principal weapon was a heavy knife or

short sword. Cultellarii were often attendants ujioii

a knight, and followed him to battle. See couteau. Also

formerly custrel.

2. A bandit or outlaw.

cultellation (kul-te-la'shon), n. [< L. cultel-

lus, a knife, + -ation.] The determination of

the exact point on the ground vertically beneath

a point at some height above it, by letting fall

a knife or other pointed object; also, the use

of this method in measuring land on a hillside

so as to obtain the measures projected upon a

horizontal plane.
cultellus (kul-tel'us), .; pi. cultelli (-1). [L.,

a knife : see cultel.] In entom., one of the lan-

cet-like mandibles of a mosquito or predatory

fly.
CUlter (kul'ter), n. Same as colter.

cultirostral (kul-ti-ras'tral), a. An erroneous

form of cultrirostral.

Cultirostres (kul-ti-ros'trez), n. pi. An errone-

ous form of Cultrirostres.

cultism (kul'tizm), n. [< cult + -ism.] The

pedantic style of composition affected by the

cultists.

The cultism of G6ngora, the artifice of which lies solely

in the choice and arrangement of words.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 360.

cultist (kul'tist), . [< cult + -4st; equiv. to

Sp. cultero. culterano, an affected purist.] One
of a school of Spanish poets who imitated the

pedantic affectation and labored elegance of

G6ngora y Argote, a Spanish writer (1561-1627).

A century earlier the school of the cultists had estab-

lished a dominion, ephemeral, as it soon appeared, but

absolute while it lasted. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 391.

cultivable (kul'ti-va-bl), a. [= F. cultivable =
Sp. cultivable = Pg" cultivavel = It. coltivabile,

< ML. as if "cultivabilis, < cultivare, till : see cul-

tivate.] Capable of being tilled or cultivated;

capable of improvement or refinement.

The soils of cultivable lands hold in a greater or less pro-

portiou all that is essential to the growth of plants.
J. R. Nichols, Fireside Science, p. 131.

The descendant of a cultivated race has an enhanced

aptitude for the reception of cultivation ; he is more cul-

tivable. Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 766.

cultivatable (kul'ti-va-ta-bl), a. [< cultivate +
-able.] Cultivable.

Large tracts of rich culticatable soil.

British and Foreign Ret., No. ii., p. 265.

cultivate (kul'ti-vat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. culti-

vated, ppr. cultivating. [< ML. cultivates, pp. of

cultivare (> It. cultivare, coltivare = Sp. Pg. cul-

tivar= OF. cultiver, coltiver, coutiver, curtiver,

etc., F. cultiver), till, work, as land, < ciiltivus,

tilled, under tillage, < L. cultus, pp. of colere,

till: see cult.] 1. To till; prepare for crops;

manure, plow, dress, sow; and reap; manage
and improve in husbandry : as, to cultivate land ;

to cultivate a farm.

I have had a large, a fair, and a pleasant field ; so fer-

tile that, without my cultieatiny, it has given me two

harvests in a summer. Dryden, To Sir R. Howard.

2. To raise or produce by tillage : as, to cultivate

corn or grass. 3. To use a cultivator upon;
run a cultivator through : as, to cultivate a field

of standing corn. See cultivator (c). [U. S.]

4. To improve and strengthen by labor or

study: promote the development or increase of;

cherish; foster: as, to cultivate talents; to cul-

tivate a taste for poetry.
As your commissioners our poets go,

To cultivate the virtue which you sow.

Dryden, University of Oxford, Prol., 1. 13,



cultivate

5. ToiliriM'l spi'i'i;il :itli'iiliim l<>; devoir study,
labor, iiv i-:i IT In; slinly In iiiidrrsliind, dcvivr

;iilviiiil:i":i' I'i'iiiM, I'll'. : as, In i-ulliruli- literature ;

In riillintti- .'in uri|Hililltalli'i'.

Tin' iiiii-ii'iil philuitnpherrt iliil lint ni'Kli'i't imtural sci-

,-llr, lull tll,'\ ,hd lllll fliltiril'i' it fill' III!' pUI'pusi' "I ill

irj I hr ]"U IT . . . "t inaii. MiK-tnittt'i, l,<ml liacun.

Ill' who I'ultiWlte* lltll.V "III l.lrrrj.l 111' MM G0tp01, to thfl

I'M'hiKion "f (In- ri'sl. in reality attends In ii" part ut all.

J. 11. ATcwNMn, I'anirhial St-niions, i. 300.

Thrhtuilyof History is, . . . as Coleridge said of Poetry,
its own uivat ivwanl.a tiling tu In' hivi-d and mftfaUta
for its own suki-.

XtiiMtx. Medieval ami MniliTll Hint., )i 'I

6. To improve; meliorate; correct; civilize.

To <-i'l/ifiif>' tin 1 wild liri'iitiniis savage.
. I./,/;.<, C'ato, i. 4.

cultivated (kul'ti-va-ted), p. . Produced by
or subjected to cultivation; specifically, cul-

tured
;
retiiied

;
educated.

\l> n-sraivlit-s inl" i-ull ii'tili-fl plant* show that certain

i" lies are extinct, or becoming extinct, since the histori-

Cultrirostral Bill of Heron.

.

/(, i-mutnllr, Orig. iif Cultivated Plants (trans.), p. 451).

In proportion as there are more thoroughly rulticalnt

persons in a ciinnnunity will the finer uses of prosperity
he taught anil tlie vulgar uses of it hecome ilisrepntahle.

Luieell, Oration, Harvanl, Nov. 8, 1886.

cultivating (kul'ti-va-ting), }>. a. Engaged
in the processes of cultivation; agricultural.

[Rare.]
Tin' Kn.vdaii Village Communities were seen to be the

Iti' I hut Village Communities, if anything in a more archaic
o mil it inn than the eastern cultivatiny group.

Miiiiii', Karly Law and Custom, p. 240.

cultivation (kul-ti-va'shon), M. [= F. culti-

vation, OF. coutiveinun, coutiroison, cultivation,

etc., = Sp. cultivation = Pg. cultivate = It. cul-

tivazionc, < ML. *cultivatio(n-), < cultirare, cul-

tivate: see cultivate.] 1. The act or practice
of tilling land and preparing it for crops; the

agricultural management of land; husbandry
in general.
Such is the nature of Spain ;

wild ami stern the moment
it escapes from cultivation ; the desert and the garden are
ever side l>y side. Irvina, Alhambra, p. 278.

2. Land in a cultivated state ;
tilled land with

its crops. [Rare.]
It is curious to observe how defined the line is between

the rich green cultivation ami the barren yellow desert.

E. Sartorius, In the .Soudan, p. 12.

3. The act or process of producing by tillage :

as, the cultivation of corn or grass. 4. The use
of a cultivator upon growing crops. 5. The
process of developing; promotion of growth or

strength, physical or mental : as, the cultivation

of the oyster ;
the cultivation of organic germs,

or of animal virus; the cultivation of the mind,
or of virtue, piety, etc.

No capital is better provided (than Madrid) with sundry
of the higher means to cultivation, as its Royal Armory,
its Archaeological Museum, and its glorious Picture Gallery
. . . remind one. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 26.

6. The state of being cultivated
; specifically, a

state of moral or mental advancement ;
culture

;

refinement; the union of learning and taste.

You cannot have people of cultivation, of pure character,
. . . professing to be ill communication with the spirit
world and keeping up constant intercourse with it, with-
out its gradually reacting on the whole conception of that
other life. 0. W. Holmet, Tho Professor, i.

Fractional cultivation. See the extract.

Fractional cultivation consists in the attempt to isolate

by successive cultivations the different organisms that
have been growing previously in the same culture.

/-,'. Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 26.

= SVU. 5. Training, I)iwii>liiie, Education, etc. See i-
struction. 5 and 6. Refinement, etc. Sec culture.

cultivator (kul'ti-va-tor), n. [= F. cultivatem;
OF. cultivcor, coutiveor, etc., = Sp. Pg. culti-

rtnlor = It. coltivatore, < ML. as if 'cultivator,
< cultinur, cultivate: see cultivate.'] One who
or that which cultivates, (a) One who tills or pre-
pares land for crops, or carries on the operations of hus-

bandry in -' lu-ial; a farmer ; a husbandman ; an agricul-
turist. (t>) A producer by cultivation; a grower of any
kind of products : as, a cultivator of oysters.

It has been lately complained of, by some cultivator* of

clover-grass, that from a great quantity of the seed not
any grass springs up. Boyle.

(') An agricultural implement used to loosen the earth and
npriKit tin' weeds about growing crops which are planted
in rows or hill . It consists of points or shares attached
to a framework, usually adjustable in width, and having
draft-wheel* which govern the depth to which the ground
is limki-n up. It is drawn between the rows of plants by
a horse. There are also light forms which are operated
liy lianil. (<0 (hit 1 wh" drvntrs spi-i-ial attention, care, or
stuih i" ~.'tin- person or pursuit.

The must siuTi-.ssful ,-nftii-atnrs of physical science.

niirklf. Civilization, I. i.

cultrate, cultrated (kul'trat, -tra-ted), n. [<
L. ettltriititx, knife-shaped, < culter, a knife: see
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mllrr.i-iillrl.] Sharp-edged and pointed : i-oltor-

shaped, or shaped like a pruning-knife, as a

Ixxlythat is thick on one edge and acute UN the

other: n*, niltnili- loaf; the beak of a bird is

convex and ciittnttr.

cultriform (fal'M-ftem), a. [= F. cultrit'ormc,
< L. culler, a knife, + forma, shape.] Cultrate :

specifically applied, in :ool., to a tapering or

elongate part or organ when it is bounded by
three sides meeting in angles, one of the siili'*

being shorter than the other two, so that the
sort ion everywhere is an acute-angled triangle.
Cultrirostral (ktil-tri-ros'tral), a. [< NL. cultri-

ix, < L. culler, a knife, 4- rostrum, a beak,
+ -al.] 1. Having a cul-

trate bill; having a bill

shaped somewhat like

the colter of a plow, or

adapted for cutting like

a knife: as, cuUrirosti-til

oscine birds. 2. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cultrirostres.

Also, erroneously, cultirostral.

Cultrirostres (kul-tri-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of cultrirostris : see Cultrirostral.'] 1 . In Cuvier's

system of classification, a family of Gralltr, in-

cluding the cranes, courlans, herons, storks,
and sundry other large waders, as distinguished
from the I'ressirostrcs or plover group, and the
Lonairostres or snipe group. [Not in use.] 2.

In some later systems, a group of laminiplan-
tar oscine passerine birds, as the crows and
corvine birds generally.

Also, erroneously, Cultirostres.

cultrivorous (kul-triv'o-rus), . [= Sp. cul-

trh'oro, < L. culter, a knife, + rorare, swallow,
devour.] Swallowing or seeming to swallow
knives. Dunglison. [Rare.]
culturable (kul'tur-a-bl). a. [< culture +
-able.] 1. Adapted to culture ; cultivable: as,

a culturable area.

Recent explorers attirm that there is no reason why
these canals should not be again tilled from those rivers,
when the Intervening country . . . would become <(-
turable. Elicj/c. Brit., XVI. 43.

2. Capable of becoming cultured or refined.

[Rare in both uses.]
cultural (kul'tur-al), a. [= F. cultural; < cul-

ture + -al.] P'ertaining to culture ; specifically,

pertaining to mental culture or discipline ; edu-
cational

; promoting refinement or education.

In every variety of cultural condition.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 172.

In its cultural development, China stands wholly for

itself. Science, IV. 21.

culturatet, '. t. [< ML. cnlturatus, pp. of cul-

turare, cultivate, < L. cultura, cultivation, cul-

ture : see culture, n.] To cultivate. Capt. John
Smith.

culture (kul'tur), n. [< F. culture = Pr. Sp.
Pg. cultura = It. cultura, coltura = Or. Dan.

kultur, < L. cultura, cultivation, tillage, care,

culture, < cultus, pp. of colere, till, cultivate :

see cult.] 1. The act of tilling and preparing
the earth for crops ; tillage ;

cultivation.

So that these three last were slower than the ordinary
wheat of itself ; and this culture did rather retard their
advance. Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum, 402.

In vain our toil,

We ought to blame the ctitture, not the soil.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 14.

2. The act of promoting growth in animals or

plants, but especially in the latter
; specifically,

the process of raising plants with a view to the

production of improved varieties.

One might wear any passion out of a family by culture, as

skillful gardeners blot a colour out of a tulip that hurts
its beauty. Taller.

These bud variations . . . occur rarely under nature,
but they are far from rare under culture.

Darwin, Origin of Species, i.

Hence 3. In bacteriology: (n) The propaga-
tion of bacteria or other microscopic organisms
by the introduction of the germs into suitably
prepared fluids or other media, or of parasitic

fungi upon living plants. Also called cultiva-

tion.

The only thing to he done now was to take advantage of

what hail previously been learned as to the attenuation of

virus, and endeavor, through successive culture*, to pro-
gressively lessen the harmfulness of the rabid [K>ifton.

Sei. Amer. Supp., p. 8692.

(fc) The product of such culture.

This bacillus [of typhoid fever] is difficult to stain in tis-

sues, while purr 0HmcrM .stain readily with the usual dyes.
Hack's Handbook of iletl. Sciences, IV. 765.

4. The systematic improvement and refine-

ment of the mind, especially of one's own.

culture-cell

[Not common before the nineteenth century,

except with strong consciousness of the meta-

phor involved, though used in Latin by Cicero.]

Rather to the pomp and ostentacion of their wit, then
to tin- ctilittre and profit of theyr mindeft.

Sir T. Morr, Work*, p. 14.

The culture and manurance of minds in .\uulli hath such
a forcible (though unseen) operation as hardly any length
i'f time or contention of labour can countervail it att- i

wards. /;. Advani-i-meut of Learning d irigiiiid

(English I'd.), Work- III Ol

O Lord, if thou suffer not thy servant, that we may pray
til-fun- thee, and thou give ns seed unto our heart, and
culture tu our nndei-KtHuding, that then- may ruine fruit

of it, how shall each man live that is corrupt, who in-nri-tli

tin- plan- of a man'.' 2 I'.sd. vlil. 6.

Culture, the acquainting onmch'cs with the best that
has been known ami said In the world, and thus with the

history of the human spirit.
M . Arnold, Literature and Ito^'ina. I'M t.

5. The result of mental cultivation, or the state

of being cultivated; refinement or enlighten-

ment; learning and taste; in a broad sense,
civilization : as, a man of culture.

Culture or Civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic
MOM, is that complex whole which Includes knowledge,
belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabili-
ties and habits acquired by man as a member of society.

K. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, i. 1.

Culture in its widest sense is, I take It, thorough ac-

quaintance with all the old and new result* of intellec-

tual activity in all departments of knowledge, so far a*

they conduce to welfare, to correct living, and to rational

conduct. H'. K. Brook*, Law of Heredity, p. 272.

6. The training of the human body.

Amongst whom [the Spartans) also both in other things,
and especially In the culture of their bodies, the nobility
observed the most equality with the commons.

Hobbei, tr. of Thncydides, i.

7. The pursuit of any art or science with a
view to its improvement.
Our national resources arc developed by an earnest

culture of the arts of peace. Bancroft, Hist. I'. ., I. Int.

8f. Cultivated ground.
Proceeds the caravan

Through lively spreading cultures, pastures green,
And yellow tillages in opening woods.

Dyer, The Fleece.

Gelatin culture, a growth of bacteria in a medium made
of the consistence of jelly by means of gelatin. Pure cul-

ture, in bacteriology, a growth of one kind of bacteria free

from admixture of other varieties. Solid culture, a cul-

ture of bacteria, etc., for which the medium Is a solid at

ordinary temperatures, usually gelatin or a preparation,
such as agar-agar, made from alga?. Test-tube cul-

ture, a growth of bacteria in a test-tulie. = Syn. 4-6. Re-

finement, Cultivatitm, Culture. Each of these words may
represent a process or the result of that process. Only
refinement can, when unqualified, represent a process or

result carried too far. Refinement is properly most nega-
tive, representing a freeing from what Is gross, coarse,

rude, and the like, or a bringing of one out of a similar

condition in which he is supposed to have been at the

start. Cultivation and culture represent the person or
the better part of him as made to grow by long-continued
and thorough work. Refinement and cultivation, a* thus

representing the more negative and the more positive

aspects of the improvement of man, were much more
common until within thirty years ; since then culture

has largely supplanted cttlttration : this change, coming
when great attention was concentrating about the sub-

ject of the development of all the departments of the
nature of man, produced a great enlargement of the defi-

nition of culture, for a time the improvement and grati-
fication of taste being magnified in undue proportion by
some, and by others the mere acquisition of knowledge.
The word is now applied to the improvement of the whole

man, bodily, mentally, and spiritually, although bodily

training I* not prominent unless specially mentioned ; the

moral and the spiritual are jealously included. Culture

may be used of the state of society as well as of the man ;

refinement and cultivation refer primarily to the state of

the individual. As referring to either, culture in its

broadest sense may be called the highest phase of civili-

zation.

What do we mean by this fine word Culture, so much In

vogue at present? What the Greeks naturally expressed
by their wtuStia, the Romans by humanitas, we less hap-
pily try to express by the more artificial word Culture.

. . . When applied to the human being, it means, I sup-

pose, the "educing or drawing forth [of] all that I* poten-

tially in a man," the training (of) all the energies and capa-
cities of his being to the highest pitch, and directing them
to their true ends. Shairp, Culture and Religion, i.

culture (kul'tur). t'. t. ; pret. and pp. cultured,

ppr. culturinij" [< culture, n. Cf. ML. CM-
rare: see ailturate.] To cultivate: as, "cul-

tured vales," Sltenstone, Elegies, xxv.

culture-bulb (kul'tur-bulb), . A bulb-shaped
culture-tube. Dolley, Bacteria Investigation,

p. 76.

culture-cell (kul'tur-sel), n. A small moist

chamber for the microscopic observation of the

culture of organic germs, it is usually made by

fixing to a microscopic slide a short glass cylinder ; upon
the latter a cover-glass is placed, and the culture Is made
in a drop of fluid on the lower surface of the cover-glass,
thus beinj! available for microscopic examination at all

times without disturbance. The culture is kept moist by
water in the bottom of the cell.



cultured

cultured (kul'tfml), . Having culture; refined.

The sense of beauty in nature, even among i'iim( peo-
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h'alcnn and culver, on each tower,

Stood prompt their -kadlyWHo shower.
^
^ ^

cumber

culvertailed (kul'ver-tald), <i. United or

fastened, as pieces of timber, by a dovetail
'

The sense of beauty in nature, even among m( jieo- Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 17. ;
oint; dovetailed: used by shipwrights,

pie, is less often met with than other mental endowments. ,
fl (kul'ver-dung), n. The droppings culvertshipt, . [MK. L;,lr<-rt*chipc ; < culcc-rft

i

'

it'

'

of pigeons + -ship.] Falsehood; wickedness.
CUlture-fluid (kul'tur-flo"ld),. A fluid 9-

cul^foot (kul
'ver-fut),n. [< culver* + foot.] Efter the like time thet ure Louerd thermide bn.nlite

,,,q,,,m .

Of crane 's-bill Geranium columbinum, so to grunde his [the devil's] kointe tulttrrl^-hi^' \ his

i of which are cleft like a bird's foot, prude strencthe. Anenn, Jlude, p. 204.
medium. A species o

Diluting the cl(ttu-/M containing the ranou*ispecieB th/leaves ^ _
to a very large extent wit

'md Discise i' -'7 culver-hOUSCt (kul'ver-hous), n. [< ME. cul- culverwort (kul'ver-wert), n. [< culver*

ver- coleer-hous ; < culver* + house.] A dove- wort*.] The columbine, Aqmlri/ta nili/ans: so

cultureless (kul'tur-les), . Without culture; ^_" Mme^ from the resembiauce of its flowers to

uncultured. Under thi colver hous in alle the brede

culture-medium (kul'tur-me'di-um), n. A suD- Makc mewes tweyne.

stance, solid or fluid, in which bacteria or other Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

microscopic organisms are cultivated. Among culyerin (kul'ver-in), n. [< OF. couleuvrine,

^a^"Tdm\
U

^y
n
m^^a(S\egeSe'mi&.ueei, colouvrine, F. couleuvrine,

sugar-solution, orange-juice, boiled potatoes, gelatin, and cuiverin, (

gelatin-like preparations of algre, as agar-agar. cuiverin, lit. a serpent

culture-oven (kul'tur-uv'n), n. A small warm- coluber, a serpent : see Coluber

named from the resemblance
the heads of little pigeons around a dish. See

cut under columbine.

culy, n. See kuli.

v. An obsolete spelling of come.

genus of rhachiglossate pectinibranchiate gas-

ed'chamber, kept at a uniform temperature, in of the cannon, (a) Loosely, any small gun : especially fropods, of the "family Murieidie. Humphrey
so used in the earliest days of artillery (() In the six-

7Q
.

g A genus of crustaceans, of the family

ttS&VSSZttJtt&Z 1 <**to, also
g
giving name to a group Cumacea.

pounders of later times. It is also mentioned as throw- Also Cyma.
ing a shot of 15 pounds' weight. In the seventeenth cen- Qumacea (ku-ma'se-ii), n. pi. [NL., < Cuma +
tury the name was retained for thisi piece though much

-i A 'group 'of thoracostracous crasta-

which certain bacterial cultures are made. See

culture, 3 (a).

culture-tube (kul'tur-tub), . A tube in which

bacteria, etc., are cultivated.

CUlturist (kul'tur-ist), n. [< culture + -ist.] 1.

A cultivator ;
"one who produces anything by

Hurrah ! the foes are moving ! Hark to the mingled din

Of fife and steed, and trump, and drum, and roaring cui-

verin. Macaulay, Ivry.

The Constable advanced with four pieces of heavy ar-

tillery, four culverines, and four lighter pieces.

Matley, Dutch Republic, I. 177.

Bastard cuiverin, in the sixteenth century, a cannon

smaller than the cuiverin, firing a projectile usually front

culverineer (kuPver-in-er'), n. [< cuiverin + ciimacean (ku-ma'se-an), a. and n. I. a. Of or

his'ideal-materiai kmT'seVflsVor unselfish andsinriVua'i -cer.] One who had charge of the loading and pertaining to the Cumacea. Also cumaceous.

it lies mainly with culture to determine whether men firing of a cuiverin. II. n. A member of the Cumacea.

Even as late as the 15th century a guild was founded CUmaceOUS (ku-ma'shius), a. Same as cuma-

at Ghent composed of the culverineers, arquebusiers, and cean.

gunners, in order to teach the

The oyster industry is rapidly passing from the hands of

the fisherman into those of the oyster culturi-st.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 108.

2. An advocate of the spread of culture or the

education of the intellectual and esthetic pow-
ers

; especially, one who regards culture in this

sense rather than religion as the central element

in civilization.

The Culturisti . . . say that, since every man must have

shall rest content with grosser aims or raise their thoughts

igher ideals. Shairp, Culture and Religion, i.

ceans, of which the type is the genus Cuma.
The Cumacea resemble the arthrostracous Crustacea in

having eyes without a movable stalk ; but they closely re-

semble the Schizopotla in the form of the body, thus cor-

responding with the lower developmental stages of the

decapodous crustaceans.

The Cumacea . . . are very remarkable forms allied to

the Schizopoda and Nebalia on the one hand, ami on the

other to the Edriophthalmia and Copepoda ;
while they

he burgesses the use of fire- Oumaean (ku-me'an), o. Of or pertaining to
Encyc. Bnt., XI. 260.

Cum(B) an aneienf city on the coast of Campa-

to the higlu

cultus (kul'tus), n. [= G. Jcultus, etc., < L.

cultus, care, culture, refinement : see cult.] 1.
, ..

.

A system of religious belief and worship : same culverkey (kul'ver-ke), n. [Appar. < culver*, nja> reputed the earliest of the Greek settle-

as cult, 2. a dove, -f key, the husk containing the seed of ments in Italy Cumaean sibyl,
one of the legen-

liuddhism a missionary religion rather than an ances- an ash (or maple : see asll-key and maple-key) ; dary prophetic women whose authority in matters of

tral"'<!! eagerly availed itself of the art of writing for ]jut the connection of culver*, a dove, with the divination was acknowledged by the Romans. See nbyl.

the propagation of its doctrines. ash-tree is not obvious. Columbine and culver*, cumarm (ku ma-rin), n. bame as coumarm.
Jmac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 343. ,,_ ot. ,nrnh ^ etymologically related cumbent (kum'bent), a. [<

Pure ethics is not now formulated and concreted into a

cultus, a fraternity with assemblings and holy-days, witli

song and book, with brick and stone.

Emerson, N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 417.

2. The moral or esthetic state or condition of

a particular time or place.
cultus-cod (kul'tus-kod), n. [Said to be < Chi-

nook cultus,worthless, of little value,+ E. corf2.]

A chiroid fish, Ophiodon elongatus, of a length-

however are (prob.) etymologically related cumbent (kum'bent), a. [<.
L. *cuml>en(t-)s,

(ult, < L. folumbus, a dove): see culver*.] 1. ppr. of "cumbere (only in comp. concumbere,

A bunch of the pods of the ash-tree. 2f. A ineumbere, etc.), nasalized form of ettbart. lie

down : see cubit, and cf. decumbent, incumbent,

procumbent, recumbent.] Lying down; reclin-

ing; recumbent. [Rare.]

Cultus-cod (Ophiodon elongatus}.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

meadow-flower, probably the bluebell, Scilla

nutans.

Looking down the meadows, [II could see, here a boy
gathering lilies and lady-smocks, and there a girl cropping

culvcrkcys and cowslips. 1. Walton, Complete Angler, xi.

I'urple narcissus like tile morning rays,
i'ale gander-grass, and azure culverkeyes.

J. Dawn, quoted in I. Walton's Complete Angler, i.

Culver's-physic (kul'verz-fiz'ik), n. [After a

Dr. Culrer, who used it in his practice.] The

popularname of Veronica (Leptandra) Virginica.
The thick, blackish root lias a nauseous, bitter taste, act-

ing as a violent emeto-cathartic, and has long been in use

in medicine.

Culver's-root (kul'verz-rot), n. Same as Cul-

ver's-physic.
culvert^ (kul'vert), n. [Appar. an accom., in

At the fountaines are as many cumbent figures of mar-
ble under very large niches of stone.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1644.

A handsome monument of Caen stone, being a cumbent

ettlgy on an altar-tomb, was placed on the north side of

the chancel [in Whalley church 1 in 1842.

Baine.x, Hist. Lancashire, II. 7, note.

cumber (kum'ber), v. t. [< ME. eumbren, com-

brcn, < OF. combrer, hinder, obstruct, common-

ly in comp. encombrer, F. encombrcr = Pr. en-

combrar It. ing&mbrare, < ML. incumbrare,

hinder, obstruct, encumber, < L. in- + ML.
"cumbrus, combruy, obstruction, etc., < L. cumu-

lus, a heap: see cumber, n., and cf. encumber,

dorsal spines and rays. It reaches a length of from
3 to 4 feet and a weight of from 80 to 40 pounds. It

abounds along the Paciflc coast of the United States, and

I/UIVCAU \^wi i**.fffv^. " >

ius, :i neap: see vuntuui, tt., tiiu ui. nHmmwrj
ened form, with a long pointed head and many imitation of covert, a covered place, of F. COM- of whieh cumber, v., is in part an abbreviated

louere, a channel, gutter, also a colander, < COM-
form.] 1. To burden or obstruct with or as

lei; run, drain : see CuBU*. colander.] An arched wjth a joa(j or wejght, or any impediment ;
load

or flat-covered drain of brickwork or masonry

SS^S^SS^^^'iiS^Sr^r
' '""'

carried under a road, railroad, canal, etc., for

culurt, . A Middle English form of color. the passage of water.

-culus -cula, -culum. [L., m., f., neut., re- culvert2!, [ME.,alsoctoart, cuZtwd,< OF.

spectively, of -eulus, a compound dim. term., culvert, cuilvert, cuivert, cuvert, convert, colvcrt, ground ?

. _ _.J_____ _*_ _ J A J Ji f r.^. nlc.rt j)f\1Jnhnif1- e*f\1Hw*'+ ^ATT , />/l/7-J llfftll tl ft]flf\ tt T_ A ,,n*l.also collibert, colibert (ML. collibertus, also, af-

ter F., ctdverta), low, servile, as noun a serf,

vassal: see collibert.] False; villainous.

consisting of -c, an adj. term, used as dim. (see

-ic), + -ul-us, a dim. term. : see -ule, -el, -le, etc.]
A diminutive termination in Latin words, some
of which have entered English without change,
as fasciculus, curriculum, opereulmn, opuscwlum,
tenaculum, mnculum, etc., but which have usu-

ally taken the form -cule, as in animalcule, reti-

cule, etc., or more frequently -cle, as in article,

auricle, particle, conventicle, versicle, ventricle, culvertage (kul'ver-taj), n.

etc. See -cule, -cle.

culver1
(kul'ver), . [< ME. culver, colver, col-

vere, colfre, culfre, < AS. culfre, culnfre, a dove,
prob. a corruption of L. columba, a dove: see
Columba1

.] A dove; a pigeon. [Nowonlylocal.]
Crye to Crist that he wolde bus coluere sende,

The whichc is the holy goat that out of heuene descendede.
Piers Plounnan (C), xviii. 246.

The porter is culuert and felun.

Kiny Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

The king hede a stiward
That was fel ant culvard.

Chrmi. of Eng. (Ritson's Metr. Rom., II.), 1. 787.

= _ [< OF. culvertage,

ctivcriayc, couvertage (ML. culvertagium), < cul-

vert, serf, vassal : see culvert'2.] In early Eng.
law, the forfeiture by tenant or vassal of his

holding and his position as a freeman, result-

ing in a condition of servitude.

Vnder paine of Culuertage and perpetuall servitude.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 116.

excessively or uselessly; press upon; choke

up ; clog.

Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit on this

flg tree, and find none : cutit down ; why cumberetti it the
Luke xiii. 7.

A variety of frivolous arguments cumbers the memory
to no purpose. Locke.

The fallen images
Cumber the weedy courts.

Bryant, Hymn to Death.

The whole slope is cumbered by masses of rock.

Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 44.

2. To be a clog to; hinder by obstruction;

hamper in movement.
Why asks he what avails him not in fight,

And would but cumber and retard his Ilight?

Dryden.

3. To trouble
; perplex ;

embarrass ;
distract.

For sif thou contest ajein Concience thou enmtrett thi-

seluen,
And so witnesseth godes word and holhvrit bathe.

y/V/v /'linf'tiian (A), x. 91.

Lyke as the Culver, on the bared bough,
Sits mourning for the absence of her mate.

Spetwer, Sonnets, Ixxxviii.

Domestic fury, and tierce civil strife,

Shall cumber all the parts "f Italy.

fihnlf., J. C.,

In early times attendance at the posse comitatus was
enforced by the penalty of culvertage, orturntail, viz., for-

feiture of property and perpetual servitude.

Encyc. Brit., VIII. 44. cumber (kum'ber), n. [This noun, though later

[Short for cuiverin, per- culvertail (kul'ver-tal), n. [< culver1 + tail1 , than the verb in E., and derived from it, is inculver2 (kul'ver), n. _._ 7r __ ,_ k . _.

haps with reference to culver1
,
a dov$, as guns Cf. dorettiil.] In joinery and carp., a dovetail the other tongues the orig. of the verb, lor-

were sometimes called by the names of birds; joint, as the fastening of a ship's carlings into merly also written camber; OF. combre, an ob-

e. g., falcon andsaker.] Same as cuiverin. the beam. -' "~ ~* -i-.i ~* ;- - -: *~ .*i.
struction of stakes, etc., in a river to catch



cumber

lish (linl romp, i-iicoiiibre = \'t. < iicnniliri- = It.

iiii/iin/lini, hindrance, embarrassment, distress,

verbal II. (cf. di'coiiiliri-s, rubbish), < ciicombrcr,

etc.: MM' IHCII/II/III-). same as OK. i-ii;/i/r, a heap,
to|i. SMiniiiit (sec rumble), = I'g. combro, Comoro,
.1 heap of earth, = 1'r. coiinil, heap; ML. (<OK.,
etc.) eouibni, ciimbra, an obstruction in a river

to catch fish, fombri, pi. <if eonilir/m, a heap of

felled trees obstructing a road, eoiiiblutt, a heap ;

hence (< M-L. 'eiiHibrux, comhrux) MUG. kuni-

lier, rubbish, burden, oppression, trouble, need,
G. Dan. hummer, trouble, grief, G. dial, rub-

bish. = I), kommer, trouble, grief, dung of a
liarc

;
all ult. < L. cumuluM, a heap : see cumu-

lus. For the change of m to mb, cf. number,
eliniiilier, etc.

;
for the change of I to r, cf. chap-

ter.} If. That which cumbers; a burden; a
hindrance

;
an obstruction.

Thus fade thy helps, and thus thy eumbtn spring.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, ii. 73.

Tin- stoolcs & other comber are remov'il wlieli y assem-

bly risen. Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

2. Embarrassment; disturbance ;
distress

;
trou-

ble. [Archaic.]
fleet foot on the correl,

Sa^'r counsel in cumh< r,

licil hand in the foray,
How sound is thy slumber!

s,:,il, ].. of the I,., iii. 16.

cnmberground (kum'ber-ground), ii. [< cum-
lii'i; c., + obj. ground1

.'] Anything worthless.

Mackaif.
cumberless (kum'ber-les), a. [< cumber, ., +
-less.] Free from care, distress, or encum-
brance. [Rare.]

Bird of the wilderness,
blithesome and cumberless.

Hngy, The Skylark.

cumbermentt, . [< ME. comberment. combur-
ment ; < cumber + -mcnt. Cf. cncumoerment.]
Same as cumber.

Who-so wole liaue henen to his
hire,

Kepe lie him from the deui'lis combirmmt.
Hymns tu Virgin, ete. (E. E. T. .), p. 5.

cumbersome (kum'ber-sum), a. [< cumber +
-xiime.] 1. Burdensome; troublesome; em-
barrassing; vexatious: as, "cumbersome obe-

dience," iS'tr P. Sidney.
God guard tis all, and guide us to our last Home thro'

the Briars of this cumbersome Life. Hvieell, Letters, ii. 53.

2. Inconvenient
;
awkward ; unwieldy ; un-

manageable ; not easily borne or managed :

as, a cumbersome load
;
a cumbersome machine.

The weapons of natural reason . . . are as the armour
of Saul, rather cumbersome about the soldier of Christ
than necilfull. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

cumbersomely (kum'ber-sum-li), adv. In a
cumbersome manner.
Humane [human) art arts upon the mutter from without

ncmforaMM^ and moliininously, with tumult and hnrli-

burly. Cttdwtrrth, Intellectual System, p. 179.

cumbersomeness (kum'ber-sum-nes), n. The
quality of being cumbersome or troublesome.
cumber-worldt (kum'ber-werld), . [< ME.
eoiiibre-icorlil : < cumber, V., + obj. world.] Any-
thing or any person that encumbers the world
without being useful.

A MMtcr-worU, yet in the world am left,
A fruitless plot with brambles overgrown.

Draytun, Eclogues, il.

CUlubi (kum'bi), n. [S. Amer.] A superior
kind of cloth made in Peru and Bolivia from the
wool of the alpaca.

cumblet, [v OF. comble, aheap, top, summit,
F. comble, top, summit, < L. cumulus, a heap:
see cumber, n., and cumulus.'] Top; summit;
culmination.

But this word Souverain, clean contrary, hath raised it-

self to that cum blc of greatness, that it is now applied only
to the king. lltneell, Kpist. Ded. to Cotgrave's Diet.

cumbly (kum'bli), n. In India, a coarse woolen
wrap or blanket worn as a cloak in wet weather.
Also spelled eouibly and cumin.

The Natives quivering anil quaking after Sunset, wrap-
ping themselves in a Combly or Hair-cloth.

Fryer, New Aecount of East India and Persia, p. 54.

cumbrancet (kum'brans), . [< ME. cumbratutc,
comliranxc, combrninixe. comliraiiuce, by apher-
esis from encumbrance, q. v.] 1. That which
cumbers or encumbers; an encumbrance; a
hindrance ; an embarrassment.

!'> due proportion measuring ev'ry pace-.
T a\ui.l the I'lnnlirditi-i' of earh hindering doubt.

tfrttitti'ti. llanms' Wars.

The two kinns. fur the minlmim f their tmines, were
rimstrainol t<> ilissnuT themselues for time of their jour-

ney. HMuijfs Voijaijes, II. 21.
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2. The state of being cumbered, overburdened,
obstructed, hindered, or perplexed; cumber;
trouble.

I'uldc care and cuinbrami" t* rome to oils alle.

Piers rinii-uHiii (I'), Hi. 278.

IMr rot*1 that she was In clad was BO grcte that fur >m-

kraunre she myght not a-rtse. Merlin (K. E. T. S.), ii. -its.

Cumbrian (kum'bri-an), n. [< Cumbria, Latin-
ized name of I 'mi/In Htinil.] Of or pertaining to

the early medieval British principality or king-
dom of Cumbria or Strathclyde, or to Cumber-
land, a northern county of England, which con-
stituted a part of it.

cumbrous (kum'brus), a. [< ME. combrous,
I'niiihi runs, comerous; < cumber, n., + -mis.} 1.

Burdensome; hindering or obstructing; ren-

dering action difficult or toilsome; clogging;
cumbersome.
The lane was full thikke and coinberouse to come vp or

down for the rokkes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), til. 464.

Swift to their several quarters hasted then
The cumbrous elements, earth, flood, air, fire.

MiUon, P. L., !ii. 715.

The processes by which that evolution (of organized be-

ings} takes place are long, cumbrous, and wasteful pro-
cesses of natural selection and hereditary descent.

r. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 213.

2. Causing trouble or annoyance; trouble-
some ; vexatious.

A cloud of cumbrous gnattes doe him molest.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 23.

3. Difficult to use
;
characterized by unwieldi-

ness or clumsiness
; ungainly ; clumsy.

The cumbrous and unwieldy style which disfigures Eng-
lish composition so extensively. De Quintey, Style.

It |a shipl had a ruined dignity, a cumbrous grandeur,
although its masts were shattered, and its sails rent.

6. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 90.

cumbrously (kum'brus-li), adv. In a cum-
brous manner.

Capitals to every substantive are cumbroujtly intrusive

upon the eye. Seward, Letters, i. 164.

cumbrousness (kum'brus-nes), n. The char-
acter or quality of being cumbrous.
CUmene (kum'en), n. [< L. cum(inum), cumin,
+ -cne.] Same as cumol.

cumfortt, ('. and . A former spelling of comfort.

cumfortablet, a. A former spelling of comfort-
able.

cumfrey, . See comfrcy.
cum grano sails (kum gra'np sa'lis). [L.,lit.
with a grain of salt: cum, with; grano, abl. of

granum, grain (= E. corn) ; salts, gen. of sal,

salt : see com-, grain, sal, salt1 ."] With a slight

qualification ;
with some allowance

;
not as lit-

erally true : as, to accept a statement cum gra-
no salts.

cumic (kum'ik), a. [< cum(in) + -ic.] Derived
from or pertaining to cumin Cumic acid, Ci
II

i .''-.. an acid prepared from the oil of cuniin, forming
colorless tabular crystals, which may be sublimed without

decomposition.

cumin, cummin (kum'in), n. [Early mod. E.

reg. cummin, < ME. cummin, comin, < AS. cumin,
ei/men, cymin = D. komijn = MLG. komen, ka-

mcn, komin, kamin, Teamen = OHG. eliumin, cu-

min, also chumil, MHG. kiimel, G. kilmmel (OHG.
also chumi, cumi, also chumidi, cumicn, MHG.
kn micli, kumich, G. dial, kuntmich) = Sw. bum-
mi* = Dan. knmmen, cumin, caraway, = OF.
comin, cumin, F. cumin = Sp. Pg. eomino = It.

comino, cumino = ORuss. kjuminu, Buss, kimi-

, kminu, tminu = Serv. komin = Bohem. Pol.
kinin = Lith. kminai = Albanian kjimino =
Hung, komeny, < L. cumiitmn, ci/minum, < Gr.

niutvov, < Heb. kammon, Ar. kammun, cumin,
cumin-seed.] 1. A fennel-like umbelliferous

plant, Cuminum Cyminum. It is an annual, found
wild in Egypt and Syria, and cultivated time out of mind
for the sake of its fruit. See def. 2.

Now >'ii,,i>ni and aneyse is fatte ysowe
In dounged lande and weeded wel txj growe.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

2. The fruitof this plant, commonly called CHIH-

in-xrcd. This fruit is agreeably aromatic, and, like that of

caraway, dill, anise, etc., possesses well-marked stimulat-

ing and carminative properties. It is used in India as a
condiment and as a constituent of curry-powder.

\Voe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye
pay tithe of mint and anise ami cummin. ;unl lum- i-mitti-d

the weightier matters of the law, judgment, merry, and
faith. Mat. xxiii. .!::.

3. A name of several plants of other genera.
Black cuniin, the pungent seeds of .v i.iriin sittim. Es-
sence Of cuniin, a substance obtained from cumin-seeds.
It contains curninol and rymrne. a hydrrH-arlMHi (Cj oHi4)
and a terpenc- (l'i,iHn;).-

: Oil Of cumin, an "vvncnati-d
essential oil obtainc.t from the seeds of rniniii. Sr. <-tn,i-

inol. - Sweet cumin, the anise. I'inii'inella Anunim.
Wild cuniin, the /.-I-MV/./ cwi //.(, a low umbellif-

erous plant of southeastern Europe.

cumulative

cuminol (kum'i-nol), . |< </, + -/, < 1,.

<////.] A colorless oil ((',,,11 ,._,< I), cumin (,,r

cumyl) aldehyde, obtained from the seeds of
cumin. It has an agreeable odor and a burning taste, ID

lighter than water, and boils at a ti mp* rature of i::o K,

cumlingt, . Same as emiie/iiii/.

cumly't, ". An obsolete spelling of comtli/.

CUmly'^, I'. See cuiiibly.

cummer (kum'er), . [Sc., also kiiuiinr: see
kiminer and mmmere.'} t. A gossip; a friend
or an acimaiiitance.

A canty quean was Kate, and a siH'cial cuintitrr of my
ain may be twenty years syne. Scult, .Monastery, viil.

2. Any woman; specifically, a girl or young
woman. 3. A midwife. i. A witch,

cummerbund, kamarband (kum'er-bund), n.

[Anglo-Ind. cumwrbiniil, Hind. prop, knmiir-

band, < kamar, the loins, + band, also batidh, a

band, tie, < Skt. ij bandit, tie, = E. 6i</', q. v.]
A shawl, or large and loose sash, worn as a belt.
Such a waist-band is a common part of East Indian cos-

tume, and, besides serving as a girdle, is useful as a pro-
tection to the abdomen.

White-turhaned natives, with scarlet and gold ropes fas-

tened round the waist, glided about in the halls ; and some
of the more Important added to the dignity of their ap-
pearance by wearing large daggers in UMiTMNMMftaMH,

If'. //. /.-./>, Diary in India, I. 113.

cummin, . See cumin.

dimming (kum'ing), n. [Cf. comft2 = coomb1
,

a measure. E. dial, comb, a brewing-vat.] A
vessel for holding wort. E. H. Knight.
cummingtonite (kum'ing-ton-it), . [< Cum-
mington (see def.) + -ifca.] 1. A variety of rho-
donite or manganese silicate, occurring at Cuin-

mingtqn, Massachusetts. 2. An iron-magne-
sia variety of amphibole from the same locality.

cumnauntt, . and v. A Middle English form
of corenant.

cumol (kum'ol), n. [< L. cum(inum), cumin, +
-o/.] A coal-tar product, C6H5C3H7 . A mixture
of hydrocarltons prepared from coal-tar is used in the arts
under this name as a solvent for gums, etc. Also called
cumenf.

cumpanyt, An obsolete spelling of company.
cumpanyablet, a. See aompaniaSle.
cumpast, cumpasset, and v. Obsolete spell-

ings of conijxixx.

cumplinet, n. An obsolete spelling of complin.
cumquat, kumquat (kum'kwot), . [The Can-
tonese pronunciation of Chinese kin keti, golden
orange, the native name of the fruit.] A very
small orange of about the size of a pigeon's egg,
the fruit of the Citrus Aurantium, var. Jajionica,

very abundant in China and Japan, with a sweet
rind and sharp acid pulp. It is used chiefly in

preserves. Also spelled ciimiiuot.

cumshaw, kumshaw (kum'sha), n. [Chinese
pigeon-English: said to be a corruption of E.

commisxton, an allowance or consideration
; but,

according to Giles, the Amoy pronunciation of
Chinese kan seay, grateful thanks.] A present
of any kind; a gift or douceur; bakshish.
CUmulant (ku'mu-lant), H. [< L. cumulan(t-)s,

ppr. of cumiilare, heap up: see cumulate.] The
denominator of the simple algebraical fraction
which expresses the value of a simple continued
fraction. Same as continuant.

cumulate (ku'mu-lat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cumu-

lated, ppr. cumulating. [< L. cumulatits, pp. of

cumulare, heap up, < cumulux, aheap: see cumu-
lus. Cf. accumulate.] 1. To gather or throw
into a heap or mass

; bring together ;
accumu-

late. [Now rare.]
A man that beholds the mighty shoals of shells bedded

and cttmuldtt'tl heap upon heap among earth will scarcely
conceive which way these could ever live. H'tm/tmnt.

All the extremes of worth and bcaut.v that were rtoiiH-

lated in Camilla. Shdlon, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 6.

2. In Tjouisiatui law, to combine in a single ac-
tion : applied to actions or causes of action.

cumulation (ku-mu-la'shon), n. [= F. cumula-
tion = Sp. cumulation = Pg. cumtilaySo = It.

cumulacione, < L. as if *citmi<l<iti(-), < CIIIHII-

lure, heap up: see cumulate.] 1. The act of

heaping together or piling up ;
accumulation.

2. That which is cumulated or heaped toge-
ther; a heap. 3. In ciril lair, and thence in
Scu/n and Louisiana lair, combination of causes
of action or defenses in a single proceeding;
joinder, so that all must be tried together. The
right to have several defenses proponed and discussed

severally and without cumulation is the right to put in one
at a time and have it disposed of, and then if necessary to

put in another, and s on.

cumulatist (ku'mu-la-tist), . [< cumulate +
-ist.] One who accumulates or collects. [Rare.]
cumulative (ku'mu-la-tiv), a. [= F. rumulatif
= Sp. Pg. It. cumitlaliro; as cumulate + -ive.] 1.

Adding to ; increasing the mass, weight, num-



cumulative

ber, extent, amount, or force of (tilings of the

same kind): as, cumulative materials; eiiniiilii-

tirr arguments or testimony. See below. 2.

Increasing by successive additions: as, the cu-

mulative action of a foree.

I cannot help thinking that the Indefinable something
which we call character is cumulati of. that the Influence

of the same climate, scenery, anil associations for several

generations is necessary to its gathering head, anil that

the process is disturbed liy continual change of place.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 98.

No modern writer save De Quincey has sustained him-

self so easily and with such cumulalite force through pas-

sages which strain the reader's mental power.
Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 401.

3f. Composed of aggregated parts ; composite ;

brought together by degrees.
As for knowledge which man receiveth by teaching, it

is cumulative and not original.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 147.

Cumulative action, in med., the property of producing
considerable, and more or less sudden, effect after a large
number of apparently ineffective doses, as of a drug or poi-

son. Cumulative argument, an argumentation whose
force lies in the concurrence of different probable ar-

guments tending to one conclusion. Cumulative evi-

dence, evidence of which the parts reinforce one another,

producing an effect stronger than any part taken by itself.

Cumulative legacies, several legacies in the same will

to the same person which, though expressed in the same
or similar language, are such as to be deemed additional

to one another, and not merely a repeated expression of one
intention already expressed. Cumulative Offense, in

tow, an offense committed by a repetition of acts of the

same kind, on the same day or on different days. Heard.
Cumulative sentence, in lam, a sentence in which sev-

eral flues or several terms of imprisonment are added toge-

ther, on account of conviction of several similar offenses.

Cumulative system of voting, in elections, that sys-

tem by which each voter has the same number, or within
one of the same number, of votes as there are persons to

be elected to a given office, and can give them all to one
candidate or distribute them, as he pleases. This variety
of proportional or minority representation is practised in

elections to the Illinois House of Representatives, and to

some extent in British elections.

cumulatively (ku'mu-la-tiv-li), adv. In a cu-

mulative manner ; increasingly ; by successive
additions.

As time goes on and pur knowledge of the planetary
motions becomes more minutely precise, this method [of de-

termining the parallax of the sun] will become continually
and cumulatively more exact. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 41.

cumuli, a. Plural of cumulus.

cumuliform (ku'mu-li-form), a. [< L. cumulus, a

heap, + forma, form.] Having the form of cu-

muli
;
oumulous

;
cumulose : applied to clouds.

[Rare.]
cumulite (ku'mu-lit), n. [< L. cumulus, a heap,
+ -ite.] An aggregation of globulites (see glob-

ulite) with more or less spherical, ovoid, or flat-

tened rounded forms: a term introduced into

microscopical lithology by Vogelsang.
cumulo-cirro-stratus (ku"mu - Id - sir "6 - stra

'
-

tus), n. [NL., < cumulus + cirrus + stratus.'}
A form of cloud. See cloud1

,
1.

cumulose (ku'mu-los), a. [< L. as if "cunmlo-

sus, < cumulus, a heap: see cumulus.] Full of

heaps, or of cumuli.
cumulo-stratus (ku"mu-ld-stra'tus), n. [NL.,
< cumulus + stratus.}

'

A form of cloud.. See
cloud1

,
1.

cumulous (ku'mu-lus), a. [< L. as if *cumulo-
sus: see cumulose.] Resembling cumuli; cu-
muliform

;
cumulose : applied to clouds.

A series of white cumuloux clouds, such as are frequently
seen piled up near the horizon on a summer's day.

ffeuvomb and Holden, Astron., p. 345.

cumulus (ku'mu-lus), n.
; pi. cumuli (-11). [< L.

cumulus, aheap, whence ult. cumble, cumber, n.,
and cumulate, accumulate, etc.] 1. The kind
of cloud which appears in the form of rounded
heaps or hills, snowy-white at top with a darker
horizontal base, characteristic of mild, calm
weather, especially in summer: the summer-
day cloud. See cut under cloudl, 1.

The vapours rolled away, studding the mountains witli
small flocks of white wool-like cumuli.

W. H. Itussell, Diary in India, II. 106.

2. In ami.., a heap of cells surrounding a ripe
ovum in the Graafian follicle, and constituting
the discus proligerus.
cumyl (kum'il), . [< L. cum(inum), cumin, +
-yl, < GT. vhi, matter.] The hypothetical radi-
cal (CjoHnO) of a series of compounds pro-
cured from cumin-seed.

cumylic (ku-mil'ik), a. [< cumyl + -ic.] De-
rived from or pertaining to cumyl Cumylic
acid, C 10Hj 2O2 ,

a monobasic acid which crystallizes in
brilliant prisms, insoluble in water.

cun1
(kun), v. An obsolete or dialectal form of

col, cowl.

CUU2
(kun), v. t. An obsolete or dialectal form

of con2 .

cun3 (kun), v. t. A variant of con?.
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cunabula (ku-nab'u-la), . [L., neut. pi., dim.

of CIHIIP, f. pi., a cradle.] A cradle; hence,

birthplace or early abode. [Rare.]

Leipzig is in a peculiar sense the cunabula of German
socialism and spiritualism.

G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 74.

cunabular (ku-nab'u-ljtr), a. [< L. cwnabula,
a cradle, + -ar.] Of or'pertaining to the cradle

or to childhood.

Cunantha (ku-nan'thii), . [NL. (Haeckel,

1879), < L. cunce, a cradle, nest, + Or. anBof, a

flower.] The typical genus of Cmmntlimce.

Cunanthinae (ku-nan-thi'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Cu-

nantlia + -ina.] A group of Trachymedusina;
with broad pouch-shaped radial canals, and
with otoporpa, typified by the genus Cunantha.

cunctationt (kungk-ta'shpn), . [< L. cuncta-

tio(n-), contatio(n-), delay, < cunctari, contari.

delay action, hesitate.] Delay; cautious slow-

ness
;
deliberateness.

Such a kind of Cunctation, Advisedness, and Procrasti-

nation, is allowable also in all Councils of State and War.
Howell, Letters, ii. 17.

Festina lente, . . . celerity should always be content-

pered with cunctation. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., v. 2.

CUnctative (kungk'ta-tiv), a. Cautiously slow ;

delaying; deliberate. [Rare.]
cunctator (kungk-ta'tor), . [= F. cunctateur,
< L. cunctator, a delayer, lingerer (famous as a

surname of the dictator Quintus Fabius Maxi-

mus), < cunctari, delay: see cunctation."] One
who delays or lingers: as, Fabius Cunctator

(the delayer). [Rare.]

Unwilling to discourage such cunctatory.

Hammond, Works, I. 494.

CUnctipotent (kungk -
tip

'
o -

tent), a. [< LL.

cunctipoten(t-)s, all-powerful, <! L. cunctus, all,

all together (contr. of "cojunctus, conjunctus, join-
ed together: see conjunct, conjoint), + poten (t-)s,

powerful.] All-powerful; omnipotent. [Rare.]
O true, peculiar vision

Of God cunctipotent I

J. M. Neale, tr. of Horse Novissimse.

cunctitenentt, . [< L. cunctus, all,+ tenen(t-)s,

ppr. of tenere, hold : see tenant.] Possessing all

things.

cundt, >'. t. An obsolete variant of cons .

cunditt, cunditht, . Obsolete forms of con-

duitl.

cundurango (kun-du-rang'go), it. [The Peruv.

name, said to mean 'eagle-vine.'] An ascle-

piadaceous woody climber of Peru, the bark of

which had a brief reputation as a cure for can-
cer. It is a simple aromatic bitter. The plant is usually
referred to Marxdenia cundurango, but specimens under
cultivation have been identified as belonging to the genus
Macroxcepis. It is probable that the drug is obtained from
more than one species. Also written condurango.

cundy (kun'di), . A dialectal form of conduit1
.

.Brockett.

cuneal (ku'ne-al), a. [< L. cuncus, a wedge :

see cuneus and cone.] Wedge-shaped; cunei-
form: specifically, having
the character of a cuneus.

cuneate, cuneated (ku'ne-
at, -a-ted), a, [< L. ciinea-

tus, pp. of cuneare, wedge,
make wedge-shaped, < cune-

us, a wedge : see cuneus.]

Wedge-shaped ;
truncate at

one end and tapering to a
point at the other : properly
applied only to flat bodies,
surfaces, or marks : as, a cu-

neate leaf.

cuneately (ku'ne-at-li), adv.
In the form of a wedge.
At each end suddenly cuneately sha:

H. C. Wood, Fresh

cuneatic (ku-ne-at'ik), a. [< cuneate + -ic.]
Same as cuneate. [Rare.]
cuneator (ku'ne-a-tor), n. [ML., < cuneare,
coin, L. make wedge-shaped, wedge, < cuneus,
a wedge : see cuneus.] An official formerly in-

trusted with the regulation of the dies used in
the mints in England. The office was abolished
with the abolition of the provincial mints.

The office of cuneator was one of great importance at a
time when there existed a multiplicity of mints.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 480.

cunei, . Plural of cuneus.

cuneiform (ku'ne- or ku-ne'i-fonn), a. and n.

[Also improp. ouniform; < NL. cuneiforniix. <

L. cuncus, a wedge, + forma, shape.] I. a. 1.

Having the shape or form of a wedge ;
cuneate.

Specifically (o) Applied to the wedge-shaped or arrow-
headed characters, or to the inscriptions in such charac-
ters, of the ancient Mesopotamians and Persians. See
arrow-headed.

Cuneate Leaf.

larpened.
h-Water Algte, p. 108.

cuniculus

The cuneiform inscriptions of this period (Nebuchad-
nezzar's] are not of historical import, like the Assyrian,
but have reference only to thebufldlnj

works of the king.
\
ron Ranke, tlniv. Hist, (trans.), p. 88.

(Ii) In entoiu., said of parts or joints which are attached

by a thin but broad base, and thicken gradually to a sud-

denly truncated apex, (c) In anat., applied to certain

wedge-shaped carpal and tarsal bones. See phrases below.

2. Occupied with or versed in the wedge-
shaped characters, or the inscriptions writ-

ten in them: as, "a cuneiform scholar," Sir H.
Rawlinson. Cuneiform bone, in anat. \ (a) A carpal
none at the ulnar side of the proximal row. Also called

the tritritetritm and pyrainidale, from its shape in the
human subject. See cut under hand. (It) One of three
bones of the foot, of the distal row of tarsal bones, on the

inner or tibial side, in relation w ith the first three meta-
tarsal bones. The cuneiform bones are distinguished from
one another as the inner, middle, and outer, or the ento-

cuneifomi; menocuneifonn, and ectocuneiform ; also as

the entoxphenoid, mesogphenoid, and ectoKphenoid. In the

human foot they are wedged in between the scaphoid, the

cuboid, and the heads of three metatarsals, and fitted to

one another like the stones of an arch. These bones con-

tribute much to the elasticity of the arch of the instep.
See cut under foot. Cuneiform cartilage. See carti-

lage. Cuneiform columns, Burdach's columns (which
see, under column). Cuneiform deformation of the
Skull. See deformation. Cuneiform palpi, those palpi
in which the last joint is cuneiform. Cuneiform tuber-
cles, the cartilages of Wrisberg.

II. n. A cuneiform bone : as, the three cuiiri-

forms of the foot.

cuneiforme (ku"ne-i-for'me), w.; pi. cuneiformia
(-mi-a). [NL., neut. (gc. os, bone) of cuneifor-
mis : see cuneiform.] One of the cuneiform
bones of the wrist or of the instep : more fully
called os cutieiforme, plural ossa cuneiformia.
The three tarsal cuneiform bones are distin-

guished as cuneiforme intcrnum, medium, and ex-

ternum.

Cuneirostrest (ku"ne-i-ros'trez), n. i>l. [NL.,
< L. cuneus, a wedge, + rostrum, beak.] In

Blyth's system of classification (1849), a series

or superfamily of his Pieoidcs, consisting of the

woodpeckers, honey-guides, and barbets: op-
posed to Levirostres.

CUneocuboid (ku
//

ne-d-ku'boid), . [< cune-

iform) + cuboid.] 'In anat., pertaining to the
cuneiform bones and the cuboides.

cuneoscaphoid (ku"ne-6-skafold), a. [< cune-

iform) + scaphoid.] In anat., pertaining to

the cuneiform bones and the scaphoid.
cunette (ku-net')) [F-> appar. dim. formed
from L. cuneus, a wedge.] In fort. : (a) A deep
trench sunk along the middle of a dry moat, to

make the passage more difficult. (6) A small
drain dug along the middle of the main ditch, to

receive the surface-water and keep the ditch dry.
cuneus (ku'ne-us), n.

; pi. cunei (-1). [NL., <

L. cuneus, a wedge, ML. also a corner, angle,
a stamp, die, > OF. coi, > E. coin: see coin 1

.

Hence cuneate, cuneiform, etc.] 1. Innw<.,the
triangular lobule on the median surface of the

cerebrum, bounded by the parieto-occipital and
calcarine fissures. See cerebrum. 2. In entom.,
a triangular part of the hemielytrum found in

certain heteropterous insects, inserted like a

wedge on the outer side between the corium and
the membrane. It is generally of a more or less cori-

aceous consistence, and is separated from the corium by a
flexible suture. Also called appendix.

CUnicnlate (ku-nik'u-lat), a. [< L. cuniculus, a

passage underground, a cavity, < cuniculus, a
rabbit: see cuniculus.] In bot., traversed by a

long passage open at one end, as the peduncle
of TronfEolum.

cuniculi, n. Plural of cuniculus.

cuniculous (ku-nik'u-lus), a. [< L. cuniculus, a

rabbit, cony: see cuniculus.] Relating to rab-
bits. [Rare.]
cuniculus (ku-nik'u-lus), n.; pi. cuniculi (-Ii).

[L., also cuniculum, a canal, cavity, hole, pit,

mine, an underground passage, lit. a (rabbit-)

burrow, < cuniculus, a. rabbit, cony, whence ult.

E. cony, q. v.] 1. In archa-ol., a small under-

ground passage ; specifically, one of the under-

ground drains which formed a close network

throughout the Roman Campagna and certain
other districts of Italy. They were constructed by a

race that was dominant before the age of Koman suprem-
acy, and are now known to have remedied the nial;trion>

character of those regions, which has returned since they
were choked up.

2. leap.] [NL.] A genus of lemmings, of the

family Murida; and subfamily Aniowtna: so

called because the animals somewhat resemble
small rabbits. The cranial and dental characters are

diagnostic : there are no obvious external ears, the feet

and tail are short and densely furred, the pollex is rudi-

mentary, and the two middle fore claws are prodigiously
enlarged, and often duplicated by a secondary deciduous
growth of liorny substance, C. Mtdaonius (OT tun/mit"*}
is the Hudson's Bay lemming nr hare-tailed rat of aretie

America, Greenland, or corresponding latitudes in the old
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cuniforni (ku'ni-f6nn), n. An improper fonn
of ciiiii'il'iirni.

Cunila (ku-m'lii), n. [L. cumin, i-nmln. a plant,
a species of Origanum.'} A labiate genus of the
eastern 1'iiitcd Stall's, of a single species, C.

Miiriitnn. distinguished by the very hairy throat
of the calyx, the small bilabiate corolla with

spreading lobes, two divergent stamens, and
smooth nutlets. It is a gently stimulant aro-
matic. It is commonly known as ilittani/.

CUllingart, " Same as eouygi-r.
cunn (kun), //. A local Irish name of the pollan,
I'orrgilHIIX /Illl/llll.

cunne't, r. An obsolete form of can 1
.

cunne-t, r. t. An obsolete form of coift.

dinner (ktiu'er), . [Also<</: see Conner3
."]

The l>lue-]ierch. ( 'fi-iinlahriix ailxpcrxun. It attains
a It-iinih .1. .met ime, of 12 inches; it lias about 18 dorsal

Gunner (Ctenotabrtts adspersus).

spines, conical teeth in several rows, serrate preopercu-
liini, and scaly cheeks and opercles. It is found most
abundantly about rocks in salt water. Also called her-

null, chogeet, nipper, sea-perch, etc. [New England.]
It was one of the days when, in spite of twitching the

line and using all the tricks we could think of, the ctm-
uern would either eat our bait or keep away altogether.

ST. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 151.

cunniet (kun'i), n. An obsolete spelling of cony.
cunniegreat, Same as conyger.
cunning1

(kuu'ing), n. [< ME. cunning, cun-

nyng, foninjng, kunnyng, coning, conyng, etc., in
form and use the verbal noun (not found in

AS.) of cunnen, pres. ind. can, know (cf. Icel.

kunminiU, knowledge, < Jcunna, know), but in
form and partly in sense as if < AS. cunnung,
trial, test, < cunnian, try, test, > E. cH2

, coift.

Cunningi, while thus the verbal noun, associ-
ated with cunning^, the ppr., of can, know, also
includes historically the verbal noun of ci2

,

<wi2 , which is now separated, as conning, in
mod. sense, the act of studying.] If. Know-
ledge ; learning ; special knowledge : sometimes
implying occult or magical knowledge.
A tree of kunni/iuj of good '"1 ynel. \Fyd(f,Oeu. il. I).

That alle the folke that ys alyve
Ne han the kitnnifngv t discryve
The thinges that I herde tliere.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2050.

1 helieve that ail these three persons in the Godhead]
are even in power, an.! in cunning, and in might, full of
grace and of all goodness.

Thrope, Confession, in Foxe's Hook of Martyrs.

2. Practical knowledge or experience; skill;

dexterity.
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget

her cunning. Ps. cxxxvii. 5.

3. Practical skill employed in a secret or crafty
manner

;
craft

; artifice
;
skilful deceit.

The continual habit of dissimulation is but a weak and
sluggish cunning, and not greatly politic.

lliii'iiii. Advancement of Learning, ii. 343.

Nor did I use an engine to entrap
His life, out of a slavish fear to combat
Youth, strength, or run,

Ford, The Broken Heart, v. 3.

Tills is a trap, isn't it? a nice stroke of tunning, hey?
Xtifriiliiii. The Duenna, II. 1.

4. Disposition to employ one's skill in an art-
ful manner; craftiness; guile; artifice.

\Ve take.-,., inni.i f,, r a sinister and crooked wisdom : and
certainly there is great diffefODM I'etweeu a cunning man
and a wise man, not only in point of honesty, but in point
of ability. Bacon, Cunning.

5. The natural wit or instincts of an animal:
as, the cunning of the fox or hare. =syn. 3 and 4.
i rail, craftiness, shrewdness, subtlety, finesse, duplicity,
illtri_'ln . -Ililr.

cunning 1
(knn'ing), a. [< ME. cunning, cun-

iii/iin, fitnnyng. fnnyng, knnning, konnyng, konyiig.
etc.. also in curlier (North.) form cunnand (af-
ter Icel., no AS. form "cunnainle being found)
(= Mllli. l:iiiini-nil. kiiiini-nt, (I. l.iiiiiii-inl (as adj.
chiefly dial.) = Icel. knunanili, knowing, learn-
ing. ctinniiiK): prop. ppr. of AS. cuiinan, ME.
i-unitfii (= OIKi. kiiiiititii, MHU. kiiHiirn, kiiniicn.

i. kiinnen = led. kunna), pres. ind. i'<ni,

know, mod. E. can, be able: see <v/i. Cnti-

niitgi, "-. is thus the orig. ppr. of <vi' (obs.
forms rim, i-iin) in its orig. sense 'know.' Cf.

running^, .] If. Knowing; having knowledge;
learned; having or concerned with special <>r

strange knowledge, and hence sometimes with
an implication of magical or supernatural
knowledge. See cunning-man, cunniiig-ironinii.

He wil . . . that they tie <-nnnnn:t in his serniss.

M'-lr. llinnilii'i. p. '..

Though I l- nought all r//

Upon the forme of this writing.
Qower, Conf. Amant., III. 88.

he did impart,
Upon a certain day,
To him her cunning magic art.

The.SevenChaiiii>ioiuofChristtHdoin(l1Mi\'s}M\mli,l.iK,).

2. Having knowledge acquired by experience
or practice; having technical knowledge and
manual skill

;
skilful ; dexterous. [Now chiefly

literary and somewhat archaic.]
Esau was a runni'm/ hunter. (Jen. xxv. 27.

Aholiab, ... an engraver, and a cunning workman, and
an embroiderer in blue, and in purple, anu in scarlet, and
fine linen. Ex. xxxviii. 28.

We do not wonder at man because he Is cunning in pro-
curing food, but we are amazed with the variety, the su-

perfluity, the immensity of human talents.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

3. Exhibiting or wrought with ingenuity; skil-

ful; curious; ingenious.

Apollo was god of shooting, and Author of cunning play-
ing vpon Instrumentes. Aicham, The Scholemastcr, p. 64.

All the more do I admire
Joints of i- a, i in nit workmanship.

TennifKon, Vision of Sin, iv.

4. Characterized by or exercising crafty inge-
nuity; artfully subtle or shrewd; knowing in

guile; guileful; tricky.
Oh you're a cunning boy, and taught to lie

For yonr lord's credit !

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. S.

Hinder them [children], as much as may be, from being
cunning; ; which, being the ape of wisdom, is the most dis-

tant from it that can be. Locke, Education, 140.

5. Marked by crafty ingenuity; showingshrewd-
ness or guile; expressive of subtlety : as, a cun-

ning deception; cunning looks.

Accounting his integrity to be but a cunning face of
falsehood. Sir I'. Sidney.

O'er his face there spread a cunning grin.
William Murri*, Earthly Paradise, II. 316.

6. Curiously or quaintly attractive
; subtly in-

teresting; piquant: commonly used of some-
thing small or young: as, the cunning ways of
a child or a pet animal. [U. S.]
As a child she had been called cunning, in the popular

American use of the word when applied to children ; that
is to say, piquantly interesting.

E. Eggleston, The Graysous, i.

= Syn. 4. Cunning, Artful, Sly, Subtle, Shreu-d, Tricky,
Adroit, Wily, Crafty, Intriguing, sharp, foxy. All these
words suggest something underhand or deceptive. Cun-
ning/, literally knowing, and especially knowing how, now
implies a disposition to compass one's ends by concealment;
hence we speak of a fox-like cunning. Artful Indicates

greater Ingenuity and ability, the latter, however, being
of a low kind. Sly is the same as </,/.,,,//. except that it

is more vulgar and implies less ability. (" A col-fox, fill

of sleigh iniquite." Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 395.)
(" Envy works in a sly, imperceptible manner." Watt*.)
Subtle implies concealment, like cunning/, but also a mark-
ed ability and the power to work out one's plans without
being suspected ; hence, while cunning is applicable to

brutes, mbtle is too high a word for that, except by figu-
rative use. The rabbit is cunning enough to hide from the
dog ; Mephistopheles is mbtle. (For the favorable mean-
ings of subtle, see astute. For the good senses of shreird,
see acute.) In its unfavorable aspects shretnl implies
a penetration and judgment that are somewhat narrow
and worldly-wise, too much so to deserve the name of

sagacity or wisdom. (See astute.) Tricky is especially a
word of action ; it expresses the character and conduct of
one who gets the confidence of others only to abuse it by
acts of selfishness, especially cheating. Adroit, in a had
sense, expresses a ready and skilful use of trickery, or fa-

cility in performing and escaping detection of reprehen-
sible acts. (See adroit.) Wily is appropriate where a per-
son is viewed as an opponent in real or figurative war-
fare, against whom wiles or stratagems are employed : a
mlu adversary is one who is full of snch devices ; i

politician is one who is notably given to advancing party
interests by leading the opposite side to commit blun-

ders, etc. A crafty man has less ability than a subtle

man, and works more by deception or knavery than the
Ar, ,/-,/ man; he is more active than the cunning man,
and more steadily active than the *ly man ; he is on the
moral level of the trickiith man. Intriguing is applied
where the plots are secret arrangements made with
others, perhaps against a third party, and especially of a
complicated character.

cunning2 (kun'ing). . [< ME. connyng, coning,
cniiyng. var. of i-nnii. fmiig, etc., whence mod. E.

cony, cnni'u. q. v. The fonn funning remains in

mod. use only as applied to the lamprey, and
in the proper names Cunning/nun,

' "

cnp

i, etc. See '"".'/] It- A variant of

I-IIHI/. 2. The river-lamprey. [Local, Eng.]
cunningairet, . Same as <<///</(.

Cunninghaniia (kun-ing-ham'i-ii), n. [In honor
of I

'iiniiiiigliiim, an Kntclish explorer iiiAiistra

lia.] A genus of coniferous trees of < 'hina and
Japan, of two species, resembling in their stiff,

pungent, linear-lanceolate leaves the Arauca-
fi'i. but more nearly allied to the Kcquoia of
California. The wood of the Chinese species,
' . xineiuris, is used especially for tea-chests and
coffins.

cunningheadt, . [MK. connynglifde ; < cun-

mngl, a., + -lieail.] Cunning; knowledge; un-

derstanding.
Barayne is my soul, fauting Hacking) connynghide.

Kum. <tf I'artenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 5.

cunningly (kun'ing-li), arfr. 1. Skilfully; clev-

erly; artistically.
A stately Pallace built of squared hricke,
Which cunningly was without morter laid.

Spenur, f. Q., I. iv. 4.

And there is the best armour made in all the East, of
Iron and steele, cunningly tempered with the Juice of cer-
talne herbes. Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 386.

We have a privilege of nature to shiver before a painted
flame, how cunningly soever the colors be laid on.

l.iiii'i-ll, Among my Boolu, 1st sen, p. 369.

2f. Shrewdly; wisely.
Where euer this barne has l>ene
That carpys thus txmandly. York Plays, p. 162.

3. Artfully ; craftily ; with subtlety ;
with

fraudulent contrivance.
We have not followed cunningly devised fables.

2 Pet. i. 10.

4. Prettily; attractively; piquantly. [U. S.]

CUnning-mant (kun'ing-man), n. A man who
is reputed or pretends to have special or oc-
cult knowledge or skill ; especially, one who
pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to re-
cover stolen or lost goods.
Do ye not think me a cunning Man, that of an old

Bishop can make a young Earl ? Baker, Chronicles, p. 82.

The cunning- men in Cow-lane . . . have told her her
fortune. B. Junmn, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

The lady . . . paid me much above the usual fee, as a

cunning-man, to find her stolen goods.
Steele, Taller, No. 245.

cunningness (kun'ing-ncs), . The character
of being cunning.
cunning-womant (kun'ing-wum'an), H. A fe-

male fortune-teller. See cunning-man.
Dancer. I am buying of an office, sir, and to that pur-

pose I would fain learn to dissemble cunningly.
Fur. Do you come to me for that ? you should rather

have gone to a cunning uiitnan.
Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 2.

And then her going in disguise to that conjurer, and
this funning woman .' B. Jomton, Epiccene, ii. 1.

cunnyt, . See cony.

cunnycatcht, cunnycatchert, etc. See cony-
catclt, etc.

Cunonia (kii-no'ni-a), n. [NL., named in honor
of .1. C. ('uno, a German botanist of the 18th

century.] A small genus of plants, natural

Cll>ll>Hltl C.lffHJt'S.

order Saxifragacece. one species is found in South
Africa, and there are five in New Caledonia. They are small
trees or shrubs, with compound leaves and dense racemes
of small white flowers. The bark is used for tanning.

cuntakt, . See conteck.

cunt-line (kunt'lin or -lin), n. Same as nnit-lini:

cuntryet, cuntret, . Obsolete forms of country.
Cuon (kii'on), H. A less proper form of Cyoift.

cup (kup), w. [< ME. cup, cuppe, also coppe,
< AS. cupae (not

*
cuppa), ONorth. copp, a cup,

cope, coupe, F. cmtpe (> ME. also coupe, cowpe :



Hi Brett C< of fyne' gold garnyshed over cup (kup), v.
; pret. and pp. cupped, ppr. clip-

'

pencilpple, and coppel, copple (now commonly
uVT ping. [<c;>, .] I. trans. If. To supply with CM ,^, based directly upon the ML. form) ;< F.
m-..!..... _..-.. TW : ,.* T-~ Tw.,..^ll n 11 -fl' ' ~ V *

-. 77- 71,.,

cup

see coups, coupcS) = pr . Sp. Pg. copa = It. efppa,

coppo, a cup, < ML. cupii, m/i/xi, cupa, cxppa, a

cup, drinking-vessel, L. cupa, a tub, cask, tun,

vat, etc., = OBulg. cupn, a cup; cf. Gr. tb-

veMov, a cup, Krm/ (a hollow), a kind of ship,

yiimi, a hole, Skt. kupa, a pit, well, hollow.

The forms have been to some extent confused

with those of cop*, the head, top (= D. kop =
G. kopf, etc.): see eo/A.] 1. A small vessel

used to contain liquids generally ;
a drinking-

vessel ; a chalice. The name is commonly given spe-

cifically to a drinking-vcssel smaller at the base than at

tbe top, without a stem and foot, and with or without a

handle or handles. See ijlaxs, gublet, mug.

Also ther be vi:

withpreciiustoi-,-
TorKngton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p.

Look not thou upon the wine when it is red, when it

giveth his colour in the cup. Prov. xxiii. 31.

Specifically 2. That part of a drinking-cup
or similar vessel which contains the liquid, as

distinguished from the stem and foot when
these are present. 3. Eccles., the chalice from
which the wine is dispensed in the sacrament

of the Lord's supper. 4. A cup-shaped or other

vessel of precious metal, or by extension any
elaborately wrought piece of plate, offered as

a prize to be contended for in yacht- and horse-

racing and other sports.
Tile King hasbought seven horses successively, for which

he has given 11,300 guineas, principally to win the cup at

Ascot, which he has never accomplished.
Gremlle, Memoirs, June 24, 1829.

5. [_cap.} The constellation Crater. 6. Some-

thing formed like a cup : as, the cup of an acorn,

of a flower, etc.

The cowslip's golden cup no more I see.

1398 Cuphea

Cup Of assay See assay. Cup 0' sneeze, a pinch of

snutf. Grose. [I'rov. Eng.] In his cups, intoxicated ;

tipsy,

As Alexander killed his friend C'lytu:

and h

Only like a gulf it [the belly! did remain

I' the midst o' the body, idle and unactive,

Still cupboarding the viand. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

lytus, being i his ales cupboardy (kub'er-di), a. [< cupboard + -y
1
.]

Shak., Hen. v.,iv. 7. Lfta a cupboard. Aliss liraddon.

Standing cup, a large and usually ornamental drinking- CUp-COral (kup'kor'al), n. 1. A corallite. 2.

vessel (see lianaii) made especially for the decoration of a ^ COral polypidom of which the whole mass IS

dresser or cupboard.- To crush a cup. See c art. TB cup.shaped, as in the family Cyathophyllidte.

cupee (ku-pe'), . A head-dress of lace, gauze,

etc., having lappets hanging down beside the

face. It was worn at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, and preceded the tall

commode.
cupel (ku'pel or kup'el), n. [Also written citp-

'

coppel, copple (now commonly

utmost force of a calamity, (b) To pursue sensual plea-

sures recklessly ; sound the depths of vice, or of a particu-

lar form of indulgence. To present the cup to one s

lips, (a) To try to force one into a desperate action or

painful position, (b) To allure one into dissipation or sen-

sual indulgence.

cups, as of liquor.

Plumpy Bacchus, . . .

Cup us, till the world go round.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 7 (song).

2f. To make drunk.

At night with one that had bin shrieve I sup'd,
Well entertain'd I was, and halfe well cup'd.

John Taylor, Works (1650).

3. To bleed by means of cupping-glasses; per-
form the operation of cupping upon.

Him, the damn'd doctors and his friends immur'd ;

They bled, they cupp'd, they purged ; in short they cur'd.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 193.

II. intrans. If. To drink.

The former is not more thirsty after his cupping than

the latter is hungry after his devouring.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 484.

2. To perform the operation of cupping: as, to

cup for inflammation. 3. In golfing, to hit or

coupelU = Sp. copela = Pg. copella, copelha =
It. coppella, < ML. cupella, a little cup, a little

tun, dim. of cupa, cup, L. cupa, a tun (> cupella,

a small cask) : see cup.'] In metal, a small ves-

sel made of pulverized bone-earth, in the form

of a frustum of a cone, with a cavity in the

larger end', in which lead containing gold and
silver is cupeled. See cupellatiim. In assaying

with the cupel the lead is absorbed by the porous bone-

ash into which it sinks.

The stuff whereof cuppels are made, which they put
into furnaces, upon which fire worketh not.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

cupel (ku'pel), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cupeled,

cupelled, ppr. cupeling, cupelling. [< cupel, .]

To perform the process of cupellatiou upon.
These [silver and alloyed gold] are wrapped together

in a piece of sheet lead, and cupelled or melted in a po-

rous crucible called a cupel.

Wheatley and Delainotte, ArtWork in Gold and Silver, p. 8.

break the ground with the club when striking
el.dugt (ku

'

pel-dust), n. Powder used in
tnA nsv I .In. ttn.t?n(itl .

** ... . * i .. _ i_ ^ t

T ,/.rv>7 purifying metals. Also coppte-dust.

'bla^-furl cupellate
g

(ku'pe-lat), . t. [< cupel

7. "ln
P

steamboilers'; one of a series of depres- case, aretaken off for heating purposes,

sions or domes used to increase the amount of cup-and-saucer (kup and-sa ser), a. Shaped

heating surface.-8. A cupping-glass. j^&^f^
J'or the flux, there is no better medicine than the cup genus Calyptrcea : so named be-

used two or three times.
(.allse t),e limpet-like shell has a

Wmthrop, Htst. New England, I. 4,4.
cup .llke process in the interior.

9. A small vessel of determinate size for re- cup-anvil (kup'an"yil), n.

ceiving the blood during venesection, it has In a metallic cartridge, a
usually contained about four ounces. A bleeding of two cup-shaped piece placed on
cups is consequently one of eight ounces. Diintjlisoti.

- - - * * " '

10. The quantity contained in a cup; the con-

tents of a cup : as, a cup of tea.

Every inordinate cup is unblessed, and the ingredient is

a devil. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

+ -Ofe2.]

cupella tc +
silver from lead

furnace or in a cu-

pel. The process depends upon the property possessed

by lead of becoming oxidized when strongly heated, while

the precious metals are not so affected. The lead, becom-

ing oxidized, forms litharge, which collects on the surface

and flows toward the edges of the metallic mass, whence
it is removed, the silver remaining in the form of a metal-

lic disk if the operation is on a large scale, as in the pro-

cess of working argentiferous lead in the cupellation-fur-

nace, or in that of a small rounded globule or button if

the cupel is used (see cupel), as is commonly done in assay-

ing silver ore which contains gold.

And now let's go to an honest alehouse, where we may
have a cup of good barley wine.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 00.

'Tis a little thing
To give a cup of water. Talfonrd, Ion, i. 2.

the inner side of the head to Cup-and-saucer Limpet upes (ku'pez), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1801), <

strengthen it.
(? ) L . ^^ cuppes, fond of delicacies, dainty,

cup-bearer (kup'bar'er), n. 1. An attendant coimected with cupedo, cuppedo, a tidbit, deli-

at a feast who conveys wine or other liquors cacy orig-
_ curjidOj desire : see Cupid.'] The

to the guests. 2. Formerly, an officer of the
typical genus of the family Cupestda;. C. loM-

Vi fin aall nisi f\f Q. TAiMTtsisi rvpTiAWlp wVi A tn.st.Ai] t.liP. . _ _ -KT Ai- A i

wine before handing it to his master

For I was the king's cupbearer.

[Early mod. E. alsocupboard (kub'erd), re. [Early mod. I
11 Suffering to be endured

;
evil which falls to boord ÛJ>iord often spelled cubbord,

one's lot
; portion: from the idea of a bitter or times coberg

t
to fat the ^ron .

. ME . cu
poisonous draught from a cup.

my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from
me. Mat. xxvi. 39.

Welcome the sour cup of prosperity !_Affliction may one

day smile again.

12. A drink made of wine, generally iced, sweet-

household of a prince or noble, who tasted the
jg a NOrth American species.

winn bpforfi handing it to his master.
Cupesidse (ku-pes'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cupes

Neh. i. 11. + -idee.} A 'family of serricorn Coleoptera or

beetles. The ventral segments are free ; the tarsi are

five-jointed ; the first ventral segment is not elongated ;

the hind coxa) are sulcate for the reception of the thighs ;

the front coxa is transverse ; the onychium is small or

wanting ; the head is constricted behind ; and the eyes
are smooth. The family comprises only the three genera

Cupes, Priacma, and Ojnwia, and the few species known
are somber-colored beetles of medium size, which prob-

some-

cupbord,

copebord, < cup, cuppe, cup, + bord, board.]
1. Originally, a table on which cups and other

vessels, of gold or silver, or of earthenware, for

LT LI. household use or ornament, were kept or dis- ably breed in decaying wood.

played; later, a table with shelves, a sideboard, cupful (kup'ful), n. [< cup + -ful, 2.] The
la. A drink made ot wine, generally icea, sweet- buffet, or cab net, open or closed, used for such quantity that a cup holds the contents of a
ened, and flavored according o many different '

in mod
'

er^ uae generally, a series of cup.recemts. and sometimes contamme many in-
hef

'

inciosed or placed in a closet, for keep-receipts, and sometimes containing many in-

gredients. The different varieties are named
from the chief ingredient, as claret-cup, cham-

pagne-cup, etc. 13. pi. The drinking of in-

toxicating liquors; a drinking-bout; intoxica-
tion.

Another sort sitteth upon their ale benches, and there

among their cupn they give judgment of the wits of writ-

ers. Sir T. Ware, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 14.

Inspir'd with full deep cups, who cannot prophesy ?

A tinker, out of ale, will give predictions.
Fletcher (a-iul another t), Prophetess, i. 3.

Thence from cups to civil broils. Milton, P. L., xi. 718.

Circe's cup, the enchanted draught of the sorceress Circe ;

hence, anything that produces a delirious or transforming
effect.

I think you all have drunk of Circe's cup.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Class cup. Sec dass. Coin-cup. See corni. Crowned
cup. See crowned. Crown of cups. See conronne ilei

tasgen, under couronne. Cup and ball, a toy of very ear-

ly origin, consisting of a cup at the extremity of a handle,
to which a ball is attached by a cord. The player tosses
the ball up, and seeks to catch it in the cup. Cup-and-
ball joint. Same as ball-and-socket joint (which see, un-
der ball'). Cup and can, familiar companions : the can
being the large vessel out of which the cup is filled, and
thus the two being constantly associated.

You boasting tell us where you din'd,
And how his lordship was so kind ;

Swear he's a most facetious man.

ing cups, dishes, and other table-ware. A cup-
board of large size and lavish ornament, in the second

form, was called a court-cupboard, and was especially in-

tended for the display of plate, etc. This form is repre- (roll
sented by the modern sideboard, with open shelves above ^up-gaii
and a closet below.

The kyngez cope-borde was closed in silver.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 206.

2. A similar sideboard, cabinet, or closet of

shelves for the keeping of provisions about to

be used. Such a cupboard was formerly called specifi-

cally a livery-cupboard, and in it was placed the ration,
called livery, allowed to each member of the household.

Going to a corner cupboard, high up in the wall, he

pulled a key out of his pocket, and unlocked his little

store of wine, and cake, and spirits.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

Hence 3. The set or collection of silver or

gold plate, fine glass, decorated ceramic ware,
etc., usually kept in a cupboard. Compare cre-

dence, 4.

There was also a Cupbord of plate, most sumptuous and
rich. llakhnjt'x Voyayes, I. 313.

Cupboard love, interested attachment.

A cupboard love is seldom true,
A love sincere is found in few.

That you and he are cup and can.
CUpboardt (kub'erd), r. t.

roof Jiobin.

[< Clipboard, .] To
Svtift. gather as into a cupboard ;

hoard up.

Thane cho wente to the welle by the wode enis,

That alle wellyde of wyne, and wonderliehe rynnes ;

KailKhte up a coitpe-fulle, and coverde it faire.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3379.

;up-gall (kup'gal), n. A singular kind of gall
found on the leaves of the oak and some other

trees, of the figure of a cup, or a drinking-glass
without its foot, adhering by its point or apex
to the leaf, and containing the larva of a small

fly. The insect which makes

cup-galls is Cecidomyia pocu-
lum.

cup-guard (kup'gard), n. A
sword-guard in which the
hand is protected by a hollow
metal cup opening toward
the hand. It usually sur-

rounds the blade beyond and
outside of the cross-guard.
See itilt.

Cuphea (ku'fe-a), H. [NL.,
with reference to the gibbous
base of the calyx, < Gr. xi^wf,

a hump.] A genus of Lythrn-

ceas, herbs 01 iindershmbs,
natives of tropical America
and Mexico, of which thi'ee species occur in the

United States. Many have bright-colored flowers, ami

Flowering; Branch of

Citfhea lanctalata.



Cuphea
one, C. plttliic' 'iti fa, is f.immnn in greenhouses under the
MallM- llf l-n/lll- jftllltt,

Cuphic, </. mill n. See I
'iiji,-.

CUp-hilted (knpldl'ted), ". Km-nislied with a

cup-guard, ii a swonl. SIT i-ii/i-fiHiiril.

Cupid (kii'pid), . [< L. Cupido, personification
Of I'll/iiilii (fii-

liil/ili-), ilcsil'c,

passion, < i'M-

perc, desire :

sci- i-'ii't /.] In
Hum. ini/lli., the

god of love,
identified with
the Greek Rros,
the son of Her-
mes (Mercury)
and Aphrodite
(Venus). He U
generally ivpiv-
sriitfil it8 a bounti-
ful lx>y with wings,
carrying a IMIU ami
quiver of arrow*,
null is often spoken
of as blind or blind-

folded. The name
ia often given in art

to figures of chil-

Cupid. Vatican Museum, Rome. dren, with or with-
out wings, intro-

duced, sometimes in considerable number, as a motive of

decoration, and with little or no mythological allusion.

The seal was Cupid lient alxwe a scroll,
And o'er his head Uranian Venus IIIIIIK,

And raised the blinding bandage from his eyes.

TennifMon, Princess, I.

To look for Cupids in the eyes. Same as to look

habit*, etc. (which see, under baby, n., 8).

The Naiads, sitting near upon the aged rocks.
Are busied with their combs, to braid his verdant locks,
Wink; in their crystal eye* he doth/or Cupids look.

Drayton, Polyolblon, 11. 882.

cupidity (ku-pid'i-ti), n. [< F. cupiditi = Pr.

cupidittit = It. ciiplditd, < L.
cupidita(t-)s,

de-

sire, covetoiisness, < cupidus, desirous, < cupere,
desire: see covet.] 1. An eager desire to pos-
sess something; inordinate desire

;
immoderate

craving, especially for wealth or power ; greed.
No property is secure when it becomes large enough to

tempt the cupidity of indigent power. Burke.

Many articles that might have aroused the cupidity of

unambitious thieves. Lathrup, Spanish Vistas, p. 193.

2. Specifically, sexual love. [Rare.]

Love, as it is called by boys and girls, shall ever he the

sxibject of my ridicule, . . . villainous cupidity!
liichantmrn, Sir Charles Qrandison, VI. 106.

= Syn. 1. CiH'efiHtniexx, Cupidity, etc. (see avarice), crav-

ing, hankering, grasping, lust for wealth, etc.

cupidone (ku'pi-dou), n. [F., < Cupidon, < L.

I'li/iido, Cupid: see Cupid.'} A flowering plant
of gardens, f'<it<iaiiche carulea.

Cupidonia (ku-pi-do'ni-a), . [NL. (Reichen-
bach, 1853), extended from eupitlo, the specific
name of the bird, < L. Cupido, Cupid.] A ge-
nus of gallinaceous birds of the grouse family,
Tetraonida; ; the pinnated grouse. They have alu-

lets or little wing-like tufts of feathers on the sides of the

neck, which may have been fancifully likened to Cupid's
Willis; a short tail with broad feathers; the head some-
ubat !Ti-stf<l : tin- tarsi partly feathered ; and the plumage
harri'il rrosswisr n the under parts. The genus is based
ilium tin- common prairie-hen of the t'niti'il states. ('<//. i-

iinuia cnpitltt. A second smaller kind is C. paWiWiV/m-M.
\l-'i ralleil Tit/ll/xt Illli'llllx.

cupidoust, a- [< L. cupuliitt, desiring, desirous,

longing, < cupcre. desire, long for: see covet.'}
Full of

ciijiidily.
c,,l,-x. 1717.

Cupid's-wing (ku'pids-wing), n. A piece of
leather at. the top of the check in a pianoforte-
:irlii>n. SuTiii-tiliics called////.

cupiscent (ku'pi-sent), (I. [< LL. CHpi*crn(t-)ii,

]>]ir. iif i-ii/ii.tfin; wish, < L. ciiprr>; desire: see

Cii/iii/, </< t.
}

Same as eonriipiscnit.
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cup-land (knp'laml), n. In British India, the

depressed laud along the rivers; the river-

bankH.

cup-leather (kup'leTH'er), n. Apiece of leather
fastened around the plunger or bucket of a

puuip. For a bucket it is sleeve-shaped, and
for a plunger it is made with a solid bottom.
/:. //. l\lli;/lil.

cup-lichen (kup'li'ken), n. A lichen having a

goblet-shaped podetium, as Cliulonin /ii/.iiiluln.

or a cup-shaped or saucer-shaped apotlieciuin,
as I.ffintoru tartiin-fi. Also called cnp-mtixx.
See cut under cinlhrnr.

cupman (kup'mau), M. ; pi. fupmen (-men). [<

cup + man.] A boon companion; a fellow-

reveler. [Rare.]
"
Oh, a friend of mine ! a brother cttpinan," . . . said

Htll'lfo, carelessly. flulwer, Last l)ays of Pompeii, il. 1.

cupmealt, adc. [< ME. cupniel, eupjiemrli- ; <

cup + meal.'] A cupful at a time; cup by cup.
A galoun [of ale] for a grote god wote, no lessc ;

And git it cam in cupinel. Piers Plowman (B) v. 225.

cup-moss (kup'mds), n. [< cup + moss1
.] Same

as cup-lichen.

cup-mushroom (kup'mush'rom), n. See mush-
room .

cupola (ku'po-lS), n. [= F. coupole = Sp.ciipula
= Pg. cupula, cupola = D. koepel = G. Dan.

kuppel = Sw. kupol, < It. cupola, a dome, < LL.

cupula, dim. of L. cupa, a tub, cask, ML. cupa, It.

coppa, etc., a cup: see cup.] 1. In arch., a

vault, either hemispherical or produced by the
revolution about its axis of two curves inter-

secting at the apex, or by a semi-ellipse cover-

ing a circular or polygonal area, and supported
either upon four arches or upon solid walls.
The Italian word signifies a hemispherical roof which
covers a circular huildiug, like the Pantheon at Rome or
the temple of Vesta at Tivoli. Most modern cupolas are

semi-elliptical, cut through their shortest iflameter; but
the greater number of ancient cupolas were hemispherical.
In colloquial use, the cupola is often considered as a di-

minutive dome, or the name is specifically applied to a
small structure rising above a roof and often having the
character of a tower or lantern, and in no sense that of a
dome.

2. The round top of any structure, as of a fur-

nace
j
the structure itself. See cupola-furnace.

Specifically 3. Milit., a revolving shot-proof
turret, formed of strong timbers, and armored
with massive iron plates. In some systems of cu-

polas the tower is erected on a base which is made to turn
on Its center by means of steam-power. Within the tur-

ret heavy ordnance is placed, and fired through openings
in the sides. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
4. In anat. : (a) The summit of the cochlea.

(6) The summit of an intestinal gland. Frey.
5. In conch., the so-called dorsal or visceral

hump, made by the heap of viscera.

cupolaedt (ku po-lad), a. [< cupola + -erf2.]

Having a cupola.
Here is also another rich ebony cabinet cupola'd with a

tortoise-shell. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

Now hast thou chang'd thee, saint ; and made
Thyself a fane that's cupola 'if. Lovelace, Lucasta.

cupola-furnace (ku'po-la-f6r'nas), ii. In metal.,
a shaft-furnace built more slightly than the

ordinary blast-furnace, and usually of fire-brick,

hooped or cased with iron. It is chiefly used
for remelting cast-iron for foundry purposes.
cupolatedt (ku'po-la-ted). d. [< cupola + -ate*

+ -fd2.] Having a cupola.
They shew'd us Virgil's sepulchre erected on a steepe

rock, in forme of a small rotunda or cupiflated columue.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

cuppa (kup'a), n. [ML., a cup: see cup.] A
cup; specifically, eceles., the bowl or cup of a
chalice or of a ciborium.

cupped (kiipt), a. [< cup + -erf2.] Depressed
at the center like a cup ; dished

; cup-shaped.
In the original machine [type-writer] the keys were of

bone, slightly cupped, with letters in relief, so that the
blind could use It. SW. Aiaer., N. 8., LVI. 276.

cupper (kup'er), n. If. One who carries a cup ;

a cup-bearer. 2. One who applies a cupping-
glass.

cupping (kup'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cup, r.]

1. In surg., the application of the cupping-
glass. There are two modes of cupping : one in which
the part is scarified and some blood taken away to relieve

congestion or inflammation of internal parts, called "'
cupping, or more generally simply ntppiny ; and a second,
termed" ifrt/ <-i//*//n;/. in which there is no scarification and
no blood is utatractrd.

2. A concavity in the end of a cylindrical cast-

ing, produced by the shrinkage of the metal.

3. A shallow countersink.

cupping-glass (kup'iug-glas), n. A glass ves-
st>l liki- a cup applied to the skin in the opera-
tion of cupping. The air within is rarrtli-d by h. -it at

otherwise, so that when applied to the skin a irtial

Cupressus
v:ii uiiln in produced, ami 1)i- part to uhii-b it is a|>p]if<l

SWrlNllj. lilt" till L'la~,-. \\ln-l" Hi.' ..lljn't is lillHt.l ll't-

tinur th< i' i> ni-M. ill-- 'tipiiiui: LrlaHH an apparatus rallr.l

Mtirah.r. liiriii-,li' .1 with flu.' hm.rts <>]eratcd by a

spring or triaui-r. by whii-h tin; nkin is rut, or thr skin is

cut bj a similar iiislriliui-iit I., t.n. tin- i -lipping ulax It

used. Various forms of riippin;.' inxtruuiriiU are used.

Still at tln-ir IniokH, they will not IK,- pull d off ;

Tin", sii< k liki- <-ni'i<< //! 'tkuta.
/Ii ',/,, , (and "Hi,',:*), liloody llrot her, iv. -2.

cupping-houset (kup'ing-hous), n. [< I-HII/IIHI/.

verbal n. (with rel'i-ivm-i' to the cup that ineliri

ates), + house.] A tavern.

How many of these madmen . . . lavish <nit tbrir short
thiMsin . . . playing, dicing, drinkiliK. f' anting. l a-lini; ;

a ."/'/""' AMI..,\ a vaiiltin^-hoiiKr, a gaming-house, share
their inmiis, livrs, smils. /,''. '/'. A<ltitnx, Works, I. 277.

cupping-machine (kup'ing-ma-shen*), n. The
first machine used in the process of making
metallic cartridge-cases, it conslxu of two stamps
or dies, one working within the other. The outer one cuts
the copper blank and the next pulls It into the shape of a

rtip. preparing ft for drawing in other machines. E. 11.

Knitrht.

cupping-tool (kup'ing-tdl), n. A cup-shaped
blacksmiths' swage.
cup-plant (kup

'

plant), n. The Sil-

/mium /lerfiiliiitum, a tall, stout com-

posite of the United States, with a

square stem and large opposite leaves,
the upper pairs connate at the base
and forming a cup-like cavity. The
flowers are large and yellow.
CUppules(kup'ulz),.^J. Infcer.,bars-

gemel. See gemel.

cup-purse (kup'pers), n. A long net-

ted purse one or both ends of which
are wrought upon a cup-formed mold CuppinK-

. M . tools.
to give it shape.
cuppy (kup'i), . [Appar. < F. coupf, cut: see

coupe.] In her., one of the furs composed of

patches like potent, but arranged so that each
is set against a patch of the same tincture, in-

stead of alternated. It is always argent and azure
unless otherwise blazoned. Also called potent counter-

potent.

cuprate (ku'prat), n. [< cupr(if) + -ate1.] A
salt of cupric acid.

cuprea-bark (ku'pro-ji-bilrk), n. [< LL. cit-

prcHx, coppery (< cuprum, copper), + bark2.]
The bark of Itemijia Purdieana and K.jieduncu-
lata, trees of tropical South America, allied to

Ciuchnna. It is of a copper-red color, and yields

quinine and allied alkaloids.

CUpreine (ku'pre-in), n. [< cuprea(-l>ark) +
-ic2.] An alkaloid obtained from the double
alkaloid homoquinine, found in a variety of cu-

prea-bark, the product of Rcmijia pedunculata.
cupreous (ku'pre-us), a. [< LL. cupreus, of

copper, < citpnim, copper: see copper.] 1.

Consisting of or containing copper; having the

Sroperties
of copper. 2. Copper-colored; red-

ish-brown with a metallic luster.

I got a rare mess of golden and silver and bright cu-

preou* nshcs, which looked like a string of jewels.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 338.

Cupreous luster. Sec huter.

Cupressineae (ku-pre-sin'e-e), . pi. [NL., <

t'upressus + -in- + -ea.] A suborder of Coni-

fer<s, of which the genus Cupressus is the type,
with opposite or ternate, mostly scale-like,
and adnate leaves. It includes also the genera Juni-

pmt*, ChaiiHtct/paris, Thuya, LOtocednu, Taxodium, and
others of the old world.

Cupressites (ku-pr*-eS'tfi), n. [NL., < Cupres-
sus, q. v.] A genus of fossil plants considered
to be closely allied to, if not identical with, the

recent genus Cuprexmis (which see). This genus
is one of those found in connection with aml>er, and in

various later geological formations, especially the lignitir

group of northern (Jet-many. The forms found in the Per-

mian, and so characteristic of a part of that group, and
which were formerly referred to Cupreggitett, are now put
in the genus t'llmannia.

Cupressocrinidae (ku-pres-o-krin'i-de), . pi.

[NL., < ('it/ircsxoerinus + -ida-.] A family of

fossil crinoids or encrinites, named from the

genus r/iivx.wiT//, having a cup-shaped
calyx, ranging from the Devonian to the Car-
boniferous formation.

cnpressocrinite (ku-pre-sok'ri-nit), n. [As
1'iijirixMM-i-iiinx

+ -i'fc'2.] An encrinite of the

genus Cuprcxxncrinitx.

Cupressocrinus (ku-pre-sok'ri-nus), n. [NL.,
< L. fii/ireHnHx. cypress, + Gr. tcpivov, lily.] A
genus of encrinites.

Cupressus (ku-pres'us), n. [NL., < L. euprex-
.v, rai'rly ri//Hirix/tux, iii LI/. fi/iirt-Kxiin: see

ru/irixx.] A tri-mis of coniferous trees having
small, scale-like, appressed or spreading acute

leaves, as in the junipers, and cones formed of

a small number of peltate woody scales, with



Cone of Cypress
(CnpressHS}.

Cupressus

several small angular seeds to each scale
;
the

cypress. The common cypress of the old world is C.

si'utpereireiis, a native of the East.

The tree with erect appressed branch-

es, having a slender pyramidal form,

frequently planted in Mohammedan
and other buryiug-grouuds, is a va-

riety of this species, besides which
there are three or four others in the

Mediterranean region and central

Asia. In North America there are

seven or eight species, in Mexico,
Arizona, and California. The wood
is fragrant, compact, and durable.

cupric (ku'prik), a. [< LL. cu-

l-um, copper, + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the

nature of copper; derived from copper: as,

cupric acid. Also cuprous. Cupric compound, a

compound into which the atom of copper enters with

equivalence of two : for example, CuO, cupric oxid. In a

cuprous compound two atoms of copper enter, forming a
bivalent group : for example, Cu^O, cuprous oxid.

cupriferous (ku-prif'e-rus), a. [< LL. cuprum,
copper, + L. ferre, == E. bear1

,
+ -ous.~\ Pro-

ducing or containing copper; copper-bearing:
as, cupriferous ore, or silver.

cuprite (ku'prit), . [< LL. cuprum, copper,
+ -ire2.] The red oxid of copper; red copper
ore; a common ore of copper, of a bright-red
color, occurring in isometric crystals (cubes,

octahedrons, etc.), and also massive. It is

sometimes found in capillary forms, as in the

variety chalcotrichite.

cupro-ammonium (ku"pr6-a-mp'ni-um), n.

Same as copperized ammonia (which see, under

copperize).

cnproid (ku'proid), n. [< LL. cuprum, copper,
+ Gr. cMof, form.] In crystal., a solid related

to a tetrahedron, and contained under twelve

equal triangles. It is the hemihedral form
of the tetragonal trisoctahedron or trapezohe-
dron.

cupromagnesite (ku-pro-mag'ne-sit), n. [<
LL. cuprum, copper, + NL. magnesium, q. v.,
+ -ite2.] A hydrous sulphate of copper and
magnesium.
CUproscheelite (ku-pro-she'lit), n. [< LL. cu-

prum, copper, + scheelite.] A variety of schee-
lite containing several per cent, of copper oxid.

CUprose (kup'roz), n. [Also coprose; < cop1 or

cup + rose2.] Same as copper-rose.

cuprous (ku'prus), a. [< LL. cuprum, copper,
+ -ous.] Same as cupric.

cupseed (kup'sed), . A tall, climbing, meni-

spermaeeous vine of the southern United States,

Calycocarpum Lyoni, with large lobed, cordate
leaves and small greenish-white flowers. The
fruit is a large drupe containing a bony seed
hollowed out on one side like a cup.
cup-shaped (kup'shapt), a. Shaped like a cup.
-Cup-snaped organs, specifically, in some Hiniilinea,
bundles of tactile setfie embedded in depressions of the in-

tegument of the head and body.

cup-shrimp (kup'shrimp), n. A shrimp, J'uhe-
mon vulgaris, when so small as to be sold by
measure, not by counting. [Local, British.]

cup-sponge (kup'spunj), . A kind of commer-
cial sponge. The Turkey cup-sponge is Spongia
adriatica, also called Levant toilet-sponge.

cupula (ku'pu-la), n.
; pi. cupula; (-le). [NL.,

a little cup, etc., dim. of ML. cupa, a cup: see

cupola and cup.] Same as cupule.
cupular (ku'pu-lar), a. [< cupula + -rw2.]

Cup-shaped ; resembling a small cup.
cupulate (ku'pu-lat), a. [< NL. eupulatus, <

cupula, q. v.] Same as cupular.
cupule (ku'pul), . [< NL. cupula, q. v.] 1.
A small cup-shaped depression, as in rock.

These eupulei have not only various sizes in different
stones, but even in the same stone differ considerably
from one surface to another. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 112.

2. In lot. : (a) A form of involucre, occurring
in the oak, beech, chestnut, and hazel, consist-

ing of bracts
which in fruit

cohere into a
kind of cup.
(6) In fungi,
a receptacle
shaped like the

cupofan acorn,
as in Peziza.

3. In entom.,
a little cup-
shaped organ;
specifically, one of the sucking-disks on the
lower surface of the tarsi of certain aquatic
beetles.

Also cupula.
Oupuliferae (ku-pu-lif'e-re), 11. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. (sc. L. plantw, plaiits) of cupuliferiis: see
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cupulifci-oiu.] An important order of apeta-
lous exogenous trees, including the oak, chest-

nut, beech, birch, etc. It is characterized hy niono:-

cious flowers, of which the staminate are in amenta and
the pistillate have an inferior or naked 2- to 6-celled

ovary, the cells having one or two ovules. The order is

divided into three tribes, each of which has been ranked

as a distinct order : viz., Quemnece (the Cupultffrtx of

many authors), which have the fruit surrounded or inclosed

in a scaly or spiny involucre or cup, as in the oak, chest-

nut, and beech ; Coryleoe, with the bracts of the involucre

foliaceous and more or less united, as in the hazel and
hornbeam ;

and Betuleai, which have the scale-like bracts

imbricate in a spike and the nutlets small and flattened,

as in the birch and alder. The 10 genera include about
400 species, distributed over the temperate regions of the

northern hemisphere.

CUpuliferoUS (ku-pu-lif'e-rus), a, [< NL. cu-

puliferus, < cupula, q. v., 4- L. ferre = E. bear^.]
In bot., bearing eupules.
cupuliform (ku'pu-li-form), a. [< NL. cupula,

q. v., + L. forma', shape.] Shaped like or re-

sembling a cupule ; cupular.

cup-valve (kup'valv), n. 1. A cup-shaped or

conical valve which is guided by a
stem to and from its flaring seat.

2. A valve placed like an inverted

cup over an opening. 3. A form
of balance-valve which opens si-

multaneously at the sides and top.
E. B. Knight.
CUT (ker), n. [< ME. kur,curre; of

LG. or Scand. origin: = MD. korre,
a house-dog, watch-dog, = Sw. dial.

kurre, a dog. Prob. so called from
his growling; cf. MD. *korren, in

comp. korrepot, equiv. to D. knorre-

pot (= Dan. knurrepotte), a grumbler, snarler

(cf. MD. D. knorren = G. knurren= Dan. knurre,

grumble, snarl), = Icel. kurra, grumble, mur-

mur, = Sw. kurra, croak, rumble, = Dan. kurre,

coo, whirr; cf. E. dial, curr, cry as an owl, Sc.

curr, coo as a dove, purr as a cat, curdoo, cur-

dote, curroo, coo as a dove, currie-wirrie, ex-

pressive of a noisy habitual growl. An imita-

tive word: see curr, and cf. chirr, churr, hurr,

whirr.] 1. A dog: usually in depreciation, a

snarling, worthless, or outcast dog; a dog of

low or degenerate breed.

iip-valve
def. I).

Cupules.

a, cupule of acorn; 6, cupule of funeus
(/*).

They, . . . like to village cun,
liark when their fellows do.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

Hang, hair, like hemp, or like the Isling cur's.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

lioth mongrel, puppy, whelp, and hound,
And curt of low degree.
Goldsmith, Elegy on the Death of a Mad I>og.

2. Figuratively, a surly, ill-bred man ; a low,

despicable, ill-natured fellow: used in con-

tempt.
What would you have, you curs,

That like nor peace nor war? Shak., Cor., i. 1.

curability (kur-a-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. curabilite

= It. curabilita, < LIJ. as if *curabilita{t-)s, <

curabilis : see mirable."] The character of be-

ing curable
;
the fact of admitting of cure.

Curable (kur'a-bl), a. [= F. curable = Pr. Sp.
curable = Pg. curavel It. curabile, < LL. cura-

bilis, < L. curare, cure: see cure, >.] 1. Ca-

pable of being healed or cured; admitting a

remedy: as, a curable disease or patient; a cur-

able evil.

There be some Distempers of the Mind that proceed
from those of the Body, and so are curable by Drugs and
Diets. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 58.

2f. Capable of curing.
A curable vertue against all diseases.

Sandys, Travailes, III. 174.

curableuess (kur'a-bl-nes), n. Capability of

being cured, healed, or remedied
; curability.

The arguments which Helmont and others draw from
the providence of God, for the cumblenes* of all diseases.

Boyle, Works, II. 110.

Curacao (ko-ra-so'), n. [So named from the
island of Curasao, north of Venezuela. See cit-

rassow.~\ A cordial made of spirit sweetened
and flavored with the peel of the bitter orange.
Commonly written curaqoa.
Curacao-bird (kij-ra-so'berd), n. An old name
of the Guianan curassow or mituporanga, Crax
alector ; the crested curassow. Browne ; ISris-

son, 1760.

curacoa, . Incorrect spelling of curacao.

Curacy (ku'ra-si), . ; pi. curacies (-siz). [<
curate 1 + -cy"; as if < NL. *curatia.~\ 1. The
office or employment of a curate.

They get into orders as soon as they can, and if they be
very fortunate, arrive in time to a curacy here in town.

Swift.

curate

2t. The condition or office of a guardian ; guar-

dianship.

By way of curacy and protectorship.
lloyer Xorth, Examen, p. 260,

Perpetual curacy. See perpetual curate, under cur"*'-

curari, curara (kb'-ra'ri, -ra), n. [8. Arner.,
also written curare, and in many variant forms,

ourari, urari, woorara, woorali, wourali, wooraly,

wouri, wourara, etc.] A brown-black, shining,

brittle, resinous substance, consisting of the

aqueous extract of Struchnos toxifera, and va-

rious other species of the same genus, used by
South American Indians for poisoning their

arrows, especially the small arrows shot from
the blow-gun. Curari may, except in very large doses,

be introduced with impunity into the alimentary canal ;

but if introduced into a puncture of the skin so as to mix
with the blood, the effect is instantly fatal. Its principal
effect is paralysis of the terminations of the motor nerves,
and it causes death by paralysis of the muscles of the

chest, producing suffocation. The chief use of curari by
the Indians is for the chase, animals killed by it being
quite wholesome. It is largely used in physiological ex-

periments, and to a small extent therapentically in spas-
modic affections, as tetanus, rabies, etc.

curarine (kb'-ra'rin), n. [< curari + -iwe2 .] An
alkaloid extracted from curari, forming col-

orless prisms more poisonous than the curari

which yields it. One hundredth of a gram
introduced into the skin of a rabbit produces
death in a short time.

curarization (ko-ra-ri-za'shon), n. [< curarise

+ -ation.] The act or operation of curarizing ;

the state of being curarized.

curarize (ko-rii'riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cura-

rized, ppr. curarizing. [< curari + -ize.] To
administer curari to; destroy the motor with-

out destroying the sensory function of the ner-

vous system by the use of curari, as in vivisec-

tion, when the animal is rendered motionless
and voiceless, but not insensible to pain.
curassow (ku-ras'6), n. [< curagao(-bird) : see

curacao.] 1. One of the large gallinaceous
South American birds of the genera Crax and
Pauxi, and the subfamily Cracime. There are in all

upward of 12 species. The best-known, and that to which
the name was flrst applied, is the curacao-bird or crested

curassow, Crax alector, of a greenish-black color with a

white crest, inhabiting northerly parts of South America.
The red cnrassow is Cmxrnbra; the galeated curassow or

Globose Curassow (Crax globicera).

cushew-bird is Pauxi (faleata ; the red-knobbed cnrassow
is Crax (CroKsolaryng-us) carunculata or yarrelli. The
globose curassow, C. (jlobicera, is notable as the northern-
most species, and the only one found north of Panama ;

it

ranges into Mexico. Several species of curassows are do-
mesticated in their native country, and resemble the tur-

key in size and general character.

2. pi. The family Cracidte.

Also spelled carasou; cantssow, and also called

hocco, mituporanga, and by other names.

curavt, See curate1 .

CUTat2t, . [Also curate, curiet, appar. based
on ML. euratia, a cuirass: see cuirass, and cf.

OF. cuiret, undressed leather, from same ult.

source.] A cuirass.

Enchasing on their citrate with my blade,
That none so fair as fair Angelica.

Greene. Orlando Furioso.

The mastiffs fierce that hunt the bristled boar
Are harnessed with curat* light and strong.

John Dennytt (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 173).

curate1 (ku'rat), H. [< ME. curat = OFries. l;u-

rit, < ML. ev/ratut (> It. enrato = F. cure), a

priest, curate, prop, adj., having to do with the
cure of souls, < L. cura, cure, care: see cure,

.] 1. According to former use, one who has
the cure of souls

;
a priest; a minister.

When thou sh:ilt be shriven of thy <(/;<(/, tell him eke
all the sinncs Unit thou hast don sitli tbuii \\eiv laste

shriven. Chaitci'i; Parson's Tale.



curate

Send down ll|H,u uiir I'.Hliop*. anil Curate*, and nil r,,n
i i")l.H collllnitte. I to tllrir ' h:il -' Hi '

ll. ill Mill Spil il

i>f (hy -r;irr.

Boole iff Cum mini I'm aft
I Kn;j.|, I'ravcr '"'' <'lcrjjy and

[ I'.'iiplr.
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II. n. 1 A lmr<l anil callous swelling on vuri- curb-key ( kerb'ke), it. In tflty., a peculiar key
OUH parts of a horse's leg, us l lie hinder part of usnl in operating submarine cables, .li-si-m-il

the hock, the inside of the hoof, beneath the to prevent the prolongation ami confusion of
elbow of the hoof, e|.-. signals growing out of induction.

various kimls .if hem-Meed parochial clergy, such a* Curb (kerb), r.
[
< M K. <-nnrli< n, l;i-rhrn, beml, CUrbleSS (kcrb'les), rt. [< ritrli + -/i.s-.v.

]
I l:n -

bow, crouch. < )!'. nmr/mr, corber, curber, F. ingno curb or restraint.
nun -In r = I'r. cnriiiir. .;;/ = OSp. i-orntr (now curboulyt, -

v
: .-A,,/,,//,. (;,., ArTli-

irrnr) = Pg. curvar = It. euruare, < L. cc- tary Antiquities.
, bend, curve, < cumin, bent, curved : see curb-pin (kerb'pin), n. One of the pins on the

i-iin-i; it., and curve, v., of which curb is a doub- lever of the regulator of a watch which em-
brace the hair-spring of the balanc.- HIM! regu-
late its vibrations. /;. //. linii/lit.

curb-plate (kerb 'plat), . 1. In arch.: (a)
The wall-plate of a circular or elliptical dome
or roof. E. If. Knight, (b) In a curb-roof, the

plate which receives the feet of the upper raf-
ters, (c) The plate of a skylight. 2. The
cylindrical frame of a well

;
a well-curb. See

curb, n.v, 4 (b).

rcct.ii^. vicars, anil all other IHTM.NS uho are now
in common parlance ineiinilients, ami uh.. in old times
were -elierally kll"\\ II as fit rut''*, trulll their ha'i inu' cure ol

souls. J. C. Jeafremii, Book about the t'lcrny, I. 4-'i.

2. In (lie Church of Kngland, and in the Irish

I Ionian Catholic church, a clergyman employed
under the incumbent (whether rector or vicar),
either as assistant in the same church or in a
chapel within the parish and connected with
the church. The curate is the offlcer of lowest dciircc
in the church of Knuland ; he must be licensed by the

hishop or orilinary. The term is not in use in the United
Mat.'-.

3f. A guardian; a protector Perpetual curate,
in KHII. eeele*. liar, formerly, a curate of a parish in which
tl.cic U;H neither rector nor vicar, anil the benefice of
hich was iii possession and control of a layman. Per-

petual curacies have since 1868 been abolished, every In-

cinnhcnt of a church (not a rector) who is entitled to per-
form marriages, etc., ami to appropriate the fees, being
no\v deemed a vicar and his benefice a vicarage. Stipen-
diary curate, in the Clutrcli of England, a curate wno is

hired by the rector or vicar to servo for him, and may be
remo\eii at pleasure.

curate'-'t, . See cumfi.
curatelle (ku-ra-tel'), . [F., < ML. euratus,
care, < L. citntre, care: see cure, .] In French
I'lir, guardianship; comtnitteeship; tutorship.
curateship (ku'rat-ship), ii. Same as curacy, 1.

euratess (ku'rat-es), n. [< curate + -ens.} The
wife of a curate. [Rare.]
A very lowly curate I might perhaps essay to rule ; but

a euratess would be sure to get the better of me.
Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxi.

curationt, . [= F. duration = Sp. curacion =
Pg. euraySo = It. curazione, < L. curatio(ti-),

cure, healing, < curare, pp. euratus, take care,
cure : see cure, .] Cure

; healing.
Hut I may not endure that thou dwelle
In so unskilful an opynyou,
That of thy wo is no curacion.

Chaucer, Trollus, i. 701.

The method of curatuni lately delivered by David Buck-
barns was approved by the profession of Leyden.

Sir T. Brou-ne, Vnlg. Err.

curative (kii'ra-tiv). a. and n. [= F. curatif=
Sp. Pg. It. curatiro, < L. as if "curativus, < curare,

pp. euratus, cure: see cure, v."] I. a. 1. Relat-

ing to the cure of diseases. 2. Promoting cure ;

having the power or a tendency to cure.

II. . That which cures or serves to cure
;
a

remedy.
curatively (ku'ra-tiv-li), adv. In a curative
manner

; as a curative.
curator (ku-ra'tor), n. [= F. curatettr = Pr.

Sp. Pg. curator = It. curatore, < L. curator, one
who has care of a thing, a manager, guardian,
trustee, < curare, pp. euratus, take care of: see
cure, v.] 1. In Rom. law, one appointed to man-
age the affairs of a person past the age of pu-

let.] I. trans. If. To bend
;
curve.

Ill- tunnies soft.- and esy forto were
Therou, lest liondes harde It [the vine] krrbr or tere.

I'allmlin-, llusliondrie (I). K. T. S.), p. 72.

Crooked an. I ciirliril lines.

Iliilliiml, tr. ..( I'llltalrli. p. <i7s.

2. To bend to one's will ; check ; restrain ; hold
in check; control; keep in subjection: as, to
curb the passions.
Monarchies need not fear any curbing of their absolute-

ness by mighty subjects, as long as hy wisdom they keep
tile heart* of the people.

/.'". -../*, Advancement of Learning, it. 145.

Bo la the will of a living daughter curbed by the will of
a dead father. Sltak., II. of V., L Z.

The haughty noMlity of Castile winced more than once
at finding themselves curbed so tightly by their new mas-
ters. Prencott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 6.

He guides the force he gave ; his hand restrains
And curb* It to the circle it must trace.

Bryant, Order of Nature (trans.).

3. To restrain or control with a curb ; guide
and manage with the reins.

Part curb their flery steeds. Milton, P. L., 11. 581.

4. To strengthen or defend by a curb : as, to
curb a well or a bank of earth.

Il.t intraim. To bend
; crouch.

Thanne I courbed on my knees and cryed hir of grace.
Pier* Plnurman (B), i. 79.

Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg,
Vea, curb and woo, for leave to do him good.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

curb (kerb), .
2

[In some senses formerly also

kerb; < curb, r.] 1. That which checks, re-

strains, or holds back
; restraint ; check

;
con-

trol.

curb-roof (kerb'rof), . In arch., a roof in
which the rafters, instead of continuing straight

ftiagram of Curb-roof.

A, tie-beam ; B, collar-beam
; C, C, rafters.

down from the ridge to the walls,
are received at a given height on

plates, which in their turn are

supported by rafters less in-

clined to the horizon, whose
bearing is directly on the walls.
The roof thus presents a bent appear-
ance, whence its name. The Mansard
roof is a form of curb-roof In which the

slope of the lower section usually ap-
proaches the perpendicular, while tiiat

of the upper section approaches the
horizontal, the angle lietween the two

Section of Curb-roof.

A, rafter, the foot
of which projects
over the plate B ; ( .

cornice ; F, bed-
mold . F, slates or

shingles.
sections thus being strongly marked.

This is a defence to the adjoyning countrey ; a safe- Curb-sender (kerb'sen'der), . An automatic
guard ami a cnrb to the city. Santlyt, Travailes, p. ids.

signaling apparatus invented by Sir W. Thorn-
Wild natures need wise curbs. Tennyson, Princess, v. gon of Glasgow and Prof. Fleeming Jenkin of

Specifically 2. A chain or strap attached to Edinburgh, used in submarine telegraphy. The
i- message is punched on a paper ribbon, which is thcithe upper ends of the branches of the bit of a bri

die, and passing under the horse's lower jaw,
used chiefly in controlling an unruly or high-
spirited horse. The curb-rein is attached to the lower
ends of the fauces, and when it is pulled the curb is pressed
forward against the horse's jaw with a tendency to break
it if the pressure is great. See cut under harnei*.

He that before ran In the pastures wild
felt the stiff cur* control his angry jaws.

Drayton, Eclogues, iv.

To stop the moiithes of our adversaries, and to bridle
them with their own curb. Milton, 1'relatlcal Episcopacy.

3. A line of joined stones set upright at the outer

edge of a walk, or at one of the edges of a street

passed through the transmitting apparatus by clockwork.
The name is due to the fact that when a current of one
kind of electricity is sent by the instrument, another of
the opposite kin. I is sent immediately after to curb the
first, the citect of the second transmission being to make
the indication produced by the first sharp and distinct,
instead of slow and uncertain.

curbstone (kerb'ston), n. 1. A stone placed
against earth or brick- or stonework to prevent
it from falling out or spreading. 2. Specifi-
cally, one of the stones set together on edge at
the outer side of a sidewalk, forming a curb.

Formerly also spelled kerbxtone, kirbnione.
Curbstone broker. See utrert broker, under liruker.berty when from any cause he has become un-

fit to manage them himself. 2. In civil law, a or road, forming the inner side of a gutter; a CUTCh (kurch), n. [Sc-> also courche, etc., an-
guardian ; specifically, one who has the care of row of curbstones. [In this and related uses other form of kerch, ME. kerche, short for ker-
the estate of a minor or other incompetent per- formerly also spelled kerb.] 4. In meclt. : (a) chef, kerchif, curcheff, E. kerchief: see kerch, ker-
son. 3. One who has the care arid superin- A breast-wall or retaining-wall erected to sup- chief."] A kerchief; a covering for the head
tendence of something, as of a public museum,
fine-art collection, or the like. *

Seeing the above-mentioned strangers are like to con-
tinue here yet awhile, at the least some of them, the soci-
ety shall much stand In need of a curator of experiments.

Boyle, Works, VI. 147.

curatorship (ku-ra'tpr-ship), n. [< curator +
-xli/ii."] The office of a curator.

curatory (kii'ra-to-ri), . [< ML. curatoria, <
L. curator, a curator.] In Rom. law, the office
of a curator

; curatorship ; tutelage.
The citraturtj of minors above pnpilarity was of much

Katije. Brit., XX. 689.

worn by women
;
an inner linen cap.

O in my basnet a widow's eurrh !

Kimnont Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. CO).

port a bank of earth, (b) A casing of stone,
wood, brick, or iron, built inside a well that is

being sunk, or the framework above and around
a well, (e) A boarded Structure used to con- She snatched from her head the cunh or cap, which had
tain concrete until it hardens into a pier or been '"sordered during her hysterical agony,

foundation, (a) The outer casing of a tur-
bine-wheel, (e) A curved shrouding which curchefft, . An obsolete form of kerchief.

confines the water against the floats or buckets CUrcbie (kur'chi), ti. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of a scoop-wheel or breast-wheel. (/) The of 8"r*fi courtesy.

wall-plate at the springing of a dome, (g) The Wi '

a eurehie low did stoop. Burta, Holy Fair,

wall-plate on the top of the permanent part Curculio (ker-ku'li-6), n. [NL., < L. curculio,
of a windmill, on which the cap rotates as the also gurgulio, a corn-worm, a weevil.] 1. A Lin-
wind veers. (h) An

inclined^ circular plate nean genus of weevils or snout-beetles, for-
later date than the Tables.

curatrix (ku-rii'triks), H. [LL., fern, of L. cu- placed round the edge of a kettle to prevent merly'conterminous with the Curculionidtt, now
rator: see ciii-iitor.] 1 . A woman, or anything the contents from boiling over. greatly restricted or disused. 2. [I.e."] A
regarded as feminine, that cures or heals. CUrba (ker'bji),

. An African measure of ca- weevil; particularly, one of the common fruit-

[Rare.] pacitv, ranging at different places from 7i to weevils which work great destruction among
That "nature

'

of Hippocrates that is the mratrix of 1" gallons, used by the negroes in the sale of plums, and which receive the colloquial name
It maybe a tub, "little Turk," from the crescent-shaped markCudu-urth, intellectual system, p. 107. palm-oil, grain, pulse, etc.

a basket, or an earthen pot.
CUTbable (ker'ba-bl), a. [= F. courbable; as curc~

diseases.
,

. .

2. A female superintendent or guardian,
a basket, or an earthen pot. left by their sting. See cut under Conotrachi-liix.

'

rculionid (ker-ku-li-on'id), a. and . I. .l{i<-li,i>-il.ioH. ,
. .

curb (kerb), a. and H. l
[I. .: < ME.cour&e, adj.,

curb + -able.
~\ Capable of being curbed or re- Of or pertaining to the CurculioiiMa.

< OF. fimrb,; i-orbt; mod. F. courbe = Pr. corb 8tT
v

1

ufi
1
',,

tKare.] T]le American agriculturist may have to encounter still

= Sp. Pg. It. ciirm, < L. curtain, bent, crooked CUrb-Dlt (kerb bit), . A form of bit for the another enemy of his labors a curculionid beetle the

curved: see curre, <i , of which curb is a doub- bridl of a horse, which, by the exertion of Phytonomus puuctatus. fimithtoniau Krport,im,p.t49.

liakkc lie hituli :ind a-nother IK. fore a'-1:1 in the invstc. -check upon the motion of any moving piece of
i (K. K. T. s.). iii. tar,, apparatus.

rous Cult
ii/iti i-ii or beetles: tile weevils or snout-

beetles, one of the most extensive groups of
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coleopterous insects. They have a strong fold on
the inner tun- of each of the elytra, the. pyi;idium divided

in the males, the tarsi generally diluted, brush-like be-

neath, and no accessory mandttrtllir place. There are over

1,600 genera, all found on plants. About 10,000 species
are described, in all of which the head is prolonged into a

beak or snout, and furnished at the tip with a minute pair

oMiarp horizontal jaws which are used by the insect in

depositing its eggs, generally in the kernel of some fruit.

See ruts under Anthononius, bean-weevil, and Conotrache-
lui

curcuma (ker'ku-ma), n. [= It. and F. cur-

cuma, (NL. curcuma), < Ar. kurkum, saffron. See
crocus. ] 1. A plant of the genus Curcuma.
2. [<*(/>.] [NL.] A genus of plants, natural or-

der SeitamiiHUe. Theyhave perennial tuberous roots and
annual stems, and the (lowers are in spikes with concave
bracts. Some with bright-colored reddish or yellow flow-

ers are found in hothouses. C. Zedoaria furnishes the

zedoury of the shops. The colorless roots of C. aitgusti-

fulia and C. kucorrhiza furnish a kind of starch some-
times called East Indian arrowroot. The root of C. Ania-
</ (mango-ginger), a native of Bengal, is used in the same
way as ginger. C. longa yields turmeric, a mildly aromat-
ic substance, employed medicinally in India, and forming
an ingredient in the composition of curry-powder.

curcuma-paper (ker'ku-ma-pa*per), . Paper
stained with a decoction of turmeric acid and
used by chemists as a test of free alkali, by the
action of which it is stained brown.

curcumin, curcumine (ker'ku-min), n. [< cur-

cuma + -i 2
,

-ine2.] The coloring matter of

turmeric.

curd 1
(kerd), . [Se. and E. dial, crud, < ME.

curd, oftener crud, crod, usually in pi. cruddes,

crodaes, < Ir. cruth, also spelled gruth, (/roth, =
Gael, grutli, curds; cf. Ir. cruthaim, I milk.]
1. The coagulated or thickened part of milk,
which is formed into cheese, or eaten as food :

often used in the plural.
Curdx ami cream, the flower of country fare.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii. 96.

2. The coagulated part of any liquid.

It [the brass] is next dipped into a much stronger acid

solution, where it remains until the curd appears.
Spun, Eneyc. Maiiuf., p. 322.

curd1
(kerd), ?'. [Sc. and E. dial, crud, < ME.

critdden, curd, coagulate; from the noun.] I,

trans. To cause to coagulate ;
turn to curd

;

curdle ; congeal ;
clot.

Alle fresshe the mylk is crmlded now to chese.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 154.

Chaste as the icicle

That's curded by the frost from purest snow,
And hangs on Dian's temple. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

God's mercy, maiden ! does it curd thy blood
To say, I am thy mother ? Sliak., All's Well, i. 3.

II. intrans. To become curdled or coagulated ;

become curd.

Being put into milke, it [mint] will not suffer it to turn
or soure, it keepeth it from quailing .t curding.

llullatul, tr. of Puny, xx. 14.

Curd2
,

. See Kurd.
curd-caket (kerd'kak), n. A small fried cake,
made of curds, eggs, and a very little flour,

sweetened, and spiced with nutmeg.
curd-cutter (kerd'kut'er), n. An apparatus for

cutting up cheese-curd to facilitate the separa-
tion of the whey.
curdiness (ker'di-nes), n. The state of being
curdy.
Curdle (ker'dl), v.

; pret. and pp. curdled, ppr.
curdling. [Sc. and E. dial, cruddle, crudle ;

freq. of curd, crud: see curd1
, v.] I. trans. To

change into curd
; cause to thicken or coagulate.

There is in the spirit of wine some acidity, by which
brandy curdles milk. Flayer.

II. intrans. To coagulate or thicken
;
become

curd.

curd-mill (kerd'mil), n. A curd-cutter.

cur-dog (ker'dog), n. [< ME. cur-dog, curre-
<li/(/e; < cur + dog.'] A cur; a worthless dog.
curdy (ker'di), a. [Also dial, cruddy ; < curd*,
crud, + -/!.] Like curd; full of or containing
curd.

It differs from a vegetable emulsion by coagulating into
a curdy mass with acids. Arbutlinot, Aliments.

cure (kur), n. [< ME. cure (also cury, q. v.), <
OF. cure, F. cure = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cura = MD.
kurf, D. kuur = G. Dan. Sw. kur, < L. cura, OL.
*coera, *coira, care, heed, attention, anxiety,
grief, prob. connected with cavcre, pay heed,be cautious : see caution. Not related in any
way to E. care. The medical senses are due in
part to the verb.] 1. Care; concern; over-
sight; charge. [Obsolete or rare except in the
specific sense, def. 2.J

Of studie took he most cure and most heede.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 303.

Nowc, faire lady, thynk, sithe it first began,
That love had sette niyn herte vmlir your cure.

l'ui:i;,-nl I'nfins, etc. (ed. Flirnivall), p. 70.
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Cranmer had declared, in emphatic terms, that God had

immediately committed to Christian princes the whole cure

of all their subjects, as well concerning the administration

of God's word for the cure of souls as concerning the ad-

ministration of things political. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

Specifically 2. Spiritual charge ;
the employ-

ment or office of a curate or parish priest ;
cu-

racy: as, the cure of souls (see below): ordi-

narily confined in use to the Roman Catholic
and Anglican churches.

Other men that wer oonly comtemplatiffe and were free

from alle cures and prclaci, thei had fulle cherite to God
and to hir evyne cristen.

llmnoalt, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

A small cure of fifteen pounds a year was offered me in

a distant neighbourhood. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

3. The successful remedial treatment of a dis-

ease ;
the restoration of a sick person to health :

as, to effect a cure.

I cast out devils, and I do cures. Luke xiii. 32.

She had done extraordinary cures since she was last in

town. Steele, Tatler, No. 248.

4. A method or course of remedial treatment
for disease, whether successful or not : as, the
water-cure.

Horace advises the Romans to seek a seat in some re-

mote part, by way of a cure for the corruption of manners.

Swift.
Like some sick man declined,

And trusted any cure. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

5. A remedy for disease; a means of curing
disease

;
that which heals : as, a cure for tooth-

ache Cure of souls, the spiritual oversight of parish-
ioners, or of others holding a similar relation, by a priest
or clergyman ; specifically, in prelatical churches, an ec-

clesiastical charge in which parochial duties and the ad-
ministration of sacraments are included, primarily vested
in the bishop of the diocese, the clergy of each parish act-

ing as his deputies.

A cure of souls is that portion of responsibility for the
provision of sacraments to and the adequate instruction
of the Catholic faithful which devolves upon the parish
priest of a particular district, in regard to the souls of all

persons dwelling within the limits of that district.

Cath. Diet.

To do no curet, to take no care. Chaucer. (See also

grape-cure, movement-cure, water-cure, etc.)

cure (kur), v.
; pret. and pp. cured, ppr. curing.

[< ME. euren, C OF. curer, care for, etc., mod.
F. curer, cleanse, = Sp. Pg. curar = It. curare,
cure, = G. euriren = Dan. kurere = Sw. kurera,
< L. curare, OL. eoerare, coirare, take care of,
attend to, care for as a physician, cure, < cura,
care, etc.: see cure, .] I. trans. If. To take
care of; care for.

Men dredeful curiden or buriden Stheuene.

Wyclif, Deeds (Acts) viii. 2.

2. To restore to health or to a sound state
;

heal or make well : as, he was cured of a wound,
or of a fever.

The child was cured from that very hour. Mat. xvii. 18.

I strive in vain to cure my wounded soul.
B. Jontton, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

3. To remove or put an end to by remedial
means; heal, as a disease; remedy, as an evil
of any kind

; remove, as something objection-
able.

Then he called his twelve disciples together and gave
them power ... to cure diseases. Luke ix. 1.

This way of setting off, by the by, was not likely to cure
my uncle Toby's suspicions.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 3.

The only way to cure mistrust is by showing that trust,
if given, would not be misplaced, would not be betrayed.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 269.

4. To prepare for preservation by drying, salt-

ing, etc. : as, to cure hay; to cure fish or beef.

Who has not seen a salt fish thoroughly cured for this

world, so that nothing can spoil it, and putting the per-
severance of the saints to the blush ?

Thoreau, Walden, p. 131.

II. intrans. If. To care
;
take care

; be care-
ful.

In hilles is to cure
To set hem on the Southe if thai shall ure [burn].

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

2. To effect a cure.

Whose smile and frown, like to Achilles' spear,
Is able with the change to kill and cure.

Slialc.,ZHen. VI., v. 1.

3f. To become well
; be cured.

One desperate grief cures with another's languish.
Shak., R. and .!., i. 2.

cur (kii-ra'), n. [F. : see citratel.] A Roman
Catholic parish priest in France or in a French
country.
cure-all (kur'al), n. [< cure, v., + obj. all;
equiv. to panacea.] A remedy for all kinds of
diseases

;
a panacea.

To exalt their nostrum to the rank of a cure-all.
The American, VII. 294.

curia

cureless (kur'les), a. [< cure + -/ess.] With-
out cure; incurable; not admitting of a rem-

edy : as, a cureless disorder.

Whose cui-dexx wounds, even now, most freshly bleed.
Sir J'. Sidney (Arber's Eug. Garner, I. 527).

In bitter mockery of hate,
His cureless woes to aggravate.

Scott, Rokeby, iv. 27.

curer (kur'er), n. 1. A physician; one who
heals. 2. One who preserves provisions, as

beef, fish, and the like, from putrefaction, by
means of salt or in any other manner.

curettage (ku-ret'aj), . [< curette + -age.']
The application of 'the curette; the scraping
away of granulations and the like with a cu-

rette.

curette (ku-ref), . [F., a scoop, scraper, <

curer, clean, cleanse, prune, < L. curare, take care
of: see cure, .] A small surgical instrument for

scooping or scraping away, or otherwise remov-

ing, substances which require removal, as ear-

wax, a cataractous lens, stones in lithotomy,
cysts, granulations, small polypi, and the like

from the cavity of the uterus, or granulations
and dried mucus from the throat. The curette

may be spoon-, scoop-, or loop-shaped, with blunt or sharp
edges, according to its special purpose. The name is also

applied to a tubular suction-instrument used in the re-

moval of soft cataracts.

curette (ku-ref), . t.
; pret, and pp. curetted,

ppr. curetting: [< curette, .] To scrape with
a curette.

curfew (ker'fii), n. [Early mod. E. also curfcu,
courefewe, and corruptly curjle; < ME. cur/ewe,

courfew, courfewe, courefeu, curfu, corfu, some-
times with final r, curfur, corfour (Sc. curfure),
< OF. courfeu, corfeu, and more corruptly car-

refeu, cerrefeu, carfou (F. dial, carfou), contr.
from cuevrefu, cocvrefeu, covrefeu, later couvre-

feu, curfew, lit.
'

cover-fire '

(cf . the equiv. ML.
ignitegium or pyritegium, < L. ignis or Gr. irvp,

fire, T L. tegcre, cover), \ OF. covrir, F. couvrir,

cover, + feu, fire, < li-focm, a hearth : see cover
and /oews, /McZ.] 1. The ringing of a bell at an

early hour (originally 8 o'clock) in the evening,
as a signal to the inhabitants of a town or vil-

lage to extinguish their fires and lights ;
the

time of ringing the bell; the bell so rung, or
its sound. This was a very common police regulation
during the middle ages, as a protection against fires as
well as against nocturnal disorders in the unlighted streets.

The practice is commonly said to have been introduced
into England from the continent by William the Con-
queror, but it probably existed there before his time. The
curfew-bell is still rung at 9 o'clock in some places, though
it is several centuries since it was required by law.

Aboute corfew tyme or litel more.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 459.

He begins at curfew, and walks till the first cock.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

I hear the far-off curfeu sound,
Over some wide-water'd shore,
Swinging slow with sullen roar.

Milton, II Penseroso, L 74.

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day. Oray, Elegy.

2. A cover, ornamented or plain, for a fire; a
fire-plate ;

a blower.

Pots, pans, curfewn, coun-
ters, and the like. Bacon.

curfew-bell (ker'fu-
bel), n. The bell with
which the curfew is

rung.
The curfew bell hath rung;

'tis three o'clock.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 4.

Life's curfew-bell.

Lonfffellow.

curfish (ker'fish), n.

One of the scyllioid sharks
;
a dogfish. [Local,

Eng.]
curflet, curfut, See curfew.
CUrfuffle (ker-fuf'l), >. t.

; pret. and pp. curfuf-
fled,-ppr.curfujfling. [Origin obscure.] To dis-

order; ruffle; dishevel.

[Scotch.]
Dick mrfuffled a' her hair. A. Hess, Helenore, p. 81.

CUrfuffle (ker-fuf'l), n. [< eurfufflr, r.] The
state of being disordered or ruffled ; agitation ;

perturbation. [Scotch.]
My lord maun be turned feel outright, . . . an' he puts

himsel' into sic a eurfujte for onything ye could bring
him, Edie. Scott, Antiquary, xxix.

curfurt, . See curfew.
Curia (ku'ri-a), .

; pi. curia; (-e). [L. ;
senses 2

and 3 first iii ML.] 1. In Rom. antiq. : (a) One
of the divisions of the citizens of Rome, with
reference to locality. The number of the curia?
is given as thirty, but the original number was
smaller.

Curfew for Fire. (From nemmin'
"
Encyclopedic des Beaux-Arts.")

Also carfuffle, fuffle.



curia

The ( 'HI-IK :is a political ami nut .'I (Jrlltilc Ill'lalilie.

III, 'III . . . Kor tin- spei ill! relation nf till' f'ni-i'il I" the

((vitas, n hint is fniiiiil in tin- statement (hut It'.muliis

gave eai'll I'm nt nil,- ;il|ip|lil,-lil.

tf. /.'. llrarn, Aryan Household, p. 334.

(b) The building in which a curia nii't for wor-

ship or publi" deliberation. (<) The building
in whicli tin- senate held its deliberation*, (d)

A title given to tin- senate of any one of the

Il.-iliaiicities, as distinguished from the Koman
smnte. 2. In innlii-nil lii/<il H.IP, a court, either

jinlii-ial, admiiiistr.-itive, or legislative; a court

of justice. In tln> Norman period nf English history the
CIII-I'K /,v.'/i.< ;is :in assembly which Mil- king was bound
to run -n 1 1 n important state mutters, nmt W|IOM- roiisenl

was m-eessary fur tin- enactment of laws, tin- imposition
ni extraordinary laves, etc. It consisted noliiinally of the

trinuits in chief, tmt practically it was iiiurll more limited.

Originally tin- Curia Itegis anil the Exchequer wen n

IKISCI! uf "tin- sanii- persons. Kroin the Curia Regis there

developed later Ihr ordinary Council or I'rivy Coum-il, ami
the i 'MIII i- of King's I'.i'iii-h and Common Pleas. Also
Aula ltryia or 7<iv/iif.

'I'hi' council, as it existed In the Norman period under
the naiin- nf i'in-iti iv/i'x, . . . exercised judicial, legisla-

tive, and administrative functions.

Kneije. Brit., XIX. "(if).

3.
[cup.'] Specifically, in modern use, the court

of the papal see.

The collusion, so to call It, between the crown and the

papacy, as to the observance of the statute of provisors,
extended also to the other dealings with the Curio.

Hi nl>l>*. Const. Hist., $ 403.

Curia advisari VUlt, the court wishes to delilwrate. It

implies a |>ostpoucnicnt i>f decision after argument, and
henrr an adjournment or continuance of a cause landing
ennsiileration of what judgment should be resolved on.

Abbreviated i-in. inlr. i-nit. Curia claudenda, in early
Kwt. lau\ a writ requiring the making of a iMHUidary-wall
or -fence.

curial (ku'ri-al), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. curial = It.

curtate, < L. curiiilis, of the curia, ML. of a court,
< curia, curia, ML. a court : see curia.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the Roman curia : as,

" curial

festivals," KHCI/C. Brit., XX. 732. 2. Pertain-

ing or relating to the Papal Curia.

curialism (ku'ri-al-izm), n. [< curial + -ism.]
The political system or policy of the Papal Cu-
ria or court.

The ancient principles of popular election ami control

. . . have by the. constant aggressions of Curialism been
in tile main effaced.

(Uailsluar, Vaticanism, Harper's Weekly, Supp., XIX. 251.

curialistic (ku'ri-a-lis'tik), . [As curitil-ism

+ -isttc.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

curialism.

curialityt (ku-ri-al'i-ti), n. [< ML. curiali-

t(t(t-).i, in sense of 'courtesy,' < curialis, of a
court: see curial.] The privileges, preroga-
tives, or retinue of a court.

The court and curialitif. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

curiate (ku'ri-at), a. [< L. furiatus, < curia :

see curia.] Of or relating to the Roman curia
;

curial: as, "curiate assemblies," Encyc. Brit.,
XX. 732.

curiett, Same as curafi.

Curimatina (ku'ri-ma-ti'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Ciiriiiiatiix + -ina2.] In Gfunther's system of

classification, a group of Charactmda; having an

adijiose fin, imperfect dentition, and a short dor-
sal (in. They are numerous in South America.
Curimatus (ku-ri-ma'tus), n. [NL. (Cuvier).]

1403

The typical genus of Curimatina. C. mirarti is

an example.
curing-house (kur'ing-hous), n. A building in
which anything is cured; specifically, in the
West Indies, a house wherein sugar is drained
ami dried.

curio (ku'ri-6), n. [Appar. short for curiosity.]
< trigi mill y, an object of virtu or article of bric-a-

lir.-ic, such as a bronze, a piece of porcelain or

l;ici|iier-\v;ire, etc.. brought from China or the
I'iir Kast ; now, any bronze, or piece of old china

prof bric-a-brac in general, especially such as
is rave or curious: us. a collection of curios.

CUriologict, . See

curiosi, . Plural

curiosity (ku-ri-os'i ti), .; pi. curioxitii-s (-tiz).

[Karly mod. K. curiositie, < ME. curiosite, curi-

.</(,' curiosity, care, < OF. curioscte, curiosite,

V. fiiriiKiiti- = I'r. curioxitut, i-urio-i-lut = Sp. cu-

riimiaatt = Pg. 01riosidade = It. curiogitd, < L.

rurimita(l-)x, curiosity, < riirinxiix, curious: see

curious.] If. CareMness; nicety; delicacy;

fastidiousness; scrupulous care.

When thoii want in thy tilt and thy perfume, they mocked
thee fur ti>u much riiri*;t<i. Shale., T. of A., Iv. 3.

liml nftentillies takl'S flnlll 118 that Which With SO IIIUCll

I-IH-M.XI'/W we would preserve.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 090.

2. Accuracy; exactness; nice performance.
[Rare.]

Hang
Cui-i'iuiVi; in mllMe : leave HK.M- enilehetx

T" men that get their living with a wing.

Shirley, Hyde 1'ark, Iv. 3.

The curwuittf of the workmanship of nature. lta]i.

3f. Curious arrangement; singular or artful

performance.
To folowen word by word the curyorite
Uf Qraunson.

Chaucer, Complaint of Venus, I. 81.

There hath been practised ... curwrity, to set a tree

upon the north side of a wall, and . at a little height, to draw
It through the wall, &e. Bacon, Nat. HUt.

4f. Extravagantly minute investigation.
I intend not to proceed any further in this Mtrio/i>

then to shew some small suhtillltic that any other hath
not yet done. Futtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. dl.

5. Fancifulness
; extravagance; a curious or

fanciful subject.
The exercise of right instructing was chang'd into the

mriority of impertinent fabling.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

6. The desire to see or learn something that is

new, strange, or unknown; inquisitiveness.
Yet not so content, they mounted higher, and l>ecause

their wordes serued well thereto, they made feete of sixe

times : but this proceeded more of curiotitie then other-

wise. i'uttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 56.

This feeling, according to circumstances, is denominat-
ed surprise, astonishment, admiration, wonder, and, when
blended with the intellectual tendencies we have consid-

ered, it obtains the name of curiosity.
Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, iii.

We speak of the monkey as marked by incessant curi-

arity. That is to say, he makes constant mental excur-

sions beyond the range of his hereditary habito.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 333.

7. Aii object of interest or inquisitiveness; that

which excites a desire of seeing or deserves to

be seen, as novel or extraordinary; something
rare or strange.

I met with a French Gentleman, who, amongst other
Curum'fiftf which he pleased to shew me up and down
Paris, brought me to that Place where the late King was
slain. //...c. //. Letters, I. i. 18.

We took a ramble together to see the curwtrities of thin

great town. Addition, Freeholder.

= Syn. 7. Phenomenon, marvel, wonder, sight, rarity.

curiosity-shop (ku-ri-os'i-ti-shop), . A place
where curiosities are sold or kept.

curioso (ku-ri-o'so), n. ; pi. curiosi (-si). [It.,

= E. curious, q. v.] A person curious in art;
a virtuoso.

Dr. J. Wllklns, warden of Wadham College, the greatest
curiitgo of his time, invited him and some of the musicians
to his lodgings, purposely to haw a consort.

Life of A. Wood, p. 112.

curious (ku'ri-us), a. [< ME. curious, coriotts,

< OF. curious, curios, F. curieux = Sp. Pg. It.

curioso, < L. curiosus, careful, diligent, thought-
ful, inquisitive, curious, < cura, care, etc. : see

cure.] If. Careful; nice; accurate; fastidious;

precise; exacting; minute.

It was therefore of necessitie that a more ctiriou* and
particular description should l>ee made of euery manner
of speech. PuttenAam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 130.

Men were not curious what syllables and particles they
used. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

For curiou* I cannot lie with you,
Signior liaptUta, of whom I hear so well.

Shak., T. of the S., IT. 4.

Your courtier is more curious
To set himself forth richly than his lady.

Beau, and /'/
. Knight of Malta, iii. 2.

2. Wrought with or requiring care and art;
neat

;
elaborate ;

finished : as, a curious work.

The curuiux girdle of the ephod. Ex. xxviii. 8.

'Ilien Koliin HOIM) gave him a mantle of green,
Hroad arrows, ami I'lu-i'mi* lima IKIW.

Kobin //i*/ iiuil the inwcr(Child's Ballads, V. 211).

These curiom locks so aptly twiti'd,
Whose every hair a soul doth bind.

Corj>, To A. L.

3. Exciting curiosity or surprise: awakening
inquisitive interest ; rare; singular; odd: as, a
curious fact.

curl

I In n- wu a king, an a enrima king,
An' a kinu' o royal fame.

/.ii./.w- IIMU ...... /(Child'n l!allil, II. 382).

Thi'i. .in llnnj in him
| liii'ilnm*] very '-iTi'mix, got out

of better aillb"iili.s nnw lo.-t. (,Vii//. Vt : !.- Ill

Man luu tin- euriiHi* power of ili-rcivini: himself, when
he eaimot deceive nlliern. ./. f. I'tarkr, Self Culture, p. 4.

4. Inquisitive; desirous of seeing or knowing ;

eager to learn ; addicted to research or inqnin :

sometimes, in a disparaging sense, prying: a>.

a man of a curious mind : followed by afti-r, nf,

in, or about, or an infinitive.

Adrian . . . was the most curium man that lived, ami
Hi. most universal inquirer.

Huron, Advancement of Learning, i. 77.

There are some who have h.-, n .</, /.,/'* in (be eompai ison

of Tongues, who believe that the Irish is but a Dialect of

the aiilient British. llotrell. Letters, II. 65.

Curunti after things . . . elegant and beautiful.

Curiotwo/ antiquities. Dryden, Fables.

Render, if any ctmVm* stay
To ask my hated name,

Tell them the grave that hides my clay
Conceals me from my shame. Wetdey.

He was very ctirimm to obtain information about Amer-
ica. /.'. Taylor, l.amls of the Saracen, p. 23.

Curious artst, magical arts.

Many of them {the Ephesians] also which used rtm'oti*

artu I. roii-M their books together, and burned them be-

fore all men. Acts xlx. 18.

^SyH. 3. Stranflf, Surprininti, etc. See iroiulerful.t.
Curiotut, Inquisitive, Pryiittj. Curivu* and iniftiijtitirf may
lie used in a good or a bail sense, but fm/uMiftrv is more
often, and pryiiiy is only, found in the latter. Curiou* ex-

presses only the desire to know ; inifuintioe, the effort t"

find out by inquiry ; prifintj, the etfort to find out secrete

by looking ami working in improper ways.

curioust (ku'ri-us), v. t. To work curiously;
elaborate. Dariex.

curiously (ku'ri-us-li), adr. [< ME. curiosli,

curiouseliehc ; < curious + -ly'
2
.] 1. Carefully;

attentively ;
with nice inspection.

At flrst I thought there bad been no light reflected from
the water in that place ; but observing it more rnriimttii,

I saw within it several smaller round spots, which ap-

peared much blacker and darker than the rest.

Neirton, Opticks.

The King's man saw that he was wroth,
And watched him curiously, till lie bad rend
The letter thrice, but nought to him he said.

H'lV/tniH Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 14(1.

2. With nice care and art
; exactly ; neatly ;

elegantly.
There is without the Towne a faire Maill ctm'imWi/

planted. Kwlyn, Diary, Aug. 28, 1041.

A meadow, curiounly beautified with lilies.

Banyan, Pilgrim's l*rogress, p. 171.

Take thou my churl, and tend him curunutly,
Like a king's heir, till all his hurts be whole.

Tennyson, The Last Tournament.

3. In a singular manner; fantastically; oddly.

With its high-pitched roofs and it clusters of curiously
twisted chimneys it [the Manor House] has served as a
model for the architecture of the village.

Frotuif, Sketches, p. 233.

4. With curiosity; inquisitively.
We know we cat His Ifcxly ami Blood ; but it is our w is-

dom not curiously to ask how or whence.
J. II. Xemnan, Parochial Sermons, I. 277.

curiousness (ku'ri-us-nes), n. [< ME. curi-

ousnesse, eoritnuencsnc ; < curious + -ness.] It.

Carefulness; painstaking; nicety; singular ex-

actitude in any respect.
This, 'tis nunour'il,

Little agrees with the ewnmunrm of honour.

Massin'jer, Parliament of Love, i. 4.

To the excellence of the metal, he may also add the rim-
ousnrss of the figure. South, Sermons, VIII. xi.

2. Singularity of appearance, action, contri-

vance, etc. 3. Cunosity; inquisitiveness.
Ah ! curwusness, first cause of all our ill,

And yet the plague which most torments us still.

Sir W. Alexander, Hours, i. 62.

4f. Cleverness; remarkableness.

Ya, sir, and of the corioiuenesse of that karle ther Is carp-

Ing. York Plays, p. 2T.S.

Ctirl (kerl), n. [First in ME. as adj., crull, crulle.

crolle, < MD. krul, Icrol = Fries, trull, Irolt, East
Fries, trul = MHG. krol, G. dial, kroll, curled ;

the noun curl first in mod. E.
;
D.lrul = G. dial.

kroll, kriill, krollc= Dan. l-rolle = Sw. dial, krullit

= Norw. ATM// and kurle, a curl (> D., etc., krul-

lia, curly) ; prob. from a Teut. type 'kruslo-; cf.

MHO. Icrus, G. kraus = D. Icroes, etc.
, crisp, curl-

ed: see crouse.] 1. A ringlet of hair.

shakes bis ambrosial curlt, and gives the nod ;

The stamp of fate, and sanction of the u-od.

Pope, Iliad, I. 6S4.

From the flaxen curl to the gray loek.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Hence 2. Something having a similar spiral

form; any undulation, sinuosity, or flexure.



curl

Waves or curls (in glass] which usually arise from the

sand-holes. Newton, Opticks.

3. Specifically, a winding or circling in the

grain of wood. 4. A disease of peach-trees
which causes great distortion of the leaves. It

is caused by an ascomycetous fungus, Taakrima

deformans. See Taphrina. 5. In math., the

vector part of the quaternion resulting from the

performance of the operation i.dldx+j.dldy +
k.dldz on any vector function X +jY + kZ.

Curl Of the lip, a slight sneering grimace of the lip.

curl (kerl), v. [E. dial, crule; < ME. 'crulleu =
MD. krollen, D. krullen = East Pries, krullen =
U. krollen = Dan. krolle = Sw. dial. kruUn, curl;

from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To turn, bend,
or form into ringlets, as the hair.

These mortal lullabies of pain
May bind a book, may line a box,

May serve to curl a maiden's locks.

Tennymn, 111 Memoriam, Ixxvii.

2. To dress or adorn with or as with curls
;
make

up the hair of into curls.

So opposite to marriage, that she shunn'd
The wealthy curled darlings of our nation.

Shak., Othello, i. 2.

The snaky locks

That mrl'd Megsera. Milton, P. L., x. 560.

3. To bring or form into the spiral shape of a

ringlet or curl; in general, to make curves,

turns, or undulations in or on.

I sooner will find out the beds of snakes,

Letting them curl themselves about my limbs.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy.

Seas would be pools, without the brushing air -

To curl the waves. Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 31.

II. iii trans. 1. To take the form of curls or

ringlets, as hair.

Sir And. Would that have mended my hair?

Sir To. Past question ;
for thou seest it will not curl

by nature. Shak., T. N., 1. 3.

Ridley, a little of the stuffing. It'll make your hair

curl. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

Hence 2. To assume any similar spiral

shape ; in general, to become curved, bent, or

undulated : often with up.
Then round her slender waist he curl'd.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

Citrlinif smokes from village-tops are seen.

Pope, Autumn, 1. 63.

Oaylycr/ the waves before each dashing prow.
Byron.

The smoke of the incense curling lazily up past the
baldachino to the frescoed dome.

T. B. Aldrwh, Ponkapog to 1'esth, p. 30.

3f. To turn and twist about
; writhe; squirm.

The very thinking it

Would make a citizen start : some politic tradesman
Curl with the caution of a constable.

B. Joiaon, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1.

4. To play at curling. See curling. [Scotch.]
To curie on the ice does greatly please,
Being a manly Scottish exercise.

Pennecuik, Poems (ed. 1715), p. 59.

TO curl down, to shrink ; crouch ; take a coiled recum-
bent posture : as, he curled doim into a corner.

curl-cloud (kerl'kloud), n. Same as cirrus, 3.

curledness (ker'led-nes), . The state of be-

ing curled. [Rare.]
curled-pate (kerld'pat), a. Having curled hair

;

ourly-pated. [Rare.]
Make curl'd-pate ruffians bald. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

curler (ker'ler), n. 1. One who or that which
curls. 2. One who engages in the amuse-
ment of curling. See curling.

When to the lochs the curlers flock
Wi' gleesome speed.

Burns, Tarn Samson's Elegy.

curlew (ker'lu), n. [Early mod. E. also curlue;
< ME. curlewe, curlue, eorlow, corolewe, cor-

olu, kirleioe, etc., < OF. corlieu, also corlis,

courtts, F. eourtieu and courlis, dial, corlu, cor-

leru, querlu, kerlu, etc., = It. chiurlo = Sp.
dim. chorlito, a curlew. The word agrees in
form in OP. with OP. corlieu, courlieu, corliu,

curliu, etc., a messenger, but is prob. orig.
imitative of the bird's cry (hence the free
variation of form). Cf. It. chiurlare, howl like
the horned owl

;
Sw. hurra, coo, murmur : see

curr, coo.] 1. A bird of the genus Numenius.
The name was originally applied to the common European
species, N. arquatus, formerly called nmnamu, arguata,
and corlinus. There are upward of 12 species, of all parts
of the world, haying a long, very slender curved bill, with
the upper mandible knobbed at the tip, and in other re-

spects closely resembling the godwits and other species
of the totanine division of the great family Scolopadda.
The plumage is much variegated. The total length varies
from about 12 to about 24 inches

;
and the length of the

bill from about > to 9 inches. The common curlew is also
called the whnnp. The lesser curlew or \vhimlirel of Eu-
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Long-billed Curlew (/V

rope is }?. phaopus. There are several species in the

United States, as the long-billed curlew (A', longirostris),

the Hudsonian or jack-curlew (N. hudsonicus), and the

Eskimo curlew or dough-bird (N. borealis).

Ye curlews callin' thro' a clud.

Burns, On Capt. Matthew Henderson.

2. A name of several grallatorial birds with

slender decurved bill, not of the genus Nume-
nius Pygmy curlew, or curlew-sandpiper, Tringa
subarquata, a small species resembling a curlew in the

form of the bill and to some extent in coloration. Span-
ish Curlew, a local name in the United States of the white
ibis (Eudocimus albui), a bird of a different order.

CUTlewberry (ker'lu-ber"i), n.
; pi. curlewberries

(-iz). The black crowberry, Empetrum nigrmn :

so called in Labrador.

curlew-jack (ker'lu-jak), n. The jack-curlew or

lesser curlew of Europe ;
the whimbrel, Nume-

n ius phfeopus.
curlew-knot (ker'lu-not), n. [< curlew + knot2

,

q. v.] Same as curlew-jack.
curlicue (ker'li-ku), n. [Sometimes written

curlique, but better curlicue, i. e., curly cue,

curly Q, in allusion to the curled or spiral forms
of this letter (2, Q, etc.): see curly and ce2

.]

Something fantastically curled or twisted: as,

to make a curlicue with the pen ;
to cut curli-

cues in skating. [Colloq.]

Curves, making curly-cues. Sci. Amtr., N. S., LIV. 145.

curliewurlie (kur'li-wur-li), n. [A loose com-

pound of curl and whirl.] A fantastic circular

ornament; a curlicue. [Scotch.]

Ah ! it's a brave kirk nane o' yer whig-maleeries and
curlieumrlies and open-steek hems about it.

Scott, Rob Roy, xix.

CUrliness (ker'li-nes), n. The state of being
curly.

curling (ker'ling), n. [Origin obscure
; appar.

the verbal n. of curl, v., with ref. to the twist-

ing, turning, or rolling of the stones.] A pop-
ular Scottish amusement on the ice, in which

contending parties slide large smooth stones
of a circular form from one mark to another,
called the tee. The chief object of the player is to hurl
his stone along the ice toward the tee with proper strength
and precision ;

and on the skill displayed by the players in

putting their own stones in favorable positions, or in driv-

ing rival stones out of favorable positions, depends the
chief interest of the game.

curling-iron (ker'ling-I"ern), n. A rod of iron
to be used when heated for curling the hair,
which is twined
around it : some-
times made hol-

low for the inser-

tion of heating
materials.

curling-stone
(ker

'

ling
- ston),

. The stone used Cur,ing-stone.
in the game of

curling. In shape it resembles a small convex
cheese with a handle in the upper side.

The curling-gtane
Slides murmuring o'er the icy plain.

Rammy, Poems, II. 383.

Burnt curling-stone. See burnt.

curling-tongs (ker'ling-tongz),.j>?. An instru-
ment for curling the hair, not unlike a crimp-
ing-iron, heated before being used. Also curl-

ing-irons.

curl-pate (kerl'pat), n. Same as curly-pate.

curly (ker'li), a. [< curl + -i/l ;
= D. krullig =

Sw. krullig. See curl.] Haying curls; tend-

ing to curl; full of curves, twists, or ripples.

The general colours of it [certain hair] are black and
brown, growing to a tolerable length, and very crisp and
curly. Cook, Voyages, IV. iii. 6.

curly-headed (ker'li-hed"ed), . Having curly
hair. Also curlt/-/>uled.

curly-pate (ker'li-pat), n. One who has curly
hair; a curly-headed person.

currant

What, to-day we're ci^ht?
Seven and one's eight, I hope, old curly-pate !

Browninff, Ring and Book, II. 04.

curly-pated (ker'li-pa'ted), (i. Same as eurly-
licailcd.

curmi, n. See courmi.

curmudgeon (ker-muj'on), n. [First in this

sense in the latter part of the 16th century,
also spelled curmudgin; prob. a corruption (by
assimilation of adjacent syllables) of corH mint -

gin, cornemudgin, popularly supposed to be a

corruption of corn-merehant,\)\it prop, (it seems)
'cornmudging, which means 'corn-hoarding':
see cornmudgin. The word thus meant ong.
'one who withholds corn,' popularly regarded
as the type of churlish avarice.] An avari-

cious, churlish fellow
;
a miser

;
a niggard ;

;i

churl.

A clownish curmudgeon.
Stanihumt, Description of Ireland, p. 103.

A penurious curmudgeon. Locke.

curmudgeonly (ker-muj'on-li), a. [< curmud-

geon + -lyl.] Like a curmudgeon ; avaricious;

niggardly; churlish.

My curmudgeonly Mother won't allow me wherewithal
to be Man of myself with. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii. 1.

These curmudgeonly cits regard no ties.

Foote, The Bankrupt, i.

curmurring (ker-mur'ing), n. [Imitative. Cf.

cur, chirr, and murmur.] A low, rumbling
sound; hence, the motion in the bowels pro-
duced by flatulence, attended by such a sound ;

borborygmus. [Scotch.]
A glass of brandy to three glasses of wine prevents the

curmurring in the stomach. Scott, Old Mortality, viti.

curn1
(kern), n. [Sc., also written kurn; a var.

of corn: see corn1 .] 1. A grain; a corn. 2.

A small quantity ;
an indefinite number.

Ane's nane, twa's some, three's a curn, and four's a pun.
Scotch nurserti i-iiiie.

A drap mair lemon or a curn less sugar than just suits

you. Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. xiii.

curn2t, and v. Same as quern.

curnberry (kern'ber"i), n.
; pi. ciirl>erries (-iz).

A currant. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
CUrnelt, An obsolete variant of kernel.

curnook (ker'nuk), n. Same as cranock.

curpin (ker'pin), n. [Also written curpon, trans-

posed from F. croupion, rump of a bird, etc., <

croupe, rump, croupe : see croupV and crupper. ]

The rump of a fowl : often applied in a ludi-

crous sense to the buttocks of man
;
a crupper.

[Scotch.]
curple (ker'pl), . [Transposition of crupper,
< F. eroujjiere: see crupper.] The crupper;
the buttocks. [Scotch.]

My hap [wrap, covering],
Douce hingin' owre my curple.
Burns, To the Gniilwife of Wauchope House.

curr (ker), v. i. [< Sw. kurra = Dan. kurre, coo,
= MD. 'korren, growl, etc. ;

an imitative word:
see coo, and cf. cur.] To ory as an owl, coo as

a dove, or purr as a cat. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

The owlets hoot, the owlets curr.

Wordsuiorth, The Idiot lioy.

currach, curragh (kur'ach), n. [Sc., also writ-

ten currack, curroh ; < Gael, curach, a boat. See

coracle.] 1. A coracle, or small skiff; a boat
of wickerwork covered with hides or canvas.

A curragh or canoe costs little, consisting of tarred can-

vas stretched on a slender framework of wood.

Fortnightly Ken., N. S., XL. 424.

What little commerce they [southern Britons] undertook
was carried on in the frail curraghs, in which they were
bold enough to cross the Irish Sea.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 237.

2. A small cart made of twigs.
The fuel was carried in creels, and the corns in curracktt.

Statistical Account of Scotland.

CUrrajong (kur'a-jong), n. [Australian.] The
native name of Plagiantlius sidoides, a malva-
ceous shrub or tree of Australia and Tasmania.
Its strong fibrous bark is used to make cordage.
CUrrantH, and . An obsolete spelling of

current1 and courant1
.

currant2 (kur'ant), n. [Early mod. E. also cur-

rent (also, rarely, coriiit. coriuth), also cnniiu.

coran, coren, usually in pi. currans, corana, co-

rauns, earlier, as in late ME., minimi (rui/ni/iis,

raysons, etc.) of corans (corautin. ctininncc, <<>-

rows, etc.), after F. ruiniii-t <li: Coriiillic (1'tr. /xix

sets de Corintho), raisins of Corinth: so called

from the place of their origin, the Zante cur-

rants being still regularly exported. Cf. D.
korentken, L<i. cnri-ntken, (i. korintln; Dan. k<>-

render, It. /urnillii. pi., currant; of same ori-

gin.] 1. A very small kind of raisin or dried



currant

grnpc imporli'cl from (In- Levant, chirfly from
Xante anil (Y|>ll;ll<>ni!l. illld used ill cookery.
We fiiiiinl there rypc smalle r:i>s..us tli:il e .-alle /v,/

.M ',.,'/,<*, and theyui.'"' rheth iii Cory thy, called
nm\ t'.Ji-.ina, jti Mmea, to \\ln.m Sejut I'unle wrote siln-

.In epysti.lles. >"' A', <,//'./'/., I'ylKrymoge, p. 11.

sin.'.' n, traded I" /ante . . . Hi.' plant that bearcth
Hi.' i "., .. i, also lirouuhl into Ibis real from Him.'.'.

lltikfityt'g Voyages, II. 16f>.

'I'hi- ini|H>st ..n tobacco from th royal colony .if Vir-

ginia elll'.Hllltcred 11.1 S.TJ.HIS opposition, iMlt another illl-

pnst, upon >'tii-i'iiiilx, i-iii-fitii*. <-ni-;,itlix, or grapes ..I' r.,
i

iiith, had not mirli an uninterrupted course.

N. Iliiin-ll, Taxes in Kiijjlaml, I. 215.

2. Th<> small round fruit (a berry) of several

species of /fide.*, natural ordci- Su.n'fniiinmv; the

plant producing this fruit: so palled because
the berries resemble in size the small grapes
from the Levant. The red currant is /(. rulirum, of
u liieh tlie white* currant is a variety ; the* wild black cur-

rant, A1

, ilnriiliiui ; the liulfalii or Missouri currant, K. au-
f: "111 ; the flowering cillTant, /(. mwruineum, the berries

i u lii.-li are insipid, but not, as popularly supposed, poi-
sonous. The red eurraut is sharply but pleasantly acid,
and in much used in the form of jelly and Jam. The white
\.n i.'ty is milder and less common. The black currant is

slightly musky and bitter, but makes an agreeable jam.

The barberry and currant must escape,
Though her small clusters imitate the grape.

Talr, Cowley.

3. In Australia and Tasmania, a species of
l.i -iK-npngon, especially L. Bichei. 4. A name
for various melastomaceous species of tropical

America, bearing edible berries, especially of

the genera Miconia and Clidentiii. -Indian cur-

rant, the coral-berry, Syntphoricarim* vulgaris.

currant-borer (kur'ant-bor'er), n. Same as

riin-tiiit-i'lriinriiig. [tJ. S.]

currant-clearwing (kur
' ant -kler" wing), n.

The popular name in England of a clear-winged
moth, Nigeria tipuliformiti, the larva of which
bores in currant-stems. It has been Introduced into
New Zealand and the United States, In which latter it is

known as the currant-borer.

currant-gall (kur'ant-gal), n. A small round
gall formed by the cynipid insect Snathegasler
bticcarum in the male flowers and upon the
leaves of the oak: so called from the resem-
blance to an unripe currant. The insect occurs
all over Europe, and the Rails receive this name in Great
Britain ; hut it is not found in North America, where there
is no gall called by this name.

currant-moth (kur'ant-moth), n. 1. In Great

Britain, Abraxas grossulariata. See Abraxas, 3.

2. In America, Eufitchia ribearia. See Eu-

Jitchia.

currantoH, n. See courauft.

curranto-t, See courant3 .

New books every day, pamphlets, currantoc*, stories,
whole catalogues of volumes of all sorts.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 17.

currant-tree (kur'ant-tre), n. A name given
in Jamaica to several shrubs bearing yellow
drupes or berries of the size of currants, espe-
cially to Jacquinia armillaris, Bourreria succu-

Inittt, and B. tnmentosa.

currant-worm (kur'ant-werm)
(

. A name of
the larvae of three species of insects, (a) The
imported currant-w.irm, \i'tnatus rentricoxug (King), in-

troduced into the United States from Europe about 1858.
It is the larva of a saw-fly, and is the most destructive of

e ('urrant-w.iriTi \rrtsf ifMora ftvssltlaria).

a. larva; *, female fly (cross shows nalural size).

the currant-worms, (l>) The native currant-worm, Fristi-

phorit vr.'.w, )/,/,-,> (Walsh), also the larva of a saw-fly, and
less common than the preceding, (c) The currant span-
worm, the larva of a geometrid moth, Kuiitchia rilmiriit

(Kitch). The first two may be destroyed with powdered
hellebore.

currency (kur'en-si), n. [< ML. ciirriiitiii. ;>

current (of a stream), lit. a running, < L. <-
n i/i t-)x, running: soc currriit 1

.'} 1. A flowing,
running, or passing; a continued or uninter-

rupted course, like that of a stream. [Bare.]
The fiii-i-r,ti'i/ of time. .\'i/itf'f, 1'arergon.

The seventh year of whose [Mary's] eapth ity in Kngland
was now in doleful ./,. ,. Scott, Kcni'lwoith. \vii.

2. A continued course in public knowledge,
opinion, or belief

; the state or fact of being

1 111.-.

conununicatpd in speech or writing from per-
son to person, or from age to age: as, a star-

tling rumor gained currency.
It cannot ... IK- too often repeated, line IIIH.II line,

preeept up.-n pree.-pt. until it comes into the currciu-;i ..f

a proverb To innovate is not to reform.

llurke, To a Noble Lord.

I'nluekily, r luckily, it is as hard to create a new sym-
IMJ! as tit obtain currency for a new word.

Leslie Stephen, English Thought, i. { 16.

3. A continual passing from hand to hand ;
cir-

culation : as, the currency of coins or of bank-
notes.

The currency of those half-pence would, in the universal

opinion of our people, lie utterly destructive to this king-
dom. Sieift.

4. Fluency ;
readiness of utterance. [Bare or

obsolete.] 5. General estimation
;
the rate

at which anything is generally valued.

He . . . takes greatness of kingdoms according to their

bulk and currency, and not after intrinsic value. Bacon.

6. That which is current as a medium of ex-

change ;
that which is in general use as money

or as a representative of value : as, the currency
of a country.

It thus appears, that a depreciation of the currency does
not affect the foreign trade of the country : this Is carried
on precisely as if the currency maintained its value.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. xxii. 3.

Controller of the Currency. See controller, 2. Deci-
mal currency, a system of money the divisions or de-
nominations of which proceed from its lowest unit of

reckoning by ten or its multiples, or aliquot parts there-
of, as the cent, dime, dollar, quarter-dollar, etc. ,

of the
United States and Canada. Fractional currency, coins
or paper money of a smaller denomination than the mone-
tary unit ; in the United States, half-dollars, quarters,
dimes, and 5-cent, 3-cent, 2-cent, and 1-cent pieces. Frac-
tional currency in paper has lieen largely used ih several

European countries, and is a part of the monetary system
of Japan. Fractional notes have been used at different
times in the United States, especially during the financial

panic of 1887-38, and during and after the civil war of

1861-65, when specie was withdrawn from circulation.
The former received the name of shinplasterg. (See shin,

planter.) On March 17th, 1862, Congress authorized an
issue of circulating notes called postage currency, imitat*

ing in style the stamps that had previously been used at

great inconvenience, in denominations of 5, 10, 25, and 60
cents. These were superseded by the fractional currency
authorized March 3d, 1863, in denominations of 3, 5, 15,

25, and 50 cents. The issue of fractional notes was sus-

pended by act of April 17th, 1876; but its renewal has
since been proposed for convenience in remittance of small
sums. Metallic currency, the gold, silver, and copper
in circulation as money. National Currency Acts,
statutes of the United States of 1863, 1864, and 1865, pro-
viding for a general and uniform bank-note currency guar-
anteed by the United States and secured by national bonds
deposited in the Treasury. Paper currency, notes is-

sued by a government or by banks as a substitute for

money, or as a representative of money. The paper cur-

rency of the United States is of three kinds : (1) notes is-

sued by the government and called demand treasury notes,
or more generally leyal-tenders ; (2) notes issued by na-
tional banks ; and (3) certificates issued hy the government
upon either gold or silver. The smallest denomination of
the first is $20, and of the last ?l. Postage currency. See
fractional currency, above. The currency principle,
a phrase flrst employed in English banking to express the
mode of issuing notes by the Bank of England. An amount
fixed by law is issued, based on an equal amount of se-

curities, mostly government obligations ; and all notes is-

sued in excess of that amount, which is called "the fixed

issue," are based on an equal amount of specie.

current1
(kur'ent), a. and n. [Now spelled to

suit the Latin';' early mod. E. also currant, cur-

raunt, courrant, < ME. currant, coraunt, < OF.
currant, courant, F. courant = Sp. corriente =
Pg. It. corrente, < L. curren(t-)s, ppr. of cur-
rerc ( > It. correre = Sp. Pg. correr = F. courir),

run, flow, hasten, fly; ef. Skt. ^ char, move.
Hence (from L. currere) ult. E. course1 (and
prob. course^ = coarse), cursive, concur, incur,
recur, etc., concourse, discourse, excursion, excur-

sus, etc.] I. a. 1. Running; moving; flowing;
passing. [Archaic.]
Ffountayne coraunt that neuer is full of no springes,

holde thy pecs. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 4L>7.

Still eyes the current stream. Milton, P. L., vii. 67.

Here we met, some ten or twelve of us,
To chase a creature that was current then
In these wild woods, the hart with golden horns.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Hence 2. Passing from one to another
; espe-

cially, widely circulated; publicly known, be-

lieved, or reported; common; general; preva-
lent : as, the current ideas of the day.

The news is current now, they mean to leave you,
Leave their allegiance. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

As soon as an emperor had done anything remarkable,
it was immediately stamped on a coin, and became current
through his nit..!.' dominions.

Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

When belief in the spirits of the dead becomes curr>'itf.

the me. Heine-man, professing ability to control them, and
inspiring faith in his pretensions, is regarded with a fear
which prompts obedience.

H . Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 474.

current

3. Passing from hand to hand; circulating: as,
coin.

He ordained that the Money "f his Father, though e.xiiit

ed base by the People, should be currant,

Baker, rhi,.iii. l.s. p. u:t.

4. Kstiihlished by common i-stini:ilinii or I-OH-

seiit; generally received: as, tin- fiirn-nl viiliif

of coin. 5. Entitled to credit or recognition ;

fitted for general acceptance or circulation;

authentic; genuine.
'lli..n ean-i make

No excuse ciirrrnl, but to hang thyself.
Shalt., Rich. III., i. 2.

6. Now passing ; present in its course : as, the
current month or year, [in such e\,n. M!OM as 6th
current (or curt.), current is really an adjective, the ex-

pression being short for 8th day of the current month.
]

- Account current. secn<viiiH*. Current coin. See
<wi. Current electricity. See cfccfrici/j/.- To go
current*, to go for current*, to be or become generally
known or believed.

A great while it went /or current that it was a pleasant
region. I'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 18.

To pass current, to have currency or recognition ; l>e

accepted as genuine, credible, or of full value : as, worn
coins do not pass current at banks.

His manner would scarce have patted current in our
day. Lamb, Artificial Comedy.

If a man is base metal, he may pass current with the old
counterfeits like himself ; children will not touch him.

T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

II. H. 1. A flowing; a flow; a stream; a pass-
ing by a continuous flux: used of fluids, as

water, air, etc., or of supposed fluids, as elec-

tricity.
The Politick sea,

Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne'er keeps retiring ebb. Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

Other sweet rivers & delectable currents of water doe
How within the Citadell. Coryat, Crudities, I. 124.

It is not the tears of our own eyes only, but of our
friends also, that do exhfeust the current of our sorrows.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 5.

2. Specifically, a portion of a large body of wa-
ter or of air moving in a certain direction: as,
oee&n-currents. The(o/acnr(istliatpointof the

eomi>aS8 toward which the waters run ; the drift of a cur-
rent is the rate at which it runs. The principal ocean-
currents are the Gulf Stream, the equatorial currents of

the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans, and the Japa-
nese, Peruvian, Brazilian, Labrador, Antarctic, and Austra-
lian currents.

3. Course in general; progressive movement
or passage; connected series: as, the current
of time.

Forbear me, sir,
And trouble not the current of my duty.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

4. General or main course
; general tendency :

as, the current of opinion.
Till we unite and join in the same common Current,

we have little Cause to hope for State of Peace and Tran-
quillity. Stillingjleet, Sermons, III. x.

6. The amount of depression given to a roof to
cause the water which falls upon it to flow in a

given direction A make-and-break current, an
intermittent electric current in a circuit which is rapidly
made and broken, as by the vibrations of a sonorous disk.

Amperian currents. See atnperian. Atmospheric
currents, movements of the air constituting winds, caused
hy regular or fortuitous disturbances of the atmosphere.

Cable-current, when a submarine cable is broken, a
steady current through it, produced by the exposed cop-
per wire forming a battery with the iron sheathing. Cur-
rent-sailing. See tailing. Currents of action, the
electrical currents developed in a nerve or muscle by
stimulation. Currents of rest, the electrical currents
which pass on connecting different points of an unstimu-
lated piece of nerve or muscle. Earth-current, a cur-
rent flowing through a wire the extremities of which are

grounded at points on the earth differing in electric po-
tential. The earth-current is due to this difference, which
is generally temporary and often large. If the earth-plates
of a circuit are of different metals, as copper and zinc, an
earth^atterycurrent is set up which is feeble and tolerably
constant. Electric current, the passage of electricity
through a conductor, as from one pole of a voltaic battery
to the other for example, in the telegraph. (See electrici-

ty.) A current is said to be intertnitttnt when repeatedly
interrupted, as by the breaking and making of the cir*

cult, pulsatory when characterized hy sudden changes of

intensity, and undulatory when the intensity varies ac-

cording to the same law as that governing the velocity of
the air-particles in a sound-wave. Faradalc current.
See faradaic. Galvanic current, an electric current
generated in a primary battery, as distinguished from an
induced current, or a current from a secondary or storage
battery. Induced current. Sec inductinn. Inter-
rupted current, an electric current the flow of which
is completely arrested at frequently recurring intervals.

It is generally produced by means of a rapidly vibrating
armature, a rotating disk, or a similar device. Inverse
current, the current induced in the secondary coil of an
induction apparatus when the circuit of the primary is

closed. It is contrary to the primary current Indirection.

Muscle-current, the electrical current which passes
on connecting different points of a muscle. Primary
current, the electric current which passes through the

primary coil of an induction apparatus, in the secondary



current

coil of which the secondary or induced current is produced. F. COItrroic, a strap, = Pr. correja = Sf.COrrea
Reverse current*, an electric current opposite in di- _ pg corrett, correia = Wall, curea = It. cor-

rection to tlie normal current. =Syn. 1 and 2. hMy, etc.
reaaia < L_ corrit/ia, a rein, shoe-tie, ML. also

ent), v. t. [

or common ;
establish in com-

mon estimation ;
render acceptable.

The uneven scale, that currants all thinges by the out-

warde stamp of opinion.
Htmtim, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. '2.

current'2*, . An obsolete spelling of currant?.

current-breaker (kur'ent-bra"ker), n. Any de-

vice for breaking or interrupting the continuity
of a circuit through which a current of elec-

tricity is passing.
currente calamo (ku-ren'te kal'a-mo). [L.,

lit. with the pen running: currente, abl. of

curren(t-), ppr., running; calamo, abl. of cala-

mus, a reed, a pen: see current* and calamus.]

Offhand; rapidly; with no stop; with a ready

',
a leather-dresser, < OF. conroier, i

etc., F. corroyer, dress leather, curry

(>E. curry*), orig. prepare, get ready; a word
of quite different origin from the two preced-

ing. Currier is now regarded as the agent-noun
of curry*, q. v.] 1 . One who dresses and colors

leather after it is tanned.

Cokes, condlers, coriours of ledur.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1596.

Useless to the currier were their hides.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii.

2f. A very small musketoon with a swivel

mounting. Farrow, Mil. Encyc Curriers' beam.

Den- used of writing or composition.
See "'.- Curriers' sumac. See Comma.

CUrrentty^urVlW $n a current man- V". g3gffStg&+
birds. See quarrier

2
.

The currier and the lime-rod are the death of the fowle.

Breton, Fantastics, January.

ner. (a) Flowingly; with even or flowing movement, (b)

With currency ; commonly ; generally ;
with general ac-

ceptance.

Direct equilibration is that process currently known as

adaptation. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 160.

current-meter (kur'ent-me"ter), n. 1. An
instrument or apparatus used for measuring
the flow of liquids. In general, the flow is directed

through channels of a given sectional area, and its veloci-

ty measured ;
from these two elements the quantity can

be determined.

2. An instrument for measuring the strength
of an electrical current, as an ammeter.
current-mill (kur'ent-mil), n. A mill of any
kind employing a current-wheel as a motor.

currentness (kur'ent-nes), 11. [Early mod. E.

also currantncss; ? current* + -ness.] 1. Flow-

inguess ; flowing quality ; rhythm.
For wanting the currantnsssc of the Greeke and Latin

feete, in stead thereof we make in th' ends of our verses

a certaine tunable sound : which anon after witli another

verse reasonably distant we accord together in the last

fall or cadence. I'uttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesic, p. 90.

2. Current or circulating quality; general ac-

ceptance or valuation, as of coin or paper
money; currency.
Nunimariam rein constituere, Cicero. Introiluire or-

donnance de la monnoye. To establish and set down an
order for the valuation and eurrantnens of monie.

Nomeiiclator, quoted in Nares's Glossary.

current-regulator (kui-'eut-reg"u-la-tor), n.

1. An arrangement for regulating the current

of electricity given by a dynamo-electric ma-
chine. 2. In tele;/., a, device for determining
the intensity of the current allowed to pass a

given point.
current-wheel (kur'ent-hwel), n. A wheel
driven by means of a natural current of water,
as one attached to a moored boat and driven

by the current of the stream.

curricle (kur'i-kl), . [= It. curricolo, < L.

curriculum, a running, a race, a course, a ra-

cing chariot (in last sense dim. of currus, a

chariot), < currere, run: see current*.] 1. A
chaise or carriage with two wheels, drawn by
two horses abreast.

A very short trial convinced her that a curricle was the

prettiest equipage in the world.
Jane Austen, Northauger Abbey, p. 124.

The splendid carriage of the wealthier guest,
The ready chaise and driver smartly dress'd ;

Whiskeys and gigs and curricles are there,
And high-fed prancers, many a raw-boned pair.

Crabbc.

2f. A short course.

Upon a curricle in this world depends a long course in
the next, and upon a narrow scene here an endless expan-
sion hereafter. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 23.

curricle (kur'i-kl), c. i.
; pret. and pp. curriclcd,

ppr. curridiny. [< curricle, n.] To drive in a
curricle. Carlylr.
curriculum (ku-rik'u-lum), n.; pi. curricula

(-la). [< L. curriculum, a running, a course :

see curricle, n.] A course
; specifically, a fixed

course of study in a university, college, or
school : as, the curriculum of arts

;
the medical

curriculum.

currie 1
, currie

2
,
n. See curry*, curry?.

currier 1
(kur'i-er), n. [(1) = Sc. corier, < ME.

coriour, curiour, coryowre, < OF. coricr, carrier, <

ML. coriaritm, a worker in leather, L. a tanner,
currier, orig. adj., of or belonging to leather,
< corium, a hide, skin, leather: see cuirass, cori-

aceous, quarry^. This word has been confused
in F. and E. with two other words of different

origin: (2) OF. courroier (= It. coreggiajo; ML.
corrigiarius), a maker of straps, girdles, or

purses, < courroie, corroie, a strap, girdle, purse,

curriery (kur'i-er-i), w. [< currier + -y.~] 1.

The trade of a currier. 2. The place in which

currying is carried on.

CUTrish (ker'ish), a. [< CUT + -*/!.] Like a

cur; having the qualities of a cur; snappish;

snarling ;
churlish ; quarrelsome.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 43.

Let them not be so ... currish to their loyal louera.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 55.

This currish Jew. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Thy currish spirit govern'd a wolf. Shak., M.of V., iv. 1.

currishly (ker'ish-li), adv. In a currish man-

ner; like a cur.

Boner being restored againe, . . . currishly, without all

order of law or honesty, . . . wrasted from them all the

livings they had. Foxe, Book of Martyrs (Ridley).

currishness (ker'ish-nes), n. Currish or snarl-

ing character or disposition ; snappishiiess ;

churlishness.

Diogenes, though he had wit, by his currishness got him
the name of dog. Fcltham, Resolves, ii. 69.

currort, currourt, [Early mod. E. also cour-

currycomb
Thou art that tine foolish curious sawric Alexander,

that tendest to nothing but to combe and curii thy huire,

to pare thy nailes, to piek thy teeth and to perfume thy
selfe with sweet oyles, that no man may abide the sent of

thee. 1'uttenhaw, Arte. of Eng. Poesie(ed. Arber), p. 273.

Your short horse is soon curried.

Fletcher, Valentininn, ii. 2.

Hence 2. To stroke as if to soothe; flatter.

Christ wot the sothe

Whou the! curry [var. currey, curreth] kynges and her lik

claweth. Piers Plimimnix I'mlf, 1. 7:!ii.

3. To dress or prepare (tanned hides) for use

by soaking, skiving, shaving, scouring, color-

ing, graining, etc. 4. Figuratively, to beat;
drub ; thrash : as, to curry one's hide.

But one that never fought yet has so cnrrinl,

So bastinado'd them with manly carriage,

They stand like things Gorgon had turn'd to stone.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iv. 3.

By setting brother against brother,
To claw and curry one another.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 746.

To curry favelt. K ME. curray favell, cory favel, core

favelle, a half translation of the OF. estriller fauvel (later

fauveau)(t\te OF. phrase exactly corresponding to the ME.,
namely, correier (conreer) fauvel, is not found), flatter, lit.

(like the equiv. G. den falben streichen, or den falben hentjst

streichen, flatter, translated from the OF.) curry the chest-

nut horse : OF. estriller, equiv. to correier, conreer, curry ;

fauvel,favel, laterfauveau, a chestnut or dun horse, prop,

adj., yellowish, dun, fallow, dim. of fauve, yellow, fallow,

< OHG. falo (falaw-)
= AS. fealu, E. fallow : see faveiz,

fallow. The word fauvel was also often used, apart from

estriller, with an implication of falsehood or hypocrisy :

so also fauvain, fauvin, deceit ; estriller (curry) or cha-

vauchier (ride)/auwmi (equiv. to estriller fauoel), use de-

ceit; being connected in popular etymology with faus,

faux, false. The notion of '

flattery
'

may have been due
in part to association with ME. favel, < OF.favele, flattery,

falsehood, < faveler, talk, tell a story, speak falsehood, <
L. fabulari, talk, < fabula, fable : see /nivH and faMe.]
To flatter ;

seek favor by officious show of kindness or

courtesy, flattery, etc. : later corrupted to to curry favor
(which see, below). Compare cnrry-favcl, n.

Sche was a schrewe, as have y hele

Then
How a Mcrcha

;

i, < ML. "curritoi; a runner

(cf. curritor, a courtier), equiv. to cursitor and
L. cursor, a runner, < L. currere, pp. cursus,
run: see current*. Cf. courier and corridor.]
A runner

;
a messenger ;

a courier.

And thus anon hathe he hasty tydynges of ony thing,
that berethe charge, be his Corrours, that rennen so has-

tyly, thorghe out allc the (Jontree.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 243.

The golden-headed staffe as lightning flew,
And like the swiftest curror makes repayre
Whither 'twas sent. Hcywood, Troia Britannica.

curruca (ku-ro'ka), n.
; pi. curruca; (-se). [NL. ;

origin obscure. ML. curruca occurs as a var.

of carruca, a vehicle, carriage.] An old name
of some small European bird of the family Syl-

viidee, or more probably of several species of

warblers indiscriminately, like beccafico orfice-
dula. In ornithology the name has been used in many
different connections, both generic and specific : first for-

mally made a genus of warblers by Brisson, 1760 ; applied
to the nightingales by Bechstein, 1802 ; applied by Koch,
1816, to a group of warblers of which the blackcap, Sylvia
atricapilla, is the type. [Now little used.]

curry1
(kur'i), v. t.

; pret. and pp. curried, ppr.
currying. [Early mod. E. also currie, curray,
cory, etc.; < ME. curreyen, currayen, corayen,
coryen, rub down a horse, dress leather, < OF.
correier, career, earlier conreer, cunreer, con-

raier, conrer, put in order, prepare, make ready,
treat, curry, later courroyer, F. corroyer, dress
leather (= Pr. conrear = It. corredare), < cor-

roi, coroi, conroi, conroy, conroit, conrei, cunroi,

cunrei, etc., order, arrangement, apparatus,
equipage, apparel, provisions, etc. (> ME. cur-

reye, n.) (cf. ML. eorredium, eonredium, appa-
ratus, etc.; also corrodium, > corody, q. v.), <
con- + roi, array, order, = It. -redo in arrcdo,
array, < ML. -redmn, -redium (in arredium, ar-

ray, and eonredium), of Teut. origin: cf. Sw.
reda = Dan. rede, order, = Icel. reidhi, tackle,
equipment, akin to E. ready, q. v. : see array.
For the relation of curry to currier, see currier*.
Cf. G. gerben, curry, lit. prepare.] 1. To rub
and clean (a horse) with a comb; groom: some-
times used in contempt, with reference to a
person.

'here sche currayed favell well.

rcho.nl diil his Wyfe Betray (ed. Palmer), 1. 203.

He that will in court dwell, must needes currie fabel.

... Ye shall understand that fabel is an olde Englishe

worde, and signified as much as favour doth now adayes.
Taverner, Proverbes or Adagies (ed. Palmer), fol. 44.

To Curry favor [a corruption of to curry favel, simulat-

ing favor (curry being apparently understood much as

claw, ., flatter: compare def. 2, above), this form of the

Shrase
appearing first in the end of the 16th century), to

atter ; seek or gain favor by officious show of kindness or

courtesy, flattery, etc. See to curry favel, above. Com-

pare curry-favor, n.

Darius, to curry fauour with the Egyptians, offered an
hundred talents to him that could find out a succeeding
Apis. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 575.

To curry a temporary favour he incurreth everlasting
hatred.

"

Rev. T. Adauis, Sermons, I. 284.

This humour succeeded so with the puppy, that an ass

would go the same way to work to curry favour for him-
self. Sir K. L'Estrange, Fables.

A well timed shrug, an admiring attitude, . . . are

sufficient qualifications for men of low circumstances to

curry favour. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxxiv.

[Curry has been used in this sense without favor.

If I had a suit to master Shallow, I would humour his

men ; ... if to his men, I would curry with master Shal-

low. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1.]

curry2 (kur'i), n.
; pi. curries (-iz}. [Anglo-

Ind., also written currie, repr. Canarese kari

or kadi (cerebral d), Malayalam kari (a pron.

nearly as E. ), boiled sour milk used with rice,

a mixed dish
;
also bite, bit, morsel, chip, etc.]

A kind of sauce or relish, made of meat, fish,

fowl, fruit, eggs, or vegetables, cooked with
bruised spices, such as cayenne-pepper, cori-

ander-seed, ginger, garlic, etc., with turmeric,
much used in India and elsewhere as a relish

or flavoring for boiled rice. The article of food pre-

pared with this sauce is said to be curried: as, curried-

rice, curried fowl, etc.

The unrivalled excellence of the Singhalese in the prep-
aration of their innumerable curries, each tempered by
the delicate creamy juice expressed from the flesh of the

coco-nut. Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, i. 2.

curry2 (kur'i), v. t.
; pret. and pp. curried, ppr.

currying. [< curryV, n.] To flavor or prepare
with curry.

curry-card (kur'i-kard), n. A piece of leather

or wood in which are inserted teeth like those of

wool-cards. It is used for the same purposes as

a currycomb.
currycomb (kur'i-korn), n. 1. A comb used
in grooming horses. It consists generally "f sev-

eral short-toothed metal combs placed parallel to one an-

other, and secured perpendicularly to a metal plate, t"

which a short bundle is fastened. A piece of leather

armed with wiiv teeth is sometimes substituted for the

metal combs.

2. In < iilinii., a name sometimes given to the

strigilis, or organ on the front leg of a bee,
used to clean the antemiee. See */,-'

'''



curry-favel

CUrry-favelt (kiir'i-la-'vclj, . |< cnrri/ J'(ir<l :

see tliis phrase, under rwnv/'.J 1. One who
solicits favor by officious show of kindness or

courtesy; a flatterer.

CmryJauM, a flatterer, estrllle. I'altgraw.

Whcrhy all tlii' riirriitnrrl tli:it lie next of tile depntye
la secrete counsayll (lure not lie so txililo to slluw liyni the

greate jnpardyc anil pcrell of his sonle.

Slate Papers, 11. 15.

2. An idle, lazy fellow. See the extract.

Cory faufll is ho that wyl lie in his bed, anil cory the

bed hordes in which he lyetli In steed [stead] ol his horee.

This sliintliful knaiic wyll biuklll ami scratch when lie is

culled in the morning lor any hast.

The, XX V. Orders uf Knaues, 1575 (eil. Palmer).

3. A certain figure of rhetoric. See the extract.

If such moderation of words tend to flattery, or sooth-

ing, or excusing, It is liy the figure 1'araiiiastole, which
therfore nothing; improperly we call the Curry-fatiell, as

when we make the best of a hud thing, or tunie a signifi-

cation to the more plausible sencc.

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. I'oesio, p. 154.

curry-favort (kur'i-fa'vor), n. [< curry favor :

see this phrase, under curry*. Cf. curry-favel.']

One who gains or tries to gain favor by flattery ;

a flatterer. See curry-favel.

currying (kur'i-ing), n. [Verbal n. of curry
1

,

r.] 1 . The art or operation of dressing tanned
hides so as to fit them for use as leather, by giv-

ing them the necessary suppleness, smoothness,
color, or luster. 2. The act of rubbing down
a horse with a currycomb or other similar ap-

pliance.
We sec that the very currying of horses doth make them

fat and in good liking. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 58.

currying-glove (kur'i-ing-gluv), . A glove
made of a fabric woven in part with coir, and

having therefore a rough surface, used for cur-

rying animals.

curry-leaf (kur'i-lef), . The aromatic leaf of

a rutaceous tree, Murraya Kcsnigii, of India,
used for flavoring curries.

curry-powder (kur'i-pou'der), w. The condi-
ment used for making curry-sauce, composed
of turmeric, coriander-seed, ginger, and cay-
enne-pepper, to which salt, cloves, cardamoms,
poumted cinnamon, onions, garlic, scraped co-

coanut, etc., may be added. See curry*.
curse 1

(kers), n. [< ME. curs, rarely cars, < AS.
curs ("cars, in Benson and Lye, not authenti-

cated), a curse
;

cf. curse1
,

>. The AS. word is

comparatively rare and late, and seems to be
Northern. Origin unknown, possibly Scand.
It has been supposed to be due to a particular
use of an early form of the verb cross, make the

sign of the cross, as in exorcism; but this verb

appears much later than the AS. term.] 1.

The expression of a wish of evil to another;
an imprecation of evil

;
a malediction.

Shimei, . . . which cursed me with a grievous curse.

1 Ki. II. 8.

They . . . entered into a curse, and into an oath.
Neh. x. 29.

2. Evil which has been solemnly invoked upon
one.

The priest shall write these mrses in a book. Num. v. 23.

Promising great Blessings to their Nation upon obedi-

ence, and horrible Gurnet, such as would make ones ears

tingle to hear them, upon their refractoriness and dis-

obedience. StUlingjleet, Sermons, II. iv.

3. That which brings or causes evil or severe
affliction or trouble; a great evil; a bane; a

scourge : the opposite of blessing : as, strong
drink is a curse to millions.

I ... will make this city a curse to all the nations of
the earth. Jer. xxvi. (1.

The common curse of mankind, folly and Ignorance.
Shalt., 'I. andC., U. 3.

And the curie of unpaid toil . . .

Like a Are shall burn and spoil.

Whiitier, Texas.

Pessimists and optimists both start with the postulate
that life is a blessing or a <-i<r.sv, according as the average
consciousness accompanying it is pleasurable or painful.

//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 15.

4. Condemnation
;
sentence of evil or punish-

ment. [Archaic.]
Christ hath redeemed us from the curge of the law.

Gal. iii. 13.

O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven ;

It hath the primal eldest curse upon 't,

A brother's murder. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

Curse of Canaan, negro slavery ; hence, in a satirical

use, ne^ro slaves collectively : in allusion to the curse

pronounced by N'oah upon ('anaan, the son (or the de-

scendants) of Hum (den. ix. ^V 2<i), negroes bcinu' former-

ly regarded by many as the descendants of Talcum, and
their slavery being justified as an accomplishment of the
curse.

Her thirds wnz part in cotton lands, part in the cvss of
Caiutan. Lowell, Biglow Papers.

1-107

Curse of Scotland, the nine of diamonds In playing-
caiiK: so ralli il piolialily from the resemblance of that

card to the heraldic bearings of the Karlsof Stair, one of

whom was detested in Scotland aft tile principal author
(while Master of stair) of the massacre of (Ilencoe (1WW).
oilier e\plan:iti"iis have been proposed. The curse, ill

//"'>>/., the sentence pronounced upon Adam and Kve, and
through them upon the human race (Uen. iii. 1U-1H), in

consequence of the sin of Adam, and its fulfilment in the

history of mankind. =Syn. 1. Execration, Anathema, etc.

See malediction. 3. Scourge, plague, affliction, ruin.

curse 1
(kers), v.

; pret. and pp. cursed (some-
times curst), ppr. cursing. [< ME. cursien,

cursen, corsen, curse (intr., utter oaths; trans.,

imprecate evil upon, put under ecclesiastical

ban), < late AS. cursian ("corsian, in Benson and

Lye, not authenticated), also in comp. forcur-
sian (in pp. forcursed: see cursed), curse; cf.

curs, a curse: see curse, n. Cf. accurse."] I.

trims. 1. To wish evil to: imprecate or invoke
evil upon; call down calamity, injury, or de-

struction upon ;
execrate in speech.

Thou shalt not . . . curse the ruler of thy people.
Ex. xxil. 28.

Curse me this people, for they are too mighty for me.
Num. xxli. 6.

Couldst thou not curse him ? I command thee curse him ;

Curse till the gods hear, and deliver him
To thy just wishes. Beau, and /'/., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

Your fair land shall be rent and torn,
Your people be of all forlorn
And all men curse you for this thing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 367.

Hence 2. To put under ecclesiastical ban or

anathema; excommunicate; condemn or sen-
tence to the disabilities of excommunication.
About this Time, at the Suit of the Lady Katharine Dow-

ager, a Bull was sent from the Pope, which cursed both the

King and the Realm. Baker, Chronicles, p. 282.

3. To bring or place a curse upon; blight or

blast with a curse or malignant evils; vex,
harass, or afflict with great calamities.

On impious realms and barbarous kings impose
Thy plagues, and curse 'em with such sons as those.

Pope.
Sure some fell Bend has cursed our line,
That coward should e'er be son of minet

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 11.

II. intrant. To utter imprecations ; affirm or

deny with imprecations of divine vengeance;
use blasphemous or profane language ; swear.

Then began he to curse and to swear. Mat xxvi. 74.

curse2 (kers), n. [The same word, with sense,
as now popularly understood, imported from
curse* (and taken as equiv. to damn in similar

uses), as ME. kerse, kers, carse, eresse, cress (the

plant), often used as a symbol of valuelessness,
'not worth a kerse (cress),' 'care not a kerse,'
like mod. colloq.

' not worth a straw,' etc.] Lit-

erally, a cress : in popular use identified with
curse1

,
an imprecation, and used only as a sym-

bol of utter worthlessness in certain negative
expressions: as,

" not worth a curse," "to care
not a curse," etc.

Wysdom and wit now is nat worth a carse

Bote hit be carded with couetyse as clothcrs kemben wollc.
Piers Plowman (C), xli. 15.

To hasten is nought worth a kerse.

Gower, Couf. Aniant., I. 334.

For anger gayneg the not a cresse.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), 1. 343.

I eounte hym nat at a cres.

Sir Dcyrevant (Thornton Romf,
ed. Halliwell), 1. 191.

cursed (ker'sed), p. a. [< ME. cursed, < AS.
"cursed (in comp. forcursed), pp. of cursian,
curse: see curse1

,
v. Cf. curst.} 1. Being un-

der a curse; blasted by a curse; afflicted;

vexed; tormented.
Let us fly this cursed place. Milton, Comus, 1. 939.

2. Deserving a curse
;
execrable

;
hateful

;
de-

testable
;
abominable ;

wicked.
In that Coutree there is a cursed Custom : for thei eten

more gladly niauues Flesche, than ouy other Flesche.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 179.

Merciful powers !

Restrain in me the cursed thoughts that nature
Gives way to in repose! Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

3. Execrable; wretched: used as a hyperboli-
cal expletive.
This cursed quarrel. Dryden.

Wounding thorns and cursed thistles.

Prior, Solomon, iii.

Tis a cursed thing to be in debt.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Ix. 17.

Sincerely I begin to wish I hail never made such a point
of gaining so very good a character, for it has led me into
so many eurxrd rogueries that I doubt I shall Ire exposed
at last. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

cursedly (ker'sed-li), adv. 1. As one under a
curse

; miserably.
O, let him die as he hath liv'd, dishonourably.
Basely and cursedly .'

Middleton and Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, Iii. 3.

cursive

2. Detestably; abominably; execrably: used
in malediction.

This is a nation that is cursedly afraid of being overrun
uith too much politeness. /'/

cursedness (ker'sed-nes), . [< M K. I'll 1:11 iinnou;
corsednesse ; < cursed + -ness.] 1. The state of

being under a curse, or of being doomed to ex-

ecration or to evil. 2f. Blasphemous, profane,
or evil speech ; cursing.

His mouth is full of cursednes*,
Of fraud, deceit, and guile.

Old metrical version of Psalm*.

3f. Shrewishness; maliciousness; contrariness.

My wyves cursednesse.

Chaucer, Prol. to Merchant's Tale, I. 27.

cursementt, n. [ME. corsement, < corsen, curseu,

curse, + -ment.] Cursing.

Enuye with heuy herte asked after shrifte,
And criede

" mea culpa," corsynge allc bus enemys.
HUB clothes were of corsement and of kene wordes.

Piers 1'lomnan (C), vll. 05.

cursent, v. t. Another spelling of kersen, variant
of christen. See christen.

Nan. Do they speak as we do ?

Madge. No, they never speak.
Han. Are they cursened >

Madge. No, they call them infidels ; I know not what
they are. Beau, aiul t'l., Coxcomb, iv. 3.

curser (ker'ser), . One who curses or utters

a curse.

Thy Cursers, Jacob, shall twice cursed be ;

And he shall bless himself that blesses thee.

CawUy, Uavideis, i.

cursitor (ker'si-tor), . [< ML. cursitor, equiv.
to L. cursor, a runner, < currere, run : see cur-

sor."} 1. Formerly, in England, one of twenty-
four officers or clerks in the Court of Chancery,
also called clerks of the course, whose business
it was to make out original writs, each for the

county to which he was assigned.
Then is the recognition and value . . . carried by the

cursitor in Chancery for that shire where those lands do
lie. Bacon.

2f. A courier or runner.

Cursitors to and fro.

Holland, tr. of Ammlanus Marcellinus.

Cursitor baron, an officer who administered oaths tx>

sheriffs, bailiffs, functionaries of the customs, etc.

Cursitorest (ker-si-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

ML.carsitor, a runner: see er#itor.] In Mac-
gillivray's system of classification, an order of

birds, the runners, exemplified by the plovers.
cursive (ker'siv), a. and n. [= F. cursif'= Sp.
Pg. cursivo = It. Corsica, < ML. cnrsirus, running
(of writing), < L. cursus, a running, a course,
< currere, run: see current1

.'] I. a. Running;
flowing, as writing or manuscript in which the
letters are joined one to another, and are formed

rapidly without raising the pen, pencil, or sty-
lus ; specifically, in paleography, modified from
the capital or uncial form, so as to assume a form
analogous to that used in modern running hand:

as, the cursive style ;
cursive letters ;

cursire man-
uscripts. Greek cursive writingis found In papyri dating
back to about 100 B.C., at first very similar to the lapidary
and uncial characters of the same period, but gradually
becoming more rounded in form and negligent in style.
The epithet cursive is, however, most frequently applied to
the later cursive or minuscule writing from the ninth cen-

tury on. (See minuscule.) The Iwginning of a Latin cursive
character is seen In some waxed tablets discovered in 1875
in the house of L. Csecilius Jucuudus at Pompeii. Forms
similar to these also occur in the dipinti and graffiti (char-
acters painted on or incised in walls, earthenware, etc.)
of the same place or period. The ancient Latin cursive
character known to us in manuscripts from the fourth cen-

tury on is, however, considerably different from this. In
medieval manuscripts the cursive hand was employed
from the Merovingian epoch, often in combination with
the other contemporary styles ; but from the ninth cen-

tury it was replaced for all careful work by the so-called

Caroline and Gothic characters, and continued in use up
to the Invention of printing only in degenerated form and
for writings of small importance or hasty execution. (See
manuscript.)

In the earliest examples of cursive writing we find the
uncial character in use, and, as has been already remarked,
many of the specimens fluctuate between the more formal
or set book-hand and the cursive.

Kncyc. Brit., XVIII. 149.

II. n. 1. A cursive letter or character: as,

a manuscript written in cursives.

The old Roman cursive, the existence and nature of
which is thus established, is, as we shall presently see, of

immense historical importance in explaining the origin
of modem scripts, several of our own minuscule letters

being actually traceable to the Pompeian forms.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 169.

2. A manuscript written in cursive characters.

After a brief description of the Septuagint manuscripts
which contain Ezekiel four uncials, with a fragment of
a flfth, and twenty-five cursives.

O. V. Moore, Andover Rev., VII. 96.



cursively

CUTSively (ker'siv-li), adv. In a running or

flowing manner; in a cursive handwriting; in

cursive characters.

Facsimiles of the eursieely written papyri are found
scattered in different works, some dealing specially with
the subject. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 149.

cursor (ker'sor), . [NL. and ML. use of L.

cursor, a runner, < currere, pp. curaun, run: see

etirreut1 .] 1. Any part of a mathematical in-

strument that slides backward and forward

upon another part, as the piece in an equinoc-
tial ring-dial that slides to the day of the month,
or the point that slides along a beam-compass,
etc. 2. In medieval universities, a bachelor
of theology appointed to assist a master by
reading to the class the text of the sentences,
with explanations of the meaning, sentence by
sentence. See bachelor, 2. 3. [cap.] Same as
Cursorius.

cursqraryt (ker'so-ra-ri), a. [Extended form,
capricious or mistaken, of cursory ; only in

Shakspere as cited, with var. curseiiary, curse-

lanj.] Cursory; hasty.

I have but with a cursoranj eye
O'er-glanc'd the articles. [A doubtful reading.]

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Cursores (ker-so'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. cur-

sor, a runner : see cursor.] \ . In ornith. : (t) An
order of birds, the struthious or ratite birds,

corresponding to the Batitce of Merrem (1813),
or the Brevipennes of Cuvier (1817) : so called
from the swift-footedness of most of these

flightless birds. (6) In Sundevall's system of

classification, the fourth cohort of Grallatores,

composed of the plovers, bustards, cranes, rails,
and all other wading birds not included in his

Limicoke, Pelargi, or Herodii. Brevirostres is

a synonym, (ct) In Illiger's system (1811), the
fifth order of birds, uniting the struthious with
the charadriomorphie birds: divided into Pro-
ceri (the struthious birds), Campestres (the bus-
tards alone), and Littorales (the plovers and
plover-like birds). 2f. In entom., a group of

spiders, such as the wolf-spiders (Lycosida
1

),

which make no webs, but capture their prey by
swift pursuit. See Citigrada.
Cursoria (ker-so'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

LL. cursorius, pertaining to running: see cur-

sory. Cf. Cursores.] 1. In Latreille's classifi-

cation of insects, one of two prime divisions of

Orthoptera (the other being Sanatoria), distin-

guished by their mode of progression, and by
having tubular instead of vesicular trachese.
The division comprised the three leading types of Forri-

cula, Blatta, and Mantis, being therefore equivalent to the
modern Cursoria plus the Gressoria and Euplexoptera.
2. A suborder of Orthoptera, containing only
the Blattidw or cockroaches

;
the Dictyoptera of

Leach. In this restricted use of Cursoria, introduced
by Westwood, the remainder of Latreille's Cursoria are
called Ambulatoria (the Phaifinidte) and liaptoria (the
Mantidce).

cursorial (ker-so'ri-al), a. [< LL. cursorius,
pertaining to running (see cursory), + -al.] 1.
Fitted for running: as, the cursorial legs of a

dog. 2. Haying limbs adapted for walking or

running, as distinguished from other modes of

progression : as, a cursorial isopod ; a cursorial

orthopteran. 3. Habitually progressing by
walking or running, as distinguished from hop-
ping, leaping, etc.; gradient; gressorial: am-
bulatory. Specifically 4. Of or pertaining to
the Cursoria, Cursores, or Cursitores.

Cursoriinae (ker-so-ri-i'ne), re. pi. [NL., < Cur-
sorius + -ina>.] A subfamily of plover-like
birds, the coursers, exemplified by the genus
Cursorius. Also Cursorinae. G. E'. Gray, 1840.

cursorily (ker'so-ri-li), adv. In a running or

hasty manner; slightly; hastily; without close
attention or thoroughness: as, I read the paper
cursorily.
cursoriness (ker'so-ri-nes), re. The quality of

being cursory ; slightness or hastiness of view
or examination.
cursorious (ker-so'ri-us), a. [< LL. cursorius,
of or pertaining to running, < L. cursor, a run-
ner: see cursor, cursory.] In entom., adapted for

running Cursorious legs, legs of an insect in which
the tarsal joints are somewhat elongate, and generally
devoid of spongy cushions or soles. The phrase is mainly
limited to coleopterous insects, as the Carabidce
Cursorius (ker-so'ri-us), n. [NL. (Latham,
1790), < LL. oursortta, pertaining to running :

see cursorioiis.] The typical genus of plover-
like birds of the subfamily Cursoriinte, the type
of which is the cream-colored courser, C. gal-
licus or isabellinus, of Africa and Europe; the
coursers proper. There are several other species,
chiefiy African, as the black-bellied courser (C. semgalen-
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x/*), tin 1

brazen-winged courser (C. chalcoptcnix), ami tbe

double-collared courser (C. bicinctus). Two Indian species
are C. corotnande-
Kcus and C. bitor-

i/uatus. The tail is

nearly even ; the
tarsi are scutellate ;

there is no hind toe ;

and the nostrils are
in a short fossa, not
a long groove. The
coursers are desert-

birds, feed chiefly
on insects, and lay
rounded rather
than pyriform eggs.
The genus is also
called Cursor, Ta-

cfiydrovnux, fit/as,

Macrotarsiu*, Ehi-

noptilujf, and He-
werodrmnwi.

cursory (ker'so-

ri), a. [< LL.
cursorius, of or

pertaining to

running or to a

Double-collared Courser
(Crtfsurttts bicinctus).

race-course, <L.

cursor, a run-

ner, racer: see

cursor.] If. Running about
;
not stationary.

Their cursorie men.
Proceedings again*! Garnet, sig. F (1606).

2. In entom., adapted for running, as the feet
of many terrestrial beetles ; cursorial. [Rare.]

3. Hasty ; slight ; superficial ;
careless

;
not

exercising or receiving close attention: as, a

cursory reader ; a cursory view.
It is au advantage to all narrow wisdom and narrow

morals, that their maxims have a plausible air, and, on a
cursory view, appear equal to first principles. They are

light and portable. Burke, Present Discontents.

Truth or reality is not that which lies on the surface of

things and can be perceived by every cursory observer.
J. Caird.

Cursory bachelor, in medieval universities, a bachelor
who was appointed to give cursory lectures. See bache-

lor, 2 (b). Cursory lectures, in medieval universities,
lectures which could be given by a bachelor. They con-
sisted either in the reading of the text of the book form-
ing the subject of the ordinary lectures of a given master,
with explanations of the meaning, sentence by sentence,
or in lectures upon subjects not included in the ordinary
lectures, but authorized by the nation or superior faculty.
= Syn. 3. Desultory, inattentive, passing.

Curst (kerst), p. a. [Same as cursed (pron. as

curst), pp. of curse1
, v.: used familiarly with

sinking of its literal sense: see cursed. Cf.
wicked and damned (in its colloquial profane
use), which show a similar development of

meaning.] 1. Shrewish; waspish; vixenish;
ill-tempered : applied to women.

What is most trouble to man
Of all thinges that be lyuingV

A curst wyfe shortneth his lyfe.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

She's a curst (mean, tell him, and plays the scold behind
his back. B. Jotison, Poetaster, iv. 3.

Her only fault (and that is faults enough)
Is, that she is intolerable curst,
And shrewd, and froward. Shnk., T. of the S., i. 2.

2. Ill-tempered; crabbed; cantankerous; peev-
ish

; snarling : applied to men.

Alas, what kind of grief can thy years know?
Hadst thou a curst master when thou went'st to school ?

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 3.

Though his mind
lie ne'er so curst, his tongue is kind. Craxhaw.

3. Vicious ; fierce
; dangerous.

They [bears) are never curst but when they are hungry.
Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

4. Detestable; execrable: used as an expletive.
What a curst hot-headed bully it is !

Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 2.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]
curstable (kers'ta-bl), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained. ] In arch

.','
a course of stones with mold-

ings cut on them, forming a string-course. J.
H. Parker, Glossary.

curstfult (kerst'ful), a. [Irreg. < curst + -J'ul.]
Petulant ; ill-natured

; waspish.
CUTStfullyt (kerst'ful-i), adv. Cursedly; infer-

nally.

Was not thou most curstfully madd to sever thy selfe
from sucn *" <>inl<le rarity ? Marston, The Fawne, iv.

curstlyt (kerst'li), adv. Execrably ; maliciously.
With hate the wise, with scorne the saints,
Evermore are curstly crost.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.

CUTStnesst (kerst'nes), n. Ill temper; crabbed-
ness

; cantankerousness
; snappishness.

The mrstness of a shrew. Ur/nlfii.

CUTSUS (ker'sus), . [ML. use of L. riirsiix. a
course: see course*.] Eccles., the stated service

curtain

of daily prayer; the choir-offices or hours col-

lectively ;
the divine office. See office.

curt (kert), . [< ME. "kurt, kurt = OS. kurt =
OFries. kort = MD. D. kort = MLG. LG. korl =
OHG. churz, MHG. G. kurz = Icel. kortr = Sw.
Dan. leort =-OF. cort, court, F. court = Pr. cort

= Sp. corto = Pg. curto = It. corto, short, curt,

< L. curtus, docked, clipped, broken, mutilated,
shortened; perhaps akin to E. short, whose

place it has taken in the other Tent, languages :

sees/sort.] 1. Short; concise; compressed.
In Homer we find not a few of these sagacious r//,'i sen-

tences, into which men unaccustomed with books are fond
of compressing their experience of human life.

Prof. Bladcie.

2. Short and dry; tartly abrupt; brusk.

"I know what yon are going to say," observed the gen-
tleman in a curt, grnffish voice.

Iiinrneli, Young Duke, v. 7.

" Do you want anything, neighbor?
"

"Yes to be let alone," was the curt reply", with a savage
frown. L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 297.

curt. A contraction of current1 : common in

acct. curt., account current.

curtailt, a. and . A corruption of curtal. Com-
pare curtail, v.

curtail (ker-tal'), v. t. [Cf. curtail, a. and .;

orig. curtal, the form curtail being a corruption
due to association with E. tail (see tail1 ) or F.

tailler, cut : . see taift. The accent was orig. on
the first syllable.] 1. To cut short

;
cut on the

end or a part of
;
dock

;
diminish in extent or

quantity : as, to curtail words.

Then why should we ourselves abridge,
And curtail our own privilege?

5. Suiter, Hudibras.

The debts were paid, habits reformed,
Expense curtailed, the dowry set to grow.

Browning, King and Book, I. 160.

2. To deprive by excision or removal
; abate by

deprivation or negation: as, to curtail one of

part of his allowance, or of his proper title.

I, that am curtail'd of this fair proportion, . . .

Deform'd, unflnish'd. Shall., Eich. III., i. 1.

But which of us knows among the men he meets whom
time will dignify by curtailinif him of the "

Mr.," and re-

ducing him to a bare patronymic, as being a kind by him-
self ? Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 253.

curtailedly (ker-ta'led-li), adr. In a curtailed
manner. Latham.
curtailer (ker-ta'ler), n. One who curtails;
one who cuts off or shortens anything.
To shew that the Latins had not been interpolators of the

f Athanasian] creed, but that the Greeks had been cut-tatters.

Waterland, Works, IV. 290.

curtailment (ker-tal'ment), n. [< curtail +
-ment.] The act of cutting off or down; a

shortening ;
decrease or diminution : as, the cur-

tailmen t of expenses was demanded.
Know ye not that in the curtailment of time by indo-

lence and sleep there is very great trouble?
E. W. Lam, Modem Egyptians, I. 102.

curtail-step (ker'tal-step), n. [For curtal-step,
< curtal, a., + step.] The first or bottom step
of a stair, when it is finished in a curved line at
its outer end, or the end furthest from the wall.

curtain (ker'tan), n. [Early mod. E. also cur-

tine, courtin, courtain, cortine, cortaine; < ME.
curteyn, corteyn, more correctly curtyn, cortyn,
< OF. curtine, cortine = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cortina,
a curtain, < ML. cortina, a small court, croft,
curtain of a castle, a cloth screen, dim. of cor-

tis, a court: see court, n.] 1. A hanging screen
of a textile fabric (or rarely of leather) used to
close an opening, as a doorway or an alcove,
to shut out the light from a window, and for
similar purposes. See blind, shade, 'portiere,

lambrequin; also altar-curtain and hanging.
Specifically (a) The large sheet of stuff used to inclose
and conceal the stage in a theater. It is usually attached
to a roller by its loose extremity, and is withdrawn by
rolling it up from below. (6) Hangings of stuff used at
the windows of inhabited rooms : sometimes fixed at top,
and capable of being looped up below ; sometimes secured
at top to rings which run on a rod, and therefore capable
of being withdrawn toward the sides.

But I look'd, and round, all round the house I beheld
The death-white curtain drawn ; . . .

Knew that the death-white curtain meant but sleep,
Yet I shudder'U and thought like a fool of tin- sleep of

death. Tennyson, Maud, xiv. 4.

(c) Hangings used to shut in or screen a bedstead.

T|HT beddyng wat5 nolde.

Otcortyne* of clene sylk, wvili der _.>Mr li.'iiinn-s.

Sir Ga'icayne ami the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 854.

Even snch a man, so faint, so spiritless, . . .

Drew I'riiim s cnr/iiiji in the dead "f night,
And would have told him half his Troy was burn'd.

Xlmk., -2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

Hence 2. Whatever covers or conceals like a
curtain or hangings.



curtain

When day, expiring in the west,
The curtain draws <> nature s rest.

linrnt, Dainty Davie.

3. Ono of the movable pieces of canvas or

other material forming a tent.

'I'll. .11 shall make tin: lal.ernacle with ten curtain* of

line t winni linen. . . . Anil th.m shall DMk* tfttftoAw of

goats' hair to ! a covering upon the tabernacle.
Ex. xxvi. 1, 7.

I saw the tents of nishaniti alllietion : and the curtain*

of the hind of Midian did tivml.lt-. Hah. iii. 7.

4. In fort., that part of a rampart which is be-

tween the flanks of two bastions or between two
towers or gates, and bordered with a parapet,
behind which the soldiers stand to fire on the

covered way and into the moat. See cuts under
bastion and rroini-irork.

A Fowling Tnwr against the Town doth rear,
And on the top (or highest stage) of it

A flying Hridge, to reaeh tlie Cuurtin fit,

U it'h pnllies, poles.

Sulivxler, tr. of I)u llartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

5f. An ensign or flag.

Their ragged nirtiiiii* poorly are let loose

And our air shakes them passing scornfully.

Shale., Hen. V., iv. 2.

6. In iiii/colni/y, same as cortina. 7. A plate in

a lock designed to fall over the keyhole as a
mask to prevent tampering with the lock. 8.

The leaden plate winch divides into compart-
ments the large leaden chamber in which sul-

phuric acid is produced by the oxidation of sul-

phurous compounds in the ordinary process of

manufacture. Behind the curtain, in concealment ;

in secret. - Complement of the curtain. See coinple-
nifiit. The curtain falls, the scene closes ; the play
comet* '" an end.

Truly and lic-antlfully has Scott said of Swift,
" the stage

darkened ere the curtain fi>ll." Chamber* K Eneyc. of Lit.

The curtain rises, the play or scene opens. To draw
the curtain, to close it by drawing its parts together;
hence, to conceal an ohject; refrain from exhibiting, de-

scribing, or descanting on something: as, we draw the

curtain over his failings. To drop the curtain, t " close

the scene ; end. To raise the curtain, t" open the play
or scene ; disclose something.

curtain (ker'tan), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

tortine, corten; < ME. eortinen, cortynen, curtain ;

from the noun.] To inclose with or as with cur-

tains ;
furnish or provide with curtains.

On the Frenche kynge's right hand was another trauerse

. . curtened all of white satten.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 24.

Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse
The curtain'd sleep. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1.

Whose eye-lids curtained up their jewels dim.

A'eato, Endymion, i.

As the smile of the sun breaks through
Chill gray clouds that curtain the blue.

Bryant, Song Sparrow.

curtain-angle (ker'tan-ang'gl), n. The angle
included between the' flank and the curtain of a
fortification. See cut under bastion.

curtain-lecture (ker'tan-lek'tur), n. A private
admonition or chiding; a lecture or scolding,
such as might be given behind the curtains or
in bed by a wife to her husband.

What endless brawls by wives are bred !

The curtain-lecture makes a mournful bed.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

She ought, in such cases, to exert the authority of the
fin-lain Ifflnre, and if she Hilda him of a rebellious dispo-
sition, t*i tame him. Addition, The Ladies' Association.

curtainless (ker'tan-les), a. [< curtain + -less.']

Without curtain or curtains: as, a curtainless

bed.
curtain-of-mail (ker'tan-ov-mal'), 1. The
camail. 2. The piece of chain-mail which

hangs from the edge of a helmet of the Arabic

type, used by Mussulmans throughout the mid-
dle ages, and down to a very recent date. See
hi-lmii.

curtain-wall (kcr'tan-wal), n. In fort., a cur-

tain; the wall of a curtain.

Tamworth retains part of the curtain-teall remarkable
for its herring-bone masonry.

G. T. Clark, Military Architecture, I. vi.

curtalt (kor'tal), n.aud. [Also written curtail,

curtal, I'lirtnil, I'lirlnlil, ntrtolil, also courtault

(as F.); < OF. c<trttilt, later courtaut, adj.,

short, as n. a curtal, a horse with docked tail

(also a horse of a particular size), F. coiirtatul,

short, thickset, dumpy, docked, crop-eared (=
It. cortaldo, in., a curtal, a horse with a docked

tail, eortalda, f., a short bombard or pot-gun),
< court (= It. corto), short (see curt), + -null.

-nit, It. -altlii, E. -nM. By popular etymology,
the adj. and noun (now obsolete) as well as

the verb h:i\ been changed to curtail, q. v.]
I. a. Short; cut short

; abridged; brief; scant.

A '-in -lulil, slipper.
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Why hast thoii marr'ii my sword ?

The pummel's well, the blade is <-ii,-t<il short

Gref/if, inland.. Kurioso.

Iii fruit-time, we had some soure cherries, . . . halfc a

!>ollnd

of llgyes, and now and then a whole pound, aecord-
M- to the nnmher of those that sate at table, but in that

minced and fin-lull manner that there was none of IIS so

nimhlc-lingcr d that wee could come to vve it the secmid

time. */*, The liogiie (cd. Kli'i), ii. 274.

Matters uf this moment, as they were not to be deciiic.l

then- l.y those IHvines, so neither are they to be deter-

min'd heer by Kssays and rnrliil Aphorislna. I. lit l.y solid

priKifs of Scripture. Milton, Kikonoklastcs, \iiii.

Curtal dog (also written by corruption curtail doff), a

die whose 1 tail was cut "If, according to the old Knglish
forest laws, to signify that its owner was hindered from

coursing; in later usage, a common dog not meant for

sport ; a dog that has missed his game.

My fiirlal day, that wont to have play'd,

Plays not at all, hut seems afraid.

Shot., Passionate Pilgrim, xviii. 23.

The curtail dogs, so taught they were,
They kept the arrows in their month.

Jtotrin 1/oott aiul the. Curtail fVi/cr(('hild's Ballads, V. 277).

Curtal friar, apparently, a friar wearing a short gown or

habit.

Robin Hood lighted off his horse,
Anil tyed him to a thome ;

Carry me over the water, thou curtail fryer,
Or else thy life's forlorn.

H<MH Hood and the Curtail Fryer (Child's Ballads, V. 273).

Who hath seen our chaplain ? Where is our curtal-friar !

Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxii.

II. . 1. A horse or dog with a docked tail:

hence applied to a person mutilated in any
way.

I am made a ciirtoH ; for the pillory hath eaten off both

my ears. Qreeiu.

I'd give bay Curtal, and his furniture,
My mouth no more were broken than these Imys'.

Shak., Alls Well, Ii 3.

And l>ecause I feared he would lay claim to my sorrel

curtoll in my stable, I ran to the smith to have him set on
his mane again and his tail presently, that the commis-
sion-man might not think him a curtoll.

Cha2nan, Gentleman Usher, i. 1.

2. A short cannon. 3. A musical instrument
of the bassoon kind. Also written courtal,

courtel, corthal, cortand, courtant.

I knew him by his hoarse voice, which sounded Jike the

lowest note of a double courtel.

Tom lirmtm, Works (ed. 1760), II. 182.

curtalt (ker'tal), . t. [< curtal, a. Now cur-

tail, a. v.] 1*0 cut short; curtail.

curtal-axt , curtle-axt, [Also written eurtlttr,

also curteliicc, coitrtelas, curtelas, etc., corrupt
forms, simulating curtal, short, and ax (appar.

by association with tattle-ax), of cutlas, cut-

lace: see cutlas.] A cutlas (which see).

But speare and cv.ii.axc both usd Priamond in Held.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 42.

A gallant curtle-axe upon my thigh."'
*., As you Like it, I. 3.

There springs the Shrub three foot aboue the grass,
Which fears the keen edge of the Curtelace.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

curtaldt, curtallt, and n. See curtal.

curtana, n. See curtein.

curtasyt, An obsolete form of courtesy.

curtate (ker'tat), a. [< L. curtatus, pp. of cur-

tare, shorten, < curtus, shortened: see curt.]

Shortened; reduced Curtate cycloid. See cy-

cloid,\. Curtate distance of a planet, in astron., the

distance between the sun or earth and that point where
a perpendicular let fall from the planet meets the plane
of the ecliptic.

curtation (ker-ta'shon), n. [< NL. "curta-

tio(n-), < L. curtare, pp. curtatus, shorten: see

curtate.'] In astron., the difference between a

planet's true distance from the sun and its

curtate distance.

curtein, curtana (ker-tan', -ta'nH), n. [AF.
curtein, OF. cortain, courtain, ML. curtana, < L.

curtus, broken, shortened: see curt. The name
was orig. applied to the sword of Roland, of

which, according to the tradition, the point
was broken off in testing it.] The pointless
sword carried before the kings of England at

their coronation, and emblematically consider-

ed as the sword of mercy. It is also called the

sword of Edward the Confessor.

Homage denied, to censures you proceed ;

lint when Curtana will not do the deed,
You lay that pointless clergy-weapon by,
Ami to the laws, your sword of justice, fly.

lii-inlfii. Hind and Panther, ii. 419.

curteist, " A Middle English form of courteous.

CUrtelt, ". Same as Icirtlr.

curtelast, curtelasset, Same as curtal-tu-

for cut/it.*.

CUrtesy, - See courti-.ii/.

curtilage (ker'ti-laj), . [< OF. cortillage, cur-

tillaijc, curli/ni/i, mnrtilliiy<; < murtil, cortil, cur-

curvature

til, a courtyard, < L. corn (<<'!-), ML. also <-r-

tix, :\ court: si'" 1 mart, .] In luif, tin 1 nri'a of

land occupied by a dwelling and its yard and

outbuildings, and inclosed, or denned aw if in-

closed, for their better use and enjoyment. At
. '.1111111.11 law, breaking into an outbuilding is not tcchni

call} honsehreaking unless it is within the curtilage.

curtinet, An obsolete spelling of rurtuin.

curtlaxt, curtle-axt, . SiM 1 curtal-ax.

curtly (kert'li), atlr. In a curt manner, (n) Brief-

ly; shortly.

Here M r
. I.icentiat shew'd liis art; and hath s.. </,//./,

succinctly, and concisely epit..nii/.'d the lung stoi> ..f the

captive. (Jayton, Noteson II..M Vuix.ii. iv. 16.

(6) In a short and dry utterance ; abruptly.

CurtneSB (kert'nes), . Shortness; concise-
ness

;
tart abruptness, as of manner.

The sense must be curtailed anil broken into parts, to

make it square with the curfnc of the melody.
Kame*, Elein. of Criticism.

curtolt, curtoldt, curtollt, and . See cnr-

tal.

curtsy (kfert'si), M. [Also written curtesy, curt-

sey ; another form of courtesy.] Same as cour-

tesy, 3.

curtsy (kert'si), v.
; pret. and pp. curtsied, ppr.

curtsyint/. Same as courtesy.
curuba (ko'ro-ba), n. [Corruption of native

i-H/it/ia.] The sweet calabash of the Antilles,
the fruit of Passiflora multiformis.

curucui (ko'ro-kwi), n. [Braz. ; prob. imita-

tive.] The Brazilian name of a bird, the Tro-

gon curucui (Linnaeus), in the form Curucujut it

was made by Bonaparte in 1854 the generic name of the

group of trogons to which the curucui pertains.

curule (ku'rol), a. [= F. curitle = Sp. Pg. cu-

rul = It. curule, < L. curulis, prob. for currulis

(sometimes so written), of or pertaining to a
chariot (or to the sella curulis, the curule chair),
< currits (curru-), a chariot, < currere, run, race :

see current1
, curricle.] 1. Pertaining or belong-

ing to a chariot. 2. Privileged to sit in a cu-
rule chair: as, the curule magistrates. Curule
chair or seat, among the Romans, the chair of state, the

right to sit in which was re-

served, under the republic, to

consuls, pretors, curule ediles,

censors, the flamen dialis, and
the dictator and his deputies,
when in otliee- all, hence,
styled curule tnaifistrates. Un-
der the empire it was assumed
by the emper- ir. and was grant-
ed i" the priests of the im-

p-rial house, and perhaps to

the prefect of the city. In
form it long resembled a plain
folding seat with carved legs

and no back, but is described as incrusted with ivory, etc.;

and later it was ornamented in accordance with the prev-
alent taste for luxury.

There are remains at 'Lucca of an amphitheatre ; . . .

and in the town-house there is a fine relief of a curule

chair. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 208.

cururlett, n. [Appar. a mistake for curwillet.]
A sort of plover. Crabb.

CUrval (ker'val), a. [< curve + -al.] In her.,
same as curvant.

CUTVant (ker'vant), a. [< curve + -ant 1
.] In

her., curved or "bowed,

curvate, curvated (ker'vat, -va-ted), a. [< L.

curratns, pp. of citrrare, make crooked or curved,
< curvus, curved : see curve, a.] Curved

;
bent in

a regular form.
curvation (ker-va'shon), . [< L. curratio(n-),
< currare, pp. curvatus, bend, curve : see curve,

r.] The act of bending or curving.
CUTVative (ker'va-tiv), a. [< L. evrratns, pp.,
curved (see currate), + -ive.] In hot., having
the leaves slightly curved. [Rare.]
curvature (ker'va-tur), n. [= Sp. It. curva-
tttra = Pg. curvadura, < L. cunatura, < curvare,

?p.
curvatus, bend, curve: see curvate, curre, v.]

. Continuous bending; the essential character
of a curve: applied primarily to lines, but also

to surfaces. See phrases below.

In a curve, the curvature is the angle through which
the tangent sweeps round per unit of length of the curve.

A. DanitU, Prin. of Physics, p. 74.

2. Any curving or bending; a, flexure. 3.

Something which is curved or bent. Aberrancy
of curvature. See aberrancy. Absolute curvature
of a twisted curve, in geom., the reeipnieal of the radius

of the osculating circle. Angle of curvature. See

anyles. Angular curvature of the apine, in pathol.,
abnormal and excessive curvature of the spine prjei tinu'

backward, produced by caries of the liodies of the ver-

tebra 1

. ,,r I'ott's disease. Also called Potft curvature.~
Anticlastic curvature, in ';>//!., that kind of curvature
which belongs to a surface cutting its tangent plane in

fi.ur real directions, as the inside part of an anchor-ring.
Anticlastic curvature U also called /i;/;.'
because a surface so curved has a hyperliola for it8 indi-

catrix.-Average curvature, the whole curvature divid-

Curule Chair, from drawing
found in Pompeii.



curvature

ed by the length of the curve or the area of the surface.

Center of curvature, of principal curvature, of

spherical curvature. See center!.- Chord of curva-
ture. See chord. Circle of curvature. See circle.

Curvature Of concussion, in but.
,
curvature in a grow-

ing internode which follows upon a sharp blow, the curva-

ture being concave on the side which receives the stroke :

a phrase derived from Sachs. Curve of curvature. See

euror. Curve of double curvature. See cu roe. Dar-
winian curvature, the curvature observed by Darwin as

occurring in roots in response to stimulation. It is pecu-
liar in being convex on the side to which the stimulus is

applied. Double curvature, a term applied to the cur-

vature of a line which twists, so that all the parts of it do
not lie in the same plane, as the rhumb-line or loxodromic
curve. Geodesic curvature, the ratio of the angle be-

tween two successive geodesic tangents to a curve drawn

upon a curved surface to the length of the infinitesimal

arc between those tangents. Hyperbolic curvature.
See antKlastic curvature. Indeterminate curvature,
the curvature of a curve or surface at a node, where the
usual expression for the curvature becomes indeterminate.

Integral curvature. See whole curvature. Lateral
curvature of the spine, in pathol., abnormal curvature
of the spinal column in a lateral direction, caused by a
relaxation of the ligaments and muscles which normally
keep the spine erect. Also called scoliosis. Line of cur-

vature, in geom., a curve traced upon a surface so as to

lie constantly in the plane of the section of maximum or
of minimum curvature of the surface at the point. Mea-
sure Of curvature, at any point of a curve or surface, the

average curvature in the immediate neighborhood of that

point. Also simply curvature. Pott's curvature. Same
as angular curvature of the spine. Radius of curva-
ture, the radius of the circle of curvature. Second cur-
vature. torsion

;
the rate of rotation of the osculating

plane 01 a curve, relatively to the increment of the arc.

Spherical curvature of a twisted curve, (a) The recip-
rocal of the radius of the osculating sphere. (6) Plane cur-

vature existing in any part of a twisted curve ; that kind
of curvature which exists at any part of a surface where
the osculating quadric surface reduces to a sphere. Syn-
clastic curvature, that kind of curvature which belongs
to a surface not cutting its tangent-plane in a real locus.

Whole, total, or Integral curvature, the angle be-

tween the normals at the extremities of an arc of a plane
curve ; as applied to a portion of a surface, the area on
the surface of a unit-sphere described by a radius which
moves parallel to the normal to the contour of the por-
tion of surface whose curvature is spoken of ; as applied
to an arc of a twisted curve, the length of the curve de-

scribed on the surface of a unit-sphere by a radius moving
parallel to the normal to the curve.

curve (kerv), a. and n. [In earlier use curb, <

ME. combe, < OF. courbe, corbe (see curb), F.
courbe = Pr. corb = Sp. Pg. It. curvo, < L. cur-

vus, bent, curved, = OBulg. kriru, bent, = Lith.

kreivas, crooked, akin to Gr. /ti'prrff, bent, and
prob. to Kpmoc, KipKof, L. circus, a ring, circle:

see circle.] I. a. Bending; crooked; curved.

A curve line is that which is neither a straight line nor
composed of straight lines. Ogilvie.

II. . 1. A continuous bending; a flexure
without angles ; usually, as a concrete noun, a

one-way geometrical locus which may be gen-
erated by the continuous turning of a line and
motion of a point along the line. All the positions
of the point, taken together, make the curve, which is also
the envelop of all the positions of the line. Geometers
understand a curve as something capable of being denned
by an equation or equations, or otherwise described in

general terms. It may thus have nodes, cusps, and other
singularities, but must not be broken in a way which can-
not be precisely denned without the use of special num-
bers. Curves are often employed in physics and statistics
to represent graphically the changes in value of certain
physical or statistical quantities : as, the energy curve of
the solar spectrum ; the isothermal line or curve ; the curve
of population.

Nor pastoral rivulet that swerves
To left and right thro' meadowy curves.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, c.

2. Anything continuously bent. 3. A drafts-
man's instrument for forming curved figures.

4. In base-ball, the course of a ball so

E
itched that it does not pass in a straight line
rom the pitcher to the catcher, but makes a

deflection in the air other than the ordinary
one caused by the force of gravity : as, it was
difficult to gage the curves of the pitcher. An in
curve is one that deflects from the straight line toward
the batter

; an out curve, away from the batter. A drop
deflects downward, and a rise or up curve upward _
Adiabatic curve. See adiabatic. Algebraic curve a
curve whose equations in linear coordinates contain only
algebraic functions of the coordinates. Anaclastic
curves, anallagmatic curves. See the adjectives.
Anticlinal and synclinal curves, in geol., terms ap-
plied to the elevations and depressions of undulating sur-
faces of strata. See anticlinal and synclinal Asymp-
totical curves. See asymptotical. Axis of a curve
Seeazwfi. Bicursal curve, a curve which cannot be de-
scribed by the continuous motion of one point, even if it

passes through Infinity, but can be so described by two
points. Bipartite curve, bitaugential curve. See the
adjectives. Cartesian curve. SameasCartm'an,.,2.
Catenary or catenarian curve. See catenary. Caus-
tic curve. Same as caustic, n., 3. Center of a curve
See center!. Characteristic angle of a curve See
characteristic. Class of a curve. See class, 6. Closed
curve. See closei, v. Contact of two curves, see
contact. Cubic curve, a curve of the third order cut-
ting every plane (or else every line in the plane) in three

ints. A cubic curve in a plane is one which is cut
every line in the plane in three points, real or imagi-

poi
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nary. Such curves are of three genera : nodal cubics,

which have either a crunode or an acnode ; cuspidal cu-

bics, which have a cusp; and non-singular cubics, which

are bicursal, though one branch may be imaginary.
Curve coordinates. See coordinate. Curve of beau-

ty, a gentle curve of double or contrary flexure, in which
it has been sought to trace the foundation of all beauty of

form. Also called line of beauty. Curve of curvature,
a curve drawn ujwn a surface in such a manner that at

every point normals to the surface at consecutive points
of the curve intersect one another. Curve Of double
curvature, a curve not contained in one plane. Curve
of elastic resistance, in gun., a curve whose ordinates

give the elastic resistance of a built-up gun at the different

points along the bore. Curve of equal or equable ap-
proach. See approach. Curve of probability, a curve
whose equation is

representing the probabilities of different numbers of re-

currences of an event. Curve Of pursuit, the curve de-

scribed by a point representing a dog which runs with
constant velocity toward another point representing a

hare, this second point also moving, generally in a straight

line, with constant velocity. After the dog passes the

hare, he runs away from it according to the same law.

Curve of sines, cosines, tangents, secants, etc.,
curves in which the abscissa is proportional to the angle,
and the ordinate to a trigonometric function of the angle.

Cuspidal Curve, a curve on a surface along which the
surface so touches itself that on cutting the surface by an

arbitrary plane at every intersection of this plane with
the cuspidal curve the intersection of the plane with the
surface has a cusp. Deficiency of an algebraical
curve, the number by which the number of its double

points nodes and cusps falls short of the highest num-
ber which a curve of the same order can have. Diano-
dal curve. See a ianodal. Distribution of a curve, i n

geom., twice the number of double points increased by
three times the number of cusps. Elastic curve, the

figure assumed by a thin elastic plate acted upon by a
force and a couple. Equation to a curve. See equa-
tion. Equitangential curve, a curve upon whose tan-

gents a fixed line (called the directrix) intercepts equal
distances from the points of tangency. Exponential
curve. See exponential. Family Of curves, a singly
infinite series of curves differing from one another only
by the different values assumed by one constant. Flex-
ure of a curve, in math., the bending of the curve to-

ward or from a straight line. Focal curve, the locus of
foci of a surface. Foliate curve, Newton's 41st species
of cubic curves, a plane cubic having a crunode and a

point of inflection at infinity, the inflectional tangent being
an ordinary line. It is supposed to resemble a leaf. For
a figure, see cissoid. Geodesic curve. See geodesic.
Geometric curve. See geometric. Harmonic curve,
a curve whose ordinates are a simple harmonic func-
tion of the abscissas; a curve of sines. Lemniscatic
curve, a plane curve whose polar equation is of the form
i" = A sin n. Lissaj ous curves (so named from the
French physicist Jules Antoine Lissajous, who observed
them first in 1855), figures produced by the composition
of two simple harmonic motions, as the curve formed on
a screen by a ray of light reflected first from a mirror at-

tached to one vibrating tuning-fork, and then from a mir-
ror on another fork which is placed, for example, at right
angles to the first. The form of the curve traced out by
the point of light depends upon the difference of pitch
between the two forks, and also upon the difference of

phase. Loxodromic curve. See loxodromic. Mag-
netic curves. See magnetic. Mechanical curve, a
curve of such a nature that the relation between the ab-
scissa and the ordinate cannot be expressed by an algebraic
equation. Such curves are now generally called transcen-
dental curves : opposed to algebraic curve. Order Of an
algebraic curve, the numberof points, real or imaginary,
in which it cuts every plane (or every line in that plane).
Organic description ofcurves, in geom. , the description
of curves on a plane by means of instrumenta. Periodic
curve, a curve which represents a periodic function.
Plane curve, a curve lying in a plane. Quartic curve,
a curve of the fourth order. Radical curve, a spiral hav-

ing several branches through the origin. Range curve,
a curve employed to determine the approximate ranges
for different angles of elevation of a projectile fired from a
given piece with a given charge of powder. It is con-
structed by tracing a line through the points of intersec-
tion of the ordinates and abscissas representing respec-
tively the angles of elevation given and the corresponding
ranges obtained from practice. It gives a rapid method
for interpolating intermediate ranges. The tabulation of
these elevations with their corresponding ranges taken
from the curve constitutes a range table,. Rank of a
curve. See rank. Sextic curve, a curve of the sixth
order. Skew, twisted, or tortuous curve, a curve not
lying in a plane. Transcendental curve, a curve whose
equation contains transcendental functions of one or more
of the coordinates. Twisted cubic curve. Same as
twisted cubic (which see, under cubic, n.).

curve (kerv), v.
; pret. and pp. curved, ppr.

curring. [In earlier use curb (now with de-
flected senses: see curb, v.), < OF. curber,
corber, courbcr, F. courber = Pr. corbar OSp.
corvar (Sp. encorvar) = Pg. curvar = It. cur-

rare, corvare, < L. curvare, bend, curve, < curvus,
bent, curved: see curve, a.] I. trans. To bend;
cause to take the shape of a curve

; crook
;

inflect.

And lissome Vivien . . .

. . . curved an arm about his neck.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Brunelleschi curved the dome which Michel Angelo
hung in air on St. Peter's.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 2.

II. intrans. To have or assume a curved or
flexed form : as, to curve inward.

Out again I curve and flow. Tennyson, The Brook.

curviserial

Through the dewy meadow's breast, fringed with shade,
but touched on one side with the sun-smile, ran the crys-
tal river, curving in its brightness, like diverted hope.

JK. D. Ulackmorf, Lorna Doone, xxxiii.

curvedness (ker'ved-nes), . The state of be-

ing curved. [Bare.]
curvet (ker'vet or ker-vet'), n. [Formerly
carpet, < It. corvetta (= F. courbette), a curvet,
leap, bound, < corvare, curvare, bow, bend,
stoop, < L. curvare, bend, curve : see curve, B.I

1. In the manege, a leap of a horse in which
both the fore legs are raised at once and

equally advanced, the haunches lowered, and
the hind legs brought forward, the horse spring-

ing as the fore legs are falling, so that all his

legs are in the air at once.

The bound and high curvet
Of Main's fiery steed. Shak., All's Well, ii. 3.

2. Figuratively, a prank ;
a frolic. Johnson.

curvet (ker'vet or ker-vet'), v.
; pret. and pp.

curveted or curvetted, ppr. curveting or curvet-

ting. [Formerly corvet; = It. corvettare = F.

courbetter ; from the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To
leap in a curvet

; prance.
Anon he rears upright, curvets and leaps.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 279.

He ruled his eager courser's gait ;

Forced him, with chastened fire, to prance,
And, high curvetting, slow advance.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 18.

The huge steed . . . plunged and curveted, with re-

doubled fury, down the long avenue. Poe
t Tales, I. 480.

2. To leap and frisk.

Cry, holla ! to the tongue, I prithee ; it curvets unsea-

sonably. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

A gang of merry roistering devils, frisking and curvet-

ing on a flat rock. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 348.

II. trans. To cause to make a curvet ;
cause

to make an upward spring.

The upright leaden spout curvetting its liquid filament
into it. Landor.

curvicaudate (ker-vi-ka'dat), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, + cauda, tail: see caudate.] Having
a curved or crooked tail.

CUTVicostate (ker-vi-kos'tat), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, + costa, a rib: see costate."] Having
small curved ribs.

CUTVidentate (ker-vi-den'tat), a. [< L. cur-

vus, curved, + den(t-)s = E. tooth : see den-

tate."] Having curved teeth.

CUrvifoliate (ker-vi-fo'H-at), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, + folium, a leaf: see foliate.'] Having
curved leaves.

curyiform (ker' vi-form), a. [< L. curvus, curved,
+ forma, shape.] Having a curved form.

curvilinead (ker-vi-lin'e-ad), n. [As curvi-

line-ar + -ad^.] An instrument for delineat-

ing curves.

curvilinear (ker-vi-lin'e-ar), a. [Also curvi-

lineal (after linear, lineafj; cf. F. curviligne =
Sp. Pg. It. curvilineo; < L. curvus, bent, + linea,
line: see line2.] Having a curved line; con-

sisting of or bounded by curved lines : as, a cur-

vilinear figure Curvilinear angle. See angles, i.

Curvilinear coordinates. See coordinate.

curvilinearity (ker-vi-lin-e-ar'i-ti), n. [< cur-

vilinear + -ity.] The state of being curvilin-

ear, or of consisting in curved lines.

CUrvilinearly (ker-vi-lin'e-jjr-li), adv. In a
curvilinear manner.
curvinervate (ker-vi-ner'vat), a. [< L. curvus,

curved, + nervtts, nerve: see nervate.] Hav-
ing the veins or nervures curved.
curvinerved (ker'vi-nervd), a. Same as cur-
vinervate.

Ourvirostra (ker-vi-ros'tra), n. [NL., < L.

curvus, curved, + rostrum, lieak.] A genus of
birds

;
the crossbills : synonymous with Loxia

(which see). Scopoli, 1777. Also called Cru-
cirostra.

CUTVirostral (ker-vi-ros'tral), a. [< L. curvus,
bent, + rostrum, a beak, + -a?.] 1. In gen-
eral, having a decurved bill, as a curlew or

creeper. 2. Specifically, having a crooked,
cruciate bill, as the crossbills

; metagnathous.
See cut under crossbill.

Curvirostres (ker-vi-ros'trez), w. pi. [NL., < L.

ciirrus, curved, + rostrum, a beak.] luernlth.,
a group of laminiplantar oscine Passeres, nearly
the same as the Certliiomorplia; of Sundevall.

Sclater, 1880.

curviserial (ker-vi-se'ri-al), a. [< L. curvit.*,

curved, 4- scries, series, + -a!.] Arranged in

curved or spiral ranks: in bot., applied byBra-
vais to a theoretical form of leaf-arrangement
in which the angle of divergence is incommen-
surable with the circumference, and conse-



curvlserial

quently no leaf can be exactly above any pre-
ceding one. Tin or.liuan i. -i in- MI pbyllotaxy Indicated

by Hi-- ti;irti"ii* .(. t[. j[, etc., approximate more and more
lonely to this, and the deviation in the f, ami ,", arrange-

ments is inappreciable. Such fnnrm, therefore, are some-
time* SO dcsi^llatell.

curvital (kiVvi-tal), n. [< curre + -it- + -a/.
}

Pertaining to curves in general. Curvital func-
tion, a fnnrtlon expressing the length of the- pcrpcndicu
lar from a tlxed point of a curve UJKHI a normal at a vnriu-
lile point, the length of tlic arc from tin- llxcil to the varia-
Mi- point being the independent variable of the fiini-tion.

curvlty (ker'vi-ti), 11. [= F. curi'itc = Pr. rur-
nlnl Sp. curridad = rg. ritrvidade = It. cur-

riti'i, < LL. curritn(t-)s, < \,. mmm, curved: see
i-nrrr, n.] The state of being curved

; curva-
ture.

curvograph (ker'vo-graf), n. [< L. eurvus,
curved, + (!r. -)pn<jiFiv, write.] An arcograph.
curvoust (ket-' vug), a. [< L. eurvus, curved : see

rum; .] Bent; crooked; curved. Coles, 1717.

curvulate (ker'vu-lat), a. [< NL.
*curyulu#,

dim. of li. currus, curved, + -atc^.] Slightly
curved.

curwillett (ker-wil'et), n. [Origin obscure.]
The sanderling, Catidris unmiria. Montagu.

curyt, . [MK. rury, var. of cure, < L. </</,
care : see cure, n.~\ Art

; device ; invention.

Cookes with tin-ire new collceytes . . .

Many newrimV.* alle day they are contryvynge and fynd-
ynge-. Babnf Bunk (E. E. T. 8.), p. 140.

CUSCO bark. See bark*.

Cusco china. Same as Cusco bark (which see,
under bark*).
cusco-cinchonin (kus'ko-sin'ko-nin), n. Same
as etu>eonine.

CUSCOnidin (kus-kon'i-din), . [< Cusco(n-)
(Ixirk) + -id 1 + -in 2 .] An alkaloid of cinchona.
CUSCOnine (kus'ko-nin), n. [< Cnsco(n-) (bark)
+ -in?2.] An alkaloid (C23H2(,N2O4 + 2H2O)
of cinchona. Also cusco-cinchonin.

CUSCUS 1
(kus'kus), n. [NL., of native origin.]

A genus of marsupial quadrupeds of the Aus-
tralian and Papuan islands, including opossum-
like prehensile-tailed phalangers, covered with
dense woolly fur, having a small head and

large eyes, living in trees, and characterized by
slow movements. Their average size is about that of
a domestic cat. There are several species, as C. ttrmnus,
C. orientalis, C. maculatits, and C. iv#/tifM, the last in-

habitini; New Guinea.

CUSCUB2 (kus'kus), . [< E. Ind. khimklum.]
The commercial name for the long fibrous
aromatic root of cuscus-grass, which is used
for making tatties or screens, ornamental bas-
kets, etc.

CUSCUS-grass (kus'kus-gras), n. An aromatic
grass of India, Andropogon miiricatus. See An-
dnijiogon and tattie.

Dodder [Custttta).
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Cuscuta (ktis-ku'tii), n. [NL., from the Ar.

name.] A genu.s of parasitic plants, natural
order t'niii-iilriiliirrir; the dodders. They an- len-

'Icr, leafless, yellow or orauge-eolnred twining plants,
drawing their nourishment wholly from the tn-ihact ..u.s

plants I" which they fasten. The flowers are whit.- ami
KM embryo is without cotyledons. There are about *o

species, widely distributed, some of them noxious weeds,
as /'. K/iiiiiiinii and ('. Trifolli. which arc very injurious
in fields of tla\ and clover. See dinkier*.

cash (kush), . [Anglo-Ind.] The commercial
name in India for sorghum.
cushat (kush'at), n. [E. dial, also cushot, <-mr-

.ilmt, cowshut, 'cooscot, 8c. also kowsfhot, also
cuxhie (cushie-dow) ; < ME. cowscot, couscot, <

AS. cuscotf, cusccote, cuscute, a ring-dove, per-

haps for "ctic-scote, lit. quick-shooting, swift-

flying, < cucu, contr. of cwicu, cine, quick, 4-

-scotc. < scedtan, shoot: see shoot, shot.] The
ring-dove or wood-pigeon, Columba palumbus.

Kar hen thy dark green planting's shade
The <-if*lint croodles am'roualy. Taniiahill.

In this country the ringdove or wood-pigeon is also
called the cvithat and the queest. Yarrell, British Kirds.

CUshew-bird (kush'p-berd), n. [< cusltetc, prob.
imitative, + bird1

.'] A name of the galeated
curassow. See curassow, 2.

cushie-doo (kush'i-do), n. [Sc. ;
also written

ctishie-dow; < ciishie, = cushat, q. v., + doo, dow,
E. doee.] A Scotch name of the riug-dove or

cushat, Columba palumbus. Macgillivray.
CUShiest, . pi- See wishes.

CUshint, . See cushion.

cushinett, n. See cushionet.

cushion (kush'un), . [Early mod. E. also cush-

in, quishon; < ME. cuschone, cuysshen, quysshen,
cuyschun, < OF. cuissin, coessin, coissin, coussin,
F. coussin = Pr. coisin, coissi = Sp. coxin, now
cojin = Pg. coxim = It. cuscino, coscino = OHG.
chussin, MHG. kiissin, G. kiissen, kissen = MLG.
D. kussen (of. Sw. kudde), < ML. cussinus, cush-

ion, modified, under Rom. influence, from *cul-

citmum, dim. of L. culcita, a cushion, pillow,
feather bed, quilt: see counterpoint

1 and quilt.]
1. A bag-like case of cloth or leather, usually
of moderate size, filled with feathers, wool, or
other soft material, used to support or ease
some part of the body in sitting or reclining,
as on a chair or lounge. See pillow.

t'ppon which tyme of sitting, the servitorys moste dili-

gently a-wayte to serve them of quisymu.
Babres Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 389.

In a shadowy saloon,
On silken euMmu half reclined.

Tennyson, Eleiiliore.

2. Something resembling a cushion in structure,
softness, elasticity, use, or appearance; espe-
cially, something used to counteract a sudden
shock, jar, or jolt, as in a piece of mechanism.
Specifically (a) An elastic pad of calfskin stuffed with
wool, on which gold-leaf is placed and cut with a palette-
knife into the forms or sizes needed by the finisher for the
gilding of books. Also called ffold-cwthion. (b) A pillow
used in lace-making. See pillow, (c) A pincushion (which
see), (d) In hair-drtasiiig, a pad used for supporting the
hair and increasing its apparent mass.

The hair was arranged [in 1789] over a cM#At'on formed
of wool, and covered with silk.

Fairholt, Costume, II. 211.

M The rubber of an electrical machine. See rubber. (/)
The padded side or rim of a billiard-table. (//) The head
of a bit-stock. See bracrl, 14. (A) In inach., a body of
air or steam which serves, under pressure, as an elastic
check or buffer ; specifically, steam left in the cylinder of
an engine to serve as an elastic check for the piston.
The cushion is made by closing the exhaust-outlet an in-

stant before the end of the stroke, or by opening the Inlet
for live steam before the stroke is finished, (t) In zoo/.,
u pulvillns. (j) In hot., the enlargement at or beneath
the insertion of many leaves, a special mobile organ. Also
called pulvintts. (if) In arch., the echinus of a capital.

3. The woolsack.

(Chief Justice Hale] became the cushion exceedingly
well. Roger North, Lord Ouilford, I. 144.

Cushion style, in embroidery, formerly, the simplest
stitch, like modern Berlin work or worsted work : so
called because much used for cushions to kneel upon in

church, etc. To be beside the cushion*, to miss the
mark (literally or figuratively). Sans. To hit or miss
the cushion*, to succeed or fail in an attempt ; hit or
miss a mark. Xares.

cushion (kush'un), r. [< cushion, n.] I. trans.

1. To seat on or as on a cushion or cushions.

Many, who are cushioned upon thrones, would have re-
mained in obscurity. Bolingbrolce, Parties.

2. To cover or conceal with or as with a cushion ;

furnish with a cushion or cushions, in any sense
of that wonl : as, to cushion a seat

;
to cushion

a carriage.
Further gain was also made by cushioning the bearings

of the diaphragm on l>tli sides with rings of paper.
(,'. /;. 1'mn-ott, Kleet. Invent., p. 24.

3f. To put aside or suppress.

i:ushion<apiul
(Norman).

cusp
The

apothecary trotted Into town, now in full [xwaes-
SI..M "f the vicar H motive* for desiring t" < -<-7<io his son's

oratory. Jf. W. Savage, K. M. .tli.-,.ft. h 10.

U. infriiint. In liillim-ilx, to make the cue-ball
hit the cushion, either before it touches any
other ball or after contact with the object-ball,

cushion-capital (kiish'un-kap'i-tal), . In
"/' /i., a capital of such form as to appear like

a cushion pressed upon by
the weight of the entablature.
It Is of common occurrence in In-
dian buildings; and the nameisspe-
clftcally given to a form of Norman
capital, consisting of a cube round-
ed oft* at its lower angles.

cushion-carom (kush
' un -

kar'om), n. In billiards, a car-
om in which the cue-ball hits

the cushion before striking
the second object-ball.
cushion-dance (kush

' un -

dans), n. An English and
Scotch dance, especially pop-
ular among country people and at weddings.
It is a sort of circular gallopade in single file, In which,
at a certain regularly recurring stage in the music, each
dancer in turn drops a cushion tiefore one of the other
sex ; the two having knelt and kissed each other, the prom-
enade is resumed. In Scotland it Is called bob at the '-"

ntrr, or bob at the Mgter.

cushionet (kush'un-et), w. [Formerly also
cushinet (= It. cuscinetto) ;

as cushion + dim.

-et.~\ A little cushion.

cushioning (kush'un -ing), n. [< cushion +
-ing

1
."] The act of providing with a cushion

;
a

provision of cushions; in mach., the effect pro-
duced by a cushion

;
a cushion or buffer.

If the small quantity [of air] necessary to supply the
motor be confined, It will also lie ample to provide all the

cushioning that Is desirable. Set. Amer. Supp., p. 8682.

Preadmission, that is to say, admission before the end of
the back stroke, which, together with the compression of
steam left in the cylinder when the exhaust port closes,
produces the mechanical effect of cushioning.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 501.

cushion-rafter (kush'un-raf'ter), n. An auxil-

iary rafter placed beneath a principal one, to
relieve an unusual strain.

cushion-scale (kush'un-skal), . A very com-
mon scale-insect, Icfrya purchasi, injurious to
the orange and other fruits cultivated in Cali-
fornia: so called from the large cushion-like,
waxy, fluted ovisac attached to the bodies of
the females. It Is very active and hardy, is capable of
bHng transported from one continent to another, infests

many different cultivated trees and plants, and is a great
pest. The female bug has three molts and the male two.
Also called cottony cuthion-malf, and also white scale,

Jltttfd scale, and Aitntralian bug.

cushion-star (kush'un-star), n. A kind of star-
fish of the genus (ioniaster and family Asteri-
nidte. G. equestris, the knotty cushion-star, is

a British species.
cushion-stitch (kush'un-stich), H. In embroi-

dery, a stitch by which the ground is covered
with straight snort lines formed by repeated
short Stitcnes. This stitch was much used to form the
background of elaimrate embroidery in the fifteenth and
later centuries, sometimes imitating painting, the colon
being mingled with great ingenuity so as to represent
clouds, distant foliage, etc.

cushiony (kush'un-i), a. [< cushion + -yl.]
Like a cushion

;
soft and yielding or elastic.

A bow-legged character with a flat and cushiony nose.

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, x.

It was this turfy and grassy character of these moun-
tains I am tempted to say their cushiony character
that no reading or picture-viewing of mine had prepared
me for. The Century, XXVII. 110.

Cushite (kush'it), H. and a. [< Cash, the son
of Ham, + -fe2.] I, _ A descendent of Cush,
the son of Ham ; a member of a division of the
Hamite family named from Cush, anciently oc-

cupying Ethiopia and perhaps parts of Arabia
and Babylonia.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Cushites or
their language.
CUSk (kusk), n. A local name in Great Britain
of the torsk, a fish of the genus Brosmius, and
in the United States of the burbot, Lota macu-
losa.

Telcmachus caught a laker of thirteen pounds and a
half, and I an overgrown runic, which we threw away.

Louvll, Fireside Travels, p. 151.

cuskint, . A kind of drinking-cup.
A cup, a nukin. Xnmenclator, p. 232. (Hallimll.)

cusp (kusp), . [< L. cuspis, a point, spear, jave-
lin, lance, string, etc.] 1. In astron., the point
or horn of a crescent, specifically of the cres-
cent moon. 2. In astral., the beginning or first

entrance of any house in the calculation of na-
tivities.



cusp
V. other planet hath so many dignities,

Either liy himself, or in regard of the m*/*.
Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, iv. 2.

The Cn*p or very entrance of any house, or first begin-

iiiii" is upon the line where you see the figures placed.
l.illii. Christian Astrology, etc. (ed. 1059), p. 33.

3. In geom., a stationary point on a curve,
where a point
describing the

curve has its

motion precise-

ly reversed.

4. In arch.,
an intersecting

point Of the
mnll arpH m1

1

foliations dec-

orating the internal curves of the trefoils,

cinquefoils, etc., of medieval tracery; also, the

-i

inflection, involving
also .1 double tan-

gent .in- 1 a node.

A Simple or Cera-
toid Cusp, with the

tangent at the sta-

tionary point.

Cusps.

i. St. Ouen, Rouen, isth century. 2. Tomb of Can Signorio della

Scala, Verona, I4th century. 3. Notre Dame du Folgoat, Brittany,
l6th century. 4. Cathedral of Reims, I3th century. 5. Ducal Palace,
Venice. 6. Tomb of Can M astino della Scala, Verona.

figure formed by the intersection of such arcs.

5. In 067. and anat. : (a) Any special promi-
nence or protuberance of the crown of a tooth.
A hlunt conical cusp is called a tubercle; a sharp sec-

torial cusp is a blade ; a low or lateral cusp is a heel.

Teeth are sometimes named from the number of their

cusps, as bicuspid, tricusjtid. A canine tooth, the crown
of which consists of a single cusp, is cuspidate, HI) A
sharp tooth-like process on a margin or part.

6. In bot., a sharp and rigid point, as of a
leaf. Cusp of the second kind, in ueom., a ramphoid
cusp. See first figure, def. 3. Deciduous cusps. Sec
deciduous.

Cusparia bark. See bark2 .

cusparin (kus'pa-rin), n. [< Cusparia (see
def.) + -in2.] A non-azotized crystallizable
substance obtained from the bark of the true

angogtura, Galipea Cusparia, It is soluble in

alcohol, and slightly so in water.

CUSpated (kus'pa-ted), a. [< cusp + -ate1 + -erf2 .

Cf. cuspidate.'] Ending in a cusp or point; point-
ed; cuspidated.
cusped (kuspt), a. [< cusp + -erf2.] Furnished
with a cusp ; cusp-shaped.
cuspidal (kus'pi-dal), a. [< L. cuspis (cuspid-),
a point, + -al.] I. Ending in a point. 2. In

geom., having a cusp; relating to a cusp cus-
pidal cubic, a plane cubic curve having a cusp. Such
curves are of the third class, and have only one point of
inflection and no node. Cuspidal Curve. See curve.

Cuspidal edge, of a developable surface, the locus of

points where successive generators of the surface inter-
sect. Also called edge of regression. Cuspidal locus,
the locus of cusps of a family of curves.

Cuspidaria (kus-pi-da'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.

cuspis (cuspid-), a point, + -aria.] A genus
of bivalves, typical of the family Cuspidariidte.
Also called Neiera.

Cuspidariidae (kus'pi-da-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Cuspidaria, + -ida;.] A family of bivalves with
single branchise on each side very little devel-

oped or wanting, palpi also wanting, and with
an inequivalve shell having a calcareous osse-
let in each valve and posterior lateral teeth.

They are of small size, and inhabit almost all

seas, generally at considerable depths. Also
called Nearrida:.

cuspidate (kus'pi-dat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cus-

pidated, ppr. cuspidating. [< L. cusjridatus, pp.
of cuspidare, make pointed, < cuspis (cuspid-), a
point, a spear: see cusp.] To make cuspidate
or pointed; sharpen.
cuspidate, cuspidated (kus'pi-dat, -da-ted), a.

[< L. cusptdatus, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Fur-
nished with or ending in a cusp or cuspis: mu-
cronate: as, cuspidate leaves (leaves tipped
with a sharp rigid point or spine, as in thistles).
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2. Specifically, having a single cusp, as a

canine tooth.

cuspides, ". Plural of cuspis.

cuspidine (kus'pi-din ), n. [< L. cuspis (ouspid-),

a spear, + -inc2.] A mineral occurring on Mt.

Vesuvius in pale rose-red, spear-shaped crys-

tals. It is probably a fluosilicate of calcium.

cuspidor, cuspidore (kus'pi-dor, -dor), n. [< Pg.

cuspidor, a spitter, a spittoon, < cus/iir, cospir,

spit, < L. conspuerc, spit upon, < con- (intensive)
+ spuerc, spit, = E. spew, q. v.] A spittoon.

cuspis (kus'pis), n.
; pi. cuspides (-pi-dez). [L.

fim/iis (eumd-), a point, spear, etc.: see cusp.]
In :oiil. and anat. ,

a cusp ;
a point, tip, or mucro.

CUSS 1
(kus), n. [A vulgar pron. of curse: see

curse1
,
curse2 .] 1. A curse: used both in the

proper sense, as an imprecation, and (as equiv-
alent to curse2 ) as a symbol of worthlessness :

see curse1 ,
curse2 . 2. [A particular use of the

preceding, but perhaps in part associated with

customer, somewhat similarly used.] A fellow
;

a perverse or refractory person : a general term
of contempt or reproach (sometimes very slight
or jocose) : usually with an epithet : as, a hard

cuss; a mean cuss; a little cuss. [Low or hu-

morous, U. 8.]

The concern is run by a lot of cuxxex who have failed in

various branches of literature themselves.
The Ci-ntury, XXVI. 285.

CUSS1 (kus), v. [A vulgar pron. of curse : see

curse1
, v.] I. trans. To curse

;
swear at. [Low,

U. S.]
II. intrans. To curse; swear; use profane

language. [Low, U. S.]

CUSS-t, v. t. An obsolete variant of kiss. Chau-
cer.

cussedness (kus'ed-nes), n. [A vulgar pron. of

cursedness; used with some ref. also to cuss1
,

n., 2, a perverse or refractory person.] Cursed-

iiess; perverseness ;
cantankorousness. [Low

or humorous, U. S.]
CUSSer (kus'er), n. [Also cooser, causer, as-

similated forms of rumour, a stallion, steed, <

ME. corsour, courser, a courser, a steed: see

courser1 ."] A stallion. [Scotch.]

Then he rampauged and drew his sword for ye ken a
fle man and a cutver fears na the deil.

Scntt, (illy Matmering, xi.

CUSSest. n. pi. See cuishes.

CUSSO (kus'6), n. [Abyssinian.] The pistillate
inflorescence of Braycra antltelmintica, a rosa-

ceous tree of Abyssinia. It contains a bitter,
acrid resin, and is an efficient troiiifuge. Also
written kooso.

CUSS-WOrd (kus'werd), n. An imprecation; a

profane expletive; an oath. [Low, U. S.]
custard (kus'tard), n. [A corruption of ME.
custade, prop, and usually crustade, a pie, tart,
< OF. croustadc, F. croustadc, a pie, tart, = Pr.

crustado (Roquefort) = It. crostaia, a pie, tart,
also the crust of a pie, < L. crustatus, crusted,
pp. of crustare, crust, < crusta, a crust: see

crust, crustate.] A compound of eggs and milk,

sweetened, and baked or boiled.

CUStard-apple (kus'tard-ap"l), n. The fruit of

Anona rcticulata, a native of the West Indies,
but cultivated in all tropical countries. It is a
large, dark-brown, roundish fruit, sometimes called b\tl-

ittck's-hfart from its size and appearance.

CUStard-COffint (kus'tard-kof'in), n. A piece of
raised pastry, or the upper crust, which covers
a custard.

It is a paltry cap,
A cU8lard~ct>jfin, a bauble, a silken pie.

Shak., T. of theS., iv. 3.

custard-cups (kus'tard-kups), n. The willow-

herb, Epilobium hirsutum.

CUStilt, CUStelt, n. [ME., < OF. coustiUc, f., a
two-edged sword, a poniard, coustel, coutel, later

cousteau, couteau, a knife, < L. cultellus, dim. of

milter, a knife: see cutter and colter.] A po-
niard

;
a dagger.

No manor of persone or persones go nor walke within
this town of Bristowe, with no Glaythes, speerys, louge
swerdys, longe daggers, custils, nother Basgclardes, by
nyght nor by day, whereby the kinges peace in any maner
wyse may be trobbelid, broken, or offendid.

English Uilii* (E. E. T. S.), p. 427.

custock (kus'tok), n. [Also written custoc, cas-

tock, castack, prob. a corruption of "cole-stock,
kail-stock or -stalk, cabbage-stalk.] The pith
or core of a cabbage or colewort; a cabbage-
stalk. [Scotch.]

An* gif the custtoc'g sweet or sour
Wi' joctelegs they taste them.

Burns, Halloween.

CUStode (kus'tod), . [< F. custode = Pr. cus-
todi = Sp. Pg. custodio = It. custode, custodio

custom

(as if < L. 'custodius), < L. ciixtox (rustotl-), a

guardian, keeper.] 1. In lam, one who has the

custody or guardianship of anything ;
a custo-

dian. 2. Same as custodia. S. K. Inventory,

1860, Nos. 182, 296.

CUStodee (kus-to-de'), [As custode + -ce1 .]

A custodian.

CUStodes, " Plural of custos.

custodia (kus-to'di-a), n.
; pi. custodia; (-e).

[ML. in these senses; L. rnstodiit, keeping,
watch, guard, a prison: see custody.] Eccles.,

any vessel or receptacle used to contain sacred

objects. Specifically (a) A shrine in which the sacra-

nient was exposed to the people or carried in procession.
See monstrance and ostensoir. (b) A reliquary. Also cus-

tode, custodial.

custodial 1
(kus-to'di-al), a. [< custody + -L]

Relating to or of the nature of custody or

guardianship.
custodial'2 (kus-to'di-al), n. [< custodia + -al.]

Same as custodia. C". Beade.

custodiam (kus-to'di-am), n. [L. custodiam

(ace. of custodia, custody: see custody), occur-

ring in the L. form of the lease.] A lease from
thp crown under the seal of the Exchequer, by
which the custody of lands, etc., seized into the

king's hands, is demised or committed to some

person as custodee or lessee thereof. Tomlin.

Also called custodiam lease. [Eng.]
custodian (kus-to'di-an), . [< ML. "custodi-

anus, implied in custodianatus, the office of a

custodian, < L. custodia, custody: see custody.]
One who has the care or custody of anything, as

of a library, a public building, a lunatic, etc. ; a

keeper or guardian.

custodianship (kus-to'di-au-ship), n. [< custo-

dian + -ship.] The office orduty of a custodian.

CUStodier (kus-to'di-er), n. [< OF. "custodier,
< LL. custodiarius, a keeper, jailer, < L. custo-

dia, keeping : see custody?] A keeper ;
a guar-

dian; a custodian. [Archaic.]
But now he had become, he knew not why or where-

fore, or to what extent, the custodier, as the Scottish

phrase went, of some important state secret.

Scott, Abbot, xix.

custody (kus'to-di), n. [= F. custode,-& curtain,
a pyx, a monstrance, = Sp. Pg. It. custodia, < L.

custodia, a keeping, watch, guard, prison, < cus-

tos (custod-), a keeper, watchman, guard, akin
to Gr. KfWeiv, hide, and prob. to E. hide: see

tiide^.] 1 . A keeping ;
a guarding ; care, watch,

inspection, or detention, for preservation or

security : as, the prisoner was committed to the

custody of the sheriff. It is often used to imply the

power and duty of control and safe keeping of a thing, as

distinguished from the legal possession, which is deemed
to be in another person : thus, the goods of the master
may be in his legal possession though in the custody of his

servant.

Under the custody and charge of the sons of Merari
shall be the boards of the tabernacle. Num. iii. 36.

I have all her Plate and Houshold stuff in my Custody,
and unless I had gone as I did, much had been embezzled.

Ilowell, Letters, I. v. 23.

2. Restraint of liberty; confinement; impris-
onment

;
incarceration.

He shall he apprehended . . . and committed to safe

custody til he hath paid some fee for his ransome.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 5.

What peace will be given
To us enslaved, but citntody severe,
And stripes, and arbitrary punishment?

Miltun, P. L., ii. 333.

3. Safe-keeping against a foe; guarding; se-

curity. [Rare or obsolete.]
There was prepared a fleet of thirty ships for the cits-

tody of the narrow seas. Bacon.

custom (kus'tum), n. and a. [< ME. custom,
custome, custum, custume, costume, costome, < OF.
costume, custume, custome, eoustutne, F. coutnme
= Pr. costuma = Sp. costumbre = Pg. costume
= It. costuma (> F. also costume, > E. costume2

,

q. v.), custom, etc., < ML. custuma, costuma,

custom, etc., a contraction and modification

(as if through a form *consuetumeti, pi. -tuiiiimi )

of L. consuetudo (consuetudin-), custom, habit

(see consuetude), < coimiescere, pp. consuetus,

accustom, inchoative form of consuere, be ac-

customed, < eon- (intensive) + suere, be accus-

tomed, perhaps < suus, one's own, his own: see

consuetude.] I. n. 1. The common use or prac-
tice, either of an individual or of a community,
but especially of the latter; habitual repetition
of the same act or procedure ;

established man-
ner or way.

AiU wi- do not as ciixtmin' is,

We arc worth to lie hlamyd. i-wyssr,
I wolde we dyd untiling amys

As God me speyd.
York Plays, p. 440.



custom

The country ruxhnnt 1 niiikrth things decent in vse, as In

Asia fur all men tu wearc long gowncs lintli a fool :in>l

horschaeke. t'iil/''iili<iiti, Arte of Kng. 1'oesie, p. '239.

I know this < n..l,,ni in you yet is but a light IMsjiosition ;

iti-s no lliil.it, 1 ho|'.
'

llo,i;-ll. Letters, I. V. 11.

I may notice that habit is formed liy the frequent repe-
tition of the same action or passion, anil that this n-peti
tiun is calleil i-onsiteliidv, or cirxtm. Tile latter terms,
which pitiperly signify the cause, are not uufreqllcntly
abusively employed for habit, their cttcct.

Sn- H'. Iliniiiltuit, Mctaph., X.

We arc all living according to curium
,
we ilo as other

people ilo, anil shrink from an act of our own.
Kiiii'i-Miii, Fortune of the Republic.

2. In law, collectively, the settled habitudes of

a community, such as are and have been for an
indefinite time past generally recognized in it

as the standards of what is just and right ; an-
cient and general usage having the force of law.
Some writers use the word without iiualihcatiou, as mean-
ing only i/n'i-ti/ i-uxtomx that is, such as are prevalent
throughout the nation ; and some as meaning only local

or i,,i ,-r ,, !'!<!, <-n*tn,xx. such as obtain only in a particular

class, vocation, or place. In modern use, custom is more
appropriate \ immemorial habitudes, either general or
characteristic of a particular district and having legal

force, anil tuaiie to the habitudes of a particular vocation
or trade. In the history of France the term custom is ap-

plieil specifically to numerous systems of ancient usage
which were judicially recognized as binding upon their

respective communities before the revolution of 1789, or
until the promulgation of the Code Napoleon: as, the
custom of Normandy, of Itrittany, of Orleans, etc. There
were 60 general customs (each extending over a whole
province) and 1(>5 particular customs (those of cities, bish-

oprics. ete.)reduced to writing. The custom of Paris was
established hy the French as the law of Canada, and many
of its provisions were embodied in the Code Napoleon.

The new tenant may not challenge any by costome, but

lonlyl hy sufferance of the ould tenants.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 437.

The fraunchise;; and free custumes whiche beth gode in

the saide toune I shall meyntene,
Kiiylish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 416.

Custom* within each country existed before statutes,
and so observances come imperceptibly and control the
conduct of a circle of nations.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 28.

3. The buying of goods or supplying of one's
current needs ; the practice of having recourse
to some particular place, shop, manufactory,
house of entertainment, etc., for the purpose
of purchasing or giving orders.

It is much to !, doubted, there will neither come cus-

toitie nor any thing from thence to England within these
few yeares. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 80.

Let him have your custom, but not your votes. Addison.

4. Toll, tax, or duty ;
in the plural, specifically,

the duties imposed by law on merchandise im-

ported or exported. In the United States customs are

by the Constitution confined to duties on imports (on
which alone they are now levied in European countries

generally), and are imposed by act of Congress. They have
constituted more than half the receipts of the national

government. Their management is intrusted to an officer

of the Treasury Department called the Commissioner of
Customs. See tariff.

Render therefore to all their dues : tribute to whom
tribute is due; custom to whom custom; fear to whom
fear. Horn. xiii. 7.

The custom* and subsidy of wool, so fruitful of revenue
in former times, were indeed abolished, in consequence
of the prohibition, in 1847, of the exportation of wool.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 6.

Commissioner of Customs. See commissioner. Cus-
tom of merchants, or /i'.r m-'rcatoria, the unwritten law
relating to billsof exchange, mercantile contracts, sale, pur-
chase, and barter of goods, freight, insurance, etc. Cus-
tom Of war, the unwritten military law derived from
military usage ; the common law of courts martial. Gen-
eral custom. ( ) In Kay. law, a custom which, though it

may not be universal, prevails throughout the kingdom at

large, as distinguished from one which is merely local. (b)
In old French low, a system of customary law common to
a whole province. Guardian by custom. See./imrdian.
Heir by custom. See heir. Heriot custom. See

lii'rint. --Syn. 1. Custom, lialiit. I'ml/if, Maiini-r, I'mcHa;
Fashion, rule, wont. ('../...// implies i tinned volition,
the choice to keep doing what one has done ; as compared
with iiHiini'-r im>\ftix!iin, it implies a good deal of per-
manence. Habit is a custom continued so steadily as to

develop a tendency or inclination, physical or moral, to
keep it up : as, the haMt of early rising ; the habit of smok-
ing, llnbit ami practice apply more often to the acts of
an imliviiliial ; fmtliion and usage more often to many ; the
others indifferently to one or more. Manner ranges in

meaning from <(..,/, to huliit : as, it was the manner of
the country. I'rartice is nearly equivalent to custom, but
is somewhat more emphatically an act. Fashion is ap-
plieil t<> thosr customs which go by caprice or fancy, with
little basis in reason; it especially applies to trifling
things, ami those things which have little permanence :

as, it is tht'/ff/mi/i of the time; hence its application to
the constantly changing styles of dress.

Ill ctittti'niK by decrees to hain't* rise,
111 habits soon become exalted vice.

l>riitlen,ti. of Ovid's Pythag. Phil., 1. 682.

In some royal houses of Europe it was once a custum
that every son, if not every daughter, should learn a trade.

7v v^'rnv;/. Sri -ret Societies, i.

Right thinking in any matter depends \vn mud the
habit of thought; anil the Imbit of thought, partly nat-

in::

ural, ill pcml- in pail on tlu artificial inttiicni-cs to which
the minil has been sniijecti-'l.

//. .s>-invr. Study of Sociol., p. 314.

Uiui/fs, no matter of what kind, which circumstances
have established . . . become sam-titled.

//. ,s>. H.V/-, I'rin. of I'sychol., { 522.

To my mind, though I am native here,
And to the ntitnii'-f born, it is a f*ti>,u

More honour'd in the In-each than the observance.

Win*., Hamlet, I. 4.

It was once the j/mi-'/c,- of nations to slaughter prison-
ers of war ; but even the Spirit of War recoils now from
this bloody sacrifice. Sinnn'-i-, orations, I. 50.

In words, aH/ax/ttVux, the same rule will hold,
Alike fantastic if too new or old.

'

/'"/', Essay oil Criticism, 1. 333.

4. Until, linif*t, etc. See fox, n.

II. a. 1. Done or made for individual cus-

tomers, or to order: as, custom work; custom
shoes. 2. Engaged in doing custom work: as,
a custom tailor.

CUStomt (kus'tum), r. [< ME. cutown,<. OF.

mxliimer, coustumer, custumer, accustom, < cos-

tume, costume, custom: see custom, n., and cf.

accustom, of which cuxtom, i
1

., is in part an abbre-
viated form.] I. trans. 1. To make familiar

;

accustom.
And yat menu of craftes and all othir menu yat fyndes

torches, yat yai come fnrtli in array and in ye manere as
it has been vsed and customed before yis time, noght haue-

yng wapen, careynge tapers of ye pagentz.
Proclamation liy Mayor of York, 1394, quoted in

(York Plays, Int., p. xxxiv.

2. To give custom to; supply with customers.

If a shoemaker should have no shoes in his shop, but only
work as he is bespoken, he should be weakly customed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, li. 219.

3. To pay duty for at the custom-house.

He hath more or lesse stolen from him that day they
cuttmne the goods. llakluyt's Voyages, II. 237.

H. intrans. To be accustomed
;
be wont.

For on a Bridge he ciistometh to fight.

Spenser, K. Q., V. il. 7.

customable (kus'tum-a-bl), . [< ME. custu-

mable, < OF. costumable, couxtitmttble, custuma-

ble, < eoxtiimer. custumer, custom : see custom,
v., and -able.} If. Common; habitual; cus-

tomary.
Their trials and recoueries are . . . vpon customable law,

which consisteth vm>on laudable customes.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, it. 438.

They use the customable adoruings of the country.
Artif. Handsomeness, p. 39.

2. Subject to the payment of the duties called
customs ; dutiable. [Rare.]
CUStomablenesS (kus'tum-a-bl-nes), n. Gen-
eral use or practice; conformity to custom.

[Rare.]
customably (kus'tum-a-bli), adv. According
to custom

;
in a customary manner; habitually.

[Obsolete or rare.]

Some sortes will customably lye, but from such flye thou
must. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

True and lively zeale is cttstoiiMbly dispareg'd with the
terme of indiscretion, hitternessc, and choler.

Milton, Apology for Smectymiiuus.

CUStomalt (kus'tum-al), . [< custom + -al.] A
customary. Also spelled custumal.

A Latine Custumall of the towne of Hyde.
llakluyt's Voyayes, I. 19.

A close re-examination of the Cttstumals or manuals of
feudal rules, plentiful in French legal literature, led . . .

to some highly interesting results.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. C.

customarily (kus'tum-a-ri-li), adv. In a cus-

tomary manner
; commonly; habitually.

He underwent those previous pains which custtnnarily
anteeede that suffering. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iv.

customariness(kus'tum-a-ri-nes),n. The qual-
ity or state of being customary or usual

;
habit-

ual use or practice.
A vice which for its guilt may justify the sharpest, and

toritacustoiiiariiifxs the frequentest invectives which can
be made against it. Government of the Tongue.

customary (kus'tum-a-ri), a. and n. [< ME. cus-

tomere, custom mere, < OF. costumier, eouxtumicr,
F. coutumier, < ML. MMfMNorte, subject to tax

(lit. pertaining to custom), < cutttuma, custom,
etc.: see custom, n., and -ary?. Cf. customer.]
1. a. 1. According to custom, or to established
or common usage; wonted; usual: as, a cus-

tomary dress; customary compliments.
Tis not alone my inky cloak. ur"<"l mother,
Nor cuxti'i/i'irii suit- of -.ilrtnn Mack.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

It is <'<t*f ni'i :;: to cover the hands in the presence of a
person "f high rank. K. It". Lane. Modern Egyptians, I. :)4.

2. Consisting in or established on custom.
Take Hereford's rii:lits away, ami take t'r Time
His chartei-s and his i-tt<tuun-n riuhts.

xhak.. Rich. II., ii. 1.

custom-house

3. Habitual; in common practice: as, cvstom-
ii f ii vices.

We should avoid the profane and irreverent use of God's
name, liy cursing or customary swearing. Tillotui.

4. In Kni/. Inir: (a) Holding by the custom
of tlic> manor: us, ritxtuniiii'i/ tenants, who are

copyholders, (b) Held by the custom of the
manor: as, a cuxtomttry freehold. Customary
court. See court. Customary freehold, a supi-nm
kinil of copyhold, tile tenant (who is called a <'ii'l"imifu

tenant) holding, as it is cxprcssi-il, liy copy of court roll,

lint not at the will of the lord. Customary law.
coHsitetwiituiri/. = 8yn. 1-3. Usual, Common, etc. (see
/i nl, i l mi I); aci nstonicil, ordinary, conventional.

II. n. ; pi. customariex (-riz). [ML. custuma-
rius : see above.] A book or document con-

taining a statement or account of the legal cus-
toms and rights of a province, city, manor, etc. :

as, the customary of N onnandy. Formerly also

written custumary, costomary.
A trew coppy of the Costomary of the manner of Tetten-

hall Regis, eoppied out of one taken out of the Originall,
the 22d of July 16U4. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 4:cj.

It was drawn from the old Germanic orOothickcuWiu/i-
ary, from feudal institutions which must lie considered as
an emanation from that custumary.

lliir'lff, A Regicide Peace, I.

customed (kus'tumd), a. [< custom + -ctft. Cf.

accustomed.] Customary; usual; common; ac-

customed.' See accustomed. [Rare.]
No common wind, no customed event.

Shale., K. John, ill. 4.

One morn I missed him on the customed hill.

Gray, Elegy.

customer (kus'tum-er), . and a. [< OF. cos-

tumier, coustumier, F. coutumier, < ML. custu-

marius, a toll-gatherer, tax-collector, lit. per-
taining to custom or customs, < custuma, cus-

tom, tax, etc.: see custom. Cf. customary, which
is a doublet of customer.] I. . It. A col-

lector of customs; a toll-gatherer; a tax-

gatherer.
The said man-limit- doe alleage that the customers &

bailifs of the town of Houthhampton do compel them to

pay for every last of herrings . . . more than the kings
ctisUmie. UaJcluyt's Voyayes, I. 173.

The customer received the duties; the comptroller(con-
trarotulator) enrolled the payments at the custom house,
ami thus raised a charge against the customer ; while the
searcher received from the customer and the comptroller
tlie document authorising the landing of goods, which was
termed the warrant, and, for exportation, the document
authorising the shipment of goods, which was termed the
cocket ; and thereupon allowed the goods mentioned in

the document he received to be landed or shipped.
5. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 138.

2. One who purchases goods or a supply for

any current need from another
;
a purchaser :

a buyer; a patron, as of a house of entertain-

ment.
If you love yourselves, he you customers at this shop of

heaven ; buy the truth. Bp. Hall, Best Bargain.

3f. A prostitute.
I marry! what? a customer! Shak., Othello, Iv. 1.

4f. One who has special customs, as of the

country or city.

And such a country customer I did meet with once.

Heylin, Cosmographie, Pref.

5. Any one with whom a person has to deal ;

especially, one with whom dealing is difficult or

disagreeable ; hence, a fellow : as, a queer ctts-

tomer; a rough customer. [Colloq.]
Custmner for you ; rum customer, too.

lliit/rer, Eugene Aram, i. 2.

He must have been a hard hitter if he lioxed as he
preached what "The Fancy" would call "an ugly cus-

tomer." Dr. J. Brou-n, Rab, p. 6.

U. a. 1. Being a customer or customers; pur-
chasing; buying.
Such must be her relation with the customer country in

respect to the demand foreach other's products. ./ . S. Mi' I.

2. Made to the order of or for a customer; spe-
cially ordered by a customer and made for him :

opposed to ready-made, or made for the market
generally: as, customer work. [Used chiefly in

Scotland.]
custom-house (kus'tum-hous),w. 1. A govern-
mental office located at a point of exportation
and importation, as a seaport, for the collection

of customs, the clearance of vessels, etc. Ab-
breviated C. H,
This is the building which acted at once in the charac-

ters of mint and cuxtom-house, the second character being
set forth by its name wrought in nails on the great door.

E. A. Freeimi/t. \ .-nice, p. 252.

2. The whole governmental establishment by
means of which the customs revenue is collect-

ed and its regulations are enforced.- Custom-
house broker, a person who acts for importers and ship-
ow tiers in transacting their business at the custom-house.



customs-duty

customs-duty (kus'tumz-du"ti), . The tax
levied on merchandise imported from or (in
some countries) exported to a foreign country.
See custom, n., 4.

customs-union (kus'tumz-u"uyon), n. A union
of independent states or nations for the pur-

pose of effecting common or similar arrange-
ments for the collection of duties on imports,
etc.

; specifically, the Zollverein (which see).

Austria perceived that, after all, it would be impossible
for her to create a Custoins.Unwn that did not include

Prussia. Lome, Bismarck, I. 195.

custos (kus'tos), .; pi. custodes (kus-to'dez).

[L., a keeper: see custody, custode.] 1. A keep-
er

;
a custodian.

On the 21st [of April] Gloucester was appointed lieuten-

ant and custos of the kingdom. Stulibs, Const. Hist., 338.

2. In music, the sign <w or v, at the end of a
line or page, to show the position of the first

note of the next. Custos brevlum, formerly, the

principal clerk of the English Common Pleas. Custos
Messium, a constellation proposed by Lalande in 1775.

It embraced parts of Cepheus, Cassiopeia, and Camelopar-
dalis, and had a star of the fourth magnitude stolen from
each of the last two constellations. Custos Rotulorum,
in England, the keeper of the rolls or records (of the ses-

sion) ; the chief civil officer of a county. Abbreviated C. R.
Custos Sigilli, the keeper of the seal. Abbreviated C. S.

CUStrelH (kus'trel), n. [<. OF. coustillier, a sol-

dier armed with a poniard, (. coustille, a poniard,
ult. < L. cultellus, a knife: see custil and cois-

tril.~\ A buckler-bearer or servant to a man-at-
arms. See citltellarius.

Every one had an archer, a demi-lance, and a custrel,
... or servant pertaining to him.

Lord Herbert, Hist. Hen. VIII., p. 9.

custrelat, custrilt, . Same as eostrel.

CUStumt, . An obsolete form of custom,

custumalt, CUStumaryt. See customal, custom-

ary.
cut (kut), v. ; pret. and pp. cut, formerly some-
times cutted, ppr. cutting. [Early mod. E. also
cutte (So. kit) ;

< ME. cutten, kutten, also kitten,
and rarely ketten (pret. cutte, kutte, kitte, cut,

kit, pp. cut, also pret. kittede, pp. cutted, kitted),

cut, a word of great frequency, first appearing
about A. D. 1200, in pret. cutte, and taking the

place as a more exact term of the more general
words having this sense (carve, hew, slay, snitlte) ;

of Celtic origin: cf. W. cwtau, Gael, cutaich,

shorten, dock, curtail: W. cwta, Corn, cut, Gael.
Ir. cutach, short, docked; W. cwt = Gael. Ir.

cut, a tail, a bobtail; Gael, cut, Ir. cot, a piece,
part.] I. trans. 1. To make, with an edged
tool or instrument, an incision in

j
wound with

something having a sharp edge ;
incise : as, to

cut one's finger.
I think there is no nation under heaven
That cut their enemies' throats with compliment,
And such fine tricks, as we do.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, i. 2.

2. To penetrate or cleave, as a sharp or edged
instrument does.

The pleasantest angling is to see the fish

Cut with her golden oars the silver stream.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1.

Far on its rocky knoll descried,
Saint Michael's chapel cuts the sky.

M. Arnold, Stanzas composed at Carnac.

No bird is safe that cuts the air
From their rifle or their snare.

Emerson, Monadnoc.

3. To wound the sensibilities of
;
affect deeply.

The man was cut to the heart with these consolations.

Add-on.

4. To make incision in for the purpose of di-

viding or separating into two or more parts;
sever or divide with a sharp instrument : used
with into (sometimes in) before the parts or di-

visions, and sometimes with an intensive up :

as, to cut a rope in two (that is, into two pieces
or parts) ;

to cut bread into slices
;
to cut up an

ox into portions suitable for the market.

Thoghe see kutte hem in never so many Gobettes or
parties, overthwart or end longes, everemore gee schulle
fynden in the myddes the figure of the Holy Cros of cure
Lord Jesu. MandemUe, Travels, p. 49.

Hence 5. In card-playing, to divide or sepa-
rate (a pack of cards) at random into two or
more parts for the purpose of determining the
deal, trumps, etc., or for the prevention of
cheating in dealing, etc.

We sure in vain the Cards condemn :

Ourselves both cut and shuffled them.
Prior, Alma, ii.

6. To sever by the application of a sharp or
edgedinstrument, such as an ax, a saw, a sickle,
etc., in order to facilitate removal. Specifically

-
(a) To hew or saw duwn

; fell : as, to cut timber.

1414

Thy servants can skill to cut timber in Lebanon.
2 Chron. ii. 8.

(b) To reap ;
mow ; harvest : as, to cut grain or hay.

The first wheat that I saw cut this yeare was at that

postehouse. Corijat, Crudities, I. 141.

Hence 7. To remove or separate entirely and

effectually by or as by a cutting instrument
;

sever completely. () To take away.

Cut from a man his hope in Christ for hereafter, and
then the epicure's counsel will seem good, Let us eat and

drink, for to-morrow we die.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I., Pref. to xi.

(b) With ait-ay : to sever, detach, or clear away, for the

purpose of disencumbering or relieving : as, to cut away
wreckage on a ship, (c) With off: (1) To separate from the
other parts ; remove by amputation or excision : as, to cut

of a man's head, or one's finger.

An Australian cutx ojfthe right thumb of a slain enemy,
that the ghost may be unable to throw a spear.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 108.

Hence (2) To extirpate or destroy ;
make an end of.

Jezebel cut ojftbe prophets of the Lord. 1 Ki. xviii. 4.

Th' incurable cut off, the rest reform.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

(3) To interrupt ; stop ; bring to ati end : as, to cut off&\\
communication.

This aqueduct could be of no service to Jerusalem in

time of war, as the enemy would always cut off the com-
munication. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 43.

The junction of the Hanoverians cut of, and that of the
Saxons put off. Walpole, Letters, II. 22.

(4) To bring to an end suddenly or by untimely means :

as, cut off by pestilence.

Gallant men, who are cut off by the sword, move rather
our veneration than our pity. Steele, Tatler, No. 181.

(5) To debar from access or intercourse, as by the inter-

position of distance or insurmountable obstacles : as, cut

off from one's country or friends ; cut off from all succor.

The Abyssinians . . . were cut off from the rest of the
world by seas and deserts almost inaccessible.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 3.

(6) To intercept ; deprive of means of return, as by the re-

moval of a bridge, or by the intervention of a barrier or an
opposing force : as, the troops were cut offiram the ships.

8. To intersect; cross: as, one line cuts another
at right angles; the ecliptic cuts the equator.
The Fosse cut the Watling Street at a place called High

Cross in Leicestershire, the site of the Roman Venonw.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 340.

9. To castrate: as, to cut a horse. 10. To
trim by clipping, shearing, paring, or pruning :

as, to cut the hair or the nails.

To kytte a vyne is thinges iij to attende.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

The Walls were well covered with Fruit Trees
;
he had

not cut his Peaches; when I askt him the reason, he told
me it was his way not to cut them till after flowring, which
he found by Experience to improve the Fruit.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 187.

Religion in their garments, and their hair
Cut shorter than their eyebrows !

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

11. To make or fashion by cutting. () To ex-
cavate ; dig : as, to cut a drain or trench.

A canal having been cut across it [a neck of land] by the
British troops. The Century, XXIV. 587.

(b) To form the parts of by cutting into shape : as, to cut
a garment ; to cut one's coat according to one's cloth.

A blue jacket cut and trimmed in what is known as" man-o'-war" style. The Century, XXIV. 587.

(c) To shape or model by superficial cutting; sculpture or
carve.

Why should a man whose blood is warm within
Sit like his grandsire cut in alabaster?

Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

There are four very stately pillers of white free-stone,
most curiously cut with sundry faire workes.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 33.

I, tired out
With cutting eights that day upon the pond.

Tennyson, The Epic.
(d) To polish by grinding, etc. ; finish or ornament by cut-
ting facets on : as, to cut glass or precious stones.

12. To abridge or shorten by omitting a part :

as, to cut a speech or a play. 13. To lower;
reduce

;
diminish : as, to cut rates.

It certainly cannot be that those who make these faster
times are as a body physically stronger than the first ex-
ponents of the art, for it is only during the present genera-
tion that the bicycle has been brought into use, and yetwe find that "records" are week by week being cut.

Nineteenth Century, XXI. 618.

14. To reduce the tone or intensity of (a color).
It [nitric acid] is used for a few colors in calico printing,

and sometimes to cut madder pinks, that is, to reduce the
red to a softer shade.

O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 369.

15. To dissolve or make miscible: as, to cut
shellac with alcohol, or lampblack with vine-

gar. 16. To sever connection orrelation with ;

nave nothing to do with; give up; abandon;
stay away from when one should attend : as, to
cut acquaintance with a person ;

to cut a con-
nection; to cut a recitation.

He swore that he would cut the service. Marryat.

cut

I cut the Algebra and Trigonometry papers dead my
first year, and came out seventh.

Bristed, English University, p. 51.

The weather was bad, and I could not go over to Brook-

lyn without too great fatigue, and so I cut that and some
other calls I had intended to make.

S. Bowles, in MiTriam, I. 340.

17. To meet or pass deliberately without rec-

ognition; avoid or turn away from intention-

ally; affect not to be acquainted with: as, to

cut an acquaintance.
That he had cut me ever since my marriage, I had seen

without surprise or resentment.
Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xliv.

18. In cricket, to strike and send off (a ball) in

front of the batsman, and parallel to the wicket.
19. To carry forward (a heavy object) with-

out rolling, by moving the ends alternately in

the required direction: used by laborers, me-
chanics, etc., in relation to moving beams or
the like To cut a caper or capers, to leap or dance
in a frolicsome manner ; frisk about.

In his ordinary gesture he discovers he can dance,
though he does not cut capers. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

My bosom underwent a glorious glow,
And my internal spirit cut a caper.

Byron, Don Juan, x. 3.

To cut a dash, to make a display.

I knew that he thought he was cutting a dash,
As his steed went thundering by.

0. If. Holmes, Reflections- of a Proud Pedestrian.

Lived on his means, cut no great dash,
And paid his debts in honest cash.

Lowell, Int. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

To cut a feather (naut.), to move so fast as to make the
water foam under the bow: said of a ship. To cut a
figure, to make a striking appearance, or be conspicuous
in any way, as in dress or manners, public position, in-

fluence, etc.

A tall gaunt creature . . . cutting a most ridiculous

figure. Marryat, Snarleyyow, III. viii.

To cut a joke, to make a joke ;
crack a jest.

The King [George IV.) was in good looks and good
spirits, and after dinner cut his jokes with all the coarse
merriment which is his characteristic.

Greville, Memoirs, Dec. 18, 1821.

And jokes will be cut in the House of Lords,
And throats in the County Kerry.

J'raed, Twenty-Eight and Twenty-Nine.
To cut and carve, to hack at indiscriminately ; change
or modify.

Take away the Act which secures the use of the Liturgy
as it is, and you set the clergy free to cut and carve it as

they please. Contemporary Rev., L. 23.

To cut down, (a) To fell
; cause to fall by lopping or

hewing.
Ye shall . . . cut doum their groves. Ex. xxxiv. 13.

(6) To slay ; kill ; disable, as by the sword.

Some of the soldiery were killed while sleeping, others
were cut down almost without resistance.

Irving, Granada, p. 31.

(c) To surpass ; put to shame.

So great is his natural eloquence that he cuts down the
finest orator. Addison, Count Tariff.

(d) To retrench
;
curtail ; as, to cut down expenses.

The Chancellor of Exchequer, who selected the moment
for cutting down the estimates for our naval and military
defences when all Europe is bristling with arms.

Edinburgh Jtev., CLXV. 270.

(e) Naut., to razee; reduce by cutting away a deck from,
as a line-of-battle ship to convert it into a frigate, etc. (/)
In racing slang : (1) To strike into the legs of a competing
horse so as to injure him. (2) To take the lead decisively
from an inferior animal that has previously been indulged
with it. Krik's Guide. to cut in, in whale-fishing, to
cut up in pieces suitable for tryuig.

From the time a whale is discovered until the capture
is made, and the animal cut in, the scene is one of labori-
ous excitement. C. M. Scamman, Marine Mammals, p. 230.

To cut It too fat, to overdo a thing. [Low or vulgar,
U. S.]

It's bad enough to be uncomfortable in your own
bouse without knowing why ; but to have a philosopher
of the Sennaar school show you why you are so, is cutting
it rather too fat. G. W. Curtis, Potiphar Papers, p. 131.

TO CUt Off With a Shilling, to disinherit by bequeath-
ing a shilling: a practice adopted by a testator dissatis-
fied with his heir, as a proof that the disinheritance was
designed and not the result of neglect, and also from the
notion that it was necessary to leave the heir at least a
shilling to make a will valid. To cut one's eye-teeth,
or to nave pne's eye-teeth CUt, t. l.e old enough to un-
derstand things; be cunning or shrewd, and not easily
imposed upon : because the eye-teeth are usually the last
of the exposed teeth to appear. [Slang.) To CUt one's
stick, to move off ; be off at once. [Slang.]

Cut your stick, sir come, mizzle! be off with you!
go! Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 199.

To cut OUt. () To remove as by cutting or carving.

You know, sir, you gave them leave to cut out or omit
whatever they found heavy or unnecessary to the plot.

Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 1.

(b) To shape or form by or as by cutting ; fashion ; adapt :

as, to cut out a garment ; to cut out a pattern : he is not
cut out for an author.

As if she [Nature] haply bad sat down,
And cut out Cloaths fur all tin- Town.

Prior, Alma, i.

A large forest cut out into walks. Addison.



cut

I was in some grottos rut tmt of the roi-k, in long nar-

rou gallarlee running parallel to one another, uml sume
al.s" ri.^siuj; them at riuht angles.

/W..I-/U, lleseriptloll "f Hi. l'.:i I, I I

lli-inv (> Tu contrive ; prepare : as, tu rut nut ork for

another day.

Slltli'-irnt work . . . was '"' "i/t for tin- armies of I'.M^Ialiil.

(Jiililnuiiili, seven Years' War, ii.

(<it) To debar.

I am rii' tin/ fniin anything Imt common ui-knuuli-d u -

meiits. ur eoinmoii disenurse. l'"l

(.) Tu takr tin- preference or precedence "f '

ax, tu cut mil

a rival in love.

lilting his best

Tu perform tin- polite, uml tu cul 'nil the rest.

lini-lniiii, In^oMsl'.v l.t-iiemls, II. a:t.

(/) Naut., to capture and carry oh*, tut a vessel fnnn a liar

I'mr or fr iiniliT the guns "t the enemy. (;;) To separate,
as a beast from the lu-nl ;

ili-ivi- apiirt fi-uni the drove : a

term used on western ranches. |l . S.
|

The headlong ilash with which one |of the cowboys] will

fut nut a eow niai-ki-il with his uwn brand from a herd of

several hilinlred others. T. lliuu.crcll
, Hunting Trips, p. .

To cut short. () To interrupt ; bring to an nlirupt or
smlilen pause.

Achilles cut him short. Dryden, -ttneid.

(b) To shorten ; abridge : as, to cut the matter nhort.

And lest I should be weary'd, Mailani.

To cut things short, come down to Adam.
Priar, Alma, II.

(c) To withhold from a pencil part of what is due.

The soldiers werert/f nhort of their pay. Johnson.

To cut the gold, in archery, to appear to drop across the

gold or inner circle of the target, when falling short of the
mark : said of the arrow. To cut the Oordlan knot.
See ii.ii-iiiiin. To cut the (or ai knot, t" take short

measures with any difficulty ; effect an object by the most
direct and summary means. See Oordian knot, under
Itiirdian.

Decision by a majority Is a mode of cutting a knot that

cannot l>e untied.
Sir O. C. Letrit, Authority in Matters of Opinion.

To cut the mark, in archery, to fly straight toward the

mark, hut fall below it : said of an arrow. To cut the
aallt, U> unfurl it and let it fall down. To cut the teeth,
to have the teeth grow through the gums, as an infant. To
cut the volt, or the round. See the nouns. To cut to

pieces, to cut, hew, or hack into fragments ; disintegrate

by cutting or slashing ; s]>eciflcally, in war, to destroy, or

scatter with much slaughter, as a liody of troops, by any
mode of attack.

The Abyssinian horse, breaking through the covert,
came swiftly upon them (the Moors], unable either to fight

or to fly, and the whole body of them was cut to pieces
without one man escaping.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 28.

To cut up. (a) To cut in pieces : as, to cut up beef. (6) To
break or destroy the continuity, unity, or uniformity of :

as, a wall space cut up with windows.

Making the great portal a semidome, and . . . cutting
It "/' with ornaments and details.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. SS6.

(c) To eradicate : as, to cut up shrubs.

This doctrine cuts up all government by the routs. Locke.

(d) To criticize severely or Incisively ; censure : as, the work
was terribly cut up by the reviewer.

A poem which was cut up by Mr. Rigby, with his usual

urbanity. Thackeray, Mrs. Perkins's Ball.

()To wound the feelings acutely; affect deeply: as, his

wife's death cut him up terribly.

Poor fellow, he seems dreadfully cut up.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxxii.

II. intraiis. 1. To make an incision: as, he

Cuts
too deep. 2. To possess the incising, sev-

ring, or gashing properties of an edged tool or

instrument, or perform its functions: as, the
knife cuts well. 3. To admit of being incised,

sliced, severed, or divided with a cutting in-

strument : as, stale bread cuts better than fresh.

4. To turn out (well or ill) in course of being
fashioned by cutting : as, the cloth ia too nar-

row to cut well (that is, with advantage, or with-

out waste). 5. To grow or appear through the

guins : said of the teeth.

When the teeth are ready to cut, the upper part is

rubbed with bard substances. Arbtttlinot.

6. To strike the inner and lower part of the

fetlock with the other foot; interfere: said of

a horse. 7. To divide a pack of cards, for de-

termining the deal, or for any other purpose.
8. To move off with directness and rapidity ;

make off: sometimes with an impersonal it.

[Colloq. or slang.]
A ship appeared in sight with a ttag aloft : which we

HI after, and by eleven at night came up with her, and
took her.

Retaking of the Inland of Sainta Helena (Art"
ICaruer. I. _').

Cut and come again, take as much as you please ami
.-nine back for more : used generally to denote al'umlanee.

profusion, or no laek.

I'nt 'i,f .-.!/;(, n. 1111,1 was the order of the evening, . , .

and I had no time to ask questions, but help meat and
ladle iitav\. Ii. It. l;fui'l.ti<i->. l.oi-na lioone. \\i\.

To cut across, to pass over or through in the must iliivet

w:i\ a-, he i'r orM the .oiiiiMoii. To cut and run
(mint.), to cut the cable and set sail immediately, as in a

1415

case of emergency ; hence, to make off suddenly ; be off ;

in- i;one ; hurry away.

1 might easily cut and run. CarluU, in Kroude, I. llii.

To cut In. {a) To divide the pack and turn a card, for

determining w h" are to play. ('<) To join in suddenly and
nil. elemiiniollSly.

"You think, then,' said Lord Eskdahvi<in./ in before

i:iui'\, "that the Reform Bill has done us no harm?"
Ditraeli, Coningsby, Iv. 11.

To cut loose. () To run away; escape from custodj.

('.i Tu separate one s self from anything; never connection

or relation : as, the army nit loose from all cominunii -a

tiolis.

By moving against Jackson, I uncovered my own com-
munication. So I finally decided to have none - to cut

loose altogether from my base and move my whole force

eastward. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 499.

(c) In xliinili/i'.i, to discharge a firearm. To cut on, to

make baste forward ; move on with speed and directness.

To cut up. () To turn out (well or ill) when divided

into pieces or parts, as a carcass in the shambles : a butch-
ers phrase, figuratively used of the division or segrega-
tion of the parts of anything, and colloquially of a person
as representing his estate : as, the sheep cul* up to advan-

tage ; how does the old gentleman cut up'

The only question of their Legendre, or some other of

their legislative butchers, will be, how he cuti up. Burke.

(6) To lie jolly, noUy, or riotous ; behave badly. [Slang. ]

Now, say, what's the use
of all this abuse,

Of ruttiii'i up, and thus behaving rioty,
And acting with such awful impropriety?
C. O. Lfland, Melster Karl's Sketch-Book, p. 265.

To cut UP rough, to become quarrelsome or obstreper-
ous ; become dangerous. (Slang.]

cut (kut), p. a. [Pp. of cut, .] 1. Gashed or

wounded as with a sharp instrument: as, a cut

finger. 2. In hot., incised
;

cleft. 3. Hewn;
chiseled; squared and dressed: as, cut stone.

4. Manufactured by being cut by machinery
from a rolled plate; not wrought or made by
hand: as, cut nails. 6. Haying the surface

shaped or ornamented by grinding or polish-

ing ; polished or faceted : as, cut glass ; gems
cut and uncut. 6. Severed or separated from
the root or plant

: as, cut flowers : said (a) dis-

tinctively of flowers severed from the plant, as

opposed to flowering plants growing in the

ground or in pots ; (6) of flowers not made
up into bouquets or ornamental pieces more

properly, loose flowers, as distinguished from

made-up flowers. 7. Castrated; gelded. 8.

Tipsy; intoxicated; drunk. [Slang. ] Cut and
dryt, cut and dried, prepared for use by cutting and

seasoning, as hewn timber; hence, fixed or settled in ad-

vance ; ready for use or operation at a moment's notice :

as, their plans were all cut and dried for the occasion.

Can ready compliments supply,
On all occasions cut and dry. Siri/t.

The uniformity and simplicity of the cut-and-dritd In-

termediate examination was too tempting a trap for him
to avoid. The Atheneeum, Jan. 14, 1888, p. 52.

Cut and long tailt, people of all kinds or ranks ; literal-

ly, dogs with cut tails and dogs with long tails.

sliiillnir. He will maintain you like a gentlewoman.
Slender. Ay, that I will, come cut and long-tail, under

the degree of a 'squire. Shak., M. \V. of W., 111. 4.

Cut and mitered string. See firing. Cut cavendish.
See cavendish. Cut glass. See glass. Cut-In notes,
in printing, side-notes to a page coming within the lines

of the space usually occupied by the text. Cut splice.
Same as cont-tplite. Cut-under buggy. See ougi/y^.

cut (kut), n. [< ME. cut, cutt,
ra lot' (the other

senses being modern) ;
from the verb.] 1. The

opening made by an edged instrument, dis-

tinguished by its length from that made by
perforation with a pointed instrument

;
a gash ;

a slash; a notch; a wound. Hence 2. A
sharp stroke or gash as with an edged instru-

ment or with a whip: as, a smart cut; a clean

cut.
This was the most unkindest cut of all.

Shot., J. C., 111. 2.

The General gives his near hone a cut with hU whip,
and the wagon passes them.

H'. M. Baker, New Timothy, p, 70.

3. Anything that wounds one's feelings deeply,
as a sarcasm, criticism, or act of ingratitude or

discourtesy. 4. A slashing movement; spe-

cifically, in saber-exercise, a slashing stroke of

the weapon, more forcible than a thrust, but
less decisive in result: distinguished as front
cut, right cut, etc., according to the direction of

the movement. 5. In cricket, a stroke given
by the batsman to the ball, by which the ball

is sent out in front of the striker and parallel
to his wickets. 6. In lawn-tennis, such a blow
with the racket that the ball is made to whirl

rapidly, and on striking the ground to bound off

at an irregular angle ; a ball thus struck. 7. A
step in fancy d:ui<-ing. 8. A channel, trench,
or groove made by cutting or digging, as a

.litrli. a canal, or an excavation through rising

ground for a railroad-bed or a road
;
a cutting.

cut-against

This great cut or ditch Sesostris . . . purposed to have
made a reat deal w ider and deeper.

Knollet, Hist. Turks.

9. In a pontoon bridge, the space or waterway
between two pontoons. 10. A passage by
which an angle is cut off: as, a short cut.

The remaining distance . . . might be considerably re-

duced by a abort i-tit across fields.

1-1,,,,-ti.ii.- I: /.. Shirley, ii.

11. A part cut off from the rest; u slice or

division: as, a good cut; a cut of timber.

They wanted only the best cult. He did not know what
to do with the lower qualities of meat.

The Century, XXXV :,77

12. Two hanks of yarn. 13. The block or

stamp on which a picture is engraved or cut,

and by which it is impressed ; an engraving,

especially an engraving upon wood ; also, the

impression from such a block. See votxlnil.

14. A tally; one of several lots made by
cutting sticks, pieces of paper or straw, etc.,

to different lengths: as, to draw cuts.

Wherfore I rede that cut among vs alle

Be drawe, and lat see wher the cut wol falle.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 331.

Id Child. Which cut shall speak ItV

3d Chad. The shortest.

lt chilli. Agreed : draw.
B. Junion, Cynthia's ReveU, lud.

15f. A gelding.
All the sound horses, whole hones, sore hones, count-

ers, curtals, jades, cutt, hacknies, and mares.

Greene and Lodge, Looking class for Lond. and Eng.

He's buy me a white cut, forth for to ride.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, III. 4.

16. A reduction: as, a cut in prices; a great
cut in railroad-rates: often used as an adjec-
tive : as, cut rates ; a cat-rate office. 17. The
surface left by a cut : as, a smooth or clear cut.

18. The manner in which a thing is cut;
form ; shape ;

fashion : as, the cut of a garment.
The justice . . .

With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7.

Pursew the cut, the fashion of the age.

Mantun, What you Will, U. 1.

There Is the new cut of your doublet or slash, the fash-

Ion of your apparel, a quaint nit.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, II. 1.

A sailor has a peculiar cut to his clothes, and a way of

wearing them which a green hand can never get.
ft. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. -2.

19. Specifically, in lapidary wort, the num-
ber and arrangement of the facets on a pre-
cious stone which has been polished or cut : as,

the double-brilliant cut; the Lisbon cut; dental

cut. 20. The act of deliberately passing an

acquaintance without appearing to recognize
him, or of avoiding him so as not to be accost-

ed by him.
We met and gave each other the cut direct that night.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, U.

21. Absence when one should be present; a

staying away, or a refusal to attend : as, a cut

from recitation. Brilliant cut, half-brilliant cut,
double-brilliant cut, Lisbon cut, Portuguese cut,

single CUt. See brilliant, n. Cut over point. In ftn-

ciwj, a passing of the point of the weapon over that of

the adversary in thrusting upon him. Rolando (ed. For-

yth). Degree cut. same as trap cut. Dental cut.
In gem-mttina, a style of ornamentation consisting of

two rows of facets on the top of the stone. Rose cut,
in gem-cutting, a form of ornamentation in which the

upper part of' the stone has 24 triangular facets, and the

back of the stone Is flat. When the base is a duplicate of

the upper side, the stone becomes a double rote. Rose-
cut diamonds are usually set with foil at the back. See
brill in nl. flg. 7. Star CUt, in diamond-cutting, a form of

brilliant-cutting in which the facets on the top and back
are so arranged that they resemble a star. Step cut.
same as trap cut. Table cut. In diamond-cutting, a form
of ornamentation in which the stone is usually flat, and
it cut with long (technically called luiilf) facets with

beveled edges, or a border of small facets. The cut Of
one's Jib, the shape or general appearance of a person :

as, I knew him by the cut of hi* jib. (Originally a sailors'

phrase with reference to the characteristic form of a ship s

jib.)

The young ladies liked to appear in nautical and lawn-

tennis toilet, carried so far that one might refer to (V cut

of their jib. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 178.

To draw cuts, to draw lots, as of little sticks, straws,

papers, etc., cut of unequal lengths.

I think it is best to draw cuts and avoid contention.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 86.

Trap cut, in urui-cutting, a form of ornamentation in

which one row or more of long step-like facets is arranged
on the top or crown of the stone, around the table, and

three, six, or more rows of similar steps or degree facets on

the back or pavilion; or the top may be brilliant cut, and

only the back trap cut, or vice versa. This form of cut

intensities or darkens the color of a stone, and hence is

used for tile sapphire, emerald, ruby, etc. Also called
<< an. I -/. !. rMf.

cut-against (kut'a-geust'), . In bookbinding:

(a) The cut made by u bookbinders' knife on



cut-against

a book lying on or against a board, in con-

tradistinction to a cut made on a book in the

middle of a pile of other books, (b) The piece
of wood which receives the edge of the knife.

CUt-and-thrust (kut'and-thrust'), a. Designed
for cutting and thrusting: as, a cut-and-thrust

sword.

The word sword comprehended all descriptions, whether
backsword or basket-hilt, cut-and-thrutt or rapier, fal-

chion or scymitar. Scott, Abbot, iv.

cutaneal (ku-ta'ne-al), a. [As cutane-ous + -al.]

Same as cutaneous." Dunglison.
cutaneous (ku-ta'ne-us), a. [= F. eutant =
Sp. cutdneo = Pg. ft. cutaneo, < NL. "cutaneus,
< L. eutis, skin: see cutis, cuticle.'} 1. Per-

taining to the skin
;
of the nature of or re-

sembling skin; tegumentary: as, a cutaneous

envelop. 2. Affecting the skin : as, a cutane-
ous eruption ;

a cutaneous disease.

Some sorts of cutaneous eruptions are occasioned by
feeding much on acid unripe fruits. A rbuthnot, Aliments.

3. Attached to, acting upon, or situated imme-
diately below the skin; subcutaneous: as, acw-
tanemis muscle Cutaneous absorption. See 06-

sorption.

cutanepusly (ku-ta'ne-us-li), adv. Byorthrough
the skin : as, absorbed eutancowly.
cutaway (kut'a-wa), a. and n. [< cut, pp. of

cut, v., + away"'] I. a. Cut back from the waist :

as, a cutaway coat.

II. n. A single-breasted coat with the skirt
cut back from the waist in a long slope or
curve. See coat2 .

A green cut-away with brass buttons.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 6.

cutch1 (kuch), n. [Also couch-, cooch-(grass) ;

var. of quitch, q. v.] Same as quitch-grass,
Triticum repens.

cutch'2 (kuch), n. [A technical name, perhaps
ult. due to F. couche, a couch, bed, layer, stra-
tum: see coac/i 1

.] A block of paper or vellum,
between the leaves of which gold-leaf is placed
to be beaten.
CUtch3 (kuch), n. [Anglo-Ind.] Catechu.
cutch4 (kuch), . [Origin unknown.] Same as
cultch.

cutcha. kutcha (kiich'ii), a. and . [Anglo-Ind.,
< Hind, kachcha = Beng. kdncha, etc., raw, un-

ripe, immature, crude (lit. or fig.). A kachcha
house is one built of unbaked bricks or mud.]
I. a. In British India, temporary, makeshift,
inferior, etc.: opposed to pucka (Hind, pakka,
pukka, ripe, cooked, mature), which implies
stability or superiority: as, a cutcha roof; a
cuteJia seam in a coat.

In America, where they cannot get- a pucka railway,
they take a kutcha one instead. Lord Elgin, Letters.

II. n. A weak kind of lime used in inferior

buildings.
cutcher (kuch'er), . [Cf. cutch2.] In a paper-
machine, a cylinder about which an endless felt
moves.

cutchery (kuch'e-ri), n. [Also written cutch-

erry, kachchari, "kaehahri, < Hind, kaehahri, a
court, a court-house.] In British India, a court
of justice or a collector's or any public office.

Constant dinners . . . [and] the labours of cutcherry . .

had their effect upon Waterloo Sedley.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ivii.

CUt-chundoo (kut'chun'do), n. A measure of
capacity in Ceylon, equal to about half a pint.
CUtdrop (kut'drop), n. A drop-scene in a the-
ater which is cut away more or less to allow
the scenery behind it to be seen through the
opening.
cute (kut), . [An abbr. of acute.'} Acute;
clever; sharp; smart. [Colloq.]
What became of the particularly 'cute Yankee child

who left his home and native parish at the age of fifteen
months, because he was given to understand that his pa-
rents intended to call him Caleb? Hawthorne.

Cap'n Tucker he was ... so 'cute at dodgin' in and out
all them little bays and creeks and places all 'long shore.

Mrs. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 100.

cutely (kut'li), adv. [Short for acutely.] Acute-
ly; smartly. [Colloq.]
CUteness (kut'nes), . [Short for acuteness:
see cute.'} The quality of being cute

; sharp-
ness

; smartness ; cleverness ; acuteness. ["Col-
loq.]
Who could have thought so innocent a face could cover

so much cuteness ! Ouldanith, Good-natured Man, ii. 1.

ill,
thi- st;i\ at li.jmc tendencies enforced by Nature upon the
rawly arrived

I Ancon] ram. llujcletj, Lay Sermons, p. 267.
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Cuterebra (kti-te-reb'ra), n. Same as Cutite-

rcbra.

cut-grass (kut'gras), n. A kind of grass having
very rough blades, which when drawn quickly
through the hand inflict a cut Rice cut-grass,
in the United States, the wild rice, Leersia oryzoidts.

cutht, a. A Middle English form of couth.

cuth- (kuth). An element in some proper names
of Anglo-Saxon origin, being the same (with
vowel shortened before two consonants) as

couth, known (see couth): as, Cuthbcrt, Anglo-
Saxon Cuth-berht, -brilit (famous as a warrior);
Cuthred, Anglo-Saxon Cuthred (famous in coun-

sel); Cuthwin, Anglo-Saxon Cuthwiiie (famous
friend or fighter).

CUthbertt (kuth'bert), . [Formerly St. Cuth-
bert's duck (Anas cuthberti); cf. cuddy^, prob.
of same ult. origin.] The eider-duck, Soma-
teria mollissima. Montagu.

cut-heal (kut'hel), n. [Appar. < cut + heal;
from supposed curative properties.] The va-

lerian, Valeriana officiiialis.

cuticle (ku'ti-kl), . [= F. cuticule = Sp. cuti-

cula = Pg. cuticula = It. cuticola, < L. cuticula,
dim. of cutis, the skin: see cutis.] 1. In soo'l.

and anat.: (a) The scarf-skin or epidermis;
the outermost layer of the skin, forming the

general superficial integument or covering of
the body (see cut under skin); by extension,
any kind of epidermal or cuticular growths, as

nails, claws, hoofs, horns, hair, feathers, etc.

Veins and skin, and cuticle and nail.

Bentleif, Sermons, iii.

(6) The outermost and very superficial integu-
ment in general, without reference to its exact
nature

;
a pellicle ; a skin, rind, or other invest-

ing structure, (c) Some thick, tough mem-
brane lining an internal organ: as, the cuticle

of a fowl's gizzard, (d) In infusorians, specifi-

cally, the cell-wall. 2. In bot., a continuous
hyaline film covering the surface of a plant
and formed of the cutinized outer surfaces of
the epidermal cells. Sometimes used as equiv-
alent to epidermis. 3. A thin skin formed on
the surface of liquor ;

a film or pellicle.

When any saline liquor is evaporated to cuticle, the salt
concretes in regular figures. Newton, Opticks.

cuticula (ku-tik'u-la), n. ; pi. cuticula! (-le). [L.,
dim. of cutis, the skin : see cutis.] In ro67. and
anat. : (a) The cuticle proper ;

the epidermis ;

the ectoderm
;
the exoskeleton

;
the superficial

investment of the body, in so far as this is

formed by or derived from the epiblastic cells
or epiblast of the embryo, whatever its ulterior
modification, (b) In infusorians, a compara-
tively dense envelop to which the outer wall
of the body gives rise. Also cuticulum. (c) In
annelids, as the earthworm, a thin and trans-

parent though tough membrane, forming the
outermost envelop of the body, and perforated
by extremely minute vertical canals.
cuticular (ku-tik'u-lar), a. [= F. cuticulaire
= Sp. cuticular = It.' cuticolare ; as cuticula +
-ar2.] Pertaining to or consisting of cuticle,
in a broad sense

; epidermal.
The oral and gastric regions are armed with cuticular

teeth in many Invertebrata. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 56.

CUticularization (ku-tik'u-lar-i-za'shon), n. [<
cuticularize + -ation.] Same as cutinization.
Also spelled cuticularisation.

cuticularize (ku-tik'u-lar-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. cuticularized, ppr.' cuticularizing. [< cutic-
ular + -ize.] To render cuticular; give the
character, nature, or composition of the cuti-
cle to. Also cuticularise, cutinize.

The rest of the epidermal cells of the tentacles have
their exterior walls excessively mtieularised and resis-
tant. W. Gardiner, Proc. Royal Soc., XXXIX. 229.

A cuticularized cell-wall is almost impermeable to wn-
ter- Encyc. Brit., XIX. 44.

cuticulum (ku-tik'u-lum), n. [NL., neut. dim.
of L. cutis, skin: see eutis, cuticle.] Same as
cutie-ula (b).

ratification (ku"ti-fi-ka'shou), n. [< cutify :

see -fy and -ation.] Formation of epidermis or
of skin.

CUtify (ku'ti-fi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. cutified, ppr.

cutijying. [< L. cutis, skin, + -ficare, make : see
cutis and -fy.] To form skin.
CUtikins (k'o'ti-kinz), n. pi. Spatterdashes.
Also written cuitikim. [Scotch.]
cutin (ku'tin), n. [< L. cutis, the skin, + -in 2.]

According to Fremy, a peculiar modification
of cellulose contained in the epidermis of
leaves, petals, and fruits, together with or-

dinary cellulose, and forming the cuticle or

Cutleria

cuticular layers. Cutin exhibits under the

microscope the aspect of an amorphous per-
forated film.

cutinization (ku"ti-ni-za'shpn), n. [< eutinise
+ -ation.] In bot., a modification of cell-walls

by which they become impermeable to water

through the presence of cutin. Also called
cuticularization.

CUtinize (ku'ti-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp. ciitin-

ized, ppr. ci<tini~ii/</. [< cutin + -ize.} Same
as cuticularize.

cutipunctor (ku-ti-pungk'tor), n. [< L. cutis,
skin (see cutis), + NL. pu'nctor, < L. punyere,
pp. punctKS, puncture : see puncture, point.] A
surgical instrument for puncturing the skin.

E. H. Knight.
CUtis (ku'tis), n. [L., the skin, = E. hide2

, q.

v.] 1. The skin in general; a skin. 2. The
true skin, corium, or derma underlying the cuti-

cle or scarf-skin. See cut under skin. 3. A
firmer tissue of some fungi, forming an outer

covering Cutis anserina, literally, goose-skin ; goose-
flesh ; horripilation ; a contracted, roughened state of the
skin arising from cold, fright, etc. See atutrine. Cutis
vera, the true skin, corium, or derma.

cutisector (ku-ti-sek'tpr), . [< L. cutis, skin

(see cutis), + sector, a cutter: see sector.] A
knife, consisting of a pair of parallel adjusta-
ble blades, used for making thin sections in

microscopy. E. H. Knii/ht.

Cutiterebra (ku"ti-te-reb'ra), . [NL. (Clark,
1815), also contr. Cuterebra, < L. cutis, skin, +
terebra, a borer, < terere, bore.] A genus of bot-

flies, of the family (Estridce, the species of which

Larva of Cutiterebra cunicula.

a, side view, natural size ; t>. anal end, enlarged ; c, head end,
enlarged.

infest the male genitals of squirrels, rabbits,
and other animals. C. emasculator is an ex-

ample, so called from the effect it produces.
CUtitis (ku-ti'tis),n. [< L. cutis, skin, + -itw.]

Cytitis. Dunglison.
cutlacet, . See cutlas.

CUtlas, cutlass (kut'las), . [Formerly also

cuttelas, cutlace, cutless'(also courtelas, curtle-ax,
and curtal-ax, in simulation of curtal and ax1

,

perhaps with some thought of a battle-ax), E.
dial, also cutlash ; < F. coutelas (= It. coltellac-

cio, dial, cortelazo), < OF. coutel, cultel, F. couteau

(> E. cntto) = It. coltello, a knife, dagger, < L.
cultellus, a knife, dim. of culter, a knife, > AS.
culter, E. colter, coulter, the knife of a plow, and
(through cultellus) E. cutler, q. v. Not connected
with cut.] A short sword or large knife, espe-
cially one used for cutting rather than thrust-

ing; specifically, a curved basket-hilted sword
of strong and simple make, used at sea, espe-
cially when boarding or repelling boarders.

CUtlas-fish (kut'las-fish), n. 1. The thread-fish,
Trichiurus lepturus. See hair/ail. 2. A fish

of the family (lymnotidtf, Carapus fasciatus.
cutlash (kut'lash), n. See cutlas.

cutlass, n. See cutlas.

cutler (kut'ler), . [< ME. coteler, < AF. cotel-

ler, OF. cotelier, mod. F. coutelier, < ML. cul-

tellarius, a maker of knives, a soldier armed
with a knife, prop, adj., < L. cultellus, a knife,
dim. of culter, a knife: see cutltis. Not con-
nected with cut.] 1. One whose occupation is

the making of knives and other cutting instru-
ments.

Like cutler's poetry
Upon a kiiife,

" Love me, and leave me not."

Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

Their cutlers that make hilts are more exquisite in that
art then any that I ever saw. Coryat, Crudities, I. 122.

2. One who sharpens or repairs cutlery ;
a

knife-grinder.- cutlers' greenstone, see.^wirf,,/),.

Cutleria (kut-le'ri-a), n. [NL., named after
M. Cutler, an American botanist (174--182:i).]
The representative genus of Cutleriacfce. The
frond is broad and Hat. cut at the margin into narrow seg-
ments, as if i-oiirposed of filaments lying side by side and
in SOUK- phii-c.s IAIT >m- aimtht-r. AntheridiA and alrlie-

gonia are borne on different fronds, both in groups, form-



Cutleria

Ing plllrilocularspiiraii-ia Kai-h undid iiiiilln produces
twit small n proillli li\r boilirs, ami < aril iirrllfu'"lliilllt

one lurucr "in-; liolli escape ;LS <ooH|>orcs. hut tin- female
cells s I cimic 1.. rest, ami i-.n-li assumes tin; turni of an

fosphrre. r. ttinltiliil'i is a Kritish sp, ries.

Cutleriaceae (kut.-le-ri-a'se-e), n. />i. [Nl/., <

Ciitliriii + 'iii-i/i'.] A small family <>( olive-col

ored algie forming tMitlot between I'lnro-

xiHiri-ir and I'lirnrni: The genera are (Mliriii

anil Xiiimriliiiiii.

cutlery (knt'ler-i), . [< <-ntln- + -i/.] 1. Tho
business of a cutler. 2. Kdgod or cutting in-

struments collectively.
AH all IM'I til makr laws tivill 1

-' tin- pi in- of IIHIIIry 148 til

niaki- la s ti \in- tlir pi-ire of i-nll'-i </ or nf hroaih'lotli.

Mti<-<nil<i<i, Mist. Kllg., xxl.

cutlet (kut'let), . [Mod. K., modified in sim-
ulation of cut (cf. c//o/il, .

,
iii a similar sense);

= D. Dan. /,vi/(.'c/ = (i. mli-li-ttr = Sw. knlrlrtl,

< F. nilfli'tli; Ol<\ roatellette = Pg. nisli-llr/n. a

cutlet, lit. a little rib, dim. of <, OF. c<w<e,

etc., < L. costo, a rib : see coasJ, wte.] A
piece

of meal, especially veal or mutton, cut horizon-

tally from the upper part of the log, for broil-

ing or frying.
Mull Hi cull, In, prime of meat. Swift.

cutlingt (kut'ling), M. [Verbal n. from 'culle,

assumed from rullrr, appar. regarded IISCM//-CC.

Cf . peilille from peildler. Cf. also cuttle*.] The
art of cutlery. Milton.

CUtllnS (kiit'liiix), 11. fil. [For 'riitliiii/x, < cut
+ -liity

1
.] In Hiillini/, half-ground fragments

of grain.
Cut-lips (kut'lips), n. 1. A cyprinoid fish of

the subfamily Exogloaxintf, Ejcogloxxum nui.ril-

/iii</nti; astone-toter. 2. The hare-lipped suck-
er. [Mississippi valley.] See sucker.

cut-lugged (kut'lugd), . [Sc., < cut + lug,
the ear, + -ed2.] Crop-eared.
cut-mark (kut'mark), w. A mark put upon a
set of warp-threads before they are placed on
the warp-beam of a loom, to mark off a certain

definite length. The mark shows in the woven
fabric, and serves as a measure for cutting.
cutni (kut'ui), . [Turk, (jutui (kutni), \ Ar.

qutu, cotton: see cotton^.~\ A grade of silk and
cotton made in the neighborhood of Brusa and
elsewhere in Asiatic Turkey, and also in Egypt.

cut-off (kut'of), . 1. That which cuts off or

shortens, as a short path or cross-cut. Specifi-

cally 2. In steam-engines, a contrivance for

cutting off the passage of steam from the steam-
chest to the cylinder, when the piston has made
a part of its stroke, leaving the rest of the stroke
to be accomplished by the expansive force of
the steam already in the cylinder. It econo-
mizes steam, and thus saves fuel. See governor.

8. A new and shorter channel formed for a
river by the waters cutting off or across an an-

gle or bend in its course, rut-offs, sometimes of

great extent, are continually forming in the Mississippi
and other western rivers. [U. 8.)

A second class [of lakes), large In numbers hut small in

area, is the result of cut-offs and other changes of channel
in the Mississippi. Kncyc. Brit., XV. 20.

It ix-casiomUly happens that by this constant caving two
bends approach each other, until the river cuts the nar-
row neck of land between them and forms i\cnt-o/, which
suddenly and materially reduces its length.
GOP. Report on Muxissippi Kilter, 1801 (rep. 1878), p. 9C.

4. A slide in a deli very-spout in grain-eleva-
tors, etc., for shutting off the flow. 5. An arm
ou a reaper designed to support the falling
grain while the platform is being cleared.
6. \i\j>liiuiliiiii/, a connecting pipe Adjustable
CUt-Off, u cut-otf which can be adjusted t<> cut otf steam
at different (Hisltions of the piston in the stroke. Auto-
matic cut-off, n cut-oil usually connected with and cnn-
trolled by the governor of a steam-engine, to cut off steam
at any |mint which will supply the requirements of the
engine with reference to its varying duty. Slider cut-
off, a fnnn of cut-off for a steam valve, consisting of an
Independent plate sliding upon a hark.

CUtose (ku'tos), ii. [< I,, eittix, skin (see nitix),
+ -OKI.] In hot., a name applied by Fr6myto
the material composing the hyaline film or cu-
ticle covering the aerial organs of plants.

cut-out (kut'out), n. A kind of switch employed
to connect the electric wires passing through a

telegraph-instrument, an electric light, etc.,
and cut out the instrument or the light from
the circuit. In the telegraph it is generally a lever

pivoteil between the win's attached In tin- instrument, and
ooonMttog the \\ircs when it is turned in the proper di-

rection.

cut-pile (kut'pil). ii. Having a pile or nap com-
|iosed of libers or threads standing erect, pro-
duced by shaving I lie surface so as to cut the

loops of thread: Mid of a textile fabric. The
heavier Indian and l,c\aiitiiir mus. Wilton ami .\\min-
ster carpets, ordinary velvet, ami velvctci n arc cut-pile
goods.

cutting

Sleighs are swarming up and down the street, of all torte
and sizes, from tin- huge omnibus with it - Hum pamien-
^1-1 s to tht- liiilit, ya> ly painteil cull,-,-*, w ith thi-ir solitary,

fnr-capiied tenants, 'it.- ''/</ r '/' n 77""' ->tn>l
j<

i

5. In miiiini/ : (n) A joint or crack, generally
one which intersects or crosses a lielter-deflnM

system of cracks or joints in the same rock. ( Ii)

In coal-mining, the system of joint-planes in the
coal which is of secondary importance, being
not so well developed as another set called tin-

back, face, or cleat of the coal: generally used
in the plural: as, backs and cutters. 6. In

mineral., a crack in the substance of a crystal,
which destroys or greatly lessens its value as
a lapidaries' stone. 7. A soft yellow inalm-

brick, used for face-work, from t he facility with
which it can be cut or rubbed down. 8. In

a weavers' loom, the box which contains the

quills Backs and cutters. See fcadti.- Drunken
cutter, an elliptical or oblong cutter-head, so placed n

the shaft that it rotates in a circular path ; a wabbler. K.
II. Knight, Eccentric cutter, () A small instrument
used by workers in ivory. It is formed like a drill-stork.
and is moved by a liow. The cuttfng-{>oiut can be fixed at
ditferent distances from tin- center by nu-ans of a groove
and screw. It can also in- used on the mandrel of a lathe
for ornamenting surfaces. (b) A cutting-tool for a latin-

having an inde|K'iident motion of Its own on the sliil<

It produces eccentric figures, but by a method that is the
reverse of that of the eccentric chuck (which see, under
chuck*). Hanging cutter, in some plows, a colter which
depends from tlie plow-beam. Mill-board cutter. See
//i i " '"'in-''. Revenue cutter, a light-armed government
vessel commissioned for the prevention of smuggling and
the enforcement of the customs regulations. Formerly
the vessels for the protection of the l.'nited States revenue
were cutter-rigged, but now the name is applied indis-

criminately, although almost all the revenue vessels are

steamers, and the few remaining sailing vessels are schoon-

er-rigged. Rigging-cutter, an apparatus for cutting the

rigging of sunken vessels, to remove the masts, etc., lest

they should Interfere with navigation.

cutter2 (kut'er), v. [E. dial., appar. a var. of

quitter, equiv. to whitter, speak low, murmur:
see quitter

2
, wliitter.] I. intrants. To speak low;

whisper; murmur, as a dove.
II. trans. To fondle. [Prov. Eng.]

CUtter-bar (kut'er-bar), . In meek. : (ft) The
bar of a boring-machine which carries the cut-
ter a in a slot formed di- -.

ametrically through the f" I JA
bar, the cutter being fixed /-. v

by a key 6, as shown in {)

'

.'

'

)
the figure. In the special I P
form of boring-machine called Cutter-l>ar.

boring-mitt, two or more cutters
are arranged around a traversing iKiring-block carried by
the bar (In this instance called boring-bar), the block be-

ing moved by a screw parallel with the bar.
(
A

) The
reciprocating bar of a mowing-machine or har-

vester, carrying the knives or cutters.

cutter-grinder (kut'er-grin'dr), n. A tool or
machine adapted for grinding cutters of any
kind, as the knives of mowing-machines, or the

rotary cutters used in milling, gear-cutting, etc.
It consists of a grindstone or emery. wheel, or a combina-
tion of such stones or wheels mounted on spindles, and
driven by appropriate mechanism.

cutter-head (kut'er-hed), N. A rotating head or

stock, either shaped and ground to form a cutter,
or so devised that bits or blades can be attached
to it, used with planing-, grooving-, and mold-

ing-machines, etc.

cutter-stock (kut'er-stok), . A head or hold-

er in which a cutting-tool is secured, as in a
lathe.

cutthroat (kut'throt), . and a. [< cut, r.,+ obj.

tin-Hill.] I. n. 1. A murderer; an assassin; a
ruffian.

The wretched city was made a prey to robbers and rtif-

throats. Frouite, Caesar, p. 74.

2. The mustang grape of Texas, l'iti ctindicanx:

so called from its acrid taste. ftoortsman'x

lliiytteer. 3. A dark lantern in which there
is generally horn instead of glass, and so con-
structed that the light may be completely ob-
scured. Jamiexon. [Scotch.] 4f. A piece of

ordnance. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
II. a. Murderous; cruel; barbarous.

You call me misbeliever, cut-throat dog,
And spi-t upon my Jewish gaberdine,
And all for use of that which is mine own.

Shak., M. of V., L 3.

Thou art a slave,
A cut-throat slave, a bloody, treacherous slave !

Bran, a, i,l /''.. Maid's Tragedy, iii. .

cutthroat (kut'throt), r. t. [< cutthroat, .]

To cut the throat of. [Rare.]
Cutter-yacht. Money, Arcanes,

Is now a god on earth : . . .

sloops of considerable draft and comparatively Bribes justice, eut-thmat* honour, does what not?

small beam. 4. A small light sleigh, with a "'" "'"' ''' Iaws "' ''"" l
-
v - lv- -

single seat for one or two persons, usually cutting (kut'ing), /<. n. [Ppr. of rut, r.] 1.

dra wn by one horse. [U. S.] Penetrating or dividing by a cut, as of an edged
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CUtpurse (kut'pers), . [ME. rH/mr, cutpurs;
< cut, r., + obj. iiurxe.] One who cuts purses
for the sake of stealing their contents (a prac-
tice said to have been common when men wore

purses at their girdles); hence, a pickpocket.
A rnf;>/< of the empire ami the rule

;

That from a shelf the precious diaih-m slob-,

And put it in his pocket! .SVm*., Hamlet, ill. 4.

CUtra (kut'ra), n. A Turkish weight for indigo,
cimal to K!8"pounds 15 ounces avoirdupois.
CUtted ( kut 'ed ), /i. 11. Obsolete or dialectal past
participle of rut. specifically- (<i) short in speech ;

curt; laconic.

lie your words made, good Sir! of Indian ware,
That you allow me them by so small rate
Or do you rutted Spartans imitate?

Sir I'. .Si.//n;/(Arher's Eng. darner, I. 549).

(Ii) Sharp In speech ; tart
; peevish ; querulous.

She's grown so cutted, there's no speaking to her,

Middhton, Women Beware \V n, III. 1.

CUttelast, . See cutlux.

cutter 1
(kut'er), H. [< ME. cuttere, a barber; <

cut + -<'ri.] 1. One who cuts or hews
;
one who

shapes or forms anything by cutting.
A skilful cutter of diamonds and polisher of gems.

Boyle, Works, V. 36.

Specifically (a) Formerly, an officer In the English ex-

chequer whose oitirr it was to provide wood for the tallies,

and to cut on them the sums paid. See tullti. (b) In tailor-

ing, one who measures and cuts out cloth for garments, or
cuts it according to measurements made by another, (et)
A bully; a bravo; a swaggering fellow ;

a sharper; a rob-
ber. Also ciiltlf.

He's out of cash, and thon know'st by cutter'* law we are
hound to relieve one another. Rowley, Match at Midnight.

He with a crew went forth
Of lusty cttttert stout and bold,
And robbed in the North.

True Tale of Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 350).

Because thou art a misproud bird, and despisest thine
own natural lineage, and niftiest in unpaid silks and vel-

vets, and keepest company with gallants and cuttem, must
we lose our memory for that ? Scott, Monastery, xxxvil.

2. That which cuts; an instrument or tool, or
a part of one, that cuts : as, a straw-cutter ; the
cutters of a boring-machine.
Stewpans and saucepans, cutter* and moulds, without

which a cook of spirit . . . declares it utterly impossible
that he can give you anything to eat.

I'.oi u-< r. Last Days of Pompeii, lv. 2.

Specifically (rt)The broad chisel-edge of a center-bit, lying
Injtween the nicker, or outer knife-edge, and the center,
or pin. (b) A knife or an Indenting-tool used in testing
the explosive pressure of powder in large guns. See preit-

inire-fjagc. (c) In diamond-cutting, a wooden hand-tool
in which that one of two diamonds undergoing cutting
which is least advanced is cemented. The other stone is

cemented in the setter, and the two are then rubbed to-

gether, (rf) A wad-punch. K. II, Knight, (e) An upright
chisel on an anvil ; a hack-iron. K. II. Knight. (/) A
file-chisel. K. U. Knight, (g) In ayri., a colter. (A) A
fore tooth that cuts, as distinguished from a grinder; an
incisor.

The other teeth (the mttert and dog teeth) have usually
but one root. Boyle, Works, V. SB.

3. Naut. : (a) A double-banked boat used by
ships of war.

I hoisted out the cutter, and manned her with an officer

ami seven men. Cook, Voyages, III. ii. 9.

(b) A small vessel with a single mast, a main-
sail, a forestaysail, and a jib set to bowsprit
end. Cutter-yachts are sloop-rigged vessels,
and the name is now generally applied to



cutting

tool ; serving to penetrate or divide
; sharp.

2. Wounding or deeply affecting the feelings,

as with pain, shame, etc.; satirical; severe:

applied to persons or things : as, he was very

cutting; a cutting remark.

But lie always smiled ; and audacious, cool, and cutting,

and very easy, he thoroughly despised mankind.
Ditradi, Henrietta Temple, ii. 15.

He [Sedley] was reprimanded by the court of King's

Bench in the most tutting terms.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., VI.

The collision duly took place. ... An insulting sneer,

a contemptuous taunt, met by a nonchalant but most cut-

ting reply, were the signals.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxiii.

3f. Thieving; swaggering; bullying.

Wherefore have I such a companie of cutting knaves to

waite upon me ? Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

Y. Low, He's turn'd gallant.
E. Lone. Gallant !

Y. Lorn. Ay, gallant, and is now call'd

Cutting Morecraft.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 4.

Cutting-down line, in ship-building, a curve in the sheer-

draft corresponding to the upper surface of the throats

of the floors amidships, and to the under side of the keel-

son.

cutting (kut'ing), n. [ME. cuttynge, kitting;
verbafn. of cut, v.] 1. A piece cut off; a slip;
a slice; a clipping. Specifically (o) A small shoot

or branch cut from a plant and placed in the earth, or in

sand, etc., to root and form a new plant.

Propagation by cuttinys has been long known, and is

abundantly simple when applied to such free-growing

hardy shrubs as the willow and the gooseberry.
London, Encyc. of Gardening, p. 657.

(4) A section ; a thin slice used for microscopical purposes,

(c) A slip cut from a newspaper or other print contain-

ing a paragraph or an article which one wishes to use or

preserve.

2. An excavation made through a hill or rising

ground, in constructing a road, railway, canal,
etc.: the opposite of a filling. 3. The action

of a horse when he strikes the inner and lower

part of the fetlock-joint with the opposite hoof
while traveling. 4f. A caper; a curvet.

Changes, cuUinqx, turnings, and agitations of the body.
Florio, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, p. 228.

5. In coal-mining, workdone in mining or getting
coal so that it may be broken down. The holing
or undercutting is parallel with the stratification and at
the bottom of the mass

;
the cutting is at right angles to

this, and the effect of the two operations is to isolate a
certain quantity of coal, which is afterward broken down
by powder or wedges. Sometimes called carving.

6. pi. The refuse obtained from the sieve of

a hutch. 7. pi. Bruised groats, or oats pre-
pared for gruel, porridge, etc. 8. See the ex-
tract.

When the goods show a bright orange colour they are
lifted and winced in water. This process, the reduction
of the reds and pinks to the depth of shade they are to
have when finished, is called cutting.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. .176.

cutting-board (kut'ing-bord), n. A board used
on a bench or on the lap in cutting leather or
cloth.

cutting-box (kut'ing-boks), n. 1. A machine
in which hay, straw, corn-stalks, etc., are cut
into short pieces as feed for cattle. 2. In

diamond-cutting, a box into which the diamond-
dust falls when the diamonds which are ce-
mented into the cutter and setter are rubbed
against each other.

cutting-compass (kut'ing-kum"pas), . A
compass one of the legs of which carries a
cutter, used for making washers, wads,
disks, etc. E. H. Knight.

cutting-engine (kut'ing-en'jin), . In silk-

manuf., a machine for cutting refuse or
floss silk, after it has been disentangled and
straightened, into short lengths that may
be worked upon cotton-machinery.
cutting-file (kut'ing-fil), . The toothed cut-
ter of a gear-cutting engine. E. If. Knight.
cutting-gage (kut'ing-gaj), . A tool having a
lancet-shaped knife, for cutting veneers and
thin wood.

cutting-line (kut'ing-lin), re. In 'bookbinding, a
sketch-line drawn on a folded sheet of book-
paper, showing where the cutting-knife will
trim the margin.
cutting-lipper (kut'ing-lip'er), n. A cyprinoid
fish of the tribe Chondrostomi or subfamily
Chondrostomime, haying trenchant jaws.

cuttingly (kut'ing-li), adv. In a cutting man-
ner.

cutting-nippers (kut'ing-nip"erz), n. pi. A
pair ot nippers with sharp jaws especially adapt-
ed for cutting. The cutters may be placed
either parallel to the axis or at various angles
with it. Also rntliii//-/i/iers.
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CUtting-plane (kut'ing-plan), n. A carpenters'

smoothing-plane. E. H. Knight.

cutting-pliers (kut'ing-pli"erz), n. pi. Same as

cutting-nippers.

cutting-press (kut'ing-pres), . 1. A screw-

press or a fly-press used in cutting shapes or

planchets from strips of metal. 2. In bookbind-

ing, a wooden screw-press of small size to which
is attached a knife sliding in grooved bearings,
used for trimming single books. Also called

plow-press or plow and press.

cutting-punch (kut'ing-punch), n. A punch
with a circular face for cutting grommet-holes
in sails, disks or wads from leather, cloth,

metal, etc., tongue-holes in leather straps, and
for various similar uses.

cutting-shoe (kut'ing-sho), n. A horseshoe

having nails on one side only; a feather-edge
shoe : used for horses that cut or interfere. E.
H. Knight.
cutting-spade (kut'ing-spad), . A sharp flat

implement, resembling a broad thin chisel, fixed

to a pole ten feet or more in length, used to cut

the blubber from a whale. C. M. Scammon,
Marine Mammals.
cutting-thrust (kut'ing-thrust), n. A tool for

making grooves in the sides of boxes, etc.

cuttle1
(kut'l), n. [Early mod. E. also cuttel;

< ME. cotul, cotull, codull, codulle, < AS. cudele,

the cuttlefish (L. sepia) ;
also called wdse-scite,

lit. ooze-discharger, with reference to its dis-

charge of sepia. The change to cuttle may have
been due to association with cuttle^, a knife, or

with cut, with reference to the shape of the

cuttlebone. Cf. W. morgyllell, the cuttlefish,
lit. sea-knife (< mor, sea, + cyllcll, knife); F.

dial, cousteau (F. couteau) demcr, cuttlefish, lit.

sea-knife.] 1. A cuttlefish.

It is somewhat strange, that . . . only the blood of the

cuttle should be as black as ink. Bacon.

Shel-flsh they eat, and the cutle, whose bloud, if I may
so term it, is like inke : a delicate food, and in great re-

quest. Sandy*, Travailes, p. 64.

2. Cuttlebone.
CUttle2t (kut'l), . [< OF. coutel, cultcl, a knife :

see cultel, cutler, cutlas. Cf. cutting.] 1. A
knife, especially one used by cutpurses or pick-

pockets.

Dismembering himself with a sharp cuttle.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ii. 2.

2. Same as cutter1
,
I (e).

Ill thrust my knife in your mouldy chaps, if you play
the saucy cuttle with me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

CUttle3
t (kut'l), !'. i. [Var. of cutter^, q. v.] To

talk; chat.

I have been to town on purpose to wait on him, . . .

recollecting how you used to cuttle over a bit of politics
with the old Marquis. Walpole, Letters, II. 55.

cuttlebone (kut'1-bon), . The internal plate
of Sepia officinalis, consisting of a friable cal-

careous substance, formerly much used in med-
icine as an absorbent, but now chiefly for pol-

ishing wood, paint, varnish, etc., and for pounce
and tooth-powder. A cuttlebone is often hung in the

cage of canaries, its slightly saline taste being relished by
the birds and acting as a gentle stimulus to their appe-
tite, and its substance affording lime for the shells of their

eggs. Also called xepiost. See cut under Dibranchiata.

cuttlefish (kut'1-fish), . [< cuttle^- + fish* ;
cf.

D. kuttelvisch (Kilian; now inktvisch, inkfish),

Cuttlefish of the Octopod Type (Octopus tuber,

G. Tcnttelfisch, both prob. of E. origin.] A ceph-
alopod; specifically, a cephalopod of the ge-
nus Sepia and family Sepiidie; a dibrauchiate

cutwater

cephalopodous mollusk, with a depressed body,
inclosed in a sac. The shorter arms or feet, eight in

number, covered with four rows of raised disks or suckers,
are arranged around the mouth, and from the midst of

tliL'in extend two
long tentacles, also

furnished with
disks. These mem-
bers the animal uses
in walking, for at-

taching itself to ob-

jects, and for seiz-

ing its prey. A tube
or funnel exists be-

low the head and
leads from the gills,

through which the
water admitted to

these organs is ex-

pelled ; and the

creature, by eject-

ing the water with

force, can dart back-
ward with amazing
velocity. In a sac
on the back of the
mantle there is a
light, porous, calca-

reous shell formed
of thin plates ;

this I. Cuttlefish of the Decapod Type (Sepia
ia tlm cntHphnnp nr ojficinnlis] : a, a, arms with suckers ; 0, 0,e

,

r
tentacles with suckers on the ends. 2. End

seplost, correspond- of onc of th(! tentacles, showing the suckers.

ing to the calamary 3. Cuttlebone ( the interior shell). 4. Up-
or pen of the squids, per view of central part of animal, showing
i<.-<> ,<!,< ...,,,-ti \ Thp the mouth (c), arms (a, a}, and tentacles

!

(,). 5. The beak or mouth. 6. Oueofthe
cuttlefish has the sujkirsT
power of ejectfng a

black, ink-like fluid, the sepia of artists (see sepia), from a

bag or sac, so as to darken the water and conceal itself

from pursuit. From this usage the term cuttlefish is ex-

tended not only to all the forms of Sepiitlce and related

decapod cephalopods, but also to the octopod members
of the same class. When the octopods are called cuttle-

fishes, the decapods are commonly distinguished as squids.
The two figures illustrate the two principal types. See

Decapoda, Octopoda, and Cephalopoda, and cuts under Z>r-

branchiata, ink-bag, and Sepia.

cuttlefish-bone (kut'1-fish-bon), n. Same as

cuttlebone.

CUtto, cuttoe (kut'o), n. [< F. couteau, a knife :

see cutlas. ] A large knife formerly used in New
England. Bartlett.

There were no suits of knives and forks, and the family
helped themselves on wooden plates, with cuttoen.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

cuttoo-plate (kut'o-plat), n. [< "ei/ttoo, of un-
known origin, + plate.] In a vehicle, a hood
secured to the axle or bolster, and extending
over the nave or hub, to protect the axle from
mud.
cut-toothed (cut'tothd), a. In bot., toothed
with deep incisions.

cutty (kut'i), a. and . [Sc., also cuttic, etc.,
dim. from cut.'] I. a. 1. Cut short; short: as,
a cutty spoon.
Her cutty sark o' Paisley ham. Burnt, Tain o' Shanter.

That was the only smoke permitted during the enter-

tainment, George \Varrington himself not being allowed
to use his cutty pipe. Thackeray, Newcomes, xxiii.

2. Testy; hasty.
II. n.

; pi. cutties (-iz). 1. A short spoon.
It is better to sup with a cutty than want a spoon.

Scotch proverb.

2. A short-stemmed tobacco-pipe.

I'm no sae scant o' clean pipes as to blaw wi' a brunt

cutty. Scotch proverb.

3. A popgun. Also called eutty-gun. 4. The
common hare, Lepus timidns. 5. A short,
thick-set girl. 6. A slut; a worthless girl or

woman; a wanton. Also cutty-quean.

cutty-gun (kut'i-gun), n. [Sc.J Same as

ciitti/, 3.

cutty-quean (kut'i-kwen), u. 1. Same as

cutty, 6. 2. The cutty-wren. Montagu.
cutty-stool (kut'i-stol). . 1. A low stool.

2. A seat in old Scottish churches in which

acknowledged female offenders against chas-

tity were placed during three Sundays, and pub-
licly rebuked by their minister.

Cutty-wren (kut'i-reu), n. The wren. Mon-
tagu.
cutwal (kut'wal), n. [< Hind, and Per. kotwal,
the chief officer of police, Mahratta kotirar, the

village watchman and messenger.] In the East

Indies, the chief police officer of a city.

cutwater (kut'wa/'ter), n. [< cut, v., + obj. (ra-

ter.] 1. The fore part of a ship's prow, which
cuts the water. Also called false sti-m.

It [a shot) struck against the head of a bolt in the cut-

U'dtrr of the Dartmouth ship, and went no further.

HViiM/v,//. Hist. New England, II. -239.

2. The lower portion of the pier of a bridge,
formed with an angle or edge directed up the

stream, so as more effectually to resist the ac-

tion of the water, ice, etc. 3. The razorbill,
or black skimmer, Hliuurln>p iiiyra.



cutweed

CUtweed (kut'wed), H. A name applied to va-
rious coarse marine algiu, such an /'., rexi-

rnliisiix. /'. .irrralii". and Laiiiinaria iliijitata.

cut-work (kut'wcrk), n. and it. I. H. 1. In

emiifniiiery, applique work: so called because
the pattern is cut out and sewed upon the

ground. 2. The earliest form of lace; line

needlework upon linen or silk from which a

part of the background was cut away, leaving
the design pierced. See lure.

This comes of wearing
Scarlet, pilil lare, ami i-iitii'urki !

IS. Juiaun, Devil Is an An*, iii. 1

II. n. Made of cut-work.

It grazed <>n my shoulder, takes me away six purls of an
ll.-iliali r/// irurl,- haml I wore.

/;. .l<ni*<nt. r.\<T\ Man out of Ilia Humour, iv. 4.

cutworm (kut'werm), n. A name given to a

large number of lepidopterous larva) belong-
ing to the family A'oetiiida'. They hide during the
day under some shelter or beneath the surfaee of the

Cuvette (def. a).

Cutworms.

a, larva of Agrotis tntssoria ; 6. c, moth and larva of Agrotis
scamiens. (All natural size.)

ground, and come forth at night to cut off, Just above or

just below the surface, all sorts of tender plants, but par-
ticularly maize, cabbage, and melons. Some, Hko Agru-
tin xfantiefiti. climb on vines and young trees and eat out
the buda. Afmitis wcssorwx is one of the commonest,

cuvett, cuvatt, >' Obsolete spellings of covet.

cuvette (ku-vef), n. [F., dim. of cuve, < L.

cupa, a tub, ML. a cup, etc. : see cwp.] 1. In
decorative art, a portable basin of ornamental

form in pottery or porcelain,
etc., especially one of the flat-

bottomed vessels commonly sold
with an aiguiere or water-pot :

frequent in faience of the eigh-
teenth century. 2. In glass-

manuf., a basin for receiving the
melted glass after refining, and
decanting it on the table to be

rolled into a plate. In casting, the cuvette is lifte.l

by means of gripping-tonal, chains, and a crane, ami the
content* are poured upon the casting-table. E. 11. KH i

; iti/.

3. In
fort.,

a trench dug in the middle of a large
dry ditch

; a cunette.
Cuvieria (ku-vi-e'ri-a), . [NL., < Georges Cu-
vier, the celebrated "French naturalist.] 1. A
genus of holothurians, having scales on the dor-
sal integument. 2. A genus of thecosomatous
pteropods, resembling Sti/liolu, but having the
hinder part of the shell partitioned, the fore

part swollen and subcylindric. ('. columella is

an example. Synonymous with Cleodora. Also
< 'iiriern. Kamj, 1827. 3. A genus of acalephs.
Peron innl Li^i/i iir, 1807. 4. A genus of crus-
taceans. Desmarest, 1825.
Ouvierian (ku-vi-e'ri-an), H. [< Curler + -inn.]
In imt. lii.it., relating or pertaining to or named
after Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), or his system
of classification.

The three Cufifriaa suhkingdoms of the Radiata. Arti
clllata. and Mnllilsca. Itu/wn, Origin of U'nrld, p. 21:*.

Cuvierian organs, in echinoderms, certain appendage*
of the cloaca, simple or branched, containinu- a \isrid m
solid mbfttance. Their function is uncertain.

Cuvieridae (ku-vi-er'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cuvie-
ri/i + -iila:'] I. A family of echinoderms. 2.
A family of thecosomatous pteropods, typified
by the genus Ciirieria : generally referred to the

family Hyahritta or Curiiliniila'.

CUVy (kii'vi), n. ; pi. fin-lex (-viz). A kind of

seaweed, the devil's-apron, Liimiiiaria dii/itiitn.

[Orkney.]
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The oiknc \ k. Iji n.. ji have assigned peculiar name* t

each, calling the ordinary l-aimnaria digital* rury.
lliifri'ii, rhycologi* Hritannlca.

Cuzco bark, Cuzco china. Same as Cusro bark
(which see, under Imrl;-).

Cwmry, . />/. Same as Cymry.
CWt. An abbreviation compounded of c. for
Latin centum, hundred, and ict. for English
trcif/ht, used for Itundredin ii/lit.

Oy. The chemical symbol of cyanogen.
-cy. [(1) Of ult. L. origin: formerly also -de,
ME. -cie, OP. -de, P. -de, -ce, etc.

;
often an ex-

tension of -<'* ( (
|

. v. ), resting more directly upon
the orig. L. -tia or -da; as innocence, innon m-i/.

cinirenienee, run rn/ii
<//, etc. (see -uncu, -< nri/);

so fallacy, ME./a//ar, < P. failure, < \,.fallaeia.

etc.
;
ult. or directly < L. -tia, or-e'a, a termina-

tion of abstract nouns, < -t- (as -tun, pp. suffix,
or -n-(<-),ppr. suffix), or -c-, + -ia, a fern, for-

mative. From meaning
'

condition,' the ter-

mination has now come to signify, in many
newly formed words, 'office'; as in eaptaim-ij.

curacy, lieutenancy (the final t is merged in -cy= -tia), chaplaincy, cornetcy, etc. (2) Of ult.

Gr. origin : ( F. -sie, etc., L. -sia, < Gr. -aia ; as in

fancy, Gr. javraaia; < F. -tie (pron. -sie), < Gr.

-ria, as in aristocracy, democracy; < P. -de, <

Gr. -Tti'a, as in necromancy; < Gr. -reia
t as in

piracy ; etc.] A termination of nouns, chiefly
abstract, of various origin, often associated
with or derived from adjectives in -ant1

, -ent,
or -atei. See the etymology,
cyamid (si'a-mid), n. A crustacean of the fam-
ily Cyamidee.
Cyamidse (sl-am'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cyamiis +
-idtr.] A family of laemodipodous, edriophthal-
mous crusta-

ceans, formed
for the recep-
tion of the ge-
nus Cyamus,
the species of

which are par-
asitic chiefly
on whales, and
are known as
whale-lice.

Cyamus (si'a-

mus), . [NL.,
< Gr. nva/tof, a

bean.]
'

The
typical and
only genus of

Icemodipodous crustaceans of the family Cy-
amidce; the whale-lice. Cyamusceti has a broad
flat body with a rudimentary abdomen,
cyan (si an), n. Same as cyanogen.
Cyanaea, . [NL.] See Cyanea.
cyanamide (sl-an'a-mid or -mid), n. [< cyan-
(oaen) + owirfe.]" A white crystalline body
(CN.NH2 ) prepared by the action of ammonia
on cyanogen chlorid.

cyanate (si'a-nat), . [< cyan(ic) + -<el.] A
salt of cyanic acid.

cyan-blue (si'an-bW), . [< Gr. xi'avof, dark-
blue, + E. blue.] A greenish-blue color

;
the

color of the spectrum from .505 to .487 micron,
or of such light mixed with white.

Cyanea (si-a'ne-a), n. [NL.', fern, of L. cyaneus,
dark-blue: see cyaneous.] The typical genus

of the family Cya-
neida!. The tentacles
are bundled beneath
the thick lobed disk;
and there are 8 radial
and as many intermedi-
ate gastric pouches,
breaking up into small
ramifications near the
ends of the marginal
lobes. C. arctiea is the
common large red jelly-
fish of the coast of the
United states, attain-

ing a diameter of a foot
or more. It is capable
of stinging severely.
Also Cyaiura.

cyanean (si-a'ne-
an), . [< L. cya-
neus,dark-blue (see

cyaneous), + -.]
Of an azure color;
cerulean, fen nan I.

Cyanecula (si-a-
nek'u-la), n. [NL.,
< Gr. xvaveof, dark-

blue, + L. dim.

-cw/n.] A genus of

sylviiue birds related to the redstarts (Erytlia-

cus), containing the bluethroats, as C. suedca of

Whale-louse (Cjiamiis ftli}. (Line shows
natural size. )

Cyanocitta

liunipe, Asia, and North America. C. L. Brehm,
1H2K. See cut under lilni thru/it.

cyaneid (si-a'ne-id), . A jellyfish of the fam-
ily I'l/iiiitnlii'.

Cyaneidae (Ki-a-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyanea
+ -K/<F.] A family of l>incometlus(e, typified by
the genus Cynnea, with a simple cross-shaped
mouth, surrounded by four adradial folded
mouth-arms. The giutral cavity has 18 or 32 broad ra-
dial pouches and branched cajial flap-canals, with no rinn
canal ; there are 8 or 16 marginal bodies, and 8 or more
long hollow tentacles. Also Cyaitiiln-.

cyaneous (si-a'ue-us), a. [< L. cyaneux, < Gr.
nvaveof, dark-blue, < nvavof, a dark-blue sub-
stance (supposed to be blue steel), lapis-lazuli,
the blue corn-flower, sea-water, etc., as adj.
dark-blue.] Azure-blue; cerulean.

cyanhidrosis (si'an-hi-dro'sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.
ici'avof, dark-blue, + i/*5f, sweat.] In pathol.,
blue sweat. Dunglison.
cyanhydric (si-an-hi'drik), a. [< cyan(ic) + liy-

dr(oaen) + -ic.] Inchem., hydrocyanic; pruggic.
cyanic (si-an'ik), a. [< Gr. nivvof, dark-blue,
+ -'c. In second sense with ref. to cyanogen.]
1. Blue: in hot., applied to a series of colors
in (lowers, including all shades of blue, and
passing through violet and purple to red. The
xtinthie series, on the other hand, passes from yellow
through orange to red. The variations in color of any
flower are In general confined to one of these series.

2. Pertaining to or containing cyanogen Cy-
anic acid, a compound of cyanogen and oxygen (CXHO),
which is a strong acid, but unstable except at low tem-
peratures.

Cyanidse (si-an'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same as

Cyanddai.

cyanide (si'a-nid or -nid), n. [< cyan(ogen) +
-trfe1.] In ehem., a combination ofcyanogen with
a metallic base : as, the cyanide of silver, of cop-

per,
etc. /*o/rt'um cyanide is commercially the most

Important. It Is a crystalline solid, permanent In dry air,
but decomposed in moist air, giving off an odor of prussic
or hydrocyanic acid. It has a bitter taste, and is extreme-
ly poisonous. It is extensively used in photography, elec-

tro-metallurgy, and as a laboratory reagent. Cyanide
powder, asalt of potassium, much used in electroplating.

cyanine (si'a-nin), n. [< Gr. mavaf, dark-blue,
+ -i?2.] The blue coloring matter of certain

flowers, as the corn-flower, violet, and species
of iris. Cyanine blue. See blue.

cyanite (si'a-nit), n. [< Gr. Ki-avof, dark-blue, +
-iie2.] A silicate of aluminium, occurring in

bladed to fibrous crystalline aggregates and in
triclinio crystals. Its prevailing color is blue, whence
its name, but varying from a fine Prussian blue to sky-blue
or bluish-white ; also green or gray. It has the same com-
position as andalusite and nbrollte. Also kyanite and
ditthfne. See cut under bladed.

Cyanocephalus (si'a-no-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <
Gr. xiiavof, dark-blue, +' ne<j>a/"r/, head.] A nota-
ble genus of corvine birds of America, having
a short square tail, long pointed wings, a pecu-
liarly shaped bill, and naked nostrils, it contains
but one species, the blue crow of North America, C. vritM,
better known as Gymnocitta cyanucephala, or Cyanocarax
cagifini ; also called bl\u-htaded jay and pifion jay. It

represents a type intermediate between crows and jays.
The bird Is abundant in the mountainous regions of the
West, especially where the pifion pine grows.

cyanochroia (si'a-no-kro'yii), . [NL., < Gr.

xt'ovof, dark-blue, + xp'a < color.] In pathol.,
a blue or livid color : same as cyanosis.
cyanochroic (sFa-no-kro'ik), a. [< cyanochroia
+ -ic.} Of a bluish color; affected with cyano-
chroia : cyanosed.
cyanochrous (si-a-nok'rus), a. [< cyanochroia

f- -M.] Same as cyanochroic.
Cyanocitta (si'a-no-sit'a), . [NL. (Strickland,
1845), < Gr. KDOVOC, dark-blue, + nirra, Attic
form of niaaa, a chattering bird, the jay, or, ac-

cording to others, the magpie.] A genus of
American jays, of which blue is the chief color.

Blue Jay (Cyanocitta cristata).



Cyanocitta
Tin: term is used with great liititiule by ililjerent writers,
sometimes covering all the American blue jays, and some-
times restricted to one or another ^ronp of the same, ex-

changing places with Cifaiiwiirax, Cyanagafrvhu, ('/'"""

/i/>-/i, Ciiantirux, ete. Its type is the eonunon crested blue

jay ot the I'nited States, (,'. crixtiitil. C. ftelleri is Steller's

jay of western North Ameriea, whieh runs into several lo-

cal races.

Cyanocorax (sl-a-nok'o-raks), . [NL. (Boie,

1826), < Gr. Kdavof, dark-blue, + mi/jaf, raven,
crow.] A genus of American blue jays. See
I'l/aiinritta.

cyanoderma (si"a-no-der'ma), n. [NL., < 6r.

KiWof, dark-blue, + iep/ia, skin.] In pathol.,
same as cya Hants.

Cyanogarrulus (si*a-no-gar'o-lus), n. [NL.
(Bonaparte, 1850), < Gr. Kvavo^, dark-blue, + L.

garrulus, chattering.] A genus of American
blue jays. See Cyanocitta.

cyanogen (si-an'o-jen), . [< Gr. /ciWof, dark-

blue, + -yeviK, producing: see -gen."] Chemical

symbol Cy. A compound radical, CN, com-

posed of one atom of nitrogen and one of car-

bon. This radical cannot exist free, but the double radi-

cal (C2Na) exists as a gas called dicyanogen. It is a gas
of a strong ami peculiar odor, resembling that of crushed

peach-leaves, and burning with a rich purple name. Un-
der a pressure of between three and four atmospheres it be-

comes a limpid liquid ; anil it is highly poisonous and ir-

respirable. It isobtained by heating dry mercury cyanide.
It unites with oxygen, hydrogen, and most other non-me-
tallic elements, and also with the metals, forming cyanides.
In combination with sulphate of iron it forms pigments of
a dark-blue color, variously called Prussian blue, Chinese
blue, Berlin blue, and TurnbuU's blue. Also cyan.

cyanometer (si-a-nom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. Kvavos,

dark-blue, + ftrpov, ameasure.] A meteorologi-
cal instrument contrived by Saussure for esti-

mating or measuring degrees of blueness, as in
the sky. It consists of a band of pasteboard divided into

fifty-one numbered compartments, each of which is painted
of a different shade of blue, beginning at one end with the
deepest shade, formed by a mixture of black, and ending
with the faintest, formed by a mixture of white. The hue
of the object is measured by its correspondence with one
of these shades.

cyanometry (si-a-nom'e-tri), . [As cyanome-
ter + -y.~\ The measurement of intensity of
blue light, especially of the blue of the sky: as,

"cyanometry and polarization of sky-light,"
Encyc. Brit,, XVIII. 481.

cyanopathy (sl-a-nop'a-thi), . [< Gr. n'oavof,

dark-blue, + miflof, suffering.] Same as cyanosis.

Cyanophyceae (si"a-iio-fis'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ni'amc, dark-blue, + 0iof,
seaweed : see I''u-

cus.] Aname frequentlyused for Cryp tophycea:.
cyanophyl, cyanophyll (si-an'o-fil), n. [< Gr.

Ki'uvof, dark-blue, + tyvAfm> = L. folium, leaf.
Cf. <Morophyl.~\ A name given by Fr6my to a
supposed blue constituent of chlorophyl, whieh
has been proved not to exist.

cyanose (si'a-nos), n. [< Gr. nvavof, dark-blue.]
Same as cyanosite.

cyanosed (sl'a-npzd), a. [< cyanosis + -ed2.]
In pathol., exhibiting cyanosis; of a bluish col-
or from defect of circulation.

Cyanosis (sl-a-no'sis), . [NL., < Gr. nvavof,
dark-blue, +"-osig.] In patliol., a blue or more
or less livid color of the surface of the body,
due to imperfect circulation and oxygenation of
the blood; the blue jaundice of the ancients.
In its worst form it is due to a congenital malformation of
the heart, in which the foramen between the right and left
auricles remains open after birth instead of closing up.
Also ciianitiiathy, cyatwderiHa, cyantKfirnia, bhw-diseaxe.

cyanosite (si-an'o-slt), n. [< Gr. Kttavof, dark-
blue, + -itc2 .] Sulphate of copper, or blue
vitriol. Also called ci/anose, chalcaiitltite.

Cyanospiza (si"a-no-spi'za), . [NL. (S. F.
Baird, 1858), < G"r. (ctoof, "dark-blue, + am!;a,
a bird of the finch kind, perhaps the chaf-
finch.] A genus of American finches, of small
size, with moderate bill, and blue or richly va-
riegated coloration : now usually called Passe-
ritta. It contains the common indigo-bird of the United
States (C. cjianea), the lazuli flnch (C. anuenn), the non-
pareil, incomparable, or pape (C. cms), etc. See cut un-
der MMap-mnL
cyanotic (si-a-not'ik), a. [< cyanosis: see
-otic.] Pertaining to or resembling cyanosis ;

affected with cyanosis.
Cyanotis (si-a-no'tis), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), < Gr. Kvavof, dark-blue, + ovf (UT-) = E.
ear.] A genus of South American clamatorial
flycatchers, of the family Ti/rannicla;, the only
species of which is C. rubrigastra, of Chili.
cyanotrichite (si-a-not'ri-kH), . [< Gr. Kuavof
dark-blue, + Opi? (TP IX-), hair, + -ite*.] A hy-
drous sulphate of copper and aluminium, oc-
curring in velvety druses of a bright-blue
color. Also called Irttsomite.

cyanotype (si-an'o-tip), . [< ci/an(idc) +
'.<//] A photographic picture obtained by
the use of a cyanide.
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cyanurate (si-a-nu'rat), . [< cyanur(ic) +
-afel.] A salt of cyanuric acid.

cyanuret (si-an'u-ret), . [< cyan(ogen) +
-uret.] A basic compound of cyanogen and
some other element or compound ;

a cyanide.
cyanuric (sl-a-nu'rik), a. [< cyau(ogen) +
uric.] In chem., used only of an acid (($3113^
O3 ), the product of the decomposition of the
solid cyanogen chlorid by water, of the soluble

cyanates by dilute acids, of urea by heat, of

uric acid by destructive distillation, etc. it is

colorless, inodorous, and has a slight taste. It is a tri-

basic acid, and its salts are termed cyanurates.

Cyanurus (si-a-nu'rus), . [NL. (Swainson,
1831), < Gr. ni'ovof, dark-blue, + ov/>A, tail.] A
genus of American blue jays. The common
crested blue jay is often called C. cristatus. See
Cyanocitta. Also Cyamira.
cyar (si'ar), n. [NL., < Gr. Kva/i, a hole.] The
orifice o? the internal ear.

Cyathaxonia (sl"a-thak-s6'ni-ii), n. [NL., <

Gr. KvaSof, a cup, + ai-av, an axle, axis.] The
typical genus of fossil stone-corals of the fam-
ily Cyathitfoniiiice. Michclin, 1846.

Cyathaxoniidse (si-a-thak-so-m'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cyathaxonia + -ida\] A family of

rugose tetracoralline stone-corals, having a sim-
ple corallum, well-developed septa, and open
interseptal spaces, it ranges from the Paleozoic to
the present age. The corallum is simple, with a deep
calice, exhibiting the tetramerous arrangement in the

well-developed septa with open loculi lacking dissepi-
ments or tabular. They resemble the Turbiiwlida; and
comprise the only extant rugose corals.

Cyathea (si-ath'e-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvaflof, a

cup, < Kveetv, Ki>fiv, contain.] A genus of arbo-
rescent ferns, order Polypodiacew. It is charac-
terized by having the spores, which are borne on the back
of the frond, inclosed in a cup-shaped indnsium. There
are many species scattered over the tropical regions of the
world. Some have short stems, but in others they reach
a height of 40 or 50 feet. The steins are crowned with a
beautiful head of large fronds. C. medullari*, a flue bi-

pinnated or tripinnated species of New Zealand and the
Pacific islands, and known in gardens as a noble tree-fern
of comparatively hardy character, furnishes in its native
country a common article of food. The part eaten is the
soft, pulpy, medullary substance which occupies the cen-
ter of the trunk, and which has some resemblance to sago.
Several species are cultivated in greenhouses for decora-
tive purposes.

cyatheaceous (si-ath-e-a'shius), a. [< Cyathea+ -aceous.] Resembling or pertaining to ferns
of the genus Cyathea.
cyathi, n. Plural of cyathus.
cyathia, . Plural of cyathium.
cyathiform (si'a-thi-fo'rm), a. [= F. cyathi-
forme, < L. cyathus (see cyathus), a ladle, a

cup, + forma, shape.] In the
form of a cup or drinking-glass
a little widened at the top. in but.

,

applied to cup-shaped organs, as to the
circular crown of the Hower of A'arcix-
xus ; also to cup-shaped organs in lower
cryptogams. Ineiitoui., applied to joints
of the antenna;, etc., when they are
more or less olx.-onical, and hollowed at
the ends.

Flower of Nr- cyathium (si-ath'i-um), n.
; pi.

fo'jn,"cro

W
wr,
hCy'"hi " <^W (') [NL., < Gr. KVaBof,

a cup.] In tot., a name occa-
sionally given to the peculiar monoecious in-
florescence of Euphorbia, consisting of a cup-
like involucre inclosing several naked male
flowers, each consisting of a single stamen,
and a single naked pistillate flower.

Cyathocrinidae (si"a-tho-krin'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cyathocrinus + '-ida?.] A family of
crinoids, exemplified by the genus Cyathocriimn.
It embraces flstulatous crinoids with a dicyclic base, glo-
bose calyx, radials with horseshoe-like lateral facets, sup-
porting at least two brachials, but frequently several more,
and the arms have no true pinnules, but branches in regu-
lar succession to their tips. The species lived in the
Paleozoic seas.

cyathocrinite (si-a-thok'ri-nit), n. [< NL. cya-
thocrinites, < Gr. (rfioflof. a cup, + Kpivov, a lily, +
-ites.] A crin-

: -

Cyathocrinus
ginally
genus of fossil crinoids or encrinites, ranging
from the Silurian to the Permian, sometimes
made type of a family Cyathocrinida'.
cyathoid (si'a-thoid), a. [< Gr. /d'oflof, a
+ el6of, form'.'] Cup-shaped; cyathiform.

cyatholith (si-ath'o-lith), n. [< Gr. KvaOof, a
cup, + Woe, stone.'] A form of coccolith.

When viewed sideways or obliquely, however, the cy-
at/mliths are found to have a form somewhat resembling
that of a shirt-stud. If". B. Carpmter, Micros., 409.

Cyathophyllidae(si"a-th6-fil'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cyathopliijlliim + -iiln-.] A family of Paleo-
zoic stone-corals, of the group Bufota or Trtra-

coralla, having symmetrically arranged

cyathus

in groups of multiples of four. The species are
known as cup-cfiralx, and constitute the largest and most
important family of the rugose corals. The corallum is

simple or compound, with more or less interrupted septa
which do not form complete lamilue from top to bottom
of the visceral chamber, and the loculi are more or less

interrupted by dissepiments. Tabnlrc are always present.
The genera are numerous, and all Paleozoic. The family
is divided by Edwards and Haime into two subfamilies,
Cyatlitijthi/Uinfv and Zapitrentinte.

Cyathophyllinae (si"a-tho-fi-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
v ('yiitliopliylliim + -in a;.] The typical subfam-

ily of cup-corals of the family Cyatlio}>liylli<l<r.

cyathophylline (si"a-tho-firin), a. Of or re-

lating to the Ogathofhylhno! or Cyittliiipliylliild
1
.

cyathophylloid (si'a-tho-firoid), a. [< Cya-
llni])/iy/lum + -oid.] Resembling the Cyatlia-

phyllid(e.

Corals (cyathnphyllind forms, with Favosites, Syringo-
pora, tfcc.X abound, especially in the Corniferous Lime-
stone. GWtfa, Encyc. Brit., X. 345.

Cyathophyllum (sKa-tho-firum), n. [NL., <

Gr. KvaSof, a cup, + (fl'A^Mv = L. folium, a leaf.]
The typical genus of fossil cup-corals, of the

family Cyalhophyll'nlu'. (liildfuss.

cyathozooid (si"a-tho-zo'oid), n. [< Gr. tcvaBof,
a cup, + {<,Mififc, like an animal : see zooid.]
In ascidiaus, an abortive first stage of the em-

Fetal Pyrosoma , a Compound Ascidian, highly
magnified.

cup,

Hie. I. The blastoderm divided into five segments, /, //. ///, If, V,
of which the cyathozufiid, /, is the largest: s, 3, 4, 5, constrictions

separating the other ascidiozooids. Fig. 2. Fetus with the ascidio-
zooids /A y half encircling the base of the cyathozooid, /; B,
mouth of the cyathozooid. Fig. 3. Fetus more advanced, the re-
mains of the cyathozooid, /, and ovisac hidden by the circle of ascidio*
zooids //, ///, 1Y. In figs. 2 and 3 : a, test ; 5. cells of the em-
bryonic test ; <% oral apertures ; t, endostyle ; <x, (eleoblast ; r4, sto-
lons ; v, ovisac ; :, a ganglion.

bryo of certain compound ascidians, as of
those of the genus Pyrosoma, serving only to
found a colony by gemmation. See the extract.

The result [of the process of yelk-division] is the for-
mation of an elongated flattened blastoderm, which oc-

cupies one pole of the egg, and is converted into what
I termed the cyathozouiti, which is ... a sort of rudi-

mentary ascidian. From this, a prolongation or stolon is

given off, whieh becomes divided by lateral constrictions
into four portions, each of which gives rise to a complete
ascidiozooid. As these increase in size, they coil them-
selves round the cyathozooid, with their oral openings
outwards and their eloacal openings inwards, and thus
lay the foundation of a new ascidiarium. The eyalha-
ztti'dd eventually disappears, and its place is occupied by
the central eloacal cavity. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 528.

cyathus (si'a-thus), .; pi. cyathi (-thi). [L.,
a cup or ladle, < Gr. nvatiof, a cup or ladle : see

def.] 1. In Gr.

antiq., a form of
vase with a long
handle, used es-

pecially for dip-
ping, as for tak-

ing wine from
the crater to

pour into the
oinochoe or di-

rectly into the

cup. It was of-

ten made in the
form of a ladle.

2. An ancient

liquid measure,
equivalent to ^V
of a xestes, or of a cotyle. It is usually taken
as 4.56 cubic centimeters. As a weight, it was 1$ ounces,
but is often taken loosely as 1 ounce.
3. InftoJ.,anamesometimesgiventoasmall con-
ical or cup-shaped organ or cavity, as one of the

receptacles on the
frond of ftftnrliiaititi.

4. [ca/>.] A genus
of fungi belonging
to the \idiil(iriacei.
The peridium is at first

Cyathus slriatus. closed by a veil, then
widely open, like an in-

verted bell. It contains from 10 to 18 disk-shaped con-
reptacles, which are attached bem-ath to the walls of the
perldlum by peduncles.

Black-figured Cyathus.



Cybele

Cybele(sili'o-lo), . [L.,< (!r. Kr,<>>'/, also writ-

ten Kr 1
1/ iii, I., ri/lnlii: |

1. In I'lussii-iil HI i/ Hi.,

an earth-goddess, of I'lirv^inn and Cretan ori-

gin, but identified liy tin- Greeks witli Kliea,

daughter of Uranus 'and lie, or Heaven ami
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home on the edi;cs of greatly all- nit lr:i\rs, produced
in the regular series of the ordinary leaves. The seeds of

se\eral species are made into tlonr for hread, and the

pith of the trunk yields a coarse sago, whence tin

Cybele ami Attis. - Roman relief, vl century A. D.

Earth, wife of Cronus or Saturn, and mother
of /ens or .Inpiler henco railed the Mother
of the Gods, or the Great Mother, in art, Cyhele
usual 1} wears the mural crown ami a veil, and is seated on
a throne with her sacred lions at her feet.

2. [NL.] Inro<>7.,agenusof trilobites. Loven,
1845.

Cybium (sib'i-um), n. [NL., < L. cybiinii, :i

tunny-fish, a dish made of tunny-fish salted in

pieces,
< Gr. ni'fimv, the flesh of the tunny salted

in (square) pieces (< (ci'/fof, a cube, a piece of

salt fish) ; n. Kvfteiaf, a kind of tunny.] A ge-
nus of fishes, of the family Seombrioa, A num-
lirr of species are natives of the seas of the East Indies,
anil SOIHI' arc iittirh esteemed for the tatile. I )ne species,
C. wuuit' r.v<i/ii. is used in a dried as well as in a fresh state.

cycad (si'kad), . One of the Cycadacece.

Cycadaceae (sik-a-da'se-e), n. i>l. [<Cycas
(Cycad-) + -MMKJ A very peculiar natural
order of gymnospermous plants, in many par-
ticulars having affinities with the ferns, though
some of the genera resemble palms in their

general appearance. They are long-lived and of slow

growth. The stern is rarely branched, is elongated by a

terminal Imd, and bears a crown of large pinnate leaves,
which are cirdnatc in vernation. The flowers are dim-

cious, the male flowers in terminal cones formed of scales

bearing numerous one-celled anthers on the dorsal surface.

The seeds are borne on the margins of altered leaves in the

genus Cycan, and on the inner surface of the peltate scales

of a cone in the other genera. The wood is without resin,

cycle

iniii/., a circular or rotatory articulation, an
that by means of which the ln-id i.f the radius

tunin on the ulna, and tin' atlas rolls on tin

pivot of the axis. In the former MM :i cin-lr rcpic
scnteil h> the h- ail of the IHHIC. turns tbronph n> ai l\ I

-o

upon it* own center, a segment of its circumference ulM
ing in the lesser sigmoid (Cavity of the ulna. In the ailo

axoid cyclarthrosis a ring swings back and forth upon ;i

pivot at one Jfoilit inside tile eirciiinfereiiee. Also call. i|

i'l litt, ,',

Cycatiacea.

a. Etcephalartos. b. Macrozftmia. c. Inflorescence of Cycas.

and the pith large. The plants of this order inhabit India.

Australia, the Cape of Good Hope, and tropical Amcvic;i.

There are about BO species, in !> genera, of which the chief

are ('.'/<'"* '/.mnia. M<j<->--n ini<i, Encephalartoi,tuiA Dion.
The farinaceous pith of various species is used for food,
and they arc frequently cultivated in hothouses for orna-
ment or because of their curious habit. The Cycadacetp
are found in the various geological formations, beginning
with the Permian. They are exceedingly abundant in the
Meso/oie. ami especially in the earlier stages of that series.

(See Mesozoic.) On this account the Meso/.oie formations
are sometimes elasseil together as representing the "age
of cycads." See l't<'ri'hiilhtut, '/.i(tnttfn,0tozainite8, Ptero-

t'itititi',1, /Wo.ram <'''*.

cycadaceoUS (sik-a-da'shius), a. In bot., be-

longing to or resembling the natural order Cy-
MMiaew.
cycadiform isi-kad'i-formX a. [< NL. I'lji'ii.t

(Cycad-) + L. forma, shape.] Resembling in

form the eyelids.

Cycas (si'k'as), n. [NL., < Gr. Kr/car, orig. ap-
plied to the African cocoa-palm.] 1. A genus
of plants, natural order Ci/cadnrcir, natives of

Asia, Polynesia, and Australia. They are trees
with simple stems, hearitm a crown of crowded pinniite
leaves with numerous narrow leaflets. The pollen is

contained in valvate anthers on the under surface of

scales, which are united into lar.L'e cones. The seeds are

Cycas c

( From Le Maout and Dccaisne's " Traitc general de Botanique." )

mon but incorrect name of myo-palw. The species fre-

quently cultivated in hothouses are C. remluta, from
China and Japan, and C. circinalit, of the East Indies. The
seeds of the latter are known as madu-uuts.

2. [/. c.] A plant of the genus Cycas.

Cychla, cychlid, etc. See Cichla, etc.

Cycladidae (si-klad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclas

(Cyclad-) + -idte.] A family of siphonate bi-

valve mollusks, taking name from the genus
( 'i/i-ln.1 : now called Sphasriida! (which see).

Cyclamen (sik'la-men), n. [NL., < Gr. mAd-
fiivof, also KvK%a/llf, cyclamen, appar. < /cwcAof, a

circle, referring, it is said, to the corm or bulb-

like root.] 1. A small genus of bulbous primu-
laceous plants, natives of southern Europe and
western Asia. They are low herbs with very hand-
some flowers, and are favorite greenhouse-plants. The
fleshy tubers, though acrid, are greedily sought after by
swine ; hence the vulgar name mwbrcad.

2. [1. c.] A plant of the genus Cyclamen.
Those wayside shrines of sunny Italy where . . , gilly-

flower and cyclamen are renewed with every morning.
//. H. Stuwe, Agnes of Sorrento, i.

cyclamin (sik'la-min), . [< Cyclam(en) + -t 2
.]

A vegetable principle found in the root of spe-
cies of Cyclamen. It is white, amorphous, or

in minute crystals, and has a bitter, acrid taste.

cyclamen (sik'la-mon), n. [< Cyclam(en) +
-on.] In ccram.j a purplish-red tint of modern
introduction.

Cyclanthus (sik-lan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr. KV-

KAof, a circle, +
orf?of, a flower.]
A small ge-
nus of palm-like
plants, type of the
natural order Cy-
clanthacixe, which
is allied to the
Pandanacea; and
includes one other

genus, Carludovi-
ca. The species in-

habit tropical Ameri-
ca. They have fan-

shaped leaves, and
unisexual flowers ar-

ranged in spiral bauds
around the apadix.

Cyclarhis(sik'la-ris),n. [NL. (Swainson, 1824);
also written Cyclaris, CycMarin, more correctly

Ci/i'/orhis, and strictly Cyclorrhts; < Gr. xi'idof,

a circle, + /Mf, nose.] A genus of American
oscine passerine birds, of the family VireonMie,
or greenlets, with rounded nostrils. C. guianmrii
is an example. There are some 10 species, ranging from
Mexico to Paraguay.

cyclarthrodial (sik-lar-thro'di-al), a. [< Gr.

Kfodof, a circle, + apffpwdia, a particular kind
of articulation, < apftpu^r/f, articulated : see ar-

tliroilia.} Having the character of a rotatory
diarthrosis or lateral ginglymus ;

of or pertain-
iue; to a ryi-larthrosis: as. <-ii<-lnrtltr<>dial articu-

lation : ctiflurtliroiliiil movement.
cyclarthrosis (sik-liir-thro'sis), H. [NL., < Gr.

/>><;, a circle, + a/id/xMif, articulation.] In

Inflorescence and Leaf of Cyclantku

cyclas (oik'las), H. [L., < Gr. KVK'/MC, prop, adj.,

round (sc. eaOt/f, gannent), < MI./OI, round. Cf.

ciclaton.] 1. An upper tunic of ornamental
character worn by women under the Roman
empire, and assumed by some emperors con-

sidered effeminate, as Caligula. It was made of mil-

material, and had its name from the border rmliroidt ie.1

in purple and ^oh! which surrounded it at the bottom.

2. An outer garment similar to the surcoat, ap-

parently circular in form, worn in the four-

teeuth century, especiallyby women, when worn

by knight* over their armor, it was longer behind than I >e

fore, and not very closv-RUing ; in this use It preceded the

jupou.

This . . . cycla was in fashion . . . only in the early
half of the fourteenth century, and the ehlgies . . . with
it are far from numerous.

/.V..JVIIM, Archicol. .lour., XXXV. 250.

3. [cap.'} [NL.] The typical genus of mollusks
of the family Ci/cUididce, or fyilueriida!, having
the shell equivalve, thin, ventricose, with exter-

nal ligament and thick horny epidermis. The
species are numerous in fresh water. Also
called x/ilin I'iiuii.

cycle 1
(si'kl), n. [= F. cycle = 8p. It. ciclo = Pg.

cyclo, < LL. cyclas, < Gr. /racAof, a ring, circle,

wheel, disk, orb, orbit, revolution, period of

time, collection of poems, etc., prob. contr.

from 'Kftn^of = AS. hweogl, contr. limetil (> E.

wheel, q. v.), = Skt. cliakra, a wheel, disk, cir-

cle
; prob. redupl. from a root *kar, "leal seen in

Gr. KvUnv, roll (> ult. E. cylinder, q. v.).] 1. An
imaginary circle or orbit in the heavens.

The sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er,

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.

Milton, P. L, viii. 84.

2. A round of years or a recurring period of

time used as a larger unit in reckoning time
;

especially, a period in which certain astronomi-
cal phenomena go through a series of changes
which recur in the corresponding parts of the

next period. 3. Any long period of years; an

age.
The cycle of a change sublime

Still sweeping through.
WUttttr, The Reformer.

Tilings exist just so long as conditions exist, whether that
be a moment or a cycle.
O. H. Levse*, Probs. of Life and Mind, Istser., VI. ii. 8 10.

4. Any round of operations or events
;
a series

which returns upon itself ; specifically, in phys-
ics, a series of operations by which a substance
is finally brought back to the initial state. 5.

In literature, the aggregate of legendary or tradi-

tional matteraccumulated round some mythical
or heroic event or character, as the siege of Troy
and the Argonautic expedition of antiquity, or
the Round Table, the Cid, and the Nibelungs
of medieval times, and embodied in epic or nar-
rative poetry or in romantic prose narrative.

Their superstition has more of interim- belief and less

of ornamental machinery than those to which Aniadis de
Gaul and other heroes of the later cycle* of romance fur-

nished a model, llallam, I nt rod. Lit. of Europe, I. ii. i 57.

It is a well-known fact that many of the most popular
traditional ballads, such as those of the Arthurian cycle,

"Hynil Horn," and others, were simply abridgments of

older metrical romances. N. and. Q., 7th ser., II. 421.

6. In bot. : (a) In the theory of spiral leaf-ar-

rangement, a complete turn of the spire which
is assumed to exist. ( 6) A closed circle or whorl
of leaves. 7. In corals, a set of septa of equal
length. See septum.
The cyclen are numbered according to the lengths of the

septa, the longest being counted as the first. In the young,
six equal septa constitute the flrst cycle.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 147.

8. As used by the old medical sect of Metho-

dists, an aggregate of curative means continued

during a certain number of days, usually nine.

DwMMM. 9. [Partly as an inclusive abbre-
viation of bicycle and tricycle, but with ref. also

to the orig. Gr. Kwolof, a wheel.] A bicycle or

tricycle; a "wheel." [Recent.]
All the many wagons and carriages and rydr* we saw

above us on the modern road were l>eing led, not driven.

./. (/// K. R. Pennell, Canterbury Pilgrimage.

Carnot's cycle, the succession of o|H-rations undergone
by the substance in the interior of Caniot's imaginary
engine: namely, the- piston is tirst forced down without
the escape of any heat hy conduction ; next, heat is com-
municated to the contents of the cylinder, hut pressure is
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removed from the piston, so that there is no change of

temperature ; third, the conduction of heat being stopped,
further pressure is removed, so that the piston rises still

further ; finally, heat is removed from the contents of the

cylinder, but pressure is put on to the piston so as to pre-

serve the temperature unchanged until the body in the

cylinder is brought back to its original condition ; or all

these operations are reversed. Chinese cycle. See sex-

agenary cycle. Cycle of infliction, nn arbitrary period
of 15 years used in Roman and ecclesiastical history. The

year A. D. 313 is taken as the first year of the first cycle.

See indiction. Cycle of the saros, or Chaldean cycle,
a period of 6,585J days, in which eclipses recur nearly in

the same way. Hebdomadal or heptal cycle, a period
of seven days or years, which was supposed, either in its

multiple or submultiple, to govern many phenomena of

animal life. Vunylison. Metonic cycle, the lunar-solar

cycle, established by the Greek astronomer Meton, the

first year of the first cycle beginning 432 B. c., June 27.

It contained 19 years, of which 12 consisted of 12 luna-

tions, and the other 7 that is to say, the 3d, 6th, 8th, llth,

14th, 16th, and 19th consisted of 13 lunations. At the

end of the cycle the sun was in about the same position
as at the beginning ; in fact, 19 tropical years are 6,939.60

days, while 235 lunations are 6,939.69 days, so that there is

a difference of only about 2 hours between the two. This

cycle is used in ecclesiastical computations in determin-

ing the date of Easter. See golden number, under golden.
Paschal cycle, a period o'f 532 years, after which Easter

falls on the same day of the year. Sexagenary cycle,
a cycle of 60 (years, days, hours, etc.) in use throughout
the Chinese empire and the countries receiving their

literature and civilization from China. It is said to have
been contrived by the Emperor Hwang-te, 2637 B. c. Fre-

quently called the Chinese cycle. Solar cycle, or cycle
Of Sundays, a period of 28 years, alter which the days
of the week, according to the old style or Julian calen-

dar, recur on the same days of the month. Sothiac cy-
cle or period, the canicular year, annus inagnus, or an-
7ii vagus, a period of 1,461 years, used in ancient Egypt.
The epic cycle, in ancient Greek literature, a series

of epics collected and arranged by grammarians of the
Alexandrine period, so as to present a continuous mythic
history from the marriage of the first divine pair, Uranus
and Ge (Heaven and Earth), to the death of Odysseus
(Ulysses). With the exception of the Iliad and the Odys-
sey, only a few short passages from the poems included in

this cycle have come down to us.

cycle1
(si'kl), v. i.', pret. and pp. cycled, ppr.

cycling. [< cycle
1

, n.] 1. To occur or recur in

cycles.
It may be that no life is found,
Which only to one engine bound
Falls off, but cyelen always round.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

2. [See cycle
1

, n., 9.] To ride or take exercise
on a bicycle or tricycle. [Recent.]

It was a mistake to suppose that cycling was only suita-

ble for the young and active ; people of all ages and con-
ditions might enjoy the benefits of the wheel.

Nature, XXXIII. 180.

The cycling excursion may be of too extended a nature.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 858.

cycle^t, H. A false spelling of sickle. Fuller.

Cycleptinse (sik-lep-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-
cleptus + -ime.] A subfamily of catostomoid
fishes, typified by the genus Cycleptus, with a
long dorsal fin, elongated body, and no inter-

parietal fontanel.

Cycleptus (si-klep'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. xwtAof,
a circle, + AeTrrof, thin, fine.] The typical and
only known genus of Cycleptinw. There is but one

Black-horse
( Cycleptus elongatus}.

(From Reporter U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

species, C. elongatus, growing to a length of 2J feet, com-
mon in the Mississippi valley, and popularly known as
the black-horse, suckerel, gourd-mouth, gourdseed-sucker,
sucker, and Missouri sucker.

cycler (si'kler), n. Same as cyclist, 2.

cycli, . Plural of cyclus. 1.

cyclian (sik'li-an), a. [< L. cyclus, a cycle, +
-tan.] Same as cyclic.
The Cyclian poets, who formed the introduction and

continuation to the Iliad, were therein as much drawn
upon as Homer himself.

C. 0. Muller, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), 415.

cyclic (sik'lik), a. and n. [= F. cyclique = Sp.
cielico = Pg. cyclico = It. ciclico, < L. cyclictts,
< Gr. KVK?u.K6(, < KviAof, a circle: see cycle.] I.
a. 1. Pertaining to or moving in a cycle or cir-
cle

; specifically, governed by a regular law of
variation, according to which the final and ini-
tial terms of the series of changes or states are
identical.

All the cyclic heavens around me spun.
Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

2. Connected with a literary cycle : specifical-
ly applied to certain ancient Greek poets (some-
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times inclusive of Homer) who wrote on the

Trojan war and the adventures of the heroes

connected with it. See cycle, 5.

The cyclic aspect of a nation's literary history has been
so frequently observed that any reference to it involves a

truism. Stedtnan, Viet. Poets, p. 238.

3. In anc. metrics, delivered more rapidly than

usual, so as to occupy only three times or morie

instead of four: used to note certain dactyls
and anapests. Thus, a cyclic dactyl is equiva-
lent in time to a trochee, and a cyclic aiiapest
to an iambus Cyclic axis of a cone of the second
order, a line through the vertex perpendicular to the cir-

cular section of the cone. Booth, 1852. Cyclic chorus.
See chorus.- Cyclic dyadic. See dyadic. Cyclic.flpw-
er, a flower in which the parts are arranged in distinct

whorls. Cyclic planes of a cone of the second order,
the two planes through one of the axes which are parallel
to the planes of the circular section of the cone. Cyclic
region, in geom., a region within which a closed line can
be drawn in such a manner that it cannot shrink indefi-

nitely without passing out of the region.

II. n. A cyclic poem.
The whole multitudinous people, divine and human, of

the whole Greek cyclicg, seem to me as if sculptured in a
half relief upon the black marble wall of their fate.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 88.

Cyclica (sik'li-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

cyclicus, < Gr. Kv'iAiKOf, circular : see cyclic.] In
Latreille's system of classification, the sixth

family of tetramerous Coleoptera ; a group of

phytophagous terrestrial beetles with mostly
rounded bodies, whence the name, belonging
to the modern group Phytophaga, and to such
families as Cassididce, Hispidce, Chrysomelidce,
etc. The Cyclica were divided into three tribes,

Cassidarice, Chrysomelince, and Galerucitce.

cyclical (sik'li-kal), a. [< cyclic + -al.] 1.

Pertaining to a cycle ; cyclic.

Time, cyclical time, was their abstraction of the Deity.
Coleridge.

2. In bot. : () Rolled up circularly, as many
embryos, (ft) Arranged in cycles or whorls

;

verticillate. 3. In zool., recurrent in succes-
sive circles

; serially circular
; spiral ;

whorled.

We find in the nautiloid spire a tendency to pass into
the cyclical mode of growth.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 457.

Cyclical relation, in logic, a relation such that, in pass-
ing from a term to its correlate, and again to the correlate
of that correlate, and so on, the original term is again
reached. Cyclical square or cube, in alg., a square
or cube which is congruent to its base, especially with a
modulus of ten.

Cyclidae (sik'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclus, 2, +
-idee.] A family of xiphosurous merostoma-
tous crustaceans, represented by the genus Cy-
clus. The body is discoid and orbicular ; the abdomen
has three segments scarcely differentiated from the cepha-
lic shield

;
and the cephalic limbs are nearly as in the lar-

val stage of species of Limulus. It is of Carboniferous age.

cyclide (si'klid), n. [< F. cyclide, < Gr. nmtof, a
circle : see cycle

1
, n.] In geom., the envelop of a

sphere touching three fixed spheres.
Cyclidinia (sik-li-din'i-a), n. pi. [NL., as Cy-
clidium + -in-ia.] In Ehrenberg's system
(1836), a family of illoricate, ciliated, entero-
delous infusorians. See Cyclodinea.
Cyclidium (si-klid'i-um), . [NL. (Muller,
1786), < Gr. K'UK^OC, a circle, + dim. -16001.] A
genus of holotrichous infusorians, now referred
to the Pleuronemidce, inhabiting both fresh and
salt water, as C. glaucoma. This is one of the first

animalcules to appear in hay-infusions, in which it often
swarms in countless numbers. They are extremely minute,
requiring the higher powers of the compound microscope
for their examination.

Cyclifera (si-klif'e-rii), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. /ci/cAof,

circle, + ferre = E. 'bearl.] An order of fishes

comprising ganoids with subcircular or cycloid
scales : same as Cycloganoidei.
cyclifying (sik'li-fi-ing), a. [Ppr. of "cycK/y,
< LL. cyclus, a circle, + -fy.] In geom., redu-

cing to a circular form Cyclifying line, the gen-
erator of a cyclifying surface. Cyclifying plane, a tan-
gent plane to a cyclifying surface. Cyclifying surface,
a developable surface in which a twisted curve lies, and
which, being developed into a plane, transforms the curve
into a circle.

Cyclinea (si-klin'e-a), n. pi. [NL. (Dana, 1852),
< Gr. sbiOof, circle, + -inea.] A primary divi-
sion or "legion" of cyclometopous crabs, pro-
posed for the genus Acanthocyclus.
cyclist (si'klist), n. [< cycle*, n., + -ist.] 1. One
who reckons by cycles, or believes in the cyc-
lic recurrence of certain classes of events

;

specifically, one who believes in the cyclic char-
acter of meteorologic phenomena, and of po-
litical and commercial crises, and endeavors to
connect them with the cyclic changes of the
sun's spots. 2. [Partly as an inclusive abbre-
viation of bicyclist and tricyclist: see cycle*, ., 9.]
Onewho rides a bicycle or a tricycle . Also cycler.

Oyclodus

cyclitis (si-kli'tis), H. [NL., < Gr. /aw/of, a cir-

cle, any circular body, + -ids.] Inpathol., in-

flammation of the ciliary body.
cycle-. [NL., etc., cyclo-, < Gr. nvnTtof, circle,

ring: see cycle.] An element in words of Greek

origin, meaning
'
circle.'

Cyclobranchia (si-klo-brang'ki-a), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. KVK'AIX;, a circle, + /1pay%ia, gills.] Same
as Cyclobranchiata.

cycldbranchian (si-klo-brang'ki-an), n. [< Cy
clobranchia + -an.] One of the Cyclobranchiata.

Cyclobranchiata (si-kla-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of cyclobranchiatus : see cyclo-

branchiate.] If. In DeBlainville's system of clas-

sification, an order of gastropodous mollusks,
characterized by the circular disposition of the

gills, represented by the chitons and limpets.
The group as thus constituted is not now gen-
erally adopted. 2. A suborder of prosobran-
chiate gastropods, modified from the original

group by the exclusion of the chitons or poly-

placophorous mollusks, and consisting only of

the limpets or docoglossate gastropods. They are

prosobranchiate gastropods with flat, lamellar, foliaceous

gills circularly disposed around the foot, under the edge
of the mantle ; a lingual armature consisting of horny
toothed plates (whence the name Docoglossa, applied by
Troschel) ; two kidneys ;

no external copulatory organs ;

the foot large and strong, and usually flat and broad ; and
sometimes a dextral cervical gill. The functional gills are
not modified ctenidia, the true ctenidia of limpets being
reduced to mere 'papillae. See Docoglossa, Patellidce.

Also Cyclobranchia.
cyclobranchiate (si-klo-brang'ki-at), a. [<
NL. cyclobranchiatus, < Gr. Ktw/lof, a circle, +
/3pd-yx'a , gills.] Having a circlet of plaited
gills, as a limpet ; specifically, having the char-
acters of the Cyclobranchiata.

cyclocephali, n. Plural of cyclocephalus.

cyclocephalic (sl'klo-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

|X cyclocephahis + -ic.] Pertaining to or re-

sembling a cycloeephalus.
cyclocephalus (si-klo-sef'a-lus), n.

; pi. cycloce-

phali (-li). [NL., < Gr. KimAof, a circle, + KC<JM.^,

head.] 1. In teratol., a monster whose eyes are
in contact or united in one. 2. The head of

one suffering from hydrocephalus. Dunglison.
Cycloclypeina (si-klo-klip-e-i'na), n.pl. [NL.,
\ Cycloclypeus + -ina 2.] A group of foramin-
ifers, typified by the genus Cycloclypeus. The test
is complanate or lenticular, having a disk of chamberlets
disposed in concentric rings or acervuline layers (with
more or less lateral thickening), double septa, and a sys-
tem of interseptal canals.

Cycloclypeinae (si-klo-klip-e-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
C Cycloclypeus + -ince.] A subfamily of Num-
mulinidce. See Cycloclypeina.

Cycloclypeus (si-klo-klip'e-us), . [NL., < Gr.

KM/tof, a circle, + L. clypeus, clupeus, a shield.]
The typical genus of Cycloclypeina.

cyclocoelic (si-klo-se'lik), a. [< Gr. Ktw/,of, a cir-

cle, + KoMa, the belly, the intestines, + -ic.]

Arranged in coils
;
coiled : applied to the intes-

tines of birds when thus disposed, in distinction
from orthocoelic.

cyclode (si'klod), n. [< Gr. ra/cAoc, a circle, +
o&if, way, path. Invented by Silvester, 1868.]
In geom., the th involute of a circle.

Cyclodinea (si-klo-din'e-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

KVK'A&djjf, circular" (see 'cycloid), + -inea.] In
Stein's system of classification (1878), a fam-
ily of peritrichous infusorians, represented by
the genera Mesodinium, Didiniitm, and Urocen-
tnim.

cyclodinean (si-klo-din'e-an), a. [< Cyclodinea
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the Cyclodinea.
Cyclodus (si-klo'dus), n. [NL,, < Gr. /cwolof,

a circle, +
odoi'f (bSavr-) =
E. tooth.] A ge-
nus of skinks or

sand-lizards, of
the family Mn-
cid&, having
four short 5-toed

limbs, thick cir-

cular scales, a
round tail, and
scaly eyelids, it

is named from the
broad spheroidal
crowns of the teeth,
well adapted for

crushing^,
as shown

in the side view of
the skull herewith
presented. The ge-
nus belongs, like
most existing lacer-

tilians, to the divi-

sion Cwiwcrania or

column-skulls, hav-

ing a well-develop-

Skull of a Member of Cyclodus, entire and
hemisected.

Ar, articular bone
; BO, basioccipital ;

RS, basisphenoid ; Co, columella ; D, den-
ary; EO, exoccipital ; EfO, epiotic ; Fr,
frontal ; 7, jugal ; Afx, maxilla ; JVa, na-
sal ; OpO, opisthotic : Pa, parietal ; PS,

postfrontal ; PI, paiatine ; Pmx, premax-
llla ; Prf, prefrontal ; Pro, proStic ; Pt,
pterygoid ; Qit, quadrate ; Sy, squamosal ;

SO, supraoccipital ; Tr, transverse bone ;

yo, vomer I V, yil, exits of trigeminus and
facial nerves.



Cyclodus
eil eoliiinella cranii. as show i in the liu'inr. C. iii'ias is a

lalX'e \ll~tl.iliansprries. Ser .4 ' "',

cycloganoid isi-klo-gan'oid), a. and H. I. n. of
or relating to the Cyeloganomei,

II. n. A lisli of the order CyrliM/tinoitli-i.

Cycloganoidei(si kio-pi-noi'de-i), . //. [NL.,
< Gr. M !,/ . ii eirele. 4- NL. t'niiint/li i. i\.

v.
]

An
order ol' osseous ganoid lislies, with well-devel-

oped liranehiostcgal rays, the bones of the head

nearly as in the toleosts, and the scales thin and

generally rounde.l or cycloid. The species are

mostly extinct, but one family, .-liniiiltt; still

survives in the fresh waters of North America.
See cut under .Imiiila:

cyclogen (si'klo-jcn), . [< Gr. Ki'tfjif, a circle,

riiitf, + -;!''/'. producing: see-</f.] Adieoty-
ledonous plant with concentric woody circles

;

Cycloids.

The rolling wheel carries three pencils :

that at .-/ generates the cycloid proper,
that at ,i the prolate, and that at <r

r

the
curtate cycloid.

cyclograph (si'klo-graf), n. [< Gr. KVK/.oypa-

<jifii>, describe a circle. <
xricApf,

a circle, + yi>a-

iffiv, describe, write.] An instrument for de-

scribing arcs of circles, it consists of two wheels
of unequal diiuneter adjustable upon :i common rod, to

which tile describing' pencil is attached. A greater or
less curvature is given by moving the small wheel from or
1'iwanl the larger.

cycloid (si'kloid), ii. and n. [= F. cycloide = Sp.
rii'loide = Pg. cycloide = It. cicloide, < Gr. av-

k/inifii/f, eontr. KvitkuiiK, like a circle, < nM.of, a

circle, + rirfor, fonn.] I. a. 1. Kesembling a

circle; having a circular form. Specifically
2. In ii'li Hi.: (<i) More or less circular, with con-
centric striations: applied to the scales of cer-

tain fishes. See cut under scale, (b) Having
somewhat circular scales, as a fish

; specifically,

pertaining to the Cycloidei.
II. >t. 1. A curve generated by a point in the

circumference or on a radius of a circle when
the circle is rolled

along a straight
line and kept al-

ways in the same
plane. When the

I
ii ii 1 1 1 is in the circum-
ference of the gener-
ating circle the curve

generated is the com-
mon cycloid ; when it

is within the circle

the curve is a prolate
cycloid; and when it

is on a radius produced beyond the circle the curve is a
irrtate cycloid. The cycloid is of great importance in

relation to the theory of wave-motion.

2. In ichtli., a cycloid fish; a fish with cycloid
scales, or one of the Cycloidei Companion to
the cycloid, a curve described by the intersection of a
vertical line from the pnini of contact of a wheel rolling
on a horizontal rail with a horizontal line from a fixed

point on the circumference of the wheel.

cycloidal (si-kloi'dal), a. [< cycloid + -al.] 1.

Same as cycloid. 2. Of or pertaining to a cy-
cloid ; of the nature of a cycloid : as, the cy-
cloidal space (that is, the space contained be-
tween the cycloid and its base).

It is doubtful whether, at three years old. La Place
could count much beyond ten ; and if, at six, he was ac-

quainted with any other cycloidal curves than those gen-
enited by the trundling of his hoop, he was a prodigy in-

deed. Everett, Orations, I. 418.

Cycloidal engine, paddle-wheel, pendulum. See the
llllllllS.

cycloidean (si-kloi'de-an), a. and n. [< Cycloi-
.dei + -nn.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cycloidei.

II. n. One of the Cycloidei.

Cycloideit (si-kloi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

m&onSfc, circular: see
cycloid.']

In L. Agas-
siz's system of classification, the fourth order
of fishes, including those with cycloid scales
that is, scales of the usual type, marked with
concentric rings and not enameled or pecti-
nated. It was contrasted with the orders Ctenoidei,
Ganoidei, and I'lactinlei. It has proved to be an artificial

assemblage of forms, embracing most of the malacoptery-
gian fishes of Cuvier, but also many of his iicanthoptery-
giuns, and is not now in it-c

cycloimber (si-kloim'ber), n. [< Gr. icviAot,
circle; 2d element not obvious.] In geom., a
curve drawn on the surface of a right cylinder so
that when the cylinder is developed the curve
becomes a circle.

Cyclolabridae (si-klo-lab'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. K< /,/(;, circle (component of Cycloidei, q. v.),
+ NL. Labridtc, q. y. ] The family Labridtr, d i s-

tiiii_'iiisiied by having cycloid scales, and thus
contrasted with the Cteimltibridteor 1'omaci n/ri-

ilir, long supposed to be closely related to them.
Cyclolites (si-klo-li'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. M'W/OC,
a circle, -f- fatioc,, a stone.] A genus of fossil

corals, of the family finnjiiliv. Luninrcl;. 1801.

cyclometer (si-kloiii'e-ter), n. [< (Jr. nl-K/m:
circle, + fur/xir, a measure.] 1. An instru-
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ment for recording the revolutions of a wheel
or the distance traversed by a vehicle; an odom-
eter. 2. A circle-squarer.

Cyclometopa (si'klo-me-to'pii), H. pi. [NL.,
\ (ir. di'/v/oi, a eirele, + fiiTu~m>. front, face.]
A superfamily group of brachyurous decapod
crustaceans. It* technical characters are: a short,

tui.aii carapace, jimmied anteriorly and laterally pr->

ihn . il without a projecting rostrum; 9 pairs of gills;
ami the male uenital opening on the basal joint of the

last pair of thoracic legs. It contains such trenera as

Canct'r. i'"i;:nn
. 1'oi'tu ,ix, Xantho, etc., ami C.,MI

sponds to the more modern grotip Cancroidea. In f)e

Blalnville's system of classification the Cyclometo]ta were
characterized as having the carapace very large, arched
in front, and narrowed behind ; the legs moderately long ;

and the epistoma very short and transverse. It inelinii-.l

the families Canrriiltr, 1'orttuiiilir, ami r<ltiiiiiu<l<r ot

Leach. It has also been called Cancroidea, and divided
into the "legions" Cancrinea, Cyclinea, Con/ttoidea, and
Thelphturinea. It includes the principal edible crabs of
the northern seas.

Cyclometopita (si'klo-me-top'i-tS), . pi.

[NL.J Same as Cyclometopa. Imp. Diet.

cyclometopous (si'klo-me-to'pus), a. [< Cyclo-

metopa + -otis.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cyclometopa.
cyclometric (si-klo-met'rik), a. [= F. cyclo-

wiiriffuc; as cyclometry + -ic.] In geom., re-

lating to the division of a circumference into

equal parts.

cyclometry (si-klom'e-tri), n. [= F. cyclome-
trif = Sp. ciclometria, < Gr. Kric/tof, a circle, +
-fifrpia, < fier/iov, a measure.] 1. The art of

measuring circles; specifically, the attempt to

square the circle.

I must tell you, that sir H. Siivile has confuted Joseph
Scaligcr's cyclometry.

Walli*, Due Correction of Hobbes, p. 118.

2. The theory of circular functions.

Cyclomyaria (si*klo-mi-a'ri-a), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. ici'KXof, a circle, + five., muscle, fit. a mouse,
= E. mouse. Cf. muscle.] In Claus's classifica-

tion, an order of free-swimming tunicates or

Thaliacea, containing only the family Doliolida;.
Their technical characters are : a cask-shaped Iwdy, the
mouth and atrial opening surrounded by lobes, the
mantle delicate, the muscles arranged in closed rings,
the dorsal wall of the pharyngeal cavity formed by a
branchial lamella pierced with numerous slits, the diges-
tive canal not compressed into a nucleus, the testes and
ovaries maturing simultaneously, and development ac-

complished by a complicated alternation of generations.
In the first asexual generation there is a large auditory
vesicle on the left side. Clan*, Zoology (trans.), II. 109.

cyclomyarian (si'klo-mi-a'ri-an), a. [< Cy-
clomyarui + -an.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Cyclomyaria.
cyclonal (si'klo-nal), a. [= F. cyclonal; as

cyclone + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a cyclone ; cyclonic.
The cyclonal curvature of the wind orbit is accompanied

by a stronger gradient and greater angular deviation than
is the anti-cyclonal curvature.

Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 295.

cyclone (si'klon), . [= F. cyclone= S\>. ciclon,'
Gr. KVK/WV, whirling round, ppr. of KVK^OVV, nv-

n"f.6tiv, go round, whirl round, as wind or water,
move in a circle, surround, < (cix/of,

a circle : see

cycle.] 1 . A circular or rotatory storm of great
force, of diameter varying from 100 to 500

miles, revolving round a calm center, which
advances at a rate varying from 2 to 40 miles
an hour. Cyclones occur most frequently in those parts
of the world subject to monsoons and in the region of the

trade-winds, and seem to tie eddies formed by the meet-
ing of opposing currents of air, which accounts for the
fact that they revolve in opposite directions on the op-
posite sides of the equator in the southern hemisphere
with, and in the northern against, the direction in which
the hands of a watch move ; in consequence of which, and
the progression of the center, the strength of the storm
in the northern hemisphere is greater on the south of the
line of progression and weaker on the north than it would
be if the center were stationary, the case being reversed
in the southern hemisphere. Cyclones are preceded by a
singular calm and a great fall of the barometer. 8ce anti-

cyclopedic

.1/111111, and ii'lnrltcind. [U. 8.] =8yn. Tornado, etc.
--.T "'/</'-'.

cyclone-pit (srklon-pit), n. On the prairies
and plains of the western United States, a pit
or underground room made for refuge from a
tornado or cyclone.
Cycloneura (si-klo-nu'rii), H. i>l. [NI,., < Gr.

MA/or, circle, + vtv/iov, nerve.] A division of

/lydrn;ini, corresponding to Hydromcdusie : op-
posed to Tojioneura. Eimer.

cycloneural (si-klo-nu'ral), n. [< r//r/</</
+ -til.] Having a complete nerve-ring, as a

hydromedusnn : specifically, of or pertaining to
the Cyrliiiifiint ; not toponeural.

Cyclonic (si-klon'ik), a. [< ri/i'/nm + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to or of the nature of a cyclone :

as, a cyclonic area; cyclonic action; "the cy-
clonic motion in sun-spots," Young.
cyclonically (si-klon'i-kal-i), adr. In the
manner of a cyclone ;

like a cyclone.
Towards and around this (barometric] depression the

winds blow cyclonically (t e. against the direction of the

clock-hands). Nature, XXX. 305.

Oyclopacea (sl-klo-pa'se-ft), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyclops, 2, + -ticea.] A superfamily group of
entomostracous crustaceans, taking name from
the genus Cyclnpx : an inexact synonym of Co-

pepoda.
cyclopaedia, cyclopaedic, etc. See cyclopedia,
etc.

cyclope (si'klop), a. [< L. Cyclopevs : see cy-

clopean.] Having or using a single eye ; cyclo-
pean. [Poetical.]

Even as the patient watchers of the night,
The cyclojK gleaners of the fruitful skies,

Show the wide misty way where heaven is white
All paved with suns that daze our wondering eyes.

0. W. Holuien, To Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg.

cyclopean (si-klo-pe'an), a. [= F. cyclopeen, <

L. Cyclopeus, < Gr. KwcAtnrr/of, Cyclopean (archi-

tecture), < Ki'/c/^Vi Cyclops.] Of or pertaining
to, or exhibiting the characteristics of, any of
the legendary Cyclopes. [Commonly with a

capital when used with direct reference to these

beings: as, Cyclopean architecture. See below.]
Specifically (a) Having a single eye in the middle of the
forehead ; in zoifl., having a median and apparently or ac-

tually single eye. This state may be normal and perma-
nent, as in some of the crustaceans

;
or normal and mark-

ing a stage of development ; or monstrous, from defect of

growth in the parts concerned, whereby the eyes are not

separated. It occurs, for example, occasionally in the pig.
'
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) Single and situated in the middle of the forehea<
an eye.

rue, mean, cycopean
right of the median line.

Cyclones occur at all hours of the day and night, where-
as whirlwinds ami tornadoes show a diurnal period as dis-

tinrtly marked as any in meteorology. Finally, cyclone*
take place under conditions which involve unequal at-

mospheric pressures or densities at the same heights of
the atmosphere, due to inequalities in the geographical
distribution of temperature and humidity; but whirl-
winds occur where for the time the air is unusually warm
or moist, and where, consequently, temperature and hu-

midity diminish with height at an abnormally rapid rate.

Cyclones are thus phenomena resulting from a disturb-
ance of the equilibrium of the atmosphere considered
horizontally, but whirlwinds and tornadoes have their ori-

gin in a vertical disturbance of atmospheric equilibrium.
Enciif. ISrH.. XVI. 129.

2. A severe and very destructive storm of

brief duration following a narrow path, often

only 100 feet wide or less, and characterized

by a rotary motion about the center of low
barometer; a tornado. See tornado, tcater-

slichtly to the

Mind, IX. 93.

(r) Vast; gigantic: applied to an early style of masonry,
sometimes imitated in later ages, constructed of stones
either unhewn or more or less irregularly shaped and fit-

ted together, usually polygonal, but in some more recent

examples approaching regular horizontal courses, and of-

ten presenting joints of very perfect workmanship. Such
masonry was fa-

bled to be the
work of the Cy-
clopes. It is re-

markable for the
immense size of
the stones com-
monly employ-
ed, and was most
frequently used
for the walls of
cities and for-

tresses. The
walls of Tiryns,
iiear Nauplia,
in Ureece, men-
tioned by Ho-
mer, are a good
specimen of Cy-
clopean mason-
ry. The remains
of these walls

consist of three courses, of which the stones, measuring
from to 9 feet long, from 3 to 4 feet wide, and from 2 to
3 feet deep, are rudely shaped, irregular masses piled on
one another. Examples of Cyclopean work occur in Greece,
Italy, Asia Minor, and elsewhere. The more primitive
(

'

j clopean masonry in Greece, roughly built of stones en-

tirely unhewn, the spaces between the larger stones being
filled with smaller ones, Is often termed Peltugic.

cyclopedet (si'klo-ped), n. [< cyclopedia.] A
cyclopedia.
Peter Lombard's scholastic cydopfde of divinity.

T. U'arton, Hist Eng. Poetry, II. 460.

cyclopedia, cyclopaedia (si-klo-pe'di-ft), .

[Short form of encyclopedia, encyclopedia, q. v.]
1. A book containing accounts of the principal
subjects in one branch of science, art, or learn-

ing in general : as, a cyclopedia of botany ; a cy-

clopedia of mechanics. 2. In a broader sense,
a book comprising accounts of all branches of

learning; an encyclopedia. See < in'i/i-ln/H-dia.

cyclopedic, cyclopaedic (si-klo-pe'di'k or -ped'-
ik), n. [< c>ii'l<>pi-ili<i. i'i/<-l'i/>a'<ii<i, + -ic.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a cyclopedia. 2. Resembling

Cyclopean Masonry. Walls of Aseos, in the
Troad. ( From papers of the Arclueol. Inst. of



cyclopedic

a cyclopedia in character or contents
;_
exhaus-

tive: as, ci/i-lii/inlif
treatment of a subject.

cyclopedical, cyclopsedical (si-klo-pe'di-kal or

-peel i-kal), ((. Same as cyclopedic.

Cyclopes, . Plural of Cyclops, 1.

Cyclophis (si'klo-fis), . [NL., < Gr. <rf><flof. a

circle, + oijitc, a serpent.] A genus of serpents,
It

[NL., < Gr.

C, a circle, +

Green-snake (Cyclopkis verttalts}.

of the family Coliibridte, containing the familiar

and beautiful green-snake of the United States,
C. rernalis. See green-snake.

Cyclophoridae (si-klo-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyclophorus + -irtVc.] A family of operculate

gastropodous mollusks, typified by the genus
Cyclophorus, related to and often merged in Cy-
clostOHiidtt. They have a depressed shell with circular

aperture and a plurispiral operculum. Leading genera
are Cyclophorus, Cyclotut, Fomatius, Diplominatina, and

Pupina. Also called Cyclotidw.

Cyclophorus (si-klofo-rus),

Kfaxjtopof, moving in a circle, <

-<l>6poc,, ( Qt'pnv = E. bcarl.]
A genus of gastropodous
mollusks, typical of the fam-

ily Cyclophorida!, or referred
to the family Cyclostomida'..

cyclopia (si-kfo'pi-a), n.

[NL., < L. Cyclops, < G"r. Ki<-

K)MT!>, Cyclops: see Cyclops.] In tcratol., a mal-
formation in which the orbits form a single
continuous cavity. Also called synophthalaiia.

cyclopic (si-klop'ik), a. [< Cyclops + -ic.] [Cop.
or /. c., according to use.] Of, pertaining to,
or resembling the Cyclopes ; cyclopean. Specifi-

cally (a) One-eyed ; cyclopean (which see). Hence (It)

Seeing only one part of a subject ; one-sided, (c) Gigantic.

Sending a lull of defiance to all physicians, chirurgeons,
and apothecaries, as so many bold giants, or cyclopick mon-
sters, who daily seek to fight against Heaven by their re-

bellious drugs and doses 1 Artif. Handaomencxs.

cyclopid (si'klo-pid), . A member of the Cy-
c/opida'.

Cyclopidae (si-klop'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cyclops,
2, + -4da:.] A family of minute entomostracous

crustaceans, of the gnathostomatous section of

Copepoda: so called from their simple single eye.
They are mostly fresh-water forms, without any heart,
the second pair of antenna} 4-jointed and not biramous,
the anterior antenna; of the male prehensile, and the fifth

pair of feet rudimentary. They are extremely prolific,
and it is estimated that in one summer a female may be-
come the progenitrix of more than four million descen-
dants. They undergo many transformations before attain-
ing maturity. See cut under Cyclops.

cyclopin (si'klo-pin), . [< NL. Cyclopia, a
genus of plants (\ Gr. Ki/lor, a circle, + ir-oi><;

(jro<5-) = E./oot), + - 2
.] An alkaloid obtained

from plants of the genus Cyclopia.
cyclopite (si'klo-pit), . [< Cyclopean + -ite2.]
A crystallized variety of anorthite, occurring in

geodes in the dolerite of the Cyclopean isles or
rocks on the coast of Sicily, opposite Acireale.

cycloplegla (sl-klo-ple'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr.
/cwcAof, a, circle, + TT^//, a stroke.] Paralysis
of the ciliary muscle of the eye.

Head of Cyclops, a Fresh-water

Copepod, under view, highly mag-
nified.

ntt, tnetastoma ; ep. epistoma ;

Ib, labrum ; R, rostrum ; //', anten-
nule ; ///', antenna ; IV, man-
dible ; V. first maxilla ; IT, sec-

ond maxilla, bearing a, outer divi-

sion orexopudite, and /', inner divi-

sion or endopodite.
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one-eyed chief Polyphemus. (c) One of a Thra-

cian tribe of giants, named from a king Cyclops,
who, expelled from their country, were fabled

to have built in their wanderings the great pre-
historic walls and fortresses of Greece. See

cyclopean. 2. [NL.] In zodl., a genus of mi-

nute fresh-water co-

pepods, typical of the

family Cyclopida; hav-

ing a greatly enlarged
pair of antennules

(the appendages of

the second somite of

the head), by the vig-
orous strokes of which

they dart through the
water as if propelled
by oars. In the front of
the head there is a beady
black median eye, really

double, but appearing sin-

gle,whence the naiueof the

genus. Cyclops quadricor-
nix is a common water-flea
of fresh-water ponds and
ditches. See Copepoda.
3. [1. c.] A copepod of the genus Cyclops.

cyclopterid (sl-klop'te-rid), n. A fish of the

family Cyclopterida:.

Cyclopteridae (si-klop-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyclopterus + -?'.] A family of fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Cyclopterus, and adopted
by various authors with different limits. See
cut under Cyclopterus. () In the old systems it cm-
braced the true Cyclopteridce as well as Lipaindidte and
Gebieiocidai. (6) In Giinther's system it includes the true

Cyclopteridce and also Liparididce. (c) By Gill and Amer-
ican writers generally it is restricted to Cyclopteroidea of

a short ventricose form, with short posterior and opposite
dorsal and anal fins and a distinct spinous dorsal. The
species inhabit the cold seas of the northern hemisphere.

Cyclopterina (sl-klop-te-ri'na), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cyclopterus + -ina2.] In Giinther's system of

classification, the first group of his family Dis-

coboli, having two separate dorsal fins, and 12

abdominal and 16 caudal vertebrse.

cyclopterine (sl-klop'te-rin), a. and . I. a.

Of or relating to the Cyclopterina or restricted

Cycloptcridai.
II. n. One of the Cyclopterina.

cyclopteroid (si-klop'te-roid), n. and . I. n.

Of or relating to the Cyclopterida!.
II. . A fish of the family Cyclopteridce or

superfamily Cyclopteroidea.

Cyclopteroidea (si-klop-te-roi'df-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Cyclopterus + -ohlea.] A superfamily of

acanthopterygian fishes, distinguished by the

development of a suctorial disk resulting from
the union of the ventral fins and the fixture of
their rays to the pelvic bones. It includes the
families' Cyclopteridce and Liparulidte.

Cyclopterus (sl-klop'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

KtwAof, a circle, + irrspdv, wing.] A geiius of

fishes, typical of the family Cyclopterida: By the

cyclostome

NL. ry-

Gr. KJ';K/IWI/>, pi. Kmliun-ec, Cyclops, lit. round-

was circular and in the middle of the forehead.
According to the Hesiodic legend, there were three Cy-
clopes of the race of Titans, sons of Uranus and Ge who
forged the thunderbolts of Zens, Pluto's helmet, and Posei-
don's trident, and were considered the primeval patrons
of all smiths. Their workshops were afterward said to be
mutor Mount Etna.

The Cyclops here, which labour at the Trade
Are Jealonsie, fear, Sadness, and Despair.

Cowley, The Mistress, Monopoly.

(ft) In the Odyssey, one of a race of gigantic,
lawless cannibal shepherds in Sicily, under the

Lump-fish (Cyclopterus lumpHs).

older authors it was made to include all forms with an
imperfectly ossified skeleton and the ventral fins united
in a broad suctorial disk

; by later authors it is restricted
to the lump-fish (C. lumpiut) and closely related species,

cyclorama (s!-klo-ra'ma), n. [< Gr. KVKAOC, a

circle, -I- bpafta, a view, ( &pav, see.] A represen-
tation of a landscape, battle, or other scene,
arranged on the walls of a room of cylindrical
shape, and so executed as to appear in natural

perspective, the spectators occupying a posi-
tion in the center

;
a circular panorama.

It is only within a generation that ci/cloramas have been
painted and constructed with a satisfactory degree of me-
chanical perfection. Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 278.

cycloramic (si-klo-ram'ik), a. [< cyclorama +
-ie.] Relating to or of the nature of a cyclo-
rama.
The laws of cycloramic perspective have been understood

for two or three centuries.

Appletmi's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 278.

Cyclorhapha (si-klor'a-fa), . pi. [NL., neut.

SI.
ofcyclorhaphus: seecyclorhaphous.'] A prime

ivision of dipterous insects, containing those
in which the pupa-case opens curvilincarly :

opposed to Orthorhaplia, in which the case splits

straight. Srauer.

cyclorhaphous (sl-klor'a-fus), a. [< I

clorhajiliiis, <Gr. Ki.'K/tof, a circle, + />0>/, a iseuni,

a suture, < pdirreiv, sew.] Having the pupa-case
opening curvilinearly ; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the < 'yrliirlia/iliii.

Cyclosaura (sl-klo-sa'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

KrK/m; a circle, + aavpoc, lizard.] A division

of lacertiliaus or lizards. They have a short tbi.-k

tongue, scarcely extensible; around pupil; a long tail with
the anus not terminal ; 2 or 4 short feet, or none

;
the body

either lacertiform or serpentiform ; the back with large
scales ; and the belly with scales not overlapping and ar-

ranged in cross-bands. The division contains the Chalci-

d(f, Zonuridtz, and EcpleoiMdiilce (to which some add the

monitors, etc.). The group is by some made a family,

Ptuefcopttura, of a suborder BrmKnfftsto,

cyclosaurian (sl-klo-sa'ri-an), . and n. [< Cy-
closaura + -?-.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cyclosaura.

II. n. One of the Cyclosaura.

cycloscope (si'klo-skop), . [< Gr. Kt'K/tof, a

circle, + anoireiv, view.] An apparatus invented

by McLeod and Clarke for measuring velocities

of revolution at a given instant, it consists es-

sentially of a revolving ruled cylinder that may be exam-
ined through an opening partially closed by a tuning-fork

vibrating at a known rat*. The observation depends on
the persistence of vision, and when the intermittent ap-

pearance of the ruled lines, seen past the vibrating fork,
becomes continuous, an index shows upon a scale the rate
of the revolution of the cylinder.

cyclosis (si-klo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvxl.uaic, a

surrounding, < KVK/.OVV, surround, move around,
< Kt'xAof, a circle : see cycle, .] In rou7., ptiysioL,
and bot., circulation, as of blood or other fluid:

in zoology, especially applied to the currents in

which circulate the finely granular protoplasmic
substancesin/'rotacwf, Infusoria, etc., as within
the body of members of the genus I'ummeeium,
and the pseudopods of foraminifers ; in botany,
originally, to the movement occasionally observ-
able in the latex of plants, now to the streaming
movement of protoplasm within the cell.

It is by the contractility of the protoplasmic layer that
the curious cyclosis ... is carried on within the Plant-
cell. W. D. Carpenter, Micros., 224>

cyclospermous (si-klo-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.

/ti'jK/iflc, a circle, + mipfut, seed, + -o.] In

bot., having the embryo coiled about the cen-
tral albumen, as the seeds of ( 'aryopityllace<e.

Cyclostoma (si-klos'to-ma), n. [NL., fern. sing.
(in sense 2 neut. pi.) of cyclostomux: see cyclos-

tomous.~] 1. The typical genus of the family Cy-
clostomidce: so called from the circular aperture
of the shell. Very different limits have been given to

it, the old writers including not only all the true Cyclosto-
midte, but also the Cyclophoridce and J'ontatiidfr, while

by most modem writers it is limited to those with a cal-

careous paucispiral operculum flattened and having an
eccentric nucleus. The species are numerous ; they live

in damp places. C. elegan* is an example. See cut under
CyclotttomidcE. Also Cyclogtomu*.
2. [Used as a plural.] The cyclostomatous
vertebrates, or myzonts.
Cyclostomata (sl-klo-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of eyclostotiiatus : 8escyclostotnatotis.~\
1. A division of gymnolsematous polyzpans
having tubular cells, partially free or entirely
connate, a terminal opening with a movable
lip, and no avicularia nor vibracula: opposed
to Chilostomata and Ctenostomata. It is subdivided
into Articitlata or Itadicata (family Cnxiidce), and Inar-
ticnlata or Incruitata, containing the rest of the families.

2. In Gunther's system of classification, a sub-
class of fishes having the following technical
characters: the skeleton cartilaginous and no-

tochordal, without ribs and without real jaws ;

skull not separate from the vertebral column ;

no limbs; gills in the form of fixed sacs with-
out branchial arches, 6 or 7 in number on each
side

;
one nasal aperture only ;

mouth circular
or sucker-like

;
and heart without bulbus arte-

riosus. Also called CyrbitttMiti, Cyclostouiiti,

Marsipobranchii, and Monorlniiii.

cyclostomate (si-klos'to-mat), . [< NL. cy-
clostomatus: see cyclostomatous.] Same as cy-
clostomous.

Of the thirty-three cyclinttomate forms, thirteen had pre-

viously been known in a fossil state. Science, IX. .'JfiO.

cyclostomatous (si-kly-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
cyclostomatllS, < Gr. xi'K/.of, a circle, T OTO-

fia(r-), mouth.] Having a circular oral aper-
ture, or round mouth. .Specifically () Pertaining to
the |H>lyzoan Cyclustomatn, (6) Pertaining to tlic rounil-

montlicd fishes, the lampreys and line's. The usual form
in il-bthyolnny is i-fl'-lnxtalimug.

cyclostome (si'klo-stom), a. and n. [< NL. cy-
clostomus: see cy'clostoions.~\ I. a. Same as

Iherin-l'intiimi' Fishes, possessed of eeivhral ganglia that
are toli-ratily manifest, lead us to the ordinary Banes, in
which these ganglia, individually much larger, form a
cluster of musses, or rudimentary brain.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 8.



cyclostome

II. n. 1. A fish of the order I
'i/rl, ,.-.-/, m/i : :i

marsipobranch ; a monorhiiie ; n kunprey or

hafj. 2. A ;r;i>tropod of the family I'ljrlimln-

iniilii:

Oyclostomi (si-klos'to-mi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

ri/cliiKtiiiniif,-: see cyologtomouf.] In Cuvier*!*

system of classification, the second family of
his second <>rdvr,('h<i(troiileri/yii brancliiis jixis,
with the mouth formed into a sucker, contain-

ing the lampreys mid liags, or the cyclosto-
mous, inonornine, or marsipobraiichiate fishes :

a synouym of IfarsipotftUteikH,
cyclostomid (s!-klos'to-mid), n. A gastropod
of the faiiiilv Ci/1-ln.i/iiiiiiilir.

Cyclostomidae (si-klo-stom'i-de), n. fit. [NL.,
<T CycliKttoina + -((/.] A family of tienioglos-
sate gastropods to which different limits have
been assigned. () By the old writers It was extended
to all the open-Hint*- land-shells. (It) Later it WHS liuiilnl

ill) ;i riiviilur ap:rture to tin- -shell, (c) By
in- with

to

most mutliTn nmchologlsts it Is restricted to form .

comparatively narrow lateral teeth bearinK several cusps,
broad marginal
teeth having ser-

rated or pectiniforni
crowns, a spiral
shell with a siibcir-

cular aperture, and
a paueispiral oper-

Cycliutoma tltfans. euluin. The species
are numerous in

tropical and subtropical countries, and a few, as Cyclnstu-
mo fleijnus, extend into temperate regions. They are chief-

ly found in forests and damp places. The under surface
of the foot is impressed by a longitudinal groove, and the
sides are alternately moved in progression, while the long
rostrum is used for pulling forward.

Oyclostominae (si'klo-sto-ml'ne), . pi. [NL.,
< Cyckmtoma + -iii(e.\ A subfamily of Cyclosto-
mida', containing the typical species, and con-

trasting with the subfamilies CistuUnw, Licinei-
ntp. and Realtime.

cyclostomous (sl-klos'to-mus), a. [< NL. cyelo-
gtomus, < Gr. /twtXof, a circle, + orvfia, mouth.]
Having a round mouth, as a lamprey, or a round
aperture of the shell, as a cyclostomid ; specifi-

cally, in ichth., pertaining to the Cyclostomi.
Also cyclostomate, cyclostome.
Cyclostomus (si-klo's'to-mus), n. [NL. : see cy-
clostomow.] Same as Cyclostoma, 1.

Cyclostrema (si-klo-stre'mH,), n. [NL., improp.
for "Cyclotrema, < Gr. KiV/iof, circle, + Tpi/fm,

hole.] A genus of gastropods, typical of the

family Cyclostremidce.
Cyclostremidse (si-klo-strem'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,'

Cyclostrema + -trfa;.] A family of rhipido-
glossate gastropods, typified by the genus Cy-
clostrema. They have ciliated filiform tentacles, lateral
cirrous appendages, a wide median tooth and four nar-
row teeth on each side, and marginal teeth with denticu-
lated liorders

;
the shell is depressed, umbilicated, non-

nacreous, and white. The species arc of small size and
found iu almost all seas.

cyclostylar (sl-klo-sti'lar), a. [< Gr. xta/tor,

a circle, + orutac, pillar, style, + -r2
.] In

arch., consisting of a circular range of col-

umns; monopteral.
cyclostyle (si'klo-stil), n. [< Gr. KwcJ.of, a cir-

cle, + oTi'Aof, a pen.] An apparatus for mak-
ing duplicate copies of letters, circulars, etc.,
written on sensitized paper with a pen of pe-
culiar make, or with a typewriter. The first copy
is used as an impression-plate, and inked with an inking-
roller to produce subsequent copies.

cyclosystem (si-klo-sis'tem), n. [< Gr. id-nfof,
a circle, + ai-arr/ua, system.] The circular ar-

rangement of the pores of certain hydrocoral-
line acalephs (the stylasterids), simulating the
calicular systems of anthozoan corals in ap-
pearance. Mosfley, 1881.

cyclothure (si'klo-thur), . An animal of the

genus Cyclotlinrus; a two-toed ant-eater.

1 !_'.-,

Cyclothurinae (si'klo-thu-ri'ne), n.
i>l. [NL.,'

('ijcliitliiiriiK + -inn:'} A subfamily of South
American arboricole ant-eaters, of the family
Mi/run <<,/, liiii/nlti'; the two-toed ant-eaters of
the single genus Cyi-Mliurii.i. The first, fourth,
and fifth digits of the fore paws are o reduced that only
two are vUilde externally, and tin- inner >!igil of the hind
foot is likewise rudimentary. These ant-eaters live in
111 TV ;lllll I I'S'-lnltlr IslotllS.

cyclothurine (si-klo-thu'rin), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the subfamily Cyclothurinai.
H. n. One of the Cyrlntliurini?; acyclothure.
Also written cycloturine.

Cyclothunis (si-klo-thu'rus), n. [NL., for Cy-
cloliiriiH, < Gr. Kwc/Airof, round (see Cyclotus), +
ovpa, a tail.] The typical and only genus of
the subfamily Cyclothurinte, containing the lit-

tle two-toed ant-eater of Brazil, C. didactijlnx,
and a species of Costa Rica, C. dorsalix. See
l 'i/i-lothurinee.

cyclotid (si-klot'id), n. A gastropod of the

family Cyclotida.

Cyclotidae (si-klot'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyclo-
tus + -ida:] A family of phaneropneumonous
tanioglossate gastropods. The eyes are situated at
the outer bases of the tentacles ; the outer lateral teeth
of the r.nl M l.i are little differentiated from the others ;

there are 10 jaws ; and the shell is spiral with a circular

aperture, closable by a multispiral operculum. Same as
'

cyclotomic (si-klo-tom'ik), a. [< Gr.

circle^
+ ro/iq, a 'cutting, + -ic.] In geom.,

pertaining to the theory of the division of the
circumference of a circle into aliquot parts.
Cyclotomic divisor. See divisor.

cycloturine, Oyclotums. See cyclothurine, Cy-
clothitrus.

CyclotUS (si-klo'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. /nw/Wrof,
rounded, < KVK/.OVV, make round, < Kr/c/'.of, a cir-

cle.] A genus of gastropodpus mollusks, of the

family Cyclapliorida, or giving the name Cyclo-
tidai to the same group.
Oyclura (si-klS'ril), n. [NL., < Gr. /cf/cXof, a
circle, + oiip6, tail.] A genus of lizards, of the

Tw-o-tocd Ant-eater ( Cyclothurus ttidactylus).
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Spine-tailed Lizard (Cj/cfura acanthttra).

family Iguanidw. C. lopkmna is the great iguana of

Jamaica, with a long serrate dorsal crest. C. acanthura
Is the spine-tailed lizard of Lower California. C. tens, of
the same region, is the smooth-backed lizard,

cyclus (si'klus), . [LL., < Gr. id>/t/iof, a cir-

cle: see cycle.] 1. PI. cycH (si'kli). Same as

cycle, 5.

Oonzalo de Cordova, "the Great Captain," . . . pro-
duced an impression on the Spanish nation hardly
equalled since the earlier days of that great Moorish con-

test, the cycliiit of whose heroes Oonzalo seems appropri-
ately to close up. Ticknur, Span. Lit., I. 181.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of fossil crustaceans
of uncertain character.

cydariform (si-dar'i-f6rm);
a. [< L. cydarum

(< Gr. xi'da/mf), a kind of ship, + forma, shape.]
In cntom., approaching the form of a globe,
but truncated on two opposite ends : applied to

joints of the palpi, etc.

cydert, n. See cider.

Cydippe (si-dip'e), . [NL., < L. Cydippe, < Gr.

KwiiTnrv, in myth, a fern, name, a Nereid, etc. ;

appar. < /cinSof, glory, renown, + in-irof, fern.

iiTTn/, horse.] 1. In zodl., the typical genus of

ctenophorans of the family Cydipptdce, having
retractile filiform fringed tentacles, and a

transparent colorless gelatinous body, divided

radially into eight parts by the ctenophores.
One member of the genus, C. pileus, is a very tieautiful ob-

ject, and is cuminim in I lie seas around Great Britain. The
body is globular in shape, and adorned with right bands
of cilia, serving as its means of locomotion and pn-si-ntiiiL:
brilliant rainbow hues. From the ln>dy are pendent two
1-mu Illaiiifiits. to which are attached numerous shorter
threads, and which can be protruded and retracted at
will. Also called Pleurvbrachia, and formerly referred
to a family CaUianirida. See cut under Ctenophora.

Cygnus
2. A genus of spiders. Rev. O. P. Camt>ridge,
1H40. 3. In i iitmii., a genus of beetles.

cydippid (si-dip'id), n. A ctenophoi-an of the

family '
//<''/'/'"'"'

Cydippidae (si-dip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cydippe,
1, + -idle."} A family of saccate ctenophorans,
typified by the genus '

'i/ili/i/n .

Cyqonia (si-do'ni-il), . [NL., < L. cydonia, a

quince (> lilt. K. coin-, quince, q. v. ), prop. pi.

(sc. mala, apples) of rv</m//-, adj.; < Gr. nvn>-
vtov (sc. /Jf/'fjav, apple), a quince, avtiuvia, a quince-
tree, neut. and fern, of Kvouviof, adj., pertaining
to Kviuvia. L. Cydonia, a town of Crete, now
Canea.] 1. A rosaceous genus of plants, in-

cluding the quince, etc., now referred to Pyru#.
2. In cntom., a genus of ladybirds, family

I'lin-iiii l/iiin: ilulant.

cydonin (si'do-nin), n. [< Cydonia, 1, + -in2.]
The mucilage of quince-seeds.
cydonium (si-do'ui-um), . [See Cydonia.'}

Quince-seed.
cyesiognosis (si-e'si-og-no'sis), n. [< Gr. ni<ri-

aic, pregnancy, + yviJoic, knowledge.] Diag-
nosis of pregnancy. Dungliwii.
cyesiology (si-e-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ni^aif,

pregnancy (see cyesin), + -tj>yia, < Uyew, say :

see -ology.~} Inpltysiol., the science which treats
of gestation or pregnancy.
cyesis (si-e'sis), . [NL., < Gr. ni'r/oif, preg-
nancy, < xvelv, be pregnant.] Pregnancy; con-

ception. Dunalison.

cygneous (sig'ne-us), a. [< L. cygnim, cyonis,
a swan: see cygnet.] In bryology, curved like

a swan's neck. Braithwaite.

cygnet (sig'net), n. [Formerly cignet, < OF.
dgnet, equiv. to "cignel, cigneau, dim. of cignf,

F. cygne = Pr. cigne = It. cigno, a swan (cf. OF.
eisne = Sp. Pg. cisne, OPg. cirnc = Olt. cecino,
It. cecero, a swan, < ML. cecinus, cicinus, a cor-

ruption of L. cycnus), < L. cycnus, often written

cygnun, < Gr. unvoc, a swan, prob. redupl. from
V *KW, *nav, sound,= L. caiiere, sing. From the
same root come L. ciconia, a stork, and E. Inn.

See cant2
, chant, hen.] A young swan; specifi-

cally, in her., a small swan. Swans, when more
than one are borne, are commonly called cygnets, though
the representation is exactly the same as that of the swan
so called.

So doth the swan her downy cygnet* save,
Keeping them prisoner underneath her wings.

.SAo*., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3.

Cygnet royal, in her., a term for a tearing more properly
blazi i i ed nHW ryent , tlucally yorpctl (tntic/iatnedor that

Is, having a duke's coronet around its neck and a chain at-
tached thereto. //;/* Clark.

Cygninse (sig-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cygnm, 1, +
-I'HW.] A subfamily of lamellirostral natatorial

birds, of the duck family, AnatidtB ; the swans.
They have the longest neck of any birds of this family, the
vertebra; being very numerous (up to 4H) ; the tail is short
and many-feathered : the tarsus is reticulate ; the lores are
naked ; the bill is high at the base, and sometimes tuber-

culate, with median nostrils ; the feet are large ; the mid-
dle toe and claw are longer than the tarsus

; and the hallux
U simple. The legs are set far back, so that the gait is

constrained, but in the water the swans are proverbially
elegant and graceful. There are 8 or 10 species, of various

countries, chiefly of the genus Ct^/nwx. See man.
cygnine (sig'nin), a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cygnintf.
Cygnopsis (sig-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Brandt, 1336),
< L. cygnug, a swan, + Gr. o^;r, view, appear-
ance.] A genus of geese, of the subfamily .4n-

xerime and family A na tida' : so called from their

swan-like appearance. The type and only spe-
cies is the Chinese goose, ( '. cygnoides, common
in domestication.

Cygnus (sig'mis), . [NL., < L. cygnus, prop.
cycnus, a swan: see rygnet.] 1. The typical
genus of the subfamily Cygnince, formerly con-
terminous with it, but now including all the
white swans, or even restricted to those which



Cygnus

have a tubercle on the bill, as the mute swan of

Europe, Cygnus olor. C. muaicus is the European

whooping swan, or hooper. It belongs to the subgenus
Oltrr as do the two American swans, the whistler, Oygmtt

(Olor) columbiaims, and the trumpeter, Cygnus (Olur) buc-

cinator. See mean.

2. An ancient northern constellation repre-

Cvlichna
cytiHttracea.

The Constellation Cygnus. From Ptolemy's description.

senting a bird called a swan by Ovid and

others, and now always so considered.

Cylichna (si-lik'ua), n. [NL., < Gr. nvl-ixwi, a
small cup, < KVAI!- (KV'AIK-), a cup.] A

(In genusoftectibranchiateopisthobran-

bJil
chiate gastropods, of the family Tor-

natelli& or Biillidce, or made type of a

family Cylichnidte, having a strong
cylindrical shell, with narrow aper-
ture. There are numerous species,

cylichnid (si-lik'nid), n. A gastropod of the

family Cylichnidce.

Cylichniase(si-lik'ni-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Cylichna
+ -idee.'] A family of gastropods, of which the

genus Cylichna is typical. The radula has multi-

serial teeth, of which the central are small, the lateral

large and unciform, and the marginal small and uncifonn.

Cylicomastiges (sil"i-ko-mas'ti-iez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Kv'Ait; (KV^IK-), a cup, + //do-nj, pi. //d-

oTfyff, a whip, scourge.] A group of choano-

flagellate infusorians or collar-bearing monads,
with a well-marked collar around the base of

the flagellum, including such genera as Salpin-

gaica and Codonosiga. Biitschli.

cylicotomy (sil-i-kot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. Mif
(la&iH.-), a cup. + rofif/, cutting, < reftveiv, cut.]
In Mtrg., division of the ciliary muscle, as in

glaucoma. Dunylison.

Cylicozoa (sil"i-ko-zo'a), n. pi. [NL.,<Gr.
icW.if (KV'AIK-), a cup, + (fiov, animal.] Same as

Calycozoa.
cylinder (sil'in-der), . [Early mod. E. also

cilinder, cilindre; in ME. in form chilindre, a

cylindrical sun-dial
; < OF. cilindre, F. cylindre

= Sp. It. cilindro = Pg. cylindro, < L. eylindrus,
a cylinder, a roller, a leveler, < Gr. KvMvSpos, a

cylinder, a roller, roll, < iciMvAeiv, roll,

KvAieiv, roll: see cycle. Doublet of cal-

ender1
, q. v.] 1. In geom. : (a) A solid

which may be conceived as generated
by the revolution of a rectangle about
one of its sides: specifically called a

right cylinder. The side of the generating
rectangle forms the axis of the cylinder, and
the adjacent sides generate circles which form
the bases of the cylinder, (ft) By exten-
sion, any surface generated by a right line mov-
ing parallel to itself.

A cylindrical surface is a curved surface generated by
a moving straight line which continually touches a given
curve, and in all of its positions is parallel to a given fixed
straight line not in the plane of the curve. A solid
bounded by a cylindrical surface and two parallel planes
is called a cylinder. Chauvenet.

2. In mech. : (a) That chamber of a steam-en-
gine in which the force of steam is exerted on
the piston. See steam-engine. (6) The barrel
of an air-pump, (c) A hollow metallic roller

forming part of certain printing-machines, in
cylinder-presses the cylinder is used only for giving the
impression. See cylimier-press. In type-revolving presses
there are type-cylinders and impression-cylinders; the
former, on which the forms of type or stereotype plates
are secured, revolve against the latter in the opposite di-
rection, (d) The bore of a gun. (e) That part
of a revolver which contains the chambers for
the cartridges. (/) The central well around
which a winding staircase is carried, (g) The
body of a pump, (h) In a loom, a revolving
part which receives the cards. In the Jacquard
loom it is a square prism revolving on a hori-
zontal axis, (t) In a carding-machine, a clothed
barrel larger than an urchin or a doffer. See
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cut under carding-machine. (j ) In an electrical

machine, a barrel of glass, (k) In ordnance, a

wooden bucket in which a cartridge is carried

from the magazine to the gun. K. H. Knight.

(1) A garden- or field-roller. E. H. Knight.
3. In antiq., a cylindrical or somewhat barrel-

shaped stone, bearing a cuneiform inscription

or a carved design, worn by the Babylonians,

Assyrians, and kindred peoples as a seal and
amulet. Great numbers of such cylinders have

been found, and also of Phenician imitations

of them. 4f. An old portable timepiece of the

class of sun-dials.

By my chilindre it is prime of deye.

Chamer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 200.

6f. [cap.] In conch., a genus of gastropods:
same as Oliva. Fabricius, 1823 Charge-cylin-
der, the part of the bore of a cannon occupied by the

charge. Double-acting cylinder, nn engine-cylinder
in which the stroke of the piston is effective in each direc-

tion, instead of only in one direction, as in the trinyle-

actim cylinder. Forming-cylinder, in a paper-making
machine, the cylin'der on which the pulp is collected and
formed into a soft web preparatory to drying and hard-

ening. Oblique cylinder. See oblique. Oscillating
cylinder, an engine-cylinder which rocks on trunnions,
and the piston-rod of which connects directly to the crank.

Vacant cylinder, the portion of the bore of a cannon
left free in front of the charge.

cylinder-bit (sil'in-der-bit), n. See half-round
bit, under bit*.

cylinder-bore (sil'in-der-bor), n. A gun the
bore of which is of a uniform diameter through-
out.

cylinder-bore (sil'm-der-bor), r. t. and *'.
; pret.

and pp. fyliiider-bored, ppr. cylinder-boring. To
bore, as a gun-barrel, in such a manner that the
diameter of the bore is uniform throughout.

cylinder-car (sil'in-der-kar), n. A hollow cyl-
inder for carrying freight, with wheel-ends

adapted to run on a railroad-track. The cylin-
der rolls with its load, thus doing away with
the use of axles. E. H. Knight.

cylinder-cock (sil'in-der-kok), n. A cock at

the end of a steam-cylinder, through which
water of condensation may be blown out, or

through which steam may be blown in for warm-
ing up the cylinder. For the first purpose it is

sometimes made automatic, and often called a

safety cylinder-cock.

cylinder-cover (sil'iu-der-kuv"er), ii. 1. A
jacket or bagging placed about a steam-cylin-
der, to prevent radiation of heat. 2. In steam-

engines, the cover secured by bolts to a flange
round the top of a cylinder, so as to make it

steam-tight.
cylinder-desk (sil'in-der-desk), n. A writing-
desk with a top somewhat cylindrical in shape,
which can be pushed back to allow the desk to
be used, or brought forward and locked. Also
called a roll-top desk.

cylinder-engine (sirin-der-en"jin), . lupaper-
makinif, a machine in which the pulp is formed
in a sheet upon a cylinder and delivered as a
web to the dryers.
cylinder-escapement (sil'in-der-es-kap*ment),
n. An escapement for watches invented by
Graham, corresponding to the dead-beat es-

capement in clocks.

cylinder-face (sil'in-der-fas), n. In engin., the
fiat part of a steam-cylinder on which a slide-

valve moves.

cylinder-gage (sil'in-der-gaj), . A cast-iron

hollow cylinder, from 3 to 5 calibers in length,
accurately turned on the exterior, and used to

verify the accuracy of the finished bore of a

gun.
cylinder-glass (sil'in-der-glas), n. Glass blown
into the torm of a cylinder, then split, and flat-

tened into a sheet. The quality is superior to
that of crown-glass. See broad glass, under
broad.

cylinder-grinder (sil'in-der-grin'der), n. A
machine-tool with automatic traverse-feed for

finishing cylindrical gages, such as those of

gun-bores. -E. H. Knight.
cylinder-mill (sil'm-der-mil), n. A grinding-
mill in which the action of rollers is substituted
for that of face-stones. E. H. Knight.
cylinder-milling (sirin-der-mil"ing), n. See
milling.

cylinder-port (sil'in-der-port), n. One of the

openings through which steam passes into the

cylinder of a steam-engine.
cylinder-powder (sil'in-der-pou"der), n. Gun-
powder the charcoal for which is prepared by
distillation in cylindrical iron retorts.

cylinder-press (sil'in-der-pres), H. A printing-
machine in which impression is made by a

cylindricity

cylinder rotating over a sliding flat bed-plate
which contains the form of types or plates. In
the drum-cylinder press there is one cylinder of large size,

making but one revolution to the forward and backward
movement of the bed-plate ;

in other forms the cylinder
makes two or more revolutions for each impression. In
the stop^ylinder press the cylinder stops its rotation soon
after the impression is taken. The double-cylinder press
has two cylinders, and prints an impression on the back-

ward as well as the forward movement of the bed-plate.
The name cylinder-press is technically applied only to

presses or machines in which the impression-cylinder

prints upon a flat surface. Printing-machines that are

constructed to print from plates or types fastened on a

cylinder are known distinctively as type-revolving presses,
and specifically as rotary, web, or sun-and-planet presses.

cylinder-snail (sil'm-der-snal), n. A snail of

the genus Cylindrella ; a cylindrellid.

cylinder-snake (sil'in-der-snak), . An ophid-
ian of the family ('ylindrophidee or Uropeltidte.

cylinder-staff (sil'in-der-staf), n. An instru-

ment used in the inspection of ordnance to

measure the length of the bore. Farrow, Mil.

Encyc.
cylinder-tape (sil'in-der-tap), n. In a cylinder

printing-press, a tape running on the impres-
sion-cylinder, beneath the edge of the paper, to

remove the sheet from the cylinder after im-

pression. E. H. Knight.

Cylinder-wrench (sil'in-der-rench), n. Aform
of wrench adapted to grasp cylindrical rods or

tubes ; a pipe-wrench. E. H. Knight.
cylindraceous (sil-in-dra'shius), a. [= F. cy-

lindrace; as cylinder + -aceows.] Somewhat or

nearly cylindrical.

Cylindrella (sil-in-drel'a), n. [NL., < L. cylin-

drus, cylinder, + dim. -ella.~] A genus of ge-

ophilous gastropods,
of the family Cylin-

drelUdce, called cylin-
der-snails from the

cylindrical shape of

the shell. There are

many species, of

the warmer parts
of America. Pfeiffer,
1840.

cylindrellid (sil-in-

drel'id), . A gas-

tropod of the family
Cylindrellida!.

Cylindrellidae (sil-

in-drel'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cylindrella + -idte.] An American

family of pulmonate gastropods, typified by the

genus Cylindrella ; the cylinder-snails. The shell

is cylindric and many-whorled, the last whorl usually
detached from the rest and having a circular mouth. The
animal has a thin jaw with oblique folds, and the teeth of

the radula are peculiar, the central being very narrow,
the lateral having the internal and median cusps conflu-

ent, and the marginal resembling the lateral in miniature,
or rudimentary. Over 200 species are known, most of

which are inhabitants of the West Indian islands.

cylindrenchyma (sil-in-dreng'ki-ma), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kv'/avfipof, a cylinder, + eyxvfia, an infu-

sion, < eyxeiv, infuse, < iv, in, + %eiv, pour.] In

bot., tissue composed of cylindrical cells, such
as that of plants of the genus Conferra, and of

many hairs, etc.

cylindric, cylindrical (si-lin'drik, -dri-kal), a.

[= F. cylindriqiie= Sp. cilindrico= Pg. cylindrico
= It. cilindrico, < NL. "cylindricus, < Gr. mAtv-

Apm6f, cylindrical, < Kvluvipof, cylinder.] Hav-
ing the form of a cylinder, or partaking of its

properties Cylindrical boiler, a steam-boiler made
in the shape of a cylinder, simple in construction, and ad-

mitting of greater resistance to the lateral action of the
causes of displacement than most others, although more
expensive in the matter of fuel. Cylindrical bone, in

anat., a long bone, as a thigh-bone or humerus, with a
more or less cylindrical hollow shaft of compact tissue, in-

closing a medullary cavity, and having cancellons tissue at

each end. Cylindrical lens or mirror, a lens or mirror

having one or two cylindrical surfaces. Cylindrical lenses

are used in spectacles for the correction of astigmatism.
Cylindrical saw, a saw in the form of a cylinder, with
the edge of the open end cut in saw teeth ; a crown-saw :

used for cutting staves, fellies, etc., and in surgery. Also
called barrel-saw, dntin-ttau', tub-ttau: See cut under
crown-saw. Cylindrical surface, a surface generated
by a right line moving parallel to itself. Cylindrical
valve, a valve of cylindrical form on an oscillating axis,

serving to open and close ports in the cylindrical case

which forms its seat. E. H. Knit/lit. Cylindrical
vaulting {properly semi-cylindrical raultinjt), in arch.,

the most ancient mode of true vaulting. Also called a

wagon-, barrel-, tunnel-, or cradle-ratdt. It is a plain

half-cylinder, without either groins or ribs, or divided

into bays by arcs donbleaux, which ore usually "f square
or semicircular section.

cylindrically (si-lin'dri-kal-i), adv. In the

manner or shape of a cylinder.

cylindricity (sil-in-dris'i-ti), . [= F. cyliu-

dricite; as cyliiidric + -ity.] The character
or state of being cylindrical; cylindrical form:

as, imperfect cylindricity.



cylindricule

cylindricule (si-lin'dri-kiil), . [< NL.
'

< i/li >nln<-/i///x, <lim. (' L. ri/fiii'h iis, :i e\ li

sec i'i/liiiilrr. ]
A small cylinder. Own/.

cylindriform (si-iin'dri-form), a. [= F. ////<-

drij'nriin ; < L. /i/lnnlni.t, a cylinder, + fin'mii,

shape.] Having the form of a cylinder;
shaped like a cylinder.
Cylindrirostrest (si-lin-dri-ros' tre/.), n. pi.

[NL., < L. i-i/liiHtriix, a cylinder, + rostrum.

beak.] In Blyth's system of classification

(1849), a superfaraily of bin Hali-yoiilt-x, con-
stituted by the kingfishers, rollers, and bee-

eaters, or the families .llryoiiitlai (or Alcnlini

dee), ('ortiriiitir, and

a. Cjfllem fictHs. b. Cylltne robinta.
(Natural size.)

dee), ('ortiriiitir, and Mcfdjin/'i .

cylindrocephalic (si-liu'dro-se-fal'ik or si-lin-

dro-scf'a-hk), it. [< i'i/liii<lri>ri /i/mli/ + -ic.] Ex-

hibiting or pertaining to cylindrocephaly.
cylindrocepnaly (si-lm-dro-sef a-li), . [< Gr.

M>;VI>/K;, cylinder, + Kt:</>a~Af/, head.] A long
cylindrical configuration of the skull,

cylindroconic, cylindroconical (si-lin-dro-
kon'ik, -i-kal), . [< ci/liiidric + conic, -al.]

Shaped liko a cylinder terminated by a cone.

cylindroconoidal (si-lin'dro-ko-noi'dal), a.

[< culindric + conoidal.] Shaped like a cylin-
der having a conoidal termination.

cylindrocylindrical (si-lin'dro-si-lin'dri-kal),
. [< cylindric + cylindrical.] In arcli., formed

by the intersection of one cylindrical vault with
another of greater span and height, springing
from the same level : said of an arch. See

cross-vaulting.

cylindroid (sil'iii-droid), n. and a. [= F. cylin-
droide = Pg. cylindroide, < Gr. <n>/uitt!po()//r, <

_
KtiAivipof,

a cylinder, + cMof, form.] I, n. 1. A
'solid body bounded by a cylindrical surface
cut orthogonally by elliptical bases. 2. A
eonoidal cubic surface whose equation is ^(x2
+ w2 ) 2 axy = 0. [So named by Cayley and
Ball, 1871.]

II. a. Having the form of a cylinder with
equal and parallel elliptical bases.

cylindroidal (sil-in-droi'dal), a. [< cylindroid
+ -al.] Resembling a cylinder; cylindroid.

During the embryonic condition of all vertebrates, the
centre of the partition [between the cerebrospinal and
visceral tubes] is occupied by an elongated cellular, eyl-
indroitial mass the notochord, or chorda dorsalis.

Ilitxley, Anat. Vert., p. 8,

cylindroma (sil-in-dro'mB), .; pi. cylindro-
mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < G"r. niifavdpof, a cylin-
der. + -oma.'J In pathol., a name given to sev-
eral kinds of tumors, (a) Sarcoma myxomatodes, a
sarcoma in which the sarcoma-cells have undergone in

greater or less part mucous degeneration, (6) Augio-
sarcoma myxomatodes, a sarcoma in which the mucous
degeneration affects the walls of the vessels ami the
tissue immediately about them, (c) Myxosarcoma, a

simple combination of luyxomatous and sareomatous tis-

sue. (rf) Cylimiroma carclnopiatodes, a very rare car-

cinoma, characterized by the presence of homogeneous
hyaline spherules in the cell-nests. See carciiumui,
iiiti-riniKi, tarcHtna.

cylindromatous (sil-in-drom'a-tus), o. [< ey-

Undrnnui(t-) + -ous.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of a cylindroraa.
Cylindrometric (si-liu-dro-met'rik), a. [< Gr.

isi'Wapos, a cylinder, + fitrpov, a measure.] Per-

taining to a scale used in measuring cylin-
ders.

cylindro-Ogival (si-lin"dro-<>-ji'val), a. [= F.

eyliiiilro-oi/iriil : as" ci/littdric + ogival.] Hav-
ing the form of a cylindrical body with an
ogival head.

Cylindrophidffi (sil-in-drof'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
snort for *Cylindrophidida;, < Cylindrophis (-dro-

phid-) + -idee.'] A family of harmless ophidians
or reptiles, typified by the genus Cylindrophis,
without poison-fangs, with a very small head,
the mouth not distensible, and the tail short
and conical. They have a rudimentary pelvis, and a
pair of anal spurs formed by the condensed epidermis of
the rudimentary hind limits ; the teeth are small, and there
are palatine teeth ; the quadrate bone is fixed, and there
Is no distinct mastoid. Besides CylindropHii, the family
contains the genus flysia or Tortrix, whence it is some-
time named TartruMce. With the family Uropeltidtf it

constitutes a sulwrder Anffiontomata, or is brought under
t)jMit,'i-n<ln,it/,T with TitllhtopidO!.

Cylindrophis (si-lin'dro-fis), . [NL., < Gr.

KiJ.ivdpoc, cylinder, -f- fy<f, serpent.] A genus
of serpents, giving name to the family Cylin-
drophidtr. ('. rufn is a Japanese species.

cylix, . See icylix.

Cfyllecoraria (sil*e-ko-ra'ri-a), . pi. [NL.]
One of tlie many divisions of the heteropterous
family I'liytocoridai, containing such genera as

HyaUodet.
Oyllene (si-le'ne), . [NL., < L. Cyllene, < Gr.
Ki'////r;,, the name of a mountain in Arcadia,
Greece.] A genus of longicorn beetles, of
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a if the family Cerambycida:, which in the form of

the body and the style of the markings have
some resem-
blance to the

wasps. The spe-
cies are superfi-

cially recogni/, it

by the long anten-
na} and by tin-

transverse excava-
tions in the sides
of the pronotum
nearthenase. Two
closely similar
North American
species, C. ptetus

(Drury) and C. rotrinia (Forst), have a black body, banded
with narrow transverse or oblique yellow lines, and red

legs. Tlie former lives In the hickory and appears in

spring, while the latter infests the locust-tree and appears
in autumn. Both species are, in the larval state, very
destructive to the trees they inhabit. Harris, Ins. Inj. to

Veg., p. 103.

cyma (si'ma), n.
; pi. cyma; (-me). [NL. (cf. L.

cyma, cuma, a sprout, a hollow sphere), < Gr.

Kii/ia, a wave, a swell, billow, a waved ogee or

molding, < xvr<v,be pregnant,
lit. contain. See cyme.] 1.

In arch., a member or mold-

ing of the cornice, of which
the profile is an

ogee,
or

curve of contrary flexure.
Of this molding there are two
kinds : cyma recta, or Doric cyma i, Cyma recta; 3, Cyma
(sometimes called btatc-moldiiui), reversa.

which is concave at the top and
convex at the tiottom ; and cyma rcerrtta, or Lesbian cyma,
which is convex at the top and concave at the bottom.
Both kinds of the eyma are also called ogee. Also written

cyiiif, citna..

2. In hot., same as cyme. 3. [cap.] [NL.]
Same as Cuma, 2.

cymagraph (si'ma-graf), n. [< Gr. icvua, a
waved molding, + ypaQeiv, write.] A form of

sculpture-copier or pantograph for tracing the
outlines of objects in relief, particularly adapt-
ed for taking profiles of architectural moldings.
cymaphen (si'ma-fen), n. [Irreg. < Gr. KV/IO, a

wave,+ tyaivuv, show.] An apparatus in a tele-

phone for receiving transmitted electric waves.

cymar, n. See simar.

cymatium (si-ma'shi-um), .
; pi. cymatia (-8).

[L., < Gr. Kvuariav, a waved molding, < KVUCI(T-),
a wave, etc.: see cyma.] In arch., a cyma; a

molding composed of the cyma.
Most of the capitals here are of the Corinthian order

;

and I took notice of the capitals of some pilasters, con-

sisting of a cymatium, two lists, and flutes atKiut a foot

long, and und'er them a quarter round, adonied with eggs
and darts. 1'ococte, Description of the East, II. ii. 88.

Cymatogaster (si'ma-to-gas'ter), n. [NL., <

Gr. M>a(r-), fetus, +' yaarr/p, belly.] A genus
of surf-fishes, of the family Emtiotocidte. c. ag-

ffretjatits is an abundant fish of the Pacific coast of the
United .States, known as the shiner, minny, and gparada.

cymatolite (si-mat'o-lit), . [< Gr. Kiifia(r-),

wave, + A/'flof, stone.] A mineral substance

produced by the alteration of spodumene, ap-
pearing in white masses with a delicate wavy,
fibrous structure. It is an intimate mixture of
muscovite and albite.

cymba (sim'ba), . [NL., < L. cymba, < Gr.

itvujiri, a boat: see cymbal, Cymbium.] 1. PI.

cymbal (-be). In the nomenclature of sponge-
spicules, a boat-shaped microsclere or flesh-

spicule. The cymba resembles in profile the letter C.
The back or curve is called the keel or tropis; the points
are the proms or prora. The prone when lolled or alate
are termed pleres. Two varieties of the cymba are known
as the pterocymba and oocymba. See these words.

2. [cap.] In conch., same as Cymbium, 1.

cymbaeforni (sim'be-fdrm), a. Same as cymbi-
form.
cymbal (sim'bal), n. [< ME. cimbale, cymbale,
< OF. cimbale, 'F. cymbale = Sp. cfmbalo = Pg.
cymbalo= It. cimbalo, cembalo = D. cimbaal= G.
Dan. cymbel = Sw. cymbal, < L. cymbalum, < Gr.

iii'pjicAov, a cymbal, < nii^/Jof, Kvpftq, the hollow of

a vessel, bowl, basin, cup, boat, knapsack, etc.,
= Skt. ktimbhd, kttmbhi, a pot, jar: see comb2 .

Cf. chime1
.'] 1 . One of a pair of concave plates

of brass or bronze which, when struck together,

produce a sharp, ringing sound : usually in the

plural. Their size varies from little metallic castanetsor

finger-cymbals to large orchestral cymbals made to be used
with the large or long drum. Instruments of the cymbal
family are known from the earliest historic times. They
are specially useful for rhythmic effect, though some ex-

IHTiinenta have been made with plates so shaped and used
as to give toues of definite pitch.

I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling i-innlxil.

I Cor. xiii. 1.

In vain with cymbal*' ring
They call the grisly king.
In dismal dance about the furnace blue.

Jfttom, Nativity, 1. 308.

Cymbulia

2. In nrfiini-liHililiiii/, a mixture-stop of very-

high pitch. 3. A musical instrument made
of a

piece
of steel wire, in a triangular form,

on which are passed several rin^s, which arc
touched and shifted along the triangle with an
iron rod held in the right hand, while the cym-
bal is supported in the left by a cord. Also
spelled xtfttilml. Iitip, ]Hct.

cymbal-doctor (sim bal-dok'tor), w. A teacher
whose instruction is like the tinkling of a cym-
bal. Compare 1 Cor. xiii. 1. [Rare.]
These petty glosses, ... so like the quibbles of a court

sermon that we may safely reckon . . . that the hand of
some household priest foisted them in, lest the world
should forget how much he was a disciple of those cym-
bal-doctors. .Villon, Eikonoklastes, vill.

cymbaled, cymballed (sim'bald), a. [< cym-
bal + -ftd2 .] Furnished with cymbals. [Rare.]

And highest among the statues, statue-like,
Between a cymbal'd Miriam and a Jael,
Wit b Psyche's babe, was Ida watching us.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

cymbaler. cymballer (sim'bal-er), n. [< cym-
bal + -r'.] One who performs on a cymbal;
a cymbalist, f'allou-s.

cymbalist (sim'bal-ist), n. [< cymbal + -ist.]

One who plays the cymbals.
cymballed, cymballer. See cymbaled, cym-
oaler.

cymbate (sim'bat), a. [< L. cymba, a boat (MO
cymba), + -ate 1

.] Boat-shaped, as that form
of sponge-spicule called a cymba. Sollas.

cymbecephalic (sim'be-se-fal'ik or sim-be-sef'-

a-lik), a. [< Gr. ni-nji'i, a hollow, + paX#,'head,
+ -ic.] Same as cymbocephalic. DungHnon.
Cymbidium (sim-bid'i-um), . [NL., < Gr.

Kvftjios, Ki'Ujty, a hollow, a cup, boa^ (see cym-
bal), + dim. -irfww.] A genus of tropical terres-
trial orchids, often having spikes of beautiful

flowers, on which account several of them are
favorites in the greenhouse. There are about
30 species, natives of eastern Asia, Australia,
and Africa.

cymbiform (sim'bi-fdrm), a. [< L. cymba, a
boat, + forma, shape.] Boat-shaped; longer
than broad, convex, and keeled like the bottom
of a boat : applied to the elytra and other parts
of insects, to seeds and leaves of plants, dia-

toms, and spores of fungi, and also to a bone
of the foot usually called the scaphoid bone.
See scaphoid. Also cymbtfform.
Cymbirnynchus (sim-bi-ring'kus), . [NL. (N.
A. Vigors, 1831), also written Cymbyrliynchus,
and more correctly Cymborhynchus ; < Gr. ici'/ipf,

Kvuftof, a cup, + j>i<yxtt snout, beak.] A notable

genus of coccygomorphic birds, of the family
Euryla-mida;: so called from the size and shape of
the bill. The type is C. macrorhynchux, the blue-
billed gaper, of Borneo, Sumatra, Java, etc.

Cymbium (sim'bi-um), ii. [NL., < L. cymba, also

cumba, a boat or skiff, < Gr. Kvpfiq, the hollow
of a vessel, a boat, a knap-
sack : see cymbal and
cw(62.] 1. A genus of

gastropods, of the family
I iilii/iilit: The shell is ob-

ovate, tumid, ventricose, and
covered with a strong epider-
mis, and the pillar four-plait-
ed. They are found on the Af-

rican coast, and known as Itoat-

shells. C. (Kthopica and C. pro-
bomidale are examples. Also

Cymba.
2. In entom., a genus of

beetles, of the fam-

ily Trogositida;. Seidlit:,
1873. 3. [I. c.] In Gr.

until/., a form of vase of

deep and upright shape,
without foot or handles

;

a bowl.

cymblin, cymbling
(sim

'
lil in. -bling), n.

Same as simlhi.

cymbocephalic (sim'bo-se-fal'ik or sim-bo-
sef'a-lik), a. [As cymbocephaly + -ic.] Shaped
like a bowl or cup ; round ; specifically, pertain-
ing to or exhibiting cvmbocephaly.

cymbocephaly (sim-bo-sef 'a-

R), n. [< Gr. Kiit.lt/, bowl, +
(tf^a/5, head.] In craniol., a
bilobed form of the skull.

bulia (sim-bu'li-a), .

L., < L. cymbiila, a small

,t, dim. of cymba, boat :

see cymbal, and cf. cymba.]
The typical genus of the

family Cymbuliida;, having a

slipper-shaped shell pointed



Cymbulia

in front and square behind. C. proboscidea is

an example.

Cymbuliidae (sim-bu-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Vymbiilia + -idii>.] A family of thecosomatous

pteropods. The animal is oval and has very large

rounded fins, anil there are three radular teeth in each

transverse row, the median very wide and the lateral mod-

erately wide and miicuspid ;
the shell has the form of a

sandal, and is cartilaginous and mostly internal. Genera
of this family are Cytntndia, Tieticmannla, ant\Halopsyche.

The Ciimbiiliida! are noticeable for their comparatively
large size and the very peculiar shell which they secrete.

In early life . . . they have a small, spiral, horny shell
;

but this becomes lost, and in its place the animal secretes

a cartilaginous slipper-shaped shell, apparently possessing
no more consistency than ordinary gelatine jelly. In this

thick, transparent, flexible shell sits the mollusc, like the

old woman in her shoe, paddling about by the large oval

wings. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 358.

cyme (slm), . [Also, as NL., cyma; < Gr. nvfia

(> L. cyma), a young sprout, etc., same as Kti/ia

a wave, swell,
etc. : see cyma.]
1. In bot.: (a)
An inflorescence
of the definite

or determinate

class; any form
of inflorescence
in which the pri-

mary axis bears
a single termi-
nal flower which

, Cyme of houseleek ; *, of forget-me- develops first,
not- (From Le Maout and Decaisne's fl.p inflnrpQ" Traite general cle Botanique." )

cence being con-
tinued by secondary, tertiary, and other axes.
The secondary and other axes may be given off on both
sides of the-primary axis (a dichotomous or biparous cyme
or dichasium), or in such a way as to cause the inflores-

cence to assume a helicoid or scorpioid form (as in the for-

get-me-not). The term is applied especially to a broad
and flattened compound form,

(ft) A panicle, the

elongation of all the ramifications of which is

arrested so that it has the appearance of an
umbel. 2. In arch., same as cyma.
Also cima.

cymelet (sim'let), n. [< cyme + -let."] Same
as cynmle.
cymene (si'men), . [< oym(faum) + -ene.~\ A
hydrocarbon (CjoH^) occurring in the vola-
tile oil of Roman cumin, in camphor, in the oil

of thyme, etc., and prepared by treating oil of

turpentine with oil of vitriol. It is a colorless,

strongly refracting liquid, and has a pleasant
odor of lemons. Also cymol and campliogen.
cyrnic (si'mik), a. [< cym(inum) + -ic.] Per-

taining to or derived from cyminum or cumin.
CymiC acid

t OioHi2<}2, a monobasic acid forming pris-
matic crystals insoluble in water.

cymiferous (si-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL. cyma, a

cyme, + L. fcrre = E. bearl.] In bot., produ-
cing cymes.
Cyminclis (si-min'dis), n. [NL., < Gr. xd/uviif,
an unidentified bird, described by Aristotle as

haunting the mountains, black, of the size of a
small hawk, long and slender in form.] 1. In

entom., a genus of adephagous beetles, of the

family Carabida;. Latreille,18Q6. 2. Inornith.,
a genus of American hawks of small size, re-
lated to the kites. The tarsus is bare below ; the nos-
trils are linear and oblique ; the lores are bare ; the bill
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cymobotrys (si-mo-bot'ris), . [NL., < Gr. xiy/a,

a young sprout (see cyma}, + pfapvf, a cluster

of grapes.] In but., same as thyrse.

cymogene (si'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. nv[i(ivov), cu-

min, + -ym/f, producing : see cumin and -gen.']

A mixture of very volatile hydrocarbons found
in crude petroleum. When the crude petroleum is

distilled, cymogene passes off as a gas at the usual tem-

perature of the condenser, but by low temperature and

compression it is reduced to a very volatile liquid having
a specific gravity of .603-.578. It is used as a freezing-
mixture.

cymoid (si'moid), a. [< cyme + -aid.'] Having
the form of a cyme.
cymol (si'mol), . [< L. cym(inum) + -ol.]

Same as cymene,
cymophane (si'mo-fan), n. [< F. cymophane, <

Gr. lai/ia, a wave! + fw&j < <j>aiveiv, show.]

Chrysoberyl.
Her white arm, that wore a twisted chain

Clasped with an opal-sheeny cymophane.
0. W. Holmes, The Mysterious Illness.

cymophanous (si-mof'a-nus), . [As cymophane
+ -oits.] Having a wavy floating light; opa-
lescent

; chatoyant.
cymose, cymous (si'mos, si'mus), a. [< L. cy-

mosus, full of shoots, < cyma, a shoot, sprout:
see cyme.] Bearing a cyme ; composed of

cymes ; pertaining to or resembling a cyme.
cymosely (sl'mos-li), adr. In a cymose man-
ner: as,

"
branching cymosely," Farlow, Marine

Algne, p. 103.

Cymothoa (sl-moth'6-a), . [NL. (Fabricius,

1798), < Gr. Kv/m, anything swollen, a wave, etc.,

Cayenne Hawk (Cymindis catcnncitsis).

is slender and much hooked at the end ; the tail is rounded
and the wings are short. The genus was based by Cuvier
1817, on the Cayenne hawk, C. caiienimt*!*

cyminum (si-mi'num), n. [L., also cumitium,
> cumin, q. v.] Same as cmnin.

cymlin, n. See f/imlin.

cymobotryose (si-mo-bot'ri-6s), a. [As cymo-
botrys + -ose.~] In bot., same as thyrsoid.

thoa ovalis, upper and under views.

(Line shows natural size.)

+ 606';, quick, also pointed.] The typical genus
of the family Cymothoidai. C. mtrum is a common
kind of fish-louse, parasitic upon many fishes, to which it

clings tightly by means of its hooked legs.

Cymotnoidae (si-mo-tho'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cymothoa + -ida:.~] A family of isopod crusta-

ceans, of the group Euisopoaa, typified by the

genus Cymothoa, mostly parasitic on fish. The
technical characters are a broad abdomen, with short
segments and a scutate caudal plate, the posterior max-
illipeds operculate, and the mouth-parts formed for biting
or sucking. There are several genera besides Cymotlioa,
as Scroll's, dlga, Eurydice, Cirolana, and Ceratothoa. Also
written Cymothoadce.

cymous, a. See cymose.
Oymri, n.pl. See Cymry.
Cymric, Kymric (kim'rik), . and n. [With
accom. term, -ic, < W. Cymraeg, Welsh, Cym-
reia, the Welsh language, < Cymro, pi. Cymry,
a Welshman, Cymru, Wales: see Cymry.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Cymry and their kin-

dred, the Cornishmen and Bretons.
He [Monsieur Edwards] . . . finds abundant traces of

the physical type which he has established as the Cymric
still subsisting in our population, and having descended
from the old British possessors of our soil before the Saxon
conquest. M. Arnold, Study of Celtic Literature, iii.

II. . The language of the Cymry, or of the

Cymric division of the Celtic race of Britain.

Cymry, Kymry (kim'ri), n. pi. [W. Cymry,
pi. of Cymro, a Welshman; cf. Cymru, ML.
Cambria, Wales. The origin of the name is

unknown
;
some connect it with W. cymmer, a

confluence of waters; cf. abcr, inver-.'] The
name given to themselves by the Welsh, in its
wider application the term is often applied to that divi-
sion of the Celtic race which is more nearly akin with the
Welsh, including also the Cornishmen and the Bretons or
Armoricans, as distinguished from the Gadhelic division.
Also written Cyinri, Cwmry.

Physical marks, such as the square head of the German,
the round head of the Gael, the oval head of the Cyinri,
which determine the type of a people.

M. Arnold, Study of Celtic Literature, iii.

cynrale (si'mul), . [< NL. cymula (cf. L. cy-
in ula, a tender sprout), dim. of cyma : see cyma,
cyme.'] In bot., a simple or diminutive cyme,
by itself or forming part of a compound cyme.
Also cymelet.

cymulose (si'mu-los), a. [< cynmle + -ose.]
Bearing or composed of cymules ; pertaining to
or resembling a cymule.

cynegetics

Cynselurinae (si"ne-lu-ri'ue), . pi. [NL., <

Cymulurus + -};.] A subfamily of FclicUe,

represented by the genus Cynailurus : a syno-
nym of Gitepardiua: (which see). Also written

Cynailurinte.

CynseluTUS (si-ne-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. KVIJV

(KW-), a dog, +' altovpos, a cat.] A genus of

dog-like cats, containing the chetah or hunt-

ing leopard of India, C. jubala: a synonym of

Gueparda (which see). Also written Cynailu-
rus. Wagler, 1830.

cynanche (si-nang'ke), n. [LL. (>ult. E. squi-

nancy, quinsy, q. v.), < Gr. arvfyxq, dog-quinsy,
a kind of sore throat, also a dog-collar, < KVUV

(KW-), a dog (= E. hound = L. cants, a dog), +
ayxetv, choke, suffocate.] A name of various

diseases of the throat or windpipe, attended
with inflammation, swelling, and difficulty of

breathing and swallowing, as cynanche paroti-

d<ea, tonsillaris, trachectlis, etc Cynanche malig-
na. Same as angina maligna (which see, under angina).

Cynanchum (si-nang'kum), 11. [NL., < LL.

cynanche, in reference to its poisonous quali-
ties: see cynanche."] An asclepiadaceous genus
of climbing plants, of the Mediterranean re-

gion and Australia, of about 20 species. The
root of the European G. Vincetoxicum is emetic and pur-
gative, and has been used in France as a substitute for

scammony.

cynanthropy (si-nan'thro-pi), n. [= F. cynan-
thropie, < Gr. *Kwav6pu-nia, < KwdvOpairoc, of a

dog-man, < KI-UV (KW-), a dog, + avBputrof, man.
Cf. lycanthropy.'] A kind of madness in which
the afflicted person imagines himself to be a

dog, and imitates its voice and actions.

Cynara (sin'a-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. Kwdpa, a
plant not determined, supposed to be either
the dog-thorn (< K.V&V (KVV-), a dog) or nivapa,
the artichoke.] A small genus of composites,
of the Mediterranean region, in many respects
like the thistle, but having an involucre com-
posed of thick, fleshy, spiny scales, and a re-

markably thick, fleshy receptacle covered with
numerous bristles. The two best-known species are
the artichoke (C. Scolymws) and the cardoon (C. Cardun-
ciilus'), cultivated as vegetables. The other species are
troublesome weeds, now widely naturalized upon the

plains of extratropical South America. See cut under
artichoke.

Cynaraceae (sin-a-ra'sf-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-
nara + -acea:.'] Same as Cyniiroidece.

cynaraceous (sin-a-ra'shius), a. [< Cynara +
-aceous.] Belonging to or resembling the Cy-
naracece or Cynaroidece.

cynarctomachy (sin-iirk-tom'a-ki), n. [< Gr.
KVUTV (KW-), a dog, + apurof, a 'bear, + \iaxn, a

fight.] Bear-baiting with a dog: a humorous
word invented by Butler.

Some occult design doth lie

In bloody cynarctomachy.
S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 752.

cynareous (si-na're-us), a. [< Cynara + -eous.~]

Cynaraceous.
cynaroid (sin'a-roid), a. [< Cynara + -old.'}

Same as cynaraceous.
Cynaroideae (sin-a-roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Cynara + -oidea'.'] A tribe of the natural or-

der Compositor, of which the genus Cynara is

the type, distinguished by having the anthers

conspicuously caudate, the flowers all her-

maphrodite with tubular corollas and setose

pappus, and the leaves usually prickly. The
largest genera are'Cntcu* and Centattrea. Also

Cynaracea;. See Cynara.
cynebot (A.-S. pron. ku'ne-bot), n. [AS., <

cync (in comp.), king, + hot, fine, boot : see king
and 600*1.] in Anglo-Saxon law, that part of the
fine imposed on the murderer of a king which
was paid to the community, as distinguished
from the wergild paid to the king's kin.

By the Mercian law it [wergild payable to the king's
kin on his violent death] was 7200 shillings. . . . A fine of

equal amount, the cynebot, was at the same time due to
his people. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 69.

cynegetic (sin-e-jet'ik), a. [= F. cynegetiquc
= Sp. cinegetico, < Gr. KwrfycrtKof, pertaining to

hunting, < Kwrr)CT?if, a hunter, < itruv (KW-), a

dog, + liyeladai, lead.] Concerning or having
to do with hunting or cynegetics. [Rare.]

Jacques du Fouilloux, the celebrated veneur and cyne-
qetic writer of the sixteenth century.

JT. and Q., 7t1i ser., IV. 05.

cynegetics (sin-e-jet'iks), M. [< L. cyntgetica,
< Gr. KimiyertKa, neut. pi. of Kviy) cn/nif, pertain-
ing to hunting: see cynctjetic and -ics. ] The
art of hunting with dogs. [Rare.]

There are extant ... in Greek four books on ci/mijet-

ickn, or venation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 8.



cynhyena

cynhyena (sin-lu-6'nii.), . [< NL. cynliytmn,
< (Jr. Mi.ir (MT-), <lo^, + itum, hyena. ] A book-
namo of the painted livenu <>] liyena-dog of

Africa, l.i/ninii pirtux, transliiting one of its

generic n;imes, I'l/iihi/iinn, wliii-h is not in nw.
See Lijrin>n.

cynic (sin'ik), a. and w. [Earlier alHO c;/niil. .

= 1). ciiiirk = I'', cynit/nr = Sp. riiiiim = 1'g.

fijnii'ii
= It. I'liiicn (el

1

. 11. ri/Hixrli = Dan. <;/-

MIN/I', adj., G. Dan. cynikfr, I). ciiiil:rr, n.), chiefly
in the philosophical sense, < L. eynictm, cynic,
a Cynic (also lit. in spnxinux ri/nii-nx, cynic
spasm), < Gr. /twinof, dog-like, also cynic, a

Cynic, so called, as popularly understood, in

allusion to the coarse mode of life or the surly
disposition of these philosophers, but perhaps
orig., without this implication, in ref. to the

Cynosarges, Kwooanjef, a gymnasium outside
ot Athens, where Antisthenes, the founder of
the sect, taught. The literal sense 'dog-like'
is thought of iu E.. apart from the bookish use
in cynic spasm and cynic year, only as an ety-
mological explanation of the philosophical
term.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a dog;
dog-like : as, cynic spasm. 2. Of or pertaining
to the dog-star : as, the cynic year. 3. Belong-
ing to the sect of philosophers called Cynics;
resembling the doctrines of the Cynics.

O foolishness of men ! that lend their ears
To those budge doctors of the Stoick fur,
And fetch their precepts from the Cynick tuh
Praising the lean and sallow abstinence !

Milton, Comus, 1. 708.

4. Having the character or qualities of a cynic ;

cynical Cynic spasm, a kind of convulsive spasm of
the muscles of one side of the face, distorting the numth,
imse, etc., into the appearance of a grin. Cynic year,
the Sothic year, or canicular year. See Sothic.

II. n. 1. [cap.] One of a sect of Greek philoso-
phers founded by Antisthenes of Athens (born
about 444 B. c. ), who sought to develop the ethi-

cal teachings of Socrates, whose pupil he was.
The chief doctrines of the Cynics were that virtue is the

only good, that the essence of virtue is self-control, and
that pleasure is an evil if sought for its own sake. They
were accordingly characterized hy an ostentatious con-

tempt of riches, arts, science, and amusements. The most
famous Cynic was Diogenes of Sinope, a pnpil of Antis-

thenes, who carried the doctrines of the school to an ex-
treme and ridiculous asceticism, and is improbably said
to have slept in a tub which he carried about with him.

2. A person of a cynical temper; a sneering
faultfinder.

A cynic might suggest as the motto of modern life this

simple legend
" Just as good as the real."

C. D. Warm-r, Backlog Studies, p. 4.

cynical (sin'i-kal), a. [< cynic + -a?.] 1. Same
as cynic, 3.

Whether the bnlk of our Irish natives arc not kept from
thriving, by that cynical content in dirt and beggary,
which they possess to a degree beyond any other people.

Dp. Berlteli-y, Querist.

2. Having or showing a disposition to disbe-
lieve in or doubt the sincerity or value of so-

cial usages or of personal character, motives, or

doings, and to express or intimate the disbelief
or doubt by sarcasm, satire, sneers, or other in-

direction ; captious ; carping ; sarcastic ; satir-

ical : as, a cynical remark; a cynical smile.

I hope it is no very cynical asperity not to confess obli-

gations, where no benefit has been received.

Jtthittttm, To Chesterfield.

= Syn. /V.wn/iMfi'c, etc. (see misanthropic), morose, sar-

castic, satirical, carping, censorious, snappish, waspish.

cynically (sin'i-kal-i), adv. In a cynical, sar-

castic, or sneering manner.
Rather in a satire and nnn'i-nlli/. than seriously and

wisely. Hxrmi. Works, I. 170 (Ord Ms.).

cynicalness (sin'i-kal-nes), n. The quality
of being cynical ;

a cynical disposition or char-

acter; tendency to despise or disregard the
common amenities of life.

cynicism (sin'i-sizm), n. [< cynic + -ism. Cf.
LL. ryni.inniH. < Gr. Kwia/i6f, cynicism, < /cwi-

C")', be a cynic, < icwiitAf, a cynic : see cynic.]
1. The body of doctrine inculcated and prac-
tised by the Cynics ;

indifference to pleasure ;

stoicism pushed to austerity, asceticism, or

acerbity. 2. The character or state of being
cynical ; cynicalness.
This ri/mVi'xm is for the most part affected, and serves

only as an excuse for some caustie remarks <>n human na-
ture in general. llallatn, lutrod. Lit. of Europe.

\ rliaritable and good-tempered world it is, notwith-
standing its reputation fur i-inin-i*in ami detraction.

C. I). Warner. llaeklou studies, p. 54.

Cynictidinse (si-nik-ti-dl'ue), . />/. [NL., <

Ci/iiii-lis (-ti<l-) + -/<r.] A subfamily of car-
nivorous quadrupeds, of the family Vircrridte,

belon^ini; to the cynopodous ordog-footod divi-
sion of that family. The technical i-hum-ten ore :
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lengthened, blunt, non-retractile claws; a short vcnti irons

head ; a Hat, bald, and grooved note ; m flattened bushy
t.iil ; and .:- te.-ih. 'I here H Imi one genus, Cyniclu.

Cynictis (si-nik'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. xvov (KW-),
a dug, + IKTII;, a kind ot weasel, the yellow-
breasted marten.] A genus of carnivorous

African Meerkat (Cyntct

quadrupeds, constituting the subfamily Cynic-
tidina;. C, penicitlata, of South Africa, is an ex-

ample. Ogilby.

cynipid (sin'i-pid), n. and a. I. w. An insect
of tne family Cynipidce.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the family Cynipidce.

Cynipidae (si-nip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cynips
T -irf<E.] A family of hymenopterous insects ;

the gall-flies. By means of their ovijiositors they punc-
ture plants, depositing their eggs along, it is believed,
with some irritant fluid which produces tumore common-
ly called galls or nut-galls. Besides the true gall-flies, the

('ifnifrida; include certain inquilinousand parasitic forms.
The anterior wings lack a complete costal nervure and
stigma (except in Ibalia)', the abdomen is generally com-
pressed-ovate or ovate, rarely cnltriform; and the ovi-

positor is subspiral. Nearly 400 European cynipids have
been described, and atiout 200 from North America, many
of which latter are known only by their galls. The fam-

ily is divided into five subfamilies, Cynipinte, Ibaliimr,
Inquilituv, Alliitriiiue, and Figitinte. It was called by
Leach Diplolr.pidtf. The name of the family is also writ-
ten Cynipvtts, Cynipiteft, Cyniphidce, and Cynipxetr. The
terms Cjfnipne.ra of Latreille and Cifnipxidce or Cynipsidf*
of Leach are synonyms of Chalcididee, not of the present
family. See gall*.

cynipideous (sin-i-pid'e-us), a. Same as cynip-
idoux.

Tin- galls of Cynips and its allies are inhabited by mem-
bers of other cynipideou* genera, as Synergus, Amblyno-
tus, and Synophrus. Encyc. Brit., X. 4ti.

cynipidoas (si-nip'i-dus), a. [< Cynips ( Cynipi-
dce) + -os.] 1. Pertaining to or resembling
the Cunipido! or gall-flies. 2. Produced or af-

fected by gall-flies : as, cynipidiru* galls. Osten-

flackcn.

Cynips (si'nips), n. [NL., altered from LL.
cyniphcs, cynifcs, ciniphes, cinifes, pi., a kind of

stinging insect, corrupt forms of Gr. Kvty, pi.
Kviirff, varying with OKvty, pi. oxvi^ff, applied
to several kinds of insects, esp. such as live

under the bark of trees.] The typical genus of

the gall-making hymenopterous insects of the

family Cynipidce, founded by Linnaeus in 1748.

Cynips qutrcMS-frKitttt. (Cross shows natural size.)

It was formerly a genus of large extent, but has been re-

cently much sulnlivided. Its species in the main form
.alls on oak, in which their larvae develop,

cynocephalic (si'no-se-fal'ik or si-no-sef'a-lik),
a. [As i-i/iiiifi /iluiliix + -if.] 1. Of or pertaining
to a cynocephalus. 2. In myth., etc., having
a dog's head, or a head like that of a dog.
Hermes (Thoth) in temple holding caduceus and purse

or caduceus and cimocephalic ape.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 723.

cynocephalous (s!-no-sef'a-lus), a. [< L. cyno-
ffi>ltalMX, adj. : see Cynocephalus.~] Dog-head-
ed, as a baboon ; cynocephalic.
Cynocephalus (si-no-sef'a-lus), . [NL., < L.

WMWpMllMj < Gr. M'WK^^oXof, dog-headed, the

dog-faced baboon, < KIWI' (KW-), a dog, 4- KitaMj,
head, akin to E. head.] 1. A genus of ba-

boons, of the family Cynn/iitli't-iiln: It formerly
included all those balwo'ns to which the term "

dog-faced
"

Cynoidea
was applied, from tin t \in m- Iv prognathous jaws, giv-
ing ;i <anine j.!i\ -io-noiii^ . I. lit it is now !

exclude the drill, mandrill, i-tc. The common liuboun il

C. baltiini, inliiihilin^ northerly parts of Africa, win i< n
li\i - in li'M-i^ in IL. k> phu-es. In this sjic-ie tin- tail

is aliont one third tin- whoh- length, closely related an-
the rh;n ma, C'. _;WlrtJ*, of South Afliia. ainl the -|.binx
l'aUni. ''. HI-IUIIS, of West Africa. The hebe or hama-
dryad, C. hamadrymt, of Abyssinia, differs in Imvinu long-

hair on the head and shoulder*, and a shorter tail, i U
aiH.nt one fourth of the total length, Cyrwcfptuuttr is

nearly a synonym of I'ni-in. of |.iior date.

2. [/. c.J A dog-faced baboon.

Cynodia (si-no^ii-ft). n. pi. [NL., < Gr. KWU-
A>K, contr. of nvvottotK, dog-like, < KIIMI (KW-),

dog, + clAof, form.] In Blyth's classification

of mammals, a term proposed instead of Car-

nivora, and covering the Fer(e of modern natu-

ralists, or the Carntvora proper as distinguished
from the Insectivora and from those JUarsupi-
ii/in which are also carnivorous. It was divided

by Hlyth into Iliijitiynitla, Subjjlaittif/mda, f'lantiyrada,
and fannitrradit. The last of these subdivisions corre-

sponds to the !' "i pinnipedia of modern naturalisto, the
other three to the f1 frte Jiggipedia.

Cynodon (si'no-don), n. [NL., < Gr. mn>6fan>,

Kvi>6Sovf, the canine tooth, < n>uv (AIT- i, dog,
+ o<5oi'f (Movr-) = E. tooth. Cf. F. chiendent,

quitcli-grass.] 1 . A small genus of grasses, low

creeping perennials, with digitate, one-sided

spikes: so named from its sharp-pointed under-

ground shoots. The chief species is C. Dactylan,
the well-known and widely distributed Bermu-
da grass. 2. In zool., a genus of apparently
canine fossil mammals, of uncertain position.

Cynodonta (si-no-don'tfi), n. [NL. (Schu-
macher, 1817), < Gr. icovtouv (-ofiavr-) : see Cy-
nodon.'] The typical genus of Cynodontino'.
Cynodontinae (si"no-don-tl'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cynodonta + -JHO;.] A subfamily of turbinel-
loid gastropods with an obconic shell and sev-
eral transverse ridges about the middle of the
columella. The species are inhabitants of

tropical seas. Also called Vagina; and Vagina.

Cynogale (si-nog' a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. *iav

(KVV-), dog, + jo/?, ya'/i'i, a weasel.] A genus

Mampalon ( Cynofale btnntttf).

of Viverridii', typical of the subfamily Cynoga-
lincc, containing a species, Cynogale lieniielti,

found in Borneo, Malacca, and Sumatra, called
in Borneo mamjialon. It is the most aquatic repre-
sentative of the family, being partly web-footed, with soft,
thick fur like an otter's. It Inhabits damp places along
the hanks of rivers.

Cynogalina (si'no-ga-li'ne), . pi. [NL., < Cy-
nogale + -!''.] A subfamily of carnivorous

quadrupeds, of the family Vii-errida-, belonging
to the viverrine or teluropodous division of that

family, and represented only by the genus Cy-
nogale. The nose Is hairy and ungrooved ; the sectorial
tooth has a large tul-rcular ledge ; the claws are retractile
to some extent : and the toes are partially webbed.

Cynoglossum (si-no-glos'um), n. [NL. (L.

cynogl<>sn>ts, Pliny), < Gr. nivdyhuaow, bound's-

tongue, neut. of xwoy)jjooo<;, dog-tongued, < uruv

(KW-), a dog, + y~/iJaaa, tongue.] A genus of

plants, natural order Boraginaeece, consisting of
about 60 herbaceous species, of temperate re-

gions and the mountains of the tropics. There
are species in North America. The hound's-tongue.
C. HjRriuaie. is a weed of the old world, naturalized in the
I mted States, with a disagreeable smell like that of mice.
It was at one time used as a remedy for scrofula.

cynography (si-nog'ra-fi), M. [< Gr. KVUV (KW-),
a dog, + -ypaQia, < jpaijxti', write.] A history of
the dog; a treatise on the dog. [Bare.]
cynoid (si'noid), a. [< Gr. Ktnvfim/r, also contr.

KvvudtK, dog-like, < xiuv (KW-), a dog, + fWof,
form.] Dog-like; canine; specifically, of or

pertaining to the ' 'uimiili <i.

Cynoidea (si-mii'df-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. mw-
eMff. dog-like : see ryiimd, and cf. Cynodia.] One
of three divisions of the fissiped or terrestrial

carnivorous mammals, consisting of the canine
as distinguished from the feline and ursine
members of the Fera; Jissipedia, the other cor-



Cynoidea

responding divisions being Jlluroidea and Arc-

ttiitlett. The Cynoidea agree most nearly with the &lu-
ruidea, but have a well-developed carotid canal opening
into the foramen lacerum posterius, a distinct condyloid

foramen, an open glenoid foramen, undeveloped Cowper's

glands, and a large os penis. There is but one family,

the Canidce, including the dogs, wolves, foxes, etc. See

Canidce.

The Dogs (including the Wolves, Jackals, and Foxes un-

der this head) form the most central group of the Carni-

vora, which may be termed the Cynoidea.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 358.

cynolyssa (si-no-lis'ii), n. [NL., < NGr. nvv6-

Avaaa, canine madness (cf. Gr. Kvvofoamc, mad
from the bite of a dog), < Gr. KVUV (KW-), a dog, +
At'o-ffo, madness.] Canine madness. See rabies.

Cynomorium (si-no-mo'ri-um), n. [NL. (L.

eyiiomorion, Pliny), '< Gr. Kin>o/i6piov, a name of

the bpofidyxn (prob. broom-rape, orobanche), <

KVUV (KW-), a dog, + fi6piov, a part, prop. dim. of

ft6po( (a part), lot, destiny; cf. /icpof, a part.] A
genus of plants belonging to the natural order

Balanophoracea.
The only species, C.

coccineutn, is a red,

fleshy, herbaceous

plant, covered with
scales instead of

leaves, and is a
native of northern

Africa, Malta, and
the Levant. It was
known to the old
herbalists as fungwt
Melitemdft, and was

Cynomorium coccineum. Valued as an astritl-

, cluster of male and female flowers; .
8<"t and styptic 111

section of fruit. cases of dysentery
and hemorrhage: it

was held in such esteem by the Knights of Malta that it

was carefully deposited in stores, from which the grand
master sent it in presents to sovereigns, hospitals, etc.

Cynomorpha, Cynomorphse (si-no-m6r'fa,
-fe), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. KIIUV (KW-), a dog, + fiopffi,

form.] A division of catarrhine monkeys, in-

cluding the baboons and other lower monkeys,
as distinguished from the anthropoid apes, or

Anthropomorpha.
cynomorphic (si-no-mor'fik), a. [< Cynomorpha
+ -ic.] Pertaining to the Cynomorpha; cyno-
pithecoid.

Cynomyonax (si-no -mi 'o-naks), . [NL.
(Coues, 1877), < Cynomys + Gr. avnf, king.] A
genus of ferrets, of the family Mustelidce and

subfamily Mustelince, related to Putorius. The
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rhine quadrumanous quadrupeds are divided,

containing all excepting the anthropoid apes
of the family Simiidw. it is divided into two sub-

families: (I) Semnupitheetiue, with complex stomach and
no cheek-pouches, containing the genera Kofalit. Semno-

pithems, Colobux, etc. ;
and (2) Cyiiopithecince, with simple

stomach and cheek-pouches. The characters of the family
are chiefly comparative or negative, being those in which
the general structure recedes from the man-like type pre-

sented by the higher simians. The gradation from the

highest semnopithecoid to Hie lowest cynocephalus is a

gentle one, though the difference between these extremes
is great.

Cynopithecinae (sl-no-pith-e-si'ne), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Cynopithecus + -ince.] The lower one of the

two subfamilies into which the Cynopithecida;
are divisible, including all kinds of cynopithe-
coid apes, monkeys, and baboons which have
a simple stomach and cheek-pouches. The lead-

ing forms are Cercopitltecus, or ordinary long-tailed mon-
keys; Macaeufi, the macaques; and some short-tailed

forms closely related to the latter, as Imius and Cynopi-
thecus, commonly called apes, with Papia or Cynocephalus
and Mandrilla or Mormon, the dog-faced and pig-faced
baboons. See Cynopitheciut.

cynopithecoid (si"no-pi-the'koid), a. and n. [<

Cynopithecus + -aid.] I. a. Pertaining to the
lower series of catarrhine monkeys ;

not simian
or anthropoid; cynomorphic: specifically ap-

plied to the Cynopithecidce.
II. . One of the Cynopithecidw ; a cynopithe-

coid ape, monkey, or baboon.

Cynopithecus (si^no-pi-the'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. KVUV (KW-), a dog, + vifcjKof, an ape.] A
genus of catarrhine monkeys, of the family Cy-

.
... ,.-

Black-footed Ferret ( Cynomyonax nigripes}.

type is the black-footed ferret of North America, C. ni-

gripes, found in the towns of the prairie-dog (Cynomyx),
whence the name.

Cynomys (si'no-mis)," n. [NL. (Bafinesque,
1817), < Gr. KVUV (Kim-), a dog, + fii>f= E. mouse.']
A genus of rodent quadrupeds, of the spermo-
phile division of the family Sciuridtz, approach-
ing the marmots proper (Arctomys) in the stout,
thick-set body and short, bushy tail. The pelage
is close and harsh

;
the nail of the thumb is well marked

;

the outer -ears are rudimentary ; the cheek-pouches are
small ; the skull is massive, short, and broad, with wide
zygomatic arches and large postorbital processes ; and the
dentition is very strong and heavy. The genus contains the
well-known prairie-dogs or barking squirrels of western
North America, which live in extensive underground bur-
rows, in colonies often of immense extent, in the sterile

regions of the West. There are two species, C. ludovi-
cwnus, the common prairie-dog, whose range in general is

from the plains to the Rocky Mountains, and C. columbi-
anus, extending thence westward. See cut under prairie-
dog.

Cynonycteris (sl-no-nik'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
KVUV (icw-), a dog, + vmrepif, a bat : see Nycteris.]A genus of fruit-bats, of the family Pteropo-
didce, differing from Pteropus in having a tail,

though a short one, and the fur of the neck not
woolly. There are about 8 species, extending from the
Malay peninsula into Africa. C. cegyptiaca haunts the
chambers of the pyramids, and is probably the species
often represented in Egyptian paintings and sculptures.
C. collara is the collared fruit-bat of Africa.

cynophrenology (si"n6-fre-nol'6-ji), n. [< Gr.
KVUV (ami-), a dog, + phrenology."] The phrenol-
ogy of the dog's brain. Wilder.

Cynopithecidae (si "no -pi -the 'si -de), n. pi.
[NL.,< Cynopithecus -f

1

-idee.] The lower one
of the two great families into which the catar-

Black Ape of Celebes (Cynopithecvs rttfffr}.

nopithecid(f, and giving name to the subfamily
Cynopitheciiue. The type and only species is C. niger,
of Borneo. It is a large, black, tailless monkey, commonly
called an ape on account of its general aspect. It is an
isolated and peculiar form, not well representing the sub-

family to which it gives name except in standing midway
in the general series, and connecting the cercopithecoids
and macaques with the baboons.

Cynopoda (si-nop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of cynopodus : see cynopodous.] In zool., a name
given by J. E. Gray to the herpestine or ich-

neumon division of the family Viverrida; the

species of this division being cynopodous. The
term is contrasted with jSSluropoda.
cynopodous (si-nop'o-dus), a. [< NL. cynopo-
dus, < Gr. KUUV (KVV-), a dog, + Trouf (ff<x?-) = E.

foot.] Dog-footed ; having feet like a dog's,
or with blunt, non-retractile claws: opposed to

celuropodous, or cat-footed; specifically, pertain-
ing to or having the characters of the Cynopoda.
Cynopterus (stuop'te-rus), w. [NL. (Cuvier),
< Gr. KVUV (KW-), a dog, + vrtpiv = E. wintj.]
A genus of Oriental fruit-bats, of the family
Pteropodidce, externally resembling Cynonyc-
teris. C. maryinatm, a common Indian species, is very
destructive to fruit ; an individual of the species has been
known to devour two ounces of banana in three hours, yet
to weigh but one ounce when killed next morning. Its
dental formula is: i., J or f ; c., \; pm., ; m., j.

cynorexia (si-no-rek'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. ici-ov

(KW-), a dog, + 6pe^if, appetite, desire, < bpiysiv,
reach after, grasp at, desire.] In pathol., an
insatiable, voracious appetite, like that of a

dog; bulimia.

cynorrhodon, cynorrhodium (si-nor'o-don, si-

no-ro'di-um), . [NL., < L. cynorrhodon, the

dog-rose, < Gr. Kw6po6ov, the dog-rose, < KVUV

(KW-), a dog, + p6im>, a rose.] In hot., a fruit
like that of the rose, fleshy and hollow, inclos-

ing the achenes.

Common Weakfish or Squeteague (Cynoscion regalis).

cyperologist

Cynoscion (sl-nos'i-on), . [NL. (Gill, 1861), <

Gr. Kiuv (KW-), a dog, + ( ?) OKiaiva, a sea-fish : see

Sciwna.] A genus of seisenoid fishes, of which
there are several well-known and important
species. C. regalis is the common weakftsh or sque-
teague ;

C. tnaeutatiis is the spotted weakflsh ; two Cali-

fornian species are C. panipmnii and C. nobilis. See

weak/ink,

cynosurat, n. See cynosure.

Cynosural (si'no- or sin'o-sur-al), a. [< cyno-
sure + -al.] Relating to or of the nature of a

cynosure; attracting attention, as a cynosure.

Had either, Madam, of that cynvsural triad [Raleigh,

Sidney, and Spenser] been within call of my most humble
importunities, your ears had been delectate with far no-

bler melody. Kinynley, Westward Ho, p. 35.

Cynosure (si'no- or sin'o-sur), n. [At first in

L. form cynosura ; = P. cynosura = Pg. cyno-
sura = Sp. It. cinosura, < L. Cynosura, < Gr.

Kw6aovpa, the constellation of the Little Bear,
containing the star which is now but was not
then the pole-star (which forms the tip of the

tail), and thus often the object to which the

eyes of mariners were directed, lit. the dog's

tail, < Kwof, dog's (gen. of KVUV, dog), + ovpd,

tail.] Something that strongly attracts atten-

tion
;
a center of attraction.

Where perhaps some beauty lies,

The Cynoxure of neighbouring eyes.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 80.

Let the fundamentals of faith be your cynosura, your
great light to walk by. Jer. raj/(or,Works(ed. 1835), II. 124.

The Chevalier Bayard, the cynosure of Chivalry.

Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

CynosurUS (si-no-su'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. KV-

v6aovpa, dog's tail: see cynosure.] A genus of

grasses with the flower-spikelets forming a uni-

lateral spike. There are but three or four species, of

the Mediterranean region, of which C. cristatm is consid-

ered a good pasture-grass.

Cynthia (sin'thi-ii), n. [L. (sc. dea), Diana

(Artemis), the Cynthian (goddess), fern, of Cyn-
tliius, adj. of Cyntlius, < Gr. KivBof, a mountain
in Delos, birthplace of Apollo and Artemis (Di-

ana).] 1. In myth., one of the names given to

Artemis (Diana), from her reputed birthplace,
Mount Cynthus in the island of Delos. Hence

2. In poetry, a name of the moon, the emblem
of Diana.

Yon gray is not the morning's eye,
"Tis but the pale reflex of Cynthia'! brow.

Shalr., R. and J.,iii. 5.

3. In fool. : (a) A genus of nymphalid butter-

flies, containing such as the painted-lady, C.

cardui. Fabricius, 1808. (6) A genus of sim-

ple sessile tunicaries, of the family Ascidiid(e,
with coriaceous body-wall and four-lobed oral

and atrial orifices. Savit/ny, 1827. (c) A genus
of crustaceans. Thompson, 1829. (d) A genus
of Coleoptera. Latreille, 1829. (e) A genus of

Dipteru. Desvoidy, 1863.

cyonH, An obsolete form of scion.

Cyon2
(si'on), n. [NL., < Gr. K'I-UV (KW-) = L.

cants = E. hound, a dog: see Canis and hound.']
A genus of wild dogs of southeastern Asia, dif-

fering from Canis in lacking the small last lower
molar. It contains such forms as C. primofmts, the buan-

suah, regarded by some as a primitive type of the domestic

dog ; C. duklmnenirit, the buansuah, dhole, or wild dog of

the Deccan, India ; and C. umoA'efMJt, of Sumatra. The
genus was established by Hodgson. Also written Cuon
and Kuan. See cut under buannuah.

cyophoria (si-o-fo'ri-a), w. [NL., < Gr. Kvcupopia.,

pregnancy, < Kw^opof" pregnant, < m' of, fetus, +
-<t>6pof, -bearing, < <t>peiv = E. bear^.] In med.,
the time of gestation, or of carrying the fetus

;

the period of pregnancy.
Cyperaceae (si-pe-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cy-

perus + -Ofe(e.] The sedge family, a natural
order of monocotyledonous plants nearly al-

lied to the grasses, including 60 genera and
between 2,000 and 3,000 species. The plants of
this order are grassy or rush-like and generally perennial
herbs, with solid and often triangular stems, and leaves
with closed sheaths. The small flowers are borne in

spikelets and are solitary in the axils of the glumaceous
bracts. The fruit is a small coriaceous achene. The
plants are found in all climates, and are often abundant,
but are little eaten by cattle. Some club-rushes are used
for making mats, chair-bottoms, etc. The papyrus of

Egypt was made from the stems of Cypenis Papyrus.
The principal genera are Carex, Cyperue, Fiwbritttylis,

Scirpux, Rhynchositora, and Selena.

cyperaceous (si-pe-ra'shius), n. Belonging to
or resembling plants of the family Cyperacea
that is, sedges and their congeners.
cyperographer (si-pe-rog'ra-fer), n. [< NL.

( 'i/pfriis, q. v., + Gr. yp6.<bem, write, + -er1 .]
A writer on the Cyperaceas. Bcntham, Notes
on Cyperaceee, p. 361.

cyperologist (si-pe-rol'o-jist), n. [< NL. Cy-
perus, q. v., + Gr. -'Aoyia (see -ology) + -ist.]



cyperologist

In bot., a writer or an authority upon the genu.s
l 'i//>erus.

Cyperus (Hi-pe'rus), . |NL. (L. cyperos, cy-
perum), < Gr. Kintrpns (Herodotus), an aromatic?

plant used in embalming, prob. same word as

Kijric^of, name of a sweet-smelling marsh-plant,
also sedge, gladiolus. The L. name appears
in F. as cypere, and in E. as cypres (Gerard),

rilpresse (Cotgrave) : see cypress^.] A genus
of plants, natural order Cyperacetc, of about
700 species, very widely distributed, but espe-

cially abundant in tropical and subtropical re-

gions. There arc about M) species ill the 1'iiit. .1 Mates

They are annuals or perennials, witli triangular naked
culniH usually hearing an irregular umbel of flattened

spikelets. A few of the species, as C. ftcttlenttut and C.

lniltntm. have tuberous roots which are used for food. C.

riitinuliin, known as initgnias, and C. BAynuUodM multiply
rapidly hy slender ttiheriferous rootstocks, and become

pests In cultivated fields. The tubers of the former yield
an oil, which is much used in upper India as a perfume.

cyphel (xi'fel), n. Same as cyphella, 1.

cyphella (si-fel'ji), n. [NL., < Gr. n'e^eMa, the
hollow of the ear, akin to ni-jre/fov, a drinking-

vessel, < Kiiufln, the hollow of a vessel : see cym-
bal.] 1. PI. cyphellte (-e). A cup-like pit or

depression on the under surface of the thallus

in certain lichens. The color is usually white
or yellow. Also cyphel. 2. [en/).] A genus
of hymenomyeetous fungi, belonging to the

family Auricularini. The hymenium is Inferior and
confluent with the pileus, and the latter is somewhat
cup-shaped and frequently pendulous.

cyphellaeform (si-fel'e-fdrm), o. [< NL. cy-

plit'lln, q. v., + L. forma, shape.] Cup-shaped,
cyphellate (sl-fel'at), a. [< cyphella + -ate1 .]
In hot., provided with cyphellse.

cypher, and v. See cipher.

cyphi, n. Plural of cyphus^.
Cyphomandra (si-fo-man'dra), n. [NL. (so
called from the thickened aud curved connec-

tive), < Gr. Kiyuiia,

hump, + avf/p, man
(mod. bot. stamen).]
A solanaceous genus,
of South America,
closely allied to So-

latium, comprising
about 20 species of

small trees or shrubs.
C. betacea, the tree-tomato
of Peru, is cultivated in

subtropical countries for
its large pear-shaped, or-

ange-colored fruit, which
is used In the same way as
the tomato.

Cyphon (si'fon), n.

[NL., < Gr. xi^uv, a
crooked piece of

wood, < /ct^of, bent,

stooping : see Cy-
phiisl.] A genus of beetles, of the family Das-
cillidcf, or giving name to a family Cyphonidte.
Paukiill, 1798.

cyphonautes (si-fo-na'tez), n. ; pi. cyphonautes.
[NL., < Gr. K\Kf6f, bent, stooping, 4- vavriK, sail-

or.] The larva of a gymnolasmatous polyzoan
of the |*enus Mimbranipora : formerly mistaken
for a distinct organism, and referred to a spe-
cial genus of rotifers by Ehrenberg.
Other larval forms (of Polyioa], which are apparently of

a very different structure, . . . e.g. , Oi//</</m <tti'*, a larva
which is found in all seas, and is, according to Schneider,
the larva of Membranipora pilosa.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), II. 76.

CyphonidSB (si-fou'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cyphon
4- -idte.] A family of serricorn malacoderma-
tous Coleoptera or beetles, related to the Cebri-

Otlidce. They are of small size, with rather soft, de-

pressed, hemispherical or ovate bodies, and furcate labial

palps. They are beetles of dull colors, found on plants
in damp situations, flying and running with agility. The
family is also ciillc'l lt<t-illi<lir.

cyphonism (si'fo-nizm), . [< Gr. Ki*t>uvta/i6s, <

*m0MMfv, < KVIJKJV, a pillory in which slaves and
criminals were fastened by the neck.] A form
of punishment practised in antiquity, supposed
by some to have consisted in besmearing the
eriminal with honey, and then exposing him to

insects, and by others to have been identical
with the Chinese caugue. See cmujuf.

Cyphophthalmidse (si-fof-thal'mi-de), n. i>l.

[NL.. < Cyphophthiilnius + -ida-.] A family of

tracheate arachnidans, named from the genus
'

'.'//''"'/'''
"'"''" '<, having stalked eyes: synony-

mous witli Sirnnittie (which see).

Cyphophthalmus (si-fof-thal'mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. MVC, bent, 4- o^ftityof, eye.] A genus
of harvest-spiders: a synonym of .S'i><>.

cyphosis (si-fo'sis), H. '[NL., < Gr. ni^uatf, a be-

ing humpbacked, < /a>0oDa0ai, be humpbacked,

Cyfraa tigris.

Fruiting Branch of Cyfhontandra
bttacea.

1431

< M'O'k', humpbacked, bent forward, <

bend.] In pathot., a backward curvature of

the spine, tisually written kypliosix.

CyphUB 1
(si'fus), N. [NL., appar. < Gr. mxpof,

bent, curved, < niirreiv, bend.] 1. A genus of

weevils, of the family ' 'iimiliiiinilii: x<-lt<inln-rr.

1826. 2. A genus of South American barb. MS.

The type is C. macrodactylus. Also Cyphos.
>>-(., 1824.

cyphus'j ,
. See scyphus.

Cypraea (si-pre'a), n. [NL., with allusion to
i

i/l'i'ia, \ enus : see Cyprian.] A genus of gas-

tropods, type of the

family Ci/prteida:; the
cowries. Cypraa moneta
is the money-cowry, used in

many parts of the world as

a circulating medium. C.

a/tnulu* is used by the Pa-

cific islanders for barter,

ornament, and other pur-
poses. C. titrrin Is a hand-
some species, a frequent
mantel-ornament. See cow-

ry. Also Cyprta.

cypraeid (si-pre'id), .

A gastropod of the

family I'ypra-idce.

Cypraeidae (si
- pre

'
i -

de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cyprita + -idee.] A
family of gastropo-
dous mollusks, the cowries. They have a ventrlcous,

convoluted, enameled shell, with concealed spire and a

long and narrow aperture with crenulated lips, canalicu-

late at each end ; no operculum ; a broad foot ; and a lo-

bate mantle. The leading genera are Cypraa (to which the

family is now often restricted), Orulum(or Ontia), and /V-
dicidaria. Also Cyprceadae, Cyprtadee, Cypreidae, Cyprid<f.

cypraeiform (si-pre'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. Cypr<ea,
q. v., + L. forma, form.] Having the form or

characters of Cypraa.
cypraeoid (si-pre'oid), n. and n. [< Cyprwa +
-aid.] I. a. Of or relating to the Cypraidtc.

II. n. A cypraeid.

cy-pres (se-pra'). [OF., so near, as near:

cy, ci (see ci-devant) ; pres, mod. F. pres = It.

presso, near, < L. pressus, pressed (close) : see

press
1
.] In law, as near as practicable Doc-

trine of cy-pres, an equitable doctrine (applicable only
to cases of trusts or charities) which, in place of an illegal
or impossible condition, limitation, or object, allows the
nearest practicable one to be substituted. Thus, in some
of the United States, when a charity necessarily ceases

through the lapse of its object as, for instance, one for

the emancipation of slaves the courts turn the property
over to a similar charity rather than that it should revert
to the heirs.

cypress 1
(si'pres), . and a. [Early mod. E.

also cypresse, cipresse; < ME. cipres, cipresse, cy-

presse, cupressc, < OF. cypres, F. rypres = Pr.

cypres = 8p. cipres = Pg. cyprestc = It. ci-

presso = D. cipres = G. cypresse = Dan. cynrrs
= Sw. cypress, < LL. cypressus, classical L.

cupressus, rarely cyparissus, < Gr. nmdpioaof,
Attic mnrapiTTof, the cypress-tree, common in

Greece. A different word and tree from cy-

prus^, a tree of Cyprus, though formerly con-
fused with it; ME. cypyr-tre, later Cyprus (Cot-
grave), cypress, in form < L. Cyprus: see cy-

Cypridacea

tall, slender, polemoniaceous herb, with divid-

ed leaves and scarlet flowers, and the Belve-

dere, broom-, or summer cypress, a tall cheno-

podiiieeous plant, Kin-liin wiiparia, sometimes
eultivati-il. 2. An emblem of mourning fi>r

the dead, cypress-branches having been an-

ciently used at funerals.

Hind you my brows with mourning cypariue.
/;//. Hull, Kl.-cy on lir. Whltaker.

Instead of Bays, frown with sad Cypreit me ;

Cypma which Trunks does Beautifle.

Cowtey, Death of Mr. Wm. Harvey.

Had success attended the Americans, the death of War-
ren would have been Kutticicnt to damp the joys of victory,
ami the f>ri>ri-*x would have )>een united with the laurel.

'

prus
>), cypress,
.] I. . 1. In bot. : (a) The popular name

of coniferous trees of the genus Cupressus.
The common cypress of south-
ern Km "].. is C. Kfmptrviremt.
of which there are two forms,
one with upright appressed
branches like a Lomhardy pop-
lar, the other a flat-topped tree
with horizontal branches. The
wood is much used in carpentry.
C. macrocarjKi, the Monterey
cypress of California, is a Hne
ornamental tree, and is frequent-
ly cultivated.

He heweth him down cedars,
and taketh the cypress and the
oak. Isa. xliv. 14.

(6) A name given to other
coniferous trees nearly al-

lied to the true cypresses.
Such are tawsons cypress,
Chamcrrypari* Lawsoniana,
and the yellow or Sitka cypress,
C. Jfctteaub. of the Pacific

coast of North America, both
valuable timber-trees iin.l large-

ly cultivated for ornament ; the

bald, deciduous, black, swamp-,
re. I. or white cypress, of the At-
lantic States, Sfandfem ditfi-

r/it/f/i. a large timlier-tree of
which the wood varies much in

color; the desert-cypress of Aus-
tralia. AYfm'frt rohtitta ; and the

Kotiien cypress, Riotn oriental!*, of Japan, witli yellow
t..iiage. (o) One of various plants so named
from a fancied resemblance to the true cypress.
as the standing cypress, (Ulia coronopifolia, a

II. . Belonging to or made of cypress.
In Ivory coffers I have stuff'd my crowns ;

In cyirreii chests my arras. Sliak., T. of the 8., li. 1.

Within the navel of this hideous wood,
Immur'd in cyprfits shades, a sorcerer dwells.

ittttun, Comus, 1. 621.

cypress2 (si'pres), . and a. [First in Shak-

spere's time, spelled cypress, cypregse, cipresse,

cipres, Cyprus; origin unknowii
; possibly (since

it is a book-word) from some misreading of

OF. crespe, cypress, crape : see crape&n& crisp.]

I.t n. A thin transparent black or white stuff;
a kind of crape.
Shadow their glory, as a milliner's wife does her wrought

stomacher, with a smoaky lawn, or a black c\n>ru!
B. Jinuon, Every Man In his Humour, i. -'.

A beauty, artificially covered with a thin cloud of Cy-

pm*, transmits its excellency to the eye, made more frreedy
and apprehensive by that imperfect and weak restraint.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 21.

II. a. Made of or resembling cypress.- 07-
press cat, a tabby cat

While discussing the merits of a new kitten recently
with a lady from Norwich, she described its colour as Cy-
pna dark grey with black stripes and markings. I

took an opportunity of asking a gentleman who had lived

in Norfolk as to the colourof the kitten, and his reply was,
"In Norfolk we should call It Cypnut."

X. and <j., 7th ser., IV. 288.

Cypress damask*, a rich silk cloth made in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries with cypress gold. Cypresa
gold, gold thread so made that the surface of the metal is

brilliant like metal wire. See cyi>rftin dama*k, and gold
thrmii, under thread, lliiclc, Textile Fabrics. Cypress
lawnt. Same as I.

Sable stole of Cw>ni* lawn
Over thy decent shoulders drawn.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 35.

cypress3 (si'pres), w. [Also spelled cypresse,

cypres, altered, by confusion with cypress*, from
L. cyperos, galingale : see Cypfrus.~\ The Eng-
lish galingale, Cyperus lotigus : called street cy-

press from its aromatic roots. Also cypress-root.

cypress-knee Csi'pres-ne), . One of the large,
hollow, conical excrescences which rise from
the roots of the swamp-cypress, Tafodiutu dis-

tich um. The cause or reason of their growth is

unknown. They are frequently used as bee-
hives by the negroes.

cypress-moss (si'pres-m6s), n. The club-moss,

I.ycopodiuHi alpiiium.

cypress-root (si'pres-rot), n. Same as cypress3 .

cypress-vine (si'pres-vin), n. A Mexican con-
volvulaceous climber, Ipomcea Quamoclit, with

finely parted leaves and bright-scarlet or white
flowers. It is frequently cultivated.

Cyprian (sip'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Cyprius, <

Gr. Ki'irpiof, pertaining to Kfcny)wr, L. Cyprus,
famous for its worship of Venus (Aphrodite) ;

hence fern., L. Cyprta (also Cypris, < Gr. Kr-

irpif), Venus (Aphrodite) : see
cyprusl.] I. a.

1. Same as Cypriote. 2. Pertaining to Aphro-
dite or Venus

; hence, lewd
;
wanton.

Is this that jolly god. whose Cyprian bow
Has shot so many flaming darts?

V"< ', .-. Emblems, il. 9.

II. n. 1. Same as Cypriote. 2. A lewd wo-
man ;

a courtezan
;
a strumpet.

Cypricardia (sip-ri-kar'di-a), n. [NL., as Cy-
priiia, q. v., + Gr.

Kopiia = E. heart.]
' +

A genus of conchif-
erous or lamelli-
1 inin i-li mollusks, of

the family Cuprini-
d<e, having an ob-

long shell, with two
cardinal teeth and a
lateral tooth on each
si. le of the hinge.

Cypridacea (sip-ri-
da'se-a), n. />/. [NL.,
< Ci/'prix ( <'</i>rid-) +
-acea.] A group of ostracoid crustaceans : sy-

nonymous with Ostracoda (which see).

Cypricardia obesa.



Cypridae

Cypridae
1
(sip'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.] A less cor-

rect form of Cyprididce.

Cypridae
2

(sip'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.] A less cor-

rect form of Cypra'idce.

Cyprididae (si-prid'i-de), . /)/. [NL., < Cypris
(Cyprid-) + -idee.] A family of ostracoid en-

tomostracous crustaceans, of the order Ostra-

codil. The technical characters are : a double median eye ;

no heart ; a pair of light, strong valves or shells, not in-

dented for the passage of the anteniiic; the anterior an-

tenna; usually 7-jointed and beset with long seta; ; the pos-
terior antenna; usually 6-jointed, simple, and pediform ;

two pairs of legs ; and the abdomen furcate, with hooked
seta;. The second pair of antenna; serve as locomotory
and prehensile organs. There are several genera, chiefly
fresh-water forms, as Cyprix, Notodromus, Bairdia, etc.

Cypridina (sip-ri-di'na), n. [NL., < Cypris
(Cyprid-) + -ina 1

.] The typical genus of ostra-

coid crustaceans of the family Cypridinidce. C.

nieditcrranea is an example.
Cypridinidae (sip-ri-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cypridina + -idee.] A family of ostracoid ento-
mostracous crustaceans, of the order Ostracoda.
The technical characters are : a heart with dorsal aspect ;

large paired, lateral, compound, stalked eyes ; the shells or
valves beaked, and deeply indented for the passage of the
antenna; ; the anterior antenna; bent and setose ; the pos-
terior antenna; biramous, serving as swimming-organs;
the manducatory apparatus abortive

; the palp long, pedi-
form, and 5-jointed ; and the abdomen ending in a lamella
armed with spines and hooks. They are exclusively ma-
rine organisms. Cypridina and Asterops are the principal
genera.

Cyprina (si-pri'na), . [NL. Cf. Cyprinus.]A genus of siphonate bivalve mollusks, of the

family Isocardiidce, or typical of a family Cy-
prinidce, having two
cardinal teeth and a
lateral tooth on each
valve. C. islandica is

a large species of the
North Atlantic. Also

Cyprine.
Cyprinacea (sip-ri-
na'se-a), . pi. [NL.,
< Cyprina + -aeea.] A
superfamily of mol-

lusks, represented by
the Cyprinidce and re-

lated families. See

Cyprinidce
2

.

cyprinacean (sip-ri-na'se-an), a. and n. [<

Cyprinaoea + -an.] I. o. Of or pertaining to
the Cyprinacea.

II. n. One of the Cyprinacea.
cyprine 1

(sip'rin), a.
'

[< Cyprinns.] In ichth.,

cyprinoid; carp-like; pertaining to fishes of
the genus Cyprinus or family Cyprinidce.

cyprine2 (sip'rin), a. [Short for "cypressine, <
LL. cypressinus, L. cupressinus, < Gr. Kmapiaai-
vof, of the cypress, < Kvirdpiaaoc., cypress: see

cypress
1
.] Of or belonging to the cypress.

cyprine3 (sip'rin), n. [< LL. cyprinus, cuprinus,
of copper, < cuprum, copper: see copper.] A
variety of vesuvianite or idocrase, of a blue tint,
which is supposed to be due to the presence of

copner.
cyprinid1

(sip'ri-nid), n. [< Cyprinidce^.] A
fish of the family Cyprinidce.
cyprinid2 (sip'ri-nid), n. [< Cyprinidce2.] A
mollusk of the family Cyprinidce.

Cyprinidae 1
(si-prin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Cyprinus+ -idee.] A family of fresh-water fishes, typified

by the genus Cyprinus (the carp), of varying
limits with different authors, (a) In Cuvier's sys-
tem, the first family olMalampterygiiabdmninales, having
a slightly cleft mouth with weak and generally toothless
jaws, the border of the mouth being formed by the inter-
maxillaries, and the trifling armature of the jaws consist-
ing of the deeply indented pharyngeals ; a small number
of branchial rays ; the body scaly ; and no adipose dorsal
fin. (o) In Gunther's system, a family of physostomous
fishes, with body generally covered with scales- head
naked

; margin of upper jaw formed by the intermaxilla-
ries ; mouth toothless ; lower pharyngeal bones well de-
veloped, falciform and parallel with the branchial arches
and provided with teeth in two or three series ; air-blad-
der large, divided into an anterior and a posterior portion
by a constriction, or into a right and a left portion inclosed
in an osseous capsule (absent in Hoiiuiloptera) ; and ova-
rian sacs closed, (c) In Gill's system, a family of eventog-
nathous fishes, with the margin of the upper jaw formed
by the intermaxillaries alone, the pharyngeal teeth few
and three basal branchihyals. Even with its narrowest
limits, it is the largest family of fishes, containing nearly
1,000 species, which by some are referred to more than
200 genera, but by others to much fewer. Very numerous
representatives occur in the fresh waters of North Amer-
ica, Europe, and Asia, and fewer in those of Africa where
they have apparently found their way in later Tertiary
times. They are absent from the streams of South Amer-
ica, Australia, and all the islands of the Pacific ocean ex-
cept those of the East Indian archipelago. About 260 spe-
cies have been found in the United States, most of which
are very small. In Europe and Asia species contribute
largely to the food-supply of the people, but in America
very few are of any economical importance. The most
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valuable is the true carp, Cypriniut carpio, which has been
introduced and is now largely cultivated in the United
States. Another species widely dispersed is the ornamen-
tal goldfish, Carassius(or Cyprinus) amratus. Dace, roach,
chub, shiner, and minnow are names applied to various

species. See cuts under carp% and goldfish.

Cyprinidae2
(si-prin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Cyprina

+ -idee.] In conch., a family of siphonate bi-

valve mollusks, taking name from the genus
Cyprina. The technical characters are : a regular, equi-
valve, oval shell, with thick, strong epidermis ; 1 - 3 prin-
cipal cardinal teeth

;
a simple pallial line

;
and the edges

of the mantle fused to form two siphonal openings. Also
called Isocardiidce. See cut under Cyprina.

cypriniform (si-prin'i-form), a. [< NL. Cy-
prinus, q. v., + it. forma, shape.] In form re-

sembling a cyprinoid fish
; carp-like.

Cyprinina (sip-ri-m'na), n. pi. [NL., < Cypri-
nus + -ina2.] In Giinther's system, the second

group of Cyprinidai. The technical characters are : an
air-bladder divided into an anterior and a posterior portion
(not inclosed in an osseous capsule) ; pharyngeal teeth in

single, double, or triple series, and few in number, the outer
series not containing more than 7 ; the anal fln very short,
with ft or 6, exceptionally 7, branched rays ; a lateral line

running along the middle of the tail; and the dorsal fin

opposite to the ventrals.

Cyprinodon (si-prin'o-don), TO. [NL., < Gr.

a carp, + 666v, Ionic form of orfoiV

(bSovr-) = E.

tootli.] The
typicalgenus
of the fam-

ily Cyprino-
dontidce. La-

cepede, 1803.

cyprinqdont
(si

- prin
'
o -

dont), a. and
n. I. a. Per-

cyprus

Cyprus, a large island lying in the eastern part
of the Mediterranean, and forming part of the
Turkish empire, though occupied and adminis-
tered by Great Britain since 1878

; specifically,
one of the primitive race of inhabitants, Greek
in language and affinity. 2. The Greek dialect
of Cyprus.

II. a. Of or belonging to the island of Cyprus.
Cypriote alphabet, a syllabic character, of disputed

origin, used anciently for writing the Cypriote Greek
dialect. Cypriote pottery, a class of pottery found in

the island of Cyprus; specifically, the ancient vessels, of
a somewhat coarse baked clay, found generally in tombs,

Cyprinodon -variffatu

taining to or having the characters of the Cy-
prinodontidce.

II. n. Same as cyprinodontid.
cyprinodontid (si-prin-o-don'tid), . A fish of
the family Cyprinodontidce.
Cyprinodontidae (si-prin-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cyprinodon(t-) + -idee.] A family of

haplomous fishes, typified by the genus Cypri-
nodon. The head and body are covered with scales ; the
margin of the upper jaws is formed by the intermaxilla-
ries only ; there are teeth in both jaws ; the upper and
lower pharyngeals have cardiform teeth

;
the dorsal fin is

situated on the hinder half of the body ; the stomach is

without a blind sac ; and the pylpric appendages are absent.
Many of them are known asfcillijighes, wumittycltorfg, etc.

Cyprinodontidae carnlvorae, in Giinther's classification
of Ishes, the first group of Cypriiwdontidce, characterized
by the bones of each mandihulary being firmly united, and
the intestinal tract short or but little convoluted. Cy-
prinodontidae limnophagae, in Giinther's classification
of fishes, a group of Cyprinodontidce, characterized by the
hones of each mandibulary not being united (the dentary
being movable), and the intestinal canal with numerous
convolutions. The sexes are differentiated.

Cyprinodontina (si-prin"o-don-tl'na), n. pi.
[NL., < Cyprinodon(t-) + -ina 2.] In"Giinther's
classification of fishes, a subgroup of Cyprino-
dontidce carnivorce, in which the anal fin of the
male is not modified into an intromittent organ,
and the teeth are incisor-like and notched.
cyprinodontoid (si-prin-6-don'toid), a. and TO.

[< Cyprinodon(t-) + -oid.'] I. a. Same as cy-
prinodont.
H. n. Same as cyprinodontid.

cyprinoid (sip'ri-noid), a. and TO. I. a. Carp-
like

; cyprine ; pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the Cyprinoidea.

II. n. A carp or carp-like fish; a fish of

cyprinoid character; one of the Cyprinoidea.
Cyprinoidea (sip-ri-noi'de-ii), TO. pi. [NL., <

Cyprinus + -oidea.] A superfamily of plecto-
spondylous fishes, embracing the families Cy-
prinidce (carps, etc.), Homalopteridce (East In-
dian fishes), Catostomidce (suckers), and Cobi-
tidce (loaches).

cyprinoidean (sip-ri-noi'de-an), a. and . [<
Cyprinoidea + -an.] I. o.'O'f cyprinoid char-
acter; cyprinoid.

II. . One of the Cyprinoidea.
Cyprinus (si-pri'nus), n. [NL., < L. cyprinus,

; Gr. Kvn-plvof, a carp.] The typical genus of
the family Cyprinidce; the carps proper. The
genus has varied within wide limits. By Linn3us and the
old authors all the eyentognathous fishes, as cyprinids,
catostomids, and cobitids, with some others, were includ-
ed. It gradually underwent delimitation by many zoolo-
gists, and is now generally restricted to the carp. The
common cultivated carp is C. carpio, of which there are
many varieties. C. auratus is the common goldfish, but
it belongs properly to a very distinct genus, Carataim. See

Cypriot (sip'ri-ot), TO. See Cypriote.
Cypriote (sip'ri-6t), . and a. [= F. Cypriot,
Chypriot = It. Cipriotto, < L. Cyprius, Cyprian,
< Cyprus, Cyprus.] I. n. 1. An inhabitant of

Cypriote Pottery.

and showing in their form and in their decoration, whether
geometric or derived from animal or vegetable types, etc.,
a close affiliation to important series of pottery made on
the mainland of Greece and Asia, and in other islands, as
Rhodes and Thera. This pottery is important for the

tracing of connecting-links between the art of Greece and
that of other lands, as, for instance, in its exhibition of
the gradual modification and Ilellenization of the Egyp-
tian lotus as a decorative motive.

Also Cyprian.
cypripedin (sip-ri-pe'din), . [< Cypripcdium
+ -in2.] The precipitate formed when water
is added to a strong tincture prepared from the
roots of plants of the genus Cypripedium.

Cypripedium (sip-ri-pe'di-um), . [NL., < Gr.

Ki-TTpif, Aphrodite (see Cyprian), +
irefiiav, a

plain, < jredav, the ground, akin to KOV<; (7106-)
= E. foot.] A genus of orchids, remarkable for

having the two lateral anthers perfect, while
the third forms a dilated fleshyappendage above
the stigma. The lip is large and saccate or somewhat
slipper-shaped, whence the common names lady'i-Mpper
and (in the United States) jnoccatnn-jtower. There are

Cypripedium Vfitchii.

about 40 species, ranging from the tropics to the colder
temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. A single
species, C. Calceolus, is rarely found in Great Britain ; 10

species occur in the United States ; but the larger number
belong to the tropics of America. The tropical species
generally have thick, veinless leaves; and several of them
are in frequent cultivation in greenhouses, where their
forms have been largely increased in number by hybridi-
zation.

Cypris (sl'pris), . [NL., < L. Cypris, < Gr.

KUTT/MJ, Venus (Aphrodite) : see Cyprian.] The
typical genus of ostra-

codes, of the family Cypri-
did(B. The species are among
the numerous and varied forms
of minute fresh-water crusta-
ceans known as water-fleas,
swarming in ditches, pools, and
other stagnant waters. Their
shells abound in a fossil state,
in fresh-water strata, from the
Carboniferous formation up-
ward.

Cyprus1
! (si

'

prus). .

[L., < Gr. Kvrrpoc, a tree

growing in Cyprus, sup- *^J.1
rpalpi ' caudal end;

posed to be the same as
the Heb. f/tt/iher, < KiVpoj, Cyprus. A different
word and tree from cypress^ (L. cuprcssus), with
which in E. it has been confused : see cypress^.]
The Latin name of a tree, Lairsonia tilba, the
common henna, growing in Cyprus and Egypt,
yielding a fragrant oil.

cyprus2t (si'prus), M. Same as cypress^.

A Species of Cypris, highly

.4, /, //, antennules and
antenna?; M, /, //, ///, man-
diblesand maxilla*: K, max-
illary appendatje; P, /, //,
thoracic members; e, I



cyprus-bird

cyprus-bird (si'prus-iierd), . The blackcap,
or European black-capped warbler. >'///<<" or

''"'''";'' '"'";'/""";
cyprusite (s.'pnis-, ) . [lm. K;

< <

>';
*

4p.
An iron sulphate occnrrm* in yellow

incrustations in western ( ypnis.

Cyprus turpentine. See CSMMfWlMlMM, VB-
ilcr ' 'liifttt.

cypsela (sip'sc-lii), . ; ]>1. cypsclw (-le). [NL.,
< Gr. KHijufa/, any hollow vessel, the hollow of

the ear (cf. ciijilnllii). ])rob. akin to KinrsMov,
a cup: see CH/J.] In /">'.. an acheue with an
adliate calyx. MS in the Coiii/iii.iitir.

Oypseli (sip'se-li), . ]>l. [NL., pi. of L. <//;>-

.7*-, a swift': see CVpwJw.] A superfamily

group of pieariau birds, approximately equal to

the Mtii-riiriiinx of Nit/seh. :ITK| now usually

consisting of the three I'a niilies l'i//ixi-liiln , 'I'm

I'liilithr. and CaprimMli/itlit': siinie as <'i/i>xi'l(ii-

<l<x, ('i//>silij'nrniis, or '('i/iisi-lniiiiii'plui'.

Oypselidae (sip-sel'i-de), . ;)/. [NL., < O//i-

sdw* + -id<e.] A family of iissirostral nia-

crochiran non-passerine birds; the swifts. The
technical characters arc : a very small, deeply cleft, tin-

bristled hill, with exposed nostrils; extremely long

pointed wind's, with graduated primaries ami >hnt sec-

iindiirivs . siiiiill weak feet, unfitted for proniTssion, fre-

quently with an abnormal ratio of the phalanges; enor-

mously developed salivary glands; the sternum entire be-

himi
; the fureulum I'-shaped ; no cieca; the leg-muscles

anomalogonatous ; and several narrowly oval, white eggs.
The swifts are a well-marked family of from o to 8 genera
and aboutSOspecies, resembling! swallows, and often so mis-

called. They are divided into two sulilamilics, <'>/!ix<'lin<f

and Ckceturiiite. See cnts under Chcetura and Cypselu.

cypseliform (sip'se-li-form), a. [< NL. cypse-

liformis, < L. cijftseltts, a swift, + Jbrmti, shape.]

Having the form or structure of a swift ; re-

sembling the Cypsclidie. Also cypselomor/'liir.

Cypseliformes (sip'se-li-for'mez), n.pl. [NL.,

pi. of rypxeliformis: see cypseliform.] A super-

family of macrochiran non-passerine birds,

containing the swifts, goatsuckers, and hum-

ming-birds ;
the long-handed series of picarian

birds : nearly the same as the Macrochires, and
the same as the Cypseloides of Blyth and <

'1/11-

selomorpluB of Huxley. The syrinx has not more
than one pair of intrinsic muscles ; the palate is asgithog-
nathous ; the oil-gland is nude ; the legs are anomalo-

gonatous ; the sternum is broad, deeply keeled, entire or

notched Ix-hind ; the tail has 10 rectrices; the distal seg-
ments of the wing are greatly elongated in comparison
with the proximal one, and the pinion bears 10 rapidly

graduated flight-feathers, producing a long, pointed wing ;

the tect. are small, scarcely serviceable for progression.
with variously nioiliii.-il 'limits, .sometimes of abnormal
ratio of phalanges, hut neither syndactyl nor zygodac-

tyl ; and the hind toe is elevated or reversed in some
fin ins, in which also the front toes may he semi-palmate.
The bill shows two diverse types, being tcmiirostral in

the hummimi-Iiinls and flssirostral in the swifts and goat-

suckers. The group is contrasted among picarian birds

with the QfcouJVbrmM and the Pieifurnn-x.

Cypselinae (sip-se-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cyp-
seliis + -i'.] A subfamily of Cypselidte ; the

typical swifts. The ratio of the phalanges is abnor-

mal, all the front toes being 3-jointed, with very short
basal phalanges ; the hallnx is reversed or lateral ; and the

feet are more or less completely feathered. It contains
about 2."> species, chiefly of the genus r///w /"*. and most-

ly of the old world. I'anirirfila is the leading American
form. See cut under Cyp*' /"<.

cypseline (sip'se-lin), a. [< Cypselus + -<>'.
|

Swift-like; having the characters of a swift;

pertaining to the family Cypsclida- or genus
( 'ijpai'lllx.

cypseloid (sip'se-lpid),
a. [< NL. eypseloides,

< (ir. M''i//fAof, a swift, + fMor;, form.] Keseni-

bling a swift; cypseliform; specifically, per-

taining to the superfamily Cypsetoi&ge,

Cypseloides (sip-se-loi'de/.), n. [NL. : see c///i-

setoi'rf.] 1. A genus of swifts, of the family
Cypselidtf an<l subfamily ('liirtin-iini', haying the

plialanges of the toes normal, the tarsi naked,
and the tail forked, its feathers not mucronate.

2. [Used as a plural.] In Blyth's classifica-

tion of birds (1849), a series or superfamily of

his Ntrrpitnrex hi'tirmlncti/li. consisting of the

podargues and moth-hunters, or /'</>/ /v//V/> and

Caprimuliiirlii; grouped togetherunder the name
Parrinixtrf*. and of the swifts and humming-
birds. I'liiixrliil/r and TrwIiHiiln; grouped to-

gether under tln> name Ti-tiiiirotttri'X.

cypselomorph (sip'se-lo-mdrf), n. One of the
( ypseloniorptue.

Cypselomorphse (sip'se-lo-mor'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kruif/.of, a swift, -I- fop<t>i/, fonn.] In Hux-

ley's system of classification (1867), a group
of eegithognathoug birds, the same as /'///w7/,

(.'jlpxeloiitrx. or ('iipxi'lifiiriui:*.
eonsidereil ;is c-on-

necting the Ccraoomorpfuf and the
'
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clidinmor none, no expanded scapular end of the clavicle :

and not re than one pair of intrinsic syringeal muscles.

cypselomorphic (sip'se-lo-mor'fik), n. [As
Ci/pxi Idiiinriiliii + -io.] Same as cypsrliform.

Cypselus (sip'se-lus), . [NL., < L. cypnelun, <

(ir. AMiV/oi, the swift.] The typical genus of

swifts, of the family Cypgelida: and subfamily

Oyrtonyx

>hrubs,of uncertain re-

lationslii|i, linl now phcd .1 nun >n;_' t lie pulypeta-
1OUS orders, near the HKIHKI. Th. n- an- alH.ut il

known '-mill

or tropical Ai and I'.'lliuft,.:

nf a -inul'- ^l><
' i- - arc (..mill in tlir -..mli> i n I nilt-.l -

with fragrant white (lowers in i;> i* -M! li<a\\ an<l

conipacl WIKII), whence the n.liiiiioii n <.

The technical fhara.ti i> arc : a broad, deeply
carinatc stcinuin. tnlirc or >ini:ly or ililli]y notched tie-

liind, without a furcate manubrium ; a rudimentary hypo-

Common European Swift (Cypseltts apus}.

Cypseliiia; having the hind toe versatile and
the tarsi feathered. There are numerous spe-

cies, chiefly of the old world. C. apus is the

common swift of Europe.
Cyrena (si-re'na), . [NL., < L. Cyrene, Gr.

K.i-pifv7/, a name of several nymphs.] The
typical genus of mollusks of the family Cyre-
nidte. Lamarck, 1806.

Cyrenaic (si-re-na'ik), a. and n. [< L. Cyrenai-
cus, < Gr. Kw/j^aiKof, < Kvpf/vq, L. Cyrene."} I,

a. 1. Pertaining to Cyrene, an ancient Greek

city, capital of Cyrenaica, on the north coast
of Africa. 2. Pertaining or belonging to the

Greek school of hedonistic philosophy estab-

lished by Aristippus of Cyrene, a disciple of

Socrates. According to Aristippus, pleasure is the only
rational aim, and the relative values of different pleasures
are to l>e determined by their relative intensities and dura-
tions, lie maintained also that cognition is limited to

sensation.

There is not that sect of Philosophers among the heathen
so dissolute, no, not Epicurus, nor Aristippus. with all his

Cyrenaick rout, but would shut his school dores against
such greasy sophisters.

Milton, Church-Government, ii., Concl.

Also Cyrenian.
II. . One of the Cyrenaic school of philoso-

f'
srs. See I., 2.

enaicism (si-re-na'i-sizm). w. [< Cyrenaic
-wwi.] The doctrines of the Cyrenaic phi-

losophers. See Cyrenaic, a., 2.

Cyrenian (si-re'ni-an), o. and . [< Cyrena +
-ian ; L. Cyrenteits, Cyrenaicus, etc.: see Cyre-

ntii<:~] I. a. Same as Cyrenaic.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Cyrene.

See Cyrenaic.

They laid hold upon one Simon a Cj/renian, coming
out of the country, and on him they laid the cross.

Luke xxiil. 26.

cyrenid (si-ren'id), . A bivalve mollusk of

the family ( 'yrenida:

Cyrenidae (si-ren'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cyrena
+ -irf<B.] A family
of siphonate lamelh-
branchiate mollusks,

typified by the genus
Cyrena. They have a sub-

circular shell, an exter-

nal ligament, and several

hinge-teeth. The animal
has separate short siphons,
a large compressed foot,

and triangular palpi : the
shell has 2 or 3 cardinal

v.ightValnofCfraiacj'triiteats. teeth and anterior as well

as posterior ones,and an ex-

ternal upraised ligament. The species are inhabitants
of fresh or brackish waters. By many conchologists the

species are associated in one family with the Cycbididce or

*/>tt'ffii<t(r. Also Corbiculida?.

In fresh waters the world over occurs a group of usually
small liivalvc shells, covered with an amber er brown epi-
dermis, while in the brackish waters of wanner countries

occur some larger forms. The family under which these
are assembled is variously known as Cycladida; or Cyreni-
i/o . the latter name being preferable.

Stand. Sat. Hint., I. 675.

Cyrillacese (sir-i-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cyril-

la, the typical genus (prob. < CyriHus, Cyril),
j_ <i

A. natural order of small evergreen

_____ C (si-ril'ik), a. [< LL. < >inllns, < Gr.
K i /I.//0. , a proper name, Cyril.] Of or pertain-
ing to St. Cyril ; specifically, noting an alphabet
adopted by the Slavic peoples l>elpnging to the
Kastern C'hnrch, invented by Cyril and Metho-
dius, the apostles of the Slavs, in the ninth

century. It Is lielieved to have superseded the (llago-

litic as being easier In >th for the copyist to write and for the

foreigner to acquire. Some of its signs are modified from
the Ulagolitic, but those which deck and Slavic have in

common are taken from the (Jreek. It was brought into

general use by St. Cyrils pupil, clement, first bisln'j. of

Kulgarla. The Russian alphabet is a slight mollification

of It.

cyriologict (sir'i-o-loj'ik), a. [Also formerly
curinlaijic; < Gr. fvptt&trftmt. speaking literally

(applied to hieroglyphics which consist of sim-

ple pictures, not symbols, of the things meant),
< Ki'ptos, authorized, legitimate, proper, vernac-

ular, lit. having power (see church), + -^ojix6^,

< teyttv, speak.] 1. Relating to hieroglyphics
of a certain sort (see etymology). 2. Relating
or pertaining to capital letters.

Cyrtellaria (ser-te-la'ri-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

Ki>/>rof, curved, arched, -f dim. -ella + -aria.]
A family or an order of nassellarian radiolari-

ans, having a complete lattice-shell enveloping
the central capsule. It is divided into the sub-
orders Spyroidea, Botryodea, and Cyrtoidea.

Cyrtida (ser'ti-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. si-prof,

curved, arched, + -irfrt.] A family of monopy-
radiolarians, having a silicious skeleton

in the form of a monaxonic or triradiate test.

See Eticyrtidiiila. Haeckel.

cyrtoceran (ser-tos'e-ran), a. [Irreg. < Cyrto-
ceras + -.] Same as nyrtoceratiiic.

Cyrtoceras (ser-tos'e-ras), . [NL.,<Gr. Kvpnt,

curved, arched, + ttpas, horn.] A genus of fos-

sil cephalopods having the shell bent or bowed.
Also Curtocera, Cyrtocera, Cyrtoceriis, Cyrthoc<-

rus, and Cyrtoceratites.

cyrtoceratld (ser-to-ser'a-tid), n. A cephalo-

pod of the family Cyrtoceratida:

Cyrtoceratidae (ser' to-se-rat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cyrtocerag (-ccrat-) + -M0.1 A family of

nautiloid cephalopods, typified by the genus
Cyrtoceras. The shell is arched, the siphon small and
sulwentral or submarginal, and the aperture simple.
Numerous species inhabited the Paleozoic seas. Generally

aggregated with the Xantilidir.

cyrtoceratite (ser-to-ser'a-tit), n. [< Cyrto-
cerax (-cerat-) + -ite*.] A fossil cephalopod of

the genus Cyrtoceras.

cyrtoceratitic (ser-te-ser-a-tit'ik), a. [< cyr-

toceratite + -if.] Having the character of a

cyrtoceratite ;
bent or bowed, as certain fossil

cephalopods: opposed to orthocrratitie. Also

cyrtoceran.

cyrtolite (ser'to-lit), . [< Gr. Ki<pr6f. curved,
+ A('0of, stone.]' A mineral related to zircon in

form and composition, but hydrous, and per-

haps resulting from its alteration. The faces

of the crystals are commonly convex, whence
the name.
cyrtometer (ser-tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. xvprof,

curved, bent, + fiirpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for ascertaining the size and shape of the

chest.
The cyrtometer is mert for delineating the external con-

tour of the chest and for exact comparison of one side

with the other. Pop. Set. Mo., XXV. IDS.

Cyrtonyx (ser'to-niks), . [NL. (J. Gould,

184f>), < Gr. xvpraf, curved, arched, + owf, nail.]

Quail or Partrid|fe (Cyrtmy* n



Cyrtonyx

A genus of American partridges or quails, the

harlequin quails, of the family TetraonitUe and

subfamily Odontophorinte or Ortyyiiuv: so called

from the large curved claws. The hill is very stout
;

the head crested ; tile tail so short that the rectrices are

almost hidden byJhe coverts ; and the wing-coverts and

inner secondaries"longated, covering the primaries when
the wing is closed. The type is the Massena quail or par-

triilge of the southwestern United States and Mexico, C.

masseiui, a handsome species, the male of which has the

face curiously striped with hlack and white, the under

parts being velvety-black and mahogany-brown, crowded
with circular white spots.

Cyrtophyllum (ser-to-fil'um), re. [NL., < Gr.

Kvpr6s, curved, arched, + di<'A'Aov, leaf.] A ge-
nus of orthopterous insects, of the family Lo-

custidce, of large size, green color, broad foli-

aceous wings, and arboreal habits
;
the katy-

dids. There are a dozen species in the United States. C.

confavux is the common katydid. Also Cyrtophyllu*. Bur-

meister, 1838. See cut under katydid.

cyst (sist), u. [< NL. cystis, < Gr. KVOTIC, the

bladder, a bag, pouch, < KVCIV, conceive, be

pregnant, orig. hold, contain. Cf. cyma.] 1.

In anat., a bladder; a large vesicle. 2. In

pathol., a bladder-like bag or vesicle in animal
bodies which includes morbid matter.

The larval form of tape-worm which is commonly de-

veloped in cysts of the liver of the mouse and the rat.

Owen, Anat., v.

3. In zool., a hydatid ;
a cystic worm, or encyst-

ed state of a tapeworm. 4. In cryptogamic hot.,

a cell or cavity, usually inclosing other cells or

reproductive bodies, as an envelop inclosing a

group of diatoms or desmids, or a cell contain-

ing an antherozoid; in certain algse, a spore-
case. See coniocyst.

Sometimes, improperly, cist.

Dennoid cyst. See dernioiil. Ovarian cyst. See ova-

rian.

cystadenoma (sis"ta-de-no'ma), n.
; pi. eystade-

nomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < cystis, cyst, + adeno-

ma.'] An adenoma in which cysts are formed.

CYStalgia (sis-tarji-a), . [NL., < Gr. icimte.,

bladder, + a/(}of, pain.] In pathol., pain in

the urinary bladder: especially applied to pain
coming in paroxysms.
CystatropMa (sis-ta-tro'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kvorif, bladder, + arpofoa, atrophy.] la pathol.,

atrophy of the bladder. Dunglison.
cystectasy (sis-tek'ta-si), n. [< Gr. Kvarif, blad-

der, + eKTaaif, extension, < iicrelvtiv, extend:
see extend.] 1. Dilatation of the bladder. 2.
In surg., a form of lithotomy in which a dilator
is introduced through an incision in the mem-
branous portion of the urethra, and forcibly
dilates the prostatic portion to an extent suf-

ficient to allow of the extraction of the stone.
Also called lithectasy.

cysted (sis'ted), a. [< cyst + -ed*.] Inclosed
in a cyst ; encysted.
cystelininth (sis'tel-minth), n. [< Gr. KVOTIC, a
bladder (see cyst), + c/.uivf (i^/uvO-), a worm.]
A cystic worm.
cystenchyma, cystenchyme (sis-teng'ki-ma,
-Mm), n. [NL. cysteitchyma, < Gr. KIJOTIC, a blad-
der (see cyst), + "eyxvua, an infusion.] A kind
of connective tissue occurring in some sponges,
in some respects resembling certain kinds of

vegetable parenchyma, consisting of closely ad-

jacent oval cells of large size with thin walls
and fluid contents.

Cystenchyme very commonly forms a layer just below
the skill of some Geodinidae ; . . . and as, on teasing the
cortex, ... a large number of refringent fluid globules
immiscible with water are set free, it is just possible it is

sometimes a fatty tissue. Soltas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 419.

cystenchymatous (sis-teng-kim'a-tus), a. [<
cystenchyma(t-) + -ous.] Having the character
or quality of cystenchyma ; containing or con-
sisting of cystenchyma.
cystenchyme, n. See cystenchyma.
Cysteoidae (sis-te-oi'de), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Cystoidea.

cystic1 (sis'tik), a. [= F. cystique = Sp. cistico
= Pg. cystico = It. cistico, < NL. cysticus, < cys-
tis, a cyst: see cyst.} 1. In anat., pertaining
to a cyst, in any sense. Specifically (a) Pertaining
to the hepatic cyst or gall-bladder : as, the cystic duct (con-
veying gall into the gall-bladder); the cyitic artery (a
branch of the hepatic artery going to the gall-bladder) ;

the cystic plexus of nerves ; a cystic concretion ; a cystic
remedy. (6) Pertaining to the urinary bladder.
2. Resembling a cyst; cystoid; vesicular;
bladdery. 3. Having a cyst or cysts; full of
cysts ; cystose : as, a cystic tumor. 4. In zool.,
encysted; cysticereoid ; hydatid: specifically
applied to the encysted or hydatid state of any
tapeworm (Tcenia): opposed to cestoid (which
see).

Also, improperly, cistic.
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Cystic worm, or bladder-worm, a hydatid or scolex of

a tapeworm, which may be a cysticercus with one tffinia-

head, or a cusnure orechinococcus with several such heads.

See these words, and cut under tcenia.

cystic
2

(sis'tik), a. [< cyst(in) + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to or derived from cystin Cystic oxid, c
:i

HfiN'OoS, a substance occurring in rare cases in urinary
calculi which have a crystalline structure and are insolu-

ble in water, alcohol, and ether : same as cyntin.

Cysticat (sis'ti-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

cysticus: see cystic
1
.} An old name of cystic

worms, hydatids, or cysticerci, collectively,

given when these were supposed to be a natural

group of mature organisms. Kudolphi.

cysticereoid (sis-ti-ser'koid), a. and n. [< cysti-

cercus + -aid.] I. a. Of or pertaining to a

cysticercus or other larva of a tapeworm ; hy-
datid.

II. n. The hydatid or encysted state of the

larva of any tapeworm.
The dog devours the louse, and the cysticereoid becomes

a Tecnia ciicumerina in his intestine.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 187.

cysticercus (sis-ti-ser'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. KV-

rmc, bladder (see cyst), + KepKOf, tail.] A cystic
worm or bladder-worm

;
a hydatid ;

an encysted
scolex or tsenia-head

;
the encysted state of the

larva of a tapeworm. The name was originally given
as a generic term, under the impression that the so-called

Cysticercus cellulosce was a distinct genus and species of

a parasite. It is the larva of the 'Tcetiia golium, found in

measly pork, and developing in man into the tapeworm. It

has but one taenia-head in the cyst, and the term a/xticer-

CUH is retained as a convenient designation of such larvae.

Thus, the cysticercus of the ox becomes in man Tcenia
inediocanellata ; the Cyxticercus pitriformis of the rabbit
becomes Tcenia serrata of the dog, wolf, or fox

;
the Cysti-

cercus fasciolaris of the rat and mouse develops in the cat
as TcKnia crassicollis. The cystic worm of Tcenia ccenu-
rus of the dog has many heads, and is known as a ccenure ;

and the C&nurue cerebralis is found in the brain of sheep.
Another fonn of many-headed cystic worm, complicated
by proliferation, is the larva of Tcenia echinococcux of the

dog, known as an echinococcus, Echinococcus veterinorutn-

being found in the liver of man as well as of various do-

mestic animals. See tcenia, coznure, echinococcus, and scolex.

cysticle (sis'ti-kl), n. [< NL. *cysticula, dim.
of cystis, a cyst : see cyst."] A small cyst.

In some Acalephae the cysticles are not complicated with

pigment cells. Owen, Anat., ix.

cystid (sis'tid), n. [< Gr. Kvarir,, a bladder (a
sac, cyst) : see cyst.] In Polygon : (a) The sac-

cular, planuliform, ciliated embryo, from one
end of which one or more polypids are developed
from thickenings of the wall of the sac.

The cystid is comparable to a vesicular morula.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 396.

(6) The cell in which the body of the mature
individual is contained, as distinguished from
the polypid itself.

The body and tentacular apparatus has been incorrectly
regarded as a kind of individual, and opposed to the cell
or cystid in which it is placed, as the polypid.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), II. 73.

cystide (sis'tid or-tid), n. [< cystidium.] 1.
Same as cystidium. 2. In fungi of the family
Uredinece, same as paraphysis.

Cystidea. Cystidese (sis-tid'e-a, -e), n. pi.

[NL.] An order of fossil crinoids: synony-
mous with Cystoidea (which see).

cystidean (sis-tid'e-an), n. [< Cystidea + -an.]
A cystic crinoid; an encrinite of the order Cys-
tidea.

cystides, . Plural of cystis.

cystidia, n. Plural of cystidium.

cystidicolous (sis-ti-dik'6-lus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

id'<mf (ware-, KVOTI-), a bladder (see cyst), + L.

colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting a cyst, as a cystic
worm.
cystidium (sis-tid'i-um), n.

; pi. cystidia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. KVOTIC, bladder, + dim. -if>im>.~\ In

hymenomycetous fungi, a large spherical or
ovoid cell which originates among the basidia
and paraphyses, and projects beyond them. It

is considered to be a sterile basidium. Also
cystide.

cystidoparalysis (sis"ti-d6-pa-rari-sis), .

[NL.] See cystoparalysis.

cystidoplegia (sis'ti-do-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.] See

cystoplegia.
cystifelleotomy (sis-ti-fel-e-ot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

Kvanc, bladder, + L. fel (fell-) (= Gr. x^), gall,+ Gr. rofit'i, a cutting: see anatomy.'] Same as

cholecystotomy.
cystiferous (sis-tife-rus), a. [< NL. cystis,
bladder (see cyst), + L. ferre = E. Sear1.] Hav-
ing or producing cysts ; cystogenous.
cystiform (sis'ti-form), a. [< NL. cystis, blad-
der (see cyst), + it. forma, shape.] 1. Having
the form or character of a cyst ; cystic in form.

2. Encysted; hydatid; cysticereoid: as, a
cystiform worm.

cystococcoid

toad-likecystignathid (sis-tig'na-thid), n. A t<

amphibian of the family Cystignathidce.

Cystignathidae (sis-tig-nath'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,'
Oystiffnatkus + -idee.] A family of arciferous

salient amphibians, typified by the genus Cys-

tignathus, with toothed upper jaw and subcy-
lindric or little dilated sacral diapophyses. It is

Cystignathtis ocellatuy.

one of the largest families of the order, with 26 genera and
160 species, representing great diversity in mode of life,

some being terrestrial or arboreal and others aquatic. It

is represented only in the Australian and Neotropical re-

gions.

ignathus (sis-tig'na-thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kvane, bladder (see cyst), + yvdflof, jaw.] The

typical genus of toads of the family Cystigna-
thidie. C. oeellatus is an example. Also Cys-

teognathus. Wagler, 1830.

cystin (sis'tin), n. [< Gr. KVOTIC, bladder, +
-iii 2.] A substance (C3H5NO2S) crystallizing
in colorless six-sided plates, and constituting a
rare kind of urinary calculus.

Cystiphyllidae (sis-ti-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cystipliyllum + -ida;.] A family of Paleozoic

rugose stone-corals, of the order Sclerodermata
and group Rugosa. The corallum is simple, rarely
compound ; the septa are very rudimentary ; and the vis-

ceral chamber is filled with little vesicles formed by com-
bined tabulae and dissepiments. Edwards and Haime, 1850

Cystiphyllum (sis-ti-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

if, bladder, + tyiMjw, leaf.] The typical

genus of fossil stone-corals of the family Cysti-

phyllid<s. Murcltison, 1839. Also Cystiophyl-
lum. Dana, 1846.

cystirrhagia (sis-ti-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kvarif, bladder, + -payia, < pqyvvvai, break.] In

pathol. : (a) Hemorrhage from the bladder. (6)

Cystirrhea.

cystirrhea, cystirrhoea (sis-ti-re'ii), n. [NL.
cystirrhoea, < Gr. KVOTIC, the bladder, + poia, a

flowing, < pelv, flow.] Inpathol., a discharge of

mucus from the bladder
;
vesical catarrh. Also

cystorrhea, cystorrlicea.

cystis (sis'tis), .
; pi. cystides (-ti-dez). [NL. :

see cyst.] Same as cyst.

Cystiscidae (sis-tis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cystis-
cus + -idee. ] A family of pectinibranchiate gas-
tropods, typified by the genus Cystiscus. The shell
is undistinguishahle from that of a marginellid, but the
teeth of the radllla are peculiar, 1>eing in one row, trans-

verse, multicuspid, and with three cusps longer than the
others. The species are of small size and inhabitants of
various seas.

Cystiscus (sis-tis'kus), . [NL. (Stimpson,
1865), dim. of Gr. itiaTic., bladder: see cyst.]
The typical genus of Cystiscidce.

cystitis (sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kvartf, the

bladder, + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of
the bladder.

cystitome (sis'ti-tom), n. [< NL. cystis, Gr.

Kvtrrif, cyst (with reference to the cystis or cap-
sule of the crystalline lens), + ro^of, cutting.
Cf. cystotomc.] In surg., an instrument for

opening the capsule of the crystalline lens.

cystobubonocele (sis"t6-bu-bo'no-sel), n. [<
Gr. KfoTff, bladder, + f)oi'/3uv, the groin, + kiff.ri,

tumor.] In surg., a rare kind of hernia, in

which the urinary bladder protrudes through
the inguinal opening.
cystocarp (sis'to-karp), n. [< Gr. wane., blad-

der, + KapTrof, fruit.] The sexual fruit of algse
of the order Floridea, consisting of spores either
without a special membranous envelop or con-
tained within a conceptacle or pericarp. Also

cryptocarp, sporocarp.
cystocarpic (sis-to-kar'pik), a. [< cystocarp
+ -ie.] Consisting of cystocarps; having the
character of a cystocarp.
In Nemalion the cystocarpic fmit is a globular mass of

spores. Farlou; Marine Algae, p. 20.

Cystocarpic spore, a carpospore.

cystocele (sis'to-sel), . [< Gr. Krone, bladder,
+

nifi.ii, tumor.] A hernia or rupture formed
by the protrusion of the urinary bladder.

cystococcpid (sis-to-kok'oid), a. [< f'ystococ-
cus + -oid.] Resembling alg of the geims
Cystococcus.



Cystococcus

Oystococcus (sis-to-kok'us), . [NL., < Gr.

Ki'oT/f, bladder, + K&CMC, lierrv.
]

A genus of
the lowest chlorophyl-green fresh water algw,
consisting of spherical cells, single or united
in smalt families. They an- o MB <m dmp eutt
bark of tree*, etc., and are thought to c ouMitiilr the no-
nidiu ot -some lichens.

cystocyte (sis'to-sit), . [< Gr. kinni;, a blad-
der (see cyst), + M Tr, n hollow, a cavity (cell).]
In sponges, one of the large cyst-like cells of

cystenchyma, filled with fluid, and containing
a nucleus with its included nucleolus support-
ed in the fluid contents by fine protoplasmic
threads which extend to the inner surface of
the cell-wall and there spread out in a film,

cystodynia (sis-to-din'i-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. M
OTIC, bladder, + bmrvq, pain.] In ixttliol., pain in
the bladder.

cystofibroma (sis"t6-ft-br6'ma), n.
; pi. cystofi-

oroiiuitii (-ma-tii). [NL., < eys'iix + fibroma.] A
fibroma containing cysts.

cystogenesis (sis-to-jen'e-sis), . [< Gr. KVOTIC,
bladder (see cyst), + ytviatf, origin.] Same as

oytogfncsis.

cystogenous (sis-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. KI-OTIC,

bladder (see cyst), + -ycvr/f, producing: see

-genous.] Producing or bearing cells
; cystifer-

ous.

cystoid (sis'toid), a. [< cyst + -aid.] 1. Pre-

senting the appearance of a cyst; cystiform.
2. Pertaining to the Cystoideii ; cystoidean.
Cystoidea (sis-toi'de-ii), . pi. [NL., < Gr. /./-

crif, bladder, + fMof, 'form.] An order of fossil

crinoids, encrinites or stone-lilies, having a
rounded body inclosed in many pentagonal su-
tured plates, a jointed stalk, and a lateral ori-
fice closed by a pyramid of jointed plates. The
order is correlated with filasttmtea and Crinoitlfa. See
Criiioitlea. 2. Also Cytteoitla, Ci/stiilea, Cyslidete.

cystoidean (sis-toi'de-an), a.andn. I. o. Hav-
ing the character of a cystoid crinoid

; specifi-
cally, of or pertaining to the Cystoidea.

It. n. A member of the Cystoidea.
cystolith (sis'to-lith), n. [< Gr. Kivrnc, bladder,

+ AiBof, stone.] A
peculiar concretion
formed within the
cells of certain

plants, composed
chiefly of crystals
and attached to the
wall of the cell by a
short pedicel, it oc-
curs frequently in the
orders t rticacete and
Acanthftceae, in the cells

of the epidermis or sub-

jacent tissue, but is

rarely found in other
orders.

In the epidermal cells

of species of Kiciis . . .

prolongations inward of
the cell-wall occur, at the extremity of which small crys-
tals of carbonate of lime are deposited ; to these the name
cifntolithx has been applied. Kiicyc. Brit., IV. 89.

cystolitbiasis (sis'to-li-thi'a-sis), H. [NL., <

Gr. M'O-nf, bladder, -t- }.i8nf, stone, + -iasis.] In

piithol., the presence of a stone in the urinary
bladder.

cystolithic (sis-to-Eth'ik), a. [< Gr. wane, a
bladder, + )ii6af, a stone (see cystolith and cys-

tolitliiasis), + -ic.] In ined., relating to stone
in the bladder.

cystoma (sis-to'mii), n. ; pi. eystomata (-ma-tii).

[NL., < cystis, a cyst, 4- -oma.] A tumor con-

taining cysts.

cystomorphous (sis-to-m6r'fus), a. [< Gr.

KiVTif, bladder (see cyst), + pop^i/, form, + -ous.]

Cyst-like; cystiform; cystoid.

cystoparalysis (sis'to-pa-ral'i-sis), n. [NL.,
also less prop, cystidopanilyxis; < Gr. niarti;

(KVOTY-, KVOTC-, not "avariA-), bladder, + irapA-
Avaif, paralysis.] In pathol., paralysis of the
bladder.

Cystophora (sis-tot"o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. xiarif,

bladder, + -^opoc, < 'flpeiv = E. bear1 .] The
typical genus of the subfamily CyxtuplioriiKf,,

containing only the hooded or bladder-nosed
seal of the northern seas. Cyxtophora cristata.

Cystophorinae (sis'to-fo-ri''ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cystophora + -hue.] A subfamily of Phix-iila;
or ordinary earless seals, containing the bottle-

nosed, bladder-nosed, and elephant seals. They
have an intlataMe prolioscis-likecyst on t tic snout, accom-
panied by modifications of the nasal and intermaxillary
bones, and 4 incisors in each half of the upper and -2 in
each half of the lower jaw. The group consists of the
genera CyttOfktn anil Mii'-ri'/-lii//<i* containing respec-
tively the arctic bladder-nosed and the antarctic bottle
nosed seals. Sec also cut imilcr \. ul.
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Hood of Hooded Seal ( Cyttofhora cristata ). showing relation of the
inflatable proboscis tu the skull. { From

"
Science." }

cystoplast (sis'to-plast), n. A nucleated cell

navin"; an envelop.
cystoplastic (sis-to-plas'tik), a. [< cystoplasty
+ -ic. ] Pertain ing to or of the nature of cysto-
plasty.
cystoplasty (sis'to-plas-ti), n. [< Gr.

bladder, -F TrMrrrof, verbal adj. of ir

form.] A surgical operation for repair of the

bladder, as the operation for vesico-vaginal
fistula.

cystoplegia (sis-to-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., also im-

prop. cystidoplct/ia ; < Gr. xi-arif, bladder, +
,
a blow, stroke, < irM/eoftv, strike. Cf . cyx-

Segment of a
Frond of Cystoptt-
ft's, bearing a so-

rus on the hack of
a vein :

Section of Leaf of Fit-Ms elastica,
highly magnified.

a, epidermis ; *, hypoderma : c,

palisaue cells ; d, spongy parenchy-
ma ; e, cystolith.

toparalysis.] In pathol., paralysis of the bladder,

cystoplegic (sis-to-ple'jik), a. [< cystoplet/ia +
-ic.] Pertaining to or resembling cystoplegia.
cystoplexia (sis-to-plek'si-a), M. [NL., < Gr.

Kitmc, Madder. + ir'/,ij$if, a blow, stroke, < TrM/o-

ativ, strike.] Same as cystoplegia.

Cystopteris (sis-top'te-ns), . [NL. (so called
from its bladder-like" indusium), < Gr. KIOTII;,

bladder, + nrfp/r, a fern.] A ge-
nus of delicate flaccid polypodi-
:n-eoiis fernshaving the sori borne
on the back of the leaf on the
middle of a vein and covered
with a membranaceous indusium
attached only by the base; the
bladder-ferns. Theyarefound incool,
damp localities. There are 5 species, of
which C. frugal* (the brittle fern) is

found from within the arctic circle to

\ vein ; partly re- <'hill, South Africa, and Tasmania. See
lexettintTusinmat. also cut under blautder-fern.

o"the''so

t

rUs"tow
5

ard CVStOptOSiS (sis
- top -to

'

sis), n.

the base of the ser- [NL., < Gr. Ki-ari(, bladder, +
Maci,

(

a
F
nT TT, a falling, < win, fall.]

"neVal d ^Bo'"
1 ^B 7)a "'''I prolapse Of the mu-

Sique'*)

>-

cous membrane of the bladder
into the urethra.

Oystopus (sis -to 'pus), H. [NL., < Gr. KiW/c,
bladder, + uift (un--), face, appearance.] A ge-
nus of parasitic fungi, belonging to the family
Peronosporete, and characterized by conidia

produced in chains on very short conidiophores,
forming compact sori upon the supporting leaf.

C. Candidas is injurious to the cabbage, radish,
and other cruciferous plants.

cystorrhea, cystorrhoea (sis-to-re'a), . [NL.]
Same as cystirrhea.

cystose (sis'tos), a. [< cyst
+ -one.] Containing

cysts ;
full of cysts ; cystic; bladdery; vesicular.

cystospastic (sis-to-spas'tik), a. [< Gr. KVOTIC,

bladder, + o-Traor/kof, < *airaaT&i;, verbal adj. of

a-Kdv, draw back, > o-jroo-^oj-, spasm : see spasm.]
In pathol., pertaining to spasm of the bladder.

cystotaenia (sis-to-te'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr. <-

oT(f, bladder, 4- raivia, a tapeworm : see tawia.]
1. A tapeworm: so called from the formation
of the cysts characteristic of its larval state.

2. [cap.] Same as Tcenia.

cystotome (sis'to-tom), . [== F. cystotome =
Pg. cystotomo, < Gr. Kvnrtf, bladder, + Tofttf, cut-

ting, < re/jveiv, cut. Cf. cystitome.] A surgical
instrument for cutting the bladder. Sometimes
improperly called a lithotome.

cystotomy (sis-tot'6-mi), n. [= F. cystotomie= Sp. cistotomia = Pg. cystotomia = It. cistoto-

mia. < NL. cystotomia, < Gr. ttrarif, bladder, +

rofa/, cutting, < ftuvciv, cut. Cf. cystotome.] In

surg., the operation of opening encysted tu-
mors for the discharge of morbid matter; spe-
cifically, the operation of cutting into the uri-

nary bladder for the extraction of a stone or for

any other purpose.
cystous (sis'tus), a. [< cyst + -ous.] Cystic.

cytisin

tode; especially, a nucleated cell, of whatever
character, regarded us the fundamental form-
element Of all tissue-,, n,,. ,,! ;,lom- U rare, but
common ill i'oli)]>osltiiili, as li'</<'iH-i,t,-. ;ili.i li-^ilhu ly in tllf

histology of spoiler*, ilM I'hinlH'n-l/ti-, i-ttllrnrtltr, (trttimCytt,

iiif/ncj/tf, etc.

cyternet, An obsolete spelling of i-itlnrn.

tiythere (si tlie're), II. [NL., < L. Cytlirn; Cy-
tlii'ri'ii, < Or. Kvdepeia, Aphrodite (Venus): see

Cytltrrcaii.] Tlie typical genus of marine os-
tracodes of the family Cythereidae. Miillcr, 1785.

Cytherea (sitli-e-re'a), . [NL., after L. Cy-
thi ri-a, a name of Venus : see Cytlierean.] A
genus of si-

phonate bi-

valve mol-

lusks, of the

family Vene-

riila', found-
ed by La-
marck in

1806. it Is

distinguished
from \

r
enu* by

an anterior left

lateral tooth.
There are nu-
merous species,
mostly of the
warmer seas.

Cytherean (sith-e-re'an), a. [< L. Cythereiu,
pertaining to Cytherea, Venus, < Gr. Kititpcta,

Aphrodite: so named from Kif>r//ia, L. Cythera,
now Cerigo, an island south of Greece, near the
coast of which Aphrodite was fabled to have
risen from the sea, and where she was specially
worshiped.] 1. In myth., pertaining to the

goddess Aphrodite (Venus). 2. In astron.,

pertaining to the planet Venus.

Cytherta ditme.

A Species of Cythrrt.

a. antennule ; A, antenna ; <
.
man-

dible ; rf. first maxilla : t, e, e, second
maxilla and two thoracic members;
/, caudal end : o. eye.

cystula (sis'tu-la), n.
; pi. cystuUe (-le). [NL.,

dim. of cystis, a cyst: see cyst.] In hot., a
round closed apothecium in lichens. The term
is also applied to tne little open cups on the upper sur-
face of the fronds in plants of the genus Marrhantiit.

cyte (sit), . [< Gr. KiTOf, a hollow, a cavity,
as the hold of a vessel, < xi'tiv, conceive, orig.
contain; cf. cyst, cyme.] In biol., a cell; acy-

Cythereidse, Cytheridae (sith-e-re'i-de, si-

tner'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cythcre + -idte.] A
family of marine os-

tracoid entomostra-
cous crustaceans,
typified by the genus
Cy there. They are char-
acterized by the alisence
of a heart; by having the
anterior antenna) setose
and bent at the base, and
the posterior antennae

largely developed and
hooked : by legs in three

pairs ; by a furcate atdo-
men ; and by small and

lobate forks. There are several genera iH-sides Cythert.

cytheromania (sith-e-ro-ma'ui-ii), n. [NL., <
Gr. KvSepeia, Aphrodite (see Cytherean), 4- /javia,

madness.] Nymphomania. Vunglison.
Cytinaceae (sit-i-na'se-e), ii.pl. [NL., < Cytinus
+ -acca:] A small natural order of apetalous.
parasitic, fleshy, leafless or scaly plants, allied
to the Aristolochiaceft and to Xepenthes. It in-
cludes the East Indian genus Rafflesia, remark-
able for its gigantic flowers.

Cytinus (sit'i-nus), . [NL. (from the form
and color of the plant), < Gr. nirtvof, the calyx
of the pomegranate, < KI'TOC, a

hollow.] A small genus of

parasitic plants, the type of
the Cytinacea: c. //../;**;/, of
the Mediterranean region, is of a rich

yellow or orange-red color, and has
been used as an astringent. The other
species belong to South Africa and
Mexico.

cytioblast (sit'i-o-blast), n.

[< Gr. 'KVT'IOV, assumed dim. of

KtTOf, a hollow (cell), 4- (ttjurros,
a germ.] The protoplasmic
nucleus of a cell : used with ref-

erence to certain fresh-water

algee. Also cyhiblast.
A central cytiottltixf wrapped up in generally radiating

protoplasm. //. C. M ood, Fresh-Water AlgK, p. 159.

cytioderm (sit'i-6-denn), n. [< Gr. *Kvriov, as-
sumed dim. of KiTOf, a hollow (cell), + iep/ta,

skin.] In hot., a cell-wall: used chiefly with
reference to diatoms and desmids.

cytioplasm (sit'i-o-plazm), . [< Gr. "mrrtav,
assumed dim. of (error, a hollow (a cell), +
ir>.Ao/ia, anything formed or molded.] In binl..

same as protoplasm : used chiefly with refer-
ence to diatoms and desmids. Also cytoplasm.
cytisin (sit'i-sin). n. [< Cytisus + -t2.] A
bitter principle detected iii the seeds of the
Laburnum nilyare (Cytisus Laburnum) and other

CytiHMS Hyfofyttil.



cytisin

plants. It is of a nauseous taste, emetic, and

poisonous.
Cytisus (sit'i-sus), x. [NL., < L. cytisus, a

shrubby kind of clover, prob. Medicago arborea

(Linnaeus).] A genus of hardy leguminous

papilionaceous shrubs, natives almost exclu-

sively of the
countries bor-

dering on
the Mediter-
ranean. The
leaves are usual-

ly composed of

three leaflets, but
some species are
leafless. The
large flowers are

yellow, purple, or
white. One spe-

cies, C. xcoparius
(broom), is an ex-

tremely common
shrill) on uncul-
tivated grounds,
heaths, etc., of
most parts of
Great Britain.
Some exotic spe-
cies are com-
mon garden- and
shrubbery-plants, II

/,

as C. purpureug,
an elegant pro- Broom ( cyti,u, scoparius-,.
cumbent shrub

flowering branch ; . floers, natural size,
used in rock-

(icrom Le Maour and Decaisne's " Traite

work, C. alpinnx, general de Botanique.")
etc. See brooini.

cytitis (si-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. KI'TOC, skin

(see cutis), + -itis.'] Same as dermatitis.

cytoblast (sl'to-blast), n. [< Gr. KVTOC, a hollow,
a cavity (a cell), + /3/UHmif, a sprout, germ.] 1.

Same as cytioblust. 2. One of the aimjebiform

cells or cell-elements of the cytoblastema of

sponges ;
a cytode of a sponge.

cytoblastema (sl"to-blas-te'ma), . [NL., <

Gr. it/Tof ,
a hollow (a cell), + IJAaaTr//ia,a, sprout,

germ.] 1. The protoplasm or viscid fluid in

which animal and vegetable cells are produced.
Hence 2. The blastema or germinal or forma-
tive material of a cytode ; protoplasmic cell-sub-

stance: specifically used of the common gelati-
nous matrix of protozoans, as sponges.
cytoblastematous, cytoblastemic (si"to-blas-

tem'a-tus, -ik), a. Same as cytoblastemous.

cytoblastemous (s!"to-blas-te'mus), a. [< cy-
tobltist/'ina + -os.] Of or pertaining to cyto-
blastema.

cytococcus (si-to-kok'us), n. [NL., < Gr. KI'TO?,

a hollow (a cell), + Ko/>/cof, a berry.] The kernel
of a parent cell

;
the nucleus of a cytula. A

cy.
tococcns differs from the nucleus of an ordinary cell in

that it is supposed to include in itself some of the sub-
stance of the spermatozoa by which the female ovum is

fecundated and made to become a cytula. Also cytulo-
cocrun. llai'ckel.

Cytode (si'tod), . [< Gr. as if *Kvruityc, contr.
of *KVToei:V/f, like a hollow, < KVTOC, a hollow

(a cell), + f
loo/;, form, shape.] In biol. : (a) A

term applied by Haeckel to a unicellular organ-
ism or element which has the value of a simple
cell, but possesses no distinct nucleus.

It is, nevertheless, a deeply significant fact, that the
building stones of the bodies of higher animals are never
represented by cytotleit, but always by cells.

Frey, Histol. and Histochem. (trans.), p. 64.

(6) A cell in general.
I shall, therefore, assume provisionally that the pri-

mary form of every animal is a nucleated protoplasmic
body, cytode, or cell, in the most general acceptation of
the latter term. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 583.

Cytogenesis (si-to-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. KM-OC, a
hollow (a cell), + yeveoii;, generation.] Cell-
formation

;
the genesis or development of cells

in animal and vegetable organisms: original-
ly used in vegetable physiology. Also cysto-
gencsis, cytogeny.

cytogenetic (si''to-je-net'ik), a. [< cytogenesis,
after genetic.'] Generating or developing cells

;

cytogenous; relating to cytogenesis.
cytogenous (si-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. KVTOC, a hol-
low (a cell), + -yfw?f, producing: see -genous.~\
Producing cells; cytogenetic: specifically ap-
plied by Kolliker to retiform, reticular, areo-

lar, or ordinary cellular tissue, but properly
predicable only of cells themselves, as all other
organic structures arise from cells.

cytogeny (si-toj'e-ni), n. Same as cytogenesis.
cytoid (si'toid), a. [< cyte + -oid.~] Cell-like :

a term applied by Henle to corpuscles, as of

lymph, chyle, etc., which seem to resemble
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each other essentially in their chemical and

microscopical characters. Dunglison.

Cytophora (si-tof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

a hollow (a cell), + -0opof, < jipetv = E. fc

A class of protozoans : same as Jiadiolaria.

cytoplasm (si'to-plazm), n. [< Gr. irfrof, a

hollow (a cell),'+ n-/ldo-/z, anything formed.

Cf. cytioplasm.] Same as protoplasm.

It [protoplasm] has also received from Beale, Kolllker,
and Dujardin respectively, the names bioplasm, cytoplasm,
and sarcode. Frey, Histol. and Histochem. (trans.), p. B6.

cytoplasmic (si-to-plaz'mik), a. [< cytoplasm
+ -ic.~\ Pertaining to cytoplasm.

Strasburger refers these phenomena to the necessity of

securing for the differentiating reproductive nucleus a

definite cytoplasmic medium. Micros. Science, XXVI. 601.

cytopyge (sl-to-pi'je), n.
; pi. cytopygre. [NL., <

Gr. Kurof, a hollow (a cell), + vvyij, the rump.]
The so-called excretory or anal aperture of

unicellular animals. Haeckel.

cytostome (si'to-stom), n. [< Gr. KVTOC, a hol-

low (a cell), + G-ro/ia, mouth.] The mouth of

a single-celled animal; the oral aperture or

orifice of ingestion of unicellular organisms.

cytostomOUS (si-tos'to-mus), a. [< cytostome
+ -OMS.] Pertaining to a cytostome.

cytotheca (si-to-the'ka), re. ; pi. cytotheca! (-se).

[NL., < Gr. KiiVof, a hollow (thorax), + ftjw?,

case.] Same as thorucotheca.

Cytozoa (si-to-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. KVTOC,

a hollow (a cell), + (<i>ov, animal.] Same as

Sporozoa or Gregarinida. See the extract.

With few (if any) exceptions, the falciform young [gre-

garine or sporozoon] . . . penetrates a cell of some tis-

sue of its host and there undergoes the first stages of its

growth (hence called Cytozoa). Encyc. Brit., XIX. 852.

cyttid (sit'id), n. A fish of the family Cyttidw.

Cyttidse (sit'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cyttus +
-id(K.~\ In Gunther's classification of fishes, a

family of Acanthopterygii cotto-scombriformes,
with no bony stay for the preoperculum, an
elevated body, two indistinct divisions of the
dorsal fin, and an increased number of verte-

brae : synonymous with Zenid<e.

Oyttina (si-ti'na), n.pl. [NL., < Cyttus + -i2.]
In Gunther's classification of fishes, the third

group of Scorn bridal. It is characterized by a distinct

division of the dorsal fin into two, the spinous being less

developed than the soft part, an elevated body, and very
small or rudimentary scales. The group was later raised

to the rank of a family, Cyttidte.

cyttoid (sit'oid), n. [< Cyttus + -oid.~\ A fish

of the family Cyttidw.

Cyttus (sit'us), n. [NL. (Gunther, 1860), < Gr.

KOTrdf, an unknown fish referred to by Athe-
naaus in the Deipnosophistse.] A genus of

scombroid fishes, giving name to the family
Cyttidce.

cytula (sit'u-la), n.
; pi. cytula! (-le). [NL.,

dim. of Gr. Kimf, a hollow, a cavity (a cell).]
In biol., a fertilized egg-cell; an impregnated
ovum

;
the parent cell of any organism, it is

the ovum of the female, which is fecundated by becoming
united with the substance of one spermatozoon, or more,
of the male.

The parent-cell (cytula), which was formerly regarded
as merely the fertilized egg-cell, differs very essentially,

therefore, both in point of form (morphologically), and in

point of composition (chemically), and lastly also in point
of vital qualities (physiologically). Its origin is partly
paternal, partly maternal ; and we need not. therefore, be

surprised when we see that the child which developes
from this parent-cell inherits individual qualities from
both parents. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 182.

cytulOGOCCUS (sit"u-lo-kok'us), n. [NL., < cy-
tula, q. v., -I- Gr. KOKKOC, berry. Cf. cytococats.]
Same as cytococcus. Haeckel.

cytuloplasm (sit'u-lo-plazm), . [< NL. cytula,

q. V., + Gr. TrAaa/ui, anything formed, < irJuaoaeiv,

form, mold.] The protoplasmic substance of a

cytula or fecundated ovule, resulting from the

mingling of spermoplasm with ovoplasm.
cyvar (ke'var), . [W. cyfar, lit. joint plow-
ing. < cyf, cy, together (= L. com-, co-), + aru,
plow; cf. ar, plowed land.] A Welsh mea-
sure of land, from one half to two thirds of an
acre.

cyvelin (ke've-lin), . [W. cyfelin, a cubit, half
a yard, < cyf, cy, together, + elin, elbow : see ell,

elbow.} A Welsh measure of cloth, equal to 9
feet.

Cyzicene (siz'i-sen), a. [< L. Cyzicentis, < Cy-
zicus, Cyzicum, < Gr. KXof.] Pertaining to
the ancient Greek city of Cyzicus in Mysia, Asia
Minor.

Czechic

czar, tsar (ziir, tsar), . [Also written some-
times tsar; prop., according to the Russ. form,

tsar, but in E. ftrst and still more usually czar;
= D. czaar = Dan. Sw. czar = Sp. czar, zur =
Pg. czar, tzar= It. czar, after F. czar, also tsar,

tzar, through G. tzar, also zar, through OPol.

czar, < Russ. tsar, more exactly tsari or tsare

(the first letter being tse, the 23d letter of the

Russ. alphabet, pron. ts, and the last being erf

(mute final i or e), the 29th), = Pol. car (pron.

tsar), formerly spelled czar, = Bohem. Serv.

Bulg. car (tsar), the name and title of the Em-
peror of Russia, also applied to the Sultan of

Turkey; in fuller form Russ. tsttsari, tsesari =
Pol. cesarz = Bohem. cisarzh = Serv. cesar =
Croatian cesar = Slov. efsar = OBulg. tse'sari,

emperor, Cffisar ; derived, prob. through the

OHG. keisar (MHG. keiser, G. kaiser : see kaiser,

Caesar), from L. C&sar, emperor, orig. the cog-
nomen of Caius Julius Ca?sar: see Cwsar, and
cf. kaiser, with which czar, tsar is ult. identical.]

1. An emperor; a king; specifically, the com-
mon title of the Emperor of Russia. In old Ens-
sian annals the Mongol princes of Russia from the twelfth

century are called czars ; the first independent Russian

prince to assume the title was Ivan IV., the Terrible, who
in 1547 was crowned Czar of Moscow. The title czar,

though historically equivalent, like its original Caesar,
to emperor, was not recognized as involving imperial
rank at the time of its assumption by Ivan ; and Peter

the Great's assumption of such rank under the title of n/i-

perator, in addition to that of czar, was long contested by
other powers.
2. An article of dress, apparently a cravat, in

use in the early part of the eighteenth century:
probably named in compliment to Peter the

Great, who visited England in 1698.

czardas (zar'das; Hung. pron. char'dosh), .

[Hung.] A Hungarian national dance.

czarevitch, tsarevitch (zar'-, tsiir'e-vich), n.

[= F. czarowitz, tsarei-itch = G. tzarcwitsch, <

Russ. tsarevichu (the last two letters being cite

(cli), the 24th, and erii (silent e) the 27th, of the

Russ. alphabet), prince, < tsari, emperor: see

czar, tsar. Another Russ. form is tsesarcvichu, >

G. Casarewitsch, F. Cesarevitc)i, E. Cesarevitcli or

Cesarewitcli.'] A Russian prince (imperial): for-

merly applied to any son of the Emperor of Rus-

sia, now specifically to the eldest son. Also

czarewiteJi, tsarewitch, czarowitcli, czarowitz, and

(in another form) cesttreritch, cesarewitcli.

czarevna, tsarevna (za-, tsa-rev'na), n. [Russ.
tsarevna, princess (imperial), < tsari, emperor :

see czar, tsar. Another Russ. form is tsesarevna,
> G. Casarewna, F. Cesarerna, E. Cesarertia.]
A Russian princess (imperial): formerly ap-

plied to any daughter of the czar, now only to

the wife of the czarevitch.

czarina, tsarina (za-, tsa-re'na), n. [= F.

czarine, tzarine = Sp. czarina, zarina = Pg.
czarina, tzarina = It. czarina = G. czarin, zarin ;

< czar, tsar, + fern, term., F. -ine, etc., G. -in.

The Russ. term is tsaritsa : see czaritsa.] An
empress of Russia

;
the wife of the Czar of Rus-

sia, or a Russian empress regnant. Also cza-

ritza, tsaritsa, tzaritea.

czarisht (za'rish), o. [< czar + -is/i 1 .] Per-

taining to the Czar of Russia.

His czariih majesty despatched an express to General
Goltz with an account of these particulars.

Tatler, No. 65

czaritza, tsaritsa (ztU, tsa-rit'za), n. [Also
tzaritza, < Russ. tsaritsa, empress, < tsari, em-

peror: see czar, tsar."] Same as czarina.

czarowitch, czarowitz, . See czarevitch.

Czech (chek; more accurately, chech), n. [Also
written Csech, Tsech, Tscliech (prop., according
to the orig., *Cliekh), < Bohem. (Czech) Chekh

(the first letter being ch (also written c), pron.
ch, and the last kh, pron. ch) = Russ. Chekhii

= Slov. Click = Upper Serbian Chckh, Lower
Serbian Tsekh (> Hung. Cseh), a Czech.] 1.

A member of the most westerly branch of the

great Slavic family of races, the term includ-

ing the Bohemians, or Czechs proper, the Mo-
ravians, and the Slovaks. They number nearly
7,000,000, and live chiefly in Bohemia, Moravia,
and northern Hungary. 2. The language of

the Czechs, usually called Bohemian . It is close-

ly allied to the Polish. See Bohemian, n., 5.

Czechic (chek'ik), a. and >i. [< Czech + -ic.]

I. a. Of or belonging to the Czechs.

To reunite . . . Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Sile-

sia into one Czechic realm. The Xatiim, XXXVI. 546.

II. H. Same as Czech, 2.



1. The fourth letter and
third consonant in the Eng-
lish alphabet: the corre-

sponding character has the

same position and the same
value also in the Latin,

Greek, and Pheuician al-

phabets, from which it

comes to us. (See A.) The
scheme of corresponding characters (compare the preced-

ing letters) is as follows :

Early
Greek and Latin.

a period to the letters i, c, and m: thus, <H.,

deciduous incisor; dc., deciduous canine; ilni.,

deciduous molar : all being teeth of the milk-
dentition of a diphyodont mammal. Thus, the
milk- or deciduous dentition of a child is expressed by the
formula

. , a j
^ . , . , iQ

*'

22' 1 1' 2 2

Egyptian.
Hieroglyphic. Hieratic.

The sound which the character has from the beginning been
used to represent is the sonant or voiced mute (or check,
stop, contact sound) corresponding to t as surd or breathed,
ami to H as nasal. (.See the terms used and the letters

referred to.) It is generally called a "dental," but with

only a conventional propriety, since the teeth hear no part
In its production. It involves a closure of the tip of the

tongue against the roof of the mouth at a point near to, or
even touching, the upper front teetli (while an intonated
or voiced current of air is driven during the closure Into

the cavity of the mouth, as in the case of the other sonant

mutes); it is, then, rather a tongue-tip sound, or a front

lingual. Sounds closely akin to It are made with differ-

ent parts of the front tongue against different parts of

the forward palate ; hence the d is somewhat variously
colored in various languages, and in some there are two
diverse ifs, or even more than two. The d, as belonging
to the fundamental or Germanic part of our language, has
taken the place of a more original aspirate, namely, San-
skrit (i/i, Oreek 0, Latin oftenest / thus, English door
Sanskrit dhura = Greek Wpa = Latin forrs. Its regular
correspondent in German is t : thus, tirr (usually written

//tor) English dottr ; but, under special conditions, also a
d : thus, German entle = English end ; German t/old = Eng-
lish tjold. The German rf regularly corresponds to English
tfl. (See th.) Our </ has no variety of values ; it is, how-
ever, not seldom made surd, or pronounced as t, as in nick-

ed, tipped, kissed, and the like, being in older words of this

kind a substitute, for mechanical uniformity of spelling,
for earlier (; missed being formerly mist, mislf, Anglo-
Saxon mist? ; kistted, formerly kist, kiste, Anglo-Saxon caste,
etc. See -rfl = -all, -rf2 = -ed*.

2. As a numeral, in the Roman system, D
stands for 500

;
when a dash or stroke is placed

over it, as B, it stands for 5,000. 3. As a

symbol: (a) In nuisic: (1) The second tone, or

re, of the scale of C. The ratio between the vibra-
tion-numbers of these two tones, when in the relation of
do and re. is !. The tone above bass C is represented by
D, the octave above by d, etc. See C, 3. (2) A note
which represents this tone. On the treble staff D
stands on the flrst added space below, or on the fourth
line (a); and on the bass staff it stands on the third line,
nr on the second added space above (6). When other clefs

are used, the position of D is different. See clef. (3)
The key-note of .

the key of two - i
*-

sharps (o). (4)
On the keyboard
of the organ or

pianoforte, the
white key or digital included in each group of
two black keys. (5) The string in a stringed
instrument that is tuned to the tone D, as the
third string of the violin, etc. (6) In cheni., D
is the symbol of didiiinium. (c) In math., d is

the sign of differentiation, d of partial differ-

entiation, (! of variation, D of derivation (com-
monly in the sense of taking the differential

coefficient), A of differencing, and V of the
Hamiltonian operator. Many analysts avoid the use
of the letter in other senses than these. A letter sub-

joined to any of these signs of operation shows what is

tuki'ii as the independent variable, and exponents show
tile number of times the operations are to be performiM.
Differentiation (especially when relative to the time) was,
formerly indicated in England by a dot over the sign of the

quantity to be differentiated, this iK-ing the notation of
Newton's llnxional calculus,

(rf) Jn the mnemonic
words of logic, the sign of reduction to darii.

4. As an abbreviation: () In Kutf. rn'knninij
(<l. nr d.), an abbreviation of </< 'inn-ins, the ori-

ginal name for the English penny: as, s. d.,

pounds, shillings, and pence; 2s. Id., two shil-

lings and one penny, (b) Before a date (rf.),
an abbreviation of died. (<) In dental formulas,
an abbreviation of deciduous, prefixed without

or, more simply, taking one half of each jaw only, di. f ,

(/<. I, dm. | x 2 = 20. In either case the numbers above
the line are those of the upper teeth, and those below the
line of the under teeth. See dental.

(<J) In anat. and
icltth, (d. or D.), an abbreviation of dorsal (ver-
tebra or fin, respectively), (e) In a ship's log-
book (d.), an abbreviation of drizzling.

-d 1
, -d

2
. [(1) ME. -d, -de, -ed, -ede, etc. : see -crfi.

(2) ME. -d, -erf .- see -erf*.] A form of -erf1 , -rf2,
in certain words. See -erfl, -erf2 .

dat, A Middle English form of doe1 .

daalder (dal'der), n. [D. : see dollar.'] A for-

mer Dutch silver coin and money of account
;

a dollar.

dab 1
(dab), v.; pret. and pp. dabbed, ppr. dab-

bing. [< ME. dabbcn, strike, = MD. dabben,
pinch, knead, fumble, dabble, = G. tappen,
fumble, grope ; connected with the noun, ME.
dabbe, a stroke, blow, = MHG. "tappe, tape, a

paw, an awkward man, G. dial, tappe, tapp, a

paw, fist, a blow, kick. From G. tappen comes
F. taper, whence E. tarft, strike lightly. Hence
freq. dabble, q. v. The sense of striking with
a soft or moist substance is prob. due to con-
fusion with daub, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To strike.

The Flemmisshe hem dabbeth o the liet bare.
Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 272).

2. To strike gently with the hand
; slap softly ;

pat. 3. To pat or tap gently with some soft or

moist substance: specifically, in etching, china-

painting, etc., to pat or nib gently with -a dab-

ber, so as to diffuse or spread evenly a ground-
work of color, etc.

;
smear.

A sore should never be wiped by drawing a piece of

tow or rag over it, but only by dabbing it with fine lint.

Sharpe, Surgery.

4. To strike with a pointed or sharp weapon ;

prick; stab.

There was given hym the aungell of Sathan, the prickc
of the flesh, to ,i,iiiiu- him in the necke.

Sir T. Mart, Works, p. 551.

6. To dibble. [Prov. Eng.] 6f. To deceive.

Til like the parish bull he serves them still,

And dabbcn their husbandes clean against their will.

The T.' me's Whistle (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2402.

7. In stone-working, to pick holes in with a

pointed tool
;
fret. To dab nebs*, to kiss.

Dab nebi with her now and then.
The Coalman's Courtship, p. 8.

II. intrans. If. To prick.
The t In mi that dabs I'll cut it down,
Though fair the rose may be.

K. Jamieson's Pop. Ballads, I. 87.

2. To peck, as birds. [Scotch.]
Weel daubit, Robin ! there's some malr,
Beath groats an' barley, dinna spare.

Ret. J. jttcoi, Poems, I. 43.

3. To use a dabber. 4f. To fall down loosely.

Encombrid in my clothes that dabbing down from me did

droppe. Phaer, -Kut-i.l. vi.

dab 1
(dab), n. [< ME. dabbe, a stroke, blow :

see the verb.] 1. A quick or sudden blow.

As he was recovering, I gave him a dab in the mouth
with my broken sword.

Stcift, Mem. of Capt. Creichton, p. 82.

2. A gentle blow or pat with the hand or some
soft substance. 3. A dig; a peck, as from the
beak of a bird. 4. A first or imperfect im-

pression on the metal iu making a die. 5. A
small lump or mass of something soft or moist ;

a small quantity: as, a dab of mortar; a dab
of butter. 6f. A trine; a slight, insignificant

thing or person: in contempt.
Cutting the leaves of a new dab called Auecdotes of

Polite Literature. Walpole, Letters, II. 337.
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7. pi. Refuse foots of sugar. Sintmonds. 8.
A pinafore.
Reckon with my washerwoman, making ii--i allow for

old shirts, socks, dabbn and markees, which she bought of

me. Hue atut Cry after Dr. Swift (2d ed.), p. 9.

dab2 (dab), n. [Perhaps a particular use of rfaM,

n., 5.] The salt-water flounder or fluke, Liman-
da limanda. The teeth are compressed and truncated,
and the lateral line is simple and arched aljove the pecto-
ral ; the dorsal lias 70 to 76 rays and the anal 52 to 57 :

! LimaHja limantta ).

the color is brownish, sometimes relieved by yellowish
spots. The dab is a common fish on the sandy parts of
the liritish coast, living in deeper water than the true

flounder, and not entering the mouths of rivers. It sel-

dom exceeds 12 inches in length, ami is preferred to the
flounder for the table.

Almost immediately he hud a basket of dab* and whit-

ing. Froude, Sketches, p. 75.

dab3
(dab), n. and a. [Origin uncertain

; per-
haps connected with rfnfci and dribble. Usually
supposed to be a 'corruption' of adept.'] I. H.

An expert; a knowing or skilful man; a dab-
ster. [Colloq.]

I am no dab at your fine sayings.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 15.

One writer . . . excels at ... a title-page, another
works away at the body of the book, and a third is a dab
at an index. (ioldmiiilli, The bee. So. 1.

II. a. Clever; skilled: as, a dab hand at a

thing. [Colloq.]
da ballo (da bal'lo). [It.: da, < L. de, of, from;
ballo, ball: see ball".] In music, iu the style of

a dance
;
in a light and spirited manner.

dabber 1
(dab'er), n. One who or that which

dabs. Specifically (a) In printing, same gta#l,9. (b)
An instrument consisting of a mass of cotton-wool sewed
or tied in silk or leather and with or without a wooden han-

dle, used by etchers to spread
and unite grounds laid on met-
al plates ; by copperplate- and
wood-engravers to ink the sur-

face of wood blocks and en-

graved plates, in order to take

impressions from them ; and by
painters on china to produce
smooth backgrounds in color.

An agate burnisher, and a dab-

ber, which are used for taking
proof-impressions of the wood-
cut.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser.,

[p. 149.

(c) III stereotyping, a hard hair brush used in the papier-
mache

1

process for dabbing the back of the damp paper,
and so driving it into the interstices of the tyjie. (d) A
camel-hair brush used for cleaning picture-frames and for

various purtioses in photography.
dabber* (dab'er), r. [Sc.; cf.jubber.~] I. tranx.

To confound or stupefy by rapid talking.
II. intrans. To jar; wrangle.

dabbing (dab'ing), n. [Verbal n. of dab1
, r.]

1. In stonf-tcorkiiuj, the process of covering the

surface of a stone, after it has been made uni-

form, with small indentations, by means of a

pick-shaped tool, or a hammer indented so as
to form a series of points. Also called daubing
and picking. 2. See the extract.

This way of fishing we call dapiug, dahbiivi. or dibiiinu :

wherein you are always to have your line flying lK-f"iv ><u
up or down the river, as the wind serves, ami to angle as

near as you can to the hank of the same side whereon v. m
stand. Cotton, in I. Walton s Complete Angler, ii. 241.

dabbing-machine (dab'ing-ma-shen'), n. In

ti/IK-l'iimiiliiiii. a machine for easting large metal

types.

Etchers' Dabber.



dabble

dabble (dab'l), v.
; pret. and pp. dabbled, ppr.

ddblilini/. [Early mod. E. also liable; = MD.
dabbele'n, pinch, knead, fumble, dabble, = Icel.

dujhi, dabble; freq. and dim. of dab 1
, ?;.] I.

trims. To dip a little and often; hence, to wet;

moisten; spatter; sprinkle.
Then came wandering hy

A shadow like an angel, with bright hair

Dabbled in blood. Sha/c., Rich. III., i. 4.

The lively Liquor-God
With dabbled heels hath swelling clusters trod.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

II. intrans. 1. To play in water, as with the

hands
; splash or play, as in water.

The good housewives of those days were a kind of am-

phibious animal, delighting exceedingly to be dalMing in

water. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 167.

Where the duck dabbles 'mid the rustling sedge.
Wordsicorth, Evening Walk.

2. To do anything in a slight or superficial
manner

;
touch or try here and there

; dip into

anything: with in: as, to dabble in railway
shares

;
to dabble in literature.

On the old frame remain these lines, probably written by
the painter [Lucas de Heere] himself, who, we have seen,
dabbled in poetry! Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. vii.

I had dabbled a little in the Universal History.
Lamb, My First Play.

3. To tamper ;
meddle.

You, I think, have been dabbliny . . . with the text.

Bp. Atterbury, To Pope.

dabbler (dab'ler), n. 1. One who dabbles or

plays in water, or as in water. 2. One who dab-

bles in or dips slightly into some pursuit, busi-

ness, or study ;
a superficial worker or thinker.

In matters of science he [Jefferson] was rather a dabbler

than a philosopher.
Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 283.

dabblingly (dab'ling-li), adv. In a dabbling
manner ;

as a dabbler.

dabby(dab'i), a. [< daft1 + -y
1
.] Moist; soft;

adhesive. [Local.]
dabchick (dab'chik), n. [A var. of dobcliick,

dopchick.] 1. A newly hatched or unfledged
chick.

As when a dab-chick waddles through the copse
On feet and wings, and Hies, and wades, and hops.

Pope, Dnnciad, ii. 63.

Hence 2f. A delectable morsel; a childish,

tender, delicate person.
She is a delicate dabchick ! I must have her.

B. Jowni, Alchemist, iv. 1.

3. A small grebe ;
a water-bird of the family

PodicipedidcB : especially applied in Europe to

the Podiceps minor, the little grebe, and in the
United States to the Podilymbus podiceps, the

Carolina or pied-billed grebe. Also dop-chicken.
daberlack (dab'er-lak), n. [Sc.] 1. The sea-

weed Aluria esculenta : same as badderlocks.

2. Any wet, dirty strip of cloth or leather.

3. The hair of the head hanging in lank,

tangled, and separate locks.

dabitis (dab'i-tis), . The mnemonic name
given by Petrus Hispanus to that indirect mood
of the first figure of syllogism in which the

major premise is universal and affirmative, and
the minor premise and conclusion are particular
and affirmative. These distinctions of quantity and
quality are indicated by the three vowels of the word,
a, i, i. The letter x at the end shows that the mood is

reduced to direct reasoning by simply converting the con-

clusion, while the letter (/ at the beginning shows that the
mood to which this reduction leads is darii.

daboya (da-boi'a), n. [E. Ind.] A venomous
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dabster (dab'ster),. [< dab* + -ster.~\ l.One
who is skilled ;

one who is expert ;
a master of

his business; a dab. [Colloq.] 2. A dabbler
;

a bungler. [Colloq. and rare.]

The work of some hired dabster in all the misinforma-

tion that can be extorted from the statistics of national

wealth and progress. A'. A. Rev., CXXVI. 160.

dabuht, . [Appar. repr. Ar. dhab', a hyena.]
An old name of the mandrill, Papio maimon.

The second kinde of hyena, called papio or dabuh.

Topsel (1658).

dab-wash (dab'wosh), n. A small wash, done
after the regular family wash. [Prov. Eng.]

That great room itself was sure tohave clothes hanging to

dry at the fire, whatever day of the week it was ;
some one

of the large irregular family having had what was called

in the district a dab-wash of a few articles forgotten on
the regular day. Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

da capella (da ka-pel'la). [It. : da, < L. de,

of, from; capella, a chapel: see chapel, n.~\ In

music, a direction to play a piece or passage in

church style that is, with solemnity; in a

stately manner.
da capo (da ka'po). [It., from the beginning:
da, < L. de, of. from

; capo, < L. caput = E.

head : see cope*.] Jn music, a direction to re-

peat from the beginning: usually abbreviated
to D. C. The end of the repeat is generally indicated

by the word Jine. Da capo al fine, a direction to repeat
from the beginning to the sign fine. Da capo al segno,
a direction to repeat from the beginning to the sign -ft:.

dace (das), n. [Early mod. E. also darce, darse;
< ME. darce, darse, < OF. dars, a dace, same as

dart, darz, a dart (ML. nom. dardus) ;
F. dard,

a dace, ML. ace. dardum, whence also E. dar,
dare3

,
a dace

;
so called from its swiftness : see

dart*. For the changes, cf. bass1
, formerly

barse, bace.] 1. A small fresh-water cypri-
noid fish of Europe, Lcuciscus vulgaris or Squa-

Dace (LfuciscHs vulgaris}.

Kits leuciscvs, resembling and closely related to

the roach and chub. It has a stout fusiform shape,

Stharyngeal
teeth in two rows, and a complete lateral line,

t chiefly inhabits the deep and clear waters of quiet
streams in Italy, France, Germany, etc., and some of the
rivers of England. It is gregarious and swims in shoals.
It seldom exceeds a pound in weight, but from its ac-

tivity affords the angler good sport. Also called dar,
dare, and dart.

Let me live harmlessly, and near the brink
Of Trent or Avon have a dwelling-place,

Where I may see my quill or cork down sink,
With eager bit* of perch, or bleak, or dace.

J. Davors, quoted in I. Walton's Complete Angler, i. 1,

2. A name of sundry similar or related fishes,

(a) In some parts of the United States, a cyprinoid rtsh of

the genus Rhinichthyx, distinguished by the projection and
blackish color of the prenasal region, (ft) The redftn,
Minnilus cormttus.

Dacelo (da-se'lo), n. [NL. (W. E. Leach, 1816),
a transposition of L. alcedo, a kingfisher : see

Alceda.] The typical genus of birds of the sub-

Indian serpent of the genus Daboia, especially
D. russelli.

Laughing Kingfisher (Dacelo

family Dacelonince. D. gigas is the large Aus-
tralian species known as the laughing-jackass.
Daceloninse (da-se-lo-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Da-
Cflo(n-) + -!<e.] One of the two subfamilies of

Aleedinidw, having the bill more or less de-

pressed, with smooth, rounded, or sulcate cul-
men

;
the insectivorous, as distinguished from

the piscivorous, kingfishers. There are about 14

genera and upward of 80 species, which feed for the most
part upon insects, reptiles, and land-mollusks, instead
of fish. All are old-world birds

;
some are African and

dacnidine

Asiatic, but most inhabit the Australian, Papuan, and Oce-
anic regions. Leading genera are Dacelo, Halcyon, Tany-
iiptera, and Ceyx.

dacey (da'si), . The usual name in Bengal,
and in sericicultural works, of a race of silk-

worms of which there are eight annual genera-
tions.

The silkworm yielding eight crops is found in Bengal,
and is there called dacey.

L. P. Brockett, Silk-weaving, p. 13.

da chiesa (da kia'sa). [It. : da, < L. de, of,

from
; chiesa, < L. ecclesia, < Gr. eudijoia, church :

see ecclesia.'] In music, for the church
;
in church

style.
dachshund (G. pron. diiks'hont), n. [G., <

dachs, badger, + Jiund = E. hound.'] The Ger-
man badger-dog; a breed of short-legged, long-
bodied dogs used to draw or bait badgers.
Dacian (da'sian), a. and . [< L. Vacia, the

province so called, < Dad = Gr. Ao/coi. The L.

adj. was Dacus or Daeicus, rarely Dacius.] I.

a. Pertaining or belonging to the Daci, an an-

cient barbarian people, or to their country, Da-

cia, made a Roman province after their con-

quest by Trajan (A. D. 104), comprising part of

Hungary, Transylvania, nearly all of Rumania,
and some adjacent districts.

There were his young barbarians all at play,
There was their Dacian mother ; he, their sire,

Butchered to make a Roman holiday !

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 141.

II. n. One of the Daci
;
a native of Dacia.

In the time of Trajan were executed the reliefs which

represent his victory over the Daciaiu.
C. 0. MiUler, Jtfanual of Archieol. (trans.), 202.

dacite (da'slt), . [< Dacia (see Dacian) +
-tie2.] A name first used by Fr. Von Hauer
and Stache, in 1863, in describing the geol-

ogy of Transylvania, to include the varieties

of greenstone-trachyte which contain quartz.
Dacite consists essentially of plagioclase and quartz, to-

gether with one or more minerals belonging to the biotite,

hornblende, and pyroxene families. The ground-mass is

very variable in structure and character. Dacite rarely
occurs except in a more or less altered form, and is espe-

cially interesting as being one of the rocks associated with
occurrences of the precious metals and their ores in Tran-

sylvania and the Cordilleran regions of North and South
America. It is a rock the composition and classification

of which has been the cause of much discussion among
geologists. See rhyolite.

dacityt (das'i-ti), . A contraction of audacity.

I have plaid a major in my time with as good dacity as
ere a hobby-horse on 'em all. Sampson, Vow Breaker.

dacker, daker 1

(dak'er, da'k&r), r. [E. dial,

and Sc. (Sc. usually spelled daikrr), also docker,

dooker; origin obscure; cf. OFlem. daeckeren,
move quickly, move to and fro, vibrate.] I.

intrans. 1. To go about in a careless, aimless,
or feeble manner

;
loiter

;
saunter.

I e'en daiker on wi' the family frae year's end to year's
end. Scott, Hob Roy, vi.

I'll pay your thousan' pund Scots . . . gin ye'll . . .

just daiker up the gate wi' this Sassenach.

Scott, Rob Roy, xxiii.

2. To labor after the regular hours. 3. To
traffic; truck. 4. To engage; grapple.

I dacker'd wi' him by mysel'.
Poem* in the Buchan Dialect, p. 7.

5. To search, as for stolen or smuggled goods.
The Sevitians will but doubt be here,
To dacker for her as for robbed gear.

A. Ross, Helenore, p. 91.

H. trans. To search; examine; search for

(stolen or smuggled goods) : as, to dacker a
house.

dacker, daker 1
(dak'er, da'ker), n. [< dacker,

daker1
, i'."]

A dispute; a struggle.
Dacne (dak'ne), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. Aduvetv,

bite, sting.] I. A genus of clavicorn beetles.
In its original application it was nearly the same as the
modern family Cryptophagidce ; in a restricted sense it in-

cludes those Cryplophagidce which have the antenme end-

ing in a large orbicular or ovoid and compressed mass.

2. A genus of tetramerous beetles, of the family
Erotylidce : same as Engis.
Dacnididae (dak-nid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dae-
nis (-nid-), 1, + -ida;.'] A family of birds, typi-
fied by the genus Dacnis: synonymous with
Ccerebida>. Cabanis, 1850.

Dacnidinae (dak-ni-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Dac-
nix (-/till-). 1, + -(''.] A subfamily of Ceere-

bidw, typified by the genus Dacnis, containing
pitpits with a straight and acute bill and man-
dibles of equal length. It contains the genera
Dacnis, (!<'rll>i</i, ll>miiliifiiix, X< inxiacnis, Co-

mrostrum, and Ori/nnani.t.

dacnidine (dak'ni-din), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Dacnidina.



Dacnis

Dacnis (dak'nis), M. [NL. (Cuvior, 1H17), ir-

reg. < Or. Adnvriv, bite, sting.] 1. A fjenus of
birds conterminous in Clavier's classitic-ation

with the modern family Itnrnididte or
(In- : the pitpits or honey-creepers. It is now re
stricU-d to a .sccti<in of that taiuilv having as typieal ^pe
eie^ c^llint ,;i-iitn<t iiii'l ( '. ^[>i-ii of I.inniriis, containing
upward of I.", species, of which lilnc is the prevailing > "l"i

all inhabiting tropical continental Aim in i

2. A genus of North American wonn-eating
warblers, of the family Mninlitliilii'. Bonaparte,
1828.

dacoit, dacoitage, etc. See dakoit, etc.

dacret. See dicker*.

dacryd (dak'rid), H. A tree of the genus l)a-

tTlffliltltl.

Dacrydium (dak-rid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ta-

KprAniv (dim. of ildn/w = E. tear2 ), applied to a
kind of scammony ;

in NL. use referring to the
resinous drops exuded by the plants.] A ge-
nus of evergreen gymnospermous trees, belong-
ing to the natural order Taxacete. There are aliout
10 sp%cies, natives of the Malay archipelago, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, some of which arc valuable timber-
trees, as D. /'ra/iJWm/i, the Huon pine of Tasmania, and
I). c.itin-<-**nti/iii. the rimu or red pine of New Zealand.
D. taxij'ofirun of New /.calami is also a large tree.

dacrygelosis (dak'ri-je-16'sis), . fNL., < Gr.

fan/tv (> iaKfti'fiv, weep), = E. tear2
,
+ j^/r,

laughter, < ye).av, laugh.] In pathol., alternate

laughing and weeping.
dacryo-adenitis (dak "ri-6-ad-e-ni 'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. Aaupvav, = E. tear2
,
+ dii/v, gland,+ -itig.'] In pathol., inflammation of a lacry-

MI.-I I gland.
dacryocystitis (dak'ri-6-sis-ti'tis), . [NL.,
< Gr. Adupvov, = E. tear2 ,

+ niirric, vessel (cyst),
+ -itig.} In pathol., inflammation of the lacry-
mal sac.

dacryolite, dacryolith (dak'ri-o-lit, -lith), .

[< Gr. Adupvov, = E. tear2
,
+

/U'tfor, a stone.]
A lacryraal calculus ; a concretion in the lac-

rymal canal or tear-duct.

dacryolithiasis(dak*ri-6-H-thi'a-sis), . [NL.,
< dacryolith + -iasix.] In pathol., the mor-
bid condition in which dacryoliths are pro-
duced.

dacryoma Cdak-ri-6'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. idnpv,
= E. tear*, + -WHO.] In pathol., the stoppage
or obstruction in one or both of the puncta
lacrymalia (tear-passages), by which the tears
are prevented from passing into the nose, and
in consequence run down over the lower eye-
lid.

dacryon (dak'ri-on), . [NL., < Gr. SaKpi'uv,

ppr. of Stuipifiv, weep, < SdKpvov, daicpu, a tear

(cf. Sdapv/ia = L. lacruma, lucrima, a tear), = E.
tea 1-2, q. v.] The point where the frontal, lacry-
mal, and superior maxillary bones of the hu-
man skull meet. See craniometry.
dacryops (dak'ri-ops), . [NL., < Gr. dd/c/w,= E. tear2

,
+ 01/1, eye, face.] In pathol.: (a) A

cystiform dilatation of one of the ducts of the

laorymal gland. (6) A watery eye.
dactyl, dactyle (dak'til), n. [< L. dactylus,
< Gr. daxTivtof, a finger, a dactyl, a date (whence
ult. E. datc&, a. v.), akin to L. digitus, a finger
(see digit), and E. toe, q. v. The dactyl appears
to have been so called because, like a finger, it

consists of one long and two short members.]
1 . A unit of linear measure

; a finger-breadth ;

a digit : used in reference to Greek, Egyptian,
and Babylonian measures. The Egyptian dactyl
was precisely one fourth of a palm, and was equal to 0.74

inch, or 18.5 millimeters. The Babylonian and Assyrian
dactyls are by some authors considered as the fifth part,
by others as the sixth part, of the corresponding palms.
The ordinary Greek dactyl was one fourth of a palm, ami
its value in Athens is variously calculated to IK- from
1.78 to 2 centimeters.

2. In pros., a foot of three syllables, the first

long, the second and third short. The dactyl of
modern or accentual versification is simply an accented
syllable followed by two which an- unaccented, and is ac-
counted a dactyl without regard to the relative time taken
In pronouncing the several syllables. Thus, the words
clh'i'rili/, rerilii, violate, ami ,;\:i, which on the principles
of ancient metrics would be called respectively a dactyl
I w -), a tribrach (~ w ~). a Cretic (- - Vaud an anapest
(- - -), are all alike regarded as dactyls. The quantitative
dactyl of (ireek and Latin poetry is tetrasemlc that is, has
a magnitude of four morse (see tnora) : and as two of these
constitute the thesis (in the Greek sense) and two the arsis,
the dactyl, like its inverse, the anapest (- ~ -i), belongs to
the equal (isorrhythmic) class of feet. The true or normal
dactyl has the ictus or metrical stress on the flrst syllable
( - -X Its most frequent equivalent or substitute is the
dactylic spondM (- -1, in which the two short times are
contracted into one long. Resolution of the long syllable
(s*

w w ^) is rare.

If ye vse too many ,l,i,-ti/x [,,Aether ye make your nmsikc
too Ughl and of no solemne granitic, such as the amorous
Elegies in court naturally require.

Puttrnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 106.
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From long to long in solemn sort
Slou spoil. lee stalks ; stroll-' foot ! yet ill alile

Ever to come np with liuetyl trisyllable.

<'"l<rUtfjr, Metrical Feet.

3. In aunt. : (a) A digit, whether of the hand or
foot

;
a finger or a toe. (fr) A toe or digit of the

hind foot only, when the word digit is restricted
to a finger. 4. In zoiil., a dactylus. 5. The
piddock, 1'hulas dactylus. See dactylus (c).
JEoUc dactyls, a series of cyclic dactyls with a trochee
in the tii ,-f place. See loya&dic. Anapestic dactyl, a

dactyl substituted for an anapest, and consequently uUng
the ictus on Its second syllable (

* for ~ - -). Cyclic
dactyl. Sec cyclic, 3.

dactylt (dak'til), v. i. [< dactyl, n.
;
in allusion

to the rapid movement of dactylic verse.] To
move nimbly ; leap ;

bound. B. Jonson.

dactylar (dak'ti-lSr), a. [< dactyl + -ar2.]

Pertaining to a dactyl ; dactylic,

dactyle, . See dactyl.

dactylett (dak'ti-let), n. [< dactyl + dim. -et.]
A little or false dactyl.

How handsomely besets
Dull spondees with the English ilai-tiileti!

Dp. Hall, Satires, I. vl. 14.

Dactylethra (dak-ti-le'thrft), n. [NL., < Gr.

iaKTv'/t/6fia (also iaKri'/.i/Bpov), a finger-sheath, a

thumb-screw, < S&KTV)^, a finder: see dactyl, .]

A genus of tailless amphibians, constituting
the family Itactylethrida;. D. capensis inhabits
South Africa.

Dactylethridse (dak-ti-leth'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Dactylethra + -ioVe.] A family of aglossal,
anurous, salient amphibians, represented by
the single genus Dactylethra. it contains African

frogs without a tongue, with a concealed tympanic mem-
brane, maxillary and premaxillary teeth, wehlted hind
feet, and claws on the three inner toes, from which latter
character the name of the genus is derived. The sacral

diapophyses are dilated, and the coracoids and precora-
coids are subequal, strongly divergent, and connected by
a broad, double, not overlapping cartilage. Also called

XfnopodidcK.

Dactyl!1
(dak'ti-li), . pi. [L., < Gr. bdKrvKoi

('ISaiot, of Ida, in Crete) : see def . Cf. dactyl, n.']

In classical antiq., a class of mythical beings,
guardians of the infant Zeus, inhabiting Mount
Ida in Phrygia or in Crete, to whom the dis-

covery of iron and the art of working it were
ascribed. They were servants or priests of Oybele, and
are sometimes confounded with the Curetes, the Cabiri
and the Corybantes. The traditions about them and
their place of aliode vary.

dactyll2 ,
. Plural of dactylus.

dactylic (dak-til'ik), a. and n. [< L. dactylicuy,
< Gr. <5aKTt>;,oif , < oa/cru/iof, a dactyl : see dactyl.'}
I. a. Inpros.jConstitutingorequivalenttoadac-
tyl ; pertaining to or characteristic of a dactyl or

dactyls; consistingof dactyls: as.aoVzetyHcfoot;
a dactylic spondee ; dactylic rhythm or meter

;

dactylic verses. The dactylic rhythm in classical poetry
was regarded as especially majestic and dignified ; a con-
tinuous sequence of ilaet\ 1-, however, produced a rela-

tively lighter and more animated effect, an admixture of

spondees giving a more or less heavy or retarded move-
ment to the verse. The most frequent dactylic meter Is

the hexameter. Other dactylic meters were used In Greek
lyric poetry, and in the drama, especially In the earlier

period, or in passages expressing lamentation (monodies
and commatia). Hee hexameter and eltgiac.

This at least was the power of the spondaic and dactyl-
ick harmony. Johnson, Rambler, No. 94.

Inspired by the dactylic beat of the horses' hoofs, I es-

sayed to repeat the opening lines of Evangeliiie.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 105.

Dactylic ClttSS (of feet), dactylic foot. See inorrhyth-
mic. Dactylic flute, a flute characterized by unequal
intervals. Dactylic spondee. See dactyl, 2.

II. n. 1. A line consisting chiefly or wholly
of dactyls. 2. pi. Meters which consist of a
repetition of dactyls or of equivalent feet.

DactyliobrancMa, Dactyliobranchiata (dak-
til*i-o-brang'ki-a, -brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl. [NL..
< Gr. oVjKrr/.fof, a finger-ring, + flpdyxia, gills.]
An order of tunicates with a branchial sac of
two gills girt anteriorly by a membranous ring
and open posteriorly. It is represented by the

Pyrosomatidce, or fire-bodies. Also, erroneously,
liiii'ti/lohranchia.

dactylipglypb. (dak-til'i-o-glif), n. [< Gr. 6a-

icri'/'-raj/i^of, an engraver of gems, < iacrtiuaf, a
finger-ring (< ddirrv/of, finger: see dactyl), +
yU^eiv, cut, engrave.] An engraver of finger-
rings, or of fine stones such as those used for

rings. Also dacti/lioylifphist.

dactylioglyphic ('dak-tiii-o-glif'ik), . [< dac-

ti/liiii/li/jiliy + -i>.] Having relation to or of the

dactylioglyphy (dak-til-i-og'li-fi), . [< Gr. Aa-

Kri'/TOj/i^in, < tafnAaryUfaf. see dactyUoglfpk.]
The art of engraving rings, and hence of engrav-

dactylology

ing line stones like those used for finger-rings.
Src

ilili'ti/liiMlli/lih.

dactylioglyptic(dak-til'i-o-glip'tik),a. [< (jr.

oVwrwUof, a finger-ring, -4- j/rTrrof, verbal adj.
of y/.l^civ, cast, carve, + -ic.] Same as dm--

ti//in</ll//ilnc.

dactyliographer (dak-til-i-og'ra-fer), n. [< Gr.

iaKTi'/iur, ahngcr-riug, + ypdqfiv, write, + -er1.]
One who studies or describes finger-rings;
hence, by extension, one whodescribesengraved
stones.

dactyliographic (dak-til'i-o-graf 'ik), a. f < il,i,--

tylioyraijhy + -ic.} Relating to or of the na-
ture of dactyliography.
dactyliography (dak-til-i-og'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ta-

Kri'/iof;, a finger-ring, + -ypaifia, < yft&^tn; write.]
The science or study of finger-rings ; a descrip-
tion of or an essay upon finger-rings, or, by ex-

tension, upon engraved gems.
dactyliology (dak-til-i-oT'o-ji), H. [< Gr. do-

xri'X/of,
a hnger-ring, + -Xoy/a, < ).tyeiv, speak :

see -ology."] Same as dactyliography.

dactyliomancy (dak-til'i-o-man-si), B. [< Gr.

<5a/m'/jof, a finger-ring, + fiavrtia, divination.]
Divination by means of a finger-ring. There are
many modes, some in use In parts of Europe to this day ;

in all either a magic ring is used, or an ordinary finger-ring,
in which some part of the spirit of the wearer is HiipjioKcd
to linger, and the movements of which are supposed to In-

dicate his feelings or future actions.

The classical
dactylimnaney, of which so curious an ac-

count is given in the trial of the conspirators Patricius and
II iliii ins. who worked it to find out who was to supplant
the emperor Valens. A round table was marked at the
edge with the letters of the alphabet, ami with prayers and
mystic ceremonies a ring was held suspended over it by a

thread, and by swinging or stopping towards certain letters

gave the responsive words of the oracle.
E. B. Tylur, Prim. Culture, I. 115.

dactylion (dak-til'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. Aucri-

/.iov, neut. of AanTij-iof, prop. adj. (n., a finger-
ring)/ oa/cn>/>.of, finger: seedactyl.] 1. Insurg.,
cohesion between two fingers, either congenital
or as a consequence of burning, ulceration, etc.

2. A chiroplast or finger-gymnasium invented
in 1835 by Henri Herz, for the use of piano-
forte-players.

dactyliotheca (dak-til*i-o-the'kii), H. ; pi. dac-

tyliotheea (-se). [NL., < Crr. AaKrv'/iatti/iai, a col-
lection of gems, < daKTi'/.tof, a finger-ring, +
(Hjitri, case, repository.] A collection of finger-
rings, kept for their interest or rarity, or of

engraved gems similar to those of rings, espe-
cially of Greek and Roman origin.
Dactylis (dak'ti-lis), H. [NL., < L. dactylis
(also dactylux), a sort of grape (cf. dactylun, a
sort of grass), < Gr. doxruX.;-, a sort of grape (cf.

danTv)jTi, a kind of plant), < 6dicn>7.of, finger :

see dactyl.} A genus of grasses, of about a
dozen species, growing in the cooler temperate
regions of the old world. D. alotiurata Is a valua-
ble meadow-grass of Europe and the I'nited States, known
as orchard-grate from its growing well in the shade, and
as coelcH/oot-tframt from the one-sided arrangement of its
dense spikelets. It is a tall and rather stout perennial,
with a tendency to form tussocks, yielding excellent hay,
and making flue pasturage when grown with other grasses.

dactylist (dak'ti-list), . [< dactyl + -ist.] One
who writes dactylic verse.

May is certainly a sonorous dactt/lftit.

T. tt'arlon, Pref. to Milton's Smaller Poems,

dactylitis (dak-ti-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. &-

KrvZas, finger, toe, + -iti.] Inpathol., inflam-
mation of a finger or toe.

dactylodochme (dak
'
ti - 16 - dok '

me), n. [Gr.
faiervf.MxM, four fingers' breadth, < dditriiXof,

finger, + tox/ut, hand-breadth.] An Athenian
measure of length : same as palatste.

Dactylognatha(dak-ti-log'na-tha), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. MicTv).of, finger, + yvdedf, jaw.] A group
of arachnidans.

dactyloid (dak'ti-loid), a. [< Gr. doitrt)/oej%,
like a finger, <

do/iTtrtof, finger,
+ e'tfof, form.]
In hot., finger-
like in form or

arrangement.
Also dactylosc.

dactylology
(dak-ti-lol'6-
ji), n. [< Gr.

dd/cruXof, fin-

ger, + -tay/o, <

fi-.in\ speak:
see -ol<>gij.~\

The art of
communicat-
ing ideas or

conversing by
the fingers; the
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language of the deaf and dumb. See deaf-

mute.

Dactylometra (dak"ti-lo-met'ra), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (5a/.Tv/of, a finger, -f uerpov, a measure.]
A genus of jellyfishes, of the family Pelagiidai

and order Discopliora, related to Pelagia, but

with more numerous tentacles. See cut on

preceding page.
Dactylomys (dak-til'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

da/fi-iy-of, hnger, + pvf, mouse.] A genus of

hystricomorphic rodents, of the family Octo-

Hedgehog-rat (Dactylomys tyfut}.

dontidce and subfamily JHchinomyince, peculiar
to South America. D. typut, the leading species, has
a long scaly tail, and lacks the spines in the pelage which
most of this group of hedgehog-rats possess.

dactylonomy (dak-ti-lon'o-ini), . [< Gr. dd-

KTvAOf, finger, 4- -vo/j.!a, < vi/ieiv, rule
;
cf. vd/#>f ,

law: see nome.] The art of counting or num-
bering on the fingers.

dactylopodite (dak-ti-lop'o-dlt), . [< Gr. Sa-

/cru/lof, a finger or toe, + irovf (7ro(5-), = E. foot, +
-te2 .] In crustaceans, the seventh and last (dis-

tal) segment of a limb
;
a dactylus. It is the last

segment of a developed etulopodite, succeeding the propo-
dite, forming in a chelate limb, as of the lobster, with
a process of the propodite, the nippers or pincers of the
claw. See cut under endopodite.

Dactylopora (dak-ti-lop'o-ra), 11. [NL., < Gr.

(5<kru/tof, finger, + 7r6))of, passage.] The typi-
cal genus of the family Dactyloporidai.

dactylopore (dak'ti-lo-por), . [< Gr. SaKTvlios,

finger, + ir6pof, passage, pore.] In ro67. : (a)
The pore or opening of a dactylozooid in the

hydrocoralline hydrozoans, as millepore coral.

Moseley, 1881. (b) A foraminifer of the family
Dactyloporidce.

dactyloporic (dak"ti-lo-por'ik), a. [< dactylo-

pore + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a dactylo-
pore.

Dactyloporidse (dak"ti-lo-por'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Dactylopora + -ida:]

'

A family of imperfo-
rate milioliue foraminifers.

Dactylopteridae (dak"ti-lop-ter'i-de), 11. pi.

[NL., < Dactylopterus + -idee.'] A family of

mail-cheeked fishes, typified by the genus Dac-

tylopterus. They have a distinct short spinous dorsal
and a short soft dorsal and anal ; and the pectorals are di-

vided into a small upper and very long major portion, and
are expansible in a horizontal direction. The species are

capable of long flying leaps from the water. Cephalacan-
thidat is a synonym.

dactylopteroid (dak-ti-lop'te-roid), a. [< Dac-

tylopterus + -oil?.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Dactylopteridte.

dactylopterous (dak-ti-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
dactylopterus, < Gr. oaKTivlof, finger, + impfo,
wing, = E. feather.] In ichth., having several
inferior rays of the pectoral fin free, in part or

entirely; specifically, pertaining to or having
the characters of the genus Dactylopterus.
Dactylopterus (dak-ti-lop'te-rus), n. [NL. :

see dactylopterom.] A genus of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, typical of the family Dactylopteridcr,

Flying Gurnard {Dactylopterus -voti'tans).

having the pectoral fins enormously enlarged
and wing-like, and divided into two portions.
D. mKtans is the flying gurnard, also called f>jimj-fah, a
name shared by the members of another family, Exueir-
tidce. CcphalacanthuH is a synonym
dactylorhiza (dak"ti-lo-ri'z'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
oa/criiAoc, finger, + #<, root.] Finger-and-toe,
a disease of the roots of turnips, causing them
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to divide and become hard and useless. It is

believed to be due to the nature of the soil, and is distinct

from anbury, which is caused by the attacks of insects.

Dactyloscopidae (dak"ti-los-kop'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Dactyloscopus + -id<e.] A family of

fishes, represented by the genus Dactyloscopus.
They have an elongated antrorsilorm body, cuboid or sub-

conic head, fringed opercles, very wide branchial aper-

tures, a long single dorsal with its anterior portion spi-

nigerous, and approximated ventrals with a spine and 3

rays each. The species are of small size, and inhabitants

of the warm American
seas_.

Dactyloscopus (dak-ti-los'ko-pus), n. [NL., <

Gr. rta/crnAof, finger, + anoireiv, view; cf. Vra-

noscopus.] A genus of fishes, typical of the fam-

ily Dactyloscopida:, and distinguished by finger-
like or inarticulate ventral rays.
dactylose (dak'ti-los), a. [< NL. dactylosus, <

Gr. <5<krti/.of, finger: see dactyl.] In 6ot., same
as dactyloid.

dactylotheca (dak"ti-lo-the'ka), 11. [NL., < Gr.

rfa/iTuAof, finger, + tiquq, a case: see theca.J In

ornitlt., the integument of the toes of a bird;
the horny, leathery, or feathered covering of

the toes. [Little used.]

dactylous (dak'ti-lus), a. [As dactylose.'] In
zool. and anat., of or pertaining to a dactyl.

dactylozooid (dak'ti-lo-zo'oid), . [< Gr. rfd-

KTvhoi;, finger, + moid.] In zoiil., an occasional

elongated appendage of hydrozoans, devoid of

a mouth and gastric cavity, and having a simple
tentacular function : so called from its shape.

Besides the constant nutritive polyps and medusoid gono-
phores, there are inconstant modified polypoids or medu-
soids. These are the mouthless worm-like dattylozwid*
which . . . are provided with a tentacle, which . . . has no
lateral branches or aggregations of nematocysts.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 246.

dactylus (dak'ti-lus), .
; pi. dactyli (-11). [NL.,

< Gr. 6dKTv).of, finger, toe: see dactyl.] 1. In
zool. : (a) In Crustacea, the last segment of the

normally 7-jointed leg; a dactylopodite. It is

the movable claw of the two that make the nip-

per or chelate claw, (b) In entom., one or all of

the tarsal joints which follow the first one in any
insect, when, as in a bee, for example, the first

joint is much larger than the rest and known
as the metatarsus orplanta. In bees this first joint
is different in structure as well as size from the rest, and is

specifically called the scopula. When the large first joint
is called the planta, the dactylus is known as digitus, as

in Kirby and Spence's nomenclature. The use of dactylun
in this sense is by Burmeister and his followers, (e) In
conch., a piddock, Pholas dactylus.

It is the property of the dacti/lus (a fish so called from
its strong resemblance to the human nail) to shine bright-
ly In the dark. Pliny, Nat. Hist, (trans.), ix. 87.

2. In anat. See diyitus, 1.

Dacus (da'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. ddraf, an ani-
mal of which the bite is dangerous, < Saicvtiv,

bite.] A genus of dipterous insects, of the fam-

ily Muscida;, or flies. D. oleai is a species in-

jurious to the olive.

dad 1
(dad), n. [Not in literary use except in

delineations of rustic speech; early mod. E.
also dadde (and dadda; cf. dim. daddy); < late

ME. dadd, dadde ; perhaps of Celtic origin : <

Ir. daid = Gael, daidein = W. tad = Corn, tat =
Bret, tad, tat, father; appar. imitative of child-

ish speech, the word being found in various
other languages; cf. L. fata, dim. latulu, father,

papa, = Gr. rdra, Terra, father (used by youths
to their elders), = Skt. tata, father, tdta, friend,
= Hind, dada, Gypsy dad, dada, = Bohem. tata

= Lapp, dadda, father. Cf . papa, similarly imi-
tative. Hence dim. daddy.] A father; papa.
[Rustic or childish.]

Zounds ! I was never so bethnmp'd with words,
Since I first called my brother's father dad.

fihak., K. John, ii. 2.

dad2 (dad), r.
; pret. and pp. dadded, ppr. dad-

ding. [E. dial., = Sc. daud; origin obscure.]
1. traits. 1. To dash; throw; scatter.

Nervous system all dadded about by coach travel.

Carlyle, in Froude, II. 9.

2. In coal-mining, to mix (fire-damp) with atmo-
spheric air to such an extent that it becomes
incapable of exploding. [North. Eng.]

II. intrans. To fall forcibly.
dad2

(dad), n. [< dad2
, v.] A lump; a large

piece : as, a dad of bread. [Prov. Eng.]
dadda (dad'a), n. Same as dad 1 and daddy.
daddie, n. See daddy.
daddle 1

(dad'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. daddled, ppr.

driddling. [Sc., also daidle ; freq. of dade, q. v.]
To walk with tottering steps, like a child or an
old man

; waddle. [Rare.]
daddle1

(dad'l), n. [Sc., also written daidle,
and dim. daddlie, daidlie, < daddle, daidle, v.]A large bib or pinafore.

dsedalenchyma

daddle2
(dad'l), H. The hand. [Slang and prov.

Eng.]
Werry unexpected pleasure ; tip us your c

Ki,i:/x!eii, Alton Locke, xxi.

daddock (dad'ok), 11. [Origin unknown.] The
heart or body of a tree thoroughly rotten.

[Rare.]
The great red daddockx lay in the green pastures where

they had lain year after year, crumbling away, and sending
forth innumerable new and pleasant forms.

S. Judd, Mtrgaret, ii. 1.

daddocky (dad'ok-i), a. [< daddock + -i/
1
.]

Rotten, like a decayed tree. [Prov. Eng.]
daddy, daddie (dad'i), n.

; pi. daddies (-iz).

[Formerly also dadda; dim. of r/urfi, q. v.j A
father

; papa : diminutive of dad1
.

I'll follow you through frost and snaw,
I'll stay no langer wi' my daddie.

Glasgow Peggy (Child's Ballads, IV. 77).

daddy-long-legs (dad'i-long'legz), . 1. In
Great Britain, a name of tipularian dip^prous
insects, or crane-flies, of the family Tipulida>.
Also called fatlier-lii;/-lc;/s and Harry-long-legs.

2. In America, a popular name of the opilio-
nine or phalangidean arachnids or harvestmen,
spider-like creatures with small rounded bodies

and extremely long, slender legs. Also called

grandfather-long-legs and granddaddy-long-legs.
See Phalangium.
daddy-sculpin (dad'i-skul'pin), 11. A eottoid

fish, Cottus grcenlandictis. See scvlpin.

dade (dad), v. ; pret. and pp. daded, ppr. dad-

ing. [Origin obscure; cf. the freq. daddle1
.

Hardly connected with toddle.] I. intrans. To
walk slowly and hesitatingly, like a child in

leading-strings ; hence, to flow gently. [Rare.]

No sooner taught to dade, but from their mother trip,

And, in their speedy course, strive others to outstrip.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 295.

Hut eas'ly from her source as Isis gently dades.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 289.

II. trails. To hold up by leading-strings.

[Rare.]
The little children when they learn to go,
By painful mothers daded to and fro.

Drayton, Earl of Surrey to Lady Geraldine.

dadge (daj), v. A dialectal variant of dodge.
dadian (da'di-an), . [Mingrelian.] The title

borne by the governor or prince of Mingrelia.
See Mingrelian.
dado (da'do), n. [< It. Sp. Pg. dado, a die, a

cube, = E. die: see die3.] In arch.: (a) That

part of a pedestal between the
_

base and the cornice ; the die.

(6) The finishing of the lower

part of the walls in the interior

of a house, made somewhat to

represent the dado of a pedes-
tal, and consisting frequently
of a skirting of wood about 3

feet high. The dado is also

sometimesrepresentedbywall-
paper, India matting, or some
textile fabric, or by painting.

The walls of the drawing-room are covered with a tap-

estry of yellow and, white, the figure being scrolls of yel-
low on a cream-white ground. A dado forty inches high
is of velvet, chocolate brown in color. Art Age, V. 48.

dado (da'do), r. t. [< dado, n.] 1. To groove.
2. To insert in a groove, as the end of a shelf

into its upright.
dado-plane (da'do-plan), n. A plane with pro-
jecting blade used for cutting grooves.
Dadoxylon (da-dok'si-lon), . [NL., < Gr. Mf
((5a(5-), Attic contr. of <'a/f (dai(S-\ a torch (< da/-

etv, kindle), + fi'/W, wood.] The generic name
given by Endlicher to certain fossil trees not un-
common in the coal-measures of Great Britain

and of other countries. The wood of this tree is gen-
erally recognized as being similar in some respects to that
of many recent conifers. Grand 'Eury, however, considers

Dadoxijlan as belonging to the cycadaceous genus Corda-

ites, while Kraus allies it with the araucarias, and puts it

as a subdivision of the genus Araucaroxylon.

daedal, a. See d<-dal.

Daedalea (de-da'le-a), n. [NL. (with ref. to

their labyririthiforiii pores), < Gr. AoMoAof, the

builder of the labyrinth of Crete, < dai'da^of,

skilfully wrought : see dedal.] A genus of hy-

menomycetous fungi, belonging to the family

Polyporei, having the pores firm and, when
mature, sinuous and labyrinthiform. The species
are indurated in texture. :md gruu on dead \\oinl. 'I here
are l:t species knmvn in Europe, and over 20 are said to

occur in North America, some beiiii,' common to both con-

tinents.

daedalenchyma fded-a-long'ki-mii), . [NL., <

Gr. 6al6a'/.of, skilfully wrought, + eyxvfia, in-

Pedestal.

a, surhase or cornice ;

b, dado or die ; c, base.
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fusion.] In hot., a name of entangled cells, as
in some fungi. [Not now in use.]

daedalian, . See dcdalian.

daedaloid (ded'a-loid), . [< Dinldlen + -ot<l.~)

Resembling Ihi'ilnli'ii ; labyrinthiform.
daedalous, ". SIM- /ii/idioun.

daemon, daemonic, <;tc. HIT (/</<///. dr.

daesman, . HIT (/<*/.
daff 't (daf), " [< ME. ilnf. iliiffe, appar. < Icel.

ilniifr = Hw.
i/i'if

= Dan. iliir, deaf, stupid, =
K. ili n f: see deaf.] A fool ; an idiot

;
ablock-

Ili'ild.

1 Kill bell hiilde 11 '/'//. a rokl'liay.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, I. -!.

"Tlnm diitrd ilii/f," IIIIIH! she, "ilullo ariie till wittes ;

TII litt'l latyn thow lernedest leile, in thi ;^i>uthe."
/'/,/> //uiriiiiiA(B), I. Kttt.

daff' (daf), /-. ,'. [< daff i, ,,.] To be foolish;
inako sport ; play ; toy. [Scotch.]

\\ . II hanld our court 'mill the roaring Hug,
Anil da/ In the lashan' tide.

Mermauien of Clyilr. Edinburgh Mag., May, 1820.

('i.nie yont the green an' rfo/Twi' rue,

My charming dainty Davy.
1'ieken, Poems, I. 175.

daff-t (daf), v. t. [A var. of doff, q. v.] 1. To
toss aside ; put off

; doff.

The nimble-footed madcap, I'rince of Wales.
And Ills comrades, that :lajf'd the world aside
And bid it pass. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

There my white stole of chastity I ilaff'd.

Shale., Lover's Complaint, I. 297.

2. To turn (one) aside.

And da/'d me to a cabin hang'd with care,
To descant on the doubts of my decay.

Shalt., Pass. Pilgrim, xiv.

daffadilly, daffadowndilly. . See daffodil.

daffing (daf'ing), n. [Verbal n. of daff1
, v.]

1. Thoughtless gayety; foolery. [Scotch.]
I'ntil wi' da/in' weary grown,
Upon a knowe they sat them down.

Kitnu, The Twa boga.
2. Insanity.

Going to France, there he falls into a phrenzie and da f-

liiif which keeped him to his death. Melville, MS., p. 68.

daffish (daf'ish), a. [< duff 1 + -is}, 1 .] Shy;
foolish; bashful. [Scotch.]

daffle (daf'!), r. i.
; pret. and pp. daffltd, ppr.

daffling. [Freq. of daff
1

, r.] To become fool-

ish, or feeble in memory, as by reason of ace.

[Prov. Bug.]
daffler (daf'ler), . An old foolish person.
[Prov. Eng.]

daffqck (daf'ok), M. [Appar. < duff
1

, ., + -odt.]
A dirty slattern. [Prov. Eng.]

daffodil (daf'o-dil), . [There are many fanci-
ful variations of this name : daffodilly, daffa-
tlilly, duffmloirndill/f, daffadowndilly, daffydowii-
diUij, daffy, formerly also affodilly, etc-., the last-
mentioned pointing to the earlier form affodil,

affodill, < ME. affodylle, affadyll (the prosthetic
d, like the other variations, being prob. due to

caprice), < ML. affodillus (> OF. affrodille, aph-
i-oilille), < L. asnhodilus (>OF. aspliodile), prop.
a.t/iliodelns. < GT. do-^ooVAof, > E. asphodel: see

The name has been transferred in

Eng. to the narcis-

sus.] The popular
name of the Karrix-
XHX I'xciulo-Narcis-

su-s, natural order

Aniaryllidticea:, of
which there are

many varieties in
cultivation. The sol-

itary nodding (lowers,
ui)t)n a flattened scape,
are of a bright primrose-
yellow color, with a cy-
lindrical crown longer

than the funnel-shaped tnlie. The hoop-petticoat daffo-

dil, .V. IltifiHK-tHli/ii/t, has solitary erect yellow flowers.
The rush daffodil is another species, .V. Iriniuiru*, having
a short crown and a slender drooping tnlie.

O wondrous skill ! and sweet wit of the man
That her in dajtTarfUlies sleeping made.

mr, K <.)., in. xi. 3i

Daffodil*,
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty. sW.,W.T.,lv. 3.

A n isy blonde, and in a college gown,
That clad her like an April dafutlillii.

Tentt'i..-"*!. I'rineess, ii.

Checkered daffodil, the fritillary. friiillnn'ti .V./,<i.;n<.

Peruvian daffodil, an amaryliidaceoai plant, ftmtm
.1 i/nrtn-i!''.---. nMnbUng a pancratium. (See also nfa-tlfi/i>-
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Daflla (daf'i-la), . [NL. (W. K. Leach, IHL'4);
a nonsense word.] A genus of fresh-water or
river ducks, of the subfamily Anatimr. n,, v hnvc
a trim and elegant form, with a lunK -slim rink : and tlu-

adult male has a narrow cunt-ate tail, the two iniddl''

feathers of which are liuiK-exserted, linear-acute, and

j

daffodilly, daffodowndilly, . See
daffy (daf'i), n. A short form for di.

91
daffodil.

rmuil I Dafila muta .

nearly as long a the wing from the carpal joint Ui the end
of the first primary. The type of the genus Is the well-
known

pintail
or sprigtail duck, Dajila atuta, widely dis-

tributed in Europe, Asia, and America. There are 5 other
species, all American. The genus is also called Trathelo-
iirttii, J'tecilcitetta, and /'haxiitnitrtiJt.

daft (daft), a. [Sc. and E. dial., < ME. daft,
var. of deft, stupid, foolish, mild, simple: see

deft.] 1. Simple; stupid; foolish; weak-mind-
ed; silly: applied to persons or things.
You are the dafttst donnet I ever saw on two legs.

Cornhill May.
That his honour, Monkbarns, would hae dune sic a dnft-

like thing, as to gie grund weel worth fifty shillings an
acre for a mailing that would be dear o' a pund Scots,

Scittt, Antiquary, iv.

Let us think no more of this daft business. Scott.

2. Insane. 3. Playful; frolicsome Daft
days, the Christmas holidays : so called from the merri-
ment Indulged in at that season. To go daft, or clean
daft, to lose one's wits or common sense ; become foolish
or insane : act as if crazy.

daftly (daft'li), adv. In a daft manner
;
fool-

ishly; insanely.
daftness (daft'nes), n. The quality of being
daft. [Scotch.]
Can you tell us of any instance of his dttftnrjul

Gait, The Entail, II. 17S.

dagi (dag), H. [< Sw. dagg = Icel. diigg (dagg-)
=T>au. du<i = E. deipi, q. v.] In parts of Scot-

land, a thin or gentle rain, a thick fog or mist,
or a heavy shower. Jamieson.

dag 1
(dag), r.

; pret. and pp. dogged, ppr. dog-
ging. K Sw. dagga (= Icel.

diiggra), bedew, <

dagg = Icel. diigg, dew: see dag1
, n. Cf. rfcic 1

,

r. Hence the freq. daggle, q. v.] I. trans. To
bedew; daggle.

II. i trans. 1. To rain gently; drizzle: as, it

dags. 2. To run thick. [Prov. Eng.]
dag'-'t (dag), M. [Also written dagge ; = MD. D.

dagge = MLG. dogge, < OF. dague, F. daguc =
Sp. daga = Pg. daga, adaga = It. daga ; of
Celtic origin : cf . Owael. daga, a dagger, a pis-
tol, = Bret, dag, a dagger. See further under

dagger^ ai](i dag3.~\ 1. A dagger (which see).
JohnxoH.

Daga and Pistols !

To bite his thumb at me :

Randolph, Muses Looking-glass.

2. A pistol; a long, heavy pistol, with the han-
dle only slightly curved, formerly in use. Also
called, especially in Scotland, tad: Planche.

He killed one of the theeues horses with his calluer,
and shot a Turke thornw lioth cheeks with a day.

Hakluiit'i I'm/ages, I. 424.

3. [From the verb.] A stab or thrust with a
dagger. Minslieu, 1617.

dag'-'t (dag), r. t. [< ME. daggen (= MD. </,/-

uni. pierce, stab), < OF. daguer, stab with a
dagger; from the noun.] 1. To pierce or stab
with a dagger.

Dartes the Duche-mene daltene ajaynes.
With dcrfe dynttez of dede, dagffeti thnrghe scheldez.

Xorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2KB.

I am told it wu one Ross of Lancaster . . . half drew
a dagger he wore Instead of a sword, and swore any man
who uttereil such sentiments ought t" ! dawnl.

t;<ii{nti,, . in stevi-iH. p. n:>.

2. To cut into slips. 3. To cut out a pattern
on (the edge of a garment). 4. To cut off the
skirts of, as the fleece of sheep. Ker*> //.

dagger

dag'H (dag), H. [< ME. dagge, an ornamental
point nr slit on the edge of garments, a latchet;
a particular use of dag".
a dagger, not found in

that sense in ME.] A
loose pendent end; a

pointed strip or extremi-

ty. S|K-i-ilieally () A leather

strap; a ihot-UtclMti nr tin-

like.

Ili^lie -tin"- knu],|,ed with
iaggtt.

li'ini. of the Hone, I. 7458.

(6) An imminent al (minted form,
one of many in In which tin- e.lue
of agarment was cut, producing
an enectsoinethlng like a fringe :

used especially in tbe - '-..11.1

half of the fourteenth century.
Also S(>elleil

\Vulile they blnine the bnine-
that brousti- newe gywis,

And dryue out the ilagye* and
all the liui'lir i -oii-.

Kiehartl the Itedele**, III. 193.

daggar (dag'iir), . [Cf.

dagger 1
.] A local English *

name of one of the scyl- Due's

lioid sharks.

dagger, r. and H. Same as dag2 , day*.
dagged (dag'cd), p. a. [Pp. of dag2
Pointed.

Sleeveless Dalmatic (about

D.]

They schot speiris and dffijijit arrowes qtihair the cuin-
paneis war thickest. Kiua, Hist. Refonnation, p. 30.

dagger 1
(dag'er), H. [< ME. dagger = Icel.

iliti/gin-dr = Dan. daggert ; of Celtic origin: <
W. dayr = Ir. daigear = Bret, dager, a dagger;
cf. Bret, dag = OGael. daga, a dagger: see
'

t</
2

, n.] 1. An edged and pointed weapon
for thrusting,
shorter than
a sword, and
used, common-
ly in connec-
tion with the

rapier, by
swordsmen in

the sixteenth
and seven-
teenth cen-

turies, held in
the left hand
to parry the
thrust of an ad-

versary's ra-

u.iixers. pier. The dag-
ger was also the

common weapon of private combat, for the dagger of the
middle ages, see wijtericurdf.

Thou must wear thy sword by thy side,
And thy danger handsomely at thy back.

The longer thou lipejtt the morefuftl, etc. (157O).

Is this a <//<//.; which I see liefore uie,
The handle toward my hand?

Shale., Macbeth, ii. I.

2. Any straight stabbing-weapon, as the dirk,

poniard, stiletto, etc. 3. In printing, an obe-

CaterpUtar and Moth of Poplar- or Cottomrood-dagger
.Icronycta fofHli\ natural size.



dagger

lisk
;
a mark of reference in the form of a dag-

ger, thus: t. It is the second mark of reference used

when a page has more than one, following the asterisk or

star (*). See ulteti*!;.

4. In rntom., the popular name of several noc-

tuid moths of the genus Acronycta : so called

from a black dagger-like mark near the inner

angle of the fore wings. The poplar-dagger, A.

/Kijnili, feeds in the larval state on cottonwood-leaves.

The caterpillar is closely covered with long yellow hairs,

and carries five long black tufts. See cut on preceding

page. The smeared dagger, A. tiUinita, feeds in the larval

Caterpillar of Smeared Dagger {Acronycta oblinita), natural sue.

state on many plants, as asparagus, cotton, and smart-

weed ; it is black, with a bright-yellow band at the side

and a cross-row of crimson warts and stiff yellowish or

rust-red bristles across each joint.

5. In Sollas's nomenclature of sponge-spicules,
a form of the sexradiate spicule resulting from
reduction of the distal ray and great develop-
ment of the proximal ray. 6. pi. In tot. : (a)
The sword-grass, PJialaris arnndinacea, or per-

haps Poa aquatica. (6) The yellow flag, Iris

Pseudacorus.A.t daggers drawn, with daggers ready
to strike ; hence, in a state of hostility ; mutually antago-
nistic.

They have been at daggers drawn ever since, and Sefton
has revenged himself by a thousand jokes at the King's
expense. Qreville, Memoirs, June 24, 1829.

Dagger of lath, the weapon given to the Vice in the old

plays called moralities: often used figuratively of any
weak or insufficient means of attack or defense.

Like to the old Vice, . . .

Who with dagger of lath,
In his rage and his wrath,

Cries, Ah, ha ! to the devil.

Sliak., T. N., iv. 2 (song).

If I do not beat thee out of thy kingdom with a dagger
of lath, and drive all thy subjects afore thee like a flock of
wild geese, I'll never wear hair on my face more.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Double dagger, in printing, a reference-mark (t) used
next in order after the dagger. Also called dieiri*. Span-
ish dagger. See danger-plant. To look or speak
daggers, tn look or speak liercelyor savagely.

I will speak daggers to her, but use none.

Shot., Hamlet, iii. 2.

As you have spoke daggers to him, you may justly dread
the use of them against your own breast.

Junius, Letters, xxvi.

dagger1
(dag'er), v. t. [< ME. daggeren (in def.

2); < dagger*, .] 1. To pierce with a dagger;
stab.

How many gallants have drank healths to me
Out of their dagger'A arms? Dekker, Honest Whore.

2f. To provide with a dagger.
Thei knowen not how to ben clothed

; now long, now
schort, . . . now swerded, now daggered.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 137.

To dagger annst. See <mi.
dagger" (dag'er), n. [Supposed to be a corrup-
tion of diagonal.'] In ship-building, any tim-
ber lying diagonally.
dagger-alet, A kind of ale much spoken of
in the sixteenth and early part of the seven-
teenth century, sold at the Dagger, a celebrated

public house in Holborn. Nares.

But we must have March beere, dooble dooble beere,
dagger-ale, Rhenish.

Gascoigne, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

dagger-cheapt (dag'er-chep), a. [< dagger*
(said to allude also to the name of a public
house in Holborn: see dagger-ale) + cheap."]

Dirt-cheap.
We set our wares at a very easy price ; he [the devil]

may buy us even dagger-cheap, as we say.

Bp. Andrews, Sermons, V. 546.

dagger-fiber (dag'er-fl"ber), n. The fiber of
the dagger-plant.
dagger-knee (dag'er-ne), . [< dagger"* + knee."]
In ship-building, a knee that is inclined from
the perpendicular,
dagger-knife (dag'er-nif), . A dirk-knife.
Scott.

dagger-moneyt (dag'er-mun"i), . A sum of

money formerly paid in England to the justices

1442

of assize on the northern circuit to provide
arms against marauders,

dagger-plant (dag'er-plant), n. A name of

several cultivated species of yucca. The fiber

of this plant is known as dagger-fber. Also
called Spanish dagger. See yucca.

daggers-drawing! (dag'erz-dra"ing), . Readi-

ness to fight, or a state of contest, as or as if

with daggers.

They are at daggers-drainng among themselves.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609).

They always are at daggers-draining,
And one another clapperclawing.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. ii. 79.

daggesweynet, See dagswain.
daggett (dag'et), n. A dark red-brown tar ob-

tained by the dry distillation of the wood and
bark of species of birch. It has a strong and
persistent odor, like that of Russia leather.

daggle (dag'l), v.
; pret. and pp. daggled, ppr.

daggling. [Freq. of dag1 , .] I. trans. To
draggle ;

trail through mud or water, as a gar-
ment. [Obsolete or rare.]

Prithee go see if in that

Croud of daggled Gowns there, thou canst find her.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, iii.

The warrior's very plume, I say,
Was dattglfd by the dashing spray.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 29.

II.t intrans. 1. To run through mud and
water.

Nor, like a puppy, daggled through the town,
To fetch and carry sing-song up and down.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 225.

2. To run about like a child; toddle. Grose.

Like a dutiful son you may daggle about with your mo-
ther and sell paint. Vanbnigh, Confederacy, i.

daggletailt (dag'1-tal), . and u. [< daggle +
obj. tail*.'] I. . One whose garments trail on
the wet ground ;

a slattern
;
a draggletail.

II. a. Having the lower ends or skirts of

one's garments defiled with mud. Also dag-
tailcd.

The gentlemen of wit and pleasure are apt to be choaked
at the sight of so many daggle-tail parsons that happen to

fall in their way. Swift.

daggly (dag'H), a. [< daggle + -y*.~] Wet;
showery. [Prov. Eng.]
daghesh (dag'esh), . [Also written dagesJi,

repr. Heb. daghesh."] In Heb. gram., a point
placed in the bosom of a letter, to indicate its

degree of hardness. Daghesh lene (Latin lent., soft),
when used with the consonants bh, gh, dh, kh, ph, and

th, removes the ft-sound, thus: 2, l>h, 3, b; daghesh forte
(Latin forte, hard) doubles the letter in which it is placed.
The latter is always preceded by a vowel

;
the former

d'ag-lock (dag'lok), n. [< dag* + lock
1

*. Cf.

dew-lap.'] A lock of wool on a sheep that hangs
and drags in the wet. [Scotch.]
Dago (da'go), n. [Said to be a corruption by
American and English sailors of the frequent
Sp. name Diego (= E. Jack, James, ult. < LL.
Jacobus) : applied from its frequency to the
whole class of Spaniards.] Originally, one born
of Spanish parents, especially in Louisiana:
used as a proper name, and now extended to

Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians in general.

dagoba (dag'o-ba), n. In Buddhist countries, a
monumental structure containing relics of Bud-
dha or of some Buddhist saint. It is constructed
of brick or stone, in a dome-like form, sometimes of great

Ceyloncse Dagoba.

height, and is erected on a natural or artificial mound.
The dagoba is included under the generic term tope, and
is sometimes confounded with the stupa. See stupa and
tope.

All kinds and forms are to be found, . . . the bell-

shaped pyramid of dead brickwork in all its varieties, . . .

the bluff knob-like dome of the Ceylon Dayobas.
Yule, Missiou to Ava.

dahabiyeh

dagonH, [ME., also dagoun, an extension of

dagge : see dag."] A slip or piece.

Yeve us ...
A dagnn of your blanket, Iceve dame.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 4:i.

Dagon- (da'gon), . [L. Dagon, Gr. Aayi6i>,<Heb.
rlnt/. a fish.] The national god of the Philis-

tines, represented as
formed of the upper
part of a man and the
lower part of a fish.

His most famous temples
were at Gaza and Awhiloil.

He had a female correla-
tive among the Syrians,
called Atargatis or Derce-
to. In Babylonian or As-

syrian mythology, the name
Dagon is given to a fish-like

being who rose from the
waters of the Red Sea as

of the great benefac-

Dagon his name ; sea-monster, upward man
And downward fish. Milton, t. L., i. 462.

Dagonal (da'gou-al), . [< DngowP + -al, as in

Lupercal.'] A feast in honor of Dagon. [Rare.]
A banquet worse than Job's children's, or the Dagonals of

the Philistines (like the Bacchanals of the Msenades), when
for the shutting up of their stomachs the house fell down
and broke their necks. Rev. I. Adams, Works, I. 160.

dagswaint (dag'swan), n. [< ME. daggysweyne,
dagsicayne; of obscure origin, but prob. con-

nected with dag3 , q. y.]
A kind of carpet; a

rough or coarse covering for a bed.

Payntede clothys,
Iche a pece by pece prykkyde tylle other,

Dubbyde with dagswavnnex dowblede they seme.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 361(1.

Under coverlets made of dagsivain.
Harrison, Descrip. of Britain (Holinshed's Chron.).

dag-tailedt (dag'tald), a. Same as daggletail.

Would it not vex thee, where thy sires did keep,
To see the dunged folds of dag-tayl'd sheep?

Bp. Hall, Satires, V. i. 116.

dague (dag), n. [P. : see d</2.] If. A dagger.
2. A spike-horn, or unbranched antler.

Its deer, which are few, include those which never pro-
duce more than the dague, or the first horn of the northern
Cervus. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 116.

Dague a roellet, a dagger which has a disk-shaped guard
and pommel.

Daguerrean (da-ger'e-an), a. Pertaining to

Daguerre, or to his invention of the daguerre-
otype.
daguerreotype (da-ger'o-tip), n. and a. [< F.

daguerreotype; < Daguerre + -type."] I. n. 1.

One of the earliest processes of photography,
the invention of L. J. M. Daguerre of Paris,
first published in 1839, by which the lights and
shadows of a landscape or a figure are fixed

on a prepared metallic plate by the action of

actinic light-rays. A plate of copper, thinly coated
with silver, is subjected in a close box in a dark room
to the action of the vapor of iodine ; and when it has
assumed a yellow color it is placed in the chamber of a
camera obscura, and an image of the object to be repro-
duced is projected upon it by means of a lens. The plate is

then withdrawn and exposed to vapor of mercury to bring
out the impression distinctly ; after which it is plunged
into a solution of sodium hyposulphite, and lastly washed
in distilled water. See photography.
2. A picture produced by the above process.

II. a. Relating to or produced by daguerreo-
type.
daguerreotype (da-ger'o-tip), v. t.; pret. and

pp. daguerreotyped,\>fiT. daguerreotyping. [<

daguerreotype, n.~] To produce by the daguer-
reotype process, as a picture.

dagn'erreotyper, daguerreotypist (da-ger'o-

ti-per, -pist), n. One who takes daguerreotype
pictures.

daguerreotypic, daguerreotypical (da-ger-o-

tip'ik, -i-kal), a. [< daguerreotype + -ic, -ical."]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a daguerreo-

type.

daguerreotypy (da-ger'o-tl-pi), i. [As da-

guerreotype + -y.] The art of producing pho-

tographic pictures by the method introduced by
Daguerre.
dahabiyeh, dahabieh (dii-ha-be'e), . [Also

dahabeeyah, repr. Ar. dajiabiya, daliebiya.] A
kind of boat used on the Nile. It is of considerable

breadth at the stern, which is rounded, but narrows to-

ward the prow, which terminates in ^ sharp, gracefully

curving cutwater. It has one or two masts, each furnished

with a yard supporting a triangular or lateen sail. Da-

habiyehs are of various sizes, and afford good accommo-
dation for passengers. There is a deck fore and aft, on

the center of which are seats for rowers when oars are

needed to propel the boat. (Hi the fore part of the deck is

the kitchen, and n the after part there is a large raised

cabin, which contains a sitting-room and sleeping-apart-



dahabiyeh

iiiunt. The top of this cabin affords an opcn-alr prome-
nade, and is own shaded by an awning.

A little later we flnd every one inditing rhapsodies
almiit, and descriptions of, his or her dahartijti'h (harp.

1

)

on the canal. It. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 41.

dahil, >i. Same as tlayal.

Dahlia (da'hi-la), n. [NL., < dahil.} Same as
(
'Ojlxi/'ll

HX. llodaSIHI .

Dahlgren gun. Sec //.
Dahlia (dii'liii), . [NL., < DaM, a Swedish
botanist.] 1. A genus of plants, natural order'; of which several

species are known, all na-
tives of Mexico and Central
America. Jt is nearly allied to
tin- northern genus nidetw. D.
rftrintiili* \vas introduced into En-
T * ipr from Mexico early in this cen-

tury. In its native state the flow-

ers are single, with a yellow disk
ami dull scarlet rays. Under cul-

tivation there have been develop-
ed a multitude of forms, varying
in height, in foliage, and espe-
cially in the beautiful colors and
forms of the flowers. The plant
is unable to endure frost, and is

perpetuated by its tuberous roots,
\\liirh are taken np for the winter.
Two or three other species are
sometimes cultivated.

2. [<. c.] A plant of the

genus Dahlia.

Thousands of bouquets, prin- Flowcr a, DaMia vari.

eipally of daMiat, then (1837) a aiilu.
fashionable and costly flower,
were used in the decoration of the balconies of the houses.

Fii-xt } 'fit r nf a Silk'-n Rrirjn, p. 67.

3. [I-, c.} In dyeing, a violet coal-tar color con-

sisting of the ethyl and methyl derivatives of
rosamline. It Is often called Hafmanrit riolrt, and
fi-iniitla. Its application is limited, as it fades u-ln-n <-\

IHISCI! to light.

dahlin (dii'lin), . [< DaMin + -itft.} Same as

dahoon (da-hon'), H. A small evergreen tree,
Ilex ]>nliiMi, of the southern United States,
allied to the holly, and sometimes called the
diihoon holly. The wood is white and soft, but

close-grained.
dait, . An obsolete form of day.

daichy (da'chi), a. A Scotch form of doni/ln/.

daidle 1
(da'dl), r. i. ; pret. and pp. daidted,

ppr. dnidliinj. [Sc., appar. a form of doddle:
see doddle^, dawdle.} To be slow in motion or
action

;
dawdle.

daidle2 (da'dl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. diiidlnl.

ppr. daidling. [Sc., a form of "dadille, a varia-
tion of dugglc.} To draggle ;

bemire.
daidlie (da'dli), n. Same as daddh'i.

daidling (da'dling), ;>. a. [Sc.] Feeble; mean-
spirited ; pusillanimous.
He's but a coward liody, after a' ; he's but a dalilliii'i

001 i i-d body. Scott, Old Mortality, IT.

daigh (dfu'-h), . A Scutch form of dough.
daighiness (da'chi-nes), n. A Scotch form of

foughfnett,

daighy (da'chi), a. A Scotch form of doughy.
daiker1

(da'ker), r. See darkrr.

daiker- (da'ker), r. f. [Origin obscure: ]>erhaps
another use of duiker* = darker, dakrr, q. v.

Otherwise referred to F. decorer, decorate: see

di-foratf.} To arrange in an orderly manner:
with nut.

If she binna as ilink and as lady-like a corse as ye CMT
looked n|Kin, say Madte Mackittrick's skill has failed her
in -/if/fr. i-iit'i ,.:>t a ili-ail tlame's flesh.

Blackinxxfs Man., Sept., 1820, p. 652.

daiker :! (diVkci-l, . Same as dirkrrl.

dailiness (dS'li-nes), H. [< daily + -..] The
character of being daily or of happening every
day; daily occurrence.' [Rare.]
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daily (da'li), . and n. [Early mod. E. dailie,
da lily, ilaylif. < MK. dauly, < A'S. ilii'i/lir (= D.

ilmji lijl.-.trh = MLO. dageWt, diai'lik. <li ilil,-, il< hi:

= Oil!!, taaalili, tai/rlili. Mill!, tui/i IK-/I. /<
; /i

la-It. (!. tai/lifli = led. dat/litir = Sw. Dari.

daglig). daily, < '''.'/, day, + -lie : see day and
'.V

1
-] I. " Happening or being every day ;

pertaining to each successive day; diurnal:

as, daily labor; a daily allowance; a daily

newspaper.
iMve us (his day our daily bread. Mat. vl. 11.

Swiftly Ills duilii Journey be- oe,
Ami tn-ail.s his annual with a statelier Tare.

i ,,,;/,,/, |li, Mistress, Love ami Life.

II. n,
; pi. dailies (-Hz). A newspaper or

other periodical published each day, or each

day except Sunday : in distinction from one

published semi-weekly, weekly, or at longer
intervals. See journal, wiiii-in-My, weekly,

monthly, i/ii/irterly, annual, as nouns.

Publishers of country weeklies used to fish with o>n
siderahle anxiety in a shallow aea for matter sufllcl'jnt to
fill their sheets, while dailifn only dreamed of an cxis

tence in tile larger cities. S. Bowie*, in Merriam, I. 8.

daily (da'H), adv. [= D. dagelijks = MLG.
dagelikes, dageliken = OHG. tagalihhin, MHG.
tegelichen, G. ta'glich = Icel. dagliga = Sw. dag-
ligen = Dan. daglig, adv.

;
from the adj.] Every

day ; day by day.
He continued to offer his advice daily, and had the mor-

tification to flnd it daily rejected.

Macaiilay, Hist. Eng., vi.

daimen (da 'men), a. Rare; occasional.

[Scotch.]
A daiiittn ieker{ear of grain] in a thrave

'S a sma' request. Burns, To a Mouse.

daimio (dl'inyo), n. [Chino-Jap., < dai, great,
+ mio, name'.] The title of the chief feudal
barons or territorial nobles of Japan, vassals
of the mikado: distinguished from the shomio

('Httle name'), the title given to the hatamoto,
or vassals of the shogun. See shogun. Though
exercising independent authority in their own domains,
the daimios acknowledged the mikado as the legitimate
ruler of the whole country. During the Tokugawa shogun-
ate (1603-1868) the daimios gradually became subject to
the shoguns, who compelled them to live in Yedo, with
their families and a certain number of their retainers, for
six months of every year, and on their departure for their
own provinces to leave their families as hostages. The
number of daimios differed at different times, according
to the fortunes of war and the caprice of the shoguns.
Just before the abolition of the shognnate there were
255, arranged in five classes, with incomes ranging from
10,000 to 1,027,000 koku of rice per annum. In 1871 the
daimios surrendered their lands and privileges to the mi-

kado, who granted pensions proportioned to their respec-
tive revenues, and relieved them of the support of the

samurai, their military retainers. These pensions have
since been commuted into active bonds, redeemable by
government within thirty years from date of issue. The
title has been abolished, and that of kmrazolrii bestowed
upon court and territorial nobles alike. See kiiieazoJfu.

daimon (dl'mon), n. [A direct transliteration of
Gr. Saiftuv: see da'tnon, demon.] Same as demon.

daimonian, daimonography, etc. Same as <i<-

nionian, etc.

dain 1

1, . t. [See deign, and cf. dain2 , litohtin,

ilainty.} An obsolete spelling of deign.
dain'2t, '' ' [By apheresis from disdain, q. v.]
To disdain.

dain2
t,

. [By apheresis from disdain, q. v.] 1.

Disdain. 2. Noisome effluvia ; stink. [Prov.
Eng.]
From dainty beds of downc to led of strawe fill fayne ;

From Ixiwrcs of heavenly hewe to dennes of daiitt.

Mir. for Maffx.

dain3t, - ' [By apheresis from ordain.} To
ordain.

The mighty gods did daint
For Philomele, that thoughe hir tong were cutte,
Yet should she sing a pleasant note sometimes.

GaxcoirrHt, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 53.

dain4 ,
. An itinerary unit of Burma, equal to

2.43 statute miles.

dainoust, . [ME., also deignous, deynous, etc.,

by apheresis from disdainous, q. v.] Disdain-
ful : same as disdainous.

His name was hoote <l>-ti>i<m* Simekin.

'r, Reeve's Tale, 1. 21.

daintt (dant), . and a. [Short for dainty, q. v.]
I. n. A dainty.

Excess or daintx my lowly roof maintains not
P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, vii. 37.

II. a. Dainty.
To cherish him with diets daint. Spentrr, F. Q., I. x. 2.

dainteonst (dan'te-tis), a. An obsolete form of

lltlintif.

daintification (dan'ti-fi-ka'shon), . [< dniii-

tij'i/
: see -fy and -otion.] The state of being

dainty or nice; affectation; dandyism. [Rare.]

dainty
He seems a miu'hty delii-itte ^.-ntlenMii ; looks to h

painted, an<l is all ilmntt fn-'ih.,,, in mauiifr. siM-erh and
I,: -. Mm., li .1. I. :K7.

daintifult, a. [ME. deinteful, < deinte, dainty,
+ -//.] Dainty; costly.

There Is no lust *o drinlfful.
nf. Ainnnt., III. 48.

daintify (dan'ti-H), r. t. [< dainty + -fy.} To
make dainty; weaken by over-refinement.

|l(are.]
M y father charges me to give you his kindest lore, and

not tu iliiiittitif bis alh-i'tiiin into respects or compliments.
.1/111.-. //.II-WII.K, Diary, I. 414.

daintihood (dan'li-hud), . [< dainty + -hood.}
Daintiness. [Rare.]

daintily (dan'ti-li), adr. [< dainty + 4y*. Cf.

daintly.} In a dainty manner, (a) Nicely ; ele-

Ljantly ; with ilHirate or ex<inisite taste: as, a pattern

From head to foot clad daintily.
William Mnrri. Karthly Paradise, II. 75.

(b) Fastidiously . delicately ; with nice regard to what is

plrasing, especially to the palate : as, to eat daintily, (c)

Ceremoniously ; with nice or weak caution ; weakly.

I do not wish to treat friendships daintily, but with

roughest colinige. Kinfrnnn. Friendship.

daintiness (dan'ti-nes), . [< dainty, a., +
-ness.] The character or quality of being dainty.
(") IClegance; neatness; the exhibition or possession of

delicate !> :nii \ or of exquisite taste or skill.

The duke exceeded in the daintinm* of his leg and foot.

Sir II. Wottim.
There is to me

A daintints* altout these early flowers,
That touches me like poetry. A". /*. Villu.

(b) Dellclonsness ; delicacy as regards taste: applied to
food.

More notorious for the daintinf*s of the provision . . .

than for the massiveness of the dish. HakeiciU, Apology.

He [the trout] may justly contend with all fresh-water

fish, as the Mullet may with all sea flsh, for precedency ami
daintinfittt of taste. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 7.

(c) Nicety as regards matters of behavior and decorum ;

ceremoniousness ; fastidiousness In conduct ; hence, sen-
sitiveness ; softness ; effeminacy ; weakness of character.

The daintinesse and nicenesse of our captaines.
IIiMuyf* Vnyayr.*, I. 250.

The people, saith Malmsbnry, learnt of the outlandish
Saxons rudeness, of the Flemish daintiiie** and softness.

Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

daintith (dan'tith), . A Scotch and obsolete

English form of dainty.
The (ward . . . bcdight with daintitht.

Frriftmiton, Poems, II. 97.

daintlyt (dant'H). adr. [< daint, a., + -Iy2. Cf.

daintily.} Daintily.
As on the which full daintly would he fare.

Sackoille, Ind. to Mir. for Mags.

daintrelt (dan'trel), . [Also daiutrell; < ME.
deintrelle, appar., with additional dim. term, -el,

-elle, (. OF. daintier, dentier, a choice bit, a dain-

ty, < daintie, a dainty: see dainty.} A dainty.
Long after drintrrll?* hard to \tv come by.

B<illintr, Sermons, p. 249.

dainty (dan'ti), H. and a. [Early mod. E. also

daintie, and abbr. daint (q. v.); < ME. daynte,
deynte, deynttc, deintie (also dayntetlie, deintitlie,

whence Sc. daintith, dainteth), etc., honor,
worth, a thing valued, pleasure, < OF. daintie,

deiiitic, daintiet, dointie, dcintiet = Pr. dcntat,

dintat, pleasure, agreeableness, < L. dignita(t-)s,

worth, dignity: see dignity, of which dainty is

thus a doublet. Cf. dis-tiai, and dain 1
, old

spelling of deign, from the same ult. source.]
1. n. It. Worth; value; excellence. 2f. A
matter of joy or gratification ; special regard or

pleasure.

Every wight hath ilei/ntef to chaffare
With hem, ami eek to sellen hem her ware.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 41.

3. PI. daintier (dan'tiz). Something delicate
to the taste ; something delicious

;
a delicacy.

Derly at that day with dtynteyet were tliei sented.
n'illinin f Palrrne (E. E. T. S.). 1. H21.

Be not desirous of his daintuin : for they are deceitful
meat. Prov. xxiil. S.

That precious nectar may renew the taste
Of Eden's daintifs, by our parents lost.

.Sir J. Braumont, Spiritual Comfort.

4t. Darling: a term of fondness. [Rare.]
There's a fortune coming

Towards you, dainty. B. Joiaun, Catiline, 1L 1.

= 8yn. 3. TiilMi. etc. See delicacy.

fl. a. It. Valuable; costly.
Fnl many a deyntt hors hadde he in stable.

CAni'-r, (ien. Prol. t.i C. T.. 1. 168.

2. Exhibiting or possessing delicate beauty.
or exquisite taste or skill ; elegant ; beautiful

;

neat; trim.

No daintie flowre or herbe that growes on grownd.
Spenter, F. Q., II. vi. 12.



dainty
I would he the girdle

Al>out her dainty dainty waist.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

3. Pleasing to the palate; toothsome; deli-

cious: as, dainty food.

His life abhorreth bread, and Ills soul dainty meat.
Job xxxiii. 20.

4. Of acute sensibility or nice discrimination;
sensitive.

The hand of little employment hath the daintier sense.

Skak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Especially 5. Of nice discrimination as re-

gards taste ;
nice or over-nice in selecting what

is preferred in any class of things, as food, cloth-

ing, etc.; hence, squeamish: as, a dainty taste

or palate ; dainty people.
And never found . . .

A daintier lip for syrup. Praed.

It was time for them ... to take the best they could

get ;
for when men were starving they conld not afford to

lie dainty. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 521.

6. Nice as regards behavior, decorum, inter-

course, etc.
;
fastidious

; hence, affectedly fine ;

effeminate ;
weak.

Let us not be dainty of leave-taking,
But shift away. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

Your dainty speakers have the curse
To plead bad causes down to worse.

Prior, Alma, ii.

I am somewhat dainty in making a Resolution.

Conyreve, Way of the World, Ml. 15.

To make dalntyt, to affect to be dainty or delicate ; scrn-

pie.

Ah ha, my mistresses ! which of you all

Will now deny to dance? she that makes
dainty, she,

I'll swear, hath corns. Shale., R. and J., i. v.

=Syn.2. Pretty. 3. Savory, luscious, toothsome. Baud
6. Nice, Fastidious, etc. See nice.

daire, . [Turk, da'ire, a circle, a tambourine,
= Pers. ddtrali, a circle, orbit, < AT. ddyirat

acir-

cle, < dur, go round, daur, circuit.] A kind of

tambourine or cymbal.
dairedt, n. See dayred.
dairi (di're), n. [Chino-Jap., < dai, great, + ri,

within.] The palace of the mikado of Japan ;

the court: a respectful term used by the Jap-
anese in speaking of the mikado or emperor,
who was considered too august and sacred to

be spoken of by his own name.
dairi-sama (di're-sa'ma), it. [Chino-Jap., <

dairi, the palace, + sama,"lord: see dairi.'] The
mikado or emperor: one of many metonymic
phrases used by the Japanese in speaking of

their sovereign.

dairous, a. [( dair, for dare1
,
+ -OK*.] Bold.

[Prov. Eng.]
dairt, . [Ir., a calf, heifer.] A yearling calf.

What has the law laid down as the fine of a pledged
needle? Answer it is a dairt (or yearling calf) that is

paid as the fine for it. O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxiv.

dairy (da'ri), w.; pi. dairies (-riz). [Early mod.
E. also dairie; < ME. deyery, deyrye (> ML. daye-
ria, daeria), < deye, deie, date (Sc. dey), a female

servant, esp. a dairymaid: see dey and -//.] 1.

That branch of farming which is concerned
with the production of milk, and its conversion
into butter and cheese.

Grounds were turned much in England either to feeding
or dairy ; and this advanced the trade of English butter.

Temple.

2. A house or room where milk and cream are

kept and made into butter and cheese.

The coarse and country fairy
That doth haunt the hearth or dairy. B. Jonson.

3. A shop where milk, butter, etc., are sold.

4. A dairy-farm. [Bare.]
dairy-farm (da'ri-farm), n. A farm the prin-
cipal business of which is the production of
milk and the manufacture of butter or cheese.

dairying (da'ri-ing), . [< dairy + -ingr*.] The
occupation or business of a dairy-farmer or

dairyman : also attributively : as, a rich dairy-
ing country.

Grain-raising and dairying combined, however, work to
the best advantage, not only financially, but also in the
production of manure. Encyc. Amer., I. 99.

dairymaid (da'ri-mad), n. A female servant
whose business is to milk cows and work in the

dairy.
Come up quickly, or we shall conclude that thou art in

love with one of Sir Roger's dairymaids.
Addison, Spectator.

dairyman (da'ri-man), n.
; pi. dairymen (-men).

One who keeps cows for the production of milk
and butter, and sometimes cheese, or one who
attends to the sale of dairy produce.
dais (da'is), n. [< ME. deis, deys, des, dees, in

oblique cases dese, dece, etc., < OF. deis, also
dot's, later dais, daiz, a high table in a hall, F.
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da-is, a canopy, < ML. discus, a table, in L. a

plate, platter, quoit, discus, whence also E.

dish, disk, and desk: see these words.] 1. A
platform or raised floor at one end or one side

of a reception-room or hall, upon which seats

Dais. Throne-room, Windsor Castle, England.

for distinguished persons are placed; especial-

ly, such a platform covered with a canopy:
formerly often called specifically high dais.

Wel semede ech of hem a fair burgeys,
To sitten in a yeldehalle on a deyx.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 370.

Am peres with the apostles this pardoun Piers sheweth,
And at the day of dome atte hrigh deyse to sytte.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 17.

I sail saye, syttande at the douse,
I tuke thi speche byyonde the see.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 105).

With choice paintings of wise men I hung
The royal dais round. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Hence 2. Any similar raised portion of the
floor of an apartment, used as the place at which
the most distinguished guests at a feast are

seated, as a platform for a lecturer, etc.

As a lecturer he was not brilliant ; he appeared shy and
nervous when on the dais. Nature, XXXVII. 299.

3. A canopy or covering. 4. (a) A long board,
seat, or settle erected against a wall, and some-
times so constructed as to serve for both a set-

tee and a table
; also, a seat on the outer side

of a country-house or cottage, frequently formed
of turf. (6) A pew in a church. [Scotch.]

Whan she came to Mary-kirk,
And sat down in the dealt,

The light that came frae fair Annie
Enlighten'd a' the place.

Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 136).

daise, (' See daze.

daisied (da'zid), . [< daisy + -e<?2.] Full of

daisies
;
set or adorned with daisies.

Let us
Find out the prettiest dai-sied plot we can.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 4.

daising (da'zing), n. [Sc. (= E. as if "dazing),
verbal n. of dam, dase, stupefy, make or be-

come numb, wither, = E. daze, q. v.] A dis-

ease of sheep ;
the rot.

daisterret, n. An obsolete form of day-star.

daisy (da'zi), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

daisie, daysie, etc.
;
< ME. daysie, daysy, daysey,

dayesye, daiseie, daieseyghe, etc., < AS. dteges

edge, that is, 'day's eye,' so called in allusion to

the form of the flower: see day and eye^.] I.

n.; pi. daisies (-ziz). 1. A common plant, Bel-

lis perennis, natural order Composite, one of the
most familiar wild plants of Europe, found in all

pastures and meadows, and growing at a consid-
erable height on mountains. The daisy is a great
favorite, and several varieties are cultivated in gardens.
In Scotland the field-daisy is called gowan. See gowan.

The dayesye or elles the eye of day,
The emperice and flour of floures alle.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 184.

Dairies pied and violets blue. Shak.
,
L. L. L.

,
v. 2 (song).

2. One of various plants of other genera to
which the name is popularly applied. The wild
plant generally known in the United States as the daisy
is the Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum. (See oxeye daisy,
below.) In Australia the name daisy is given to several

Composites, especially to species of Vitadenia and to

Brarhycmne iberidifolia of the Swan River region, which
is occasionally cultivated ; in New Zealand, to species of

Lagenophora. See phrases below.

3. Something pretty, fine, charming, or nice:

as, she is a daisy. [Colloq. or slang.] African
daisy, lianas inodora, of northern Africa, formerly culti-

Dakotan
vated forornament. Blue or globe daisy, the (ilubularia-

culgaris. Butter-daisy, a name of species of Kanuncu
tug. Cabbage-daisy, the globe-flower, Trolli-tts Eiti-ojiit--

tis. Christmas daisy, in England, :i name of several cul-

tivated species of aster : other species are called Michael-
mas daisies. French daisy, the Chrysanthemum frutr-
ci. Hen-and-Chickens daisy, a proliferous variety
of Belli* perennis, in which the (lower-head branches and
forms several smaller ones. Michaelmas daisy, a name
applied in England to various species of aster, commonly
cultivated in flower-borders and blooming about Michael-
mas. Oxeye daisy, the Chrysanthemum Leucanthf-
mum. Also called lull-, devil's, dog-, golden, great, mid-

summer, moon-, and horse-daisy, and uhitewecd, but in

the United States most commonly daisy alone. (See also

sea-daisy.)

II. . Pretty; fine; charming; nice. [Colloq.
or slang.]

Cap. I am to request, and yon are to command.
3/rs. Cad. Oh, daisy! that's charming.

Foote, The Author, ii. (1757).

daisy-bush (da'zi-bush), . A New Zealand
name for several species of the genus Oleria,

shrubby composites nearly allied to the aster,
but with terete achenes and the anther-cells

more shortly caudate.

daisy-CUtter (da/zi-kufer), n. 1. A trotting
horse ; specifically, in recent use, a horse that

in trotting lifts its feet only a little way from
the ground.

The trot is the true pace for a hackney ; and, were we
near a town, I should like to try .that da;/- of yours
upon a piece of level road. Scott, Rob Roy, iii.

2. In base-ball and cricket, a ball batted so that
it skims or bounds along the ground.
dajaksch (di'aksh), n. The arrow-poison of

Borneo, of unknown origin, but thought to be
distinct from the Java arrow-poison. U. S.

Ui.tpensatory.

dak, dawk'^ (dak), . [Also written dank; <

Hind, dak, post, post-office, a relay of men.]
In the East Indies, the post ; a relay of men, as

for carrying letters, despatches, etc., or travel-

ers in palanquins. The route is divided into stages,
and each bearer or set of bearers serves only for a single

stage. In some places there are horse-daks, or mounted
runners. Dak-bungalow, dawk-bungalow. Seefrtm-

</a(ow. To lay a dale, to station a relay of men, or men
and horses. TO travel dak, to journey in palanquins
carried by relays of men or by government post-wagons.

daker1
,

. See daeker.

daker'2 (da'ker), n. Same as dicker^-.

daker-hen (da'ker-hen), n. The corn-crake or

land-rail, Crex pratensis. See crake2
,
Crex.

dakoit, dacoit (da-koif), n. [Also written de-

coit; < Hind, ddkait, a robber, one of a gang
of robbers, < daka, an attack by robbers, esp.
armed and in a gang.] One of a class of rob-

bers in India and Burma who plunder in bands.
The term was also applied to the pirates who infested the

rivers between Calcutta and Burhampore, but who are

now suppressed.

The country [India] was then full of freebooters, thugs,
or professional murderers, and dacoits, or professional rob-

bers, whose trade was to live by plunder.
Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 810.

dakoitage, dacoitage (da-koi'taj), . [< da-

koit, dacoit, + -age.] Same as dakoity.
We may expect soon to hear that Dacoitage has begun

with as much vigor as ever, and our missionary stations

will again be compelled to defend themselves with the
rifle. Sew York Examiner, May 12, 1887.

dakoitee, dacoitee (da-koi-te'), n. [< dakoit,

dacoit, + -ee1 .] One who is robbed by a dakoit.

[Bare.]
It may be a pleasanter game to play the dacoit than the

dacoitee, to go out . . . and harry your neighbours than
to stay at home and run the chance of being robbed and
murdered yourself. Edinburgh Sec., CLXV. 499.

dakoity, dacoity (da-koi'ti), n. [Also written

decoity; < Hind. Beng., etc., dakaiti, or ddkd-

ti, gang-robbery, < ddkait, dakoit: see dakoit.']

The system of robbing in bands practised by
the dakoits.

Dacoity, in the language of the Indian Penal Code, is

robbery committed or attempted by five or more persons
conjointly. Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 498.

Dakosaurus (dak-o-sa'rus), . [NL., for *Da-

cosaurits, < Gr. iaitof, an animal whose bite is

dangerous (see Dacus), + aavpof, a lizard.] A
genus of extinct Mesozoic crocodiles with am-

phicoelous vertebne.
Dakotan (da-ko'tan), a. and . [< Dakota +
-.] I. a. 1. Belonging or relating to the Da-
kotas or Sioux, an Indian people of the north-

western United States. 2. Of or pertaining
to Dakota, a former Territory in the northern

part of the United States, or to North Dakota
or South Dakota, into which it was divided by
act of February 22d, 1889. The same act pro-
vided for the admission of these two parts as

States into the Union.

II. n. An inhabitant of Dakota, or of North
or South Dakota.



Cocoon and Moth of Datrum
comvlMtellii, natural size.

Dakruma

Dakruma (dak'ri.i-mii), . [NL. (Grote, 1878).]
A genus of small moths, of the family I'hycidu:
Tin- larva of D. m-
fnliitHla is the goose-
berry fruit-worm.

dal (dal), . [Also
written (Itil iind

tllial, prop, ttdl, repr.
Hind, tliil, a kind
of pulse (I'liti.iftilii.i

Minit/o, but applied
also to other kinds).] A sort of vetch. I't/lixu.t

< Vi/ii, extensively cultivated in the East Indies.

dalag (da'lag), . A walking-fisli, li/iliinn /,/,<i-

IIIK rn i/ us, highly esteemed for food in the East
Indies. See Opkiottpkalut.

dalai (da-li'), . Same as dtilai-ltima.

dalai-lama (da-li'lii'mii), . [Tibetan, lit. the

'ocean-priest, 'or priest as wide as the ocean:
see lama.] One of the two lama-popes of

Tibet and Mongolia (his fellow-pope being the

tesho-lama), each supreme in his own district.

Although nominally coequal in rank ami authority, the

dalai, from possessing a much larger territory, is in real-

ity the more powerful. When lie dies be is succeeded by
a Iwy, generally four or five years old, into whom tbe soul of

the deceased dalai is supposed to have entered. The dalai

resides at I'otala. near l.ha-sa. in Tibet.

Dalbergia (dal-ber'ji-a), n. [NL., named after

Nicholas Dalbertj, a Swedish botanist.] A large

genus of fine tropical forest-trees and climbing
shrubs, natural order Legttmiiuisa:, some species
of which yield most excellent timber. D. laii-

.folia, the biackwood, or East Indian rosewood, is a mag-
nificent tree, furnishing oneof the most valuable furniture

woods, and is largely used for carving and ornamental
work. l>. Swwoo, which is much planted as an avenue-tree

throughout India, gives a hard durable wood, called sissoo

orsissum, which, besides its use in house-building, is much
employed in India for railway -sleepers and as crooked tim-

bers and knees in ship-building. The best rosewoods of
Hi a/il and Central America are afforded by species of this

genus, which, however, are very imperfectly known.

Dalby's carminative. See carminative.

dale 1

(dal), . [< ME. date, < AS. dail, pi. dalu,
= OS. dal .= OFries. del, deil = D. dal = MLG.
LG. dal = OHG. MHG. tal, G. thai = Icel. dalr

= Sw. Dan. dal = Goth, dal, a dale, a valley; =
OBulg. dolii, Bulg. dol = Bohem. dul = Pol. dol

(barred I), pit, hole, bottom, ground, = Little

Buss, dol (barred I), bottom, ground, = Buss.

dolu, dale, valley. Hence derivs. delfl (which
is nearly the same word) and tlalkV, q. v.] 1.

A vale; specifically, a space of level or gently
sloping or undulating ground between hills of no

great height, with a stream flowing through it.

The children jede to Tune,
Bi dales and hi dune.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 154.

High over hills, and lowe adowne the dale.

KiirH*er, K. Q., I. viL 28.

2. Naut., a trough or spout to carry off water,
usually named from the office it has to perform :

as, a pitiiiji-tlitli', etc. 3f. A hole.

Ther thay stonde a dale
Do make, and dreuche hem therfn.

PaUaditu, Huslnmdrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 2O4.

= 8yn. 1. Vale, Glen, etc. See valley.

dale- (dal), a. A dialectal variant (and earlier

form) of dole1 .

Dalea (da'le-a), n. [NL., named after Samuel
Dale, an English physician (died 1739).] A
large leguminous genus of glandular-punctate
herbs or small shrubs, allied to 1'soralea. There
are over 100 species, chiefly Mexican, but many are found
in the drier uestern portions of the t'nited States.

Dalecarlian (dal-e-kar'li-an), . and . [< Da-

lecarlia, a foreign (ML. 'NL.) name for the
Swedish province called in Sw. Dalen or Da-

larne, 'the valley' or 'the valleys,' < dal-karl,
an inhabitant of this province, i. e., 'valley-

man,' lit. 'dale-carl,' < rf(, = E.. dale, + karl =
E. ctirl : see dale 1 and carl.] I. . Of or per-

taining to Dalecarlia. Dalecarlian lace, a lace
m;ule by the peasants of Dalecarlia for their own use.

Its patterns are ancient and traditional. Diet, of Xcedle-

II. . An inhabitant of the old Swedish prov-
ince of Dalecarlia or Dalarue, whose people
were famous for bravery and patriotism.
dale-land (dal'land), . [=Ioel. tttilland.] Low-
lying laud.

dale-lander (dal
'
Ian '

der), . A dalesman.

[Scotch.]
dalesman (dalz'man), . ; pi. tln/isnu-n (-men).
[< dale's, poss. of dale'-, 4- man.] One living in

a dale or valley ; specifically, a dweller in the
dales of the English and Scottish borders.

Even after the accession of Ceoru'e tbe Third, the path
over the fell.s from l!,>rrowdalc to liavcnglas was still a
secret carefully kept by the <l<ilt'iiH'n.

Macau/ay, Hist. Eug., ill.
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The dnlnmrn were a primitive and hanly race who kept
alive the traditions and often the habits of a more pictur-

esque time. Luicell, Among my H")k, 2d ser., p. 205.

dalft. An obsolete strong preterit of detre.

dali (dii'li), . [Also dan'; native name.] A
largo tree, Mi/rixtit-n ni-hifi-ni, growing in Drmr-
rara, British Guiana. Tlie wood Is light, splits fiveh

and is used for staves and heads of casks. Candles arc

made if a kind of wax obtained from the seeds.

daliancet, . An obsolete form of dalliance.

daliet, '' An obsolete fonn of dally.

dalk't, n. [MK. ^"i/,. iinil,;; < AS. dale, dole,

(= led. tl'ilkr), a pin, brooch, clasp.] A pin;
brooch; clasp.
A ilalkf (or a tache), nrmaculum, tlrniaUirium, monile.

Cath. Anglieuia, p. 89.

dalk-t, [E. dial, delk; ME. dalk, appar., with
dim. suffix -k (cf. stale, a handle, with xtulk), <

ilal, dale, a hollow, dale: seer/'i/*' 1
.] A hollow;

a hole
;
a depression.
Llrason scrapes oute of everie ilalke

Hem scrape.
Palladitu, Husbomlrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 126.

A dalk in the nekke [tr. OF. au coal tricrret Ut.(uuct\.
AS. nml n. K. Vixab. (ed. Wright), p. 146.

Dalke, vallis (supra In daU\. Prmui*. I'arr., p. 112.

dalle (dal), n. [P., a flagstone, slab, slice; ori-

gin uncertain.] 1. A slab or large tile of stone,

marble, baked clay, or the like; specifically, in

decorative art, a tile of which the surface is in-

cised or otherwise ornamented, such as the me-
dieval sepulchral slabs set in the pavement and
walls of churches. 2. jil. [cap.] The name
originally given by the French employees of

the Hudson's Bay Company, and still current,
to certain localities in the valley of the Missis-

sippi and west as far as the Columbia, where
the rivers flow with a rapid fall over broad, flat

rock-surfaces. The best-known Dalles are those of

the Columbia river, and this name is not only that of the

locality, but also of the town (The Dalles) near which they
are situated.

Dallia (dal'i-ii), . [NL., after W. H. Dall, an
American naturalist.] The typical and only

Alaskan Blacknsh (Dallia

genus of the family Dalliida', containing one

species, D. pectoralix, the blackfish of Alaska
and Siberia, where it is an important food-fish.

dalliance (dal'i-ans), . [< ME. daliance, dali-

iii/nct; daliauns, <C dalien, dally, + -ante.] If.

Familiarand easy conversation; idle talk; chat;

gossip.
In daliaunce they riden forth hir weye.

Clumter, Friar's Tale, 1. 106.

Of honest myrth latt be thy daliaunce.
Eabett Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 28.

2. A trifling away of time ; delay ;
idle loitering.

My business cannot brook this dalliance.

Shale., 0. of E., Iv. 1.

3. Play ; sport ; frolic
; toying, as in the ex-

change of caresses ;
wantonness.

Like a ptitf'd and reckless libertine,

Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads.

Shak., Hamlet, I. 3.

And my fair son here, . . . the dear pledge
Of dalliance had with thee in heaven.

Milton, P. L., ii. 819.

The child, in his earliest dalliance on a parent's knee.

Stunner, Fame and Glory.

<t my life

In Egypt ! O the dalliance and the wit,
The flattery and the strife !

Tennyson, Fair Women.

4f. The act Of trifling, as with something tempt-
ing.

P.y this sly dalliance of the crafty bait

Hoping what she could not subdue, to cheat.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 157.

dallier (dal'i-er), . One who dallies ; one who
trifles ;

a trifler.

The daylie daUiers with such pleasant wordes, with such
smiling and sweet countenances.

Atchaitt. The Scbolemaster.

Dalliidae (da-li'i-de), . pi. [XL.. < IMIia +
-iiln:} The only family of fishes of the suborder

Xenomi, typified by the genus Dallia, and char-

acterized by the structure of the pectoral limbs.
The body is fnsifnrni. and r>yered with small embedded
cycloid scales: the head tlattish ; the dorsal fin short and
liehiml tbe middle : and the anal fin opposite the dorsal.

The pectoral tins have very numerous (30-36) rays, and

dalripa

the ventral! few (.H). (inly one species is known, named
bUickjith and dwifnh ; it reaches a length of about 8

inches, and inhabits fresh-water jMjnds aii<t mini boles in

tbe aretie legion in Siberia and Alaska. See cut under

dallop, dollop (dal'-, dol'op), n. [Origin un-

certain.] 1. A tuft, bunch, or small patch of

grass, grain, or weeds. 2. A patch of ground
among corn that has escaped the plow. [Prov.
Eng.]
dally (dnl'i), r. ; pret. and pp. ilnllinl. ]>|.r. tlnl-

li/iin/. [Early mod. E. also dallir ; < ME. dalyi n.

play,
talk idly (cf. E. dial, iln-nlln. talk inco-

herently), prob. < AS. ilirtilitni, dietitian, com-

monly dicelian, iliri-lii/iiii, OXortli. thioliga, dtet>-

lii/n, err, be foolish, = D. dtralen, err, wander,
be mistaken, = led. drain, delay; connect-
ed with diri'll and dull, q. v. The supposed
connection with OHG. danlen, titl< , tlnlrn, G.
dial, talleii, trifle, toy, speak childishly, has
not been made out.] I. intmnn. If. To talk

idly or foolishly ; pass the time in idle or frivo-

lous chat.

Dalyyn or talkyn, . . . fabulor, confubulor, colloqnor.
Prompt. Pare., p. 112.

They dronken and dayleden, . . . thise Ionics and ladyes.
.Sir Oatmyne anil the Ureen Kniijht, 1. 1114.

2. To trifle away time in any manner, as in

vague employment or in mere idleness ; linger ;

loiter; delay.
For he was not the man to dally about anything.

R. D. Blackmore, I .on ia Doone, p. 544.

Mr. Lincoln dallied with his decision [on emancipation)
perhaps longer than seemed needful to those on whom its

awful responsibility was not to rest.

LouvU, Study Windows, p. 108.

3. To play, sport, frolic, toy, as in exchanging
caresses; wanton.

Our aiery buildeth In the cedar's top,
And dallies with the wind.

Male., Rich. III., i. 3.

DallaiiM with a brace of courtezans.

Shot., Rich. III., iii. 7.

The Poets do faine that Jupiter dallied with Europa un-
der this klnde of tree. Coryat, Crudities, I. 188.

Tlie small waves that dallied with the sedge.
Bryant, Rhode Island Coal.

II. trans. To delay; defer; put off. [Rare.]
Not by the hazard of one set battle, but by dallying

off the time with often skirmishes. Knollet, Hist. Turks.

dallyingly (dal'i-ing-li), adv. In a trifling or

dallying manner.
Wher as he doth but dallienyly perswade, they may en-

force & compel. /;/. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, Ii.

dalmahoy (dal'ma-hoi), . [Origin obscure.]
A kind of bushy bob-wig worn by tradesmen in

the eighteenth century, especially by chemists.

Dalmatian (dal-ma'snian), a. and n. [< l>ni-

matia + -an.] I. a. Oi or pertaining to Dal-

matia, a crownland of the Austrian empire, on
the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea Dalma-
tian cap, an old name for the tulip. Dalmatian dog.
See dog. Dalmatian pelican, the great tufted pell-

can, Pelecanus crigpug : so called from having been first

brought to notice through a specimen killed in Dalmatia in

1828. A. E. firrA i. Dalmatian regulUB, the yellow-
browed warbler of Europe, Regulug, Reguloidet, or Phyl-
logcnpu* mtperciliogwt.

II. i'. 1. An inhabitant of Dalmatia; spe-
cifically, a member of the primitive Slavic race
of Dalmatia (including the Morlaks of the

coast), akin to the Servians, and constituting
most of the population. 2. A Dalmatian dog
(which see, under dog).
dalmatic (dal-mat'ik), n. [Also dalmatica and,
as F., dalmatique; = F. dalmatique = Sp. dal-

mdtica = Pg. It. dalmatica, < ML. dalmatica

(sc. L. vestis, garment), fern, of L. Dalmaticus,

adj., < Dalmatia : see def.] A loose-fitting ec-

clesiastical vestment with wide sleeves, pro-
vided with an opening for the passage of the

head, divided or left partly open at the sides,

and reaching to or below the knee, it is worn
in the Western Church by the deacon at the celebration
of the mass or holy communion and on some other oc-

casions, and is put on over the alb. Bishops also use the

dalmatic, wearing it over the tunicle and under the chas-

uble. The earliest records of the dalmatic as a secular

garment seem to date from the latter part of the second

century, at which time it is also alluded to as the " sleeved
tunic of the Dalmatians (chiridota Dalmatarum)." It af-

terward came to be especially worn by senators and other

persons of high station. The first mention of its use by a

bishop is in the case of St. Cyprian, martyred A. D. 258.

But one or two . . . bent their knee to Sister Magda-
len, by which name they saluted her kissed her hand,
or even the hem of her dalmatique. Scott, Abbot, xiii.

dalripa (dal'ri-pa), n. [< Norw. dalrjupa (=Dan.
iliilri/i"' : of. equiv. Sw. tsndripa : and = E. snow1 ),

a kind of ptarmigan, < dal (= Sw. Dan. dal =
E. dale1 ), a valley, + rjupa = Icel. rjftpa = Dan.

rype. a ptarmigan.] The Norwegian ptarmigan.



dal segno

dal segno (dal sa'nyo). [It., from the sign:
dal for da il, from the (da, < L. da, from; il, <

L. ille, this); segno, < L. si/jnum, sign: see sign.]

In music, a direction to go back to the sign $,
and repeat thence to the close, or to a point in-

dicated by the word fine. Abbreviated D. S.

dalt 1
(dalt), . [Sc., < Gael, dalta = Ir. daZte,

daltan, & foster-child, a pet, disciple, ward.] A
foster-child.

It is false of thy father's child ; false of thy mother's

son ;
falsest of my dalt. Scott, fair Maid of Perth, xxix.

dalt2t. An obsolete preterit of deal1
.

Daltonian (dal-to'ni-an), a. and , [< Dalton

(see daltonism) + -ia'n.] I. . Relating to or

discovered by John Dalton, a noted English
chemist (1766-1844) Daltonian atomic theory,
the theory, first enunciated hy John Dalton, that, while the

atoms of the different elements have not the same weights,
the combining weights of these elements express the
relation between their atomic weights. His theory re-

garded chemical combination as a union of different atoms
in definite quantitative proportions.

II. n. [cap. or 1. c.] One affected by color-

blindness. See daltonism.

They have since experimented with four Daltonians, or

color-blind persons. J'vjt. Sci. Mo., XX. 143.

daltonism (dal'ton-izm), n. [From John Dal-

ton, the chemist, who suffered from this defect.]
Color-blindness.

In those persons who are troubled with Daltonism, or

colour-blindness, luminous undulations so different as

those of red and green awaken feelings that are identical.

J. Finke, Cosmic Philos., I. 17.

Dalton's law. See law.

dalyt, 1. A die. Dalies were not precisely
like modern dice, but in some examples had let-

ters on the six sides. 2. pi. A game played
with such dice.

dam 1 (dam), n. [Early mod. E. also damme;
< ME. dam, damnte, a dam, a body of water
hemmed in, < AS. *damm (not recorded, but no
doubt existent, as the source of the verb. q. v.)
= OFries. dam, dom = D. dam = MLG. LG.
dam = MHG. tarn, G. darnin (after D.), a dike,
= Icel. dammr = Sw. dam = Dan. dam = Goth.

*da>nms, a dam, inferred from the verb fanr-
dammjan: see dam1

, v.] 1. A mole, bank, or

mound of earth, or a wall, or a frame of wood,
constructed across a stream of water to ob-
struct its flow and thus raise its level, in order
to make it available as a motive power, as for

driving a mill-wheel
; such an obstruction built

for any purpose, as to form a reservoir, to pro-
tect a tract of land from overflow, etc.

;
in law,

an artificial boundary or means of confinement
of running water, or of water which would oth-
erwise flow away.
No more dam* I'll make for fish. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

The sleepy pool above the dam,
The pool beneath it never still.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

2. In mining, any underground wall or stop-

Eing,
constructed of masonry, clay, or timber,

)r the purpose of holding back water, air, or

gas. 3. In dentistry, a guard of soft rubber
placed round a tooth to keep it free from saliva
while being prepared for filling. 4f. The body
of water confined by a dam.
Hoc staynum, a dame.

AS. and 0. E. Vocab. (2d ed. Wright), col. 736, 1. 29.

Floating dam, a caisson forming a gate to a dry dock.
Movable dam. Same as barrage. (See also crib-dam.)
dam 1

(dam), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dammed, ppr.

damming. [Early mod. E. also damme; < ME.
*dammen (found only with change of vowel, dem-
men, used passively, be hemmed in, < AS. "dem-
man, only in once-occurring comp. for-demman= Qolh.faur-dammjau, stop up) = MD. D. dam-
men = MLG. dammen = G. ddmmen = Icel.
demma = Sw. damma = Dan. dtemmc, dam ;

all

from the noun.] 1. To obstruct or restrain the
flow of by a dam

; confine or raise the level of

by constructing a dam, as a stream of water:
often with in, up.
"When you dam up a stream of water, as soon as the dam

is full as much water must run over the dam-head as if

there was no dam at all.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 5.

2. To confine or restrain as if with a dam
; stop

or shut up or in
;
obstruct : with up.

You that would damup your ears and harden your heart
as iron against the miresistible cries of supplicants callin"
upon you for mercy, . . . should first imagine yourself in
their case. ll,mkrr, Eccles. Polity, v. 61.

Dam up your mouths,
And no words of it.

llnxxiiiiifi; Virgin-Martyr, ii. 3.

To dam out, tu prevent from entering, as water, by
means of a dam.
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dama (dam), . [< ME. damme, usually dame,
the mother of a beast; merely a particular
use of dame, a woman: see dame1

. Of. a

like use of sire.] A female parent: used of

beasts, particularly of quadrupeds, and some-
times (now usually in a slighting sense) of

women.
faithless ! forsworn ! ue goddess was thy dam !

Surrey, MneiA, iv. 477.

What, all my pretty chickens, and their daw,
At one fell swoop? Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

This brat is none of mine; . . .

Hence with it, and, together with the duiii.

Commit them to the fire. Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

The lost lamb at her feet

Sent out a bitter bleating for its i/nm.

TennyHon, Princess, iv.

dam3 (dam), n. [See dams.] A crowned man
in the game of draughts or checkers. [Local,

Eng.]
Dama (da'ma), . [NL., < L. ddma, damma, a

fallow-deer.J A genus or subgenus of deer;

damareteion

Fallow-deer (Dama flatyceros).

the fallow-deer. The common European spe-
cies is Cervus dama, also known as Dama platy-
ceros.

damage (dam'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also dam-
mage; < ME. damage, < OF. damage, damage,
F. dommage, harm, = Pr. damnatje, dampnatje,
damnatge = It. dannaggio, < ML. *damnaticum,
harm (cf. adj. damnations, condemned to the

mines), < L. damnum, loss, injury: see damn.]
If. Harm; mischance; injury in general.
Therfore yef ye do wisely sendeth after hem, (for but yef

thei he departed ther shull some be deed, and that were
grete damage and pite. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 668.

2. Hurt or loss to person, character, or estate ;

injury to a person or thing by violence or wrong-
ful treatment, or by adverse natural forces

;
de-

terioration of value or reputation.
Galashin . . . hadde gode corage, and gode will to be

a-venged of his damage yef he myght come in place.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 397.

To the utmost of our ability we ought to repair any
damage we have done. Seattle, Moral Science, iii. 1.

No human being can arbitrarily dominate over another
without grievous damage to his own nature.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 21.

3. pi. In law, the value in money of what is

lost or withheld
;
the estimated money equiva-

lent for detriment or injury sustained; that
which is given or adjudged to repair a loss.

4. Cost; expense. [Colloq.]

Many thanks, but I must pay the da-mage, and will thank
you to tell me the amount of the engraving. Byron.

Amenity damages. See amenity. Civil damage act.
See civil.-- Compensatpry damages, consequential
damages. See the adjectives. Damage feasant, in

law, doing injury; inflicting damage ; trespassing, as cat-
tle : applied to a stranger's beasts found in another per-
son's ground without his leave or license, and there doing
damage, by feeding or otherwise, to the grass, com, wood,
etc. Exemplary, punitive, or vindictive damages,
such damages as are fixed upon, not as a mere reimburse-
ment of pecuniary loss, but as a good round compensation
and an adequate recompense for the entire injury sus-

tained, and as may serve for a wholesome example to oth-
ers in like cases. See compensatm-?/ iliiitiiuicx, under com-
pnuotory. Farthing damages, in Knti. law, nominal as

opposed to substantial damages. Liquidated or stipu-
lated damages, damages which are fixed in amount by
the nature or terms of a contract. Nominal damages, a

trifling sum, such as six cents, awarded to vindicate a plain-
tiff's right, when no serious injury has been suffered, in
contradistinction to substantial damages. Special dam-
ages, damages which would not necessarily follow the com-
mission of the alleged breach of contract or wrong, and
therefore need to be specially alleged in the complaint or
declaration. -Unliquidated damages, damages which
require determination by the estimate of a jury or court.
= Syn. Detriment, Harm, etc. (See injury.) Waste, etc.
See loss.

damage (dam'aj), v.
; pret. and pp. damaged,

ppr. damaging. [Early mod. E. also dammage;
< OF. damagier, domagier, damage, harm ;

from
the noun: see damage, n.] I. trans. To cause

damage to
;
hurt

;
harm

; injure ;
lessen the value

or injure the interests or reputation of.

When bothe the armyes were approachyng to the other,

the audinaunce shot so terribly and with suche a violence

that it sore daininayed and encombred bothe the parties.

Hull, Hen. VII., an. 3.

It stands me much upon
To stop all hopes whose growth may damaye me.

Shak., Rich! III., iv. i

II. in trans. To receive damage or injury; be

injured or impaired in soundness or value : as,

a freshly cut crop will damage in a mow or stack.

damageable (dam'aj-a-bl), a. [< OF. damage-
able, damageable, Fi dommageable, < damagier,

damage: see damage, v., and -able.] 1. Hurt-

ful; pernicious; damaging. [Bare.]
The other denied it, because it would be damageable

and prejudicial to the Spaniard.
Camden, Elizabeth, an. 158S.

2. That maybe injured or impaired; suscepti-
ble of damage : as, damageable goods,
damage-cleert, [ML. damna clericorum, dam-
ages of the clerks : see damnum and cleric,

clerk.] In Eng. law, a fee formerly paid in the

Courts of Common Pleas, King's Bench, and

Exchequer, in certain cases where damages
were recovered in those courts,

damagenientt (dam'aj-ment), . [< damage +
-ment.] Damage; injury.

And the more base and brutish pleasures bee, . . .

The more's the soule and hodie's damagemfnt.
Dacies, Microcosnios, p. 44.

damageoust, . [< OF. damagious, damajos, da-

mageus, domageus, dommageus, etc., < damage,
damage: see damage and -ous.] Hurtful; dam-
aging. Minsheu, 1617.

damajavag, A trade-name for the extract of

the wood and bark of the chestnut-tree, used in

place of gall-nuts for dyeing black and for tan-

ning. O'Neill, Diet, of Dyeing, p. 130.

Damalichthys (dam-a-lik'this), . [NL., < Gr.

<!d//a?.(f, a young cow, heifer, + 'iX" l
'S,

a fish.]

Damatichthys vacca.

A genus of surf-fishes, of the family Holcono-
tidce. D. vacca is a species of the Pacific coast of the
United States, locally known as porgy and perch ; it is a

food-fish, attaining a weight of from 2 to 3 pounds.
Damalis (dam'a-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6aua>.i$, a

young cow, a heifer, prob. < 6a[i-d(etv, tame, =
L. dom-are = E. tame.] 1. A genus of dipter-
ous insects. Fabricius, 1805. 2. A genus of

lepidopterous insects. Hubner, 1816. 3. A
genus of antilopine ruminant quadrupeds, con-

taining a number of African antelopes related
to those of the genus AlcelapJtus, in which they
are sometimes included. Species of the genus are
the sassaby or bastard hartbeest (D. lunata), the korri-

gum (D. senegalentnn), the bontebok (D. pygarga), and the
blesbok (D. albifrons). They are large animals with sub-

cylindrical divergent horns, small naked muffle, and, in

the females, two teats ; they belong to the group of buba-
line antelopes. //. Smith, 1827. See cut under bletbok.

4. A genus of bivalve mollusks. J. E. Gray,
1847.

daman (dam'an), n. [Syrian.] The Syrian
hyrax, Hyrax syriacus ; the cony of the Bible.

See cony and Hyrax. Also written daman.
damar (dam'ar), . Same as dammar-resin.
Damara (dam'a-ra), n. Same as Dammara, 1.

damareteion
(dam"a-re-ti'on),
.; pi. damareteia

(-a). [Gr. Aa/iapf-
rctov (sc. v6fuaua,
coin), neut. of Aa-

/lapeTctof, of Dama-
rete or Demarete,

Obverse.

perii, the wile of
Gelon. The coin
was first struck in

commemoration of

the gold crown



damareteion

sent liy the Car-

thaginians to De-

niiirete, the wife
of the tyrant Or-

ion, in acknow-
ledgment of her
services ill the

negotiation for

peace, 480 B. o.]
A handsome sil-

ver coin of Syra-
cuse, weighing 10

. Attic drachma),
Damareteion, British Museum. (Size of according to ail-

cient statements,

though in fact the coins fall short of that stan-

dard, and weigh about 43 grams. Also demare-

tfhni .

damar-resin, . See dammar-resin.

Damascene (<lara'a-sen),. and u. [ME. Uam-
axcciii; def. It., 2; '= F. (/anwsc&iersSp. Pg. It.

1 I 17 dame

Cuppesof fine I'orinthiaMlat tin. umlded and <i>imo*Mid.
I-,,,. I,,,.; Pilgrimage, p. 307.

and ef. damaskeen, damascene. AB
an adj., def. :i, directly < l>nmaxcus.] I. a. I.

A textile fabric woven in elaborate patterns, damaskeening alam-as-ke IIIIIK.I. .
I
\erbaln.

of damaskeen, r.] 1. The art of ornamenting a
surface of one metal by inlaying with another.

bronze is first cligrated will

(a) A rich fabric of coarse silk threads oven in Inures

many colors : a manufacture which has lieen long estab-

IMied in Syria, and has frei|ilcntly Wn imitated in Kn-

ro|>e. (6) A modern material, used chiefly for furniture,

covering, made nf silk and wc,,,l or silk and cotton, and

usually in elaborate designs, (c) An Inferior quality of the

anotaiOf, made of worsted only, employed also for furni-

ture. (</) A tine twilled linen fabric, used e*|ici ially for

table-linen. It Is generally ornamented with a pattern
shown by opposite reflections of light from the surface

without contrast of color, (*) A cotton fabric made for

curtains, table-covers, etc., usually in different shades of

red.

2. A pink color like that of the damask rose;
a highly luminous crimson red reduced in

chroma, and not appearing to incline to either

orange or purple.
Just the difference

Betwixt the constant red

A surface of inm, ste. 1. .

lines ami figures, the incisions > i less under
cut that is, broader at the l.ttom than at the surface.

The metal used for the ornamental pattern is then usu-

ally Inlaid in the form of a narrow rihlion or strip, which
is driven into its place by blows of a mallet; the whole
surface is then jHilished. Also called dainoKrne tn/rt.

2. An effeet produced by repeatedly welding,

drawing out, and doubling up a bar composed
of a mixture of iron and steel, the surface of

which is afterward treated with an acid. The
surface of the ii mder this treatment retains its metal-

lic luster, while that of the steel Is left with a black, firm

ly
adhesive coating "f carbon. Koscoe and Schorlem/i" .

Also dm,'"..!'. >t/i,,"i>tlrinfl.

damaskint, r. t. An obsolete form of damaskeen.

damaskint, . [Var. of damascene, after daman-

kin, r.] A Damascus blade; a damaskeened

. ,. . ,

Or. &apamyv6e, of Damascus, < Aauo<7icof, L. Du-

iiiiixriix, Damascus : see damask, t rom the same

adj., in its OF. form diimtiisin, comes E. damson,

q. v. Ct. iliiniii.il.-ii'ii.] I. a. 1 . Of or pertaining
to the city of Damascus, anciently and still the

capital of Syria, and under the Ommiad califs

capital of the Mohammedan empire, long cele-

brated for its works in steel. See damascus.

2. [I. c.~\ Of or pertaining to the art of damas-

keening, or to something made by that process.
UamoMfiu workers, chiefly for ornamenting arms.

Q. C. M. Birdwood, Indian Arts, I. 141.

Damascene lace, an imitation of Honiton lace, some-
times made by uniting sprigs of real Honiton lace with
brides or other filling of needlework. Damascene work.
() Same iia damaikeeniiuj, 1. (&) The style of work dis-

played in tile artistic watered-steel blades for which the

city of Damascus is celebrated. The variegated color of

these blades is due to the crystallization of cast-steel

highly charged with carbon, an effect produced hy a care-

ful process of cooling. The phrase is also applied to or-

naments slightly etched on a steel surface, and also to

other surfaces of similar appearance, as, for example, to

an etched surface of metallic iron.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant or a native of the

city of Damascus.
In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king kept

the city of the Damascenes with a garrison. 2 C'or. xi. 32.

2f. [L. Da-maseena, < Gr. Aa^omr/i^, the region
about Damascus, prop. fern, of the adj.] The
district in which Damascus is situated.

Lo, Adam, in the felde of Damascene,
With Goddes owen finger wrought was he.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 17.

3. [I. c.] Same as damson.
damascene (dam'a-sen), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
damascened, ppr. damascening. [< damascene,
a.; var. of damaskeen.] Same as damaskeen.

Sumptuous Greek furniture, during the last two centu-

ries B. C., was made of bronze, damascened with gold and
silver. Eitcyc. Brit., IX. 848.

damascening (dam'a-se-niug), . [Verbal n. of

damascene, .] Same as damaskeening.
damascus (da-mas'kus), n. [L. Damascus, < Gr.

Aajuaa/,of, < Heb. Dameseq, Ar. Dameshg, Damas-
cus. This city gave name to several fabrics of

steel and iron, and of silk, and to a plum : see

below, and see damaxk, damascene, damson.'}
Steel or iron resembling that of a Damascus
blade. Damascus blade, a sword or simitar present-

ing l>on its surface a variegated am>earance of watering,
as white, silvery, or black veins, in tine lines or fillets,

til 11. .us. crossed, interlaced, or parallel, etc., formerly
brought from the East, Iwlng fabricated chiefly at Damas-
cus in Syria. (See damascene mirk (li), under Damascene,
a.) The excellent quality of Damascus blades has become

proverbial. Damascus iron, a combination of iron and

steel, so called because of its resemblance to Damascus
steel. Scrap-iron and scrap-steel are cut into small pieces
and welded together, and then rolled out. The surface

presents a beautiful variegated appearance. Damascus
steel. See ilitnum-''ti'' irurk(b), under Damascene, a. Da-
mascus twist, a L;vm-barrel made by drawing Damascus
iron into a ribbon about half an inch wide, twisting it

round a mandrel, and wdding it. Stub damascus, a rod
nf Damascus iron, twisted anil tlattened into a ribbon, for

making a gun-barrel.

damaseet, damasint, Obsolete variants of

dWMKM.
IVrs and api'ill. bothe ryjie thay were,
The date, and als the thrum*''-.

rii'iiiiH* "f Krsseldoune. (Child's Ballads, I. 103).

damask (dam'ask), . and a. [< ME. damaxki' =
MD. damasck. damaxt, n. damaxt = ML<<. <l<i-

3. Same as damaskeening, 2. 4. Wavy lines

shown on metal, formed by damaskeening.
Capha damask, a material mentioned in the sixteenth

century, perhaps named from the seaport of t'atfa or K alia,

anciently called Theodosia, on the southern coast of the damasking (dam'as-king), n.

V> old Toledo blades or da masking.

lltiin'll, Poem to Charles I., Jan., 1641.

[Verbal n. of

iliiinask, c.] 1. Same as damaskeening. 2.

Adornment with figures.

An opinion that no clothing so adorned them as their

painting and dnitta*kin<j of their bodies.

SjKtd, Ancient Britaines, V. viL 7.

3. Wavy lines formed on metal by damaskeen-

ing, or fines similar in appearance.
But above all conspicuous for these workes and damank-

ingt is the maple. Evelyn, To Dr. WllUus.

cotton damask, see eattmi, a. Cypress
damask*. See cyjrresn~.

II. a. 1. Woven with figures, like damask:
used of textile fabrics, usually linen : as, dam-
ask table-cloths. See I., 1.

A damask napkin wrought with horse and hound.
Trti/x<w, Audley Court.

2. Of a pink color like that of the damask rose.

She never told her love,
But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud,
Feed on her damask cheek. Shale., T. J., II. 4. damasqueeneryt (dam-as-ke'ne-ri), n. [X dam-
While, dreaming on your daman* cheek, (txkcrn + -try, after F. damagquiaerie.'] The art
The dewy sister-eyelids lay. o{ damaskeening; steel-work damaskeened.

Te.nnymn, Day-Dream, noL . ,

3. Of, pertaining to, or originating in Damas- damass6 (da-ma-sa'), a. [F., pp. of damasser,
cus: as, the damask plum, rose, steel, violet: damask: see damask, n. and .] 1. Woven

with a rich pattern, as of flowers : said of cer-

tain silks used for women's wear. 2. In ceram.,

applied to a decoration white on white that is,

painted in white enamel on a white ground, so

that the pattern is relieved by only very slight
differences of tint, and chiefly by the contrast

see below Damask plum, a small plum, the dam-
son. Damask rose, a species of pink rose, Rosa daman-
''/ni. a native of Damascus.

Gloves, as sweet as datitank rogeg.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3 (song).

Damatk ro*cliave not been known in England aboveonc
hundred years, and now are so common. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Damask steel, Damascus steel. See Damascus Made, of surfaces.

under dauuurus.- Damask stitch, a stitch in erahrol- damaSSin (dam'a-8m ) " C< * damasser, dam-
dery by which a soft, unbroken surface is produced, con- ask: see damask, r.] 1. A kind of damask

damask (dam'ask), v. t. [= MLG. daiuasken =
G. damasten = F. damasser = Sp. Pg. damax-
car (in pp. damascado)= It. damascare, damask ;

from the noun. Cf. damaskeen.'] 1. To orna-

oery uy wmcii auoit, un
i-c^vv, asK : wee (larnunK, r.j x. A juiiu VL <i.ini.i>i\

slsting of threads laid parallel and close together.-Dam- witn ol(j and 8jiver flowers woven in the warp
ask violet, same as dame ,-nofef, _ __ _ and ^oof _ 2 . An ornamental woven or textile

fabric of which the surface is wholly, or almost

wholly, gold or silver, or a combination of both.
The fabric is submitted to heavy pressure to make the

surface uniform and brilliantly metallic.

ment (a metal) with flowers or patterns on the damboard (dam'bord), n. [Sc.] Same as dam-
surface, especially by the application of an- brod.
other metal. See damaskeen. dambonite (dam'bpn-it), w. [< n'dambo, native

Mingled metal danuuk'd o'er with gold. name for the tree, 4- -ik?.] A white crystalline
Dryden, ACneid, xi. 736. gubgtance existing to the extent of 0.5 per cent.

2. To variegate ; diversify. in caoutchouc, obtained from an unknown tree

If you could pick out more of these play-particles, and, growing near the Gaboon in western Africa.
as occasion shall salute you, embroider or damask your ft jg very readily soluble in water and in aque-
discourse with them. rtllo ^ *. nn in o'hfmliitt* alnnhnl

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 3. OU8, Out not lie, ai

dambose (dam bos), . Same as dambomte.
On the soft downy bank darmwArd with flowers dambrod (dam'brod), fl. [Sc., also (accom. to

E. board) damboard; < Sw. dambrade (= Dan.

dambrcet), checker-board, < dam (= Dan. dam),damasked (dam'askt),j>. a. [Pp. of damask, .]

1. Having a running figure covering the sur-

face, as in damask or damaskeened metal.
checkers (see dams), + brade = Dan. brtet,

board : see board.] A chess- or checker-board.
Dambrod pattern, a large pattern, resembling the

squares on a cnecker-lHiard.
the blades made of it appear flame (dam), w. [< ME. dame, often dam, a lady,

a woman, adam (see danft), =D. G. Dan. dame=
Sw. dam, < OF. dame, F. dame = Pr. Sp. Pg. It.

damn (see also donna, dona), < L. domina, a

This place [Damascus! is likewise famous for cutlery
ware, which ... is made of the old iron that is found
in a nt lent buildings ;

itainaskeit or watered.

Pacocke, Description of the East, II. i. 125.

Breant, of Paris, employed cast steel and carburetted

steel, and he got a damasked blade after acidulated wash- !<" voc" "> <", //, ^ ^-.. ,.,...,.,,, ..

ing. y. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 3.w. lady, fem. of dominus, lord : see domntus, dom-

ino", doift. See also dantsel, madam, etc.] If.

A mother.

now dauiast = Sw. Dan. damaxk, Dau. also iln-

miixt (the form damaxt, in D., G., etc., being from
the It. damaxtn) = OF. F. damas =

Sp. Pg.
damaxco = It. damasco, also damasto, < ML. ilu-

mani'iix (also iluiiuK'ii'x and damaxticitx; sc. L.

IHIHHUX), ilainask. so called from the city of Da-

mascus, where the fabric was orig. made : see

2. In her., decorated with an ornamental pat-

tern, as the field or an ordinary. [Kare.]
damaskeen (dam-as-ken'), v. t. [Early mod.
E. also daiitaxkiu;"= MD. damaskeneren, < F.

iliiiiiri.il/iiiiier, damask, flourish, carve, engrave
or otherwise ornament damaskwise, < danias-

i/ii/ii. of damask (= Sp. Pg. dama.Kiuino = It.

damasfkiuo, dammaxchiiio, of damask, formerly
also as a noun, damask, damask-work). < daman

(= It. damaxco, etc., < ML. damasctts), damask.
Damaskeen (not used as an adj. in E.) thus ult.

represents F. damasquin, formed anew as an

adj. from damas (in E. as if < damask + -ine1 )

and meaning
'

relating to damask.' It has been
confused in part with damascene, which is of

much older origin and means '

relating to Da-

mascus.'] To ornament (metal, as steel), by in- 4. A woman in general ; particularly, a woman
laying or otherwise, in such a way as to pro- of mature years, a married woman, or the mis-

I folwed ay my dama lore.

Chaucer, Prol to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 583.

Sovran of creatures, universal dame .'

Miliiiu, t. L, ix. 612.

2t. A dam : said of beasts.

As any kyd or calf folwynge his dame.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 74.

3. A woman of rank, high social position, or

culture; a lady; specifically, in Great Britain.

the legal title of the wife or widow of a knight
or baronet.

Not all these lords do vex me half so much
As that proud dame, the lord protector's wife.

Shot., 2 Hen. VL, i. 8.

duce an effect compared (originally) with that

of damask ; ornament with flowers or patterns
on the surface

;
damask.

tress of a household : formerly often used (like

the modern Mrs.) as a title, before either the

surname or the Christian name.



dame
Where shall we tinil leash or band.

For (//' that loves to rove?
Scott, Marmlon, 1. 17.

One old daiif

rame suddenly on the Queen with the sharp news.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

5. The mistress of an elementary school.

He bewailed his sinful course of life, his disobedience

to his parents, his slighting and despising their instruc-

tions and the instructions of his ilanif, and other means

of grace God had offered him.
\\ uithrop, Hist. New England, II. 60.

Like many others bom in villages, he [Robert Hall] re-

ceived his first regular instruction at a dame's school

that of flam* Scotton. O. Gregory.

6. In Eton, England, a woman with whom the

boys board, and who has a certain care over

them; sometimes, also, a man who occupies the

same position.
Eton is less symmetrical than the other two, in so far

as she retains Damti' houses, cheaper than tutors' houses.

About one hundred and thirty boys board with Dames.

Sydney Smith, in C. A. Bristed's English University, p. 338.

Dame Joan ground. See grou n/n.

dameiselt, An obsolete form of dampen.

damenization (da-me-ni-za'shon), n. [Also
written damenisation ; < (la + me + ni + (-i)ze +
-ation.} In music, the use of the syllablesdo, me,

, po, tu, la, be, to indicate the successive tones

of the scale, or the singing of a melody by the

help of these syllables : advocated by the com-

poser Graun about 1750. See solinization, bobi-

sation, etc.

damer (da'mer), n. A darning-needle. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]
dame-school (dam'skol), . An elementary
private school taught by a woman.
His (Sir. Odger's] boyish education was limited to the

rustic dame-xcliwl of his native hamlet.
R. J. Hiuton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 330.

dame's-violet (damz'vi'o-let), n. An English
popular name of the plant Hesperis matronalis.

Also called damask rioiet. See rocket.

damiana (dam-i-an'a), n. A drug consisting
of the leaves of certain Mexican plants, spe-
cies of Turnent, chiefly T. micropliylla and T.

diffusa, and Bigeloria reneta, supposed to have
tonic and stimulant properties.
Damianist (da'mi-au-ist), M. [< Damian +
-ist.} Same as Dauilanite.

Damianite (da'mi-an-lt), . [< Damian +
-ite2 .] Eccles., a follower of Damiauus, a Mo-
nophysite patriarch of Alexandria in the sixth

century, who denied the separate Godhead of

the persons of the Trinity, teaching that Fa-

ther, Son, and Holy Spirit" are God only when
united.

damier, . The Cape pigeon, Daption capense.
dammar (ilam'ar), . [Also damar ; < Hind.

ddmar, resin, pitch: see dammar-resin.} Same
as dammar-reftin.

Dammara (dam'a-ra), n. [NL., also Damaru ;

< dammar, q. v.]
"

l" A genus ot large dioecious
coniferous trees to which the earlier name
Agathis has been restored. They are natives of the
East Indian islands, New Guinea, and New Zealand, have
large lanceolate leathery leaves, and bear ovate or globu-
lar cones with a single laterally winged seed under each
scale. There are b or 10 species. D. orientals is a tall

tree, attaining on the mountains of Amboyna a height
of from 80 to 100 feet. Its light timber is of little valiie,
but it yields the well-known dammar-resin. Another s|>e-
cies is D. aiutralu, the kauri-pine of New Zealand, which
is sometimes 200 feet high, and affords a very strong and
durable wood, highly esteemed for masts and the plank-
ing of vessels and for house-building, anil often richly
mottled. It yields a large quantity of resin, which is also
found buried in large masses on sites where the tree no
longer grows. Other useful species are D. obttim of the
New Hebrides, D. Mount of New Caledonia, etc.

2. [I. c.} Same as (laminar-resin.

dammarelt, . [Appar. a var. of "dameret, < OF.
damerct, a lady's man, a carpet-knight, < dame,
lady : see dame.} An effeminate person ;

a lady's
man.

The lawyer here may learn divinity,
The divine, lawes or faire astrology,
The daminftrel respectively to fight,
The duellist to court a mistress right.

Beloe'f Aneedolfs i>f Litfratnre, VI. 51.

dammar-gum (dam'ar-gum), . Same as iliim-

iii(ir-n xiii.

dammaric (dam'a-rik), a. [< Dammara + -if-}

Relating to or derived from trees of the genus
DIImmam. -Dammaric add, the part ofdammar-resin
which is soluble in alcohol and has acid properties.
dammarin (dam'a-rin), . [< dammar + -in2.]
Same as dammar-resin.

dammar-pitch (dam'iir-pich), H. White dam-
mar-resin.

dammar-resin (dam'iir-rez'in), H. A gum or
resin resembling copal, produced by various
species of Dammara. The East Indian or cat's-eye
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resin Is obtained from D. oriental!*, and when mixed with

powdered bamboo-bark and a little chalk is llsedfpr calking

ships. Another variety, the kauri-gam, is obtained from

D auxtralii of New Zealand ; it is colorless or pale-yellow,

hard and brittle, and has a faint odor and resinous taste.

Both gums are used for colorless varnish, for which pur-

pose they are dissolved in turpentine. Also damar-rtxut.

<tiiiiiiiiar-<ii/in, dammara, damtnariii. dammar. Jamar,
dainniei: Black dammar-resin, of southern India, a

product of Catuiriiiiu ftrictiini, of the natural order Bvr-

seracea. White dammar-resin, a product of Vat'-nn

linlira, used in varnish on the Malabar coast in India.

Also called Indian copal or piny retin.

damme (dam'e), interj. A coalesced form of

damn me, used as an oath.

Come, now; shall I begin with an oath? Do, Sir Lucius,

let me begin with a damme. Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

dammer ' (dam'er), . One who dams up water,

or who builds dams.
dammer2 (dam'er). . Same as dammar-resin.

damn (dam), r. [< ME. damnen, usually dami>-

IICH, < OF. damner, damier, daner, demner, often

dampner, dempner, F. damner = Pr. dampnar
= OSp. damnar, daftar = Pg. damnar = It.

dannare, condemn, damn (cf. OHG. flrdamnon,
MHG. rerdamnen, G. rcrdammen, damn), < L.

damnare, condemn, fine, < (iainnttm, loss, harm,

fine, penalty: see damage, and cf. condemn.'}

I. trans. If. To condemn; affirm to be guilty,
or worthy of punishment ;

sentence judicially.

He that doubteth is damned if he eat. Rom. xiv. 28.

Lifting the Good up to high Honours seat,

And the Evill damning evermore to dy,

Spenser, To G. Harvey.

In some part of the laud these serving-men (for so be

these damned persons called) do no common work ; but as

every private man needeth labours, so he coiueth into the

market-plpee, and there hireth some of them for meat and
drink. Sir T. More, Vtopia, tr. by Robinson, i.

2f. To assign to a certain fate
;
doom.

Damvnud was he to deye in that prison.
CAoiioT, Monk's Tale, 1. 426.

The yongest dauie to forrests fled,
And there is dampnde to dwell.

Oaacoiijne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 110.

Specifically 3. In theoi., to doom to punish-
ment in a future state

;
condemn to heft. [For

this word, as used in this sense in the authorized version

of the Bible, the word condemn has been substituted in

the revised version. See damnation.]

He that believeth not shall be damned. Mark xvi. 16.

That which he continues ignorant of, having done the
utmost lying in his power that he might not be ignorant
of it, shall not damn him. South, Sermons.

Hence 4. In the imperative, used profanely
in emphatic objurgation or contempt of the

object, and more vulgarly in certain arbitrary

phrases (as damn your or 7i<* eyes!) in general
reprehension or defiance of a person.

Ay, ay, it's all very true ; but, hark'ee, Rowley, while J

have, by heaven I'll give ; so damn your economy.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

5. To address with the objurgation "damn!";
swear at.

He scarcely spoke to me during the whole of the brief

drive, only opening his lips at intervals to damn his horse.

Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, ii.

6. To adjudge or pronounce to be bad; con-
demn as a failure ; hence, to ruin by expressed
disapproval: as, to damn a play. [Chiefly in

literary use.]
For the great dons of wit,

Phtebus gives them full privilege alone
To damn all others, and cry up their own.

Dryden, Indian Emperor.
Damn with faint praise, assent with civil leer,
And without sneering teach the rest to sneer.

Pope, I'rol. to Satires, 1. 201.

To damn a bond or a deedt, to cancel it.

II. I'M trait*. To use the objurgation
' 'damn !

"
;

swear.

damn (dam), M. The verb damn used as a pro-
fane word: a curse; an oath.

Ay, ay, the best terms will grow obsolete. Damns have
had their day. Sheridan, The Rivals., ii. 1.

Not to care a damn to be totally indifferent. [Slang,
cf. curte-2.] Tinker's damn, trooper's damn, some-
thing absolutely worthless. [Slang. Cf. rnW-'.l

damna, . Plural of damnum.
damnability (dam-na-bil'i-ti), . [< ML. dam-
nabilita(t-)g, \ LL. damnabilis: see damnable.}
The state or quality of deserving damnation

;

damuableness.
Tin 1

deacllynesse, or, as men might say, . . . the (famna-
hum,' belonging to the mortall offence.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 4:.

damnable (dam'ua-bl), a. [< ME. dampnablr,
< OF. damnable, F. damnable = Pr. dampnable= OSp. damnable, danable= lt. dannabile, < LL.
damnabilis, worthy of condemnation, < L. dam-
/nirc, condemn: see damn.} If. To be con-

demned; worthy of condemnation; productive
of harm, loss, or injury.

damned
And yf thi wey be foule, it is datnpnaf'te,
\nd neither plesaunt, neither profitable.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

2. Worthy of damnation.
O thou damnable fellow ! did not I pluck thee by the

nose for thy speeches? Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

A creature unprepar'd, unmeet for death ;

And to transport him in the mind he is

Were damnable. Shak., M. for M., iv. 3.

Doctrines which once were dttntitfit>lt> are now fashion-

able, and heresies are appropriated as aids to faith.

G. H. Leu-eg, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 1.

3. Entailing damnation ; damning.
The mercy of God, if it be rightly applyed, there is no-

thing more comfortable ; if it be abused, as an occasion to

the flesh, there is nothing more damnable.
Hifron, Works (ed. 1624), I. 185.

4. Odious; detestable; abominable; outra-

geous. [Regarded as profane.]
Now shall we have <tnu(nnij? ballads out against us,

Most wicked madrigals.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

damnableness (dam'na-bl-nes), . The state of

being damnable, or of deserving condemnation.

The question being of the dantnablenesg of error.

Chillimjuvrth, Religion of Protestants.

damnably (dam'na-bli), adv. 1. In a manner
to incur severe censure, condemnation, or dam-
nation.

They do cursedly and damnably ayenst Crist.

fhaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Odiously; detestably; abominably. [Re-

garded as profane.]
I'll let thee plainly know, I am cheated damnably.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. >.

damnation (dam-na'shon), n. [< ME. danuia-

cion, -oun, dampnacion,'<. OF. damnation, dam-

nacion, damnation, etc., F. damnation = Pr.

dampnatio = OSp. damnacion, daHacion = Pg.

damnayao = It. dannazione, < L. damnatio(n-),

condemnation, < damnare, pp. damiiatus, con-

demn, damn: see damn, and cf. condemnation.}
1. Condemnation; adverse judgment ; judicial
sentence ;

doom.
Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for

ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence make long

prayer : therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation.
Mat. xxiii. 14.

And shall come forth : they that have done good, unto
the resurrection of life ; and they that have done evil,

unto the resurrection of damnation. John v, 29.

In the commonly misunderstood sentence in the Com-
munion Office, taken from 1 Cor. xi. 29, eat and drink our
own damnation, the latter word is used in its simple sense

of judgment. Bible Word Book.

[This is the sense in which the word is used in the au-

thorized version of the New Testament : in the revised

version, in some passages condemnation (Mat. xxiii. 14 ;

Mark xii. 40), in others judgment (Mat. xxiii. 33 ; John v.

28; 1 Cor. xi. 29), is substituted for it.]

Specifically 2. In ttieol., condemnation to

punishment in the future state; sentence to

eternal punishment.
He that hath been affrighted with the fears of hell, or

remembers how often he hath been spared from an horri-

ble damnation, will not be ready to strangle his brother
for a trifle. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

3. Something meriting eternal punishment.
Besides, this Duncan

Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been
So clear in his great office, that his virtues

Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against
The deep damnation of his taking-off.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

4. The act of censuring or condemning by open
disapproval, as by hissing or other expression
of disapprobation.

Don't lay the damnation of your play to my account.

Fieldin/j, Joseph Andrews.

5. Used as a profane expletive. [Low.]
damnatory (dam'na-to-ri), a. [< ML. "damna-
torius, < L. damnatits, pp. of damnare, damn:
see damn.} Containing a sentence of condem-
nation; assigning to damnation; condemna-

tory: damning: as, the damiMtory clauses of

the Athanasian creed.

Boniface was in the power of a prince who made light
of his damnatory invectives. Hallnm. Middle Ages. vii. _>.

damned (damd), p. a. [Pp. of damn, r.} 1.

Condemned; judicially sentenced ; specifically,

(reputed to be) sentenced to punishment in a
future state; consigned to perdition.
But although all dawn'd persons at the great day will

le confounded and ashamed, yet none will l>e more ridicu-

lously miserable than such who go to Hell for fushion-

sake. SSCiZZtttg/Ceet] Sermons, I. xii.

2. Hateful
;
detestable

;
abominable : a profane

objurgation, also used adverbially to express
more or less intense dislike : as an adverb also

simply intensive, equivalent to 'very,' 'ex-

ceedingly,' employed to strengthen an adjec-
tive used in either reprobation or approbation,



damned
ami in sound often ihorteMd to ilnm. In lit-

erary use often printed <l (I.

\Vli;it it 'I'liitnxl Kpicnreiin rascal is tilts!

filitik., M. W. of W., ii. 2.

damnific (dain-nif ik), it. [= OF.
L. ilamnifinix, < ilituiHiiui, harm, loss,

+ /<<)', do, make. C'l'. damnify. \ Procuring
or causing loss or injury ; mischievous.

damnificable (ilam-nif'i-ka-bl), a, [< damnify
(cf. iltiiiniijir) + -ablv.~\ Maine as iliiiiinific.

God ittnl nature liavr nirn ami leasts tlirsi- natural! in-

stincts iir inclinations to provide for tlirniHi-lven all those

things that art' profitable ami to avoyde all those things
which arc eUmuMeath.

'

T. H'ritihl, Passions of the Mind, ii. 5.

damnification (dain*ni-fi-ka'hon), n. [< iliini-

ii if//: see -/;/ iind -<itinn.~\ Damage inllieieil;

that which causes damage or loss.

damnify (dam'ni-fi), r. /.
; pret. and pp. damni-

fied, ppr. damnifying. [< OK. damnifii-r, dnm-

nejier = It. ittimiifirnre, < LL. damniflcare, in-

jure, harm, < L. damiiijicux, doing injury: see
<ln in nijic."] To cause loss or damage to; hurt in

person, estate, or interest; injure; endainage;
ini|i:iir. [Now rare except in legal use.]

lh i- citie hath heene very much damnified at two sever-
al) times; first l>y Attila, . . . who destroyed it ; secondly
by Egilolphus. Coryat, Cnulitles, I. 139.

If such ail one be not our neighbor, then we have no
relation to him by any command of the second table, for

that requires us to love onr neighbor only, and then we
may decei
sin.

They acknowledge the power of the Englishman's God
. because they could never yet have power ... to

ods.

1449

It Is clitdcnt that a <///> In-inn Init a breuth or va|mur,
and not to lie discerned by the eye, ought not lohaue this

i-pitlirlc (ditrkc). I' >'ft> liltniu. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 214.

Ni^-lit . . . with black air

Accompanied ; with dau>i" and -li adful gloom.
Mili'in, P. L, X. 848.

2. A poisonous vapor ; specifically, in mini/ii/,

;i slitliiiK or poisonous gas. See blarl;-<laiiip.

Jin -tin in
/i.

IxMik not IIIHIII me, as ye love your honours !

I am so trold a coward, my infection
Will choke your virtues like a damp else.

f-'ti'tr-tirr, liondilca, Iv. 3.

3. A fog.
And, when a il'niij.

Fell round the path of Milton, in his hand
Tin- '1 bini,' became a trnmjM.-t ; whence he blew
Soul-animating strains alas ! too few.

U'onl*u-<,rtl,, Mi>c. Sonnets, II. 1.

4. A check
;
a discouragement.

This made a dampe in y blisines, and caused some dis-

traction. llrad,ford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 2M.

'lo have owned any fixed scheme of religious principles,
would hav>- lit-fii a mighty <l<i, nft to their iHeorners'] Ima-
ginations. /.';<. Alter/jury, Sermons, I. v.

5. Depression of spirits ; dejection.
The disappointments which naturally attend the great

promises we make ourselves in expected enjoyments strike

no il.iuip upon such men. Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

The damps, dampness.

My 1-ady Yarmouth is fmced to keep a constant lire in

her room against ttif damp*. Walptte, Letters, II. 177.

,....,., w .W v ... ............ .....j, ~..... ...^.. .. * dSJDlp (damp), a. [\ damp, /(.; cf. C. (InmfiJ.
ive, beat, and otherwise damnify him, and not T\ Jnnlni,. HmT> nnrlBT tVin nnnn 1 1 Mnist

n-iuthrop. Hist. New England, II. 136.
" "ompt'J, aiimp W un.J 1. JH

humid
; moderately wet : as, a damp cloth

;

damp air.

Wide anarchy of Chaos damp and dark.

Hilton, V. L., x. 288.

In some of the dampent ravines tree-ferns flourished in an

extraordinary manner. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 238.

The air is damp, and hush'd, and close. Tennyson, Song.

2. Clammy.
She said no more : the trembling Trojans hear,
O'erspread with a damp sweat and holy fear.

Dryden, Kneid vi. 85.

3. Dejected; depressed. [Rare.]

. . .

damnify the English either in body or goods.
Boyle, Works, III. 320.

damning (dam'uing), p. a. [Ppr. of damn, r.]

That condemns or exposes to condemnation or

damnation: as, damning proof ; damning criti-

cism.

damningness (dam'ning-nes), . Tendency to

bring damnation.
lie may vow never to return to those sins which he hath

had surh experience of. for the emptyness and damning
lie** of them, and so think himself a complete penitent.

Hammond, Works, I. 20.

damnoset (dam'nos), a. [< L. damnosiis, full of

injury, injurious, also passively, injured, < dani-

HH/H, injury.] Hurtful; harmful. Bailey, 1727.

damnosityt (dam-nos'i-ti), n. [< damnose +
-ity.] Hurtfulness. Bailey, 1727.

damnum (dam'num), .
; pi. damna (-na). [L. :

see 'lini/iii/i ,\ In law, a loss, damage, or harm,
irrespective of whether the cause is a legal
wrong or not Damnum absque injuria, damage
without wrong, as the harm caused by an accident for

which no one is legally resiM>nsible.

Damoclean (dam-o-kle'an), a. Relating to

Damocles, a flatterer, who, having extolled the

happiness of Diouysius, tyrant of Syracuse,
was placed by the latter at a magnificent ban-

quet, with a sword suspended over his head by
a single hair, to show nim the perilous nature
of that happiness : hence applied to any con-

dition, especially one of eminence, threatened
with extreme danger.

damoisellet, . See da </'.
damon, ". Same as daman.
damonicot (da-mo-ne'ko), n. A pigment con-

sisting of a compound of burnt sienna and Ro-
man ocher. It is more russet in color than Mars orange,
is quite transparent, and is durable. Also called monicmi.
H'fiilf.

damosel, . See damscfl.

damouch (da-moch'), n. The Arab name for
Mlrnrin Iriilriitata, believed by some to be the
lotus-tree of the ancients.

damourite (da-mor'lt), . [After a French
chemist, Damaur.'] A variety of muscovite or

potash mica, containing considerable combined
water, which is given off upon ignition. See
mica.

damozel, See (la m.-ii-n.

damp (damp), . [< ME. "damp (inferred from
the verb) = D. damp = MLG. LG. damp, vapor,
smoke, steam, = MHG. tampf, dampf, vapor,
smoke, G. dampf, vapor, steam, = Dan. damp,
vapor, = Sw. dial, damp-en, damp, Sw. dam (for

'damp), dust (Icel. dampi: ilanpr, steam, is

mod. and borrowed); akin to Icel. dumba =
Norw. demha, mist, fog, = Sw. dimma, former-

ly dimlin, mist, liaze; also to G. dumpf, damp,
dull, (of sound) low, heavy, muffled, D. dompig,
damp, hazy. misty: all from the verb repr. by
MUG. ilimpfni (pret. dampf), reek, smoke, =
Sw. dial, dimba. reek, steam. Cf. Gr. rr^r/r,

smoke, rii^of, smoke, vapor, ru0<jv, a storm,
Skt. ill/iipa, incense.] 1. Moist air; humidity ;

moisture.

All these and more came Hocking, but with li>oks

Downcast and <iini>i>. Milton, P. I... i. 523.

= 8yn. 1. Humid, Dank, etc. See moist.

damp (damp), r. [(a) In more lit. sense
'moisten' first in mod. E. (= D. dampen = G.

dampfen = Dan. dampe, reek, smoke); from
the noun, (b) < ME. dampen, extinguish (=
D. dempen = MLG. dampen, dempen = MHG.
dcmpfen, G. dampfen = Dan. dawipe = Sw.

dampa, extinguish, smother, deaden), a secon-

dary verb, causal of the orig. verb whence the
noun damp is derived: see damp, n. Cf. damp-
en.] I. tratif. 1. To moisten; make humidor
moderately wet

; dampen .

In vain the riouds combine to damp the sky,
If thon thy Face's sunshine dost display.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 180.

He died, the sword in his mailed hand.
On the holiest spot of the Blessed Land,
Where the cross was damped with his dying breath.

II, ill.. -k. Alnwlck Castle.

2. To extinguish ; smother; suffocate.

Al wat3 datnpped & dun, & drowned by theune.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 989.

3. To suffocate with damp or fool air in a mine.

[Eng.] 4. To check or retard the force or
action of: as, to damp a fire bv covering it

with ashes ; especially, to diminish the range
or amplitude of vibrations in, as a piano-string,

by causing a resistance to the motions of the

vibrating body. Both the vibrations and the vibrating
Inidy are said to ne damped. Usually applied to acoustic

vibrations, but also to slower oscillations.

6. To make dull or weak and indistinct, as a
sound or a light ;

obscure
;
deaden.

Another Nymph with fatal Pow'r may rise,
'I'o >i,iiiifi the sinking Beams of Celia's Eyes.

Prior, Cell* to Damon.

6. To depress ; deject ; discourage ; deaden
;

check ; weaken.
Those of yours who are now full of courage and for-

wardnes would be much damped, and so less able to un-

dergoe so great a burden.

Winttii-"]), quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation,
[p. 854.

I do not mean to wake the gloomy form
Of .su|M-rstitiiin dressed in wisdom's garb
To damp your tender hopes. Akentidf.

Shall I own to you that my joy at hearing of your health
and arrival here, by your neighbour Acres, was somewhat
iliiiiiin-'l by his dwelling much on the high spirits you had
enjoyed in Devonshire. >7 /// n. The Rivals, iii. 2.

Tile want of confidence in the public (onnrils itnmi'x
every useful undertaking:, the success and profit of which
may depend on a continuauo' of existing arrangements.

A. Uaiiiiltini. K.'.leralist, No. 62.

Specifically 7. To diminish or destroy the
oscillation of (a metallic body in motion in a

dampy

magnetic field). \Vln-n u . -ondin-tor i* moved in a mag-
netic Ik-Id, or uln-ii a magnet IN luoM-d in tin- vicinity of a

'"mini-tor, thri-c will I,,-, in yt-m-ial. an imlm-rd current

iteoeraU-d which will OJI]>M- tin- motion to nbii'li it is due.
lll> moving Ixxly "ill act as if imin.-lx-d in a VisCOUJI li-

quid, and will more qnn-kly mine to rest. Advantage is

taken of this fact in stilling the vibrations of a magnetic
needle in a galvanometer or a compass by placing masses
ot rondnrting metal near the vibrating d<.d>. I-hiiiijiinu

is also accomplished by attai-hin^ lo tin- m-edle a disk,

cylinder, or vane, which swings in a liquid or In air.

[Dampen is now more common in the literal

sense, and is sometimes used in the derived

senses.]
=
8yn. 6. To moderate, allay, dispirit.

H. intrant. In hort., to rot or waste away,
as the stems and leaves of seedlings and other
tender plants, when the soil and atmosphere in

which they are vegetating are too wet or cold :

with off: as, flower-seedlings in hotbeds are

especially liable to damp off.

dampen (dam'pn), p. [<.damp + -cnl. Ct.damp.]
1. tranx. 1. To make damp or humid; apply
moisture to; wet slightly; damp: as, the grass
was dampened by a slight shower; to dampen
clothes for ironing. 2. To put a check or

damper upon; make weak or dull
; dim; dead-

en. See dam/I.

In midst himself dampen* the smiling day.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vii.

TT, iiitrang. To become damp,
dampener (damp'ner), . One who or that
which dampens ; a damper.
The cupper block acts as a dampener.

Sei. Amur., N. 8., LVII. 290.

damper (dam'per), n. [< damp + -erl ;
= D.

ffemer,etc.] 1. One who or that which damps,
(a) A mechanical device for checking action in something
with which it is connected. (1) A metal plate pivoted
at the center or sliding ill guides in the flue of a stove,

range, or furnace of any kind, and used to control combus-
tion by regulating the draft. Some forms of dampers are

designed to lie controlled by automatic regulators, which
are operated either by the heat of the fire directly (by con-
traction or expansion of a metal) or, when connected with
a steam-boiler, by the pressure of the steam. (2) In the

pianoforte, a small piece of wood or wire thickly covered
with felt, which rests upon the strings belonging to each

key of the keylioard. When the key is struck the damper
is drawn away from the strings, but the instant the key is

released the damper returns and checks the vibrations of

the strings. The dampers of all the keys can be raised by
pressing the damper-pedal (which see), so that the vibra-

tion of the strings can IT prolonged after the finger has
left the key. (3) The mute of a brass instrument, as a

horn. (4) An arrangement for arresting the vibrations of a

magnetic needle. See damp, c. '.. 7. (M One who or that
which depresses, dejects, discourages, or checks. [Colloq.l

Sussex is a great damper of curiosity.

Walpole, Letters, II. 179.

This . . . was rather a damper to my ardour In his be-

half. T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, I. L

2. A kind of unfermented bread, made of flour

and water, and generally baked on a stone.

[Australian.]
The table upon which their meal of mutton and damper

Is partaken is also formed of bark.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition (1886), p. 61.

damper-pedal (dam'per-ped'al), M. In the

pianoforte, the pedal which raises all the damp-
ers from the strings, so that the vibration of

the strings can be prolonged after the finger has
left the key, and so that other strings besides
those struck may be drawn into sympathetic
vibration. Sometimes called loud pedal.
damping (dam'ping), n. [Verbal n. of damp,
r.l 1. In bleachiny, a process by which a cer-

tain amount of moisture is added to a fabric
after starching, to prepare it for finishing.

Span, Encyc. Manuf., p. 497. 2. The process
or method of retarding or stopping the action
of a vibrating or oscillating body, as a magnetic
needle. See damp, r. t.,1 Damping-roller, in

lithog., a roller covered with felt and cotton cloth, used to

dampen the stone in lithographic printing.

dampishness (dam'pish-nes), n. A moderate
degree of dampness or moistness; slight hu-

midity.
dam-plate (dam'plat), . In a blast-furnace,
the cast-iron plate which supports the dam or
dam-stone in front.

damply (damp'li), adr. In a damp manner;
with dampness.
dampnet, '' ' An obsolete form of damn.
dampness (damp'nes), M. Moisture; moistness;
moderate humidity : as, the dampness of a fog,
of the ground, or of a cloth.

dampy (dam'pi), a.
[< damp, n., + -i/

1
.] If.

Somewhat damp ; moist : as,
"
dampy shade,

"

l>raytnn. 2t. Dejected ; sorrowful : as, "dampy
thoughts," SirJ. Hayu-ard. 3. In coal-mining,
said of air when it is mixed with choke-damp
to such an extent that candles will no longer
burn in it. [Eng.]



dams

dams (damz), H. pi. [Also written dames, pi.

(in sing, dam, a crowned piece: see dam3
), <

Sw. and Dan. (turn (also Sw. damspel = Dan.

damspil; Sw. spel = Dan. spil, play) = D. dam
(damspel) = G. dame (damspiel, damenspiel) =
F. (Jeu de) dames = Sp. (jiieyo de) daman = Pg.
(jot/o do xadrez e dan) damns = It. damn, lit.

game of ladies : see flame.'] A Scotch name for

the game of checkers or draughts.
damsel1 (dam'zel), n. [Also, more or less ar-

chaically, damosel, damozel, damozell, etc.; < ME.
damesele, damisele, dumezele, damoisel,-elle, etc.,
< OF. dameisele, damoisele, damoiselle, etc., F.
demoiselle = Pr. Sp. damisela = It. damigella;
OF. also dansele, damsels, dancele, doncelle =
Pr. donzella = Sp. doncella = Pg. donzella = It.

donsella ; < ML. domicella, a young lady, a girl,
contr. of "dominicella, dim. of L. doniina, a lady,
dame: see dame, Cf. damsel

1

*.] 1. A young
unmarried woman

; especially, in former use, a
maiden of gentle birth.

And straight did enterpris
Th' adventure of the Errant damuzell.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 19.

Then Boaz said, Whose damsel is this? Kuth ii. f.

A damsel with a dulcimer
In a vision once I saw.

Coleridye, Kubla Khan.
Tlie blessed damozel leaned out
From the gold bar of heaven.

D. <J. Rossetti, The Blessed Damozel.

2t. A contrivance put into a bed to warm the
feet of old or sick persons. Bailey, 3. A pro-
jection on a millstone-spindle for shaking the
shoe. E. H. Knight.
damsel2t (dam'zel), . [Not found in ME., be-

ing used only as in OF. titles; < OF. damuixcl,
damaisel, damaseal, etc., F. damoweau, OF. also

darnel, darnel, dancel, donsel, dtmzel, doncel, etc.,
= Pr. donzel = Sp. doncel = Pg. donzel = It.

donzello = E. donzel (q. v.), < ML. domieellus, a
young gentleman, a page, contr. of dominicellus,
dim. of dominus, master, lord: see dan1

,
don2

,

dominus. Cf. damsel^, the corresponding femi-

nine.] A titular designation of a young gentle-
man

;
a young man of gentle or noble birth : as,

damsel Pepin ;
damsel Richard, Prince of Wales.

damsel-fly (dam'zel-fli), . A dragon-fly or
devil's darning-needle : so called after the
French name of these insects, demoiselle.

The beautiful blue damsel-flies.

Moore, Paradise and the Peri.

damson (dam'zn), n. [Earlier damisin, dam-
masin, < ME. damasyn, damysttyn, < OF. da-

maisine, {., damson, prop. fern, of damaisin, < L.

Damascenus, of Damascus, neut. Damasccnunt
(sc. prunum, plum), a Damascus plum, < Da-
mascus, Damascus: see damascene, n., and dam-
ask.'] The fruit of 1'runus communis, variety
damascena, a small black, dark-bluish, or purple
plum. The finest variety of this plum is the Shropshire
damson, which is extensively used for preserves. For-
merly also damascene.

In his chapter of prunes and Damt/seim, Andrew fiordc
says, Syxe or seuen Damyxens eaten before dyner be good
to prouoke a mannes appetyde.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 207.

The damaicem are much commended if they be sweete
and ripe, and they are called damascens of the citie of Da-
mascus of Soria. Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1812).

Bitter or mountain damson, the Simamba amara of
Guiana and the West Indies. Damson cheese a con-
serve of fresh damsons, pressed into the shape of a cheese.
dam-stone (dam'ston), n. The wall of fire-
brick or stone closing the front of the hearth
in a blast-furnace.
dan1

(dan), n. [ME. dan, daun, dam, < OF. dan,
dam, dom, dant, damp, dotnp (nom. dan, dang)= Pr. Sp. don = Pg. dom, < L. dominus, master:
see dominus, doift, and cf. dame = dam2

,
dam-

sen, damseP.] A title of honor equivalent to
master, don, or sir, formerly common, now onlv
archaic.

" Ha ! dan Abbot," toke hym to say an hy,"
Abbot, for why haue ye made folyly

My brother a monke in thys said Abbay?"
Rom. of Partenay, I. 3259.

Dan Chaucer, well of English undefyledOn Fame's eternall beadroll worthie to be filed.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 32.

This wimpled, whining, purblind, wayward boy ;

llus senior-junior, giant-dwarf, Dan Cupid.
Shak., L. L. L., 111. 1.

dan2
(dan), n. [Origin obscure.] In mining:

(a) A small box for carrying coal or attle in a
mine. (6) In the midland counties of England,a tub or ban-el in which water is carried to the
pump or raised to the surface. It may or may
not be mounted on wheels,
danaid (da'na-id), a. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Danaides or Danais.
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danaide (da'na-id), n. [See Danaidean.'] A tub-
wheel. See wuter-wlieel.

Danaidean (da-na-id'e-an), a. [< L. Danaides,
< Gr. AawzioVf, in Gr. myth, the fifty daughters
of Aawziif, Danaus, king of Argos. See def. 1.]
1. Relating or pertaining to the fifty Danaides,
daughters of Dauaus, king of Argos, who mar-
ried the fifty sons of his twin brother ^gyp-
tus, king of Arabia and Egypt, and all but one
of whom killed their husbands by command of

their father on their wedding-night. They were
condemned in Hades to pour water everlasting-
ly into sieves, or into a vessel without a bot-
tom. Hence 2. Ineffective; laborious and
useless

; unending.
The water

[
in a leaky ship] is pumped back to its source,

and the crew are worn out with their Danaidean task.

The Century, XXVII. 704.

Danaides, ./'' [F.] Same &s Danainw. Sois-

dm-al, 1832.

Danainae (da-na-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Danais,
Danaus, 1, + -intE.~] A subfamily of nympha-
lid butterflies, typified by the genus Danais,
and including also Euplcea. They have the head
broad, with distant palpi, the discal cell of the fore wing
open, that of the hind wing closed. The larvje are cylin-
drical and have two fleshy dorsal appendages near the
anus.

Danais, Danaus (da'na-is, -us), . [NL., <

Gr. Aovaif, sing, of Aavatdef, the daughters of

Danaiis.] 1. The typical genus of Danainte.
These butterflies are large stout species of a reddish-brown
or brown color, with a strong bad odor. There are about 20

species, mostly tropical. D. archipputi is very common, and
cosmopolitan ;

in the United States its larva feeds on milk-
weed (Ascleyias). Its flight is powerful, and it often mi-
grates in nocks. Specimens have occasionally been cap-
tured at sea several hundred miles from land. Latreillc,
1819.

2. [/. c.] A nymphalid butterfly of the genus
Danais.

The coppery danaix flitted at ease about the shrubs.
P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 94.

danaite (da'na-it), n. [After J. F. Dana, an
American chemist (1793-1827).] A variety of
the mineral arsenopyrite or mispickel (arseni-
cal pyrites), peculiar in containing 6 per cent,
of cobalt. It is found at Franconia, New Hamp-
shire.

danalite (da'na-lit), . [After J. D. Dana, an
American mineralogist and geologist (born
1813).] A rare mineral, a silicate of iron, zinc,
manganese, and glucinum, containing about 6

per cent, of sulphur, found in eastern Massa-
chusetts, in grains and isometric crystals in

granite.

Danaus, n. See Danais.
danbuiite (dan'ber-it), n. [< Danbwry (see
def.) + -i'<e2.] A borosilicate of calcium, of a
white to yellowish color, occurring in indis-
tinct embedded crystals at Danbury in Con-
necticut

;
also in fine crystals resembling topaz

at Russell in St. Lawrence county, New York,
and in Switzerland.
dance (dans), v.

; pret. and pp. danced, ppr. dan-
cing. [Early mod. E. also daunce ; < ME. daun-
ceit, daunsen (= D. dansen = MLG. LG. danzen
= Dan. dandse = Sw. dansa = Icel. danza, mod.
dansa; also, of earlier date, MHG. and G. taii-

zen), < OF. dancer, danser, F. danger = Pr. dan-
sar = Sp. da-mar = Pg. danqttr = It. danzare,
< ML. dansare, dance, prob. < OHG. danson,
MHG. dansen,, draw, draw along, trail, a secon-
dary verb, prob. < OHG. tit-wan, MHG. dinsen =
OS. thinsan = Goth, "tliinsan, in comp. at-

tlnnsan, draw, drag, akin to uf-thanjan, stretch
after, etc.: see thin. Older Teut. terms for
dance were : AS. tumbian (> ult. E. tumble: see
tumble, tumbler) ; hoppian (> E. hop : see hopl) ;

sealtian = OHG. salzon, < L. saltare (see salta-

tion); OS. OHG. spilon (= G. spielen, play : see
speltf); Goth. laikan, lit. play (see larl&); Goth.
plinsjan, < OBulg. plensati, dance.] I. intrans.
1. To leap or spring with regular or irregu-
lar steps, as an expression of some emotion;
move or act quivenngly from excitement: as,
he danced with joy.

I have tremor cordis on me : my heart dances ;

But not for joy. Shak., W. T., i. -1.

All my blood danced in me, and I knew
That I should light upon the Holy Grail.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. To move nimbly or quickly with an irregu-
lar leaping motion ; bound up and down: as, the
blow he gave the table made the dishes dance;
the mote dancing in the sunbeam.

He made the bishop to dance in his boots,And glad he could so get away.
Robin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads,

[V. 207).

dance
One red leaf, the last of its clan,
That da,it?H as often aa dance it can,
Hanging so light and hanging so high,
On the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.

Coleridge, Christabel, i.

Bobbins sometimes dance and cause bad winding, and
consequently strain roving.

f. H'ilniii, Cotton Carder's Companion, p. 107.

3. To move the body or the feet rhythmically
to music, either by one's self or with a partner
or in a set

; perform the series of cadenced steps
and rhythmic movements which constitute a

dance; engage or take part in a dance.

Pray, good shepherd, what fair swain is this
Which dances with your daughter?

,s7mt., W. T., Iv. 3.

Still unaccomplish'd may the ilaid be thought,
Who gracefully to Dance was never taught.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

II. trans. 1. To give a dancing motion to;
cause to move up and down with a jerky, irreg-
ular motion ; dandle.

Thy (jrandsire lov'd thee well ;

Many a time he danc'd thee on his knee.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

2. To perform or take part in as a dancer
;
ex-

ecute, or take part in executing, the cadenced
steps or regulated movements which constitute

(some particular dance): as, to dance a qua-
drille or a hornpipe.

Is there nae ane amang you a'

Vf ill dance this dauuce for me?
Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 33B).

3. To lead or conduct with a tripping, dancing
movement.

Let the torrent dance thee down
To find him in the valley.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

TO dance a beart, to exhibit a performing bear; hence,
to play the showman.

What though I am obligated to dance a bear, a man may
be a gentleman for all that.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, L 2.

To dance attendance, to wait with obsequiousness;
strive to please and gain favor by assiduous attentions
and officious civilities.

A man of his place, and so near our favour,
To dance attendance on their lordships' pleasures.

Shale., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

Hee will waite vpon your Htaires a whole Afternoone,
and dance attendance with more patience then a Gentle-
mau-Vshcr.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Vniuersitie Dunne.

To dance the hay. See hayt.
dance (dans), . [Early mod. E. daunce; < ME.
daunce, dawnce (= D. dans = MLG. dam, dans,
LG. danz = Dan. dands = Sw. dans = Olcel.

danz, mod. dans; also, of earlier date, MHG.
and G. tanz), < OF. dance, danse, F. danse = Pr.
dansa = Sp. It. danza = Pg. danya ; from
the verb.] 1. A succession of more or less

regularly ordered steps and movements of the

body, commonly guided by the rhythmical in-
tervals of a musical accompaniment ; any leap-
ing or gliding movement with more or less regu-
lar steps and turnings, expressive of or designed
to awaken some emotion. The dance is perhaps the
earliest and most spontaneous mode of expressing emotion
and dramatic feeling ; it exists in a great variety of forms,
and Is among some people connected with religious belief
and practice, as among the Mohammedans and Hindus.
Modern dances include the jig, hornpipe, etc., step-dances
executed by one person ; the waltz, polka, schottische,
etc., danced by pairs, and usually called round dances;
the reel, quadrille, etc., usually called square dances,
danced by an even number of pairs ; the country-dance,
in which any number of pairs may take part ; and the co-
tillion or germau, consisting of many intricate figures, in
the execution of which the waltz-movement predominates.
Ffor thei fonde a medowe that was closed a-boute with

wode, and fonde with-ynne the feirest daunxeit of the
worlde of ladies, and of rnaydenes, and knyghtes, the
feireste that euer hadde thei seyn in her lyve.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 361.

Meanwhile welcome joy and feast, . . .

Tipsy dance and jollity. Milton, Comus, 1. 104.

On with the dance ! let joy be unconflned.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 22.

2. A tune by which dancing is regulated, as
the minuet, the waltz, the cotillion, etc. 3.
A dancing-party ;

a ball; a "hop."
It was not till the evening of the dance at Netherfleld

that I had any apprehension of his feeling a serious at-
tachment. Jane Aiwten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 169.

A dinner and then a dance
For the maids and marriage-makers.

fcmywm, Maud, xx.

4. Figuratively, progressive or strenuous move-
ment of any kind ; a striving or struggling mo-
tion : often used by old writers in a sarcastic

sense, especially in the phrases tlic m-ir ilannce,
till' Illfl (llllllK-/-.

He may gon in the daunce
Of hem that Love list ffbely for to avaunce.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 517.



dance

Dance of death, in '<//'/"//,/ /mi '</.< .mil </,,., ;i Mil,

ject illustrative i>l tin- mmersal pouer ..I death, in which
a skeletuli to ;i ll_illi I c pn sent ill;- death in a prominent
feature, very frei|iientl> met uith in am ii nt buildings,
stained glass, anil decurati'.ti- ot manusi ripts. Dance
Upon nothing, u euphemism lor ln'in^ handed,

.lii-l as the felon, eunilenme.il to die, . . .

From his yloomy cell in a vision el..|.es.

To eaprf mi siinny mvens ami slopes,
Instead ot tin- </"</<< /'/"'" <i"tln'l.

It /. M i-s Kilmaiisegg.

St. Vitus's dance, chorea. To lead one a dance, tig-

urativch. lo leail one liitlier anil* thither in a perplexing
wuy ulnl with him! disappointment ; delude, as \\ith false

hopes ; put one t'l much trouble.

Von know very well my passion for Mrs. Martha, and
what ilit/in' she has /fit me. .!</'/ /.vim, I lemniTers in l,u\e.

To lead the dance, to take the lead.

Ill fcclc (many] Inyscllcncs sehe Inakitll to flllle,
I II al -surowe sehe dootli UK- ilinturi' '.--v'i

.

Ililniiu I: \',f,:in, etc. (K. JB. T. .), p. 93.

dance-music (dans
' mu *

zik), . 1. Music

rhythmically fitted and specially intended as
an !iccii]ii]iaiiiment for dancing. 2. Music

rhythmically suitable for dancing, but not set

to any particular kind of dance, as the mazur-
kas of Chopin.
dancer (dan'ser), . [Early mod. E. dauitcer, <

ME. dauneere (= D. dunser = MHG. t<in~er, ten-

ser, Q. tamer = Dan. danser = Sw. dansare) ; <

diiiK'e, v., + -!.] 1. One who dances, or takes

part iu a dance ; specifically, one who practises
dancing as a profession, us on the stage.

Anil aftyr that ther earn Ihiiutcen and some of them
Disgysyd in women clothes that Daunsyd a gret while.

Tiirkiitytiin, Diarie of tog, Travel!, p. 13.

2. [c/>.] Eecles., one of a sect of enthusiasts
wlio appeared in Europe on the lower Rhine
in 1374, first at Aix-la-Chapelle, and indulged
in wild dances in honor of St. John, but pro-
fessed no definite tenets. The sect disappeared
almost entirely within twenty-five years. 3.

1>I. Stairs. [Thieves' slang.]

Come, my Hebe, track the dancer*, that is, go up the
stairs. Bulvxr, What will he do with if.' iii. If..

Merry dancers, H name given In northern countries to
the aurora.

In Shetland, where they [auroras] are very frequent,
and in the north of Scotland, they are known as the merry
dancers (perhaps the ancient capra) salt anl es).

Enayc. Brit., III. 90.

Some of our [auroral] displays were grand and magnifi-
cent in the extreme, hut in general they were lances of
white light, having perhaps a faint tinge of golden or cit-

ron color, which appeared as moving shafts or spears un-
der the formation known as mm </ 'Initcera.

A. W. Ureely, Arctic Service, p. 158.

danceress (dan'ser-es), . [< ME. daunccrexsc

(= D. diinscres) ;
< dancer + -exs.] A female

dancer. [Rare.]
What doth this danceress? She most impudently uncov-

ers her head. Prynne, Uistrio-Mastix, vi. 12.

dancette (dau-sef), >i. [F. (in her.), irreg. and
ult. < L. den(t-)n (> OF. dent, dant) = E. tooth,

q. v. Cf. danche.~\ 1. In her., a fesse dancetti?
on botli sides, so that it is practically reduced
to a row of fusils. 2. In arch., the chevron or

Dancette. West door. Cathedral of Lincoln, England.

zigzag molding frequent in medieval buildings,
particularly in the Romanesque style,
dancette (dun-set-d'), a. [As ilnnnitr + -e.

( '(. diinchi':'} In lit r.
, having the edge or outline

broken into large and wide zig-

zags: same as indented, except
that the notches are deeper aud
wider. Thus, a fesse ilam-ette

has each of its edges broken
into three or four large teeth
or zigzags.-Dancett^ couped, in

her., daiicette and cut oil at each end.
so as not ti. reach the sides of the Held :

sitid of an ordinary. Thus, a fesse dancette foi/;*c</ is like
a \\ .

dancetty (dan-set'i), a. Same as dancette.

danche (dun-sha'), a. [F., more commonly
di nelie. indented, < ML. as if *dentimliix, < L.
deii(f-)n (> OF. dent, /lout) = K. timtli.] In lii-r. :

() Same as dunrette. (h) Same as indented.
It is, however, asserted by sonic heralds that it denotes a
smaller toothing or notching even than indented.

11 :. 1

dancing-disease (dau'sing-di-zez'), n. Same
as tti riintisinttx.

dancing-girl (dan'sing-gerl), . 1. A female

professional dancer. See alma, ijhuirn.-".

naiitrli-girl, etc. 2. pi. [Used as a singu-
lar.] The MantisUi galtatoria, a greeuh<m-i -

plant of the natural order Xingiln /(/ , a na-
tive of the East Indies. Its singular purple and
yellow llowers have some resemblance to a bal-
let 'lancer.

dancing-master (dan 'sing-mas "tdr), n. A
t earlier of dancing.
The legs of a dancing-matter, anil the lingers of a mu-

sician, fall, as it were, naturally, without thought or pains,
into regular and admirable motions.

/..;..'. Human Understanding, t 4.

dancing-pipet (dau'siug-pip), n. A musical

instrument, probably a flute, on which accom-
paniments to a dance were played.

Dawnctiiiue-ptttH, <'arola. Prompt. Pare.

dancing-room (dan'sing-rSm), . A room for

dancing; a ball-room; specifically, in Great

Britain, a public room licensed for music and
dancing.
dancy (dan'si), a. Same as danche. Colt/rave.
danda (dan'dfi), n. [Skt. danda, a rod.] An
East Indian long measure, equal to the English
fathom, or 6 feet.

dandelion (dan'de-li-un), n. [Formerly dent-

de-lyon, < F. dent de lion (= Sp. diente de Icon =
Pg. dente de leSo = It. dente di leuiie), lit. lion's

tooth (with allusion to the form of the leaves) :

dent, < L. den(t-)s = E. tooth; de, < L. de, of;

lion, < L. leo(n-), a lion: see lion. Cf. equiv.
D. leeuwentand = G. lowenzaltn = Dan. loee-

tand = Sw. lejontand; and see lion's-tooth and
Leontodon.'] A well-known plant, Taraxacum
officinale, natural order Composite, having a
naked fistulous scape with one large bright-
yellow flower, and a tapering, milky, perennial
root. It is found under several forms over the whole of

Europe, central and northern Asia, and North America.
The root has been used as a substitute for coffee. It acts
as an aperient and tonic, and is esteemed in affections of
the liver. The seed of the plant is furnished with a white
pappus, and is transported far aud wide by the wind. The
flowers open in the morning between 5 and 6 o'clock, and
close between 8 and 9 in the evening ; hence this was one of
the plants chosen by l.inna-us for his floral clock. Dwarf
dandelion, of the United States, Krigia Viririniea.'faM
dandelion, the Leontodon a ti note. False dande-
lion, a branching composite of the southern United States,

/'//rr/io/Ki^'u* Ciirotiiiiiinux, with dandelion-like heads.

dander1
(dan'der), v. i. [So. and E. dial.

; also
daunder and dauner; connected with dandle,

q. v.] 1 . To wander about aimlessly ; saunter.

Allane throw flow'ry hows I dander.

Railway, Poems, II. 2V3.

2. To talk incoherently; maunder; hence, to
make a loud buzzing or reverberating sound.

The armies met, the trumpet sounds,
The tiadrinfj drums alloud did totik.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 188).

dander2 (dan'der), n. [Corrupted from dan-

druff, q. v.} I. Dandruff; scurf. 2. Anger;
passion. [Vulgar.]
When his dander is up. ifuarterly Rre.

To get one's dander up, or to nave one's dander
raised, to get into a passion. [Vulgar.]

What will get ymir dander rix?

Ltmxll, Biglow Papers, I. 10.

dander3 (dan'der), n. [8c. ; origin obscure.]
A cinder

; specifically, in the plural, the refuse
of a furnace.

dandering (dan'd6r-ing), p. a. [Sc., also writ-
ten daundering, daunering, etc., ppr. of dan-

der^, daunder, etc.] Sauntering; loitering; go-
ing about aimlessly.
dandiacal (dan'di-a-kal), <7. [Improp. < dandy
+ -ac + -a?.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling
a dandy or dandies

;
dandified. [Humorous.]

To my own surmise, it appears as if this Dandiacal Sect
were hut a new modification, adapted to the new time, of
that primeval superstition, self-worship.

Carlylt, Sartor Resartus, p. 191.

dandify (dan'di-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. dandi-
fied, jipr. dandifi/ing. [< dandy + -fy.] To
make or form like a dandy; give the character
or style of a dandy to.

Clive, whose pn>s|HTity offended them, and whose dan-
itinsd manners. . . gave umbrage to these elderly appren-
tices. Thackeray, Newcomes, xviii.

I'.ccentricity and dandified bearing.
Thf American, VI. SIS.

What if, after all, Tolstoi's power came from his con-
science, which made it as impossible for him to caricature
or (liiiulifti any feature of life as to lie or cheat?

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 480.

dandily (dan'di-li), adv. In the manner or

style of a dandy; as a dandy; foppishly; dain-

tily. [Rare.]

dandy

dandiprat, dandyprat <d:ii'di-prat), . [First
in llitli century; I'.nnerly also din/dii-jiml, <lun-

di/ti-nt; origin obscure. Cf. </<///'.] 1. A lit-

tle follow; an urchin; adwarf: a word of fond-
ness or contempt.
The Hiiulg 'I'ln'lififitt smells nil out.

Miuniii'.irf, Nirgin-Muityr, ii. 1.

"It Is even so, my little dandit-prat but w ho tin: dev >l

could teach it tine.''

IK. not thuii care about that," said KlibbertiuiliU-t.

,sci,^. Kenilwi'ltll, XXVi.

2. A small silver coin formerly current in Eng-
land, equal to three halfpence.
3 halfc-]H.-nce maketh 1 hiitiitiitrate.

T. Uillt, Arlthmetieke (1600), L IX

Shall I make a Frenchman cry O ! before the fall of the
leaf? not I, by the cross of this Dandyprat.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, II. 1.

Dandiprat or dodkin, so called because it is as little

among other money as a dandiprat or dwurfe among other
men. Niiixltfu, 1617.

King Henry [VII.] is also said to have stamped a small
coin called Ittiii'lif-Pralu, but what sort of money thin was
we are not Informed.

Lealce, Account of English Money (1793), p. 181.

dandle (dan'dl), /. /.; pret. and pp. dandled,

ppr. dandling. [Cf. Sc. dandill, go about idly;
Sc. and E. dial, dander, daunder, dauner (see
dander1

), wander about, talk incoherently, etc.

Cf. G. tandeln, toy, trifle, play; MD. dantinnen,
trifle (whence prob. F. dandiner, swing, waddle).
These appear to be freq. verbs, from a base
seen in MD. danten, do foolish things, trifle,

MHG. tant, G. land (> Dan. taut), a trifle, toy,

empty prattle. Cf. Olt. dandolare. dondolare,
dandle, play, dandola, dondola, a doll, a kind
of ball-play; mod. dondolare, swing, toss, loiter,

dondolo, a swing, jest, sport; prob. of Teut.

origin.] 1. To shake or move up and down in

the arms or on the knee, as a nurse tosses or
trots an infant

; amuse by play.
Then shall ye ... be dandled upon her knees.

I -a. Kvi. 12.

I have dandled you, and kiss'd you, and play d with you,
A hundred and a hundred times, and danc'd you,
And swung you in my bell-ropes.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, it 1.

Sporting the lion ramp'd, and in his paw
Dandled the kid. MUtun, P. L., Iv. S44.

Now, when the winds were gathered home, when the

deep was dandling itself back into its summer slumber.
. . . the voice of these tide-breakers was still railed for
havoc. K. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men.

Hence 2f. To fondle or make much of ; treat
as a child; pet; amuse.
Like English Gallants, that in Youth doo go
To visit Rhine, Sein, Ister, Am. aud Po;
Where though their Sense be dandled, Dayes and Nights,
In sweetest choice of changeable Delights,
They never can forget their Mother-Soyl.

Sylvester, tr. of Du liartas's Weeks, i. 6.

They have put me in a silk gown and gaudy fool's cap ;

I am ashamed to be dandled thus. Addixon.

3f. To play or trifle with
; put off with cajolery

or trifling excuses
;
wheedle ; cajole.

King Henries ambassadors, . . . hailing beene dandled
by the French during these delusive practises, returned
without other finite of their latiours.

Speed, Hen. VII., IX. XI. % 28.

4f. To defer or protract by trifles.

They doe so,- dandle theyr doinges, and dallye In the
service to them committed, as yf they would not have the

Enemye subdued. Spenser, state of Ireland.

dandier (dan'dler), n. One who dandles or
fondles.

dandraffet. See dandruff.
dandruff, dandriff (dan'druf, -drif), w. [For-
merly also dandraffe (dial, dander: see rfan-

rfer2) ; spelled danruffe in Levins (A. D. 1570) ;

hardly found earlier. Origin unknown.] A
scurf which forms on the scalp or skin of the

head, and comes off in small scales or dust.
It is the cuticle or scarfskin of the scalp, quite like that
which desquamates from other parts of the body, but
caught and held in the hair instead of !>eing continually
rubbed away by the friction of the clothes.

The dandnife or unseemly skales within the haire of
the head or lieard. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xx. 8.

dandy1
(dan'di), ii. and a. [Perhaps a popular

accommodation of F. dandin, a ninny, booby,
connected with dandiner. look foolish, gape ill-

favoredly (Cotgrave). mod. swing, sway, jog:
see dandle. Cf. dandiprat.'] I. 11. ; pi. dandies

(-diz). 1. A man who attracts attention by the
unusual finery of his dress and a corresponding
fastidiousness or display of manner

;
a man of

excessive neatness and primness in his attire

and action ; an exquisite ; a fop.
Your men of fashion, your

" Muscadins
"
of Paris, and

your dandies of London. Ditraeli.

Tile introduction of the modern slang word dandy as

applied, half in admiration and half in derision, to a fop
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dates from 1816. After 1825 itsineaiiinggraduallychanged ; DanebrOg (dan'e-brog) n
it ceased to mean a man ridiculous and contemptible by the Da , 'afc nat iOnal flag, a banish order of

[Dan. Danebrog,

his ett'eminate eccentricities, and came to be applied to
those who were trim, neat, and careful in dressing accord-

ing to the fashion of the day.
E. Solly, N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 85.

Skobeleff, although himself a dandy who went into ac-
tion scented like a popinjay, did not believe in "fancy"
soldiers for his subordinates.

Arch. Forlfen, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 29.

2. Something very neat or dainty. [Slang.]
3. An accessory and diminutive appendix or
attachment to a' machine.

knighthood, < Dane, Dane, + ODan. brog,
cloth.] The second in importance of the Da-
nish orders of knighthood, originally institut-

ed in 1219, revived in 1671, regulated by royal
statutes in 1693 and 1808, and several times
modified since. It now consists of four classes, be-
sides a fifth class wearing the silver cross of the order
without being regular members of it, the silver cross being
awarded for some meritorious act or distinguished service.
The order may be bestowed on foreigners. Also Danne-
brog.A chamber or dandy in which the pig-iron is first placed An-^'e* flnn /J 'fl # A \ mi,

for preliminary heating.
dane-flower (dan flou'er), n. The pasque-

W. If. Oreeninml, Steel and Iron, p. 276. flower, Anemone Pulsatilla.

4. In tin-plate manuf., a running-out fire for Danegeld (dan'geld), n. [ME. Danegeld, Dan-

melting pig-iron, the stack being built upon an ffM, Danegtlt (ML. Danigeldum, Danegeldum),
< AS. "Deneyild, -geld (cf. Dan. danegjxld), <

Dene, Danes, + gild, geld, a payment, < gildan,
pay, yield: see yield.'] In Eng. hist., an annual

: being built upon an
open framework of iron, so that the melter has
access to his fire from all sides. = Syn. 1. Fop,
Beau, etc. See coxriniib.

II. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic
of a dandy or fop ; foppish : as, dandy manners.

2. Neat; dainty; trim; gay. [Slang.]

tax first imposed in 991 on the decree of the
witan in order to obtain funds for the main-
tenance of forces to oppose the Danes, or for

dangerous
Some debt or other delinquency by which the writer had

placed himself within the danger of the editors of the
Monthly Review. .V. and Q., 7th ser., II. 123.

2. Peril
;

risk
; hazard

; exposure to injury,
loss, pain, or other evik as, there is no danger.
Onr craft is in danger to be set at nought. Acts xix. 27.

I take my part
Of danyer on the roaring sea.

7V/I////XO/I. Sailor-Boy.

8f. Reserve
;
doubt ; hesitation ; difficulty ;

re-

sistance.

So lat youre daunger sucred ben alyte,
That of his deth ye be nought for to wyte.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 384.

4f. Chariness; sparingness; stint.

With daunyer oute we al oure chaffare ;

Greet prees at market maketh deere ware.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. .121.

6f. Injury; harm; damage.
We put a sting in him,

That at his will he may do danger with.

Skat., 3. C., ii. 1.

He had not been seated there very long before he felt furnishing tribute to procure peace. It was con- ^f. In old forest-law, a duty paid by a tenant to
an arm thrust under his, and a dandy little hand in a kid tinned under the Danish kings(1017-42)andlaterfor other a lord for leave to plow and SOW in the time of
glove squeezing his arm. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, purposes. The tax was abolished by Edward the Confes- pannage or mast-feeding. Also leave-silver.
White muslin covers for dressing-tables, with dandtj

pink trimmings. The Century, XXVII. 819.

dandy2 (dan'di), n.
; pi. dandies (-diz). A small

glass: as, a dandy of punch. [Irish.]

dandy3 (dan'di), H.
; pi. dandies (-diz). [< Hind.

ddndi, a boatman, a rower, < ddnd, dand, danda,

sor, revived by William the Conqueror, and increased in
1084 from two shillings for every hide of land to six ; it

finally disappeared in name in the twelfth centurjt Also
Dancgelt.

The ship-levy and the Danegeld were the first begin-
nings of a national taxation.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 389.

an oar, a staff, stick, < Skt. danda, a staff, Danelaget, '< Same as Danelaw.

stick, rod; cf. Gr. 6ev6pov, a tree.] 1. A boat- Danelaw (dan'la), n. [Also Danelagh, Dane-
man of the Ganges. [Anglo-Indian.] Also lage, etc

-> after ME. or ML. transcriptions of

spelled dandle and dandee. 2. A conveyance the AS.; AS. Dena lagu, law of the Danes:
used in India, consisting of a strong cloth slung Dena, gen. of Dene, the Danes

; lagu, law.] 1.
like a hammock to a bamboo staff, and carried The body of laws in force in that part of England
by two or more men. The traveler can either which was settled in the ninth century by the
sit sidewise or He on his back. Yule and Bur- Danes, at first as an independent body. 2. The

fifteen counties of England, extending from the
Tees to the Thames, and from Watflng street
to the German ocean, formerly occupied by the
Danes, and in which Danish law was enforced.

mil.

The Ranee came out to meet us on a dandy or ray, with
his vakeel and a small following.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 201.

dandy4 (dan'di), n. ; pi. dandies (-diz). [Ori-
gin obscure.] Xaut., a vessel rigged as a sloop,
and having also a jigger-mast.
dandy5

(dan'di), n.
; pi. dandies (-diz). [Ori-

gin obscure.] Same as dandy-roller.
dandy6 ,

. See dengue.
dandy-brush (dan'di-brush), n. A hard whale-
bone-bristle brush. E. H. Knight.

Lincolnshire passed permanently into the hands of the
Danes about 877, and was included within the boundary
of the Danelage of Danish jurisdiction as settled by the
treaty of 878. Encuc. Brit., XIV. 656.

lannage or mast-feeding.
In danger Of, liable to . exposed to.

Whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause
shall be in danger of the judgment. Mat. v. 22.

He that is but half a philosopher is in danger of being
an atheist. Bp. Attertrury, Sermons, I. v.

To make danger oft, to be afraid of; hesitate about.

I made danger of it awhile at first.

Maitland, Reformation, p. 17.

=
Syn. 2. Danger, Peril, Jeopardy, insecurity. Danger

is the generic word, and is freely used for exposure of
all degrees of seriousness : as, to be in danger of catch-
ing cold or of being killed. Peril represents a serious
matter, a great and imminent danger. Jeopardy is less
common

; it has essentially the same meaning as peril.
See risk, n.

The danger now is, not that men may believe too much,
but that they may believe too little, jr. A. Rev., XL. 317.

We gat our bread with the peril of our lives because of
the sword of the wilderness. Lam. v. 9.

A man may be buoyed up by the afilation of liis wild
desires to brave any imaginable peril.

G. H. Lewes, Spanish Drama, ii.

Why stand we in jeopardy every hour? 1 Cor. xv. 30.

.,.., . . We are not to wait till great public mischiefs come,
daneq (da nek), . [Ar.] An Arabian weight, till the Government is overthrown, or liberty itself put
one Sixth of a derham. In the second century of the

fa jeopardy. D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7th, 1834.

ng.
dandy-COCk (dan'di-kok), n. A bantam cock.

d
.

anesblOOd (danz blud), n. A name applied

[Local, Eng.]
m England to three very different plants, in

-
. 'f ","" % B In tr y. and the dangert (dan'jer), r. t. [< danger, n.] To putwas nine tenths of that. See derha.n. in EMl ; expose to loss or injury ; endanger.

connection with the legend that they sprang

Like a dandy ;
of dandy appearance.

A smart dandyish landlord.

dandyism (dan'di-izm), n. [< dandyl + -ism;
hence F. dandi/sme.] The manners and dress
of a dandy; foppishness.

I had a touch of dandyism in my minority.

Who, high in name and power,
Higher than both in blood and life, stands up
For the main soldier ; whose quality, going on,
The sides o' the world may danger.

Shak., A. andC., i. 2.

If you refuse these graces, you may pull
Perils on him you seem to tender so,
And danger your own safety.

plant Eryngium campestre. .

Beau - and Fl- <?>- Faithful Friends, ii. i
danewort (dan'wert), . The popular name of dangerful (dan'jer-ful), a. [< danger + -fill, 1.]

Carlyle. Sambticus Ebulus, the dwarf elder of Europe.
Full of danger ; dangerous; perilous. [Rare.]

See danesblood. Lion, Scorpion, Bear, and Bull,
The juice of the root of danewort doth make the hair

Macke. Gerarde, Herball, p. 1426.

dang 1
(dang). Preterit of ding. [Scotch.]

Byron, Diary, 1821. dangH (dang), v. t. [Var. of ding.] To beat ;look down on Drudgism ; throw ; dash force
rhaps the hour of trial, when it will be practically
hich ought to look down, and which up, is not so T"l 8ne

> o'ereoine with anguish, shame, and rage,
><"">"'

Carlijle, Sartor Resartus, p. 198. Danned down to hell her loathsome carriage. ,.,

dandyize (dan'di-iz), ,. ; pret. and pp. danOy- .

M" rl"m (<"" CA<y""a" )'
Her a"d J~nder-

dangerless (dan'jer-les), a. [< danger + -tow.]
i:ea, ppr. danduizmg. [< dandy1 + -ize.~\ I. dang-1

(dang), v. t. A minced form of damn in Without danger or risk. [Rare.]

"'n
S'JrTik

h
ada

K
dy; dandi

|y-,
its profane use. Also ding, ^dinged. His vertue is excellent in the danger^ Academic of

ins. 10 be or become a dandy; act Dang thy bits ! Here, Sylvie ! Sylvie
' Plato, but mine shewethfoorth her honourable face, in the

like a dandy. [Rare m both uses.] Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers v hattailesof Marathon, Pharsalia, Poitiers, and Aginconrt.

dandyling (dan'di-ling), . [< dawfy1 + dim. danser rdRTi'iprl M r^ MF /?/> , ^,..
Sir P. Sidney, Apol tor Poetrie.

dan^v
]r.^6

M
1'^ ri%<r& < OF &?&& 9̂t

U

dongfj
nS- dangerous (dan'jer-us), a. [< ME. dangerous,

?Sn?~??t
(dan d

V ); \ [< *?& (uncer- V", absolute power, responsible an hority
d
,
an!><s, < OF. dangeros, dangerom, dongerout,+ note.\ A document issued bv the cus- m~1 v * A^L >_ ;,"..:.."_ .

""
'} danaereus, doniereus. F. damqentia, < danger,

Involving or ex-
hazardous

;
un-

but perhaps the hour
seen wh

And other things' less dangerful.
'

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 172.

dangerfully (dan'jer-ful-i), adv. In a manner
to expose to danger ; dangerously. [Rare.]
There were certain Jewes present standing by, whose

solles ye spirite oj Satan did more dauHiiierfully'\H>aaeiae
then that same vncleane spirite had possessed the body
of this man. J. Udall, On Luke xi.

delivery-note.
dandyprat, .

dandy-:
mail

See daiidiprat.
nium, right of ownership" paramount"owne'r-

8afe
'
ful1 of ^sk :

?
s
'-
a llat'3ero" li voyage ;

a daii-

ship, eminent domain (> E. domain q. v.) < L S""'01'* experiment; m a dangerous condition.
j . i_-.j _

] iinve infection from the ilmiiirrnn* year !

Shak., Venus and Adonis, I. 508.

It is dangerom to asset a negative. Macavlini.

r- dominus,
demesne,

see domain, dominion,
domino. Similar pho-the web of paper-pulD is nassed i rf i

"""
'

< m>"e
, aonano. Similar pho-

compactitandTaFnitpLtrilvofwater Vh ? n ^^6 ^T tak
^
n place iu d"^em

rtre?offt8Bdler^b;,o^.rittto^^ir^
(= ^jo, q.y), from the same source.] 1. . ,

sired pattern or water-mark in the paper E U Kniijht
^ower

i junsdiction ; domain; hence, abilitv to disposition or tendency : as, a dangerous man ;

mulct or injure : as, to come within his danger.
a dangerous illness.

2. Liable to inflict injury or harm
;
baneful in

Dane (dan), . [< ME. Dane (after ML. Dani [Obsolete or archaic.]
etc. ), Dene < AS. Dene, pi. ,

= D. Deen= G. Dane',
rtc., = Icel. Damr, pi., = Dan. Dane, pi. Daner,also Dan-sk = Sw. Dan-sk ; first in LL. Dani, pi

:

ult origin unknown.] A native or an inhabitant
Denmark, a kingdom of northern Europe.

I am more an antique Roman than a Dane.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

Xiircisns was a bachelere
That Love had caught in hisdauii^ere.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1470.

Ye cannot dispute except ye have a man in your own
danger, to do him bodily harm.
Tt/ndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 186.

You stand within his danger, do you not ?

Shak., M. of V.,!v. 1.

What's my offence ? what have these years committed,
That may be dangtrom to the Duke or state?

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

You are not safe whilst I live ; I am daniierout,
Troubled extremely, even to mischief. Junius,
An enemy to all good men. Fletelirr. r.i.mluca, v. 4.

3. In danger, as from illness; in a perilous
condition: as, he is not dangerous. [Colloq.,
and now only vulgar.]



dangerous

Reg. --nre.

His ininil IH dtttMmtt,
Ill-it. The yood tfods cure it !

t'lrtrlirr, lionduca, Iv. 3.

4f. Reserved; difficult; disdainful; haughty,
lie was to sinful men not ilispitous,

Ne Of bis sperhe ,/,/ ,,.//"(/>'.

CfcWMT, Cen. I'rol. t" 0. T., I. :,1T.

1 wol you tellc a lilel thing in prose,
That onghtc lyken you, as I supiiose,
Orelles rertes ye ben w&cwmgermu.

rliiutrrr, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, I. 21.

If she be recbelesse, I "ill he red)' :

If she l>e '/"" //-/' '<."-''. I \\ ill h\r pray.

PeUtttalfotOU, etc. (ed. 'Knrnlvall), p. KM.

Dangerous space. See /<. =8yn. 1. Insecure, risk).

dangerously (dan'jer-us-li ),adr. With danger ;

with risk or harm
;
with exposure to injury or

ruin; hazardously; perilously: as, to be dati-

aprously sick; daitgermuHjj situated.

A Satyr [satire] as it was Ininie out of a Tragedy, so ought
to rc.scnihle his parentage, to strike high, and adventure
'l,in>i> 'i-iiiinlii at the most eminent vices among the greatest

licii'in.. Milton, Apology for Smeetymnuua.

dangerousness (dan'jer-us-nes), i. Danger;
lia/.urd; peril; the state of being exposed to

harm: as, the dangeroiutne.ts of a situation or a

disease.

Judging of the daiuierotisne** of diseases by the noble-

ness of the part affected. Boiil,:

danger-signal (dan'jer-sig'nal), H. A signal
usril to indicate some danger to be avoided.
On railroads danger is commonly indicated by certain pn
sitions and colors of the movable arms of a semaphore, or

by a red flag during the day and a red light at night.
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of fishes, the tenth group of Cyjiriniila;. n is

characterized by an anal tin of moderate length or elnn

gate, with not fewer than S branched rays, and gem-rail)

more; a lateral line running along the lower half of tin-

tail; abdomen not trenchant; and pharyngeal teeth in

a triple or double series. It embraces alxmt .'io spceic.

inhabiting the fresh waters of southern Asia and eastern

Africa.

Danish (da' nisli), a. and n. [< ME. Danish, I><-

nixli, < AS. Di-iiiic (= D. Deensch = G. Diinixrh

= Dan. Dtinsk = Sw. Dansk = Icel. Danskr,
etc.); as llaiir + -itfft 1 .] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Denmark or the Danes.

Go, captain, from me greet the Danish king.

Shafc., Hamlet, i\. 4.

Danish ax, a hattle-ax of peculiar form, having no spike
or beak on the opposite side, but an

extremely elongated blade.

Then the Daninh ax burst in his

liand first,

That a sur weapon he thought shold

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Hal-

(lads, I. 239).

Danish balance. See balance.

Danish dog. Same as Dalmatian Danish Ax . ,,.-,,
iliy (which see, under dog). Da- vioiiet-le-Duc's "Diet,

nish embroidery, (a) A name given du Mobiiier fran^ais." )

to the embroidery commonly put
upon borders of pocket-handkerchiefs, etc., white on

white, and in patterns more or less imitating lace, (b) A
kind of coarse needlework used to till up open spaces in

crochet-work, the threads being twisted and plaited toge-
ther in crosses, wheels, etc.

II. w. The language of the Danes : a Scandi-

navian dialect, akin to Norwegian, Icelandic,
and Swedish.

dap

dankish(daiiK'kish),a.
\vliat dank; moist.

A dark and tlanki*/i vault.

Som*>-

Shalt. ,>'. of F.., v. I.

When he gives np the profitable application of his time. Danlskf (da'nisk) a [A variant of Dam*!,,

It is then that, in railway language, "the da>uier.*i<inril after Dan. DMW.J Danish.
is turned on." Glailttmir.

strange was her tyre ; for on her head a crowne

dangle (daug'gl), c.
; pret. and pp. dangled, ppr. She wore, much like unto a Danink hood.

diiiii/ling. [< Dan. dangle, dangle, bob, = Sw. setter, F. ., i\ . x. si.

dial, dangla, swing, = North Fries, dangeln; a Danism1
(da'nizin), 11. [< Dane + -win.] An

secondary verb, from Dan. dingle= Sw. dingla = idiom or peculiarity of the Danish language ;
a

Icel. dingla, dangle, swing about ;
cf . Sw. danka, Danicism.

saunter about ; perhaps freq. of ding
1

, q. v.] I, we flnd a decided tendency to exterminate Danunnn
intrans. 1 , To hang loosely ;

be suspended so as (in early Modern Swedish texts] and reiutroduce native

to be swayed by the wind or any slight force. "" partially antiquated forms. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 37-2.

He'd rather on a gibbet dangle. S. Butler, Hudlbras. danism'-'t (da'nizm), . [< Gr. Advrta/ia, a loan,
'

Caterpillars, dannliuf, under trees

- anzm, . . ti, ,

ttv, lend, < (Jdvof, a gift, loan.] The lend-

By slender threads, arid swinging in the breeze. ing of money upon usury. Wharton.
Cowper, Tirocinium. Danite (dan'It). n. [< Dan, one of the sons of

They [peasant women] wear broad straw hats, and dan-
'ithi'i ear-ringsof yellow gold. llmtvllH, Venetian Life, vl.

Hence 2. To dance attendance : hover long-

Jacob and head of one of the tribes of Israel :

in allusion to Gen. xlix. 16, "Dan shall judge
his people, as one of the tribes of Israel," or to

iugly or importunately, as for notice or favors: the next verse, "Dan shall be a serpent by the
used of persons, with about or after : as, to dan-

gle about a woman ;
to dangle after a great man.

The Presbyterians, and other fanatics that ilanale after

them, are well inclined to pull down the present establish-

ment. Swift.

H. trans. To carry suspended so as to swing;
hold up with a swaying motion.

Maud with her sweet purse-mouth when my father ,ln n

iilnl the grapes. Tennyson, Maud. 1. 18.

way, 'an adder iu the path."] A member of an

alleged secret order of Mormons, supposed to

have arisen in the early history of that sect,

and to have been guilty of various atrocious

crimes. The Mormons themselves deny the ex-

istence of this order.

If the enemies of the Mormons are to be trusted, they
have a secret battalion of Dantteg, serpents in the path,
destroying angels, who are banded for any deed of daring
and assassination. AT

. .4. I;,-,.. July, 1862.The fate of Vanini was dangled before his [Descartes's]

eyes. Jluxley, Lay Sermons, p. 343. dank (dangk), a. aud w. [E. dial. var. donk ;

dangleberry (daug'gl-ber'i), . ; pi. dangleber- < ME. dank, adj. and n.
; prob. < Sw. dial. dank.

rirs (-iz). [< dangle + bcrryl.] Same as blue- a moist place in a field, a marshy piece of

tiinglf. ground, = Icel. dokk (for *danku), a pit, pool.

danglement (daug'gl-ment), . [< dangle + The Scand. word is by some supposed to be a

The state of dangling or of being dan- nasalized form of Sw. dagg = Icel. dogg (> E.

of any puddings
gled.
The very suspension and danglftnt

whatsoever right over his ingle-nook.
Bultrer, Caxtons, vii. 1.

dangler (dang'gler), n. One who or that which

dangles or hangs ;
one who dangles about an-

other.

/>rtM<//<nf at toilets.

Burke, To a Member of National Assembly.

He was no dangler, in the common acceptation of the

word, after women. Lainh, Modern Gallantry.

Danicism (da'ni-sizm), . [< "Danic (LL.
liaitiniti), Danish, + -ki.] An idiom or pecu-
liarity of or derived from the Danish language.
The intercourse [of Icelandl with Ik'iimark began to

leave its mark in loan-words and Dani,-i<n<*.

Kuril,: Rrit., XII. 628.

Danielite (dan'iel-it), ii. Same as Khlistie.

Daniella (dan-i-el'a), . [NL., named from a

Dr. Dniiiell, by whoin the species was first col-

lected.] A leguminous genus of tropical Africa,
of a single species. D. thurifrra. In Sierra Leone
it is known as the bungo-tree, and yields a fragrant gum

liieb is used as frankincense.

Daniell battery, cell. See cell, 8.

Daniell hygrometer. SIT kygronttttr.
Danio (dan'i-6). H. [NL.; from a native E. Ind.

name.] A genus of cypriuoid fishes, typical of

the group Diniiniiiiin. inhabiting India.

Danionina (dan-i-o-ni'iiii), ./</. [NL.,< Da-
nio(ii-) + -inn 2.]

'

In Gtinther's classification

dial, dag*), dew; but the relation is improb
able, and the usual occurrence of the ME. word
in connection with dew is prob. due to allitera-

tion: see dag1
, deicl. The Icel. dokkr, dark, is

of another root. There appears to be no con-

nection with damp.'] I. a. Damp; moist; sat-

urated with cold moisture.

So more dowte (fear] the dynte of thelre derfe wapyns,
Than the dewe that es dannkf, whene that it dotme Ifalles.

Morte Arthvre (E. E. T. S.X 1. 811.

My lips were wet, my throat was cold,

My garments all were dank.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

Let him hie him away through the dank river fog.
fhittier. Mogg Megone, i.

= Syn. I'ltini'. II" mid, etc. See ttwi'jrf.

fi.it. 1. Cold moisture ; unpleasant humid-

ity.

The rawlsh dank of ... winter.

Marnton, Antonio and Mellida, Prol.

2. Water, in general. [Rare or obsolete in

both uses.]
Yet oft they quit

The dault, and, rising on stiff pennons, tower
The mid aereal sky. Milton, P. I . Til. 441.

dankt (daugk), r. 1. [< ME. danken, donken ;

,-. a.] To make dank; moisten.

Achilles was angret angardly sore;
Wrathet at his wonles. wnnnyt in yre ;

Chaunget his chere. chaumt with lictc.

That the droupes, as a dew, dankit his fas.

Dutruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7996.

dankness (dangk'nes), w. Dampness ; huiniil-

ity.
The roof supported with four DHMria ).illai of wbil.

marble, which were .\.i ..... iM through tin- ilnnlcnr**r of

tin- place. Snii'lii*. Travailes, p. 131.

danks (dannks), a. In null-milling, blaek car-

liiiiiiii'i'uiis sliiilc.

Dannebrog, " SIT Itinniintg.

dannemorite ('lau'e-mo-rit), H. [< />/// wr<i.

a parish in Sweden, + -i>2.] A variety f

iinipliibolo.
danse (dans), . In her., same as dantette, 1.

danseuse (don-sez'). n. [F., fern, of danseur,

a dancer, < dunner, dance.] A female dancer;

specifically, a ballet-dancer.

Dansker (dans'ker), n. [< Dan. Dansker, a

Dane, < Dansk, Danish.] A Dane.

Inquire me first what Damken are in Paris.

Shot., Hamlet. Ii. I.

Danskerman (dans'ker-man), ii. ; pi. Dannker-
ini'ii (-men). A Dansker or Dane.

Kings and jarls of the Norse or Datutrr-inra had sailed

up the Seine, and spread the terror of their plunderings
aud slaughters through France.

V, K. Creatii, Ellg. Const., p. 67.

dant (dant), r. t. [E. dial., var. of daunt, q. v.]

1. To tame; daunt (which see). 2. To reduce
metals to a lower temper. [Prov. Eng.]
dant (dant), w. [< dant, r.] 1. In coal-mining,
coal which is so much disintegrated as to be of

no value. [North. Eng.] 2. A heavy metal

weight, of from 30 to 40 pounds, used to press
down layers of provisions that are being packed
in casks.

Dantean (dau'te-an), a. [<Xonte + -.] Same
as DanteiH/ue.
dantel!6 (dan-tel-a'), a. [< F. dentele, toothed,
< dent, < L. den(t-)s = E. tooth.'] In her., same
as danceM.
Dantescan (dan-tes'kan), a. [As Dantesque +
-an.'] Same as Dantesque. [Kare.]
Daninrau commentators and scholars.

EIU-I/C. Brit., V. 291.

Dantesque (dan-tesk'), a. [= F. dantegque, <

It. dantesco, < Dante.'] Having the character-

istics of the poet Dante or his works; resem-

bling Dante or his style ; more especially, char-

acterized by a lofty and impressive sublimity,
with profound sadness. Also Duntean.

To him [Dante], longing with an intensity which only
the word Hunt--*/!"' will express to realize an ideal upon
earth, and continually baffled and misunderstood, the far

greater part of his mature life must have been lalior and
sorrow. Lmrell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 19.

Dantist (dau'tist), H. [= It. danlista; as Dante
+ -int.'] A person especially interested or

versed in the works of Dante and the literature

concerning him.
danton (dan'ton), r. /. [Sc., a form of E.

daunt.'] 1. To subdue.
To danton rebels and conspirators against him.

Pitucottie, Chron. of Scotland, p. 87.

2. To tame or break in (a horse).
It becometh a prince best of any man to be a failv and

good horseman : use, therefore, to ride and danton great
and courageous horses.

Quoted in Strut!'* Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

3. To intimidate
;
daunt.

Mischanter fa' me
If aught of thee, or of thy mammy,
Shall ever dantnn me, or awe me. Burnt.

Dantonian (dan-to'ni-an), a. [< Danton +
-mil.] Of or pertaining to G. J. Danton. See
Dantonixt.

Dantonist (dan'ton-ist), n. [< Danton + -igt.~]

An adherent of Georges Jacques Danton (1759-
94), one of the principal leaders in the French
revolution.

Dantophllist (dan-tof'i-list), n. [< Dante +
Gr. <t>iMv, love, + -ist.~\ A lover of Dante or
of his writings.
The veneration of Dantoiihilitti for their master is that

of disciples for their saint.

Lamll, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 26.

Dantzic beer, water, etc. See the nouns.
Danubian (da-nu'bi-an), a. [< LL. Danubiug,
L. Danurius, Gr. Aavor.j/of (G. Donau, etc.), the

Danube.] Pertaining to or bordering on the

Danube, a large river of Europe flowing into

the Black Sea. Danubian principalities, a former

designation of the principalities of Moldavia and Walla-
ehla. on the lower I>amil>e, forming part of the Turkish

empire, now united to form the kingdom of Rumania.

dap (<laii), r. i. [Also dope; a form of dub1 or

doj>.} In angling, to drop or let fall the bait

gently into the water.



owering Branch
of Mezereon

( Daphne Meze-
reutn}.

dap
With these and a short line I shewed to angle for

chul) you may tiape or dap.
I. H'riUon, Complete Angler, I. 5.

dapaticalt (da-pat'i-kal), a. [< LL. dapaticus

(rare), sumptuous, < L. daps, a feast.] Sump-
tuous in cheer. Bailey.

dapet (dap), v. i.
; pret. and pp. doped, ppr. (tap-

ing. Same as dap.

daphnad (daf'nad), n. One of the Thymeleaceie.

Lindley.

daplmal (daf'nal), a. [< Daphne + -al.] In

bat., of, pertaining to, or related to the daph-
nads: as, the daplmal alliance (the daphnads
and the laurels). See Daphne.

Daphne (daf'ne), n. [NL., < L. daphne, < Gr.

SaQvri, the laurel, or rather the bay-tree (in

myth, a nymph beloved of Apollo and meta-

morphosed into a laurel), also, later, Atyvoj,

dial, hafyvrj, also 6ai>xvti, 6avxv6f, prob. orig.

*6aFv?/ = (with var. term.) L. laarus, laurel:

see Laurus, laurel.] 1. In lot.,

a genus of small erect or trail-

ing shrubs of the natural order

Thymeleaceie, including about 40

species of the temperate regions
ofEurope and Asia. Some of the spe-
cies are cultivated in gardens for their

beauty or fragrance, others are of medici-

nal importance, and a few are employed
in the manufacture of hemp and paper
from the tough stringy bark. The most

generally known species are the daphne-
or spurge-laurel, D. Laureola, with ever-

green leaves and green axillary flowers
;

the mezereon, D. Mezereum, with very fra-

grant flowers ;
the spurge-flax, D. Gnidi-

nm; and D. Cneorum, a trailing shrub
with a profusion of bright rose-colored

and exquisitely fragrant flowers. The
bark and the fruit of the mezereon and
some other species have strongly acrid

properties, and have been used for vari-

ous purposes in medicine.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus,

daphnetin (daf'net-in), n. [< Daphne + -et-

+ -in2 .] A crystalline substance derived from
daphnin, having the formula CoH6Oi + H2O.

Daphnia (daf'ni-a), n. [NL., <! Gr. oafywi : see

Daphne.] A genus of minute fresh-water cla-

docerous entomostra-
cous crustaceans, the

type of the family
Daphniida:, and repre-
sentative of the whole
order Daphniacea or
Cladocera. The species
are among the many small
crustaceans known as iva-

ter-Jleas. The best-known
species is D. pulex, the
"branch-horned" water-

flea, which is a favorite

microscopic object. The
head is prolonged into a

snout, and is provided with
a single central compound
eye ; it is also furnished
with antenna; which act as

oars, propelling it through
the water by a series of
short springs or jerks.
These animals are very
abundant in many ponds
and ditches; and as they as-

sumeared color insummer,
the swarms which abound

in stagnant water impart to it the appearance of blood.

Daphniacea(daf-ni-a'se-a),M.p?. [NL., < Daph-
nia + -acea.] The water-fleas as a superfam-
ily: same as Cladocera.

daphniaceous (daf-ni-a'shius), a. Of or per-
taining to the Daphniacea.
daphniad (daf'ni-ad), n. [< Daphnia + -adl.]
One of the Daphniida! or Daphniacea; a clado-
cerous crustacean

;
a water-flea.

daphniid (daf 'ni-id), . [< Daphnia + -id2 .]

Same as daphniad.
Daphniidse (daf-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Daphnia
+ -idai.] The family of water-fleas, typified
by the genus Daphnia. It is sometimes contermi-
nous with the order Cladocera, and is then identical with
Daphniacea ; hut it is usually much restricted, as one of
about six families into which the daplmiads are divided.
Also Daphniada, Daphnidea, Daphnidae, Daphnides,
Daphnoides.

daphnin (daf'nin), n. [< Daphne + -in?.] A
glucoside found in the bark and flowers of

plants of the genus Daphne. It forms prismatic
transparent crystals, having a bitter taste. It has re-
ceived the formula CisHi^Og -f 2H<>0.

daphnioid (daf'ni-oid), a. and n. [< Daphnia+ -aid.] I. a. Resembling or pertaining to the
Daphniacea ; cladocerous, as a water-flea.

II. n. A cladocerous crustacean.

daphnoid (daf'noid), a. Same as daphnioid.
KIICI/C. Brit.

Side View of Water-flea (Daph
fiia}, one of the cladocerou;
Branchiopoda, highly magnified
the appendages not figured except
ing //', antennule ; /K', mandible

ompoun ''

shell-ela ,

arated at st, cervical dep
m ms,

c, heart.

, ,

/, compound eye ; /'', simple eye
ell-

t st, cervical depression
from ms, omostegite ; Ib, labrum

, ,

, shell-eland ; cs, cephalostegite
sepa
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daphnomancy (daf'no-man-si), H. [<Gr.
the laurel-tree, + fiavrela, divination.] Sooth-

saying by means of the laurel.

dapifert (dap'i-fer), . [L., < daps, a feast, +
ferre = E. bear1

.] A court official correspond-

ing to the steward of an ordinary household.

Sometimes called disctheyn.

dapper (dap'er), a. [< ME. daper, pretty, neat,
< D. dapper, brave, valiant, = MLG. LG. dap-

per, heavy, weighty, strong, brave, = OHG.
tapfar, heavy, weighty, MHG. tapfer, dapfer,

tapfcl, heavy, firm, brave, G. tapfer, brave

(cf. Dan. and Sw. tapper, brave, prob. of D.

or G. origin).] 1. Pretty; elegant; neat;
trim.

The dapper ditties that I wont devise

To feede youthes fancie, and the flocking fry,

Delighten much. Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

A spirit of dapper intellectual dandyism, of which ele-

gant verbiage and a dainty and debilitating spiritualism
are the outward shows and covering, infects too much of

the popular verse. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 47.

2. Small and active
;
nimble

;
brisk

; lively.

A little dapper man. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

On the tawny sands and shelves,

Trip the pert faeries and the dapper elves.

Milton, Comus, 1. 118.

We [mankind] are dapper little busybodies, and run
this way and that way superserviceably.

Emerson, Civilization.

[Now only sarcastic or contemptuous in both

senses.]

dapperling (dap'er-ling), n. [< dapper + dim.

-ling
1
.] A dwarf; a little fellow.

dapperpy (dap'er-pi), a. Of diapered and va-

riegated woolen cloth. [Scotch.]

O he has pou'd aff his dapperpy coat,
The silver buttons glanced bonny.

Annan Water (Child's Ballads, II. 188).

dapple (dap'l), n. and a. [< ME. "dappel, *dap-
pul (in comp. dappul-gray : see dapple-gray),
a spot, < Icel. depill (for *dapill), a spot, a dot

(hence depill, a dog with spots over his eyes)

(= Norw. depel, a pool, a splash of water or

other liquid, a puddle, mud), < dapi = Norw.

dape = Sw. dial, depp, a pool; cf. Dan. dial.

duppe, a hole where water collects
;
MD. dobbe,

a pit, pool, = E. dial, dub, a pool: see rf62.]

1. n. 1. A spot ;
a dot

;
one of a number of va-

rious spots, as on an animal's skin or coat.

He had ... as many eyes on his body as my gray mare
hath dapples. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii. 271.

2. A dappled horse.

II, a. Marked with spots ; spotted ;
varie-

gated with spots of different colors or shades
of color : as, a dapple horse.

Some dapjtle mists still floated along the peaks of the
hills. Scott.

dapple (dap'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. dappled, ppr.

dappling. [< dapple, n.] To spot; variegate
with spots.

The gentle day . . .

Dapples the drowsy east with spots of gray.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 3.

A surface dappled o'er with shadows flung
From many a brooding cloud. Wordsworth.

It is summer, and the flickering shadows of forest-leaves

dapple the roof of the little porch.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 240.

dapple-bay (dap'l-ba'), a. [< dapple + bay:
see dapple-gray.] Of a bay color variegated by
dapples, or spots of a different color or shade.

dappled (dap'ld), a. [< dapple, n., + -ed2.]

Spotted ; variegated with spots of different

colors or shades.

Dappled Flanders mares.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount, 1. 50.

The sky-lark shakes his dappled wing.
J. Jt. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 62.

dapple-gray (dap'1-gra'), a. [< ME. dapple-,
dappul-gray, < *dappel, "dappul, a spot (see
dapple), + gray.] Of a gray color variegated
by spots of a different color or shade.

His steede was al dappel-gray.
Chaticer, Sir Thopas, 1. 173.

Daption (dap'ti-on), n. [NL. (Stephens, 1825) ;

also written Danthim, and Daptes; < Gr. dd-

7rn?f, an eater, < t&meiv, devour.] A notable

genus of petrels, of the family ProceHariida;
and section (Estrelatece. They have the bill com-
paratively dilated, with a wide and partly naked interra-
mal space, oblique sulci on the edge of the upper mandi-
ble, a small weak unguis, and long nasal tubes ; a short,
rounded tail; and plumage spotted on the upper parts
with black and white. They are birds of moderate size.
The type and only species is D. capense, the damier, Cape
pigeon, or pintado petrel. Calopetes (Sundevall, 187S) is

a synonym. See cut in next column.

Dardanian

Cape Pigeon (Daptiott capense).

Daptrius (dap'tri-us), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
< Gr. 6cnrT/>ta, fern, to ooirr^f, an eater: see Dap-
tion.] A genus of South American hawks, the

type of which is D. ater. They have circular nos-

trils with a central tubercle ;
the plumage of the adult

South American Hawk (Daptrius ater}.

is black with a white basal bar on the tail
;
the produced

cere and naked sides of the head are reddish. The length
of the adult is about 16 inches.

dar1
!, v. t. An obsolete form of dare1 .

dar2 (dar), n. Same as dace, 1.

darapti (da-rap'ti), n. The mnemonic name
given by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the
third figure of syllogism in which the two prem-
ises are universal and affirmative and the con-
clusion is particular and affirmative. These dis-

tinctions of quantity and quality are indicated by the
three vowels of the word, a-a-t. The letter p indicates
that the reduction to direct reasoning is to be pel-formed
by converting by accident the minor premise, and the
initial d shows that the direct mood so reached is darii.

The following is an example of a syllogism in darapti : All

griffins breathe fire
;
but all griffins are animals ; there-

fore, some animals breathe fire. Some logicians deny the

validity of this mood.

darbar, . See durbar.
darblia (dar'ba), n. [Skt. darbha.] A coarse

grass, the Poa'cynosuroides, much venerated by
the Hindus, and employed by the Brahmans in

their religious ceremonies.

darby (dar'bi), n.
; pi. darbies (-biz). [Appar.

from the personal name Darby or Derby. The
phrase

" father Derbies bands" for handcuffs
occurs in Gascoigne's

" Steele Glas" (1576).]
1. pi. Handcuffs. [Slang.]

Hark ye ! Jem Clink will fetch you the darbies.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxxiii.

2. A plasterers' tool consisting of a thin strip
of wood about 3 or 3 feet long and 7 inches

broad, with two handles at the back, used for

floating a ceiling.

Darbyites (dar'bi-its), . pi. See Plymouth
Brethren, under brother.

darcet (dars), . [Also darse; < ME. darce,
darse : see dace.] An earlier form of dace.

Rooche, dare?, Makerelle.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 156.

Dardan (dar'dan), a. and n. [< L. Dardaints,

adj., < Dardanus, Gr. AdpAavor, : see def.] I. a.

Pertaining or relating to Dardanus or Dardania,
an ancient city near the later Troy in Asia Mi-

nor, or to its people, the Dardani, named from a

mythical founder, Dardanus, ancestor of Priam,
king of Troy; hence, in poetical use, Trojan.

II. n. An inhabitant of Dardanus or Darda-
nia

; poetically, a Trojan.
Dardanian (dar-da'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Dar-
danius = Dardanus: see Dardan.] Same as
Dardan.



dardanium

dardaniumt (diir-da'ni-um), . [Neut. of L.

Itfiriliiniiix : see Ittit'tliiiiidn.] A bracelet.

A t-'olilen riiiL- that shines upon t)iy Ihiiiuh

Umiit thy uiist tile rirh M/<-r/",i"</,/

11,'frn-l. II. -|i, lirles. p. >.

dardy-line (diir'di-lin), . [< "ttnrdy (< F.

tlarehr, dart, shoot, harpoon, spear. < iltird,E.

diirtl, q. v.) + line.] A kind of rigging of lines

used to catch herrings. A piece of lead about ij

pounds in weight is att.ulh <l to a line', which curries at
short intervals transverse pieces of wtmlehone or ratje ha\ -

in:: nnhaiteil liook.s at either cnil. Ittfil, Illitish Fishes.

dare 1
(dar), c. t. ; prot. ilnrcd or durst, pp.

diiri'il, ppr. during. [A form orig. indicative,
< ME. 1st (audio) pers. sing, dm-, iti-i; ilear, <

AS. ili'in; di'tirr (for "dcarx) = OS. gi-dar =
OFries. dor, dm; also by confusion thor, tit in;

= MLG. rfar = OHU. i/i-tm; MUG. tar, gi-tar=
Dan. </>>= Sw. tor= Goth, ya-dars, I dare, an old

preterit present, with new inf., ME. durrcn, iluri/

(also by conformation dun-ii, durn), < AS. dur-
ran = OS. gi-tlurran = OFries. "dura, 'flora, also

by confusion *thura, "tltora, = MLG. doren =
OHG. gi-turnni = Icel. thora = Sw. to'ra = Dan.
turtle = Goth, ga-daitrsan (with new weak pret-
erit. E. durst, < ME. durste, dorste (two sylla-

bles), < AS. dorste (for "dors-de) = OS. gi-dorxta
= OFries. dorste, thorste = MLG. derate = OHG.
gi-torsta, MHG. torste = Icel. thordhi = Sw.
Inrde = Dan. turde = Goth, i/a-daursta), dare,
= Gr. ffapoeiv, fkippeiv, be bold, dare (aapoixj,

ff/Kioi.f, bold), = OBulg. rfriL-rtt), dare, = Skt.

\/ ilharsh, dare. In some forms, as the ME.,
Fries., and Scand., there is confusion with a
different preterit verb, ME. tharf, also

darf,
<

AS. thearf, inf. thurfan, = OFries. tlturf, inf.

"thurva, = OHG. durfan = Icel. tfmr/rt =Goth.
lluiurban, have need, which in D. durven = G.

durfen, dare, has completely displaced the form
corresponding to E. dare : see darf, tharf'.] 1.

To be bold enough (to do something); have

courage, strength of mind, or hardihood (to
undertake some action or project); not to be
afraid ; venture : followed by an infinitive (with
or without to) as object, or sometimes, by el-

lipsis, used absolutely.
I dare do all that may become a man ;

Who dare* do more, is none.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

And what they dare to dream of dare to do.

Lowell, Comni. Ode.

[Originally and still often used in the third person of the

present tense without a personal termination, and in such
case always followed by the infinitive without to : as, he
da re not do it.

I .o. Conscience dooth chide !

For losse of catel he (tor not flat.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

One dares not light a large candle, except company's
coming in. Steele, Lying Lover, iv.]

2. To venture on
; attempt boldly to perform.

Hut this thing dare not. Shak., Tempest, til. 2.

3. To challenge ; provoke to action, especially
by asserting or implying that one lacks courage
to accept the challenge ; defy : as, to dare a
man to fight.

I taught him how to manage arms, to ttur,-

An enemy, to court both deatli and dangers.
Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

I whlpt him for robbing an orchard once when he was but
a child

"The farmer dared me to do it," he said ; he was always
so wild. Tennyson, Rizpnh.
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>liii in, abate, become calm, compose. Perhaps
ult. a secondary form of ME. ilnm-ii, be stupe- ployed at day-work.
fled, tr. stupefy, daze : see dtt;f.] I. intrinis.

1. To be in fear; tremble with fear; be stupe-
lieil or ila/.etl with fear. Specifically 2. To
lie still in fear; lurk in dread; especially, lie

or squat close to the ground, like a frightened
bird or hare ; look anxiously around, as such a

lurking creature.

daring-hardy

darg (darg). r. i. [Se., < tltinj, .] To be em-

These weditid men that lye and /"

AH in a forme lith a wery hare.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tl.

3. To droop ; languish.
II. trims. 1. To strike with fear; terrify;

daunt; dismay.
Now me bus, as a beggar, my bread for to thigge
At dorls vpon dayes, that dayrex me full sore :

Till I come to my kyth, can I non othfr.

Destruction of Troy (E. G. T. S.), I. 18550.

For I have done those follies, those mad mischiefs,
Would ilare a woman.

Beau, and F/.. Maid Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. To terrify and catch (larks), as by maans
of a mirror or a piece of red cloth, or by walk-

ing round with a hawk on the fist where they
are crouching, and then throwing a net over
them.

F.nclos'd the bush about, and there him tooke,
Like darrett Larke. Spenser, V. Q., VII. vi. 47.

If we live thus tamely,
To be thus jaded by a piece of scarlet,
Farewell nobility ; let his grace go forward,
And /"'' us with his cap, like larks.

Shak., Hen. VIII., lit 2.

dare'^t (dar), h. [<rfrtre
2
,*.] A mirror for daring

larks.

The dare for larks, or mirror surrounded by smaller ones,
over the mantel-piece, which exercised many commenta-
tors on the print, appears in the picture.

The Athrnaum, Jan. 28, 1888, p. 122.

dare3 (dar), n. [Also written dar (ME.), < F.
dard (pron. dar), and in older form <frt (and
in another form darse, darce, > E. dace); all

ult. identical with dart, a missile : see dace and
dart1

."] Same as duct; 1. [Local, Eng.]
dare4

t,
n. A Middle English form of deer.

daredevil (dar'dev'l), . and a. [< dare, r., +
obj. devil.'} I. n. One who fears nothing and
will attempt anything; a reckless fellow; a

desperado.
A humorous dare-devil the very man to suit my pur-

pose. Bulicer.

H. a. Characteristic of or appropriate to a
daredevil ; reckless

; inconsiderately rash and
venturesome.

I doubt if Rebecca, whom we have seen piously praying
for consols, would have exchanged her poverty and the
dare-devil excitement and chances of her life for Osbome's
money and the humdrum gloom which enveloped him.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlii.

daredevilism (dar'dev'l-izm), . [< daredevil
+ -w.] Same as daredeviltry.

daredeviltry (dar'dev'1-tri), H. [< daredevil
+ -try, for -n/, as in deviltry.] The character
or conduct of a daredevil; recklessness; ven-
turesomeness.

His rude guardian addressed himself to the modifica-
tion of this facial expression ; it had not enough of mod-
esty In it, for instance, or of dare-deviltry.

(i. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 8.

Obveise. Reverse.

Dark, in the British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

dare-doingt, der-doingt, n. [Found only in

the second spelling, used by Spenser, as if ppr.
of dare do taken as a single verb in the passage
from Chaucer cited under daring-do. See dar-

4. To arouse
; rouse. [Prov. Eng.] -I dare say, , ,in -\ Darius- h

I suppose or believe ; I presume ; I think llkelv : a weak ' ' - J uarluK> D

Me ill besits, that in der-doim/ armes
And honours suit my vowed dales do spend.

Spemer, F. Q., II. vli. 10.

darefult (dar'ful), a. [< dare1 + -/*.] Full of
defiance.

We might have met them darefiil, heart! to l>eard,
And beat them backward home. Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

darer (dar'er), . One who dares or defies; a

challenger.
Don Michael, Leon; another darer come.

Flrlther, Rule a Wife, iii. 1.

darft, r. See tJiarf.

darg (darg), n. [Sc., sometimes spelled dargue,
formerly dark, a contr. of datcerk, dayicerk, any-
iriirl: ='<lin/-irrk: see day-ieork.] 1. A day's
work

;
a task for a day. It is sometimes redun-

dantly called day's diinj.

I can do as glide a rfi/' darg as ever I did in my life.

Scott, Monastery, ill.

They [the tenants] are subject also to a dary (or day's
wc.rk) for every acre. Statift. Ace. of Scot., VIII. 602.

Hence 2. A certain task of work, whether
more or less than the measure of a day.
He never wrought a good >lark. that went grumbling

about. Kfll;!. Senteh I'rmrrlis. p. 143.

a nil matioii, generally implying some degree of indifference
in assertion or assent.

Jofeph S. O, yes, I flnd great use in that screen.
Sir Peter T. I dare fay you must, certainly.

AUndM, School for Scandal, Iv. 3.

dare 1
(dar), . [< rfn/v 1

. r.] If. The quality
of being daring ; venturesomeness

; boldness ;

dash
; spirit.

It lends a lustre, and more great opinion,
A larger dare to your great enterprise.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

2. A challenge ; defiance.

Sextus Pompt-ius
Hath given the dare to Csar.

Shak., A. an.l r., i. 2.

To take a dare, to receive a challenge without accept-
ing it. [Culloq.]

It was not consonant with the honor of such a man as
Itoh to MAv tt f/r;/> ; so against tirst one anil then another
aspiring hero he had fought, until at lenu'tb there wasnone
that ventured any more to "

give a dare" to the victor nf
so many hattles. K. Kii:il^l>m, The Oraywuis. \.

dare'-'t (lar), v. [< ME. <7;r, <lari<-n, dni/ri-n,
be or lie in fear, terrify; cf. Sw. dumi, trem-
ble, shiver. = Dan. atrre, tremble, quiver,
vibrate, = LG. bcdareii, become still, = D. be-

(ilad to fa to nark that A killin.-.

To common <I,I,-T<

/.' UnUmcay, Poenu, p. 119.

darger (diir'ger), . [As dari/ + -er^
;
ult. a

enntr. of dtiy-ii-nrk-ir.] A day-worker. [Scotch.]
The croonlu' kle the byre drew nigh,
The ,/,/,./., left his thrift.

Barrier Minttrelini. 111. : :

dargie (dar'gi), . [E. dial.
; origin obscure. Cf.

<l<irtjn.~\ A local English name of the coal-fish.

dargs (diirgz), n. [Of. dargif.] A local Scotch
name of the whiting.
daric (dar'ik), H. [< NL. daricits, < Gr. fapewof
(so. trrarfjp, stater), said to have been first coined

by Darius I., king of Persia, and hence derived
< Aapfioj, OPers. Daryavush, Darius, but prpb.
of other origin, perhaps < dariku, a Babylonian
word, said to mean 'a weight" or 'measure.']
A gold coin current in antiquity throughout
the Persian empire, and also in Greece, it wa
of very pure gold, was of
small diameter but very
thick, and weighed rather
more than an English sov-

ereign. It has no inscrip-
tion ; the obverse type is

the king of Persia repre-
sented as an archer or

liearing a spear; the re-

verse, usually an irregu-
lar oblong incuse. Dou-
ble darics were issued af-

ter the conquest of Persia by Alexander the <!reitt, with
Greek letters, most of the known specimens of which have
heel, found in the I'anjah. Silver daric, the principal
silver coin of ancient Persia, closely resembling the gold
daric, and specifically called the sifflog, but also known by
the name daric hi ancient as well as modern times.

darii (da'ri-i), . The mnemonic name given
by Petrus Hispanus to that direct mood of the
first figure of syllogism in which the major
premise is universal and affirmative, and the mi-
nor premise and conclusion are particular and
affirmative. These distinctions of quantity and qual-
ity are indicated by the three vowels of the word, o-i'-i.

The following Is an example of a syllogism in darii : All
virtues are laudable ; but some habits are virtues ; there-

fore, some habits are laudable.

daring (dar'ing), n. [Verbal n. of darel, t'.]

Adventurous courage ; intrepidity ;
boldness ;

adventurousness.

daring (dar'ing), />. a. [Ppr. of darel, .] 1.

Possessing or springing from adventurous cou-

rage; bold; fearless; adventurous; reckless.

He knew thee absolute, and full in soldier,

Daring beyond all dangers. Fletcher, Bouduca, v. 4.

To this day we may discern in many parts of our finan-

cial and commercial system the marks of that vigorous in-

tellect and dariivj spirit. .Vacaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

2. Audacious
; impudent.

Is there none
Will tell the King I love him tho' so late?
Sow ere he goes to the great Battle? none :

Myself must tell him in that purer life,
But now it were too daring. Tennyson, Guinevere.

= Syn. 1. Dauntless, undaunted, heroic.

daring-dot, derring-dot, . [The word was
adopted by Spenser in the erroneous spelling
derring-do", which through him and his imitators
has become familiar in literature from Chaucer;
ME. dorryng don, duryng do, etc., a peculiar
isolated compound, < dorryng, duryng, etc.,
mod. daring, ppr. of dorren. durren, mod. dare1

,

+ inf. don, do. The associated phrase to dorre

do, in the last line of the first quot., consists of
the inf. do depending on the inf. dorre, durre,
dare, and is not, as some think, a compound
verb. See dare-doing.'] Daring deeds

; daring
action.

And certaynly in storye it is founde
That Ttoilus was nevere unto no wight,
As in his tyme. in no degre seconnde,
In dorryny-don [var. duryng do, dorynye to do, 16th

cent. eil. daring do] that longeth to a Knygnt;
Al myghte a geaunt passen hym of myght.
His herte ay with the flrste and with the beste
Stod paregal, to dorre don [var. durre to do, dore don,

16th cent. ed. dare don] that hym leste.

Chaucrr, Troilus, v. 837.

For ever, who in derriny-doe were dreade,
The loftie verse of hem was loved aye.

Spemer, shep Cal., October.

daring-doert, derring-doert, i. [See daring-
d<>.~\ A daring and bold doer.

All mightie men and dreadfull derring^tooerg.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 38.

daring-glasst (dar'ing-glas), H. A mirror used
for daring larks. H/i. llaiideii.

daring-hardyt (dar'ing-har'di), a. Foolhardy;
audacious.

On pain of death, no person be so bold
Or dariiiy-hardii as to touch the lisU.

Mak., Rich. II., I. 3.



daringly

daringly (dai'ing-li), adr. 1. With boldness or

audacity; boldly; courageously; fearlessly.

Your brother, fired with success,
Too darinffli/ upon the foe did press.
Lord Halifax, On Prince of Denmark's Marriage.

2. Defiantly.
Some of the great principles of religion are every day

openly urnl darinnty attacked from the press.

Bp. Atterbury.

daringness (dar'ing-nes), n. Boldness; cou-

rageousness ;
audaciousness.

The greatness and darhtynesx of our crimes.

Bp. Atterbnry, Works, IV. iv.

dark1
(diirk), . and n. [< ME. dark, derk, deork.

a. and n., < AS. deorc, a., dark. Connections

uncertain.] I. a. 1. Without light; marked

by the absence of light ;
unilluminated

;
shad-

owy : as, a dark night ;
a dark room.

And aftre thei maken the nyght so derk that no man
may see no thing. Mandev&t, Travels, p. 237.

2. Not radiating or reflecting light ; wholly or

partially black or gray in appearance ; having
the quality opposite to light or white : as, a

dark object ;
a dark color.

The sun to me is dark,
And silent as the moon.

Milton, S. A., 1. 86.

Lovely in your strength, as is the light
Of a dark eye in woman !

Byron, Ohilde Harold, iii. 92.

A dusky barge,
Dark as a funeral scarf from stem to stern.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

3. Not fair: applied to the complexion : as, the
dart-skinned races.

And round about the keel with faces pale,
Dark faces pale against that rosy flame,
The mild-eyed melancholy Lotos-eaters came.

Tennyion, Lotos-Eaters.

Differing only as sisters may differ, as when one is of

lighter and another of darker complexion.
Gladstone, quoted in S. Dowell's Taxes in England, II. 343.

4. Lacking in light or brightness; shaded;
obscure: as, a dark day ;

the dark recesses of a

forest. Hence 6. Characterized by or produ-
cing gloom ; dreary ;

cheerless : as, a dark time
in the affairs of the country.

So dark a mind within me dwells.

Tennyson, Maud, xv.

There is, in every true woman's heart, a spark of heav-

enly fire, which . . . beams and blazes in the dark hour
of adversity. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 39.

Alone, in that dark sorrow, hour after hour crept by.
Whittler, Cassandra Sonthwick.

6. Threatening ; frowning ; gloomy ;
morose :

as, a dark scowl.

All men of dark tempers, according to their degree of

melancholy or enthusiasm, may find convents fitted to their

humours. Addison, Travels in Italy.

So all in wrath he got to horse and went ;

While Arthur to the banquet, dark in mood,
Past, thinking "Is it Lancelot who hath come?"

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

7. Obscure
;
not easily perceived or understood

;

difficult to interpret or explain: as, a dark say-
ing; a dark passage in an author.

What may seem dark at the first will afterward be found
more plain. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 1.

What's your dark meaning, mouse, of this light word?
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

Wise philosophers hold all writings to be fruitful in the

proportion they are dark. Snrift, Tale of a Tub, x.

Hence 8. Concealed; secret; mysterious; in-

scrutable : as, keep it dark.

Day, mark d as with some hideous crime,
When the dark hand struck down thro' time,

And cancell'd nature's best.

Tennymn, In Memoriam, Ixxii.

Precisely what is to be the manner and measure of our
knowledge, in this fuller and more glorious revelation of
the future, is not clear to us now, for that is one of the
dark things, or mysteries, of our present state.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 159.

9f. Blind; sightless.

I, dark in light, exposed
To daily fraud, contempt, abuse, and wrong.

Milton, S. A., 1. 75.

Dr. Heylin (author of ye Geography) preach'd at yeAbbey.
. . . He was, I think, at this time quite darke, and so had
ben for some yeares. Evelyn, Diary, March 29, 1661.

Thou wretehed daughter of a dark old man,
Conduct my weary steps. Dryden and Lee, (Edipus.

10. Unenlightened, either mentally or spiritu-
ally ; characterized by backwardness in learn-

ing, art, science, or religion ;
destitute of know-

ledge or culture
; ignorant ; uninstructed ;

rude
;

uncivilized : as, the dark places of the earth
;

the dark ages.
How many waste places are left as darke as Gallic of the

Gentiles, sitting in the region and shadow of death
; with-

out preaching Minister, without light !

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

1456

The age wherein he [Homer] liv'd was dark; but he
Could not want sight who taught the world to see.

Sir J. Denham, Progress of Learning.

There are dark regions of the earth where we do not ex-

pect to find a righteous man.
BMiotheca Sacra, XLIII. 430.

11. Morally black; atrocious ;
wicked

;
sinister.

Fit vessel, fittest imp of fraud, in whom
To enter, and his dark suggestions hide.

Milton, P. L., ix. 90.

Shame from our hearts

Unworthy arts,
The fraud designed, the purpose dart.

Whittier, Eve of Election.

Dark ages. See ar/e.~ Dark days, specifically, days on
which the sun is so completely obscured by clouds or dry
mists that artificial lights have to be used for one or
more days continuously, and day seems literally turned
into night. Such a day was May 19th, 1780, in New Eng-
land ; and others of less extent were August 9th, 1732,
and October 21st. 1816. The most remarkable case on
record is the dry fog of 1783, when the sun was obscured

by a bluish haze for many days in the summer, through-
out Europe, northern Africa, and to some extent in Asia
and North America. Dark heat, the heat due to the in-

visible ultra-red heat-rays of the spectrum. See spectrum.
-Dark horse. See horse. Dark moon. See moon.
Dark room, in photon., ft room from which all actinic rays
of light have been excluded,used in the processes connected
with the sensitizing of plates for exposure, for placing the

plates in and taking them from the plate-holders or dark
slides in which they are transported and exposed in the

camera, and for the development of the picture after ex-

posure.

It is most essential in all photographic processes to em-

ploy what is termed a dark room. . . . This dark room is

not without light, but its light is of a quality such as in no

way affects the plate. Span, Encyc. Manllf., p. 1536.

To keep dark, to be quiet, silent, or secret concerning a

matter.

II. . 1. The absence of light; darkness.

Till the derke was don, & the day sprange,
And the sun in his sercle set vppo lofte.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6062.

I believe that men are generally still a little afraid of

the dark. Thoreau, Walden, p. 142.

Morn broaden'd on the borders of the dark.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
2. A dark place.

So I wilt in the wod and the wilde holtis,
ffer fro my feres, and no freike herde,
Till I drogh to a derke. and the dere lost.

Datnution of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2861.

It is not the shallow mystery of those small dark* which
are enclosed by caves and crumbling dungeons ;

it is the
unfathomable mystery of the sunlight and the sun.

S. Lanifr, The English Novel, p. 47.

3. A dark hue
;
a dark spot or part.

Some darks had been discovered. Shirley.

With the small touches, efface the edges, reinforce the

darks, and work the whole delicately together.
Raskin, Elements of Drawing, p. 61.

4. A state of concealment ; secrecy : as, things
done in the dark.

I am in the dark to all the world, and my nearest friends
behold me but in a cloud.

Sir T. Broime, Religio Medici, ii. 4.

5. An obscured or unenlightened state or con-

dition; obscurity; a state of ignorance: as, I

am still in the dark regarding his intentions.

While men are in the dark they will be always quarrel-
ling. StUKnyjItet, Sermons, I. iii.

As to its [the city of Quinam's] distance from the Sea, its

bigness, strength, riches, AT.. I am yet in the dark.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 7.

We are . . . in the dark respecting the office of the large
viscus called the spleen.

Huxley and Yvumans, Physiol., 156.

Dark of the moon. See moon.

dark1 (dark), adv. [< dark1
, a.} In the dark;

without light.
I see no more in you

Than without candle may go dark to bed.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

darkM (dark), r. [< ME. darken, derken, < AS.
*deorcian, in comp. *a~deorcian (Somner), make
dark, < deorc, dark: see darkl, a.] I. intratis.

1 . To grow or become dark
;
darken.

The sonne darked & withdrewe his lyght.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

2. To remain in the dark; lurk; lie hidden or
concealed.

And ther she syt and darketh wonder stille.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 816.

All day the bestes darked in here den stille.

William of Palernt (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2723.

II. trans. To make dark; darken; obscure.
Fair when that cloud of pride, which oft doth dark
Her goodly light, with smiles she drives away. Spenser.

Pagan Poets that audaciously
Haue sought to dark the ever Memory
Of Gods greeat works.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Dark thy clear glass with old Falernian wine.
B. Jonson, tr. of Martial's Epigrams, viii. 77.

dark2
t (dark), n. [The more orig. form of darg,

ult. a contr. of day-work: see darg.} An obso-
lete form of darg.

darkle

dark-apostrophe (diirk'a-pos'tro-fe), . See

apoiitrophe
1

,
'2.

dark-arches (dark'ar"chez), w. A British

noctuid moth, Hadena i>i<i>>i//i//>lt<i.

darkemon, . Same as adarkon.

darken (diir'kn), '. [< dark1 + -en 1
. (.'(. ilurk 1

,

'.] I. intrans. 1. To grow dark or darker.

Some little of this marvel he too saw,
Returning o'er the plain that then began
To darken under Camelot. Tennyson, Holy <!r;til.

The autumnal evening darkens round.
M . A mold, The Grande Chartreuse.

2. To grow less white or clear ; assume a darker
hue or appearance: as, white paper darkfax
with age.

II. traits. 1. To deprive of light ;
make dark

or darker: as, to darken a room by closing the
shutters.

They [the locusts] covered the face of the whole earth,
so that the land was darkened. Ex. x. 15.

Whether the darken'd room to muse invite,
Or whiten 'd wall provoke the skewer to write.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 07. \

Returned to London, she [Mrs. Browning] began the life

which she continued for so many years, confined to one

large and commodious, but darkened chamber.
Pen Portraits of Literary Women, II. 101.

2. To obscure or shut out the light of.

It blows also sometimes very hard from the south west ;

and when these winds are high, .it raises the sand in such
a manner that it darkens the sun, and one cannot see the
distance of a quarter of a mile.

Pococke, Description of the Eaat, I. 195.

Mr. Bucket came out again, exhorting the others to be

vigilant, darkened his lantern, and once more took his seat.

Dickens, Bleak House, Ivii.

3. To render less white or clear
; impart a

darker hue to : as, exposure to the sun darkens
the complexion.
A picture of his little cousin, truthfully painted, her

face, darkened by the sun, contrasting strongly with the
clear white of her dress, veil, and garland.

St. Nicholas, XV. 10.

4. To obscure or cloud the meaning or intelli-

gence of; perplex; render vague or uncertain.

Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without

knowledge? Job xxxviii. 2.

Love is the tyrant of the heart ; it darkens Reason, con-
founds discretion. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iii. 3.

Such was his wisdom, that his confidence did seldom
darken his foresight, especially in things near hand.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

5. To render gloomy ;
sadden.

All joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is gone.
Isa. xxiv. 11.

Calvin, whose life was darkened by disease, had a mor-
bid and gloomy element in his theology.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 54.

6. To deprive of vision; strike with blindness.

Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see.

Rom. xi. 10.

Hence 7. To deprive of intellectual or spir-
itual light; sink in darkness or ignorance.
Their foolish heart was darkened. Rom. i. 21.

8. To sully; make foul; make less bright or
lustrous.

I must not think there are
Evils enow to darken all his goodness.

Shak., A. and ('., i. 4.

You are darken'd in this action, sir,
Even by your own. Shak., Cor., iv. 7.

9. To hide
;
conceal.

The veil that darkened from our sidelong glance
The inexorable face. Lowell, Agassiz, i. 1.

To darken one's door, to enter one's house or room as
a visitor : generally or always with an implication that
the visit is unwelcome.

Oh, pity me then, when, day by day,
The stout fiend darkens my parlor door.

Wliittier, Demon of the Study.

darkener (dar'kn-er), ii. One who or that

which darkens.

He [Sumner] was no darkener of counsel by words with-
out knowledge. X. A. Rev., CXXVI. 23.

darkey, n. See darky.
darkfult (dark'ful), a. [ME. derkful; < dark 1

.

n., + -ful, 1.] Full of darkness.

All thy body shall be darkfltl. H't/c/if, Luke xi. 34.

darkheadt, w. [ME. de<irkln-<lr, </<r/-/Wf. tlurc-

hede; < dark1 + -Jtead.'] Darkness.

Al o tide of the dai we were iti ii/n-i-1" 1

'!''.

St. Braiulan, p. 2.

dark-houset, M. A mad-house.

Love is merely a madness, and, I tell you, deserves as

well a dark house and a whip as madmen do.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

darkle (dai-'kl), r. /'. ; pret. and pp. darkled,

ppr. darkling. [Assumed from darkling, adr.,

regarded as a ppr.] 1. To appear dark
;
show

indistinctly.



darkle

To the right towers Arthur's lofty seat; . . . to the left

darkle* the castle. /.'/m-jt */-i/
l

>' ,!/<//.

2. To become dark or gloomy.
Ills honest brows dartf/ii^i as he looked towards me.

'I'luli-ki'rtltl, Neweotnes, Ixvi.

darkling (dtirk'ling), tidr. [= Sc. darklins; <

ilnr/c 1 + dim. -ling'*.] 1. lu tho dark.

As the wakeful bird

Sings darkling, and in shadiest eovert hid,
Tunes her nocturnal note. Milton, I'. 1.., ill. 3!i.

That though I wrestle darkling with the tleud,
I shall n'ereolile it. J. ll'ii/'i' .

Hence 2. Blindly; uncertainly.
Do nations float ditrl-liii'f dow n the stream of the ages,

. . . swaying with every wind, and ignorant whither they
are drifting? llaneroji. Hist. Const., II. 3.

darkling (diirk'Iing), it. [Ppr. of darkle, P.]
1. Dark; obscure; gloomy.

And down the thti-klitiff precipice
Are dash'd into the deep abyss.

A/ooiv, Fire Worshippers.
What storms our darkling pathway swept !

Whittier, Prean.

2. Blinded.

The falconer started up, and darkling as he was for
his eyes watered too fast to permit his seeing anything
he would soon have been at elose grips with his insolent

adversary. Scott, Abbot, xix.

3. Render!ng dark; obscuring.
As many poets with their rhymes
Oblivion's darkling dust o'erwhelms.

Loieell, To Holmes.

darkling-beetle (dark'Ung-be'tl), . A name
of the lilniin mortisaga, a black beetle of the

family Tcnebrionidce. It is about an inch long,
and is found in cellars, caverns, and other dark
places. See cut under Slaps.
darklings (dark'lingz). adv. [Sc. darklins; <

E. darkling + adverbial suffix -*.] In the dark.

Thou wouldest fain persuade me to do like some idle
wanton servants, who play and talk out their candle-light,
and then go darklings to bed. Dp. Hall, Works, VII. 344.

She through the yanl the nearest tak's
An' to the kiln she goes then,

An' darklins graipit [groped] for the bauks,
An' in the blue-clue throws then.

Burns, Halloween.

darkly (diirk'li), adv. [< ME. derkly, derkliche,
< AS. dcorclice, < deorc, E. darkl, + -lice, E. -ly%.]
1. In a dark manner; so as to appear dark; as
a dark object or spot.

Vainly the fowler's eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong,
As, darkly seen against the crimson sky,

Thy figure floats along.
Jiryant, To a Waterfowl.

What forms were those which darkly stood
Just on the margin of the wood ?

tt'hittirr, Pentucket.

2f. Blindly ;
as one deprived of sight ; with un-

certainty.
The spere lete don, ren the hed, l>e-forn lete goo ;

After my fewed, derkly, as man blynd.
/,'"/. of I'artenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4478.

3. Dimly; obscurely; faintly; imperfectly.
For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face

to face. 1 Cor. xili. 12.

In other great disputes it answers dubiously and darkly
to the common reader. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 19.

4. Mysteriously ; with sinister vagueness : as,
it was darkly hinted that murder had been
committed.

How darkly, and how deadly, dost thou speak !

Your eyes do menace me, Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

darkness (diirk'nes), n. [< ME. derknesse, dark-

ness; <rfnrA'l -I- -w<w..] 1. The absolute or com-
parative absence of light, or the modification
of visual sensation produced by such absence

;

gloom. It may be due either (a) to a deficient illumina-

tion, or (ft) to a low degree of luminosity or transparency
in the dark object.

Darkness was upon the face of the deep. Gen. i. 2.

A Provyuce of the Coiitree, that hathe wel in circuyt 3

iorneyes, that men clepeii Hanyson, is alle covered with
/Vri-jN'XAV, with outeu ony brightnesse or light ; so that
no man may see ne here, ne no man dar eutren in to hem.

Mimderi/lf, Travels, p. 'JUI.

Darkiir.** might then be denned as ether at rest; light
as ether in motion. But in reality the ether is never at

rest, for in the absence of light-waves we have heat-waves
always speeding through it Tyndall, Radiation, 2.

2. Secrecy; concealment; privacy.
What I tell you in darkness, that speak ye in light.

Mat. x. 27.

Though lately we intended
To keep in darkmni what occasion now
Iteveals. Shak.. T. \., v. 1.
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Hence 4. Mental or spiritual blindness; lack
of knowledge or enlightenment, especially in

religion and morality: MS. heat lien aorknest,

darning-needle

.Men hived </"//, /<

deeds were evil.

ratlin- tti.in light, lieraiiM- thru-

John Hi. la.

3. The state of being blind physically ;
blind-

ness.
His eyes, before they had their will.

Were shrivell'd into darkness in his head.
Trnntisiin. (iodiva.

The Itarliaiy states, after the decline of the Arabian
power, were envelop <l in 'In, 1, //rx.v. rendered more palpa-
ble by tin- increasing light among the Christian nations.

Sum > ,-. Orations, I. 219.

King nut the <ltirkn>><* of the land.
Ring in the Christ that Is to he.

Trnniixnn, In Memorhini, evi.

5. Tho kingdom of the evil one; hell: as, the

powers of darkness.

Hi,,-. -11, 1 to ,/.i/7,-i/, -,. and tin- bnrnlnu lake:
False fiend, avoid : M,ik., -2 Hen. VI., i. 4.

6f. The gloom and obscurity of thegrave; death.

If I must die.
I will encounter darknft* as a bride,
And hug it in mine arms.

Hlmk., M. for M., iii. 1.

7. Obscurity of meaning ;
lack of clearness or

intelligibility.

The vse of old wordes Is not the greatest cause of Sal-
ustes roughnes and darkiutsfe.

A'diiim, The Scholemaster, p. 158.

I i-t others therefore dread and shun the Scriptures for
their darknesse, I shall wish I may deserve to lie reckon d
among those who admire ami dwell ui>on them for their
elearnesse. Milton, Chnrch-Uovemment, Pref.

The prince of darkness, the devil ; Satan. =8yn. Dark-
m-.-.'*, tt'>.'-'-u,''/'i. Itnueirx*, Glimin. Itiirkurxtt is the opposite
of light, physical or mental, and indicates the complete,
or approximately complete, absence of it. Obscurity is

the state of being overclouded or concealed through the
Intervention of something which obstructs or shuts out
the light, causing objects to he imperfectly illuminated :

as, the obscurity of a landscape ; the style of this author
is full of obscurity. Dimness is indistinctness caused by
the Intervention of an imperfectly transparent medium,
or by imperfection in the eye of the person looking; it

is specifically applied to the sight itself : as, dimness of
vision. Gloom is deep shade, approaching absolute dark-

ness, but is now much less often used in that sense, or in
the sense of a corresponding darkness of mind, than to ex-

press a state of feeling akin to darkness ; the lack of abil-

ity to see light ahead ; deep despondency ; lack of hope or

joy: as, he lived in constant gloom.

Yet from those flames
No light, hut rather darkness visible.

Millan, P. L., i. 62.

Obscurity of expression generally springs from confu-
sion of ideas. Macaulay, .Maehiavelli.

The stores had a twilight of dimness ; the air was spicy
with mingled odors. V. W. Curtis, Prue and I, p. 6S.

A change comes over me like that which hcfalls the
traveller when clouds overspread the sky, . . . and gloom
settles down upon his uncertain way, till he is lost.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 1)4.

darksome (dark'sum), a. [< dark1 + -some.]
Somewhat dark ; gloomy; shadowy: as, a dark-
some house ; a darksome cloud. [Poetical.]

A darkemme way, which no man could descry,
That deep descended through the hollow ground.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vil. 20.

The darksome, pines that o'er yon rocks reclin'd.

1'ope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 155.

They crouched them close in the darksome shade,
They ([naked all o'er with awe and fear.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 45.

darky (diir'ki), .
; pi. darkies (-kiz). [Also

written, less prop., darkey; < dark1 + dim. -y.]
1. A negro; a colored person. [Colloq.]
The manners of a cornfield darky.

The Centura, XXVII. 132.

2. A policeman's lantern ; a bull's-eye. Dick-
ens. [Slang.]
darling (dar'ling), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also dcrling and dearling; < ME. derliny, darling,
drorling, < AS. deorling, a favorite, < deor, dear,
+ dim. -ling.] I. n. One who is very dear;
one much beloved; a special favorite.

The dearlings of delight. S/icnscr, F. Q., VI. viii. 43.

And can do nought hut wail her darling's loss.

Shak., -2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

Any man who puts Ills life in peril in a cause which is

esteemed becomes the darling of all men.
Knterson, Courage.

II. a. Very dear; peculiarly beloved ; favor-
ite ; regarded with great affection and tender-
ness

; lovingly cherished : as, a darling child.

Some darling science. Watts, Improvement of Mind.

The love of their country Is still, I hope, one of their

il'nliny virtues. Goldsmith, Essays, Asem.

darlingness (diir'Hng-nes), n. Dearness. Brown-
mi/. [Rare.]
Darlingtonia (diir-ling-to'ni-a), n. [NL,.,
named after Dr. William Darlington, a botanist
of Philadelphia (1782-1863).] A remarkable
genus of American pitcher-plants, natural or-

der .s'rtmdv a ini-Ki: \ single ,,,,-cies is known. /).

Cal(fornii->i. from the mountain .swamp- <if nurtliern Cali-
fornia. The leaves are tnim])ct-shaped, sometimes 3 feet

Ion-.', with a vaulted, dilate. I I I,
u hi, h terminates In a

lar'^e forked appendage a hove the eorjlraeteil oj jljee. The
IllldiT side of tile

lea! is \\ JMVed anil

s'TftRt'*^ ^SP^ * *wtH' t '"'"''""

Dartinptonia California.

,-. found along thl

-.daUntlne
Ol-itle.-. The tllhe

within is beset with
rigid hail s ilijei tei!

downward, and the
bi.tl.im is tilled

with a liijiiid which
has a digestive ef-

fect upon the mi
IIHI.II-. insectathat
an-

eiiliapjieil.
darn 1

(diirn). r.

L [I'rob. of Cel-
tic origin: < W.
darnio, piece,
also break in

gieces,
tear (=

ret. darnnoHi,
divide into

pieces), < darn,
a piece, frag-
ment, patch, =
Corn, and Bret.

diirn, a frag-
ment, piece,

whence prob. F. rlartie, a slice (of some fishes).]
To mend by filling in a rent or hole with yarn
or thread (usually like that of the fabric) bymeans of a needle ; repair by interweaving witn
yarn or thread.
He spent every day ten hours in his closet, In doming

his stockings, which he perform'd to admiration. Sici/t.

To darn up, to patch up ; repair.

To dam /y the renU of schism by calling a council.
Milton.

darn 1
(diirn), n. [< darnl, o.] A darned

patch.
darn'2 (darn), v. t. [A minced form of damn.]
To damn (when used as a colloquial oath) :

commonly used as an exclamation. [Low.]
" My boy," said another,

" was lost In a typhoon in the
China sea ; dam they lousy typhoons.'

II. Kingslt'y, Ravenshoe, vi.

darn3
t (diirn), . and P. Same as dcrnl.

darnation (diir-na'shon), intcrj. A minced form
of damnation, used as an excla-
mation. [Low.]
darnel (dar'nel), n. and a. [<
ME. darnel, darnel (taking the

place of the earlier coekle^),(. F.
dial. (Kouchi) darnelle, darnel,
prob. so named from its (sup-

posed) stupefying or intoxicat-

ing qualities ;
cf. OF. darnc, stu-

pefied ; Sw. ddr-repe, also simply
rape, darnel, tho first syllable
repr. ddra, infatuate, cf. dare =
Dan. daare, a fool.] I. n. Tho
popular name of Loliuin temulcn-

tum, one of the few reputed dele-
terious grasses. It is sometimes
frequent in the wheat-nelds of Europe,
and the grains when ground with the
wheat have Iwen believed to produce
narcotic ami stupefying etlecte upon the
system. Recent investigations tend to

prove this belief to l>e erroneous. The
name was used by the early herbalists to include all kinds
of corn-field weeds.

Darn<., (,.,,.

He [the devil) every day la
darnel. Lati

lahoureth to sow cockle ami
inter, Sermon of the Plough.

Darnel, and all the idle weeds that grow
In our sustaining corn. Shak., Lear, iv. 4.

n. n. Like damel. [Poetical.]
No darnel fancy

Might choke one useful blade In Puritan fields.

Loieell, Under the Willows.

Darnell's case. See easel.

darner (diir'ner), . 1. One who mends by
darning. 2. A darning-needle. Diet, ofNeedle-
work.

darnext, darnict, . Same as dornick.

With a fair daniex carpet of my own.
Fletcher (aiul another), Noble Gentleman, v. 1.

darning (dSr'ning), n. [Verbal n. of darn*, v.]
1. The act of mending by imitation of texture.

Supposing those stockings of Sir John's endued with
some degree of consciousness at every particular da_rniny.

JforCfMU Scriblenu.

2. Articles to be darned : as, the week's darn-
ing lay on the table.

darning-ball (dSr'ntng-bAl), . A spherical or
OL'jj-shupoil piece of wood, ivory, glass, or other
hard nuwtenoe, over which an article to be
darned is drawn smooth.

darning-needle (dSr'ning-nS'dl), n. 1. A long
needle with a large eye, used in darning. 2.



darning-needle

The dragon-fly ;
the devil's darning-needle. See

draaon-fly. [U. S.]

darning-stitch (dar'ning-stich), n. Astitch used

in darning, imitating more or less closely the

texture of the fabric darned. It is used both in

mending and in decorative work.

Darnis (diir'nis), . [NL.] 1. A genus of ho-

mopterous hemipterous insects, of the family

Membracidai, or referred to the family Cercopi-
dte.2. A genus of butterflies, of the family

Eryciniflce.

darnixt, Same as dorniek.

daroo-tree (da-ro'tre), n. The Ficus Sycomo-
rus, or Egyptian sycamore.
darra (dar'a), . Same as durra.

darraignt, darraint, r. t. Same as deraignl.
darrein (dar'an), a. [< OF. darrain, derrain,

dererain, F. dial. (Rouchi) darrain = Pr. derei-

ran, last, < ML. as if "deretramis (cf. F. dernier, <

ML. as if *deretranari>is), < L. de, from, + retro,

back: see retro- and dernier.'] In old law, last:

as, darrein continuance; darrein presentment.

The great charter of John likewise retains the three

recognitions of Novel disseisin, Mort d'ancester, and
Darrein presentment, to be heard in the quarterly coun-

ty courts by the justices and four chosen knights.
Stnbbs, Const. Hist., 1 164.

darriba (dar'i-ba), n. A modern dry measure
of Egypt, equal to about 16 Winchester bushels.

darsist (dar'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. dapatf, excori-

ation, < iipeiv, skill, flay, = AS. teran, E. tear1
,

q. v. Cf. derma, etc.] The removal of the skin

from the subjacent tissues
;
an abrasion of the

skin.

dart1
(dart), w. [< ME. dart, < OF. dart, also

dard, dar, F. dard = Pr. dart = Sp. Pg. It.

dardo = Wall, darde = Hung, darda, < ML.
dardus, dartns, a dart; of Teut. origin: AS.

daroth, darath, dareth = OHG. tart, a dart,

javelin, = Icel. darradhr, a dart, javelin, peg
(also in simpler form darr, pi. dorr, neut.,
mod. dor, m., a dart), = Sw. dart, a dagger.] 1.

A pointed missile weapon thrown or thrust

by the hand; a small and light spear or jave-

lin, sometimes hurled by the aid of a strap or

thong.
And he [Joab] took three darts in his hand, and thrust

them through the heart of Absalom. 2 Sam. xviii. 14.

Death ! ere thou hast slain another,
Learn'd, and fair, and good as she,
Time shall throw a dart at thee.

B. Jonson, Epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke.

2. A kind of eel-spear. [Eng.]
The dart is made of a cross-piece with barbed spikes

set in like the teeth of a rake.

Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, II. 246.

3f. A spear set up as a prize for victory in

running or other athletic contests.

The dart is set up of virginitee,
Cacche whoso may, who renneth best, let se.

Chaucer, Pro], to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 75.

4. Anything like a dart in shape, use, or ef-

fect. Specifically (a) The missile or arrow of a blow-

gun when made with a point. (6) In entnm., the sting of
an aculeate hymenopterous insect; in a more restricted

sense, the spicula or lancet-like instrument forming the
central part of the sting.

Until recently the latter [Zonitrs Hindus'] was supposed
to be the sole member of its genns which possessed a dart ;

now the former [Z. excavatus] keeps it company.
Science, III. 342.

(c) In conch., a love-dart, or spiculum amoris. (d) One of
various moths, so called by British collectors, (e) A seam
uniting two edges of stuff from between which a gore has
been cut away : designed to shape a garment to the figure.
(/) Figuratively, a piercing look or utterance.

If there be such a dart in princes' frowns,
How durst thy tongue move anger to our lace?

Skak., Pericles, i. 2.

It is certain that a good many fallacies and prejudices
are limping about with one of his light darts sticking to
them. H. James, Jr., Matthew Arnold.

5. A sudden swift movement Ege and dart
See eggi.

dart1
(dart), v. [< ME. darten; from the noun.]

1. trans. 1. To throw with a sudden thrust, as
a pointed instrument.

Th' invaders dart their jav'lins from afar.

Dryden, .<Eneid.

2. To throw or thrust suddenly or rapidly;
emit; shoot: as, the sun darts forth his beams.

With Skill her Eyes dart ev'ry Glance.

Congrcve, Amoret.
The moon was darting through the lattices
Its yellow light warm as the beams of day.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, iv. 3.

3f. To pierce ; spear ; transfix.

The wylde bole bigynneth spryngeXow here, now there, idarted to the herte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 240.
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But they of Accawmacke vse staues like vnto lauelins

headed with bone. With these they dart flsh swimming
in the water. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 133.

A black lion rampant, sore that bled

With a field arrow darted through the head.

Drayton, Agincourt.

II. in trans. 1. To have the piercing move-
ment or effect of a dart

;
move swiftly, like a

dart.

Right thro' his manful breast darted the pang.
Tennyson, Geraint.

And watch the airy swallows as they darted round the

eaves. T. B. Aldrich, Kathie Morris.

2. To spring or start suddenly and run swiftly:

as, the deer darted from the thicket.

In the evening of the seventeenth of June, Rupert
darted out of Oxford with his cavalry on a predatory ex-

pedition. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

dart2 (dart), n. [Same as dare, dar, and dace,
all ult. identical with dart1

;
so called from its

swift movements.] Same as dace, 1.

dartars (dar'tarz), n. pi. [< F. dartre, tetter.]

A scab or ulceration under the skin of a lamb.
Also called cliin-scab.

darter (dar'ter), )i. 1. One who throws a dart.

They of Rhene and Leuce, cunning darten,
And Sei|tlaua that well could manage steeds.

Marlowe, tr. of Lucan, i.

2. One who or that which springs or darts for-

ward.
Oft from out it leaps

The finny darter with the glittering scales. Byron.

3. In zoo). : (a) In icMh. : (I) The archer-

fish, Toxntes jaculatnr. (2) One of the fresh-

Darwinism
which a crystalline four-fluted rod or dart consisting of

carbonate of lime is found.
E. K. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 661.

dart-snake (dart'snak), . A book-name of

the serpent-like lizards of the genus Acontias,

Dart-snake ( Acontias

Darter (Etheostoma flabellare).

water fishes of the United States constituting
the subfamily JStiieostomina? of the family Per-
cidce. All are of small size, and in general resemble the
common yellow perch. The name is due to the fact that
when disturbed they dart from their retreats, where they
usually remain quiescent, on or near thebottom of streams.

(3) A fresh-water fish of the genus Vranidea
and family Cottida;. [Local, U. S.] (6) In or-

nitli. : (1) A bird of the genus Plotus and fam-

ily Plotidat. P. anhinga is the black-bellied darter,
snake-bird, or water-turkey : so called from the way it

darts upon its prey on the wing. See snake-bird, Plotus,
and cut under anhinga. (2) pi. The Plotida; or snake-
birds.

darter-fish (diir'ter-fish), . Same as arcJier-

fsh.
Dartford warbler. See warller.

dartingly (dar'ting-li), adv. Rapidly; like a

dart.

dartle (dar'tl), v. t.or i.; pret. and pp. dartled,

ppr. dartling. [Freq. of darfl, v.J To dart;
shoot out. [Bare.]

My star that dartles the red and the blue.

Browning, My Star.

dart-moth (dart'moth), n. A noctuid moth of

the genus Agrotis (which see). The larvse are

among those known as cutworms.
Dartmouth College case. See case1 .

dartoid (dar'toid), a. and n. [< dartos + -oid.~\

I. a. In anat., pertaining to, resembling, or

consisting of dartos
; having slow involuntary

contractility excitable by eold or mechanical
stimulus, as the dartos Dartoid tissue, in anat.,
tissue resembling that of the dartos.

II. n. The dartoid tissue or tunic; the dartos.

dartos (dar'tos), it. [NL., < Gr. daprof, verbal

adj. of aepetv, skin, flay: see darsis.] A layer
of connective tissue containing unstriped mus-
cular fiber, situated immediately beneath the
skin of the scrotum.
dartre (diir'tr), n. [F. : see dartars.] Herpes :

used to designate almost all cutaneous diseases.

dartrous (dar'trus), a. [< F. dartreux, < dartre:
see dartre and -os.] Relating or subject to
dartre

; herpetic.
dart-sac (dart'sak), n. In pulmonate gastro-
pods, the sac which secretes and contains the

love-dart, or spiculum amoris; a thick-walled
eversible appendage of the generative appa-
ratus of the snail, in which the love-darts are
molded as calcareous concretions, and from
which they are ejected.

Close to them [the digitate accessory glands] is the re-
markable dart-sac, a thick-walled sac, in the lumen of

translating the generic term: so called from
the manner in which it darts upon its prey. See
Aeontiida;.

darweesh (dar'wesh), n. Same as dervish.

Darwinella (dar-wi-nel'a), n. [NL., named
after Charles Darwin, + dim. -eifa.] A genus
of ceratose sponges, typical of the family Dar-
winellidce.

darwinellid (dar-wi-nel'id), n. A sponge of

the family Darwinellidte.

Darwinellidae (diir-wi-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Darwinella + -ida;.] A family of ceratose

sponges. They have large pouch-shaped flagellated

chambers, communicating by means of numerous pores in

their walls with inhalent cavities, and by means of one
wide mouth with exhalent cavities. The ground-mass
is without granules and transparent, and the axis of the
fibers is thick.

Darwinian (dar-win'i-an), a. and n. [< Dar-
win + -ian.~\ I. a. Of or pertaining to Charles

Darwin, the celebrated English naturalist, or

to the theory of development propounded by
him. See Darwinism.

Our artiste are so generally convinced of the truth of

the Darwinian theory that they do not always think it

necessary to show any difference between the foliage of an
elm and an oak. Rusldn, Lectures on Art, p. 106.

That struggle for existence against adverse external con-

ditions, which . . . has been harped upon too exclusively

by the Darwinian school. Damon, Origin of World, p. 228.

Darwinian curvature. See nirvature.

U. n. One who favors or accepts the theory
of development or evolution propounded by
Darwin. See evolution.

Darwinianism (dar-win'i-an-izm), n. [< Dar-
irininn + -ism.] Same as Darirhiinm.

Darwinical (dar-win'i-kal), a. [< Darwin +
-ic-al.] Same as Darwinian. [Rare.]
Darwinically (dar-win'i-kal-i), adv. After the
manner of Darwin; as a Darwinian; in accor-

dance with the Darwinian doctrine of develop-
ment. [Rare.]

It is one thing to say, Darwinically, that every detail

observed in an animal's structure is of use to it, or has
been of use to its ancestors

;
and quite another to affirm,

Ideologically, that every detail of an animal's structure has
been created for its benefit. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 304.

Darwinism (dar'win-izm), n. [< Darwin (see

def.) + -ism."] 1. The body of biological doc-
trine propounded and defended by the English
naturalist Charles (Charles Robert) Darwin
(1809-1882), especially in his works "The Ori-

gin of Species'* (1859) and "The Descent of

Man" (1871), respecting the origin of species.
It is, in general, the theory that all forms of living organ-
isms, including man, have been derived or evolved by de-

scent, with modification or variation, from a few primitive
forms of life or from one, during the struggle for existence
of individual organisms, which results, through natural

selection, in the survival of those least exposed, by reason
of their organization or situation, to destruction. It is not
to Ite confounded with the general views of the develop-
ment or evolution of the visible order of nature which have
been entertained by philosophers from the earliest times.

(See evolution.) That which is specially and properly Dar-
winian in the general theory of evolution relates to the

manner, or methods, or means by which living organisms
are developed or evolved from one another : namely, the

inherent susceptibility and tendency to variation accord-

ing to conditions of environment; the preservation and

perfection of organs best suited to the needs of the indi-

vidual in its struggle for existence; the perpetuation of

the more favorably organized beings, and the destruction of

those less fitted to survive : the operation of natural selec-

tion, in which sexual selection is an important factor; and
the general proposition that at any given time any given
organism represents the result of the foregoing factors,

acting in opposition to the hereditary tendency to adhere
to the type, or "breed true." See selection and turviml.



Darwinism

2. Belief in and support of Darwin's theory.
Also DiiririiiiiiiiiHiii.

Darwinist (lUir'win-ist), . [< Itnnrin + -ist.~\

A believer in Darwinism; a Darwinian.
Darwinistic (iliir-wi-nis'tik), a. [< D/trtchiixt

+ -ir. J Saino as DnnriiiiitH.

Darwinize (iliir'win-i/), r. i.
; pret. and pp.

Jltiririnizetl, ppr. ]>nririnr:iiii/. [< Dartriit +
-in:] To accept the biological theories of

Charles Darwin.
Tlir last word i if the scientific theory of evolution i*

that very terrifying word, anarchy, so eloquently anathc
nmti/eil "ex ratllrilra

'

liy Itiirn'iiti :iu'i sodologiata anil

o many others. Contemporary Ken., L. \X\.

darwish, . See dervish.

Dascillidae (da-siri-de), . pi. [NL., < Jiam-il-

IH.I + -iiltr.'] A family of serricom pentamer-
ous beetles, typified by the genus l>a.irill>m.

They have the vvntril ngnwnti free, the first of wliich is

not elongate ; the hea.l imt ronstrirti'il behind; the eyes
granulated ; tin- mesothoraclc epimera reaching the coxa.1 ,
of which tho front pair Is transverse and the hind pair
silicate for rreeplion of Itic frin. ira ; and the tarai 5-joint-
ed. Same as t',/i,li:mnl<i'.

Dascillus (do-sil'us), n. [NL., < Gr. MmaUor,
the name of a fish; cf. AIOTWOC, thick-shaded,
bushy, < tin-, an intensive pre-
fix, + ana, shade, shadow.] 1.

The typical genus of beetles of

the family Jlnsrillidii: I>. cer-

vinus is an example. Also Da-
ncylitx. Latrcille, 1796. 2. In

tenth., a genus of pomacentroid
fishes. Also DascyHits. I'urirr,

1829. Also called Tetradrach-
iii n i.

daset, dasewet, ' See daze. Da,cui*, rt,,..

dash (dash), r. [< ME. dasch- < Linc
"jgj

1

,

Iultural

en, dassen, rush with violence,
strike with violence, < Dan. daste = Sw. daska,

slap, strike, beat. Cf. dusk.] I. trans. If. To
strike suddenly and violently; give a sudden
blow to.

With that she dash'd her on the lips,
So dyed double red.
Hani was the heart that gave that blow,
Soft wore tho lips that tiled.

Warner, Queen Eleanor and Fair Rosamond.

2. To cause to strike suddenly and with vio-

lence
;
throw or thrust violently or suddenly :

as, to dash one stone against another ; to dash
water on the face.

They shall bear thec up, lest at any time thou dash thy
foot against a stone. Mat. iv. tt.

A foot more light, a step more true,
Ne'er from the heath-flower dashed the dew.

Scott, L. of the L., I. 18.

3. To break by collision or by strokes
;
shatter.

Kt'i >i er lie departed his aheilde was all to daisht. that
the tlirldde part ne left not hooll, and his haulierke dis-

nmylcd and his helme perced. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 443.

A brave vessel . . .

Daiih'il all to pieces. Shak.
, Tempest, I. 2.

4. To scatter or sprinkle something over; be-

spatter; sprinkle; splash; suffuse.

Vast basins of marble dashed with perpetual cascades.

Walpole, Modern Gardening.
And all his greaves and cuisses dash'd with drops
Of onset. Tennyson, Mortc d'Arthur.

Dashed with blushes for her slighted love.

Addition, tr. of Ovid'a Metamorph.

5. To place, moke, mark, sketch, etc., in a hasty
manner.

Then came a postscript dash'd across the rest.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

6. To throw something into so as to produce a
mixture

; mingle ;
mix

; adulterate : as, to dash
wine with water

;
the story is dashed with fa-

bles; to rfa.s'A fire-damp with pure air (said in

coal-mining: see dadP).
Learn to know the great desire that hypocrites have to

Iht.l one craft or other to dash the truth with.
Tiiiulatf, An. to.sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soe., 1850), p. 282.

tic hail unit up whir sn heavily dash'd that those poor
men i if therity who were not so much accustomed to drink
as those of his retinue were extremely intoxicated.

f'::ili-til Ilifit. itf FmnruHi.
Notable virtues are smni'timrs iluxlh'il with notorious

vices. Sir '/'. nrairne, Christ. Mor., I. 28.

His cheerfulness [ls| dashed with apprehension.
Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

7. To cast down
;
thrust out or aside; impede;

frustrate; abate; lower.

1 see, this hath a little dash'd your spirits.

SAa*., Othello, iii. :i.

What hick is this, that our revels are dashed !

R. Jitnuon, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

<'inild make the worse appear
The better reason, td perplex and iln--li

Matiiivst i -nimsels. .VHtnn, P. L., II. 114.

8. Toconfound; confuse; put to shame; abash:
as, he was daubed at the appearance of the judge.
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Dank the proud gamester In his glided car.

l-njir, Imlt. of Horace, II. I. 107.

To dash in, to paint or write rapidly: aa, to dash in the
color or tbi' ill-tails. To dash off, to form or aketrh mil

hastily ;
write with great rapidity : as, to dank o/*an arti-

cle fi.r a newapajicr. To dash out. <<i) To knock out by
dashing against >niethhm : as, to <\n*h ut ow'ii brains

against a wall, (b) To erase at a stroke ; strike out ; blot
out or obliterate : as, to dnxh out a line or a word, (c) To
strike out or form at a blow ; produce suddenly.

Never was dash'd out, at one lucky hit,
A fool so just a copy of a wit ;

So like, that critics said, and courtiers swore,
A wit it was, and called tin- phantom Mm--.

/'"/, Him. hi. I, II. 47.

= Syn. Dash Smash, Shatter, Shiver, Crush, Math. That
bii-h is dashed does n<it necessarily go to pieces : if it is

iinikrn, the fact Is commonly expressed. That which is

smashed, shattered, or shivered is dashed to pieces sud-

denly, w ith violence, at a hlow or in a collision. .Sm.-/,-

ing is the roughest and most violent of the three acts ;

the word expresses the most complete disruption or ruin :

as, the drunken aoldier smashed (shattered, thirerett) the
mirror with the butt of hU muaket. The use of smash or
mash for crush (as, his head was smashed, I ;mf.sA/ m>
finger) is colloquial. Shatter and shiver differ In that shat-
ter suggests rather the flying of the parts, and sh'ivr the

breaking of the substance ; and the pieces are more nu-
merous or smaller with shiver. That which ia mislinl or
masheit ia broken down under pressure ; that which is

mashed becomes a shapeless mass : sugar and rock are
crushed Into powder, small particles, or bits ; apples are
crushed or mashed into pulp In making cider ; lioiled po-
tatoes are mashed, not crushed, in preparing them for the
table.

They that aland high have many blasts to shake them ;

And, if they fall, they dash themselves to pieces.
Shak., Rich. III., 1. 3.

A voice cried aloud, "Ay, ay, divil, all's raight! We've
smashed 'em" [machines]. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, II.

You may break, yon may shatter the vase if yon will,
But the scent of the roses will hang round it .-till.

Moore, Farewell ! but whenever, etc.

All the ground
With shivr'd armour strown.

Milton, P. L, vl. S89.

The ostrich . . . leaveth her eggs in the earth . . . and
forgetteth that the foot may crush them. Job xxxix. 13 -15.

To break the claw of a crab or a lobster, clap it Iwtween
the sides of the dining-room door ; . . . thus you can do
it gradually without mashing the meat.

Strift, Advice to Servants, The Footman.

II. intrans. 1. To rush with violence; move
rapidly and vehemently.

All the long-pent stream of life

Dash'd downward in a cataract.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Revival.

On the 4th his [Johnston's] cavalry dashed down and
captured a small picket-guard of six or seven men.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 333.

2. To use rapidity in performance, so as to dis-

play force seemingly without care, as in paint-
ing or writing.

With Just, hold lines he dashes here and there,
Showing great mastery with little care.

Rochester, Allusion to Horace.

dash (dash), n. [< dash, r.] 1. A violent

striking together of two bodies; collision.

The dash of clouds. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1114.

2. A sudden check ; frustration
; abashment :

as, his hopes met with a dash.

Though it were Knox himself, the Reformer of a King-
dom, that spake it, they will not pardon him their dash.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 32.

3. An impetuous movement; a quick stroke or
blow ; a sudden onset : as, t make a dash upon
the enemy.
This jumping upon things at flrst dash will destroy all.

Seldtn, Table-Talk, p. 23.

The dash of the brook from the alder-glen.

Bryant, Two Graves.

I feared it was possible that (the enemy] might make a
rapid dash upon Crump's and destroy our transports and
stores. 17. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 334.

4. A small infusion or admixture
; something

mingled with something else, especially to

qualify or adulterate it: as, the wine has a iluxh

of water.

Innocence when it has in it a dash of folly.

Addison, Spectator, No. 245.

A morose ruffian with a dash of the pirate In him.
Emerson, Compensation.

5. The capacity for unhesitating, prompt ac-

tion, as against an enemy; vigor in attack: as,
the corps was distinguished for dash.

The hunting of Taher Sherrif and his brothers was su-

perlatively beautiful : with an immense amount of dash
then' was a cool, sportsman-like manner in their mode of
attack. Str S. W. BaJcer, Heart of Africa, p. 1:17.

Their troops outnumbered ours more than two to one,
and fought with considerable dash.

A". A. Xer., CXLIII. 46.

6. A flourish ; an ostentatious parade.
she was a flrst-rate ship, the old Vii-tor was. tlnvtiRh I

supposr she wouldn't rut much of a ifrrx/i now lonyrida of
some of the new clippers. S. O. Jruxtt, Deephavcn, p. 154.

dasher

7. () In irrilin;/ inul
/ii-iiiliiii/, a horizontal

stroke or line of varying length, used as a niiirk

of punctuation and for other purposes; HJM--
eilieally, \iiprintiaii, a type the face of whieh
consists of such a line. Tb .*i,. s ,, t ,,iaiiy fur-
nisbi-il in a font of type are called i .

j..
. tu. l\ t !

>
.

( , a square of the sue of the fonti, tin- m 2ul ( ,
hall a

square), the two-em dash ( ,
two squares), ami the three.

em dash ( ,
three squares). In pmutnatiuti, tlir i n.

dash is used to note a sudden tnin.-ith.n ..r Uvak uf . on-

tinuity in a sentence, more marked than that indicated by
a comma, and also at the beginning and end of a parcn-
tli.tiial clause properly of one more directly n-lat.il

to the general aenae than a true parenthesii. (See paren-
thrfm.) The em or the en dash Is often ued to Indicate the
omission of tin: intermediate terms of a series which are
to be supplied in reading, being thus ..it. n equivalent to
"to. . . .inclusive": thus, Mnrk iv. :) ai, or 8-2n(that
b, verses S to HO, inclusive) ; the yean 1SSO- s(that is, 1880
to 1888). As a mark of hiatus or suppression, the dash
usually one of the longer ones stands for sometbinu omit-

ted, as a name or part of a name, the concluding words of
an nn finished sentence, or the connecting words of a series
of broken sentences. Various other more or less arbitrary
uaea are made of dashes, as In place of do. (ditto) to Indi-
cate repetition of names in a catalogue or the like, a* a
dividing line between sections, articles, or other portions
of matter, etc.

Observe well the daih too, at the end of this Name.
Wycherley, Plain Dealer, T. 1.

(b) In printing, also, a line (variously modified
in form) used for the separation of distinct por-
tions of matter, as the parallel dash (_ ),

the double dash (^^^s), the diamond or swell
dash ( ^ ), etc. (c) Any short mark or line.

8. In music: (a) The short stroke placed
over or under a note by which a staccato effect
is indicated. See staccato, (b) The line or
stroke drawn through a figure in thorough-
bass which indicates that the tone signified

by the figure is to be chromatically raised a
semitone, (c) In harpsichord-music, a cou!6

(which see). 9. In zotil., a longitudinal mark,
generally rounded and clearly defined at one
end, and tapering or gradually becoming indis-
tinct at the other, as if produced by a drop of
colored liquid dashed obliquely against the sur-
face, or by tho rough stroke of a pen. Such
marks are very common on the wings of the

Lepidojitera. 10. A present made by a trader
to a chief on the western coast of Africa to
secure permission to traffic with the natives.
11. Same as dash-board. 12. In sjiorting, a
short race decided in one attempt, not in heats:

as, a hundred-yard dash To cut a dash. See mt, r.

dash-board (dash'bord), n. 1. A board or
leathern apron placed on the fore part of a
chaise, gig, or other vehicle, to prevent water,
mud, etc., from being thrown upon those in the
vehicle by the heels of the horses. 2. The
float of a paddle-wheel. 3. A screen placed
at the bow of a steam-launch to throw off the

spray: a spray-board.
dashed (dasht), a. [< dash + -72.] 1. Com-
posed of, inclosed by, or abounding with dashes :

as, a dashed line; a dashed clause; a dashed
poem. 2. Abashed; confused. See dash, v., 8.

Before her you looked dashetl, and kept bowing to the
ground, and talked, for all the world, aa if you were before
a justice of peace. (Juldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ill.

3. A euphemism for damned, from the form
d d, often used to represent that word,
dasher (dash'fer), n. 1 . One who or that which
dashes or agitates, as the float of a paddle-
wheel, the plunger of a churn, and the like.

2. A dash-board. 3. One who makes an os-
tentatious parade ;

a bold, showy, ostentatious
man or woman. [Colloq.]
She was astonished to And in high life a degree of vul-

garity of which her country companions would have been
ashamed ; but all such things in high life go under the
general term dashing. These young ladies were dashers.
Alas ! perhaps foreigners and future generations may not
know the meaning of the term.

Miss Edgcmrth, Ainu ria. p. 282.

Dashers ! who once a mouth assemble,
Make creditors and coachmen tremble.
And dress'd In colours vastly One,
Drive to some public-house to dine.

(T. Combe, Dr. Syntax's Tours, 1. 18.
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dasher-block

dasher-block (dash'er-blok), n. Naut., a small

block at the extremity of the spanker-gaff, for

reeving the ensign-halyards. See cut on pre-

ceding page.
dash-guard (dash'gtird), . A metal plate

which protects the platform of a street-car

from the mud or snow which might be thrown

upon it by the horses.

dashing (dash'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of dash, v.} 1.

Performed with or at a dash
; impetuous ; spir-

ited : as, a dasliing charge.

On the 4th Van Dorn made a dashing attack, hoping,

no doubt, to capture Rosecrans before his reinforcements

c-ould come up. IT. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 41B.

2. Showy; brilliant: as, a dasliing fellow.

" But the society is very good still, is it not 1"
"
Oh, very

genteel," said the man, "but not so dashing as it Died t

be." Bulwer, Pelham.

3. Ostentatious; bold; dashy.

dashingly (dash'ing-li), adt: In a dashing
manner ;

with dash.

dashism. (dash'izm), n. [< dash + -ism.} The
character or state of being dashing; the state

of being a dasher. [Rare.]
He must fight a duel before his claims to ... dashism

can be universally allowed.
V. Knox, Winter Evenings, xxviii.

dash-lamp (dash'lamp), . A small lantern

with a reflector, designed to be hung upon the

dash-board of a carriage.

dash-pot (dash'pot), n. 1. A cylinder contain-

ing a loosely fitted piston, and partly filled with

fluid, designed to check sudden movements in

a piece of mechanism to which it is attached.

2. A device sometimes used for controlling the

motion of an arc-lamp, and in other electrical

instruments. It generally consists of a closed chamber
filled with a viscous liquid, in which a piston moves. The
resistance offered by the liquid prevents a sudden mo'

ment of the part to which the piston is attached.

dash-rule (dash'rol), n. In printing, a metallic

rule having on it a line or lines shorter than the

width of the column in a newspaper or the page
in a book, used to separate one subject from
another. See rule.

dash-wheel (dash'hwel), n. In cotton-mamif.,
a wheel with compartments, partly submerged
in a cistern, in which it revolves. It serves by its

rotation to wash and rinse calico in the piece, by alter-

nately dipping it in the water and dashing it from side to

side of the compartment. E. II. Knii/ht.

dashy (dash'i), a. [< dasli + -yl.] Calculated
to attract attention

; showy ; stylish ; dashing.
It was a dashy barouche, drawn by a glossy-black span.

J. T. Trowbridye, Coupon Bonds, p. 66.

I saw his dashy wife arranging a row of Johannisberg
bottles. Katianal Daptist, XIX. 15.

dasiberdt, dasyberdt, [ME., also daysyberd,
dosebeirdv, dossiberde, doscibeirde; appar. < "dttsy
or 'dosy Icel. dasinn, lazy, dasi, a lazy fellow;
cf. Sw. dasig, idle, Dan. dosig (= LG. dosig),

drowsy: see daze, doze) + herd, beard. Cf. das-

tard.} A dullard; a simpleton; a fool.

Duribwxus, that neuer openeth his mouth, a da-tabi'rdr.

Medulla, in Prompt. Parv., p. 114, note.

Ther is a dossibcrd I wonlde dere,
That walkes abrode wilde were.

Chester Plays, i. 201.

Dasmia (das'mi-a), n. [NL. ;
also and prop.

Desmia; < Gr. Sea/uof, bound, < &a/i6f, a band,
bond.] The typical genus of corals of the fam-
ily Dasmiidce.

Dasmiidae (das-mi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Dasmia
+ -ida:.} A family of aporose corals. See Pseu-
doturbinolida!.

Dasornis (da-sor'nis), n. [NL. for "Dasyornis,
< Gr. Saavc, thick, dense, hairy (= L. densits,

dense), + 6pvif, a bird.] A genus of fossil

Eocene birds of large size combining dinor-
nithic and struthious characters, based by R.
Owen upon a fragmentary skull from the island
of Sheppey in England.
dass1

(das), . See dess.

dass'-' (das), n. [A var. of dais.} A small land-

ing-place. [Scotch.]

They soon reached a little dass in the middle of ...
a small landing place. Hogg, Brownie, ii. 61.

dassy (das'i), n.; pi. dassies (-iz). [Native
name.] The southern hyrax or rock-rabbit of
the Cape of Good Hope, Hyrax capensis.
dastard (das'tard), n. and a. [< ME. dastard,
a dullard, prob. formed, with suffix -ard, from
a Scand. base repr. by Icel. dcestr, exhausted,
breathless (= Sw. dial, dast, weary), pp. of

d<esa, groan, lose breath from exhaustion
; Icel.

dasadhr, exhausted, pp. of danask, become ex-

hausted, reflexive of "dasa = Sw. dasa, lie idle,
whence E. daze, q. v. Cf. OD. dasacrt, daa-
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xinirtlt, a fool, prob. of same origin. See also

daftiberd.} I. n. If. A dullard; a simpleton.

Daffe, or dastard, or he that spekythe not yn tyme, ori-

durus . Dastard, or dullarde, duribuctius.

Prompt. Parv.

Dastarde, [F.] estourdy, butarin. Palsgrave.

2. A base coward; a poltroon; one who mean-

ly shrinks from danger, or who performs mali-

cious actions in a cowardly, sneaking manner.

This dastard, at the battle of Patay, . . .

Before we met, or that a stroke was given,
Like to a trusty squire did run away.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

But ill the dastard kept his oath,
Whose cowardice hath undone us Ixith.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 02.

= Syn. 2. Poltroon, Craven, etc. See coward.

II. . Characterized by base cowardice;

meanly shrinking from danger, or from the

consequences of malicious acts.

Curse on their dastard souls! Addison.

At this paltry price did the dastard prince consent to

stay his arm at the only moment when it could be used ef-

fectively for his country. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 13.

dastard (das'tard), v. t. [< dastard, n.} 1. To
make dastard; intimidate; dispirit.

There is another man within me, that's angry with me,
rebukes, commands, and dastards me.

Sir T. Brovme, Keligio Medici, ii. 7.

Dastards manly souls with hope and fear.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, ii. 2.

2. To call one dastard or coward. [Rare in

both uses.]
dastardicet (das'tar-dis), . [< dastard +
-ice, after cowardice.} Cowardice; dastardli-

ness.

I was upbraided with ingratitude, dastardice, and all

my difficulties with my angel charged upon myself, for

want of following my blows.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, vi. 40.

dastardize (das'tar-diz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

dastardiscd, ppr. dastardising. [< dastard +
-i:e.} To make dastard

;
cow. [Rare.]

I believe it is not in the Power of Plowden to dastardize

or cow your Spirits until you have overcome him.

Iloieell, Letters, I. i. 9.

For if he liv'd, and we were conquerors,
He had such things to urge against our marriage
As, now declar'd, would blunt my sword in battle,
And dastardize my courage.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, ii. 2.

dastardliness (das'tard-li-nes), n. Cowardli-
ness.

dastardly (das'tard-li), . Characterized by
gross cowardice ;" meanly timid

;
base

;
sneak-

ing.
Brawl and clamour is so arrant a mark of a dastardly

wretch that he does as good as call himself so that uses
it. Sir R. L'Kstrange.

If Dryden is never dastardly, as Pope often was, so also

he never wrote anything so maliciously depreciatory as

Pope's unprovoked attack on Addison.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 70.

dastardness (das'tard-nes), 11. The character
of a dastard; base timidity. [Rare.]

dastardy (das'tar-di), n. [< dastard + -y.~]

Dastardliness; base cowardice. [Rare.]
dasturi (dus-to'ri), n. [< Hind, dasturi, per-

quisites, commission, < dastur, custom, usage,
customary fee, < Pers. dastiir, a custom.] The
commission, gratuity, or bribe surreptitiously

paid by native dealers and others in India to

agents, servants, and employees, in order to

secure the custom of their masters. Also spell-
ed diistoori.

No doubt presents were received from native contrac-

tors, and du-xtoori or commission from native dealers and
manufacturers. J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 327.

daswet,
' See daze.

Dasya (das'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. <5am>f, thick,

dense, shaggy, hairy, rough, = L. densus, thick :

see dense.} A genus of marine algffi, belonging
to the order Floridece. The fronds are bright-red, fili-

form or compressed, branching, and polysiphonous. The
genus is especially characterized by the monosiphonous
filaments which clothe the frond or its upper parts, and in

which the tetraspores are borne in regular rows. There
are about 70 species, mostly tropical, many occurring on
the coast of Australia. Dasya elegans is a beautiful spe-
cies, common in the United States, from Cape Cod south-

ward, and in the Adriatic sea ; it is called chenille.

dasyberdt, See dasibcrd.

Dasygastrse (das-i-gas'tre), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr.

iamf, shaggy, hairy, + yatni/p, belly.] In La-
treille's system of classification, a group of

Apiarice or bees, having the under side of the
abdomen of the female hairy, as in the genera
Megachile, AntMdium, etc. The mason-bees
and leaf-cutter bees belong to this group. Also
written Dasygastrea;, Dasygastrice.
Dasylirion (das-i-lir'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. faaif,

thick, dense, + faipiov, a lily. The plants are

Dasyproctidae

lily-like, with numerous crowded leaves.] A
liliaceous genus of Mexico and adjacent parts
of the United States, allied to Yucca, with a
dense rosette of rigid, linear, often spinosely
toothed leaves, and a tall stem bearing a pani-
cle of small white flowers. There are nearly 20

species, some of which are occasionally culti-

vated for ornament.

dasymeter (da-sim'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. Saavc, thick,

dense, -t- ftfr/ioi', measure.] An instrument de-

signed for testing the density of gases. See
manometer.

Dasyornis (das-i-ftr'nis), n. [NL. (Vigors and

Horsfield, 1826), < Gr. Saaif, shaggy, hairy, +
dpvif, a bird.] A genus of dentirostral oscine

passerine birds of the malurine group, inhabit-

ing Australia, New Zealand, Africa, etc. The

species composing the genus as originally proposed are

now distributed iii the genera Sphenma and Megaluruf
(or Sphentxacux).

Dasypaedes (das-i-pe'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. AKTI'T,

rough, hairy, + Traif, pi. iro/rfrf, child. Coined

by Sundevall in 1873 as an alternative to Ptilo-

pcedcs, this being liable to confusion with Psilo-

padcs.} Same as Ptilopa-des.

dasypsedic (das-i-pe'dik), a. [As Dasypaides +
-ic.} Same as ptilopo'dic.

Dasypeltidae (das-i-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Daxypcltis + -ida:.} The Dasypeltitia: regarded
as a separate family: same as Ehaclnodontida'.

Dasypeltinae (das"i-pel-ti'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Uaxypcltix + -ina:~\ A subfamily of Colubrida:,

typified by the genus Uasypeltis, having the

body slender, the maxillary teeth few and rndi-

mental, and the hypapophyses of several ver-

tebrae piercing the throat and capped with

enamel, thus forming a series of esophageal
teeth. From this remarkable structure the group is also

called Jihackiodontidce, after the genus Rhachiodon, one
of the several synonyms of Dasyiirltis. Besides Dasypel-
tis, the subfamily includes the genus Elaehistodan.

Dasypeltis (das-i-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Aaovc,,

thick, dense, + jrAm a light shield.] The typ-
ical genus of the family Uasypeltidai. D. scabra
is an African species. Also Anodon, Diodon,
and Rliachiodon (which see).

dasyphyllous (das-i-fil'us), a. [< Gr. <5am>f,

hairy, + <piMov = L. folium, leaf.] In bot.,

having woolly or hairy leaves.

Dasypldae (da-sip'i-de), . pi. [NL.] Same as

Dnxypodidd*.
dasypode (das'i-pod), . [< Dasypus (Da*y-
pod-) : see Dasyi>us.} An animal of the family
Dasypodidte; an armadillo. Also dasyjnde.

dasypodid (da-sip'o-did), . An edentate of

the family Dasypodida;.
Dasypodidae (das-i-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Dasypus (-pod-) + -idte.} A South American

family of loricate edentate quadrupeds; the
armadillos. It was formerly conterminous with the
suborder Loricata of Edentata ; it is now, by the exclu-

sion of Tatuxiidce and Chlamydopltoridce, restricted to the

typical armadillos, having the fore toes variously modified
and disproportionate in length to one another, the second

being the longest, the third, fourth, and fifth variously
shortened ; the head broad behind ; and the ears far apart.
There are four subfamilies : Dasypodinae (the encouberts),
Xt'iiui-iiicr (tile kabassous), PHimodontince (the kabalas-

sous), and I'olypeutina? (the apars). Also Da*yi>i<lti'.

Dasypodinae (das"i-po-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Dasypus (-pod-) + -ina;.} The typical subfamily
of the Dasypodida;, containing the encoubert,

peludo, etc. They have the anterior and posterior di-

visions of the carapace well marked ; the tail with a zon-
lllar sheath

;
the teeth moderate in number (9 or 10 on

each side above and below) ;
and the first to the third

metacarpal regularly graduated in length, the third be-

ing the longest, and the fourth and fifth much shortened.
The genera are Dainjpus and Euphracttts. See cuts under
apar and armnrli/lu.

dasyppdine (da-sip'o-din), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the

])a.i>ii>odin(r.

It. . One of the Dasypodina', as the peludo,
T)ati>/j) i/s rilloxiif.

Dasyprocta (das-i-prok'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. fia-

ai'irpuKToc,, with hairy buttocks, < iaai'f, hairy,
+ irpuKTOf, the buttocks.] The typical genus
of the family Dasyproctida: It includes the whole
of the family except the pacas, and is characterized by
having only 3 developed toes on the hind feet. It com-

prehends all the agoutis and the aeouchy, as the yellow-

rumped agouti (D. agouti), Azara's agouti (D. azara-), and
the aeouchy (D. aanichy). D. acovchy inhabits some of

the West Indies as well as South America ; the other spe-
cies of the genus are confined to South America. See cuts

under acoitrfui and <u:onti.

dasyproctid (das-i-prok'tid), ?i. A rodent of

the family Dasyproctida.
Dasyproctidae (dw-i-prok'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< DitKiiprortd + -iil(C.} A family of simplici-
dent rodents, of the hystricine series, consist-

ing of the two genera Ccelogcnys and Dasyprocta,
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the former of which contains the paca alone

(<'. i>ni'ii), the latter the agoutis. Tin- mills .,f tin'

feet are hoof- like
;

tin: Eon feat are 6*( I; tin- hind I'cet

have iilso fi toes (paca), or only :! (agoutis) ; tin- tail is rn-

iliincntary or very short, ; the car* an- low ; ami tin- upper
li|> is not cleft, Contrary to tin- rule in tin 1

hjslricinc
Series of rollelltS, till- clavicles a IT rudimentary: allcltlle

molar teeth arc- sc'lni-rool.-.l. an-l tile- incisors ionu. The
llimi/liriK'titlinuv related to I lie' c-avics ami eUnehUU* (cMcB

riii'tt ami i-ltiiif/iitlii)-, they arc? conllned to the Nentiopi
eal region, inhabiting parts of Mexico, some ol' tin- \\e-l

IndiM, and UM greater pan of .souih A nca, especially
wooded ami \vatcreil localities. Sec cuts under QjpMBI
ami Ca'liHfi'nil*.

Dasypus (ilas'i-pus), n. [ML., < Gr. fiaaiirovf,

liairy- or rough-footed; used only as a noun, a

hare, rabbit
;
< <iuo-iV, hairy, rough, + m>i><; (Trod-)

= K. foot.} A. mentis of arina<liilos, formerly
conterminous wil.h the family Dcuypodida, now
restricted to certain species of the subfamily
liiixyiindiiiie (which see). See also cut under
aniiadilln.

Dasyrhampb.US(<las-i-r;tm't'iis), n. [NL. (Hom-
bron and JMqninot. 1846), < Gr. fiaai-f, shaggy,
hairy, + i>a/apuf, beak, snout.] A genns of pen-
guins, of the family K/iltfiiitiriiln: : so called from

having the bill extcnsivelyfeathercd. The only
species is l>. adi-lin; of the antarctic seas.

dasytes (das'i-te/.), H. [NL., < Gr. daoimK, hairi-

ness, roughness, < tiaai'f, hairy, rough : see Da-
sya.] 1. In sool., hairiness; hirsutenessj a

growth of hair on some part not usually hairy.
2. [cap.'] In entorn., a genus of beetles, of

the family Clerida:

dasyure (das'i-ur), n. [< Uatiyurus,] An ani-

mal of the subfamily Dasyuriiue. Thylaclne
dasyure. See ThyUwimt* and thylaciiie, n. Ursine
dasyure, the Tasmania!! devil. See SarcuphiiuN.

Dasyuridae (das-i-u'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Daxy-
urus + -J<te.] A family of polyprotodont mar-

supial mammals. They have 4 incisors in each half
of the upper and 3 in each half of the lower jaw ; the
canines well developed ; the hind feet with the clawlcss
hallnx small and rudimentary, rarely apposable; the
limbs of proportionate length ; the stomach simple ; and
no eiecum. They are predatory carnivorous or insectivo-

rous marsupials of Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea, and
some other islands. They are divided into the two sub-
families Dtwifiii-intK and Mifriiwiibitiut'. These animals
are sometimes known indiscriminately as hrnsh-ttlilcd

O[IOSSUms.

Dasyurinse (das"i-u-ri'ne), n. i>l. [NL.;
< Itaxi/-

urus + -two;.] A subfamily of D<usyurid<e ; the

dasyures. The tongue is not specially extensile, and
the premolars and molars are not more than 7 in number ;

in these respects the subfamily is contrasted with Miir-
inecotfiintK (which see). The leading genera are Dtinyuru*,
Sarcophilun, and Thi/laci'iut*, or the true, the ursine, ami
the thylaeine dasyures, and Phaxcnijale ; the last is proper-
ly made the type of a different subfamily, PhaKcwjaliiw!.

dasyurine (das-i-u'rin), a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Dasyurirue or

Daxyuridte.

Dasyurus (das-i-u'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Saaif.

hairy, rough, + oi'/ta, tail.] The typical genus
of the subfamily Dasyuriiue, formerly coexten-
sive with the subfamily, now restricted by the
exclusion of Thylacinus and Sarcophilus. The
true dasyures of the restricted genus mostly inhabit Aus-
tralia und Tasmania, where they replace the smaller prccl-

Spotted Dasyure (Dasyurus maculatus}.

atory carnivorous quadrupeds of other countries, sueh
as cuts ami mustelines and viverrines. There are several

species. The dental formula is : 4 incisors in each half of
the upper and :; in each half of the lower jaw; 1 canine, 2

premolars, ami 4 molars ill each half jaw. The vertebral
formula is: cervical, 1

; dorsal. l:j; lumbar, 0; sacral. -1;

c-audal, IS or more. The fore feet are 5-toed, hut the hal-

lnx is absent from the hind ted.

dat. An abbreviation of (latin-.

data, Plural of dat inn.

datable (
da 'ta-bl), a. [<dafel,., + -aMe.l Ca-

pable of being dated. Also spelled datcalilt .

The earliest riatrablr coins aiv from Sicily, tin 1

vary-
ing fortunes of the Sicilian wars making possible certain

chronological inferences.

Isaac Tallin-, The Alphabet, I. 22S.

dataler (da'ta-ler), . [E. dial., also written
dataller: see 'day/alrr. ] Same as day/iili-i:

datary1
(da'ta-ri). .; pi. diitiirifx (-rfas). [=

P. datairv = Sp. Pg It. datario. < AIL. datariun.
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a datary (see def.), lit. a dater (so called be-

cause he elates and despatches otliciul docu-

ments), prop, adj., relating to dates, < data, iln-

liini, a date: see i/KcY 1

, .] An oflieer of the

chancery at Koine, who directly represents the

pope in all matters relating to grants, dispen-
sations, etc. All petitions pass through hi.- hands; he
has the right of granting benctlces not e\ec .dim; an an-

nual value of -24 ducats
;
and with him solel) n -ts the duty

of resist.'] in- and dating all bulls and other documents
is-ncd horn the Vatican. He is generally a bishop, and
is assisted by a sulidatarv, Mini is also in holy "piers.

When a cardinal i- dec ted to tin cillicc of datary he bean
the title of fn:.<I. ihii', I. See , l.itflnf'- .

datary- (da'ta-ri), n. [= F~. dateriv = Sp. data-
ritt Pg. dataria = It. dataria, dateria, < ML. dn-

taria, the coffico or business of a datarv, prop,
fern, of adj. ilatiiriiix: see ilahtryl.] The office

or duty of dating and despatching papal docu-
ments ; specifically, a branch of the Curia at

Home, established about the end of the thir-

teenth century by Poi>e Boniface VIII., for the

purpose of dating, registering, and despatching
all bulls and documents issued by the pope,
examining and reporting upon petitions, etc.,
and granting favors and dispensations

um let-

certain conditions and limitations. See datary 1
.

I or riches, besides the temporal dominions, he (Plus
V.

]
hath in all the countries before-named the datary or

dispatching of Bulls. llomll, Letters, I. i. 88.

date 1
(dat), n. [< ME. date, < OF. date, F. datr

= Sp. Pg. It. data, < Hii. data, f., also datum,
neut. (> D. G. Dan. Sw. datum), date, note of

time and place, so called from L. datum,
given, the first word of the customary note in

letters or documents giving the place and time
of writing or issue, as datum lionta", given at

Borne (on such a day); fern, or neut. of L.

datus, given (= Gr. dor6f), pp. of dare = Gr.

Si66vai, 2d aor. Aoitvai (Aifuui, I give) = OBulg.
iluli = Slov. Scrv. dati = Pol. dac = Kuss. dati,
duratf = Lith. duti = Lett, dot = Skt. / da,

give (daddmi, I give). From L. dare, pp. datus,
come also E. date'*, datum, dado, and rfjcs (doub-
lets of date1

), datary, dation, dative, and from
the same root (from L. donare) donate, doiiatice,

condone, etc.] 1. That part of a writing or

an inscription which purports to specify the
time when, and usually the place where, it was
executed. A full date includes the place, day, month,
and year ; but in some cases the date may consist of only
one or two of these particulars, as the year on a coin. In
letters the date is inserted to indicate the time when they
are written or sent ;

in deeds, contracts, wills, and other

papers, to indicate the time of execution, and usually the
time from which they are to take effect on the rightaof the

parties ; lint the written date does not exclude evidence
of the real time of execution or delivery, and consequent
taking effect. In documents the date is usually placed at
the end, but may be at the beginning, as it is now gener-
ally in letters.

This Deed may bear an elder Date than what you have
obtaiu'd from your Lady.

Conyreoe, Way of the" World, v. 13.

2. The time, with more or less particularity,
when some event has happened or is to happen :

as, the date of a battle
;
the dates of birth aud

death on a monument; the date of Easter va-

ries from year to year, or is variable. 3. Point
or period of time in general: as, at that early
date. 4. A season or allotted period of time.

Then ever shall, while dates of times remain.
The heavens thy soul, the earth thy fame contain.

Font, Fame's Memorial.

Your Date of Deliberation, Madam, is expir'd.

Conyreve, Way of the World, v. 10.

When your date is over,
Peacefully ye fade.

n. T. Coote, Daisies.

5. Age ;
number of years.

When his date
Doubled her own, for want of plavmates, he ...
Had tost his ball, and Mown his kite, and rolfd
HU hoop to pleasure Edith.

7V/< iiijson, A i liner's Field.

6. Duration
;
continuance.

A-es of endless date. Milton, V. L., xii. 549.

We say that Learning's endless, and blame Fate
For not allowing Life a longer Dtit?.

c.,id,;j, Death of Sir Henry Woottou.

7. End; conclusion. [Bare.]
"

\Vliy stande ge ydel" he sayde to thoa,
Ne knawe 36 of this day no <tattt

Alliteratiee />oem(E. E. T. S.), i. 515.

Yet hath the lonKest day his ifci-iv.

'l'a in in : > / (i Shr.-ii- (Child's Ballads, VIII. 185).

What time would spare, from steel receives its C/IY.

Popt, R. of the L.. iii. 171.

8f. A day-book, journal, or diary. Minahfu.
Date Certaine, in l-'i-u>-lt fnir, the .late tKnl \\heli the
instrument has been subjected t<> the li'iniality of regis-
tration, after which the parties tn the deeil cannot by mu-
tual consent chanae the date. Down to date, up to
date, t'i the present time.

date-line

So of Nil ....... n in reference to Kcholioam, ami of c\, iv

father in refer* Hi c to c\en son. n;>
In .l,il,'.

H'. M. liub-i; New Timothy, p. i::c;.

Out Of date, no Imc.-cr in use or in vo|<ue ; oluolctc ; <nit

-n
|

nlil fashioned.

In rarlialnent his jl'.lllkesl elm|llenec \vas "lit <! .Int.

A young generation, which knew him not. had tilled the

liotue. Mai-nxln<i, Uallell Hastings

No tlower-Kirls ill the' market,
For tlouers arc- <"il

<..!
.Lit. _

H. II. .VtWc/cn-c/, 1'crsian Scums.

To bear date. See /../!. To make dates, to make
apjMiintmc-nts. (ci) For the ]M-rformances of a thc:itnra]
i '.miiany. (t>) Kor secret meetings, cspec ially for an im
moral purpose; make assignation-.

date 1

(dat), r.
; pret. and pp. dated, ppr. ilatinq.

[= F. dater = 8p. Pg. datar = It. datare, < ML.
datare, note the date, < data, datum, date: see
date 1

, .] I. trans. 1. To mark with a date,
as a letter or other writing. See date 1

, n., 1.

They say that women and music should never i,. .lut, .1 .

i;.,l:/,i,,,i/,, sin- stoops to t'onc|iier, 111.

A letter was received from him. . . . il.ii.-.l at a small
Dutch village on the banks of the Hudson.

Irriun, KnickcrlKjfker, p. 22.

2. To note or fix the time of, as of an event or
transaction

; assign a date or time of occurrence
to : as, to date an event in ancient history.

I date from this era the corrupt method of education

among us. Swift, Modern Fxlucatioli.

II. in trans. 1. To have a date: as, the letter

dates from Borne. See L, 1. 2. To have begin-
ning ;

derive origin.
The Batavian republic datr* from the successes of the

French anus. K. Everett.

3. To use a date in reckoning; reckon from
some point in time.

We .

years.

. date from the late .1 1 a of almut six thousand
Rrntley.

date2t (dat), n. [< ME. date, dat = Sp. dado, m.,
= Pg. dada, f., = It. data, m., < L. datum (= Gr.

Aorov), neut., usually in pi., also data, fetn., a

grant, allowance, gift, tribute, lit. a thing given,
neut. and fern, of L. datutt, given : see rfate", and
datum, of which date? is a doublet.] A grant;
concession; gift.

II \s fadres sepulture for to pronyde ;

Entered in Abhay of the Moiite-serrat,
That place augmented passingly that .I"/,

And rentid gretly to the house encresse.
Jtom. of Parlenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5299.

date3 (dat), n. [< ME. date, < OF. date, also da-

til, datille, F. datte = Pr. da til, daetil = Sp. ddtil

= Pg. datile = It. dattilo, dattero (cf. D. dadel
= G. dattel = Dan. duddel = Sw. dadel, from
OF. or It.) = Pol. Bohera. daktyl, < L. dactylus
(NL. also, after Rom., datalutt), < Gr. daKnAof,
a date, so called from its shape, lit. a linger.
also a dactyl: see dactyl, a doublet of rfafc3.]
The fruit of the date-palm, I'lteenix dactylifera,
used extensively as an article of food by the
natives of northern Africa and of some coun-
tries of Asia. It U an oblong drupe, which contains a

single seed, consisting of a hard horny albumen deeply
grooved on one side. See date-ptilut.

Z>o(ecaptwithmyncedgynger, . . . they ben agreable.
Halve* Bavli (E. E. T. S.), p. 280.

They call for dates and quinces in the pastry.
Shak., K. and i., iv. 4.

dateable, n. See datable.

da teatro (da ta-ii'tro). [It.: da, < L. de, of;

teatro, < L. theatrum, theater.] In music, a di-

rection signifying that a piece is to be played
or performed in a theatrical style.

dateless (dat'les), a. [< date1 + -less.] 1.

Having no date ; bearing nothing to indicate
its date. 2. Not distinguishable or divisible

by dates
;
without incident

;
eventless.

Then can I drown an eye, unused to tlow,
For precious friends hid in death's datelem night.

Shak., Sonnets, xxx.

To divide our otherwise datekx*, monotonous, stale life

into refreshing changes of chapters, paragraphs, verses,
and clauses. Boardwaii, Creative Week, p. 141).

3. So old or far distant in time as to be undat-
able ;

of indefinitely long duration.

In the primeval age a datelr** while
The vacant shepherd wander d with his flock.

Cottrktijf, Religious Musings.

The dateleai hills, which it needed earthquakes to lift

and deluges to mould. lin^in.

date-line (diit'lin), n. The boundary-line be-
tween neighboring regions where the calendar

day is different. This line runs through the Pai-ihv

ocean, and is snp|M>sed to coincide with the meridian of 12

hours or 180" from Greenwich ; but it practically follows
a somewhat devious course, and is sometimes confused.
Thus the Sundays of the Russian and of the American set-

tlers in Alaska foriiierly fell upon different days. On the'

east of the date-line- the nominal date ia one day earlier
than on the- west of it; so that the American Sunday in
Alaska coincides with the former Russian Monday.



date-mark

date-mark (dat'mark), n. A special mark

stamped on an article of gold or silver to indi-

cate the year of manufacture. Thus, in the Lon-

don Goldsmiths' Company, during the twenty years from
1856 to 1875 this mark was a letter of the alphabet in small

Old English character ; for the next twenty years, begin-

ning in 1876 and ending in 1895, Roman capitals were

adopted.

date-palm (dat'pam'), n. The common name
of Pltatiiix dactylifera, the palm-tree of Scrip-
ture : also called date-tree. Next to the cocoanut-

tree, the date is unquestionably the most interesting and
useful of the palm tribe. As with the cocoanut-tree,

nearly every part is applied to some useful purpose, and
the fruit not only
affords the princi-
pal food of the in-

habitants of vari-

ous countries, but
is a source of a large
part of their traffic.

It is cultivated in

immense numbers
all over the north-
ern part of Africa
as well as in south-
western Asia, and
is found through
southern Europe,
though rarely pro-
ductive there. Its

stem shoots up to

the height of from
60 to 80 feet, with-
out branch or divi-

sion, and is of near-

ly the same thick-

ness throughout its

length. From the
summit it throws
out a magnificent
crown of large fea-

ther-shaped leaves,
and a number of

spadices, each of
which in the fe-

male plant bears
Date-palm (Phrxnix dactylifera}.

a bunch of from 180 to 200 dates, each bunch weighing
from 20 to 25 pounds. The fruit is eaten fresh or dried.

The best dates of commerce are obtained from the coasts
of the Persian gulf, where the tree is cultivated with great
care, and where over 100 varieties are known. The date-

palm was probably originally derived from the wild date-

palm, P. sylvestris, which is found throughout India, and
is planted very extensively in Bengal, chiefly for the pro-
duction of toddy and sugar. See Phoenix.

date-plum (dat'plum), . A name for the
edible fruit of several species of the genus
Diospyros, and also for the trees. See Diospy-
ros.

dater (da'ter), n. 1. One who dates. 2f. A
datary. See datary^-.
Dataire [F.], a dater of writings ; and (more particular-

ly) the dater or despatcher of the Pope's bulls. Cotgrave.

date-shell (dat'shel), n. [< date3 + shell.'] A
mussel-shell of the stone-boring genus Litho-
domus (or Lithophagus), of the family Mytilidie,

Date-shell (Lithodomus Iithophagi4s'].

as the Mediterranean Z. dactylus, abounding in
the subaqueous columns of the temple of Sera-

pis at Pozzuoli, near Naples : so called from its

shape or appearance. See Lithodomus.

date-sugar (dat'shug"ar), n. Sugar produced
from the sap of the date-palm, and from some
other species of the same genus.
date-tree (dat'tre), n. The date-palm.

The date-trees of El-Medinah merit their celebrity. Their
stately columnar stems here seem higher than in other
lands, and their lower fronds are allowed to tremble in the
breeze without mutilation.

K. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 245.

date-wine (dat'win), n. The fermented sap of
the date-palm. See sindag.
datholite (dath'o-llt), n. See datolite.

dation (da'shon)I n. [< L. datio(n-), < dare, pp.
datus, give : see date\ date2.'] In civil law, the
act of giving : as, the dation of an office : distin-

guished from donation or gift in that it does not
imply beneficence or liberality in the giver.
da tirarsi (da te-rar'si). [It. ,

to be drawn out :

da, < L. de, of (to) ; tirar, < F. tirer, draw ; si, <
L. se, reft, pron., itself, themselves: see tear1

and se.] In music, when following the name of

instruments, a term denoting that they are fur-
nished with slides : as, trornbi da tirarsi, corni da
tirarsi, trumpets or horns with slides.
Datisca (da-tis'ka), n. [NL.] A genus of ex-
ogenous herbs, type of the order Datiseacece.
It includes two species, one of which is found in southern
California, aud the other, D. cannabina, an herbaceous
dicecious perennial, is a native of the southern parts of
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Europe, where it is used as a substitute for Peruvian

bark, its a yellow dye, and in the manufacture of cordage.

Datiscaceae (dat-is-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL. ,
< Da-

tisca + -aceee. ] A small natural order of plants,
with apetalous flowers, but having closer affini-

ties with the Cncurbitaceai and Beyoniacea; than

with any of the apetalous orders, and united

by Baillon with the Saxifragaceai. There are

only three genera, of which Datisca is the best-

known.
datiscin (da-tis'in), n. [< Datisca + -i2.] A
substance (C21Ho2O12) having the appearance
of grape-sugar, first extracted by Braconnot
from the leaves of Datisca cannabina. It has

been used as a yellow dye.
datisi (da-ti'si), . The mnemonic name given

by Petrus Hispanus to that mood of the third

figure of syllogism in which the majorpremise is

universal and affirmative, and the minorpremise
and conclusion are particular and affirmative.
These distinctions of quantity and quality are indicated

by the vowels of the word, o-t-i. The letter s after the

second vowel shows that the mood is reduced to direct

reasoning by the simple conversion of the minor, and the

initial rf shows that the resulting mood is darii. The fol-

lowing is an example of a syllogism in datisi: All men
irrationally prejudiced have weak minds; but some men
irrationally prejudiced are learned

; hence, some learned
men have weak minds.

dative (da'tiv), a. and n. [= F. datif= Pr. da-

tiu = Sp. Pg. It. dativo = D. datief = G. Dan.
Sw. dativ, < L. dativus, of or belonging to giv-

ing (in lit. sense, apart from grammar, first in

LL.); casits dativus (tr. Gr. TTTOOI; &minfj), or

simply dativus, the dative case
;
< datus, pp.

of dare, give: see date1
,
date2."] I. a. 1. In

gram., noting one of the cases of nouns and

pronouns and adjectives in Indo-European lan-

guages, and in some others, used most com-

monly to denote the indirect or remoter object
of the action of a verb, that to or for which

anything is done. This case is found in all the ancient

languages of our family, and is widely preserved even

among the later. Though nowhere distinguished in form
from the accusative or objective in modern English, it is

really present in such expressions as, give him his due ;

show this man the way ; and him, whom, them, and (in

part) her are historically datives, retaining a dative ter-

mination. The precise value of the original Indo-Euro-

pean dative is a matter of doubt and dispute. Abbre-
viated dat.

2. In law : (a) Noting that which may be given
or disposed of at pleasure ; being in one's gift.

(b) Removable, in distinction from perpetual :

said of an officer, (c) Given or appointed by a

magistrate or a court of justice, in distinction
from what is given by law or by a testator: as,
an executor dative in Scots law (equivalent to
an administrator) Decree dative, executor da-
tive. See decree, executor.

II. n. The dative case. See I., 1. Ethical da-
tive. See ethical.

datively (da'tiv-li), adv. In the manner of the
dative case

;
as a dative.

The pronoun of the first or second person, used datively.
Tlte Century, XXXII. 898.

datolite (dat'o-lit), n. [So called from its ten-

dency to divide into granular portions ;
< Gr.

Sarucdat, divide, + Mao;, stone.] A borosili-
cate of calcium, occurring most commonly in
brilliant glassy crystals, which are colorless or
of a pale-green tint, white, grayish, or red; also
in a white, opaque, massive form, looking like

porcelain, and in radiated columnar form with

botrypidal surface (the variety botryolite). it is

found in Norway, the Tyrol, and Italy, and in fine crystals
in New Jersey, Connecticut, and the Lake Superior min-
ing-region. Haytorite is a pseudomorph of chalcedony
after datolite. Also datholite, humboldtite.

dattock (dat'ok), n. The wood of a leguminous
tree of western Africa, Detarium Senegalense.
It is hard and dense, and resembles mahogany
in color.

datum (da'tum), n.
; pi. data (-ta). [< L. da-

tum, a gift, present, ML. also an allowance, con-

cession, tribute (also in fern, data), prop. neut.
of datus, pp. of dare, give : see date^, date2.'] 1.
A fact given ; originally, one of the quantities
stated, or one of the geometrical figures sup-
posed constructed, in a mathematical problem,
and from which the required magnitude or figure
is to be determined. But Euclid uses the correspond-
ing Greek term (SeSo/xeroc) in a second sense, as meaning
any magnitude or figure which we know how to determine.
2. A fact either indubitably known or treated
as such for the purposes of a particular discus-

sion; a premise. 3. A position of reference,
by which other positions are defined.

As a general datum, in philosophical chronology, Cum-
berland came about a century after Bacon, and about
ninety years before Adam Smith.

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 528.

Thorn-apple (Datura
Stramonium\, with cross-

daub

Data Of consciousness, the original convictions of the
mind

; propositions that must be believed but cannot be

proved.

Many philosophers have attempted to establish on the

principles of common sense propositions which are not

original data of consciousness ; while the original data of

cimscwusneKX, from which their propositions were derived,
and to which they owed their whole necessity and truth
these data the same philosophers were (strange to say)
not disposed to admit. Sir W. Hamilton.

Datum-line, in engin. and surveying, the base-line of a

section, from which all the heights and depths are mea-
sured in the plans of a railway, etc.

datum-plane (da'tum-plan), n. In craniom.,
a given horizontal plane from which measure-
ments of skulls proceed, or to which the di-

mensions of skulls are referred.

The horizontal datum-plane adopted by German craui-

ologists. Science, V. 499.

Datura (da-tu'ra), n. [NL., < Hind, dhaturd, a

plant (Datura fasttiosa).~\ A genus of solana-

ceous plants, with angu-
lar-toothed leaves, large
funnel-shaped flowers,and

prickly, globular, 4-valved

pods. There are several spe-

cies, all of them possessing poi-
sonous properties and a dis-

agreeable odor. D. Stramonium
is the thorn-apple, all parts of
which have strong narcotic

properties. It is sometimes em-
ployed as a remedy for neural-

gia, convulsions, etc., and the
leaves and root are smoked for

asthma. The plant is supposed
to be a native of western Asia,
but is now found as a weed
of cultivation in almost all the

.

temperate and warmer regions section of seed-vessel,

of the globe. In some parts of

the United States it is called the jimson (which see). D.

fastuosa and D. Metel of India possess qualities similar to
D. Stramonium. D. arborea, also known as Brur/manria,
suaveolens, a native of South America, is a shrubby plant
with very large fragrant white blossoms, and is sometimes
found in greenhouses.
daturine (da-tu'rin), n. [< Datura + -me2.]
A poisonous alkaloid found in the thorn-apple.
See Datura. Same as atropin.
daub (dab), v. t. [Also formerly dawb, < ME.
dauben, dawben, < OF. dauber, whiten, white-

wash, also, in deflected senses, furnish, also

(with var. dober) beat, swinge, plaster, < L.

dealbare, whiten, whitewash, plaster, parget,
LL. also purify (see dealbate), < de (intensive)
+ albare, whiten, < albus, white ;

cf. aube = alb1
,

< L. alba. The resemblance to Celtic forms
seems to be accidental : W. dwb = Ir. dob =
Gael, dob, plaster; W. dwbio = Ir. dobaim =
Gael, "dob, v., plaster. Cf. adobe.'] 1. To
smear with soft adhesive matter

; plaster ;
cov-

er or coat with mud, slime, or other soft sub-
stance.

She took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed it with
slime and with pitch. Ex. ii. 3.

So will I break down the wall that ye have daubed with
untempered morter. Ezek. xiii. 14.

2. To soil
;
defile

;
besmear.

Multitudes of horses and other cattle that are always
dawbinff the streets.

B. Mandenille, Fable of the Bees, Pref.

He's honest, though daubed with the dust of the mill.

A. Cunningham, The Miller.

Hence 3. To paint ignorantly, coarsely, or

badly.
If a picture is daubed with many bright colours, the vul-

gar admire it. Watts.

4. To give a specious appearance to; patch
up ; disguise ;

conceal.

So smooth he daub'd his vice with show of virtue.

Sliat., Kich. III., iii. 5.

Faith is necessary to the susception of baptism ; and
themselves confess it, by striving to find out new kinds of
faith to daub the matter up.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 394.

She is all Truth, and hates the lying, masking, daubiny
World, as I do. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

5. To dress or adorn without taste; deck vul-

garly or ostentatiously ;
load as with finery.

Yet since princes will have such things, it is better they
should be graced with elegancy than daubed with cost.

Jiacon, Essays.
Let him be daub'd with lace.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

daub (dab), n. [< daub, v.~\ 1. A cheap kind
of mortar ; plaster made of mud.
A square house of wattle and daith.

D. Livingstone, Missionary Travels (ed. 1858), p. 409.

2. A viscous, adhesive application ;
a smear.

3. A daubing or smearing stroke. [Scotch.]

Many a time have I gotten a wipe with a towel ; but
never a daub with a dishclout before. Scotch proverb.

4. A coarse, inartistic painting.



daub
Did you tcp in to take a look at the grand picture on

your way back'! TIs a melancholy daub, my lord !

sr, in,
,

'[ i isti-am ^handy, iii. li

Daubentonla (da-tien-to'ni-ii), w. [NL.. niuned

after ll>e ilisiingiiished Fn-neli naturalist L. J.

liimlii'HtoH (1710-1800), noted as a collaborator

nl' IJiitTiin.
]
The proper name f the genus more

commonly called ( 'liiromi/.i (which see), contain-

ing the aye-aye, D. tmaogaicorttiult, ;md hav-

ing priority over the others. See cut under <///<-

HI/I-.

Daubentoniidae (da'ben-to-ni'i-de), . ;>/.

[NL., < Daiiln ntiniia + -i<t<r.) A family of pro-

simians, typified by the genus Daul-ittoniit :

L'rnrrally called ('liiriinii/i<l/r (which see).

Daubentonioidea (da-ben-to-ni-oi'de-a), . /'/.

|.\l,..< liiiiiln ninnxi + -,iiili,i.\ A superfamily
of leinuroids or prosiiniaus, distinguished by
the gliriforni incisors and want of canines in

the adult; the Itmiliriitniiiidii- considered as a

suborder, dill, 1872.

dauber (da'ber), H. One who or that which
daubs. Specifically ()Onc who builds walls with clay
or mud mixed with straw.

I am a younger brother, ... of mean parentage, a durt
dauber's soune ; am I therefore to he blamed?

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 320.

(6) A coarse, Ignorant painter.

But how should any sign-post dauber know
The worth of Titian or of Angclo?

Dryden, Epistle iv., To Mr. Lee.

(c) A low and gross flatterer.
(<p

A copperplate-printers'

pad, consisting of rags Hrinly tied together and covered

over with a piece of canvas, for inking plates. (<) A mud
wasp : from the way in which it daubs mud In building its

uest. (/) The brush used to spread blacking upon shoes,
as distinguished from the polisher, or brush used for pol-

ishing ; they are sometimes combined in one.

daubery (da'ber-i), n. [Also formerly daubry,

dawbry; < daub + -cry.] 1. A daubing. 2f. A
crudely artful device.

She works by charms, by spells by the figure, and such

duulH-nj as this is. Skat., II. W. of W., Iv. 2.

daubing (da'bing), n. [Verbal n. of daub, v.]

1. Something which is applied by daubing,

especially plaster or mortar; specifically, in

recent use, a rough coat of mortar applied to

a wall to give it the appearance of stone. See

chinking, 1.

Lo, when the wall is fallen, shall it not be said unto

you. Where Is the daubinii wherewith ye have daubed it?

Ezek. Mil 12.

2. The process of forming walls by means of

hardened earth: extensively employed in the

sixteenth century. 3. A mixture of tallow and
oil used to soften leather and render it more or

less water-proof. 4. Coarse, inartistic paint-

ing.
She is still most splendidly, gallantly ugly, and looks

like an ill Piece of Daubimi in a rich Frame.
Wyeherley, Plain Dealer, ii. 1.

6. Gross flattery. Bp. Buntet.

My Lord, If you examine it over again, it is far from be-

ing a gross piece of daubing, as some dedications are.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 9.

daubreelite (da-bre'lit), . [See daubrette.]
Native chromium sesquisulphid, a rare min-
eral known to occur only in certain meteoric
irons. It has a black color, metallic luster, and
is associated with troilite.

daubreite (da-bre'it), . [After the French

mineralogist G. A. Daubrec (born 1814).] Na-
tive bismuth oxichlorid, occurring in compact
or earthy masses of a yellowish color in Chili.

daubryt, An obsolete form of daubery.

dauby (da'bi), a. [< daub + -y*.] 1. Viscous;
glutinous; slimy; adhesive.

And therefore not in vain th
1

industrious kind

With d" ui'fi wax and tlow'rs the chinks have lin'd.

Drtjden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, iv. 54.

2. Made by daubing; appearing like a daub:
as, a dauby picture.
DaucUS (da'kus), . [NL., < L. daucus, daitcum,

< Ur. ifavKof, also ueut. favnov, a plant of the

carrot kind, growing in Crete. See dauke.] A
genus of umbelliferous plants, roughly hispid,
with finely divided leaves and small ovate or

oblong fruit covered with barbed prickles. There
are alnnit :W s|Hvies belonging to the northern tenil>erate

regions of the old world, and one indi'.'eiious in America.
The only important species is the cultivated carrot, D.

Carotn, 'which is also widely naturalized as a noxious
weed. See ,-nrf"l. See cut ill llc\t column.

daud (dad), r. t. [Sc., a var. of dad*.] To
knock or thump ; pelt with something soft and
heavy.

He'll clap a shannan on her tail.

And set the I'airns to duud her
Wi' dirt this day.

Burnt, The Ordination.

i HI:;

Carrot (Daucut Carota). a, flowering branch ; A. fruit.

,
. [Sc.; a var. of <fad2.] A large

piece, as of bread, cheese, etc. Also spelled
dated.

An* cheese an' bread, frae women's laps,
Was dealt about in hunches

An' iirtini., that day. Burn*, Holy Fair.

daugh 1

(dach), n. [Sc., = E. dough, q. v.] In

coal-mining, under-clay, or the soft material

which is removed in holing.

daugh2 (dach), . [Sc., contr. of earlier date-

ache, davoch, darach, said to be < Gael, damh, pi.

daimh,ax, + achadh (not *aeh), afield.] An old

Scotch division of land, capable of producing
48 bolls. It occasionally forms and enters into the names
of farms in Scotland : as, the Great and Little Daugh of

Unth vrn ; A\n-daugh. Also written ilavach.

daughter (da'ter, formerly sometimes daf'ter),
. [Early mod. E. also daughter; < ME. daugh-

ter, doultter, doghter, douter, dohter, etc., < AS.

dohtor, pi. dohtor, dohtra, dohtru, = OS. dohtar
= OFries. dochter = OD. D. dochtcr = MLG.
LG. dochter = OHG. tohtar, MHG. tohter, G.
tochter = Icel. dottir = OSw. doktir, dottir, Sw.
dotter = Dan. datter = Gr. Oiya-n/p (not in L.,
where Jilia, daughter, fern, of Jilius, son : see

filial) = OBulg. dughti (gen. dusntrre), Bulg.
duahterya = Serv.

shfi, kfi, cer = Bohem. dci,

cera = Pol. cora = Little Russ. dochka = Russ.

dshcherl, dochl = Lith. dukte = Ir. dear, etc.,

= Skt. duhitar = Zend dughdar, daughter.
Ulterior origin unknown; appar. 'milker,' or

'suckler,' < V "dhugh, Skt. / duh, milk.] 1. A
female child, considered with reference to her

parents.
The first time at the looking-glass
The mother sets her datvthter,

The image strikes the smiling lass

With self-love ever after.

(Jay, Beggar's Opera.

2. A female descendant, in any degree.

Ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham,
. . .be loosed from this bond on the sabbath day?

Luke xiii. 16.

3. A woman viewed as standing in an analogous
relationship, as to the parents of her husband

(daughter-in-law), to her native country, the

church, a guardian or elderly adviser, etc.

Dinah . . . went out to see the daughter! of the land.

Gen. xxxiv. 1.

And Naomi said unto her two daughtert-ln-lavr, . . .

Turn again, my daughters. Ruth i. 8. 11.

But Jesus turned him about, and when he saw her, he

said, Daughter, be of good comfort ; thy faith hath made
thee whole. Mat. ix. 2i

Jul. Are you at leisure, holy father, now ;

Or shall I come to you at evening mass?
/ ', i. My leisure serves me, pensive damjhtrr, now.

SAot., R. and J., IT. 1.

4. Anything (regarded as of the feminine gen-
der) considered with respect to its source, ori-

gin, or function : as, the Romance tongues are

the daughters of the Latin language.
Stern dinmlitrr of the Voice of Ood,
O Duty : if that name thou love.

Wordticorth, Duty.

In this country, at this time, other interests than reli-

Duke of Exeter's
daughters, women.

dauntlessness

daughter-cell (dii'ter-sei), . See <///.

daughter-in-law (dii'icr-in-la >, . A son's

wife: correlative to iiiothi-r-iii-lttir and father-
iii-lav.

lam come to set ... the daughter-in-law against her

mother-in-law. Mat. x. 38.

daughterless (da'ter-les), . [< ME. doughter-
les; < daughter + -less.] Without daughters.
Ye slinll for me be dougliterlei.

,. Conf. Amant., III. 306.

daughterliness(<la'ter-li-nes>, Conduct be-

coming a daughter; dutifulness. Dr. II. Morr.

daughterling (da'ter-ling), w. [< daughter +
dim. -ling.] A little daughter. [Rare.]
What am I to do with this daughter or dHn'il/tr,-liwi ..f

mine? She neither grows in wis.i mi in stature.

Charlotte Bronte, V'illette, xxv.

daughterly (da'ter-li), . [< dtiughter + -ly*.]

Becoming a daughter ;
filial ;

dutiful.

For Christian charltle, and naturall loue, * youre very

dauyhterlye. dealing . . . both bynde me and straine me
thereto. .s T. More, Works, p. 1449.

dauk, n. See dak.

dauke (dak), . [< L. daucvni, daucon, daucus,
< Gr. Aai'Kov, a parsnip or carrot: see Daucus.]
The wild variety of the common carrot, Daucus
Carota.

daukint, . See datckin.

Daulias (da'li-as), n. [NL.. < Gr. AatibJf, epi-
thet of Philomela, in Greek legend, who was

changed into a nightingale, lit. a woman of

AatvUf, L. Daulis, a city of Phocis.] A genus of

birds which contains only the two kinds of

nightingales, D. philomela and D. luseinia. See

nightingale.
daunt, n. An obsolete form of dan 1

.

daunder (dan'der), r. '. [Sc.] See dander1 .

daundering (dan'der-ing), p. a. [Sc. ] See dan-

dering.
dauner (da'ner), r. i. [Sc.] See dander1

.

daunering (da'ner-ing), it. a. [Sc.] See dan-

dering.
daunt (dant or dant), v. t. [E. dial, also dant

(and dauntoH. danton, q. v.); < ME. daunten,

datcnten, < OF. danter, donter, dompter, F. domu-
ter = It. domitare, daunt, subdue, tame, < L.

domitare, tame, freq. of domare, pp. domitus,

tame, = E. tame: see tame, v.] If. To tame.

In-to Snrre he soujte and thorw his sotll wittes

Daunted a dowue [dovej and day and nyjte hir feede.

Pitrt Plou-man (B), xv. 393.

2t. To subdue; conquer; overcome.

Elde dautUeth daunger atte laste.

Chaucer, Troilus, il. 3S9.

3. To subdue the courage of ; cause to quail ;

check by fear of danger; intimidate; discou-

rage.
The Nightingale, whose happy noble hart
No dole can daunt, nor feareful force affright.

Gatcoiffne, Mcclc Glas (ed. Arber), p. 40.

What daunts thee now? what shakes thee so?
Whittifr, My Soul and I.

4. To cast down through fear or apprehension;
cow down.

Rest on my word, and let not discontent
Daunt all your hopes. Shale., Tit. And., t 2.

I find not anything therein able to daunt the courage
of a man, much less a well resolved Christian.

Sir T. Bromte, Religio Medici, L 38.

dauntt, . [ME. daunt; from the verb.] A
fright ; a check.

Til the crosses dunt (dintj ;af him a daunt.

Uijly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 145.

daunter (dan'- or dan'ter), n. One who daunts.

dauntingnesst (dan'- or dan'ting-nes), n. The
(juality of being terrifying.

As one who well knew . . . how the first eaeiits are

those which incusse a daungtinijneme or daring, (Scapula)

imployed all means to make his expeditious sodaine, and
his executions cruell. Daniel, Hist- Eng., p. 4.

dauntless (dant'- or dant'les), a. [< daunt +
-h'xK.] Incapable of being daunted; bold; fear-

less; intrepid.
The dauntlfu spirit of resolution.

Shot., K. John, v. 1.

Dauntlem he rose and to the fight retunied.

Dryden, .Eneid.

If yet some desperate action rests lx-hhid.

That asks high conduct and a dauntle** mind.

Dryden, Ajax and I'lysses, L 682.

She visiteil every part of the works In person, cheering
her defenders by her presence and daunttrtt resolution.

Preteott, Fcr.1. and Isa., i. -2.

dauntlessly (dant'- or dant'les-li), adr. In a

bold, fearless manner,
dauntlessness (dant'- or dant'les-nes), .

Fearlessness; intrepidity.



daunton

daunton (dk'n'ton), . t. [Sc., also dial, tlait-

t/in ; ;in extension of daunt, q. v.] 1. To daunt;

intimidate; subdue.

To diintuu rebels and conspirators against him.

Pitscottie, Chrun. of Scotland, p. 87.

2. To dare
;
seek to daunt.

It's for the like o' them, an' maybe no even sae muckle

\mrtli, folk daunton God to His face and burn in muckle

liell. it. L. Steofiuwa, The -Merry Men.

3f. To break in or tame (a horse).

A tame ami duntuned horse. QUOH. Attach., xlvill. 11.

dauphin (da/fin), . [Formerly danlj>liin and

doll'li/ii : < OF.'dalpltin, daitpktn, later daulphin,
mod. F. dauphin = Pr. aalfln ; orig. the surname
of the lords of the province hence called Dau-

pliine, Dauphiny, who bore on their crest three

dolphins, in allusion to the origin of their name,
< OF. "dolphin, dauphin, doffin, F. daupMn (E.

dolphin), Pr. dalfin, < L. di'li'liiinix, a dolphin;
hence ML. Delphinus, dauphin: see delplnn^,

dolphin.] The distinctive title (originally Dau-

phin of Viennois) of the eldest son of the king
of France, from 1349 till the revolution of 1830.
When the reigning king had no son or lineal male de-

scendant, the title was in abeyanee, as no other heir to the

throne could hold it. The title had been home since the

eleventh or twelfth century by the counts of Viennois as

lords of the domain hence called le Dauphine' (the Dau-

phinate, or Dauphiny), the last of whom ceded his lordship
to the king, on condition that the title should be always
maintained. The lords of Auvergne also used the title

dauphin.
The dauphin Charles is crowned king in Rheims.

Shak.,lHeu. VI., 1. 1.

The Dolphin was expected at the masse.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.

dauphine (da'fen), n. [F., fern, of dauphin.']
The wife of a dauphin.
dauphiness (da'fin-es), n. [< dauphin + -ess.]

Same as dauphine.
It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the

Queen of France, then the dauphinexs, at Versailles ; and
surely never lighted on this orb, which she hardly seemed
to touch, a more delightful vision. Burke, Rev. in France.

daur (dar), 11. t. A Scotch form of dare1 .

daut, v. t. See dawt.

dauw (da), . [South African D. form of the

native name.] The native name of Burehell's

zebra, Equus burehelli, a very beautiful animal,

resembling the quagga in some respects, but
having the coloring of a zebra. Also called

bonte-quagga.
Davallia (da-val'i-a), w. [NL., named after
Edmond Davall, a Swiss botanist.] A genus
of polypodiaceous ferns, having scaly creeping
rhizomes, whence the name hare's-foot fern ap-
plied to D. Canariensis. The fronds are sometimes
pinnate, but more frequently pinnattdy decompound, be-
ing elegantly cut into numerous small divisions. The sori
are borne close U> the margin. The indnsinm which covers
each is attached by its base to the end of a vein, and is free
at the opposite side. The number of species slightly ex-
ceeds 100, and they are most numerous in the tropics of
the old world. Some of the species are among the most
elegant ferns in cultivation.

davenport (dav'n-port), n. [Also devonport;
from the surname Davenport, ult. from the town
of Devonport in England.] A kind of small
writing-desk.
davidt

;
. An obsolete form of dm-il.

Davidic, Davidical (da-vid'ik, -i-kal), a. [<
David + -ic, -ical.] Of, pertaining "to, or de-
rived from David, king of Israel.

We cannot well stop short of the admission that the
Psalter must contain Daeidic psalms, some of which at
least may be identified by judicious criticism.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 841.

Davidist (da'vid-ist), n. [< Darid (see defs.)
I- -/.] 1. One of the followers of David of
Dinant in Belgium (hence called Diuanto), who
taught extreme pantheistic doctrines. His trea-
tise "

Quaternuli
"
was burned by a synod at Paris in 1209,and the sect was stamped out by persecution.

1464

2. One of a fanatical sect which existed for

more than a century after the death in 1556 of

its founder, a Dutch Anabaptist, David George,
or Joris. His followers were also called l)a-

ridianx, Dai-id-Georgians, and Familigts. See
Familif/t.

davidsonite (da'vid-son-it), w. [From the dis-

coverer, Dr. Davidson?] A variety of beryl dis-

covered in the granite quarry of Kubislaw, near

Aberdeen, Scotland. See beryl.

David's-root (da'vidz-rot), w. The cahinca-

root.

David's staff. See staff.

daviet (da'vi), . Same as davit.

davit (dav'it), . [Also davitt, and formerly
david ("the Davids ende," Capt. John Smith,
Treat, on Eng. Sea Terms, 1626). Of. F. davier,

forceps, a cramp-iron, davit; supposed by Lit-

tre to stand for "dariet,
a dim. of David, it being
customary to give proper
names to implements (e.

g., E. bctty, billy, jack,

etc.).] Nuut., one of a

pair of projecting pieces
of wood or iron on the
side or stern of a vessel,
used for suspending or

lowering and hoisting a

boat, by means of sheaves
and pulleys. They are set Davits,

so as to admit of being shipped
and unshipped at pleasure, and commonly turn on their

axes, so that the boat can be swung in on deck, or vice

versa.

davite (da'vit), . [After the English chem-
ist Sir Humphry Dary (1778-1829).] A sul-

phate of aluminium found in a warm spring
near Bogota in the United States of Colombia.
It occurs massive, is of a fine fibrous structure,
white color and silky luster, and is very soluble.

davreuxite (da-vre'zit), . [After the Belgian
chemist Charles Davreux.] A silicate of alu-

minium occurring in fibrous crystalline aggre-
gates resembling asbestos.

davy 1
(da'vi), .

; pi. dories (-viz). [After Sir

H. Davy.] The safety-lamp invented for the

protection of coal-miners by Sir H. Davy. It

consists of a metallic cistern for the oil, and a cylinder of

wire gauze about 1J inches in diameter and 8 inches in

height. Fire cannot be communicated through the gauze
to gas outside the cylinder.

davy2
(da'vi), n.

; pi. davtes (-viz). [A corrup-
tion of affidavit.^ An affidavit. [Slang.]
Davy Jones (da'vi jonz). [A humorous name,
at the origin of which many guesses have been
made.] Naut., the spirit of the sea; a sea-
devil.

This same Davy Jones, according to the mythology of

sailors, is the fiend that presides over all the evil spirits
of the deep, and is seen in various shapes warning the de-
voted wretch of death and woe. Smollett.

Davy Jones's locker, the ocean ; specifically, the ocean
regarded as the grave of all who perish at sea.

Davy lamp, Davy's lamp. See davy*.
davyne (da'vin), . [Better davine, < NL. da-

I'ina.] A Vesuvian mineral related to cancri-
nite : in part, perhaps, identical with micro-
sommite.

davyum (da'vi-um), . [NL., better "darium;
so called after Sir H. Davy : see davite.] A met-
al of the platinum group, whose discovery was
announced in 1877 by Kern of St. Petersburg.
He found it associated with the metals rhodium and iridi-

nin in some platinum ores, and described it as a hard sil-

very metal, slightly ductile, extremely infusible, and hav-

ing a density of 9.385 at '25 C. Its existence as an element
has not been established.

dawj
t (da), v. i. [< ME. dawen, dagen (also daien,

dayen: see day*, v.) = AS. dagian (= D. da-

gen = MLG. LG. dagen = G. tagen = Icel.

daga = Sw. dayas = Dan. dages), become day,
< dceg, day: see day1

,
and cf. dawn.] To be-

come day ; dawn.

Tyl the day dawede these damseles dauusede,
That men rang to the resurreccioun ; and with that ich

awakede. Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 471.

The cock doth craw, the day doth daw.
The Wife of Usher's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 216).

daw2
(da), . [< ME. daice = OHG. Idha, MHG.

tdhe, with dim. tdhele, tale, talle, also tul, tole,

dole, Q. dohle, a daw; cf. ML. tacula, It. taccola,
a daw, from MHG. The same word appears as
the second element of caddow, q. v.] 1 . A jack-
daw. See dawcock.

The windy clamour of the daws. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. A foolish, empty fellow. [Prov. Eng.]
At thi tabull nether crache ne claw,
Than men wylle sey tliou arte a daw.

llabees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 25.

dawk
To hear the pratling of any such Jack Straw,
For when hee hath all done, I compte him but a very daw.

It. Edwards, Damon and Pythias.

3. A sluggard; a slattern. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]
I will not be ane daw, I wyl not sleip.

(Javin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 452.

But I see that but [without] spinning I'll never be braw,
But gae by the name of a dilp or a da.

A. Itoss, Helcnore, p. 135.

daw3 (da),. [Sc. and E. dial.; a var. of dow, do2 ,

q.v.] I. in trans. To thrive; prosper; recover
health or spirits.

II. traits. To cause to recover one's spirits;

hearten; encourage; cheer.

Tyll with good rapps
And heuy clappes

lie dawde him up again.
Sir T. More, Four Things.

Daw thou her up. and I will fetch thee forth

Potions of comfort, to repress her pain.

Greene, James IV'., v.

daw4t(da),r.. [Seeadow2.] To daunt; frighten.

She thought to daw her now as she had done of old.

Rumens mul Juliet, Malone's Suppl. to Shak., I. 333.

dawbt, v. and . See daub.

dawcockt (da'kok), n. A male daw; a jack-
daw

; hence, figuratively, an empty, chattering
fellow.

The dosnel daivcock comes dropping among the doctors.

Withatu, Diet., p. 558.

dawd, . See daud.

dawdle (da'dl), .
; pret. and pp. dawdled, ppr.

dawdling. [A colloq. word, appar. a var. of dad-

die.] 1. intrans. To idle; waste time; trifle;
loiter.

Mrs. Bennet, having dawdled about in the vestibule to
watch for the end of the conference, . . . entered the
breakfast-room. Jan* Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 95.

Next to the youth who has no calling, he is most to be

pitied who toils without heart, and is therefore forever

dawdling loitering and lingering, instead of striking
with all his might.

IF. Matheu'i, Getting on in the World, p. 165.

II. trans. To waste by trifling : with away: as,
to dawdle away a whole forenoon.

dawdle (da'dl), w. [< dawdle, v.] A trifler
;
a

dawdler. [Rare.]
Where is this dawdle of a housekeeper?

Colinan and Garriek, Clandestine Marriage, i. 2.

dawdler (da'dler), n. One who dawdles; a
trifler ; an idler.

dawdling (da'dling),^.. Sauntering; idling.
There is the man whose rapid strides indicate his ex-

citement, and the slow and dawdling walk indicative of

purposeless aim. F. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 66.

daw-dressing (da'dres'tng), n. The assump-
tion of qualities one is not entitled to

;
the as-

sumption of the achievements or claims of an-
other as one's own: in allusion to the fable

of the daw that dressed itself with peacock's
feathers. [Bare.]
They would deem themselves disgraced had they been

guilty, even in thought, of a simulation similar to this

howbeit not in danger of being ignomiiiiously plucked for
so contemptible a daw-dressing. Sir W. Hamilton.

dawdy (da'di), n. and a. Same as doicdy.

dawet, n. A Middle English form (in oblique
cases) of day1 Of dawet, of dawest, oflife-dawet,
out of life : with do or bring. See adaw'2, etymology.

Alle that nolde turne to God he brougt hem soue of
dawe. Holy liood (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

daw-fish (da/fish), n. [Appar. a corruption of

dog-_fish.] The lesser dog-fish, one of the scyl-
lioid sharks. [Orkneys.]
dawing (da'ing), . [< ME. dawyng, dawinge,
dawunge, < AS. dagung, dawn, verbal n. of da-

gian, become day, dawn : see daw1
, and cf . dawn-

ing.] The first appearance of day; dawn;
dawning. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

And ek the sonne, Titan, gan he chide,
And seyde, "O fol, wel may men the despise,
That hast the Dawyng al nyght by till side."

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 14G6.

Late at e'en, drinking the wine,
And ere they paid the lawing

They set a combat them between,
To fight it in the dau-ing. Old ballad.

dawish (da'ish), a. [< daw2 + -isli 1 .] Like a
daw.
dawk1

(dak), H. [E. dial.
;
a var. of doltf, q. v.]

A hollow or an incision, as in timber.

Observe if any hollow or dawks be in the length.
J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

dawk1
(dak), v. t. [Also written dnuk ; < dawk1

,

.] To cut or mark with an incision.

Should they :'pply that side of the tool the edge lies on,
the swift coming about of the work would . . . jobb the

edge into the stuff
,
and so da ick it.

J. Uoxtm, Mechanical Exercises.

dawk2
,
n. See dak.



dawkin

dawkint, . [Also ilmd-in ; < ME. Daiclcin (also,
as in mod. E., linn-kin :nnl linirl.-iii-.; as sur-

names), a dim. of Ihnr, li/ui; , a reduced form of

Dari<l.~\ A fool
;
a simpleton.

dawra (dam), H. [Also written ilnum, repr.
Hind, ilniii.] An Kasl Indian copper coin of
the value of one fortieth of a rupee.
dawn (dan), r. /. [< MK. ilmna-n (lato and
rare), sulistitiited, through influence of earlier
noun <linriiiiii/r (see ilniriiini/), for reg. tin in n.

dagi'ii, iliih-H. ilnyi-ii, dawn : see ilitic*, day 1
.]

1. To become day; begin to grow light in the

morning; grow light: as, the morning ttuirn.-,-.

It began to (/ toward the tlrst day of the week.
Mat. xxviii. 1.

2. To begin to open or expand; begin to

show intellectual light or power: as, his genius
dawned.

Whether thy hand strike out sonic free design,
Where life awakes uml i/<nri.s at cv'ry line.

/'"/"'. 'I'" Nlr - Jervas.

3. To begin to become visible in consequence
of an increase of light or enlightenment, liter-

ally or figuratively; begin to open or appear:
as, the truth daicns upon him.

Brightest ami best of the sons of the morning !

Daicu on our ilarkrn -s.s ami lend us thine aid.

Bp. lleber. Hymn.
I waited underneath the dawning hills.

Tennyson, <Knoin-.

There has been gradually iln ii-ninn upon those who think
the conviction that a state-church is not so much a reli-

gious as a political institution.
//. HiKiwcr, Social Statics, p. 338.

dawn (dan), . [< dawn, v. The older nouns
are daiving and dawning.'] 1. The first appear-
ance of daylight in the morning.

Fairest of stare, last in the train of night,
If better thou belong not to the dawn.

MUton, P. L., v. 167.

Full oft they met, as riau-nand twilight meet
In northern clime.

l.iiiivtl. Legend of Brittany, ii. 5.

2. First opening or expansion; beginning;
rise; first appearance: as, the dawn of intel-

lect
;
the dawn of a new era.

Such as creation's dawn )>eheld, thou rollest now.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 182.

But no cloud could overcast the dawn of so much genius
and so much ambition. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

High dawn, the first indications of daylight seen above a
hank of clouds, (jualtruugh, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 224.

Low dawn, daybreak on or near the horizon, the first

streaks of light being low down. Qttaltrough, Boat Sail-
er's Manual, p. m.
dawnering (da'ner-ing), p. a. Same as dander-

ing.
I lead a strange dawnering life at present ; in general

not a little relieved and quieted.
Carlyle, ill Froude, I. 108.

dawning (da'ning), . [< ME. dawitinge, dawen-

yngt', daii/rniitg. daii-iiing, dainiitg, etc., an al-

teration, through the influence of Sw. Dan.
dagning, dawn, Icel. dagan, dogun, dawn, = D.

dagende (ot. Icel. dtegn, dogii = Sw. dyyu =
Dan. dogn, day and night, 24 hours), of the reg.
ME. dawingc, dawunge, < AS. dagiing, dawn, <

dagian, dawn, become day : see dawn and daw 1
.']

1. The first appearance of light in the morn-
ing; daybreak; dawn.
On the morowe, in the (ftinniffi^rt', the tidinges com in

to the town that the Uuke was dcdc.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 77.

Alas poor Harry of England, he longs not for the dawn-
iny as we do. Shale., Hen. V., iii. 7.

2. First advent or appearance ; beginning.
Moreover always in my mind I hear
A cry from out the dawnin;/ of my life.

JVnnywn, Coming of Arthur.

dawpate (da'pat), H. [< daw? + pate.] A sim-

pleton.
dawsonite (da'son-it), w. [After J. W. Dun-nun
of Montreal (born 1820).] A hydrous carbon-
ate of sodium and aluminium, occurring in
white-bladed crystals at Montreal, and in the

province of Siena in Italy.

dawt, daut (dat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. daictnl or

datrtit, ppr. duirting. [Sc.; hardly the same
as dote1

, q. v.] To regard or treat with affec-
tion

; pet ;
caress

;
fondle.

I'll set thee on a chair of gold,
Ami ititut thee kindly on my knee.

IjirdJuinif /)n.;'i' (
( 'Mld's ballads, IV. 13!)).

Much dun-ted by the gods is he,
U'ha' to the Indian plain

Sui-ivKHfu' ploughs the wally sea.
And safe ruturns again.

Kainsay, The Poet's Wish.

dawtie, dawty (dii'ti), H. [Sc., dim. from
dtnrt.~] A beloved child; a darling; a child
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much fondled through affection: frequently
used as a term of endearment.

It's ten to ane ye're nae their ilu:'i>

Shirrrj, Poems, p. 333.

day 1
(dii), H. [Early mod. E. also days, date;

< MK. day, ilni, ill i, ditgi; dairi', ila-yc, etc., <

AS. dirg, pi. dagii.i. = OS. dag = OFries. tin, ili

= MIX?, ilncli, LO. dag = D. dag = OHG. toe,
M Hi!. Inc. (>. In;/ = Icel. dagr = Sw. Dan. iliig

= Goth. dtii/H, day; akin to AS. (poet.) dogor
Icel. iliii/r, day. Possibly ult. < Ind.-Eur.

\/ "dhayli, Skt. ^/ dull, burn. Not connected
with L. dies, day (see dial). Hence date 1 and
</(()(.] 1. The period during which the sun is

above the horizon, or shines continuously on

any given portion of the earth's surface; the
interval of light, in contradistinction to that of

darkness, or to night; the period between the

rising and the setting of the sun, of varying
length, and called by astronomers the artificial

day.
And God called the light Unit, and the darkness he

called Night. Gen. i. 5.

And always, night and day, he was in the mountains.
Mark v. 5.

It was the middle of the <lnii.

Ever the weary wind went on.

Tennyson, Itying Swan.

Hence 2. Light; sunshine.

Let us walk honestly, as in the day. Rom. xiif. 13.

It is directly in your way, we have day enough to per-
form our journey, and, a you like your entertainment,
you may there repose yourself a day or two.

Cotton, In Walton'8 Angler, ii. 226.

While the day,
Descending, struck athwart the hall, and shot
A flying splendour out of brass and steel.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.

3. The whole time or period of one revolution
of the earth on its axis, or the space of twenty-
four hours; specifically, the interval of time
which elapses between two consecutive returns
of the same terrestrial meridian to the sun. in
this latter specific sense it is called the natural, nolar, or
astronomical day. Since the length of this day is cont inn-

ally varying, owing to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit
and the obliquity of the ecliptic, a mean solar day (the cioil

day) is employed, which is the average period of one rero-
lution of the earth on iU axis relative to the sun's position
considered as fixed. The day of twenty-four hours may be
reckoned from noon to noon, as in the agronomical or
nautical day, or from midnight to midnight, as in the civil

day recognized in the United States, throughout the Brit.

ish empire, and in most of the countries of Europe. The
Babylonians reckoned the civil day from sunrise to sun-
rise ; the r mbriuns. from noon to noon : the Athenians and
Hebrews, from sunset to sunset; and the Romans, from
midnight to midnight
And the evening and the morning were the first day.

Gen. I. 6.

My lord, I cannot be so soon provided ;

Please you, deliberate a day or two.

Shot., T. G. of V., i. 3.

4. A particular or regularly recurring period
of twenty-four hours, assigned to the doing
of some specified thing, or connected with
some event or observance: as, settling-day;
bill-rfay.

Knipp's maid comes to me, to tell me that the women's
'/"." at the playhouse is to-day, and that therefore I must
be there, to encrease their profit. P'pyt, Diary, IV. a).

Specifically (a) An anniversary; the particular day on
which some event is commemorated : as, St. Bartholo-
mew's day ; a birthday; New Years day. (/) The regu-
larly recurring jieriod in each week set apart for some par-
ticular purpose, as for receiving calls, etc.

Mr. Gayman, your servant ; you'll be at my Aunt Susan's
this Afternoon ; 'tis her Day, you know.

Soittnem, Maid's Last Prayer, i.

You have been at my Lady Whitter's upon her Day,
M.i' l:i in'- Contrreve, Double-Dealer, iii. 9.

Ladies, however, have their day*, and afternoon tea is

as much an institution in Australia as at home.
Arch. forbe. Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 75.

5. Time. (t) Specified interval or space of
time : as, three years' day to do something ;

he
was absent for a year's day. (&t) Time to pay ;

credit. [2Ywe is now used in this sense.]
Faith, then, I'll pray ymi. 'cause he is my neighbour,
To take a hundred poiin.l. and give him day.

B. Janton, Tale of a Tub, iv. 1.

(r) Period of time.

At twenty-one, in a day of gloom and terror, he was
placed at the head of the administration.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

(d) Appointed time
; set period; appointment.

After long waiting, A- large expences, though he kepte
not day with them, yet he came at length * tooke them
In, in }" night. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 12.

If my debtors do not keep their day. Dryden.

(e) Definite time of existence, activity, or in-

fluence; allotted or actual term of life, useful-

ness, or glory: as, his day is over.

day
The cat will mew, ami ilug will have his ilini.

.V/.ll., llaml.t, . 1.

Lady Surer. Wliy, truly, Mrs. I'la* kitt has avery prctt>
!:il'-lll. :in<l a -It .It 'Ii ,i! of industry.
SnaJc. 'I'm- . mailam, ami has IM-CII t"l- i.ilih sn<

in ln-r i/.d/. .".'/, riWim, School lor .Vandal, i. 1.

< nn ]it(li- s> sti'iuH have tlirir '/'i'/ ;

They have their day ami roue to U-.

jTrnm/Ai'/i, In Memorial!]. I'rol.

(/) A time or period, as distinguished from
other times or periods; age: commonly used
in i lie plural: as, bygone days ; the days of our
fathers.

M uc-li cruelty did the 1'ataviues suffer in tliin mans dain.

Cwryat, Crudities, I. 158.

In ttntiK nf old there li\ M. of mighty fame,
A valiant prince, mid Theseus was his name.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., I. 1.

6. A distance which may be accomplished in

a day ;
a day's journey. See phrase below.

"Sire Dowel dwclleth," quod Wit, "not a </// ln-mien."

Pie-rg Plwrman (A), x. 1.

Beyond thU lie is the maine lanil and the great riner

Oeuam, on which standcth a Towne called Pomeiock, an. I

six dayen higher, ih.-ir city Skicoak.

Quoted in Cniit. J'lhn .S'iiiiM' Tnie Travels, I. 84.

7. The contest of a day; a battle or combat
with reference to its issue or results: as, to

carry the day.
The trumpets sound retreat, the I/OB is ours.

Shot., 1 lien. IV., v. 4.

Ills nanie struck fear, his conduct won the itnii.

llwKoininon, To the Uuke of York.

All Fools' day. All Saints' day, All Souls' day. See
foul, mint, -v?.Ancient of days. See ancient. An-
niversary day. See a;mivn)i/. Arbor day. Seeor-
bor-day. Ascension day. See (uretuiva. A year and
a day. (a) A full year and an extra day of yruc-c : an old
law term denoting the periixl beyond which certain right*
ceased. See ytar. (fr) A long while; time of uncertain

length. (Humorous. J Banian days. See banian*.

Barnaby day, the day of St. Barnabas. See Barnaby-
briyht.

That man that Is blind, or that will wink, shall see no
more sun upon St. Barnaltie't dan than upon St. Lucle's ;

no more in the summer than in the winter solstice.

Dunne, Sermons, vii.

Bartholomew day, the 24th day of August, on which is

held a festival in honor of St. Bartholomew, one of the
twelve apostles, and which is noted in history as (1)
the day in 1572 on which the great massacre of French
ProtetttanU (called the St. Bartholomew massacre) was
begun in Paris by order of the king, which order was exe-

cuted in other towns on its receipt, last in Bordeaux on Oc-
tober 3d ; (2) the day in 1S82 on which the penalties of the

English Act of Uniformity came into force ; (3) the day on
which a great fair (called Bartholomew fair) was held an-

nually at Smithfleld in London, from 1133 to 1855, whence
the name Bartholomew attached to the names of many ar-

ticles sold there, as Bartholomew baby, Bartholomew pig,
Bartholomew ware, etc. Bill day, in the 1'nited States
House of Representatives, a day (usually Monday of each
week) set apart for the introduction of bills by members.

Black-letter day. See Hack-letter. Break of day.
See break. Canicular days. See canicular.- Childer-
mas day. See Child?rntax. Civil day, the mean solar

day as recognized by the state in civil or legal and busi-
ness transactions. See definition 3, above.- Cleansing
days, clear days. See the adjectives. Commemora-
tion day, commencement day, commission day, con-
tango day. See the qualifying words. Continuation
of days, sec riiittiiiitnttiin.-- costs of the day. see
cugf-i. Daft days. See i/o/(. Dark days. See dor*!.
- Day about, (a) On alternate days; every other day.
(&) A uay in turn ; a hxed recurrent day.

"
Husband," quoth scho, "content am I

To tak the pluche my day about."

Wyf of Attchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 117).

Day by day, daily ; every day ; each day in succession ;

continually ; without intermission of a day.

Day btt dan the sere gon passe.
The pope fur-sate neuer his masse.

Political Poemt, etc. (ed. Furuivall), p. 88.

Withynue Ms brest he kept it daii be day.
Qenerydei (E. E. T. 8.), I. 228.

Day by day we magnify thee.
Book of Common Prayer, Te Drum.

Eating the Lotos day by day. Tennyton, Lotos-Eaters.

Day of abstinence. See abstinence. Day of Brahma,
in Ilitutu myth., l.uuo mahayuga-s or great ages, each equal
to 4,320,000 years. - Day Of doom, the judgment-day.
Day of grace. See grace. Day of trew, a diet or meet-
ing to treat of a truce or to settle disputes.

With lettres to diners person is on the Bordouris, for the
day of tretc to be haldin eftir the diete of Anwic.

Accounts of Lord Jliyh Treasurer (1473X

Days in bane, in Kny. lav, days set apart by statute or
by order of the court when write are to be returned, or
when the party shall appear upon the writ served. Days
in court, opportunity for appearance to contest a case.

Day's journey, a somewhat loose mode of measuring dis-

tance, especially in the East. The day's journey of a man
on foot may be estimated at alx>ut 20 to 24 English milei,
but if the journey is for many days, at almut 171. * day's
journey i m lie irschuck may l>e taken at aliont 28 to 30 miles.
In a caravan journey with camel* the day's journey is about
:;n inilrs for :t short distance, but on an extended line some-
what less. Tlie mean rate of the daily march of an army
is about 14 miles in a line of from .-i'jM to ten marches ;

but for a single march, or even two or three, the distance

may be a mile or two longer, or for a forced march twice
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unit. Day's work, (n) The work of one day. (b) Naut.,

the account or reckoning of a ship's course for twenty-four

hours, from noon to noon. Decoration day, Derby
day, Dominion day, Easter day. See the qualifying

words Eating days, days on which the eating of meat
was allowed in tlie Anglican Church before the Reforma-

tion.

Upon eatiinge dayes at dynner by eleven of the clocke,

a first dynner in the tyme of high masse for carvers.

Mules of the House of Princess Cecill (Edw. III.).

Eimeatical days. See enneatical. Evacuation day.
See eaaeuatian. Fast day. Sxefast-day. For ever and
a day. Seeeiwr. Good day. Keugmil. Grand days.m

Ere this-day-month come and gang,

My wedded wife ye'se be.

ISlancheJleur and Jellyflorice (Child's Ballads, I\ . 298).

To carry the day. See carry. To have seen the day,
to have lived in or witnessed the time when such and such

a tiling or circumstance was different from what it is now.

An old woman is one that hath seene the day, and is

commonly ten yeares younger or ten yeares older by her

owne confession than the people know she is.

J. Stephens, Essays (1615).

Oh Tibbie, I ha'e seen the day
Ye wad lia been sae shy.

Burns, Tibbie, I ha'e seen the day.

-With-
hout
ittee

woodchucff day, unuer wooacnucK. niticyuii uaya. ^>cu ^.j^m..^. ,v^..~., ,. .. vv v~ ... -W>

halcyon. High day. See high. Holy-Cross day, a fes- chuck.

tival observed in the Greek and Roman Catholic churches day1
! (da), r. [< ME. dayen, daien, var. of dawen,

on September 14th, in commemoration of the exaltation of
dagen, < AS. dagian, become day, < Ateg, day:
see daw 1

, r.] I. intrans. To become day ;
dawn :

day-long

day-flier (da'ni"er), . Au animal that flies

by day.
day-flower (da'flou'er), . The popular name
of plants of the genus Commeliiia.

day-fly (da'fll), n. [= D. dagMegje = Dan.

diignjluc = Sw. dagfluga; cf. G. eintagsfliege,

one-day's-fly.'] A May-fly : a popular name of

the neuropterous insects of the family Eplieme-

tionof the Cross, under crosl. Holy days, daysset apart

by the church in especial commemoration of certain sacred

persons or events. Inauguration day, March 4th, the

on which the Congress of the North American colonies of

Oreat Britain (afterward the United States) passed the De-

claratiou of Independence (July 4th, 1776). Its anniversary
is observed as a national holiday. [U. S.]- Innocents'
day See i,mocent.-In one's born days. See bomL-
Intercalary day. See bisxext

oil which any legal act may be p

same as

H. trans. To put on from day to flay; ao.-

journ gee (laying.

\

" pt?P
osed to

,

be Y"f
up
a
tio

rau?One of the compartments of a mul-
Honed window.

Same as do/1
.

Same as
,
n. same as

.
-

xtm. Lawful day, a day dayal (da'yal), n. [Native name ;
also written

performed ; a week-day, as
aahil, q. V.] A magpie-robin; a bird of the

for rest dllT- Day-fly (Ephemera (Potamanthus) marginatus}, natural size.

tlrst day of a new year. Having come from a day-bed, where I have left Olivia

ceping. Shak., T. N., ii. 5.And also Newyers Day, sumtyme bakward, sumtyme sleeping.

forward, both Day and liygllt, in gret fer be the coste of
jfar Is the grcat coul;h up the Duke of Medina sent?

Turkey. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 59. Altea. 'Tis up and ready.

Nine days' wonder. See wonder. Offering day. See Marg. And day-beds in all chambers 1

o/criiig. Officer Of the day. See officer. One day. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, ill. 1.

(a) On a certain or particular day, referring to time past.
(Jayl)erry (da'ber*i), n.

; pi. dayberries (-17.).

One day when Phoebe fair
[Also dial, deberry ; < day (day1

^) + berry
1

. ]

Au English name for the wild gooseberry.

Lay-blindness (da' blind "nes), n. The com-
mon name for the visual defect by which ob-

jects are seen distinctly only by artificial light :

the opposite of daysight. Also called night-sight,
nocturnal sight, and by medical writers either hemera-

lopia or nyctalopia, according to their definition of these

With all her band was following the chase.

Spenser.

(b) At an indefinite future time; on some day in the fu- day-blindneSS (da
' blind "nes), n.

ture.

I hope to see you one day fitted with a husband.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1.

Heaven waxeth old, and all the spheres above
Shall one day faint. Sir J. Dames.

^io^^n^?f^will
8

attend
a
to

n

ito^
l

A?M
;

rfa!^

1- day-book (da'buk), n. [= D. dagboek = G.

Order of the toy. liee order. Kalny day. *See rainy, tagebuch = Dan. dagbog = Sw. dagbok, a diary.]
Red-letter day. See red-letter. St. Andrew's day, If. A diary or chronicle.

a festival observed on November 30th in honor of St..An- Diarium [L.]. . . . Registre journel [F.]. ... A daw
drew, the patron saint of Scotlaml.-St. Crispins day. bmke conteiniiig such acts, deeds, and matters as are dailie
See Crispin. St. David's day, a festival observed by the d

'

\oiaenclalor
Welsh on March 1st in honor of their patron saint, St.

David, bishop of St. David's in Pembrokeshire, who flour-

ished in the fifth and sixth centuries, and is said to have
lived to the age of 110. St. George's day, April 23d, the

day observed in honor of St. George, the patron saint of

England. St. Nicholas's day, December 6th, the day
observed in honor of St. Nicholas, the patron saint of sail-

ors, merchants, travelers, and captives, and of several

countries, especially in medieval times, and reverenced

especially by the Dutch (under the name of Santa Glaus,
made familiar in America by the Dutch settlers) as the

guardian of children. St. Patrick's day, March 17th,
the day observed by the Irish in honor of St. Patrick, the

don

The many rarities, riches and monuments of that sacred

building, the deceased benefactors whereof our day-bookes
make mention. Lansdoiene MS. (1634), 213.

2f. Naut., a log-book. 3. In bookkeeping, a
book in which the transactions of the day are
entered in the order of their occurrence

;
a book

of original entries, or first record of sales and
purchases, receipts, disbursements, etc.

Primary records, or day-books, for each distinct branch
of business. Waterston, Cyc. of Commerce.

[Cf. Dan. dagbrtek-
ning = Sw. dagbrackning.] The dawn or first

appearance of light in the morning.
I watch'd the early glories of her eyes,

As men for daybreak watch the eastern skies.

Dryden.

A name given by miners
to the upper stratum of coal, as being nearest

apostle and patron saint of Ireland, who is supposed to Hnvbrpnlr
have died about 460.-St. Swlthm's day, July 15th, "*",?,,
a festival in honor of St. Swithin, bishop of Winchester,

'

852 - 862. When he was canonized within the next cen-

tury, the monks desired in transfer his remains from the

churchyard at Winchester, where he had at his own re-

quest been buried, to the cathedral, and selected July 16th
as the date. Heavy rains lasting for forty days delayed , 1 ., ,. -..

the transfer : hence the popular saying that, if rain falls aay-COal (da kol), n.

on St. Swithin's day, it is sure to rain continuously for

forty days. St. Valentine's day, February 14th. See

cessive'transits of^ffive? star "'it^uniforniiy em'iaT'to day-dream (da'drem), n. A reverie
;
a castle in

23 hours, 56 minutes, 4.098 seconds, or 3 minutes 55.91 sec- the air
;
a visionary fancy, especially of wishes

onds less than the mean solar day. Still days, a name gratified or hopes fulfilled, indulged in when
given by the Angl -Saxons to Aiauni Thursday, Good

awake; an extravagant conceit of the fancy or

thankagimng. The day. (a) The period or time spoken imagination.
The vain and unprincipled Belle-Isle, whose whole life

was one wild day-dream of conquest and spoliation.
Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

day-dreamer (da'dre'mer), n. One who in-

dulges in day-dreams ;
a fanciful, sanguine

schemer; one given to indulging in reveries

.. , , __. , ,
or to building castles in the air.

late). The days of creation, the periods of creative day-dreaming (da'dre"ming), n. Indulgence in
energy into which the first chapter of Genesis divides the ,-pvprip* or i fanciful nnrl MT<rmn.
creation or formation of the world. The nature of these

schemes,

days cannot be determined from the language of the chap-
ter, the literal meaning of which is, there was evening (the
close of a period of light), and there was morning (the close

of ; time then (or now) present.

Looks freshest in the fashion of the day.
Tennyson, The Epic.

(l>) To-day: as, how are ye the day! [Scotch.]

But we maun a' live the day, and have our dinner.

Scott, Waverley, xlii.

The day before (or after) the fair, too early (or toe

To one given to day-dreaming, and fond of losing him-
self in reveries, a sea voyage is full of subjects for medi-
tation. Irmwj, Sketch-Book, p. 18._____ ________ ...... ,_________ofa period of darkness), one day. The Great Day of dav-rlrpamv (da'dvfi"mi1 n Ttplatitu/ to nr

Expiation. See exinatian. The Other day lately re- ,
y a ^my. \,

ai ml ' *
.

Kelaung
.J

cently ; not long ago. abounding m day-dreams ; given to building
Celia and I, the other Day,

castles in the air. [Bare.]
Walk'd o'er the Saud-Hilis to the Sea. day-feeder (da'fe"der), n. An animal that

Prior, Lady's Looking-Glass. feeds by day. W. H. Flower.
The time of day, a greeting: as, to pass the time of day. day-fevert (da'fe"ver), n. The sweating-sick-
Not worth the time of day. Shak., Pericles, iv. 4. ness. Davies.

rid<e : so called because, however long they

may live in the larval state, in their perfect
form they exist only from a few hours to a few

days, taking no food, but only propagating and
then dying. See Ephemeridai.
day-hole (da'hol), n. In coal-mining, any head-

ing or level communicating with the surface.

day-house (da'hous), n. in astrol., the house
ruled by a planet by day. Thus, Aries is the day-
house of Mars, Gemini of Mercury, Libra of Venus, Sa-

gittarius of Jupiter, and Aquarius of Saturn.

dayhouse (da'hous), n. See deyhouse.

dayingt (da'ing), n. [Verbal n. of day1
,
v .] A

putting off from day to day ; procrastination.
I will intreate him for his daughter to my sonne in mar-

riage ; and if I doe obtaine her, why should I make any
more dayiny for the matter, but marrie them out of the

way? Terence in English (1614).

day-labor (da'la"bor), n. Labor hired or per-
formed by the day ;

stated or fixed labor.

Doth God exact day-labour, light denied?

Milton, Sonnets, xiv.

day-laborer (da'la"bor-er), n. One who works

by the day.
In one night, ere glimpse of morn,

His shadowy nail hath thresh'd the corn,
That ten day-labourers could not end.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 109.

daylight (da'Ht), n. [< ME. daylyht, dailiht,
etc.

;
< day1 + Ugh ft.'] 1. The light of day; the

direct light of the sun, as distinguished from

night and twilight, or from artificial light.

Or make that morn, from his cold crown
And crystal silence creeping down,
Flood with full daylight glebe and town ?

Tennyson, Two Voices.

2. Daytime as opposed to night-time ;
the time

when the light of day appears ; early morning.
Vysytynge the holy place aforesayd, seying and heryng

masses vnto tyme it was day light.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

3. The space left in a wine-glass between the

liquor and the brim, and not allowed when
bumpers are drunk, the toast-master calling

out, "No daylights!" [Slang.] 4. pi. The
eyes. [Slang.]

If the lady says such another word to me, d n me, I

will darken her daylights. Fielding, Amelia, i. 10.

5. A name of the American spotted turbot,

Lophopsetta maculata, a fish so thin as to be
almost transparent, whence the name. Also
called window-pane To burn daylight. See&i .

daylighted (da'li"ted), . [< daylight + -P.]
Light; open. [Rare.]
He who had chosen the broad, ilaiiliiihtnl unencum-

bered paths of universal skepticism, found himself still

the bondslave of honor.
H. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 215.

day-lily (da'lil"i), n. A familiar garden-plant
of the genus Hemerocallis : so called because
the beauty of its flowers rarely lasts over one

day.

day-long (da'long), a. [< ME. "daylong, < AS.
duylaity, < daig, day, + lung, long.] Lasting all

day.



day-long
All about tin- Mi-Ida you ciiuuht

His weary (/<('//'</*.'/ fliirpin^.
'/' nni/,">n, Tin I'.i'.ok.

daylyt, "- AM obsolete form of iliiily.

daymaidt, deymaidt (dii'mad), . [< <t<iy, =
</<//', + inniil.\ A ilairym;iiil.

dayman (du'nmu), .; pi. ilni/mni (-men). A
day-laborer; one liiri-il by tin- il;i\.

daymare (dii'milr), . [< day 1 + r2
; cf.

Hiiiiitiiiiiri-.] A feeling resembling that experi-
enced in nightmare, but felt while' awake.

Till- i/nifni"!-'-, S|.Icrll, hy uhnsr false pleas
Mcll prove liu-le suicides of case.

I,'," II Til.- Sjilccll.

A HXINM mlr. IM.-II! that I was obliged In ln-ar, a il'tinn""

that t (M-II WAS 110 ]iii--iln]it y uf hl-t-akill^ ill, 11 Url'.'lil Unit
brooded OH my wits, and liluntr<l tlirni!

iiirknix, David Copparflold, vin.

day-nett (da'net), . A uet for catching small
birds, as lurks, martins, etc. Duties.

As larks CIUIH- down In a day-net, many vain readers
will tarry ami stand ua/iu^ like silly passengers at an
antic picture in a painters simp.

Burton, Aunt, of Mel., To the Reader, p. 18.

day-nurse (da'ners), n. A woman or girl who
taKes care of children during the day.
day-nursery (da'ner'se-ri), n. A place where
poorwomen may leave their children to be taken
care of during the day, while the mothers are
at work.
The day-nurseries which benevolence has established

for the care of these little ones are truly a blessing to the

poor mothers. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 6SS.

day-owl (da'oul), . An owl that flies abroad
by day ; specifically, the hawk-owl, Surnia
ulula, one of the least nocturnal of its tribe.

day-peep (da'pep), n. The dawn of day; dawn.
The honest Oardener, that ever since the day-peepe, till

now the Sutme was growne somewhat ranke, had wrought
painfully about his bankes and seed-plots.

Milton, On Def. of llumh. Reiuonst.

day-rawet, . [ME., also dayreicc, < d<n/ +
rain; n-ice, row, in ref. to the line of the hori-
zon at dawn : see day^ and row2.] The dawn.

Tlie eiigles in the daye-revx bloweth heore beme [trum-
pets]. Old Kng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 163.

Qweii the day-rawe rase, he rysis belyfe.
Kin<j Alixaumter, p. 14.

day-room (da'rom), n. A ward of a prison in
which the prisoners are kept during the day.
day-rule, day-writ (da'rdl, -rit), n. In Eng.
law, formerly, a rule or order of court per-
mitting a prisoner in the King's Bench prison,
etc., to go without the bounds of the prison for
one day.
day-scholar (da'skol"ar), n. 1. A scholar or

pupil attending a day-school. 2. A scholar
who attends a boarding-school, but who boards
at home.
day-school (da'skol), n. 1. A school the ses-
sions of which are held during the day: op-
posed to night-school. 2. A school in which
the pupils are not boarded: distinguished from
IxHirdiiig-xehool.

dayshin'e (da'shln), n. Daylight. [Bare.]
Wherefore waits the madman there

Naked ill open daughinef
Tennyson, Gareth and Lyuette.

daysight (da'sit), n. Same as night-blindness.
daysman (daz'man), M.

; pi. daysmen (-men).
[\ (lay's, poss. of dayl, + man ; that is. one
who appoints a day for hearing a cause.] 1.
An umpire or arbiter

;
a mediator.

If neighbours were at variance, they ran not straight to law,
l>nii-niHtn took up the matter, and cost them not a straw.

Xew Cuttome, i. 280.

Neither is there any daysman betwixt us. Job i.\. 33.

2f. A day-laborer; a dayman.
He is a good days-man, or journeyman, or tasker.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 105.

dayspring (da'spring), . The dawn
;
the be-

ginning of the day, or first appearance of light.
The iliii/Kiirijifi from on hinh hath visited us. Luke i. 78.

So all ere daii*i>rin>!, under conscious niLrht.

Secret they nnish d. Milton, 1'. I... vi. .V21.

day-Star (da'star), H. [< ME. daysterre, dai-
sterrv (also diiistern, daystarni; after Scaud.), <

AS. dtegsteorra, the morning star, < darg, day, +
steorra, star.] 1. The morning star. Sec

I meant the daystar should not brighter rise.

/.'. Jonxon.

2. The sun, as the orb of day.
So sinks tile </i/-,s/<(/- in the ocean bed.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 168.

day-tale (da'tal), n. and a. I. n. The amount
of work done during the day : work done by a
day-laborer. See daytaler.

ll. a. Hired by the day. Sterne__ Day-tale
pace, a slow pace. [Prov. Eng.J
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daytaleman (da'tal'inan), //. Same as day-
Inli r.

daytaler (da'ta'16r), n. [E. dial, also dataler,
tlaitttr; < ilai/tal<- + -er.] A day-laborer; a
laborer, not one of the regular hands, who works
by the day. [Prov. Eng.]
daytime (da'tim), . That part of the day dur-

ing which the sun is above the horizon
;
the

time from the first appearance to the total dis-

appearance of the sun.

In the iliiiitii/K- she
I

Faun-
1
sitteth in a watch-tower, and

tlieth most by nielli.

Bacon, Fragment uf an Kstmy on Fame.

daywoman (da'wum'an), .
; pi. dayifinm n

(-wim'en). [< day, = deyi, + woman.] A dairy-
maid. [Kare.]

For this damsel, I must keep her at the park : she in al-

lowed for the iliiH-ieomaa. Shale., L. L. L., i. -'.

day-work (da'werk), n. [= Sc. darg, dark
(see darg), < ME. "daiicerk, < AS. da-gtceorc, <

dajg, day, T weorc, work.] 1. Work by the day ;

day-labor.
True labourer in the vineyard of thy lord,
Ere prime thou hast tb imposed day-work done.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso.

2. Work done during the day, as distinguished
from that done during the night. 3f. An old

superficial measure of land, equal to four

perches.

day-writ, n. See day-rule.
daze (daz), . ; pret. and pp. da:ed, ppr. dazing.
[Early mod. E. also dose, Sc. also spelled daise,

daize; < ME. dasen, stupefy, intr. be stupefied
(different from, but appar. in part confused
with, daswen, daseiceii, become dark or dim), <

Icel. "dasa, reflex, dasask, become weary or ex-

hausted, lit. daze one's self, = Dan. dose = 8w.
rfosa, lie idle. Connection with doze doubtful :

see doze. See also dare2 . Hence freq. dazzle.

Cf. dasiberd, dastard.'} I. trans. 1. To stun or

stupefy, as with a blow or strong drink ; blind,
as by excess of light ;

confuse or bewilder, as

by a shock.

For he was dated of the dint and half dede him gemyd.
Kitnj Alitaunder, p. 13ti.

Some extasye
Assotted had his seuce, or dazed was his eye.

Spenser, If. Q., III. viii. 22.

Some Hush'd and others aazcd, as one who wakes
Half-blinded at the coming of a light.

Tennygon, Coming of Arthur.

2. To spoil, as bread or meat when badly baked
or roasted. [Prov. Eng.]

Il.t intrans. 1. To be stunned or stupefied ;

look confused.

Thin eyeu dasen. Chaucer, Prol. to Manciple's Tale, L 31.

2. To be blinded or confused, as by excess of

light.
Whose more than eagle-eyes

Can view the glorious flames of gold, and gaze
On glittering ln-ams of honor, and not daze.

Quarle, Emblems, ill., Entertainment.

3. To wither; become rotten.

daze (daz), n. 1. The state of being stunned,
stupefied, or confused.

As Mrs. Gaylord continued to l(jok from her to Hartley
in her daze, Marcia added, simply, "We're engaged,
mother." Howetlt, Modern Instance, iv.

2. In mining, a glittering stone.

dazed (dazd), p. a. 1. Stunned; stupefied.
"
Let us go," said the one, with a sullen dazed gloom in

his face. Mim De la KamJe (Ouida).

2. Dull; sickly. 3. Spoiled, as ill-roasted
meat. 4. Haw and cold. 5. Cold; benumbed
with cold. 6. Of a dun color. [In the last five

senses prov. Eug. and Scotch.]
dazedly (da'zed-li), adv. In a dazed, bewilder-
ed, or stupid manner.
dazedness (da/zed-nes), . The state of being
dazed, stunned, or confused.

dazeg (da'zeg), n. A dialectal form of daisy.
daziet, daziedt. Obsolete spellings of daisy,
dai,iii il.

dazy (da'zi), a. [Sc. also daisy, daisie, etc.; < daze
+ -y.] Cold; raw: as, a da~y day. [Scotch.]

dazzle (daz'l), v.
; pret. and pp. dazzled, ppr.

ilazzliiii/. [Freq. of daze.'] jf. trans. 1. To
overpower with light ;

hinder distinct vision of

by intense light ; dim, as the sight, by excess
of light.

[>ark with excessive bright thy skirts appear,
Yet ilnzzle heaven ; that brightest seraphim
Approach not, but with both wings veil their eyes.

MUton, P. L, ill. 381.

Then did the glorious light of the Cospel shine forth,
and dazzle the eyes even of those who were thought to see
best and furthent. Uf. Atterbui-y, Sermons, I. 111.

2. Figuratively, to overpower or confound by
-pli'iidor or brilliancy, or with show or display
of any kind.

His sparkling eyes, replete with wrathful Are,
M..I-I- ,/.(.>-?../ ami .li.ivc back his enemies
Than mid-day sun, fierce bcut against their fuci-i.

.S'/Ml*-.. 1 III II. VI., I. I.

II. iittrtiHM. It. To be stupefied; be men-
tally confused.

Sure, I dazzle :

Tln-rc cannot he a faith in that foul woman,
That knows no god more mighty than her mischiefs.

BM '">' /'/., .Maid's Trac.-dy, Iv. 1.

2. To be overpowered by light; become un-

steady or waver, as the sight.

I dare not trust these eyes;
They dance In mists, and tlazzlf with surprise.

Ih :/!'. ,!

3. To be overpoweringly or blindingly bright.
4. Figuratively, to excite admiration by bril-

liancy or showy qualities which overbear criti-

cism.
Ah, friend ! to dazzle let the vaiu design.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. ->vj.

dazzle (daz'l), . [(.dazzle, r.] 1. Brightness;
splendor; excess of light.

The arena swam in a dazzle of light.
L. Wallace, Beu-Hur, p. 349.

2. Meretricious display ; brilliancy. Moore.
dazzlement (daz'1-ment), n. ['< iin-:ii' +
-ment.] 1. The act or power of dazzling; daz-

zling effect.

It beat back the sight with a dazzlement.

Doimc, Hist. Septuagint, p. 55.

2. That which dazzles.

Many holes, drilled in the conical turret-roof of this

vagalMind Pharos |a haml-lanthornj, let up spouts of daz-
zlement into the bearer's eyes ... as he paced forth in

the ghostly darkness.
R. L. AtMMM, A Plea for Gas Lamp*.

dazzler (daz'ler), n. One who or that which
dazzles ; specifically, one who produces an ef-

fect by gaudy or meretricious display. [Chiefly
colloq.]
Mr. Lumbey shook his head with great solemnity, as

though to imply that he supposed she must have been
rather a dazzler. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvl.

dazzlingly (daz'ling-li), adv. In a dazzling or

blinding manner ;
confusingly ; astonishingly.

Pompey's success had been dazzlmiily rapid.
Froude, Caesar, p. 131.

dbk. In com., a common contraction for dram-
back.

D-block (de'blok), . [< D (from the shape) +
block1 .] A block formerly bolted to a ship's
side in the channels, and through which tne
lifts were rove.

D. 0. In music, an abbreviation of da capo.
D. 0. L. An abbreviation of Latin doctor civilis

iii/ix. Doctor of Civil Law.
D. D. An abbreviation of Latin (ML.) divinita-

tis doctor, Doctor of Divinity.
d/d. An abbreviation of daytf date (days after

date) used in commercial writings: as, to make
out a bill payable 30 did (30 days after date).
D. D. 8. An abbreviation of Doctor of Dental

Surgery, a degree conferred upon the graduates
of a dental college.
de 1

(de), . [Also written dee, < ME. de, < AS.
de, < L. de, the name of the fourth letter, < d,
its proper sound, + -e, a vowel used with con-
sonants to assist their utterance.] The fourth
letter of the Latin and English alphabets. It is

rarely spelled out, being usually represented by
the simple character. See D, 1.

de2, in-ep. [(1) ME. de, < OF. de, F. de= Sp. Pg. de= it. <!t\<L. <fe, from, of, etc.:seerfc-. (2)<L.d:
see rfi.] 1. A French preposition, found in

English only in some French phrases, as couleur
de rose, or in proper names, as in Simon de ilont-

fort, Coiur de Lion, De Fere, etc., either of Mid-
dle English origin, or modern and mere French.
Its use in such names, following the name proper, and
preceding what was originally, in most cases, the name of
an estate, led to its acceptance as evidence of noble or
gentle descent, corresponding in this to the German r<m
and the liiilrli run. Hut as the particle in proper names
often originated without any such implication, antl has
also been often assumed without authority, it is iu iteeU
of no value as such evidence.

2. A Latin preposition, meaning
' from ' or '

of,'

occurring in certain phrases often used in Eng-
lish : as, de nitvo, anew

; de facto, of fact ;
de

jure, of right.
de-. [(1) ME. de-, < OF. de-, often written des-,

def-, F. ,!,-. ,!<- = Sp. Pg. de- = It. de-, di-, <
L. flc-, prefix, de, prep., from, away from, down
from, out of, of, etc. (2) ME. de-, def-, < OF.
def-, des-, de-, mod. F. de-, < L. dif-, dis-: see



de-

dw-, di/-.] 1. A verb-prefix of Latin origin,

expressing in Latin, and hence with modifica-

tions in modern speech, various phases of the

original meaning 'from, away from, down from.'

(1) Separative, denoting departure or removal 'off, from

nit, Mwny, down, out,' or cessation or removal of the fun-

damental idea: de- privative, equivalent to nil- or dis-

privutive. (2) Completive 'through, out, to the end,'

etc. (3) Intensive : a force often lost in English. (See

examples following.) In some words the separative or

privative force of this prefix is felt in English, as in de-

niiiiiKM', tli'Miiti'. bciiia; ill suc-li meaning often used as ail

English prefix (de- privative), as in decentralize, de-Saxm-

ize, derail, etc. It is less distinctly felt in words like

depress, detract, etc. ; and in many words, where it has in

Latin the completive or intensive force, its force is not
felt in English, as in deride, denote, etc.

2. In some words a reduced form of the origi-

nal Latin prefix din-, Latin de- and <lis- being in

Old French and Middle English more or less

merged in form and meaning (see dis-). See

defer
2

, deface, defame, decry, etc.

-de. A form of -dl
,
-d2

,
or -ed1

,
-ed2 in older

English, as in solde, tolde, fleddc, etc., now ex-

tant only in made, the (contracted) preterit and

past participle of make. See -erf1
,
-ed2 .

deab. n. A kind of dog, the ekia (which see),

deacidification (de"a-sid"i-fi-ka'snon), n. [< de-

priv. + acidification.'] The removal or neutral-

ization of an acid or of acidity.
deacon (de'kn), . [Early mod. E. also deken ; <.

ME. deken, dekyn, decon, deacon, diaene, deakite,

< AS. deacon, didcon = D. deken, diaken = MLG.
diaken = G. diakon, diacomts = Icel. djakn, djdk-

ni, a deacon, = Dan. dean, a parish clerk, = Sw.

djekne, a scholar (Dan. Sw. diakoiius, deacon), =
OF. diaene, diacre, F. diacre = Pr. diacre, diague
= Sp. didcono = Pg. It. diacono, < LL. diaconus
= Goth, diakaunus, a deacon, < Gr. <Skovof, a

servant, waitingman, messenger, eccles. a dea-
con

;
of uncertain origin ; perhaps related to

Aiumiv, pursue, cause to run. The Teut. forms

appear to have been in part confused with the

forms belonging to L. decanus, a dean (see
dean2 ), and with those belonging with G. degen,

etc., AS. tnegn, E. thane (see thane). ~\ 1. Ec-

cles., one of a body of men, either forming an
order of the ministry or serving merely as

elected officers of individual churches, whose
chief duty is to assist a presbyter, priest, or

other clergyman, especially in administering
the eucharist and in the care of the poor, (a) In
the apostolic church, one of an order of ministers or
church-officers, inferior to apostles and presbyters, whose
duty it was to serve at the Lord's Supper, or agape, and to
minister alms to the poor. It is generally believed that the
institution of this office is recorded in Acts vi. 1-6, where,
although the word deacon (JmKOKos, minister) is not used
of the seven persons appointed, the corresponding words
" to minister or serve

"
(Sco/coven') and "ministration

"
(Sia-

jcoia'a) are employed. By an analogy with the Mosaic
hierarchy, St. Clement of Rome in the apostolic age called
the deacons Leuitex, and this use of the word Levite long
remained frequent. (6) In the early Christian church, one
of the third order of the ministry, of lower rank than
bishops and presbyters. The deacons applied complete
unction to men in preparation for baptism, but anointed
women on the forehead only, assisted the celebrant at the
eucharist, read the gospel and made proclamations dur-

ing the liturgy, maintained order in the congregation, and
cared for the poor and sick. Those attached to episcopal
sees acted as the bishop's adjutants, messengers, and rep-
resentatives, and when belonging to a great patriarchal or
metropolitan see possessed much influence. Hence (c)
In the Greek Church, one of the third order of the ministry,
similar in rank and duties to the officer of the same name
in the early church, (d) In the Roman Catholic Church,
a member of the third order of the ministry. He assists
the priest throughout the celebration of the eucharist or
mass, and reads the gospel. The principal assistant to the
celebrant at a solemn celebration is called the deacon,
and vested accordingly, whether in deacon's, priest's, or
bishop's orders. () In the Anglican ( hurch, a member
of the third order of the ministry. His duties are to as-
sist the priest in divine service, especially at the holy
communion, help in distributing the elements to the peo-
ple, read the Scriptures, especially the eucbaristic gospel,
catechize, baptize infants in the absence of the priest
preach if licensed by the bishop, and seek out the sick and
poor and make their wants known to the curate. Deacons
cannot consecrate the eucharist, pronounce absolution, or
give benediction. The bishop, priest, or deacon who acts
as principal assistant at the holy communion is called
the deacon or gospeler. (/) In the Methodist Episcopal
Church, a memter of an order of the ministry next below
that of elder. The deacons are elected by the annual con-
ference, are ordained by the bishop, and are authorized
to assist in the administration of the encharist, to admin-
ister the rites of baptism and marriage, and to perform
the duties of a traveling preacher. (</) In the Baptist and
Congregational churches, one of two or more officers
elected by each church to distribute the elements in the
communion after they have been consecrated by the minis-
ter, and to act as the advisers of the pastor and as the al-
moners of the charities of the church. (A) In the Presby-
terian Church, one of a number of officers elected by a
congregation and ordained by the minister to assist the
session in the care of the poor and in the general manage-
ment of the secular affairs of the church. Deacons are
not always appointed, their place being sometimes sup-
plied by the elders, (t) In the Lutheran Church in the
United States, one of a number of laymen chosen to at-
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tend to the charities and temporalities of a congregation.
With an equal number of elders and the pastor, the dea-

cons constitute the council of each church to manage
its temporal and spiritual affairs, (j) In the Mormon
Church, a subordinate official who acts as an assistant to

the teacher, but has no authority to baptize or administer

the sacrament. Mormon Catechism, xvii.

2. In Scotland, the president of an incorporated

trade, who is the chairman of its meetings and

signs its records. Before the passing of the Burgh
Reform Act the deacons of the crafts or incorporated
trades in royal burghs formed a constituent part of the

town council, and were understood to represent the trades,
as distinguished from the merchants and guild brethren.

The deacon-convener of the trades in Edinburgh and Glas-

gow still continues to be a constituent member of the town
council.

3. [Allusion not clear.] A green salted hide

or skin weighing less than 8 pounds. Cardinal
deacon. See cardinal. Deacons' seat, in New England,
a pew formerly made in the front of the pulpit for deacons
to occupy. Regionary deacon, in the early church, a
deacon attached to one of the seven ecclesiastical regions
into which Rome was divided from very early times. There
was one deacon for each region.

deacon (de'kn), r. t. [< deacon, n.~\ 1. To
make or ordain deacon. 2. To read out, as
a line of a psalm or hymn, before singing it :

sometimes with off: from an ancient custom of

reading the hymn one or two lines at a time, the

congregation singing the lines as read. This office

was frequently performed by a deacon. The custom is

nearly as old as the Reformation, and was made necessary
by the lack of hymn-books when congregational singing
was introduced. See line, o. t.

A prayer was made, and the chorister deaconed the first

two lines. Goodrich, Reminiscences, I. 77.

3. To arrange so as to present a specious and
attractive appearance ; present the best and

largest specimens (of fruit or vegetables) to

view and conceal the defective ones: as, to

deacon strawberries or apples. [Slang, U. S.]

[This sense contains a humorous allusion to the

thrifty habits ascribed to the rural New Eng-
land deacons.] Hence 4. To sophisticate;

adulterate; "doctor": as, to deacon wine or

other liquor. [Slang.] Deaconed veal, veal unfit

for use, as when killed too young. [Connecticut. ]

deaconess (de'kn-es), . [Formerly also dea-

r.onisse ; = D. diakones = G. diakoniss-in = Dan.
diakonisse = F. diaconesse, diaconisse = Sp. Pg.
diaconisa = It. diaconessa, < ML. diaconissa,
fern, of diaconus, deacon: see deacon and -ess.']

1. One of an ecclesiastical order of women in

the early church,who discharged formembers of

their own sex those parts of the diaconal office

which could not conveniently or fitly be per-
formed by men. They acted as doorkeepers and kept
order on the women's side of the congregation, assisted

at the baptism of women and administered the unction
before baptism except the anointing of the forehead,
instructed female catechumens, took charge of sick and
poor women, and were present at interviews of the clergy
with women. Such an order was especially needed in

those Christian countries where Oriental seclusion of wo-
men prevailed. Deaconesses were required to remain un-

married, and were generally selected from the consecrat-
ed virgins or from the order of widows. In the Eastern
Church the order continued into the middle ages, but it

is not certain when it became extinct. In the Western
Church it was abolished by successive decrees of council

during the fifth and succeeding centuries, and became fi-

nally extinct about the tenth. Abbesses were sometimes
called deaconesses after the order became obsolete.

And Rom. xvi., I commende vnto you Phebe, the deacon-
isse of the church of Cenchris. Tyndale, Works, p. 260.

So Epiphanius : There is an order of deaconesses in the
church, but not to meddle, or to attempt any of the holy
offices. Jer. Taylor, Office Ministerial.

2. A member of an order of women more or less

fully established in recent times in several Prot-
estant churches, with duties similar to the pre-
ceding; also, amember of the Institution of Dea-
conesses first established by Pastor Fliedner,
of the United Evangelical Church of Prussia, at
Kaiserswerth in 1836. The latter are wholly devoted,
by engagements for fixed periods, to charitable work, as the
nursing of the sick, etc. They reside in special houses,
which have been established in many parts of the world.

deaconhood (de'kn-hud), . [< deacon + -hood.']
1 . The office or ministry of a deacon

; deacon-
ship. 2. A body of deacons taken collectively.
deaconry (de'kn-ri), n. [< deacon + -n/.] Dea-
couship.
The deacons of all those churches should make up a

common deaconry, and be deacons in common unto all
those churches in an ordinary way, as the other elders.

Goodwin, Works, IV. iv. 188.

deacon-seat (de'kn-set), n. A long settee used
by lumbermen in camp, it is hewn from a single
log, is usually a foot wide and five or six inches thick, anil
is raised about eighteen inches from the floor. [U. S. and
Canada.]

deaconship (de'kn-ship), n. [< deacon + -#/iip.]
The office, dignity, or ministry of a deacon or
deaconess.

Even the apostolate itself [was] called a deaconship.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 31.

dead

dead (ded), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also ded;
< ME. ded, deed, dead, dyad, < AS. dead = OS.
dod = OFries. dad, datlt = MD. D. dood = MLG.
dot, dod, LG. dod = OHG. MHG. tot, G. tot, todt

= Dan. dod = Sw. dod = Icel. daudhr = Goth.

dauths, dead
; orig. a pp. (with suffix -d, -th,

etc. : see -ed2 and -d2 ) of the strong verb repre-
sented by Goth, "diiran (pret. "dan, pp. diwaiis)
= Icel. deyja (pret. do, pp. ddinn), die : see die1 .

Dead is thus nearly equiv. to died, pp. of die.

Cf. death.'] I. a, 1. Having ceased to live;

being deprived of life, as an animal or vege-
table organism ;

in that state in which all the

functions of life or vital powers have ceased
to act

;
lifeless.

The men are dead which sought thy life. Ex. iv. 19.

Old Lord Dartmouth is dead of age.

Walpole, Letters, II. 234.

Hence 2. Having ceased from action or

activity; deprived of animating or moving
force

; brought to a stop or cessation, final or

temporary : as, dead machinery ;
dead affec-

tions.

All hopes of Virginia thus abandoned, it lay dead and
obscured from 1590. till this yeare 1002. that Captaine
Gosnoll, with 32. and himselfe in a small Barke, set sayle
from Dartmouth vpon the 26. of March.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 105.

The crackling embers on the hearth are dead.
//. Coleridge, Night.

The winds were dead for heat. Tennyson, Tiresias.

3. Not endowed with life
;

destitute of life ;

inanimate : as, dead matter. 4. Void of sen-
sation or perception ;

insensible
;
numb : as,

he was dead with sleep ;
dead to all sense of

shame.
The messenger of so unhappie newes
Would faine have dyde : dead was his hart within.

Spenser, V. Q., I. vii. 21.

Everything,
Yea, even pain, was dead a little space.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 367.

That white dome of St. Mark's had uttered In the dead
ear of Venice "Know thou that for all these God will

bring thee into judgment." Ituskin.

5f. Having the appearance of being lifeless, as
in a swoon.

Sir .1. Minues fell sick at Church, and going down the

gallery stairs, fell down dead, but came to himself again,
and is pretty well. Pepys, Diary, II. 166.

I presently fell dead on the floor, and it was with great
difficulty I was brought back to life.

Fielding, Amelia, i. 9.

6. Resembling death; still; motionless; deep:
as, a dead sleep ;

a dead calm.

But ill the dead time of the night,
They set the field on fire.

The Boyite Water (Child's Ballads, VII. 256).

In the dead waste and middle of the night.
Shot., Hamlet, i. 2.

Her hand shook, and we heard
In the dead hush the papers that she held
Rustle. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Slowly down the narrow canal, in that dead stillness

which reigns in Venice, swept the sombre flotilla, bearing
its unconscious burden to the Campo Santo.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 30.

7. Utter
;

entire
; complete ;

full : as, a dead

stop.
I was at a dead Stand in the Course of my Fortunes,

when it pleased God to provide me lately an Employment
to Spain, whence I hope there may arise both Repute and
Profit. Howell, Letters, I. iii. e.

8. Unvarying; unbroken by projections or ir-

regularities.
For every dead wall is covered with their names, their

abilities, their amazing cures, and places of abode.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixviii.

The long dead level of the marsh between
A coloring of unreal beauty wore.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

9. Unemployed; useless; unprofitable: as, dead

capital or stock (such as produces no profit).

Our people, having plied their business hard, had al-

most knit themselves out of work ; and now caps were
become a very dead commodity, which were the chief stay
they had heretofore to trust to.

JR. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 390).

10. Dull
;
inactive : as, a dead market.

All trades
Have their dead time, we see.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, iv. 2.

They came away, and brought all their substance in to-

bacco, which came at so dead a market as they could not

get above two pence the pound.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 10.

11. Producing no reverberation ; without reso-

nance; dull; heavy: as, a dead sound.

The bell seemed to sound more dt'ud than it did when,
just before, it sounded in the open air. Boyle.



dead

12. Tasteless; vapid; spiritless; flat: said of

liquors. 13. Without spiritual life: as, ili-ml

works; ili/iil faith.

And you hath

passes and sin-

he quirkrnril, lii- w. TV '.;</ in tres-

Lph. ii 1.

14. Fixed; sure; unerring: as, a dead cer-

tainty.
Tim author . . . has . . . been out with thousands of

s|M.rt.sinen, hut In- nrvi-r yrt .saw a ilrnit shot one who
i-aii kill every time.

A'. R liiuiterelt, (iame Water-l'.inU, p. 401.

15. Being in the state of civil death ; cut off

from the rights of a citizen
; deprived of the

power of enjoying the rights of property, as

one sentenced to imprisonment for life for

crime, or, formerly, one who was banished or
became a monk. 16. Not communicating mo-
tion or power : as, dead steam

;
the dead spin-

dle of a lathe. 17. Not glossy or brilliant:

said of a color or a surface. 18. Out of the

game ;
out of play : said of a ball or a player :

us, a dead ball
;
ho is dead. -Absolution for the

dead. Sec iiiaaiiniiini. Baptism for the dead. *<<

tmi't ixin. Dead-alive, or dead-and-alive, dull; In-

active; moping. [t'olloq.]

If a man is alive, there is always danger that he may
die, though the danger must Ite allowed to In- l.-ss in jn-o-

portion as IK- i- </, >(</-nn<l-ntir<' to lie^m with.

7'Amvini, Waldcli, p. 1(38.

Dead angle, in .fmrt. See angle*. Dead as a door-
nail, iltterl), complete!} drad.

He liar him to the erthe,
As / '/ an dornayl te deme the sotlir.

WWan of I'ulrriu- (V.. K. T. S.), I. 3396.

Dead axle, beat, block, calm, copy, escapement. Ale,
force, gold, etc. See the nouns. Dead cotton, unripe
cutton tiliers which will not take dye.- Dead floor, a
floor BO constructed as to alisorh or prevent the passage of

sounds. Dead freight, in maritime law, the amount
paid by agreement, liy a charterer, for that part of a ves-
sel which he does not occupy. Dead ground. Same as
dead angle. -Dead heat. See heat. -Dead hedge, a

hedge made with the primings of trees, or with the tops
of old hedges which have heeli cut down. Dead holes.
See Aofei. Dead language, lift, matter. See the nouns.
Dead letter, (a) A letter which lies unclaimed for a

certain time at a post-office, or which for any reason, as
defect of address, cannot he delivered, and is sent to the
dead-letter office, (fr) A law, ordinance, or legal instru-
ment which, through long-continued and uninterrupted
disuse or disregard, has lost its actual although not its

formal authority. Dead-letter office, a department of
a general post-office where dead letters are examined and
returned to the writers when an address is found within,
or, if the address is not given, destroyed after a fixed

time. In the United States this department is called the
Division of Dead Letters, and is under the siipervision of
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General. Dead men.
(a) Bottles emptied at a banquet, carouse, etc. [Slang.J

Lord Sm. Come, John, hriug us a fresh Iwttle.

Col. Ay, my lord, and pray let him carry off the dead
men, as we say in the army (meaning the empty iKittles).

Siptft, Polite Conversation, ii.

(/>) Naitt., an old name for the reef- or gasket-ends care-

lessly left dangling under the yard when the sail is furled,
instead of lieiug tucked in. [Rare. ] Dead men's shoes,
a situation or possession formerly held "by a person who
has died.

Tis tedious waiting dcatl menu rthoe*.

Fletcher, Poems, p. 250.

And ye're e'en come hack to Lihberton to wait for dead
mm'* nhooii. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, v.

Dead on end (naut.), said of the wind when it lilows in

dir.-i-t opposition to a ship's course. Dead pallet, in
chick- and tratch-inakinn. See dead tieat (/>), under beatl,
n. Dead pnlL See pull. Dead space. Same as dead
in i<ii,'. Deadweight. SeetwiV/Ar. Deadwlre.inM' '."

a wire or line to which there is no instrument attached
and which is not in use. Dead wools. See flew, 1.

Mass for the dead. See WWM*'. To be dead* [with
reference to the act, be, being equivalent to become ; cf. L.
mortuus est, he died, lit. he is dead], to die.

Dampneil was this Knyght for to In 1 </'r/.

Chaucer, Wife of liath's Tale, 1. 36.

If righteousness come hy the law, then Christ <v il,-ml in

vain. (iitl. ii. 21.

The gracious Duncan
Was pitied of Maelwth: - marry, lie ii-ax ilfinl.

Shale., Macheth, ill. 6.

To flog a dead horse, to pay for a dead horse, to pull
the dead horse, see *<>w.

H. M. 1. The culminating point, as of the
cold of winter, or of the darkness or stillness of
the night.
What saucy groom knocks at this dead of night?

Beau, and Fl., Philastcr, Ii. 4.

2. pi. Material thrown out in digging ; specifi-

cally, in mining, worthless rock; attlo: same
.is ijnh in I'oal-mining. Also (dialectal) deeds.

3t. [Prop, a var. of death : of. deadly = deathly,

dead-day = death-<lay, etc.] Death.
Tin' ilate a thousand right a hundreth A fifty,
That steucii t.i ./.-./.- :is .light. Kiilrrt of llmnne.

Although he were my ae hrither,
An ill dead sail In- <lii-.

Rimnii liiiliti l.iriniifti:,! (Child's llalliuls, IV. 42).

4. A complete failure in recitation. [School
slang.]
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dead (ded), r. [< ME. deden, < AS. dydnn, also

incomp. nrfyrfrtn, kill (ct.aitriiditin. \H-I-O im >1. -:ul,

mortify) (= D. dimilin = MLli. ddi;, = OIK;.
Indrii, Mlltl. I'ltiit.i',. tiitt-ii, tmltiti Dan. diidi-

= Sw. diidn = Goth, dautlijnn, kill), < dnid,
dead: see ilfitil. n. ( 'f . deaden.] I. intrant. If.

To become dead; lose life or force.

Al my felynge gan to dede.

Chaucer, Hoiue of Fain.

Bo Iron, as soon as it is nut of the lire, deadrlh straight-

way. Bacon, Nat. Hint., I 774.

2. To make a complete failure in recitation.

[School slang.]
II. trans. It. To make dead

; deprive of life,

consciousness, force, or vigor; dull; deaden.

\\ li.'M Cali.lor.- these ruefull neweshad raught,
His hart quite deaded was with anguish great.

Spenner, F. Q., VI. xi. S3.

A sad course I Hue now ; lieauen's sterne decree
With many au ill hath numbed and deaded me.

Chapman, Odyssey, xviii.

Why lose you not your powers, anil become
Dulled, if not deaded, with this spectacle?

B. Jimiuin, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

2. To cause to fail in recitation : said of a
teacher who puzzles a scholar. [School slang.]
dead (ded). <idr. [< ilr<i<l, a.] 1. In a dead or

dull manner. 2. To a degree approaching
ili-ath; deathly; to the last degree: as, to be
ili'ad sleepy; he was dead drunk.

Their weeping mothers,
Following the dmrf-cold ashes of their sons,
Shall never curse my cruelty.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iv. 2.

3. Entirely ; completely : as, he was dead sure
that he was right. [Colloq.]

I aim
At a most rich success strikes all dead sure.

Middleton, C'hangeling, v. 1.

4. Directly; exactly; diametrically: as, the wind
was dead ahead. Dead beat. See beati, pp. To
be dead set against, to he wholly and resolutely op-
poscd to. [Cofloq.] To be dead up to, to know or
understand thoroughly ; l>e expert in. [Thieves' slang. J

dead-beat (ded'bef), a. and n. I. a. Making
successive movements with intervals of rest

and no recoil
;
free from oscillatory movement.

Dead-beat escapement, galvanometer. See the
nouns.

II. n. 1. A dead-beat escapement. 2. See
dead beat (a), under beat 1

, n.

dead-bell (ded'bel), . Same as death-bell.

And every jow that the dead-bell geid,
It cry'd, Woe to Barbara Allan !

Herd' Collection, I. 20.

dead-born (ded'born), a. [AS. deddboren.]
Still-born.

All, all hut truth, drops dead-born from the press,
Like the last gazette, or the last address.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 220.

dead-center (ded'sen'ter), . In mech., that

position of the arms of a link-motion in which
they coincide with the line of centers that is,

when the links are in the same straight line.

Thus, when the crank and connecting-rod of a steam-

englue are in a straight line, the situation is expressed
by saying that the engine is on its (upper or lower) dead-
r.-fii.-r, or that the crank is at its (long or short) dead-point.

dead-clothes (ded'kloTHz), n. pi. Clothes in

which to bury the dead.

Once in the woods the men set themselves to dig out ac-

tual catacombs, while the women made dead-clfithes.

Conteinjutrarif Her., LIII. 409.

dead-coloring (ded'kuFor-ing), n. In painting,
the first broad outlines of a picture. See ex-
tract.

Dead colouring is the first, or preparatory painting : it

is so called because the colours are laid on In a dead or
cold manner to fonn as it were the ground for the sub-

sequent processes resembling in some degree the work
known amongst house-painters as "priming," the future
rttVi-ts being rather indicated and provided for than really
attaiiu-d.

r'iflil'i Crainmar of Colouring (ed. Davidson), p. 170.

dead-day*. n. See deatlt-day.

dead-dipping (ded'dip'lng), n. The process of

giving, by the action of an acid, a dead pale-
yellow color to brass. Weale.

dead-doingt (ded'do'ing), a. Causing or inflict-

ing death
; deadly.

Hold, deare Lord ! hold your dead-doing hand.
Spenser, F. VJ., II. 111. 8.

Stay thy dtad-doinfl hand : he must not die yet
itii. and Fl., Scornful Lady, ii. 2.

dead-door (ded'dor), n. IntUp-faifldtetf, a door
fitted to the outside of the quarter of a ship,
to keep out the sea in case the quarter-gall. TV
should bo carried away.
deaden (ded'n), v. t. [< dead + -ri. Cf. dead,

i'.] 1. To make dead (in a figurative sense);

deadhead

render less sensitive, active, energetic, or for-

cililc; impair tlir srnsitivi-m-ss or tin- sin-ngth
of; dull; weaken: as, to </// sound: to

deaden the force of a ball
;
to drudi-n the sengi-

bilitii--.

There IH a vital energy in thr human son], whii-h vice,
]IUUI-\,T it may <l,tlrn, cannot destroy.

Channiii'j, Perfect Life, p. 75.

2. To retard; hinder; lessen the velocity or
momentum of: as, to deaden a ship's way (that

is, to retard her progress). 3. To make imper-
vious to sound, as a floor. 4. To make insipid,

flat, or stale: said of wine or beer. 5. To
deprive of gloss or brilliancy: a^,

to dunlin

gilding by a coat of size.

The sunbeams sought the Court of Guard,
And, struggling with tin- smoky air,
Deadniril the torches' yellow glare.

Scott, L. of the L., vl. 2.

Oily marrow deatteiw the whiteness of the tissue.

Omn, Anat, II.

6. To kill
; especially, to kill (trees) by girdling.

[Western U. S.]
deadener (ded'n-er), . A person or thing that

deadens, dulls, checks, or represses.
Ilicnnibnilircs ami ifr'adener* of the harmony, f^andor.

deadening (ded'n-ing), n. [Verbal n. of dead-
in, r. Cf. I). <loudening.] 1. A device or mate-
rial employed to deaden or render dull. Spccifl-
t all> (n) A tl.-vire prev.-ntinu' the transmission of sound,
as from one part of a building to another, (b) A thin
wash of glue spread over gilding to reduce the specular
reflection, or any roughening of a decorative surface to

destroy the reflection of light.

When the deadening is laid on the glass, the figures
must he engraved or etched with a pointed instrument
made of wood, Imne, or ivory,

Wiirkthop Receiptt, 1st ser., p. 57.

2. A tract of land on which the trees have been
killed by girdling. [Western U. 8.]

deadeye (ded'I), . Naut., a round, laterally flat-

tened wooden block, encircled by a rope or an
iron band, and pierced
with three holes to re-

ceive the lanyard, used
to extend the shrouds
and stays, and for

other purposes.
deadfall (ded'fal), n.

1. A trap in which a

weight is arranged to

fall upon and crush the

prey, used for large
game. It is commonly Fron, andSid views o
formed of two heavy logs,
one lying on the ground, and the other rising in a sloping
direction, and upheld in this position hy a contrivance of
Insecure props. The game, in order to get at the bait,
has to pass under the sloping log, and in doing so is com-
pelled to knock away the props, when the raised log falls

and secures It.

2. A smaller trap for rats, etc. , in which the fall

is a loaded board. 3. A tangled mass of fallen
trees and underbrush.

Deadfall! of trees thrown over, under, or astraddle of
each other hy gales or avalanches.

The Centura, XXIX. 195.

4. A low drinking- or gaming-placc. [Western
U. S.]

dead-file (ded'fil), . A file in which the cuts
are so close and fine that its action is practi-
cally noiseless.

dead-flat (ded'flat), . In ship-building, the

greatest transverse section of a ship. Also
called miilnhip lieiid.

dead-ground (deil'ground), n. In mining, un-

productive ground ; country-rock ; any rock

adjacent to a metalliferous deposit or vein,
through which work has to be carried to de-

velop a mine, but which itself contains no ore.

dead-hand (ded'hand), . [Trans, of mort-
main. i|. v.] Same as mortmain.

Forty thousand serfs in the gorges of the Jnra . . .

were held In dead-hand hy the llishop of St Claude.
J. ilorlfii. Burke, p. IfiO.

dead-head (ded'hed), w. 1. In founding: (a)
The extra length of metal given to a cast gun.
It serves to receive the dross, which rises to the surface
of the liquid in.-tal. and would IK-, were it not for the
dead-head, at the muzzle of the gun. When cooled and
solidified, the dead-head is cut off. Also called *inkin;i-
head or uprtie. (J,) That piece on a casting which
fills the ingate at which the metal enters the
mold. E. II. Knight. 2. The tailstock of a
lathe. It contains the dead-spindle and back-
center, while the live-head or headstock con-
tains the live-spindle. 3. Xaut., a rough block
of wood used as an anchor-buoy.
deadhead (ded'hed), . [Cf. ODan. dfidthnred,
a fool.] One who is allowed to ride in a public
conveyance, to attend a theateror other place of



deadhead

entertainment, or to obtain any privilege hav-

ing its public price, without payment. [U. S.]

deadhead (ded'hed), v. I. trans. To provide
free passage, admission, etc., for; pass or admit
without payment, as on a railroad or into a thea-

ter: as, to deadhead a passenger, or a guest at

a hotel.

II. in trans. To travel on a train, steamboat,
etc., or gain admission to a theater or similar

place, without payment.
deadheadism (ded'hed"izm), n. [< deadhead
+ -isv.] The practice of traveling, etc., as a
deadhead.
dead-house ^ded'hous), n. An apartment in a

hospital or other institution, or a separate build-

ing, where dead bodies are kept for a time
;
a

morgue.
deading (ded'ing), . [< dead + -ing.'] In a

steam-engine, a jacket inclosing the pipes or

cylinder of a steam-boiler, to prevent radiation
of the heat. Also called deading and lagging.
dead-latch (ded'lach), . A latch which is

held in its place by a catch, or of which the bolt

may be so locked by a detent that it cannot be
raised by the latch-key from the outside, nor by
the handle from within. E. H. Knight.
dead-light (ded'lit), . 1. Nawt., a strong
wooden or iron shutter fastened over a cabin-
window or port-hole in rough weather to pre-
vent water from entering. 2. A luminous

appearance sometimes observed over putres-
cent animal bodies. [Scotch.]
At length it was suggested to the old man that there

were always dead lights hovering over a corpse by night,
if the body was left exposed to the air.

Blackwood's Mag., March, 1823, p. 318.

deadlihoodt (ded'li-hud), n. [< deadly +
-hood.] The state of the dead.

Christ, after expiration, was in the state or condition of
the dead, in deadlyhood. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, v.

dead-line (ded'Hn), n. A lino drawn around
the inside or outside of a military prison, which
no prisoner can cross without incurring the

penalty of being immediately shot down : used
during the American civil war especially with
reference to open-air inclosures or stockades for

prisoners.
Should he some day escape alive across the dead-line of

Winchesters, he will be hunted witli bloodhounds.
Contein}>orary lies., LIII. 449.

deadliness (ded'li-nes), n. [< ME. dedlincsse,

dedelynesse, < AS. deadKcm/s, mortality, < dedd-

Uc, mortal, deadly : see deadly, a.] The quali-
ty of being deadly ;

the character of being ex-

tremely destructive of life.

As for my relapses, I ... know their danger and . . .

their deadlinewe.

Bp. Hall, Satan's Fiery Darts Quenched, ii.

dead-lock (ded'lok), n. 1. A lock worked on
one side by a handle and on the other side by
a key. E. H. Knight. 2. A complete stop-
page, stand-still, or entanglement ;

a state of
affairs in which further progress or a decision
is for the time impossible, as if from an inex-
tricable locking up : as, a dead-lock in a legis-
lature where parties are evenly balanced.
[Often written deadlock.]
There's situation for you! there's an heroic group!

You see the ladies can't stab Whiskerandos he durst not
strike them, for fear of their uncles the uncles durst
not kill him, because of their nieces I have them all at
a dead lock .' for every one of them is afraid to let go
first. Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

The opposition were not convinced, and the parties
came to a deatl-lnck. N. A. Ken., CXXIII. 127.

deadly (ded'li), a. [Early mod. E. also dedly,
< ME. dedly, dedli, dedely, -lich, fatal, dead, mor-
tal, < AS. deddKc (= OFries. dddlik, dadelik =
T>. doodelijk = MHG. totlich, G. todtlich = loel.

daudlMgr = Dan. dodelig = Sw. diidlig), fatal,
mortal, < dead., dead, + -lie, E. -lyi. Of. deathly.]
If. Mortal

;
liable to death

; being in danger of
death.
The image of a deadly man. Wydif, Rom. i. 23.

Hip. How does the patient?
Clod. You may inquire

Of more than one ; for two are sick and deadly.
Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 4.

2. Occasioning or capable of causing death,
physical or spiritual ;

mortal
;
fatal

; destruc-
tive : as, a deadly blow or wound.

The ankers brak, and the topmasts lap,
It was sic a deadly storm.

Sir Patrick Spew (Child's Ballads, III. 154).
He mounted . . . and set out ... on the errand which,

neither to him nor to Perdita, seemed to involve any dead-
J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 195.

3. Mortal; implacable; aiming or tending to
11 or destroy: as, a deadly enemy; deadly

malice
;
a deadly feud.
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Thy assailant is quick, skilful, and deadly.
Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

Deadlier emphasis of curse. Scott, L. of the L., iii. 4.

In England every preparation was made for a deadly

struggle. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

4. Adapted for producing death or great bodi-

ly injury: as, a deadly weapon; a deadly drug.
He drew his deadly sword.

Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 263).

Shot from the deadly level of a gun.
Shak., K. and J., iii. 3.

5. Dead. [Bare.]
And great lords bear you clothed with funeral things,
And your crown girded over deadly brows.

Swinburne, Chastelard, iii. 1.

6. Very great; excessive. [Colloq.]

To the privy seale, where I signed a deadly number of

pardons, which do trouble me to get nothing by.

Pepys, Diary, I. 129.

Deadly carrot. See carrot. Deadly nightshade. See

nightshade. Deadly sins. See sin. =Syn. 2. Deaillii,

Deathly. Deadly is applied to that which inflicts death ;

deathly, to that which resembles death. We properly speak
of a deadly poison, and of deathly paleness. A. S. Hill,

Rhetoric, p. 50.

Anointed let me be with deadly venom ;

And die, ere men can say God save the queen !

Shak., Eich. III., iv. 1.

Her hands had turned to a deathly coldness.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlv.

deadly (ded'li), adv. [Early mod. E. also dedly,
< ME. dedly, dedely, -liche, < AS. deddlice, adv.,
< deddllc, deadly : see deadly, a.~\ If. Mortally.
He shall groan before him with the groanings of a deadly

wounded man. Ezek. xxx. 24.

2. Implacably; destructively.
Ffor thowgh that I haue hated yow neuer so dedly, ye

haue here soche children that haue do me soche servise

that I may haue no will to do yow noon euell.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 478.

3. In a manner resembling death
; deathly: as,

deadly pale or wan.
Such is the aspect of this shore ;

'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more !

So coldly sweet, so deadly fair,

We start, for~soul is wanting there.

Byrun, The Giaour, 1. 92.

4. Extremely; excessively. [Colloq.]
deadly-handed (ded'li-han

/

'ded), . Sangui-
nary ; disposed to kill. [Bare.]

The deadly-handed Clifford slew my steed.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

deadly-lively (ded'li-liv"li), a. Blending the

aspect or effect of gloom and liveliness : as, a

deadly-lively party. [Eng.]
Even her black dress assumed something of a deadly-

lively air from the jaunty style in which it was worn.
Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xli.

dead-man's-hand (ded'manz-hand'), n. 1. A
name of the male fern, Nephrodium Filix-mas,
and of some other ferns, from the fact that the

young fronds before they begin to unroll re-

semble a closed fist. 2. The devil's-apron,
Laminaria digitata. Also called dead-wian's-
toe.

dead-march (ded'march), n. A piece of solemn
music played in funeral processions, especially
at military funerals : as, the dead-march in Han-
del's oratorio of Saul.

Hush, the Dead-March wails in a people's ears :

The dark crowd moves, and there are sobs and tears :

The black earth yawns : the mortal disappears.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

dead-men' s-bells (ded'menz-belz'), . The
foxglove, Digitalis
purpurea.

dead-men's-fingers
(ded

' menz -
fing

'
-

gerz), n. 1. The
hand-orchis, Orchis
maculata : so called
from its pale hand-
like tubers. The
name is also given
to other species of
Orchis and to some
other plants.
Our cold maids do dead

men's fingers call
them.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

2. An alcyonarian
or halcyonoid polyp
of the order Alcyo-
nacece, family Alcyo-
niidce, and genus Al-

cyomum, as A. digi-
ttitiim. Also called

coic-paps and mermaid*s-glme. See Alcyonium.

dead's-part

dead-men's-lines (dod'menz-linz'), n. An alga,
('hm-da Jilttm, having cord-like fronds about one
fourth of an inch in diameter and sometimes
12 feet long.

dead-neap (ded'nep), n. The lowest stage of

the tide.

deadness (ded'nes), n. The state of being
dead, (a) Want of life or vital power in a once animat-
ed body, as an animal or a plant, or in a part of it.

When he seemed to show his weakness in seeking fruit

upon that fig-tree that had mine, he manifested his |>WIT
by cursing it to deadnesx with a word.

South, Works, VII. i.

(6) The state of being by nature without life ; inanimate-
ness, (c) A state resembling that of death : as, tile dead-
netts of a fainting-fit, (rf) Want of activity or sensitiveness ;

lack of force or susceptibility ; dullness ; coldness ; frigidi-

ty ; indifference : as, deadncxx of the affections.

The most curious phenomenon in all Venetian history
is the vitality of religion in private life, and its dea/lnets
in public policy. Httttkin.

This appeared to be no news to Sylvia, and yet the words
came on her with a great shock ; but for all that she could
not cry ;

she was surprised herself at her own deadtiegs of

feeling. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxv.

(<0 Flatness ; want of spirit : as, the deadness of liquors.

Deadne$g or flatness in cyder is often occasioned by the
too free admission of air into the vessels.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

dead-nettle (ded'nef'l), . The common name
of labiate plants of the genus Lamium, the
leaves of which resemble those of the net-

tle, though they do not sting. There are several

species found in Great Britain, as the white dead-nettle

(L. album), the red (L. purpureum), and the yellow (L.

Galeobdolon).

dead-oil (ded'oil), n. A name given in the arts
to those products, consisting of carbolic acid,

naphthalin, etc., obtained in the distillation of

coal-tar, which are heavier than water and
which come off at a temperature of about 340
F. or over. Also called heavy oil.

dead-payt (ded'pa), n. Continued pay dishon-

estly drawn for soldiers and sailors actually
dead ; a person in whose name pay is so drawn.

[Eng.]
O you commanders

That, like me, have no dead-pays.
Massinger, Unnatural Combat, iv. 2.

dead-plate (ded'plat), n. A flat iron plate
sometimes fitted before the bars of a funiace,
for the purpose of causing bituminous coal to
assume the character of coke before it is thrust
back into the fire.

dead-pledge (ded'plej), . A mortgage or

pawning of lands or goods, or the thing pawned.
dead-point (ded'point), n. See dead-center.

dead-reckoning (ded'rek"u-ing), . Naut., the
calculation of a ship's place at sea, indepen-
dently of observations of the heavenly bodies,
and simply from the distance she has run by
the log and the courses steered by the com-
pass, this being rectified by due allowances for

drift, leeway, etc.

dead-rise (ded'iiz), . In ship-building, the dis-

tance between a horizontal line joining the top
of the floor-timbers amidships and the top of
the keel.

dead-rising (ded 'ri" zing), . Same as dead-
rise.

dead-rope (ded'rop), n. Naut., a rope which
does not run in any block. [Rare.]
Dead Sea apple. See apple.
dead-set (detr set'), n. and a. I. n. 1. The fixed

position of a dog in pointing game. 2. A de-
termined effort or attempt ;

a pointed attack :

as, to make a dead-set in a game. 3. Opposi-
tion

;
resolute antagonism ; hostility : as, it was

a dead-set between them. Bartlett. 4. A con-
cocted scheme to defraud a person in gaming.
Grose, Slang Diet. [Slang.]

II. a. Extremely desirous of, or determined
to get or to do, something : generally with on or

upon.
dead-sheave (ded'shev), n. Naut., a score in
the heel of a topmast to receive an additional

mast-rope as a preventer.
dead-shore (ded'shor), .

t
A piece of wood

built up vertically in a wall which has been
broken through for the purpose of making al-

terations in a building.
dead-small (ded'smal), n. In eoal-ntiniiifi, the
smallest coal which passes through the screens.

[North. Eng.]
dead's-part (drdn'part), . In Scots law, that

part of a man's movable succession which he
is entitled to dispose of by testament, or that
which remains of the movables over and above
what is due to the wife and children. Some-
times dead i/itix',* part.



dead-spindle

dead-spindle (dcd'spin'dl), . The spindle in

tin- tail-stock or dead-head of a lathe, which
does not rotate.

dead-stroke (ded'strok), . Delivering a blow
without recoil: as, a drad-xtrokt- hammer. See

dead-thraw (ded'thril), . [Scotch form of

dfiith-iltriH:] The death-throe.

\\ ha ever hranl of a door ln-iii^ ham d wlu-n aman was
ill the <!>'<tff -Hu-nii 1

! How d yr think th-- -spirit was to i:-t

awa through bolts ami hars ijki- lhar '.'

*<<>/!, Cny Mannering, xxvii.

dead-tongue (ded'tung), . The water-hem-
lock, (Eiiiintlii- criH'iitn : so culled from its para-
lyzing effects upon the organs of speech.
dead-water (ded'wa"ter), H. Naut., the water
which eddies about a ship's stern during her

progress. Also called eddy-water.

dead-weight (ded'wat), n. 1. A heavy or op-

pressive burden
;
a weight or burden tliat has

to be borne without aid or without compensa-
tory advantage.
The fact is, flue thoughts, enshrined In appropriate lan-

guage, are dead-teeights upon the stage, unless they are
struck like sparks from the action of the fable.

Cornhill May.

The gentlest of Nature's growths or motions will
(
in

time, burst asunder or wear away the proudest dead-weight
man can heap upon them. II'. philliiut, Speeches, p. 42.

2. A name given to an advance by the Bank
of England to the government on account of

half-pay and pensions to retired officers of
the army and navy. 3. Kaut., the lading of a
vessel when it consists of heavy goods; that

part of the cargo, as coal, iron, etc., which
pays freight according to its weight, and not to
its bulk.

dead-well (ded'wel), n. Same as absnrbing-
in-II. See absorb.

dead-wind (ded'wind), . Naut., an old term
for a wind dead ahead, or blowing directly
from the point toward which a ship is sailing.

dead-wood (ded'wud), n. 1. In shipbuilding,
a body of timber built up on top of the keel at
either end, to afford a firm fastening for the
cant timbers. 2. A buffer-block. 3. In ten-

pins and pin-pool, the pins which have been
knocked down. Hence 4. Useless material.

The commissioner [of patents] has made some effort

though not so strenuous as might be to cut the dead-
wood out of the examining and clerical forces left him as
a legacy by his predecessor. Sci. Ainer., N. S., LVII. 209.

To get the dead-wood on one, to have one entirely at
a disadvantage or in one's power; secure advantage over
one. [U. S. slang.]

dead-wool (ded'wul), n. Wool taken from the
skins of sheep which have been slaughtered or
have died.

dead-work (ded'werk), n. Work which is in it-

self unprofitable, but is necessary to, and leads

up to, that which is profitable or productive ;

specifically, in mining, that work which is done
in the way of opening a mine, or preparing to

remove the ore in a mine, but is not accom-
panied by any production of ore, or is almost
non-remunerative.

To describe dead-ipork is to narrate all those portions
of our work which consume the most time, give the most
trouble, require the greatest patience and endurance, and
seem to produce the most insignificant results.

Science, VI. 174.

dead-works (ded'werks), n. pi. Naut., the parts
of a ship which are above the surface of the wa-
ter when she is balanced for a voyage : now gen-
erally called upper works.

de-aerate (do-a'e-rat), c. /. : pivt. snul
| ,;.

<!<-

iii
:

riiti'd, ppr. (lc-<ierating. [< de-priv. + aerate.]
To expel the air from

;
free from air. [Bare.]

Dr. Meyer states that the gases employed in this re-

soaivh were obtained from tlit- roals hy introducing two
to four hundred grains into a flask, which was imtm-di-

ately tlllrd up with hot <l>'-n> rri'' <t water.
t ',-,>. Diet., IV. 240.

deaf (def or def), a. [Early mod. E. also deef;
< ME. def, deef, def,. ,l,,if. etc., < AS. deaf =
OS. dof= OFries. Oaf = D. doof = MLG. dof,
LG. dor = OHG. MHG. tou/i, ( i. towft, deaf, dull,

stupid, etc., = Icel. daufr= Sw. dof= Dan. dm
= (troth, daubs, deaf; prob. akin to Gr. rvfMc,
blind, and to E. dumb, q. v.] 1. Lacking the
sense of hearing ; insensible to sounds.

Blind are their eyes, their ears are deaf,
Nor hear when mortals pray ;

Mortals that wait for their relief

Are blind and deaf as they. Watts.

2. Unable to hear, or to hear clearly, in con-

sequence of some defect or obstruction in tho

organs of hearing; defective in ability to per-
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ceive or discriminate sounds; dull of hearing:
as, a deaf man ;

to be deaf in one ear.

f-'nl. Hoy, trll him I am deaf.

Page. You must speak louder, my master is deaf.

XA/i*.. :>. lien. IV., I. 2.

And many of hem becamen hlynde, and many dere, for
the noyse of the water. V"i"lrrille, Travels, p. 308.

Deaf with tin- noise, I took my hasty flight. Itryden.

3. Refusing to listen or to hear
; unwilling to

regard or give heed ;
unmoved or unpersuaded ;

insensible: as, deaf to entreaty ; deaf to all ar-

gument or reason.

Kur Hod M def now a dayes ami deyneth iinnht mi* to

huyre. Pier* /'/ m" i> i< '), xii. (il.

To counsel this lady was deaf,
To Judgment she was blind.

Margaret of Crainnarifat (Child's Ballads, VIII. 252).

Oh, the millions of deaf hearts, deaf to everything really
impassioned in music, that pretend to admire M o/art !

De Qitincey, Secret Societies, if.

They might as well have blest her ; she was deaf
To blessing or to cursing save from one.

Tennyson, Heraint.

4. Lacking sharpness or clearness; dull; stifled;

obscurely heard; confused. [Rare.]
Nor silence is within, nor voice express,
But a ! r noise of sounds that never cease.

Dryden.

5f. Numb.
T6rpido is a flsshe, but who-so handeleth hym shal be

lame A defe of lynimes that he shall fele no thyng.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 239.

6. Barren; sterile; blasted: as, deaf land
; deaf

corn.

Every day, it seems, was separately a blank day, yield-
ing absolutely nothing what children call a deaf nut,
ottering no kernel. De Quincey, Autobiog. Sketches, 1. 91.

deal

A B C D

Deafand dumb. See deaf-mvtr. Deaf as a door, post,
or stone, exceedingly deaf.

deaft. r. '. [Also deave. early mod. E. also deve ;

< ME. "defen, "deren, \ AS. 'dedfian, in comp.
adedfian, become deaf (= OFries. dava = I).

dooren, tarnish, verdooven, deafen, = OHG. tou-

ben, MHG. ttiuben, G. betduben, deafen, stun, =
Icel. deyfa = Dan. dove = Sw. dofva), < deaf,
deaf: see deaf, a. Cf. deafen.] To make deaf;
deprive of hearing; deafen; stun with noise.

Thou deafest me with thy kryeng so londe.

Palsgrave, sig. B til., fol. 206.

And lest their lamentable shreeks should sad the hearts
of their Parent*, the Priests of Molech did deaf their ears
with the contimiall clangs of trumpets and timbrels.

Sandy*, Travailes, p. 145.

An obstinate sinner . . . still deafs himself to the cry
of his own conscience, that he may live the more licen-

tiously. Ree. T. Adamt, Works, II. 41.

deaf-adder (def'ad'er), n. A popular name in

the United States of sundry serpents reputed to
be venomous.
deaf-dumbness (def'dum'nes), . Dumbness
or aphony arising from deafness, whether con-

genital or occurring during infancy.

Deafness, resulting from functional or nervous derange-
ment, from actual disease, or from deaf-dwnbnets.

B. W. Richardson, Prevent. Med., p. 198.

deafen (def'n), r. t. [< deaf + -en*. Cf. deaf,

r.] 1. To make deaf
; deprive of the power of

hearing. 2. To stun ; render incapable of per-

ceiving or discriminating sounds distinctly : as,
to be deafened, with clamor or tumult.

And all the host of hell

With deafening shout return'd them loud acclaim.

Milton, P. L., ii. 520.

Dazzled by the livid-flickering fork,
And deafen'd with the stammering cracks and claps
That follow'd. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. In arch., to render impervious to sound (as
a door or a partition) by means of sound-board-

ing or pugging.
eafening (def'n-ing), n. In arch., the pugging
used to prevent the passage of sound through
floors, partitions, and the like. Also called r

2. A subject for dissection. [Med. slang.]
deaf-muteness (def'mut'nes), n. [< deaf-mute
+ -ness.] Deaf-dumbness.

Physiological accidents, more painful and not less incur*
able than those of deaf-mutrneit and blindness.

O. W. Unlmrt, Old Vol. of Life, p. 358.

deaf-mutism (defmu'tizm), n. [< deaf-mute
+ -ittm,] The condition of being a deaf-mute.

Deaf-muti*m may give no actual indication of disease,
though the organ of hearing itself is, probably, always de-
fective and of imperfect development.

B. W. Richardmn, Prevent Med., p. 194.

deafness (def'nes), H. [< ME. defnes, < tirf,

deaf, + -ness.] 1. Incapacity of perceiving
or distinguishing sounds, in consequence of
the impairment of the organs of hearing; that
state of the organs which prevents the recep-
tion of the impressions that constitute hearing;
want of the sense of hearing. Deafness occurs in

every degree, from that which merely impairs the accu-

racy of the ear in distinguishing faint or similar sounds,
to that state in whicli there is no more sensation pro-
duced by sounds in this organ than in any other part of
the Imdy. Dumbness is the usual concomitant of com-
plete deafness, but in general results rather from the
absence of incitement by tile sense of hearing than from
any natural defect in the organs of speech. See deaf-mute.

He answered that it was impossible for him to hear a
man three yards olf, by reason of deafttettft that had held
him fourteen years.

State Trials, Earl of Stratford, an. 1640.

2. Unwillingness to hear
; voluntary rejection

of what is addressed to the ear or to the under-

standing.
I found such a deafness that no declaration from the

bishops could take place. Kikim liatilikr.

Boiler-makers' deafness, deafness due to occujtation in
the midst of loud and continuous noises, as in the case
of a boiler-maker. It is marked by catarrh of the middle
ear, with more or less nervous exhaustion.

deal 1
(del), n. [< ME. ilrcl, drl, da-l, < AS. dSI,

mutated form (after the verb) of the reg. but
less common dtil (whence ME. ddl, dol, E. dole*.

. v.) = OFries. del = OS. del= D. deel = MLG.
\el, detl, LG. deel = OHG. MHG. teil, G. tcil,

tAcil = Icel. deil-d, dcil-dli = Sw. del = Dan. del
= Goth, dails, m., daila, f., a part, share, por-
tion, = OBulg. diftti, Bulg. diet= Serv. diyel =
Bohem. dil = Pol. tizial (barred 1) = Russ. diel,
a part, also OBulg. dola = Pol. dola = Russ.

/"///". a part, portion, share, lot. Hence deal,
. Deal, n., in senses 3 and 4, is from the

d'el.

deafly (def'li), adv. Without sense of sounds;
obscurely heard.

deaf-mute (def'mut), w. [< deaf+ mute*.] 1.

A person who is both deaf and dumb, the dumb-
ness resulting from deafness which has existed
either from birth or from a very early period
of the person's life. Deaf-mutes communicate their

thoughts by means either of significant or arbitrary signs
or motions, or of a manual alphabet formed by positions
of the fingers of one or both hands. The accompanying
illustration shows a form of the single-hand alphabet now
nni\rF>ally taught to deaf-mutes in the Tinted States.
The two-hand alphabet, invented about the close of the
eighteenth century, is somewhat more complicated, and is

in limited use in other countries. Deaf-mutes are taught
in many cases to understand spoken language by observ-
ing the motions of the speaker's lips, and to use articulate

speech themselves, sometimes very distinctly.

verb.] If. Apart; portion; share.

Of poynaunt sauce hire needede never a deel.

Chawer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 14.

Take hit euery dele ;

That thou hit have, me lykythe wele.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 141.

This erthe it trembelys for this tree, and ilyns [resounds]
ilk dele . York Plays, p. 3-2.

A tenth deal of flour mingled with the fourth part of an
hin of beaten oil. Ex. xxix. 40.

Hence 2. An indefinite quantity, degree, or
extent : as, a deal of time and trouble

;
a deal

of snow
;
a deal of money. In this sense usually

qualified with great or good : as, a great deal of

labor; a good deal of one's time.

Unitiano speaks an infinite deal of nothing.
Shot., M. of V., i. 1.



deal

A very little thief of occasion will rob yon of a great
deal of patience. &'**., Cor., H. 1.

3. The division or distribution of cards in play-

ing; the act or practice of dealing; the right
or privilege of distributing the cards ; a single

round, during which all the cards dealt at one

time are played.
How can the muse her aid impart,
Unskill'd in all the terms of art,

Or in harmonious numhers put
The deal, the shuttle, ami the cut? Swift.

4. Hence, a bargain or arrangement among a

number of persons for mutual advantage as

against others
;
a secret commercial or politi-

cal transaction for the exclusive benefit of those

engaged in it: as, a deal in wheat or cotton;

they made a deal for the division of the offices.

[U.S.]
The President had definitively abandoned the maxims

and practices of a local manager of Machine politics in

New York, with the shifts and expedients and deals which
had illustrated his rise to political prominence.

The Nation, XXXV. 411.

deal1
(del), v.

; pret. and pp. dealt, ppr. dealing.

[< ME. delen (pret. delete, delte, dalte, dulte), <

AS. dcelan = OS. delian = OFries. dela = D.

deelen = MLG. delen, dcilen, LG. deten = OHG.
teilan, teilen, MHG. teilen, Q. teilen, tkeilen =
Icel. deila = Dan. dele = Sw. dela = Goth, dail-

jan, divide, share (cf. OBulg. dcliti, divide);
from the noun: see deal1

, .] I. trans. 1. To
divide

; part ; separate ; hence, to divide in por-

tions; apportion; distribute, as, in card-play-

ing, to give to each player the proper number
of cards : often followed by out.

Dele, to me my destine, & do hit out of honde.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2285.

Theose two louves in me were dalt.

Holy Jtood (E. E. T. S.), p. 143.

The clay ye deal at Annie's burial
The bread but and the wine ;

Before the morn at twall o'clock,

They'll deal the same at mine.
Sweet Willie and Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, II. 139).

Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry? Isa. Iviii. 7.

And Rome deals out her blessings and her gold.
Tickcll.

Hast thou yet dealt him, life, thy full measure?
jiif. Arnold, A Modern Sappho.

2t. To distribute to.

God is word witnessith we shnln glue and dele oure enemys,
And alle men that am nedy, as pore men and suche.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 237.

3. To scatter; hurl; throw about; deliver: as,
to deal out blows.

Hissing through the skies, the feathery deaths were dealt.

Dryden.
He continued, when worse days were come,
To deal about his sparkling eloquence.

Wordsworth.

Such blow no other hand could deal,

Though gauntleted in glove of steel.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 25.

II. intrans. 1. To engage in mutual inter-

course or transactions of any kind
;
have to do

with a person or thing, or be concerned in a
matter: absolutely or with with or in.

He turn'd his face unto the wall,
And death was tnth him dealing.

Bonny Barbara Allan (Child's Ballads, II. 156).

I will deal with you as one should deal ipith his Con-
fcssur. Uowell, Letters, I. vi. 60.

The Chutes and I deal extremely together.
Walpole, Letters, II. 67.

Gad, I shall never be able to deal utith her alone.

Slieridan, The Duenna, ii. 1.

Specifically 2. To negotiate or make bar-

gains ; traffic or trade : with a person, in arti-

cles : as, he deals in pig-iron.
Perlc praysed is prys, ther perre is schewed,
Thag hym not derrest he denied to dele for penies.

Alliterative Poeiw(eA. Morris), ii. 1118.

The King [of Tonquin] buys great Guns, and some
pieces of Broad cloath t but his pay is so bad, that Mer-
chants care not to deal with him, could they avoid it.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 65.

Ye shall not steal, neither deal falsely. Lev. xix. 11.

They buy and sell, they deal and traffic. Smith.

3. To negotiate corruptly; make a secret
agreement ; conspire : with with.

Fourteen Years after, Morton, going to execution, con-
fess'd That Bothwell dealt imth him to consent to the
Murder of the King. Baker, Chronicles, p. 337.

Now have they dealt with my pothecary to poison me.
B. Jmison, Poetaster, iv. 2.

Therefore they imploy their Agents to deal privately
with one of his Disciples who might be fittest for their
design, and to work upon his covetous humour by the
promise of a reward. Stillinyfleet, Sermons, I. vi.

4. To intervene as a mediator or middleman.

1472

Sometimes he that deals between man and man raiseth

his own credit with both by pretending greater interest

than he hath in either. Bacon, Essays.

5. To act ;
behave : in a matter, with, by, or

toward a person or thing.

I mean therefor so to deall in it, as I maie wipe awaie

that opinion of either vlicertaintie for confusion.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. lix.

Such one deals not fairly by his own mind. Locke.

deal2 (del), n. [< MD. dele, D. deel, a board,

plank, threshing-floor, = MLG. dele, LG. dele,

a board, plank, floor of a room, also, in form

dale, a threshing-floor, = OHG. dil, dilo, MHG.
dil, dille, G. diele, a board, plank, -floor of

boards, = Icel. tliilja = Dan. tilje
= Sw. tttja

= AS. tliel, a plank, thille, a board (cf. breda

tltUing, translating L. area, a threshing-floor)

(cf. Slov. dila = Pol. dyl = Little Russ. dyU, a

board, deal prob. < OHG.), = OBulg. tUo =
Skt. tola, ground (cf. L. tellus, the earth). The
AS. word has suffered a similar restriction of

meaning, being now E. tMll, the shaft or pole
of a cart, etc. Thus deal2 is a doublet of thill:

see thill. The word deaf2 is usually identified

with deal1
,
a part, with the accommodated defi-

nition "the division of a piece of timber made
by sawing."] 1. A board or plank. The name
deal is applied chiefly to planks of pine or flr above 7 inches
in widtli and of various lengths exceeding 6 feet. If 7

inches or less wide, they are called battens; and when
under 6 feet long they are called deal-ends. The usual
thickness is 3 inches, and width 9 inches. The standard

size, to which other sizes may he reduced, is 2J inches

thick, 11 inches broad, and 12 feet long. A whole deal is a
deal which is Ii inches thick; a slit deal, one of half that

thickness. The word is little used in the United States.

I had little furniture, so I bought a cart-load of deals ;

took a carpenter . . . into my service ; established him
in a barn, and said, "Jack, furnish my house."

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vii.

2. Wood of fir or pine, such as deals are made
from : as, a floor of deal.

A piece of deal, far thicker than one would easily ima-

gine, being purposely interposed betwixt my eye placed in

a room, and the clearer daylight, . . . appeared quite
through a lovely red. Boyle, Colours.

Red deal, the wood of the Scotch pine, I'inus sylvestris,
a highly valuable and durable timber.

dealbatet (de-al'bat), v. t. [< L. dcalbatus, pp.
of dealbare, whiten, whitewash, plaster, parget,
< de (intensive) + albarc, whiten, < albiis, white.
See daub, which is from the same source.] To
whiten.
dealbate (de-al'bat), a. [< L. dealbatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Whitened; especially, in bot.,

covered with a very white opaque powder,
dealbationt (de-al-ba'shon), n. [< LL. *deal-

batio(it-), < dealbare, whiten : see dealbate.'] The
act of bleaching ;

a whitening. Sir T. Browne.

She hath made this cheek
By much too pale, and hath forgot to whiten
The natural redness of my nose ; she knows not
What 'tis wants dealltatwn.

Randolph, Muses Looking-glass, iv. 1.

dealer (de'ler), . [< ME. 'dclerc, detore, < AS.
dwlerc, a divider, distributer, < d&lan, divide,
deal: seedeal1

, .] 1. One who deals; onewho
has to do or has concern with others

; specifi-

cally, a trader
;
one whose business is to buy

and sell, as a merchant, shopkeeper, or broker :

as, a dealer in general merchandise or in stocks
;

a picture-(Zca/er. In law, a dealer is one who buys and
sells the same articles in the same condition : thus, a
butcher is not a dealer, because he buys animals whole,
and sells them in a different state.

These small dealers in wit and learning. Swift.

The license to spirit merchants was termed a dealer'*

license, dealer meaning, in excise language, a person sell-

ing a certain statutory quantity at any one time.
S. Darnell, Taxes in England, IV. 237.

2. In card-playing, the player who distributes
the cards.

deal-fish (del'fish), re. An English name of the

Trachypterus arcticns, a fish of the family Tra-

Deal-fish ( Trachypterus

chyptrrida;, from the resemblance of its dead
body to a deal. It is found occasionally on the
coasts of Orkney and Shetland.
deal-frame (del'fram), n. A gang-saw for slit-

ting deals or balks of pine timber. E. H. Kn tali t.

dealing (de'ling), n. [< ME. dclinge, < AS. *'*e-

lung (= D. deeling = OHG. hilnnga, MHG. tei-

lunae, G. theilung = Icel. deiling = Dan. tlrlini/ ;

cf. Sw. delning), < dailan, deal : see deal1
, .] 1.

Practice; doings; conduct; behavior.

dean

Concerning the dealings of men who administer govern-
ment, . . . they have their judge who sitteth in heaven.

llixilfi'i; Eccles. Polity, ii.

Let's use the peace of honour, that's fair dealing,
But in our ends our swords. Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 1.

2. Conduct in relation to others; treatment:

as, the dealings of a father with his children;
God's dealings with men : usually in the plural.

It is to be wished that men would promote the happi-
ness of one another, in all their private dealings, among
those who lie within their influence. Addison.

Inevitably the established code of conduct in the deal-

ings of Governments with citizens must be allied to their

code of conduct in their dealiiifrs with one another.
H. Spe-neer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 2.

3. Intercourse in buying and selling; traffic;

business: as, New York merchants have ex-

tensive dealings with all the world.

He was in his dealings as punctual as a tradesman, and
as generous as a gentleman. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

4. Intercourse of business or friendship ;
com-

munication.
How Is it that thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me?

... for the Jews have no dealings with the Samaritans.
John iv. 9.

dealt (delt). Preterit and past participle of

tteali-.

dealtht (delth), n. [< dean + -th; cf. heal, n.,

health, and weal, n., wealth.'] A dealing out;

portion or division. Xares.

Then know, Bellama, since thou aimst at wealth,
Where Fortune has bestowd her largest dealth.

Albino and Bellama (1638).

deal-tree (del'tre), n. The fir-tree : so called

because deals are commonly made from it.

Deal-winet, n. See Dele-wine.

deambulatet (de-am'bu-lat), v. i. [< L. deam-

bulatus, pp. of deatnbulare, walk abroad, < de
+ ambulare, walk: see ambulate, amble.] To
walk abroad.
deambulationt (de-am-bu-la'shon), n. [< L.

deambulatio(-},(. dcambulare: see deambulate.]
The act of walking abroad or about.

Deambulations or moderate walkynges.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 15.

deambulatoryt (de-am'bu-la-to-ri), n. and a.

[< LL. deambulatorium, a gallery for walking,
< L. deambulare, walk about: see deambidale.]
1. n. A covered place to walk in

; specifically,
the aisles of a church, or, more properly, an aisle

carried around the apse and surrounding the
choir on three sides

;
a cloister or the like.

Cloisters . . . called deambulatories, for the accommo-
dation of the citizens in all weather.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 93.

II. a. Strolling.
The deambulatory actors used to have their quietus est.

Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 142.

dean '

t (den), n. [Also dene1
;
< ME. dene, < AS.

denit, a valley : see de 2.] A small valley.
dean2 (den), n. [< ME. deen, dene, den, < OF.
deien, mod. doyen = Pr. degua, dega = OSp.
dean, Sp. decano = Pg. deSo = It. decano (G.
dekan, dechant = D. deken), < LL. decamts, one
set over ten (soldiers, monks, etc.), < L. decent
= E. ten: see decimal, ten.] 1. An ecclesiasti-

cal title in the Roman Catholic and Anglican
churches, which has had several applications.
Civil officials so called were known to the Roman law, and
are mentioned in the codes of Theodosius and Justinian.
The title was thence adopted for Christian use. In the

monasteries, for every ten monks a decanus or dean was
nominated, who had the charge of their discipline. The
senior dean, in the absence of the abbot and provost, gov-
erned the monastery ; and, since monks had the charge of

many cathedral churches, the office of dean was thus in-

troduced into them. Custom gradually determined that
there should be only one dean in a cathedral, and he even-

tually assumed the chief charge of its ecclesiastical and
ritual concerns, especially in regard to the choir. He be-

came also general assistant to the bishop. In the Roman
Catholic Church, assistants of the bishop, termed rural

deans, in France in former times often possessed, and in

Germany in certain cases still possess, large powers of visi-

tation, administration, and jurisdiction, so that their au-

thority is almost equal to that of bishops. In the Church
of England there are, besides the deans of the cathedrals,
called deans of chapters, whose authority is next that of

the bishop, rural deans, who are in effect assistants to the

bishop, and whose duty it is to visit certain parishes in

the diocese, and report on their condition to the bishop.
Their functions at one time became almost obsolete, but

they have been revived to some extent in recent times.

The word is also applied in F.ngland to the chief officers

of certain peculiar churches or chapels : as, the dean of
the Icing's chajxl. In the Episcopal Church in America the

presiding presbyter of the semi-official body known as a

convocation, anil of the division of a diocese represented

by this body, which division is also called a convocation
and is in some respects analogous to the English rural

deanery, is called a dean (the dean of convocation).

'I'n sine a bishop, m:iy 1 name a /l>'a/i
*

1'ojie, Epil. t" Satires, ii. 33.

2. In universities, originally, the head of a

faculty (and most historical writers consider a



dean

dean as essential to the existence of a faculty).
'I'hi' oltlre was ill Mist directly or ill' lirectly elective "(or

I Hit 1 or two \ears \\ bile I Illlollly tilled by tin- rlilf.it Ilia^-

twngtat. r.ui the faculties, having la Oraal r.ritainaml
\mrrira lost tin-it' early more independent corporate ex-

istence, lire tmw usually presided over by the head of the

university, and the ollicc of (Iran has sunk to that of a
mere registrar or secretary, or bus censed to exist. Ill

Ijl-li^ll rulirurs till' ilrail J.r--,l<ir^ ill rhaj.r], looktt after

tin- moral ami religious \\clfare of the scholars, ami is

churned with til.' preservation of discipline. The ntln , i^

commonly unitril with out- of the tutorships. Tin- olhrr

of clean of H college or school is evidently a mere adapu
tion of thai of .Iran of a monastery, ami as such dates
from far earlier times than tlutt of ilean of a faculty, al-

though the faculties long preceded the colleges.

Certain censors, or dean**, apitointed to looke to the
behaviour ami manner of the Students there (at Cam-
bridge]. ll<>lini<hrd, Chronicles.

He lonK'd at college, only long'd,
All else wan well, for she-society. . . .

They lost their weeks ; they vext the souls of deans.

Temtjima, Princess, Prol.

3. The oldest member in length of service of a
constituted body, or a body of persons of equal
rank, of whom he is the prescriptive leader in

all joint action : as, the dean of the diplomatic
corps; the dean of the French Academy; the
(Iran of the Sacred College (the oldest of the

cardinals, who possesses high authority by
right of his seniority). 4. The president for
the time being of an incorporation of barristers
or law practitioners. Dean and chapter, a bish-

op's council, consisting of the dean and his prebendaries,
whose duties consist in aiding the bishop with their ad-
vice in affairs of religion and in the temporal concerns of

his see. Dean Of Arches, the chief judicial officer of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, dean of the Court of Arches,
but not really a dean in the modern sense of the word.
Dean Of Faculty, the president of the Faculty of Ad-
vocates In Scotland. Dean of gild, (a) The chief offi-

cer of a medieval trade-gild, and of some existing gilds In

Europe.

They represented that it had been customary to consult,
after the city magistracies, only the captains of compa-
nies and the deans of guild* in matters of government.

Mtl: a, Dutch Republic, III. 20.

(b) In Scotland, the elected head of the merchant com-
pany or gildry of a royal burgh, who is a magistrate of

the burgh for the supervision of all matters relating to

the erection and character of buildings. The office in the
full sense now exists only in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aber-

deen, and Perth, its duties in other ourghs being per-
formed by an officer bearing the same title, elected by the
town council. Dean Of gild court, in Scotland, a court

presided over by the dean of gild, the Jurisdiction of
which is routined to the regulation of buildings, to such
matters of police as have any connection with buildings,
and to the regulation of weights and measures. Dean of

peculiars. See peculiar.- Dean of the chapel royal,
a title bestowed on six clergymen of the Church of Scot-

land, who receive from the crown a portion of the rev-

enues which formerly belonged to tne chapel royal in

Scotland. Dean of the province of Canterbury, the
Bishop of London, to whom, when a convocation is to be
assembled, the archbishop sends his mandate for summon-
ing the bishops of the province.

deanery (de'ne-ri), n.
; pi. deaneries (-riz). [<

dean + -fry. Cf. ML. decttnaria, a deanery.]
1. The office or the revenue of a dean.
When he could no longer keep the deanery of the chapel-

royal, he made him his successor in that near attendance
upon tlie king. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2. The house of a dean.
Take her by the hand, away with her to the deanery,

ami dispatch it quickly. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 3.

3. The jurisdiction of a dean.
Each archdeaconry is divided into rural deaneries, and

each deanery is divided into parishes. Blackstone.

Rural deanery, in England, the circuit of jurisdiction of a
rural dean. Every rural deanery is divided into parishes.
The duties of rural deans are now generally discharged by
archdeacons, though the deaneries still subsist as an errlr
siastical division of the diocese or archdeanery. See dean-.

deaness (de'nes), n. [< dean* + -ess.] The
wife of a dean. Sterne.

deanimalize (ile-an'i-mal-iz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. deanimali'cd, ppr. dc(iiiii<ili:ina. [< <li-

priv. + anim<ili;e.] To free from animality or
animal qualities: as, to deanimalize wool-fiber.

[Bare.]
deanship (den 'ship), H. [< dean? + -ship.'] The
office, dignity, or title of a dean.

Because I don't value your </crt/w/iij> a straw. Swift.

deanthropomorphism (de-an
' thro -po-m6r '-

fizm), w. [< dfniitlir<>i>i>mori>liizc + '-ism.} The
process of getting rid of anthropomorphic no-
tions.

Hemv, as Mi-. Kiske has shown in detail, so soon as an-

thropomorphism has assumed iN highest state of develop-
ment, it begins t.. he replaced hy a eontinuons growth of

dttHttiuropomorpMtm, which, passing through polytheism
itito ni'iiiMthri-.m. eventually ends in a progressive ''puri-
fication" of theism hy which is meant a progressive
metamorphosis of the tiiristir conception, tending to re-
move from the Deity tin- attril'tltes of Humanity.

Cont>-t>ii>r>irti /.Vr, L. 52.

deanthropomorphization(de-an'thro-po-m6r-
fi-za'shon), n. [< ttea*tkropomorpkiss + -ation.}

93"
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The act of freeing from anthropomorphic attri-

butes or conceptions.
Thrre is one continuous pi,,i ess [of knowimil, which (if

I may he allowed to invent a rather formidahle wonl m
imitation of ('..In 'i.l-el is best ilesciiH.fi as a continuous

process of damUAfopoinarBMiaClon, or the stripping otf

of the anthropomorphic attributes witli which primr\ai
philosophy rl.ilhrd the nnk)i"Uii I'ouer which in malii-

Irstrd in phenomena. J. /-VU-- .
t'n.-inir I'hilos,, I. 1"<J.

deanthropomorphize (de-an'thro-po-mor'fiz),
r. I.: ]nvt. and pp. dtniiitlirti/Hiiiiiir/iliLiil, ppr.
i/, until

I'll/in iiiiirpltizing. [< <fe- priv. + antlint-

[>omnri>hi:f.~\ To free from anthropomorphic
attributes or notions.

We may proceed to gather our illustrations of tin

tln-<>iMniutrphizing process. J. Fi*kr, Cosmic Philos., I. 177.

dear 1
(der), a. and H. [Early mod. E. also deere,

dm; < ME. deere, dere,< AS. deore, mutated dyn;
beloved, precious, of great value, = OS. ilmn
= OFries. diore, diure = D. dier, duur = OHO.
tiuri, MHG. tiure, G. theuer = Icel. dyrr = 8w.
Dan. dyr, dear

;
not found in Goth. ; root un-

known.] I. a. 1. Precious; of great value;
highly esteemed or valued.

But none of these things move me, neither count 1 my
life dear unto myself. Act* xx. 24.

Some dear cause
Will in concealment wrap me up awhile.

Shak., Ix;ar, iv. 3.

2. Costly; high in price; expensive, either ab-

solutely, or as compared with the cost of other
similar things, or of the same thing at other
times or places : opposed to cheap.

The cheapest of us is ten groats too dear.

Shak., Rich II., v. 6.

The Hackneys and Chairs . . . are the most nasty and
miserable Voiture that can be ; and yet near as dear again
as in London. Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 13.

And am I to blame. Sir Peter, because flowers are dear
In cold weather? Sheridan, School for Scandal, 11. 1.

Each . . . hemlock
Wore ermine too dear for an earl.

Lou-ell, First Snow-Fall.

Beauty, I suppose, must always be a dear purchase In

this world. C. I). Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 104.

3. Characterized by high prices in consequence
of scarcity or dearth : as, a dear season.

What if a dear year come, or dearth, or some loss?

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 178.

4. Charging high prices: as, a dear tailor. 5.

Held in tender affection or esteem; loved; be-
loved: as, a dear child; a dear friend. [In this

sense much used in the introductory address of letters

between persons on terms of affection or of polite inter-
course : as, dear Lucy ; dear Doctor ; dear Sir.)

Be ye ... followers of God, as dear children.

Eph. v. 1.

And the last joy was dearer than the rest. Pope.

Will not man one day open his eyes and see how dear
he is to the soul of Nature how near it is to him?

Emerson, Domestic Life.

Each to other seems more dear
Than all the world else.

William Harris, Earthly Paradise, III. 61.

6. Intense; deep; keen; being of a high degree.
With percing point

Of pitty deare his hart was thrilled sore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viil. 30.

You
Towards York shall bend you, with your dearenl speed.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 6.

Never was woman's grief for loss of lord
Dearer than mine to me. Middleton, Witch, Iv. 1.

7. Coming from the heart
; heartfelt

;
earnest

;

passionate.
What foolish boldness brought thee to their mercies,
Whom thoii, in terms so bloody, and so dear,
Hast made thine enemies? SAa*., T. N., v. 1.

8. Dangerous ; deadly.
Let us return,

And strain what other means is left unto us
In our dear peril. Shale., T. of A., v. 2.

Would I hail met my dearest foe in heaven,
Ere I had ever seen that day. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

[Obsolete or archaic in senses 6, 7, and 8.]
II. H. A darling : a word denoting tender af-

fection or endearment, most commonly used in

direct address: as, my dear.

From that day forth Duessa was his deare.

Spenser, V. Q., I. vil. 16.

That kiss
I carried from thee, dear. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

But why. my >l>'<tr, hast thou lock'd up thy speech
In so much silent sadness ? Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

I could not love thee, dear, so much,
Loved I not honour more. Lfirelace, To Lucasta.

dear 1
(der), <idr. [< M K. >l,n: deore, etc., < AS.

il, <>rf = OHG. tiuro, MHG. Hun; (i. theuer (=
Dan. Sw. ilyrt), adv. ; from the adj.] 1. Dearly :

very tenderly.
So dear I lov'd the man. Shak., Rich. III., iii i,

dearth

Those lines that I before bav. | it do lie,

Lvrn those that said I rouM not love yon dearer.
.s'A'ii-

,
>oim '

2. At a dear rate; at a high prii-o.

If thou attempt it, it will cost Hire :l,,i,\

Shitk., Othello, V. 2.

Thou shall itrar aby this blow.

Greene, Ueorge-a-Greene.

Mv dinner at Calais was sniterh ; 1 never ate no good a

dinner, nor was In so good a hotel ; but I paid dear.
Xinlnrii Xniitli. To Mr.-. Sydney .Smith.

To buy the bargain deari. s, < i,ar
:
iain.- To cost

dear. *, <-'i*t-.

dear 1
(tier). //</;/. [

SIM- </r<trl,a.] An exclama-
tion indicating surprise, pity, or other emotion :

used absolutely or in connection with oh or me :

as, oh dear ! I am so tired : dear me ! where have

you been T [Dear me is often regarded as a cor-

ruption of the Italian Dio min, my God
;
but for

this there is no external evidence.]
And dear, but she was sorry.

Bight's Lady (Chilli's Ballads, VIII. 287).

dear 1
! (der), v. t. [< dear, a. Cf. endear.'] To

make dear; endear.

Nor should a Sonne his Sire lone for reward,
But for he is his Sire, in nature

/<" n Microcoftnioa, p. 64.

dear2t, " An obsolete spelling of deer.

dearborn (der'bdrn), n. [So called from its in-

ventor, named Dearborn. ] A light four-wheeled

country vehicle used in the United States.

dear-bought (der'bat), a. Purchased at a high
price: as, dear-bought experience; "dear-bought
blessings," Dryden, Fables.
deare 1

!, a. and n. An obsolete form of rfearl.

deare2t, . See deer.

dearie, . See deary.
dearlingt, n. An obsolete form of darling.

Spenser.
dearlyt (der'li), a. [< rieoi-l + -lyl.] Much
loved; darling.

I had a nurse, and she was fair ;

She was a dearly nurse to me.
/...// ./'///./, Dowjlas (Child's Ballads, IV. 138).

dearly (der'li), adv. [< dearl + -fy.] 1. At a
dear rate

;
at a high price.

He has done another crime,
For which he will pay dearly.

Oighfs Lady (Child's Ballads, VIII. 288).

He buys his mistress dearly with his throne. Dryden.
The victory remained with the King; but it had been

dearly purchased. Whole columns of his bravest warriors
had fallen. Maeaula;/, Frederic the Great.

2f. Richly; choicely.

Man, how dearly ever parted [gifted],
How much in having, or without, or in.
Cannot make boast to have that which he hath . . .

But by reflection. Shak., T. and C., ill. 3.

3. With great fondness ; fondly ; affectionately :

as, we love our children dearly; dearly beloved
brethren.

That thou hast her, it is not all my grief,
And yet it may be said I loved her dearly.

Shak., Sonnets, xlii.

4f. Earnestly; strongly; heartily.
And (he] made Merlyn come he-fore hym, and praied

hym dierly to tell hym the signincacion of his drerae.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), Hi. 644.

For my father hated his father dearly.
Shak., As yon Like It, 1. 3.

de-armt (de-arm'), r. t. [< de- priv. + arm.}
To disarm. Bailey, 1727.

dearnH, a. Same as dern 1
.

dearn2 (dern ), ii. [Origin unknown.] In arch.,
a door-post or threshold. Also spelled dim.

I just put my eye between the wall and the dern of the

gate. Kinynley, Westward Ho, xiv.

dearness (der'nes), M. [< dear* + -ness.] 1.

Costliness ; high price, or a higher price than
the customary one.

The dearness of corn. Sicift.

You admit temporary dearness, compensated by advan-
I i-r- The American, VIII. 341).

2. Fondness; nearness to the heart or affec-

tions; great value in esteem and confidence;
tender love.

The great dearnest of friendship. Baeon, Friendship.
The child too clothes the father with a dearness not his

due. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

dearnfult, a. Same as dernful.

dearnlyt, "dr. Same as dernly.
dearsenicize (de-ar-sen'i-siz), r. f.

; pret. and
pp. dearxeniei:ed, ppr. deargenicuing. [< de-

priv. + arsenic + -ize.] To free from arsenic.
Also spelled dearsenicise.

dearth (derth), . [< ME. derth, dertlic, scar-

city, preciousness (not in AS. ) (= OS. divrida =
OHG. tiurida, MHG. tiiirde, turtle - Ier-1. dyrth);
< dear + -th, formative of abstract nouns.] If.
Dearness

; costliness ; high price.



dearth

His infusion of such dearth and rareness.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

2. A condition of deafness or costliness from

scarcity ; hence, failure of production orsupply ;

famine from failure or loss of crops.

And the seven years of dmrth began to come, according
as Joseph had said : and the dearth was ill all lands.

Gen. xli. 54.

In times of dearth it drained much coin out of the king-

dom, to furnish us with corn from foreign parts.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

In this King's (Edward the Confessor's] Time such abun-
dance of Snow fell in January, continuing till the middle
of March following, that almost all Cattell and Fowl per-

ished, and therewith an excessive Dearth followed.

Raker, Chronicles, p. 18.

3. Absence; lack; barrenness; poverty: as, a
dearth of love

;
a dearth of honest men.

Pity the dearth that I have pined in,

By longing for that food so long a time.

Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7.

In the general dearth of admiration for the right thing,
even a chance bray of applause falling exactly in time is

rather fortifying. George Eliot, Middleraarch, II. 39.

= Syn. 2. Famine, etc. See scarcity.

deartht (derth), v. t. [< dearth, .] To cause
a dearth or scarcity in; hence, to raise the

price of.

dearthful (derth'ful), a. [(= Icel. dyrtJiar-fullr,
full of glory) < dearth + -//.] Expensive;
costly; very dear. [Scotch.]

Ye Scots, wha wish auld Scotland well, . .

It sets you ill,

Wi' bitter dearthfu' wines to inell.

Burns, Scotch Drink.

dearticulate (de-ar-tik'u-lat), v. t,; pret. and
pp. dearticulated, ppr. dearticulating. [< L. de,

from, + articulatus, pp. of articulare, joint, ar-

ticulate.] To disjoint or disarticulate.

dearticulation (de-ar-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< de
+ articulation.] Same as abarticulation.

dearwortht, a. [ME. derewurth, derwurth, dere-

werth, etc.,< AS. dcdrwyrthe, dedrwurthc,<. deore,
dear, + weorthc, worth.] 1. Costly; precious.

Mani on other direwerthe ston
That ihc [I) nu nempne (name] he can.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 59.

2. Worthy of being loved
; dearly beloved.

This is my derworth sone. H'yclif, Mat. xvii. 5.

dearworthlyt, adv. [ME. deoreworthliche ; as
dearworth + -l\p.~\ Dearly; with fondness or
affection.

That heo with the wolle of bote deoreiporthliche dele.

Spec, of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright), p. 54.

deary, dearie (der'i), .
; pi. dearies (-iz).

[Dim. of dear1
.] One who is dear; a dear;

a darling : a familiar word of endearment.
She sought it up, she sought it down,
Till she was wet and weary ;

And in the middle part o' it,

There she got her deary.
Willie's Drowned in Gamery (Child's Ballads, II. 184).

Wilt thou be my dearie I Burns.

deast (de'as), n. An obsolete spelling of dais.

deasil (de'shel), n. [So., also written deasoil,
deisheal, deasiul. repr. Gael, deiseil, deiseal,
toward the south, taken in sense of 'toward
the right,' < deas (= Ir. deas, Olr. dess, des =
W. dehau. = L. dexter, right, = Skt. dakshina,
right, south), south, right, right-hand, + iul,

direction, guidance.] Motion according to the
apparent course of the sun. See withershins.

deaspirate (de-as'pi-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

deaspirated, ppr. deaspirating. [< de- priv. +
asjrirate.'] To omit or remove the aspirate
from.

deaspiration (de-as-pi-ra'shon), n. [< deaspi-
rate + -ion.] The removal" elision, or omis-
sion of the aspirate from an aspirated word or
syllable.
death (deth), . [Early mod. E. also deth
(dial, also dead, deid, etc.), < ME. deth, deeth,
often ded, dede, < AS. death = OFries. dath,
dad = OS. doth, dod = D. dood = MLG. dode =
LG. dod = OHG. tod, tot, MHG. tot, G. tod =
Icel. daudhr = Sw. Dan. dod = Goth, dauthus,
death; from the strong verb represented by
Goth. *<ttwa* (pret. *dau), die, seen also in Goth
dauths, etc., E. dead, with suffix -th (orig. -thu,
L. -tu-s), formative of nouns: see dead and
r/te1.] 1. Cessation of life; that state of a
being, animal or vegetable, in which there is a
total and permanent cessation of all the vital
functions. () In the abstract.

Deeth is euere, as y trowe
Tlic moost certcyn thing that is,
And no thing is so vncerteyn to knowe
As is the tyme of deeth y-wis.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 52.
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Of the Fruit of Knowledge if thou feed,

Death, dreadfnll Death shall plague Thee and Thy Seed.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Death ceased to be terrible when it was regarded rather

as a remedy than as a sentence.

Leckt/, Europ. Morals, I. 235.

(6) Actual.

Than scholde alle the Loud make Sorwe for his ]>ethe,

and else nought. Mandeville, Travels, p. 89.

So the dead which he [Samson] slew at his death were
more than they which he slew in his life. Judges xvi. 30.

There is not, perhaps, to a mind well instructed, a more

painful occurrence than the death of one whom we have

injured without reparation. Johnson, Rambler, No. 54.

(c) Figurative or poetical.

Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care.

The death of each day's life. Shalt., Macbeth, ii. 2.

The year smiles as it draws near its death.

Bryant, October.

[In poetry and poetical prose death is often personified.

O death, where is thy sting? 1 Cor. xv. 55.

How wonderful is Death

Death, and his brother Sleep !

Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

Love paced the thymy plots of Paradise,
And all about him roll'd his lustrous eyes ;

When, turning round a cassia, full in view,

Death, walking all alone beneath a yew,
And talking to himself, first met his sight.

Tennyson, Love and Death.]

2. A general mortality; a deadly plague; a
fatal epidemic: as, the black death (which see,

below).
Trevisa calls the Great Plague of 1349 " the grete deth."

S. 11. Carpenter, Eng. in the XlVth Century, p. 164.

3. The cessation of life in a particular part of

an organic body, as a bone.
The death is seen to extend about an inch from the end

of each fragment, and from the living bone in the imme-
diate vicinity an abundant effusion of callus was thrown
in a ferule-like form, bridging over the space occupied by
the sequestra. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, V. 127.

4. A skeleton, or the figure of a skeleton, as
the symbol of mortality: as, a death's head.

Strains that might create a soul

Under the ribs of death.

Milton, Comus, 1. 561.

A gray and gap-tooth'd man as lean as death.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

5. A cause, agent, or instrument of death.

O thou man of God, there is death in the pot.
2 Ki. iv. 40.

In this place | hell]
Dwell many thousand thousand sundry sorts
Of never-dying deaths. Ford, 'Tis Pity, etc., iii. 6.

It was one who should be the death of both his parents.
Milton.

The bright death qniver'd at the victim's throat;
Touch'd

;
and I knew no more.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
6. Imminent deadly peril.

Hadst thou lov'd me, and had my way been stuck
With deaths as thick as frosty nights with stars,
I would have ventur'd.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 3.

7. A capital offense; an offense punishable
with death.

I would make it death
For any male thing but to peep at us.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

8. The state or place of the dead.
The gates of death. Job xxxviii. 17.

9. The mode or manner of dying.
Let me die the death of the righteous. Num. xxiii. 10.

Thou shalt die the deaths of them that are slain in the
midst of the seas. Ezek. xxviii. 8.

10. Something as dreadful as death.

It was death to them to think of entertaining such doc-
trines. Bp. Atterbury.

11. In Scripture: (a) The reverse of spiritual
life

;
the mere physical and sensuous life, with-

out any activity of the spiritual or religious
nature.

To be carnally minded is death. Bom. viii. (i.

(ft) After physical death, the final doom of those
who have lived and died in separation from God
and the divine life.

If His [God's] favor be forfeited, the inevitable conse-
quences are the death of the soul, that is. its loss of spir-
itual life, and unending sinfulness and misery.

Dr. Hodge, Systematic Theology, II. vi.

Death when spoken of as the penal destiny of the wicked
undoubtedly carries with it in all cases associations of sin
and suffering as its consequences, suffering leading to de-
struction. Edward White, Life in Christ, p. 108.

1 2f. A slaughtering or killing Aman of deatnt
a murderer.

Not to suffer a man of death to live. Bacon.

civil death.

death-bill

This banishment is a kind of civil death.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

Dance of death. See dance. Death camass. See ca-

mass. Death's door, gates of death, jaws of death,
expressions for a near approach to death: as, he lay at

death's door, or at the gate <>/ death; he was snatched
from the jaws of death.

Like one that hopelesse was depiyv'd
From deatkett dore at which he lately lay.

Spenser, Y. Q., V. iv. 35.

Into the jaw* of Death,
Into the mouth of Hell
Rode the six hundred.
Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

In the article of death. See article. Second death,
in theol., the state of lost soul.s after physical death ; eter-

nal punishment.

The fearful . . . and all liars shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone ; which is the
second death. Rev. xxi. 8.

The black death, the name given to a very destructive

plague which, originating in eastern or central Asia, spread
over Asia and Europe in the fourteenth century, attain-

ing its height about 1348, characterized by inflammatory
boils and black spots or petechiae of the skin, indicating
putrid decomposition. Also called the black disease and
the great death. To he death on. (a) To be a capital
hand at; be an adept in (the doing of anything): as, the
old doctor was death on fits. (6) To be passionately fond
of ; have a great liking or capacity for : as, he was death
on the sherry. [Vulgar in both uses.]

Women, I believe, are born with certain natural tastes.

Sally was death on lace. 5am Slick, p. 225.

To be in at the death, iufvx-hutitiny, to come up with
the game before it has been killed by the hounds ; hence,
to be present at the finale or end of anything, as the defeat
of an opponent. To death, to the point of being thor-

oughly exhausted ; excessively : as, tired to death.

We are worked to death in the House of Commons, and
we are henceforth to sit on Saturdays.

Macaulay, Life and Letters, I. 235.

To die the death. See dfei. To do to death, to

kill ; slay ; put to death, especially by repeated attacks or
blows.

Better it were ther to drowne hym-self than the luge
sholde hym shamfully do hym to deth before the peple.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 21.

Done to death by slanderous tongues
Was the Hero that here lies.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3.

To put to death, to kill
; execute ; order or compass the

death of.

And I may not be byleved, wherfore I most with grete
wronge be put to deth. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 15.

God not permitting so base a people to put to death so

holy a Prophet did assume him into heaven.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 43.

To the death. () Till death ; while life lasts.

These ahull the love and serve euer to the deth.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 12li.

(6) Mortally; to death.

Upon a time sore sicke she fell,
Yea to the very death.

Gentleman in Thracia (Child's Ballads, VIII. 160).

= Syn. 1. Death, Decease, Demise. See decease.

death-a-coId (deth'a-kold), a. Deadly cold.

[Colloq. and rare, New Eng.]
Her feet and hands, especially, had never seemed so

death-a-cold as now. Ilawthome, .Seven Gables, p. 287.

death-adder (deth'ad'fer), n. A venomous ser-

pent of Australia, AcanthopMs antarctica. See

Acanthophis.
death-agony (deth'ag^o-ni), n. The agony or

struggle wnich sometimes immediately pre-
cedes death.

death-bed (deth'bed), n. and a. [< ME. *deth-

Icdde, < AS. dedtlt-bedd (= D. doodbed = G. tod-

tenbctt), < death, death, + bcdd, bed.] I. n. 1.

The bed on which a person dies or is confined
in his last sickness.

Sweet soul, take heed,
Take heed of perjury ; thou'rt on thy death-bed.

SArtt., Othello, v. 2.

Hence 2. A person's last sickness ; sickness

ending in death.

A death-bed's a detector of the heart.

l'mm.7, Night Thoughts, ii. 641.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a death-bed, or to

the circumstances of a person's death.

A death-bed repentance ought not indeed to be neg-
lected, because it is the last thing that we can do.

Bp. Atterbttry, Sermons.

Death-bed expenses, in SrotN law, expenses connected
with a person's last sickness.

death-bell (deth'bel), . 1. The bell that

announces a death
;
the passing-bell. 2. A

sound in the ears like that of a tolling bell, sup-

posed by the superstitious to presage death.

() lady, 'tis dark, an' I heard the death-bell,
An' dareua aav yonder fur gowd nor fee.

//''.", Mountain Bard.

Also, rarely, dead-bell.

death-billt (aeth'bil), . A list of dead. See
the extract.



death-bill

1 he ,1'iltli.t'ill , eallc.l l.\ some tin- Mini tna] \ roll or brief,

Which WJlSlt list Of its .lea.l sent I.} OTM- til HIM' to In- IVMIelll

lierc.l ill I In- pray. -i i an. I -art-ill. -cs or the other w II h \ihi.-h

it was ill fellowship. /.'"/.-, Church of our Kiitln-i -

death-bird (dot h'berd), n. 1. A small owl of

North Anifrira, .\i/i-tnln richardsoni. 2. The
death's-head moth.
death-blow (deth'blo), n. 1. A blow causing
death

;
a mortal blow.

HIT [I.iicretUI
Whose '! 'it/i t>lnir struck the dateless .loom of kings.

'/' it/,i/*,i. Lucretius.

2. Figuratively, something which destroys, ex-

tiiiguishes, or blights.

liy the ilt'iith-Mnw tit my ho|n\
My liirinory immortal grew.

ISiH'Hi. Lines written beneath a I'ii-tun-.

death-cord (deth'kord), w. A rope for hanging ;

the gallows-rope.
Nave I done well to give thin hoHl-y vet'ran,
Who has for thirty years fought in our wars,
To the dmth-rm-d unheard? ./. RniUit.

death-damp (deth'damp), n. The cold, clammy
-wrat which sometimes precedes death.

death-dance (deth'dans), n. The dance of
death (which see, under dmicr, n.). Ilurki:

death-day (deth'da), w. [Formerly also dcail-

ilni/: < ME. dethday, dedday ; < death + day 1
.}

The day on which one dies.

Al-so at the (ted dan of a brother, euery couple to seiiyn
iij. penys.

'

KrujlM Gild(E. E. T. s.), p. 121.

They esteeme this life as mans conception, but his death-
>l'H! to lie his l.irtli-.lay vnto that true anil happy life.

{'"'lifiM, Pilgrimage, p. 463.

death-fire (deth'fir), n. A luminous appear-
ance or flame, as the ignis fatuus, supposed by
the superstitious to presage death.

Alx>ut, alwnt, in reel ami rout,
The death-Jim danced at night.

Coteridye, Ancient Mariner, ii.

deathful (deth'ful), a'. [< death + -//.] 1.

Full of slaughter ;
murderous

;
destructive.

These eyes behold
The death/lit scene. Pope, Odyssey.
Thou who, amidst the di-ath/ui field,

By godlike chiefs alone beheld,
Oft with thy bosom bare art found.

Coltinn, To Mercy.
Oh ! deathfid stabs were dealt apace,
The battle deepen'd in its place.

Tennyson, Oriana.

2t. Cruel ; painful, as death.

Your cruelty was such as you would spare his life for

many deathful torments. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

3. Liable to death
;
mortal.

The deathless gods, ami deathful enrth. Chapman.

deathfulness (deth'ful-nes), . An appear-
ance of death or as of death ; the state of being
suggestive of or associated with death. Jer.

Taylor.
The whole picture [Turner's Slave-ship] Is dedicated to

the most sublime of subjects and impressions, . . . the

power, majesty, unildeathfulnessot the open, deep, illim-

it. it-lr sea.
'

1 ITT,

deathlingt idctii'iing), . [< iittii + -// </'.]

One subject tn death; a child of death. >'//// \// ;.

deathly' (deth'li), . [< JIK. <i,,i/,,. ,i,,in, etc.

(.-aine \ixdimllij, <[. v.), < AS. driithlii; also /?//((/-

lir, < di-iith, death, or dead, dead, -t- -lit; E. -ty
1
.]

1. Like or characteristic of death; partaking
of the nature or appearance of death : as, a

di-iillil;/ swoon: iliiit/itif pallor. 2. Threaten-

ing death ;
fatal ; mortal; deadly. [Rare.]

I nwliolt sonic and deathly. J. I'dall, On -' Cor. jj.

=Syn. See ill-mil it.

deathly <doili'li),rtrfr. f< ME. dedrly, etc. (same
us di-adli/. llllr., q. V.), ( AS. dead/in; < i/nnlllr.

adj. : see deadly, a.] So as to resemble a dead
person, or death.

I saw Lucy standing before me, alone, deathly paje.
Ditkeii*.

death-mask (deth'mask), . A mask, usually
of plaster, taken from a person's face after
death.

death-point (deth'point), n. The limit of the
time during which an animal organism can live

in a certain degree of heat ; specifically, the

point of time, from the beginning of the immer-
sion, when an organism is killed bv water at a

temperature of 212 F.
death-rate (deth'rat), H. The proportion of
deaths among the inhabitants of a town, coun-

try, etc., in a given period of time, usually reck-
oned at so many in a thousand per annum.
death-rattle (deth'rat'l), . A rattling sound
sometimes heard in the last labored breathing
of a dying person.
There was a sound in her convulsed throat like the death-

rattle.

J. H'itnuH, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. nil.

death-ruckle (deth'ruk'l), n. Same as death-
rattle. [Scotch.]
death's-head (deths'hed), n. 1. The skull of a
human skeleton, or a figure or painting repre-
senting such a skull.

I had rather to be married to a death'* head with a Imne
in his mouth. Shak., M. of V., i. i

2f. Specifically, in the sixteenth century, a ring
with a death's-head on it.

Sell some of my cloaths to buy thee a death'* head, anil

put upon thy middle linger.

Middleton, Mawiiujer, and Rowley, Old Law, iv. 1.

These are all rings, death't-hrad*, and such mementos,
Her grandmother and worm-eaten aunts left to her,
To tell her what her beauty must arrive at.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, I. 2.

3. A name of one of the saimiri or titi mon-
keys of South America, ClirysothrU ncinit.
Death's-head moth, or death's-head hawk-moth,
Acherontia atrmto*, the largest species of lepidopterons in-

sects found in Great Britain. The markings on the back
of the thorax very closely resemble a skull or death's-head ;

death-hunter (deth'hun'ter), . One who fol-

lows in the rear of an army, in order to strip
and rob the bodies of the dead after an en-

gagement.
deathify (deth'i-fi), r. t.

; pret. and pp. drathi-

lied, ppr. drathifying. [Improp. < death + -/-///.]

To make dead; kill. Coleridge. [Rare.]
deathiness (deth'i-nes), n. ['< dm thy + -ness.]
Deathfulness ; death-producing influence

; peril
of death. [Rare.]

Look ! it burns clear
;
but with the uir around

Us dead ingredients mingle ilealhiix **.

Hiiiiiheii, Thalaha, v.

deathless (deth'les), a. [< death +-/*.] 1.

Not subject to death or destruction
;
immortal :

as, deathless beings.
lioils lli. -le art-, aii.l ifi-nthlenn. Teitny*(Hl, Lucretius.

2. Unceasing; unending; perpetual: as, rfenWi-

li-s.t fame.
Ne'er shall oblivion's murky cloud
Obscure his itriitldrM pruise. SiV W. Joi\et.

deathlessness (deth'les-nes), n. [< ilratlilexx

+ -rax.] The state of being deathless; free-

dom from death; immortality: as, the tli-ittli-

l< xxnrss of the BOW.
He [mantis iinmortul, not lieeause lie was created so,

but because he has become so, deriving his deathle*ne#
from Him who alone hath immortality.

Ib'tii-'t ,'t'iu . Creative \\Yck. p. -Jill.

deathliness (detli'H-nes). . The quality of

lieini; deathly: resemblance to death in its as-

pects or phenomena.
Not a t.la.lc of yniHs. not a M" ef. not even the liai.liest

lichen, springs up to relieve the utter di'athlineni of the
s- .-Me. //. 11. Sf'Ki;. A^nes of Sorrento, xviii.

Death's-head Moth (AchereHtia atropos \, about one half

hence the English name. It measures from 4 to 5 inches
in expanse of the wings. It emits peculiar sounds, some-
what resembling the squeaking of a mouse, but how these
sounds are produced naturalists have not been able sat-

isfactorily to explain. It attacks beehives, pillages the

honey, and disperses the 1>ees. It is regarded by the sujicr-
st it ions as the forerunner of death or some other calamity.
Also called death-hiril.

death's-herb (detbs'erb), . The deadly night-
shade, AtrujKi HclliuliiHna.

deathsman (deths
'

man), .
; pi. deathsmen

(-men). An executioner; a hangman; one who
executes the extreme penalty of the law; one
who kills.

He's dead : I am only sorry
He had no other death'x-iiiait. Shak., Lear, iv. G.

Far more expressive than our term of executioner is

their (the ancient writers'] solemn one of dealt

Disraeli.

death-sough (deth'such), . The last heavy
breathings or sighings of a dying person.
[Scotc-h.]
Heard na ye the lang-drawn dealk-tuniih ' The rfi<A-

M>f //< .it the Moi ison* is as hollow as a groan frae the grave.
lilnckicood't Mag., Sept, 1820, p. 682.

death-stroke (deth'strok), . A death-blow.
t 'nli nilil' .

death-struck (deth'struk). ii. Mortally wound-
ed, or ill with some fatal disease.

deave

death-throe (deth'thi-o), . [< MK. drih-i,

< ilmtli + lliriii.] The strngglf which in Home
OMM :i.-.'"tii|ianii-s ilealh.

death-tick (deth'iik), . The common death-
wateh, tiiiilniiiii ti.-.xil/iil n HI. Itaririii.

death-token (deth'ti'rkn), . That which in-

ili.-ales approaching death.

He is so pl;i :nv proud, that the ilrtilh tiik- n* lit it

Crjr
" No recovery." ,s/..iJ-., T. and ('., II. 3.

death-trance (deth'trans), . A condition of

apparent death, the action of the heart and
lungs, the temperature, and other signs of life

being so reduced as to produce the semblance
of death.

death-trap (deth'trap), . A structure or situ-

ation involving imminent risk of death
;
a place

dangerous to fife.

A wooden man-of-war is now as worthless as an egg-
shell ; more so, for It is a death-trap.

Xea> York Tribune, March IS, 1862.

deathward(deth'ward), adv. [(death + -ward.']
Toward death.

Alas, the sting of conscience
To dftithirard for our faults.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, IT. S.

death-warrant (deth'wor'ant), n. 1. In lair,

an order from the proper authority for the ex-
ecution of a criminal. 2. Figuratively, any-
thing which puts an end to hope or expectation .

death-watch (deth'woch), . 1. A vigil beside
a dying person. 2. A guard set over a con-
demned criminal for some time prior to his exe-
cution. 3. The popular name of several small
beetles which mane a ticking or clicking sound,
supposed by superstitious persons to be omi-
nous of death, (a) Home species of the genus AuMum,
or serrieorn lieetles, of the family I'tiitidaf, as A. domes-
ti-'iini. A. ('** ll'ttu", . and A. glriatum. These insects
abound in old houses, where they get into the wood by
taring, and make a

clicking sound by
standing up on
their hind legs and
knocking their
heads against the
wood quickly and
forcibly several
times In succession,
the number of dis-

tinct strokes being
In general from
seven to eleven.
This is the call of
the sexes.

Few cars have es-

caped the noise of

the death-watch :

that is, the little

clicking sound
heard often In

many rooms, some-
, jH06,u ,:

what resembling
'

/,.,,,'.',.

that of a watch ;

and this is conceived to lie of an evil omen or prediction of
some person's death. . . . This noise is made by a little

sheath-winged grey insect, found often in wainscot benches.
Sir T. Broirne. Vulg. Err., U. 7.

"Alas ! the poor gentleman will never get from hence,"
said the landlady to me "

for I heard the death-watch
all night long." Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 6.

(6) A minute, wingless, pseuiloneiiropterons Insect, Atro-

pog i'ul*iitrin<. of the family P*uc\dce, a great pest in
l.otani.-al and entomological collections. It also makes a
ticking s. .iin.l.

death-wound (deth'wSnd), n. A wound caus-

ing death.

deathy (deth'i), adr. [< death + -yl.] So as to
resemble death

; deathly. [Rare.]
The cheeks were detithy dark,

Dark the dead skin upon the hairless skull.

S"iithey, Thalaba, II.

deauratet (de-a'rat ). r. t. [< LL. deaurattig, pp.
of deaurare, gild, < L. de, down, + aurare, over-

lay with gold, gild, < nnritm, gold: see aurate.]
To gild. Kailey. [Rare.]
deaurate (de-a'rat), a. [ME. deavrat, < LL.
iliiniratiis. pp.: see the verb.] If. Golden;
gilded. [Rare.]
Of so eye-bewitching a deaui-ate ruddfe dy is the skin-

coat of this landtgrave.
Xituhe, Lenten Stutfe (Harl. Misc., VI. 164).

2. In iiitum.. having a dull metallic-golden
luster resembling worn gilding,
deaurationt (de-a-ra'shqn), n. [= F. dfaura-
tioii ; < ilcaurate + -ion.'] The act of gilding,
deave (dev), r. ; pret. and pp. deared, ppr. deat-

iij. [Another form of deaf, r.] I. trans. To
render deaf; deafen; stun with noise. [Scotch
and prov. Eng.]

If mitir they deare us wi' their din.
Or patronage inn HM..M.

HHI-IU, The Ordination.

"You know my name; how is that ?' . . .

"
Fi.olish l>o\.

was it not eii.-.l at the gate loud enough to deare one?
'

C. Keade, Cloister and Hearth, II.

II. iittrauy. To become deaf.

Death-watch.

notalttMt. *. Atrorei pHli
( Lines show natural sues.)



deawarren

deawarrent, r. t. [< de- priv. + *awnrrrn for

irarren. Cf. disirarren.] To diswarren. E. D.

Deaicarrened is when a warren is diswarrened or broke

up and laid in common.
W. Nelson, Laws Concerning Game (1727), p. 32.

debacchatet (de-bak'at), v. i. [< L. debaccha-

tiis, pp. of debacchari, rave like the Bacchan-

tes, < de- + barchiiri, rave, revel: see bacchant.]

To rave as a bacchanal.

debacchationt (de-ba-ka'shon), . [< LL. de-

baccliatin(H-), < L. debacchari, rave: see debac-

ehate.] Bacchanalian raving.

Such . . . who defile their holiday with most foolish

vanities, most impure pollutions, most wicked debaccha-

tions. Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, I. vi. 12.

debacle (de-bak'l), . [< F. debdcle, a break-

up, overthrow, < debdcler, break up, as ice does,

unbar, < de- priv. (< L. dis-, apart) + Meier,

bar, shut, < Pr. baclar, bar, < L. baculus, a stick,

staff: see baculus.] 1. Specifically, the break-

ing up of ice in a river in consequence of a rise

of the water. Sometimes used by English writers on

geology for a rush of water carrying with it debris of va-

rious kinds, as by Lyell in describing the effect of the giv-

ing way of an ice-barrier in the valley of Bagnes, Valais,

Switzerland, in 1818.

Abnormal floods and debacles, such as occur in all river

valleys occasionally. Damson, Origin of World, p. 313.

2. A confused rout
;
an uncontrollable rush

;

a stampede.
debar (de-bar'), v. t.; pret. and pp. debarred,

ppr. debarring. [< OF. debarrer, desbarrei; des-

barer, bar out, < de-, des-, priv., + barrer, bar:

see bar*-, v., and cf. disbar.] To bar out; shut

out; preclude; exclude; prevent from enter-

ing; deny right of access to; hinder from ap-

proach, entry, use, etc.

An inconvenience which will intrude itself, if it be not
debarred. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 178.

From this court I debarre all rough and violent exer-

cises. Quoted in Strati's Sports and Pastimes, p. 16.

She was expiring ; and yet I was debarred the small com-
fort of weeping by her. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxviii.

Men were debarred from books, but accustomed from
childhood to contemplate the admirable works of art

which, even in the thirteenth century, Italy began to

produce. Macaulay, Petrarch.

= Syn. To interdict, prohibit, prevent, restrain.

debarbt (de-barb'), '. t. [< ML. debarbare, cut
off (the beard), < L. de-, off. + barba = E. beard:
see barb 1

.] To deprive ot the beard.

debaret,. [<t?c- + 6cc1
.] Bare; stripped. E.D.

As wooddes are made debayre of leanes.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

debark (de-bark'), v. [< F. debarquer, formerly
dcsbarquer, < des-, de-, de'-, from, + barque, a

ship, bark: see bark3
,
and cf. disbark, a doub-

let of debark.] I. trans. To land from a ship
or boat; bring to land from a vessel; disem-
bark : as, to debark artillery.
Sherman debarked his troops and started out to accom-

plish the object of the expedition.
U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 331.

II. intrans. To leave a ship or boat, and go
ashore

;
disembark: as, the troops debarked at

four o'clock.

debarkation (de-bar-ka'shon), n. [< debark +
-ation.] The act of disembarking.

Ccesar seems to have hardly stirred from the first place
of his debarkation. Barrington.

debarkment! (de-biirk'ment), n. [< F. debarque-
ment, < debarquer, debark : see debark and
-ment.] Debarkation: as, a place of debark-
ment. [Rare.]
Our troops ought not to have shut themselves up in the

Goleta, but have met the enemy in the open field at the
place of debarkment. Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iv. 12.

debarment (de-bar'ment), n. [< debar + -ment.]
The act of debarring or excluding; hindrance
from approach ;

exclusion.
I groaned within myself ... at thinking of my sad de-

baniirnt from the sight of Lorna.
A. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, p. 287.

debarrass (de-bar'as), v. t. [< F. debarrasser,
clear up, disentangle, < de-, from, + "barrasser in

embarrasser, entangle, embarrass, < barre, a bar:
see embarrass.] To free from embarrassment
or entanglement; disembarrass; disencumber.
"But though we could not seize his person," said the

captain,
" we have debarrassed ourselves tout a fait from

his pursuit." Mine. D'Arblay, Cecilia, vii. 5.

Clement had time to debarrass himself of his boots and
his hat before the light streamed in upon him.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixxxiv.

debase (de-bas'), t). t.
; pret. and pp. debased,

ppr. debasing. [< L. de-, down, + E. basc^.]
1. To reduce in quality or state: impair the
purity, worth, or credit of

; vitiate
; adulterate :

as, to debase gold or silver by alloy.

1476

Many an elegant Phrase becomes improper for a Poet

or an Orator when it has been debased by common use.

AdtUton, Spectator, No. 285.

They cheated their creditors by debasing the coinage.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 463.

2. To lower or impair morally ; degrade.
Whether it be not a kind of taking God's name in vain

to debase religion with such frivolous disputes, a sin to

bestow time and labour about them.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. SO.

= Syn. Debase, Degrade, etc. (see abase), lower, deteriorate,

dishonor, alloy, taint, corrupt, defile. See list under de-

grade.

debased (de-bast'), p. a. 1. Reduced in qual-

ity or state; lowered in purity or fineness;
adulterated.

Silver coins of debased Macedonian weight.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 207.

2. Lowered morally ; degraded; despicable.
3. In her., reversed.

debasement (de-bas'ment), n. [< debase +
-ment.] The act of debasing, or the state of

being debased, (a) Impairment of purity, fineness, or

value ;
adulteration, (b) Degradation.

A state of continual dependence on the generosity of

others is a life of gradual debasement.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, c.

debaser (de-ba'ser), n. One who or that which
debases or lowers in estimation or in value

;
one

who or that which degrades or renders mean.
A debaser of the character of our nation.

Major Carlwriyht, State of the Nation, p. 53.

debashedt (de-bashf), o. [< de- + bash + -ed%,
after abashed.] Abashed; confounded; con-
fused. Nares.

Fell prostrate down, debash'd with reverent shame.

Niccols, England's Eliza, Ind.

debasingly (de-ba'sing-li), adv. So as to de-

base.

debatable (de-ba'ta-bl), a. [< OF. debatable, de-

battable, F. debattable (ML. debatabilis), < deba-

tre, debate, + -able.] Admitting of debate or

argument; disputable; subject to controversy
or contention; questionable: as, a debatable

question; debataWe claims.

No one thinks of discrediting scientific method because
the particular conclusions of the physicist or biologist are
often debatable and sometimes false.

G. H. Lewes, Prohs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 11.

Debatable land, land (or, by extension, a subject) in dis-

pute or controversy ; specifically, a tract of land between
the rivers Esk and Sark, formerly claimed by both Eng-
land and Scotland, which was the haunt of thieves and
vagabonds.
debate 1

(de-bat'), r.
; pret. and pp. debated, ppr.

debating, [< ME. debaten, < OF. debatre, de-

battre, desbatre, desbattre, fight, contend, de-
bate (also lit. beat down, beat: see <2e&ate2).F.
debattre, contend, debate, = Sp. debatir = Pg.
debater = It. dibattere,<. ML. "debatere (debatare,
after Rom.), fight, contend, argue, debate, < L.

de, down, + batuere, ML. batere, battere, beat:
see abate and bate1 . Hence by apheresis bate3 .

Cf. debate2.] I. intrans. 1. To engage in com-
bat; fight; do battle. [Archaic.]

His cote-armour
As whyte as is a lily flour,
In which he wol debate.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 157.

Well could he tourney, and in lists debate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 6.

It seem'd they would debate with angry swords.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1421.

2. To dispute ;
contend.

'Tis no hour now for anger,
No wisdom to debate with fruitless choler.

Fletcher (and another), False One, iii. 1.

3. To deliberate together ;
discuss or argue ;

also, reflect
;
consider.

II. trans. 1 . To fight or contend for
;
battle

for, as with arms. [Archaic.]
The cause of religion was debated with the same ardour

in Spain as on the plains of Palestine. Prescott.

2. To contend about in argument; argue for or

against ; discuss ; dispute : as, the question was
debated till a late hour.

Debate thy cause with thy neighbour himself.
Prov. xxv. 9.

The Civilians nieete together at the Palace for the de-

bating of matters of controversie. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

He could not debate anything without some commotion,
even when the argument was not of moment. Clarendon.

3. To reflect upon ;
consider

;
think.

Long time she stood debating what to do.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 234.

Debating society, a society for the purpose of improve-
ment in extemporaneous discussion. =Syn. 2. Argue, Dis-
pute, Debate, etc. See argue.

debate 1
(de-bat'), n. '[< ME. debate, < OF. debat,

desbat, F. debat = Sp. Pg. debate = It. dibatto

(ML. debatum), debate
;
from the verb. Hence

debauch

by apheresis bate3.] 1. Strife
;
contention

;

contest; fight; quarrel. [Archaic.]

Behold, ye fast for strife and debate. Isa. Iviii. 4.

On the day of the Trinitie next suyng was a gret debaat,
... & in that murther ther were sleye . . . iiii skore.

Robert oj' Gloucester, p. 690.

But question fierce and proud reply
Gave signal soon of dire debate. Scott.

2. Contention by argument; discussion; dis-

pute ; controversy : as, forensic debates.

Of all his wordes he remembryd wele,
And with hym self he was helf atte debate.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1663.

The matter in debate was, whether the late French king
was most Augustus Caesar or Nero.

Addinon, Coffee House Politicians.

3f. Subject of discussion.

Statutes and edicts concerning this debate. Milton.

debate2
!, v. [< OF. debatre, debattre, desbatre,

desbattre, beat down, beat, strike (also, in de-

flected sense, fight, contend, debate: see de-

bate1 ), < L. de, down, + batuere, ML. batere,

battere, beat : see abate and bate1 . Cf. debate1
.]

1. trans. To abate ;
lower.

The same wyse thir Rutnlianis, as he wald,
Gan at command debait thare voce and ceice,
To here the Kyiigis mynd, and hald thare peace.

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 459.

II. intrans. To abate
;
iall off.

Artes, . . . when they are at the full perfection, doo de-

bate and decrease againe. W. Webbe, Eng. Poetry, p. 94.

debate2!, [ME. ;
from the verb.] Debase-

ment
; degradation.
Yf a lady doo soo grete outrage
To shewe pyte, and cause Mr owen debate,
Of MII-III- pyte cometh dispetous rage,
And of the love also right dedly hate.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 67.

debatefult (de-bat'ful), a. [< debate + -ful.]

Abounding in or inclined to debate; quarrel-
some.

Debate/till strife, and cruell enmity,
The famous name of knighthood fowly shend.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 35.

If ye be so debatefnl and contentious.
J. Udall, On 1 Cor. vi.

debatefullyt (de-bat'ful-i), adv. With conten-
tion.

debatementt (de-bat'ment), n. [< OF. debate-

ment, debattement, < debatre, debate : see debate1

and -ment.] Controversy; deliberation; dis-

cussion.

Without debatement further, more or less.

He should the bearers put to sudden death.

Shalt., Hamlet, v. 2.

debater (de-ba'ter), n. [< debate + -er*
;
cf. OF.

debateor, debateur, disputant.] If. One who
strives or contends ;

a fighter ;
a quarreler.

2. One who debates; a disputant; a wran-

gler.

debatingly(de-ba'ting-li), adv. In the manner
of debate.

debatoust, [ME., < debate + -ous.] Quarrel-
some

;
contentious.

Debatouse: contensiosus, contumeliosus, dissidiosus.
Catholicum Anylicum.

debauch (de-bach'), v. [Formerly also debosh,
deboish; < OF. desbaucher, F. debaucher, cor-

rupt, seduce, mislead, appar. a fig. use of OF.
desbaucher, hew away, chip, rough-hew, as a

piece of timber, < des- priv., away, off, + bau-

clier, hew, chip, rough-hew, square, as a piece
of timber, < bauch, bauc, bale, m., a beam, log,

bauctte, f., a beam, later also a row or course
of stones in masonry (cf. bauche, bauge, a hut) ;

of Teut. origin : OD. balke, D. balk = MLG.
balke = OHG. balclio, balko, MHG. balke, G.

balke, balken = Icel. bailer = Sw. Norw. Dan.

balk, a beam, balk: see balk^, n.] I. trans. 1.

To corrupt the morals or principles of
;
entice

into improper conduct, as excessive indul-

gence, treason, etc.
;
lead astray, as from mo-

rality, duty, or allegiance : as, to debauch a

youth by evil instruction and example ;
to de-

bauch an army.
This it is to counsel things that are unjust; first, to de-

bauch a king to break his laws, and then to seek protec-
tion. Dryden, Spanish Friar.

These rogues, whom I had picked up, debauched my
other men, and they all formed a conspiracy to seize the

ship. Sici.ft, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 1.

2. Specifically, to corrupt with lewdness ; bring
to be guilty of uiichastity ; deprave ; seduce : as,

to debauch a woman. 3. To lower or impair in

quality ; corrupt or vitiate
; pervert.

Natural taste is apt to be seduced and debauched by
vicious precept aud bad example. Goldsmith, Taste.



debauch

4f. Figuratively, to spoil ;
dismantle

;
render

unserviceable.

Last year his barks anil gallics were ili'fmxtn'it.

./. Either, Fililnils Trues, vli. 603.

II. hi trans. To riot; revel,

debauch (de-bach'), H. [< P. tUbauche, > It.

i/i'linxi'iii : from the verb.] 1. Kxccss in cut-

ing or drinking; intemperance; drunkenness;
gluttony; Icwducss.

The Mrst physicians by debauch were made ;

Kvcss began, ami sloth sustains the trade.

Dryden.
2. An act or a period of debauchery. = Syn. Revel,
Ontif. etc. See t'annwall.

debauched (de-bachf), p- a. [Formerly ae ~

bonhi'il, <li'li<inli'd, debont : see dfbaucli, t'.] 1.

Corrupt; vitiated in morals or purity of char-
acter

; given to debauchery ; profligate.

They should stand in more fear of their lives & goods
(in short time) from this wicked & deboste erne, then from
y salvages them selves.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 240.

What pity 'tis, so civil a young man should haunt this
di'fm itched eompany ! B. Jonmni, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

2. Characterized by or characteristic of de-

bauchery : as, a debauched look
;
a man of de-

biiitfhrd principles.

debauchedly (de-ba'ched-li), adv. In a profli-
gate manner.
debauchedness (de-ba'ched-nes), . The state
of being debauched

; gross intemperance.
Cromwell, in a letter to General Fortescue (November,

1655), speaks sharply of the disorders and debauchedite**,
profaneness and wickedness, commonly practised amongst
the army sent out to the West Indies.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 257.

debauchee (deb-o-she'), . [< F. debaucht (>
It. dvbosciato), prop. pp. of dtbaucher, debauch :

see debauch.] One addicted to intemperance
or bacchanalian excesses

;
a habitually lewd or

profligate person.
Could we but prevail with the greatest debauchees

among us to change their lives, we should find it no very
hard matter to change their judgments.

South, Sermons, I. vi.

debaucher (de-ba'cher), n. [= F. dtbaucheur.]
One who debauches or corrupts others

;
a se-

ducer tolewduess or to any dereliction of duty.
If we may say it, he [Wolsey] was the flrst Debaucher

of King Henry. Baker, Chronicles, p. 262.

You can make a story of the simple victim and the rus-
tic debaucher. Lamb.

debauchery (de-ba'cher-i), . [< debauch +
-ery.] 1. Excessive indulgence in sensual

pleasures of any kind; gluttony; intemper-
ance

; sexual immorality ;
unlawful indulgence

of lust.

Oppose . . . debauchery by temperance.
Bp. Sprat, Sermons.

2. Corruption of morality or fidelity; seduc-
tion from duty or allegiance.
The republic of Paris will endeavour to complete the

debauchery of the army. Burke.

debauchment (de - bach '

roent), . [P. dt-

bauchfinetit, < dtibaucltcr, debauch.] 1. The act
of debauching or corrupting; the act of sedu-

cing from virtue or duty.
The ravishment of chaste maidens, or the debauchment

of nations. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 5,

2. Debauchery; debauch.
Your nose is Roman, which your next debauchment
At tavern, with the help of ... a candlestick.
May turn to Indian, flat. Shirley, Hyde Park, Hi. 2.

debauchnesst (de-bach'nes), . The state of

being debauched. Bp. (louden.

debelt (de-bel'), f. t. [< F. debeller = Bp. debe-
// = Pg. debellar = It. debellare, < L. debel-

lurr, subdue, < de, from, + bellare, carry on
war.] To subdue ; expel by force of arms.

Whom Hercules from out his realm debflled.

Warner, Albion's England, ii. 8.

Him long of old
Thou didst debel, and down from heaven cast.

Milton, P. R., iv. 605.

debellatet (de-bel'at), v. t. [< L. debclliitiix.

pp. of debellare : see MM.] Same as debel.

debellationt (deb-e-lii'shon), n. [= Sp. debefa
ci/ni = }>%. iltMliKjito = It. debellazione, < ML.
di'bclltitii>(n-), < L. flflM'llnre, stibdue: see <lcl>rl.]

The act of conquering or expelling by force of
arms.
Hut now being thus, between the said Michaelmas and

Halowe'mttda next ensuing, in this deliellation van-
quished, they br lied henee and vanquished, and are be-
come two ton in again. ,x-,v r. Mitre. Salem and I'.i/ance.

debellisht, r. t. [< <lc- priv. + -Mlixlt, as in
(iiilif/lixli. q. v.] To mar the beauty of; dis-

figure. K. 2).
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<:. f'ti'li-lit'i; rhiixt 'I'rinmiih.

de bene esse (de be'ne es'e). [Law L., for

what it is worth, an if valid
; lit., for being

well : de, of, for
; liene, well ; case, be, inf. as

a noun, being.] In law, for what it is worth;
conditionally: as, to take an order or testi-

mony ili' In in' csse (that is, to take or allow it

for the present, but subject to be suppressed
or disallowed on a further or full examination).
debenture (de-ben'tur), n. [< ME. debentvr, a

receipt ;
so called because such receipts for-

merly began with the Latin words atlx-ntur

miht, there are owing to me: L. debentur, 3d

pers. pi. pres. iud. pass, of debere, owe: see

debit, debt.] 1. A writing acknowledging a
debt

;
a writing or certificate signed by a public

officer or corporation as evidence of debt
; pe-

cifically, an instrument, generally under -eal,

for the repayment of money lent : usually not

exclusively used of obligations of
cpi. orations

or large moneyed copartnerships, issued in a
form convenient to be bought and sold as in-

vestments. Sometimes a specific fund or property is

pledged liy the debentures, in which case they are usually
termed mortgage debentures.

2. In the customs, a certificate of drawback;
a writing which states that a person is entitled
to a certain sum from the government on the

reexportation of specified goods, the duties on
which have been paid. 3. In some government
departments, a bond or bill by which the gov-
ernment is charged to pay a creditor or his as-

signs the money due on auditing his account.
Debenture bond, formerly, a corporate bond or obliga-

tion not secured by mortgage.
debentured (de-ben'turd), a. Entitled to draw-
back or debenture

;
"secured by debenture.

Debentured goods, goods for which a debenture has been
given as being entitled to drawback.

deberry (de'ber'i), n. Same as daybcrry.
debile (deb'il), a. [< OF. debile, P. debile =
Sp. debit = Pg. debit = It. debile, debate, < L.

debilis, weak, < de- priv. + habUis, able: see
aWe1

.] Relaxed
;
weak

;
feeble ; languid ;

faint.

For that I have not wash'd
My nose that bled, or foil'd some debile wretch, . . .

You shout me forth
In acclamations hyperbolical. Shak., Cor., L 9.

A very old, small, debile, and tragically fortuned man,
whom he sincerely pitied.

R. L. Stecemm, The Dynamiter, p. 197.

Debilirostres (deb'i-li-ros'trez), n. nt. [NL.,
< L. debilis, weak, + rostrum, a beak.] In Sun-
devall's classification of birds, a synonym of
his Limicolte (wbich see).
debilitant (de-bil'i-tant), a. and . [= F. de-

bilitant, < L. debilitan(t-)s, ppr. of debilitare,
weaken : see debilitate.] I. a. Debilitating ;

weakening.
II. . In med., a remedy administered for the

purpose of reducing excitement.
debilitate (de-bil'i-tat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. de-

bilitated, ppr. debilitating. [< L. debilitatus, pp.
of debilitare (> It. debilitare = Sp. Pg. debili-

tar = F. debiliter), weaken, < debilis, weak: see

debile.] To weaken; impair the strength of;
enfeeble

;
make inactive or languid: as, intem-

perance debilitates the organs of digestion.
Providence seems kindly our frfend in this particular,

thus to debilitate the understanding where the heart is cor-

rupt. Goldsmith, Vicar, xv.

= Syn. To enervate, exhaust.

debllitatet (de-bil'i-tat), a. [< L. debilitatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Weak
;
feeble.

debilitation (de-bil-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. debili-

ttition. = Sp. debilitacion = Pg. debiUtaqtto = It.

debilitozione, < L. debilitatio(n-), a weakening,
laming, < debilitare, weaken: see debilitate.]
The act of weakening; the state of being weak-
ened or enfeebled.

If the crown upon his head be so heavy as to oppress the
whole body, ... a necessary debilitation must follow.

Hilton, Elkonoklastes.

debilitudet (de-bil'i-tud), n. [See debility and
-iiide.] Debility; weakness. Bailey, 1727.

debility (de-bil'i-ti), n. ; pi. debilities (-tiz). [<
ME. tl< hi/lite, < OF. debilitc, F. debiiite = Sp. de-

bilid/itl = Pg. debilidade = It. debilit<). < L. de-

bilita(t-)s, weakness, < deMlte, weak : see debile.]
1. The state of being weak or feeble; feeble-
ness

;
lack of strength or vigor.

Debylite of an enmye is no sure peace, but truce for a
seasone. PoHNooI /'.>i/<.. etc. (ed. Kurnivall), p. 30.

Mctbinks T urn partaker of thy passion.
And in thy case do glass my own debility.

9lr /'. Sidney.

Among the debilitie* of the government of the Confed-
eration, noone was more distiii-niishiil or more distressing
than the utter impossibility of obtaining from the States

debonairity
tlie monies necessary for the payment nf debts, or even
for the ordinary expenses of the noveniment.

-"H, Autoblog., p. 67.

Specifically 2. In nu-il., that condition of tin-

body, or of any of its organs, in which the vital

functions are discharged with lens than normal
vigor, the amount of power and activity dis-

played being reduced. 3. In imirnl., a weak-
ness of a planet, due to its position : the reverse
of a diijnitij. =8yn. ItiMiin, InprmUf, /.,.'.., ,/;/, all

express a want of stn n-th. It. t,;i,i,i i- i :u , i\ u-r.1 , vrj.t
of physical weakness; Eiifrmtty ippli to botb bodOjrwtd
mental u. akri,

.
/,/,'-. nlit<> li;< n passed from bodily weak-

ness to mental, so as to he obsolete in application to the
former. Debility is a general Insufficiency of strength ;

infirmity, whether physical or mental, Is local or special :

as, his infirmity is lameness; he has various mental in-

firmities. Imbecility is general, and may amount to idiocy.
See digeane and illnemt.

It was not one of those periods of overstrained and con-
vulsive exertion which necessarily produce debility and
languor. tlacaulay, Hullam's Const. Hist.

Men with natural injlrinitii'n, when they attempt things
those very infinhitieg have rendered them incapable of

executing, are tit objects for satire.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Footc.

That incomparable diary of Laud's, which we never see
without forgetting the vices of his heart in the ;</.

of his intellect. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

debit (deb'it), n. [< L. debititm, what is owed,
a debt, neut. pp. of debere, owe: see debt.] 1.

That which is entered in an account as a debt ;

a recorded item of debt : as, the debits exceed
the credits.

(The English, in France, may lie permitted) to be their
brokers and factors, and to be employed in casting up
their debitt and credits. Burke, A Kegicide Peace, iv.

2. That part of another's account in which one
enters any article of goods furnished or money
paid to or on account of that other: as, place
that to lay debit Debit side, the left-hand page of
the ledger, to which are carried all the articles supplied
or moneys paid in the course of ati account, or that are

charged to that account.

debit (deb'it), r. *. [< debit, n.] 1. To charge
with as a debt : as, to debit a purchaser the
amount of goods sold.

We may consider the provisions of heaven as an univer-
sal bank, wherein accounts are regularly kept, and every
man debited or credited for the last farthing he takes out
or brings in. A. Tucker, Light of Nature, II. xxviil.

A country must not alone be credited with her emi-

grants, who furnish a real and active proof of the vitality
of her population ; she must likewise be debited with the

foreigners who live within her borders.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 554.

2. To enter on the debtor side of a book : as.

to debit the sum or amount of goods sold,

debitor (deb'i-tor), n. [L., a debtor: see

debtor.'] A debtor Debitor and creditor, an ac-

count-keeper; an account-book.

O, the charity of a penny cord ! it sums up thousands
in a trice : you have no true debitor and creditor but it ;

of what's past, is, and to come, the discharge.
Shak., Cymbellne, v. 4.

debituminization (de-bi-tu'mi-ni-za'shqn), n.

[< debituminize + -ation.] The act of freeing
from bitumen.
debituminize (de-bi-tu'mi-niz), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. debituminized, ppr. debitutiii>rizing. [= F.

dtbituminiser, < L. ae, away, + bitumen (-min-)
+ E. -ize.] To deprive of bitumen.

deblai (da-bla'), n. [F., < deblayer, desbleer,

desblaer, OF. desblayer (cf. desblarer, F. dial.

dtblaver, reap and clear away, as grain, re-

move), clear away, remove, < ML. debladare.
clear away (grain), < de, away, + bladum, grain
(carried off the field), < L. ablatum, neut. pp.
of atiferre, carry off: see ablation.] In fort.,
the quantity of earth excavated from a ditch to
form a parapet. See remblai.

deblateratet, r. '. [< L. deblateratus, pp. of

deblaterare, prate of, < de + blaterare, prate:
see blaterate.] To babble. Coclceram.

deboiset, deboisht, r. Obsolete forms of de-
bauch.

debonair (deb-o-nar'), a. [< ME. debonaire,
deboncre, < OF. de ban aire. F. debonitaire = Pr.
de bon aire = Olt. di ban aire, di buona aria. It.

dibonaire, dibonare, diboiiario, courteous, gen-
tle, lit. of good mien : de, < L. de, of

; boa, < L.

bonus, good; aire, mien: see air2.] Of gentle
mien ; of pleasant manners ; courteous ;

affable
;

attractive ; gay ; light-hearted.
And so ledde Gonnore hir cosin that was feire, and

debonaire, and amyable to alle peple.
Merlin (E. E. T. .), ill. 472.

So buxom, blithe, and debonair. Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 24.

He [Charles II.] was a Prince of many virtues, and many
greate imperfections ; ilfbonaire, easy of accesse.

, Iliary. Feb., 1685.

debonairityt, debonairtyt (deb-o-nar'i-ti,
-nar'ti), n. [ME. (Iclxjiuiirytc. debonertte, < OF.



debonairly (deb-o-nar'li), adv. Courteously;

graciously ; elegantly ;
with a genteel air.

any thinge that thei woi

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 105.
he wolde do their reques
of hym desire.

Your apparel sits about you most debonairly.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, li. 1.

I received Father Ambrose debonairly, and suffered him

to steal a word now and then with . . . Roland Graeme.

Scott, Abbot, vi.

debonairness (deb-o-nar'nes), . Courtesy;

gentleness ;
kindness

; elegance.

I will go to the Duke, by heaven ! with all the gaiety

and debonairness in the world.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 1 5.

debonairtyt, See debonairity.

debosht, deboshmentt, etc. See debauch, etc.

debouch (de-bosh'), v. i. [< F. deboucher (= It,

diboccare), emerge from, issue, pass out, tr.

open, uncork, < de-, from, + Voucher, stop up, <

bouche, mouth, < L. bucca, cheek.] To emerge
(a) To issue or march out of a

1478 decacerous
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Clutwer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 58-2.

debtor (det'or), . [Early mod. E.detter;< ME.

dettar, detto'ur, < OF. detor, detcur, mod. F. det-

teur = Pr. deutor = Sp. deitdor = Pg. devrdor =
It. debitore = D. debiteur = G. Sw. Daii. debi-

tor, < L. debitor, a debtor, lit. an ower, < debcre,

owe : see debt.'] One who owes another money,
goods, or services ; one who is in debt

; hence,
one under obligations to another for advantages

received, or to do reparation for an injury com-

mitted; one who has received from another an

advantage of any kind. Abbreviated Dr.

I am debtor both to the Greeks and to the Barbarians.
Rorn. i. 14.

He is a debtor to do the whole law. Gal. v. 3.

In Athens an insolvent debtor became slave to his cred-

itor. Mitford.

Debtor exchanges. See clearing-house. Debtors' Act,
an English statute of 1869 (32 and 33 Viet., c. 62) abolish-

in;; imprisonment for debt, with certain exceptions, and

punishing fraudulent debtors. It was extended to Ire-

land in 1872 (35 and 36 Viet., c. 57), and to Scotland in

1880 (43 and 44 Viet., c. 34). Such a statute in the United

States is commonly called an insolvent law or a poor-law
act. Debtor side of an account, the part of an ac-

count in which debts are charged. See debit. Judg-
ment debtor, a debtor by force of a judgment ; one who
has been adjudged to be indebted to another by a re-

covery in favor of the latter; one whose indebtedness

has been sued on, and established by a judgment. Poor

debtor, one who, imprisoned in a civil action for debt, is

entitled under the laws of several States to be discharged,
after a short period, on proof of poverty, etc. Poor
debtor's oath, the oath of poverty, etc., taken to secure

a discharge when imprisoned for debt,

deburset (de-bers'), v. [< F. debourser, disburse,

< OF. desbowrser, whence the older E. form dis-

burse, q. v.] I. trans. To pay out
;
disburse.

4 certain sum was promised to he paid to the Earl of

Ormond in consideration of what he had debursed for the

army. Ludlow, Memoirs, I. 193.

II. intrans. To pay money ;
make disburse-

ment.
But if so chance thon get nought of the man,
The widow may for all thy charge deburse.

Wyatt, How to Use the Court.

From its summit he could descry the movements of the

Spaniards, and their battalions debouching on the plain,

with scarcely any opposition from the French. Prescott.

It is hardly to be supposed that the . . . travellers

(whom we have called Pelasgians) . . . found the lands

into which they debouched quite bare of inhabitants.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 167.

(b) In phys. ge.off., to issue from a mountain : said of a river

which enters a'plain from an elevated region. [Rare.] (c)

bladder.

debouch^ (de-bo-sha'), n. [P., < deboucher,

open: see debouch.] An opening. Specifically

(a) An opening for trade ; a market; demand, (b) Milit.,

an opening in works for the passage of troops.

Orders were given to make all preparations for assault

on the 6th of July. The dfbouches were ordered widened
to afford easy egress, while the approaches were also to

be widened to admit the troops to march through four

abreast. If. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 555.

debouchment (de -bosh 'ment), n. [< F. de-

bouchement, < deboucher, debouch.] 1. The act

of debouching.
Although differences of opinion exist as to its relations

and manner of debouchment, we believe that it [the pia-

matral envelop of the cerebral arteries] terminates by
funnel-shaped openings into the spaces which exist over

the sulci. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 146.

2. An outlet.

deboutt, '. t. [< OF. debouter, debater, debuter,

put, thrust, or drive from, expel, depose, < de-,

away, + bouter, boter, put, thrust, push: see

butt*.] To put or thrust from.

The abbots of the hermitage, who were not able enough
to debout them out of their possessions.

Time's Storehouse, 208, 2. (Latham.)

debridement (F. pron. da-bred' moil), n. [F.,
< debrider, unbridle, < de-

priy.
+ bride, bridle :

see bridle.] In surg., a loosing or unbridling
by cutting the soft parts, as around a wound
or an abscess, to permit the passage of pus, or

for the removal of a stricture or an obstacle of

any kind.

debris (de-bre'), n. sing, and pi. [< F. debris,

fragments, < OF. dfsbriscr, break apart: see de-

bruise, and cf. breeze3 .] 1. Fragments; rub-

bish; ruins.

Your grace is now disposing of the debris of two bishop-
ricks, among which is the deanery of Ferns.

Swift, To Dorset.

The road was bounded by heavy fences, there were three

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 60.

2. In geol., a mass of rocky fragments irregu-
larly accumulated at any one spot: as, the
debris at the base of a cliff: used as both a

singular and a plural by French and English
writers. See drift, detritus, and screes.

They [the moraines] consist of the debris which have
been brought in by lateral glaciers. LyM.

debruiset, v. [< ME. debrusen, debrisen, break
apart, < OF. debrusier, debruisier, debrisier, des-

briser, break, break open, bruise, < de-, des-,

apart, + brusier, bruisier, brisier, briser, break :

see de- and bruise. Cf. debris.] I. trans. To
break; bruise.

Our giwes [Jews] debrusede al is bones.

Holy Itood (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

II. intrans. To be bruised or hurt.
Hit ladde him vpe the tour & hei, & made him hnppe to

grounde ;

He hupte * debrusede, (t diede in a stounde.
Jiabert of Gloucester, p. 537.

I **\K\
, of the 16th I J^-

century; it is not found in ear-
'

X*""

Her E. Early mod. E. and ME. ^'^u
det, usually dette, < OF. dette,

dete, later sometimes spelled debte, mod. F. dette

= Pr. deute = Sp. deuda = Pg. dwida = It. detta,

f., < ML. debita, f. (orig. neut. pi.) (cf. OF. det =
OSp. deudo = It. debito, m., = E. debit, q. v.), <

L. debitum, neut., what is owed, a debt, a duty,

neut. pp. of debere, owe, contr. of *dehibere, lit.

have from,< de, from, + habere = E. have. From
the same source are debit, a doublet, and due,

nearly a doublet, of debt; also debtor, indebted,

etc.] 1. That which is due from one person
to another, whether money, goods, or services,

and whether payable at present or at a future

time
;
that which one person is bound to pay to

or perform for another ;
what one is obliged to

do or to suffer; a due; a duty; an obligation.

This curtysy he claymes as for clere det.

Destruction of Troy, 1. 634.

Thowshe I ileye to'-daye my dettes ar quitte.
Piers Plowman (B), vi. 100.

Your son, my lord, has paid a soldier's debt.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

My deep debt for life preserved
A better meed had w^ll deserved. Scott.

2. The state of being under obligation to make

payment, as of money or services, to another;

figuratively, the state of being under obligation
in general.
There was one that died greatly in debt : well, says one,

if he be gone, then he hath carried five hundred ducats of

mine with him into the other world.

Bacon, Apophthegms. (Latham.)

"When you run in debt, you give to another power over

your liberty. Franklin.

She considered men in general as so much in ihedebtot

the opposite sex that any individual woman had an un-

limited credit with them. The Century, XXX. 257.

3. An offense requiring reparation or expiation ;

default of duty ; a trespass; a sin.

Forgive us our debts. Mat. vi. 12.

Action Of debt, in law, an action to recover a fixed sum
of money alleged to be due on contract. Active debt, a

debt due to one. Alimentary debt. See alimentary.
Bill of debt. See bills. Bonded debt. See bonded.

Crown debt. See crown. Debt of honor, a debt not

recognized by law, but resting for its validity on the honor
of the debtor ; especially, a debt incurred in gambling or

betting. Debt Of nature, the necessity of dying ; death.

Fiduciary debt, a debt Incurred by transactions had
in a relation involving special trust in the integrity and

debuscope (de'bus-kop), . [< M. Debus, the

inventor, + -scope, < Gr. aKoireiv, view.] A dou-

ble mirror, composed of two polished surfaces

placed at an angle of 70, used like a kalei-

doscope to repeat a pattern or other object.
It was invented by M. Debus, a French optician, and is

used in preparing geometrical decorative designs. Also

called chromeidogcope.

debtf (da-bu'), n. [F., the lead, first throw or

stroke, first appearance, < debuter, lead, play

first, have the first throw or stroke, < de-, from,

off, + buter, throw at a mark, aim at, < but, a

debt of a government or corporation ; all miscellaneous

of a government), promissory notes, drafts, etc., maturing
at different dates, and requiring to be liquidated or re-

newed, as distinguished from funded debt. Funded
debt, floating debt which has been converted into per-

petual annuities, as in the case of British consols, or into

annuities which have a considerable time to run, or into

stock or bonds, redeemable at the option of the debtor

after a specified date, as in the case of the United States

funded loans of 1881, 1891, and 1907. Hypothecary
debt, a debt which is a lien on an estate. In one's debt,
under a pecuniary or moral obligation to one.

If my efforts to serve you had not succeeded, you would
have been in my debt for the attempt.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

Judgment debt, a debt which is evidenced by legal
record. Liquid debt, a debt which is due immediately
and unconditionally. National debt, a sum which is

owing by a government to individuals who have advanced

Scotland, a sheriff court. Small debts, in law, in Eng-
land, such debts as are usually sued for in the county
courts

;
in Scotland, debts under 12, recoverable by sum-

mary process in the sheriff court.

debt-bookt (det'buk), it. A ledger. Nares.

debtedt (det'ed), p. a. [< ME. dettid, owed:
see debt.] Indebted; obliged; bounden.

I stand debted to this gentleman. Shak., C. of E., iv. 1.

She whose love is but derived from me,
Is got before me in my debted duty.
Mtddletvn, Massinacr, and Rowley, Old Law, i. 1.

debtee (de-te'), . [< debt + -ee.] In laic, a

creditor; one to whom a debt is due.

r . or appearance; first step:

cally of a first appearance in society, or before

the public, as that of an actor or an actress on

the stage.
debutant (da-bu-ton'), n. [F., ppr. of debuter,
make one's first appearance: see debut.] One
who makes a dbut ;

a man who makes his first

appearance before the public.
debutante (da-bii-tont'), n. [F., fern, of de-

butant.] A woman appearing for the first time

before the public or in society ; specifically, an
actress or a singer making her first appearance
in public, or a young woman during her first

season in society.

Floral offerings pour in from relatives, and from family
friends who have already an acquaintance with the debu-

tante. Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 164.

on credit of the general power which the government
possesses of levying the amount necessary to pay interest

for the money borrowed or to repay the principal. Pas-
Sive debt, a debt which one owes. Privileged debt,
a debt which is to be paid before others if the debtor
should become insolvent. The privilege may result from
the character of the creditor, as when the debt is due to

the government ;
or from the nature of the debt as fu-

The reader is doubtless aware of William Shakspeare's

ilebutment, and that of twenty others, on the stage of life.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxli.

debyllet, An obsolete form of dibble*.

dec. An abbreviation (a) [cap.] of December;

(b) of decani; (c) of decrcscendo.

deca-. [L-, etc., deca-, < Gr. <5a, for Mf/tav =
L. decem = E. ten: see decimal and ten.] An
element in words of Greek origin, meaning

' ten.'

Decacera (de-kas'e-rii), n.pl [NL., neut. pi. of

decacerus, ten-horned": see deeaeerotts.] The ten-

armed cephalopods : contrasted with Octocera.

The name is given as an alternative of Derapixln. on tin-

view that the arms or rays of cephalopods arc not to )

regarded as feet, or because Decapoda is preoccupied for

crustaceans. Also Decacenttn.

decacerous (de-kas'e-rus), a. [< NL. decacerus,

< Gr. <VKCI, = E. ten, "+ e/f, horn.] Having ten

horns, or ten tentacles, arms, or other processes
likened to horns ; specifically, pertaining to the

Decacera ; decapodous, as a cephalopod.



decachord

decachord (dck'ii-konl), . [< LL. drcarlior-

I{IIIH,<. (ir. oBttdyqpifop, prop. neut. of foKaxopdor,

ten-stringed, < MHO, = K. ten, + xl'^'h a string,

uord, chord.] 1. A musical instrument with
ten strings; specifically, an obsolete French
musical instrument of the guitar class having
ten strings.

'I'll.. ii city of tlie Lord!
\\ IIOM- <-v. -Hasting music

Is the glorious tl>T<K-ln,;l
'

J. M. \--<i!>', tr. i>f IVniuril "f rlnny's Hone Novisslmse.

2t. Something consisting of ten parts; a bun-
dle consisting of ten things bound, as it were,
together.
decachordont (dek-a-kor'don), . [< Gr. fi-

xo/iihv, neut. of itMxopiof, ten-stringed: see

decacliiird.] Same as dectichord, 2.

A decachordtmut ten <iuoillilii-lii';il i| motions concerning
religion and state. Up. Watxon, Qnodlibets of Religion.

Decacrenidia (dek'a-kre-uid'i-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. i5f/ia, = E. ten, + Kpi/vhhov, dim. of npijvi,

fountain.] A group of pneumonophorous holo-

thurians, constituted by the genus niiopnlodiiia

(which see). Ifraini.

decacuminated (de-ka-ku'mi-na-ted), a. [< L.

deeacuiiiiiiatitu, pp. of decacuminare, cut the top
off, < df, from, -t- ciiciimi'ii, a. point.] Having
the top out off.

decad, decade (dek'ad, -ad), n. [< F. decade =
Sp. decada = Pg. decada = It. decade,< L. decas

(decad-), < Gr. otx&t (texai-), the number ten, a

company of ten, < (5fa = E. ten.] 1. The num-
ber ten

;
in a Pythagorean or cabalistic sense,

as an element of the universe, the tetractys or

quaternary number, in this sense the form decad is

exclusively used. The decad was considered significant
as lirinn the liase of numeration and potentially embra-
cing all numhers, and thus representing the cosmos or
its source. It was further considered as highly significant
that the decad is 1 + 2 + 3 + 4, for four naturally sug-
gests organic perfection, since melodies and other com-
positions are best divided into four parts, and for other
reasons ;

so that the greatness of Pythagoras as a philoso-
pher was summed up in his title of "revealer of the qua-
ternary number." By cabalists it is considered important
as being the number of the commandments.

All numbers and all powers of numbers appeared to
them [the Pythagoreans] to be comprehended in the decad,
which is therefore called by Philolans great, all-powerful,
and all-producing, the beginning and the guide of the di-

vine and heavenly, as of the terrestrial life.

teller, Presocratic Phil., tr. by Alleyne, I. 427.

2. A set of ten objects ;
ten considered as a

whole or unit. Specifically 3. A period of
ten consecutive years, fin this sense the form
decade is more common.]

So sleeping, so aroused from sleep,
Thro' sunny decadx new and strange,

Or gay cmimiuenniads, would we reap
The flower and quintessence of change.

Tetmyxoii, Day-Dream, L'Envoi.

Decade, which began with denoting any "aggregate of

ten," has now come to mean "decennlum" or "space of
ten years." F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 304.

4. In music, a group of ten tones, having pre-
cise acoustical relations with one another, ar-

ranged so as to explain and correct problems
in harmony and modulation. It consists of two
complete trines, the Itrst based on the root or assumed
starting-tone, and the second a perfect fifth above the
first, together with two incomplete trines, one above and
the other below the complete. It contains two heptads,
which have a common cell (or fundamental group of

tones). Compare diwdene.

6. A division of a literary work containing ten

parts or books.

The best part of the thyrd Decade in Linie, is hi a maner
translated out of the thyrd and rest of Polibius.

Anehaui, The Scholemaster, p. 130.

6. Same as decad ring. Decad ring, a ring Having
knolis or bosses on the circum-

ference, usually ten of one fi n in

for the aves, one for the p;iter,
and sometimes a twelfth ft >r the
credo: used like a rosary in num-
bering. Also called roimrj/ ring.

decadal (dek'a-dal), a. [<
decad + -al.] Pertaining
to or comprising ten ;

con-

sisting Of teas.

decadation (dek-a-da'- *

snou), it. [< dfcatl +
-aiivit.] In mimic, the theory, process, or act
of passing from one decad to another related
decad : a generalized statement of modulation.

decade, w. See decad.

decadence (do-ka'dens), . [< F. decadence =
Sp. Pg. dcnideiicia = It. drmdi'ii;n, < AIL. ilc-

cadentia, decay, < AIL. "decaden(t-)s, decaying:
see dccnili-nt, and cf. i-ndi-m-i .

]
A falling off or

away; the act or process of falling into an in-
ferior condition or state ; the process or state of

decay; deterioration.

Decad Ring; with tenknobs

1479

Thvoldrithtli', where the f:tmily lived ill their ilfflldrnrr.

Bntt,

We have already seen that our n-markalili- feature of
!li<- ititrlleetilul Iniivemelit that pn-ri-ilrd < 'hristianity was
the gradual <t>'i-fi(ti'iu'r <>t patriotism.

Lffkii. Kurop. Morals, II. 148.

Toe Decadence, s]>ecitlc:illy, the last centuries of the
Roman rinpire.

decadency (de-kii'den-si), n. Same as deca-
ilniri: [Hare.]
decadent (de-ka'dent), . [= Sp. Pg. It. deca-

dente, < ML. *decaden(t-), ppr. of 'decmli << ,

decay: see decay.] Falling away; decaying;
deteriorating.

In the classical language (Sanskrit), the aorist is a drca-
ilenl formation. Whitiity, Amer. Jour. Phllul., V. 285.

The < vltir liinguages are all without exception decadent,
the most tenacious of life being the Welsh and the Bre-

ton. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 701.

decadianome (dek-a-di'a-nom), n. [< Gr. itfra,

= E. ten, + flavour/, 'distribution, < Aiavtutiv, dis-

tribute, < Sia, through, + vi/ietv, distribute.]
In math., a quartic surface (a dianome) having
ten conical points.
decadistt (nek'a-dist), n. [< decad + -ist.]
One who writes a work in ten parts.

decadrachm, . See dekadrachm.

decagon (dek a-gon), n. [= F. decagone = Sp.
dccdgono = Pg. Ft. decagono, < Gr. fiina, =. E. ten,
+ yuvia, an angle.] In geom., a plane figure

having ten sides and ten
angles.

When all the
sides and angles are equal, it is a regular deca-

gon.

decagonal (de-kag'o-nal), a. [= F. decagonal;
as decagon + -al.] Pertaining to or being a

decagon ; having ten sides.

decagram, decagramme (dek'a-gram), . [<
F. decagramme = Sp. dccdgramo, < Gr. rffxa, =
E. ten, + I'paftfia, a certain weight, > F. gramme,
gram: seei/rani2.] Intheie<ricsyste/,aweight
of lOgrams, equal to 154.32349 grains. It is 0.353
ounce avoirdupois, or 0.3215 ounce troy. Also

dekagram.
decagyn (dek'a-jin), n. [= F. decagyne = Sp.
decdgino = Pg. decaayni), < Gr. Sira, = E. ten, +
yvyii,

a female.] In l>ot., a plant having ten

pistils.

Decagynia (dek-a-jin'i-ii), . pi. [NL.: see

decagyn.] The name given by Linneeus to the
tenth order in the first thirteen classes of his

vegetable system, characterized by the pres-
ence of ten styles.

decagynian (dek-a-jin'i-an), a. Same as de-

cagynous.
decagynous (de-kaj'i-nus), . [As decagyn +
-misT] In hot., having ten pistils.

decahedral (dek-a-he'dral), a. [< decahedron
+ -al.] In geom.'j having ten faces.

decahedron (dek-a-he'drpn), n. [= F. de'caedre
= It. decaedro, (. NL. decahedron, < Gr. Sena, = E.

ten, + e6pa, a seat, base, = E. settle, a seat : see
settle1

, seat, sit.] In geom., a solid having ten
faces.

decaidt, . [< ML. *decadere, decay: see de-

cay.] To fall away; decay. [Scotch.]
Decaisnea(de-ka'ne-aorde-kas'ne-a), n. [NL.,
after Joseph Decaisne, a French botanist (1807-
82).] A genus of plants, natural order Ber-

beridacea>, discovered on the Himalaya, 7,000
feet above the sea. There is but one species, D. in-

>'/ <x. It sends up several erect stalks like walking-sticks,
bearing leaves 2 feet long. Its fruit, which resembles a
short cucumber, is palatable, and is eaten by the Lepchas
of Sikklm.

decalcification (de-kal'si-fi-ka'shon), w. [< df-

<-nl<-ifi/ + -(itioii : see -fy.] The removal of cal-

careous matter, as from bones ; specifically, in
ill ntistry, the removal of the hardening element
of the teeth by chemical agency.

decalcify (de-kal'si-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. de-

calcijied.'ppr. decalcifying, [< de- priv. + cal-

<'ifi/.] To deprive of lime, as bones or teeth of
their calcareous matter.

If dentine has been decalcified at any place by the ac-
tinn of acids, it undergoes putrefaction under the influ-

ence of bacteria which do not seem to belong to any s|-
i-itk- species. .Yuf/i/v. XXX. 140.

decalcomania (de-kal-ko-ma'ni-ft), . [< F. Ae-

culcnmiinie, < decalqaer, counter-trace, + Gr.

/uivia, madness.] The practice or process of

transferring pictures to marble, porcelain,
glass, wood, and the like. It consists usually in sim-

ply gumming a tilni Ix-ariim a colored print to the object.
and ttu-n removing the paper backing of the film by aid of
warm water, the colored hn:igr irniaining fixed.

decalet (dek'a-tet), w. [< Gr. 6fna, = E. ten, +
Aim. -Iff.] A stiinx.ii of ten lines. [Humorous.]
decaliter, decalitre (dek'a-le-ter), . [< K. </<

caliti-i- = Sp. deciilitrii = Pg. It. deealitro, < Gr.

Decandria

Mitn, = E. ten, + F. litre: see liter.] In the wrt-

;/< xjlxlriil, t\ measure of i-n |i;n-it y. I'Olltailling
10 liters, or 610.2 cubic inches, almost exact-

ly equal to 2$ imperial gallons, or 2.64 United
States ( wine) gallons. Also dekaliter.

decalitron(dek-a-lit'ron ), n.: pi. dicnlilra (-ra).

[< Gr. Amd/uTpov', a coin worth ten tirpat, neiit.

of iendMTpof, worth ten /ir/itu, < (!//,, = K. t> n.

+ f.irpa, a silver coin of Sicily: see liti-r, lilra.]
In anc. numismatics, the Syracusan name of the
didrachm of the Attic standard.

decalogist (de-kal'o-jist), . [As dirnlmjur +
-int.] One who ex'plains or comments on the

decalogue.

Through which [languages] he miraculously travelled,
without any guide, except Mr. Uod, the aetalogitt.

Frf/act to J. Gregory t Pvtthwna (1050).

decalogue (dek'a-log), . [Formerly also ili-i-n-

lii</i; < ME. decaloge; < F. decalogue = Sp. de-

cdlogo = Pg. It. deatlogo, < LL. deculogus, <

Gr. (5t)i?x)j-of, the decalogue, < itna, = E. ten.

+ /-<i)of, a word, speech, < ).fyetv, say, speak.]
The ten commandments or precepts given, ac-

cording to the account in Exodus, by God to

Moses on Mount Sinai, and originally written
on two tables of stone.

The grossest kind of slander is that which in the ''
liiytie is called bearing false testimony against our neigh
Itour. Sorrow, .Sermons, I. xvll.

Men who can hear the Decaloffue, and feel

No self-reproach.
Wirrdmcortlt, Old Cumberland Beggar.

decanialee, n. See dikamali.

Decameronlc (de-kam-e-ron'ik), a. [< Decame-
ron (< It. Decamerone) + -ic.] Pertaining to
or imitating the Decameron, a celebrated col-

lection of tales by Boccaccio.
decamerons (de-kam'e-rus), a. [< Gr. Sina, =
E. ten, -I- pfpof, part.] In hot., having the

parts of the flower in tens. Sometimes written
10-merous.

decameter, decametre (dek'a-me-ter), n. [<
F. decametre = Sp. decdmetro = Pg. It. decamc-

tro, a length of ten meters (cf . Gr. &K&/jrrpof, of
ten (poetical) meters), < Gr. 6ixa, = E. ten, +
fitrpov, a measure, meter, > F. metre, E. meter. ]

In the metric system, a measure of length, con-

sisting of 10 meters, and equal to 393.7 English
inches, or 32.8 feet. Also dckameter.

decamp (de-kamp'), v. i. [< F. decamper, for-

merly descampcr (> E. discamp) (= Sp. Pg. de-

campar), < L. de-, away, + campux, camp.] 1.

To depart from a camp or camping-ground ;

break camp; march off: as, the army decamped
at six o'clock.

The army of the King of Portugal was at Elvas on the
22nd of the last month, and was to decamp on the 24th.

Tatter, No. 11.

2. In a general sense, to depart quickly, secret-

ly, or unceremoniously; take one's self off; run

away: as, he decamped suddenly.

My I'ncle Toby and Trim had privately decamped from
my father's house in town. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 6.

The fathers were ordered to decamp, and the house was
once again converted into a tavern. Goldim ith. Essays, v.

3. To camp. [Rare.]
The first part of the ascent [of the mountain] is steep,

covered with chesnut, hazel, and beech ; It leads to a plain
spot on the side of the hill where the I'rukes were decamp-

.injr. racocke. Description of the East, II. II. 120.

decampment (de-kamp'ment), n. [< F. de-

campement (= Sp. Pg. decantpamen to), < de-

camper, decamp : see decamp.] Departure from
a camp ; a marching off. [Rare. ]

decanal (dek'a-nal), a. [< LL. decanus, a dean :

see rfean2.] 1 . Pertaining to a dean or a dean-

ery.

In his rectorial as well as decanal residence, he would
lie near his friend. CAurton, A. Now ell. p. 78.

2. Same as decani.

The
pall-bearers and executors in the seats on the dec-

anal side; the other noblemen and gentlemen on the
cantorial side. Malone, Sir J. Reynolds.

decanate (dek'a-nat), n. [< ML. decanatus,
the office or dignity of a decanus, a chief of ten :

see dean2.] In astral., a third part, or ten de-

grees, of a zodiacal sign assigned to a planet,
in which it has the least possible essential dig-
nity.
decander (de-kan'der), M. [< F. decandre, etc.,
< Gr. ofxo, = E. ten, + avqp (avip-), a man, male.]
In hut., a plant having ten stamens.
Decandria (de-kan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

ili en ndfr.] The tenth class of plants in the
artificial system of Linueus, characterized by



is Flower of CcrastiHrt

aquaticum.

Decandria

the presence of ten equal and distinct stamens

and one or more pistils. It included the genera Di-

<i/it/nt*, Lifcli /i/.v, Cerax-

Hum, Saxtfraga, Si'tlnm.

Oxalic, etc.

decandrous, decan-
drian (de-kau'drus,
-dri-an), a. In bot.,

having ten stamens.

decane (dek'an), .

[< Gr. Maa, = E. ten,

+ -ane.] A hydrocar-
bon (C10H22 ) which

may be regarded as

a polymer of amyl
(CgHii), and the

only form in which
this radical can be
made to exist in the

free state. It is a paraffin found in coal-tar.

See amyl2 .

decangular (de-kang'gu-lar), a. [< Gr. Sina, =
E. ten, + L. angulus, an angle.] Having ten

angles.
decani (de-ka'ni), a. [L., gen. of decanus, a

dean.] Scales., of or pertaining to the dean:

as, the decani stall of the choir. Also decanal.

Abbreviated dec. Decani side, the south side, or the

side on the right of one facing the altar : opposed to the

cantoris iide : so called because in a cathedral the dean's

stall is on that side. Now used in reference to the chancel
of any church.

decant (de-kanf), v. t. [< F. decanter = Sp. Pg.
decantar == It. decantare, < NL. decantare (in

chem.), decant, prob. < L. de, down, + ML. can-

tus, canthus, a side, corner: see cantl.] To pour
off gently, as liquor from its sediment; pour
from one vessel into another.

They attend him daily as their chief,
Decant his wine, and carve his beef. Swift.

The excess of acid was decanted, and the crystals dried
on a plate of porous porcelain.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 401.

decantateH (de-kan'tat), r. t. [< NL. decan-

tatus, pp. of decantare, decant: see decant.] To
decant.
decantate2

t (de-kan'tat). v. t. [< LL. decan-

tatus, pp. of decantare, chant, chant much, L.

repeat a charm, repeat anything often, also

leave off singing, < de- + cantare, sing: see

chant, cant2.] To chant; celebrate in song. .

Yet were we not able sufficiently to decantate, sing, and
set forth His praises.

Becon, Works (ed. Parker Soc.), I. 182.

It [Lombardy] seemeth to me to be the very Elysian
fields, so much decantated ... by the verses of Poets.

Cort/at, Crudities, I. 113.

decantation (de-kan-ta'shon), n. [< decant +
-ation ; = F. decantation, etc.] The act of pour-
ing liquor gently from its lees or sediment, or
from one vessel into another.

The fluid was allowed to stand in a decantation glass
protected from dust by a glass shade, for a couple of
hours. Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 464.

decanter (de-kan'ter), n. [< decant + -er 1 .] 1.

A vessel used for receiving decanted liquors ;

especially, a glass bottle, more or less orna-
mental in character, into which wine or other

liquor is poured for use on the table. 2. One
who decants liquors.

decapetalous (dek-a-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. 6ena,
= E. ten, + TrtTaAov, leaf (mod. petal).] In bot.,

having ten petals.

decaphyllous (dek-a-fil'us), a. [< Gr. dexa, = E.

ten, + ^d/l/lov = L. folium, leaf.] In bot., having
ten leaves.

decapitalize (de-kap'i-ta-liz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. decapitalized, ppr. decapitalizing. [< de-

priv. + capitalize.] To reduce from the rank
or position of a capital city, or from a position
of central importance.

If Rome could not be decapitalized without war.

Daily Telegraph (London), Jan. 13, 1882.

decapitate (de-kap'i-tat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
decapitated, ppr. decapitating. [< ML. decaiii-

tatus, pp. of decapitare (> F. (ttcapiter = Pr. des-

capitar, decapitar = Sp. Pg. decapitar = It. de-

capitare), behead, < L. de, off, + caput (capit-),

head.] 1. To behead
;
cut off the head of.

Decapitate Laocobn, and his knotted muscles will still

express the same dreadful suffering and resistance.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 167.

In Germanic nations, as is well known, culprits were
decapitated by means of the heavy-hladed broad two-
handed sword. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 202.

1480

It. decapitasione, < ML. decapitatio(n-), < decap-

itare, behead: see decapitate.'] 1. The act of

beheading. 2. Summary removal from office.

[Slang, IT. S.]

decapit6 (de-kap-i-ta'), a. [F. decapite, pp. of

decapiter, decapitate.] In tier.
, having the head

cut off smoothly: said of an animal used as a

bearing. Also deffait. Compare couped.

decapod (dek'a-pod), a. and n. [< NL. decapus

(neut. pi. decapoda), < Gr. ficKa-Kovg, having ten

feet (used only in sense of 'ten feet lone'), <

Sena, = E. ten, + TTWC (iroi-) = E. foot.] I. a.

Having ten feet, as a crustacean, or ten rays or

arms, as a cephalopod; pertaining to the Decapo-
da in either sense. Also decapodal, decapodous.

II. . 1. In Crustacea, a decapodous or ten-

footed crustacean, as a crab, lobster, shrimp,
or prawn; one of the Decapoda. 2. In Mol-

lusca, a decacerous or ten-armed cephalopod;
one of the Decapoda.

Also, rarely, decafode.

Decapoda (de-kap 'o -da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of decapus, having ten feet: see decapod.]
1 . The ten-footed crustaceans ;

those Crustacea

which have five pairs of legs or ambulatory
appendages, at least one pair of which is che-

late
;
an order of podophthalmic or stalk-eyed

Crustacea. See cuts under Podophthalmia and

stalk-eyed. They have the branchire inclosed in special
lateral thoracic receptacles ; a large dorsal carapace or

cephalothoracic shield, formed by fusion of the cephalic
and thoracic somites, and usually prolonged in front as a

beak or rostrum ; gnathites or mouth-parts consisting of a

pair of mandibles, two pairs of maxilla;, and three pairs of

maxillipeds or foot-jaws ; and five pairs of ambulatory legs,

the ftrst pair of which is usually enlarged, and otherwise
modified Into great pincer-like claws or chelipeds. The
shell is regularly shed, annually or oftener, as long as the

animal continues to grow. The order presents two ex-

tremes of form, according to the development and con-

struction of the abdominal segments or "tail." In the

long-tailed or macrurous Decapoda. as the lobster, shrimp,

prawn, and crawfish, the abdomen is protruded, jointed,
and flexible. In the short-tailed or brachyurous Decapo-
da, as the crabs, it is reduced and folded under the tho-

rax, forming the apron. Various intermediate conditions

are also found, as in the hermit-crabs. In consequence,
the Decapoda are divided into Alacrura and Brachyura,
with or without an intermediate group Anomura. See
these words.

2. The ten-armed cephalopods; a division of

the dibranchiate or acetabuliferous Cephalopo-
da, as distinguished from Octopoda, having two

long tentacles or cephalic processes (besides
the eight arms or rays), bearing suckers only
at their ends : also called Decacera. The division
includes all except the Octopodidce and Argonautidce, or
the cuttles, calamaries, squids, etc., of such families as

Spirulidce, Belemnitidte, Sepiidat, Sepiolidce, Loliginidce,
Chiroteuthidoe, Loligopxidts, and Cranchiidce. See second
cut under cuttle.

decapodal (de-kap'o-dal), a. [< decapod + -al.]

Same as decapod.

decapode (dek'a-pod), a. and n. Same as deca-

pod. [Bare.]
"

decapodiform (dek-a-pod'i-form), a. [< NL.
decapus (-pod-), decapod, + L. forma, shape.]
In entom., similar in

form to a lobster or

crawfish : applied to cer-

tain aquatic, carnivo-

rous, hexapod larvte with

elongate tapering bod-

ies, and swimming-lami-
nee on the tail. The
young of the coleopter-
ous Dytiscus and the

neuropterous Agrion are

examples of this form.

decapodous (de-kap 'o-

dus), a. [< decapod +
-ous.] Same as decapod.

Decapterygiit (de-kap-
te-rij'i-I), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. (5tKo, = E. ten, +
Trrfpvf (irrepvy-), a fin.]
An order of fishes, con-

taining those with ten
fins. Block and Schneider.

decarbonate (de-kar'bo-
nat), v. t.; pret. and pp. decarbonated, ppr. de-

carbonating. [= F. decarbonater ; as de- priv.
+ carbonate, .] To deprive of carbon.

decarbonization (de-kar^bo-ui-za'shon), n. [<
decarbonize + -ation.] Same as decarburiza-
tion.

decarbonize (de-kar'bp-nlz), . t.; pret. and pp.
decarbonized, ppr. decarbonizing. [= F. decar-

boniser; as de- priv. + carbonize.]
decarburize.

decay

The process of depriving of carbon : as, the de-

cartmri:ation of cast-iron (a process resorted to

in order to convert cast-iron into steel, or to re-

duce it to the state of malleable iron). Also

decarburisation, decarbonization.

decarburize (de-kiir'bu-riz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

decarburized, ppr. decarburizing. [< de- priv.
+ carburise. Of. F. decarburer.] To deprive

wholly or in part of carbon: the opposite of

carburize. Thus, cast-iron is partly decarburized in

making steel ; pig-iron is decarbnrized by cementation.

See cementation. Also decarburixr, decarbonize.

decardt (de-kard'), v. t. [< de- + carol. See

discard.] 'To discard.

Pedro. I would not task those sins to me committed.
Rod. You cannot, sir ; you have cast those by, ilecarded

'em. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

decardinalize (de-kar'di-nal-iz), t-. t.
; pret. and

pp. decardinalized, ppr. decardinalizing. [=F.
decardinaliscr ; as de- priv. + cardinal + -ize.]

To depose from the rank of cardinal. [Rare.]

He [the Cardinal of Guise] is but young, and they speak
of a Bull that is to come from Rome to decardinalize him.

Howell, Letters, I. ii. 10.

decare (de-kar'), n. [< F. decare, < Gr. 6tna, =.

E. ten, + F. are: see are2.] In the metric sys-

tem, a superficial measure, equal to ten times
the are that is, a thousand square meters, or

very nearly a quarter of an English acre.

decarnationt (de-kar-na'shpn), . [< de- priv.
+ carnation, after incarnation.] The putting
off or laying aside of carnality or fleshly lusts.

For God's incarnation inableth man for his own decar-

nation, as I may say, and devesture of carnality.
W. Montague, Devoute Essays, ii. 1.

Decapodiform larva
cits marpinalts} devouring an
ephemerid larva.

decasemic (dek-a-se'mik), a. [< Gr.

< OCKO, ten, + arjfia, a sign, aqfieiav, a sign, mark,
note, unit of metrical measurement, mora.]
In anc. pros., consisting of ten units of metrical
measurement : as, a decasemic colon.

decasepalous (dek-a-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr. 6ena, =
E. ten, + NL. sepa'lv.m, sepal.] In hot., having
ten sepals.
decastere (dek'a-ster), . [< F. de"castere, < Gr.

6eKa, = E. ten, + F. stere, < Gr. arepeAf, solid:

see stere.] In the metric system, a solid mea-
sure, ten times the stere or cubic meter, and

nearly equal to 13.08 cubic yards. Also spelled
dekastere.

decastich (dek'a-stik), n. [< Gr. rftxa, = E. ten,

+ arixof, a verse.] A poem consisting of ten

lines.

decastyle (dek'a-stil), a. [= F. decastyle = Sp.
decastilo = PJ*. decastylo = It. decastilo, < Gr.

ficKaarvAof, < rft/tn, = E. ten, + arii^of, a column :

see style
2
.] Having ten columns in front, or

consisting of ten columns : as, a decastyle tem-

ple or portico.

decasyllabic (dek"a-si-lab'ik), a. [= F. deca-

syllabique; < Gr. Stiia, = E. ten, + av'AAa/if/, a syl-

lable.] Having ten syllables : as, a decasyllabic
verse.

decation (de-ka'shon), n. [< Gr. MKOTOC. = E.

tenth, < rff/ia = E. ten; with term, adapted to

-ation.] The state of being tenth.

Decatoma (de-kat'o-ma), . [NL., < Gr. oina, =
E. ten, + -TOfiof, < re/ivctv, ra/ielv, cut.] 1. A
genus of chalcid hymenopterous insects, of the

subfamily Ewrytomiiue, of great extent, the spe-
cies of which uniformly inhabit cynipidous
galls, whether as inquilines or parasites. Spi-
noto, 1811. 2. A genus of blister-beetles: same
as Mylabris. 3. [Used as a plural.] In La-
treille's system, a section of notacanthine Dip-
tera, corresponding to the modern family Be-
ridas.

decaudate (de-ka'dat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. de-

caudated, ppr. decaudating. [< L. de- pny. +
cauda, tail : see cauda te. ] To cut off the tail of ;

deprive of the tail.

I plead the fox who, having lost his tail as I my head
was for decamlating the vulpine species directly.

C. Reade, Harper's Weekly, May 6, 1876, p. 370.

decay (de-ka'), v. [Early mod. E. decaye, de-

caie ; < tiF. decair, decaoir, dequeoir, assibilated

dechair, dechaeir, dechaoir, decheoir, descheoir,
mod. dechoir = Pr. dechazer, decazer = Sp. de-

Same as2. To remove from office summarily. [Slang,
U.S.]
decapitation (de-kap-i-ta'shon),H, [=F.decnp- decarburizationdle-kiii-'bu-ri-za'shon), n. [=
itatioii = Sp. Oeoapitaoion = Pg. decapita^o = F. dfcarburisation; as decarburize + -ation.]

caer = Pg. decair = It. decoders (= Sc.

q. v.), fall away, decay, decline, < ML. *deca-

dere, restored form of L. deciders (with modi-
fied radical vowel), fall away, fail, sink, perish
(whence ult. E. deciduous, q. v. ),< de, down, +
cadere, fall, whence ult. E. cadence, chance, case1 ,

etc.: see these words, and cf. decadent, deca-

dence.] I. in trans. To pass gradually from a
sound or perfect state to a less perfect state, or

toward weakness or dissolution; fall into an



decay
inferior condition or state; specifically, become
decomposed or corrupted ; rot.

So oiiler the matter that jireaehinu may not (/"</</.

Ltitiinff, '.M Sermon lief. Kilw. VI., lfi.
r
iO.

HUH am- tint melted the roii^h parts away,
As winter fniit.s ^rnu mil<! ere they decay!

/',.//., linit. nl Horace, ll. II. 819.

Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where Health accumulates and men d<-<-u,i.

,,iith, Ites. Vil., 1. 52.

The woods decay, the woods decay and full.

Ti'nili/<'JH, Titholllls.

= Syn. I'utrefy, Corrupt, etc. See rot.

II. trims. To cause to become unsound or

impaired; cause to deteriorate
; impair; bring

to a worse state. [Now rare or colloq.]

It hath been all his study to ilerui/ this ollicc.

Latimer, mil Sermon hff. Edw. VI., 1549.

Infirmity, that decay* the wise, doth ever make the bet-

ter fool. SAat., T. N., i. 5.

They . . . thought it u persecution more undermining
and secretly </<r<fvi'/iv tlie l hill eh then the open cruelty of

Decius or Dioclesiau. Milton, Areopagltica, p. 14.

decay (de-ka'), . [< decay, v.] 1. Gradual
loss of soundness or perfection ;

a falling by
degrees into an impaired condition or state

;
im-

pairment in general ;
loss of strength, health,

intellect, etc.

And the seyd Churche wytli all the places falleth in gret

Delcay. Torkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 49.

I, wofull wight,
Against my conscience heere did tight,
And brought my followers all unto decay.

Thoiuai atukely (Child's Ballads, VII. 311).

He who hath bent him o'er the dead
Ere the first day of death Is fled, . . .

Before Decay's effacing fingers
Have swept the lines where beauty lingers.

Byrun, The Giaour, 1. 72.

His (Johnson's] failure was not to be ascribed to intel-

lectual decay. Macanlay.

Specifically 2. Decomposition; putrefaction;
rot. 3f. Death; dissolution.

Grit dolour was for his decay,
That sae uuhappylie was slain.

Battle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 188).

She forth was brought in sorrowfull dismay
For to receive the doome of her de-cay.

Spewer, V. Q., V. xii. 12.

4f. A disease
; especially, consumption.

Dr. Middlctmi is dead not killed by Mr. Ashton but
of a decay that came upon him at once.

Walpole, Letters, II. 217.

5f. A cause of decay.
He that plots to be the only figure among ciphers is the

decay of the whole age. Bacon.

6. Loss of fortune or property; misfortune:
ruin : applied to persons. [Obsolete or archaic.]

If thy brother be waxen poor, and fallen in decay with
thee. Lev. xxv. 36.

Then, if he thrive, and 1 be cast away,
The worst was this, my love was my decay.

Shak., Sonnets, lx\x.

A merchant of Pllmouth in England (whose father had
been mayor there), called [blank] Martin, being fallen

into decay, came to Casco Bay.
Winthrup, Hist. New England, II. 368.

7t. J>1- Ruins.

As far beyond are the decayc* of a Church : which stood
in the place where the Patriarch Jacoh inhabited.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 137.

= Syn. 1, Decline, decadence, deterioration, degeneracy,
withering.

decayable (de-ka'a-bl), a. [< decay + -able.

Cf. OF. decliedble, dencheabk, dechaable.] Capa-
ble of or liable to decay. [Rare.]
Were His strength (/cai/dWtf with time there might be

some hope in rcluetution ; but never did or shall man con-
test against <iod without coming short home.

Rev. T. Adams, Work*, III. 111.

decayedness (de-kad'nes), n. The state of be-

ing unpaired; a decayed state.

decayer (de-ka'er), . That which causes de-

cay.
Your water is a sore decayer of your whoreson dead

iMxIy. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

decease (de-ses'), n. [< ME. deces, deses, de-

cesse, < OF. deces, F. tUces = Sp. deceso, < L. de-

cessus, death, lit. departure, < decedere, pp. de-

cessus, depart, go away: see decede.] Depart-
ure from life : death.

Moses and Ellas, who appeared in glory, and spnke of
his '/T< <JM which he should accomplish at Jerusalem.

Luke ix. 30, 31.

= Syn. l>>'>h. tti-eeane. Dentine. Death is the common
term for the eliding of life. Dec.eaxv is slightly euphe-
mistic ; it is less forcible and harsh than death. /v//i/<

applies primarily to a sovereign, who at death sendsdown
or transmits his title, ete. (see limitation from Hlaekstone,
miller ./. KM'.-.), and hence to others with reference to the
transmission of their |>ossessiniis. The u-e of <lenii.*e for
il<;t!h apart from this idea is limuative, euphemistic, or
stilted.

1 1-1

Among the Lepchas, the house where there has been a
< l,'<i It- H almost alwavs fi.rsakcu lt> tlic *ilt \ i\ IIIL; inmates.

//. .S'/K-IKVC. I'rin. of Soeiol., j 110.

She had Ike care of Lady Ida's youth,
Anil from the Queen's decease she hrouyht her up.

YV,</iyx.,, Princess, HI.

There is such a difference between dying in a sonnet with
a cambric handkerchief at one's eyes, and the prosaic
reality of itemixe certified in the parish register.

/." ", Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 367.

decease (de-seV), v. i.; pret. and pp. deceased,

ppr. deceasing. [< MK. tlwxrn, disseasen; from
the noun.] To depart from life; die.

It is orde.vncil, that when any Broder or Stutter of this

Glide is dea'ttnt mite off this worlde, then, withyn the
xxx. dayes of that Broder or Suster, in the Chin -h of Seynt
Poules, ye Steward of this Glide shall doo Rynge for hytn.

Emjlinh (Jild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 190.

Your brother's dead ; this morning he deccai'd.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

= 8yn. Expire, etc.

deceased (de-sest'), p. a. Departed from life
;

dead.
These poor rude lines of thy deceased lover.

Shalt., Bonnets, xxxll.

Deceased wife's sister bill see bill*.

decedet (de-sed'), r. i.
; pret. and pp. deceded,

ppr. deceding. [= F. decider = It. decedere, < L.

decedere, depart, go away, depart from life, die,
< de-, away, + cedere, go. See decedent.] To
go away ; depart ;

secede.

The scandal of schisme, to shew that they had, 1. just
cause for which . . . they deceded from Rome.

Miller, Ch. Hist., V. iii. 25.

decedent (de-se'dent), a. and n. [< L. dece-

den(t-)s, ppr'. of decedere, depart: see decease.]
I.t a. Going away ; departing ; seceding.

II. n. A deceased person. [U. S., used

chiefly in law.]
deceit (de-set'), n. [Early mod. E. also deceite,

deccyte, deceete, deceipt, etc.
;
< ME. deceite, de-

ceyte, desceit, disceyte, digsayte, dessayte, etc., <

OF. deceite, deceyte, deyoite, deyritte, dechoite,

decepte, f., deceit, descait, decept, m., deceit, < L.

deceptus, deceit, < decipere, deceive : see deceire,

deception. Cf. conceit, receipt.] 1. The qual-
ity of being false or misleading; falseness;
falsehood; deception; deceptiveness.

O, that iliri'it should dwell
In such a gorgeous palace ! Shalt., R. and J., ill. 2.

2. The act or practice of deceiving ;
conceal-

ment or perversion of the truth for the purpose
of misleading; fraud; cheating.
And thus often tytue he was revenged of his enemyes,

be his sol > Me dixceytei and false Cauteles.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 280.

3. That which deceives; action or speech de-

signed to mislead or beguile ;
a guileful arti-

fice.

My lips shall not speak wickedness, nor my tongue utter
deceit. Job xxvii. 4.

They . . . imagine deceits all the day long.
Ps. xxxviii. 12.

4. In law, any trick, device, craft, collusion,
false representation, or underhand practice,
used to defraud another: now more commonly
called fraud or misrepresentation. =syn. 1 and
2. Deceit, Deception, Fraud, craft, cunning, duplicity,
double-dealing, guile, trickery, wiHness, treachery, finesse,

imposture. Deceit is a shorter and more energetic word
for i lecc i t fu 1 1 1

es s. indicating the quality ;
it is also, but more

rarely, used to express the act or manner of deceiving.
The reverse is true of deception, which is properly the act
or course by which one deceives, and not properly the

uuality ; it may express the state of being deceived.
AWM is an act or a series of acts of deceit by which oue
attempts to benefit himself at the expense of others. It

is generally a breaking of law ; the others are not. See

artifice and deceptive.

Perhaps, as a child of deceit,
She might by a true descent be untrue.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii. 3.

And fall into deception unaware. Milton, P. L., ix. 362.

Behold, the hire of the labourers who have reaped down
your fields, which is of you kept back by/raud, crieth.

Jas. v. 4.

deceitful (de-set'ful), a. [< deceit + -ful.] Full
of deceit; tending to mislead, deceive, or in-

snare; tricky; fraudulent; cheating.
His hardest labour Is his tongue, as if he were loath to

vse so decei(full an Organ.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Ohilde.

The smiles of joy, the tears of woe,
Deceitful shine, deceitful flow,

There's nothing true but Heaven.
Moore, This world is all a fleeting show.

= SyH. Deceptive, Deceitful, etc. (see deceptire), delusive,
fallacious, insincere, hyjwcritieal, false, hollow,

deceitfully (de-set'ful-i), rtdr. In a deceitful

manner; fraudulently ; with deceit; in a man-
ner or witli a view to deceive.

December
The sons of Jacob answered Sheehem and llamor his

father drrritj'iili.i. Gen. \\\i\. i;:.

deceitfulness (de-set'ful-nes), n. Disposition
or tendency to deceive or mislead

;
the quality

of being deceitful.

lint what kind of r/. . < '. is this in sin, that thebest
and wisest men are so much caution d against ft?

Stillinjjleet, [(ennoiis, II. 111.

deceitless (de-set'les), a. [< deceit + -less.]

Free from deceit. [Rare.]
As if that were an epithet in favour, which is Intended

to aggravation ! So he that should call Hatan an unclean
. I. . il, should imply that some devil is not unclean ; or de-

edvable lusts, some lusts deceitle** .'

Up. Hall, Old Religion, | 2.

deceivable (de-se'va-bl), a. and . [Early mod.
E. also declarable, deceevahle; < ME. deceivable,

ilrxiti/ni/ir/, etf., only in sense of '

deceitful,' <

OF. decerable (F. de'cevalilc), deceitful, < decerer,
deceive: see deceive.] I. a. 1. That maybe de-

ceived; subject to deceit or imposition; capa-
ble of being misled or entrapped; exposed to

imposture.
Blind, and thereby

Veceinable In most things as a child.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 942.

2f. Producing error or deception ; deceptive.
How false and deceieable that common saying is, which

is so much reli'd upon, that the Christian Magistrate U
custos utriusque tabulae, keeper of both tables.

Milton, Civil Power.

H.t n. Capability of being deceived
;
deeeiv-

ableness.

If t In HI semyst fayr. thy nature maketh nat that, but the

deceyvable or the feblesse of the eyen that loken.

Chaucer, Boethius, III. prose 8.

deceivableness (de-se'va-bl-nes), n. 1. Lia-

bility to be deceived. 2f. Liability to deceive ;

deceitfulness.

All deceirablenets of unrighteousness. 2 Thes. II. 10.

deceivably (de-se'va-bli), adr. In a deceivable
manner.
deceivancet, u. [ME. deceyvance, desceyvancr,
< OF. dccevance (F. decevance), < decever, deceive :

see deceive.] Deceit; deception.
Here of a denceyvance the! conseild him to do.

Robert of Brunnc, p. 133.

deceivantt, a. [ME. "deceyvant, disceyramit, <

OF. decevant (F. decevant), ppr. of decever, de-
ceive : see deceive.] Deceitful.

Alle the wordes that I spake thei ben trewe, ffor by
woman is many a man dfsceyved, and therefore I cleped
hir ditceyuaunt, for by woman ben many tow nes sonken
and brent Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), lit 432.

deceive (de-sev'), . t.
; pret. and pp. deceired,

ppr. deceiving. [Early mod. E. also deceave,

deceeve; (. ME. deceyven, desayven, dissayven, etc.,
< OF. decever, deceveir, etc., F. ddcevoir = Pr.
decebre = OSp. dectbir, < L. decipere, deceive,

beguile, entrap, < de, from, + capere, take : see

captive. Cf. conceive, perceive, receive.] 1. To
mislead by a false appearance or statement

;

cause to believe what is false, or to disbelieve
what is true

; delude.

Take heed that no man deceive yon. Mat, xxlv. 4.

King Richard, who had deceived many in his Time, was
at this Time decnccd by many. Batter, Chronicles, p. 233.

Wooden work
Painted like porphyry to deceire the eye.

r.n'n-nin't. Ring and Book, I. 54.

2. To cause to fail in fulfilment or realization
;

frustrate or disappoint.
I now believed

The happy day approach'd,

Nor are my hopes deceived. Dryden.

3f. To take from
;
rob stealthily.

The borders wherein you plant your fruit-trees [should ]

be fair, . . . and set with flue flowers, but thin and spar-
ingly, lest they deceive the trees. Bacon, Gardens.

4. To cause to pass ;
while away. [Poetic and

rare.]
These occupations oftentimes deceived the listless hour.

Wordsworth.
= 8yn. 1. To beguile, cheat, overreach, circumvent, dupe,
fool, gull, cozen, hoodwink.

deceiver (de-se'ver), M. One who deceives:
one who leads into error ; a cheat

;
an impostor.

My father peradventure will feel me, and I shall seem
to him as a deceiver; and I shall bring a curse upon me,
and not a blessing. Gen. xxvii. 12.

Hence with thy brew'd enchantments, foul deceiver I

Hast ttn'ii betray 'd my credulous innocence
With visor'd falsehood and base forgery ?

Milton, Comus, 1. 696.

December (de-sem'ber), n. [= F. decembre =
Sp. tUfiembre = Pg. dezembro = It. dicembre =
D. G. Dan. Sw. december, < L. december, tin-

tenth month (see def.). < ilecem = E. ten: see

ilifinial.] That month of the year in which
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the sun touches the tropic of Capricorn at the Venice Laws of the decemvirs. See Twelve Tables, II. ". 1. A decennial anniversary. 2. A
winter solstice, being then at his greatest dis- under table. celebration of a decennial anniversary.
tance south of the equator; the twelfth and decemviral (de-sem'vi-ral), a. [= F. decemvi- decenniert, . Same as deceniier.

last month according to the modern mode of " = Sp. decenriral = Pg. decemvwal = It. de- decennium (df-sen'i-um), . [L., < decent, = E
cemvirale, < L. decem riralis, < decemviri: see de-

ten, + annns,'& year.] A period of ten years.
cemvir.] Pertaining to the decemvirs.

Before they went out of the cittie, the decemviraM
lawes (which now are knowne by the name of the twelve

Tables) they set up openly to be scene, engraven in brasse.

Hiillaiul, tr. of Livy, p. 12""

according
reckoning time, having thirty-one days. In the
Roman calendar it was the tenth month, reckon-

ing from March. Abbreviated Dec.

Men are April when they woo, and December when they
wed. Shale., As you Like it, iv. 1.

ears
208.

Decemberly (de-sem'ber-li), o.

+ -ly
1
.] Like December; wintry; cold.

The many bleak and decemberly nights of a seven y<

widowhood. Sterne,, Tristram Shandy, V.

Decembrist (de-sem'brist), n. [= F. Decem-
briste; < December + -ist. Cf. Dekabrist.] A
participant in or supporter of an event happen-
ing in the month of December

; specifically, in
Russian liist,, a participant in the conspiracy
and insurrection against the Emperor Nicholas decemviri^w.
on his accession, December, 1825. Also called
Dekabrist.

These are the only monuments of early typography ac-

knowledged to come within the present deeemmtm,
lla.Ua.rn, Introd. to Lit. of Europe, I. iii. 25.

27! decennoval (de-sen'o-val), a. [< LL. decenno-

[< December decemvirate (de-sem'vi-rat), . [= F. decem- lis
>
of nineteen years, < L. decem, = E. ten,

: cold. ..:..* o_ j
'

.- j_ T- TA j ---*. + novem = h. mne.i PprtaiTiiTitr to trip nmn-rirat = Sp. deccnvirato = Pg. It. decemvirato,
< L. dccemmratus, < decemviri: see decemviral.]
1 . The office or term of office of a body of de-
cemvirs. 2. A body of ten men in authority.

If such a decemmrate should ever attempt to restore our
constitutional liberty by constitutional means, I would
exert in their cause such talents as I have.

+ novem = E. nine.] Pertaining to the num-
ber nineteen

; designating a period or cycle of
nineteen years. See Aletonic cycle, under cycle.

[Rare.]

Meton, of old, in the time of the Peloponnesiau war,
constituted a deeennuval circle, or of nineteen years : the
same which we now call the golden number. Holder.

Same as de-

vir + -ship.] The office or dignity of decemvir.
The decemvirship and the conditions of his colleagues

together had so greatly changed.
Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 115.&

-at'ei

a
.'^c.osiaie

e

.i
decencet (de'sens), n. [< OF. decence: see *-

In bot., having ten ribs or elevated ridges, as
cenctJ^ Decen y-

certain fruits, etc. Also written 10-costate.
what wlth more deeem > were in silence kept. Dryden.

decemdentate (de-sem-den'tat), a. [< L. de- decency (de'sen-si), n.
; pi. decencies (-siz).

cem, = E. ten, + den(t-)s, = E. tooth, + -ate1 = [Formerly also decence; < OF. decence, F. de-

Sir W. Jones, To Lord Althorp. decennovary (de-sen'o-va-ri), a.

Latin plural of decemvir. cennocal. Holder.

de-sem'ver-ship), n. [< decem- decent (de'sent), a. [< F. decent = Sp. Per. It.
1U _ J3C ~_ II *;j a J - .1 _ . j f -r

"
i

'

Those of the Decembrists who were still alive were par-
doned. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 450.

decemcostate (de-sem-kos'tat),
cem, = E. ten, + costa, rib, +

detente, < L. decen(t-)s, comely, fitting, ppr. of

decere, become, befit, akin to deem, honor, fame,
whence ult. decorate, q. v.] 1. Becoming, fit,

or suitable in words, behavior, dress, etc. ;

proper; seemly; decorous.
God teacheth what honor is decent for the king, and for

all other men according unto their vocations.

Latimer, 1st Sermon bet. Edw. VI., 1549.

That which he doth well and commendably is eller de-

cent, and the contrary vndecent.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 231.

But since there must be ornaments both in painting and
poetry, if they are not necessary, they must at least be de-
cent : that is, in their due place, and but moderately used.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting,

into ten segments or lobes. Also written 10-fid. ing ceremony; modesty; specifically, freedom A decent behaviour and appearance in church is what
I Ai>AVn1sis1^1n /f\& _ onnn 1 f^\r- ' i~ 1 It ,. i r, F / T fPOTTl *! V 1/1W f\1* itTtajmii-i t ir 01131*1118 1116.

-ed%.] Having ten points or teeth,

decemfid (de-sem'fid), a. [< L. decem, = E.

cence = Sp. Pg. decencia = It. decenza, < L. de-

centia, comeliness, < decen(t-)s, comely,-decent.]
ten, + -fiduK, cleft, < findere (fid-), cleave, di- 1- The state or quality of being decent, fit,

vide, = E. bite.] Divided into ten parts ; spe- suitable, or becoming; propriety of action,
cifically, in bot., divided at least to the middle speech, dress, etc.

; proper formality; becom-

decemlocular (de-sem-lok'u-lar), a. [<" L.

decem, = E. ten, + loculus, dim. of locus, a
place.] In bot., having ten cells: applied to

ovaries, etc.

decempedal (de-sem-ped'al), a. [< LL. de-

cempedalis, haying ten feet (in length), < decem-

pes (-ped-), being ten feet : see decempede.] 1.

Having ten feet; decapod. 2f. Ten feet in

length. Bailey.
decempedet, [ME. decempede = F. decem-
pede, a., < LL. decempes (-ped-), being ten feet

(square), < L. decem, = E. ten, + pes (ped-) = E.

foot.] A square of ten feet.

This nomber what the liketh to pastyne
Dissensseth alle deceinpedeg xviii.

Renomber hem, but tyines twyos nyde (nype)
Decempedes, thereof ther shall be seen
CCC iiii & iii ami xviine (u. cccxxiit).

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Decempedes (de-sem'pe-dez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of decempes (see decempede), < L. decem (=

from ribaldry or obscenity.
The Greekes call this good grace of euery thing in his

kinde, TO wpeiroi-, the Latines [decorum], we in our vulgar
call it by a scholasticall terme [decencie}.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 219.

Sentiments which raise Laughter can very seldom be
admitted with any decency into an Heroic Poem.

Addition, Spectator, No. 279.

The consideration immediately subsequent to the being
of a thing is what agrees or disagrees with that thing;
what is suitable or unsuitable to it ; and from this springs
the notion of decency or indecency, that which becomes
or misbecomes. South.

Immodest words admit of no defence,
For want of decency is want of sense.

Roticomwon, On Translated Verse, 1. 114.

2. That which is decent or becoming.
The external decencies of worship. lip. Atterbury.
He became careless of the decencies which were expect-

ed from a man so highly distinguished in the literary and
political world. Macaiilay, Machiavelli.
= Syn. 1. Decorum, suitableness, neatness, purity, deli-

cacy.

Sp. dvcenario = Pg.
It. decennario, < L. decennis, adj., of ten years:

erroneously, Decentfioda.

DecempennataB(de'sem-pe-na'te), J*.j). [NL., Bee uecr BKH .Jfern. pi. of decempennatus: see decempennate.] decennary2 (de <

^ra^ffi - "* ^^^arius^nna^us, <^ce-
resented by the weavers (Ploceince), whydah-
birds ( Viduinas), and hedge-sparrows (Accento-

see decennial.] A period of ten years.
i - 2

''e-sen'a-ri), a. and n. [Prop. *de-

Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

Specifically 2. Proper with regard to mod-
esty; free from indelicacy; conformable to some
standard of modesty.
The Eunomians seem to have been of opinion . . . that

it was not decent for them to be stripped at the perform-
ance of this religious rite.

Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. Hist.

3. Moderate
; respectable ;

fair
; tolerable ; pass-

able; good enough: as, a decent fortune; he
made a very decent appearance.
Even at this day, a decent prose style is the rarest of

accomplishments in Germany. De (ftiincnj, Rhetoric.

It was only as an inspired and irresponsible person that
he [Milton] could live on decent terms with his own self-

confident individuality.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 273.

Salona the parent and Spalato the child are names which
never can become meaningless to any one who has a de-
cent knowledge of the history of the world.

E. A. Freentan, Venice, p. 176.

decently (de'sent-li), adv. 1. In a decent or

becoming manner ;
with propriety of behavior

or speech ;
with modesty.

Past hope of safety, 'twas his latest care,
Like falling Caesar, decently to die. Dryden.

Pho! 'pho! do the thing decently, and like a Christian.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

2. Tolerably; passably; fairly. [Colloq.]
resented by the weavers K^TydT ^4^^jffSfSSSftbirds ( Viduinw), and hedge-sparrows (Accento- ten each bv tens < de^em ten

'

SP fd^JZafl
'" "" ""'' """"'"" "' llleu - rgnM

rina,) as collectively distinguished from other Ta Cons^ting o'f w nvoMngC etch t decentness (de'sent-nes), n. Decency,
frmgillme birds by the possession of ten instead i-^-- *- - ^^i^ Afmnt.raMva+.inn i'rlo-ct.r,'/ti_;_o'=v

The greater part of the pieces it contains may be said
to be very decentlii written. Kilinlniriili Jiev., I. 426.

of only nine primaries.
decempennate (de-sem-pen'at), a. [< NL. de-

cempennatus, < L. decem, = E. ten, + peuna,
wing: see pennate.] In ornith., having ten
primaries or flight-feathers upon the pinion-
bone or manus.

decentralization (de-sen"tral-i-za'shon), H.

[=F. decentralisation; as decentralize + -ation.]
The act of decentralizing, or the state of being
decentralized; specifically, in politics, the act

II. . In old Eng. law, a tithing consisting'of .

r Prin Ple of removing 'local or special func-
P- 1 U .~.lil--' * '! . tlOnS fit irnVPVIlTnpnf TvmYl tho iTy,li1,Qi-^ ill_

latiug to a tithing.
To prevent idle persons wandering from place to place
. . was one great point of the decennarii constitution.

Fielding, Causes of the Increase of Robbers, 5.

de-
cemviri (-verz, -vi-ri). "[L. 'decemviri, pl.,"with
later sing, decemvir, < decem, = E. ten, + vir= AS. wer, a man: see virile and wergild.]
1 . One of the ten men, or decemviri, the title of
four differently constituted bodies in ancient
Eome. (<i) A body of magistrates elected in 451 B c for
one year to prepare a system of written laws (decemviri
legibus scribendie), with absolute powers of governmentand succeeded by another for a second year, who ruled
tyrannically under their leader Appius Claudius and
aimed to perpetuate their power, but were overthrown
in 449. Hie decemvirs of the first year completed tenand those of the second year the remaining two of the
celebrated twelve tables, forming both a political constitu-

ten freeholders and their families.

decennert, n. [Also decennicr, deciner; < OF.
dizeuier, dixenier, < ML. "decenarius, decenna-
rius: see decennary?.] One of the ten free-
holders forming a decennary.

Deciners, alias decenniers, alias Daiinert. Decennarii
cometh of the French Diziene, i. e., Decas, Ten. It sig

tions of government from the immediate di-
rection or control of the central authority:
opposed to centralization.

In France, as the feudal life ran its course, everything
gradually tended to unity, monarchy, centralization in

Germany, the spirit of locality, separation, decentraliza-
tion prevailed. stillf, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 160.

ulfleth in the ancient monuments of 'our Law such as were decentralize (de-sen'tral-lz), v. t.; pret. and
wont to have oversight and check of Ten 1'riburghs for PP- decentralized, ppr. decentralizing. [= F.

maintenance of the King's Peace ; and the limits or decentraliser ; as de- priv. + centralize:]compass of their Jurisdiction
To

In case of the default of appearance in a decenner his TT.1 s"uauo" r authority; disperse, as
nine pledges had one and thirty days to bring the delin

what has bee
.

n brought together, concentrat-
quent forth to justice.

Fielding, Causes of the Increase of Robbers, 5.

ed, or centralized.

Our population and wealth have increased and becomewav. ufrjiuug DOLll a political constitu A 1
tion and a legal code. (6) A court of juMce(decemviriliti-

flecenmal (de-sen 1-al), a. and . [< L. as if n'ore and more decentralized. Harpers May., LXXVI. 4.'i4.

iii). of an,tint,h,,t..,., ,<= -*.,.v.-..
*decennialis, prop, decennalis (> F. deeennal = But in large societies that become predominantly in-

op, decenal = Pg. decflinal = It decennale of dustrial, there is added a ebeentratistag remilating sys-

ten years), < decem, = E. ten, + '*-, a year.]
""" '"' "" i-'"" >'^ ~"

r n i ^~i~^-j.: _ _. f '. . .
Jciundi8,ordeceitici

/-

---, __
_, ..j.j.y.nted to apportion pi

la- lands among citizens.

2. By extension, one of any official bodv of
men, ten in number, as the old Council of Ten in

This shows an average decennial increase of36
ent, in population tlmm-h the Beventy vea,4 fro" our

first to our last census yet taken.
Lincnln. in Raymond, p. sat.

e^a
.

dation f cephalic parts ; reduction of the
headm OOn>Pl% r specialization of its parts;
the process of decephalizing, or the state of be-

ing decephalized: opposed to ci'phtili~atio>i.



decephalize

decephalize (de-set"a-u/.). <: '. : pret. and pp.

decephultecd, ppr. deeeplniluiiii/. [< ill'- ]>riv. +
Gr. mijia/ii, head, + -i^<?.] In .:<>/.. t<i cause or

effect deeepb&lixotion inorof: reduce, degrade,
or simplify the parts of the head of; remove

weight or force of cephalic purls backward:

opposed to rephali:e.

deceptibilityt ('le-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), . [tdcccpti-
lili

1

: sec -hilily.] Capability or liability of be-

ing deceived; deceivability.

'll,' ,lr,'i-i,lil,:i:iii of our decayed natures.

<;lnnrill>: V:inil.v of DtVMtMOg, viii.

deceptiblet (de-sep'ti-bl), . [< OF. deceptiblc

(also deeeptalile), < L. as if *dcceptiliilix, < de-

fi'iilHK, ])p. of deeiperc, deceive : sec di-erin:
\

Caj>able of being deceived
;
deceivable.

Popular errours . . . are more neerly founded upon an
erroneous inclination of the people, as being the must '/''-

f/ilililf part nf inunkinil, and ready with open anus to re-

ceive the encroachments of errour.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 3.

deception (de-sep'shon), n. [< ME. decepcioun,
< OF. deception, F. deception = Pr. deceptio =
Sp. decepcion = It. decezioiie, < LL. deceptio(n-),
< decipere, deceive: see deceive.} 1. The act

of deceiving or misleading.
All <le<'i'i>tnin is a misapplying of those signs which, by

runi|.;irt or institution, were made thu means of men's

signifying or conveying their thoughts. South.

2. The state of being deceived or misled.

We cannot unite the incompatible advantages of reality
and deception, the clear discernment of truth and the ex-

quisite enjoyment of fiction. Macaulny.

3. That which deceives; artifice; cheat: as,

the scheme is all a deception. =Syn. 1 ami 3. Deceit,

Deception, Fraud. See deceit. 3. Trick, imposition, ruse,
wile.

deceptioust (de-sep'shus), a. [< OP. deceptieux,

derepcieux, < ML. deeeptionus, deceitful, < LL.

deceptio(n-), deception : see deception.} Tend-

ing to deceive ;
deceitful.

Yet there is a credence in my heart,
An esperance so obstinately strong,
That doth invert the attest of eyes and ears,
As If those organs had deception* functions,
Created only to calumniate. Shak., T. and C., v. 2.

deceptitious (de-sep-tish'us), a. [< L. decep-

tm, pp. of decipere, deceive, + -itious.] Tend-

ing to deceive. [Rare.]

Arrangements competent to the process of investigation
are in every case necessary, to preserve the aggregate mass
of evidence from being untrustworthy and deceptitioux on
the score of Incompleteness.

Bentham, Prin. of Judicial Evidence, II. 3.

deceptive (de-sep'tiv), a. [< OF. deeeptif, F.

deceptif= Pr. deeeptiu = Sp. deeeptifo, < L. as if

*deceptirux, < deceptux, pp. of decipere, deceive :

see deceive.} Tending to deceive
; apt or hav-

ing power to mislead or impress false opinions :

as, a deceptive countenance or appearance.
Deceptive cadence, in tim*ie. See interrupted cadence,
under cadence. =SyH. Deceptive, Deceitful, Fraudulent,
delusive, fallacious, false, misleading. Essentially, the
same distinction holds among the first three words as

among deception, deceit, and fraud (see deceit). deceptive
does not necessarily imply intent to deceive ; deceitful al-

ways does. Fraudulent is much stronger, implying that
the intention is criminal. See/a#flr/<'*.

The word "fishes" can be used in two senses, one of
which has a deceptive appearance of adjustability to the
" Mosaic

"
account.

Huxleii, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 190.

\Voman '.

Destructive, damnable, deceitful woman '.

Otiraii, Orphan, iii. 1.

One writer gravely assures us that Maurice of Saxony
learned all his fraudulent policy from that execrable vol.

ume [Machiavelli's "Prinre"). Mijrniilnit, Machiavelli.

deceptively (de-sep'tiv-li), adr. In a manner
to deceive.

deceptiyeness (de-sep'tiv-nes), n. The power
of deceiving ; tendency or aptness to deceive.

deceptivity (de-sep-tiv'i-ti), . [< deceptive +
-iti/.} 1. The quality of being deceptive. 2.

Something deceptive; a sham. CttrMe. [Rare.]

deceptory (de-sep'to-ri), a. [< OF. deceptmre=
Sp. rg. deceptnrio, < LL. deeepturiiix, < deceptor,
a deceiver, < L. deeiperc, deceive: see deceive.}

Tending to deceive; containing qualities or
means adapted to mislead. [Riire.J

decerebrize (de-ser'e-briz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

deceri'liri-ed, ppr. deeerehri:imj. [< dr- ]iriv. +
eerehnini + -('-(.] To deprive of the cerebrum ;

remove the cerebrum from. [Rare.]
decern (de-sern'), c. [< OF. deccrner, de.wrinr,
dixcerner, F. decerner = Pr. decernir = Sp. din-

<( rxir = It. decernere, < L. di -ei-nien; pp. ilc-

eretux, decide, determine, judge, decree, < <k.

from, -t- center/; separate, distinguish, discern :

see concern, dincerii, and cf. deem: The word

1483

ill, -i i-ii in E. u nd Rom. has been in part merged
\\Mlixri ni.} I. trim*. 1. In Scots law, to decree

;

judge; adjudge.
Tin- lordx ilei;-r,,,;l him lo give Krendrallght a new tack

of the waiil tcimls.

>><//. /.'/i/. Mi-t. Tioniilcs in Scotland, I. 51.

2t. To discern
;
discriminate.

They can see nothing, nor decern what makcth for them,
nor what ;iy;iinst them. f'/-<niin>'>-, Sacrament*, fol. s:l.

II. intrans. In .S'coto law, to decree ; pass
judgment : an essential word in all decrees and
interlocutors.

The said lords ami estates of parliament find, decern,
and declare that the said Francis, sometime earl uf Both-

well, has committed and done open treason.

Act*, Jas. I., 1593.

decernert (de-ser'n6r), w. One who gives a judg-
ment or an opinion.
Those slight ami vulgar decemerg.

GlannUe, Lux Orientalis, Pref.

decerniture (de-ser'ni-tur), n. [< decent +
-it-itre.} In Scotg law, a decree or sentence of

a court : as, he resolved to appeal against the

decerniture of the judge.

decernmentt, [< decern + -ment; var. of rft-

cernment.} Discernment.

A yet more refined elective discretion or decerninent.

Ooodtrin, Works, III. 4S8.

decerpt (de-serp'), c. t. [< L. decerpere, pp. de-

cerptus, pluck off, < de, off, + carpere, pluck: see

carp
1
.} To pluck off

; crop; tear; rend.

O what mysery was the people then in ! <) howe this

moste noble isle of the worlde was decerpt and rent to

pieces ! Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, I. 2.

decerptiblet (de-serp'ti-bl),
. [< L. decerptus,

pp., + E. -Me.] That may be plucked.
decerptiont (de-serp'shon), w. [< L. deceri>tns,

pp.: see decer'p.} 1. The act of pulling or

plucking off; a cropping. 2. That which is

pulled off or separated ;
a fragment.

If our souls are but particles and decerptiont of our

parents, then I must be guilty of all the sins that ever
were committed by my progenitors ever since Adam.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, iii.

decertationt (de-ser-ta'shqn), n. [< L. decerta-

tio(n-), < decertare, contend, < de + certare, fight,

contend.] Strife; contest for mastery.
A decertation betweene the disease and nature.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

de certificando (de ser'ti-fi-kan'do). [ML. :

L. de, of, to; ML. certificando, abl. of certificaii-

dus, ger. of certificare, certify: see certify.}
In early Eng, law, the short name of a writ re-

quiring an officer to certify to the court some-

thing within his cognizance.
decesset, A Middle English form of decease.

decessiont (de-sesh'on), n. [= OF. decesxion =
Sp. (obs. ) decesion, < L. decesaio(n-), adeparture,
< decedere, pp. decessus, depart : see decede, de-

cease.} Departure; decrease; diminution.

(Implyiug the necessity of a bishop to govern in their

absence or decesxion any ways) they ordained St. James
the first bishop of Jerusalem.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 166.

Blindness, dumbness, deafness, silence, death,
All which are neither natures by themselves
Nor substances, but mere decays of form,
And absolute deeexximut of nature.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, i. 1.

The accession and deception of the matter.
H'. Scott, Essay on Drapery, p. 7.

decessort (de-ses'or), H. [< L. decexxor, a retir-

ing officer, LL. a predecessor, < decedere, pp.
decessus, depart, retire: see decede, decease.}
A predecessor.
David . . . humbled himself for the sins of his ances-

tors and aecesmr*. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 777.

decharm (de-charm'), r. t. [< OF. deschariiiir,

decharnier, F. decharmer, < des-, de-, priv., +
charmer, charm : see ctuirm 1

.} To remove the

spell or enchantment of; disenchant.

Notwithstanding the help of physick, he was suddenly
cured by d,-i'lnii-Minii the witchcraft. Harvey.

dechausse (da-sho-sa'), a. [F., pp. of dechans-
.11 -r. take off one's shoes, make bare. < iU-, from,

away, + clutututrr, shoe, < chausxe, a shoe, < L.

cnlceus, a shoe.] In her. : (a) Dismembered
and the different parts represented as sepa-
rated from one another by a little distance : said
of an animal used as a bearing: as, a lion de-

(liuuxfte. (b) Without claws: said of an animal
used as a bearing : a term of French heraldry,
sometimes used in English.
Also (lentf)ith(Tf il.

decheerfult (tle-cher'ful), . [Irreg. < de- priv.
+ cheerful.] Not cheerful: sad; depressed:
gloomy.

decidedly
\\ln-n didht thnu ever conn- t me lull with thy h<;i<!

bullying <l<i!i.' o /.'/(. .'ftut j.rviiti- r, uiii'oinfoi t;illc

servant! I//-/.//, to,*. \MILI l'i\e ilallalit.-s, iv. 7.

dechenite (di c-li'en-it), //. [Named after the

Herman geologist E. H. K. von Itn-lun (l>orn

1800).] A native vanadate of lead, occurring
massive, with botryoidal structure, and of yel-
lowish- or brownish-red color.

dechlorometer (de-klo-rom'e-ter), H. Same as
flil'H'tiiiieter (with unnecessary prefix).

dechristianize (de-kris'tian-i/.), r. t. ; pret. and

pp. declirixtianized, ppr. dechrixtianiiing. [= F.

dcehrixtiiiniser; as de- priv. + chrixtitiirize.] To
turn from Christianity ;

banish Christian belief

and principles from; paganize. Also spelled
dechristianwe.

deci-. [Short for decimi-, (. L. decimus, tenth :

see decimal.] An element, meaning 'tenth,' in

the nomenclature of the metric system, as in

decimeter, the tenth of a meter, decigram, the
tenth of a gram, etc.

declare (des-iar'), . [< F. deciare, < L. deci-

(mus), tenth, + F. are, are : see are2 .] In the
metric system, a unit of superficial measure, the
tenth part of an are, or 107.6 square feet, Eng-
lish measure.
decidable (de-si'da-bl), a. [< decide + -able.]
That may be decided.

decide (de-sid'). r.
; pret. and pp. decided, ppr.

deciding.' [< ME. deciden, < OF. decider, F.

decider = Sp. Pg. decidir= It. decidere, < L. de-

cidere, decide, also lit. cut off, < de, off, T ccedere,
cut. Cf. decise, and concise, indie, etc.] I.

trans. If. To cut off; separate. .

Our seat denies us trafflck here ;

The sea, too near, deciden us from the rest.

Fviler, Holy State, II. 20.

2. To determine, as a question, controversy,
or struggle, by some mode of arbitrament

;
set-

tle by giving the victory to one side or the

other; determine the issue or result of; adjust;
conclude ; end : as, the court decided the case
in favor of the plaintiff; the umpire decided
the contest

;
the fate of the bill is decided.

The quarrel toucheth none but us alone ;

Betwixt ourselves let us decide it then.

Shot., 1 Hen. VI., iy. 1.

They [the Greeks] were the first . . . to decide questions
of war and policy by the free vote of the people fairly
taken. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects.,p. 256.

They fought with unabated ardour ;
and the victory was

only decided by their almost total extermination.
/(. W . Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

3. To resolve; determine in the mind: as, he
decided to go.

Who decided
What our gifts, and what our wants should be?

M. Arnold, Self-Deception.

II. intrans. To determine ;
form a definite

opinion ;
come to a conclusion

; pronounce a

judgment : as, the court decided in favor of the
defendant

;
to decide upon one's course.

Who shall decide, when doctors disagree?
Pope, Moral Essays, ill. 1.

Shall I wait a day ere I decide
On doing or not doing justice here?

Broicninir, Ring and Book, I. 17.

decided (de-sl'ded), a. [Cf. F. decide, = Sp. Pg.
decidido, pp., used in the same way.] 1. Free
from ambiguity or uncertainty ;

unmistakable ;

unquestionable : as, a decided improvement.
I find much cause to reproach myself that I have lived

so long, and have given no decided and public proofs of my
being a Christian. P. Henry, in Wirt's Sketches.

2. Resolute ; determined ; free from hesitation
or wavering : as, a decided character.

A politic caution, a guarded circumspection, were among
the ruling principles of our forefathers in their most de-

cided conduct Bnrke.

= Syn. 1. J)ftided, Decitirr, indisputable, undeniable, cer-

tain, positive, absolute. Decided and decixire are some-
times confounded, but are distinct, decided being passive
and decisive active. A decided victory is a real, unmistaka-
ble victory ; a decixiee victory is one that dot-ides the Issue
of the campaign. The battle of Bull Run ended in a de-

cided victory, but not a decisive one ; the victory at Water-
loo was both decided and decisive. Compare a decided an-
swer with a ilecigire one. The difference is the same as
between definite and definitive. See definite.

He had marked preferences, and . . . his opinions were
as decided as his prejudices. Edinburgh Rev.

The sentence of superior judges Is final, decisive, and ir-

revocable. Blackittone.

All the most eminent men, . . . Hampden excepted, were
inclined to half measures. They dreaded a decisive victory
almost as much as & decisive overthrow.

Maeaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2. I'lihesitntinL'.

decidedly (de-si'ded-li), adv. In a decided or
determined manner; clearly; indisputably; in

a manner to preclude doubt.
While tasting smm'tli in-..' </'</</'//!/ 1 titter, sweet ness can-

not be thought of. //. S'/xmw. Prill, of Psychol., *L



decidedness

decidedness (de-si'ded-nes), n. The state of

being decided.

decidementt (de-sid'ment), n. [< decide +
-meiit.] The act of deciding; decision.

Kit1

, signior ! there be times, and terms of honour
To argue these things in, decidements able

To speak ye noble gentlemen, ways punctual,
And to the life of credit ; you're too rugged.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, ii. 1.

decidencet (des'i-dens), n. [< L. deciden(t-)s,

ppr. of deciderc, fall off, fall down, < de- + ca-

dere, fall : see cadence and decay.] A falling off.

Men observing the decidence of the thorn do fall upon
the conceit that it annually rotteth away, and successively
reneweth again. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

decider (de-sJ'dfer), . One who decides; one
who or that which determines a cause or con-

test.

I dare not take vpon me to be umpire and decider of those

many altercations among Chronologers.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 71.

decidingly (de-si'ding-li), adv. In a deciding
manner; decisively.
But Herodotus who wrote his [Homer's] lifehath cleared

this point : . . . and so decidingly concludeth, etc.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 13.

decidua (de-sid'u-a), n. [NL., sc. membrana,
the membrane that falls off, fern, of L. de-

ciduus, that falls down : see deciduous.] In

physiol., a membrane arising from alteration of

the upper layer of the mucous membrane of the

uterus, after the reception into the latter of the

impregnated ovum, the name beinjj given to it

because it-is discharged at parturition. At an

early stage of the development of the human ovum the
decidua exhibits a threefold division : a layer immediate-

ly lining the uterine cavity, called the decidua vera (true
decidua) ; a second layer, immediately investing the em-
bryo, called the decidua, reflexa (turned-back decidua) ;

and a third layer, or rather a
specia_l development of part

of the decidua vera, called the decidua serotina (late de-

cidua).

decidual (de-sid'u-al), a. [< decidua + -al.]
Of or pertaining to the decidua.

deciduary (de-sid'u-a-ri), a. [< L. deciduus (see
deciduous) + E. -ary.] Falling off; dropping
away; deciduous. [Rare.]
The shedding of the deciduary margins may be compared

with the shedding by very young birds of their down.
Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 77.

Deciduata (de-sid-u-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of deciduatus: see deciduate.] One of the
two major divisions (the other being Non-de-

ciduata) into which monodelphous mammals
have been divided. See the extract.

In the Deciduata . . . the superficial layer of the mu-
cous membrane of the uterus undergoes a special modifi-

cation, and unites . . . with the villi developed from the
chorion of the foetus ; and, at birth, this decidual and ma-
ternal part of the placenta is thrown off along with the

foetus, the mucous membrane of the uterus . . . being re-

generated during, and after, each pregnancy.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 282.

deciduate (de-sid'u-at), a. [< NL. deciduatus,
having a decidua, < decidua, a decidua: see de-

cidua.] 1. Having a decidua or a deciduous
placenta ; pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Deciduata. 2. Being deciduous, as
a placenta.
deciduity (des-i-du'i-ti), n. [< deciduous +
-ity.] Deciduousness! Keith. [Rare.]
deciduous (de-sid'u-us), a. [= F. decidu = Sp.
deciduo, < L. deciduus, that falls down, < deci-

dere, fall down, < de, down, + cadere, fall : see

decay.] Falling or liable to fall, especially after
a definite period of time

;
not perennial or per-

manent.
There is much that is deciduous in books, but all that

gives them a title to rank as literature in the highest
sense is perennial.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

Deciduous institutions imply deciduous sentiments.
U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 458.

Specifically "(a) In lot. : (1) Falling off at maturity or at the
end of the season, as petals, leaves, fruit, etc. : in distinc-
tion from fugacious or caducous organs, which fall soon
after their appearance, and from persistent or permanent,
or, as applied to leaves, from evergreen. (2) Losing the foli-

age every year: as, deciduous trees. (() In zoo(. : (1) Fall-
Ing off at a certain stage of an animal's existence, as the
hair, horns, and teeth of certain animals. (2) Losing cer-
tain parts regularly and periodically, or at certain stages
or ages: as, a deciduous insect. Deciduous cusps or
pieces of tile mandibles, in entom., appendages, one on
the outer side or end of each mandible, whicli are gener-
ally lost soon after the insect attains the imago state, leav-
ing scars. They are found in a single family of rhynchoph-
orous Coleoptera, the Otiorhi/ncliulat. Deciduous denti-
tion. See dentition. Deciduous insects, those insects
that cast off the wings after copulation, as the females
of ants and termites. Deciduous membrane. See de-
cidua.

deciduousness (de-sid'u-us-nes), . The qual-
ity of being deciduous.

1484

decigram, decigramme (des'i-gram), . [< F.

decigramme = Sp. decigramo = Pg. decigrammo
= It. di'cigramma, < L. deci(mus), tenth, + NL.

gramma, gram.] In the metric system, a weight
of one tenth of a gram, equal to 1.54 grains

avoirdupois.
decil, decile (des'il), . [= F. deeil = It. decile,

irreg. < L. decimus, tenth, < decem = E. ten.]

An aspect or position of two planets when they
are a tenth part of the zodiac (36) distant from
each other.

deciliter, decilitre (des'i-le-ter), . [< F. de-

cilitre = Sp. decilitro = Pg. It. decilitre, < L. deci-

mus, tenth, + NL. litra, liter: see liter.] In the

metric system, a measure of capacity equal to

one tenth of a liter, or 3.52 English fluidounces,
or 3.38 United States fluidounces.

decillion (de-sil'yon), n. [Irreg. < L. decem, ten,
+ E. (m)illion.] 1 . According to English nota-

tion, a million involved to the tenth power, be-

ing a unit with sixty ciphers annexed. 2. Ac-

cording to the modern French notation, which
is also used in the United States, a thousand in-

volved to the eleventh power, being a unit with

thirty-three ciphers annexed. [Owing to the am-

biguity resulting from the partial adoption of the second

meaning, this and similar words (except million) are prac-

tically disused.]

decillionth (de-sil'yonth), a. and . [< decil-

lion + -th.] 1. a. Pertaining to a decilliou;

having the magnitude or position of one of a
decillion equal parts.

II. n. The quotient of unity divided by a de-

cillion; one of a decillion equal parts.
decima (des'i-ma), n.

; pi. decimal (-me). [< L.

decimus, tenth: see decimal.] 1. In music: (a)
An interval of ten diatonic degrees, being an
octave and a third. (6) An organ-stop whose

pipes sound a tenth above the keys struck.

2. A Spanish money : the tenth of a real vel-

lon, or about 5 cents in United States money.
decimal (des'i-mal), a. and n. [< OF. decimal,
F. decimal= Sp. Pg. decimal = It. decimale= D.
decimaal = G. Dan. Sw. decimal, < ML. decima-

lis, < L. decimus, tenth, < decem = E. ten: see

ten.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the tenth or to tens
;

proceeding by tens. 2. Relating to tithes.

Regulating the jurisdiction of Ecclesiastical Courts in

causes testamentary, decimal, and matrimonial.

Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 469.

Decimal arithmetic, the ordinarymethod of arithmetical
calculation by the Arabic notation. The term is sometimes
restricted to the calculation with decimals. Decimal
currency. See currency. Decimal traction, a frac-

tion whose denominator is a power of 10. So long as the

quantity is conceived as having a power of 10 for its de-

nominator it is properly and usually called a decimal

fraction, howeverit may be written. The ordinary method
of writing it is by prefixing to the numerator (used alone)
a dot (the decimal point) with a number of zeros suffi-

cient to make the number of places in the numerator
equal to that in the denominator, less one. Thus, A =
.1, TJ, = .01, T1A,n

= -001, etc. ; 2^, = 2.06, etc. See II.

Decimal measure, any measure belonging to a decimal

system. Decimal notation, a system of writing num-
bers depending on powers of 10, especially the ordinary
system by means of nine digits and a cipher. The system
in an imperfect form, wanting the (the places being pre-
served by ruled columns), is believed to have been in-

vented in India, and is explained in the Latin geometry
of Boethius (died about A. i>. 525). The genuineness both
of the passage and of the entire work has been much dis-

puted, but is now more usually conceded. The system
was, however, entirely disused in Europe until (having
been completed by the invention of the 0) it was reintro-
duced through the Arabians (by whom it is called the In-
dian notation), being first systematically explained in the
work of Leonardo da Pisa, about 1200. The extension of
the system to fractions was accomplished much later. See
II. Decimal numeration, any system of naming num-
bers by taking them in multiples and powers of 10. Such
systems have generally prevailed in all languages, being
founded on the use of the ten fingers as helps to count.
Decima) place, the position of a figure in decimal

notation. Decimal point, a dot separating the whole
part from the fractional part of an expression in decimal
notation. The decimal point was invented by Edmund
Gunter ; the writing of it above the line (which is often

practised) by Newton. See II. Decimal system, any
system of measurement or of counting whose units are

powers of 10 ; especially, the metric system (which see,
under metric).

II. . An expression denoting a decimal
fraction by an extension of the decimal nota-
tion. A dot, called the decimal point, being placed to
the right of the units' place, figures are written to the
right of it, the first place in passing to the right being
appropriated to tenths, the second to hundredths, etc.

Thus, 199320.3 is the same as 199320ft ; 19032. 03 is the same
as 19932,35 : and 1.993203 is the same as l-fififlftRft. (See deci-
mal fraction, above.) The invention of decimals is usu-
ally attributed to Stevinus (1582). In his notation a mixed
number, for example 1993(

i

Vo, which is now written 1993-

.203, would have been written 1993(0)2(1)0(2)3(3). The deci-
mal point was introduced by Napier, the inventor of loga-
rithms. Recurring decimal, a decimal in which after
a certain point the digits are continually repeated. If
there is but one recurring figure, the expression is called
a repeating decimal; if there are more than one, the ex-

decimo

pression is called a circulating decimal. But these dis-

tinctions are not commonly observed with strictness. A
circulating decimal is denoted by means of dots over the
first and last figures of the recurring period. Thus, A is

0.0l35, that is, 0.0135185135, etc.

decimalism (des'i-mal-izm), n. [< decimal +
-ism.] The theory or system of a decimal no-
tation or division, as of numbers, currency,
weights, etc.

decimalist (des'i-mal-ist), n. [< decimal + -ist.]

One who employs or advocates computation or

numeration by tens.

Of course all these fifteens and sixties were objection-
able to the pure decimalist. The Engineer, LXV. 83.

decimalization (des"i-mal-i-za'8hon), n. The
act of reducing or causing to conform to the

decimal system.
When the decimalization of English money was first

proposed, the notion of international money had never
been seriously entertained, and hardly indeed conceived.

Jerons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 178.

decimalize (des'i-mal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

decimalized, ppr. decimalizing. [< decimal +
-ize.] To reduce to the decimal system: as, to

decimalize currency, weights, measures, etc.

decimally (des'i-mal-i), adv. By tens; by
means ot decimals.
decimate (des'i-mat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. deci-

mated, ppr. decimating. [< L. decimatus, pp.
of decimare (> F. decimer = Sp. (obs.) Pg. deci-

mar = It. decimare = D. decimeren = G. deci-

miren = Dan. decimere = Sw. decimera), select

the tenth by lot (for punishment), pay tithes,

< decimus, tenth: see decimal.] If. To take
the tenth part of or from ;

tithe.

I have heard you are as poor as a decimated Cavalier

[referring to Cromwell's 10 per cent, income-tax on Cava-

liers], and had not one foot of land in all the world.

Dnjden, Wild Gallant, ii. 2.

2. To select by lot and put to death every tenth
man of: as, to decimate a captured army or a

body of prisoners or mutineers (a barbarity oc-

casionally practised in antiquity).

God sometimes decimates or tithes delinquent persons,
and they die for a common crime, according as God hath
cast their lot in the decrees of predestination.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 280.

3. Loosely, to destroy a great but indefinite

number or proportion of: as, the inhabitants
were decimated by fever

;
the troops were deci-

mated by the enemy's fire.

It [England] had decimated itself for a question which
involved no principle, and led to no result.

Fmude, Hist. Eng.

decimation (des-i-ma'shon), .. [= F. decima-
tion = Pg. decimaqSo = It. decimazione, < L.

decimatio(n-), < decimare, decimate: see deci-

mate.] If. A tithing; specifically, an income-
tax of 10 per cent, levied on the Cavaliers by
Cromwell. 2. A selection of every tenth by
lot, as for punishment, etc.

By decimation, and a tithed death,
. . . take thou the destin'd tenth.

SAa*., T. of A., v. 5.

And the whole army had cause to enquire into their

own rebellions, when they saw the Lord of Hosts, with u
dreadful decimation, taking off so many of our brethren

by the worst of executioners. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., v. 9.

3. The destruction of a great but indefinite

number or proportion of people, as of an army
or of the inhabitants of a country ; a heavy loss

of life.

decimator (des'i-ma-tor), . [= F. decimateur
= It. decimatorc ; as decimate + -or.] One who
or that which decimates.
decime (de-sem'), n. [= F. decime, a tenth, tithe,
decime (in older form disme, dime, > E. dime), <

L. decimus, tenth: see decimal and dime.] A
French coin, the tenth of a franc, or about '2

United States cents.

decimestrial (des-i-mes'tri-al), . [< L. decem,
= E. ten, + -mestris, adj. form in comp. of

mensis, a month, q. v. Cf. semester.] Consist-

ing of or containing ten months. [Rare.]
The decimestrial year still survived long after regal gov-

ernment had ceased.
W. Smith, Diet. Greek and Roui. Antiq., p. 192.

decimeter (des'i-me-ter), n. [< F. decimetre (>

Sp. decimetro = Pg. decimetre), < L. deci-mua,

tenth, + F. metre = E. meter2.] In the metric

si/stem, a measure of length equal to the tenth

part of a meter, or 3.937 inches. A square deci-
meter is equal to 15.5 square inches, and a decimeter
cube, or liter, is 61 cubic inches, equal to 0.8S imperial
quart or 1.066 United States (wine) quarts.

decimo(des'i-mo; Sp.pron.da'the-mo), n. [Sp..
< L. deci inns, tenth: see decimal.] In Spanish
reckoning: (a) The tenth part of a peso or dol-

lar. (6) The tenth part of an oncia or ounce.



decimole

decimole (des'i-mol), . [< L. dcccm, ten.] In

Hinxii; ti group of ten notes which are to be

played in the time of eight or of four notes,
marked by a phnse-oun or curve inclosing
the notes and including the figure 10. Also
called ilrni]ilrl.

decimo-sexto (des'i-mo-seks'to), n. See sexto-

(ti'i'imu.

decinert, . Same as ili-ri-inii r.

decipher (de-si'fer), r. I. [After OF. dnchiffrer,
F. drcliiffriT = Sp. ilcsrij'rnr = I'j;. drrifritr =
It. iliTifriiri', ih fifi-i'iiri'. ilii-ij'i-iii-i', iliciferare, <

Ml,, ilffhiffniri' (after F.), "dn-ij'rnre, decipher,
< di- + fifrii, cipher: see ci/i/ic/-.] 1. To inter-

pret by the use of a key, as something written
in cipher; make out by discovering the key to.

Zelmauc, ili:it h.i'l ill*- character in her heart, could

easily decipher it. N'V r. .Sn/m-t/.

The virtues of them [ciphers], whereby they are to be

preferred, are three : that they be not laborious to write
au.l read ; that they be impossible to decipher; and in

snnie cases, that they lie without suspicion.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning (original English ed.),

I Works, JII. 402.

2. To succeed in reading, as what is written in

obscure, partially obliterated, or badly formed
characters.

They [Wycherley's manuscripts] were so full of erasures
and interlineations that tin printer could decipher them.

Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

3. To discover or explain the meaning of, as

of something that is obscure or difficult to be
traced or understood.

I could not help deciphering something In his face above
his condition. Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

All races which have long wandered and fought have be-
come composite to ii deui'ee past </-r//</u'n'/i</.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 103.

4. To describe or delineate.

Could I give you a lively representation of guilt and
horror on this hand, and paint out eternal wrath and de-

i-i'i>ht>r eternal vengeance on the other, then might I shew
you the condition of a sinner hearing himself denied by
Christ. South.

5t- To find out; detect; discover; reveal.

What's the news?
That you are both deciplier'd, that's the news.
For villains mark d with rape. Shak., Tit. And., iv. 2.

1 have spoke with her, and we have a nay-word, how to
know one another. I come to her in white and cry "mum";
she cries "budget"; and by that we know one another.
. . . But what needs either your "mum," or her "bud-
get "1 the white will decipher her well enough.

Shak.,M.. W. of W., v. 2.

6t. To write in cipher; conceal by means of a

cipher or other disguise. [Rare.]
To be plain with you, I am the very man deciphered in

his Iwok, under the name of Venator.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, II. 225.

= Syn. 1-3. To interpret, make out, unravel,

decipher! (de-si'fer), n. [< decipher, .] A
description.
He was a Lord Chancellour of France, whose decipher

agrees exactly with this great prelate, sometime Lord

Keeper of the (Jreat Seal.

Bp. Market, Abp. Williams, II. 220.

decipherable (de-si'fer-a-bl), a. [= F. dechif-

frable = Sp. descifrable ; as decipher + -able.}

Capable of being deciphered or interpreted.
Some of the letters seized at Mr. Coleman's are not de-

cipherable by all or any of the keys found.

Preface to Letter* on Popish Plot.

decipherer (de-si'fer-er), n. One who interprets
what is written in ciphers, or reads what is

written obscurely.
Suppose that ciphers were well managed, there he mul-

titudes of them that exclude tin 1

<'</>//, v.v .

Bacon, Advancement of Learning (original English ed.),

[Works, III. 402.

There are a sort of those narrow-eyed decipherers . . .

that will extort strange and abstruse meanings out of any
subject. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour.

decipherment (de-si'fer-ment), H. [= F. de-

i-liiffri'iiii-iit; as decipher + -mcnt.] The act of

deciphering ; interpretation.

They (the Assyrian tablets exhumed by Layard and
Smith] are now among the collections of the British Mu-
seum, and their decipherment isthrowinga new and strange
light on the cosmogony and religions of the early East.

Damon, Origin of World, p. 19.

decipia (de-sip'i-ii), H. [NL., < deeipmm, q. v.]
The oxid of decipium. Its formula is doubtful,

being either DpO or ppoO3 . Its properties are

not
y_et fully ascertained.

decipium (de-sip 'i-um), . [NL., irreg. < L.

ilii'i/icrc, deceive : seo drc<'irc."\ Chemical sym-
bol, Dp: atomic weight, 106 if the oxid is DpO,
or 171 if, as is likely, the oxid is Dp2O3 . A sub-
stance found in the Bamarskite of North Carolina, and
saiil to l>e a metallic element intermediate in character
between the metals of the cerium and yttrium groups.
Its salts are colorless. The acetate crystallizes easily.

1 l.s.-,

deciset, t'. t. [< L. decisux, pp. of decidere, de-
i-ide: see ili-cidf, and cf.concixe, incise, etc.] To
decide; settle; determine.

No man more profoundly iliscu--etli m more fynely /-
,-ix,'t/, thr VHC nt i erenionies. ./. 1'ilnlt, 1'rel. to Matthew.

decision (de-sizh'on), n. [< OF. decision, F.
ilirixinn = Sp. decinion = Pg. decistto = It. ili-ci-

xiniin, < L. decisin( -). < dMMUra, cut off, decide :

see decide.] If. The act of separating or cut-

ting off; detachment of a part ;
excision.

The essence of God is incori>oreal, spiritual, and indlvl-

sable ; and therefore his nature Is really communicated,
not by derivation or </</../"//, but by a total and plenary
communication. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of ('reed, ii.

2. Determination, as of a contest or an event;
end, as of a struggle ;

arbitrament : as, the de-

cision of a battle by arms.

When the Contract Is broken, and there is no third Per-
son to judge, then the Decision is by Anns.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 115.

Their arms are to the last decision bent.
And fortune labours with the vast intent. Dryden.

3. Determination, as of a question or a doubt;
final judgment or opinion in a case which has
been under deliberation or discussion: as, the
decision of the Supreme Court.

What shall finally be done with Spain respecting the

Mississippi? becomes an interesting question, and one

pressing on us for a decision.

Monroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 510.

Her clear and bared limbs
O'erthwarted with the brazen-headed spear
Upon her pearly shoulder leaning cold,
The while, above, her full and earnest eye
Over her snow-cold breast and angry cheek
Kept watch, waiting decision. Tennyson, (Enone.

4. A resolution ;
a fixing of a purpose in the

mind. 5. The quality of being decided
;
abil-

ity to form a settled purpose ; prompt determi-
nation: as, a man of decision. Fifty Decisions,
the final disposition by Justinian of tifty questions con-

cerning which the authorities on Roman law were not

agreed. They were made A. D. 529-30, and were embod-
ied in the new (or revised) Code of Justinian. = Syn. 2 and
3. Decision, Verdict, Report, Judgment, Decree, Order, Ad-
judication. In law the following distinctions are usual :

A decision is the determination of an Issue by a judge
or court ; a verdict, by a jury ; a report, one submitted to

the court by a referee, master, or auditor ; a judgment, de-

cree, or order, the formal entry or document embodying
the determination ; adjudication is generally used in con-

nection with the effect of a judgment, decree, or order in

settling the question. C. Decision, Determination, Reso-

lution. Decision is the quality of being able to make up
one's mind promptly, clearly, and firmly as to what shall

be done and the way to do it. Determination is the set-

tling upon some line of action with a flxed purpose to stick

to it ; it is somewhat nearer than the others to doggedness,
and sometimes approaches obstinacy. Determination may
be negative, as not to do a thing, but resolution is gener-
ally positive or active ; it often implies more courage than
the others, and is otherwise more high-minded. But these
words are often used interchangeably.

Unity, secrecy, decision are the qualities which military

arrangements require. Macaulay, Hallam s Const. Hist.

When the force of habit is added, the detertnination be-

comes invincible, and seems to assume rank with the great
laws of nature. Foster, Decision of Character, ii.

We cannot willingly admit that those gentle affections

are totally incompatible with the most impregnable reso-

lution and vigor. Fouler, Decision of Character, v.

decisional (de-sizh'on-al), a. [< decision + -al.}

Pertaining or relating to a decision
;
authori-

tative. [Rare.]
These opinions of the minority can have no decisiunal

effect. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 503.

decisive (de-si'siv), a. and n. [< OF. decisif,

F. decisif = Sp. Pg. It. decisivo, < L. decisus,

pp. of decidere, decide: see decide.} I. a. 1.

Having the power or quality of determining a

question, doubt, contest, event, etc. ;
final

;
con-

clusive
; putting an end to controversy : as, the

opinion of the court is decisive on the question.
He is inclined to substitute rapid movements and tied-

are engagements for the languid and dilatory operations
of his countrymen. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

In each new threat of faction the ballot has been, beyond
expectation, right and decisive.

Emerson, Fortune of the Republic.

Only when a revolution in circumstances is at once both
marked and permanent, does a decisive alteration of char-
acter follow. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 452.

2. Marked by decision orprompt determination.

Strong and decisive the reply I gave.
Crabbe, Works, VII. 92.

Decisive abstraction. See abstraction. =Syn. Decided,
/V.'/xiVc. See tli'i-itted.

II. . A decisive thing. [Rare.]
It was evidently the conduct of the Spaniards, not their

aniies, which was the decisive here.

Kfliin. Ijic. between the French and Spanish
[Ambassadors.

decisively (de-si'siv-li), </>. ID a conclusive

manner; in a manner to end deliberation, con-

troversy, doubt, or contest.

deck

decisiveness (de-si'siv-nes), . 1. The quality
of ending doubt, controversy, or the like; con-
clusiveness. 2. The state of being marked by
decision or prompt determination : as, decixin -

iifxn of character.

decisory (de-si'so-ri), a. [< F. de'cwoire = Sp.
1'g. ili'i'ixorio, < L. ilii'ixux. pp. of decidere, de-
i-iilis: see decide.] Decisive. [Rare.]
decistere (des-i-star'), n. [< F. decistere, < L.

ilri-iiiiim, tenth, + F. stere: see stere.} In the
metric system, a cubic measure, equal to the
tenth part of a stere, or 3.532 cubic feet.

decitizenize (de-sit'i-zn-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

ilrcili::' iii'.nl. ppr. decitizenizing. [< de-priv.
+

citizen + -i:e.} To deprive of citizenship; dis-

franchise.

decivilize (de-siv'i-liz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ili-

cii'ilized, ppr. decivUising. [= F. deciviliser;
as de- priv. + civilize. ] To reduce or degrade
from a civilized to a wilder or more savage state.

We have but to imagine ourselves de-cifilized to sup-
pose faculty decreased, knowledge lost, language vague,
criticism and skepticism absent, to understand how In-

evitably the primitive man conceives as real the dream-
personages we know to be Ideal.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., { 71.

deck (dek), v. t. [< ME. decken (rare), < MD.
decken, D. dekken = MLG. decken, LG. dekkeu
= OHG. decchan. MHG. G. decken = OFries.
thekka = Dan. da;kke (after LG.), prop, ta-kke =
Sw. tdcka = Icel. thekkja = AS. theccan, E.

thatch, dial, thack, theak, coyer: see thatch, v.

Deck is thus a doublet, derived from the D.
and LG., of the native E. thatch. The alleged
AS. "deccan, *ge-deccan, to which deck is gener-
ally referred, are misreadiugs for theccan, ge-
theccan. Cf. deck, .] 1. To cover

; overspread ;

invest; especially, to array or clothe with

something resplendent or ornamental ; adorn
;

embellish
;
set out : as, to deck one's self for a

wedding ;
she was decked with jewels.

They deck it [an image] with silver and gold. Jer. x. 4.

Whether to deck with clouds the uncolour'd sky,
Or wet the thirsty earth with falling showers.

Milton, f. L,, v. 18.

The dew with spangles decked the ground. Dryden.

When, with new force, she aids her conquering eyes.
And beauty decks with all that beauty buys. Crabbe.

2. Jfaut., to furnish with or as with a deck, as

a vessel.

At last it was concluded to decke their long boat with
their ship hatches.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 122.

3. In mining, to load or unload (the cars or tubs)

upon the cage. 4. [Cf. deck, n., 5.] To dis-

card. Grose. =Syn. 1. Ornament, Decorate, etc. See
attorn. See also list under decorate.

deck (dek), n. [< MD. decke, D. dek, cover,
deck, = OFries. thekke = LG. decke = OHG.
decchi, decki, also decha, MHG. G. decke, cover,
G. deck, deck, = Sw. dock = Dan. d(tk (after

LG.), deck; from the verb: see deck, v., and
cf. thatch, n.} If. A covering; anything that
serves as a sheltering cover.

Being well refreshed, we vntyed our Targets that cou-
ered vs as a Deck.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 188.

2. An approximately horizontal platform or
floor extending from side to side of a ship or of a

part of a ship, as of a deck-house, and supported
by beams and carlines. In wooden ships the deck is

formed of planks about three inches wide and three inches

thick, spiked to the beams and carlines ; in iron ships it

is formed of Iron plating riveted to the beams and gird-
ers and generally covered with wooden planking. An
armored deck Is protected by Iron or steel plating. The
spar-deck Is the upper deck of those which extend from
stem to stern ; the mam deck is the deck immediately
below the spar-deck in a double-decked ship : the quar-
ter-deck is that part of the spar-deck which is abaft
the mainmast; the topgallant forecastle-derk is a short
deck above the spar-deck In the forward part of the

ship, generally extending as far aft as the foremast. In
a man-of-war the berth-deck is the deck below the gun-
deck, where the mess-lockers and -tables are placed, and
where the hammocks are slung. The nvn-deck is the

deck of a man-of-war where the battery Is carried ; In

old llne-of-battle ships, where guns were carried on three
decks below the spar-deck, they were called respectively
the upper, middle, and lower gun-deck. A jluth deck Is a

spar-deck clear from stem to stern of houses or other en-

cumbrances. The term half-deck was formerly applied to

the after part of the deck next below the spar-deck, and
forward of the cabin bulkhead. The hurricane-deck is

the upper light deck of side-wheel passenger-steamers.
The orlop-deck is below the berth-deck, and is where the
cables were formerly stowed. The poop-deck is the after

part of the ship, over the cabin, when the cabin Is on the

spar-deck. The turtle-deck or turtle-backed deck is so

called from its resemblance to the hack of a turtle, and is

a convex deck extending a short distance aft from the
stem of an ocean steamer to shed the water in a head sea ;

in many iron steamships of recent model there is a similar

arrangement on the stern. In river-steamers in the United
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States the Imiler-drck is the deck on which the boilers are

carried. A cambered declr is a deck arched so as to lie

higher in the middle than at tlie stem or stern -the op-

posite of the usual practice.

I boarded the king's ship : now on the beak,
Now in the waist, the deck, in every cabin,
I flaiu'd amazement. Shale., Tempest, i. 2.

3. In mining, the platform of the cage ;
that

part of the cage on which the cars stand or the

men ride. Cages are sometimes built with as

many as four decks. 4f. A pile of things laid

one upon another; a heap; a store; a file, as of

cards or papers.
And for a song I have

A paper-blurrer, who, on all occasions,
For all times and all seasons, hath such trinkets

Ready in the deck. Massinger, Guardian, iii. 3.

5. A pack of cards containing only those ne-

cessary to play any given game : as, a euchre

deck ; a bezique deck.

Well, if I chance but once to get the deck,

To deal about and shuttle as I would.

Solinnts, Empermir of the Turks (1638).

6. That part of a pack which remains after the

deal, and from which cards may be drawn

during the course of the game.
I'll deal the cards, and cut you from the deck.

Two Maids of Moredacke (1609).

Whiles he thought to steal the single ten,
The king was slyly flnger'd from the deck.

S/wfr.,3Hen. VI., v. 1.

Cold deck, a pack of cards assorted or arranged in a

known way. [Gamblers' slang. ] Officer of the deck.
See oj/lcer. On deck, on hand ; ready for action or duty ;

hence, in bane-ball, next at the bat ; having the right or

privilege of batting next. To clear the decks, to pre-

pare a ship of war for action. To sweep the deck or

the decks, (a) To dash violently over or along the deck of

a vessel, as a great wave or the fire of an enemy's guns,

carrying everything before it. (6) To command every part
of the deck, as with small arms, from the tops of an at-

tacking vessel, (c) To take otf or carry away all the stakes

on a card-table ; hence, generally, to gain everything.

deck-beam (dek'bem), . A strong transverse

beam of timber or iron stretching across a

ship from side to side, in order to support the

deck and retain the sides at their proper dis-

tance.

deck-bridge (dek'brij), . A bridge in which
the roadway is laid upon the top of the truss :

opposed to bottom-road or through bridge. Also
called top-road bridge.

deck-cargo (dek'kar"go), w. Cargo stowed on
the deck of a vessel

;
a deck-load.

deck-cleat (dek'klet), n. A cleat fastened to a

deck.

deck-collar (dek'kol"ar), n. The collar or ring
which lines the hole iii the roof of a railroad-

car, through which the stove-pipe passes.
decked (dekt), p. a. 1. Dressed; adorned.

2. Furnished with a deck or decks : as, a three-

decked ship. 3. In Iter., edged or purfled with
another color: thus, the feathers of a bird of

one tincture are decked of another tincture.

Also marguette.
deckel, n. See deckle.

decker (dek'er), n. [= D. dekker (tafddckker,
driedekker) = G. decker= Dan. dcekker (in comp.
taffeldaikker, tredaikker) = Sw. tackare ; as deck
+ -er1 . Cf. thatcher."] 1. One who or that
which decks or adorns ; a coverer : as, a table-

decker. 2. A vessel that has a deck or decks :

as, a two-decker. [Only in composition.]
deck-feather (dek'teTH^er), n. See feather.
deck-flat (dek'flat), . See flat.

deck-hand (dek'hand), n. A person regularly
employed as a laborer on the deck of a vessel.

deck-head (dek'hed), n. A slipper limpet, or

species of Crepidula.
deck-hook (dek'huk), n. A heavy knee-shaped
timber in the extreme end of a ship, either bow
or stern, serving to support the deck and to

strengthen the frame. See cut under stem.

deck-house (dek'hous), n. A small house
erected on the deck of a ship for any purpose.
decking (dek'ing), n. 1. The act of adorning.

2. Ornament
;
embellishment.

Such glorious deckings of the temple.
Homilies, li., Against Idolatry.

No decking sets forth anything so much as affection.

Sir P. Sidney.

deckle (dek'l), n. [Also written dekle, deckel;= Sw. deckel = Buss, dekele, < LG. dekkel = G.
deckel (of. D. deksel = Dan. da-ksel), a cover, lid,

tympan, dim. of decke, cover, covering, deck,
deck: see deck."] In paper-making : (a) In hand
paper-making, a rectangular frame laid upon
the wire mold on which the paper-pulp is

placed, to confine it within the limits of the re-

quired size of sheet
;
in machine paper-making,

a belt of linen and caoutchouc placed on either

side of the apron, to keep the pulp from spread-

ing out laterally and making the paper wider

than is desired, (ft) The rough or raw edge
of paper ; specifically, the ragged edge of hand-

made paper, produced by the deckle.

deckle-edged (dek'1-ejd), n. See the extract.

Deckle-edited. This term has lately been adopted in the

advertisements of books to indicate that the edges of the

paper have not been cut or trimmed, so that it is equiva-
lent to the more common designation,

"
rough-edged."

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 227.

deckle-Strap (dek'l-strap), . A strap used on

paper-making machines to confine the flow of

the pulp and to determine the width of the

sheet.

deck-load (dek'lod), . Same as deck-cargo.

deck-passage (dek'pas"aj), . Conveyance of

a passenger on the deck of a vessel.

deck-passenger (dek'pas"en-jer), . A passen-

ger who pays for accommodation on the deck
of a vessel.

deck-pipe (dek'pip), . An iron pipe through
which the chain-cable is paid into the chain-

locker.

deck-planking (dek'plaug"king), . Planking
cut suitably for forming the deck of a vessel.

deck-plate (dek' plat), . A metallic plate

placed about the smoke-stack or the furnace
of a marine engine, to protect the wood of the

deck.

deck-pump (dek'pump), n. A hand-pump used
for washing decks.

deck-sheet (dek'shet), n. The sheet of a stud-

ding-sail leading directly to the deck, by which
it is steadied until set.

deck-stopper (dek'stop"er), w. A strong stop-

per used for securing the cable.

deck-tackle (dek'tak'l), n. A heavy tackle

used for hauling in cable, or for other purposes.
deck-transom (dek'tran'sum), n. See transom.

decl. An abbreviation of declension.

declaim (de-klam'), v. [< ME. declamen = OF.

declamer, F. declamer (> D. declameren = G. de-

clamiren = Dan. deklamere = Sw. deklamera) =
Sp. Pg. declamar = It. declamare, < L. declamare,

cry aloud, make a speech, < de- (intensive) +
clamare, cry, shout : see claim 1

, clamor."] I. iw-

trans. 1. To make a formal speech or oration
;

harangue.
With what impatience he declaim'd .'

Sicift, Death of Dr. Swift.

It is usual for masters to make their boys declaim on
both sides of the argument. Sirift.

To declaim on the temporal advantages . . . [the poor]
enjoy, is only repeating what none either believe or prac-
tise.' Goldamith, Vicar, xxix.

2. To speak or write for rhetorical effect
; speak

or write pompously or elaborately, without ear-

nestness of purpose, sincerity, or sound argu-
ment; rant.

It is not enough in general to declaim against our sins,
but we must search out particularly those predominant
vices which by their boldness and frequency have provoked
God thus to punish ns. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. i.

The Rogue has (with all the Wit he could muster up)
been declaiming against Wit.

Conffreoe, Love for Love, i. 2.

At least he [Milton] does not declaim. J. A. St. John.

The preacher declaimed most furiously, for an hour,
against luxury, although . . . there were not three pairs
of shoes in the whole congregation.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 21.

3. To repeat a select piece of prose or poetry
in public, as an exercise in oratory or to ex-
hibit skill in elocution.

The undergraduates shall in their course declaime pub-
licly in the hall, in one of the three learned languages.

Laws of Harvard Univ. (1734), in Peirce's Hist. Harv.
[Univ., App., p. 129.

II. trans. 1. To utter or deliver in public in
a rhetorical or oratorical manner. 2. To speak
as an exercise in elocution: as, he declaimed
Mark Antony's speech. 3f. To maintain or
advocate oratorically.
Makes himself the devil's orator, and declnims his cause.

South, Sermons, VIII. 82.

4f. To speak against ; cry down ; decry.
This banquet then ... is at once declared and de-

claimed, spoken of and forbidden.
Ken. T. Adama, Works, I. 175.

declaimant (de-kla'mant), n. [< declaim +
-ant, after L. declamdn(t-)n, ppr. of declama-
re, declaim : see declaim."] Same as declaimer.

[Rare.]
declaimer (de-kla'mer), . One who declaims

;

one who speaks for rhetorical effect or as an
exercise in elocution

;
one who attempts to con-

vince by a harangue.

declaration

Loud tfi'rUinnri-H on the part
l >f liberty, themselves the slaves of lust. Coteper.

I have little sympathy with decluiintirx about the Pilgrim

Fathers, who look npon them all as men of grand concep-
tions and superhuman foresight.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 289.

declamando (dek-la-man'do). [It., ppr. of nr-

i-ldinare, < L. declamare, declaim: see declaim.]
In music, in a declamatory style. E. D.

declamation (dek-la-ma'shon), . [=D. decla-

matie = G. declamation = Dan. Sw. declamation,

<. F. declamation = Sp. dcclamacion = Pg. decla-

magao = It. deelamazione, < L. declamatio(n-), <

declamare, declaim: see declaim.1 1. The act

or art of declaiming or making rhetorical ha-

rangues in public ; especially, the delivery of

a speech or an exercise in oratory or elocution,
as by a student of a college, etc. : as, a public
declamation; the art of declamation.

The public listened with little emotion ... to five acts

of monotonous declamation. Macavlay.

Then crush'd by rules and weaken'd as refin'd,

For years the power of tragedy declin'd ;

From bard to bard the frigid caution crept
Till declamation roar'd, while passion slept.

Johnson, Drury Lane, I'rol.

Specifically 2. In rocal music, the proper rhe-

torical enunciation of the words, especially in

recitative and in dramatic music. 3. A pub-
lic harangue or set speech ;

an oration.

The declatnationsol the pulpit described the sufferings of

the saved souls in purgatory as incalculably greater than
were endured by the most wretched mortals upon earth.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 247.

4. Pompous, high-sounding verbiage in speech
or writing ;

stilted oratory.

Many of the finest passages in his [Milton's] controver-

sial writings are sometimes spoken of, even by favourable

judges, as declamation. J. A. St. John.

Loose declamation may deceive the crowd.

Story, Advice to a Young Lawyer.

declamatort (dek'la-ma-tor), n. [== F. decla-

mateur = Sp. Pg. declamador = It. declamatore,
<. L. declamator, <. declamare, declaim.] A de-

claimer.

Who could, I say, hear this generous declamator with-

out being flr'd at his noble zeal ? Steele, Tatler, No. 56.

declamatory (de-klam'a-to-ri), a. [= F. decla-

matoire= Sp. Pg. It. declamatorio, ( L. declama-

torius, declamatory, (. declamare, declaim : see

declaim.'} 1. Pertaining to the practice of de-

claiming in oratory or music
; having the char-

acter of declamation.

The public will enter no protest if the gaps between them
are filled up with the declamatory odds and ends, provided
something on the stage be more or less occupying their at-

tention.

Wagner and Wagnerism ,
Nineteenth Century, March, 1883.

2. Merely rhetorical; stilted; straining after

effect: as, a declamatory style.

That perfection of tone which can be eloquent without

being declamatory. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 155.

declarable (de-klar'a-bl), a. [= F. declarable;
< declare + -able."] 'Capable of being declared
or proved.
What slender opinions the ancients held of the eflicacy

of this star is declarable from their compute.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. BIT., iv. 13.

declarant (de-klar'ant), n. [< F. declarant, <

L. declaran(t-)s, ppr. of declarare: see declare."]

One who makes a declaration
; specifically, in

law, one whose admission or statement, made
in writing or orally at some former time, is

sought to be offered in evidence. Such declara-

tions, even though made by a stranger to the litigation,
are received in several classes of cases : as, for instance, to

prove a fact of pedigree, or when made in the course of

duty by a person since deceased, or against the interest of

the declarant.

The acknowledgment of payment was held to be "against
the declarant's interest," and rendered the whole state-

ment admissible. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 741.

declaration (dek-la-ra'shon), n. [< ME. decla-

ration = D. declaratie = Gr. declaration = Dan.

declaration, < OF. decliiriitinn, F. declaration =
Sp. declaracion = Pg. d<-<-liir<t<;8o

= It. dichin-

rn:ione, clichiurugiime, < L. dei'laratio(n-), a de-

claration, < declarare, declare : see declare."] If.

A clearing up; that which makes plain ; expla-
nation.

Of this forseide skale, fro the croos-lyne vnto the verre

angle, is cleped vmbra versa, and the nether partie is

cleped the vmbra recta. And for the more tiffla ration,
loo here the figure. Chaucer.

2. A positive or formal statement in regard to

anything : affirmation ; explicit assertion ; avow-

al; publication; proclamation.
His promises are nothing else but declaration*wli^l <i"d

will do for the good of man. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.



declaration

Tosct forth in order a ili-rliirnlinii of those things whieli
are most surety believed amon^' us. Luke i. 1.

3. That which is proclaimed or declared ; spe-

cifically, the document or instrument l>y which
an announcement or assert ion is formally made :

as. the /teelaralioii of Independence,
Veretle I wold the iectorocion,

limn, ii f I'HI-II anil (E. E. T. S.), 1. K0t

4. In lair: (n) At common law, the pleading
in which the plaintiff formally presents the

allegations on which ho bases his claim for re-

lief in a civil action: now more commonly
called com/ildinl. (h) In the criminal law of

Scotland, the account which a prisoner who has
been apprehended on suspicion of having com-
mitted a crime gives of himself, to be taken
down in writing, on his examination. 5. A
confession of faith or doctrine : as, the Au-
burn Jtcclamtioit ; the Savoy Declaration, etc.

Declaration de faillite, in French law, an adjudication
in bankruptcy. Declaration of Independence, in U.
5. hist., the public act by which the Continental Congress,
on July 4th, 1770, declared the colonies to tie free and in-

dependent of Great Britain: often called tiy eminence the

11,-fiiiriititiii. Declaration of Intention, in law, a de-
claration made in court by an alien of his intent to become
a citi/en oi tlie I nited states : required in some States as

a condition of acquiring land. Declaration Of rights.
see iiiilnj'itiiiiitt. under <ii7I->. Declaration ofTitle Act.
an English statute of 1802 providing means to establish and

quiet land titles. Declaration of trust, an avowal of

holding specified property in trust for another person.
Declaration Of war, an announcement or proclamation
of war by the sovereign authority of a country against an-
other country. It was formerly customary to send a de-

claration of warlike purpose to the menaced power before

beginning hostilities; but a declaration of war is now
more commonly merely an announcement of the actual
existence of a state of war. In most countries the power
of declaring or formally beginning war rests with the sov-

ereign or executive ; but the Constitution of the United
states confines this power to Congress. Dying declara-
tion, in laiv, a declaration made by a person on his death-
bed. Such declarations, when relating to the cause of

death, are admitted as evidence in a prosecution for homi-
cide where it can be proved that the declarant knew he
was about to die and had given up all hope of recovery.
Explicit declaration. See explicit. Judicial decla-
ration, in Scots law, in civil causes, the statement taken
down in writing of a party when judicially examined as to
the particular facts on which a case rests. Savoy De-
claration, a "declaration of the faith and order owned
and practised in the Congregational churches in England,"
agreed upon at a meeting in the Savoy palace, London, in

1658. Doctrinally, it is a modification of the Westminster
Assembly's Confession of Faith. It is no longer regarded
as authoritative among the churches of the Congregation-
al faith and order. Also called Savoy Confession. To
emit a declaration. See emit.

declarative (de-klar'a-tiv), . [= F. declara-

tif = Sp. Pg. declardtivo = It. dichiarativo, <

LL. deelarativus, < L. declarare, declare: see
declare. ] 1 . Making declaration, proclamation,
or publication ; exhibiting or manifesting ;

de-

claratory ; explanatory.

We but rarely find examples of this imperfect subjunc-
tive in the independent declarative form.

Amer. Jour. Pkilol., VIII. 62.

2. As declared, set forth, or made known : in

contrast to essential: as, the declarative glory
of God.

declaratively (de-klar'a-tiy-li),
adv. In a de-

clarative manner; by ilistinct assertion, and
not impliedly ; by proclamation.

Christ was not primarily tmt declaratieely invested with
all jiower in heaven and on earth after he had finished

his work and risen from the dead.
Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 652.

declarator (de-klar'a-tor), n. [< F. declara-

toire, < L. as if *declaratoriust declaratory : see

declaratory."] In Scots law, a declaratory ac-

tion ;
a form of action in the Court of Session,

the object of which is to have a fact declared

judicially, leaving the legal consequences of it

to follow as a matter of course: as, a declara-

tor of marriage, etc. Declarator of bastardy.
See liilxtnrttll.

declaratorily (de-klar'a-to-ri-li), adr. By de-

claration or exhibition.

Andreas Aleiatus, the civilian, and Franciscus de Cor-
dua. have both <li'i-l<irittrili/ eonnrmed the same.

Sir T. llroimf. Vulg. Err.

declaratory (de-klar'a-to-ri), a. [= F. declara-

toire = Sp. Pg. It. di-flaralorlo, < L. as if *dc-

claratoriii/t. < declarator, a declarer, < declarare,
declare: geefjtolars,] Making declaration, clear

manifestation, or exhibition
;
affirmative

;
de-

clarative.

This (net) is of a ilivliiratorii nature, and recites that

they are already contrary to the ancient and fundamental
laws of the realm. llatlam. Const. Hist., vi.

Declaratory act or statute, an act or statute intended
not to make new law, but to put an end to doubt by
restating or explaining some former aet or ei.nimon-law
rule. Declaratory action, in N' 1 "/* /, same as ileclar-

nim:- Declaratory decree or judgment, a decree or
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judgment which simply deelnres the rights of the parties
or expresses the opinion of the court on a question of law,
without ordering anything to tie done. /;/*/// n/nt

declare (de-klar'), r. ; pret. and pp. declared,

ppr. deelarma. [< MK. <// mi. < OF. declarer,
ili-e/i-rer, deelainer, ilisi-lairn r. etc., F. derlnnr
= Sp. Pg. dcclarar = It. tlichiarire, dichiarare,
< L. declarare, make clear, manifest, show, de-

clare, < de + clarus, clear: see clear, clarify.]

1. trans. If. To make clear; clear up; free

from obscurity ;
make plain.

To ilerlarc this a little, we must assume that the sur-

faces of such bodies are exactly smooth. Boyle.

2. To make known by words
;
assert explicitly ;

manifest or communicate plainly in any way ;

publish ; proclaim ;
tell.

For a story of gallant bold Robin Hood
t'nto you I will declare.

Robin Hood and the Shepherd (Child's Ballads, V. 238).

The heavens declare the glory of God. Pa. xlx. 1.

I will drclare what he hath done for my soul.

Ps. Ixvi. 16.

Who shall then declare
The date of thy deep-founded strength ?

Bryant, The Ages, xxxv.

3. To proclaim ; announce.
I return'd in the evening with Sr Joseph Williamson,

now declar'd Secretary of .State.

Evelyn, Diary, July 22, 1674.

4. To assert
;
affirm : as, he declares the story

to be false.

He says some of the best things in the world and de-

clareth that wit is his aversion. Lamb, My Relations.

6. In law, to solemnly assert a fact before wit-

nesses : as, he declared a paper signed by him
to be his last will and testament. 6. To make
a full statement of, as of goods on which duty
is to be paid at the custom-house.

A merchant of that guild cannot declare at the custom-
house merchandise brought in one ship-load or land-con-

veyance of higher value than 2000. Brougham.

To declare a dividend. See dividend. To declare
one's self, to throw off reserve and avow one's opinions ;

show openly what one thinks, or which side one espouses.

We are a considerable body, who, upon a proper occa-

sion, would not fail to declare ourselves. Addition.

To declare war, to make a declaration of war (which see,
under declaration). =8yn. 2-4. Proclaim, Publish, etc.

(see announce); Affirm, Aver, etc. (see assert); state, pro-
test, utter, promulgate.

II. intrans. 1. To make known one's thoughts
or opinions ; proclaim or avow some opinion,

purpose, or resolution in favor or in opposition ;

make known
explicitly

some determination;
make a declaration ; come out : with for or

against : as, the prince declared for the allies
;

victory had not declared for either party ; the

allied powers declared against France.

The internal faculties of will and understanding decree-

ing and declaring against them. Jer. Taylor.

Like fawning courtiers, for success they wait ;

And then come smiling, and declare for fate.

Drydm.

Specifically 2. To express a formal decision
;

make a decision known by official proclamation
or notice.

The Office did attend the King and Cabal, to discourse
of the further quantity of victuals fit to be declared for,
which was 2000 men for six months.

Pepys, Diary, IV. 144.

3. In law, to make a declaration or complaint ;

set forth formally in pleading the cause for

relief against the defendant: as. the plaintiff
declared on a promissory note. 4. In the game
of bezique, to lay on the table, face up, any
counting-cards or combinations of cards ; show
cards for the purpose of scoring. To declare off.

(a) To refuse to cooperate in any undertaking ; break off

one's engagements, etc. (6) To decide against continuing
a habit or practice ; break away from a custom : as, to
declare o/Tfrom smoking. [Colloq.]

declared (de-klard'), p.o. Avowed; proclaim-
ed ; open ; professed : as, a declared enemy.
declaredly (de-klar 'ed-li), adv. Avowedly;
openly : explicitly.
The French were, from the very first, most declaredly

averse from treating. >'<v H'm. Temjfle, Memoirs.

declaredness (df-klar'ed-nes), . The state of

being declared,

declarementt (de-klar'ment), n. [< OF. de-.
claremeiit. declairenient = Sp. declaramiento =
Pg. declaramento = It. dichiaramento, < ML.
as if "declaramentum, < L. declarare, declare:
see declare."} A declaration.

A tli'i-lni-f-iiii'nt of very different parts.
>Yr T. l;rinr,,e, Vulg. Err., i!. 1.

declarer (de-klar'er), H. One who makes known,
proclaims, or publishes ;

one who or that which
exhibits or explains.

declinant

All o|M-lt ili-rlnfrr ol < ioil - - ..... lneS.
./. r,lall. On l.llkexviii.

'1 be ili'rtnrer of some true fact* 01 siueere passions.

ItllHkin, Ix-etllles oil Alt

declass6 (da-khi-sa'). n. [H.: see deeluaxrit.]
Same as </<r/x.v</.

It to only the dMatsr, the ne'er do-well, or the really

unfortunate, who has nothing to eall his own.
r'in-tiii'.llillil It.-r., N. S.. XI. II. !!.;.

declassed (de-klasf), a. [< de- + class + -i-il",

after F. declasse (also used in E. as a noun).]
Fallen or put out of one's proper class or place
or any definite and recognized position or rank
in the social system : applied to persons who by
misfortune or their own fault have lost social or

business standing, and are not counted as part
of any recognized class of society.
declension (de-klen'shon), n. [An accom. form
(term, after extension, "etc.) of OF. declinaison

(F. declinaison), the same word as declination,

declinadon, F. declination, E. declination, < L.

declinatio(n-), a bending aside, inflection, de-

clension, < declinarc, bend, decline: see decline

and declination.} 1. A sloping downward; a

declination; a descent; aslope; a declivity.

The declension of the land from that place to the sea.

T. Bumet, Theory of the Earth.

2. A sinking or falling into a lower or inferior

state; deterioration; decline.

In the latter date and declension of his drooping years.
South, Sermons.

We never read that Jesus laughed, and but once that
he rejoiced in spirit ;

hut the decleiuions of our natures
cannot hear the weight of a perpetual grave deportment.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 24.

States and empires have their periods of declension.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 79.

But the fall, the rapid and total declension, of Wilkes's

fame, the utter oblivion into which his very name has

passed for all purposes save the remembrance of his vices,
. . . this affords also a salutary lesson to the followers of
the multitude. Brougham, John Wilkes.

3. Refusal; non-acceptance.
Declension is improperly used to signify the act of de-

clining. It is a good word to express a state of decline or
the process of decline. But we cannot say, "He sent in

his declension of the office." ... I do not find it (in this

sense) in the works of the first class of English authors.
We need a wonl to express the act in question ; we have
none but the participle "declining." . . .

" Decluiature
"

may yet make its way into reputable use.

Phelpt, Eng. Style, p. 362.

4. In gram. : (a) The inflection of nouns, pro-
nouns, and adjectives; strictly, the deviation
of other forms of such a word from that of its

nominative case
;

in general, the formation of

the various cases from the stem, or from the
nominative singular as representing it: thus,
in English, man, man's, men, men's; in Latin,
rex, regis, regi, regent, rege, in the singular,
and reges, regum, regibus, in the plural. (6)
The rehearsing of a word as declined

;
the act

of declining a word, as a noun, (c) A class of
nouns declined on the same tyrje: as, first or
second declension; the five Latin declensions.

Abbreviated decl Declension of the needle. See
declination.

declensional (de-klen'shon-al), . [< declension
+ -a/.] In grain., pertaining to orof the nature
of declension.

It strenuously avoids the declensional and verbal pabu-
lum usually administered to student*.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. -J7S.

declericalize (de-kler'i-kal-iz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. dcclericaltecd, ppr. declericaliziny. [< de-

priv.
+ clerical + -ire.] To deprive of the cler-

ical character; withdraw from clerical influ-

ence; secularize. [Rare.]
declinable (de-kll'na-bl), a. [= F. declinable =
Sp. declinable = Pg. declinaret = It. declinabile.

< LL. decUnabilis, < declinare, decline: see de-

cline."} Capable of being declined
; specifical-

ly, in gram., capable of changing its termi-
nation in the oblique cases: as, a declinable

noun.

In inflected languages, declinaole words . . . usually
have endings which n< 't only determine their grammatical
class and category, but are also characteristic of the lan-

guage to which they belong.
G. P. Marsh, Lecto. on Eng. I.ang., vii.

decimal (de-kli'nal), a. [< decline + -al."] 1.

Bending downward; declining. 2. In geol.,

sloping from an axis, as strata of rocks. See
ni'clinal.

declinant (dek'li-nant), a. [< F. declinant =.

Sp. Pg. It. ileclinnnii', < L. dcclinan(t-)s, ppr. of

declinare, decline : see decline.} In her., having
the tail hanging vertically downward : said of
a serpent used as a bearing. Also declirant.



declinate

declinate (dek'li-nat), o. [< L. declinatm, pp.
of decliiiare: see dtelinc.] 1. In

ip., bending or

bent downward ; declining : applied to stamens
when they are thrown to one side of a flower,

as in Amaryllis ; also applied to mosses. Also

declined and declinous.2. In zool., declined;

bending or sloping downward; declivous: op-

posed to aoelinate.

declination (dek-li-na'shqn), n. [< ME. decli-

nation, declinacioun = OF"! declination, declina-

ximi, declinaison, F. declinaison and declination

= Sp. declination = Pg. declinayfio = It. decli-

nazione = D. declinatie = G. declination = Dan.
Sw. deklination, < L. declinatio(n~), a bending
aside, deflection, inflection, declension, < de-

clinare, bend, decline : see decline. Cf . declen-

sion.] 1. A bending or sloping downward
;
a

sloping or bending from a higher to a lower

level; subsidence: as, the declination of the

shore.

Like the sun in his evening declination.

Johnson, Rambler.

2. A falling to a lower or inferior condition;
deterioration ;

decline : as, declination in or of

vigor, virtue, morals, etc.

Your manhood and courage is alwayes in increase ;
but

our force groweth in declination.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, ix.

In our declinations now, every accident is accompanied
with heavy clouds of melancholy ;

and in our youth we
never admitted any. Donne, Letters, Ixix.

Many brave men, finding their fortune grow faint, and

feeling its declination, have timely withdrawn themselves
from great attempts. Sir T. Bromie, Christ. Mor., ii. 10.

3. Deviation from a right line; oblique mo-
tion.

The declination of atoms in their descent. Bentley.

4. Deviation from the right path or course of

conduct: as, a declination from duty.
The declinations from religion, besides the privative,

which is atheism, and the branches thereof, are three :

heresies, idolatry, and witchcraft.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 379.

5f. Aversion; disinclination.

The returne of sundry letters into Fraunce, signefying
the queen's declination from marriage, and the people's
unwillingness, to match that way.

Stow, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1581.

6. The act of declining, refusing, or shunning ;

refusal : as, a declination of an office. [U. S.]
7. In astron., the distance of a heavenly

body from the celestial equator, measured on
a great circle passing through the pole and also

through the body. It is equal to the complement of
the polar distance of the body, and is said to be north
or south according as the body is north or south of the

equator. Great circles passing through the poles, and
cutting the equator at right angles, are called circles of
declination. Small circles parallel to the celestial equator
are termed parallels of declination.

He was that tyme in Geminis, as I gesse,
But litel fro his declinacioun
Of Cancer. Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 979.

8. The angle between the magnetic meridian
and the geographical meridian of a place. 9.
In dialing, the arc of the horizon contained
between the vertical plane and the prime ver-
tical circle, if reckoned from east or west, or
between the meridian and the plane, if reck-
oned from north or south. 10f. In gram., de-

clension; the inflection of a noun through
its various terminations. Apparent declination
See apparent. Declination of atoms, or declination
Ofprinciples [ML. clinamen pnncipioruin], the slight un-
caused swerving aside of atoms from their vertical paths,
which was supposed by the ancient Epicureans for the
sake of explaining free will and the variety of nature.
Declination of the compass or needle, or magnetic
declination, the variation of the magnetic needle from
the true meridian of a place. The amount of this vari-
ation is found by a declination needle or declinonuter
(which see). In the northeastern part of the United States
the needle points west of north (about 8 W. at New York
city in 1885), while in the southern and western portions
it points east of north. Further, the declination is now
westerly in Europe and Africa and over the Atlantic ocean,
while it is easterly for the larger part of North America
South America, the Pacific ocean, and most of Asia. The
declination is subject to large secular changes (20 to 40),
embracing a cycle of several centuries ; it has been in-
creasing in the eastern United States since the early part
of the uinetef-" * " ...
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The votes of the declinators could not be heard for the

,,,,isr. BI>. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 65.

declinatory (de-kli'na-to-ri), . and n. [= F.

decliitatoire = S'p- Vg.'lt.'declinatorio, < ML. dc-

dmatorius, < L. declinare, decline: see decline."]

I. a. Of or pertaining to declination
;
charac-

terized by declining; intimating refusal De-

clinatory plea, in M Eng. lau; a plea before trial or

conviction, intended to show that the party was not lia-

ble to the penalty of the law, or was specially exempted
from the jurisdiction of the court, such as the plea of

benefit of clergy.

II. w.
; pi. declinatories (-riz). 1. Same as

declinator, 1. 2f. An excuse or plea for de-

clining.
This matter came not to the judges to give any opinion ;

and if it had, they had a declinatory, of course, viz., that

matters of Parliament were too high for them.

Jloger Xorth, Lord Guilford, II. 10.

declinature (de-kli'na-tur), n. [< L. as if *de-

eliiiatura, < dec'linare :

'

see decline.] 1. The act

of declining or refusing; declension. See ex-

tract under declension, 3.

The declinature of that office is no less graceful.
The Scotsman (newspaper).

Specifically 2. In Scots law, the privilege
which a party has, in certain circumstances, to

decline judicially the jurisdiction of the judge
before whom he is cited.

decline (de-kiln'), .; pret. and pp. declined,

ppr. declining. [< ME. declinen, declynen (= D.
declineren = G. decliniren = Dan. deklinere =
Sw. deklinera), < OF. decliner, F. decliner = Sp.

Pg. declinar = It. dichinare, dechinare, declinare,
< L. declinare, bend, turn aside, deflect, inflect,

decline. < de, down, + *clinare, bend, incline, =
E. leanl; see dine and lean 1

.] I. trans. 1. To
cause to bend or slope; bend down; incline;
cause to assume an inclined position; depress.
In their familiar salutations they lay their hands on

their bosoms, and a little decline, their bodies.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 50.

In melancholy deep, with head declin'd. Thornton.

2f. To lower
; degrade ;

debase.

To decline the conscience in compliment to the senses.

Smjlf.

How would it sound in song, that a great monarch had
declined his affections upon the daughter of a baker ?

Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

3f. To decrease; diminish; reduce.

Yon have declined his means. Beau, and Fl.

Declinational tide, a tide produced by the moon's
changes of declination.

declinator (dek'li-na-tor), n. [= F. dfolinateur
= Pg. declinador =

lt."declinatore, < NL. decli-

nator, < L. declinare, decline: see decline and
. declination.] 1. An instrument used in ascer-
taining the declination, as in dialing, of a plane,and in astronomy, of the stars. Also declina-
tory. 2f. One who declines to join or agree
with another

;
a dissentient.

4t. To cause to deviate from a straight or right
course

;
turn aside

;
deflect.

I were no man, if I could look on beauty
Distress'd, without some pity ; but no king,
If any superficial glass of feature
Could work me to decline the course of justice.

Fletcher (ami Massingerf), Lovers' Progress, v. 3.

I would not stain your honour for the empire,
Nor any way decline you to discredit.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, iii. 1.

5. To turn aside from
;
deviate from. [Archaic."]

Your servants : who declining
Their way, not able, for the throng, to follow,
Slipt down the Gemonies, and brake their necks !

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 1.

The right-hand path they now decline,
And trace against the stream the Tyne.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 9.

6. To avoid by moving out of the way ;
shun

;

avoid in general. [Archaic.]
Him she loves most, she will seem to hate eagerliest, to

decline your jealousy. B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 1.

He [the Baptist] exhorted the people to works of mercy ;

the publicans to do justice and to decline oppression.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 83.

7. To refuse
;
refuse or withhold consent to do,

accept, or enter upon: as, to decline a contest;
to decline an offer.

Melissa . . . gained the victory by declining the con-
test. Johnson.

As the squire said they could not decently decline his

visit, lie was shown up stairs.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

The gospel can never be effectually defended by a pol-
icy which declines to acknowledge the high place assigned
to liberty in the counsels of Providence.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 271.

8. In gram., to inflect, as a noun or an adjec-
tive ; give the case-forms of a noun or an adjec-
tive in their order: as, dominus, domini, domino,
dominum, domine. =syn. 7. See refuse.

II. intrans. 1. To bend or slant down; as-

sume an inclined position; hang down; slope
or trend downward; descend: as, the sun de-

clines toward the west.

The beholder would expect it to fall, being built exceed-

ingly declining, by a rare addresse of the architect.

A'(v(.i/n, Diary, Oct. 19, 1844.

declinometer

Green cowciimbers, that on their stalks decline.

Stanley, Anacreon (1651), p. 88.

The coast-line is diversified, however, by numerous wa-

ter-worn headlands, which un reaching Cape Hatherton
decline into rolling hills. Kane, Sec. Uriiin. Exp., I. 221.

2f. To deviate from a right line
; specifically, to

deviate from a line passing through the north

and south points.
The latitudes of planets lien comuuly rekned fro the

Ecliptik, bicause that non of hem declinelh but few de-

grees owt fro the brede of the zodiak.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 1!.

3. To deviate from a course or an object ;
turn

aside
;
fall away ;

wander.

Sundry persons, who in fanour of the sayd Sc. (). *
dining from her Maiestie, sought to interrupt the quiet
of the Realme by many euill and vndutifull practizes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 207.

Here we began to decline from the Sea Coast, upon
which we had Travelled so many days before, and to draw
off more Easterly, crossing obliquely over the Plain.

ilattndrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 57.

4. To sink to a lower level ;
sink down; hence,

figuratively, to fall into an inferior or impaired
condition; lose strength, vigor, character, or

value; fall off
;
deteriorate.

My brother Wellbred, sir, I know not how,
Of late is much declined in what he was.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

Rather would I instantly decline

To the traditionary sympathies
Of a most rustic ignorance.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

5. To stoop, as to an unworthy object ;
lower

one's self
;
condescend.

From me ... to decline

Upon a wretch whose natural gifts were poor
To those of mine. Shah., Hamlet, i. 5.

Is it well to wish thee happy? having known me, to

decline
On a range of lower feelings, and a narrower heart than

mine? Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

6. To refuse; express refusal: as, he was in-

vited, but declined. [Properly transitive, with
the object implied or understood.] 7. To ap-

proach or draw toward the close.

The voice of God they heard,
Now walking in the garden, by soft winds

Brought to their ears while day declined.

Milton, P. L., x. 99.

8t. To incline
;
tend.

The purple lustre . . . declineth in the end to the colour
of wine. Holland.

9f. To incline morally; be favorably disposed.
Your weeping sister is no wife of mine,
Nor to her bed no homage do I owe ;

Far more, far more, to you do I decline.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2.

Declining dial. See dial. =Syn. 4. To droop, languish ;

degenerate, deteriorate. 7. To wane.

decline (de-kiln'), . [< decline, v.~\ 1. A bend-

ing or sloping downward; a slope; declivity;
incline. [Bare.] 2. A descending; progress
downward or toward a close.

At the decline of day,
Winding above the mountain's snowy term,
New banners shone. Shelley, Revolt of Islam, vi. 18.

Like a lily which the sun
Looks thro' in his sad decline.

Tennyson, Adeline.

3. A failing or deterioration ; a sinking into an

impaired or inferior condition ; falling off
;
loss

of strength, character, or value
; decay.

Their fathers lived in the decline of literature. Swift.

We are in danger of being persuaded that the decline of

our own tongue has not only commenced, but has already
advanced too far to be averted or even arrested.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., Int., p. 3.

4. In med. : (a) That stage of a disease when
the characteristic symptoms begin to abate in

violence. (6) A popular term for any chronic

disease in which the strength and plumpness of

the body gradually diminish, until the patient
dies : as, he is in a decline, (c) The time of life

when the physical and mental powers are fail-

ing. (^Mfli'M. -Syn. 3. Degeneracy, falling off, drooping.

declined (df-klind'), p. a. In bot., same as dc-

i-liiinte, 1.

decliner (de-kli'ner), n. 1. One who declines.

He was a studious decliner of honours and titles.

Kcehjn, Diary, p. 4.

2. Same as declining din! (which see, under
dial).

declinograph (de-kll'no-graf), n. [Irreg. < L.

declinare, decline, + Gr. ypdQtiv, write.] An
arrangement for recording automatically the
observation of declination with a filar microm-
eter.

declinometer (dek-li-nom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. <

L. declinare, decline, -I- Gr. fierpov, a measure.]



declinometer

An instrument for measuring; Ilir deelination

of tile magnetic needle, and for observing its

Variations. Ill ma^ni lii-oli,,.r\aloncs tin iv are |nTllia-
: ul instrillin-tlts ill' Illis killil. and thrj all- commonly
made !! rt"_o.stiTiiiL: !> |>li.>l"^i.i|iliir means, ll is the

nliji-.'l nf ,uch lutnlinentl I" leuMcr tin' small I rl.v

ami annual variations in declination, ami also (lie varin

tiuns iliif In mau'iietir stiiims.

declinoUS (dc-kii'nus), . |< I-. ili-clnnx, ;nlj.

(< iln-liiiiiri , liend ilown : sec ilccliiii ), + K. -mix.
\

III li'il., same us drclillillr, 1.

declivant (dek'li-vant),. [\mli-clin- + -<//.)
Same as <o- clinniit.

dedivate (dek'li-val), <i. [< ilcclirc + -(//'.
I

Ill < ilium., gent ly sloping ; forming all angle of

Irss I linn I.V with sonic .surface.

declive (dc-kliv'), </. ami ii. [< V. ilcclirc, < L.

ili'clinx. sloping: SIT ill -clii-ili/. \ I. n. Inclining
downward: in xni'i/., applied to the most de-

pendent purl ion of a tumor or abscess.

II. ii. In iiiKit., the posterior portion of the
inonticiilns nl the vcrmis superior of the cerc-

bclliiiii.

declivent (dek'li-vcnt), a. [Var. of declivant.]
Bent downward ; sloping gently away from the

general surface or the part behind: specifically
used in entomology: as, the sides of the elytra
are di-rliri nl.

declivitous (de-kliv'i-tus), . [< declirit-y +
-IIH.I.

]
Same as ili'diroiix.

declivity (de-kliv'i-ti), .; pi. di-clicities (-tin)-

[< K. dri'liriti- = S]>. ill diriiliul = Pg. declividade

= It. ilirlirilii, < L.rf<'p/iri<( /-).-, a slope, decliv-

ity, < tleclirig, sloping, < <lc, down, -r clii'iix. a

slope, hill, < *cli-narc, slope, bend down: see

ili-i'liiie. Cf. acclivity, proclirity.] A downward
slope. Specifically (a) The portion of a hill or range
of mountains lying on one side or the other of the crest

or axis.

It [the Ural] consists, along its western declivity, of the
older paheozoic rocks. Sir J. Hertclifl.

The Pyrenees made then, as they make now, no very se-

rious difference between the. languages spoken on their

opposite dfflivitifs. Tii-kimr, Span. Lit., I. 277.

(6) In entoiii., a part gently .sloping away from the general

plane of a surface. Declivity of the metathorax, a

slnping or perpendicular portion of the metathorax over
the base nf the abdomen.

declivous (de-kli'vus), a. [< L. dcclivis, sloping
(see di, -linti'i), + K. -mix. ] Sloping downward ;

having the character of a declivity; declivate:

specifically, in :ool., said of parts which slope

gently downward: as, a declivous mesosternnm.
Also, rarely, declivitous.

decoct (de-kokf), r. t. [< ME. decocten, < L. il<-

coctux, pp. of decoquert, boil down, < de, down,
+ coqttcre, cook : see coofc 1

.] 1. To prepare by
boiling; digest in hot or boiling water ;

extract
t lie strength or flavor of by boiling.

Holy thistle decocted in clear posset drink was hereto-
fore much used at the lieginnings of agues.

Doyle, Works, VI. 371.

2. To digest in the stomach.

There she decode, and doth the food prepare ;

Then she distrilmtes it to every vein ;

Then she expels what she may fitly spare.
SirJ. />'ii-i"'N. Immortal, nf Siml.

3f. To warm as if by boiling ;
heat up ;

excite.

Can sodden water,
A drench for sur-rein'd jades, their barley-broth,
l>:cfl their cold blood to such valiant heat?

Slink., lien. V.,tii. 5.

4. To concoct; devise.

What villanie are they derurting now?
J/irrv/iiu, Antonio ami Mcllida, II., iv. :;

decoctt (de-kokf), a. [ME., < L. dccoctns, pp. :

see the verb.] Cooked; digested.

Harly seede. or pills tl>-<-in-t anil rnldr.

rnl/iitliu*. llnslinii.il ic (K. K. T. S.), p. -J4.

decoctible (de-kok'ti-bl), (i. [< decoct + -ililc.]

Thai may lie'boiled or digested.
decoction (de-kok'shon), n. [< ME. decoccioun,
< OF. iliTiiction. F. ili'ToclioH = Sp. di-coccion =
Pg. ilcciici;iii>

= II. diTii:ioiii; < L. ilicnclio(H-),
a decoction, a boiling down, < ili-coclu.i, pp. of

ill coquere : see decoct.] 1. The act of boiling
in water, in order to extract the peculiar prop-
erties or virtues.

If after a ,l>-"n-tfii uf hearbes in a winter night we e\

jMse tin liquor to the frigid air. we may observe in the

morning nnder a rrust uf ire tin 1

(irrfrrt apin-arance . . .

nf the plant* that were taken from it.

Gtanrillf, Vanity of Dogmati7.ini:. v

2. The liquor in which an animal or a vegetable
substance has been boiled ; water impregnated
by boiling with the properties of such a s'lli-

stance: as, a decoction ot Peruvian bark.

If a plant lie boiled in water, thi' strained liquor Is

railed the deeotftfofl of the plant. Arbuthnot.

M
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decoctive (de-kok'livl, . Having power to

ile ..... (.
|
K'arc.

|

decocture (de-kok'tnr), . [< L. as if *</.;-

liirn, < ilinii-hlx. pp.: see ili-rix't.\ A MlhstallCO

prepare.! byil ........ (ion. [Hare.]
decoit (de-koif ), . An erroneous spelling of

iliihiif.

decolll, ''. ' l< Or', (tirullrr. !'. ilmillir = Hp.
</((/""'"' = I'g- '''.'/"''"' = It- drrollnre, < L. ilc-

; I.eheail. < 'ili; from, + collum, neck: see

To behead.

A speedy public ilethniliing and i/.r.,//iil;/ of the king.

I'arliniHfitlarii Hint., an. n.i-

decollate (de-kol'at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. di c<>l-

Inlcil, ppr. ilcfullii/iiii/. [
< L. di'ciilliilux, pp. of

ili-cnllnri-, behead: See ilimll.] To behead.

He brought forth a statue with three heads: two of

them were quite beat oil. and the third waknmch bruised,
but not ,l,,'',f/<it,.l.

Hi-iiirixut. Hierarchy of Angels (1035), p. 474.

All live to-day have suffered death
With no distinction save in dying he
Decollated by way of privilege,
The rest hanged decently and in order.

llrmcniny, Ring and Book, II. 314.

decollated (de-kol'a-ted), p. a. Beheaded;
specifically, in'much., applied to those univalve
shells which have the apex worn off in the pro-

gress of growth. This happens constantly with some
sln-lls, such as a species of Bulimun, which is called in con-

decollation (de-ko-la'shon), i. [< ME. ilccni-

litcion, < OF. decollation, F. defoliation = 8p.
ilci/iillitciiiii, ilicnliicion = Pg. degola^So = It. de-

eollazione, < L. decollatio(H-),<decollarc, behead :

see decoll, decollate.] 1. The act of beheading;
decapitation; the state of one beheaded.

Their decollations and flagellations are quite sickening
in detail, and distinguished from the tidy, decorous exe-

cutions of the early Italians. Contemporary Hep., LI. 523.

Specifically 2. In swrg., the removal of the

head of the child in cases of difficult parturi-
tion. Decollation of St. John the Baptist, a festival

celebrated on the 2Uth day of August in both the Eastern
and the Western Church, in memory of the decapitation of

St. John the Baptist. It is entered under the same date
in the calendar of the English prayer-book in the words,
"

St. John the Baptist, beheaded."

d6collet6 (da-kol-e-ta'), [F., pp. of decollctcr,
bare one's neck and shoulders, < de-, < L. dc.

off, down, + cow, col, < L. collum, neck.] (n)
Low-necked: said of a dress-waist so shaped
as to leave the neck and shoulders exposed.
(6) [Fern, decolletce.] By extension, having the

neck and shoulders exposed : said of a woman
the waist of whose dress is cut low in the neck.

decolor, decolour (de-kul'or), v. t. [= F. deco-

lurcr, < 1 1 . i/cciilorare, deprive of color, < de, from,
+ color, color: see color, and cf. discolor.] To
deprive of color

;
bleach.

The antiputrescent and dccobntriwi properties of char-

coal. Ure, Wet., I. 415.

decolorant (de-kul'or-ant), a. and n. [< L. de-

coloritn(t-)x, ppr. of decolornrc : see decolor.]

I. a. Having the property of removing color;

bleaching.
Alcohol ... is volatile, inflammable, and decolorant.

Wilder and Gaye, Anat. Tech., p. 113.

II. n. A substance which bleaches or re-

moves color.

decelerate (de-kul'or-at), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
ili'Colonited, ppr. ilecolorating. [? L. decolora-

IHS, pp. of decolorarc, deprive of color: see de-

color.] To deprive of color ; decolor; bleach;
blanch.
decelerate (de-kul'or-at), a. [< L. dceolorn-

tuji, pp.: see the verb.] Deprived of color;
bleached.
decoloration (de-kul-o-ra'shon), H. [= F. di :-

fiiloriilioii = Sp. decoloracion = Pg. decolorn-

Cflo, < L. decoloration-), < dccolorare, deprive
of color: see decolor.] 1. The act or process
of decoloring or depriving of color. 2. Ab-
sence of color; colorlessness.

decomposition

decolorize (dc-kul'iir-i/). '. t. \ prel. and pp.
iti ntlin'i .< it, ppr. ilifnlni-i imf. [< //' -

priv. +
<-[r + -i,:i . Cf. ilii-iilni-iili-.] To deprive of

color; bleach. Also spelled ,l,,-i,l,,n^ . ,!,,,,!-

ouri:i, ilifiiloiirixi-.

Tin- Mi-up is then whitened ! ,/ /,,,i ,./ l,\ llltering it

tlirnngll a lint i if ' -.;il -- !'. ]><" <\- I
>

! nin-i.il . li.u> ...i]

./. /.' .V, ././.. fin, nle Sen nre, p. 9.

decolorizer (de-kuror-i-/.er), B. That which
decolori/.es.

The dilti n nt coloring matters are retained III different

degrees of intensity in the tissues .>i rell elrnients, in tin-

M<e uf the individual K'unpsof dfcotitrizerii, such as

alcohol, acetic acid, and glycerim .

//"</'//'. l'.:n t< i ii'li^ieal InveKtigations (trans.), p. 46.

decolour, decolourization, etc. See decolor,
etc.

decomplex (do'kom-pleks), a. [< de- + i-iini-

jih't. 1 Kepeate3ly compound ;
made up of

complex constituents.

Now the plethoric form of period, this i ster model
of sentence, bloated with dfcmHjtirx intercalations, . . .

is the prevailing model In newspafier eloquence.
I), (jiiincttl, Htyle, I.

Decomplex Idea. ec Men.

/i'iiii. u term . . . signifying blanching or loss

of the natural n-lnur of any object. //IHI/IV, Med. IMct.

decolorimeter (de-knl-o-rim'e-ter), . [= F.

ilt'i'ii/iiriiiiitri. < Ii. ill-color, adj., deprived of

color, + Gr, /ifrpov, measure.] 1. An instru-

ment for measuring the effects of bleaching-

powder. 2. A graduated tube containing a
solution of indigo and molasses, used to test

the power of charcoal in a divided state in de-

colorizing solutions.

decolonization (de-kul'or-i-/.a'shon), w. [< de-

i-nliiri;i- + -iiliiiii.] The act or process of de-

priving of color; the process of blanching or

bleaching. Also spelled decolorisation, decol-

onr Million, ilii-oliHirixatioii.

posable.
The ready dectHujHutakitittt of vermilion . . . cannot be

removed by Intling in potash. I',;, Diet., IV. 031.

decomposable (de-kom-po'za-bl),. [= F. de-

compoxable ; as decompose -able.] Capable
of being decomposed or resolved into constitu-

ent primary elements.

Manifestly derinnponabte states of consciousness cannot
exist before the states of consciousness out of which they
are composed. //. Spencer, Education, p. 130.

decompose (de-kom-pos')) i pret. and pp. de-

composed, ppr. de'conij>osing. [= F. decomposer;
as de- priv. +

compose; cf. decompound.] L
trans. To separate into its constituent parts ;

resolve into its original elements ; specifically,
to reduce (an organic body) to a state of disso-

lution by a process of natural decay.
In some preliminary experiment* it was found difficult

to completely decompose cuprous oxide after it had been
dried. Amer. Jour. Set., Whole No. cxxx. p. 50.

Whatever be the origin of the electricity, the quantity
of water decomponfd is proportional t" the quantity of

electricity which passes.
Atkiiumn, tr. of Mascart and Jouhert, I. 242.

Decomposing furnace. See/limacr.

II. intrans. To become resolved into con-
stituent elements ; specifically, to decay; rot;

putrefy. =8yn. Decay, Putrefy, etc. See rot.

decomposed (de-kom-pozd' ), />. a. 1 . In a state

of decomposition. 2. In ornith., separated:
specifically said of a feather the web of which
is decompounded by disconnection of the barbs,
or of a bundle of feathers, as those of the crest,

which stand or fall apart from one another:
used like decompound in botany.
decomposer (de-kom-po'zer), n. That which

decomposes.
The cinnabar may be brought Into intimate contact

with its decmnimtfr. I're, Diet., III. 235.

decomposite (de-kom-poz'it), a. and . [<
LL. ill-coinIMIXI I us, formed from a compound, <

dc- + compositus, compound, composite: see

conilMisili'.] I. ii. 1. Compounded a second
time ; compounded with things already com-

posite. 2. In hot., same as decompound.
U. . Anything compounded of composite

things.

Deoniifnntiten of three metals, or more, are too long to

inquire of. Banm, Questions tintchiim Metals.

<'omt>ounils wherein one element is compound are
called i/ivii/n/wixi'/.'*. . . . The decomposite character of

such words |as midshipman, gentlemanlike) is often con-
cealed or disguised. Latham, Kng. Lang., 423.

decomposition (de-kom-po-zish'on), H. [< F.

ilccnni/ioxition = Sp. ilixciiiiipoxicion = Pg: de-

compoxiijSo = It. ili'ci>m]ii>xi:ionc, < NL. "decom-

IMixitio(ii-), < "decomponere, decompose : see de-

conipiniiiil, ilcci'ii/iHisc.] 1. The act or process
of separating the constituent elements of a

compound body or substance ; analysis ; reso-

lution ; specifically, the process of reducing an

organic body to a state of decay or putrefac-
tion.

Having obtained oxygen and hydrogen by the ilrrotn-

jH>*ittnn of water, it may naturally l)e inquired wheth, i

tti. 'I- substances cannot in turn be decomposed. Tn this

question it can ! simply replied that tile most skilful

chemists have hitherto failed lo elfeel MthdMMipMMM.
Htixley, Physiography, p. 105.

2. The state of being decomposed or resolved;
release from previous combinations ; disinte-

gration ; specifically, decay of an organic body.



decomposition
The Mr\\ t'otitim-iits arc tmilt out of the ruins of an old

planet ; the nrw ruccs fed <ntt of the >lt'f"titix>xili<in. of the

foregoing. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. '274.

The latter half of the nineteenth century will be known
to tin- future historian as especially the era of the <l<>n,,ii-

javition of orthodoxies. J. t'iske. Evolutionist, p. 2lit).

3. [With ref. to decoiH/innilr, q. v.] The act

of compounding together things which are

themselves compound ; a combination of com-

pounds.
A dexterous decomposition of two or three words to-

gethiT. Instruct. Concerning Oratory.

Chemical decomposition. See chcm leal. Decompo-
sition Of forces, in !*., same as resolution of forces

(which see, miller /orw). - Decomposition of light, the

separation of a beam of light into its prismatic colors.

decompound (de-kom-pound'), r. t. [= Pg. de-

compor = It. decomporrc, < NL. *decomponere,
< L. de- priv. (in def. 2, de- intensive) + com-

poiiere, put together, compound : see de- and

compound1
,
and cf. decompose.] 1. To decom-

pose. [Rare.]
It divides and decompounds objects into a thousand cu-

rious parts. Ilazlitt.

2. To compound a second time
; compound or

form out of that which is already compound ;

form by a second composition.
All our complex ideas whatsoever, . . . however com-

pounded and decompounded, may at last be resolv'd into

simple ideas. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 22.

decompound (de-kom-pound'), a. [< de- +
compound, a.: see decompound, r., and cf. de-

composite."] 1.

Composed of

things which
are them-
selves com-
pound ;

com-

pounded a
second time.

2. In bot.,
divided into
a number of

compound di-

visions, as a
leaf or pani-
cle

; repeat-
edly cleft or
cut into an in-

definite num-
ber of unequal segments. A decompound leaf is one
in which the primary petiole gives off subsidiary petioles,
each supporting a compound leaf. Also decomposite.

decompound (de-kom-pound'), n. A decom-
posite (which see).

decompoundable (de-kom-poun'da-bl), a. [<

decompound + -able."] Capable of being de-

compounded.
decompoundly (de-kom-pound'li), adv. In a

decompound manner.
decomptt, . [< OF. descompt, account, back
reckoning, < descompter, account for, account
back: see discount and counfl."\ Deduction or

percentage held as security.
deconcentrate (de-kon-sen'trat), v. i.

; pret. and
pp. deconccntrated, ppr. deconcentrating. [< dc-

priv. + concentrate.] To spread or scatter from
a point or center; destroy the concentration of,
as of bodies of troops. Times (London).
deconcentration (de-kon-sen-tra'shon), n. [<
deconcentrate + -ion.] The act of deconcen-
trating, or of dispersing whatever has been con-
centrated in one place or point : the opposite
of concentration.

deconcoctt (de-kon-kokf), r. t. [< de- priv. +
concoct.] To decompose or resolve.

Since these Benedictines have had their crudities deeon-
cocted. Fuller, Ch. Hist., VI. 267.

deconsecrate (de-kon'se-krat), v. t.; pret. and
pp. deconsecrated, ppr. 'deconsecrating. [< de-

priv. + consecrate. Cf . F. deconsacrer. ] To de-

prive of the character conferred by consecra-
tion; secularize.

Though it was possible to sweep the idols out of the
Kaaba, it was not so easy to deconsecrate the spot, but far
more convenient to give it a new sanction.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 93.

deconsecration (de-kon-se-kra'shon), n. [< de-
consecrate + -ion."] The act of deconsecrating
or of depriving of sacred character; specifical-
ly, the ceremony employed in deconsecrating
or rendering secular anything consecrated, as
a church or a cemetery. The forms to be observed
do not appear in the prayer-book, and the ceremony is of
very rare occurrence.

de contumace capiendo (de kon-tu-ma'se kap-
i-en'do). [L. (NL.): L. de, of; contumace, abl.
of contumax, contumacious; capiendo, abl. ger.
of caperc, take: see capacious, capias, etc.] In

Decompound Leaf.
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Kilt/. Inn; a writ issuing out of chancery, on the

suggestion of an ecclesiastical court, to attach

a party to a proceeding in the latter court for

contempt of its authority: a procedure substi-

tuted by the act of 53 Geo. III., c. 127, for the

de excoiiiiiiiinii'iilo capiendo.

decopedt, 1>- a. [ME. pp. of "decopen, < OF. de-

coper, decoupper, F. decouper, cut, slash, < dr- +
couper, cut: see coap 1

.] Slashed ;
cut in figures.

SI lode he was with grete maistrie

With shoon decoped, and with laas [lace].

Hum. ii f the Hose, 1. 843.

decopperization (de-kop-er-i-za'shon), n. [<

decopperize + -ation.] The process of remov-

ing copper or freeing from copper.

decopperize (de-kop'er-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

dccopperized, ppr. decopperizing. [< L. de, of,

from, + copper + -ize.] To free from copper.

The zinc remaining in the decopj/erieed lead is oxidised

in a reverberatory furnace. Ure, Diet., III. 71.

decoramentt (dek'o-ra-ment), n. [< LL. deco-

ramentum: see dec'orement.] Same as decore-

ment.

decorate (dek'o-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. deco-

rated, ppr. decorating. [< L. decoratus, pp. of

decorare (>F. decorer= Sp. Pg. decorar= It. de-

corare = D. decoreren = G. decoriren = Dan. de-

korere = Sw. dekorera), adorn, distinguish, hon-

or, < dccns (decor-), ornament, grace, dignity,

honor, akin to decor, elegance, grace, beauty,
ornament, < decere, become, befit, whence ult.

decent, q. v.j If. To distinguish ; grace ; honor.

My harte was fully sette, and my minde deliberately de-

termined to haue decorated this realme wyth wholesome
lawes, statu[t]es, and audinaunces. Hall, Edw. IV., an. 23.

2. To deck with something becoming or orna-
mental ; adorn ; beautify ;

embellish : as, to dec-

orate the person ;
to decorate an edifice.

A grave and forcible argument, decorated by the most
brilliant wit and fancy. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

With lupin and with lavender,
To decorate the fading year.

D. ii. Moir, Birth of the Flowers.

3. To confer distinction upon by means of a

badge or medal of honor: as, to decorate an
artist with the cross of the Legion of Honor.
=
Syn. 2. Adorn, Ornament, Decorate, etc. (see adorn),

bedizen, gild, trick out. emblazon.

decorated (dek'o-ra-ted),^. . Adorned; orna-

mented; embellished Decorated style, in arch.,
the second style
of English Point-
ed architecture,
in use from the
end of the thir-

teenth to the be-

ginning of the fif-

teenth century,
when it degen-
erated into the

Perpendicular.
It is distinguish-
ed from the earli-

er Pointed style,
from which it

was developed,
by the more flow-

ing lines of its

tracery, especial-
ly of its windows,
by the more in-

tricate and less

conventional
combinations of
its foliage, by the

greater elalwra-
tion of its capi-
tals, moldings,
nnials, etc., and
generally by a
style of ornamen-
tation more nat-
uralistic and as
a rule less in
accordance with Decorated Architecture of the period of

transition to the later Decorated style. Tomb
of Bishop Bridport, Salisbury Cathedral. Eng-
land.

true artistic prin-
ciples. The Deco-
rated style has
been divided into two periods : namely, the Early or Geo-
metric Decorated period, in which the ornament consists

especially of simple curves and lines and combinations
of them ; and the Decorated style proper, in which the
peculiar characteristics of the style are most emphasized,
and meager or involved arrangement of lines in orna-
ment takes the place of the broad treatment of masses
which characterizes earlier medieval work.

decoration (dek-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. decora-
tion= Sp. decoracion = Pg. dccoraqao = It. di-co-

rasione = D. decoratie = G. decoration, = Dan.
Sw. dekoration, < ML. decoratio(n-), < L. deco-

rare, decorate: see decorate.] 1. The act of

decorating or adorning with something becom-
ing or ornamental; the art of adorning, orna-

menting, or embellishing.
We know that ili'i-oi-nl/on is not architectural dectii-tttnni

unless it emphasizes construction.
The Century, XXXI. 554.

decorously

2. The conferring of a badge, as of an order, or
a medal of honor

; hence, the badge or medal
conferred. 3. That which embellishes; any-
thing which decorates or adorns

;
an ornament.

Our church did even then exceed the Romish in cere-

monies and decorations. Mnrcell, Works, II. 208.

It is a rule, without any exception, in all kinds of com-

position, that the principal idea, the predominant feeling,
should never be confounded with the accompanying </< <-n-

rations, Mn<-itiil<i;i. IVtrarch.

4. In music, a general term for the various me-
lodic embellishments, as the trill, the appoggia-
tura, etc. 5. In pyrotedmy, the compositions
placed in port-fires, rockets, paper shells, etc.,
to make a brilliant display when the case is ex-

ploded. Castellan decoration, in cm., the system
of decoration by means of a point producing scratches

through an exterior thin layer of color, revealing the color
of the body beneath: so called from the asserted origin
of this decoration at Cittiv di Oastello, in Vmbria, Italy.
I 'ompare <frtt[/itu. Decoration day, the day set apart in

the United States for observances in memory of the soldiers
and sailors who fell in the civil war of 1861 -<5 : originally
called Memorial dint. The day is observed by processions
and orations in honor of the dead, and particularly by
decorating their graves with flowers. Originally different

days were selected for this purpose in the different States ;

but usage has now settled upon May 30th, which has been
made a legal holiday in most of the States. The custom
is observed both in the North and in the South. Em-
broidery decoration, in <vmi,, a name given to a sur-

face-decoration similar to that called lace-decoration, but
more massive, and usually in white on a dark ground.
Porcellana decoration, ill ceram., decoration by means
of blue leafage, scrolls, and the like, on a white ground, as
if in imitation of Oriental porcelain : especially applied
to Italian majolica so decorated. Trophy decoration,
decoration by means of groups of arms, musical instru-

ments, scrolls, tools of painting and sculpture, and the

like, or what may by extension be called trophies, espe-
cially in Italian decorative art. =Syn. 3. Embellishment,
garniture, trapping.

decorative (dek'o-ra-tiy), a. [< decorate +
-ive.~] 1. Of or pertaining to decoration ;

con-
cerned with decoration : as, decorative art.

Small objects which are attractive in colour and shape
will naturally be used by the savage for decorative pur-
poses. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 413.

2. Of an ornamental nature
; decorating; em-

bellishing.
The great choir-window of Licllfield is the noblest glass-

work I remember to have seen. I have met nowhere
colors so chaste and grave, and yet so rich and true, or a
cluster of designs so piously decorative, and yet so pic-
torial. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 24.

Decorative art. Seear(2._ Decorative notes, in mu-
sic, short notes added to the essential notes of a melody
by way of embellishment.

decorativeness (dek'o-ra-tiv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being decorative.

decorator (dek'o-ra-tor), n. [< F. decorateur =
Sp. Pg. decorador = D. decorateur = Dan. de-

korator, < ML. decorator,^ L. decorare, decorate :

see decorate.] One who decorates or embel-
lishes; specifically, one whose business is the
decoration of dwellings or public edifices.

They are careful decorators of their persons.
Sir ,S. Kaffl.cs, Hist. Java.

decoret (de-kor'), v. t. [< OF. deeorer, F. de-

corer, < L'. decorare, decorate: see decorate.]
To decorate; adorn; distinguish.

This made me to esteeme of her the more,
Her name and rareness did her so decore.

K. James VI., Chron. S. P., iii. 479. (Jamieson.)

To decore and beautifle the house of God.

Hall, Hen. V., an. 2.

decorementt (de-kor'ment), . [Sc. decoirmrnl,
< OF. decorement, F. decoremeni, < LL. decorn-

mentum, ornament, < L. decorare, decorate. Cf.

decorameiit.] Decoration.
The policie and decoinnent of this realme.

Acts James VI., 1587 (ed. 1814), p. 506.

These dccoreinents which l>eautify and adorn her.

He^voitd, Description of a Ship, p. 29.

decorous (de-ko'- or dek'o-rus), a. [= Sp.
Pg. It. decoroso (also decora), < L. decorm,
seemly, becoming, befitting, < decor (decor-),

seemliness, grace, etc. : see decorate and de-

corum.] Characterized by or conspicuous for

decorum; proper; decent; especially (of per-
sons), formally polite and proper in speech and
conduct.
There is no duenna so rigidly prudent, and inexorably

decorous, as a superannuated coquette.
li-rin : i ski'trh.IJook, p. 192.

He recited a list of complaints a^ainsthis majesty, . . .

all of them fabricated or exaggerated for the occasion,
and none of them furnishing even a dt'corvtix pretext for

the war which was now formally declared.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 109.

He [Sir Robert Peel] was uniformly decorou*, and had a

high sense of dignity and propriety.
H'. K. Gi'f.i. Misc. Essays, 2d sar., p. 219.

= Syn. Fit. seemly, comely, orderly, appropriate.

decorously (de-ko'- or dek'o-rus-li), adr. In
a decorous manner ; with decorum.



decorously
Halistunv * < 'oiltitrss. she would net die,
\s A promi ilanie should, tl''r"/-i'i/*/i/ ,

l.lltlllu 111) axe. I .-|llil her skull,
Ami tin' eil^'e shirr tin n h;is Kern notrhr.l ami 'lull

Trittl* nt' I'huff''* I. nii'l tin /tV'/i'eiVev, N. arid (}., 7th ser.,

[IV. in;.

decorousness (do-k<V- or dek'o-rus-nes), n. De-

cency or propriety of beliavior.

decorticate (de-kor'ti k.-it), r. t.; pret. and pp.
ili'ciiiiii'iili-il. ppr. iliTnrtirtiliiii/. [< L. drcorli-

cii/ns, pp. of ilrnirlii-tiri' (> I'g. iliTiirlirnr = F.

iliTiirtiii/u-r: <(. It. urnrlicnn; dismrlirtin; willi

prolix f'/*-, and Sp. di-si-nrti-~nr = I'g. ilrscnrtiyir
= Oil. ilixi'iir'iiri', from a deriv. form of the

noun), strip the. hark off. < </r, from, + cortex

(rorlic-), bark, ulimcr nil. !). cork: see corfc1
,

mi'lifiiii;
|

To remove tho Vjark from; in gen-
oral, to deprive of the cortex, ill any sense of
that word; strip off tho exterior coat of.

(ircat barley, dried ami <l<'>-ni-ti<'ul<'tl.

Arlntthmit, Ancient Coins.

decorticate (de-kor'ti-kat), a. [< L. decorti-

ciitiin, pp. : nee the verb.] Destitute of a cortex
or cortical layer: used specifically in lichen-

ology.
decortication (de-kor-ti-ka'shon), n. [= F. de-

riirtientioii = Sp. ilrriirticacion, < L. decvrtim-

tin(n-), < di'i'orlii'iirr, decorticate: see decorti-

ciili:] The act of removing tho cortex or outer

layer; removal of tho bark or husk.
decorticator (de-kdr'ti-ka-tor), n. A tool for

stripping off bark.

decorum (de-ko'rum), . [= F. d&orum = Sp.
I'g. It. ilvcoro, < L. dtrorniH, litness, propriety,
decorum, neut. of decorus, fit, proper: see de-

i-in-inin.'] 1. Propriety of speech, behavior, or

dress; formal politeness; orderliness; seemli-

ness; decency.
The true Measure of Decorum ... is that which fa

most serviceable to the principal End.

l, Sermons, III. ix.

He kept with princes due decorum,
Yet never stood in awe before 'em. N"-//'.

Where there is any dependency among one another,
they observe a great decorum, all rising up when a su-

perior comes in. Poeocke, Description of the East, 1. 182.

A first-rate beauty never studied the decorum* of dress
with more assiduity.

(Jolil/iiiiitli, riti/,cn of the World, civ.

2. In general, fitness, suitableness, or propriety
of anything, with respect to occasion, purpose,
or use.

decouple (da-ko-pla' ), a. [F., pp. of decoupler,

uncouple, < de- priv. + coupler, couple.] In
Ace., uncoupled; parted into two: said espe-
cially of a chevron when the two rafters are

separated by a slight space.
decours (do-korz'), a. and n. [< OF. decours, a

running down, course, wane, decree, F. decours,

wane, decrease, < L. decursim, a running down,
descent, < decurrerc, run down : see decur.~\ In

/'., same as decrescent (a).

decourtt (de-kort'), r. t. [< de- priv. + court.]
To drive or dismiss from court

; deprive of court
influence.

decoy (de-koi'), " [< de- + coy 1
, v., entice, al-

lure: see de- and coy1 ,
v. The birds decoyed

and the decoying birds being commonly ducks,
the word decoy, esp. as a noun, was soon turned

by popular etymology into duckoy. Hence the

spelling duckoy, and finally the compound duck-

coy, which, though thus developed from decoy,

may be considered as made up of duck + coy 1
,

ii.. also used in sense of decoy. The D. words,
eenden-kooi, formerly eende-kooi, a 'duck-coy'
(D. eend = AS. encd, a duck: see drake and
anas), kooi-cend, a 'coy-duck,' boot-man, adecoy-
man, rogel-kooi, a bird-cage, a decoy, are com-
pounded with D. kooi, a cage, a bird-cage, a fold,
hive (the source of E. coy2 , q. v., but not con-
nected with E. coyl or decoy), either indepen-
dently of the accidentally similar E. words, or
in imitation of them.] I. trnnn. 1. To lure into

a snare ; entrap by some allurement or decep-
tion : as, to dmtji ducks within gunshot ; troops
may be drcoi/fd into an ambush.

I have heard nf barbarians who, when tempests drive

ships upon their roasts, <l<-<-"<t them to the rocks that they
may plunder their la-liii".. J<flnt*<i.

2. To allure, attract, or entice, without notion
of entrapping.
The kinj; miiiht be itet-tnted from thence.

c/itmuton. Civil War, III. Wl.

Syn. 1. Alfin-' 1

. l.inr, r'.iitii-r (see atlurel); to snare, in-

sriart 1

, inislra,].

II. ill/ruins. To be deceived by a decoy; fall

into a snare.

They (ducks] are quite unsuspicious of man, and, I/<VM,/-

iii
:
i well, are >hot in BZtnordlnar; numliers.

Sjwrttm'tn'* <;<i::-tltc/\ p. ^01.
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decoy (de koi'), . (< '/'//, '.] 1. A lure

employed to entice game into a snare or within
the range of a weapon; specifically, an image
of a bird, as a duck, or a trained living bird or

animal, used to lure wild birds or animals into
I lie power of man; hence, also, a person simi-

larly employed with respect to other persons.
Hence 2. Anything intended to lead into a

snare; any lure or allurement that deceives and
misleads into evil, danger, or the power of an

enemy; a stratagem employed to mislead or
lead into danger. 3. A place, as a pond, fur-

nished with an arrangement for luring wild
fowl into it. Several channels or pipe* of a euried
form, covered uilh light hooped network, lead from the

IMIII.I iii various 'liteetions. The wild fowl areeutirr,] io

enter the wide mouth of the channel by tamed ducks
trained for the purpose, or by grain scattered on the
water. When they are well within the covered channel
they are driven up into the funnel-net at the far end,
where they are easily caught.

decoy-bird (de-koi'berd), . A bird, or an imi-
tation of one| used as a lure to entice others
into a net or within gunshot.
decoy-duck (de-koi'duk), n. 1. In fowling, a

duck, or an imitation of one, used as a decoy.
2. A person acting as a decoy for other persons.
Admit no . . . Decoy-Duck to wheadle you a fop-scram-

bling to the Play in a Mask.

Ciinyrevf, Way of the World, iv. 5.

decrassify (de-kras'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp.
tln-i-iixxiiii'd, ppr. decnifsif'//iiii/. [< L. de- priv.
+ crassus, thick, + -ft/.] To make less crass.

I might at least

Eliminate, decrassify my faith,
Since I adopt it ; keeping what I must,
And leaving what I can.

Browning, Bishop Blougram s Apology.

decrease (de-kreV), v.
; pret. and pp. decreased,

ppr. decreatsintj. [< ME. decresen, decrecen, <

OF. decresser, decrestre, decreistre, decroistre, F.
decroltre = Sp. decrecer = Pg. decrescer = It.

deerescere (of.., with altered prefix, ME. dis-

cresen, < OF. descreistre, descroistre = Pr. des-

creisser = Sp. descrecer = It. discregcere, < ML.
discresccre), < L. deerescere, decrease, become
less, wane, < dc, from, away, + crescerc, grow :

see crescent. Cf. crease^, accrease, increase.]
I. intrans. To become less; lessen; be dimin-
ished gradually in extent, bulk, quantity, or

amount, or in strength, influence, or excel-
lence: as, the days decrease in length from
June to December.

Olyves nowe and oth'r treen ichone
Do dounge hem in decresinye of the moone.

1'alladius, Husnondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

He must increase, but I must decrease. John iii. 30.

Decreasing series. See j>royremum.=Byn. Decrease,
Diminish, DirimUe, Contract ; to lessen, abate, ebb, sub-

side, fall off, fall away, shrink. The first three all mean
a Incoming less by degrees. Decrease more often implies
that the causes are imperceptible or not necessarily per-
ceptible, acting, it may be, from within the object Itself :

as, the swelling decreases daily. Dimmish generally im-

plies the action of some external cause which is more or
less in the mind of those concerned : as, his fortune dimin-
ishes daily through extravagance; the troops diminish

steadily under disease and conflict. Decrease is the ap-
propriate word for reduction of bulk or volume, dimin-
ish for reduction of number. These distinctions are not

always observed. To dirindlc is to become small in size,

amount, or number by slow and imperceptible degrees,
the reduction l>eing always undesirable and the result a
sort of attenuation : as, the army dirindled to a few thou-

sands; the child dtrindled to a mere skeleton. To contract

is to become less by shrinkage or a drawing together of

parts or elements : it implies loss of size, bulk, or extent,
without the loss of constituent substance or parts usually
expressed by the other words.

So many wives, who have yet their husbands in their

arms ; so many parents, who have not the number of their

children lessened ;
so many villages, towns, and cities,

whose inhabitants are not decreased, their property vio-

lated, or their wealth diminished, are yet owing to the
sol>er conduct and happy results of your advice.

Dri/den, King Arthur, Ded.

If the activities of a living liody involve an expenditure
not made good by nutrition, diclmllinir follows.

//. Silencer, Data of Ethics, 53.

The anatomical structure of the eye is such that a mod-
erately contracted pupil is in contact with the lens-sur-
face, (luain, Med. Diet., p. 480.

II. trnnx. To make less; lessen; make
smaller in dimensions, amount, quality, excel-

lence, etc.
;
reduce gradually or by small de-

ductions.

Nor cherish'd they relations poor.
That mi^ht r/,r/v/.vr their present store. Prior.

decrease (de-kres' or de'kres), n. [< ME. de-

ONM, < < >!'. ilrff is. ilirrni*. ilrsi-mi.-: ilifnce, de-

crease; from the verb.] 1. A becoming less ;

diminution
;
wane (as applied to the moon) ;.

decay: as, a rapid decrease of revenue or of

strength.

decree

See in what time the .-.nils -it IM (he ilirrt-RHe ,if the
IIHMHI ,'iiue to a eeltaill height, .mil hiitt they ilittrr from
those that arc set in the </,r/,*/x, ,,i the n n.

l',n,.,n. Nat. IIM.

2. The amount by which something is less, n

ed : extent of loss or decrement: as, a great
ilirniisi in production or of income.

decreasingly (df-krt'riag-U), <'<. In a de-

ereasinv; manlier; by decrease.

decreation (de-kre-a'shon), ii. [< il<- priv. +
rriiitinn.] The undoing of an act of creation.

[Rare.]
especially the riintiiiiial it- ' ri'ntit'H and annihilation of

tin- .-mils of the brutes.
I'tKl ll'.n'ttl

,
Illtrll. rtllal S\slrlll, p. 45.

decree (de-kre'), n. [< ME. dfcre (of. Sc. '/<

creet), < OF. dccret, FT decrct = 8p. Pg. It. de-

creto = T). dekreet = G. decret = Dan. Sw. di-

krct, < L. decretwn, a decree, ordinance, deci-

sion, neut. of decretux, pp. of decernere, decree,
decide (> E. decern): see decern.] 1. A special
ordinance or regulation promulgated by civil or
other authority; an authoritative decision hav-

ing the force of law.

He made a decree for the rain. Job xxviil. 28.

And statesmen at her council met
Who knew the seasons when to take
Occasion by the hand, and make

The bounds of freedom wider yet
Ily shaping some august decree.

Tennytim, To the Queen.

on December 7, 1886, the Emperor of Brazil issued a
>i> '!< which opened the Amazon . . . to the commerce of
all the world from and after .September 7, 1867.

K. Schuylcr, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 342.

Specifically 2. In Bom. law, a determination
or judgment of the emperor on a suit between
parties. Among the Romans, when all legislative pow-
er was centered in the emperors, it became the custom
to ask for their opinion and decision in disputed cases.
Their decisions were called decrees, and formed part of
the Imperial constitutions.

3. An edict or a law made by an ecclesiastical
council for regulating business within its juris-
diction. The term is used in ecclesiastical history chief-

ly as a designation of certain dogmatic and authoritative
decisions on disputed points in theology and discipline in

the Roman Catholic Church : as, the Decrees of the Coun-
cil of Trent ; the Decrae of Auricular Confession by the
Fourth Lateran Council.

4. A judicial decision or determination of a

litigated cause
; specifically, the sentence or

order of a court of chancery, or of a court of

admiralty or of probate, after a hearing or sub-
mission of the cause. The word judgment is now
used in reference to the decisions of courU having both
common law and equity powers. .See also act, article, bill,

charter, code, constitution, edict, law, ordinance, provision,
statute.

5. In theol., one of the eternal purposes of God,
whereby for his own glory he has foreordained
whatsoever comes to pass. Whether these decrees
are absolute or conditional that is, whether they are

according to the counsel of his own will, "without any
foresight of faith or good works, or any other thing in the
creature, as conditions or causes moving him thereto

"

(West. Con/, of Faith, iii.), or are based uwin his fore-

knowledge of the character and course of his free crea-
turesis a contested question, the Calvinists taking the
former view, the Arminians the latter.

By the decree of Ood for the manifestation of his glory,
some men and angels are predestinated unto everlasting
life and others foreordained to everlasting death.

West. Con/, nf Faith, iii. 3.

6. The judgment or award of an umpire in a
case submitted to him Absolute decree, a de-
cision that something shall be done with no condition at-

tached to it. Berlin decree, Milan decree, two de-
crees of Napoleon I. against Great Britain, enforcing his
continental system. The first, issued at Berlin November
21st, 1806, closed against British commerce all continen-
tal ports under the control of France (including those of

Italy, Spain, Holland, and Germany), confiscated all Brit-
ish merchandise wherever found, forbade correspondence
with Great Britain, and ordered that all British subject*
found within the jurisdiction of France or its allies should
be mode prisoners of war. The second decree, issued at
Milan December 17th, 1807, declared all neutral vessels
connected in any way with British commerce or inter-

course to be thereby deneutraliied, and ordered that

they should lie treated as English.- Declaratory de-
cree. See declaratory. Decree arbitral, in .v<. ;,,,,

an award by one or more arbiters. Decree condemna-
tor. See decree itf absitlcitor, under absotvitor. Decree
dative, in Scots lair, a decree of a commissary conferring
on an executor (not being an executor nominate) the office

of executor. Decree 111 absence, in Scots lav, a decree

pronounced against a defender who has not appeared or

pleaded on the merits of the cause : the same & jiitlfnnetil
t>ii ilefaiift in English common law. Decree nisi (decree
unless), in Knit. laic, a decree conditioned on some future

event, usually the default of the adverse party to show
cause or to perform a condition. Decree of absolvltor.
See absitlritor. Decree of constitution. Sec cimxtitu-

tim. Decree of locality, in x.-.i'.- i,m-. .( decree "f the
tcind court allocating the modified stipend on the differ-

ent heritors, in the proportions in which they are to pay
it. -Decree of modification, in sw inv. a decree of
the tein.l court modifying a stipend to the clergyman, but
not allnratin^' it upon the different herit-irs. Decree of
registration, in Scots latt; a decree obtained, without an



decree

action, f"i payment of money secured by a bond or deed

contniniii" a clause of consent to registration for cxccii-

tion. Decree of valuation of teinds, in *<"' '""'. a

decree of the tcind court determining the extent and rune
of a heritor's teinds. =Syn. 1 and 3. Klict. Kliltulf. etc.

Si-e In '. 4 and 6. Juagment, Order, etc. (see OKtMon);
proclamation, tiiit, mandate.

decree (de-kre'), r. [Cf. F. decrcter = Sp. Pg.
ilci-ritar = It. dccrrfare = D. dekretercn = G. dc-

i-niiri'ii = Dan. dckrettre = Sw. dekretera, < ML.
iii i-retnre, decree; from the noun: see decrei ,

n.] I. //!. 1. To order or promulgate with

authority; issue as an edict or ordinance.

Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be estab-

IMied. Jobxxii. 28.

He [William I.] decreed there should be Sheriffs in every

Shire, and. I ustiees of Peace for Punishment of Malefactors.

Jlakcr, Chronicles, p. 27.

Wherefore fatalists that hold the necessity of all human
actions and events may be reduced to these three heads :

First, such as, asserting the l>eity, suppose it irrespective-

ly to decree and determine all things, and thereby make
all actions necessary to us.

Cudwarth, Intellectual System, i. 1.

In the autumn of 1535 Cromwell and his agents effected

a visitation of the monasteries, the report o_f
which insured

their condemnation : and, in the last session of the Long
Parliament in 1536, the dissolution of the smaller houses
was lUvrenl. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist,, p. 258.

2. To determine judicially; resolve by sen-

tence
; adjudge : as, the court decreed a restora-

tion of the property.
Theirs be the laurel-wreath decreed,
Who both write well, and write full speed.

Camper, To Robert Lloyd.

3. To determine or resolve legislatively; de-

termine or decide on.

They themselves decreed
Their own revolt, not I. Milton, P. L., iii. 116.

=
Syn. To order, ordain, command, enact.

II. iii trans. To determine; predetermine im-

mutably; constitute or appoint by edict.

All hast thou spoken as my thoughts are, all

As my eternal purpose hath decreed.

Milton, P. L., iii. 172.

decreeable (de-kre'a-bl), a. [< decree + -able.]

Capable of being decreed.

decreementt (de-kre 'ment), . [< decree +
-ment.] The act of decreeing ;

decree.

This nnjust decreement . Foxe, Martyrs.

decreer (de-kre'er), . [< decree + -!.] One
who decrees.

In thy book it is written of me, says Christ, that I

should do thy will ; he is not willing only, but the first de-

mur of it ; it is written of me. Goodwin, Works, I. iii. 103.

decreet (de-kref), n. [< OF. decret, < L. decretum,
a decree: 'see decree.] In Seote late, a decree.
See decree, n., 1.

Frendraught . . . obtained a decreet against him for

200,000 merks. Spaldint/, Hist. Troubles in Scotland, I. 01.

decrement (dek're-ment), . [= Sp. Pg. It.

decremento, \ LL. aecremcntitm, a decrease, < L.

decresccre, decrease : see decrease.] 1. The act
or state of decreasing; the becoming gradually
less; lessening; waste.

I do not believe the understanding part of man received

any natural decrement or diminution.
Jer. Tai/lor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 723.

Rocks, mountains, and the other elevations of the earth
suffer a continual decrement. Wood-ward.

2. The quantity lost by gradual diminution or

waste; specifically, in math., the small part by
which avariable quantitybecomes less and less.

The increments in time are proportional to the decre-
ments in pressure. FraiMand, Chemistry, III. i. 880.

l^ach increment of evolution entails a decrement of re-

production that is not accurately proportionate, but some-
what less than proportionate.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 364.

3. In her., the condition of waning: said of
the moon. It is represented by turning the
horns of the crescent toward the sinister side.
Also called detriment. 4. In crystal., a suc-
cessive diminution of the layers of molecules
applied to the faces of the primitive form, by
which the secondary. forms are hypothetically
produced Equal decrement of life, In the doctrine
of annuities of insurance companies, the theory that in a
given number of lives there should be an equal annual
decrease within a given period.

decrepit (de-krep'it), n. [< OF. decrepit, F. de-

crepit = Sp.' decrepito = Pg. It. decreplto, < L.

decrepitns, an adj. applied to old men and old
animals, and usually translated 'very old': lit.

1492

An old il<-rr>'iiit wretch

That ha,> no sen^e, no sinew.
B. Jvnunii, Viilpolle, iii. 6.

He was already tlici-eiiit with jiremature old age.

Mi.ltry, Dutch Republic, I. 102.

[Sometimes incorrectly spelled drn-i-fl.

Last, winter conies, iln-rrpid, old, and dull.

.1rnims, An Ode.]

decrepitate (do-krep'i-tat), t'.
; pret. and pp.

decrepitated, ppr. decrepitating. [< NL. as if

*decrepitatus, pp. of *decrepiturc C> F. d/'i'n /li-

ter = Sp. Pg. decrepitar = It. decrepitare), < L.

de- + crepitatus, pp. of erepitare, crackle, break

with a noise: see crepitate.] I. in trans. To

crackle, as salt when roasting.
II. trans. To roast or calcine in a strong heat,

so as to cause a continual bursting or crackling
of the substance: as, to decrepitate salt.

So will it come to pass in a pot of salt, although i/ir>v/ii-

tated. Sir T. JSriurw, Vulg. Err.

decrepitation (de-krep-i-ta'shou), n. [= F.

decrepitation = Sp. decrepitaciim = Pg. decre-

de- priv. + crepitus, pp. of crepare, make a
noise, rattle, break with a crash: see crepitate.]
Broken down in health, physical or mental,
especially from age ;

wasted or worn by infirm-
ities; weakened, especially by age.

pitacao = It. dccrcpitasione, < NL. as if *dc-

crepitatio(n-), < 'decrepitare: see decrepitate.'}

The act of snapping or bursting with a crack-

ling noise on being heated, or the crackling

noise, accompanying the flying asunder of their

parts, made by various salts and minerals when
heated. It is caused by the unequal sudden expansion
of their substance by the heat, or by the expansion and
volatilization of water or other liquid held mechanically
within them.

decrepitly (de-krep'it-li), adv. In a decrepit

manner; as oiie broken down by infirmities.

And she rose up decrepitly
For a last dim look at earth and sea.

Lomll, Vision of Sir Launfal, ii. 1.

decrepitness (de-krep'it-nes), . Decrepitude.

decrepitude (de-krep'i-tud), n. [< F. decrepi-
tude = Sp. deerepititd = Pg. decrepitude, < L.

as if "decrcpitudo, < decrepitns, decrepit: see

decrepit.] The state of being broken down by
infirmities, physical or mental, especially in-

firmities of age.

Many seem to pass on from youth to decrepitude with-
out any reflection on the end of life.

Johnxiin, Rambler, No. 78.

decrepityt (de-krep'i-ti), . [< ML. decrepi-

ta(t-)s,
'
L. d'ecrcpitiis, decrepit: see decrepit.]

Decrepitude.
Honest Credulity

Is a true loadstone to draw on Decrepity !

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

decrescendo (It. pron. da-kre-shen'do), n. [It.,

ppr. of decreseere, < L. decresccre, decrease: see

decrease."] In music, a gradual diminution of

force
;
a passing from loud to soft : opposed to

crescendo, and the same as diminuendo: often
indicated by decres., dec., or the sign ~^>.
decrescent (de-kres'ent), a. and n. [= F. de-

croissant, etc., < L. dccresccii(t-)s, ppr. of decres-

cere, decrease : see decrease, and cf. crescent.] I.

a. Decreasing; becoming gradually less
;
wan-

ing, as the moon.

Saddening in her childless castle, sent,
Between the in-crescent and de-crescent moon,
Arms for her son, and loosed him from his vow.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Specifically (a) In her., decreasing or waning: said of
the moon when represented with the points toward the
sinister side. Also dccnxrg. ((,) In lot., diminishing grad-
ually from below upward.

II. n. In tier., the moon in her decrement:
used as a bearing. See decrement, 3.

decrescent-pinnate (de-kres'ent-pin'
l

'at), a. In

hot.,, pinnate with leaflets gradually decreasing
in size from the base.

decrett, . See decreet, decree.

decretal (de-kre'tal), a. and n. [< ML. decre-

talis, < L. decretum, a decree : see decree.] I.
a. 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a de-
cree

; containing a decree or decrees.

When any sentence of a father is cited, and inserted
into a decretal epistle of a pope, or any part of the canon
law, that sentence is thereby made authentical.

l)"inn', Sermons, xxii.

2t. Done according to a decree ; decreed : fatal.

[Bare.]
So here's a most decretal end of me.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

II. n. [= F. decretalc = Sp. Pg. decretal =
It. decretalc, < ML. dccrctale, a decree, neut.
of adj. decrctaUs: see above.] 1. An authori-
tative order or decree

; specifically, a letter of
the pope determining some point or question
in ecclesiastical law.

What principle . . . had they then to judge of heresies,
. . . besides the single dictates or decretals of private
bishops? Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 315.

decry
This is not a process of reasoning, but an act of will a

il'-i'iilul enveloped in a scientific nimbus.
J. Miirtiiirui/, Materialism, p. 107.

2. A book of decrees or edicts; a body of laws;
specifically [cp.], in the plural, the second part
of the canon law: so called because it contains
the decrees of sundry popes determining point s

of ecclesiastical law.

Ac in canoun ne in the dccrctalen I can nougte rede a lyne.
/'/' /.v J'linrman (B), v. 428.

In the year 1230 Gregory IX. had approved of the five

I ksof DocrttoJ* Codified by Kaynnnid of I'cnnafort from
the Extravagants of the recent Popes.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 30V.

False Decretals, a collection of canon law, of the ninth

century, purporting to have been made by one Isidorus

Mercator, and unquestioned till the fifteenth century,
but since proved to consist largely of spurious or forged
papal decretals. Also called Pgeudo-lmdorian Desretals,
to distinguish them from the collection dating from the
seventh century, attributed to Isidore of Seville, and con-

sisting of genuine documents.

decretiont (de-kre'shpn), . [< LL. decretio(n-),

decrease, < L. decreiiw, pp. of decrescere : see

decrease.] A decreasing.
Nor can we now perceive that the world becomes more

or less than it was, by which defi-i'iimi e might guess at

a former increase. Bp. Penman, Kxpos. of Creed, i.

decretist (de-kre 'tist), ii. [= OF. decretiste

(also decretistre: see dccretinter), F. decrelMc
= Sp. Pg. dccrctista (cf. It. dccretalista), < ML.
decretista, < L. decretum, decree : see decree, de-

cretal. Cf. dccretister.] In medieval universi-

ties, a student in the faculty of law; specifi-

cally, a student of the decretals.

decretistert, n. [ME. decretistre, < OF. decre-

tixtre, difcretistre, var. of decretiste : see decre-

tist.] A decretist.

Ac this doctor and diuinour and decretistre of canon.
Piers Ploivman (C), xvi. 85.

decretive (de-kre'tiv), a. [< L. decret-um, de-

cree, + -ire.] Having the force of a decree;
pertaining to a decree.

decretorialt (dek-re-to'ri-al), a. [< decretory
+ -al.] Decretory; authoritative; critical.

Besides the nsuall or calendary month, there are but
foure considerable, that is, the month of peragration, of

apparition, of consecution, and the medicall or decreto-

riall month. Sir T. Bromir, Vulg. Err., iv. 2.

decretorily (dek're-to-ri-li), adr. In a defini-

tive manner; as decreed.

decretory (dek're-to-ri), a. [= F. decretoire =
Sp. Pg. It. aeeretorio, < L. decretorius, < decretum,
a decree: see decree.] 1. Pertaining to or fol-

lowing a decree
;
established by a decree

; judi-

cial; definitive.

They that . . . are too decretory ami enunciative of

speedy judgments to their enemies, turn their religion
into revenge. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 819.

Sirs, you are not sure that when the decretory hour of

death overtakes you, you shall have one minute of an hour
allowed you to commit your spirits into the hand of the
Lord Jesus Christ. C. Mather, Mag. Christ., iv. 7.

2f. Critical; determining; in which there is

some definitive event.

The main considerations, which most set off this num-
ber, are observations drawn from the motions of the

moon, supposed to be measured by sevens, and the criti-

cal or decretory daies dependent on that number.
Hir T. Bromie, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

decrewt (de-kro'), v. i. [For *decrue (as ac-

crew for accrue), < OF. decru, F. decrii, pp. of

decreistre, decroistre, F. de'croitre, decrease : see

decrease.] To decrease.

Sir Arthegall renewed
His strength still more, but she still more decrewed.

Spemer, F. Q., IV. vi. 18.

decrial (de-kri'al), . [< ilrcry + -ill.] A cry-

ing down ;
a clamorous censure ;

condemnation

by censure.

Forward wits . . . can on no account afterwards sub-
mit to a decrial or disparagement of those raw works to
which they ow'd their early character and distinction.

Shaftesbury, Misc. Reflections, V. ii.

decrier (de-kri'er), n. [< decry + -er1 .] One
who decries or traduces clamorously.
The late fanatic deeryern of the necessity of human

learning. Snn/l/, Sermons. VII. ii.

decrown (de-kroun'), r. t. [< F. di'i-i

decrown: see discrown.] To deprive of a

crown; discrown. [Rare.]

Dethroning and <t'-<'i-nir,ii n;i princes with his foot, as it

pleases him [the pope].
H alee trill, Ans. to Dr. Carrier (1616), p. 37.

He holds it to he no more sin the ili'i-i-""-/i/u
:
/ nt kings

than our puritans do the suppression of bishops.
Sir T. <h-<Th<ti-ii. Characters.

decrustation (de-krus-ta'shon), . [< de- priv.
+ cruxtatioH.] The act of removing a crust.

decry (de-kri'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. decried, ppr.

iiii/. [< F. decrier, OF. deserter, cry down,



1 i'-' :!decry

discredit, disparage, < dex- (L. dix-) + crier, crv :

see cry.] 1. To cry down ; speak disparaging-
ly of

;
censure as faulty or worthless; clamor

against : as, to ileery a poem.
For small errors they whole plays '/. o //. />///>/, ,>.

Kar he it from me to i/erc// moral virtue, which .\,i,

heathens )ia\e -ranted to l.i a reward to itself.

/;/. Ml,rl,nr,i, Sermons, L, I'rcf. to xi.

I'cai
1

, dial-mine, nMnph. neglected and ,!><, i.;l,

My shame in crouds, m\ solitan pride.

QotdmUh, lies. Vil., I. 411.

2f. To deprive of credit officially.

'I In king ma\ a I an\ line ,/.,,,/ o, cry down, any coin
of tile kingdom, and make it no longer current.

r,l,ii'k*l<iiir, Com., I. 27s.

Syn. 1. Itrrril, Dr/iffi'i'illf, Ih-lfllH if,,,,,. It. f.i.nil: I,;, i, ,,

IHl,iir<i'i,\ run dow n. .liscredit. These words agree ine\ ,

preulng an eiiort t,, ion,, the esteem iii which a person decumblture (ile-kum bi-tiir), n.
or thing is held. If the effort is unjust, the injustice is

not so con s| ,ie, ions as in the words com pared under n*!,*,.
l>,rr,i, to cry down, clamor against, implies activity and
publicity; it is hardly applicable to persons. />.;,,. ./"/..

primarily to lower Hie laluc ol. is less forcible than i/'V;,
and may apply to persons. l),ti;i,-l t',;,,,i and it,i':,n,it,- !,,,,

have almost precisely the same meaning to take from or
diminish repute, as by caviling, ascribing success to aeei
dent, good conduct to low motives, etc. IliKtmrii'i,', to
make a thing unequal to what it was in repute; under-
rate. The last four need not have a personal subject : as,
it would ,tfrn

: i,iif very much /i-m/i his standing; it would
ttiftfugt him ill public estimation if it were known.
The Administration and its friends have been attempt-

ing to circumscribe, and to <l,;-i-;i, the jtowers helongiiig
to other branches. 1). llVfcxf,/, Speech, Oot li-i

Our vulgar luxury ,l,;,,;riiil,-x objects not titled to adorn
ourdwellings. ilnr

:
i. /.'//,/, Woman in I'llhrcnt., p. 18(1.

If a man Is honest, it detract* nothing /rum his inei its decuple (dek'u-pl), V. t.\
to say he had the wit to see that honesty is the best polii'v.

K. Hicfii, Victor Emmanuel, p. 112.

By intermingling a subject s speech witll the king's mes-
sage, he |tllc secri'tarj

|

seemed to ilffwialf frunt the hon-
our and majesty of a king.

/. li Ifrnrli, Curios, of Lit., IV. 398.

Why should we make it a [ndnt with our false modesty
totkmrmft that man we are, and that form of Iwing as-
signed to us? Knifrniia, Spiritual Ijiws.

decrystallization (de-kris"ta-li-za'shon), .

[< *deeryxt<illi:e (< da- priv. "+ crystallize) +
-atiim.] The act or process of losing the crys-
talline structure. [Rare.]
These beautiful forms [ice-flowers] . . . may indeed be

called "
negative

"
or "

inverse
"
crystals, developed by the

hreaking-dow n or ili'rriintitllization of the ice.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 62.

decubation (de-ku-ba'shon), N. [< L. as if *de-
eiilnire (oquiv. to decinn/iere : see decumbent), lie

down, < de, down, + cubare, lie. Cf. L. decu-

bare, He away from, < de, away, + cubare, lie.]
The act of lying down,
decubital (dij-kii'bi-tal ), a. [< deciiliituti + -al.]

Pertaining to or of tlie nature of a bed-sore or
ili-clibitns.

decubitUS (de-kii'bi-tus), M. [NL., < L. decmu-

decussately

decumbence.decumbencyidc-knm'i.ens, IMMI- decursiye (de-kei.'si\ >, . [= !'.

rf)l
" |< ilienmlii nl : see -i nei

, -enei/.] The Nl,. as if 'deenrnirilx, < L. deciirxiix. pp. of' i/ -

state of being deonmbtari or of lying down; eurren; run down: see decur.] Running down :

the posture of lying down. deenrrcnt. l.iiniliin.

decumbent (dc-kuin'bent), . [< L. decum- dCCUTSively (de-ker'siv-li), adr. In a de.-iir

IH-H(I-)X, ppr. of deciiiiibere. lie down, < de, down, sive manner: decnrrently. Decuraively pin-
nasalized form (ill romp.) Of CM- Mite, in 'w.. appli. -d I., a pi iti- leaf having the leallets

'(..,

. . v.| In /./. lair,
ol course; in ordinary course; specifically, a

writ of those classes which were issnable by
the cursitor on application of the parly, anil
without special authority in each ease.

decurtt (de-kerf), r. t. [< L. deeurtarc. cut off,
< de, off, 4- eiirture, cut short, < eiirtux, short :

see curt.] To shorten by cutting off ; abridge.
Vollr ilffiirtnl or headlessc c!aii-e. Angclorum . nim et

cet., is thus Knglynheil. HII. Hit/,'. A|Kp|ogy, fol. 147.

linre. lie: see eiiHibeiit.] 1. Lying down; re-
'''" r ''-" t or running along the petiole,

dining; prostrate; recumbent'. de CUrSU (de ker'sn). [I,.: (to, of, from; ,

I nderneath is the <I>,'<i,nl>,,,t portraiture of a woman
rest ing on a death's head. Asltmoh; licikshnc. t. _'.

Specilically 2. In hot., having the base re-

clining upon the ground, as an ascending stem
the lower part of which rests upon the earth,

decumbently (dc-kum'bent-li), ndr-. In a de-
cumbent manner.

[Irreg. < I,.

ili en mhiri; lie down, + -il-iire.] 1. The time
at which a sick person takes to his bed, or

during which he is confined to it by disease, decurtate (de-ker'tat), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

[Rare.] i-iirlnled, jipr. dicnr/iitiinj. [< L. di'i-urtiitiix,

Uuriiig his ilri'iniiliilun he was visited by his most dear
friend. Lij,- ,,j /,/,, (Kills), p. 82.

2. In astral., the figure of the heavens erected
for the time of a person's first taking to his bod
from illness. Prognostics of recovery or death
were derived from this figure.

decuple (dek'u-pl), a. and n. [= Sp. decuplo =
Pg. decuplo = It. dectwln, < N.

, ten-

II. n. A number ten times repeated.
pret. and pp. deeu-

i'n rln led, ppr.
pp. of dii-iirliiri; cut short: "see dccurt.] 1.
To cut short; abridge. [Bare.] 2f. To cut
off or trim the hair or beard of.

He sends for his barber to depure, ilecurtate, and xpunge
him. Jiantn', I.enten Stlltte

decurtate (de-ker'tat), . [< L. decurtiitim, pp. :

see the verb.] Cut short; abridged. Decur-
tate syllogism, a syllogism with one of the premises
unexpressed.

decurtation (de-ker-ta'shon), w. [= F. decur-

tii/inii, < LL. deeurtatin(n-), < L. decurtare, cut
short: see dccurt.] The act of shortening or

cutting short
; abridgment.

Same as

decurt, . . [ME. dceourren, decorrcn, < OP.
dee,nrre, decourrc, descorre = Pr. decorre = OSp.
decorrer, < L. dccurrere, run down, flow, move
down, run over, run through, < de, down, + cur- decurvature (de-ker'va-tur), w.

rere, run: sea current^.] To r_ To run or flow away ;

leave
; depart ;

be wanting.
Of pompe and of pride the parchemyn deeorreth,
And prineipaliche of alle peple but tliei be pore of herte.

fifrs PlomiiaiiJU), xiv. 193.

decurion (de-ku'ri-on), n. [=
decurion = Pg. decurioJi = It. decurione, < L. de-

curio(n-), < decuria, a company of ten : see de-

cury.] 1. An officer in the Roman army who

'

being
to recurvation.

There are Trochilidie which possess almost every grada-
tion of ilecitrratiiin of the bill. Kltfyf. Brit., XII. 358.

[< decurve +
-ature.] Same as decurvation.

Constant jarring on the lower extremity of a hollow
cylinder with soft (medullary) contents and flexible end
walls would tend to a til-curvature of both Inferior and
superior adjacent end walls.

K. D. Cape, Origin of the Fittest, p. 376.

decurve (de-kerv'), c. /. ; pret. and pp. de-

citrred, ppr. drcurring. [< L. de, down, 4- cur-

vare, curve, bend. Cf. decurved.] To curve
downward.

commanded a decury, or a body of ten soldiers, decurved (de-kervd' ), p. a. [< decvrre + -ed%,A deturiun witll his command of ten horsemen ap-
proached Nazareth from the South.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hlir, p. 123.

2. Any commander or overseer of ten; spe-
cifically, a tithing-man.
He instituted ilmiriimti through both these colonies:

that is, one over every ten families.

after L. decurratux, curved back.] Curved
downward ; gradually turned down : opposed
to recurred: as, the declined beak of a bird.

Towards the end of May a few short Killed or jack cur-
lew (

\ nmeniiis HtidsonicitB, Lath.) may be seen, like their

congeneric relative with the long ilrcurreil rostrum.
/;//./... p. 9.

lien; pp. "deeuhif,,.-,, lie down : see deeumlmiit.-] ,
, .

Str H ' Tr'">'1'''
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decury (dek'u-ri), .
; pi. decurie* (-riz). [< OF.

1. The attitude assumed by a siek person when aecunonate (de-ku n-on-at), n. [< L. decurio- dtcurie, F. decurie = Sp. Pg. It. decuria, < L.
e ""'"*'.

< ''<"("-), a decurion: see decurlon.] decuria, a company of ten, <decem = E. ten. Cf.lying down in bed. See aiiaelixix.2. Same .

_1
he dignity or office of a decurion. i-< iituryi.] A body of ten men under a decurion;

decula (dek'ft-U). w. A kind of antelope found decurrencet (de-kur'ens), n. [< ML. decurrcn- the ofBce or authority of a decuriou.
in Abyssinia'.

"
<, a current, lit. a running down, < L. decur- Tne ,atners or 8CIlalor8- who at the Hrst were ,, .

ren(t-)s, ppr., running down: see dewrrent.]

lll>. (iinntrn, Tear%of the Church, p. 53(1.

decurrency (de-kur'en-si), n. [As decurrence :

see -cy.] In but., tlio jirolongation of a leaf
below the place of insertion on the stem.

[< lj. ilieurriH(t-)g,

deculassement(F.pron.da-kU-las'mon),w. [P., .... ,.

< 'decider, iinbreech, < de- priv. + cut, breech.]
LaPse ! effluxion.

In HUH., the nnliiveching of a cannon
; any se-

rious damage to one of the essential parts of
the fennel nre or breech-closing mechanism of
a breech-loading gun.
decuman (dek'ji-inan), a. and H. [Also decii-

'"','"'ilnmiunis, of o^ be'lmlg'ing to' Hie" tent'h
decurrent (de-kur'ent), a.

part (pi. ileeiiuiiini. the tenth cohort, imrtu de- '

einiifina, the decuman gate), also considera-
ble, large, immense (applied to eggs and waves,
appar. from the notion that every tenth ego; or
wave in a series is the largest), < decimal.*, deei-

MW, tenth; see decimal.] I. a. 1. In Hum.
inilit. //., an epithet applied to a gate of the
Roman camp near which the tenth cohorts of j
Hide-urns were encamped. The decuman gate

decurreitly (de-knr ent-h),
was the principal entrance to the,-amp, an.fwas H f

11 " decnrrent nianner.

that furthest from the enemy. ^/F^, ,

( <1
'.'-

kllr
. 18).

[Ppr. of 'deeur, t>.
;
< L. decur-

n re. rundown: ttecdeciirroit.]
Same as dcciirrent.

itors, i

dred, parted themselves into tens or ittcurieit, and governed
successively by the space of five days, one decury after an-

The erratas which by long dtfurrmcf of time, through
other '" "rik'r - Kaleiyh, Hist. World, V. ill. 7.

many men's hands, have befalu it, are easily corrected. decussate (de-kus'at), r. '.
; pret. and pp. de-

cussated, ppr.' decussating. [< L. decussatus, pp.
of deeuxsarc, cross, divide crosswise, mark with
an X, < decussis, the number ten (marked X),
hence also an X, an intersection (also a ten-as

piece : see decussis), < decent, = E. ten, + as

(as*-), a, unit, an ace, an as : see <n-< and as*.]
To intersect

; cross, as lines, rays of light, leaves,
see decur. ] In but., extending
downward beyond the place of
insertion: as, a decurrent leaf

(that is, a sessile leaf having
its base extending downward
along the stem). Also deciir-

rini/.

1

enemy.
Poinpci . lii,din the enemy in his .-amp, rode out of the

tm*r, ./..,-. l-hili,!.. \ I. i.vj.

.

itcuuum -aie.
e s i curren.

immense: used especially of waves, decursiont (de-ker 'shon), .

I He, \\helme.l and.|,lite sunk liy such |/>.|'M|>| lie hillowes.
/.',.. 1,',111,1,-n, Tears of the Clllireh, p. .'111.

'I'hilt sa ilr, -i, i, i, in,- \\ave that took MS fore anil aft
someulial altered n,\ pulse.

I'n/iitinrl. tr. of liahelaK r, ::

II. n. 1. In tixlnil.. one of the ten divisions
of the ecliptic. 2. A large wave.

(X Ij. dcciirxiii(n-), < deeiirren;
run down, flow: see decnr.]
1. The act of running down, as a stream. 2.
Iii Itnni. until/., a military nnuufiiver or evolu-
tion; a march: also, a parade under arms, as
at a military funeral or other solemnity.

II. ,>.</, i/ ,.,. IcctisliTiiimus. and a thousand other anti
inated na s and eeren ies. that we should not ha\c

si,,,, ks ,,f -urf that elomb and fell

Spun,, -lidiiiK down the l.alllcd tkcuman. had so jnst a ,,nli,.ii ol were tiiey not ,-tiii p, e-i.rveii on
l.,:iicll. rathedral. coins. Ad&n, Ancient Medals, i.

or fibers of nerves.

Sometimes nearly all, and in rare cases almost none, of
the pyramidal tlhres <tecu**att, great individual variation
lielng observed. Hioil. IX. Hit.

decussate, decussated (de-kus'at, -a-ted), a.

[= Sp. deeitxado, < L. deciinxiitiif.; pp.: see the

verb.] 1. Crossed; intersected:

specifically applied, in hot., to
bodies which are arranged in

pairs alternately crossing each
other at regular angles. 2. In
rliet.. arranged in two pairs of

repeated, contrasted, or paral-
lelized words or phrases, the
second pair reversing the order
of the first; characterized by or

constituting such an arrange-
ment: rhiastic. See eliinaHIU.-
tennffi, in tutam., antenna, in nliieh the joints have hit

eral proi , "e> ..i h, ineti.s v\),ieh alteinateh ,,,.-, ,.;,, h
other.

decussately (de-kus'iit-li), </r. In a decussate
manner.

Decussate Leaves.

Decussate an-



decussation

decussation (de-ku-sa'shgn), w, [= F. decus-

xtition = Sp. decusacion = Pg. foOMtaqSo, < L.

deeuxitatio(H-), < decussare, cross: see-decussate.]

1. The act of crossing or intersecting; an in-

tersection ;
the crossing of two lines, rays, fibers

of nerves, etc.

Though there be declaration of the rays in the pupil of

the eye and so the image of the object in the retina . . .

be inverted. Ray, Works of Creation.

2. The state of being decussated, or that which
decussates ;

a chiasm.

decussative (de-kus'a-tiv), a. [= V. decussatif;
as decussate + -w.]

'

Intersecting; crossing.

Decmmtice diametrals, quincuiiciall lines and angles.
Sir T. Browne, Gal-den of Cyrus, i.

decussatively (de-kus'a-tiv-li), adv. Crosswise
;

in the form of au X.
decussis (de-kus'is), .

; pi. decusses (-ez). [L.,

< decent, = E. ten, + as (ass-), a copper coin, an
as: see as*. Cf. decussate.] A large ancient

copper coin, now very rare, of ten times the

value of the as. See as4
,
and <KS grave, under

CBS. It was current, in the third century B. C., in parts of

Italy (apparently not in Rome) where the as was the mon-

etary unit. The obverse type was a helmeted female head ;

the reverse, the prow of a vessel.

decussorium (de-ku-so'ri-um), n.
; pi. deoisso-

ria (-a.). [NL., < L. decussare, divide cross-

wise: see decussate.] In surg., an instrument

used for depressing the dura mater after tre-

phining, to facilitate the exit of substances
effused on or under it.

decyphert, '' * An obsolete form of decipher.
dedam 1

!,
*' [ME. dedainen, dedayiien, dedeintn,

dedeynen, var. of desdainen, disdaineii, disdain:

see disdain.] I. trans. To disdain.

And we were faire and bright,
Therefore me thoght that he

The kynde of vs tane niyght,
And ther-at dedeyned me.

York Plays, p. 22.

II. intrans. To be disdainful
;
be displeased.

The princis of prestis and scribis, seeynge the marucil-
ouse thingis that he dicle, . . . dedeyiieden.

Wyclif, Mat. xxi. 15.

dedain 1

1, [ME., also dedayn, dedein, dedei/n,

var. of desdain, disdain : see disdain.] Disdain.

Hee [read him} was dedaine on his deede "Madame" to

segge
To any Ladie in lond, for lordlieh hee karpes.

Alisaunder uj Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 584.

dedain'-'t, " ' [ME. dedeynen, by confusion for

deynen, deign: see deign, dedain1
.] To deign.

Thou art the way of oure redempcion,
For Crist of the dedeynyt [so two MSS. ; one MS. has hath

deiftwd] for to take
Bothe flesche and blood. Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 61.

dedal, daedal (de'dal), a. [= F. dedale, n., =
It. dedalo, a., < L. datdalus, < Or. 6aifiaAo(, also

iaM'Acof, skilfully wrought (as a proper name
Ao/daAof, L. Diedalus, a mythical artist), < Sai-

c!<U/tiv, work skilfully, embellish.] 1. Display-
ing artistic skill

; ingenious ;
characterized by

artistic qualities or treatment.

Here ancient Art her diedal fancies play'd.
T. Warton, Odes, iii.

Pour forth heaven's wine, Idamn Ganymede,
And let it fill the daalal cups like fire.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 1.

2. Artful; changing; inconstant; insincere.

By truth's own tongue,
I have no dredale heart : why is it wrung
To desperation? Keats, Endymion, iv.

3. Skilful; cunning.
All were it Zeuxis or Praxiteles,
His dcedale hand would faile and greatly faynt,
And her perfections with his error taynt.

Spenser, F. Q., Prol. Ui III.

Also daidale.

dedalian, daedalian (de-da'lian), a. [< dedal,
diedal, + -ion.] Same as dedal.

From time to time in various sort
Dedalian Nature seems her to disport.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Ark.

Our bodies decked ill our d&dalian arms. Chapman.

dedalous, dsedalous (ded'a-lus), a. [< L. daida-
liis : see dedal.] Same as"dedal.

dedeif, A Middle English form of deed.
dede2t, a. and v. A Middle English form of.

dead.

dede3t. A Middle English form of did, preterit
of rfoi.

dedecoratet (de-dek'o-rat), v. t. [< L. dedeco-

ratus, pp. of dedecorare (> Pg. dedecorar), dis-

grace, dishonor, < de- priv. -f decorare, honor:
see decorate.] To dishonor; disgrace.
Why lett'st weake Wornies Thy head dedecorate
With worthlesse briers, and flesh-transpiercing thorites?

Dames, Holy Roode, p. 13.
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dedecorationt (de-dek-o-ra'shon), n. [< OF.

drdworation, < LL. dedecoratio(n-), < L. dede-

curiire : see dedecorate.] A disgracing or dis-

honoring. JSailey.

dedecoroust (de-de-ko'rus), a. [< L. dedecorus,

LL. also dedecorbsus, dishonorable, disgrace-

ful, < de- priv. + decorug, honorable : see deco-

rous.] Disgraceful ; unbecoming. Ji(iil<-y.

dedeint, dedeynt, '. See dedainl.

dedentitiont (de-den-tish'on), . [< de- priv.

+ dentition.] The shedding of teeth.

Dedentlti'on or falling of teeth.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

dedes (de'des), . [Javanese.] An odorifer-

ous substance procured from the rasse.

dedicant (ded'i-kant), n. [< L. dediean(t-)s,

ppr. of dedicare, dedicate. ] One who dedicates.

The proper form of the dedication, the simple dative of

the name of a divinity, ... is shown on the very primi-
tive altars, . , . also the name of the dedicant*.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 127.

dedicate (ded'i-kat), f. t.
; pret. and pp. dedi-

i-nti'd, ppr. dedicating. [< L. dedicatus, pp. of

dxlicare, consecrate, declare, proclaim, devote

(> It. dedicare = Sp. Pg. dedicar = F. dedier =
Dan. dedicere = Sw. dedicera), < de- + dicare,

declare, proclaim, akin to dicere, say, tell, ap-

point: see diction.] 1. To set apart and con-

secrate to a deity or to a sacred purpose; de-

vote to a sacred use by a solemn act or by re-

ligious ceremonies.

Joram brought . . . vessels of brass ; which also king
David did dedicate unto the Lord. 2 Sam. viii. 10, 11.

2. To devote with solemnity or earnest purpose,
as to some person or end; hence, to devote,

apply, or set apart in general.
The bud bit with an envious worm,

Ere he can spread his sweet leaves to the air,

Or dedicate his beauty to the sun. Shak., R. and J., i. 1.

To the face of peril

Myself I'll dedicate. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 1.

Many famous men have studied here, and dedicated

themselves to the Muses. Con/at, Crudities, I. 129.

We shall make no apology for dedicating a few pages
to the discussion of that interesting and most important
question. Macaulay.

3. To inscribe or address (a literary or musi-
cal composition) to a patron, friend, or public
character, in testimony of respect or affection,
or to recommend the work to his protection and
favor : as, to dedicate a book.

The ancient custom was to dedicate them [books] only
to private and equal friends.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 36.

These to His Memory since he held them dear . . .

I dedicate, I consecrate with tears

These Idylls. Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

4. In law, to devote (property, as land) to pub-
lic use.=Syn. Hee devote.

dedicate (ded'i-kat), a. [ME. dedicat, < L. de-

dicatus, pp.: see the verb.] Consecrated; de-

voted
; appropriated. [Archaic or poetical.]

Let no soldier fly :

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hath no self-love. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

My praise shall be dedicate to the mind itself.

Bacon, in Spedding, I. 123.

A thing dedicate and appropriate unto God. Speiman.

dedicatee (ded"i-ka-te'), n. [< dedicate + -ee1 .]
One to whom a thing is dedicated. [Bare.]
As every dedication meant a present proportioned to

the circumstances of the dedicatee, there was a natural

temptation to be lavish of them. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 514.

dedication (ded-i-ka'shon), n. [< OF. dedica-

tion, dedicacion (also dedtcace, F. dedicace) = Sp.
dedication = Pg. dedicacao = It. dedicazione =
D. dedicatie = Dan. Sw. dedication, < L. dedi-

catio(n-), dedication, < dedicare, dedicate: see

dedicate.'] 1. The act of consecrating to a

deity or to a sacred use with appropriate so-

lemnities; a solemn appropriation or setting
apart : as, the dedication of a church.

And the children of Israel . . . kept the dedication of
this house of God with joy. Ezra vi. 1(J.

2. The act of devoting with solemnity or
earnestness of feeling to any purpose. 3.
The act of inscribing or addressing a literary
or an artistic work to a patron, friend, or pub-
lic character.

Neither is the modern dedication of books and writings,
as to patrons, to be commended.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 36.

4. An address prefixed to a literary or musical

composition, inscribed to a patron, as a means
of recommending the work to his protection
and favor, or, as now usually, to a private
friend or to a public character, as a mark of
affection or respect.

de domo reparando
Proud as Apollo on his forked hill,

Sate full-blown Bufo, putf'd by sorry quill ;

Fed by soft detficutii>n all day long,
Horace and he went hand in hand in song.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 233.

5. In law, a voluntary surrender or abandon-
ment of property by the owner to public use,
as of land, by consenting to the making of a

highway upon it, or of an invention, by neglect
to patent it Feast of the Dedication, a feast insti-

tuted at the liberation of Jerusalem from the Syrians by
Judas Maccabtens, about 165 B. c., in commemoration of the

purification of the Temple and dedication of a new altar,

after the pollution of the Temple and former altar by An-
tiochus Epiphanes. See 1 Mac. iv. 43-f>9 ;

2 Mac. i. 18, x.

3-8. Also called the Enccenia. = 8yn. 1 and 2. Consecra-

tion, devotion. 3 and 4. Inscription.

dedicator (ded'i-ka-tpr), . [= It. dedicatore,
< LL. dedicator, < L. dedicare, dedicate: see

dedicate.] One who dedicates
; specifically,

one who inscribes a book to a patron, friend,
or public character.

Leave dangerous truths to unsuccessful satires,

And flattery to fulsome dedicators.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 593.

cledicatorial (ded*i-ka-t6'ri-al), a. [< dedica-

tory + -a/.] Same as dfilicniory.

dedicatory (ded'i-ka-to-ri), . and n. [= F. de-

difii hrire; as dedicate' + -ory.] I. K. Of the

nature of a dedication ; serving as a dedication.

An epistle dedicatory.
Dryden, Love's Triumph, Ep. Ded.

Il.t n. A dedication.

Neere a kin to him who set forth a passion sermon, w ith

a formall dedicatory in great letters to our Saviour.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

dedicaturet (ded'i-ka-tur), . [< dedicate +
-ure.] The act of dedicating ;

dedication.

dedimus (ded'i-mus), n. [< L. dedimus, we
have given, 1st pers. pi. perf. hid. act. of dare,

give: see date1
.] In law, a writ to commis-

sion one who is not a judge to do some act in

place of a judge, as to examine a witness, etc.

The Latin form of the writ began "Dediinus

potestatem," we have given power.
dedit (da-de'), . [F.] In French and French-

Canadian law, the sum stipulated as a penalty
for breach of contract.

deditiont (de-dish'on), n. [< L. deditio(n-), <

dedere, give up, surrender, devote, < de, away,
+ dare, give: gee date1

.] The act of yielding

anything; surrender.

It was not a complete conquest, but rather a dftliii<:><

iipmi terms and capitulations agreed between the con-

queror and the conquered.
Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.

dedititiancy (ded-i-tish'ian-si), . [< L. dedi-

ticius, dedititius, belonging to a surrender, as

n., a captive (< dedere, pp. deditus, give up, sur-

render: see dedition), + -aiicy.] In early Bom.

law, the condition or status of the lowest class

of freedmen, who were not admitted to full

citizenship because of misconduct during their

condition of slavery.

dedlyt, a. and adv. An obsolete spelling of

deadly.
dedo '(da'do), n. [Sp. Pg., a finger, finger-

breadth, < L. digitw, a finger: see digit.] A
Spanish and Portuguese long measure; a finger-
breadth. The Spanish measure is about ffi, of an English
inch

;
the Portuguese measure equals /A of an English

inch.

dedolation (ded-o-la'shon), w. [= F. dedola-

liaii, < NL. dedolatio(n-), < L. dedolare, hew
away, < de, away, + dolare, hew, chip with an

ax.] The action by which a cutting instrument
divides obliquely any part of the body and

produces a wound accompanied by loss of sub-

stance. Wounds by dedolation most frequently
occur on the head. Dunylison.
dedolentt (ded'o-lent), a. [< L. dedolen(t-)s,

ppr. of dedolere', cease to grieve, < de- priv. +
dolere, grieve : see dolt'2.] Feeling no sorrow
or compunction.
Wlien once the criterion or perceptive faculty has lost its

tenderness and sensibility, and the mind becomes repro-

bate, then darkness and light, good and evil, ... are all

one. Then . . . men are ileiMent mid past feeling.

llallyuvil, Saving of Souls, p. 114.

No men [are] so accursed with indelible infamie and
dedolent impenitcncy as Authors of Heresie.

N. Wanl, Simple Colder, p. 22.

de domo reparando (de do'mo rep-a-ran'do).

[L., for the repairing of a building: de, of;

tiniuo, abl. of domus, a house, building; repa-

riniilo, abl. ger. of n-i>ar(ire, repair : see repair
1
.]

A writ issued at common l;i\v at the suit of an
owner against his neighbor whose house he
fears will fall, to the damage of his own, or

against his co-tt-uaut to compel him to share



de domo reparando

tin- expense <>f repairing property held in com-
mon.
deducation (ded-u-ka'slion), . A misleading;
a turning in the wrong direction.

Let any one think of the amount of ded unit inn attempt
i il about (he liepeal of the I'orn Laws.

Bynnwlo t'ifiin. ele. <K. K. T. s.), 1'ief., ji.
viii.

deduce (de-ilfis'). '. '. : pi-el, and pp. di-ilneed,

ppr. deducing. [= F. ileduir = Sp. dedm-ir =
Pg. drduzir '= It. deditrrr, < L. dediieere. |ei|

away, lirinc; down, draw nway, derive, < '/'',

down, away, -r- ilui't t't\ lend : sec ilm-t, tlitkt'.

(T. iiililiK-i, iiiinlnri, ele., and see dedurt.] If.

To lead forth or away; conduct.

He should llitllel
1

ili'iln,;' a colony. ,

.sWi/. n. lllii-liationsof Drayton, xvil.

2f. To trace the eotirse of; describe from first

to hist.

I will ileiliiff him from his cradle, till he wa< swallowed

lip ill the gulf of fatality. .SiV //. H'uttml.

'The greatest \ev\s we now have here is a notahle naval

Ki",ht that as lately lietwixt theS].aniard and Hollander,
in the Downs

;
lint tc ike it inon- intelligible, I will .'.

il:n-> the llusiness from the I'.cuinniim.

llnm-tl, Letters, I. vi. 40.

3. To draw ; derive; trace.

M.\ 1 -I i- no! that I dntiice my hirth

From loins eiithron'il.

Cutciier, My Mother's Picture.

O ito'hiess, say, sliall I deduce my rhymes
Kroni the dire nation ill its early times? /'./".

The 'l\ryism of Scott sprang from love of the past ; that

of I'arlyle'is far more dangerously infectious, for it Is logi-

cally ileduent from a deep disdain of human nature.
l.niri'll. Study Windows, p. 141.

4. To derive or conclude as a result of a known
principle ;

draw as a necessary conclusion
;
in-

fer from what is known or believed. See de-

duelimi, and dednelire ri'fixiniiiia, under deduc-

lii-i'.

Reason Is nothing hut the faculty of deducing unknown
truths from principles already knuwn. Locke..

No just Heroic poem ever was or can be made, from
\\lienec one -real Moral may not he deduced.

Addisvii, Spectator, No. 3(19.

Certain propensities of human nature are assumed ; and
from these premises the whole science of politics is syii-

thetically i/c'/'" p

ci/. Maatiiliin, .Mill on Government.

5f. To bring before a court of justice for de-

cision. Bacon. 6f. To deduct.

A matter of four hundred
To he dednci'd upon the payment. B. Junson.

deducement (de-diis'ment), . [< deduce +
-iiii-iit.] A deduced proposition; the conclu-
sion of a logical deduction.

What other ilrtiii,;'u,,-ntx or analogies are cited out of

St. Paul, to prove a likeness between the ministers of the
old and New Testament? Miltnn, Church-Government.

deducibility (de-du-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< drdncfble
:

see -bility.] The quality of being deducible;
ded in' il ile ness. Coleridge.
deducible (de-du'si-bl), a. [< deduce + -iblc.]

If. Capable of being brought down.
As if ... <9od [were] tti-ilm-il'li- to human imbecility.

xt,ii,> 7V/.i/, l.t.-i'ol. Lillmrne, an. 1U4.

2. Capable of being derived by reasoning from
known principles or facts; inferable by deduc-
tion.

All properties of a triangle . . . are drducible from the

complex idea of three lines including a space. Locke.

I will add no more to the length of this sermon than hy
two or three short and independent rules tl.'il/n-i/>l<- from
it. Sli-rin-, Tristram Shandy, Ii. 17.

deducibleness (de-du'si-bl-nes), . The qual-
ity of being deducible.
deducive (de-du'siv), . [< deduce + -ive.]

Performing an act of deduction. [Rare.]
deduct (de-dukf), <'. t. [< L. dediirliix, pp. of

di-ilni'i'i'i-. le;nl away, draw away, subtract, etc.:

see ilii/iifr.] If. To lead forth or away; de-

duce; conduct.

The Pllilippialis, . . . a JK-oplc i/ri/i/c/i ./ ollte of the citic

of I'liil s. J. 1,'ilall, 1'ref. to 1'hilippialis.

2f. To trace out
;
set forth.

h'or .lixcrs-icat and im]iortiinate considerations, which
were here too loiiv, to In at&uttd.

Marii. V"v/i ,./' Settt, Letter to r.aliiiiKton (1688),
|in 1 1 owel Is State Trials.

3f. To bring down ; reduce.

Clffli-. \Vh>. sir? alas, 'tis iiotliiii", ; 'tis hut so many
months, so man\ \\ecks, so many

fp'//.///in. ho not .l.ilnrt it t., days, t'will he the more
tedious ; and to measure il hy hourylasses were intoler
aide. Mi.lill, t.-,i. I/,/,,-./, r, mid /.W-/,.,/. Did Fjiw, iii. 1.

4. To take away, separate, or remove in nuni-

liei'ino;. prtfanating, or calculating: subtract, as
a eoiiiilerhaliineiiie; item or particular: as, to
ilnliii-t lo>se> from the total reeeijits; from the
amount of prolits dt-durt the freight-charges.
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The late king had also agreed that two and a half IMT

cent should lie ,/,./,/,-(.,; out of the pay "f the foreign

troops. /,>. Iliirni't, Hist. Own Times, an. 1711.

-8yn. 4. l>i-ilin-t,Snl>li-ni-l. The-e \\,,r,!s cannot p|o|"il>
lie used interchangeably. Itrdiii't is to h ad aw ay. set aside.,

in a general or distributive sense; xnlilriiil. to draw oil,

remove, ill a lilel.ll or collect i\ e ,-ell-e. In settling a Iller

cantil. it.' ten,-, as charges, losses, etc,., are
drdni'tni b> In i n LI added t oge I her and their total mtit i ni-ti 'il

from the grand total of the transaction. From a parcel
of goods of known value or number articles are Kubtrttctril

or literally taken away as required ; the value or number
of the remainder at any time may he ascertained bv ./.-

> I !"',,, -i the value or ml nitter of those taken from the ri

glnal package ; and this again isclfeeted tafuttnuHnffOn
In in is representing the smaller amount from those reprc-

deductible '(d'e duk'ti-bl), a. [< deduct + -il,le.]

1. Capable of being deducted or withdrawn.

2f. Deducible.

deductio (de -duk'shi-6), n. [L. : see deduction.]
I lednel ion;' specifically, in nitwie, the regular
succession of notes in the hexachords of the

musical system introduced by Guido d'Arezzo,
about A. D. 1024. Hence, ili'ili'i'tin /tri'ina. the notes of

the tlrst hexaehord ; tti'ductio necunda, the notes of the

second hexachord ; and soon lit deduct io Kejitinif.. De-
ductio ad linpossibile < Latin translation of Greek ana-

ni)
ei? TOP advvarov, deduction to the ilnpo ihle). In

r, the proof of tile falsity of a hypothesis hy showing
that It leads to a conclusion known to lie false,

deduction (de-duk'shon), . [< ME. deduccioun,
< OF. deduction, F. deduction = Sp. dedncciou

= Pg. deduci;<io = It. dedu:ionf, < L. ileiliictio(n-),

deduction, < deduerrr, lead or take away, de-

duce, deduct: see deduce and deduct.] If. A
drawing or tracing out and setting forth.

A coinpleate deduction of the progresse of navigation
and com'erce, from its first principle, to y present age.

Etvlyn, To my Lord Treasurer.

2f. The act of deriving; derivation.

To them [vowels], as Is well known to etymologists, little

regard is to Iw shewn in the deductum of one language
from another. Johnton, Eng. Diet., Pref.

3. In logic, derivation as a result from a known

principle ; necessary inference
; also, the result

itself, as so concluded. As a term of logic, It is a

translation of Aristotle's irms/iuy") (translated deductio hy
Boethius), and properly signifies an illative descent from
a general principle to the result of that principle in n spe-
cial case; it is specially used hy Aristotle when there Is a

doubt whether the case truly comes under the principle.

By the older logicians it Is little used, and not with any
exact signification. In modem times it has been chiefly

employed hy those who hold that all reasoning is either

a descent from generals to particulars (deduction) or an
ascent from particulars to generals (induction). See de-

ductive, reasoning, under deductive.

Probation may he either a process of deduction that

is, the leading of proof out of one higher or more general

proposition or a process of induction that is, the lead

ing of proof out of a plurality of lower or less general

judgments. Sir H'. Uatnillim.

Deduction . . . is the inverse process of inferring a par-
ticular ease from a law of cases assumed to be of like nature.

Q. U. Ijeiret, Probs. of Life and Mind, 1st ser., III. iv. $. 47.

It Is astonishing how little of tile real life of the time
we learn from the Troubadours except by way of inference

and deduction. Lonvll, Study Windows, p. -236.

4. The act of deducting or taking away; sub-

traction; abatement: as, the deduction of the

subtrahend from the minuend; prompt pay-
ment will insure a large deduction. 5f. A pay-
ment

;
a statement of payments.

The other Curate, of Luddyngton, payde by the War-
den, as apperythc abolie In the lieduccouioim of the same

College. Enylih'Gil(l(E. E. T. S.), p. i*J.

Deduction for new, in -mercantile law, tile allowance,

usually one third, made to one who is required to reim-

burse or to advance the cost of repairing a damage to

a vessel caused by the perils of navigation, the presump-
tion lieing that the renewed part is better than the old.

Deduction Of a claim, in law, the proof of a right hy
showing that it results from principles of law or equity.
Deduction Of a Concept, in Kantian iihilim.. the proof
that the concept has a meaning - that is, refers to an ob-

ject Transcendental deduction, in Kantian nieiii/iit..

the proof of the objective validity of any concept. =Syn. 3.

Concltixion, Cnrollary, ete. See inj'erenee. 4. Subtrac-

tion, diminution, discount, tare.

deductive (de-duk'tiv), a. [= F. dcductif= Sp.

Pg. dednctii-ii, < LL. deductivus, < Ii. deduce re,

deduce, deduct: see deduce and deduct.] 1.

Consisting
of deduction; of the nature of or

based on inference from accepted principles.

deed

He labours to introduce as, eoiidary and il.'-ln, ',,. \the-

i-m that although men concede there is a <iod, yet they
.should deny his providence.

,s,v T. BrowM \ uig. Krr., i. 10.

Deductive method, III the logical system of .1 s. Mill,

that mode of investigation hy which the law of an cite, t

U ascertained from the consideration oi tin l:,v\-nf the
dillelenl lendcneie.s of Which it is the joint I. Milt. Tills

method i nudists of three kinds of opi ration the ttrst di-

rect induction, the second ratiocination, the third \.nt

cation.

To the ileductiae in. tin*/, thus dial act ei i/ed in it- tin, ,

i mi-tit m nt parts of induction, rat i,,- M, .t e.r, and verifica-

tion, the human mind i- Indebted for its most .0,1-1,1,1,

triumphs in the investigation of nature.

Mill, Logic, III. xi. 1C.

Deductive reasoning is commonly opp,,-e,t to ni<i<n-

tii-,', and is meant to include all necessary reasoning (even
mathematical Induction), together with those pmbable
reasonings which predict results as true in the long run,

hut excluding those Inferences which are regarded a* be-

ing open to correction in the long run. Thus, if, from

counting the letters on a single paee, one conclude- the

pro],oil ions of the different letters which will generally be

needed ill a font of type, the reasoning i- imlin-tii;- .
hut

if, knowing what the proportion! generally are. one ion

eludes what will be needed ill printing a particular book
or page, the reasoning Is deductive.

deductively (de-duk'tiv-li), adv. By deduction ;

in consequence of a general principle.

There is scarce a popular errour passant In our days,
which is not either directly expressed or di-ilm-iirrly con-

tai 1 in this work [Pliny's Natural History].
,xY,- T. llrini-i,:', Vulg. Err., I. 8.

deduitt, " [ME., also dedute and shortened

date, < OF. deduit, denduit = Pr. dcxduch, < ML.
deductug, diversion, pleasure, lit. (in L.) a

drawing away, < L. deducere, draw away : see

deduct, deduction. For the meaning, cf. dinr-

sion.'] Pleasure; sport; pastime.
I pon his hond he bar for his deduyt
An eglc tame, as eny ly lie whyt.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1319.

Than driue tliei fortli the day In i//uf & in mm the.

William of ralerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4998.

deduplication (de-du-pli-ka'shon), n. [= F.

dedui>lication, < NL. 'deduplicatio(n-), < *de-

duplicare (F. dedoubler), divide into two, < L.

de- + dui/licare, duplicate, double: see dupli-

cate.] In hot., same as eliorMn.

dee 1
(de), v. i. [Sc., = E. rfifl.] To die.

And for t'oiinie Annie Uiwrle
I'd lay me donn and <!''. Scutch tony.

\\ e oiiKht therefore to be fully aware of the modes and
de-ice iii which (lie forms of tlnlnt'tiiv reasoning are af-

fecicd by the tl y of probability, and many IHTSOIIS

might he siirpt ised at the results \\ hieh must be admitted.
t/rporur.

Before il,;ln,-tir,- interpretation of the 'jciicral truths,

there must be .some inductive c-t.ll'li-hlili lit of them.
//. >>/!.. .-. I'rin. of Sociol. i "II.

2. Deduced; derived as a conclusion from ac-

cepted principles: relating to inference from a

principle to the results of that principle in any
special case.

dee'2 (de), . [Sc., = deyl.] A dairymaid. See

deyl.
deed (ded), n. [Early mod. E. also deede; < ME.
deed, dede, < AS. died (= OS. dad = OFries.

dede = D. daad = OHG. MHG. tat, G. tat, that

= Icel. dadh = Sw. d&d = Dan. daad = Goth.

ga-deda), deed, a thing done, with formative
-d (orig. pp. suffix: see -d?, -td'2 ), < don (/
'da), do: see rfo 1

.] 1. That which is done,

acted, performed, or accomplished; a doing;
an act: a word of extensive application, in-

cluding whatever is done, good or bad, great
or small.

And alle the gode drili* a man doth hy Ills lyve is lii ill

a-vaile hut yef lie haue gode elide.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), I. Wi.

Tiler dide Arthur mervelllotise drdes of urines, that

gretly lie was he-holden, Iwthe on that oon part and on
the tother. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I. 117.

The altering of religion, the making of ecclesiastical

laws, with other the tike actions heionging unto the

power of dominion, are still termed the deeds of the king.

Hooter, Kcclcs. Polity, viii. 1.

And Joseph aald unto them, What ileetl Is this that ye
have done '.' Oen. xliv. 15.

Words are women, deed* are men.
G. Herbert, Jacula Prudentiini.

Arthur yet had done no deed of anus.

Tcnnymn, Coming of Arthur.

Tlie motives of the Inquisitors were, we may presume,
good, hut their deeds were dialiolica!.

Pop. Sri'. .I/..., XXII. 148.

2. Power of action ; agency; performance.
Both will and deed created free. Milton, P. L., v. 549.

3. In la IF, a writing on parchment or paper,

authenticated by the seal of the person whose
mind it purports to declare ;

more specifically,
such a writing made for the purpose of convey-
ing real estate. See indenture, and deed i>oll,

below.

Inquire the .lew's house out, give him thi- <'< d.

And let him sign it. >'/.*.. M. of V., iv. i.

Keeeive this scroll,
A deed of gift, of body, and of soul.

Mai-li'irr. Doctor Kanstus, ii. 1.

Bond for a deed. Svckni.o. Commissioner of deeds.
see c.,,,1,,0

1

...,;. ./,,,-. Composition deed, sc.- mmpon-
;... Deed of accession, deed of assumption

a. Deed of bargain and sale, see

bari/ain and sale, under bai-mita. Deed of saying*, the



deed

executing what has been s:iicl or promised ; performance
of what has hern undertaken.

Ill the plainer and simpler kind of people,
The dct'd

<;/" xrKiiiKf is quite out of use.

Sltalc., T. of A., v. 1.

Deed of trust, a conveyance to one party of property, to

be by him held ill trust for others. Specifically, a con-

veyance by or on behalf of a debtor, to a third person, of

real or personal property, or both, in trust to secure pay-
ment of creditors or to indemnify sureties. Deed poll
[< deed + poll for [Hilled, pp. of polll, shave, shear], a deed
made by one party only: so called because the pa|wr or

parchment is cut even and not indented. See *'w/>-/</ji/v.

Estoppel by deed. See mti>j>/iri. Gratuitous deed.
Sre iriitiiitxu* 'u/i'v/foi'V, under c.in fi'j/a nee. In deed,
in fact; in reality: used chiefly in the phra.se-s in n-i-ii

i/'-nf, In iti'i-il unit in truth. See indeed.

One . . . wrote certaine prety verses of the Emperor
Maximimis, to warne him that he should not glory too
much in his owne strength, for so he did in very deed.

I'littenham, Arte of F.ng. Poesie, p. 206.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue, hut in deed
and in truth. John iii. 18.

Narrative of a deed. See narrative. To acknowledge
a deed, to damn a deed, to extend a deed. See the
verbs. = Syn. 1. Action, Act, Deed. (See action.) Exploit,
etc. See/eo/1.

deed (ded), i>. /. [< deed, .] To convey or
transfer by deed : as, he deeded all his estate to
his eldest son.

deed-box (ded'boks), . A box for keeping
deeds and other valuable papers, and often

adapted to the common size of folded papers,
usual iji lawyers' offices, etc.

deed-doer (ded'do'er), . A doer; a perpe-
trator.
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2. To hold in belief or estimation ; adjudge as

a conclusion; regard as being; account: as,

Shakspere is deemed the greatest of poets.

For never can I deem him less than god.

Di-ytlea, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, i.

Vet he who saw this Geraldine
Had deem'd her sure a thing divine.

Coleridge, Christalwl, ii.

That what was deemed wisdom in former times, is not

necessarily folly in ours. Story, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1820.

The provincial writers of I.atin devoted themselves with
a dreary assiduity to the imitation of models which they
dei'ninl classical. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 239.

3f. To judge; pass judgment on; sentence;
doom.

He hadde vs preche and here wittenesse
That he schulde deme bothe quike and dede.

York Playx, p. 466.

The Sowdon doth vs wrong, as thinkith me,
To make vs deme a man withoute lawe.

Uenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1614.

Sixe judges were dispos'd
To view and deeme the deedes of armes that day.

Spe.nser, F. Cj., IV. iii. 4.

4f. To adjudge ;
decree.

If ye deeme me death for loving one
That loves not me. Spenser.

5f. To dispense (justice) ;
administer (law).

By leel men and lyf-holy my lawe shal be de.tnyd.
Piers Plowman (C), v. 175.

II. intrmts. To have an opinion ; judge ;
think.

I would not willingly be suspected of deem iny too lightly
of this drama. Gi/onl, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xl.

The deed-doers Matrevers and Gourney . . . durst not deem't (dem), w. [< (teem*. J'.] Opinion; judg-ablde the triall. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 185.

deedful (ded'ful), . [< deed + -ful.} Char-
acterized or marked by deeds or exploits ;

full
of deeds

; stirring.

ment; surmise.

How now? what wicked deem is this?

You have made the wiser choice,
A life that moves to gracious ends
Thro' troops of unrecording friends,
A deedful life. Tennyson, To

deedily (de'di-li), adv. [< deedy + -lyV.] In a
deedy manner; actively; busily. [Rare.]
Frank Churchill at a table near her, most deedily occu-

pied about her spectacles. Jane Austen, Emma, II. x.

deedless (ded'les), a. [(= G. thatenlos = Icel.
dddlilaitss = Dan. daadlon) < deed + -less.} In-
active

;
unmarked by deeds or exploits.

Speaking in deeds, and deedless in his tongue.
Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

deeds (dedz), n. pi. [E. dial, and So., = deads.}
Earth, gravel, etc., thrown out in digging;
specifically, in coal-mining, refuse rock; attle
thrown upon the dump, burrow, or spoil-bank.
Also deads. See dead, u., 2. [North. Eng. and
Scotch.]
What is taken out of the ditch (vernacularly the deeds)

thrown behind this facing to support it.

Agric. Sure. Peeb.,p. 131. (Jamieam.)

deedy1
(de'di), o. [(= G. thatig, active) < deed

+ -y
1
.} Industrious; active. [Rare.]

Who praiseth a horse that feeds well but is not deedy
for the race or travel, speed or length?

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 165.

In a messenger sent is required celerity, sincerity con-
stancy ; that he he speedy, that he be heedy, and,' as we
say, that he be deedy. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 111.

There were grimsilentdepthsin Nic's character a small
deedy spark in his eye, as it caught Christine's, was all that
showed his consciousness of her.

T. Hardy, The Waiting Supper, iii.

deedy2 (de'di), n. pi. deedies (-diz). A chicken
or young fowl. [Southern U. S.]
They disputed about the best methods of tending the

newly hatched deedie*, that had chipped the shell so late
in the fall as to be embarrassed by the frosts and the
coming cold weather.

C. E. Craddock, Harper's Hag., LXXVI. 67.

deem1
(dem), v. [< ME. demen, < AS. demon

(= ONorth. doema = OS. d-domian = OFries.
dema = D. doemen = MLG. domen = OHG. tuo-
men, MHG. tttemen = Icel. da-ma = Sw. domma= Dan. domme = Goth, gadontjan), judge, deem,
< dom, judgment, doom: see doom, n., and cf
doom, v.} I. trans. I. To think, judge, or hold
as an opinion; decide or believe on considera-
tion

; suppose : as, he deemed it prudent to be
silent.

And in the feld he left hym liggeng
Demyng noil other butt that he was dede.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3028.
I deem I have half a guess of you; your name is Old

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 293.

And, listening to thy murmur, he shall deem
Me bMn the rustling leaf and running stream

Bryant, Evening Wind.
And the men of Parxa deemed, though they were mis-taken , the thmiaht, that to the mission of Corinth and

\ emee l-.nghind had succeeded.
K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 334.

Shut., T. and C., iv. 4.

deem2
t, deemet, '. [Variants of dime, disme,

q. v.] A tithe
;
a tenth.

There was graunted vnto him halfe a deem of the spirit-
llalitie, and halfe a deeme of the temporalitie.

tfrafton, Rich. II., an. 10.

deemert, n. A judge ;
an adjudicator.

deemster, dempster (dem'-. demp'st6r), .

[Formerly also demster; < ME. demester, demi-
ster, demster, demjister, a judge, < demen, judge :

see deeml and -uter. A parallel form is doom-
ster.} A judge; one who pronounces sentence
or doom

; specifically, the title of two judges in
the Isle of Man who act as the chief justices of
the island, the one presiding over the northern,
the other over the southern, division. Compare
doomster.

deenet, See din.

deep(dep), . andw. [Earlymod. E. deepe; < ME.
deep, depe, < AS. deop = OS. diop, diap = OFries.
diap, diep = D. diep = MLG. diep = OHG. tiuf,MHG. G. tief = Icel. djupr = Sw. diup = Dan.
dyb = Goth, diups, deep ;

akin to dip, dop, and
prob. to dire, dulP, q. v. Hence depth, etc.] I.
a. 1. Having considerable or great extension
downward, or in a direction viewed as analogous
with downward. (,) Especially, as measured from the
surface or top downward : extending far downward ; pro-
found : opposed to shallow: as, deep water ; a deep mine
a deep well ; a deep valley.

This city [Jerusalem] stands at the south-end of a large
I'lan and has vallies on the other three sides, which
to the east and south are very deep.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 7.

You may think long over those few words without ex-
hausting the deep wells of feeling and thought contained
in them. Kmkin.
(b) As measured from the point of view : extending far
above

; lofty : as, a deep sky. (c) As measured from with-
out inward : extending or entering far within ; situated
far within or toward the center.

F,ctor to the erth egurly light,
The gay armnr to get of the gode hew,
That he duly dessirit in Us depe hert.

Destruction of Tran (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6415.

Than he sir.ytethe himself, and makethe grete Woundes
and depe here and there, tille he falle doun ded.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 177.

I think she loves me, but I fear another
Is deeper in her heart.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

The Fangs of a Bear, and-the Tusks of a wild Boar, do
not bite worse, and make deeper Gashes, then a Goose-
qmll, sometimes. Homll, Letters, ii. 2.

(<0 As measured from the front backward : long as a
deep house ; a deep lot.

ImpaledOn every side with shadowing squadrons ,lre,,
To hide the fraud. Milton, P. L., vi. 554.

2. Having (a certain) extension as measured
from the surface downward or from the front
backward: as, a mine 1,000 feet deep; a case 12
inches long and 3 inches deep ; a house 40 feet
deep ; a file of soldiers six deep. 3. Immersed

;

absorbed; engrossed; wholly occupied: &a,deep
in figures.

deep
Let him be judge how deep I am in love.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

I was in the Coffee-House very deep in advertisements.

Gray, Letters, I. 131.

4. Closely involved or implicated.
It appeared that the Ullke of Marlhorough was deep in

the schemes of St. Germain's. Waljntle, Letters, II. 292.

5. Hard to get to the bottom or foundation of;
difficult to penetrate or understand

;
not easily

fathomed; profound; abstruse.

Lord, . . . thy thoughts are very deep. Vs. xcii. 5.

A people of a deeper speech than thou canst perceive.
Isa. xxxiii. 19.

The blindness of Cupid contains a deep allegory.
Bacon, Physical Fables, viii., Expl.

Deep as are the truths that matter is indestructible and
motion continuous, there is a yet deeper truth implied by
these two. ./. Piste, Cosmic Philos., I. 281.

The deep mind of dauntless infancy.
T.-innix'iii, Ode to Memory.

6. Sagacious; penetrating; profound: as, a
mail of de.ep insight.

The worthy, to that wegh, that was of wit noble,
Depe of discrecioun, in dole thof sho were,
Mho herknet hym full hyndly, & with hert gode.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9237.

Deep clerks she dumbs. Shak., Pericles, v. (Gower).

Rules
| Roscominon's] whose deep sense and heavenly num-

bers show
The best of critics, and of poets too.

Addition, The Greatest English Poets.

7. Artful; contriving; plotting; insidious; de-

signing: as, he is a deep schemer.

Keep the Irish fellow

Safe, as you love your life, for he, 1 fear,
Has a deep hand in this.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iii. 1.

In the way of Trade, we still suspect the smoothest
Dealers of the deepest Designs.

Conyreve, Old IJatchelor, Iv. 3.

8. Grave in sound; low in pitch: as, the
tones of an organ.
The flue and deep tones of Pasta's voice had not yet

lost their brilliancy, and her acting was as unrivalled as
ever. First Year of a Silken lleiijn, p. 180.

9. Great in degree; intense; extreme; pro-
found: as, deep silence; deep darkness; tln-/>

grief ;
a deep black.

The Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam.
Gen. ii. 21.

1 understand with a deep Sense of Sorrow of the Indis-

position of your Son. Hott'ell, Letters, ii. 51.

On the day I quitted Sarasiah, my guide killed one [a
tarantula] of a beautifully silvery white, with deep orange
longitudinal stripes. O'Doiinrini. Merv, xii.

10. Muddy; boggy; having much loose sand
or soil : applied to roads.

The ways in that vale were very deep.
Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

At last, after much fatigue, through deep roads, and had
weather, we came, with no small difficulty, to our jour-
ney's end. H'liately, Rhetoric, III. ii. 12.

11. Heartfelt; earnest; affecting.
O God ! if my deep prayers cannot appease thee, . . .

Yet execute thy wrath on me alone.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4.

Whilst I was speaking, the glorious power of the Lord
wonderfully rose, yea, after an awful manner, and had a

deep entrance upon their spirits.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

12. Profound; thorough.
Will anyone disgrace himself by doubting the necessity

of deep and continued studies, and various and thorough
attainments to the bench? It. Choate, Addresses, p. .sou.

13f. Late; advanced in time.

I marie how forward the day is. ... 'Slight, 'tis deeper
than I took it, past five ! B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. I .

14. In logic, signifying much; having many
predicates. See depth, 9. =Syn. 5. Difficult, knotty,
mysterious. 7. Shrewd, crafty, cunning.

II. n. [< ME. deepe, depe, < AS. dype, f. (=
MLG. diupi, diopi, dftpi = OHG. liiiji, lief!,

MHG. Huff, tiefe, G. tiefe, dial, teufe, f., '=
Icel. dypt, neut.), also deop, neut. (= D. diep= G. tief= Icel. diup = Sw. djup = Dan. ili/h).

the deep (sea) ;
from the adj.: nn-<lrep,a. Cf.

depth.} 1. That which is of great depth, spe.-iii-

cally (o)The sea; the abyss of waters; the ocean: an.\

great body of water.

He maketh the deep to boil like a pot. .lob xli. 31.

(b) pi. A deep channel near a town: as. Menu] l>,-,-ps.

Prussia ; Boston Deeps, near lioston. England, (c) A name
given by geographers to well-marked depressions in the
<ii'. -an-tied greater than two thousand fathoms. (</) The
sky ; the unclouded heavens.

The blue deep,
Where stars their perfect emirses keep.

EHH-I-X.HI, Monadnoc.

(e) III rial. minimi, the lowest part of the mine, especial!)
the portion lower than the bottom of the shaft, or the lev-
els extending therefrom. (/) Any abyss.



deep

/>/' ral let li unto tl '-,[> at tin noise of thy waterspouts ;

all thy waves and thy billows are gone over me.
P. xlii. 7.

2. Nttut., the distance in fathoms between two
successive marks on a lead-line: used in an-

nouncing soundings when the depth is greater
than the mark under water ami less than the
one above it : as, by the di-rp 1. See triiil-lim:

3. That which is too profound or vast to be

fathomed or comprehended; a profound mys-
tery.

Thy judgments arc a nival *l,-i
//, IN. xxxvi. 8.

A mvat free glance into the very il,-e t
ix of thought.

Cut-lillf.

4. Depth; distance downward or outward.

Immeasurable i/iv/ of space crushed me.
T. \\' hilhtt'i>, Cecil Dreeme, xiv.

5. The middle point ;
the point of greatest in-

tensity; the culmination.

I'he </../' of night is crept upon our talk.

.S7,t., .1. C., Iv. 3.

In his ttffi'f of sickness
lie is so charitable.

lli'iiinnul, If you Know not Me, ii.

deep (dep), adr. [< MM. di-i-pr, di-pr, < AS. dt-ope

( OS. iliii/in, iliiijin = l>. i/iip = OIIG. lirt'n,

MHG. tifff, tief, G. tief; cf. Dan. dybt = Sw.
i/jniil), adv., deep, < deop, deep: see deep, a.]

Deeply.
Now scith the tiooke that the kynge Arthur was so depe

paste in to the bateile, that they wiste not where he was
he. come. Mfrttn (10. K. T. s.), iii. 407.

Di-t'jt versed iii Imoks, and shallow in himself.

Miltim, P. L., iv. .127.

A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink ileep, or taste not the Pierian spring.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, I. 216.

Methodism is more fashionable than anything but brag;
the women play very deep at both. Walpole , Letters, II. 149.

deept, '' ' [< ME. "depen, deepen (= OPries.

i/iii/ni = I), difpi'n MHG. tiefen, teufen, G. tie-

fen, n r-liifi n = Goth. *diupjan, in comp. ga-
diiipjini, make deep); from the adj.: see deep,
.,andcf. deepen tuiddip.] I. To become deep ;

deepen.
When you come vpon any coast, or doe finde any sholde

banke in the sea, you are then to vse your leade ofteuer,
as yon shal thinke it requisite, noting diligently the order
of your depth, and the detpiiui and sholding.

JJakhii/t's t'uyayes, I. 436.

2. To go deep; sink.

Theonne . . . ther wa.xeth wunde & deopi-th into the
soule. Ancren Riicle, p. 2SH.

deep-browed (dep'broud), a. Having a high
and broad brow

; hence, of large mental endow-
ments

;
of great intellectual capacity.

lift of one wide expanse had I been told,
That ilrep-briiw'd Homer ruled as his demesne.

A'< "/ On First looking in!" Chapman's Homer.

deep-drawing (dep'dra'ing), a. Requiring con-
siderable depth of water to float iu; sinking
deep in the water.

The ilfi'ti ilftni'iiKf barks do there disgorge
Their warlike frallghtage. Shak., T. and ('., Prol.

deepen (de'pn), v. [< deep + -enl. Of. deep, v.~\

I. intraiis. To become deep or deeper, iu any
sense

; increase in depth.
The water divpiu'd and sholdiied so very gently, that in

heaving nve or six times we could scarce have a foot dilfer-

rnce. Dampier, Voyage to New Holland, an. W99.

l.o ! where the giant on the mountain stands,
His blood-red tresses dffi>'nin<r in the sun.

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 39.

Ay me, the sorrow deepens down.
Tfiiiiiituni. In Memorial!!, xlix.

II. trims. To make deep or deeper, in any
sense.

He made forts and barricadocs. heightened the ditches,
,l'-i'l"-i,i-il the trenches. Xtinc, Queen Elizabeth, an. 1001.

I!,-, la-its the murmur of the falling Hoods.
/'.", I'.loisa to Abelard, 1. 169.

The full a ill u mn anil brought out Die ruddy color of the
filed cables, and iii-i'fn'n,'it the. shadows in the narrow
streets. .)/,. Ua site-It, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

I'.ut the charm of the place Illaddou Hall| is so much
less that of grandeur than that of melancholy, that it is

rather <lf>-j'fn>-<l than diminished by this attitude of obvi-
ous survival and deea>.

//. JiiiHfs, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 27.

/M'/icm'ni/ thy voice with the deepening of the night.
TI-IIHIIXIIII, Valley of Cailtcret/

deep-fett (dep'fet), a. Fetched or drawn from
or as if from a dejd li.

A rabble that rejoice
To see my tears, and hear my il,->'ft-l~'-l nroaiis.

Skat., '-! Hen. VI., ii. 4.

deeping (de'ping), H. [< d<-<-p -t- -/</i.] Seethe
extract.

The lines wvn- ,1, l^
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They (twine drift-nets] arc . . . netted b\ hand, and are
math- iu narrower pieces called (/--/. / /!/*. which are hired

together one below the other to make np tbr riiplired

depth. KIU-III: lint.. IX. i'd.

deep-laid (dep'lad), <i. Formed with elaborate
arlilire: as. a iln/i-litiil plot,

deeply (dep'li), m/V. [< MK. dfplike, ilm/ilir/n,
< AS. iln>i>lice, deeply, < deoplic, adj., deep, <

d<-iip, deep: see deep, .] 1. At or to a great
depth ;

far below the surface.

I have -poke this, to know if ymr alliance
\\Yre iti-i-ftlit rooted. Slink., Cymbeliuc. i. 7.

/ plou'_'hcd upon his face.

K. L. BMMMM, The Merry Men.

2. Profoundly; thoroughly; to a great degree :

as, he was deeply versed in ethics.

They have deeply corrupted themselves. Hos. ix. 9.

3. Intensely.
The deeiily red juice of buckthorn berries. /.'"'//..

nine, darkly, deeply, beautifully blue.
South'- n. Maiioe in Wales, v.

No writer is more dei-iJii i mbued with the spirit of Words-
worth than Kmerson. O. H'. ll<ilin<', Kmcrson, iv.

4. With strong feeling, passion, or appetite ;

eagerly ; immoderately ; passionately.
She's ta'en out a bible braid,
And deeply has she sworn.

Sweet Willie and Fair Maisry (Child's Ballads, II. 338).

Deeply he drank, and fiercely fed. Scott, Rokeby, i. 6.

5. With profound sorrow
;
with deep feeling.

He sighed deeply in his spirit. Mark vill. 12.

Deeply inourn'd the Lord of Kurlelgh.
YV/i //'/.-"/<. Lord of Burleigh.

6. With low or deep pitch : as, a deeply toned
instrument. 7. With elaborate artihce ; with

deep purpose : as, a deeply laid plot or intrigue.

Either you love too dearly,
Or deeply you dissemble, sir.

Mean, ami Ft., Valentinian, v. 6.

deepmost (dep'most), a. superl. [< deep +
-most.] Deepest ;

of utmost or greatest depth.
[Rare.]

Loud should Clan-Alpine then
Ring from her deepmoxt glen.

Scott, L. of the I,., ii. 19.

deep-mouthed (dep'moutht), . Having a deep,
sonorous voice

; sonorous, deep, and strong, as
the baying of a hound.

Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark
Hay deep-ni<iuthed welcome as we draw near home.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 123.

deepness (dep'nes), n. [< ME. depenes, depnex,
depnesse, < AS. dedpnes, diirpnen, -nis, -nytt, <

deop, deep: see deep and -*.] The state of

being deep, in any sense; depth.
And double deep for treeu in deptiemte gage.

Pallatliu*, Husbomlrie (E. E. T. H.), p. 8.

And forthwith they sprung up, because they bad no
deepness of earth. Mat. xiii. f.

deep-piled (dep'pild), a. Having a pile com-

posed of long threads, as velvet, Oriental car-

pets, and similar fabrics.

deep-sea (dep'se), a. Of or pertaining to the

deeper parts of the ocean : as, deep-sea dredg-
ing.
The crews of English and American vessels engaged in

what used to be termed deep-sea voyages are made up of
much the same material. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 436.

Deep-sea lead-line, a line used for soundings from 21)

to -:INI fathoms, marked at every 5 fathoms and used with
a lead ranging from fio to 150 pounds in weight. Deep-
sea sounding-machine, the combination of mechanical
contrivances by the aid of which soundings may lie made
to great depths, with a close approach to accuracy. This
result has been attained by a combination of improve-
ments, in which great ingenuity has been displayed, and in

which the inventive genius of Sir William Thomson has
l>een particularly conspicuous. The principal features of
the most perfect sounding-machine are : (1) the sinker,
which is a cannon-ball, through which pas-es a cylinder
provided with a valve to collect and retain a specimen of
the bottom, the cylinder being, by an ingenious mechani
cal arrangement, detached from the shot, which remains
at the bottom ; (2) the line, made of steel wire, weighing
about 14} pounds to the nautical mile; (3) machinery for

regulating the lowering of the sinker and for reeling in
the wire with the cylinder attached in such a manner
that the irregular strain due to the motion of the ship
may be guarded against and the danger of breakage thus
reduced to a minimum. In the deepest accurate sound-
ing yet made the bottom was reached at the depth of

4,655 fathoms, but owing to the breaking of the wire no

speeiiut'M was obtained. This sounding was made on the
"Tuscarora" by Commander li. B. llclknap. U. S. N., in
north latitude ll ;,5', east longitude 152* 28. The deep-
est sounding yet made in whieh a specimen of the bottom
was brought up was I hat of the I nited state- Coast sm -

vey steamer "
I'.lake.

'

otf t'orto llieo. the depth there
reached bem- I .Mil fathoms.

deep-seated (dep'se'ted), a. Far removed
from the surface; deeply rooted or lodged;

deer-fold

(irmly implanted: as, a dn )i-x< -n li -d disease
;

ice.

His grief was too'/" /- *.</,./ lor out ward manifestation.
Hiiilitlni, lii'^ul'lslty \A nend.-, l.'l'.n.

deep-Set (dep'set), a. Set deeply; lixed far

downward or inward, as the eyes in their

sockets.
IN, ,/

Itright 'mid his wrinkles, made him >eem iL'ht .

H'illiii,,, .Wen... liarlhly Paradise. III. :::;!.

deepsomet (dep'sum), . [< rfriyi + -.voiwe.]

Deep, or somewhat, deep.
tin- -aid, he jl'rotensl dill d the >l>i'',,K- w all ie lieap. s

i'lifl/'uHltt . Od>s-ey, iv.

deep-waisted (dep'was'ted), a. Having a

deep waist, as a ship when the quarter-deck
and forecastle are raised higher than usual
above the level of the spar-deck.
deer (der), w. /</. and ///. [Early mod. E.
also deere, and often dear, deiire; { ME. der,

deor, < AS. dior, a wild animal, often in com-
bination, irilil ili-i'ir, trildriir, icildt-r (whence nil.

I-:, irildi -riiran. <|. v. ). = OS. ili< r Ul-'ries. ilmr

= D. dier = LG. de<r, deert= Ol K ',. tior, MHG.
tier, G. tier, tliier = Icel. dyr = 8w. djur = Dan.

dyr = Goth, tlius, a wild animal. Origin uncer-

tain; perhaps orig. an adj., meaning 'wild,'
identical with AH. detir, bold, brave, vehement,
OHG. tiortih, wild. (The AS. deor, bold, brave,
vehement, was merged later with dttire, E. dear:
see dear.) Not connected with Gr. 6f/p, ^Kolic

<f>i/li, a wild beast, or with L. j'frus, wild, fern.

fera (sc. bextia), a wild beast (whence ult. E.

fierce, ferocious). The restricted (but not ex-

clusive) use of the word (for Cerrtm) appears
in ME., Icel., Sw., Dan., and G. (in hunters'

language), and now prevails in mod. E. It is

due to the importance of this animal in the
chase. Similarly, in Iceland, dyr is applied
esp. to the fox, as the only beast of prey. In
some parts of the United States the horse, as
the most important of a general class, is called

simply beast or critter (creature) ;

' a critter com-

pany' is a cavalry company (Prov., U. 8.).] If.

Any wild quadruped.
But mice, ami rats, and such small deer,
Have lieen Tom's food for seven long year.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

2. The general name of the solid-horned rumi-
nants of the family Cervida-, and especially of
the genus ('errus. See these words. Most of the
deer nave solid deciduous horns, of the kind called ant-

lers, in the male only ; but iu the reindeer they are present
in In it h sexes ; in the musk-deer (Motichintf) they are want-
ing. The largest living deer are the elk of Europe and
the moose of America ; the smallest are the muntjacs and
musk-deer, which are further distinguished by the large
tusk-like canine teeth of the males. The term deer being
so comprehensive, and the animals being so conspicuous,
the leading kinds have mostly received distinctive names,
as the reindeer, roe-deer, musk- deer, etc. (See these words,
and also liriicket, elk, mouse, roe, *taq, wapiti, cariliou, black-

tail.) Deer are found fossil as far back as the Pliocene pe-
riod. The best-known extinct species is the Irish elk.fVj--
PMX mtflarerox. The leading generaof living deer are .dfcfx,

Kanififer, Damn, Cervus (with many snl>generaX Capreo-
lus, Cermtlittt, Mtinchux, and llydropotf*. The species are

numerous, and are found in most continental parts of the

world, excepting southern Africa and Australia. The com-
mon deer of the I nited States is Cariacvs eirijiniannt.
See Cariacux.

3. A term loosely applied to the chevrotains, of

the family Tragulidie (which see), from their re-

semblance to musk-deer. - Axis-deer, Cerm* axi*.

Barasingha deer, r, //,< avrauerlli. of the Himalayas.
Barbary deer, Verms Imrlmrun, the only true deer of

Africa, found along the Mediterranean coast, from Tunis
to the slojH's of the Atlas range. Cashmere deer, Cer-
NMtfMfaMriMMttb -FallOW-deer. See7Mm. TheMcso-
polamian fallow-deer is />;;( -nie>ilmnit-n.

- Fonno-
san deer.OmiJi tafnintu. Gemul deer, t'ureifrr chili n-

. Japanese deer, Vemm m'ta.- Manchurian deer,
Tf/Tj/x ntniiflnin'i-ii'i. - Molucca deer, CfrniK iiittliicfett-

*it. Pampas deer, Ciirmr eampfulrin, of South Amer-
ica. Panolia deer, Cerrut eidi.- Persian deer, Or
Marat. Philippine deer, Ctm<* }>/n7i>/.iMiix. Pudu
deer, I'mlmi liumllii, of South America. Red deer, the
common stag, '',;/,- ftajthim, a native of the foresU of

Europe and Asia where the climate is temperate. Red
deer were in former times very abundant in the forests of

England, and were special objects of the chase. They
are still plentiful iu the Highlands of Scotland, and care
is taken in rearing them in the deer-parks throughout
Knuland. See *ln>r. Rusa deer, Cfrm* tiippetilltni*.
Hee y?w. Sambur deer, fv/-m* ari*tuti-li.- Spotted
deer. Same as im'*'-', i. Timor deer, I'l'misiim^rii n>i.--.

(See also limi <l> > /-. unit,' i/c< r, ttttttT-tleer.)

deerberry (der'ber'i), . ; pi. drerbrrrie* (-iz).

1. The aromatic wintergi'een of America, liaiil-

theria procumbens. 2. The s<|uaw-hnekleberry,
/ 'in -i'i n in in.flu in i iii-iiiii. 3. The partridge-berry,
Mitc/ii tin n /iriix.

deer-fold (der' fold), . [< ME.
*derfold, < AS.

ilii'ir-fnlil, an inelosnre for animals. < rfcor. an
animal, + ftild, a fold: see fold-.] A fold or

park for deer.



Deer-mouse, or Jumping-mouse (Zapus
Httdsonius).

deer-grass

deer-grass (der'gras), n. Species of

especially the common meadow-beauty, Ji. Vir-

ginicii.

deer-hair, deer's-hair (der'-, derz'har), .

Heath club-rush, f<cii-/iux rirs/tiloxnx : so called

from its tufts of short slender culms, resem-

bling coarse hair.

\litss. lirht-ii, anil <l''<'r-liair are fast covering those stones,
tn cleanse which had been the business of his life.

Scott, (lid Mortality, i.

deer-herd (der'herd), n. One who tends deer;
a keeper ; a forester.

deer-hound (der'hound), n, A hound for hunt-

ing deer; a stag-hound.
deerlet (der'let), n. [< deer + dim. -let.] A
little deer

;
a pygmy musk-deer or chevrotain

;

a kanchil.

deer-lick (der'lik), . A spot of ground, nat-

urally or artificially salt, which is resorted to

by deer to nibble or lick the earth.

deer-mouse (der'mpus), n. 1. A common name
of the American jumping-mouse, Zapns hud-

soiiiiin, the only member of the family Za/>o-
didfe (which
see): so called
from its agil-

ity. It is a spe-
cies about 4 inch-
es long, with a

longer scaly tail

and enlarged
hind quarters
and hind feet, by
means of which
it clears several
feet at a bound.
The color is yel-
lowish brown,
darker on the
back and paler
below. It is gen-
erally distributed

in woodland of the United States and British America.

2. A popular name of several species of true
mice indigenous to
North America, of
the family Muridw
and genus Hespero-
mys. It is especially
applied to the common
white-footed mouse (H.
leucoptu), which is of
a grayish or yellowish-
brown color above, with
snow-white under parts
and paws, and the tail

bicolored. It is about
3J inches long, the tail

less, and is very generally distributed in North America.

deer-neck (der'nek), . A thin, ill-formed neck,
as of a horse.

deer-reevet (der'rev), . One of two officers

annually chosen by Massachusetts towns in the
colonial period to execute the game-laws re-

specting deer.

deer's-hair. n. See deer-hair.

deerskin (dSr'ddn), . The hide of a deer, or
leather made from such a hide.

deer-stalker (der'sta"ker), n. One who prac-
tises deer-stalking.
deer-Stalking (der'sta"king), n. The method
or practice of hunting deer by stealing upon
them unawares

; still-hunting.
deer's-tongue (derz

'

tung), n. A composite
plant, Liatris odwatissima, of the United States,
with rather fleshy leaves which are pleasantly
fragrant when dry.
deer-tiger (der'ti'ger), n. The cougar or pu-
ma, Felis concolor : so called from its tawny or
fawn color.

dees1
!, . An obsolete variant of dais. Chaucer.

dees'2 t, n. )il. An obsolete variant of dice, plural
of die3 .

deesst (de'es), n. [< OF. deesse, F. deesse =
Pr. deuessa, diuessa = It. deessa, diessa, a god-
dess; with fern, term., P. -esse, < ML. -issa (in
Sp. diom = Pg. deosa, with simple fern. term.
-a), < L. dctts, > F. dieu = Pr. deus = Sp. dios =
Pg. deos = It. dio, a god : see deity.] A god-
dess. Croft.
deet (det),''. t. [E. dial, form of diglit.] To
dress or make clean

; hence, to winnow (corn)
Brockftt.

deev (dev), n. Same as dev.
deevil (de'vil), H. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of devil.-. Deevll's buckle. See buckle.

def-t. See dif- and de-.

deface (de-fas'), r. t.; pret. and pp. defaced,
ppr.defaciMj. [< ME. aefaoen, defasen, diffacen,

Jt . defacier, dcffaeier, desfacin; drsfachier =
It.

ifaeelare (Florio), deface, < L. di- priv +
Jucies, face : see face.] 1. To mar the face or

Deer-mouse, or White-footed Mouse
(Hesperomys lencofus).
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surface of; disfigure; spoil the appearance of:

as, to deface a monument.
Their groves he feld

;
their gardius did deface.

Sfftuer, F. Q., II. xii. 83.

Still pilfers wretched plans, and makes them worse
;

Like gypsies, lest the stolen brat be known,
Dtfamag first, then claiming for his own.

Churchill. AjK.lcvy, 1. 233.

Though he [Byron] had assisted his oontemporaries in

building their grotesque and barbarous edifices, he bad
never joined them in defacing the remains of a chaster

and more graceful architecture.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

2. To impair or efface
;
blot or blot out

;
erase

;

obliterate; cancel: as, to deface an inscription ;

to deface a record.

Pay him six thousand, and deface the bond.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.

A letter, ever the best and most powerful agent to a
mistress; it almost always persuades, 'tis always renew-

ing little impressions that possibly otherwise absence
would deface. Mrs. Behn, Lover's Watch.

Defaced Cpln. See <'jil.=Syn. 2. Camel, Obliterate,
etc. See i-Jface.

defacement (de- fas 'ment), n. [< deface +
-ment.] 1. The act of defacing or disfiguring;
injury to the surface or exterior; disfigurement;
obliteration. 2. That which disfigures or mars
appearance.
The image of fiod is purity and the defacement sin.

, Bacon.

The defacements of vice are the results of adverse sur-

roundings. The American, VI. 410.

defacer (de-fa'ser), n. One who or that which
defaces; one who impairs, mars, or disfigures.

Defacers of a public peace. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. -2.

defacingly (de-fa'sing-li), adv. In a defacing
manner.
de facto (do fak'to). [L., of or in fact: dc, of,
from

; facto, abl. of faetiim, fact : see rfe2 and
fact.] In fact; in reality; actually existing,
whether with or without legal or moral right :

as, a government or a governor dc facto. The
phrase usually implies a question as to whether the thing
existing de facto exists also dejure, or by right.

In every international question that could arise, he had
his option between the de facto ground und the de jure
ground. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

The Irish National League the de facto government
of Ireland of which Mr. Parnell is president, has prac-
tically absorbed the I. R. B., or home organisation.

Fortnightly Itee., N. S., XL. 123.

defadet, v. i. [ME. defaden, diffadeii, < de-, dif-,

away, + fndrn, fade.] To fade away.
Thei wene heore honoure and heore hele,
Schal ciier last and neuer di/ade.

Earl;/ Kny. I'oerm (ed. Furnivall), p. 133.

Now es my face defadide, and foule es me hapnede,
Ffor I am fallene fro ferre, and trendies bylevyde!

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. H.), I. 3305.

defaecate, defecation, etc. See defecate, etc.

defailt, *'. [ME. defailen, < OF. defaillir, defallir,

defalir, F. defaillir, fail, faint, swoon, < ML.
"defallere, fail, < L. de-, away, -f failure, deceive
(ML. fail): see/. Cf. deriv. default.] I. in-

trans. To fail.

It falles the tiesche may noghtc of his vertu noghte
defaile. llampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. H.), p. 2.

II. trans. To fail
;
leave in the lurch

; disap-
point.

And if all othir for-sake the,
I schall neuere fayntely defayle the.

York Plays, p. 246.

defailancet (de-fa'lans), . [< OF. dtfaillance,
a failing, defect, a" fainting, F. defa'illance, a
fainting, a swoon, = Pr. defaillensa, defalensa,
< ML. (lefallentia, < "defallere, fail : see defail.]
Failure; miscarriage.
Our life is full of di'failances, and all our endeavours can

never make us such as Christ made us.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 179.

The affections were the authors of that unhappy defail-
<"*. Qlanmlle.

defailementt, " [< OF. defaillement, deffuil-

lement, failure, < defaillir, fail: see defail.]
Failure.
A great part of such like are the Planters of Virginia,

and partly the occasion of those defaiU-tn< nta.

Quoted In Capl. John Smith's True Travels, II. 95.

defailuret (de-fa'lur), H. [Lessprop. spelled dr-

faileur ;< defail + -ure. Cf. failure.] Defail-
auce; failure.

A defaileur of jurisdiction.

Barrow, On the Pope's Supremacy.

defaisancet, See defeasance.
defaitet, c. A Middle 'English form of defeat.

defamatory
duet a part of; curtail: used chiefly of money,
accounts, rents, income, etc. [Rare.]
The natural method . . . would be to take the present

existing estimates as they stand, and then to shmv \vb:it

may be practicably and safely defalcated from them.
Iliirke, Late State of Nation.

II. intrans. To be guilty of defalcation
; de-

fault in one's accounts.

defalcatet, " [< ML. defalcates, pp.: see the

verb.] Curtailed.

Defalcate of their condigne praises.
Sir T. Kltjut, The Governour, ii. 6.

.

defalcate (de-fal'kat), r.; pret. and pp. drftil-
culcd. ppr. defalcating. [< ML. di-falcntim, pp.
of Oefalcare, i-ut away, abate, deduct: see di--

fallc.] I. trans. To cut off; take away or .ii>-

defalcation (de-fal-ka'shon), n. [= F.
tion = It. difalcazione, < ML. defalctitio(n-), de-
duction: see defalk, defalcate.} 1. The act of

cutting oft' or deducting a part ; abatement ;
cur-

tailment; specifically, in law, the reduction of

a claim or demand on contract by the amount
of a counter-claim.

When it (divine justice] conies to call the world to an
account of their actions, [it] will make no defalcation* at
all for the power of custom, or common practice of the
world. Htilliufljleet, Sermons, I. ii.

The tea-table is set forth with its customary bill of fare,
and without any manner of defalc<il!n. Addition.

Defalcation is setting off another account or another
contract - perhaps total want of consideration founded
on fraud, imposition, or falsehood, is not defalcation .

though, being relieved in the same way, they arc blended.
Charles Uiutim, J., ISiO, Houk v. Foley, 2 Pen. & W. (Pa.),

[250.

2. That which is cut off; deficit. 3. A defi-

ciency through breach of trust by one who has
the management or charge of funds belonging
to others; a fraudulent deficiency in money
matters.

He was charged with large pecuniary defalcatii'ti*.

Saturday Hen., May 8, 1865.

defalcator (def'al-ka-tor), n. [< defalcate.]
One guilty of breach of trust or misappropria-
tion in money matters

;
a defaulter.

defalk (de-falk'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

defaulk; < OF. dcfalquer, desfalquer, F. defalquer
= Sp. defalcar, deafalcar = Pg. desfalcar = It.

diffalcare, < ML. defalcare, also difalcare, diffiil-

care, cut off, abate, deduct, < L. de- ordin-, away,
+ WL.falcare, cut with a sickle, < li.falx(falc-).
a sickle: see falcate, defalcate.] To defalcate;
subtract; deduct.

They should be allowed 9,500, to be defalked in nine and
a half years out of their rent.

State Trials: Lord Naas; Middlesex, an. 1624. (A
1
. .)

Justin Martyr justified it to Tryphon, that the Jews had
defalked many sayings trom the books of the old prophets.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 32(1.

The question is whether the damages sustained can be
defalked against the demand in this action.

Justice Sterrett, in Ounnis v. I'lulf (Pa.), 188.

defaltt, n. and '. An obsolete variant of de-

fault.
defamatet (def'a-mat), r. t. [< LL. L. defa-
niattts (as adj.), diffamatus, pp. of diffamare, de-
fame: see defame.] To defame; slander.

defamation (def-a-ma'shon), n. [< ME. diffa-

macioun, < OF. dijfamation, F. diffamation = Pr.

difamaeio = Sp. difamaeion = Pg. diffamaqao =
It. diffamazione, < LL. diffamatio(n-), < L. diffa-

mare, defame: see defame.] The act of de-

faming; the wrong of injuring another^ repu-
tation without good reason or justification ; as-

persion.
Thus others we with defamations wound,
While they stab us ; and so the jest goes round.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iv. 99.

It is a certain sign of an ill heart to be inclined to defa-
mation. Dr. Dodd.

[Formerly defamalinn was used more with reference to
slander or spoken words. In modern use slander is spo-
ken defamation and libel is published defamation. Both
are subjects for civil action for damages. Libel alone is

usually punishable criminally, the common test of crimi-

nality being that it tends to a breach of the peace.) = Syn.
Detraction, aspersion, backbiting, scandal, libel.

defamatort (def'a-ma-tor), . [= F. diffama-
teur = Sp. aifamador = Pg. diffamailor = It.

diffamatore, < LL. as if *difl</itit<i>; < L. diffu-

mare, defame: see defame.] A defamer; a

slanderer; a calumniator.

We should ki-rp in pay a brigade of hunters to frn-t-t

out defamator*, and to clear tin- nation of this noxious

vermin, as once we did of wolves.
<,',', /f/''i/ia// Inttrvatod, p. t'^i.

defamatory (de-fam'a-to-ri), o. [= F. difiauia-
toire = Sp. (lifiniHiliiriii = Pg. It. diffinmitorin.
< WL.difttiiii<it<>i-i/ix,< Li. diffamare, drfitine: see

defame.] Containingdefamation ; calumnious;
slanderous; libelous; injurious to reputation:
as, dejiniiittiir// words or writings.

The most eminent sin is tin 1

bprt-aditiv' of <l-/"i"i'>r>!

reports. <<" / mm-itt uf Iff Timiim/.



defamatory
Abuse issiill much ni"iv eonxeuii HI I)I:IM argument, and

tin- most elleetive lol'in of abuse iu a chili/cd age is :i <!>'-

fiiiniiii,r : i nickname. //. .V. <>jt,'nhii,u. Short similes, p. ...

defame (de-fam'), '. t. ; pret. and pp. dt-faitn-tl.

ppr. definniiit/. [< MK. drj'anirii, diffiiHirn, <

OF. <l/j'/imi'r, ilrjj'iinitr, dexfamrr, iUffiunii', V.

iiiffiniii'r = I'r. Pg. tKffamar = Sp. difmnar =
It. iliffiniinrc, < L. i/ijjiimiii'i; spread aliroad a

report, es|i. an ill report, defame, nmlign, < fto-

priv. + fiiiiiii, a report: see _/-. The pn-lix
is thus Vcir lj. ilia-; but cf. LL. defaiHiilii/i, dis-

honored, difiiniin, infamous.] 1. To slander or

calumniate', as liy uttering or publishing mali-

ciously something which tends to injure the

reputation or interests of; speak evil of; dis-

bouor by false reports.

Beiiiisili'fiiiiu'il, we iatreat. 1 Cnr. iv. lit.

If you are unjustly -/.;/Wmn/ inn! reproached, consider
what contumelies anil disgraces the Sou of liod underwent
for you. Hiilli/i!iilt'i't, Sermons, I. vi.

Ami wlin unknown di-fiime me, let them be
Scribblers or peers, alike me mob to me.

Pope, Inilt. of Horace, II. i. i:).

2. To charge; accuse; especially, to accuse

falsely. [Archaic.]
Itehecca ... is ... ilffamed of sorcery practised on

the person of a noble knight. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxviii.

3. To degrade ; bring into disrepute ;
make in-

famous.
The til-ami .,lil name of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan.

Tennyson, In Memorlam, cxi.

Syn. 1. Ciif'ituni/itt 1

. Slander, etc. See arpente.

defamet (de-fam'), . [< ME. defame, also <lif-

fiiiin
j

, n., ^ OF. diffiime (also defamie, < LL.
diffamin), infamy; from the verb.] Infamy;
disgrace.
So ought all faytonrs that true knighthood shame . . .

From all brave knights be hanisht with defame.
Spemcr, F. Q., V. ill. 88.

defamed (de-famd'), j>. <j. 1. Slandered or li-

beled. 2. In her., deprived of its tail: said of

a beast used as a bearing. Also diffamed.
defamer (de-fa'mer), . A slanderer; libeler;
detractor ;

calumniator.

The scandalous inclination of defamerg.
Fieldimj, Joseph Andrews.

defaming (de-fa'ming), . The practice of defa-

mation; slander; calumny.
They feed upon opinions, errors, dreams,
And make 'em truths ; they draw a nourishment
out of iti't'ainiiKix. grow upon disgraces.

Beau, and t'l., Philaster, iii. '.

defamingly (de-fa'ming-li), adv. In a slander-
ous manner.
defamoust (def'a-mus), a. [< LL. defamis, in-

famous, < de- priv. + fama, fame : see defame,
and cf. infamous.] Conveying defamation;
slanderous.

DefaniouK words. Holinshed, Ohron., II. sig. Kk 1.

defatigabler (de-fat'i-ga-bl), a. [< L. as if *de-

j'iiH</liili.-<,< ili-j'ii lii/iirc, tire out: see defatigate.~\
Liable to be wearied.

We were all made on set purpose defatiijable, so that all

degrees of life might have their existence.

trlaiivllle, Pre-exiatence of Souls.

defatigatet (de-fat'i-gat), . t. [< L. defatiga-
tiix, pp. of difatii/iirc (> It. defatigare), tire out,

weary, < lie + fatigare, tire, fatigue: see /-
//(/'".] To weary or tire.

Which tlefatiiialinii hill. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 200.

defatigationt (de-fat-i-ga'shon), n. Weariness
;

faint-hearteduess.

Another reprehension of this colour is in respect of i/c-

fiiiiiiniion, which makes perseverance of greater dignity
than inception. Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil, ii.

default (de-falf), n. [Early mod. E. also de-

J'/nil. i/i I'n n /i ; < M K. defaults, prop, and usually
defaute, < OP. defantf, deffaute, dtfalte, defaulte,
dfffaidtf, F. default Pr.'tlrftuitn = \].diffalta,<
ML. defaltd, for 'iliffn/litu, a deficiency, failure,

prop. fern. pp. of "diffullire, "defiillerr (> ult. E.

defail), fail, < L. din- or de-, away, + failure, fail :

see /('/, and ff.fnult.'] 1. A failing or failure
;

an omission of that which ought to be done;
neglect to do what duty, obligation, or law re-

quires; specifically, in Imp, a failure, to perform
a required act in a lawsuit within the required
time, as to plead or appear in court, or omission
to meet a pecuniary obligation when due.
And yf lie fynde jow in ilef/int,' and with the false holde,
Hit shal sitte joure soules fill soure at the laste.

I'!* rx r/:"niitni (C), iii. 153.

Let patrons take heed, for they shall answer for all the
souls that perish throuah their default.

Laliiaer. :',lh Sermon bet. Kdw. VI.. l.MH.

Tn ailmit the buy's rlaim \\ithnnt euijiiiry was impos-
sible; MIL I those who called thcniselxes bis' parents had
iniiili'

finjiiiry impossilile. .Ind.u'ment must therefore mi
ii^ainsl biin by default. Mufti uLiii, Hist. Eng., x.

1499

The only <|nction left for us of the North wan, whether
, sbulllif satin- the rilllsr of the Vltioll to pi by il' fr.,;/'

or maintain its existence by the aru'iimelit nf man unl

musket. ". It', lint/urn, Essays, p. 94.

2. Lack
;
want

;
failure ; defect.

Alle these till by stroke of spere for driitulr of horse.

.\ln-i:a (K. K. T. S.), ii. -220.

Cooks could make artificial birds . . . in ilrjniiti of the

real oaes. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

3. A fault; an offense; a misdeed; a wrong act.

Never shal he more his wyf mistriste,

'1'hoiiKh lie the soth of hir </'/""'' \\ iste.

cliiitn-rf, I'rol. to I'lirduiier'sTale, 1. 84.

And pardon crav'd for his so rash <ti't'"ti.

Sptiu-'f. K. (;.. \ 1. iii. 21.

Thine own <l.ni"li did urge
This two-fold punishment: the mill, the seoin-L-e.

l,lnii, 'I,.*. KlllbleUIS, Hi. 4

4f. In hunting, a lost scent.

The Ill-mules hadde overshot hym alle,

And were on a defaulte yfalle.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 384.

Judgment by default, a judgment against one hy rea-

son of his failure to plead, or to appear in court. He is

then said to *u/er default, or to be in default.

default (do-falf), v. [< ME. dcfauten, fail, be

exhausted^ < dejaute, n. : see default, .] I.

intrans. 1. To fail in fulfilling or satisfying an

engagement, claim, or obligation ; especially,
to fail in meeting a legal or pecuniary obliga-
tion at the proper time, as appearance in court,
the payment of a debt, or the accounting for

funds intrusted to one's care : as, a defaulting
defendant or debtor; he has defaulted on his

bond, or in his trust.

"Now then!" Mr. Pancks would say to a defaulting
lodger,

"
Fay up ! Come on !

"

Dickem, Little Don-it, II. xiii.

2f. To fail in duty ;
offend.

Pardon crav'd . . .

That he gainst courtesie so fowly did default.

Sjiemer, F. IJ., VI. iii. 21.

Hut if in due prevention you default,
How blind are you that were forewarn'd before !

Greene,, James IV., iii.

3f. To omit
; neglect.

Defaulting, unnecessary, and partial discourses.

Hales, Sermon on Rom. xiv. 1.

II. trans. If. To fail in the performance of.

What they have defaulted toward him.
w/'/i./i. Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

2. In law, to declare (a defendant) in default

and enter judgment against (him),
defaulter (de-fal'ter), H. One who makes de-

fault; one w'hp fails to fulfil an obligation or a

duty of any kind
; especially, one who fails to

appear in court when required, or to pay a debt
when due, or to make proper returns of funds
intrusted to his care.

The day hath been wholly taken up in calling the house
over. The defaultern are to he called over again this day
se'nnight, and then they, and all who shall absent them-
selves in the mean time, are to }te proceeded against.

MarttU, Works, I. 67.

"
Pay up ! Come on !

"
"I haven't got It," Mr. Pancks's

defaulter would reply. Dickens, Little Dorrit, II. xiii.

defaultivet, a. [ME. defautif, < OP. defautif.
< defaiite, default.] Defective

; imperfect.
Y am . . . defautitif in lippis. H'.w''/, Ex. vi. 12.

defaultlesst, . [ME. dualities; < default +
-less.~\ Free from fault, failing, or imperfec-
tion; perfect.

Alle fayrnes of this lyfe here . . .

That any man myght ordayne defautlet.

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, I. 8897.

defaulturet, [< default + -lire.] Failure.

To admit some other person or persons to have the
share of such defaulting.

The Great //civi(Arber's Eng. Oarner, I. 317).

defautet, An obsolete form of default.

defet, a. An obsolete form of deaf.
defeasance (de-fe'zans), . [Formerly also

ili:J'ii,:inici-; < CJF. defeisanee, a rendering void,
< defeisant, defaisant, desfaisant, ppr. of defatrt,

desfaire, F. defaire, render void, undo : see de-

feat.'] If. An undoing; ruin; defeat; over-
throw.

Being arrived where that champion stout
After his lues defeaxaunce did renuiiae.

Spenser, V. Q., I. xii. 12.

2. A rendering null and void. 3. In law, a
condition relating to a deed or other instrument,
on performance of which the instrument is to

be defeated or rendered void
;
or a collateral

deed (in full, a deed of defeasance), made at the
same time with a conveyance, containing condi-
tions on the performance of which the estate
created may lie defeated.

defeasanced (de-fe'zanst), a. Liable to be for-

feited ; subject to defeasance.

defeat

defeaset (dr-fW), r. i. [MK. </</<><)>,
iiir,

evolved from di-fi KHHI-I-. defeasance, defeasance:

see (tfjt IIKIIIK-I-. Cf. i/i I'm/.] 1. To forfeit.

I u.my stiilliii. '!'-fra*ed to the di feiuler.

^.>:lt,/tll, Snpp., lice., p. V.*.l. (.I"""

2. To discharge ; free from
; acquit of.

He has cbnrt. ris t., ,l,-i, -< him tharof.

Act D"iii. I'niif.. A. H7s, p. 22. (.lamielon.)

defeasible (de-fe'zi-bl), a. [< AF. defeasible;
a> ili'/'i am- + -ilile.] That may be abrogated or
annulled.

lie came Iii the crown by a drfeairiklf title

Sir ./. linrit'*. State of Ireland.

defeasibleness (de-le'xi-lil-nes), n. The qual-

ity of lieing defeasible.

defeat (de-fef), '' ' [< ME. tlefeten, df/i-tm.

defaittn (p]>. "drfeted, deffeted, also defet, as adj.,

after OF.: see first quot.), < AF. defeter, de-

fester, annul, undo, < AF. defet, OF. defait, def-

fait, deafait, denfeit (ML. defm-tim, ilijjnrliix, dis-

feat, ruin, destroy, < L. de- or dis- priv. +
facere, do; being of the same ult. formation
as L. dejicere, fail: see

deficient^
and cf. defeat,

n., which, as compared with defect, n.. connects
the notions of '

undoing
' and '

failure. Cf. also

difi'ime, defeasance.] If. To undo; do away
with ; deprive of vigor, prosperity, health, life,

or value ; ruin
; destroy.

And of hymself ymagyned he ofte

To be defet and pale and waxen lesse

Than he was wont. Chaucer, Troilna, v. 018.

Pindams maketh an observation, that great and sudden
fortune for the most part defeateth men.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 291.

His imkindness may defeat my life.

fihak., Othello, iv. 2.

Defeat thy favour with an usurped beard.

Shak., Othello, i. 3.

(In the last extract there is perhaps an allusion to defeat-

ure, 2.]

Specifically 2. In lair, to annul; render null

and void : as, to defeat a title to an estate. See

defeasance, 3. 3. To deprive of something ex-

pected, desired, or striven for, by some antago-
nistic action or influence : applied to persons.
The escheators defeated the right heir of his succession.

llallfiin.

4. To frustrate; prevent the success of; make
of 110 effect; thwart: applied to things.
Then mayest thou for me defeat the counsel of Ahitho-

phel. 2 Ham. xv. 34.

A man who commits a crime defeat* the end of his ex-

istence. Kuiertton, Misc., p. 223.

5. To overcome in a contest of any kind, as

a battle, fight, game, debate, competition, or

election ; vanquish ; conquer ;
overthrow ;

rout ;

beat: as, to defeat an army; to defeat an op-
posing candidate

;
to defeat one's opponent at

chess.

Kor to draw the King on, it was given out that the Pope
had defeated all Manfred's Forces. Baker, Chronicles, p. 85.

= Syn. 5. Beat, Onerpouvr, Overwhelm, Defeat, Ditcouilit,

Kmit, Overthrow, conquer. Beat is a general, somewhat
indefinite, but vigorous word, covering the others. Over-

poicfr and ooenchelm are the least discreditable to the

one that loses in the struggle ; overpower Is least perma-
nent in its effects. To onerpotrer is to overcome hy su-

periority of strength or numbers, but the disadvantage
may tie changed by the arrival of reinforcements. To
overwhelm is to bear down utterly, to sweep clear away
by superior strength. Defeat is to overcome or get the

lietter of in some kind of contest, and implies less discredit,

but generally greater disaster, to the defeated party than
beat : as, that army is considered beaten which withdraws
from the Held. Defeat implies a serious disadvantage, be-

cause [t applies more often to large numbers engaged. /'-

cotnfit has fallen into comparative disuse, except in its sec-

ondary sense of foiling, etc. ; in that it expresses a com-

paratively complete and mortifying defeat. Rout is to

defeat and drive otf the Held in confusion. Overthrow is

the most decisive and final of these words: it naturally

applies only to great persons, concerns, armies, eic. See

cvnquer.

And though mine arms should compier twenty worlds,
There's a lean fellow beats all conquerors.

Dekker, Old FoltillKitus.

Our Conquerour whom I now
Of force believe almighty, since no less

Than such could have o'erpmcer'd such force as ours.

Miltou. P. L., I. 145.

There the companions of his fall, orrwhrlm'tl
With Hoods and whirlwinds of tempestuous tire.

He soon discerns. HiUun, P. L., i. 76.

The earl of Northunilierland and Hotspur defeated the

Scots at Homildon, . . . and in that victory crowned the

series of their services to Henry |I V.].

Stultb*, Const. Hist., 5 3O7.

Did the ilueiitutitril champions of Freedom fail?

naMi P, ^peeeb against the Slave Power.

The armies of Charles were everywhere n.iil,;!. his fast-

DOM stormed, his party humbled and subjugated.
Macatilay, Hallam's Const. Hist.



defeat

I have never yet been overtfiroim,
And tliou hast overthrown me, and my pride
Is broken down, for Enid sees my fall.

Tennytm, Geraint.

defeat (de-fef), . [< defeat, v. Cf. F. 04-

t'aitr, Of. defaitte, drfaite, defaicte, deffaite, des-

'/'tiictc, f., defeat, ruin, deprivation, defait, de-

faict, dcsfait, m., evil, misfortune, < L. defec-

tus, failure, want, defect, ML. also defeat, ruin,

< L. deficere, pp. defectus, fail : see defect, .,

and defeat, v. Defeat, n., is thus ult. nearly
the same as defect; but in E. it depends direct-

ly upon the verb.] If. An undoing; ruin; de-

struction.

And made defeat of her virginity.

Shalt., Much Ado, iv. 1.

2. In law, the act of annulling, or of render-

ing null and void ;
annulment : as, the defeat

of a title. 3. The act of depriving a person
of something expected, desired, or striven for,

by some antagonistic action or influence.

So may a thousand actions, once afoot,
End in one purpose, and be all well borne
Without defeat. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

4. The act or result of overcoming in a con-

test, viewed with reference to the person over-

come; overthrow; vanquishment ;
rout: as, to

inflict a severe defeat upon the enemy.
Losing he wins, because his name will be
Ennobled by defeat, who durst contend with me.

Drydcn, Ajax and Ulysses, 1. 28.

A defeat like that of Culloden. Bancroft.

defeaturet (de-fe'tur), . [< OF. deffaitm-e, def-

fature, deffai'cture, ruin, destruction, disguise,
< defaite, desfaite, defeat, ruin, destruction: see

defeat and -tire, and cf. feature, to which de-

feature, n., 2, and defeature, v., are now re-

ferred.] 1. Overthrow; defeat.

The inequality of our powers will yield me
Nothing but loss in their defeature.

Beau, and PL, Thierry and Theodoret, i. 2.

The king of Parthia,
Famous in his defeature, of the Crassi,
Offer'd him his protection.

Fletcher (and another), False One, i. 1.

2. Disfigurement ; disguise.
Careful hours, with Time's deformed hand,

Have written strange defeatures in my face.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

defeature (de-fe'tur), v. t.; pret. and pp. de-

featured, ppr. defeaturing. [< OF. deffaiturer,

deffacturer, desfaiturer, disfigure, disguise, <

deffaiture, disfigurement, disguise : see defea-

ture, .] To disfigure; deform; distort; dis-

guise.
Events defeatured by exaggeration.

Fennell, Proceedings at Paris.

Features, when defeatured in the way I have described.
De Quincey.

defecate (def'e-kat), >.; pret. and pp. defecated,

ppr. defecatiny, [< L. defiecatw, pp. of def<e-
care (> F. defequer = Sp. Pg. defecar = It. de-

ficare), cleanse from dregs, purify, refine, < de,

away, + feex (feec-), dregs, lees, sediment : see

forces, fecal."] I. trans. 1. To purify; clarify;
clear from dregs or impurities ;

refine.

To defecate the dark and muddy oil of amber.

Boyle, Hist. Firmness.

2. To purify from admixture
;
clear

; purge of
extraneous matter.

All perfections of the Creatures are in the Creator more
defecated and pei'fect. Pitrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 3.

It is the advantage of this select company of ancients
[Classics! that their works are defecated of all turbid mix-
ture of contemporaneousness, and have become to us pure
literature. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

II. intrans. 1. To become clear or freed from
impurities; clarify.

It [the air] soon began to defecate, and to depose these
particles. Goldsmith.

2. To void excrement.
defecate (def'e-kat), a.

see the verb.]
defecated.

Prayer elevated and made intenseby a defecate and pure
spirit, not laden with the burden of meat and vapours

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 235.

This liquor was very defecate, and of a pleasing golden
colour. Boule, Spring of the Air.

defecation (def-e-ka'shon), . [=F. defecation= Sp. defecation = T?g."defeeac,ao = It. defeca-
zionc, < LL. defalcation-), '<, defwcare, defecate:
see defecate."] 1. The act or process of separat-
ing from lees or dregs ;

a cleansing from impuri-
ties or foreign matter; clarification.

The spleen and liver are obstructed in their offices of
defecation, whence vicious and dreggisb blood.

Harvey, Consumptions.

,
. [< L. defaicatm, pp. :

Purged from dregs; clarified;
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2. The act of discharging the faeces; the act

of evacuating the bowels. 3. Figuratively,

purification from what is gross or low.

He was afterwards an hungry (said the Evangelist), and

bis abstinence from meat might be a defecation of his

faculties, and an opportunity of prayer.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, i. 9.

defecator (def'e-ka-tor), n. One who or that

which cleanses/clarifies, or purifies; specifical-

ly, in sugar-manuf., an apparatus for purifying
the raw syrup. Steam-heated pans or filters, or appara-
tus in which a spray of the liquid is exposed to the fumes

of sulphurous-acid gas, are employed for this purpose.

defect (de-fekf), . [< ME. defaicte (< OF. de-

fait, defdict, deffait: see defeat, n.), also defect,

dcffect= Sp. defecto= Pg. defeito= It. defetto, di-

fetto = D. G. Dan. Sw. defect, < L. defectus, a

failure, lack, < deficere, pp. defectus, fail, lack,

orig. trans., undo (cf. OF. defaire, undo, defeat:

see defeat), < de- priv. + facere, do. Hence

(from L. deficere) deficit, deficient, etc.] Want
or lack of anything; especially, the lack of

something which is essential to perfection or

completeness; a fault; a blemish; an imper-
fection : as, a defect in timber

;
a defect in the

organs of hearing or seeing ;
a defect of memory

or judgment.
An hidde defaicte is sumtyme in nature
Under covert, and thereof thus thowe lere.

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

A complete self-sufficient Country, where there is rather

a Superfluity than Defect of any thing.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 15.

Trust not yourself; but, your defects to know,
Make use of every friend and every foe.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 213.

Either sex alone
Is half itself, and in true marriage lies

Nor equal, nor unequal ; each fulfils

Defect in each. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

= Syn. Deficiency, lack, insufficiency, failure, error, flaw,

defect (de-fekf), (>. [< L. defectus, pp. of defi-

cere, fail: see defect, .] I. intrans. 1. To be
or become deficient

;
fail. [Rare.]

I looke on this [the death of the Archbishop of York) as a

greate stroke to ye poore Church of England, now in this

defecting period. Evelyn, Diary, April 15, 1686.

2. To desert; revolt. [Rare.]
The native troops and gunners defected ; he was obliged

to make a painful and disastrous retreat.

W. H. Russell, Diary ill India, I. 280.

Il.t trans. To affect injuriously; hurt; im-

pair; spoil.
None can my life defect.

Troubles of Queen Elizabeth (1639).

Defected honour never more
Is to be got againe.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 2S.

defectt (de-fekf), a. [< L. defectus, pp. of defi-

cere, fail: see deject, .] Defective.

Their service was defect and lame. Taylor, 1630.

defectibility (de-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= Pg. de-

fectibilidade ; as defectibJe + -ity : see -bility.~\

Deficiency; imperfection. [Rare.]
Point a moral witli the defectibility of certitude.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 338.

defectible (de-fek'ti-bl), a. [= Sp. defective= Pg. defectivel, < ML. as if *defectibilis, < L.

defectus, pp. of deficere, fail (see defect, v.), + E.

-ible.~] Lacking; deficient; needy. [Rare.]
The extraordinary persons thus highly favoured were

for a great part of their lives in a defectible condition.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

defection (de-fek'shon), n. [= F. defection =
Sp. defection

'

= Pg. defecqao = It. defezione, < L.

defectio(n-), lack, failure, desertion, < deficere,

pp. defectus, lack, fail: see defect."] 1. Alack;
a failure; especially, failure in the perform-
ance of duty or obligation. 2. The act of

abandoning a person or a cause to which one is

bound by allegiance or duty, or to which one
has attached himself

;
a falling away ; apostasy ;

backsliding.
I am ashamed at the rabbinical interpretation of the

Jews upon the Old Testament, as much as their defection
from the New. Sir T. Broume, Religio Medici, i. 25.

All who have been true to Him in times of trial and de-

fection will have their portion for ever in the Church tri-

umphant. Bp. Chi: Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 323.

Boscan preferred to write in the Castilian ; and his de-

fection from his native dialect became, in some sort, the
seal of its fate. Tieknur, Span. Lit., I. 438.

defectionist (de-fek'shon-ist), n. [< defection+ -ist.~] One who practises or advocates defec-
tion. Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
defectioust (de-fek'shus), o. [< defection +
-ous."] Having defects

; defective; imperfect;
faulty.
Perchance in some one defections peece we may find a

blemish. Sir P, Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

defend

defective (de-fek'tiv), a. and H. [< OF. dcfec-

tif, deffectif,' F. defectif = Sp. Pg. defective =
It. defettif.0, difettieo, < LL. defectives, imper-
fect, < L. defectus, pp. of deficere, lack, fail:

see defect. ] I. a. 1. Having defect or flaw

of any kind; imperfect; incomplete; lacking;

faulty.
To be naturally defective in those faculties which are

essential and necessary to that work which is under our

hand, is a great discouragement. Donne, Sermons, V.

Our tragedy writers have been notoriously defective in

giving proper sentiments to the persons they introduce.
Atldison.

All human systems are necessarily defective. They par-
take of the limits of the human mind.

Channiiiy, Perfect Life, p. 6.

The machinery by which ideas are to be conveyed from
one person to another is as yet rude and defective.

Macaulay, Dryilrn.

Specifically 2. In gram., wanting some of the

usual forms of declension or conjugation : as,

a defective noun or verb Defective fifth, in i-

tric, an interval containing a semitone less than the perfect
fifth. Defective hyperbola. Same as ilejieitut hyper-Ma (which see, under deficient). Defective syllogism,
in logic, a syllogism in the statement of which one of the

premises of the conclusion is omitted. = Syn. 1. Deficient.

Defective, incomplete, inadequate, insufficient. In the

separation of the first two words, defective generally takes

the sense of lacking some important or essential quality ;

deficient, that of lacking in quantity : as, defective teeth,

timber, character; deficient supplies, means, intellect.

The same difference is found between deficiency and de-

fectiveness.

They who are defective in matter endeavour to make
amends with words.

Montaigne, Essays, tr. by Cotton, 3d ed., xxv.

Deficient as was, in many respects, the education im-

parted by Charles Albert to his children, they were brought
up to be brave, honest, and truthful.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 52.

II. n. A personwho is characterized by some

special mental, moral, or physical defect
; spe-

cifically, one who is deficient in one or more of

the physical senses or powers.
She [Laura Kridgman] is not apt, like many defectives,

to fall asleep if left alone or unemployed.
O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 267.

The psychology of the criminal and other classes of de-

fectives. Science, VI. 413.

defectively (de-fek'tiv- li), adv. In a defective

manner; imperfectly.
"Fabius Maximus is reprehended by Polybius for defec-

tively writing the Punicke warres. Speed, The Proeme.

defectiveness (de-fek'tiv-nes), n. The state of

being defective ;' imperfection ;
faultiness.

The unfltness and defectiveness of an unconjugal mind.
Milton, Divorce, i.

defectless (de-fekfles), a. [< defect + -less.']

Without defe'ct
; perfect.

An absolutely defectless memory.
S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 485.

defectuosityt (de-fek-tu-os'i-ti), n. [= F. defec-
tuosite (= Pr. defectuositat = It. difettuosita), <

L. as if "defectuosita(t-)s, < "defectnosus, defec-

tive : see defections.'] Defectiveness; faulti-

ness. W. Montague.
defectuoust (de-fek'tu-us), a. [= F. defectueiix
= Pr. defectuos = Sp. Pg. defectuoso = It. difet-

titoso,< L. as if *defectuosus, < defectus (defectu-),
defect: see defect, .] Full of defects.

Nothing in Nature, or in Providence, that is scant or

defectuou*, ean be stable or lasting. Barrow, Works, II, xv.

defedationt (def-e-da'shon), n. [< ML. defoe-

datio(n-), < LL. def'cedare, defile, < de- + firdarr.

foul, < fcedus, foul.] Pollution
;
the act of mak-

ing filthy. Betttley.

defence, defenceless, etc. See defense, etc.

defend (de-feud' ),v. [< ME. defeiiden, also dif-

fenden, < OF. defendre, desfendre, F. defendre,

defend, forbid, interdict, = Sp. Pg. defender =
It. defendere, difendere, < L. defendere, ward off,

repel, avert, defend, < de, down, away, + *fen-

dere, strike, only in comp. defendere and offen-
dere ; cf. Or. fitivtiv, strike. Cf. fend, apheretic
form of defend and offend."] I. trtinx. 1. To
drive off or away ;

thrust back ; fend or ward
off; repel. [Now only Scotch.]

To sane man sanies he sail be send
And all fills trowth he sail defende.

Holy Hood (ed. Morris), p. 67.

And all the margent round about was sett

With shady Laurell trees, thence to defend
The sunny beanies. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 63.

2. To forbid; prohibit; forefcnd. [Now rare.]

Oure Lord defended hem, that tbei scbolde not telle

that Avisioun, t'l that he were rysen from Dethe to Lyf.

Maniti'1-illf, Travels, p. 114.

The use uf wine in some places is

or laws.

mh'i/ b\ riistinus

Sir W . Temple.



defend

I In plague i ,n. '

in Amsterdam, niiil we in fear of il

here, which li'i'l '';/' ii<l. l''l".l", Diary, II. 6ft

Tllr lic-j^al's \\crc Illllnrl "||> (spite of notice lioaltU '/

I- initial all mcntlicity). I'," ;/'* Mi':/.

3. To ward off attack from; giuird against as-

saidl or injury; sliirld: as, \i>difeud\\. fortress.

ll"\\ Illlllll trcllttlC 'Mil kl |ll
III' III tllilt StoU'lell tllUH to

'/' I- n'f> II trelltlie'.'

Wliclif, Select Works (ed. Ariinlil), I. 405.

I pray ,\ou'. and n-ijii\ic IT thr IVilh thai yc lnr owen,
1li;it \c In Ipc nir tu ayfimeU my loliilc >i-l he nir ;u>sawte

trithwatn. .i/.T/m(li. K. T. s.). i. ra.

I II. ..... seel ..... Hi' (sailll inn- Author) t:ikr a nun alille,

and .'. /. n./ linn < !h with this his prisoner, an it were
v, ith a Target. l'ui-<-ttn>-. I'ilui ima^e, p. 840.

There ant.-,!' tn '/'/<'m/ Israel Tula the- KOIL of Puah.
.lnil',

rcs \. I.

4. To vindicate; uphold; maintain liy force, ar-

gument, or evidence: as, to defend one's rights
and privileges; to defend a cause or claim at

law.
Noble patricians, patrons of my right,
l>i't>n-t the justice of my cause with arms.

Milk., Tit. And., i. I.

We use alsur. almost at the end of everie word, to wryte
an idle e. This sum defeiul not to be idle, because it af-

h'rli -s the vollal before tile consonant.
A. Iliinir, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

Hut for the execution of King Charles in particular, I

will not now undertake inilrfrud it.

Mtli-intliti/, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Thou might'st ift'fewt
The thesis which thy words intend
That to lie-in implies to end.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

=
Syn. 3. I'roleet, Shelter, etc. (see keep), guard, shield.

4. Maintain, r/m//Vn/r, etc. Seea**''/v.

II. intrant!. In law, to make opposition ;
en-

ter or make defense : as, the party comes into

court, defends, and says.
\Vhen the Manpiise Dcsmoines received ... a letter

.inn. .inn in.' that the defendants in the case of Desmoines
\s. l.aiic:i-.lcr ilccliiicil to (/.;/'.'/(./. she iittri'c.! ;i sharp cry
ami dropped the letter. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 387.

defendable (de-feu 'da-bl), a. [< defend +
-Wr.] Capable of being defended.
defendant (do - fen

'

dant), a. and n. [< OF.
defendant, deffendant, !'. defendant, ppr. of dc-

feHdre, defend: see defend and -anti.] I. a.

If. Defensive; proper for defense.

To line and new repair our towns of war,
With men of courage, and with means defendant.

Shalt., Hen. V., il. 4.

2. In law, making defense
; being iu the atti-

tude of a defendant : as, the party defendant.
Now growling, spluttering, wauling, such a clutter,
'Tis just like puss ih'/f infant in a gutter.

Dri/den, King and Queen, Epil.

II. H. If. One who defends against an assail-

ant, or against the approach of evil or danger ;

a defender.

This is the day apjwiinted for the combat,
And ready are the appellant and defendant.

Shak., -2 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

II ifih towers, out of which the Romans might more con-

veniently fight with the ilrfenilants ou the wall.

/.'/'. Wilkins, Mathematical Magic.

1601

these are of H different tincture : as, a boar's head
sable, (trt'i mill or. See liiH'tnit, ttixkril, ttntK't.

defensablet, " An ohsulete form of iii-frnaiiiir.

defensative (de-fen'sa-tiv). n. [< L. difrn.^i-
IIIK, ]>p. of tlfffHXflt'f , freq. of litji lull r<. defetld

(see difeiixf', r. /.), + K. -ire.] That which
serves to defend or protect; a protection; u

guard ; a defense.

A very unsafe (/.;/< ,/^r'n.' it i- ai:ain.>t the fury of (he

lion . . . which Puny doth place in cock broth.

Sir T. llrniriif, Vulir. KIT.

lilts is that part of prudence which is the <l'\l'> /;*/////.

or guard of a Christian. Jrr. Taylor (ed. 1835), I. 87:i.

defense, defence (de-fens'), . [< M K. d,-f< .,
ilefnin, ilij'i-lK-r, ilijfeiixr, < (>F. ilij'iiixi, iliffi-llsr,

(.. ill /'ilix, deffeiia, deafen*. 111., Inod. F. de/'i iixi',

f., = Pr. Hp. Pg. defenxa = It. difentui, < L\J.

defenxa, defense, < L. defendere, pp. defenxux,
defend: see defend. The spelling witli -e< . ill--

fence, is rather more common than the ety-

mologically correct spelling defense, and in the

apheretic fonn fence (q. v.) it is now used ex-

clusively: see -ce.] 1. The act of shielding
or guarding from attack or injury ;

the act of

resisting an attack or assault.

llernaud Leillo was slaine in defence of a fort.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 22.

On Saturday night ttiey made their approches, open'd
trenches, rais'd batteries, tooke the counterscarp and rav-
elin after a stout defence. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 21, 1674.

2. The act of maintaining, supporting, or vin-

dicating by force or argument.
And it was but a dream, yet it lighten'd my despair
When I thought that a war would arise in defence of the

right. Tennyson, Maud, xxviii. 2.

3. Something that repels or guards against
attack, violence, danger, or injury; a protec-
tion; a safeguard; a security; a fortification.

Because of his strength will I wait upon thee : for God
is my defence. Pa. lix. i.

4. A speech or writing intended to repel or

disprove a charge or an accusation
;
a vindica-

tion ; an apology.
Men, brethren, and fathers, hear ye my defence.

Acts xxii. 1.

The defence of the Long Parliament is comprised in the

dying words of its victim.

Macaulay, Uallam's ('oust. Hist.

5. In Ulto : (a) The method adopted by a per-
son against whom legal proceedings have been
taken for defending himself against them.
More specifically (ft) The opposing or denial
of the charge or cause of action, or of some es-

sential element in it, as distinguished from op-
position by a counter-claim.

Defence, in its true legal sense, signifies not a justifica-

tion, protection, or guard, which is now its popular sig-

nification ; hut merely an opposing or denial (from the
French verb, defender) of the truth or validity of the com-
plaint. Rlackstmut, Com., III. 20.

6f. Defiance ; resistance
;
offense.

What defence, has thou done to our dere goddes?
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2692.

Human invention
Could not instruct me t.i

i!i>|..
.-. I in u In .|c

She could be mole ill h n<-<--l from all men s

Shiflni. Ilinl in a (

2. In law, a party sued in a court of law, whe- 7t. A prohibition.
ther in a civil or a criminal proceeding; one who
is summoned into court, that he may have
opportunity to defend, deny, or oppose the de-
mand or charge, and maintain his own right,
defendee (de-fen-de'), . [< defend + -ec 1

.] One
who is defeiided. [Rare.]
defender (de-fen'der), n. [< ME. defendniii;

difeiidot; < OK. defendeor, drfendeitr. F. defen-
ili-in- (= I'r. defendedor = OSp. Pg. ilefendidnr

Severe defence* may be made against wearing any linen

tinder a certain breadth. Sir W. Temjtle.

8. The science of defending against attack by
force of arms ; skill in defending from danger
by means of weapons or of the fists; specifi-

cally, fencing or boxing.

= It. difenditnre), defender, < ilrfi itdre, defend:
see <lefe>i<l.~\ 1. One who defends; one who
protects from injury ; a champion.
Men always Knew that when force and injury was offer-

ed, they might. lie '/'/' m/c/'x of themselves.

//.jlvr, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

2. One who maintains, supports, or vindicates

by force or argument. 3. In Scots law, the

defendant; the party against whom the conclu-
sions of a process or action are directed. De-
fender Of the Faith (translation of Latin Fidri Defen-
MIT), a title peculiar to the sovereigns of England, con-
Id re. I !y I'nj ic I,co V ..n Henry VI II. in 1.Y21, as a reward
for writing against Luther, confirmed by Pope Clement
VII. and withdrawn later, but restored by Parliament.
and used by the sovereigns of England ever since. Ab-
breviated I). /'. and (for the Latin form Fiilri Defenxor)

defendress (do-fen 'dres), n. [< OF.defenderexxe,
dijfeiiderrexne, < defendenr, defender: see de-

fniiter and -<'..] A female defender.
Tit.- tjnei lie's niaicstics vsiiall stile of F.nyland, France,

and Ireland, tlffi>n<ln.<>' of the faith, Ac.
.sv.'K', tjiieen Elizabeth, an. 1588.

defendu (de-fen'du), a. [OF., pp. of defemlre.
defend.] In her., having defenses: used when

" He is," (said he)
" a man of great defence,

Expert in battel and in deedes of armes."

SiKiuer, F. tj., V. il. 6.

Henry VIII. made the professors of this art a company,
or corporation, by letters patent, wherein the art is inti-

tuled the Noble Science of Defence.
The Third University of England, quoted in Strutt's

[Sports and Pastimes, p. 365.

9. i>l. In her., the natural weapons of an ani-

mal used as a bearing, as the tusks of a boar,
or the like.- Angle of defense. See an<rtr. Coat
of defense. Seefunr-'. Council of defense. Seen,,,,,

cit. Defense en droit, in French-Canadian laic, a de-
fense on the law ; a demurrer ; a denial that the plaintiff's
allegations are sufficient to show a cause of action. D4-
fenae en fait, in French-Canadian lam, a defense on the
facts ; a general denial of the allegations of the plaintiffs
complaint, or a specific denial of some of them. Defense
au fond en fait, in b'rrn<-h-<'nnn<lianlatr, a general ilc-

fensc of the allegations of plaintitf's complaint. Defense
month. Same as fence-month. Dermal defenses. See
dermal.- Dilatory defense, equitable defense, etc.
See the adjectives. Dutch defense. See Dutch. Line
Of defense, (a)ililit.: (l)

A continuous fortified line, or a
sii, cession of fortitled points. (2) The distance from the
salient of a bastion to the opposite flank. (A) A method or
course to be pursued in conducting a defense of any kind.
To be In a posture of defense, to i,e prepared to

resist an opponent or an enemy with all the means of
defense in one s power.

defenset, defencet (de-fens'), <' t. [< ME. de-
'

. < OF. dejeuner, dejfenser, defcueer = Pr.

defenseless, defenceless (<le-fens'ies),n. [<.d?-

J'euxe, defence, + -lexn.~\ Being without defense;
without means of repelling assault or injury.

Defi'if'li >* ami niiarin'il, cxjHwe my Life.

Conyrriv, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

defenselessly, defencelessly (de-fens'les-li),
mlr. In a defenseless or unprotected manner.

defenselessness, defencelessness (de-fens'fes-

nes), n. The state of being defenseless or with-
out protection : as, the dcfenseltxsnesx of a man's
condition.

defensert, defencert, n. A defender.

If I may know any of their fautors, comforters, counsel-

lers, itr ilefi'tu'iTH. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 51*1.

defensibility (de-fen-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< defensi-
ble : see -WHltjr.] C'apabilityof being defended

;

defensibleness.

defensible (de-feii'si-bl), a. [Formerly also

defencible (= ME. defensible, < OF. dij'i tisuhli .

deffensable, < ML. defensabilis); = Sp. defensible
= Pg. defensirel = It. defensible, < LL. defenni-

bilis, (. L. defensus, pp. of defendere, defend: see

defend.] 1. Capable of being defended: as, a

defensible city.

Making the place which nature had already fortified,
much more by art drfencilile.

S]eit, Henry II., IX. vi. i WJ.

This part of the palace
Is yet defensible ; we may make It good
Till your iwwers rescue us.

Fletcher (and another), False One, v. 1.

2. That may be vindicated, maintained, or jus-
tified : as, a defeligible cause.

The two latter . . . have been writers of prose, before
whom the poet takes precedence, by inherited and defen-
sible prerogative. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 121.

3f. Contributing to defense
; capable of defend-

ing; prepared to defend.
Come ageyn to ther Beruice,

And cilery man in defensable wise.

Generjlile* (E. E. T. S.), I. 1888.

And that enery citezen or other wtyn the cite haue de-

fensable wepyn w'yn hym self, for kepynge of the pease.
Knylish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 388.

Where nothing lint the sound of Hotspur's name
Did seem defensible. fihak., 2 Hen. IV., il. 3.

Defensible casemate. See casematei .

defensibleness (de-fen'si-bl-nes), n. Defensi-

bility.

The defeiisibletifiitK of religion. Priestley.

defensiblyt, adv. [ME.; < defensible.] With
arms of defense.
Eche of you in your owne persones tlffensibly araied.

Patton Letters, II. 422.

defensiont, . [Early mod. E. also defencion; <

OF. defi -union, deffension = Sp. defennion = Pg.
defensSo = It. defensione, difensione, < ML. de-

fensio(n-), defense, < L. defendere, pp. dejenaim,
defend: see defend, defenttc.] A defense.
No defencion could take place, hut all went by tyrannic

and meere extortion. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 159.

defensive (de-fen'siv), a. and n. [< OF. defensif,
F. defengif'= Pr. defenstu = Sp. Pg. defensiro =
It. defennirn, difenxivo, < ML. "defensivus (fem.
defenslra, "> OF. defensive, a fortification), < L.

defendere, pp. defenmi.i, defend : see defend, de-

J'ense.~] I. a. 1. Serving to defend
; proper for

defense : as, defensive armor.
The houses which are built are as warme and defensive

against wind anil weather as if they were tiled and slated.

Quoted in Cap!. John Smiths True Travels, II. 5.

Dfftiuriw arms lay by, as useless here.
Where massy balls the neighboring rocks do tear.

Waller.

2. Of the nature of defense ; consisting in re-

sisting attack or aggression : as, defensive war,
in distinction from offensive war, which is ag-
gressive.

Since, therefore, we cannot win by an offensive war, at
least a land-war, the model of our government seems
naturally contrived for the defensive part.

Drydrn, Ded. of All for Love.

3. In a state or posture to defend: as, a de-

J'eiixire attitude. Defensive allegation. See alle-

gallon.



defensive

II. ii. That which defends or serves for de-

IVnsc; a safeguard; a security.

I'Diitciiiinge a resolution politiqne, tonchiiige the fenil-

nyur '-:"\ n in. 'lit in nion;i]vhye ; w">. a defensive of her

M.-i'i'--. IIOIKMIIV unit coiistanryr.
I'nili-ii/inin, 1'artheniades, xiii.

Wars preventive, upon just fears, are true tleffimirex.
Bacon.

The defensive, the state or attitude of defense ; the state

of being muly to meet or ward off attack.

I'ncler these circumstances, the ilefenxiiv, for the pres-

ent, must be your only eare. Lincoln, in Kaymoiid, p. 256.

To lie on the defensive, or to stand on the defen-
sive, to be or stjind in a state or posture of defense or re-

sistance, in opposition to aggression or attack.

From that time (the battle of Metanrusl, for four more
years, Hannibal could but ulnml mi Ilif <lrfensivc in the

southernmost corner of the Italian peninsula.
KIU-III: ISrit., XI. 444.

defensively (de-fen'siv-li), adv. In a defensive

manner ; on the defensive
;
in defense.

Camalodminm, where the Romans had seated them-
selves to dwell pleasantly, rather then defensively, was
not fortified. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

defensor (df-fen'sor), n. [L., < defcndere, pp.

rleffiisus, defend: see defend.] One who de-

fends. Hence (rc) In Rom. law, a local magistrate of

minor jurisdiction charged with the duty, among others,
of appointing curators or guardians for infants having in-

considerable estates. The name has also been applied to

one who volunteered to represent in defense an absentee
or incapable person, (h) In civil law: (1) A defendant.

(2) One who took up the defense, and asstimed the liabili-

ty, of a defendant. (3) An advocate, patron, procurator,
or cognitor. (4) A curator or guardian, (c) In canon law,
the counsel and custodian of the property of a church.
Fidei Defensor. See Defender of the Faith, under de-

fender.

defensory (de-fen'so-ri), a, f= OF. defensolre,

deffensoire, <'ML. *
defensorius (neut. defenso-

rium, a defense), < L. defcndere, defend: see

defend.'] Tending to defend; defensive. John-
son.

defer1
(de-fer'), v.\ pret. and pp. deferred, ppr.

deferring. [< OF. deferer, F. deferer = Sp. Pg.
deferir = It. deferire, charge, accuse, intr. give
way, < L. dfferre (pp. detains), bring down,
bring before, give, grant, also (with ace. nonien
= E. name) charge, accuse, < de, down, + fcrre
= E. fteorl. Cf. delate^.] I. tra ,,s . i t . TO offer;

render; assign: as, to defer the command of
an army.
The worship deferred to the Virgin. Breoint.

2. To refer
;
leave to another's judgment and

determination.

The commissioners . . . deferred the matter nnto the
Earl of Northumberland. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 07.

II. in trans. To yield to another's opinion;
submit in opinion : with to.

They not only deferred to his counsels in pnblick as-

semblies, but he was moreover the umpire of domestick
matters. Spence, tr. of Varilla's Hist. House of Hcdicis

1(1686), p. 306.

You whose stupidity and insolence
1 must defer to, soothe at every turn.

Bromuny, King and Book, II. 278.

defer2 (de-fer'), "
; pret. and pp. deferred, ppr.

deferring. [An alteration, after defer
1

,
of differ,

< ME. di/erren (rare), put off, < OF. differer,
F. differer = Sp. diferir = Pg. differir = It. de-

ferire, diferire, defer, delay, < L. diffcrre (pp.
dilatus), carry different ways, scatter, put off,
defer (intr. differ, be different, whence directly
E. differ), < dis-, apart, away, + ferre, carry,= E. ftcarl; see differ, dilate, delai/f.] I. trans.
1. To delay; put off; postpone to a future
time : as, to defer the execution of a design.

Soldiers, defer the spoil of the city until night.

Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Cod,
Nothing more certain, will not long defer
To vindicate the glory of his name.

Milton, S. A., 1. 474.

Why should we defer our joys?
B. Jomon, Volpone, iii. 6.

2f. To cause to wait
; remand; put off: applied

to persons.

(There was a] reason why he did not defer him at first
for his answer, till some more of the magistrates and
deputies might have been assembled.

Wiiithrop, Hist. New England, II. 138.

Deferred annuity. See annuity.- Deferred bonds
bonds issued by a government or company, entitling the
holder to a gradually increasing rate of interest up to a
specified rate, when they are converted into or classed as
active bonds. Bithell, Counting-House Diet. Deferred
pay, an allowance of twopence per day paid to soldiers
and non-commissioned officers serving in the British army
on discharge, or payable on death. A similar allowance
of twopence per day is paid annually to all men in the
army reserve, any sum earned by a mini dying during the
year being paid to his representatives. Deferred shares
shares issued by a company which do not entitle the holder
to share in the profits until the expiration of a specified
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time or the occurrence of some event, as, for instance,

when the ordinary shares are in the enjoyment of a given
annual percentage of profit. Kitl-ll.

II. iiitninx. To wait; delay; procrastinate.

Iiefe.r not till to-morrow to be wise ;

To-morrow's sun to thee may never rise.

Comjnm, To Cobham.

deference (def'er-ens), n. [< F. deference = Sp.

Pg. de/ereneiit = It. dcferenza, < L. as if "defe-

n-iilia', < deferen(t-)s, ppr. of deferre, defer: see

defer
1
,] A yielding in opinion ; submission to

the opinion, judgment, or wish of another;

hence, regard, respect, or submission in gen-
eral: as, a blind deference to authority.

A natural roughness makes a man uncomplaisant to

others ; so that he has no deference for their inclinations,

tempers, or conditions. Locke.

Adam's Speech, at parting with the Angel, has in it a

eference and Gratitude agreeable to an Inferior Nature.

Addition, Spectator, No. 345.

It would be much more difficult to produce examples of

injury to a state from the too speedy termination of hos-

tilities in deference to the public voice. Brougham..

When personal Inquiry has been thorough, unbiased,
and entire, it seems a violation of natural law to say that

the inquirer should put it aside iu deference to others,
even of presumably superior qualification.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 199.

deferent (def'er-ent), a. and n. [= F. deferent
= Sp. Pg. It. deferente, < L. deferen(t-)s, ppr. of

deferre, carry down: see defer
1
.] I. a. Bear-

ing off or away ; carrying off; conveying away ;

specifically, iu anat. and physiol., efferent: op-

posed to afferent: as, the deferent duct of the
testes.

Defei

The figures of pipes, or concaves, through which sounds

pass, or the other bodies deferent, conduce to the variety
and alteration of the sounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 220.

Deferent canal, the tube by which the seminal fluid of
a male animal is conveyed from the testicles to the ex-

ternal sexual organs. Also called the efferent duct, or vas

deferens.

II. n. 1 . That which carries or conveys ;
a

conductor.

Hard bodies refuse not altogether
to be mediums of sounds. But all of

them are dull and unapt deferents.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 217.

Specifically 2. A vessel or duct
in the human body for the con-

veyance of fluids Deferent of
the epicycle, or simply the deferent
(also called the orbit), in the Ptolemaic

system of astronomy, a circle upon the
circumference of which another circle the epicycle;

'

D, D,
was supposed to move, this second cir- n, the deferent or

cle being called the epicycle, and carry- o*lt.

ing the body of the planet.

It was in this simple and convincing manner that Co-

pernicus accounted for the second inequalities of the

planets, by substituting the orbit of the earth for the three

epicycles of the superior planets and the two deferents of
the inferior. Small.

the planet ; P. K. K,

deferential (def-e-ren'shal), a. [= F. deferen-
tiel, < L. as if *deferentialis, < *defcrentia, < defe-

rcn(t-)s, ppr. of deferre : see deferent, deference.]
1. Expressing or characterized by deference;
respectful in manner.

Their guilt is wrapped in deferential names.
Lowell, Tempora Mntantnr.

2. In anat., conveying away or carrying off;

specifically, pertaining to the vas deferens, or
deferent duct of the testes.

The deferential end of the testicular tube opens into a
sac close to the anus. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 548.

deferentially (def-e-ren'shal-i), adv. In a
deferential manner

;
with deference.

And did Sir Aylmer (deferentially
With Hearing chair and lower'd accent) think
For people talk'd that it was wholly wise?

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

deferment (de-fer'ment), . [< defer? + -ment.]
A putting off

; postponement.
But, sir, my grief, joined with the instant business,
Begs a deferment. Sir J. Stickling.

deferrer (df-fer'er), , [< defer* + -!.] One
who postpones or puts off; a procrastinator.

A great deferrer, long in hope, grown numb
With sloth, yet greedy still of what's to come.

B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

defervet, '- '. [ME., < L. defervere, boil down,
boil thoroughly, < de, down, + fervere, boil:
Mefervent.] To boil down.

Pefrut, carene, and sape iu oon manere
Of must is made. Defrut of defcrmmn
Til thicke.

Palladinx, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

defervescence, defervescency (de-fer-ves'ens,
-en-si), n. [< L. deferrescen(t-)s, ppr. of defer-
vescere, cease boiling, cool down, abate, < d<:

off, + fervescere, inceptive of fervere, boil: see
fertcnt.] 1. Abatement of heat; the state

defibrinize

of growing cool; coolness; lukewarmness.

[Rare.]
Young beginners are ... not so easily tempted to a

recession, till after a long time, by a revolution of affec-

tions, they are abated by a detenvscency in holy actions.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 108.

2. In jHithol., abatement or decrease of fever

or feverish symptoms.
All goes well, though slowly ; and as completeness is

more precious than rapidity of cure, we must be content

to mark time and watch gratefully the process of defer-

vencenee, which is proceeding satisfactorily.
Londtni Time*.

defeudalize (de-fu'dal-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

defeudalized, ppr. defeudalizing. [< de- priv. +
feudalize.] To deprive of feudal character or

form,

deffait, . [OF., pp. of defaire, deffaire, undo,
defeat: see defeat.] In her., same as decapite.

defflyt (def'li), adv. A corrupt form of deftly.

They dauucen dejKif, and singen soot*.

Spenser, Shep. C'al., April.

defiablet, a. [ME. dyffyaWe; < defy + -able.]

Digestible.
And he must drawe him to places of swete ayre and

hungry ; anil ete uonrishable ineetes and dyffyable also.

Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle,
(fol. 1, back.

defiance (de-fi'ans), . [< ME. defyaunce, <

OF. defiance, de'fftance, desfiance, F. defiance (=
Pr. desfiansa = OSp. dexfianza = It. diffidanza,

diffidenza, disfidanza), < ML. diffkleiitia, diffi-

dantia, lack of faith, distrust, defiance, < L. dif-

fiden(t-)s, ppr. of diffidere, ML. also diffldarr,

distrust, defy: see defiant, diffident, and cf. dif-

fidence, ult. a doublet of defiance.] If. Sus-

picion; mistrust.

Major Holmes, who I perceive would fain get to be free

and friends with my wife, but I shall prevent it, and she
herself hath also a defyance against him.

Pepys, Diary, I. 245.

2. The act of one who defies
;
a challenge to

fight; an invitation to combat; a call to an

adversary to fight if he dare.

As two contentious Kings, that, on each little jar,

Defiances send forth, proclaiming open war.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 100.

He then commanded his trumpeter to sound a defiance
to his challengers. Scfttt.

3. A challenge to meet in any contest; a call

upon one to make good any assertion or charge ;

an invitation to maintain any cause or point.
4. Contempt of opposition or danger ;

a daring
or resistance that implies contempt of an ad-

versary, or disregard of any opposing force : as,
he pressed forward in defiance of the storm.

Pride in their port, defiance iu their eye,
I see the lords of human kind pass by.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 327.

Their towers that looked defiance at the sky,
Fallen by their own vast weight, in fragments lie.

Bryant, Ruins of Italica.

It isone thing to likedefiance, and another thing to like

its consequences. George Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 41.

To bid defiance to, or to set at defiance, to defy ;

brave : as, to bid defiance, to ridicule or criticism ; to set

public opinion at defiance.

He bids defiance to the gaping crowd. Granvillr.

defiant (de-fi'ant), a. [< OF. defiant, defiant,
F. defiant '= Pr. desfiant = OSp. desfiante = It.

diffidente, disfidante, < L. diffiden(t-)s, distrust-

ful, defiant, ppr. of diffidere, distrust, ML. also

diffidare, distrust, defy, > OF. defier, F. deji/i;

defy: see defy, difftde, and cf. diffident, ult. a

doublet of defiant.] Characterized by defiance,
or bold opposition or antagonism; challeng-
ing.
He spoke first to Mary Stuart, who, half frightened, half

defiant, found herself on the edge of a conflict to which
her own resources were manifestly inadequate.

Froude. Hist. Eng., Reign of Elizabeth, ix.

defiantly (de-fi'ant-li), adv. In a defiant man-
ner

;
with defiance.

defiantness (de-fi'ant-nes), n. The state or

quality of being defiant.

He answered, not raising his voice, but speaking with

quick ilefintn< ..>. George Kliitt. Middleniarch. l\i.

defiatoryt (de-fi'a-to-ri), a. [Improp. < defy +
-at-ory.] Bidding or bearing defiance.

Letters defatnrii.

Shelford, Learned Discourses (IKK), p. -Jiii.

defibrinate (de-fi'bri-nat), r. t.; pret. and pp.

defihriiKited. ppr. dtfibrinutiiia. [< de- priv. +
fibrin + -ate.] To defibrinize.

defibrination(de-fi-bri-ua'slioii), . The act or

process of denl>i'ini/.ing, or depriving of fibril).

defibrinize (iie-fi'bri-mz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

defibrinized, ppr. defilir'nii:in<j. [< de- priv. +
fibrin + -/.-<.] To deprive of fibrin: specifl-



defibrinize

cully used "I removing lilirin fiom fiv-li liloml

li\ whipping it with rods.

deficience (de-lish'ensl, . |See ilefieit nci/. |

'I'lie Shite of lieing delicicllt ; n delicieue , .

[Uat'e or obsolete.
|

In I his third part ot learn iim. which is poesy, I can n

port nit ,1, in-,, ,,<,.

I:,,,,,,,, \.l\aneeinent of Learning, ii. I III.

It would aryue iloiilitl-- -^ in the other party ^reat /.

Mrl .Ir-IMIM ..I thencelvo, not to meet theforce
ot his reason in any Held whatsoever,

Mill, ,11. lakonoklastes, I'ref.

deficiency (do -fish 'on -si), .; pi. ticficiene/i.-
i si/).

I

Also ili'ficicnce ; = Sp. I'g. ilefieit iiein =
It. deficient!!, < ML. as if "tleficicntin. < L. tlefi-

i 'n ii( i-)x, delicieut : sei' tlfficii nl.] 1. The state

of being deficient; a lack or failing; a falling
short; incompleteness, as of intelligence, nl-

tainmenls. or performance.
\laillioroirjh u:i. a man not only of the most idle ami

frivolous pursuits, hut was so mi*iTal>l> imiorant, that his
,1. lieifucifx made him the ridicule of his contemporaries.

Stickle, civili/ation.

The tlciiriciic,! in administration (of the V. S. govern-
ment |, aside from bad lawgivers, eonsMs niainh in the lark

of business outer in public attaint. -V. A. JfaD.,CXL. 811.

2. That in which a person or thing is deficient
;

an imperfection.
The ilciicii'iicft w Inch causes colour-blindness cannot lie

.supplied by any conceivable process. T,iit. l.i^'ht, 16.

3. Lack of the necessary quantity, number,
etc.; inadet|uacy; insufficiency: us. a deficient';/

of troops; a tleficit <// of lilood. 4. Absence;
loss. [Bare.]

Tho' thou wert icattenil to the wind,
Yet is there plenty of the kind. . . .

Who'll weep for thy ,lcjici>'itc,i
'

Tennitxim, Two Voices.

Deficiency bill, see (,;//:;. Deficiency ofan algebrai-
cal curve, see.iim General Deficiency Bill. Sec
liiU'-t. = Syn. Insufficiency, scantiness, meagerness, scarci-

ty, dearth, r'or comparison with defectivtni'**, see tlcfcc-

lirf.

deficient (de-fish'ent), . [= F. deficient = Sp.
I'g. It. deficiente, < L. dcficieH(t-)n, ppr. of tle-

ficri'c, luck, fail, be wanting: see defect.] 1.

Lacking; wanting; incomplete.
Just as much as the love of God's law is deficient, must

tin- fear of man's law be called in to supply its place.
//. Spe.iicer, Social Statics, p. 222.

2. Defective; imperfect; inadequate: as, de-

ficient strength.
For- nature so preposterously to err,
lleinu not ilf/ii'ii'iit, blind, or lame of sense.
Sans witchcraft could not .S'Anfr., Othello, i. 3.

3. Not having a full or adequate supply: as, the

country is deficient in the means of carrying 011

war. Deficient hyperbola, in ninth., a curve which
meets the line at inllnity at only one real point ; a curve
which has one and but tine real asymptote, and which does
not run off to infinity elsewhere. It is so called (first by
New ton) as having but one infinite branch instead of two.
See InifH'rhitltt. ANo called tlft'et'th'c liifjierbola. Deficient
number, iu m-itl,., a number the sum of whose aliquot
parts is less than the number itself: thus, 8 is a detiricnt

iiiimlier, as the sum of iu aliquot parts, 1, 2, 4, is only 7.

-Syn. 11,-rieii'iil. lleh-ette,' (see ilefeetiee), insufficient, in-

adequate.

deficiently (de-fi.sh'eut-li), ndr. Ill a deficient

manner; insufficiently; inadequately.
deflcientness (de-fish'ent-nes), n. The state of

lieing deficient. [Rare.]
deficit (def'i-sit ). n. [= V. deficit = Sp. Pg. It.

D. G. Dan. Sw. deficit, < L. deficit, it is wanting,
3d'pers. sing. pros. ind. of deficere, be want-
ing: see deficient.] A failure or falling off in

amount ; specifically, a financial deficiency: as,
a deficit in the taxes or revenue.

Squandering, and payment by loan, is no way to check
nde.fii'it. t'lifhil'-. r'rench Kev., I. iii. 2.

Profuse expend! I lire, demanding more than could he got
from crippled industry, had cause.] a chronic ,1, 'licit.

H. N,.../i,.,.,-. study of Sociol., p. If,;..

defidet, <'. '. See difflde.

de fide (de fi'de). [L., of faith: de, of; tide.

abl. of fide*, faith: see ftiitli.] Of the faith;
authoritative

; authentic.

The poorer classes are not, for the most part, even ac-

quainted with the distill. -tii-n between what is to lie lie-

lieved to be ./*. ii,lc and what is popularly taught them as
truth. I'lia-ii. Kirenieon. p. Hi

defter (do-fi'er), ii.
[
Formerlv also tlefi/er : <

tlefif + -('/-I. Cf. OK. tlcfieiti:] "One who 'defies

or dares. (,f) ,\ challenger : one who eliaUm--.* another
t" i bal or encounter, (hi I who acts in opposition
or contempt : as. a ./,//./ of tin. laws.

lie was ever
A IOOM ami sirom; ././.., of all order.

t'leli'licr. Wildu-oose Chase, i. 1.

defigurationt (lUi-fig-u-ra'shiin), . [< rf<

+ -iitiiin : cqiiiv. to dixjii/iii'iititni.] A dii

ing: disfiguration.

L503

/'. fffunttom .MM! ileformalion-. "i rln 1-1

/>. II, ill. Kcman.

defiguret (dc-lig'ur), '. '. |< I-'. '/<//</'"'". for-

merly dexfujnri / ( Ml,, delii/nriire), disfigure : see

tlixfnjiire. ]
1. To disfigure. 2. To figure; de-

linciilc; represent lignrntively.
On the ]ia\ement ot till saiil I happel be tin ~e t^'i -I .....

I I II. \ are heli- ,l<-ln,,,,, ,1.

l!'..'.i, \iniint Knncral Monuments, p. stt.

I'.y this |l.ab\rintll| ,l.-li.inri;l lhe> (he prrpliAcd life of

ma i ...... u In ...I a n' I inl angled with manifold mischiefs, one
Kiicceedin another. XifiuliiH, Tnuail'^, ]>. W.

defilade (def-i-lad'), r. /. ; prct. and \>\i. dili-

linlid. ]ipr. ill liliidimi. [< V. di'lilndi , u., < di-

lilir. prolect from enfilade (u. V.), defile: see

defile'-. \
In fart., to arrange the plan mid pro-

file of (a fortification) so us to protect its lines

from enfilading fire, and its interior from plung-
ing or reverse fire. Also di tile.

defilading (def-i-la'ding), n. That branch of

fortification the object of which is to deter-
mine the directions or heights of the lines of

rampart or parapet, so that the interior of the
work may not be incommoded by a fire directed
to it from neighboring eminences. Also defile-
ment.

defile 1
(de-fil'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. drfiltdj ppr.
difiliiiij. [Altered, in imitation of the simple
verb./!//'

2
,
of same meaning, from ME. dcfonleii,

mod. obs. ilefiml, defile, < L. de- + ME. //'.
make foul (whence mod. foul, v.), with parallel
form fijlen, whence mod. fk^: see defoul1 ,

de-

find-.] 1. To make unclean, dirty, or impure ;

soil
;
befoul.

They that touch pitch will he deliled.

SkaJc., Much Ado, ill. 3.

2. Figuratively, to sully or tarnish, as reputa-
tion, etc.

They shall drjilr thy brightness. Ezck. xxviii. 7.

Hi is among the greatest prelates of the age, however
his character may be elejtlfd by dirty hands.

thrift, Letter on the Sacramental Test.

3. To make ceremonially unclean.

That which dieth of iUelf, or is torn with Itcasts, he
shall not eat, to dfjile himself therewith. lv. xxii. 8.

He bath ilejiirtt the sanctuary of the Lord. Num. xix. tio.

4. To overcome the chastity of; debauch ; vio-

late; deflower.

Shcchem ... lay with her, and dejiled her.
lien. XXXiV. ".

6. To taint, in a moral sense
; corrupt ; vitiate

;

debauch; pollute.

Dcjilc not yourselves with the idols of Egypt.
E>k. xx. 7.

God requires rather that we should die than il'tit? our-
selves with impieties. Stillitvjjtret,

= Svn. To com animate, foul, stain, dirty. See taint, r. t.

defile'-' (de-fil'), .
; pret. and pp. dejiled, ppr.

tlejilinf/, [= I), defiteren = G. defiliren = Dan.
dcflere = Sw. defikra. < OF. defiler, F. defiler (=
Sp. Pg. <leJiliir = It. difilare), file off, defile, un-

ravel, unstring, < de- priv. + filer, spin threads,
< Jil, a thread, a file, rank, order: see flca.] I.

intniHu. To march off in a line, or by files; file

off.

The Turks defiled before the enemy. Uibbm.

The army did not dfjile into the plains around Malaga
before the following morning.

Preaxlt, Ferd. and Isa., i. 13.

II. triniK. In fort. , same as defiladf.

defile'-3 (de-fil' or de'fil), . [Formerly also

dffilee; < F. defile, a pass, defile, prop. pp. of

defiler, defile: see defile
2

, p.] 1. A narrow pas-
sage in a mountain region; a gorge through
which a body of troops or other persons can
pass in a file or narrow line.

He sent the guides in the advance, and putting spurs
to his horse, dashed through a dejile of the mountain.

Irving, Granada, p. 94.

2. A march by files.

It was a proud sight for Siena as she w .itched the drftf
through her narrow and embattled streets of hand after
hand of the envoys of the towns that acknowledged her

sway.
C. K. Xiirlini. church-building in Middle Ages, p. 100.

= Syn. 1. WiirjK. ll'irliif, etc. See rnllcn.

defilement 1
(de-fil'ment), . [< dejilel + -meat.]

1. The ad of defiling, or the state of being de-

filed; foulness; uucleauness; impurity.

dennita

defilement- ide-tii'mcni). . [< F. <i>.
/// ut.

, di lili i\ defile : see dijil, -, /.
|

I n furl., same
:is ill lilildiinf.

defiler (df-fl'lte), </. <>,. who or that which
detiles; one who corrupts or debauches; one
who or that which polliit. .-..

'I hon bii-hl

(If II.MIMiis puivnl iK-il! ftlini.. T. ..t ^
,
IV. I

defiliation (de-lil-i-a'slion), ii. [< L. de- priv.
+ Jilni.i, ;i sou, Jilin, u dinightcr. + K. -nlim: .

see filiuiiiiH.] The iilisli'iictioii of a child from
its parents; the act of rendering childless.

[Rare.]
The tales of fairy-spiriting may shadow a lamentable

\erit\. and tin- i><M\er> of the \..ine_- Montagu lie hut a

solitary instance of good fortune out of man> n lepamlile
and hopeless tt>riiintiini&. Lnuih, chimney -Sweepers.

definable (ile-fi'na-bl), . [< define + -Hbte.}

Capable of teing'defined. (n) .susceptihlc of defi-

nition : as, >i. nil" 1 '!'- words.

That Supreme Nature, which we cannot otherwise ih tin.

than by saying it is infinite; as if infinite were drnnniitf,
or inllnity a subject for our narrow understanding.

Drydm, J-ref. to Religio Laid.

(')) I ictei niinalile ; ascertainahle : as, definable limits ; a

definable period.

Concerning the time of the end of the world, the ques-
tion is whether that time be drfnalile or no.

T. Riinvt, Theory of the Earth.

definably (de-fi'na-bli), adv. In a definable
manner.
define (de-fiu'), r. ; pret. and pp. defined, ppr.
defining.

'

[< ME. defiiien, diffinen, < OF. defimr.

deffiner, dcfenir, dvffinir, diffiner, define, limit,

finish, end, etc., F. definir = Pr. definir, difflnir
= Sp. Pg. definir= It. definire, diffinire = D. defi-
ntf'ren = G. definiren = Dan. definere = Sw. de-

finicra, < L. definire, limit, settle, define, < de- +
finire, set a limit, bound, end : see finish, and cf .

definixli.] I. trims. 1. To determine, declare,
or mark the limit of; circumscribe

;
determine

or indicate the bounds or outlines of with pre-
cision; mark or set out clearly: as, to define
the extent of a kingdom or country.

More and yet more defined the trunks appear
Till the wild prospect stands distinct and clear.

Crabke, Works, IV. 122.

The images of objects at different distances from the eye
cannot lie defined at the same time upon the retina.

Ti/iutalt, Light and Elect.
, p. 48.

2. To fix, establish, or prescribe authorita-

tively : as, to define the duties of an officer.

Even had there been only one state, ami not thirteen, it

would probably have been found convenient to dfline the
range of each of the powers of the commonwealth in a
written document. K. A. Freeman, Alner. Lects., p. 190.

3. To state the signification of; explain what is

expressed by (a word, a phrase, etc.; ; state the
nature or essential properties of: as, to define
virtue

; define your meaning more clearly.
Hard it is, through the had expression of these Writers,

to define this flght, whether by Sea or Land.

MUtuu, Hist. Eng., v.

Like wit, much talked of, not to he defined. Olicai/.

He (Canon Kingsley] defines superstition to lie an unrea-
soning fear of the unknown.

Datmoii, Nature and the Bible, p. 21(1.

4f. To determine ; settle ; decide.

These warlike Champions, all in armour shine,
Assembled were in Held the chalenge to deliur.

.s'/'wr, K. 1}., "IV. iii. 3.

II. intrans. If. To determine; decide; give
judgment.
The unjust judge ... Is the capital remover of land-

marks, when he definelh amiss of lands and pro|ierties.

Bacon, Judicature.
2. To state a definition.

defined (de-find'), p. a. Having the extent as-

certained; having the precise limit marked, or

having a determinate limit-; definite.

Xo one had a dejhud portion of land or any certain
bounds to his possessions. t;r-'>,'

:ifini_

They are here, as at Mindanao, very superstitions in

ashiiii; and cleansing themselves from' dejilementt : and
for that reason they delight to live near the Rivera or
Streams ,it water. J>aiii]iifr. Voyages, II. i. 1:(T.

2. Corruption of morals, principles, or con-
duct; impurity; pollution by vice or sin.

Tbr chaste cannot fake into such tilth without danger
rnl. .\ildifim. .spectator, Ko. 888

definementt (de-fin'ment), n. [< OF.
miiit, definition, finishing, accomplishment, <

drfiner, difenir. define : see define.] The act of

defining or describing ; definition.

Sir, his defiiwme.nl suffers no perdition in you.
.SAo*., Hamlet, v. 2.

definer (de-fi'ner), 11. One who defines, in any
sense of that word.

Let your imperfect Definition show
Tbat nothing you, the weak /' nn, r. know.

Prii.r. (in K\ iii. 14.

definisht, r. t. [ME. definislien, < OF. dtfiniss-,
stem of certain parts of definir. define : see rfe-

fim; and cf. finixli.] To define. Chaucer.

definita, . Plural of definitum.



definite

definite (defi-nit ), a. and n. [= < >*' drfinit, V-

< L. ae-
di'thii = Sp. definido = i'K- It. definite, < L. ae-

li'iiiliix. limited, definite, pp. <>f dijinirt', limit,

define: see</r/m'.J I. a. 1. Haying fixed limits;

bounded with precision; determinate: as, <fc/i-

i(c dimensions; ili'jiiiii''
measure.

Ill tilt l!H>ll-, till' highest heaven i.- certainly a definite

place where God's presence is specially manifested, al-

thouu'h ill the same time it jiervades tin- wluih- universe.

Daifsan, Nature ami the Bible, p. 69.

2. Expressly or precisely prescribed, fixed, or

established.

It was ton much the hahitof English. politicians to take

it for granted that there was in India a known and definite

constitution by which questions of this kind were to be

decided. maeoutttg. Warren Hastings.

Before any definite agency for social control is developed,

there exists a control arising partly from the public opinion
of the living, and more largely from the public opinion of

the dead. '/. Spencer, I'rin. of Mociol., 467.

3. Having clear limits in signification ;
deter-

minate
;
certain

; precise : as, a definite word,

term, or expression. 4. Fixed
;
determinate

;

exact.

Some certain and definite time. Ayli/e, Parergon.

A jar of water, if you shake it, has a perfectly definite

time in which it oscillates, and that is very easily mea-
sured. H'. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 201.

6. In gram., defining ; limiting : applied to the

article the and its correspondents in other lan-

guages. 6. Inbot. : (a) Of a constant number,
not exceeding twenty : as, stamens definite, (b)

Limited in development: as, a definite inflores-

cence. See centrifugal inflorescence, under een-

1504

on the overthrow of Aristotelianism and attaining its ex-

treme development in the formal logic of Kant and bis

followers, made the definition a mere list of essential

marks all standing upon one footing and aggregated to-

gether without anv distinction between genus and ililtci

enee This, being an extremely nominalistie view, an-

swers very well for the definitions of sonic artificial classes

In mathematics, etc. (3) Modern logicians, recognizing

that the elements of a definition are neither, in general,

merely joined together without order nor always com-

bined on one fixed model, conceive the deflnition to be an

explanation of the construction of the concept to be de-

fined out of others better known. According to the two

first views alike, some concepts are indefinable Iwcause so

abstract that no wider ones embracing them can be found ;

according to the third, no concept can be too abstract to

admit of definition, the only Indefinable ideas being such

as the sensation of redness, the sense of fear, and the like,

which direct experience alone can impart. An example
of definitions conforming to the third conception is : "An
uncle is the son of a parent of a parent

"
a definition in

which the notions of son and parent neither stand in the

relation of genus and difference nor are merely aggregated

together. Such also is the definition "Substance is the

permanent element in the phenomenon."

Though definitions will serve to explain the names of

substances as they stand for our ideas, yet they leave them
not without great imperfection as they stand for things.

Locke, Human Understanding, III. xi. 24.

deflect

Definitively thus I answer you.
Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

The strong and decided policy to which Republicans
thrun<'hout the country bad ile/inilirelii committed them
5,.]ves. The American, I\. :;!::.

2. Finally; conclusively: as, the points be-

tween the parties are definitively settled.

j>- man, no synod, no session of men, though call d the

church, can judge definitively the sense of Scripture to

another man's conscience. Mttttm, Civil Power.
;nse of Scriptni
Milton, Civil ro

3f. So as to have or exist in a definitive loca-

tion (which see, under definitive).

definitiveness (cle-fin'i-tiv-nes), . Determi-

nateness; decisiveness; conclusiveness.

At length I would be avenged ; this was a point defini-

tively settled but the very definitiveness with which it

was resolved precluded the idea of risk.

foe, Tales, 1. 346.

1MB-

of things to which the definition applies. Acciden-
tal definition, a description. Adequate deflnition or

mark, a definition which applies to every individual of

the class defined, and to no other. Analytical defini-

tion, a definition expressing an analysis of a notion al-

ready formed, and embodied in a word or phrase already
in use. Causal definition. See causal. Circle in

definition. See circle. Conceptual definition, the

analysis of a concept ; the exact setting forth of the contents

of auction. Descriptive definition, a deflnition which

designates the thing defined by means of inessential attri-

butes. Essential definition, a strict definition stating

definitude (de-fin'i-tud), . [< L. as if
*

tndo, < definitus, definite: see definite.']

niteness; exactitude; precision.

Though thus destitute of the light and definitude of

mathematical representations, philosophy is allowed no

adequate language of its own. Sir IT. BamMm.

definition (def-i-m'tum), n. ; pi. definita (-til).

[ML.] A thing defined. See definite, n.

defixt (de-fiks'), '(' * [< L. defirax, pp. of de-

figere, fasten down, fix, < de, down, + figcre,

fasten : see fix.'] To fix
;
fasten.

The country person is generally sad (sober] because he

knows nothing but the cross of Christ, his mind being de-

fixed on and witli those nails wherewith his Master was.

G. Herbert, Country Parson, xxvii.

deflagrability (defla-gra-bil'i-ti), . [< defla-

grable: see -bility.] In chem., combustibility ;

e']inniieiiix. Deovjw KKVNL auuawwiwwiw. uuuei i

ic. Definite term, ill logic, aterm which defines or marks
out a particular class of beings, or a single person, as distin-

guished from an indefinite term, which does not define or

mark out an object. ='Syn. Definite, Definitioc, clear. The
first two are sometimes confounded, especially in the adver-

bial form, and they often cover essentially the same idea.

He spoke definitely tti*t is, with his meaning sharply
defined ; he answered definitioe.li/ that is, so as to define

or decide with certainty. Definite is passive, definitive ac-

tive.

II. [ML. definition, neat, of L. definitus,

definite.] A thing defined. Ayliffe. [Bare or

obsolete.]

definitely (def'i-nit-li), ado. In a definite man-
ner.

definiteness (def'i-uit-nes), u. The quality of

being definite or defined in extent or significa-
tion

;
exactness

;
determinateness.

The right word is always a power, and communicates its

definite/less to our action.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 330.

definition (def-i-nish'on), n. [= OF. definition,

definition, F. definition = Sp. definicion = Pg.

definiqao = It. definizione = D. dcfinitie = G.

Dan. Sw. definition, < L. dcfinitio(n-), a defini-

tion (tr. Gr. o/wffjuof, < bpi(,etv, define, limit: see

horizon), < definire, define: see define.] 1. The
determination of the limits or outlines of a

thing ;
a marking out

;
the state of being clearly

marked out or outlined; specifically, in optics,
the defining power of a lens that is, its ability
to give a clear, distinct image of an object in

all its important details. This depends upon
the freedom of the lens from spherical and chro-
matic aberration.

The day was clear, and every mound and peak traced its

outline with perfect definition against the sky.
0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 265.

Of course, every one who is in the habit of using a tele-

scope in the daytime is familiar with the fact, that on many
seemingly cloudless days there is an otherwise invisible
kind of haze, which impairs or destroys definition, and that
the best or brightest vision is obtained in the blue sky visi-

ble between large, floating annnli. Science, IV. 94.

2. The act of stating the signification of a word
or phrase, or the essential properties of a thing.

Definition is so closely connected with classification

that, until the nature of the latter process is in some
measure understood, the former cannot be discussed to
much purpose. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. viii. 1.

Enthusiastically attached to the name of liberty, these
historians troubled themselves little about its definition.

Macaulay, History.

3. A statement of the signification of a word or

phrase, or of what is essential to the conception
of any given thing; an explanation of how any
given kind is distinguished from all other kinds.
Three conceptions of the nature of definition have pre-
vailed at different times : (1) Aristotle taught that every
strict definition consists of two parts, different in kind,
one declaring the genus or higher class to which the spe-
cies defined belongs, the other declaring the specific dif-

ference by which the given species differs from others of
the same genus. This view influences most of the defini-
tions of systematic botany and zoology. (2) The theory of

logical extension and comprehension, coming into vogue

such definitional differentiation : we must first recognize
our objects before we can compare

thern^

Real definition, the statement of the design or idea of a \Ve have been forced to spend much more time than the

real kind. Thus, any artificial object, as a sewing-ma- opinion of the ready defiagralittiti/ (if I may so speak) of

chine, is defined by stating the purpose and the nature of saltpetre did beforehand permit us to imagine,
the contrivance by which the purpose is intended to be at- Boyle, Works, I. 362.

tallied. The real deflnition of a natural species supposes .
fln __ Kl ivlof'15 . do fln'wrn Ml n f(ti

the species to owe its being to some intelligible idea which deflagrable (def la- or de-fla gra-ol), . [<. L.

the definition attempts to state. Synthetical deflni- as if *deflagrabtlis, < deflagrare, burn: see dej-

tion, a definition expressing the mode of constructing a
iaarate.] Combustible ; having the quality of

p'oTeHrfo'"! stnTe^opSed foAn'olS wort
'

"

taking fire and burning up, as alcohol, oils, etc.

definitional (def-i-nish'on-al), a. [< definition Our chymical oils, supposing that they were exactly

+ -ill.] 1. Of or pertaining to definition; used pure, yet they would be ... but the more iiinani-

'

d finine
mable and defiayrable. Boyle, Works, I. 5J8.

Two distinct presentations are necessary to the com- deflagrate (def'la-grat), V.
] pret. and pp. def-

parison that is here implied ; but we cannot begin with Jar/rated, ppr. deflagrating. [< L. difiiiijriitux,
'- ->---' ....;<,.; "...=t flrat ,-.v,<mi. ^ ot jffagfaf^ bum, consume, < dc- + fla-

grare, burn : see flagrant.] I. trans. To set

fire to; burn; consume: as, to deflagrate oil or
2. Abounding in definitions.

definitive (de-fin'i-tiv), a. and n. [= F. defini-

tif Sp. Pg. It. definitivo = D. definitief= G.

Dan. Sw. definitiv, < L. definiticm, definitive,

explanatory, LL. definite, < definitun, pp. of dc-

finire, define: see define.] I. a. 1. Limiting
the extent

;
determinate ; positive ; express :

as, a definitive term.

Other authors often write dubiously, even in matters
wherein is expected a strict and definitive truth.

Sic T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

secondary condenser is always used for spcctroscopic

experiments, as the spark has great deflagrating power.
J. K. 11. Gordon. Elect, and Mag., II. 63.

II. intrants. To burn; burst into flame; spe-

cifically, to burn rapidly, with a sudden evolu-

tion of flame and vapor, as a mixture of char-

coal and niter thrown into a red-hot crucible.

Deflagrating mixtures, combustible mixtures, gener-

ally made with niter, the oxygen of which is the active

ingredient in promoting their combustion.

of theNo other way to solve the eternity or antiquity

world, than by supposing innumerable deluges and ilefla-

gratiuns. lip. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i.

2. Ending ; determining ;
final ; conclusive : fiagrare, burn up : see deflagrate.'] A kindling

opposed to conditional, provisional, or interloeu- Or setting on fire
; burning; combustion.

tory.
My lord, you know it is in vain ;

For the Queens sentence is definitiuc,
And we must see 't performed.

lleyicood, If you Know not Me, i.

With the four volumes first mentioned the Goethe So-

ciety in Weimar begins the publication of the definitive
edition of Goethe's works.

Amer. Jour. Philnl., VIII. 484.

They [treaties] may be principal or accessory, prelimi-

nary or definitive.

Specifically (a) Oxidation by the rapid combustion of

a substance, attended with an extremely sudden evolu-

tion of flame and vapor. It is accomplished by mixing
the substance with potassium chlorate or nitrate (niter),

and projecting the mixture in small portions at a time

into a red-hot crucible, (b) The rapid combustion of met-

als by the electric spark.

deflagrator (def^a-gra-tor), u. [= F. deflagra-
Wmlsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 102. Unr _ Sp aeflagfadoi; < ML. diflftf/rator, < L.

Specifically (a) In biol., completely formed; fixed and
deflagrare, burn up: see deflagrate.] An in-

ftnished: opposed to immitivenr formative: as, tlicde/mi- strument for producing combustion, particu-
tme aorta; a definitive, anus. Huxley, (b) In toifle, applied . , .,,. * metallic qnhstHni-es bv
to a judgment which is accompanied by a full assent of laity the combustion ot meta

means of the electric spark Hare's deflagrator,
a voltaic cell in which the vnpper and zinc plates arc

large and are wound closely together in a spiral form, and

hence offer large surface and proportionallysmall internal

resistance. It can, therefore, produce powerful heating

effects in a short external circuit.

,,rll ni,i,,e and circumscriptive- the distinction whereby
deflect (de-flekt;),

r. [= F. ,lff,-hir <

ftectere, bend aside, < de, away, +Juetere, Dena:

see flex, flexible.] I. trans. To cause to turn

aside ;
turn or bend from a right line or a regu-

lar course.

The Gulf Stream ... is deflected eastward by a current

the mind.

To these two methods Galen addeth the third method,
that is, method divisive or definitive. Blundeville.

3. In metaph., having position without occupy-
ing space.

theologers, that deny God to lie in any place, save them-
selves from being accused of saying that he is nowhere.

llobbet.

Definitive location, in metaph., position without exten-
sion in space. Definitive Whole, the compound of a ge-
neric character and a specific difference ; a metaphysical
whole. =Syn. See definite.

II. n. In gram., a defining or limiting word,
as an article, a demonstrative, or the like.

definitively (<le-fin'i-tiv-li), adv. 1. Determi-

nately; positively; expressly.

setting in from Baffin's Bay.
nnni'tf. Diet, of Lit., Science, and Art.

Since the Glacial Epoch there have been no changes in

the physical geography of the earth sufficient iodtfltet the

Pole half-a-dozen miles, far less half-a dozen ilcgn i s.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. S.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a.,adj adjective.
abbr abbreviation.
abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.

AF Anglo-French.
ari agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.

slg algebra.
Amer American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist

appar apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch architecture.

archceol archaeology.
arith. arithmetic.

art. article.

A8 Anglo-Saxon.
astro! astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot botany.
Braz Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus cauBative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
din 11 1. . . : chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch. conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
cranlol cranlology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.

def. definite, definition.

deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.

dlfl different.

dim diminutive.
distrib distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynain dynamics.
E East.
E English(u8i<aZ/ymian-

itvj modern English).
eccl., cedes ecclesiastical.

econ. . . . '. economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. I M.I East Indian.
elect electricity.

embryol embryology.
Eng. English.

engineering.
entomology.

Epli Episcopal.
equiv equivalent.
. -

1 especially.
Eth Ethioplc.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol. ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.
I. fern feminine.
F. French (umally mean-

ing modern French).
Hem Flemish.
fort. fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Frieslc.

fut future.
O Gennan(u*uoUyman-

ing New High Oer-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

mil v galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geoL geology.
geom geometry.
Goth. Gothic (Slcesogothic).
Or Greek.

gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist. history.
horol horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (utuatty

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwite call-

ed Old Norse).
Ichth Ichthyology.
I. e L. id at, that Is.

impers Impersonal.
in 1 1

if . Imperfect.
impv imperative.
imnrop Improperly.
I ml. Indian.
Ind Indicative.

Indo-Eur Indo-European.
Indef. Indefinite.

Inf. Infinitive.

Instr Instrumental.

inter] interjection.
intr.. int rans Intransitive.

Ir. Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.

LG. Low German.
lichenol lichenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit. literature.

Llth Lithuanian.
lit In IK lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

in., masc masculine.
M Middle.
nindi machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math. mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
Ml. Middle English (other.

wite called Old Eng-
lish).

m;h. mechanics, mechani-
cal.

in' .1. medicine.
mensnr mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metaph metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Mex. Mexican.
Mi; i Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
niilit. military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod. modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
n., nent neuter.
K New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
Minn. nautical.
nav navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
M. .M i nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.
O. Old.

obs. obsolete.

obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wite called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old SlavonlcX

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan. Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontoL odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OOaeL Old Gaelic.
OHO. Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.
OL Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPrnss Old Prussian.

orig. original, originally.
oralth ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTent Old Teutonic.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert. perfect.
Pers. Persian.

pen. person.
persp. perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.

petrography.
Portuguese.

hen Phenlcian.

philoL philology.
phllos philosophy.
phonog phonography.
photog photography.

phren phrenology.
phys physical.
physlol physiology.
pl.,plur plural.

poet poetical
IK. lit political.
Pol Polish.

POM possessive.
pp past participle.

ppr. present participle.
Pr Provencal (umally

meaning Old Pro-

vencal)i

pref prefix.

prep preposition.
pres. present
I
ir . t preterit.

priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron. pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. properly.

pros prosody.
Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.
psyche il. psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. qua)

mat, which see.

refl. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.

repr representing.
rhet. rhetoric.
Bom Roman.
Rom Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
B. Sooth.
S. Amer South American.
sc. L. tcilicet, understand,

supply.
Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv Servian.

sing singular.
Skt, Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp Spanish.
snbj subjunctive.
superL superlative.
surg surgery.
gnrv surveying.
8w. Swedish.
MM synonymy.
Syr Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teralol. teratology.
term termination.
Teut. Teutonic.
theat. theatrical
theoL theology.
therap. therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.

typog typography.
alt ultimate, ultimately.
v. verb.
var variant.
vet. veterinary.
v. L intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach. Wallachlan.
W. Ind West Indian.

zoogeog. zoogeography.
zool. zoology.
root. sootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang.
i as In fate, mane, dale.

as in far, father, guard.
& as in fall, talk, naught
a as in ask, fast, ant
ii as in fare, hair, bear,
e as in met, pen, bless.

as in mete, meet, meat,
e as in her, fern, heard.
1 as in pin, it, biscuit
i as in pine, fight, flic,

o as in not, on, frog.
o as in note, poke, floor.

o as in move, spoon, room.
o as in nor, song, off.

u as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp.
v, vi).

u as in pull, book, could.

ii German u, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
Its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. vii.

Thus:

9 as In prelate, courage, captain.
.- as in ablegate, episcopal.
B is) ta abrogate, eulogy, democrat
M as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, Its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short -sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. vll. Tims :

a as in errant republican.
e. as in prudent, difference.

i as In charity, density,
o as In valor, aotor, idiot

S as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book,
u as in nature, feature.

A mark (~) under the consonants t. d,

I, : indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, sh, zh. Thus :

t as In nature, adventure.

j as in arduous, education.

g as in leisure.

t as in seizure.
th as in thin.
TH as in then.
6h as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mou-
rn- ) 1.

'

denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom; 1. e., derived from.

> read whence ; i. e., from which Is derived.
+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate with; L e., etymologically

parallel with.

y read root.
' read theoretical or alleged; i e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t read ,.'.,...?.'.
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